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AN

EARNEST APPEAL
TO

MEN OF REASON AND RELIGION.

Doth our law judge any mun, before it hear him, and know what he doeth?
John vii, 51.

1. Although it is with us a " veiy small thing to be judged of you
or of man's judgment," seeing we know God will " make our innocency
as clear as the light, and our just dealing as the noon-day ;" yet are we
ready to give any that are willing to hear a plain account, both of our
principles and actions ; as having " renounced the hidden things of
shame," and desiring nothing more, " than by manifestation of the

truth to commend ourselves to every man's conscience in the sight of
God."

2. We see (and who does not?) the numberless follies and miseries

of our fellow creatures. We see, on every side, either men of no reli-

gion at all, or men of a lifeless, formal religion. We are grieved at the

sight; and should greatly rejoice, if by any means we might convince
some that there is a better religion to be attained,—a religion worthy of
God that gave it. And this we conceive to be no other than love ; the

love of God and of all mankind ; the loving God with all our heart, and
soul, and strength, as having first loved vs, as the fountain of all the

good we have received, and of all we ever hope to enjoy ; and the loving

every soul which God hath made, every man an earth, as our own soul.

3. This love we believe to be the medicine of life, the never-failing

remedy for all the evils of a disordered world, for all the miseries and
vices of men. Wherever tliis is, there are virtue and happiness going

hand in hand. There is humbleness ofmind, gentleness, long suffering,

the whole image of God ; and at the same time a peace that passeth all

understanding, and joy unspeakable and full of glory.

Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind

;

Each prayer accepted, and each wish resign'd
;

Desires composed, affections ever even,

Tears that delight, and sighs that waft tc heaven.

4. This religion we long to see established in the world, a religion of
love, and joy, and peace, having its seat in the inmost soul, but ever

showing itself by its fruits, continually springing forth, not only in all

innocence, (for love worketh no ill to his neighbour,) but likewise in

every kind of beneficence, spreading virtue and happiness all around it.

5. This religion have we been following after for many years, as many
know, if they would testify : but all this time, seeking wisdom, we found

it not ; we were spending our strength in vain. And being now under
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full conviction of this, we declare it to all mankind ; lor we desire not that

others should wander out of the way as we have done before them ; but

rather that they may profit by our loss, that they may go (though we did

not, having then no man to guide us) the straight way to the religion of

love, even by faith.

6. Now, faith (supposing the Scripture to be of God) is ^pa/jxaTwv

eXsyXog a (SXsifo^svuv, " the demonstrative evidence of things unseen," the

supernatural evidence ofthings invisible, not perceivable by eyes of flesh,

or by any of our natural senses or faculties. Faith is that divine evi-

dence whereby the spiritual man discerneth God, and the things of God.

It is with regard to the spiritual world, what sense is with regard to the

natural. It is the spiritual sensation of every soul that is born of God.

7. Perhaps you have not considered it in this view. I will, then,

explain it a little further.

Faith, according to the scriptural account, is the eye of the new-born

soul. Hereby every true believer in God " seeth him who is invisible."

Hereby (in a more particular manner, since life and immortality have

been brought to light by the Gospel,) he " seeth the light of the glory of

God in the face of Jesus Christ ;" and " beholdeth what manner of love

it is which the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we," who are born of

the Spirit, " shoidd be called the sons of God."
It is the ear of the soul, whereby a sinner " hears the voice of the Son

of God, and lives ;" even that voice which alone wakes the dead, " Son,

thy sins are forgiven thee."

It is (if I may be allowed the expression) the palate of the soul ; for

hereby a believer " tastes the good word, and the powers of the world to

come ;" and " hereby he both tastes and sees that God is gracious," yea,
" and merciful to him a sinner."

It is the feeling of the soul, whereby a believer perceives, through the

" power of the Highest overshadowing him," both the existence and

the presence of Him in whom " he lives, moves, and has his being ;"

jand indeed the whole invisible world, the entire system of things eternal.

And hereby, in particular, he feels " the love of God shed abroad in his

heart."

8. By this faith we are saved from all uneasiness of mind, from the

anguish of a wounded spirit, from discontent, Irom fear and sorrow of

heart, and from that inexpressible listlessness and weariness, both of the

world and of ourselves, which we had so helplessly laboured imder for

many years ; especially when we were o\it of the hurry of the world, and

sunk into calm reflection. In this we find that love of God, and of all

mankind, which we had elsewhere sought in vain. This we know and
feel, and therefore caimot but declare, saves every one that partakes

of it, both from sin and misery, from every unhappy and every unholy

temper.

Soft peace she brings, wherever slic arrives

;

She builds our quiet, as she forms our lives;

J^ays the rougii jialiis of peevish nature even,

And opens in each breast a little heaven.

9. If you ask, " Why then have not all men this faith ? all, at least,

who conceive it to be so happy a thing? Why do they not believe

imnnediatelyV
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We answer, (on the Scripture hypothesis,) " It is the gift of God."
No man is able to work it in himself. It is a work of omnipotence. It

requires no less power thus to quicken a dead soul, than to raise a body
that lies in the grave. It is a new creation; and none can create a soul

anew, but He who at first created the heavens and the earth.

10. May not your own experience teach you this? Can you give
yourself this faith ? Is it now in your power to see, or hear, or taste, or

feel God 1 Have you already, or can you raise in yourself, any percep-
tion of God, or of an invisible world 1 I suppose you do not deny that

there is an invisible world
;
you will not charge it in poor old Hesiod to

Christian prejudice of education, when he says, in those well-known
words,

" Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, whether we wake, or if we sleep."

Now, is there any power in your soul whereby you discern either these,

or Him that created them ? Or, can all your wisdom and strength open
an intercourse between yourself and the world of spirits 1 Is it in your
power to burst the veil that is on your heart, and let in the light of eter-

nity 1 You know it is not. You not only do not, but cannot, by your
own strength, thus believe. The more you labour so to do, the more
you will be convinced " it is the gift of God."

11. It is the free gift of God, which he bestows, not on those who are
worthy of his favour, not on such as are previously holy, and so fit to be
crowned with all the blessings of his goodness ; but on the ungodly and
unholy ; on those who till that hour were fit only for everlasting destruc-

tion; those in whom was no good thing, and whose only plea was, "God
be merciful to me, a sinner !" No merit, no goodness in man precedes
the forgiving love of God. His pardoning mercy supposes nothinor in

us but a sense of mere sin and miseiy ; and to all who see, and feel, and
own their wants, and their utter inability to remove them, God freely

gives faith, for the sake of Him in whom he is always " well pleased."
12. This is a short, rude sketch of the doctrine we teach. These are

our fundamental principles; and we spend our lives in confirming others

herein, and in a behaviour suitable to them.
Now, if you are a reasonable man, although you do not believe the

Christian system to be of God, lay your hand upon your breast, and
calmly consider what it is that you can here condemn ? What evil have
we done to you, that you should join the common cry against us ? Why
should you say, " Away with such fellows from the earth ; it is not fit

that they should live ?"

13. It is true, your judgment does not fall in with ours. We believe

the Scripture to be ofGod. This you do not believe. And how do you
defend yourselves against them who urge you with the guilt of unbeUef?
Do you not say, " Every man mufit judge according to the light he has,"

and that " if he be true to this, he ought not to 1>o condemned?" Keep
then to this, and turn the tables. Must not we also judge according to

the light we have ? You can in no wise condemn us without involving

yourselves in the same condemnation. According to the light ive have,
we cannot but believe the Scripture is of God ; and while we believe

this, we dare not turn aside from it, to the right hand or to the left.

14. Let us consider this point a little further. You yourself believe
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there is a God. You have the witness of this in your own breast.

Perhaps sometimes you tremble before him. You beheve there is such

a thing as right and wrong ; that there is a difference between moral

good and evil. Of consequence you must allow, there is such a thing

as conscience : I n>ean, that every person, capable of reflection, is

conscious to himself when he looks back on any thing he has done,

whether it be good or evil. You must likewise allow, that every man is

to be guided by his own conscience, not another's. Thus far, doubtless,

you may go, without any danger of being a volunteer in faith.

15. Now then, be consistent with yourself. If there be a God, who,

being just and good, (attributes insqiarable from the very idea of

God,) is " a rewarder of them that diligently seek him," ought we not

to do whatever we believe will be acceptable to so good a Master?

Observe : If we believe, if we are fully persuaded of this in our mind,

ought we not thus to seek him, and that with all diligence? Else, how
should we expect any reward at his hands ?

16. Again : Ought we not to do what we believe is morally good, and

to abstain from what we judge is evil 1 Uy good I mean, conducive to

the good of mavdiind, tending to advance peace and good will among

men, promotive of the hapj)iness of our fellow creatures ; and by evil,

what is contrary thereto. Then surely you cannot condenni our endeav-

ouring, after our power, to make mankind hap[)y
;

(I now speak only

with regard to the present world;) our striving, as we can, to lessen

their sorrows, and to teach them, in whatsoever state they are, therewith

Jo be content.

17. Yet again: Are we to be guided by our own conscience, or by

that of other men ? You surely will not say that any man's coascience

can preclude mine. You, at least, will not plead for robbing us of what

you so strongly claim for yourselves : I mean the right of private judg-

ment, which is indeed unalienable from reasonable creatures. You well

know, that, unless we faithfully follow the dictates of our own mind, wo
cannot have a conscience void of offence toward God and toward man.

18. Upon your own principles, therefore, you must allow us to be, at

least, innocent. Do you find any difficulty in this 1 You speak much of

prepossession and prejudice ; beware you are not entangled therein

yourselves ! Are you not prejudiced against us, because we believe and

strenuously defend that system of doctrines wliich you oppose ? Are

you not enemies to us, because you take it for granted we are so to you?

Nay, God forbid ! I once saw one, who, from a plentiful fortune, was
reduced to the lowest extremity. He was lying on a sick bed, in violent

j)ain, without even convenient food, or one friend to comfort him : so

that when his mer<;iful landlord, to complete all, sent one to take his bed

from under him, I was not surprised at his attempt to put an end to so

miserable a life. Now, when I saw that poor man weltering in his blood,

could I be angry at him? Surely, no. No more can I at you. I can

no more hate, than I can envy, you. I can only lift up my heart to God
for you, (as I did then for him,) and, with silent tears, beseech tht;

Father of mercies, that he would look on you in your blood, and say

unto you, " Live."

19. " Sir," said that unhappy man, at my fust interview with him, "I
scorn to deceive you or any man. You must not toll me of your Bible;
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for I do not believe one word of it. I know there is a God ; and
believe he is all in all, the Jinhna mundi, (the soul of" the world,) the

Tot(nii

Jilens agUans molem, et magna se corpore 7niscens.

(The all-informing soul,

Wliich spx-cads through the vast mass, and moves the whole.)

But further than this I believe not : all is dark ; my thought is lost. But
I hear," adiled he, "you preach to a great number of people every night

and morning. Pray, what would you do with them? Whither would
you lead them? What religion do you preach? What is it good for?" I

replied, " I do preach to as many as desire to hear, every night and
morning. You ask, what I would do with them : I would make them
virtuous and happy, easy in themselves, and useful to others. Whither
wovdd I lead them ? To heaven ; to God the Judge, the lover of all,

and to Jesus the JMediator of the new covenant. What religion do I

preach? The religion of love ; the law of kindness brought to light by
the Gospel. What is this good for? To make all who receive it enjoy

God and themselves : to make them like God ; lovers of all ; contented

in their lives ; and crying out at their death, in calm assurance, ' O
grave, where is thy victory ! Thanlis be unto God, who giveth me the

victory, through my Lord Jesus Christ.' "

20. Will you object to such a religion as this, that it is not reason-

able? Is it not reasonable then to love God? Hath he not given you
life, and breath, and all things ? Does he not continue his love to you,

filling your heart with food and gladness ? What have you which you
have not received of him ? And does not love demand a return of love ?

Whether, therefore, you do love God or no, you cannot but own it is

reasonable so to do ; nay, seeing he is the Parent of all good, to love

him with all your heart.

21. Is it not reasonable also to love our neighbour, every man whom
God hath made ? Are we not brethren, the children of one Father ?

Ought we not, then, to love one another? And should we only love

them that love us? Is that acting like our Father which is in heaven?

He causeth his sun to shine on the evil and on the good, and sendeth

rain on the just and on the unjust. And can there be a more equitable

rule than this :
" Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself?" You will

plead for the reasonableness of this ; as also for that golden rule, (the

only adequate measure of brotherly love, in all our words and actions,)

" Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even so do unto

them ?"

22. Is it not reasonable then, that, as we have opportunity, we should

do good unto all men ; not only friends but enemies ; not only to the

deserving, but likewise to the evil and unthankful? Is it not right that

all our life should be one continued labour of love ? If a day passes

without doing good, may one not w^ell say, with Titus, Amici, diem per-

didi! (My friends, I have lost a day!) And is it enough, to feed the

hungry, to clothe the naked, to visit those who are sick or in prison?

Should we have no pity for those

Who sigh beneath guilt's homd stain,

The worst confinement, and the heaviest chain ?

Should we shut u}) our compassion toward those who ai'e of all men
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most miserable, I>ecaiise they are miserable by their own fai'ilt? If we
have found a medicine to heal even that sickness, should we not, as we
have freely received it, freely give ] Should we not pluck them as brands

out of the tire? the fire of lust, anger, malice, revenge? Yovu- inmost

soul answers, " It should be done ; it is reasonable in the highest

degree." Well, this is the sum of our preaching, and of our hves, our

enemies themselves being the judges. If therefore you allow, that it is

reasonable to love God, to love mankind, and to do good to all men,

you cannot but allow that religion which we preach and live to be agi-ee-

able to the highest reason.

23. Perhaps, all this you can bear. It is .tolerable enough ; and if

we spoke only of being saved by love, you should have no great objec-

tion : but you do not comprehend what we say of being saved by faith.

I know you do not. You do not in any degree comprehend what we
mean by that expression : have patience then, and I will tell you yet

again. By those words, " We are saved by faith," we mean, that the

moment a man receives that faith which is above described, he is saved

from doubt and fear, and sorrow of heart, by a peace that passes all

understanding ; from the heaviness of a wounded spirit, by joy unspeak-

able ; and from his sins, of whatsoever kind they were, from his vicious

desires, as well as words and actions, by the love of God, and of all

mankind, then shed abroad in his heart.

24. We grant, nothing is more unreasonable, than to imagine that

such mighty effects as these can be wrought by that poor, empty, insig-

nificant thing, which the world calls faith, and you among them. But
supposing there be such a faith on the earth as that which the Apostle

speaks of, such an intercourse between (iod and the soul, what is too

hard for such a faith 1 You yourselves may conceive that " all things

are possible to hinr that" thus " believeth ;" to him that thus " walks

with God," that is now a citizen of heaven, an inhabitant of eternity. If

therefore you will contend with us, you must change the ground of your

attack. You must flatly deny there is any faith upon earth : but per-

haps this you might think too large a step. You cannot do this without

a secret condemnation in your own breast. that you would at length

cry to God for that heavenly gift! whereby alone this truly reasonable

religion, this beneficent love of God and man, can be planted in your

heart.

25. If you say, " But those that profess this faith are the most unrea-

sonable of all men ;" I ask. Who are those that profess this faith? Per-

ha[)s you do not personally know such a man in the world. Who .ire

they that so much as profess to have this " evidence of things not seen?"

that profess to " see Him that is invisible,"- to hear the voice of God,
and to have his Spirit ever " witnessing with their spirits, that they are

the children of (iod?" I fear you will find few that even profess this

faith, amon<i the large numbers of those who are called biilievers.

2G. "However, there are enough that profess themselves Christians."

Y«;a, too many, fiod kuovvi^th ; loo niaiiy that confute their vain profes-

sions, by the whole tenor of their lives. I will allow all you can say on
this hfiad, and perhaps more than all. It is now some years since I was
engaged unawares in a conversation with a strong reasoner, who at first

urged the wickedness of the Anieri<;i(i Indians, as a bar to our hope of
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converting them to Christianity. But when I mentioned their tempe-
rance, justice, and Aeracity, (accordinj: to the accounts I had then

received,) it was asked, " Why, if those Heathens are such men as lliese,

what will they gain by being made Christians? What would they gain

by being such Christians as we see every where round about us?" I

could not deny they would lose, not gain, by such a Christianity as this.

Upon which she added, " Why, what else do you mean by Christianity?"

My plain answer was, " Wliat do you apprehend to be more valuable

than good sense, good nature, and good manners ? All these are con-

tained, and that in the highest degree, in what I mean by Christianity.

Good sense (so called) is but a poor, dim shadow of what Christians

call Aiith. Good nature is only a faint, distant resemblance of Chris-

tian charity. And good manners, if of the most finished kind that nature,

assisted by art, can attain to, is but a dead picture of that holiness of
conversation which is the image of God visibly expressed. All these,

put together by the art of God, I call ('hristianity." " Sir, if this be
Christianity," said my opponent, in amaze, " I never saw a Christian in

my life."

27. Perhaps it is the same case with you. If so, I am grieved for

you, and can only wish, till you do see a living proof of this, that you
would not say you see a Christian. For this is scriptural Christianity,

and this alone. Whenever, therefore, you see an unreasonable man,
you see one who perhaps calls himself by that name, but is no more a

Christian than he is an angel. So far as he departs from true, genuine

reason, so far he departs from Christianity. Do not say, " This is only

asserted, not proved." It is undeniably proved by the original charter

of Christianity. W^e appeal to this, to the written word. If any man's

temper, or words, or actions, are contradictory to right reason, it is evident,

to a demonstration, they are contradictory to this. Produce any possi-

ble or conceivable instance, and you will find the fact is so. The
lives, therefore, of those who are called Christians, is no just objection

to Christianity.

28. We join with you then in desiring a rehgion founded on reason,

and every way agreeable thereto. But one (juestion still remains to be

asked, What do you mean by reason? I suppose you mean the eternal

reason, or the nature of things ; the nature of God, and the nature of

man, with the relations necessarily subsisting between them. Why, this

is the very religion lue preach; a rehgion evidently founded on, and every

way agreeable to, eternal reason, to the essential nature of things. Its

foundation stands on the nature of God and the nature of man, together

with their mutual relations. And it is every way suitable thereto ; to

the nature of God ; for it begins in knowing him : and where, but in the

true knowledge of God, can you conceive true religion to begin? It

goes on in loving him and all mankind ; for you cannot but imitate whom
you love : it ends in serving him ; in doing his will ; in obeying him

whom we know and love.

29. It is every way suited to the nature of man ; for it begins in a
man's knowing himself; knowing himself to be what he really is,

—

foolish, vicious, miserable. It goes on to ])oint out the remedy for this,

to make him truly wise, virtuous, and happy ; as every thinking mind

(perhaps from some implicit remembrance of what it originally was)
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longs to be. It finishes all, by restoring the due relations between God
and man ; by uniting for ever the tender Father, and the grateful, obe-

dient son ; the great Lord of all, and the faithiiil servant ; doing not his

own will, but the will of him that sent him.

30. But perhaps by reason you mean the faculty of reasoning, of

inferring one thing from another. There are many, it is confessed,

(particularly those who arc styled Mystic divines,) that utterly decry the

use of reason, thus understood, in religion ; nay, that condemn all rea-

soning concerning the things of God, as utterly destructive of true

religion.

But we can in no wise agree with this. We find no authority for it in

holy writ. So far from it, that we find there both our Lord and his

Apostles continually reasoning with their opposers. Neither do we
know, in all the productions of ancient and modern times, such a chain

of reasoning or argumentation, so close, so solid, so regularly connected,

as the Epistle to the Hebrews. And the strongest reasoner whom we
have ever observed (excepting only Jesus of Nazareth) was that Paul of

Tarsus ; the same who has left that plain direction for all Christians

:

"In malice," or wickedness, " be ye children; but in understanding," or

reason, " be ye men."
3L We therefore not only allow, but earnestly exhort, all who seek

after true religion, to use all the reason which God hath given them, in

searching out the things of God. But your reasoning justly, not only on

this, but on any subject whatsoever, pre-supposes true judgments already

formed, whereon to ground your argumentation. Else, you know, you
will stumble at every step ; because ex falso non sequitur verum, " it

is impossible, if yo\ir premises are false, to infer from them true con-

clusions."

32. You know, likewise, that before it is possible for you to form a

true judgment of them, it is absolutely necessary that you have a clear

apprehension of the tilings of God, and that your ideas thereof be all

fixed, distinct, and determinate. And seeing our ideas are not innate,

but must all originally come from our senses, it is certainly necessary

that you have senses capal)lc of discerning objects of this kind : not

those only which are called natural .senses, which in this respect profit

nothing, as being altogether incapable of discerning objects of a sj)iritual

kind ; but spiritual senses, exercised to discern spiritual good and evil.

It is necessary that you have the hearing ear, and the seeing eye, empha-
tically so called ; that you have a new class of senses opened in your
soul, not depending on organs of flesh and blood, to be " the evidence

of things not seen," as your Itodily senses are of visible things ; to be
the avenues to the invisible world, to discern spiritual objects, and to

furnish you with ideas of what the outward " eye hath not seen, neither

the ear heard."

33. And till you have these internal senses, till the eyes of your under-

standing are opened, you can have no aj)prehension of divine things, no
id«;a of them at all. Nor, consequently, till then, can you either judge
tndy, or reason justly, concerning them ; seeing your reason has no
ground whereon to stand, no materials to Avork upon.

34. To use the trite instance: as you /-annot reason concerning
colours, if vdu have no naluiiil sight, because all Ihe ideas received by
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your other senses arc of a diflerciit kind ; so fliat neither your liearing,

nor any other sense, can suj)ply your want of sight, or furnish your rea-

son in this respect with matter to work upon : so you cannot reason
concerning spiritual things, if you have no spiritual sight ; because all

your ideas received by your outward senses are of a different kind

;

yea, far more different from those received by faith or internal sensa-

tion, thiin the idea of colour from that of sound. These are only differ-

ent species of one genus, namely, sensible ideas, received by external

sensation ; whereas the ideas of faith differ toto genere [entirely] from
ihose of external sensation. So that it is not conceivable, that external

sensation should supply the want of internal senses ; or i'urnish your
reason in this respect with matter to work upon.

35. What then will your reason do here? How will it pass from
things natural to spiritual ; from the things that are seen to those that

are not seen ; from the visible to the invisible world ? What a gulf is

here ! By what art will reason get over the immense chasm ? This
cannot be, till the Ahnighty come in to your succour, and give you that

faith you have hitherto despised. Then upborne, as it were, on eagles'

wings, you shall soar away into the regions of eternity ; and your enlight-

ened reason shall explore even " the deep things of God ;" God himself
" revealing them to you by his Spirit."

36. I expected to have received much light on this head, from a

treatise lately published, and earnestly recommended to me ; 1 mean,
" Christianity not founded on Argument." But on a careful perusal of
that piece, notwithstanding my prejudice in its favour, I could not but

perceive, that the great design uniformly pursued throughout the work
was, to render the whole of the Christian institution both odious and
contemptible. In order to this, the author gleans up, Avith great care

and diligence, the most plausible of those many objections that have

been raised against it by late writers, and proposes them whh the utmost

strength of which he was capable. To do this with the more effect, he

personates a Christian : he makes a show of defending an avowed doc-

trine of Christianity, namely, the supernatural influence of the Spirit of

God ; and often, for several sentences together, (indeed, in the begin-

ning of almost every paragraph,) speaks so hke a Christian, that not a

few have received liim according to his wish. Meanwhile, with all pos-

sible art and show of reason, and in the most laboured language, he
pursues his point thi-oughout, which is to prove, that " Christianity is

contrary to reason ;" or, that " no man acting according to the principles

of reason, can possibly be a Chri.*tian."

37. It is a wonderful proof of the power that smooth words may have
even on serious minds, that so many have mistook such a writer as this

for a friend of Christianity ; since almost every page of his tract is

filled with gross falsehood and broad blasphemy; and these supported

by such exploded fallacies, and common place sophistry, that a person

of two or three years' standing in the university might give them a suflS-

cient ansAver, and make the a^uthor appear as irrational and contemptible

as he labours to make Christ and his Apostles.

38. I have hitherto spoken to those chiefly, who do not receive the

Christian system as of God. I would add a few words to another sort

oi'men ;— tho'igh not so mu.ch with regard to our principles or practice
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as with regard to tlieir own : to you who do receive it, who beheve the

Scripture, but yet do not take upon you the character of rehgious men.

I am therefore obhged to address myself to you likewise under the

character of men of reason.

39. I would only ask, Are you such indeed 1 Do you answer the

character under which you appear 1 If so, you are consistent with your-

selves ;
your principles and practice agree together.

Let us try whether this is so or not. Do you not take the name of

God in vahi? Do you remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy? Do
vou not speak evil of the ruler of your j)eople ? Are you not a drunkard,

or a glutton, faring as sumptuously as you can every day ; making a

god of your belly? Do you not avenge yourself? Are you not a whore-

monger or adulterer ? Answer plainly to your own heart, before God
the judge of all.

Why then do you say you believe the Scripture ? If the Scripture i»

true, you are lost. You are in the broad way that leadcth to destruction.

Your damnation slumbereth not. You are heaping up to yourself wrath

against the day of wrath, and revelation of the righteous judgment of

God. Doubtless, if the Scripture is true, and you remain thus, it had

been good for you if you had never been born.

40. How is it that you call yourselves men of reason? Is reason

inconsistent with itself? You are the furthest of all men under the sun

from any pretence to that character. A common swearer, a Sabbath

breaker, a whoremonger, a drunkard, who says he believes the Scripture

is of God, is a monster upon earth, the greatest contradiction to his own,

as well as to the reason of all mankind. In the name of God, (that

worthy name whereby you are called, and which you daily cause to be

blasphemed,) turn either to the right hand or to the left. Either profess

you are an Infidel, or be a Christian. Halt no longer thus between two-

opinions. Either cast off the Bible, or your sins. And, in the mean
time, if you have any s[)ark of yoin* boasted reason left, do not "count

us your enemies," (as I fear you have done hitherto, and as thousands

do wherever we have declared, " They who do such things shall not

inherit eternal life,") " because we tell you the truth ;" seeing these are

not our words, but the words of Ilim that sent us; yea, though, in doing

this, we use " great plainnc^ss of speech," as becomes the ministry we
have received. " For we are not as many who corrupt" (cauponize,

soften, and th(!reby adulterate) " the word of God. But as of sincerity,

but as of Gt)d, in the sight of God speak we in Christ."

41. But, it may be, you are none of these. You abstain from all such

things. You have an unspotted reputation. You are a man of honour,

or a woman of virtue. You scorn to do an unhamlsome thing, and are

of ai\ unblamable life and conversation. You are harmU^ss (if I under-

stand you riglit) and useless from morning to nijrht. You do no hurt,

—

and no good to any one, no more than a straw floating upon the water.

Vonr life glides smoothly on from year to yuar ; and from (jne season to

another, having no occasion to work.

You waste awivy in gciUlc iiia<;Uvil,y ihc day.

42. r will not now shock the easiness of your temper by talking about

a future slate; but suffer me to ask you a ipieslion about present Ihings:

Are you jmw Imppv .'
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I have seen a larf^e company of reasonable crcalurcs, called Indians,

sitting in a row on the side of a river, looking sometimes at one another,

sometimes at the sky, and sometimes at the bubbles on the water. And
so they sat, (unless in the time of war,) for a great part of the year, from
morning to night.

These were, doubtless, much at ease. But can you think they were
haj)py? And how little happier are you than they?

43. You eat, and drink, and sleep, and dress, and dance, and sit down
to play. You are carried abroad. You are at the masquerade, the

theatre, the opera house, the park, the levee, the drawing room. What
do you do there 1 Why, sometimes you talk ; sometimes you look at

one another. And what are you to do to-morrow, the next day, the next
week, the next year ? You are to eat, and drink, and sleep, and dance,

and dress, and play again. And you are to be carried abroad again, that

you may again look at one another ! And is this all ? Alas, how little

more happiness have you in this, than the Indians in looking at the sky
or water

!

Ah, poor, dull round ! 1 do not wonder that Colonel M (or any
man of reflection) should prefer death itself, even in the midst of his

years, to such a hfe as this ; and should frankly declare that he chose to

go out of the world, because he found nothing in it worth living for.

44. Yet it is certain there is business to be done : and many we find

in all places (not to speak of the vulgar, the drudges of the earth,) who
are continually employed therein. Are you of that number ? Are you
engaged in trade, or some other reputable employment? I suppose,

profitable too ; for you would not spend your time and labour and thought

for nothing. You are then making your fortune
;
you are getting money-

True ; but money is not your ultimate end. The treasuring up gold and
silver, for its own sake, all men own, is as foolish and absurd, as grossly

unreasonable, as the treasuring up spiders, or the wings of buttei-flies.

You consider this but as a means to some further end. And what is that?

Why, the enjoying yourself, the being at ease, the taking your pleasure,

the living like a gentleman ; that is, plainly, either the whole or some
part of the happiness above described.

Supposing then your end to be actually attained ; suppose you have
your wish before you drop into eternity : go and sit down with Thleea-
nowhee and his companions on the river side.—After you have toiled

for fifty years, you are just as ha[)py as they.

45. Are you, can you, or any reasonable man, be satisfied with this ?

You are not. It is not i)ossible you should. But what else can you do?
You would have something better to employ your time ; but you know
not where to find it upon earth.

And, indeed, it is obvious that the earth, as it is now constituted, even
with the help of all European arts, does not afford sufficient employment
to take up half the waking hours of half its inhabitants.

What then can you do ? How can you employ the time that lies so

heavy upon your hands ? This very thing which you seek declare we
unto you. The thing you w ant is the religion we preach. That alone

leaves no time upon our hands. It fills up all the blank spaces of hfe. It

exactly takes up all the time we have to spare, be it more or less ; so that

" he that hath much, hath nothing over ; and he that has little, has no luck."
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46. Once more : Can you, or any mnn of reason, thinli you was made

for the life you now lead i You cannot possibly think so ; at least, not

till you tread the Bible under foot. The oracles of God bear thee wit-

ness in every page, (and thine own heart agreeth thereto,) that thou

wast made in the image of God, an incorruptible picture'of the God of

glory. And what art thou even in thy present state ? An everlasting

spurit, going to God. For what end then did he create thee, but to dwell

with him, above this perishable world, to know him, to love him, to do

his will, to enjoy him for ever and ever ? O look more deeply into thy-

self! and into that Scripture, which thou professest to receive as the

word of God, as " right concerning all things." There thou wilt find

a nobler, happier state described, than it ever yet entered into thy

heart to conceive. But God hath now revealed it to all those who
" rejoice evermore, and pray without ceasing, and in every thing give

thanks," and do his " will on earth as it is done in heaven." For this

thou wast made. Hereunto also thou art called. be not disobedient

to the heavenly calling ! At least be not angry with those who would

fain bring thee to be a living witness of that religion, "whose ways are"

indeed "ways of pleasantness, and all her paths peace."

47. Do you say in your heart ?—" 1 know all this already. I am not

barely a man of reason. I am a religious man ; for I not only avoid evil

and do good, but use all the means of grace. I am constantly at church,

and at the sacrament too. I say my prayers every day. I read many
good books. I fast—every thirtieth of January, and Good-Friday." Do
you indeed 1 Do you do all this 1 This you may do, you may go thus

far, and yet have no religion at all ; no such religion as avails before

God : nay, much further than this ; than you have ever gone yet, or so

much as thought of going. For you may " give all your goods to feed

the poor," yea, " your body to be burned," and yet very possibly, if St.

Taul be a judge, " have no charity," no true religion.

48. This religion, which alone is of value before God, is the very

thing you want. You want (and in wanting this, you want all) the reli-

gion of love. You do not love your neighbour as yourself, no more than

you love God \\ith all your heart. Ask your own heart now if it be not

so.' It is plain you do not love God. If you did, you would be happy

in hirn. But you know you are not happy. Your formal religion no niore

makes you happy, than your neighbour's gay religion does him. how
nuich have you suffered for want of plain dealing ! Can you now bear

to hear the naked truth? You have " the form of godliness, but not the

power." You are a mere whitcd wall. Before the Lord your God, I

ask you, Are you notl Too sure; for your " inward j)arts aj-e very

wickedness." You love " the creature more than the Creator." You
are " a lover of pleasure more than a lover of God." Jl lover of God!
You do not love (»od at all, no more than you love a stone. You love

the world ; therefore the love of the Father is not in you.

49. You are on the brink of the pit, ready to be plunged into everlast-

ing |)('r(lition. Indeed you have a zeal for God ; but not according to

knowledge. O how terribly have you been deceived! posting to liell,

and fancying it was heaven. See, at length, that outward religion, with-

out inward, is nothing; is far worse than nothing, being, indeixl, no

other Ukui a solciiui mockery of God. And inward religion you have.
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not. You have not the faith " that workcth by Jove." Your faith (so

called) is no living, saving principle. It is not the apostle's faith, " the

substance," or subsistence, " of things hoped for, the evidence of things

not seen." So far from it, that this faith is the very thing which you calF

enthusiasm. You are not content with being without it, unless you
blaspheme it too. You even revile that " life which is hid with Christ in

God ;" all seeing, tasting, hearing, feeling God. These things are fool-

ishness unto you. No marvel ;
" for they are spiritually discerned."

50. O no longer shut your eyes against the light ! Knov/, you have a
name that you live, but are dead. Your soul is utterly dead in sin ; dead
in pride, in vanity, in self-will, in sensuality, in love of the world. You
are utterly dead to God. There is no intercourse between your soul

and God. " You have neither seen him," (by faith, as our Lord wit-

nessed against them of old time,) " nor heard his voice at any time."

You have no spiritual " senses exercised to discern spiritual good and
evil." You are angry at Infidels, and are all the while as mere an Infidel

before God as they. You have " eyes tliat see not, and ears that hear
not." You have a callous, unfeeling heart.

61. 3car witii me a littlo longer: my soul is distressed for you.
" The god of this world hath blinded your eyes," and you are " seeking
death in the eiTor ofyour life." Because you do not commit gross sin,

because you give alms, and go to the church and sacrament, you imagine
that you are serving God : yet, in very deed, you are serving the devil

;

for you are doing still your own will, not the vrill of God your Saviour.

You are pleasing yourself in all you do. Pride, vanity, and self-^vill

(the genuine frviits of an earthly, sensual, devilish heart) pollute all your
words and actions. You are in darkness, in the shadow of death. O
that God would say to you in thunder, " Awake, thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light !"

52. But, blessed be God, he hath not yet left himself without witness :

All are not lost ! there bs, who faith prefer.

Though few, and piety to God

!

who know the power of faith, and are no strangers to that inward, vital

religion, "the mind that was in Christ; righteousness, and peace, and
joy in the Holy Gho^t." Of you who " have tasted the good word of
God, and the powers of the world to come," I would be glad to learn if

we have " erred from the taith," or walked contraiy to " the truth as it is-

in Jesus." " Let the righteous smite me friendly, and reprove me ;" if

haply that which is amiss may be done away, and what is wanting sup-

plied, till we all come to the measure of the stature of the fulness of

Christ.

53. Perhaps the first thing that now occurs to your mind relates to the

doctrine which we teach. You have heard that we say, " Men may live

without sin." And have you not heard that the Scripture says the same
;—we mean, \vithout committing sin? Does not St. Paul say plainly,

that those who believe " do not continue in sin," that they cannot " live

any longer therein?" Rom. vi, 1, 2. Does not St. Peter say, "He
that hath suffered in the flesh, hath ceased from sin ; that he no longer

should live to the desires of men, but to the will of God?" 1 Peter iv,

1, 2. And does not St. John say expressly, " He that committeth sin

is of the devil I For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that

YoL. y. 2
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he might destroy the -vvoiks of the devil. Whosoever is born of God
doth not commit sin ; for hia seed remaineth in him ; and he cannot sin,

because he is born of God," 1 John iii, 8, &c. And again :
" We know

that whatsoever is born of God sinneth not," v, 18.

54. You see then it is not we that say this, but the Lord. These are

not our words, but his. And who is he that repUeth against God ? Who
is able to make God a liar? Surely he will be justified in his saying,

and clear when he is judged ! Can you deny it ? Have you not often

felt a secret check when you was contradicting this great truth 1 And
how often have you wished for what you was taught to deny ? Nay, can

you help wishing for it this moment? Do you not now earnestly desire

to cease from sin ? to commit it no more ? Does not your soul pant

after this glorious liberty of the sons of God ? And what strong reason

have you to expect it ! Have you not had a foretaste of it already ? Do
you not remember the time when God first lifted up the light of his

countenance upon you? Can it ever be forgotten? the day when the

candle of the Lord first shone upon your head?

Butter and honey did you eat

;

Far, far above all earthly things

And, lilted up on high, Triumphantly you rode

;

You saw the clouds beneath your feet, You soar'd to heaven on eagles' wings,

And rode upon the sky. And found, and talk'd with God.

You then had power not to commit sin. You found the Apostle's

words strictly true, " He that is begotten of God keepeth himself, and

that wicked one touchcth him not." But those whom you took to be

experienced Christians telling you, this was only the time of your espou-

sals, this could not last always, you must come down from the mount,

and the like, shook your faith. You looked at men more than God, and

so became weak, and like another man. Whereas, had you then had

any to guide you according to the truth of God, had you then heard the

doctrine which now you blame, you had never fallen from your stead-

fastness ; but had found, that, in this sense also, " the gifts and calling

of God are without repentance."

55. Have you not another objection nearly allied to this, namely, that

we preach perfection? True; but what perfection? The term you
cannot object to ; because it is scriptural. All the difficulty is, to fix

the meaning of it according to the word of God. And this we have

done again and again, declaring to all the world, that Christian perfec-

tion does not imply an exemption from ignorance, or mistake, or infirm-

ities, or temptations ; but that it does imply the being so crucified with

Christ, as to be able to testify, "I live not, but Christ livcth in me,"

Gal. ii, 20, and hath " purified my heart by faith," Acts xv, 9. It

does imply " the casting down every high thing that exalteth itself

against the knowledge of God, and bringing info captivity every thought

to the obedience of Christ." It does imi)ly " the being holy, as he that

hath called us is holy, in all manner of conversation," 2 Cor. x, 5 ;

1 Peter i, 15 ; and, in a word, "the loving the T^ord our God with all

our heart, and serving him with all our strength."

56. Now, is it possible for any who believe the Scripture to deny one
tittle of this? You cannot. You dare not. You would not for the

world. You know it is th<» pure word of God. And this is the whole
of what we preach ; this is the height and dipth of what we (with St.
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Paul) call perfection ,—a state of soul devoutly to be wished by all who
have tasted of the love of God. O pray for it without ceasing ! It is the

one thing you want. Come with boldness to the throne of grace, and
be assured that when you ask this of God, you shall have the petitioir

you ask of him. We know indeed that to man, to the natural man, this

is impossible. But we know also, that as no word is impossible with

God, so " all things are possible to him that believelh."

57. For " we are saved by faith." But have you not heard this

urged as another objection against us, that we preach salvation by faith

alone 1 And does not St. Paul do the same thing 1 " By grace," saith

he, "ye are saved through faith." Can any words be more express?

And elsewhere, " Believe in the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt be saved,"

Acts xvi, 31.

What we mean by this (if it has not been sufficiently explained al-

ready) is, that we are saved from our sins, only by a confidence in the

love of God. As soon as we " behold what manner of love it is which
the Father hath bestowed upon us, we love him," (as the Apostle ob-

serves,) " because he first loved us." And then is that commandment
written in our heart, " That he who loveth God love his brother also ;"

from which love of God and man, meekness, humbleness of mind, and
all holy tempers, spring. Now, these arc the very essence of salvation,

of Christian salvation, salvation from sin ; and from these outward sal-

vation flows, that is, holiness of life and conversation. Welt, and are

not these things so 1 If you know in whom you have believed, you need
no further witnesses.

58. But perhaps you doubt whether that faith whereby We are thus

saved implies such a trust and confidence in God as we describe. You
cannot think faith implies assurance ; an assurance of the love of God
to our souls of his being now reconciled to us, and having forgiven all

our sins. And this we freely confess, that, if number of voices is to

decide the question, we must give it up at once : for you have on your

side, not only some who desire to be Christians indeed ; but all nominal
Christians in every place ; and the Romish church, one and all. Nay,
these last are so vehement in your defence, that, in the famed Council of

Trent, they have decreed, " If any man hold (fiducimn) trust, confidence,

or assurance of pardon, to be essential to faith, let him be accursed."

59. Thus does that council anathematize the Church of England

;

for she is convicted hereof by her own confession. The very Mords in

the Homily on Salvation are, " Even the devils believe that Christ was

born of a virgin ; that he wrought all kind of miracles, declaring himself

very God ; that for our sakes he suffered a most painful death, to redeem

us from death everlasting. These articles of our faith the devils believe
;

and so they beUeve all that is written in the Old and New Testament.

And yet, for all this faith they be but devils. They remain still in their

damnable estate, lacking the very true. Christian faith.

" The right and true Christian faith is, not only to believe the Holy
Scriptures, and the articles of our faith, are true ; but also to have a sure

trust and confidence, to be saved from everlasfing damnation through

Christ." Or, (as it is expressed a little after,) " a sure trust and confi-

dence which a man hath in God, that by the merits of Christ his sins

are forgiven, and he reconciled to the favour of God."
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60. Indeed, the bishop of Rome saith, " If any man hold this, let him

be Anathema Maranatha." But it is to be hoped, Papal anathemas do

not move you. You are a member of the Church of England. Are

you ? Then the controversy is at an end. Then hear the Church

:

" Faith is a sure trust which a man hath in God, that his sins are for-

given." Or, if you are not, whether you hear our Church or no, at least

hear the Scriptures. Hear believing Job, declaring his faith, " 1 know
that my Redeemer liveth." Hear Thomas (when having seen he be-

lieved) crying out, " My Lord and my God !" Hear St. Paul clearly

describing the nature of his faith, " The life I now live, I live by faith in

the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me." Hear (to

mention no more) all the believers who were with Paul when he wrote

to the Colossians, bearing witness, " We give thanks unto the Father,

who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated

us into the kingdom of his dear Son ; in whom we have redemption

through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins," Ch. i, 12, 13, 14.

61. But what need have we of distant witnesses ] You have a witness

in your own breast. For am I not speaking to one that loves God ?

How came you then to love him at first 1 Was it not because you knew
that he loved you 1 Did you, could you, love God at all, till you tasted

and saw that he was gracious ; that he was merciful to you a sinner 1

What avails then controversy, or strife of words 1 Out of thy own mouth!

You own you had no love to God till you was sensible of his love to you.

And whatever expressions any sinner who loves God uses, to denote

God's love to him, you will always upon examination find, that they

directly or indirectly imply forgiveness. Pardoning love is still at the

root of all. He who was offended is now reconciled. The new song

which God puts in every mouth is always to that effect : " Lord, I

will praise thee ; though thou wast angry with me, thine anger is turned

away. Behold, God is my salvation. I will trust, and not be afraid :

for the Lord Jehovah is my strength and my song ; he is also become
my salvation," Isaiah xu, 1, 2.

62. A confidence then in a pardoning God is essential to saving faith.

The forgiveness of sins is one of the first of those unseen things whereof

faith is the evidence. And if you are sensible of this, will you quarrel

with us concerning an indiftercnt circumstance of it 'i Will you think it

an important objection, that we assert that this faith is usually given in

a moment ? First, let me entreat you to read over that authentic account

of God's dealings with men, the Acts of the Apostles. In this treatise

you will find how he wrought from the beginning on those who received

remission of sins by faith. And can you find one of these (except per-

haps St. Paul) who did not receive it in a niou)ent? But abundance you
find of those who did, besides Cornelius and the three thousand : Acts

ii, 41. And to this also agrees the experience of those who now receive

the heavenly gift. Three or four exceptions only have I found in the

course of several years ;—perhaps you yourself may i)e added to that

number, and one or two more whom you have known. But all the rtist

of those who from time to time among us h.ive believed in the I^ord

Jesus were in a moment brought from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God.
63. And why should it seem a thing incredible to you, who have known
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the power of God unto salvation, (whether he hath wrought thus in your
soul or no ; "for there are diversities of operations, but the same Spirit,")

that "the dead should hear the voice of the Son of God," and in that

moment live ? Thus he usetn to act, to show that when he willeth, to do
is present with him. " Let there be light," said God ;

" and there was
light. He spoke the word, and it was done. Thus the heavens and
the earth were created, and all the hosts of them." And this manner of
acting in the present case highly suits both his power and love. There
is therefore no hinderance on God's part ; since " as his majesty is, so
is his mercy." And whatever hinderance there is on the part of man,
when God speaketh, it is not. Only ask then, O sinner, " and it shall

be given thee," even the faith that brings salvation : and that without
any merit or good work of thine ; for " it is not of works, lest any man
should boast." No; it is of grace, of grace alone. For "unto him
that worketh not, but believeth on him that justiiieth the ungodly, his

faith is counted to him for righteousness."

64. " But by talking thus you encourage sinners." I do encourage
them—to repent ; and do not you ? Do not you know how many heap
sin upon sin, purely for want of such encouragement ; because they
think they can never be forgiven, there is no place for repentance left ?

Does not your heart also bleed for them ? What would you think too

dear to part with 1 What would you not do, what would you not suffer, to

biing one such sinner to repentance? Could not your love " endure all

things" for them ? Yes,—if you believed it would do them good ; if you
had any hope that they would be better. Why do you not believe it

would do them good 1 Why have you not a hope that they will be bet-

ter 1 Plainly, because you do not love them enough ; because you have
not that charity which not only endureth, but at the same time believeth

and hopeth all things.

65. But that you may see the whole strength of this objection, I will

show you, without any disguise or reserve, how I encourage the chief of
sinners. My usual language to them runs thus :

—

O ye that deny the Lord that bought you, yet hear the word of the

Lord ! You seek rest, but find none. Even in laughter your heart is in

heaviness. How long spend ye your labour for that which is not bread,

and your strength for that which satisfieth not ? You know your soul is

not satisfied. It is still an aching void. Sometimes you find, in spite

of your principles, a sense of guilt, an awakened conscience. That
grisly phantom, religion, (so you describe her,) will now and then haunt
you still. Righteousness looking down from heaven is indeed to us no
unpleasing sight. But how does it appear to you ?

Horribili super aspectu morlalihus instans ?

[With a horrible aspect, broodhig over mortals?]

How often are you in fear of the very things you deny 1 How often in

racking suspense] What, if there be an hereafter, a judgment to come,
an unhappy eternity 1 Co you not start at the thought ? Can you be

content to be always thus? Shall it be said of you also 1—
" Here lies a dicer, long in doubt
If death could kill the soul, or not

:

Here ends his doubtfulness ; at last

Convinced: But, O, the die is cast!"
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Or, ai-e you already convinced there is no hereafter ? What a poor state

then are you iu now 1 taking a few more dull turns upon earth, and then

dropping into nothing ! What kind of spirit must you be of, if you can

jsustain yourself under the thought ! under the expectation of being in a

few moments swept away by the stream of time, and then for ever

swallow'd up, and lost

In the wide womb of uncreated night!

But neither indeed are you certain of this ; nor of any thing else. It

piay be so ; it may not. A vast scene is Ijehind : but clouds and dark-

ness rest upon it. All is doubt and uncertainty. You are continually

tossed to and fro, and have no firm ground for the sole of your foot. O
let not the poor wisdom of man any longer exalt itself against the wis-

dom of Grod ! You have fled from him long enough ; at length, sufier

your eyes to be opened by Him that made them. You want rest to your

soul. Ask it of Him who giveth to all men hberally, and upbraideth not!

You are now a mere riddle to yourself, and your condition full of dark-

ness and perplexity. You are one among many restless inhabitants of

a miserable, disordered world, " walking in a vain shadow, and disquiet-

ing yourself in vain." But the light of God will speedily disperse the

anxiety of your vain conjectures. By adding heaven to earth, and

eternity to time, it will open such a glorious view of things as will lead

you, even in the present world, to a peace which passeth all under-

standing.

66. O ye gross, vile, scandalous sinners, hear ye the word of the

Lord. '> Turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways ; so iniquity shall not

be your ruin. As I live, saith the Lord, I have no pleasure in the

death of a sinner, but rather that he should turn and live." O make
baste; del.ay not the time !

" Come, and let us reason together : though

your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow ; though they be

red as crimson, they shall be as wool. Who is this that cometh from

Edom, with dyed garments, red in his apparelV It is he on whom the

Lord " hath laid the iniquities of us all !" Behold, behold the Lamb of

God, that taketh away thy sins ! See the only-begotten Son of the

Father, " full of grace and truth !" He loveth thee. He gave himself

for thee. Now his bowels of compassion yearn over thee ! O beheve

in the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt be saved ! " Go in peace, sin no
more !"

67. Now, cannot you join in all this ? Is it not the very language of
your heart ? when will you take knowledge, that our whole concern,

our constant labour, is, to bring all the world to the religion which you
feel, to solid, inward, vital religion ! What power is it then that keeps
us asunder 1 " Is thine heart right, as my heart is with thy heart ? If

it be, give me thy hand. Come with me, and see," and rejoice in, " my
zeal for the Lord." No difference between us (if thou art a child of
God) can be so considerable as our agreement is. If we differ in smaller

things, we agree in that which is greatest of all. How is it possible

then that you should be induced to think or speak evil of usl How
could it ever come into your mind to oppose us, or weaken our hands?
How long shall we complain ot" the wounds which we receive in the

house of our friends] Surely the children of this world are still "wiser
in their generation than the children of light." Satan is not divided
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against himself: why arc they who are on the Lord's side ? How is it

that wisdom is not justified of her own children ?

68. Is it because you have heard that we only make religion a cloak

for covetousness ; and because you have heard abundance of particu-

lars alleged in support of that general charge ? It is probable you may
also have heard how much we have gained by preaching already ; and,

to crown all, that we are only Papists in disguise, who are undermining

and destroying the Church.

69. You have heard this. Well; and can you believe it? Have
you then never heard the fifth chapter of St. Matthew? I would to God
you could believe it. What is written there ? How readest thou 1

" Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and say

all manner of evil against yr u falsely, for my name's sake. Rejoice and

be exceeding glad : for great is your reward in heaven : for so perse-

cuted they the Prophets that were before you ;" namely, by " reviling

them, and saying all manner of evil of them falsely." Do not you know
that this, as well as all other scriptures, must needs be fulfilled 1 If so,

take knowledge that this day also it is fulfilled in your ears. For our

Lord's sake, and for the sake of liis Gospel which we preach, " men do

revile us, and persecute us, and" (blessed be God, who giveth us to

rejoice therein) " say all manner of evil of us falsely." And how can it

be otherwise 1 " The disciple is not above his Master. It is enough

for the disciple, that he be as his Master, and the servant as his Lord.

If they have called the Master of the house Beelzebub, how much more
shall they call them of his household?"

70. This only we confess, that we preach inward salvation, now
attainable by faith. And for preaching this (for no other crime was then

so much as pretended) we were forbid to preach any more in those

churches, where, till then, we were gladly received. This is a notorious

fact. Being thus hindered from preaching in the places we should first

have chosen, we now declare the " grace of G od which bringeth salva-

tion, in all places of his dominion ;" as well knowing, that God dwelleth

not only in temples made with hands. This is the real, and it is the

only real, ground of complaint against us. And this we avow before all

mankind, we do preach tliis salvation by faith. And not being sufl^ered

to preach it in the usual places, we declare it wherever a door is opened,

either on a mountain, or a plain, or by a river side, (for all which we con-

ceive we have sufficient precedent,) or in prison, or, as it were, in the

house of Justus, or the school of one Tyrannus. Nor dare we refrain.

"A dispensation of the Gospel is committed to me ; and wo is me, if

I preach not the Gospel."

71. Here we allow the fact, but deny the guilt. But in every other

point alleged, we deny the fact, and call upon the world to prove it, if

they can. More especially, we call upon those who for many years saw

our manner of life at Oxford. These well know that " after the straitest

sect of our religion we hved Pharisees ;" and that the grand objection

to us for all thooe years was, tha being righteous overmuch; the reading,

fasting, praying, denying ourselves,—the going to church, and to the

Lord's table,—the relieving the poor, visiting those that were sick and in

prison, instructing the ignorant, and labouring to reclaim the wicked,

—

more than was necessary for salvation. These were our open, flagrant
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crimes, from the year 1729 to the year 1737; touching which our Lord

shall judge in that day.

72. But, waiving the things that are past, which of you now convinceth

us of sin ? Which of you (I here more especially appeal to my brethren,

the clergy) can personally convict us of any ungodliness or unholiness

of conversation ] Ye know in your own hearts, (all that are candid men,

all that are not utterly blinded with prejudice,) that we " labour to have

a conscience void of offence both toward God and toward man." Bre-

thren, I would to God that in this ye were even as we. But indeed

(with grief I speak it) ye are not. There are among yourselves ungodly

and unholy men ; openly, undeniably such ; drunkards, gluttons, return-

ers of evil for evil, liars, swearers, profaners of the day of the Lord.

Proof hereof is not wanting, if ye require it. Where then is your zeal

against these? A clergyman, so drunk he can scarce stand or speak,

may, in the presence of a thousand people, (at Epworth, in Lincolnshire,)

set upon another clergyman of the same Church, both with abusive words

and open violence. And what follows "? Why, the one is still allowed

to dispense the sacred signs of the body and blood of Christ : but the

other is not allowed to receive them,—because he is a field preacher.

73. ye pillars and fathers of the Church, are these tilings well pleas-

ing to Him who hath made you overseers over that flock which he hath

purchased with his own blood 1 O that ye would suffer me to boast

myself a little ! Is there not a cause 1 Have ye not compelled me 1

Which of your clergy are more unspotted in their lives, which more

unwearied in their labours, than those whose " names ye cast out as

evil," whom ye count "as the filth and off-scouring of the world?'

Which of them is more zealous to spend and be spent, for the lost sheep

of the house of Israel "? Or who among them is more ready to be offered

up for their flock " upon the sacrifice and service of their faith?"

74. Will ye say, (as the historian of Catiline,) Si sic pro patrid! [If

thus for your country !]
'^ If this were done in defence of the Church,

and not in order to undermine and destroy it !" That is the very propo-

sition I undertake to prove,—that we are now defending the Church,

even the Church of England, in opposition to all those who either secretly

undermine or more openly attempt to destroy it.

75. That we are Papists, (we who are daily and hourly preaching that

very doctrine which is so solemnly anathematized by the whole Church

of Rome,) is such a charge that I dare not waste my time in industriously

confuting it. Let any man of common sense only look on the title pages

of the sermons we have lately preached at Oxford, and he will need

nothing more to show him the weight of this senseless, shameless accusa-

tion ;—unless he can suppose the governors both of Christ Church and

Lincoln College, nay, and all the university, to be Papists too.

76. You yourself can easily acquit us of this ; but not of the other

part of the charge. You still think we are secretly undermining, if not

openly destroying, the Church. What do you mean by the Church? A
visible Church (as our article defines it) is a company of faithful or

believing people ;

—

cmttts credentium. This is the essence of a church;

and Jhe properties thereof are, (as they are diiscribed in the words that

follow,) "among whom the pure word of (iod is preached, and the sacra-

ments duly administered." Now then, (according to this authentic
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account,) what is the Church of England? What is it indeed, but the

faithful people, the true believers in England 1 It is true, if these are

scattered abroad, they come under another consideration : but v/hen

they are visibly joined, by assembling together to hear the pure word of

God preached, and to eat of one bread, and drink of one cup, they are

then properly the visible Church u( England.

77. It were well if this were a little more considered by those who so

vehemenJy cry out, " The Church I the Chuich !" (as those of old,

" The temple of the Lord ! the temple of the Lord !") not knowing
what they speak, nor whereof they affirm. A provincial or national

Church, according to our article, is the true believers of that province or

nation. If these are dispersed up and down, they are only a part of the

invisible Church of Christ. But if they are visibly joined by assembling

together to hear liis word and partake of his supper, they are then a

visible Church, such as the Church of England, France, or any other.

78. This being premised, I ask, How do we undermine or destroy

the Church,—the provincial, visible Church of England? The article

mentions three things as essential to a visible Church. First : Living

faith ; without which, indeed, there can be no Church at all, neither

visible nor invisible. Secondly : Preaching, and consequently hearing,

the pure v/ord of God, else that faith would languish and die. And,
Thirdly, a due administration of the sacraments,—the ordinary means
whereby God increaseth faith. Now come close to the question : In

which of these points do we undermine or destroy the Church?
Do we shut the door of faith? Do we lessen the number of believing

people in England ? Only rememlier what faith is, according to our

Homilies, viz. " A sure tixist and confidence in God, that through the

merits of Christ my sins are forgiven, and I reconciled to the favour of

God." And we appeal to all mankind. Do we destroy this faith, which
is the life and soul of the Church? Is there, in fact, less of this faith

in England, than there was before we went forth? I think this is an

assertion which the father of lies himself will scarce dare to utter or

maintain.

With regard then to this First point, it is undeniable we neither under-

mine nor destroy the Church. The Second thing is the preaching and
hearing the pure word of God. And do we hinder this ? Do we hinder

any minister from preaching the pure word of God ? If any preach not

at all, or not the pure word of God, is the hinderance in us, or in them-

selves ? or do we lessen the number of those that hear the pure word of

God ? Are then the hearers thereof (whether read or preached) fewer

than they were in times past? Are the usual peaces of public worship

less frequented by means cf our preaching ? Wheresoever our lot has

been cast for any time, are the churches emptier than they were before ?

Surely, none that has any regard left either for trath or modesty will say

that in this point we are enemies to, or destroyers of, the Church.

The Third thing requisite (if not to the being, at least) to the well-

being of a Church, is the due administration of the sacraments, particu-

larly that of the Lord's Supper. And are we, in this respect, underminers

or destroyers of the Church? Do we, either by cur example or advice,

draw men away from the Lord's table? Where we have laboured most, are

there the fewest communicants ? How does the fact stand in London,
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Bristol, Newcastle 1 O that you would no longer shut your eyes against

the broad light which encompasses you on every side

!

79. I believe you are sensible, by this time, not only how weak this

objection is, but likewise how easy it would be terribly to retort every

branch of it upon most of those that make it ; whether we speak of true

living faith, of preaching the pure word of God, or of the due adminis-

tration of the sacraments, both of baptism and the Lord's Supper. But
I spare you. It sufficeth that our God knoweth, and will make manifest

in that day, v/hether it be by reason of us or you that " men abhor the

offering of the Lord."
80. Others object that we do not observe the laws of the Church, and

thereby undermine it. What laws? the rubrics or canons? In every

parish where I have been curate yet, I have observed the rubrics with

a scrupulous exactness, not for wrath, but for conscience' sake. And
this, so iar as belongs to an unbeneficed minister, or to a private mem-
ber of the Church, I do now. I will just mention a few of them, and

leave you to consider which of us has observed, or does observe, them
most.

1 . Days of fasting or abstinence to be observed : The forty days of

Lent : The Ember days at the four seasons : The three Rogation days

:

All Fridays in the year, except Christmas-day.

(2.) " So many as intend to be partakers of the holy communion shall

signify their names to the curate, at least some time the day before

:

" And if any of these be an open and notorious evil liver,—the curate

shall advertise him, that in any wise he presume not to come to the

Lord's table, until he hath openly declared himself to have tiaily re-

pented.

(3.) "Then (after the Nicene creed) the curate shall declare unto

the people wiiat holidays or fasting-days are in the week following to be

observed.

(4.) " The minister shall first receive the communion in both kinds

himself, and tlien proceed to deliver the same to the bishops, priests, and
deacons, in like manner, if any be present, and after that, to the people.

(5.) " In cathedral and collegiate churches, and colleges, where there

are many priests and deacons, they shall all receive the communion with

the priest every Sunday al the least.

(6.) " The children to be baptized must be ready at the font imme-

diately after the last lesson.

(7.) " The curates of rvery parish shall warn the people, that without

great necessity they procure not their children to be baptized at home in

their houses.

(8.) " T!"'e curate of every parish shnll diligently upon Sundays and
holidays, after the Second lesson at evening prayer, openly in the church,

instruct and examine so many children as he shall think convenient, in

some pari of the catechism.

(9.) " Whensoever the bishop shall give notice for children to be

brought unto hmi for their conrnniation, the curate of every parish shall

either bring or send in ivriting, with his hand siihscrihed thereunto, the

namet of all such persons wiUiin Iii., parish, as he shall think fit to be

presented to the bishop."

81. Now, the question is not whether these rubrics ought to bo
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observed, (you take this for granted in making the objection,) but whether

in fact they have been observed by you, or me, most. Many can wit-

ness I have observed them punctually, yea, sometimes at the hazard of
my life ; and as many, I fear, that you have not observed them at all,

and that several of them you never pretended to observe. And is it

yon that are accusing me for not observing the rubrics of the Church?
What grimace is this !

" O tell it not in Gath ! Publish it not in the

iitreets of Askelon !"

S2. With regard to the canons, I would, in the first place, desire you
to consider two or three plain questions :—First. Have you ever read

them over? Secondly. How can these be called the canons of the

Church of England, seeing they were never legally established by the

Church, never regularly confirmed in any full convocation? Thirdly.

liy what riarht am I required to observe such canons as were never
legally established? And then I will join issue with you on one ques-

tion more, viz. Whether you or I have observed them most. To in-

stance only in a few :

"Canon 29.^—No person shall be admitted godfather or godmother to

any child, before the said person hath received the holy communion.
" Can. 59.—Every parson, vicar, or curate, upon every Sunday and

holidmj, before evening prayer, shall, for half an hour, or more, examine and
instruct the youth and ignorant persons of his parish.

" Can. 64.—Every parson, vicar, or curate, shall declare to the people
every Sunday, whether there be any holidays or fasting-days the week
following.

" Can. 68.—No minister shall refuse or d^lay to christen any child that

is brought to the church to him upon Sundays or holidays to be christen-

ed, or to bury any corpse that is brought to the church or church yard."
(N. B. Inability to pay fees does not alter the case.)
" Can. 75.^No ecclesiastical persons shall spend their time idly, by

day or by night, playing at dice, cards, or Irbles."

Now, let the clergyman who has obser\ ed only these five canons for

one year last past, and who has read over all the canons in his congre-

gation
; (as the king's ratification straitly enjoins him to do once every

year;) let him, I say, cast the first stone at us, for not observing the

canons (so called) of the Church of England.
83. " However, we cannot be," it is said, " friends to the Church,

because we do not obey the governors of it, and submit ourselves (as

at our ordination we promised to do) to all their godly admonitions and
injunctions."* I answer, In every individual point of an indifferent

nature, we do and will, by the grace of God, obey the governors of the

Church. But the testifying the Gospel of the grace of God is not a point

of an indifterent nature. " The ministry which we have received of the

Lord Jesus," we are at all hazards to fulfil. It is the burden of the

Lord which is laid upon us here ; and we are " to obey God rather than

man." Nor yet do we in any ways violate the promise which each of

* The author ofa tract just pviblished at Newcastle, entitled, "The Notions of the

Methodists fully disproved, in a Letter to the Rev. Mr. John Wesley," much insists

VDon this objection. I have read, and believe it quite needless to t;ike any further

notice of, this performance ; the writer being so utterly unacquainted with 'he merits
of the cause ; and showing himself so perfectly a stranger, both to my life, preach-
ing, and writing, and to the word of God, and to the Articles and Homilies of the

Church of Eneland.
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US made, when it was said unto him, " Take thou authority to preach

the word of God, in the name of the Father, and of ths Son, and of the

Holy Ghost." We then promised to submit (mark the words) to the

godly admonitions and injunctions of our ordinary. But we did not,

could not, promise to obey such injunctions as we know are contrary to

the word of God.
84. " But why then," say some, " do you leave the Church?" Leave

the Church ! What can you mean 'i Do we leave so much as the

Church walls 1 Your own eyes tell you we do not. Do we leave the

ordinances of the Church 1 You daily see and know the contrary. Do
we leave the fundamental doctrine of the Church, namely, salvation by
faith 1 It is our constant theme, in public, in private, in writing, in con-

versation. Do we leave the practice of the Church, the standard whereof

are the ten commandments ] which are so essentially in-wrought in her

constitution, (as little as you may apprehend it,) that whosoever breaks

one of the least of these is no member of the Church of England. I

believe you do not care to put the cause on this issue. Neither do you

mean this by leaving the Church. In truth, I cannot conceive what you

mean. I doubt you cannot conceive yourself. You have retailed a

sentence from somebody else, which you no more understand than he.

And no marvel ; for it is a true observation,

Nonsense is never to be understood.

85. Nearly related to this is that other objection, that we divide the

Church. Remember, the Church is the faithful people, or true believ-

ers. Now, how do we divide these ? " Why, by our societies." Very
good. Now the case is plain. " We divide them," you say, " by unit-

ing them together." Truly, a very uncommon way of dividing. " Oh,

but we divide those who are thus united with each other, from the rest

of the Church !" By no means. Many of them were before joined to

all their brethren of the Church of England (and many were not, until

they knew us) by " assembling themselves together," to hear the word

of God, and to eat of one bread, and drink of one cup. And do they

now forsake that assembling themselves together? You cannot, you

dare not, say it. You know they are more diligent therein than ever

;

it being one of the fixed rules of our societies, that every member attend

the ordinances of God ; that is, do not divide from the Church. And
if any member of the Church does thus divide from or leave it, he hath

no more place among us.

86. I have considered this objection the more at large, because it is

of most weight with sincere minds. And to all these, if they have fairly

and impartially weighed the answer as well as the objection, I believe it

clearly appears, that we are neither undermining nor destroying, neither

dividing nor leaving, the Church. So far from it, that we have great

heaviness on her account, yea, continual sorrow in our hearts. And our

prayer to God is, that he would repair the breaches of Sion, and build

the walls of Jerusalem ; that this our desolate Church may flotuish

again, and be the praise of the whole earth.

87. lint perhapo you have heard that we in truth regard no Church at

all ; that gain is the true spring of all our actions ; that I, in particular,

am well paid for my work, having ihirfiMMi liiuulred pounds a year (as a
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reverend author accurately computes it) at the Fouudery alone, over

and above what I receive from I^ristol, Kingswood, Newcastle, and
other places ; and that whoever survives nie wdl see I have made good
use ofmy time ; ibr I shall not die a beggar.

88. I freely own this is one of the best-devised objections which has
ever yet been made ; because it n(jt only puts us upon proving a nega-

tive, (which is seldom an easy task,) but also one of such a kind as

scarce admits of any demonstrative proof at all. But for such proof as

the nature of the thing allows, I appeal to my manner of life \vh;ch hath

been from the beginning. Ye who have seen it (and not with a friendly

eye) tor these twelve or fourteen years last past, or for any part of that

time, have ye ever seen any thing like the love of gain therein 1 Did I

not continually remember the words of the Lord Jesus, " It is more
blessed to give than to receive ?" Ye of Oxford, do ye not know these

things are so 1 What gain did I seek among you 1 Of Avhom did I take

any thing 1 From whom did I covet silver, or gold, or apparel "? To
whom did I deny any thing which 1 had, even to the hour that I depart-

ed from you ? Ye of Epw orth and Wroote, among whom I ministered

for nearly the space of three years, w hat gain did I seek among you ?

Or of whom did I take or covet any tiling 1 Ye of Savannah and Fre-
derica, among whom God afterward proved me, arid showed me what
was in my heart, what gain did I seek among you? Ofwhom did I take

any thing? Or whose food or apparel did I covet, (for silver or gold

had ye none, no more than I myself for many months,) even when I

was in hunger and nakedness ? Ye yourselves, and the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ, know that I lie not.

89. " But," it is said, " things are fairly altered now. Now I cannot

complain of wanting any thing ; having tht yearly income of a bishcp of
London, over and above what I gain at other places." At what other

places, my friend 1 Inform yourself a little better, and you will find that

both at N ewcastle, Biistol, and Kingswjod, and ?J1 other places, where
any collection is made, the money collected is both received and expend-
ed by t'.iC stewards of those several societies, and never comes into my
hands at all,—neither first nor last. And you, or any who desire it,

shall read over the accounts kept by any of those stewards, and sec

with your own eyes, that by all these societies I gain just as much as

you do.

90. The case in London stands thus :—In November, 1739, two
gentlemen, tlien unknown to me, (Mr. Bali and Mr. Watkins,) came
and desired me, once and again, to preach in a place called the Fouu-
dery, near Moorfields. With much reluctance I at length complied.

I was soon after pressed to take that place into my own hands. Those
who were most eainest therein lent me the purchase money, which was
one hundred and fifteen pounds. Mr. Watkins and Mr. Ball then de-

livered me the names of several subscribers, who offered to pay, some
four, or six, some ten shillings a year toward the repayment of the

purchase money, and the putting the buildings into repair. This amount-
ed one year to near two hundred pounds, the second to about one hun-

dred and forty pounds, and so the last.

9L The united society began a little after, whose weekly contribution

for the poor is received and expended by the stewards, and comes not
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into my hands at all. But there is also a quarterly subscription of many
of the society, which is nearly equalled to that above mentioned.

92. The uses to wiiich these subscriptions have been hitherto applied^

are, first, the payment ot" that one hundred and fifteen pounds : secondly,

the repairincT (I mi.'jht almost say, rebuilding) that vast, uncouth heap of

ruins, the Foundery : tliirdly, the building galleries both for men and

women : fourthly, the enlarging the society room to near thrice its first

bigness. All taxes and occasional expenses are likewise defrayed out

of this fund. And it has been hitherto so far from yielding any over-

plus, that it has never suiiiced for these purposes. So far from it, that

I am still in debt, on these accounts, near three hundred pounds. So
much have I hitherto gained by preaching the Gospel ! besides a debt of

one hundred and fifty pounds, still remaining on account of the school

built at Bristol ; and another of above two hundred pounds, on account

of that now building at Newcastle. I desire any reasonable man would

now sit down and lay these things together, and let him see, whether,,

allowing me a grain of common sense, if not of common honesty, he

can possibly conceive, that a view of gain would induce me to act in

this manner.

93. You can never reconcile it with any dcgi'ce of common sense,

that a man who wants nothing, who has already all the necessaries, all

the conveniences, nay, and many of the superfluities, of life, and these

not only independent on any one, but less liable to contingencies than

even a gentleman's freehold estate ; that such a one should calmly and
deliberately throw up his ease, most of his friends, his reputation, and

that way of life which of all others is most agreeable both to his natural

temper, and education ; that he should toil day and night, spend all his

time and strength, knowingly destroy a firm constitution, and hasten

into weakness, pain, diseases, death,—to gain a debt of six or seven

hundred pounds

!

94. But suppose the balance on the other side, let me ask you one
plain question. For what gain (setting conscience aside) will you be

obliged to act thus ? to live exactly as I do ] For Avhat price will you
preach (and that with all your might, not in an easy, indolent, fashion-

able way) eighteen or nineteen times every week ; and this throughout

the year? What shall I give you to travel seven or eight hundred miles,

in all weathers, every two or three months? For what salary will you
abstain from all other diversions, than the doing good, and the praising

God? I am mistaken if you would not prefer strangling to such a life,

even with thousands of gold and silver.

95. And what is the comfort you have found out for me in these

circumstances? Why, that I shall not die a beggar. So now I am
supposed to be heaping up riches, that I may leave them behind me.
Leave them behind me ! For whom ? my \\ ife and children ? Who arc

they? They are yet unborn. Unless thou meanest the children of faith

whom God hath given me. But my hfuivenly Father feedeth them.
Indeed, if F lay up riches at all, it must be to leave; behind me; seeing

my I'ellowship is a provision for life. JJut I cannot understand this.

Whiit fo.nlbrt would it be to my soul, now launched into ef<;rnify, that I

had left behind mi; gold as the dusi, and silver as the sand of (he sea?
Will it follow mc ov<,r the great i'ulf? or can [ j^o back to it? Thou
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that liftest up thy eyes in hell, what do thy riches profit thee now ? Will

all thou once hadst under tho sun ^ain thee a drop of water to cool thy

tongue ? O the comfort of riches left hehjnd to one who is tormented in

that flame ! You put me in mind of those celebrated lines, (which I

once exceeding admired,) addressed by way of consolation to the soul

of a poor self-murderer :

—

Yet shall thy grave with rising flowers be dress'd,

And the green turf lie light upon thy breast

!

Here shall tl»e year its ear' lest beauties show :

Here the first roses of the spring shall blow :

While angels with their silver wings o'ershade

The place now sacred by thy rehcs made.

96. T will now simply tell you my sense of these matters, whether

you will hear, or whether you will forbear. Food and raiment I have
;

such food as I choose to eat, and such raiment as I choose to pat on. I

have a place where to lay my head. I Have what is needful for life and

godliness. And I apprehend this is all the world can afford. The kings

of the earth can give me no more. For as to gol*' and silver, I count it

dung and dr^ss; I trample it under my feet. I (yet not I, but ths grace

of God that is in me) esteem it just as the mire in the str'^ets. I desire

it not ; I seek it not ; I only fear lest any of it shoidd cleave to me, ard

I should not be able to shake it o.*^' before my spirit returns to God. It

must indeed pass through my hands ; but I will take care (God being my
helper) that the mammon of unrighteousnesL sha'l only pass througli: it

shall not rest there. None of the accursed thing yht.ll be found m my
tents when the Lord calleth me hence. And hear ye tlas, all you who
have discovered the treasures whic'i I am to leave behind me : 1*"I leave

behind me ten pounds, (above my debts, and my books, or what may
happen to be due on account of them,") you and all mankmd bear witness

against me, that I lived and died a thief and a robber.

97. Before I conclude, I cannot but entreat you who know God to

review the whole matter from the foundation. Cali to mind what the

state of religion was in our nation a few years since. In whom did you

find the holy tempers that were in Christ ? bowels of mercies, lowliness,

meekness, gentleness, contempt of the world, patience, temperance,

long-suffering? a burning love to God, rejoicing evermore, and in every

thing giving thanks; and a tender love to all mankind, covering, believ-

ing, hoping, enduring all things ? Perhaps you did not know one such

man in the world. But how many that had all unholy terr ;iers ? What
vanity and pride, what stubbornness and self-will, what anger, fretfvilness,

discontent, what suspicion and resentment, what inordinate affections,

what iiregular passions, what foolish and hurtful desires, might you find

in those who were called the best of men, in those who made the strictest

profession of religion 1 And how tew did you know who went so far as

the profession of religion, who had even the " tbrm of godliness !'' Did
you not frequently bewail, wherever your lot was cast, the general want

of even outward religion ? How few were seen at the public worship of

God ! how much fewer at the Lord's table ! And was even this little

flock zealous of good works, careful, as they had time, to do good to all

men? On the other hand, did you not with grief observe outward ine-

ligion in every place 1 Where could you be for one week without being

an eye or an ear witness of cursing, swearing, or profaneness, of Sabbath
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breaking or drunkenness, of quarrelling or brawling, of revenge or

obscenity? Were these things done in a corner? Did not gross iniquity

of all kinds overspread our land as a flood ? yea, and daily increase, in

spite of all the opposition which the children of God did or could make
against it ?

98. If you had been then told that the jealous God would soon arise

and niaintani his own cause; that he would pour down his Spirit from on
high, and renew the face of the earth ; that he would shed abroad his

love in the hearts ot the outcasts of men, producing all holy and heavenly

tempers, expelling angei, and pride, and evil desire, and all unholy and

earthly tempers; causing outward religion, the work of faith, the patience

of hope, the lcu>our of iove, to flourish and abound ; and, wherever it

spread, abolishing ouiward iiieligion, destroying all the works of the

devil: if you had been told that this living knowledge of the Lord would
in a short space of tune overspread our land

;
yea, and daily increase, in

spite of all the opposition which the devil and his children did or could

make against it ; would you not have vehemently desired to see that day,

that you might bless God and rejoice therein ?

99. Behold, the day of tha Lord is come ! He is again visiting and
redeeming his people. Having eyes, see ye not? Having ears, do ye
not hear, neither understand with your hearts ? At this hour the Lord is

rolling away our reproach. Already his standard is sot up. His Spirit

is poured forth on the outcasts of men, and his love shed abro?.d in their

hearts. Love of all mankind, meekness, gentleness, humbleness of

mind, holy and heavenly ^.tTecticns, do take place of hate, anger, pride,

revenge, and vile or vain afiections. Hence, wherever the power of the

Lord spreads, springs outward religion in all its forms. The houses

of God are filled ; the table of tlic Lord is thronged on e\eyy side. And
those who thuc; show their love of God, show they love their neigiibour

also, by being careful to maintain good works, by doing all manner of

good, as they have time, to all men. They are likewise careful to abstain

from all evil. Cursing, Sabbath breaking, drunkcrmess, with all other

(however fashionable) works of the devil, are not once named among
them. All this is plain, demonstrable fact. For this also is not done in a
corner. Now, do you acknowledge the day of your visitation? Do you
bless God and rejoice therein?

100. What hinders? Is it this,—that men say all manner of evil of

those whom God is pleased to use as instruments in his work ? O ye
fools, did ye suppose the devil was dead? or that he would not fight for

his kingdom? And v/hat weapons shall he fight with, if not with lies?

Is he not a liar, and the father of it? Suffer ye then thus far. Let the

devil and his children say all maimer of evil of us. And lot them go on
deceiving each other, and being deceived. But yc need not be deceived
also; or if you are, if you will believe all they say, be it so,—that we are

weak, silly, wicked men; without sense, without learning, without even
a desire or design of doing good; yet I insist upon the fact: Christ is

preached, and sinners are converted to God. This none but a madman
can deny. We are ready to prove it by a cloud of witnesses. Neither,

therefore, can thc^ inference be donied, tlwt (iod is now visiting his j)eo-

ple. O tliat all men may know, in this their day, the things that make
for tlirir peace!
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101. Upon the whole, to men of the world I would still recommend
the known advice of Gamaliel :

" Refrain from these men, and let them
alone: for if this work be of men, it will come to nought: but if it be of

God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye be found even to fight against

God." But unto you whom God hath chosen out of the world, 1 say.

Ye are our brethren, and of our father's house; it behoveth you, in what-

.soevor manner ye are able, " to strengthen our hands in God." And this

ye are all able to do; to wish us good luck in the name of the Lord, and

to pray continually that none of " these things may move us," and that

" we may not count our lives dear unto ourselves, so that we may finish

our course with joy, and the ministry which we have received of the Lord
Jesus!"

—

Written in the year 1744.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY.

Happy the souls who first believed,

To Jesus and each other cleaved,

Join'd by the unction froirl above,
In mystic fellowship of love

!

Meek, simple followers of the Lamb,
They lived and spake and thought the

same

;

Brake the commemorative bread,

And drank the Spirit of their Head.

On God they cast their eveiy care

:

Wrestling with God in mighty prayer,

They claim'd the grace, through Jesus

given

;

By prayer they shut and open'd heaven.

To Jesus they perform'd their vows

;

A little church m every house,

They joyfully conspired to raise

Their ceaseless sacrifice of praise.

Propriety was there unknown.
None call'd what he possess'd his own

;

Where all the common blessings share,

No selfish happiness was there.

With grace abundantly endued,
A pure, believing multitude

!

They all were of one heart and soul,

And only love inspired the whole.

O what an age of golden days!
O what a choice, peculiar race !

Wash'd in theLamb's all cleansingblood.

Anointed kings and priests to God.

PART
Jesus, from whom all blessings flow.

Great Builder of thy Church below.
If now thy Spirit moves my breast,

Hear, and fulfil thy own request

!

The few that truly call thee Lord,
And wait thy sanctifying word.
And thee their utmost Saviour own.
Unite, and perfect them in one.

Vol. V.

Where shall I wander now to find

The successors they left behind ?

The faithful, whom I seek in vain,

Are 'minish'd from the sons of men.

Ye different sects, who all declare,

"Lo, here is Cluist!" or, "Christ is

there!"

Your stronger proofs divinely give,

And show me where the Christians live*

Your claim, alas ! ye cannot prove.
Ye want the genuine mark of love:

Thou only. Lord, thine own canst show
j

For sure thou hast a Church below.

The gates of hell cannot prevail.

The Church on earth can never fail

:

Ah ! join me to thy secret ones

!

Ah ! gather all thy living stones !

Scatter'd o'er all the earth they lie.

Till thou collect them with thme eye,-

Draw by the music of thy name.
And charm into a beauteous frame.

For this the pleading Spirit groans,

And cries in all thy banish'd ones:

Greatest of gifts, thy love, impart,

And make us of one mind and heart I

Join every soul that looks to thee.

In bonds of perfect charity :

Now, Lord, the glorious fiilness give,

And all in all for ever live !

II.

Gather them in on every side.

And in thy tabernacle hide
;

Give them a resting place to find,

A covert from the storm and wind.

O find them out some calm recess.

Some unfrequented wilderness

!

Thou, Lord, the secret place prepare,

And hide and feed " the woman" there.
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Thither collect thy little flock,

Under the shadow of their Rock

:

The holy seed, the royal race.

The standing monuments of thy grace.

O let them all thy mind express,

Stand forth thy chosen witnesses !

Thy power unto salvation show,

And perfect holiness below

:

The fulness of thy grace receive,

And simply to thy glory live
;

Strongly reflect the light divine,

And in a land of darkness shine.

In them let all mankind behold

How Christians Uved in days of old:

Mighty their envious foes to move,

A proverb of reproach—and love.

O make them of one soul and heart.

The all-conforming mind impart

;

Spirit of peace and unity,

The sinless mind that was in thee.

Call them into thy wondrous light.

Worthy to walk with thee in while

;

Make up thy jewels, Lord, and show
The glorious, spotless Church below.

From every sinful wrinkle fi-ee,

Redeem'd from all iniquity
;

The fellowship of saints make known;
And O, my God, might I be one

!

O might my lot be cast with these,

The least of Jesus' witnesses !

O that my Lord would count me meet
To wash his dear disciples' feet I

This only thing I do require.

Thou know'st 'tis all my heart's desire,

Freely what I receive to give,

The servant of thy Church to live

:

After my lowly Lord to go.

And wait upon the saints below

,

Enjoy the grace to angels given.

And serve the royal heirs of heaven.

Lord, if I now thy drawings feel,

And ask according to thy will.

Confirm the prayer, the seal impart,

And speak the answer to my heart

!

Tell me, or thou shalt never go,

"Thy prayer is heard, it shall be so :"

—

The word hath pass'd thy lips,—and I

Shall with thy people live and die.

A FARTHER APPEAL

MEN OF REASON AND RELIGION.

Let the righteous smite me friendly, and reprove me, Psalm cxli, 5.

PART I.

In a former treatise I declared, in the plainest manner I could, both

my principles and practice ; and answered some of the most important,

as well as the most common, objections to each. But I have not yet

delivered my own soul. I believe it is still incumbent upon me to answer

other objections, particularly such as have been urged by those who are

esteemed religious or reasonable men.

These partly relate to the doctrines I teach, partly to my majiner of

teaching them, and partly to the effects which are su{)po3ed to follow

from teaching these doctrines in this manner.

1. L I will briefly mention what those doctrines are, before I consider

the objections against them. Now, all I teach respects either the nature

and condition of justification, the nature and condition of salvation, the

nature of justifying and saving faith, or the Author of faith and salvation.

2. First: The nature ofjustification. It sometimes means our acquit-

tal at the last day: Matt, xii, 37. But this is altogether out of the present

question ; that justification whereof our Articles and Homilies speak,
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meaning present forgiveness, pardon of sins, and, consequently, accept-

ance with God ; who therein " declares his righteousness" (or mercy,

by or) " for the remission of the sins that are past ;" saying, " I will be

merciful to thy unrighteousness, and thine iniquities I will remember no

more," Rom. iii, 25; Heb. viii, 12.

I believe the condition of this is faith : Rom. iv, 5, &c : I mean,
not only, that without faith we carmot be justified ; but also, that as soon
as any one has true faith, in that moment he is justified.

Good works follow this faith, but cannot go before it: Luke vi, 43:

much less can sanctification, which implies a continued course of good
works, springing from holiness of heart. But it is allowed, that entire

sanctification goes before our justification at the last day : Heb. xii, 14.

It is allowed, also, that repentance, and " fruits meet for repentance,"

go before faith: Mark i, 15 ; Matthew iii, 8. Repentance absolutely

must go before faith ; fruits meet for it, if there be opportunity. By
repentance, I mean conviction of sin, producing real desires and sincere

resolutions of amendment ; and by " fruits meet for repentance," for-

giving our brother ; Matt, vi, 14, 15; ceasing from evil, doing good;
Luke iii, 4, 9, &c ; using the ordinances of God, and in general obey-

ing him according to the measure of grace which we have received

:

Matt, vii, 7 ; xxv, 29. But these I cannot as yet term good works
;

because they do not spring from faith and the love of God.
3. By salvation I mean, not barely, according to the vulgar notion,

deliverance from hell, or going to heaven ; but a present deliverance

from sin, a restoration of the soul to its primitive health, its original

purity ; a recovery of the divine nature ; the renewal of our souls after

the image of God, in righteousness and true holiness, in justice, mercy,

and truth. This implies all holy and heavenly tempers, and, by conse-

quence, all holiness of conversation.

Now, if by salvation we mean a present salvation from sin, we cannot
say, holiness is the condition of it ; for it is the thing itself. Salvation,

in this sense, and holiness, are synonymous terms. We must therefore

say, " We are saved by faith." Faith is the sole condition of this sal-

vation. For without faith we cannot be thus saved. But whosoever
believeth is saved already.

Without faith we cannot be thus saved ; for we cannot rightly serve

God unless we love him. And we cannot love him unless we know
him ; neither can we know God unless by faith. Therefore, salvation

by faith is only, in other words, the love of God by the knowledge of
God ; or the recovery of the image of God, by a true, spiritual acquaint-

ance with him.

4. Faith, in general, is a divine, supernatural skzy-^oc, (evidence, or

conviction) of things not seen, not discoverable by our bodily senses,

as being either past, future, or spiritual. Justifying faith implies, not
only a divine eXsyx^og, that God " was in Christ reconcihng the world
unto himself," but a sure trust and confidence that Christ died for my
sins, that he loved me and gave himself for me. And the moment a
penitent sinner believes this, God pardons and absolves him.

And as soon as his pardon or justification is witnessed to him by the

Holy Ghost, he is saved. He loves God and all mankind. He has
" the mind that was in Christ," and power to " walk as he also walked."
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From that time (unless he make shipwreck of the faith) salvation gradu-

ally increases in his soul. For " so is the kingdom of God, as if a man
should cast seed into the ground ; and it springeth up, first the blade,

then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear."

5. The first sowing of this seed I cannot conceive to be other than
instantaneous ; whether I consider experience, or the word of God, or

the very nature of the thing ;—however, I contend not for a circum-

stance, but the substance : if you can attain it another way, do. Only
see that you do attain it ; for if you fall short, you perish everlastingly.

This beginning of that vast, inward change, is usually termed, the new
birth. Baptism is the outward sign of this inward grace, which is sup-

posed by our Church to be given with and through that sign to all infants,

and to those of riper years, if they repent and believe the Gospel. But
how extremely idle are the common disputes on this head ! I tell a sin-

ner, " You must be born again." " No," say you :
" he was born again

in baptism. Therefore he cannot be born again now." Alas, what
trifling is this ! What, if he was then a child of God 1 He is hoiv mani-

festly a child of the devil ; for the works of his father he doeth. There-
fore do not play upon words. He must go through an entire change of

heart. In one not yet baptized, you yourself would call that change,

the new birth. In him, call it what you will ; but remember, meantime,
that if either he or you die without it, your baptism will be so far from
profiting you, that it will greatly increase your damnation.

6. The author of faith and salvation is God alone. It is he that works
in us both to will and to do. He is the sole Giver of every good gift,

and the sole Author of every good work. There is no more of power
than of merit in man ; but as all merit is in the Son of God, in what he

has done and suffered for us, so all power is in the Spirit of God. And
therefore every man, in order to believe unto salvation, must receive the

Holy Ghost. This is essentially necessary to every Christian, not in

order to his working miracles, but in order to faith, peace, joy, and love,

—the ordinary fruits of the Spirit.

Although no man on earth can explain the particular manner wherein

the Spirit of God works on the soul, yet whosoever has these fruits,

cannot but know and feel that God has wrought them in his heart.

Sometimes he acts more particularly on the understanding, opening

or enlightening it, (as the Scripture speaks,) and revealing, unveiling,

discovering to us " the deep things of God."
Sometimes he acts on the wills and affections of men; withdrawing

them from evil, inclining them to good, inspiring (breathing, as it were)

good thoughts into them : so it has frequently been expressed, by an
easy, natural metaphor, strictly analogous to nn, -avsv^i^a, spiritus,

[spirit or breath,] and the words used in most modern tongues also, to

denote the third person in the ever blessed Trinity. But however it be

expressed, it is certain all true faith, and the whole work of salvation,

every good thought, word, and work, is ahogether by the operation of

the Spirit of God.
II. 1. I come now to consider the principal objections which have

lately been made against these doctrines.

I know nothing material which has been objected as to the nature of

justification ; but many persons seem to be very confused in their
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thoughts concerning it, and speak as if they had never heard of any
justification antecedent to that of the last day. To clear up this, there

needs only a closer inspection of our Articles and Homihes ; wherein

justification is always taken for the present remission of our sins.

But many are the objections which have been warmly urged against

the condition of justification, faith alone ;
particularly in two treatises,

the former entitled, " The Notions of the Methodists/«% disproved ;"

the second, "The Notions of the Methodists farther disproved :" in

both of which it is vehemently affirmed, (1.) That this is not a scriptural

doctrine ; (2.) That it is not the doctrine of the Church of England.

It will not be needful to name the former of these any more ; seeing

there is neither one text produced therein to prove this doctrine unscrip-

tural, nor one sentence from the Articles or Homilies to prove it con-

trary to the doctrine of the Church. But so much of the latter as relates

to the merits of the caw.se, I will endeavour to consider calmly. As to

what is personal, I leave it as it is. " God be merciful to me a sinner !"

2. To prove this doctrine unscriptural,—That faith alone is the con-

dition of justification,—you allege, that " sanctification, according to

Scripture, must go before it :" to evince which, you quote the following

texts, which I leave as I find them :
" Go, disciple all nations,—teach-

ing them to observe all things, whatsoever I have commanded you,"

Matt, xxviii, 19, 20. "He that believeth and is baptized shall be

saved," Mark xvi, 16. "Preach repentance and remission of sins,"

Luke xxiv, 47. "Repent and be baptized every one of you, for the

remission of sins," Acts ii, 38. " Repent and be converted that your

sins may be blotted out," iii, 19. " By one offering he hath perfected

for ever them that are sanctified," Heb. x, 14. You add, " St. Paul

taught ' repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus

Christ,' Acts XX, 21 ; and calls ' repentance from dead works, and faith

toward God,' first principles," Heb. vi, 1.

You subjoin : " But ' ye are washed,' says he, ' but ye are sanctified,

but ye are justified.' By ' washed,' is meant their baptism ; and by
their baptism is meant, first, their sanctification, and then their justifica-

tion." This is a flat begging the question
;
you take for granted the

very point which you ought to prove. " St. Peter also," you say, " affirms

that ' baptism doth save us,' or justify us." Again you beg the question ;

you take for granted what I utterly deny, viz. that save and justify are

here synonymous terms. Till this is proved, you can draw no inference

at all ; for you have no foundation whereon to build.

I conceive these and all the scriptures which can be quoted to prove

sanctification antecedent to justification, (if they do not relate to our final

justification,) prove only, (what I have never denied,) that repentance,

or conviction of sin, and fruits meet for repentance, precede that faith

whereby we are justified : but by no means, that the love of God, or any

branch of true holiness, must or can precede faith.

3. It is objected, Secondly, that justification by faith alone is not the

doctrine of the Church of England.

"You believe," says the writer above mentioned, "that no good work
can be previous to justification, nor, consequently, a condition of it. But,

God be praised, our Church has no where delivered such abominable doc-

trine." (page 14.)
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" The clergy contend for inward holiness, as previous to the first

justification;—this is the doctrine they universally inculcate, and which
you cannot oppose without contradicting the doctrine of our Church."
(Page 26.)

"All your strongest persuasives to the love of God will not blanch
over the deformity of that doctrine, that men may be justified by faith

alone ;—unless you publicly recant this horrid doctrine, your faith is vain."

(Page 27.)
" If you will vouchsafe to purge out this venomous part of your princi-

ples, ill which the wide, essential, fundamental, irreconcilable difference, as
you very justly term it, mainly consists, then there will be found, so far,

no disagreement between you and the clergy of the Church of England."
(Ibid.)

4. In order to be clearly and fully satisfied what the doctrine of the

Church of England is, (as it stands opposite to the doctrine of the Anti-

nomians, on the one hand, and to that of justification by works, on the

other,) I will simply set down what occurs on tliis head, either in her

Liturgy, Articles, or Homilies :

—

" Spare thou them, O God, which confess their faults : Restore thou them
that are penitent, according to thy promises declared unto mankind in

Christ Jesus our Lord."
" He pardoneth and absolveth all them that truly repent, and unfeign-

edly believe his holy Gospel."
" Almighty God, who dost forgive the sins of them that are penitent,

create and make in us new and contrite hearts; that we, worthily lament-

ing our sins, and acknowledging our wretchedness, may obtain of thee perfect

remission and forgiveness, through Jesus Christ our Lord." (Collect for
Jlsli- Wednesday.)

" Almighty God—hath promised forgiveness of sins to all them that
with hearty repentance and true faith turn unto him." (Communion Office.)

" Our Lord Jesus Christ hath left power to absolve all sinners who
truly repent and believe in him." (Visitation of the Sick.)

" Give him unfeigned repentance and steadfast /ai</t, that his sins may
be blotted out." (Ibid.)

" He is a merciful receiver of all true penitent sinners, and is ready to

pardon us, if we come unto him with faithful repentance." (Comminution

Office.)

Infants, indeed, our Church supposes to be justified in baptism,

although they cannot then either believe or repent. But she expressly

requires both repentance and faith in those who come to be baptized

when they arc of riper years.

As earnestly, therefore, as our Church inculcates j\istification by faith

alone, she nevertheless supposes repentance to be previous to faith, and
fruits meet for repentance

;
yea, and universal holiness to be previous to

final justification, as evidently appears from the following words :

—

" Let us beseech him—that the rest of our life may be pure and holy,
so tliat at the last we may come to his eternal joy." (Absolution.)

" May we seriously apply our hearts to that holy and heavenly wisdom
liere, which may in the end bring us to life everlasting." (Visitation of
the Sick.)

" Raise us from the death of sin unto the life of righteousness,—that

at the last day we may be found acceptable in thy sight." (Burial Office.)
" If we from henceforth walk in his ways,—seeking always his glory,

Christ will set us on his right hand." (Cvrnmination Office.)
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5. We come next to the Articles of our Church : the former part of
the ninth runs thus :

—

OF ORIGINAL OR BIRTH-SIN.

" Original sin—is the fault and corruption of the nature of every man,

—

whereby man is very far gone from original righteousness, and is of his
own nature inclined to evil, so that the flesh lusteth always contrary to
the spirit; and therefore in every person born into this world, itdeservelh
God's wrath and damnation."

ARTICLE X. OF FREE-WILL.
" The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such, that he cannot

turn and prepare himself by his own natural strength and good works to

faith and calling upon God. Wherefore we have no power to do good
works, pleasant and acceptable to God, without the grace of God by Christ
preventing us, that we may have a good will, and working with us when
we have that good will."

ARTICLE XI. OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF MAN.
" We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or
deservings. Wherefore that we are justified by faith only, is a most
wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort, as most largely is expressed
in the Homily of Justification."

I believe this Article relates to the meritorious cause of justification,

rather than to the condition of it. On this, therefore, I do not build any
thing concerning it, but on those that follow.

ARTICLE XII. OF GOOD WORKS.

"Albeit, that good works, which are the fruits of faith and follow after

justification, cannot put away our sins
;
yet are they pleasing and accept-

able to God in Christ, and do spring out necessarily of a true and lively

faith : insomuch that by them a lively faith may be as evidently known
as a tree may be known by the fruit."

We are taught here, (1.) That good works in general follow after just-

ification. (2.) That they spring out of a true and lively faith, that faith

whereby we are justified. (3.) That true, justifying faith may be as

evidently known by them as a tree discerned by the fruit.

Does it not follow, that the supposing any good work to go before

justification is full as absurd as the supposing an apple, or any other

fruit, to grow before the tree 1

But let us hear the Church, speaking yet more plainly :

—

ARTICLE XIII. OF WORKS DONE BEFORE JUSTIFICATION.

" Works done before the grace of Christ, and the inspiration of his

Spirit," (that is, before justification, as the title expresses it,) " are not

pleasant to God, forasmuch as they spring not of faith in Jesus Christ.

Yea, rather, for that they are not done as God hath willed and commanded
them to be done, we doubt not they have the nature of sin."

Now, if all works done before justification have the nature of sin,

(both because they spring hot of faith in Christ, and because they are not

done as God hath willed and commanded them to be done,) what
becomes of sanctification previous to justification 1 It is utterly excluded

;

seeing whatever is previous to justification is not good or holy, but evil

and sinful.

Although, therefore, our Church does frequently assert that we ought

to repent, and bring forth fruits meet for repentance, if ever we would
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attain to that faith whereby alone we are justified
;
yet she never asserts

(and here the hinge of the question turns) that these are good works, so

long as they are previous to justification. Nay, she expressly asserts

the direct contrary, viz. that they have all the nature of sin. So that

this " horrid, scandalous, wicked, abominable, venomous, blasphemous

doctrine," is nevertheless the doctrine of the Church of England.

6. It remains to consider what occurs in the Homilies, first with

regard to the meritorious cause of our justification, agreeable to the

eleventh ; and then with regard to the condition of it, agreeable to the

twelfth and thirteenth Articles :

—

" These things must go together in our justification ;—upon God's part

his great mercy and grace ; upon Christ's part, the satisfaction of God's
justice; and upon our part, true and lively faith in the merits of Jesus

Christ." (Homily on Salvation, part i.)

" So that the grace of God doth not shut out the justice (or righteous-

ness) of God in our justification ; but only shutteth out the righteousness

of man,—as to deserving our justification.

"And therefore St. Paul declareth nothing on the behalf of man, con-

cerning his justification, but only a true faith.

" And yet that faith doth not shut out repentance, hope, love, to be
joined with faith (that is, afterward; see below) in every man that is just-

ified: neither doth faith shut out the righteousness of our good works,
necessarily to be done afterward. But it excludeth them so that we may
not do them to this intent,—to be made just (or, to be justified) by doing
them.

" That we are justified by faith alone, is spoken to take away clearly

all merit of our works, and wholly to ascribe the merit and deserving of
our justification unto Christ only." {Ibid, part ii.)

" The true meaning of this saying, 'We be justified by faith only,' is

this, ' We be justified b}' the merits of Christ only, and not of our own
works.' " {Ibid, part iii.)

7. Thus far touching the meritorious cause of our justification;

referred to in the eleventh Article. The twelfth and thirteenth are a

summary of what now follows, with regard to the condition of it :

—

"Of justifying, true faith, three things are specially to be noted : First,

that it bringeth forth good works : Secondly, that without it can no good
works be done : Thirdly, what good works it doth bring forth." {Sermon
on Faith, part i.)

" Without faith can no good work be done, accepted and pleasant unto
God. For ' as a branch cannot bear fruit of itself,' saith our Saviour Christ,
' except it abide in the vine, so cannot you, except you abide in me.' Faith

givetli life to the soul ; and they be as much dead to God that lack faith,

as tliey be to the world whoso bodies lack souls. Without faith all that

is done of us is but dead before God. Even as a picture is but a dead
representation of the thing itself, so be the works of all unfaithful, (unbe-
lieving) persons before God. They be but sliadovvs of lively and good
things, and not good things indeed. For true faith doth give life to the

works, and without fiith no work is good before God." {Ibid, part iii.)

" We must set no good works before faith, nor think that before faith

a man may do any good works. For such works are as the course of a
horse that runneth out of the way, which taketh great labour, but to no
purpose." {Ibid.)

" Without faith we have no virtues, but only the shadows of them. All

the life of them that lack the true faith is sin." {Ibid.)

" As men first have life, and after be nourished, so must our faith go
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before, and after be nourished with, good works. And Hfe may be with-

out nourishment, but nourishment cannot be without life." {Homily on

Works annexed to Faith, part i.)

" I can show a man that by faith without works lived and came to

heaven. But without faith never man had life. The thief on the cross

only believed, and the most merciful God justified him. Truth it is, if he
had lived and not regarded faith and the works thereof, he should have
lost his salvation again. But this I say, faith by itself saved him. But
works by themselves never justified any man.

" Good works go not before in him which shall afterward be justified.

But good works do follow after when a man is first justified." (Homily on

Fasting, part i.)

8. From the whole tenor then of her Liturgy, Articles, and Homilies,

the doctrine of the Church of England appears to be this :

—

(1.) That no good work, properly so called, can go before justification.

(2.) That no degree of true sanctification can be previous to it.

(3.) That as the meritorious cause ofjustification is the life and death

of Christ, so the condition of it is faith, faith alone. And,

(4.) That both inward and outward holiness are consequent on this

faith, and are the ordinary, stated condition of final justification.

9. And what more can you desire, who have hitherto opposed justifi-

cation by faith alone, merely upon a principle of conscience ; because

you was zealous for holiness and good works ? Do I not eflfectually

secure these from contempt at the same time that I defend the doctrines

of the Church ? I not only allow, but vehemently contend, that none

shall ever enter into glory who is not holy on earth, as well in heart, as

"in all manner of conversation." I cry aloud, "Let all that have believed,

be careful to maintain good works ;" and, " Let every one that nameth

the name of Christ, depart from all iniquity." I exhort even those who
are conscious they do not believe :

" Cease to do evil, learn to do well

:

the kingdom of heaven is at hand ;" therefore, " repent, and bring forth

fruits meet for repentance." Are not these directions the very same in

substance which you yourself would give to persons so circumstanced ?

What means then this endless strife of words 1 Or what doth your

arguing prove ?

10. Many of those who are perhaps as zealous of good works as you,

think I have allowed you too much. Nay, my brethren, but how can

we help allowing it, if we allow the Scriptures to be from God ? For is

it not written, and do not you yourselves believ^, " Without holiness no

man shall see the Lord 1" And how then, w^nout fighting about words,

can we deny that holiness is a conditiorf of final acceptance? And as

to the first acceptance or pardon, does not all experience, as well a.«

Scripture, prove that no man ever yet truly believed the Gospel who did

not first repent 1 that none was ever yet truly " convinced of righteous-

ness," who was not first "convinced of sin"?" Repentance, therefore,

in this sense, we cannot deny to be necessarily previous to faith. Is it

not equally undeniable, that the running back into known, wilful sin,

(suppose it were dnrnkenness or uncleanness,) stifles that repentance or

conviction ? And can that repentance come to any good issue in his

soul, who resolves not to forgive his brother ; or who obstinately refrains

from what God convinces him is right, whether it be prayer or hearing

his word ? Would you scruple yourself to tell one of these, " Why, if
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you ivill thus drink away all conviction, how should you ever truly know
your want of Christ ; or, consequently, believe in him 1 If you will not

forgive your brother his trespasses, neither will your heavenly Father
forgive you your trespasses. Ifyou will not ask, how can you expect to

receive 1 If you will not hear, how can ' faith come by hearing]' It is

plain you ' grieve the Spirit ofGod ;' you will not have him to reign over

you. Take care that he does not utterly depart from you. For ' unto

him that hath shall be given ; but from him that hath not,' that is, uses

it not, ' shall be taken away, even that which he hath.' " Would you
scruple, on a proper occasion, to say this ] You could not scruple it if

you believe the Bible. But in saying this, you allow all which I have
said, viz. that previous to justifying faith, there must be repentance, and,

if opportunity permit, " fruits meet for repentance."

II. And yet I allow you this, that although both repentance and the

fruits thereof are in some sense necessary before justification, yet neither

the one nor the other is necessary in the same sense, or in the same
degree, with faith. Not in the same degree ; for in whatever moment
a man believes (in the Christian sense of the word) he is justified, his

sins are blotted out, " his faith is counted to him for righteousness."

But it is not so at whatever moment he repents, or brings forth any or

all the fruits of repentance. Faith alone, therefore, justifies ; which

repentance alone does not, much less any outward work. And, conse-

quently, none of these are necessary to justification, in the same degree

with faith.

Nor in the same sense. For none of these has so direct, immediate

a relation to justification as faith. This is proximately necessary thereto

;

repentance, remotely, as it is necessary to the increase or continuance

of faith. And even in this sense these are only necessary on supposi-

tion,—if there be time and opportunity for them ; for in many instances

there is not ; but God cuts short his work, and faith prevents the fruits

of repentance. So that the general proposition is not overthrown, but

clearly established by these concessions ; and we conclude still, both on
the authority of Scripture and the Church, that faith alone is the proxi-

mate condition of justification.

III. 1. I was once inclined to believe that none would openly object

against what I had any where said of the nature of salvation. How
greatly then was I surprised some months ago, when I was shown a

kind of circular letter, which one of those whom " the Holy Ghost hath

made overseers" of his (church, (the (then) Archbishop of York,) I was
informed, had sent to all the clergy of his diocess

!

Part of it ran (nearly, if not exactly) thus :

—

"There is great indiscretion in preaching up a sort of religion, as the
true and only Christianity, which, in their own account of it, consists in

an enthusiastic ardour, to be understood or attained by very few, and not
to be practised without breaking in upon the common duties of life."

O, my lord, what manner of words are these ! Supposing candour

and love out of the question, are they the words of truth? I dare stake

my life upon it, there is not one true clause in all this paragraph.

The propositions contained therein are these :

—

(1.) That the religion I preach consists in enthusiastic ardour.
,

(2.) That it can be attained by very few. -i
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(3.) That it can be understood by very few.

(4.) That it cannot be practised without breaking in upon the common
duties of hfe.

(5.) And that all this may be proved by my o\vn account of it.

I earnestly entreat your grace to review my own account of it, as it

stands in any of my former writings ; or to consider the short account

which is given in this ; and if you can thence make good any one of

those propositions, I do hereby promise, before God and the world, that

I will never preach more.

At present I do not well understand what your grace means by " an
enthusiastic ardour." Surely you do not mean the love of God ! No,
not though a poor, pardoned sinner should carry it so far as to love the

Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his

strength ! But this alone is the ardour which I preach up as the founda-

tion of the true and only Christianity. I pray God so to fill your whole
heart therewith, that you may praise him for ever and ever.

But why should your grace believe that the love ofGod can be attained

by very few ; or, that it can be understood by very few 1 All who attain

it understand it well. And did not He who is loving to every man,
design that every man should attain true love? " that all would know,
in this their day, the things that make for their peace !"

And cannot the love both of God and our neighbour be practised,

without breaking in upon the common duties of life 1 Nay, can any of

the common duties of life be rightly practised without them ? I appre-

hend not. I apprehend I am then laying the true, the only foundation

for all those duties, when 1 preach, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and thy neighbour as thyself."

2. With this letter was sent (I believe to every clergyman in the

diocess) the pamphlet, entitled, " Observations on the Conduct and
Behaviour of a certain Sect, usually distinguished by the name of JVfe-

thodists." It has been generally supposed to be wrote by a person who
is every way my superior. Perhaps one reason why he did not inscribe

his name was, that his greatness might not make me afraid ; and that

I might have liberty to stand as it were on even ground, while I answer
for myself.

In considering, therefore, such parts of these " Observations" as fall

in my way, I will take that method which I believe the author desires,

using no ceremony at all ; but speaking as to an equal, that it may the

more easily be discerned where the truth lies.

The first query relating to doctrine is this:

—

" Whether notions in religion may not be heightened to such extremes,
as to lead some into a disregard of religion itself, through despair of
attaining such exalted heights : and whether others who have imbibed
those notions may not be led by them into a disregard and disesteem of
the common duties and offices of life ; to such a degree, at least, as is

inconsistent with that attention to them, and that diligence in them, which
Providence has made necessary to the well being of private families and
public societies, and which Christianity does not only require in all sta-

tions, and in all conditions, but declares at the same time, that the per-
formance even of the lowest offices in life, as unto God, (whose providence
has placed people in their several stations,) is truly a serving of Christ,
and will not fail of its reward in the next world."
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You have interwoven so many particulars in this general question,

that I must divide and answer them one by one.

Query 1. Whether notions in religion may not be heightened to such
extremes, as to lead some into a disregard of religion itself.

Answer. They may. But that I have so heightened them, it lies

upon you to prove.

Q. 2. Whether others may not be led into a disregju-d of religion,

through despair of attaining such exalted heights.

A. What heights? the loving God with all our heart? I believe this

is the most exalted height in man or angel. But I have not heard that

any have been led into a disregard of religion through despair of attain-

ing this.

Q. 3. Whether others who have imbibed these notions may not be

led by them into a disregard and disesteem of the common duties and
offices of life.

A. My notions are, True religion is the loving God with all our

heart, and our neighbour as ourselves ; and in that love abstaining from

all evil, and doing all possible good to all men. Now, it is not possi-

ble, in the nature of things, that any shouM be led by these notions into

either a disregard or disesteem of the common duties and offices of life.

Q. 4. But may they not be led by them into such a degree, at least,

of disregard for the common duties of life as is inconsistent with that

attention to them, and diligence in them, which Providence has made
necessary 1

A. No
;

quite the reverse. They lead men to discharge all those

duties with the strictest diligence and closest attention.

Q. 5. Does not Christianity require this attention and dihgence in all

stations and in all conditions 1

A. Yes.

Q. 6. Does it not declare that the performance even of the lowest

offices of life, as unto God, is truly "a sui-ving of Christ;" and will not

fail of its reward in the next world ?

A. It does. But whom are you confuting? Not me; for this is

the doctrine I preach continually.

3. Query the Second :
—" Whether the enemy of Christianity may not

find his account in carrying Christianity, which was designed for a rule

to all stations and all conditions, to such heights as make it practicable by
a very few, in comparison, or rather by none."

I answer, (1.) The height to which we carry Christianity (as was but

now observed) is this :
" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, and thy neighbour as thyself." (2.) The enemy of Christianity

cannot find his account in our carrying it to this height. (3.) You
will not say, on reflection, that Christianity, even in this height, is prac-

ticable by very few, or rather by none : you yourself will confes this it

a rule (as God designed it shovild [be]) for all stations and all conditions.

Query the Third :
—"Whether, in particular, the carrying the doctrine

of justification by faith alone to such a height as not to allow that a sin-

cere and careful observance of moral duties is so much as a condition of

our acceptance vvith God, and of our being justified in his sight: whether
this, I say, does not naturally lead people to a disregard of those duties,

and a low esteem of them ; or, rather, to think them no part of the Chris-

tian religion."
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I trust justification by faith alone has been so explained above, as to

secure not only a high esteem but also a careful and sincere observance

of all moral duties.

4. Query the Fourth :
—" Whether a due and regular attendance on the

public offices of religion, paid by good men in a serious and composed
way, does not answer the true ends of devotion, and is not a better evi-

dence of the co-operation of the Holy Spirit, than those sudden agonies,

roarings, screamiiigs, tremblings, droppings down, ravings, and madnesses,
into which their hearers have been cast."

I must answer this query likewise part by part.

Query 1 . Whether a due and regular attendcince on the public offices

of religion, paid in a serious and composed way, by good (that is, well

meaning) men, does not answer the true ends of devotion.

Answer. I suppose, by devotion, you mean public worship ; by the

true ends of it, the love of God and man ; and by a due and regular

attendance on the pubhc offices of religion, paid in a serious and com-
posed way, the going as often as we have opportunity to our parish

church, and to the sacrament there administered. If so, the question

is, whether this attendance on those offices does not produce the love of

God and man. I answer. Sometimes it does ; and sometimes it does

not. I myself thus attended them for many years ; and yet am con-

scious to myself that during that whole time I had no more of the love

of God than a stone. And I know many hundreds, perhaps thousands,

of serious persons, who are ready to testify the same thing.

Q. 2. But is not this a better evidence of the co-operation of the Holy
Spirit, than those sudden agonies 1

A. All these persons, as well as I, can testify also that this is no evi-

dence at all of the co-operation of the Holy Spirit. For some years I

attended these public offices, because I would not be punished for non-
attendance. And many of these attended them, because their parents

did before them, or because they would not lose their character : many
more, because they confounded the means with the end, and fancied this

opus operatum [mere performance] would bring them to heaven. How
many thousands are now under this strong delusion ! Beware, you
bring not their blood on your own head

!

Q. 3. However, does not this attendance better answer those ends,

than those roarings, screamings ? &c.
A. I suppose you mean, better than an attendance on that preaching,

which has often been accompanied with these.

I answer, (1.) There is no manner of need to set the one in oppo-
sition to the other ; seeing we continually exhort all who attend on our

preaching to attend the offices of the Church. And they do pay a more
regular attendance there than ever they did before. (2.) Their attend-

ing the Church did not, in fact, answer those ends at all till they attended

this preaching also. (3.) It is the preaching of remission of sins through

Jesus Christ, which alone answers the true ends of devotion. And this

will always be accompanied with the co-operation of the Holy Spirit

;

though not always with sudden agonies, roarings, screamings, tremblings,

or droppings down. Indeed, if God is pleased at any time to permit any
of these, I cannot hinder it. Neither can this hinder the work of his

Spirit in the soul ; which may be carried on either with or without them.
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But, (4.) I cannot apprehend it to be any reasonable proof, that " this

is not the work of God," that a convinced sinner should " fall into an

extreme agony, both of body and soul ;" (Journal iii, p. 26 ;) that ano-

ther should "roar for the disquietness of her heart ;" (p. 40;) that others

should scream or " cry with a loud and bitter cry, ' What must we do to

be saved"?'" (p. 50;) that others should " exceedingly tremble and

qutdie ;" (p. 58 ;) and others, in a deep sense of the majesty of God,
" should fall prostrate upon the ground." (p. 59.)

Indeed, by picking out one single word from a sentence, and then put-

ting together what you had gleaned in sixty or seventy pages, you have

drawn a terrible group for them who look no further than those two

lines in the " Observations." But the bare addition of half a line to

each word, just as it stands in the place from which you quoted it,

reconciles all both to Scripture and reason ; and the spectre form

vanishes away.

You have taken into your account ravings and madnesses too. As
instances of the former, you refer to the case of John Haydon, (p. 44,)

and of Thomas Maxfield, (p. 50.) I wish you would calmly consider

his reasoning on that head, who is not prejudiced in my favour: " What
influence sudden and sharp awakenings may have upon the body, I pre-

tend not to explain. But I make no question, Satan, so far as he gets

power, may exert himself on such occasions, partly to hinder the good

work in the persons who are thus touched with the sharp arrows of con-

viction, and partly to disparage the work of God, as if it tended to lead

people to distraction."

For instances of madness you refer to pages 88, 90, 91, 92, 93. The
words in page 88 are these :

—

" I could not but be under some concern, with regard to one or two
persons, who were tormented in an unaccountable manner, and seemed
to be indeed lunatic as well as ' sore vexed.' Soon after I was sent for to

one of these, who was so strangely ' torn of the devil,' that I almost won-
dered her relations did not say, Much religion ' hatli made thee mad.'

We prayed God to bruise Satan under her feet. Immediately ' we had
the petition we asked of him.' She cried out vehemently, ' He is gone!

he is gone !' and was filled with the Spirit of ' love, and of a sound mind.'

I have seen her many times since strong in the Lord. When I asked,

abruptly, 'What do you desire now?' she answered, ' Heaven.' I asked,
' What is in your heart?' She replied, ' God,' I asked, ' But how is your

heart when any thing provokes you ?' She said, ' By the grace of God, I

am not provoked at any thing. All the things of this world pass by me
as shadows.' " Are these the words of one that is beside herself? Let any
man of reason judge !

Your next instance (p. 90) stands thus :

—

" About noon I came to Usk, where I preached to a small company of

poor people, on, 'The Son of Man is come to save that which is lost.'

One grey-headed man wept and trenibh^d exceedingly; and another who
was there, (I have since heard,) as well as two or three who were at the

Devauden, are gone quite distracted ; that is, (my express words, that

inunediately follow, specify what it was which some accounted distrac-

tion,) ' they mourn and refuse to be comforted, until they have redemption

through his blood.'

"

If you think the case mentioned, pages 92, 93, to be another instance

of madness, I contend not. It was because I did not understand that
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uncommon case that I prefaced it with this reflection: " The fact I

nakedly relate, and leave every man to his own judgment upon it.*'

Only be pleased to observe, that this madness, if such it was, is no more
chargeable upon me than upon you. For the subject of it had no relation

to, or commerce with, me ; nor had I ever seen her before that hour.

5. Query the Fifth:—"Whether those exalted strains in religion, and
an imagination of being already in a state of perfection, are not apt to

lead men to spiritual pride, and to a contempt of their fellow Christians
;

while they consider them as only going on in what they call the low and
imperfect way, (that is, as growing in grace and goodness only by degrees,)

even though it appear by the lives of those who are considered by them
as in that low and imperfect way, that they are persons who are gradually
working out their salvation by their own honest endeavours, and through
the ordinary assistances of God's grace ; with an humble reliance upon the
merits of Christ for the pardon of their sins, and the acceptance of their
sincere though imperfect services."

I must divide this query too ; but first permit me to ask, What do you
mean by " those exalted strains in religion?" I have said again and
again, I know of no more exalted strain than, " I will love thee, Lord
my God:" especially according to the propriety of David's expression,

nin' l^mx : Ex intlmis visceribus diligam te, Domine. (I will love thee,

[O Lord,] from my inmost bowels.) This premised, let us go on step

by step.

Query \. Whether the preaching of "loving God from our inmost
bowels;" is not apt to lead men to spiritual pride, and to a contempt of
their fellow Christians.

Answer. No : but, so far as it takes place, it will humble them to the

dust.

Q. 2. Whether an imagination of being already in a state of perfection
is not apt to lead men into spiritual pride.

A. (1.) If it be a false imagination, it is spiritual pride. (2.) But true

Christian perfection is no other than humble love.

Q. 3. Do not men, who imagine they have attained this, despise others,

as only going on in what they account the low and imperfect way, that

is, as growing in grace and goodness by degrees 1

A. (L) Men who only imagine they have attained this may probably
despise those that are going in any way. (2.) But the growing in grace
and goodness by degrees is no mark of a low and imperfect way. Those
who are fathers in Christ grow in grace by degrees, as well as the new-
born babes.

Q. 4. Do they not despise those who are working out their salvation

with an humble reliance upon the merits of Christ for the pardon of their

sins, and the acceptance of their sincere though imperfect services ?

A. (1.) They who really love God despise no man. But, (2.) They
grieve to hear many talk of thus relying on Christ, who, though perhaps
they are grave, honest, moral men, yet by their own words appear not to

love God at all ; whose souls cleave to the dust ; who love the world

;

who have no part of the mind that was in Christ.

6. Query the Sixth:—"Whether the same exalted strains and notions
do not tend to weaken the natural and civil relations among men, by
leading the inferiors, into whose heads those notions are infused, to a dis-
esteem of their superiors ; while they consider them as in a much lower
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dispensation than themselves ; though those superiors are otherwise sober

and good men, and regular attendants on the ordinances of religion."

1 have mentioned before what those exalted notions are: these do not

tend to weaken either the natural or civil relations among men ; or to

lead inferiors to a disesteem of their superiors, even where those supe-

riors are neither good nor sober men.

Query the Seventh:—"Whether a gradual improvement in grace and

goodness is not a better foundation of comfort, and of an assurance of a

Gospel new-birth, than that which is founded on the doctrine of a sudden

and instantaneous change ; which, if there be any such thing, is not easily

distinguished from fancy and imagination ; the workings whereof we may
well suppose to be more strong and powerful, while the person considers

himself in the state' of one who is admitted as a candidate for such a

change, and is taught in due time to expect it."

Let us go one step at a time.

Query 1 . Whether a gradual improvement in grace and goodness is

not a gorfd foundation of comfort.

Answer. Doubtless it is, if by grace and goodness be meant the know-

ledge and love of God through Christ.

Q. 2. Whether it be not a good foundation of an assurance of a Gospel

new-birth.

A. If we daily grow in this knowledge and love, it is a good proof

that we are born of the Spirit. But this does in nowise supersede the

previous witness of God's Spirit with ours, that we are the children of

God. And this is properly the foundation of the assurance of faith.

Q. 3. Whether this improvement is not a better foundation of com-

fort, and of an assurance of a Gospel new-birth, than that which is

founded on the doctrine of a sudden and instantaneous change.

A. A better foundation than that. That ! What ? To what sub-

stantive does this refer 1 According to the rules of grammar, (for all

the substantives are in the genitive case, and, consequently, to be con-

sidered as only parts of that which governs them,) you must mean a

better foundation than that foundation which is founded on this doctrine.

As soon as I understand the question, I will endeavour to answer it.

Q. 4. Can that sudden and instantaneous change be easily distin-

guished from fancy and imagination 1

A. Just as easily as light from darkness; seeing it brings wth it a

peace that passeth all understanding, a joy unspeakable, full of glory,

the love of God and all mankind filling the heart, and power over all sin.

Q. 5. May we not well suppose the workings of imagination to be

more strong and powerful in one who is taught to expect such a change?

A. Perhaps we may; but still the tree is known by its fruits. And
such fruits as those above-mentioned, imagination was never yet strong

enough to produce, nor any power, save that of the Almighty.

7. There is only one clause in the Eighth Query which falls under our

present inquiry.

" They make it their principal employ, wherever they go, to instil into

people a few favourite tenets of their own; and this with such diligence

and zeal as if the whole of Cliristianity depended upon them, and all

efforts toward the true Christian life, without a belief of those tenets, were
vain and ineffectual."
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I plead guilty to this charge. I do make it my principal, nay, my
whole employ, and that wherever I go, to instil into the people a few

favourite tenets ;—only, be it observed, they are not my own, but His

that sent nie. And it is undoubtedly true that this I do, (though deeply

conscious of my want both of zeal and diligence,) as if the whole of

Christianity depended upon them, and all efforts without them were void

and vain.

I frequently sum them all up in one :
" In Christ Jesus" (that is,

according to his Gospel) " neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor

uncircumcision, but faith which worketh by love." But many times I

instil them one by one, under these or the like expressions :
" Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy mind,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength : thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself;" as thy own soul ; as Christ loved us. " God is

love ; and he that dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and God in him.

Love worketh no ill to his neighbour ; therefore love is the fulfilling of

the law. While we have time, let us do good unto all men ; especially

unto them that are of the household of faith. Whatsoever ye would that

men should do unto you, even so do unto them."

These are my favourite tenets, and have been for many years. O
that I could instil them into every soul throughout the land ! Ought
they not to be instilled with such diligence and zeal, as if the whole of

Christianity depended upon them 1 For who can deny that all eflbrts

toward a Christian life, without more than a bare belief, without a

thorough experience and practice of these, are utterly vain and inef-

fectual 1

8. Part of your Ninth Query is to the same effect :

—

" A few young heads set up their own schemes as the great standard of
Christianity ; and indulge their own notions to such a degree, as to per-

plex, unhinge, terrify and distract the minds of multitudes of people, who
have lived from their infancy under a Gospel ministry, and in the regular
exercise of a Gospel worship. And all tliis by persuading them that

they neither are nor can be true Christians but by adhering to their doc-
trines."

What do you mean by their own schemes, their oivn notionsv their

doctrines? Are they not yours too? Are they not the schemes, the

notions, the doctrines of Jesus Christ; the great fundamental truths of

his Gospel ? Can you deny one of them without denying the Bible ?

It is hard for you to kick against the pricks !

"They persuade," you say, "multitudes of people, that they cannot

be true Christians but by adhering to their doctrines." Why, who says

they can ? Whosoever he be, I will prove him to be an infidel. Do
you say that any man can be a true Christian without loving God and his

neighbour ? Surely you have not so learned Christ ! It is your doc-

trine as well as mine, and St. Paul's :
" Though I speak with the tongues

of men and angels ; though I have all knowledge, and all faith ; though

I give all my goods to feed the poor, yea, my body to be burned, and

have not love, I am nothing."

W^hatever public worship, therefore, people may have attended, or

whatever ministry they have lived under from their infancy, they must
at all hazards be convinced of this, or they perish for ever : yea, though

YoL. V 4
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that conviction at first unhinge them ever so much ; though it should in

a manner distract them for a season. For it is better they should be
perplexed and terrified now, than that they should sleep on, and awake
in hell.

9. In the Tenth, Twelfth, and Thirteenth queries I am not concerned.

But you include me also when you say, in the Eleventh, " They abso-

lutely deny that recreations of any kind, considered as such, are or can

be innocent."

I cannot find any such assertion of mine either in the place you refer

to, or any other. But what kinds of recreation are innocent it is easy to

determine by that plain rule :
" Whether ye eat or drink, or whatever ye

do, do all to the glory of God."
I am now to take my leave of you for the present. But first I would

earnestly entreat you to acquaint yourself what our doctrines are, before

you make any further observations upon them. Surely, touching the

nature of salvation we agree,—that " pure religion and undefiled is this,

to visit the fatherless and widows in their afiiiction,"—to do all possible

good, from a principle of love to God and man ;
" and to keep ourselves

unspotted from the world,"—inwardly and outwardly to abstain from

all evil. '

10. With regard to the condition of salvation, it may be remembered
that I allow, not only faith, but likewise holiness or universal obedience,

to be the ordinary condition of final salvation ; and that when I say,

Faith alone is the condition of present salvation, what I would assert is

this : (1.) That without faith no man can be saved from his sins ; can

be either inwardly or outwardly holy. And, (2.) That at what time

soever faith is given, holiness commences in the soul. For that instant

"the love of God" (which is the source of holiness) "is shed abroad in

the heart."

But it is objected by the author of " The Notions of the Methodists

Disproved," " St. James says, ' Can faith save him?' " I answer. Such
a faith as is without works cannot " bring a man to heaven." But this

is quite beside the present question.

You object, (2.) "St. Paul says that 'faith made perfect by love,'

St. James, that ' faith made perfect by works,' is the condiUon of salva-

tion. You mean final salvation. I say so too : but this also is beside

the question.

You object, (3.) " That the belief of the Gospel is called the obedi-

ence of faith," Rom. i, 5. And, (4.) That what Isaiah terms believing,

St. Paul terms obeying. Suppose I grant you both the one and the

other, what will you infer ?

You object, (5.) That in one scripture our Lord is styled, " The
Saviour of them that believe ;" and in another, " The Author of eternal

salvation to all them that obey him." (6.) That to the Galatians St.

Paul writes, " Neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircum-

ciaion, but faith which workcth by love ;" and to the Corinthians, " Cir-

cumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but the keeping the

commandments of God." And hence you conclude, " There are several

texts of Scripture wherein unbelief and disobedience are equivalently

used." Very true ; but can you conclude from thence that we are not
" saved by faith alone ?"
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11. You proceed to answer some texts which I had quoted. The
first is Ephesians ii, 8 : " By grace ye are saved through faith." "But,"
say you, " faith does not mean here that grace especially so called, but

includes also obedience." But how do you prove this ? That circum-
stance you had forgot ; and so run off with a comment upon the context;

to which I have no other objection, than that it is nothing at all to the

<luestion.

Indeed, some time after, you add, " It is plain then that good works
are always, in St. Paul'fg judgment, joined whh faith ;" (so undoubtedly
they are ; that is, as an effect is always joined with its cause;) " and
therefore we are not saved by faith alone." I cannot possibly allow
the consequence.

You afterward cite two more texts, and add, " You see, mere faith

cannot be a condition of justification." You are out of your way. We
are no more talking now of justification than of final salvation.

In considering Acts xvi, 31, " Believe in the Lord Jesus, and thou
shalt be saved," you say again, " Here the word believe does not signify

faith only. Faith necessarily produces charity and repentance ; there-

fore, these are expressed by the word believe ;" that is, faith necessarily

produces holiness ; therefore holiness is a condition of holiness. I want
further proof. That " Paul and Silas spake unto him the word of the

Lord," and that his faith did " in the same hour" work by love, I take to

be no proof at all.

You then undertake to show, that confessing our sins is a condition

of justification, and that a confidence in the love of God is not a condi-

tion. Some of your words are : " This, good sir, give me leave to say,

is the greatest nonsense and contradiction possible. It is impossible

you can understand this jargon yourself; and therefore you labour in

vain to make it intelligible to others. You soar aloft on eagles' wings,

and leave the poor people to gape and stare after you."

This is very pretty, and very lively. But it is nothing to the purpose.

For we are not now speaking ofjustification; neither have I said one word
of the condition ofjustification in the whole tract to which you here refer.

" In the next place," say you, " if we are saved" (finally you mean)
" only by a confidence in the love of God." Here I must stop you
again

;
you are now running beside the question, on the other hand.

The sole position which I here advance is this : True believers are saved
from inward and outward sin by faith. By faith alone the love of God
and all mankind is shed abroad in their hearts, bringing with it the mind
that was in Christ, and producing all holiness of conversation.

IV. 1. I am now to consider what has been lately objected with regard
to the nature of saving faith.

The author last mentioned " cannot understand how those texts of
St. John are at all to the purpose :" " Behold, what manner of love the

Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called the sons of
God," 1 John iii, 1 ; and, " We love him, because he first loved us,"
iv,'19. I answer, (1.) These texts were not produced in the "Appeal"
by way of proof, but of illustration only. But, (2.) I apprehend they
may be produced as a proof, both that Christian faith implies a confi-

dence in the love of God, and that such a confidence has a direct ten-

dency to salvation, to holiness both of heart and life.
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" Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon ua,

that we should be called the sons of God !" Are not these words an
expression of Christian faith, as direct a one as can well be conceived ?

And I appeal to every man, whether they do not express the strongest

confidence of the love of God. Your own comment puts this beyond
dispute :

" Let us consider attentively, and with grateful hearts, the great

love and mercy of God in calling us to be his sons, and bestowing on us

the privileges belonging to such." Do you not perceive that you have
given up the cause? You have yourself taught us that these words imply

a " sense of the great love and mercy of God, in bestowing upon us the

privileges belonging to his sons."

The Apostle adds, " Beloved, now are we the sons of God ; and it

doth not yet appear what we shall be : but we know that when he shall

appear, we shall be like him ; for we shall see him as he is."

I suppose no one will say, either that these words are not expressive

of Christian faith ; or that they do not imply the strongest confidence in

the love of God. It follows, " And every man that hath this hope in him,

purifieth himself even as he is pure."

Hence it appears that this faith is a saving faith, that there is the

closest connection between this faith and holiness. This text, there-

fore, is directly to the purpose, in respect of both the propositions to be

proved.

The other is, " We love him, because he first loved us." And here

also, for fear I should fail in the proof, you have drawn it up ready to

my hands :

—

" God sent his only Son to redeem us from sin, by purchasing for us
grace and salvation. By which grace we, through faith and repentance,
have our sins pardoned ; and tlierefore we are bound to return the tribute

of our love and gratitude, and to obey him faithfully as long as we live."

Now, that we have our sins pardoned, if we do not know they arc

pardoned, cannot bind us either to love or obedience. But if we do
know it, and by that very knowledge or confidence in the pardoning love

of God are both bound and enabled to love and obey him, this is the

whole of what I contend for.

2. You afterward object against some other texts which I had cited

to illustrate the nature of saving faith. My words were, " Hear believ-

ing Job declaring his faith :
' I know that my Redeemer liveth.' " I

here affirm two things : (1.) That Job was then a believer. (2.) That
he declared his faith in these words. And all I affirm, you allow. Your
own words are, " God was pleased to bestow upon him a strong assur-

ance of his favour ; to inspire him with a prophecy of the resurrection,

and that he should have a share in it."

I went on, " Hear Thomas (when having seen he believed) crying

out, 'My Lord and my God.'" Hereon you comment thus: "The
meaning ofwhich is, that St. Thomas makes a confession both of his faith

and repentance." I agree with you. But you add, " In St. Thomas's
confession there is not implied an assurance of pardon." You cannot

agree with yourself in this ; but immediately subjoin, " If it did inijdy

such an assurance, he might well have it, since he had an innnediate

revelation of it from God himself."

Yet a little before you endeavoured to pvovr, that one who was not a
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whit behind the very chief Apostles had not svich an assurance ; where,

in order to show that faith does not imply this, you said, " St. Paul me-
thinks has fully determined this point, ' 1 know nothing by myself,' says

he; 'yet am I not hereby justified,' " 1 Cor. iv, 4. " And if an ApostJe,

so illuminated, does not think himself justified," then I grant, he has
fully determined the point. But before you absolutely fix upon that

conclusion, be pleased to remember your own comment that follows, on
those other words of St. Paul :

" The life I now live, I live by faith in

the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me." Your words
are, " And, no question, a person endowed with such extraordinary gifts

might arrive at a very eminent degree of assurance." So he did arrive

at a very eminent degree of assurance, though he did not think himself

justified

!

I can scarce think you have read over that chapter to the Colossians;

else, surely, you would not assert that those words on which the stress

lies (viz. " Who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath

translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: in whom we have re-

demption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins") do not relate

to Paul and Timothy who wrote the Epistle, but to the Colossians, to

whom they wrote." I need be at no pains to answer this ; for presently

after your own words are, " He hath made us," meaning the Colossians,
as well as himself, " meet to be inheritors."

3. You may easily observe that I quoted the Council of Trent by
memory, not having the book then by me. I own, and thank you for

correcting, my mistake : but in correcting one you make another ; for

the decrees of the sixth session were not published on the thirteenth of
January ; but the session itself began on that day.

I cannot help reciting your next words, although they are not exactly

to the present question :

—

" The words of the twelfth canon of the Council of Trent are,

—

" 'If any man shall say that justifying faith is nothing else but a con-
fidence in the divine mercy, remitting sins for Christ's sake, and that this

confidence is that alone by which we are justified, let him be accursed.'
"

You add,

—

" This, sir, T am sure is true doctrine, and perfectly agreeable to the
doctrine of our Church. And so you are not only anathematized by the
Council of Trent, but also condemned by our own Church."

" Our Church holds no such scandalous and disgraceful opinion." Ac-
cording to our Church, no man can have "the true faiili who has not a
loving heart. Therefore, faith is not a confidence that any man's sins are
actually forgiven, and he reconciled to God." (What have the premises
to do with the conclusion r)

4. To decide this, let our Church speak for herself,—whether she
does not suppose and teach, that every particular believer knows that his

sins are forgiven, and he himself is reconciled to God.
First, then, our Church supposes and teaches every particular be-

liever to say concerning himself, " In my baptism I was made a member
of Christ, a child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven.
And I thank God who hath called me to that state of salvation. And I

pray to God that I may continue in the same to my life's end."
Now, does this person know what he says to be true? If not, it is the
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grossest hypocrisy. But if he does, then he knows that he in particular

is reconciled to God.

The next words I shall quote may be a comment on these : may God
write them in our hearts !

" A true Christian man is not afraid to die, who is the very member of

Christ, the temple of the Holy Ghost, the son of God, and the very in-

heritor of the everlasting kingdom of heaven. But plainly contrary, he

not only puts away the fear of death, but wishes, desires, and longs

heartily for it." (Sermon against the Fear of Death, part i.)

Can this be, unless he has a sure confidence, that he in particular is

reconciled to God ?

" Men commonly fear death. First, because of leaving their worldly
goods and pleasures : Secondly, for fear of the pains of death : and.

Thirdly, for fear of perpetual damnation. But none of these causes

trouble good men, because they stay themselves by true faith, perfect

charity, and sure hope of endless joy and bliss everlasting." (Ibid, part ii.)

" All these therefore have great cause to be full of joy, and not to fear

death nor everlasting damnation. For death cannot deprive them of Jesus

Christ ; death cannot take him from us, nor us from him. Death not only

cannot harm us, but also shall profit us and join us to God more perfectly.

And thereof a Christian heart may be surely certified. ' It is God,' saith

St. Paul, ' which hath given us an earnest of his Spirit.' As long as we
be in the body we are in a strange country. But we have a desire rather

to be at home with God." (Ibid.)

He that runneth may read in all these words the confidence which our

Church supposes every particular behever to have, that he himself is

reconciled to God.

To proceed :
" The only instrument of salvation required on our parts

is faith ; that is, a sure trust and confidence that God both hath and will

forgive our sins, that he hath accepted us again into his favour, for the

merits of Christ's death and passion." {Second Seiinon on the Passion.)
" But here we must take heed that we do not halt with God through

an unconstant, wavering faith. Peter, coming to Christ upon the water,

because he fainted in faith, was in danger of drowning. So we, if we be^

gin to waver or doubt, it is to be feared lest we should sink as Peter did,

—

not into the water, but into the bottomless pit of hell-fire. Therefore I

say unto you, that we must'apprehend the merits of Christ's death b)'

faith, and that with a strong and steadfast faith ; nothing doubting but
that Christ by his own oblation hath taken away our sins, and hath re-

stored us again to God's favour." (Ibid.)

5. If it be still said that the Church speaks only of men in general,

but not of the confidence of this or that particular person ; even this last

poor subterfuge is utterly cut off by the following words :

—

"Thou, O man, hast received the body of Christ which was once bro-

ken, and his blood which was shed for the remission of thy sin. Thou
hast received his body to have within thee the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost, for to endow thee with grace, and to comfort thee with their

presence. Thou hast received his body to endow thee with everlasting

righteousness, and to assure thee of everlasting bliss." (Sermon on the

Resurrection.)

I shall add but one passage more, from the first part of the " Sermon
on the Sacrament:"

—

" Have a sure and constant faith, not only that the death of Christ is
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available for all the world, but that he hath made a full and sufficient

sacrifice for thee, a perfect cleansing of thy sins, so that ihou mayest say
with the Apostle, ' He loved thee, and gave himself for thee.' For this

is to make Christ thine own, and to apply his merits unto thyself."

Let every reasonable man now judge for himself, what is the sense

of our Church as to the nature of saving faith. Does it not abundantly

appear that the Church of England supposes every particular believer to

have a sure confidence that his sins are forgiven, and he himself recon-

ciled to God? Yea, and how can the absolute necessity of this faith,

this unwavering confidence, be more strongly or peremptorily asserted,

than it is in those words :
" If we begin to waver or doubt, it is to be

feared lest we sink as Peter did,—not into the water, but into the bot-

tomless pit of hell-fire V'

6. 1 would willingly dismiss this writer here. I had said in the

" Earnest Appeal," (what I am daily more and more confirmed in,) that

this faith is usually given in a moment. This you greatly dislike. Your
argument against it, if put into form, will run thus :

—

" They who first apprehended the meaning of the words delivered, then
gave their assent to them, then had confidence in the promises to which
they assented, and, lastly, loved God, did not receive faith in a moment.

" But the believers mentioned in the Acts first apprehended the mean-
ing of the words, then gave their assent, then had confidence in the pro-
mises, and, lastly, loved God : therefore,

"The believers mentioned in the Acts did not receive faith in a mo-
ment."

I deny the major. They might first apprehend, then assent, then

confide, then love, and yet receive faith in a moment ; in that moment
wherein their general confidence became particular, so that each could

say, " My Lord and my God !"

One paragraph more I will be at the pains to transcribe :

" You insinuate that the sacraments are only requisite to the well being
of a visible Church: whereas the Church declares that the due adminis-
tration of them is an essential property thereof. I suppose you hinted
this to satisfy your loving disciples, the Quakers."

This is flat and plain. Here is a fact positively averred ; and a rea-

son also assigned for it. Now, do you take yourself to be a man of

candour, I had almost said, of common honesty] My very words in the

place referred to, are, "A visible Church is a company of faithful peo-

ple. This is the essence of it. And the properties thereof are, that the

pure word of God be preached therein, and the sacraments duly admin-
istered."

7. Before I take my leave I cannot but recommend to you that advice

of a wise and good man,

—

" Be calm in arguing ; for fierceness makes
Error a fault, and truth discourtesy."

I am grieved at your extreme warmth : you are in a thorough ill-humour

from the very beginning of your book to the end. This cannot hurt

me ; but it may yourself. And it does not at all help your cause. If

you denounce against me all the curses from Genesis to the Reve-
lation, they will not amount to one argument. I am willing (so far as

I know myself) to be reproved either by you or any other. But what-

ever you do, let it be done in love, in patience, in meekness of wisdom.
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V. 1. With regard to the Author of faith and salvation, abundance of

objections have been made ; it being a current opinion, that Christians

are not now to receive the Holy Chost.

Accordingly, whenever we speak of the Spirit of God, of his opera-

tions on the souls of men, of his revealing unto us the things of God,

or inspiring us with good desires or tempers ; whenever we mention the

feeling his mighty power " working in us" according to his good plea-

sure ; the general answer we have to expect is, " This is rank enthu-

siasm. So it was with the Apostles and first Christians. But only

enthusiasts pretend to this now."
Thus all the Scriptures, abundance of which might be produced, are

set aside at one stroke. And whoever cites them, as belonging to all

Christians, is set down for an enthusiast.

The first tract I have seen wrote expressly on this head, is remarkably

entitled," The Operations of the Holy Spirit Imperceptible; and how Men
may know when they are under the Guidance and Influence ofthe Spirit."

You begin : " As we have some among us who pretend to a more

than ordinary guidance by the Spirit," (indeed I do not ; I pretend to no

other guidance than is ordinarily given to all Christians,) " it may not

be improper to discourse on the operations of God's Holy Spirit.

'• To this end be thou pleased, O gracious fountain of truth, to assist

me with thy heavenly direction, in speaking of thee."

Alas, sir, what need have you to speak any more 1 You have already

granted all I desire, viz. that we may all now enjoy, and know that we
do enjoy, the heavenly direction of God's Spirit.

However, you go on, and observe that the extraordinary gifts of the

Holy Ghost were granted to the first Christians only, but his ordinary

graces to all Christians in all ages ; both which you then attempt to

enumerate ; only suspending your discourse a little, when " some con-

ceited enthusiasts" come in your way.

2. You next inquire, " after what manner these graces are raised in

our souls ;" and answer, " How to distinguish these heavenly motions

from the natural operations of our minds, we have no light to discover;

the Scriptures declaring, that the operations of the Holy Spirit are not

subject to any sensible feelings or perceptions. For what communica-

tion can there be between feelings which are properties peculiar to mat-

ter, and the suggestions of the Spirit 1 All reasonable Christians believe

that he works his graces in us in an imperceptible manner ; and that

there is no sensible difference between his and the natural operations of

our minds."

I conceive this to be the strength of your cause. To support that

conclusion, that the operations of the Spirit are imperceptible, you here

allege, (1,) "That all reasonable Christians believe this." So you

say ; but I want proof. (2.) " That there can be no communications"

(I fear you mistook the word) " between the suggestions of the Spirit,

and feelings which are properties peculiar to matter." How! Are the

feelings now in question " properties peculiar to matter?" the feeling of

peace, joy, love, or any feelings at all 1 1 can no more understand the

philosophy than the divinity of this. (3.) " That the Scriptures declare

the operations of the Spirit are not subject to any sensible feelings."

You are here disproving, as you suppose, a proposition of mine. But
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are you sure you understand it? By feeling, I mean, being inwardly

conscious of. By the operations of the S])irit, I do not mean the man-
ner in which he operates, but the graces which he operates in a Chris-

tian. Now, be pleased to produce those scriptures which declare that

a Christian cannot feel or perceive these operations.

3. Are you not convinced, sir, that you have laid to my charge things

which I know not? I do not gravely tell you (as much an enthusiast as

you over and over affirm me to be) that I sensibly feel (in your sense)

the motions of the Holy Spirit. Much less do I make this, any more
than " convulsions, agonies, bowlings, roarings, and violent contortions

of the body," either "certain signs of men's being in a state of salva-

tion," or " necessary in order thereunto." You might with equal justice

and truth inform the world, and the worshipful the magistrates of New-
castle, that J. make seeing the wind, or feeling the light, necessary to

salvation.

Neither do I confound the extraordinary with the ordinary operations

of the Spirit. And as to your last inquiry, " What is the best proof of

our being led by the Spirit?" I have no exception to that just and scrip-

tural answer which you yourself have given,—" A thorough change and
renovation of mind and heart, and the leading a new and holy life."

4. That I confound the extraordinary with the ordinary operations of

the Spirit, and therefore am an enthusiast, is also strongly urged, in a

charge delivered to his clergy, and lately pubhshed, by the lord bishop

of Lichfield and Coventry.

An extract of the former part of this I subjoin, in his lordship's words :

" I cannot think it improper to obviate the contagion of those enthusi-

astical pretensions, that have lately betrayed whole multitudes either

into presumption or melancholy. Enthusiasm, indeed, when detected, is

apt to create infidelity; and infidelity is so shocking a thing, that many
rather run into the other extreme, and take refuge in enthusiasm. But
infidelity and enthusiasm seem now to act in concert against our estab-

lished religion. As infidelity has been sufficiently opposed, I shall now
lay before you the weakness of those enthusiastical pretensions." (pp.

1,2.)
" Now, to confute effectually, and strike at the root of, those enthusias-

tical pretensions,
" First, I shall show that it is necessary to lay down some method for

distinguishing real from pretended inspiration." (pp. 3, 5.)

" Many expressions occur in the New Testament concerning the ope-

rations of the Holy Spirit. But men of an enthusiastical temper have
confounded passages of a quite different nature, and have jumbled toge-

ther those that relate to the extraordinary operations of the Spirit, with
those that relate only to his ordinary influences. It is therefore necessary

to use some method for separating those passages relating to the opera-

tions of the Spirit, that have been so misapplied to the service of enthusi-

astical pretenders." (pp. 5-7.)
" I proceed therefore to show,
" Secondly, that a distinction is to be made between those passages of

Scripture about the blessed Spirit that peculiarly belong to the primitive

Church, and those that relate to Christians in all ages." (p. 7.)
" The exigences of the apostolical age required the miraculous gifts of

the Spirit. But these soon ceased. When therefore we meet in the Scrip-

ture with an account of those extraordinary gifts, and likewise with an
account of his ordinary operations, we must distinguish the one from the
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Other. And that, not only for our own satisfaction, but as a means to

stop the growth of enthusiasm." (pp. 8-10.)
" And such a distinction ought to be made by the best methods of

interpreting the Scriptures; which most certainly are an attentive consi-

deration of the occasion and scope of those passages, in concurrence with
the general sense of the primitive Church." (p. 11.)

" I propose. Thirdly, to specify some of the chief passages of Scripture
that are misapplied by modern enthusiasts, and to show that they are to

be interpreted chiefly, if not only, of the apostolical Church ; and that

they very little, if at all, relate to the present state of Christians." (p. 12.)
" I begin," says your lordship, " with the original promise of the Spirit,

as made by our Lord a little before he left the world."

I must take the liberty to stop your lordship on the threshold. I deny
that this is the original promise of the Spirit. I expect his assistance, in

virtue of many promises some hundred years prior to this.

If you say, " However, this is the original or first promise of the

Spirit in the New Testament :" no, my lord ; those words were spoken
long before :

" He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire."

Will you reply 1—" Well, but this is the original promise made by our

Lord." I answer, Not so, neither ; for it was before this Jesus himself

stood and cried, " If any man thirst, let him come unto me and drink

:

he that believeth on me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall

flow rivers of living water. And this he spake of the Spirit, which they

should receive who believed on him." ('Ou spisXXov Xa|x/3av£iv oi toi^suovtss

£iff auTov.) If I mistake not, this may more justly be termed, our Lord's

original promise of the Spirit. And who will assert that this is to be
" interpreted chiefly, if not only, of the apostolical Church 1"

5. Your lordship proceeds : " It occurs in the fourteenth and sixteenth

chapters of St. John's Gospel ; in which he uses these words." In what
verses, my lord?* Why is not this spe^iified? unless to furnish your
lordship with an opportunity of doing the very things whereof you before

complained,—of " confounding passages of a quite contrary nature, and
jumbling together those that relate to the extraordinaiy operations of the

Spirit, with those that relate to his ordinary influences ?"

You cite the words thus : " ' When the Spirit of truth is come, he will

guide you into all truth, and he will show you things to come.' These
are nearly the words that occur, xvi, 13.

" And again :
' The Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the

Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring all

things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.' These
words occur in the fourteenth cliapter, at the twenty-sixth verse.^' ,

But, my lord, I want the original promise still ; the original, I mean,
of those made in this very discourse. Indeed your margin tells us

where it is, (xiv, 16,) but the words appear not. Taken together with

the context, they run thus :

—

" If ye love me, keep my commandments. '^

" And I will pray the Father, and he will give you another Comforter,
that he may abide with you for ever:

" Fiven the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it

seeth him not, neither knoweth him," xiv, 15-17.

* I take it for granted, that the citation of texts in the margin, which is totally

wrong, is a blunder of the printer's.
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My lord, suffer me to inquire why you slipped over this text. Was it

not (I appeal to the Searcher of your heart !) because you was conscious
to yourself that it would necessarily drive you to that unhappy dilemma,
either to assert that for ever, eij tov aiwva, meant only sixty or seventy
years ; or to allow that the text must be interpreted of the ordinary

operations of the Spirit, in all future ages of the Church?
And indeed that the promise in this text belongs to all Christians,

evidently appears, not only from your lordship's own concession, and
from the text itself, (for who can deny that this Comforter, or Paraclete,

is now given to all them that believe?) but also from the preceding, as

well as following, words. The preceding are, " If ye love me, keep my
commandments. And I will pray the Father." None, surely, can doubt
but these belong to all Christians in all ages. The following words are,

" Even the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive." True, the

world cannot ; but all Christians can and will receive him for ever.

6. The second promise of the Comforter, made in this chapter, toge-

ther with its context, stands thus :

—

" Judas saith unto him, not Iscariot, Lord, how is it that thou wilt
manifest thyself unto us, and not unto the world?

" Jesus answered, and said unto him, If any man love me, he will keep
my word. And my Father will love him, and we will come unto him,
and make our abode with him.

" He that loveth me not, keepeth not my word : and the word which
ye hear is not mine, but the Father's which sent me.

" These things have I spoken unto you, being yet with you.
" But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will

send in my name, he will teach you all things, and bring all things to

your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you," verses 22-26.

Now, how does your lordship prove that this promise belongs only to

the primitive Church? Why, (1.) you say, "It is very clear from the

bare recital of the words." I apprehend not. But this is the very

question, which is not to be begged, but proved. (2.) You say, " The
Spirit's ' bringing all things to their remembrance, whatsoever he had
said unto them,' cannot possibly be applied to any other persons but the

Apostles." Cannot be applied ! This is a flat begging the question

again, which I cannot give up vdthout better reasons. (3.) " The gifts

of prophecy and of being ' guided into all truth, and taught all things,'

can be applied only to the Apostles, and those of that age who were
immediately inspired." Here your lordship, in order the more plausibly

to beg the question again, " jumbles together the extraordinary with the

ordinary operations of the Spirit." The gift of prophecy, we know, is

one of his extraordinary operations ; but there is not a word of it in this

text : nor, therefore, ought it to be " confounded with his ordinary opera-

tions," such as the being guided into all truth," (all that is necessary

to salvation,) and taught all (necessary) things, in a due use of the

means he hath ordained, (verse 26.)

In the same manner, namely, in a serious and constant use of proper

means, I believe the assistance of the Holy Ghost is given to all Chris-

tians, to " bring all things needful to their remembrance," whatsoever

Christ hath spoken to them in his word. So that I see no occasion to

grant, without some kind of proof, (especially considering the occasion
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of this, and the scope of the preceding verses,) that even " this promise

cannot possibly be appHed to any other persons but the x\postles."

7. In the same discourse of our Lord we have a third promise of the

Comforter : the whole clause runs thus :

—

" If I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you ; but if I go,

I will send him unto you.
" And when he is come, he will reprove," or convince, " the world of

sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment:
" Of sin, because they believe not on me

;

" Of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me no more;
"Of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged.
" I have yet many things to say unto you ; but ye cannot bear them

now: but when he shall come, the Spirit of truth, he will guide you into

all truth; and he will show you things to come," xvi, 7-13.

There is only one sentence here which has not already been consi-

dered, " He will show you things to comf)."

And this, it is granted, relates to the gift of prophecy, one of the

extraordinary operations of the Spirit.

The general conclusion which your lordship draws is expressed in

these words : "Consequently all pretensions to the Spirit, in the proper

sense of the words of this promise, (that is, of these several texts of St.

John,) are vain and insignificant, as they are claimed by modern enthu-

siasts." And in the end of the same paragraph you add, " None but

the ordinary operations of the Spirit are to be now expected, since those

that are of a miraculous (or extraordinary) kind are not pretended to,

even by modern enthusiasts."

My lord, this is surprising. I read it over and over before I could

credit my own eyes. I verily believe, (his one clause, with unpreju-

diced persons, will be an answer to the whole book. You have been
vehemently crying out all along against fnose enthusiastical pretenders;

nay, the very design of your book, as you openly declare, was " to stop

the growth of their enthusiasm ; who hf ve had the assurance {as you
positively affirm, p. 6) to claim to themselves the extraordinary ope-

rations of the Holy Spirit." And here you as positively affirm that

those extraordinary operations " are not pretended to" by them at all

!

8. Yet your lordship proceeds :
" The next passage of Scripture I

shall mention, as peculiarly belonging to the primitive times, though

misapplied to the present state of Christians by modern enthusiasts, is

what relates to the ' testimony of the Spii it,' and ' praying by the Spirit,'

in the eighth chapter of the Papistic to the Romans." (p. 16.)

I believe it incumbent upon me thoroughly to weigh the force of your

lordship's reasoning on this head. You begin :
" After St. Paul had

treivted of that spiritual principle in Christians, which enables them ' to

mortify the deeds of the body,' he says, ' If any man have not the Spirit

of Christ, he is none of his.' This makes the distinction of a true

Christian, particularly in opposition to the Jews." I apprehend it is

just here that your lordship turns out of the way, when you say, " par-

ticularly in opposition to the Jews." Such a particular opposition I

cannot allow, till some stronger proof is produced, than St. Paul's

oc(;asionally mentioning, six verses before, " the imperfection of the

Jewish law."
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Yet your lordship's mind is so full of this, that after repeating the

fourteenth and fifteenth verses, " As many as are led by the Spirit of

God, they are the sons of God : for ye have not received the spirit of

bondage again to fear ; but ye have received the Spirit of adoption,

whereby we cry, Abba, Father !" you add, " In the former part of this

verse, the Apostle shows again the imperfection of the Jewish law."

This also calls for proof; otherwise it will not be allowed, that he here

speaks of the Jewish law at all ; not, though we grant that " the Jews
were subject to the fear of death, and lived, in consequence of it, in a
state of bondage." For are not all unbelievers, as well as the Jews,
more or less, in the same fear and bondage 1

Your lordship goes on :
" In the latter part of the verse he shows the

superiority of the Christian law to that of the Jews." (p. 18.) Where
is the proof, my lord 1 How does it appear that he is speaking either

of the Christian or Jewish law in those words, " Ye have received the

Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father?' However, you
infer, " Christians then are the adopted sons of God, in contradistinction

to the Jews, as the former had the gifts of the Holy Ghost, which none

of the latter had at that time ; and the body of the Jews never had."

No, nor the body of the Christians neither : so that, if this be a proof

against the Jews, it is the very same against the Christians.

I must observe farther on the preceding words, (1.) That your lord-

ship begins here, to take the word Christians in a new and peculiar

sense, for the whole body of the then Christian Church. (2.) That it

is a bad inference :
" As (or because) they had the gifts of the Holy

Ghost, therefore they were the sons of God." On the one hand, if they

were the children of God, it was not because they had those gifts. On
the other, a man may have all those gifts, and yet be a child of the devil.

9. I conceive, not only that your lordship has proved nothing hitherto,

not one point that has any relation to the question, but that, strictly

speaking, you have not attempted to prove any thing, having taken for

granted whatever came in your way. In the same manner you proceed,

"The Apostle goes on, 'The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit,

that we are the children of God.' This passage, as it is connected

with the preceding one, relates to the general adoption of Christians, or

their becoming the sons of God instead of the Jews."—" This passage

relates"—How is that proved? by its connection with the preceding?

In nowise, unless it be good arguing to prove ignotum per ignolius.

[A thing unknown by what is more unknown.] It has not yet been

proved, that the preceding passage itself has any relation to this matter.

Your lordship adds, " But what was the ground of this preference

that was given to Christians? It was plainly the miraculous gifts of the

Spirit, which they had, and which the Jews had not." This preference

given to Christians was just before expressed by their becoming the

sons of God instead of the Jews. Were the gifts of the Spirit then the

ground of this preference, the ground of their becoming the sons of

God ? What an assertion is this ! And how little is it mended, though

I allow that " these miraculous gifts of the Spirit were a testimony that

God acknowledged the Christians to be his people, and not the Jews

;

since the Christians, who worked miracles, did it, not " by the works of

the law," but by " the hearing of faith !"
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Your lordship concludes, " From these passages of St. Paul, com-

pared together, it clearly follows, that the fore-mentioned testimony of

the Spirit was the public testimony of miraculous gifts ; and, conse-

quently, the witness of the Spirit that we are the children of God, can-

not possibly be applied to the private testimony of the Spirit given to our

own consciences, as is pretended by modern enthusiasts." (p. 20.)

If your conclusion, my lord, will stand without the premises, it may;

but that it has no manner of connection with them, I trust does partly,

and will more fully, appear, when we view the whole passage to which

you refer ; and I believe that passage, with very little comment, will

prove, in direct opposition to that conclusion, that the testimony of the

Spirit, there mentioned, is not the public testimony of miraculous gifts,

but must be applied to the private testimony of the Spirit, given to our

own consciences.

10. St. Paul begins the eighth chapter of his Epistle to the Romans,

with the great privilege of every Christian believer, (whether Jew or

Gentile before,) " There is now no condemnation for them that are in

Christ Jesus," engrafted into him by faith, " who walk not after the

flesh, but after the Spirit. For" now every one of them may truly say,

" The law," or power, " of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus," given unto

me for his sake, " hath made me free from the law," or power, " of sin

and death. For that which the law could not do, in that it was weak
through the flesh, God sending his own Son, in the likeness of sinful

flesh, and for sin," did, when he " condemned," crucified, put to death,

destroyed, " sin in the flesh ; that the righteousness of the law might be

fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. For
they that are after the flesh, mind the things of the flesh ; but they that

are after the Spirit, the things of the Spirit." (verses 1-5.)

Is it not evident, that the Apostle is here describing a true Christian,

a holy believer ?—in opposition, not particularly to a Jew, much less to

the Jewish law, but to every unholy man, to all, whether Jews or Gen-
tiles, " who walk after the flesh ?" He goes on :

—

" For to be carnally minded is death ; but to be spiritually minded is

life and peace. Because the carnal mind is enmity against God : for it

is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be. So then they
that are in the flesh cannot please God." (verses 6-8.)

The opposition between a holy and unholy man is still glaring and
undeniable. But can any man discern the least glimmering of opposi-

tion between the Christian and the Jewish law.

The Apostle goes on : " But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit,

if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not

the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if Christ be in you, the

body is dead because of sin ; but the Spirit is life because of righteous-

ness. But if the Spirit of Ilim that niised up Jesus from the dead dwell

in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by his Spirit which dwelleth in you. Therefore, brethren,

we are debtors, not to the flesh, to live after the flesh. For if ye live

after the flesh, ye shall die : but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the

deeds of the body, ye shall live. For as many as are led by the Spirit

of God, they are the sons of God." (verses 9-14.)
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Is there one word here, is there any the least intimation, of miraculous

gifts, or of the Jewish law ?

It follows, " For ye have not received the Spirit of bondage again to

fear ;" such as all sinners have, when they are at first stirred up to seek
God, and begin to serve him from a slavish fear of punishment ; " but

ye have received the Spirit of adoption," of free love, " whereby we
cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit itself," which God " hath sent forth

into our hearts, crying, Abba, Father, beareth witness with our spirit,

that we are the children of God." (verses 15, 16.)

I am now willing to leave it, without farther comment, to the judg-

ment of every impartial reader, whether it does not appear from the

whole scope and tenor of the text and context taken together, that this

passage does not refer to the Jewish law, nor to the public testimony of

miracles ; neither of which can be dragged in without putting the utmost
force on the natural meaning of the words. And if so, it will follow,

that this " witness of the Spirit," is the private testimony given to our

own consciences ; which, consequently, all sober Christians may claim,

without any danger of enthusiasm.

11. "But I go on," says your lordship, " to the consideration of the other
passages in the same chapter, relating to our praying by the Spirit, namely,
at verses 26 and 27, which run thus : 'Likewise the Spirit also helpeth
our infirmities : for we know not what we should pray for as we ought:
but the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groanings which can-
not be uttered. And He that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the
mind of the Spirit, because he maketh intercession for the saints accord-
ing to the will of God.' " (p. 21.)

Here is a circumstance highly needful to be observed, before we enter

upon this question. Your lordship undertakes to fix the meaning of an
expression used by St. Paul, in the fourteenth chapter of his First Epistle

to the Corinthians. And in order thereto, you laboriously explain part

of the eighth chapter of the Romans. My lord, how is this ? Will it be
said, " Why, this is often alleged to prove the wrong sense of that scrip-

ture ?" I conceive this will not salve the matter at all. Your lordship

had before laid down a particular method, as the only sure one whereby
to distinguish what scriptures belong to all Christians, and what do not.

This method is, the considering the occasion and scope of those pas-

sages, by comparing the text and context together. You then propose,

by the use of this method, to show, that several texts have been misap-

plied by enthusiasts. One ofthese is the fifteenth verse of the fourteenth

chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians. And to show, that en-

thusiasts have misapplied this, you comment on the eighth chapter to the

Romans !

However, let us weigh the comment itself. The material part of it

begins thus : " Now he adds another proof of the truth of Christianity

:

' Likewise the Spirit helpeth our infirmities,' or our distresses, for a^s-

vsjaij signifies both." (p. 22.) I doubt that : I require authority for it.

" And then he mentions, in what instances he does so, viz. in prayers

to God about afflictions."—In nothing else, my lord? Did he "help
their infirmities" in no other instance than this 1 " ' We know not,*

says he, ' what we should pray for as we ought.' That is, whether it be
best for us to bear afflictions, or to be delivered from them. But the
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Spirit, or the gift of the Spirit, instructs uS how to pray in a manner
agreeable to the will of God." "The Spirit, or tlie gift of the Spirit!"

What marvellous reasoning is this l If these " are often put for each

other," what then] How is that evinced to be the case here I

12. " The Apostle goes on, ' The Spirit itself maketh intercession for

us with groanings which cannot be uttered.' That is, the spiritual or in-

spired person prayed in that capacity for the whole assembly." (p. 23.)
" That is !" Nay, that is again the very point to be proved, else we get

not one step farther.

" The Apostle goes on thus, (verse 27,) ' And he that searcheth the

hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit,' that is, of the spiritual or
inspired person, ' because he maketh intercession for the saints, accord-

ing to the will of God.' That is, God knows the intention of the spiritual

person, who has the gift of prayer, which he uses for the benefit of the

whole assembly ; he, I say, leaves it entirely to God, whether it be best

that they should suffer afflictions, or be deUvered from them." (pp. 24, 25.)

My lord, this is more astonishing than all the rest ! I was expecting

all along, in reading the preceding pages, (and so, I suppose, was every

thinking reader,) when your lordship would mention, that the person

miraculously inspired for that intent, and praying, xara 0£ov, (according

to [the will of] God,) either for the support or deliverance of the people,

should have the very petition which he asked of him. Whereas you

intended no such thing ! but shut up the whole with that lame and impo-

tent conclusion, *' He leaves it to God whether it be best they should

suffer afflictions, or be delivered from them."

Had he then that miraculous gift of God, that he might do what any
common Christian might have done without it 1 Why, any person in the

congregation might have prayed thus ; nay, could not pray otherwise, if he

had the ordinary grace of God :
" Leaving it to God, whether he should

suffer afflictions still, or be delivered from them." Was it only in the apos-

tolical age, that " the Spirit instructed Christians thus to pray?" Cannot

a man pray thus, either for himself or others, unless he has the miracu-

lous gift of prayer !—So, according to your lordship's judgment, " to

pray in such a manner, as in the event to leave the continuance of our

sufferings, or our deliverance from them, with a due submission to the

good pleasure of God," is one of those extraordinary operations of the

Spirit, which none now pretend to but modern enthusiasts

!

I beseech your lordship to consider. Can you coolly maintain, that

the praying with a due submission to the will of God, even in heavy

affliction is a miraculous gift, an extraordinary operation of the Holy
Ghost ? Is this peculiar to the primitive times ? Is it what none but en-

thusiasts now pretend to] If not, then your lordship's own account of

praying by the Spirit indisputably proves, that this is one of the ordinary

privileges of all Christians to the end of the world.

13. "I go on," your lordship adds, " to another passage of Scripture,

that has been entirely misapplied by modern enthusiasts :
' And my

speech and my preaching were not with enticing words of man's wis-

dom, but in the demonstration of the .Spirit and of power ; that your
faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God,'

1 Cor. ii, 4, 5.

" It is only necessary to evince, that by ' the demonstration of the
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Spirit and of power' is meant the demonstration of the truth of Chris-

tianity, that arises from the prophecies of the Old Testament, and the

miracles of Christ and his Apostles." (pp. 27, 29.) Yes, it is neces-

sary farther to evince, that these words have no other meaning. But,

First, how will you evince that they bear this ? In order thereto your

lordship argues thus :

—

" The former seems to be the demonstration of the Spirit, with regard

to the prophetical testimonies of him.—And the demonstration of power
must signify the power of God, exerted in miracles." (p. 30.) " Must ;"

Why so ? That ^uvajxi? often signifies miraculous power, is allowed,

—

but what follows ] that it must mean so in this place ? That still remains

to be proved.

Indeed your lordship says, this " appears from the following verse, in

which is assigned the reason for using this method of proving Chris-

tianity to be true, namely, ' That your faith should not stand in the wis-

dom of men, but in the power of God.' By the power of God, therefore,

must necessarily be understood the miracles performed by Christ and

his Apostles." By the illative particle, therefore, this proposition should

be an inference from some other : but what other I cannot yet discetn.

So that for the present, I can only look upon it as a fresh instance of

begging the question.

" He goes on in the seventh, tenth, and following verses, to explain

this ' demonstration of the Spirit and of power.' " But he does not say

one syllable therein, either of the ancient prophecies, or of miracles.

Nor will it be easily proved, that he speaks either of one or the other,

from the beginning of the chapter to the end.

After transcribing the thirteenth verse, "Which things also we speak,

not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy
Ghost teacheth, comparing spiritual things with spiritual," your lordship

adds, " From which last passage it appears, that the words which the

Holy Ghost is said to teach, must be the prophetical revelations of the

Old Testament, which were discovered to the Apostles by the same
Spirit." I cannot apprehend how this appears. I cannot as yet see

any connection at all between the premises and the conclusion.

Upon the whole, I desire any calm and serious man to read over this

whole chapter ; and then he will easily judge what is the natural mean-
ing of the words in question ; and whether (although it be allowed, that

they were peculiarly fulfilled in the Apostles, yet) they do not manifestly

belong, in a lower sense, to every true minister of Christ. For what

can be more undeniable than this, that our preaching also is vain, unless

it be attended with the power of that Spirit who alone pierceth the heart?

and that your hearing is vain, unless the same power be present to heal

your soul, and to give you a faith which " standeth not in the wisdom of

men, but in the power of God 1"

14. " Another passage that," your lordship thinks, " has been misap-
plied by enthusiasts, but was really peculiar to the times of the Apostles,

is 1 John ii, 20, 27: 'Ye have an unction from the Holy One, and ye
Know all things.—But the anointing which ye have received of him abid-

eth in you : and ye need not that any man teach you, but as the same
anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie. And even
as it hatli taught you, ye shall abide in him.' Here the Apostle arms
the true Christians against seducers, by an argument drawn from ' the

Voi.. V. 5
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unction from the Holy One,' tliat was in, or rather, among them ; that is,

from the immediate inspiration of some of their teachers." (pp. 35, 37.)

Here it rests upon your lordship to prove, (as well as affirm,) (1.) That
6v should be translated among : (2.) That this " unction from the Holy
One" means the inspiration of some of their teachers.

The latter your lordship attempts to prove thus :

—

" The inspired teachers of old were set apart for that otRce, by an ex-

traordinary effusion of the Holy Ghost : Therefore
"*The unction from the Holy One' here means such an effusion."

(p. 38.) I deny the consequence ; so the question is still to be proved.

Your lordship's second argument is drawn from the twenty-sixth verse

of the fourteenth chapter of St. John's Gospel.

Proposed in form, it will stand thus :

—

" If those words, ' He shall teach you all things,' relate only to a
miraculous gift of the Holy Ghost, then these words, ' The same anoint-

ing teacheth you of all things,' relate to the same miraculous gift:
" But those words relate only to a miraculous gift

:

"Therefore these relate to the same."

I conceive it will not be very easy to make good the consequence

in the first proposition. But I deny the minor also : the contradictory

whereto, I trust, has appeared to be true.

I grant indeed, that these words were more eminently fulfilled in the

age of the Apostles : but this is altogether consistent with their belong-

ing, in a lower sense, to all Christians, in all ages ; seeing they have no

need of " an unction from the Holy One," a supernatural assistance

from the Holy Ghost, that they may know, in the due use of all proper

means, all things needful for their souls' health. Therefore it is no

enthusiasm, to teach that " the unction from the Holy One" belongs to

all Christians in all ages.

1 5. There is one topic of your lordship's yet untouched ; that is,

authority ; one you have very frequently made use of, and wherein,

probably, the generality of readers suppose your lordship's great strength

lies. And indeed when your lordship first mentioned (p. 11)" the general

sense of the primitive Church," I presumed you would have produced

so numerous authorities, that I should not easily be able to consult them
all. But I soon found my mistake

; your lordship naming only Clu y-

sostom, Jerome, Origen, and Athanasius.

However, though these four can no more be termed the primitive

Church, than the Church universal, yet I consent to abide by their

sufiVage. Nay, I will go a step farther still : if any two of these affirm,

that those seven texts belong only to the apostolic age, and not to the

Christians of succeeding times, I will give up the whole cause.

But let it be observed, if they should affirm that these primarily belong

to the Christians of the apostolic age, that does not prove the point,

because they may in a secondary sense belong to others notwithstanding

:

nor does any of them speak home to the question, unless he maintain,

in express terms, that these texts refer only to the miraculous gift.s of

the Spirit, and not at all to the state of ordinaiy Christians.

16. Concerning those three texts, John xiv, 16, 26 ; and Joim xvi,

13, "I could easily add," says your lordship, "the authoritio.i of Chry-

sostom and the other ancient commentators." (p. 15.) St. Chrysostom's
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authority I will consider now, and that of the others when they are

produced.

It is granted, that he interprets not only John xvi, 13, but also both

the passages in the fourteenth chapter, as primarily belonging to the

Apostles. Yet part of his comment on the twenty-sixth verse is as

follows :

—

" Such is that grace," of the Comforter, " that if it finds sadness, it

takes it away ; if evil desire, it consumes it. It casts out fear, and suffers

him that receives it to be a man no longer, but translates him, as it were,

into heaven. Hence, ' none of them counted any thing his own, but con-

tinued in prayer, with gladness and singleness of heart.' For this chiefly

is their need of the Holy Ghost; for the fruit of the Spirit is joy, peace,

faith, meekness. Indeed spiritual men often grieve ; but that grief is

sweeter than joy : for whatever is of the Spirit is the greatest gain, as

whatever is of the world is the greatest loss. Let us therefore in keeping

the commandments," according to our Lord's exhortation, verse 15, "se-
cure the unconquerable assistance of the Spirit, and we shall be nothing

inferior to angels."

St- Chrysostom here, after he had shown that the promise of the

Comforter primarily belonged to the Apostles, (and who ever questioned

it?) undeniably teaches, that, in a secondary sense, it belongs to all

Christians ; to all spiritual men, all who keep the commandments. I

appeal, therefore, to all mankind, whether his authority, touching the

promise of our Lord in these texts, does not overthrow the proposition

it was cited to prove 1

Although your lordship names no other author here, yet you say,

*' The assigned sense of these passages was confirmed by the authority

of Origen." (p. 42.) It is needful therefore to add what occurs in his

Works with regard to the present question.

He occasionally mentions this promise of our Lord, in four several

places- But it is in one only that he speaks pertinently to the point in

hand, (vol. ii, p. 403, Edit. Bened.,) where his words are these :

—

"
' When the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide you into all truth,

and he will teach you all things.' The sum of all good things consists

in this, that a man be found worthy to receive the grace of the Holy
Ghost. Otherwise, nothing will be accounted perfect in him who hath

not the Holy Spirit."

Do these words confirm that " sense of those passages which your

lordship had assigned V Rather do they not utterly overturn it, and

prove (as above) that although this promise of our Lord primarily belongs

to the Apostles, yet, in the secondary sense, it belongs (according to

Origen's judgment) to all Christians in all ages 1

17. The fourth text mentioned as belonging to the first Christians

only, is Romans viii, 15, 16 ; and it is said, page 9d, " This interpreta-

tion is confirmed by the authority of the most eminent fathers." The
reader is particularly referred to Origen and Jerome in locum. But here

seems to be a mistake of the name. Jerome in locum should mean,

Jerome upon the place, upon Romans viii, 15, 16. But I cannot per-

ceive that there is one word upon (hat place, in all St. Jerome's Works.

Nor indeed has Origen commented upon it any more than Jerome.

But he occasionally mentions it in these words :

—

" He is a babe who is fed with milk ; but if he seeks the things that are
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above, without doubt he will be of the number of those who 'receive not

the spirit of bondage again unto fear, but the Spirit of adoption,' through

whom they cry, ' Abba, Father.' " (Vol. i, p. 79.)

Again: "The fulness of time is come; when they who are willing

receive the adoption, as Paul teaches in these words, ' Ye have not received

the spirit of bondage again unto fear ; bui ye have received the Spirit of

adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father '.' And it is written in the Gos-

pel according to St. John, ' To as many as received him, to them gave he

power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe in his name.' "

(Vol. i, pp. 231, 232.)

Yet again :
" Every one that is born of God, and doth not commit sin,

by his very actions saith, ' Our Father which art in heaven;' ' the Spirit

itself bearing witness with their spirit, that they are the children of God.'
"

(Ibid.)

According to Origen, therefore, this testimony of the Spirit is not any

public testimony by miracles, peculiar to the first times, but an inward

testimony, belonging in common to all that are born of God ; and con-

sequently the authority of Origen does not " confirm that interpretation"

neither, but absolutely destroys it.

18. The last authority your lordship appeals to on this text is, " that

of the great John Chrysostom, who reckons the testimony of the Spirit

of adoption, by which we cry, ' Abba, Father,' among the miraculous

gifts of the Spirit." " I rather choose" (your lordship adds, p. 26) "to

refer you to the words of St. Chrysostom, than to transcribe them here,

as having almost translated them in the present account of the testimony

of the Spirit."

However, I believe it will not be labour lost to transcribe a tew of

those words.

It is in his comment on the fourteenth verse, that he first mentions

St. Paul's comparison between a Jew and a Christian. How fairly

your lordship has represented this, let every reader judge :

—

" ' As many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.'

—Whereas the same title had been given of old to the Jews also, he

shows in the sequel, how great a difference there is between that honour

and this. For though, says he, the titles are the same, yet the things are

not. And he plainly proves it, by comparing both what they had received,

and what they looked for. And first he shows what they had received,

viz. a ' spirit of bondage.' Therefore he adds, ' Ye have not received the

spirit of bondage again unto fear; but ye have received the Spirit of

adoption.' What means the spirit of fear ?—Observe their whole life, and
you will know clearly. For punishments were at their heels, and much
fear was on every side, and before their face. But with us it is not so.

For our mind and conscience are cleansed, so that we do all things well,

not for fear of present punishment, but through our love of God, and a

habit of virtue. They therefore, though they were called sons, yet were
as slaves ; but we, being made free, have received the adoption, and look

not for a land of milk and honey, but for heaven.
" He brings also another proof, that we have the Spirit of adoption, by

which, says he, we cry, 'Abba, Father.' This is the first word we utter

u.ira TO-S davixaias udivag sxsivag, xai tov ^svov xai Tapa^o^ov Xoj^Eu/xaTwv vopiov;

after those amazing throes (or birth pangs) and that strange and wonder-
ful manner of bringing forth.

" He brings yet another proof of the superiority of those who had this

Spirit of adoption :
' The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit that

we are the children of God.' I prove this, says he, not only from the
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voice itself, but also from the cause whence that voice proceeds : for the
Spirit suggests the words while we thus speak, which he hath elsewhere
expressed more plainly, 'God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into

our hearts, crying, Abba, Father!' But what is, 'The Spirit beareth
witness with our spirit?' He means, the Paraclete by the gift given unto
us." (But that this was an extraordinary gift, we have no intimation at

all, neither before nor after.) "And when 'the Spii-it beareth witness,'

what doubt is left ? If a man or an angel spake, some might doubt ; but
when the Most High beareth witness to us, who can doubt any longer.'"

Now, let any reasonable man judge how far your lordship has " trans-

lated the words of St. Chrysostom ; and whether he reckons the testi-

mony of the Spirit among the miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost," or

among those ordinary gifts of the Spirit of Christ which if a man have
not he is none of his.

19. The fifth text your lordship quotes, as describing a miraculous

gift of the Spirit, is 1 Cor. xiv, 15 : to prove which, you comment on
the eighth chapter to the Romans, particularly the twenty-sixth verse

;

and here again it is said, that " the interpretation assigned is confirmed
by several of the most eminent fathers, more especially the great John
Chrysostom, as well as by Origen and Jerome upon the place."

I cannot find St. Jerome to have writ one line upon the place. And
it is obvious, that St. Chrysostom supposes the whole context from the

seventeenth to the twenty-fifth verse, to relate to all Christians in all

ages. How this can be said to " confirm the interpretation assigned,"

I cannot conjecture. Nay, it is remarkable, that he expounds the former
part of the twenty-sixth verse, as describing the ordinary privilege of all

Christians. Thus far, therefore, he does not confirm but overthrow,

the " interpretation before assigned." But in the middle of the verse he
breaks off, and expounds the latter part, as describing one of the miracu-
lous gifts.

Yet I must do the justice to this venerable man to observe, he does
not suppose that a miraculous gift was given, only that the inspired

might do what any ordinary Christian might have done without it
;

(this

interpretation, even of the latter part of the verse, he does in no wise
confirm;) but that he might ask, in every particular circumstance, the

determinate thing which it was the will of God to give.

20. The third father by whom it is said this interpretation is confirm-

ed, is Origen. The first passage of his, which relates to Rom. viii, 26,

runs thus :

—

" Paul, perceiving how far he was, after all these things, from knowing
to pray for what he ought, as he ought, says, ' We know not what we
should pray for as we ought.' But he adds, whence, what is wanting
may be had by one who indeed does not know, but labours to be found
worthy of having the defect supplied. For he says, ' Likewise the Spirit

also he'lpeth our infirmities. For we know not what we should pray for
as we ought. But the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us, with groan-
ings which cannot be uttered. And he that searcheth the hearts knoweth
what is the mind of the Spirit; because he maketh intercession for the
saints, according to the will of God.' The Spirit which crieih, 'Abba,
Father,' in the hearts of the saints, knowing well our groanings in this

tabernacle, 'maketh intercession for us to God, with groanings which
cannot be uttered.' To the same effect is that Scripture: 'I will pray
with the Spirit, I will pray with the understanding also,' 1 Cor. xiv, 15.
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For our understanding (or mind, o vsj) cannot, pray, if the Spirit do not

pray before it, and the understanding, as it were, listen to it." (Vol. i,

p. 199.)

Again : " I would know how the saints cry to God without a voice.

The Apostle shows, 'God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our

hearts, crying, Abba, Father !' and he adds, ' The Spirit itself maketh
intercession for us, with groanings which cannot be uttered.' And again,

' He that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit,

because he maketh intercession for the saints, according to the will of

God. Thus, therefore, the Spirit making intercession for us with God,

the cry of the saints is heard without a voice." (Vol. ii, p. 146.)

Once more in his homily on Joshua :

—

" Jesus our Lord doth not forsake us ; but although when we would
pray ' we know not wiiat to pray for as we ought,' yet ' the Spirit itself

maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. Now
the Lord is that Spirit :' the Spirit assists our prayers, and offers them to

God with groanings which we cannot express in words." (Vol. ii, p. 419.)

I believe all rational men will observe from hence, that Origen is so

far from confirming, that he quite overturns, your lordship's interpreta-

tion of the sixteenth as well as the twenty-sixth verse of this chapter

;

seeing, in his judgment, both that testimony of the Spirit and this prayer

belong to all Christians in all ages.

21. The sixth scripture which your lordship has undertaken to show
" relates only to the apostolical times," is 1 Cor. ii, 4, 5. And " this in-

terpretation also," it is said, " is confirmed by the authority of Chrysos-

tom, Origen, and other ancient writers," (p. 33.) With those " other

ancient writers" I have no concern yet. St. Chrysostom so far confirms

this interpretation, as to explain that whole phrase " the demonstration

of the Spirit and of power," of" the power of the Spirit shown by mira-

cles." But he says not one word of any " proof of the Christian religion

arising from the types and prophecies of the Old Testament."

Origen has these words :

—

" Our word has a certain peculiar demonstration, more divine than the

Grecian logical demonstration. This the Apostle terms, ' the demonstra-
tion of the Spirit and of power ;' of the Spirit, because of the prophecies,

sufficient to convince any one, especially of the things that relate to

Christ; of power, because of the miraculous powers, some footsteps of

which still remain." (Vol. i, p. 321.)

Hence we may doubtless infer, that Origen judged this text to relate,

in its primary sense, to the Apostles ; but can we thence infer, that he

did notjudge it to belong, in a lower sense, to all true ministers of Christ?

Let us hear him speaking for himself in the same treatise :

—

"
' And my speech and my preaching were not with enticing words of

man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power ; that

your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of
God.' Those who hear the word preached with power are themselves
filled with power," (N. B. not the power of working miracles,) " which
they demonstrate both in their disposition, and in their life, and in their

striving for the truth unto death. But some, although they profess to

believe, have not this power of God in them, but are empty thereof."

(p. 377.)

(Did Origen, then, believe that the power mentioned in this text

belonged only to the apostolical age?)
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"See the force of the word, conquering believers by a persuasiveness

attended with the power of God ! I speak this to show the meaning of

him that said, ' And my speech and my preaching were not with the en-

ticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of

power; that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the

power of God.' This divine saying means, that what is spoken is not

sufficient of itself (although it be true, and most worthy to be believed)

to pierce a man's soul, if there be not also a certain power from God
given to the speaker, and grace bloom upon what is spoken ; and this

grace cannot be but from God."

After observing that this is the very passage which your lordship

mentions at the close of the other, but does not cite, I desire every un-

prejudiced person to judge, whether Origen does not clearly determine

that the power spoken of in this text, is in some measure given to all

true ministers in all ages.

22. The last scripture which your lordship affirms " to be peculiar to

the times of the Apostles," is that in the First Epistle of St. John, con-

cerning the " unction of the Holy One."
To confirm this interpretation, we are referred to the authority of

" Origen and Chrysostom, on the parallel passages in St. John's Gos-
pel." (p. 42.)

But it has appeared, that both these fathers suppose those passages to

belong to all Christians ; and, consequently, their authority (if these are

parallel passages) stands full against this interpretation.

Your lordship subjoins, " I shall here only add that of the great Atha-

nasius, who, in his epistle to Serapion, intei-prets the ' unction from the

Holy One,' not merely of divine grace, but of the extraordinary gifts of

the Holy Spirit."

Nay, it is enough, if he interprets it at all of ordmary grace, such as

is common to all Christians.

And this your lordship allows he does. But I cannot allow that he

inteiprets it of any thing else. I cannot perceive that he interprets it at

all "of the extraordinmnj gifts of the Holy Spirit."

His words are, " The Holy Spirit is called, and is, the unction and the

seal. For John writes, 'The anointing which ye have received of him,

abideth in you ; and ye need not that any man should teach you, but as

his anointing,' his Spirit, ' teacheth you of all things.' Again : It is writ-

ten in the Prophet Isaiah, ' Tlie Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because

he hath anointed me.' And Paul writes thus: ' In whom also ye were
sealed.' And again :

' Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are

sealed unto the day of redemption.' This anointing is the breath of the

Son ; so that he who hath the Spirit may say, ' We are the sweet smell-

ing savour of Christ.' Because we are partakers of the Holy Spirit, we
have the Son ; and having the Son, we have ' the Spirit crying in our
hearts, Abba, Father.'

"

And so in his Oration against the Arians :

—

'"He sendeth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, Abba,
Father.' His Son in us, invoking the Father, makes him to be called

our Father. Certainly God cannot be called their Father, who have not

the Son in their hearts."

Is it not easy to be observed here, (1.) That Athanasius makes " that

testimony of the Spirit" common to all the children of God: (2.) That

he joins "the anointing of the Holy One," \vith that seal of the Spirit
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wherewith all that persevere are " sealed to the day of redemption :"

and, (3.) That he does not, throughout this passage, speak of the extra-

ordiiiary gifts at all 1

Therefore, upon the whole, the sense of the primitive Church, so far

as it can be gathered from the authors above cited, is, that " although

some of the scriptures primarily refer to those extraordinary gifts of the

Spirit which were given to the Apostles, and a few other persons in the

apostolical age
;
yet they refer also, in a secondary sense, to those

ordinary operations of the Holy Spirit which all the children of God do

and will experience, even to the end of the world."

23. What I mean by the ordinary operations of the Holy Ghost, I sum
up in the words of a modern writer :

—

" Sanctification being opposed to our corruption, and answering fully

to the latitude thereof, whatsoever of holiness and perfection is wanting

in our nature must be supplied by the Spirit of God. Wherefore, being

by nature we are totally void of all saving truth, and under an impossi-

bility of knowing the will of God, this ' Spirit searcheth all things, yea,

even the deep things of God,' and revealeth them unto the sons of men,
so that thereby the darkness of their understanding is expelled, and they

are enlightened with the knowledge of God. The same Spirit which
revealeth the object of faith generally to the universal Church, doth also

illuminate the understanding of such as believe, that they may receive the

truth. For ' faith is the gift of God,' not only in the object, but also in

the act. And this gift is a gift of the Holy Ghost working within us.

—

And as the increase of perfection, so the original of faith, is from the

Spirit of God, by an internal illumination of the soul."
" The second part of the office of the Holy Ghost, is the renewing of

man in all the parts and faculties of his soul. For our natural corruption
consisting in an aversatiou of our wills, and a depravation of our affections,

an inclination of them to the will of God is wrought within us by the

Spirit of God.
"The third part of this office is, to lead, direct, and govern us in our

actions and conversations. ' If we live in the Spirit,' quickened by his

renovation, we must also ' walk in the Spirit,' following his direction, led

by his manuduction. We are also animated and acted by the Spirit of
God, who giveth 'both to will and to do:' and 'as many as are' thua
' led by the Spirit of God, are the sons of God,' Rom. viii, 14. Moreover,
that this direction may prove more effectual, we are guided in our prayers
by the same Spirit ; according to the promise, ' I will pour upon the house
of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the Spirit of grace and
supplication,' Zech. xii, 10. Whereas then ' this is the confidence which
we have in him, that if we ask any thing according to his will, he heareth
us ;' and whereas ' we know not what we should pray for as we ought,

the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot
be uttered;' and ' he that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind
of the Spirit, because he maketh intercession for the saints, according to

the will of God,' Rom. viii, 27. From which intercession," (made for all

true Christians,) " he hath the name of the Paraclete given him by Christ,

who said, ' I will pray the Father, and he will give you another Paraclete,'

John xiv, 16, 2(5. ' For if any man sin, we have a Paraclete with the

Father, Jesus Christ the righteous,' saith St. John ;
' who maketh inter-

cession for us,' saith St. Paul : Rom. viii, 34. And we have * another
Paraclete,' saith our Saviour, (John xiv, 16,) ' which also maketh inter-

cession for us,' saith St. Paul : Rom. viii, 27. A Paraclete, then, in the
notion of the Scriptures, is an intercessor.

" It is also the office of the Holy Ghost, to ' assure us of the adoption
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of sons,' to create in us a sense of the paternal love of God toward us, to

give us an earnest of our everlasting inheritance. ' The love of God is

shed abroad in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us.'

' For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.'
' And because we are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into

our hearts, crying, Abba, Father.' ' For we have not received the spirit

of bondage again to fear ; but we have received the Spirit of adoption,

whereby we cry, Abba, Father ; the Spirit itself bearing witness with our
spirit, that we are the children of God.' (Verses 15, 16.)

" As, therefore, we are born again by the Spirit, and receive from him
our regeneration, so we are also by the same Spirit ' assured of our
adoption.' Because, being ' sons, we are also heirs, heirs of God, and
joint heirs witli Christ,' by the same Spirit we have the pledge, or rather

the ' earnest, of our inheritance.' For ' he which establisheth us in Christ,

and hath anointed us, is God ; who hath also sealed us, and hath given us
the earnest of his Spirit in our hearts :' so that ' we are sealed with that

Holy Spirit of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance.' The
Spirit of God, as given unto us in this life, is to be looked upon as an
earnest, being part of that reward which is promised, and, upon perform-
ance of the covenant which God hath made with us, certainly to be
received."

Your lordship observed, that " the interpretation of those passages

which relate to the ' unction from the Holy One,' depends on the sense

ofthose other passages of Holy Scripture, particularly those in St. John's

Gospel." Now, if so, then these words fix the sense of six out of the

seven texts in question ; and every one of them, in the judgment of this

writer, describes the ordinary gifts bestowed on all Christians.

It now rests with your lordship to take your choice ; either to condemn
or to acquit both. Either your lordship must condemn Bishop Pearson

for an enthusiast
;
(a man no ways inferior to Bishop Chrysostom ;) or

you must acquit me : for I have his express authority on my side, con-

cerning every text which I affirm to belong to all Christians.

24. But I have greater authority than his, and such as I reverence only

less than that of the oracles of God ; I mean, that of our own Church.

I shall close this head by setting down what occurs in her authentic

records, concerning either our " receiving the Holy Ghost," or his

ordinary operations in all true Christians.

In her daily service she teaches iis all to beseech God "to grant us his

Holy Spirit, that those things may please him which we do at this pre-

sent, and that the rest of our life may be pure and holy ;" to pray for our
sovereign lord the king, that God would "replenish him with the grace

of his Holy Spirit;" for all the royal family, that they may be "endued
with his Holy Spirit, and enriched with his heavenly grace;" for all the

clergy and people, that he would " send down upon them the healthful

Spirit of his grace;" for "the Catholic Church, that it may be guided

and governed by his good Spirit;" and for all therein who at any time
" make their common supplication unto him," that " the fellowship" or

communication "of the Holy Ghost may be with them all evermore."

Her collects are full of petitions to the same effect :
" Grant that we

may daily be renewed by thy Holy Spirit." (Collect for Christmas-Day.)
" Grant that in all our sufferings here, for the testimony of thy truth, we
may by faith behold the glory that shall be revealed, and, ' being filled

with the Holy Ghost,' may love and bless our persecutors." (St. Stephen's

Day.) " Send thy Holy Ghost, and pour into our hearts that most excel-

lent gift of charity." (Quinquagesima Sunday.) " O Lord, from whom all
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good things do come, grant to lis, thy humble servants, that by thy holy
inspiration we may think those things that are good, and by thy merciful
guidance may perform the same." (Fiflh Stinday after Easter.) " We
beseech thee, leave us not comfortless, but send us the Holy Ghost to

comfort us." (Suiiday after Ascension Day.) " Grant us by the same Spirit

to have a right judgment in all things, and evermore to rejoice in his holy
comfort." (JVhit-Sunday.) (N. B. The Church here teaches all Christians
to claim the Comforter, in virtue of the promise made, John xiv.) " Grant
us. Lord, we beseech thee, the Spirit, to think and do always such things
as be rightful." (JVinth Sunday after Trinity.) " O God, forasmuch as

without thee we are not able to please thee.; mercifully grant that thy
Holy Spirit may in all things direct and rule our hearts." (JVineteenth

Sunday after Trinity.) " Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspira-

tion of thy Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love thee, and worthily
magnify thy holy name." (Communion Office.)

" Give thy Holy Spirit to this infant, (or this person,) that he may be
born again.—Give thy Holy Spirit to these persons," (N. B. already bap-
tized,) " that they may continue thy servants.

"Almighty God, who hast vouchsafed to regenerate these persons by
water and the Holy Ghost ; strengthen them with the Holy Ghost the

Comforter, and daily increase in them the manifold gifts of thy grace."

( Office of Confirmation.)

From these passages it may sufficiently appear, for what purposes

every Christian, according to the doctrine of the Church of England,

does now " receive the Holy Ghost." But this will be still more clear

from those that follow; wherein the reader may likewise observe a plain,

rational sense of God's revealing himself to us, of the inspiration of the

Holy Ghost, and of a believer's yee/ing- in himself " the mighty working"
of the Spirit of Christ :

—

25. " God gave them of old grace to be his children, as he doth us now.
But now, by the coming of our Saviour Christ, we have received more
abundantly the Spirit of God in our hearts." (Homily on Faith, part ii.)

" He died to destroy the rule of the devil in us ; and he rose again to

send down his Holy Spirit, to ' rule in our hearts.' " (Homily on the Re-
surrection.)

" We have the Holy Spirit in our hearts, as a seal and pledge of our
everlasting inheritance." (Ibid.)

"The Holy (iliost, sat upon each of them, like as it had been cloven
tongues of fire ; to teach, that it is he which giveth eloquence and utter-

ance in preaching the Gospel; which engendereth a burning zeal toward
God's word, and giveth all men a tongue, yea, a fiery tongue." (N. B.
Whatever occurs in any of the Journals, of God's " giving me utterance,"

or " enabling me to speak with power," cannot therefore be quoted as
enthusiasm, without wounding the Church througli my side.) "So that

if any man be a dumb Christian, not professing his faith openly, he giveth

men occasion to doubt lest he have not the grace of the Holy Ghost within
him." (Homily on Whit-Sunday, part i.)

" It is the office of the Holy Ghost to sanctify ; which the more it is

hid from our understanding," (that is, the more particular manner of his

working,) " the more it ought to move all men to wonder at the secret

and mighty workings of God's Holy Spirit which is within us. For it is

the Holy Ghost that doth quicken the minds of men, stirring up godly
motions in their hearts. Neither doth he think it sufficient inwardly to

work the new birth of man, unless he do also dwell and abide in him.
' Know ye not,' saith St. Paul, ' that ye are the temple of God, and that

his Spirit dwelleth in you ? Know ye not that your bodies are the tera-
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pie of the Holy Ghost, which is in you ?' Again he saith, 'Ye are not in

the flesh, but in the Spirit.' For why? ' The Spirit of God dwelleth in

you.' To this agreeth Si. John: ' The anointing which ye have received'

(he meanelh the Holy Ghost) ' abideth in you,' 1 John ii, 27. And St.

Peter saith the same :
' The Spirit of glory and of God resteth upon you.'

O what comfort is this to the heart of a true Christian, to think that the
Holy Ghost dwelleth in him !

' If God be with us,' as the Apostle saith,
* who can be against us ?' He givetli patience and joyfulness of heart, in

temptation and affliction, and is therefore worthily called ' the Comforter,'
John xiv, 16. He doth instruct the hearts of the simple in the know-
ledge of God and his word ; therefore he is justly termed ' the Spirit of
truth,' xvi, 13. And where the Holy Ghost doth instruct and teach, there
is no delay at all in learning." (Ibid.)

From this passage I learn, First, that every true Christian now
" receives the Holy Ghost," as the Paraclete or Comforter promised by
our Lord, John xiv, 16 : Secondly, that every Christian receives him as
" the Spirit of truth," (promised John xvi,) to " teach him all things :"

and. Thirdly, that " the anointing," mentioned in the First Epistle of

St. John, " abides in every Christian."

26. " In reading of God's word, he profiteth most that is most inspired

with the Holy Ghost." {Homily on reading the Scripture, part i.)

" Human and worldly wisdom is not needful to the understanding of
Scripture, but the revelation of the Holy Ghost, who inspireth the true

meaning unto them that with humility and diligence search for it." {Ibid.

part ii.)

" Make him know and/eei that there is no other name under heaven
given unto men, whereby we can be saved.

"\i we feel our conscience at peace with God, through remission of
our sin,—all is of God." {Homily on Rogation Week, part iii.)

" If yon feel such a faith in you, rejoice in it, and let it be daily increas-

ing by well working." {Homily on Faith, part iii.)

" The faithful may feel wrought tranquillity of conscience, the increase

of faith and hope, with many other graces of God." {Homily on the Sacra-

ment, part i.)

" Godly men feel inwardly God's Holy Spirit, inflaming their hearts
with love." {Homily on certain places of Scripture, part i.)

" God give us grace to know these things, and to jfeel them in our
hearts ! This knowledge and feeling is not of ourselves. Let us there-

fore meekly call upon the bountiful Spirit, the Holy Ghost, to inspire us
with his presence, that we may be able to hear the goodness of God to

our salvation. For without his lively inspiration, can we not so much as

speak the name of the Mediator. ' No man can say that Jesus is the

Lord, but by the Holy Ghost ;' much less should we be able to believe

and know these great mysteries that be opened to us by Christ. ' But
we have received,' saith St. Paul, ' not the spirit of the world, but the
Spirit which is of God ;' for this purpose, ' that we may know the tilings

which are freely given to us of God.' In the power of the Holy Ghost
resteth all ability to know God, and to please him. It is he that purifielh

the mind by his secret working. He enlighteneth the heart, to conceive
worthy thoughts of Almighty God. He sitteth in the tongue of man, to
stir him to speak his honour. He only ministereth spiritual strength to

the powers of the soid and body. And if we have any gift whereby we
may pu-ofit our neighbour, all is wrought by this one and the self-same
Spirit." {Homilyfor Rogation Week, part iii.)

27. Every proposition which I have any where advanced concerning
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those operations of the Holy Ghost, which, I beUeve, are common to all

Christians in all ages, is here clearly maintained by our own Church.
Under a full sense of this, I could not well understand, for many

years, how it was, that on the mentioning any of these great truths, even
among men of education, the cry immediately arose, " An enthusiast

!

An enthusiast !" But I now plainly perceive this is only an old fallacy

in a new shape. To object enthusiasm to any person or doctrine is but

a decent method of begging the question. It generally spares the

objector the trouble of reasoning, and is a shorter and easier way of car-

rying his cause.

For instance, I assert that " till a man ' receives the Holy Ghost,' he
is without God in the world ; that he cannot know the things of God,
unless God reveal them unto him by the Spirit ; no, nor have even one
holy or heavenly temper, without the inspiration of the Holy One."
Now, should one who is conscious to himself that he has experienced

none of these things, attempt to confute these propositions, either from
Scripture or antiquity, it might prove a difficult task. What then shall

he do 1 Why, cry out, " Enthusiasm ! Enthusiasm !" and the work
is done.

But what does he mean by enthusiasm? Perhaps nothing at all : few
have any distinct idea of its meaning. Perhaps " something very bad,"

or, " something I never experienced and do not understand." Shall I

tell you then what that " terrible something" is 1 I believe, thinking

men mean by enthusiasm, a sort of religious madness ; a false imagin-
ation of being inspired by God : and by an enthusiast, one that fancies
himself under the influence of the Holy Ghost, when, in fact, he is not.

Let him prove me guilty of this who can. I will tell you once more
the whole of my belief on these heads : and if any man will show me
(by arguments, not hard names) what is wrong, I will thank God and him.

28. Every good gift is from God, and is given to man by the Holy
Ghost. By nature there is in us no good thing ; and there can be none,
but so far as it is wrought in us by that good Spirit. Have we any true

knowledge of what is good 1 This is not the result of our natural under-

standing. " The natural man discerneth not the things of the Spirit of
God:" so that we never can discern th ;m, until God " reveals them
unto us by his Spirit." Reveals, that is, unveils, uncovers

;
gives us to

know what we did not know before. Have we love ? It " is shed
abroad in our hearts by the Holy (rhost which is given unto us." He
inspires, breathes, infuses into our soul, what of ourselves we could not
have. Does our spirit rejoice in God our Saviour? It is "joy in," or
by, " the Holy Ghost." Have we true inward peace 1 It is " the peace
of God," wrought in us by the same Spirit. Faith, peace, joy, love, are

all his fruits. And as we are figuratively said to see the light of faith

;

so, by a like figure of speech, we are said to feel this peace and joy and
love ; that is, we have an inward experience of them, which we cannot
find any fitter word to express.

The reasons why, in speaking of these things, I use those terms,

(inspiration particularly,) are, (1.) Because they are scriptural : (2.) Be-
cause they are used by our Church : (3.) Because I know none better.

The word, " influence of the Holy Ghost," which I suppose you use, is

both a far stronger and a less natural term than inspiration. It is far
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stronger ; even as far as " flowing into the soul" is a stronger expression

than " breathing upon it
;"—and less natural, as breathing bears a near

relation to spirit ; to which Jlowing in has only a distant relation.

But you thought I had " meant immediate inspiration." So I do, or

I mean nothing at all. Not indeed such inspiration as is sine mediis.

[Without means.] But all inspiration, though by means, is immediate.

Suppose, for instance, you are employed in private prayer, and God
pours his love into your heart. God then acts immediately on your soul

;

and the love ofhim which you then experience, is as immediately breathed

into you by the Holy Ghost, as if you had lived seventeen hundred years

ago. Change the term : say, God then assists you to love him. Well,

and is not this immediate assistance ? Say, His Spirit concurs with

yours. You gain no ground. It is immediate concurrence, or none at all.

God, a spirit, acts upon your spirit. Make it out any otherwise if you can.

I cannot conceive how that harmless word immediate came to be such

a bugbear in the world :
" Why, I thought you meant such inspiration

as the Apostles had ; and such a receiving the Holy Ghost as that was

at the day of Pentecost." I do, in part : indeed I do not mean, that

Christians now receive the Holy Ghost in order to work miracles ; but

they do doubtless now " receive," yea are " filled with, the Holy Ghost,"

in order to be filled with the fruits of that blessed Spirit. And he inspires

into all true believers now, a degree of the same peace and joy and love

which the Apostles felt in themselves on that day, when they were first

"filled with the Holy Ghost."

29. I have now considered the most material objections I know,

which have been lately made against the great doctrines I teach. I have

produced, so far as in me lay, the strength of those objections, and then

answered them, I hope, in the spirit of meekness. And now I trust it

appears, that these doctrines are no other than the doctrines of Jesus

Christ; that they are all evidently contained in the word of God, by

which alone I desire to stand or fall ; and that they are fundamentally

the same with the doctrines of the Church of England, of which I do,

and ever did, profess myself a member.
But there remains one objection, which, though relating to the head

of doctrine, yet is independent on all that went before. And that is,

" You cannot agree in your doctrines among yourselves. One holds

one thing, and one another. Mr. Whitefield anathematizes Mr. Wesley;

and Mr. Wesley anathematizes Mr. Whitefield. And yet each pretends

to be led by the Holy Ghost, by the infallible Spirit of God ! Every

reasonable man must conclude from hence, that neither one nor the

other is led by that Spirit."

I need not say, how continually this has been urged, both in common
conversation and from the press : (I am grieved to add, and from the

pulpit too ; for, if the argument were good, it would overturn the Bible:)

nor, how great stress has been continually laid upon it. Whoever pro-

poses it, proposes it as demonstration, and generally claps his wings,

as being quite assured, it will admit of no answer.

And indeed I am in doubt, whether it does admit (I am sure it does

not require) any other answer, than that coarse one of the countryman

to the Romish champion, " Bellarmine, thou liest." For every propo-

sition contained herein is grossly, shamelessly false. (1.) " You cannot
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agree in your doctrines among yourselves."—Who told you so? All

our fundamental doctrines I have recited above. And in every one of
these we do and have agreed for several years. In these we hold one
and the same thing. In smaller points each of us thinks, and lets think.

(2.) "Mr. Whitefield anathematizes Mi-. Wesley." Another shameless
untruth. Let any one read what Mr. Whitefield wrote, even in the heat

of controversy, and he will be convinced of the contrary. (3.) "And
Mr. Wesley anathematizes Mr. Whitefield." This is equally false and
scandalous. I reverence Mr. Whitefield, both as a child of God, and a
true minister of Jesus Christ. (4.) " And yet each pretends to be led

by the Holy Ghost, by the infaUible Spirit of God." Not in our private

opinions ; nor does either of us pretend to be any farther led by the

Spirit of God, than every Christian must pretend to be, unless he will

deny the Bible. For only " as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
are the sons of God." Therefore, if you do not pretend to be led by
him too, yea, if it be not so in fact, "you are none of his."

And now, what is become of your demonstration ? Leave it to the

carmen and porters, its just proprietors ; to the zealous apple-women,
that cry after me in the street, " This is he that rails at the Whole Duti-

ful ofJVLan/^ But let every one that pretends to learning or reason be
ashamed to mention it any more.

30. The first inference easily deduced from what has been said, is,

that we are not false prophets. In one sense of the word we are no
prophets at all ; for we do not foretel things to come. But in another,

(wherein every minister is a prophet,) we are ; for we do speak in the

name of God. Now, a false prophet (in this sense of the word) is one
who declares as the will of God what is not so. But we declare (as has
been shown at large) nothing else as the will of God, but what is evi-

dently contained in his written word, as explained by our own Church.
Therefore, unless you can prove the Bible to be a false book, you can-

not possibly prove us to be false prophets.

The text which is generally cited on this occasion is Matthew vii, 15.

But how unhappily chosen ! In the preceding chapters, our Lord had
been describing that " righteousness which exceeds the righteousness of
the Scribes and Pharisees," and without which we cannot " enter into

the kingdom of heaven." Even the hfe of God in the soul ; holiness of
heart, producing all holiness of conversation. In this, he closes that

rule which sums up the whole, with those solemn words, " Enter ye in

at the strait gate ;" (such indeed is that of universal holiness ;) "for wide
is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction." The gate

of hell is wide as the whole earth
; the way of unholiness is broad as the

great deep. " And many there be which go in thereat ;" yea, and excuse
themselves in so doing, " because strait is the gate and narrow is the

way that leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it." It follows,

" Beware of false prophets ;" of those who speak as from God what
God hath not spoken ; those who show you any other way to life, than
that which I have now shown. So that the false prophets here spoken
of are those who point out any other way to heaven than this ; who teach
men to find a wider gate, a broader way, than that described in the

foregoing chapters. But it has been abundantly shown that we do not.

Therefore (whatever we are beside) we are not false prophets.
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Neither are we (as has been frequently and vehemently affirmed)

" deceivers of the people." If we teach " the truth as it is in Jesus," if

" we speak as the oracles of God," it follows, that we do not deceive

those that hear, though they should believe whatever we speak. " Let
God be true, and every man a liar ;" every man that contradicts his

truth. But he will " be justified in his saying, and clear when he is

judged."

31. One thing more I infer, that we are not enthusiasts. This accusa-

tion has been considered at large ; and the main arguments hitherto

brought to support it have been weighed in the balance and found want-

ing : particularly this, " that none but enthusiasts suppose either that

promise of the Comforter, John xiv, 16, 26 ; xvi, 13, or the witness of

the Spirit, Rom. viii, 15, 16, or that unutterable prayer, Rom. viii, 26, 27,

or the ' unction from the Holy One,' 1 John ii, 20, 27, to belong in

common to all Christians." my lord, how deeply have you condemned
the generation of God's children! Whom have you represented as

rank, dreaming enthusiasts, as either deluded or designing men ? Not
only Bishop Pearson, a man hitherto accounted both sound in heart, and

of good understanding ; but likewise Archbishop Cranmer, Bishop Rid-

ley, Bishop Latimer, Bishop Hooper ; and all the venerable compilers

of our Liturgy and Homihes ; all the members of both the houses of

convocation, by whom they were revised and approved
;

yea. King
Edward, and all his lords and commons together, by whose authority

they were established ; and, with these modern enthusiasts, Origen,

Chrysostom, and Athanasius, are comprehended in the same censure

!

I grant, a Deist might rank both us and them in the number of reli-

gious madmen ; nay, ought so to do, on his supposition that the Gospel

is but a " cunningly-devised fable." And on this ground some of them
have done so in fact. One of them was asking me, some years since,

" What ! are you one of the knight errants 1 How, I pray, got this

Quixotism into your head 1 You want nothing
;
you have a good pro-

vision for life ; and are in a fair way of preferment. And must you
leave all, to fight windmills ; to convert savages in America ?" I could

only reply, " Sir, if the Bible is a lie, I am as very a madman as you
can conceive. But if it be true, I am in my senses ; I am neither a

madman nor enthusiast. ' For there is no man who hath left father, or

mother, or wife, or house, or land, for the Gospel's sake ; but he shall

receive a hundred fold, in this world, with persecutions, and in the world

to come, eternal life.'
"

Nominal, outside Christians too, men of form, may pass the same
judgment. For we give up all our pretensions to what they account

happiness, for what they (with the Deists) believe to be a mere dream.

We expect, therefore, to pass for enthusiasts with these also : " But wis-

dom is justified of" all " her children."

32. I cannot conclude this head without one obvious remark : sup-

pose we really were enthusiasts ; suppose our doctrines were false, and

unsupported either by reason. Scripture, or authority ; then why hath

not some one, " who is a wise man, and endued with knowledge among
you," attempted at least to show us our fault " in love and meekness of

wisdom V Brethren, " if ye have bitter zeal in your hearts, your wisdom
descendeth not from above. The wisdom that is from above, is pure

,
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peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of mercy," or pity. Does
this spirit appear in one single tract of all those wliich have been pub-

lished against us ? Is there one writer that has reproved us in love ?

Brino' it to a single point. " Love hopeth all things." Ifyou had loved

us in any degree, you would have hoped that God would some time give

us the knowledge of his truth. But where shall we find even this slen-

der instance of love 1 Has not every one who has wrote at all (I do not

remember so much as one exception) treated us as incorrigible ] Bre-

thren, how is this 1 Why do ye labour to teach us an evil lesson against

yourselves t O may God never suffer others to deal with you as ye have

dealt with us

!

VI. 1. Before I enter upon the consideration of those objections

which have been made to the manner of our preaching, I believe it may
be satisfactory to some readers, if I relate how I began to preach in this

manner :

—

I was ordained deacon in 1725, and priest in the year following.

But it was many years after this before I was convinced of the great

truths above recited. During all that time I was utterly ignorant of the

nature and condition of justification. Sometimes I confounded it with

sanctification ;
(particularly when I was in Georgia;) at other times I

had some confused notion about the forgiveness of sins ; but then I took

it for granted the time of this must be either the hour of death or the day

ofjudgment.

I was equally ignorant of the nature of saving faith ; apprehending it

to mean no more than a " firm assent to all the propositions contained

in the Old and New Testaments."

2. As soon as, by the great blessing of God, I had a clearer view of

these things, I began to declare them to others also. " I believed, and

therefore I spake." Wherever I was now desired to preach, salvation

by faith was my only theme. My constant subjects were, " Believe in

the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved." " Him hath God
exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance and remission

of sins." These I explained and enforced with all my might, both in

every church where I was asked to preach, and occasionally in the

religious societies of London and Westminster ; to some or other of

which I was continually pressed to go by the stewards or other mem-
bers of them.

Things were in this posture, when I was told I must preach no more

in this, and this, and another church ; the reason was usually added

without reserve, " Because you preach such doctrines." So much the

more those who could not hear me there flocked together when I was

at any of the societies ; where I npoke, more or less, though with much
inconvenience, to as many as the room I was in would contain.

3. But after a time, finding those rooms could not contain a tenth

part of the people that were earnest to hear, I determined to do the same

thinw in England, which I had often done in a warmer climate ; namely,

when the house would not contain the congregation, to preach in the

open air. This I accordingly did, first at Bristol, where the society

rooms were exceeding small, and at Kingswood, where we had no room

at all ; afterward, in or near Ijondon.

And I cannot say I have ever seen a more awful sight, than, when on
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Rose Green, or the top of Ilannam Mount, some thousands of people

were calmly joined together in solemn waiting upon God, while

They stood, and under open air adored
The God who made both air, earth, heaven, and sky.

And, whether they were listening to his word with attention still as night,

or were lifting up their voice in praise as the sound of many waters,

many a time have I been constrained to say in my heart, " How dread-

ful is this place ! This" also " is no other than the house of God ! This
is the gate of heaven !"

Be pleased to observe: (1.) That I was forbidden, as by a general

consent, to preach in any church, (though not by any judicial sentence,)
" for preaching such doctrine." This was the open, avowed cause

;

there was at that time no other, either real or pretended, except that the

people crowded so. (2.) That I had no desire or design to preach in

the open air, till after this prohibition. (3.) That when I did, as it was
no matter of choice, so neither of premeditation. There was no scheme
at all previously formed, which was to be supported thereby ; nor had
I any other end in view than this,—to save as many souls as I could.

(4.) Field preaching was therefore a sudden expedient, a thing submitted

to, rather than chosen ; and therefore submitted to because I thought

preaching even thus, better than not preaching at all : First, in regard to

my own soul, because, "a dispensation of the Gospel being committed
to me," I did not dare " not to preach the Gospel :" Secondly, in regard

to the souls of others, whom I every where saw " seeking death in the

error of their life."

4. But the author of the " Observations," and of " The Case of the

Methodists briefly stated, more particularly in the point of Field Preach-

ing," thinks field preaching worse than not preaching at all, " because it

is illegal."

Your argument in form runs thus :

—

" That preacliing which is contrary to the laws of the land is worse
than not preaching at all

:

" But field preaching is contrary to the laws of the land

:

" Therefore it is worse than not preaching at all."

The first proposition is not self-evident, nor, indeed, universally true :

for the preaching of all the primitive Christians was contrary to the whole
tenor of the Roman law ; the worship of the devil-gods being established

by the strongest laws then in being. Nor is it ever true, but on suppo-

sition, that the preaching in question is an indifferent thing.

But waiving this, I deny the second proposition ; I deny that field

preaching is contrary to the laws of our land.

To prove which, you begin thus :
" It does not appear that any of the

preachers among the Methodists have qualified themselves, and the places

of their assembling, according to the act of toleration.

I answer, (1.) That act grants toleration to those who dissent from

the established Church : but we do not dissent from it : therefore we
cannot make use of that act. (2.) That act exempts Dissenters from

penalties consequent on their breach of preceding laws : but we are not

conscious ofbreaking anylaw at all : therefore we need not make use of it.

In the next section you say, " They have broken through all these

provisions in open defiance of government ; and have met, not only in

Vol. Y 6
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houses, but in the fields, notwithstanding the statute (22 Car. II, c. 1)

which forbids this by name."
I answer, (1.) We do nothing in defiance of government: we reve-

rence magistrates, as the ministers of God. (2.) Although we have met
in the fields, yet we do not conceive that statute at all affects us ; not

only because that act points wholly at Dissenters ; whereas we are mem-
bers of the established Church ; but also because (they are your own
words) " it was evidently intended to suppress and prevent sedition ;"

whereas, no sedition, nor any the least approach thereto, can with any
colour be laid to our charge.

In your third section you affirm that the act of toleration itself cannot

secure us in field preaching from the penalties of former laws. We have
no desire it should ; as not apprehending ourselves to be condemned by
any former law whatever. Nor does what you add, " that the act of

toleration forbids any assembly of persons dissenting from the Church
of England, to meet with the doors locked," affect us at all; because

we do not dissent from it.

5. In " The Case of the Methodists briefly stated," your first observa-

tion is, " The act of toleration leaves them liable to the penalties of

several statutes made against unlawful assemblies."

I suppose then these several statutes specify what those unlawful

assemblies are ; and whether unlawful, as being condemned by previous

laws, or made unlawful by those statutes.

And it still remains to be proved, that our assemblies are unlawful, in

one or other of these senses.

You next obsei-ve, that " the Dissenters of all denominations qualify

themselves according to the act of toleration ; otherwise, they are liable

to the penalties of all the laws recited in this act."

I answer as before, all this strikes wide. It relates wholly to " per-

sons dissenting from the Church." But we are not the men : we do
not dissent from the Church : whoever affirms it, we put him to the

proof.

You go on : " One of those laws so recited (viz. 22 Car. II, c. 1) is

that which forbids field preaching by name ; and was evidently intended,

not only to suppress, but also to prevent sedition : as the title of the act

declares, and as the preamble expresses it, ' to provide farther and more
speedy remedies against it.'

"

Was this then, in your own judgment, the evident intention of that

act, viz. to provide remedies against sedition? Does the very title of

the act declare this, and the [)rcamble also express it? With what

justice then, with what ingenuity or candour, with what shadow of truth

or reason, can any man cite this act against us ; whom you yourself

no more suspect of a design to raise sedition, (I appeal to your own
conscience in the sight of God,) than of a design to blow up the city of

London ?

6. Hitherto, therefore, it hath not been made to appear that field

preaching is contrary to any law in being. However, " it is dangerous."

This you strongly insist on. " It may be attended with mischievous

consequences. It may give advantages to the enemies of the established

government. It is big with mischief:" {Obseyvulioiis, sect, i, and ii.)

With what mischief i Why» " evil-minded men, by meeting together
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in the fields, under |)ietence of religion, may raise riots and tumults

;

or, by meeting secretly, may carry on private cabals against the state."

{Case of llie .Methodists, p. 2.)

"And if the Methodists themselves are a harmless and loyal people, it

is nothing to the point in hand. For disloyal and seditious persons may
use such an opportunity of getting together, in order to execute any pri-
vate design. Mr. Whitcfield says, thirty, fifty, or eighty thousand have
attended his preaching at once.' Now, (1.) he cannot know one tenth
part of such a congregation : (2.) all people may come and carry on what
designs they will: therefore, (3.) this is a great opportunity put into the
hands of seditious persons to raise disturbances.
"With what safety to the public these field preachings may be con-

tinued, let the world judge." {Ibid. pp. 2-4.)

May I speak without offence 1 1 cannot think you are in earnest.

You do not mean what you say. Do you believe Mr. Whitefield had
eighty thousand hearers at once ? No more than you believe he had
eighty millions. Is not all this talk of danger mere finesse, thrown in

purely ad movendcua invidiam ? [To excite suspicion.] You know
governments generally are suspicious ; especially in the time of war

;

and therefore apply, as you suppose, to their weak side ; in hopes, if

possible, to deliver over these heretics to the secular arm. However,
I will answer as if you spoke from your heart : for I am in earnest,

if you are not.

(1.) " The preacher cannot know a tenth part of his congregation."

Let us come to the present state of things. The largest congiegation

tliat now attend the preaching of any Methodist, are those (God be
merciful to me !) that attend mine. And cannot I know a tenth part of
one of these congregations, either at Bristol, Kingswood, Newcastle, or

London ? As strange as it may seem, I generally know two thirds of

the congregation in every place, even on Sunday evening, and nuie in

ten of those who attend at most other times. (2.) " All people may
come and carry on what designs they will." Not so. All field preaching-

is now in the open day. And were only ten persons to come to such
an assembly with arms, it would soon be inquired with what design they

came. This is therefore, (3.) no " great opportunity put into the hands
of seditious persons to raise disturbances." And if ever any disturbance

has been raised, it was quite of another kind.

The public, then, is entirely safe, if it be in no other danger than

arises from field preaching.

7. There is one other sentence belonging to this head, in the eighth

section of the " Observations." " The religious societies," you say,
" in London and Westminster, for many years past, have received no
discouragements, but, on the contrary, have been countenanced and
encouraged both by the bishops and clergy." How is this ? Have they

then " qualified themselves and places of their assembling, according to

the act of toleration?" Have theij " embraced the protection which that

act might give them, in case they complied with the conditions of it?" -

If not, are they not all " liable to the penalties of the several statutes

made before that time against unlawful assemblies V
How can they escape ? Have they " qualified themselves for holding

these separate assemblies, according to the tenor of that act?" Have,
then, " the several members thereof taken the oaths to the government?"
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And are the " doors of the places wherein they meet always open at the

time of such meetings ?" I presume you know they are not ; and that

neither " the persons nor places are so q\iahfied as that act directs."

How then come " the bishops and clergy to countenance and encou-

rage" unlawful assemblies ^ If it be said, " They meet in a private,

inoffensive way;" that is nothing to the point in hand. If those meetings

are unlawful in themselves, all their inoffensiveness will not make them

lawful. " O, but they behave with modesty and decency." Very well;

but the law ! What is that to the law 1 There can be no solid defence

but this : They are not Dissenters from the Church ; therefore they

cannot use, and they do not need, the act of toleration. And their

meetings are not seditious ; therefore the statute against seditious meet-

ing does not affect them.

The application is obvious. If our meetings are illegal, so are theirs

also. But if this plea be good (as doubtless it is) in the one case, it is

good in the other also.

8. You propose another objection to our manner of preaching, in the

second part of the " Observations." The substance of it I will repeat,

and answer as briefly as I can :

—

" They run up and down from place to place, and from county to

county;" that is, they preach in several places. This is midoubtedly

true. " They draw after them confused multitudes of people ;" that is,

many come to hear them. This is true also. " But they would do well

to remember, God is not the author of confusion or of tumult, but of

peace." I trust we do : nor is there any confusion or tumult at all in

our largest congregations ; unless at some rare times when the sons of

Belial mix therewith, on purpose to disturb the peaceable worshippers

of God.
" But our Church has provided against this preaching up and down,

in the ordination of a priest, by expressly limiting the exercise of the

powers then conferred upon him, to the congregation where he shall be

lawfully appointed thereunto."

I answer, (1.) Your argument proves too much. If it be allowed just

as you proposed it, it proves that no priest has authority, either to preach

or minister the sacraments, in any other than his o^vtx congregation.

(2.) Had the powers conferred been so limited when I was ordained

priest, my ordination would have signified just nothing. For 1 was not

appointed to any congregation at all ; but was ordained as a member of

that " colleofe of divines," (so our statutes express it,) "founded to over-

turn all heresies, and defend the Catholic faith."

(3.) For many years after I was ordained priest, this limitation was

never heard of. I heard not one syllable of it, by way of objection, to

my preaching up and down in Oxford or London, or the parts adjacent

;

in Gloucestershire, or Worcestershire ; in Lancashire, Yorkshire, or

Lincolnshire. Nor did the strictest disciplinarian scruple suffering me
to exercise those powers wherever I came.

(4.) And in fact, is it not universally allowed, that every priest, as

such, has a power, in virtue of his ordination, either to preach or to

administer the sacraments, in any congregation, wherever the rector or

curate desires his assistance ? Docs not every one tliea sec through

this thin pretence ?
*
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9. " The bishops and universities indeed have power to grant licenses

to itinerants. But the Church has provided in that case ; they are not

to preach in any church (canon 50) till they show their license."

The Church has well provided in that case. But what has that case

to do with the case of common clergymen? Only so much as to show
how grossly this canon has been abused, at Islington in particular;

where the churchwardens were instructed to hinder, by main force, the

priest whom the vicar himself had appointed, from preaching, and to

quote this canon ; which, as you plainly show, belongs to quite another

thing.

In the note you add, " Mr. Wesley being asked, by what authority he

preached, replied, ' By the authority of Jesus Christ conveyed to me by

the (now) archbishop of Canterbury, when he laid his hands upon me and

said. Take thou authoiity to preach the Gospel.' In this reply he thought

fit, for a plain reason, to leave out this latter part of the commission ; for

that would have shown his reader the restraint and limitation under which

the exercise of the power is granted." Nay, I did not print the latter

part of the words, for a plainer reason, because I did not speak them.

And I did not speak them then, because they did not come into my
mind. Though probably, if they had, I should not have spoken them

;

it being my only concern, to answer the question proposed, in as few

words as I could.

But before those words, which you suppose to imply such a restraint

as would condemn all the bishops and clergy in the nation, were those,

spoken without any restraint or limitation at all, which 1 apprehend to

convey an indelible character :
" Receive the Holy Ghost, for the office

and work of a priest in the Church of God, now committed unto thee, by

the imposition of our hands. Whose sins thou dost forgive, they are

forgiven ; and whose sins thou dost retain, they are retained. And be

thou a faithful dispenser of the word of God, and of his holy sacraments,

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."

You proceed :
" In the same Journal he declares, that he looks upon

all the world as his parish, and explains his meaning as follows : ' In

whatever part of it I am, I judge it meet, right, and my bounden duty,

to declare, unto all that are willing to hear, the glad tidings of salvation.

This is the work which I know God hath called me to ;' " namely, " by

the laying on of the hands of the presbytery," which directs me how to

obey that general command, " While we have time, let us do good unto

all men."
10. You object farther, " that the Methodists do not observe the

rubric before the communion service ; which directs, so many as desire

to partake of the holy communion, to signify their names to the curate

the day before." What curate desires they should? Whenever any

minister will give but one week's notice of this, I undertake, all that

have any relation to me shall signify their names within the time

appointed.

You object also, that they break through the twenty-eighth canon,

which requires, " That if strangers come often to any church from other

parishes, they should be remitted to their own churches, there to receive

the communion with their neighbours."

But what, if there be no communion there ? Then this canon does
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not touch the case ; nor does any one break it, by coming to another

church purely because there is no communion at his own.

As to your next advice, " To have a greater regard to the rules and

orders of the Church," I cannot ; for I now regard them next to the

word of God. And as to your last, " To renounce communion with the

Church," I dare not. Nay, but let them thrust us out. We will not

leave the ship ; if you cast us out of it, then our Lord will take us up.

1 1 . To the same head may be referred the objection some time urged,

by a friendly and candid man, viz. " That it was unlawful to use extem-

porary prayer, because there was a canon against it."

It was not quite clear to me, that the canon he cited was against ex-

temporary prayer. But supposing it were, my plain answer would be,

" That canon I dare not obey ; because the law of man binds only so

far as it is consistent with the word of God."
The same person objected my not obeying the bishops and gov-

ernors of the Church. I answer, I both do and will obey them, in what-

soever I can with a clear conscience. So that there is no just ground

for that charge,—that I des|)ise either the rule.-^, or the governors of the

Church. I obey them in all things where 1 do not apprehend there is

some particular law of God to the contrary. Even in that case, I show
all the deference I can ; I endeavour to act as inoffensively as possible

;

and am ready to submit to any penalty which can by law be inflicted

upon me. Would to God every minister and member of the Church

Avere herein altogether as I am

!

VII. 1. I have considered the chief objections that have lately been

urged against the doctrines I teach. The main arguments brought

against this manner of teaching have been considered also. It remains,

to examine the most current objections, concerning the effects of this

teaching.

Many affirm, "that it does abundance of hurt; that it has had very

bad effects ; insomuch that if any good at all has been done, yet it bears

no proportion to the evil."

But, to come to particulars : "First, then, you arc disturbers of the

public peace."

What, do we either teach or raise sedition? Do we speak evil of the

ruler oi'our people ] Or do we stir them up against any of those that are

put in authority under him? Do we directly or indirectly promote fac-

tion, mutiny, or rebellion ? I have not found any man in his senses yet,

that would atlirm this.

" But it is plain, peace is broke and disturbances do arise, in conse-

quence of your preaching." I grant it. But what would you infer?

Have you never read the Bible? Have you not read, that the Prince

of Peace himself was, in this sense, a disturber of the piiblic peace?
" When he came into Jerusalem, all the city was moved," Matt, xxi, 10,

stfsiir^r], shaken as with an ear(h(iuake. And the disturbance rose higher

and higher, till " the whole nuiltitude" cried out together, " Away with

him, away with him ; crucify him, crucify him !" and Pilate gave sen-

tence it should be done. Such another disturber of the public peace

was that Stephen, even from the time he began " disputing with the

Libertines and Cyrenians," till the people " stopped their ears, and ran

upon him with one accord, and cast him out of the city and stoned him,"
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Such disturbers of the peace were all those ringleaders of the sect of
the Nazarenes, (commonly called Apostles,) who, wherever they came,
" turned the world upside down :" and above all the rest, that Paul of
Tarsus, who occasioned so much disturbance at Damascus, Acts ix, at

Antioch of Pisidia, xiii, at Iconium, xiv, at Lystra, xiv, 19, at Philippi,

xvi, at Thessalonica, xvii, and particularly at Ephesus. The conse-

quence of his preaching there was, that " the whole city was filled with

confusion." And " they all ran together with one accord, some crying

one thing, some another ;" inasmuch " as the greater part of them knew
not wherefore they were come together,"

2. And can we expect it to be any otherwise now? Although what
we preach is the Gospel of peace, yet if you will violently and illegally

hinder our preaching, must not this create disturbance ? But observe,

the disturbance begins on your part. All is peace, till you raise that

disturbance. And then you very modestly impute it to us, and lay your
etvn riot at our door

!

But of all this, our Lord hath told us before : " Think not that I am
come to send peace upon earth ;" that this will be the immediate efTect,

wherever my Gospel is preached with power. " I am not come to send
peace, but a sword ;" this (so far as the wisdom of God permits, by
whom " the hairs of your head are all numbered") will be the first con-

sequence of my coming, whenever my word turns sinners " from dark-

ness to light, from the power of Satan unto God."
I would wish all you who see this scripture fulfilled, by disturbance

following the preaching the Gospel, to remember the behaviour of that

wise magistrate at Ephesus on the like occasion. He did not lay the

disturbance to the preacher's charge, but " beckoned to the multitude,

and said, Ye men of Ephesus, ye ought to be quiet, and to do nothing

rashly. For ye have brought these men, who are neither robbers of

temples, nor yet blasphemers of your goddess ;" not convicted of any
such notorious crime, as can at all excuse this lawless violence. " But
if Demetrius hath a matter against any, the law is open, and there are

deputies," (or proconsuls, capable of hearing and deciding the cause,)
*' let them implead one another. But if ye inquire any thing concerning
other things, it shall be determined in a lawful assembly."

3. " But you create divisions in private families." Accidentally, we
do. For instance : suppose an entire family to have the form but not

the power of godliness ; or to have neither the form nor the power ; in

either case, they may in some sort agree together. But suppose, when
tViese hear the plain word of God, one or two of them are convinced,
" This is the truth ; and I have been all this time in the broad way that

leadeth to destruction :" these then will begin to mourn after God, while

the rest remain as they were. Will they not therefore of consequence
divide, and form themselves into separate parties ? Must it not be so, in

the very nature of things ? And how exactly does this agree with the

words of our Lord? " Suppose ye that I am come to send peace upon
earth ? I tell you, nay ; but rather division : for from henceforth there

shall be five divided in one house, three against two, and two against

three. The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against

the father ; the mother against the daughter, and the daughter against

the mother ; the mother-in-law against the daughter-in-law, and the
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daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law," Luke xii, 51-53. "And
the foes of a man shall be they of his own household," Matt, x, 36.

Thus it was from the very beginning. For is it to be supposed that

a Heathen parent would long endure a Christian child, or that a Heathen
husband would agree with a Christian wife 1 unless either the believing

wife could gain her husband ; or the unbelieving husband prevailed on
the wife to renounce her way of worshipping God ; at least, unless she
would obey him in going no more to those societies, or conventicles,

(sraipiai,) as they termed the Christian assembhes 1

4. Do you think, now, I have an eye to your easel Doubtless I

have ; for I do not fight as one that beateth the air. " Why have not I

a right to hinder my own wife or child from going to a conventicle?

And is it not the duty of wives to obey their husbands, and of children to

obey their parents 1" Only set the case seventeen hundred years back,

and your own conscience gives you the answer. What would St. Paul
have said to one whose husband forbade her to follow this way any more 1

What directions would our Saviour have given to him whose father en-
joined him not to hear the Gospel? His words are extant still : " He
that loveth father or mother more than me, is not worthy of me. And
he that loveth son or daughter more than me, is not worthy of me,"
Matt. X, 37. Nay more, " If any man cometh to me, and hateth not,"

in comparison of me, " his father, and mother, and wife, and children,

yea, and his own life, he cannot be my disciple," Luke xiv, 26.
" 0, but this is not a parallel case ! For they were Heathens ; but

I am a Christian." A Christian! Are you so? Do you understand

the word ? Do you know what a Christian is ? If you are a Christian,

you have the mind that was in Christ ; and you so walk as he also

walked. You are holy as he is holy, both in heart and in all manner of
conversation. Have you then that mind that was in Christ ? And do
you walk as Christ walked ? Are you inwardly and outwardly holy? I

fear, not even outwardly. No
;
you live in known sin. Alas ! How

then are you a Christian? What, a railer a Christian? a common
swearer a Christian? a Sabbath-breaker a Christian? a drunkard or

whoremonger a Christian? Thou art a Heathen barefaced ; the wrath

of God is on thy head, and the curse of God upon thy back. Thy
damnation slumbereth not. By reason of such Christians it is that the

holy name of Christ is blasphemed. Such as thou they are that cause

the very savages in the Indian woods to cry out, " Christian much
drunk ; Christian beat men ; Christian tell lies ; devil Christian ! Me
no Christian."

And so thou wilt direct thy wife and children in the way of salvation

!

Wo unto thee, thou devil Christian ! Wo unto thee, thou blind leader

of the blind ! What wilt thou make them ? two-fold more the children

of hell than thyself? Be ashamed. Blush, if thou canst blush. Hide
thy face. Lay thee in the dust. Out of the deep cry unto God, if

haply he may hear thy voice. Instantly smite upon thy breast. Who
knoweth but God iTiay take, thee out of the belly of hell?

5. But you are not one of these. You fear God, and labour to have
a conscience void of offence. And it is from a principle of conscience

that you restrain your wife and children from hearing false doctrine.

—

But how do you know it is false doctrine ? Have you heard for your-
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self? Or, if you have not heard, have you carefully read what we have

occasionally answered for ourselves? A man of conscience cannot

condemn any one unheard. This is not common humanity. Nor will

he refrain from hearing what may be the truth, for no better reason than

fear of his reputation. Pray observe, I do not say, every man, or any

man, is obliged in conscience to hear us : but I do say, every man in

England who condemns us is obliged to hear us first. This is only

common justice, such as is not denied to a thief or a murderer. Take
your choice therefore : either hear us, or condemn us not ; either speak

nothing at all, or hear before you speak.

But suppose you have both read and heard more than you like : did

you read and hear fairly? Was not you loaden with prejudice? Did
you not read or hear, expecting no good

;
perhaps, desiring to find fault?

If so, what wonder you judge as you do! What a poor mock trial is

this ! You had decided the cause in your own breast before you heard

one word of the evidence. And still do yoii talk of acting out of con-

science ? yea, a conscience void of offence ?

We will put the case farther yet. Suppose your censure was just,

and this was actually false doctrine. Still every one must give an

account of himself to God ; and you cannot force the conscience of any
one. You cannot compel another to see as you see

;
you ought not to

attempt it. Reason and persuasion are the only weapons you ought to

use, even toward your own wife and children. Nay, and it is impossi-

ble to starve them into conviction, or to beat even truth into their head.

You may destroy them in this way, but cannot convert them. Remem-
ber what our own poet has said :

—

By force beasts act, and are by force restrain'd

;

Tlie human niind by gentle means is gain'd.

Thou canst not take what I refuse to yield

;

Nor reap the harvest, though thou spoil'st the field.

6. Every reasonable man is convinced of this. And perhaps you do

not concern yourself so much about the doctrine, but the mischief that

is done : " How many poor families are starved, ruined, brought to

beggary !" By what ? Not by contributing a penny a week, (the usual

contribution m our societies,) and letting that alone when they please,

when there is any shadow of reason to suppose they cannot afford it.

You will not say any are brought to beggary by this. Not by gifts to

me ; for I receive none ; save (sometimes) the food I eat. And public

collections are nothing to me. That it may evidently appear they are

not, when any such collection is made, to clothe the poor, or for any

other determinate purpose, the money is both received and expended

before many witnesses, without ever going through my hands at all.

And then, likewise, all possible regard is had to the circumstances of

those who contribute any thing. And they are told over and over, " If

there be a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath."

But where are all these families that have been brought to beggary ?

How is it that none of them is forthcoming? Are they all out of town ?

Then, indeed, I am in no danger of clearing myself from their indict-

ment. It is the easiest thing of a thousand, for one at Newcastle to say

that I have beggared hun and all his kindred. If one of the long-bearded

men on Tyne Bridge were to say so just now, I could not readily con-
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fnte him. But why will you not bring a few of these to tell me so to

mv face ? I have not found one that would do this yet. They pray you
would have them excused.

I remember a man coming to me with a doleful countenance, putting

himself into many lamentable postures, gaping as wide as he could, and
pointing to his mouth, as tliough he would say he could not speak. I

inquired of his companion, what was the matter ; and was informed, he

had fallen into the hands of the Turks, who had used him in a barbarous

manner, and cut out his tongue by the roots. I believed him. But

when the man had had a cheerful cup, he could find his tongue as well

as another. I reflected, How is it that I could so readily believe that

tale ? The answer was easy :
" Because it was told of a Turk." My

friend, take knowledge of your own case. If you had not first took me
for a Turk, or something equally bad, you could not so readily have

believed that tale.

7. " But can it be, that there is no ground at all for a report, which is

in every one's mouth 1" I will simply tell you all the groimd which I

can conceive. I believe many of those who attend on my ministry have

less of this world's goods than they had beibre, or, at least, might have

had if they did not attend it. This fact I allow ; and it may be easily

accounted for in one or other of the following ways :

—

First. I frequently preach on such texts as these :
" Having food

and raiment, let us be content therewith." " They who desire to be

rich, fall into temptation and a snare, and many foolish and hurtful lusts,

which drown men in destruction and perdition." " Lay not up for your-

selves treasures upon earth, where the rust and moth doth corrupt, and

where thieves break througli and steal. But lay up for yourselves trea-

sures in heaven, where neither rust nor moth doth corrupt, and where
thieves do not break through and steal."

Now, should any of those who are labouring by all possible means
" to lay up treasure upon earth," feel these words, they would not
" enlarge their desires as hell," but bo " content with such things as

they had." They then probably might not heap up so much for their

heirs as otherwise they would have done. Those would therefore have
less than if they had not heard me ; because they would grasp at less.

Secondly. Wherever the Gospel takes effect, "the foes of a man will

be those of his own household." By this means then some who hear

and receive it with joy will be poorer than they were before. Their

domestic foes will, in many cases, hinder, embroil, and disturb the course

of their affairs. And their relations, who assisted them before, or pro-

mised at least so to do, will probably withdraw or deny that assistance,

unless they will be advised by them : perhaps their nearest relations ; it

being no new thing, for parents to disown their children, if " after the

way which they call heresy, these worship the God of their fathers."

Hence, therefore, some have less of this world's goods than they had in

times past, either because they earn less, or because they receive less

from them on whom they depend.

Thirdly. It is written, that " those who received not the mark of the

beast, either on ihcur foreheads, or in their right hands," either openly or

secretly, were not pormitt<Ml "to buy or sell any more." Now, whatever

the niystery contained herein may be, I apprehend the plain mark of the
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Deast is wickedness; iuwaid andoutwardunholiness; vliatever is secretly

or openly contrary to justice, mercy, or truth. And certain it is, the

time is well nigh come when those who have not this mark can neither

buy nor sell, can scarce follow any profession so as to gain a subsist-

ence thereby. Therefore, many of those who attend on my ministry

are, by this means, poorer than before. They will not receive the mark
of the beast, either on their forehead or in their hand ; or, if they had
received it before, they rid themselves of it as soon as possible. Some
cannot follow their former way of Ufe at all

; (as [)awnbrokers, smug-
glers, buyers or sellers of uncustomed goods ;)—others cannot follow it

as they did before ; for they cannot oppress, cheat, or defraud their

neighbour ; they cannot lie, or say what they do not mean ; they must

now speak the truth from their heart. On all these accounts, they have

less of this world's goods ; because they gain less than they did before.

Fourthly. " All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall sutler per-

secution ;" if in no other way, yet at least in this, that " men will by

revilings persecute them, and say all manner of evil against them falsely,

for his sake." One unavoidable effect of this will be, that men whose
subsistence depends on their daily labour will be often in want, for few

Avill care to employ those of so bad a character ; and even those who
did employ them before, perhaps for many years, will employ them no

more ; so that hereby some may indeed be brought to beggary.

8. What, does this touch Tjoti ? Are you one of those " who will have

nothing to do with those scandalous wretches?" Perhaps you will say,

" And who can blame me for it? May I not employ whom I please?"

We will weigh this :—You employed A. B. for several years. By your

own account he was an honest, diligent man. You had no objection to

him but his following " this way." For this reason you turn him ofi".

In a short time, having spent his little all, and having no supply, he

wants bread. So does his family too, as well as himself. Before he

can get into other business to procure it, through want of convenient

food to eat, and raiment to put on, he sickens and dies. This is not an

imaginary scene. I have known the case, though too late to remedy it.

" And what then ?" What then ! you are a murderer !
" O earth,

cover not thou his blood !" No ; it doth not. " The cry thereof hath

entered into the ears ofthe Lord God of Sabaoth." And God requireth

it at your hands ; and will require it in an hour when you think not.

For you have as effectually murdered that man, as if you had stabbed

him to the heart.

It is not I then who ruin and starve that family ; it is you ;
you who

call yourself a Protestant ! you who cry out against the persecuting spirit

of the Papists ! Ye fools, and blind ! AVhat are ye better than they ?

Why, Edmund Bonner would have starved the heretics in prison; whereas

you starve them in their own houses

!

And all this time you talk of liberty of conscience ! Yes, liberty for

such a conscience as your own ; a conscience past feeling
;

(for sure it

had some once ;) a conscience " seared with a hot iron !" Liberty to

serve the devil, according to your poor, hardened conscience, you allow;

but not liberty to serve God 1

Nay, and what marvel? W hosoever thou art that readest this, and

feelest in thy heart a real desire to serve God, I wai-n thee, expect no
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liberty for thy conscience from him that hath no conscience at all. All

ungodly, unthankful, unholy men ; all villains, of whatever denomination,

will have liberty indeed all the world over, as long as their master is

•' god of this world :" but expect not liberty to worship God in spirit

and in truth, to practise pure and undeiiled religion, (unless the Lord
should work a new thing in the earth,) from any but those who them-
selves love and serve God.

9. " However, it is plain you make men idle : and this tends to beg-
gar their families." This objection having been continually urged for

some years, I will trace it from the foundation.

Two or three years after my return from America, one Captain Robert
Williams, of Bristol, made affidavit before the then mayor of the city,

that " it was a common report in Georgia, Mr. Wesley took people off"

from their work and made them idle by preaching so much."
The fact stood thus : At my first coming to Savannah, the generality

of the people rose at seven or eight in the morning. And that part of

them, who were accustomed to work, usually worked till six in the even-

ing. A few of them sometimes worked till seven ; which is the time
of sunset there at midsummer.

I immediately began reading prayers, and expounding the Second
lesson, both in the morning and evening. The morning service began
at five, and ended at or before six : the evening service began at seven.

Now, supposing all the grown persons in the town had been present

every morning and evening, would this have made them idle ? Would
they hereby have had less, or considerably more, time for working ?

10. The same rule I follow now, both at London, Bristol, and New-
castle-upon-Tyne ; concluding the service at every place, winter and
summer, before six in the morning ; and not ordinarily beginning to

preach till near seven in the evening.

Now, do you who make this objection work longer, throughout the

year, than from six to six ? Do you desire that the generality of people

should ? or can you count them idle that work so long ?

Some few are indeed accustomed to work longer. These I advise

not to come on week-days; and it is apparent that they take this advice,

unless on some rare and extraordinary occasion.

But I hope none ofyou who turn them out of their employment have
the confidence to talk of my making them idle ! Do you (as the

homely phrase is) cry wh— first? I admire your cunning, but not your
modesty.

So far am I from either causing or encouraging idleness, that an idle

person, known to be such, is not suffered to remain in any of our soci-

eties ; we drive him out, as we would a thief or a murderer. " To
show all possible diligence," (as well as (Vugality,) is one of our stand-

ing rules ; and one, concerning the observance of which we continually

make the strictest inquiry.

11. " But you drive them out of their senses. You make them mad."
Nay, then they are idle with a vengeance. This objection, therefore,

being of the utmost importance, deserves our deepest consideration.

And, First, I grant, it is my earnest desire to drive all the world into

what you probably call madness
; (I mean, inward religion ;) to make

Iheni just as mad as Paul when he was so accounted by Festus.
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The counting all things on earth but dung and dross, so we may win
Christ ; the trampling under foot all the pleasures of the world ; the

seeking no treasure but in heaven ; the having no desire of the praise of
men, a good character, a fan- reputation ; the being exceeding glad when
men revile us, and persecute us, and say all manner of evil against us
falsely ; the giving God thanks, when our father and mother forsake us,

when we have neither food to eat, nor raiment to put on, nor a friend

but what shoots out bitter words, nor a place where to lay our head

:

this is utter distraction in your account ; but in God's it is sober, rational

religion ; the genuine fruit, not of a distempered brain, not of a sickly

imagination, but of the power of God in the heart, of victorious love,
" and of a sound mind."

12. I grant, Secondly, it is my endeavour to drive all I can into what
you may term another species of madness, which is usually preparatory

to this, and which I term repentance or conviction.

I cannot describe this better than a writer of our own has done. I

will therefore transcribe his words :

—

" When men feel in themselves the heavy burden of sin, see damnation
to be the reward of it, and behold with the eye of their mind the horror
of bell ; they tremble, they quake, and are inwardly touched with sorrow-
fulness of heart, and cannot but accuse themselves, and open their grief

unto Almighty God, and call unto him for mercy. This being done
seriously, their mind is so occupied, partly with sorrow and heaviness,
partly with an earnest desire to be delivered from this danger of hell and
damnation, that all desire of meat and drink is laid apart, and loathsome-
ness (or loathing) of all wordly things and pleasure cometh in place. So
that nothing then liketh them, more than to weep, to lament, to mourn,
and both with words and behaviour of body to show themselves weary
of life."

Now, what, if your wife, or daughter, or acquaintance, after hearing

one of these field preachers, should come and tell you, that they saw
damnation before them, and beheld with the eye of their mind the horror

of hell ? What, if they should " tremble and quake," and be so taken

up " partly with soitow and heaviness, partly with an earnest desire to

be delivered from this danger of hell and damnation, as to weep, to

lament, to mourn, and both with words and behaviour to show themselves

weary of life ;" would you scruple to say, that they were stark mad
;

that these fellows had driven them out of their senses ; and that what-

ever writer it was that talked at this rate, he was fitter for Bedlam than

any other place 1

You have overshot yourself now to some purpose. These are the

very words of our own Church. You may read them, if you are so

inclined, in the first part of the " Homily on Fasting." And conse-

quently, what you have peremptorily determined to be mere lunacy and

distraction, is that " repentance unto life," which, in the judgment both

of the Church and of St. Paul, is " never to be repented of."

13. I grant. Thirdly, that extraordinary circumstances have attended

this conviction in some instances. A particular account of these I have

frequently given. While the word of God was preached, some persons

have dropped down as dead ; some have been, as it were, in strong

convulsions ; some roared aloud, though not with an articulate voice

;

and others spoke the anguish of their souls.
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This, I suppose, you believe to be perfect madness. But it is easily

accounted lor, either on principles oi" reason or Scripture.

First. On principles of reason. For, how easy is it to suppose, that

a strong, lively, and sudden apprehension of the heinousness of sin, the

wrath of God, and the bitter pains of eternal death, should affect the body

as well as the soul, during the present laws of vital union, should inter-

rupt or disturb the ordinary circulations, and put nature out of its course!

Vea, we may question, w hether, while this union subsists, it be possible

for the mind to be affected, in so violent a degree, without some or other

of those bodily symptoms following.

It is likewise easy to account for these things, on principles of Scrip-

ture. For when we take a view of them in this light, we are to add, to

the consideration of natural causes, the agency of those spirits who still

excel in strength, and, as far as they have leave from God, will not fail

to torment whom they cannot destroy; to tear those that are coming to

Christ. It is also remarkable, that there is plain Scripture precedent of

every symptom which has lately appeared. So that we cannot allow

even the conviction attended with these to be madness, without giving

up both reason and Scripture.

14. I grant. Fourthly, that touches of extravagance, bordering on

madness, may sometimes attend severe conviction. And this also is

easy to be accounted for, by the present laws of the animal economy.
For we know, fear or grief, from a temporal cause, may occasion a

fever, and thereby a delirium.

It is not strange, then, that some, while under strong impressions of

grief or fear, from a sense of the wrath of God, should for a season

forget almost all things else, and scarce be able to answer a common
question ; that some should fancy they see the flames of hell, or the

devil and his angels, around them ; or that others, for a space, should be
" afraid," like Cain, " whosoever meeleth me will slay me." All these,

and whatever less common effects may sometimes accompany this con-

viction, arc easily known from the natural distemper ofmadness, were it

only by this one circumstance,—that whenever the person convinced

tastes the pardoning love of God, they all vanish aAvay in a moment.
Lastly. I have seen one instance (I pray God I may see no more

such !) of real, lasting madness.

Two or three years since, I took one with me to Bristol, who was
under deep convictions; but of as sound an understanding in all respects,

as ever he had been in his life. I went a short journey, and, when I

came to Bristol again, found him really distracted. I incpiired particu-

larly, at what time and place, and in what manner, this disorder began.

And I believe there arc at least threescore witnesses alive, and ready to

testify what follows : When I went from l>ristol, he contracted an ac-

qviaintance with some persons, who were not of the same judgment with

me. He was soon ))rejudiccd against me : quickly after, when our

society were met together in Kingswood house, he began a vehement
invective both against my person and doctrines. In the midst of this, he
was struck raving mad. And so he continued till his friends put him
into Bedlam ; and probably laid his madness too to my charge.

15. I fear there may also bo some instances of real madness, pro-

ceeding from a different cause.
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Suppose, for instance, a person hearinf^ rue, is strongly convinced that

a liar cannot enter into the kingdom ol" heaven. lie comes home, and
relates this to his parents or Irionds, and ai)pcars to be very uneasy.

These good Christians are disturl)ed at this, and afraid he is running

mad too. They are resolved, he shall never hear any of those fellows

more ; and keep to it, in spite of all his intreaties. They will not suffer

him, when at home, to be alone, for fear he should read or pray. And
perhaps in a while they will constrain him, at least by repeated impor-

tunities, to do again the very thing for which he was convuiced the wrath

of God Cometh upon the children of disobedience.

What is the event of this '. Sometimes the Spirit of God is quenched
and departs from him. Now you have carried the point. The man is

easy as ever, and sins on without any remorse. But in other instances,

where those convictions sink deep, and the arrows of the Almighty stick

fast in the soul, you will diivc the person into real, settled madness,
before you can quench the Spirit of" (iod. I am afraid there have been
several instances of this. You have forced the man's conscience, till he
is stark mad. But then, pray do not impute tliat madness to me. Had
you left him to my direction, or rather to the direction of the Spirit of

God, he would have been tilled with love and a sound mind. But you
have taken the matter out of God's hand ; and now you have brought it

to a fair conclusion !

16. How frequent this case may be, I know not. But doubtless

most of those who make this objection, of our driving men mad, have
never met with such an instance in their lives. The common cry is

occasioned, either by those w ho are convinced of sin, or those who are

inwardly converted to God ; mere madness both, (as was observed be-

fore,) to those who are without God in the world. Yet I do not deny,

but you may have seen one in Bedlam, who said he had followed me.
But observe, a madman's saying this, is no proof of the fact ; nay, and
if he really had, it should be farther considered, that his being in Bedlam
is no sure proof of his being mad. Witness the well known case of Mr.
Periam ; and I doubt more such are to be found, l^ea, it is well if

some have not been sent thither, for no other reason, but because they

followed me ; their kind relations either concluding that they must be
distracted before they could do this ; or, perhaps hoping that Bedlam
would make them mad, if it did not find them so.

17. And it must be owned, a confinement of such a sort is as fit to

cause as to cure distraction : for what scene of distress is to be com-
pared to it ?—To be separated at once from all w ho are near and dear to

you ; to be cut off from all reasonable conversation ; to be secluded
from all business, from all reading, from every innocent entertainment

of the mind, which is left to prey wholly upon itself, and day and night

to pore over yoiu- misfortunes ; to be shut up day by day in a gloomy
cell, with only the walls to employ your heavy eyes, in the midst either

of melancholy silence, or horrid cries, groans, and laughter intermixed;

to be forced by the main strength of those

Who laugli at human nature and compassion,

to take drenches of nauseous, perhaps torturing, medicines, which you
know you have no need of now, but know not how soon you may,
possibly by the operation of these very drugs on a weak and tender
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constitution : here is distress ! It is an astonishing thing, a signal proof
of the power of God, if any creature who has his senses when the con-
finement begins, does not lose them before it is at an end !

How must it heighten the distress, if such a poor wretch, being deeply
convinced of sin, and growing worse and worse, (as he probably will,

seeing there is no medicine here for his sickness, no such physician as
his case requires,) be soon placed among the incurables ! Can imagi-
nation itself paint such a hell upon earth ? where even " hope never
comes, that comes to all !"—For, what remedy 1 If a man of sense
and humanity should happen to visit that house of wo, would he give
the hearing to a madman's tale? Or if he did, would he credit it? •' Do
we not know," might he say, " how well any of these will talk in their

lucid intervals ?" So that a thousand to one he would concern himself

no more about it, but leave the weary to wait for rest in the grave

!

18. 1 have now answered most of the current objections, particularly

such as have appeared of weight to religious or reasonable men. I have
endeavoured to show, (1.) That the doctrines I teach are no other than
the great truths of the Gospel : (2.) That though I teach them, not as I

would, but as I can, yet it is in a manner not contrary to law : and,

(3.) That the effects of thus preaching the Gospel have not been such
as was weakly or wickedly reported ; those reports being mere artifices

of the devil to hinder the work of God. Whosoever therefore ye are,

who look for God to " revive his work in the midst of the years," cry

aloud, that he may finish it nevertheless, may " cut it short in righteous-

ness." Cry to Messiah the Prince, that he may soon end the trans-

gression, that he may lift up his standard upon earth, sending by whom
he will send, and working his own work, when he pleaseth, and as he
pleaseth, till " all the kindreds of the people worship before hira," and
the earth "be full of the knowledge of the glory of the Lord !"

December 22, 1744.

AN ACT OF DEVOTION.

Behold the servant of the Lord

!

My every weak, though good design,

I wait thy guiding eye to feel, 0'errule,orchangc,asseemstheemeet;

To hear and keep thine every word, Jesus, let all the work be thine
;

To prove and do thy perfect will

;

Thy work, O Lord, is all complete,

Joyful from all my works to cease, And pleasing in thy Father's sight

;

Glad to fulfil all righteousness. Thou only hast done all things right.

Me if thy grace vouchsafe to use, Here then to thee thine own I leave,

Meanest of all thy creatures me, Mould as thou wilt the passive clay

;

The deed, the time, tlie manner choose
;

But let me all thy stamp receive,

Let all my fruit be found of thee

;

But let me ail thy words obey

;

Let all my works in thee be wrouglit, Serve witli a single heart and eye,

By thee to full perfection brought. And to thy glory live and die.
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1. 1. It is not my present design to touch on any particular opinions,

whether they are right or wrong ; nor on any of those isnialler points of
practice, which ;ue variously held by men of different persuasions ; but,

First, to point out some things which, on common principles, are con-
demned by men of every denomination, and yet found in all ; and.

Secondly, some Avherein those of each denomination are more particu-

larly inconsistent with their own principles.

And, First, it is my design, abstracting from opinions of every kind, as
well as from disputable points of practice, to mention such of those things

as occur to my mind, which are on common principles condemned, and
notwithstanding found, more or less, among men of every denomination.

2. But before I enter on this unpleasing task, I beseech you, brethren,

by the mercies of God, by whatever love you bear to God, to your coun-
try, to your own souls, do not consider who speaks, but trhat is spoken.

If it be possible, for one hour lay prejudice aside
;
give what is advanc-

ed a fair hearing. Consider simply on each head. Is this true, or is it

false? Is it reasonable, or is it not? If you ask, " But in whose judg-

ment?" I answer. In your own ; I appeal to the light of your own mind.

Is there not a faithful witness in your own breast ? By this you must
stand or fall. You cannot be judged by another man's conscience.

Judge for yourself by the best light you have ; and the merciful God
teach me and thee whatsoever we know not

!

Now. as I speak chiefly to those who believe the Scriptures, the

method I propose is this : First, to observe what account is given therein

of the Jews, the ancient Church of God, inasmuch as all these things

were written for our instruction, who say, We are now the visible Church
of the God of Israel : Secondly, to appeal to all who profess to be mem-
bers thereof, to every one who is called a Christian, how far, in each

instance, the parallel holds ; and how much we are better than they.

3. First. I am to observe what account the Scriptures give of the

Jews, the ancient Church of God. I mean, with regard to their moral
character ; their tempers and outward behaviour.

No sooner were they brought out of Egypt, than we find them " mur-
muring against God," Exod. xiv, 12 ; again, when he had just brought

them through the Red Sea " with a mighty hand and stretched out arm,"

XV, 24 ; and yet again, quickly after, in the wilderness of Zin :
" Your

murmurings," saith Moses, " are not against us, but against the Lord,"

xvi, 8. Nay, even while he was "giving them bread from heaven,"

they were still " murmuring and tempting God," xvii, 2, 3 ; and their

amazing language at that very season was, " Is the Lord among us or

not?" xvii, 7.

Vol. V. 7
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The same spirit they showed, during the Avhole forty years that he
" bore their manners in the wilderness :" a solemn testimony whereof,

" Moses spake in the ears of all the congregation of Israel," when God
Avas about to take him away from their head. " They have corrupted

themselves," saith he ;
" their spot was not of his children ; they are a

perverse and crooked generation. The Lord led Jacob about ; he

instructed him; he kept him as the apple of his eye," Deut. xxxii, 5,

10. " He made him ride on the high places of the earth, that he might

eat the increase of the fields ; then he forsook God which made him,

and lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation," verses 13, 15.

In like manner God complains long after this :
" Hear, heavens,

and give ear, O earth ! I have nourished and brought up children, and

they have rebelled against me. The ox knoweth his owner, and the

ass his master's crib ; but Israel doth not know, my people doth not

consider. Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed of evil

doers, children that are corrupters, they have forsaken the Lord, they

have provoked the Holy One of Israel," Isaiah i, 2-4. " Can a maid

forget her ornaments, or a bride her attire ? Yet my people have for-

gotten me days without number," Jer. ii, '62,

4. And " as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge," so

they had small regard to the ordinances of God :
" Even from the days

of your fathers," saith God by his Prophets, " ye are gone away from

mine ordinances, and have not kept them," Mai. iii, 7. " Ye have said,

It is vain to serve God ; and what profit is it that we have kept his

ordinances V verse 14. " Thou hast not called upon me, O Jacob ; but

thou hast been weary of me, O Israel : thou hast not brought me thy

burnt offerings, neither hast thou honoured me with thy sacrifices,"

Isaiah xliii, 22, 23, And so the Prophet himself confesses : " Thou
meetest those that remember thee in thy ways ;—but there is none that

calleth upon thy name, that stirreth up himself to take hold of thee,"

Isaiah Ixiv, 5, 7.

5. But they called upon his name by vain oaths, by perjury and blas-

phemy. So Jeremiah : " Because of swearing the land mourneth,"

xxiii, 10. " And though they say. The Lord liveth, surely they swear

falsely," v, 2. So Hosea :
" They have spoken words, swearing falsely

in making a covenaiit." So Ezekiel :
" They say. The Lord seeth us

not, the Lord hath forsaken the earth." So Isaiah :
" Their tongue and

their doings arc against the Lord, to provoke the eyes of his glory," iii, 8.

"They say, lict him make speed and hasten his work, that we may
see it; and let the counsel of the Holy One draw nigh and come, that

wc may know it," v, 19. And so Malachi : "Ye have wearied the

Lord with your words ; ye say, Every one that doeth evil is good in the

sight of the Lord, and he delighteth in them ; or. Where is the God
of judgment?" ii, 17.

6. And as they " despised his holy thinas," so they " profaned his

Sabbaths," Ezekiel xxii, S. Yea, when God sent unto them, saying,

" Take heed unto yourselves, and bear no burden on the Sabbath-day,

neither do ye any work, but hallow ye the Sabbath-day, as I command-
ed your fathers. Yet they obeyed not, neither inclined their ear, but

made their nvA-k stilf, that they might not hear, nor receive instruction,"

Jer. xvii, 21-23.

I
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Neither did they lionom- ihcir parents, or those whom God, from time

to time, appointed to be rulers over them :
" In thee" (in Jerusalem,

saith the Prophet) " they have set light by father and mother," Ezekiel
xxii, 7. And from the very day when God brought them up out of the

land of Egypt, their miuniurings, chiding, rebellion, and disobedience,

against those whom he had chosen to go before them, make the most
considerable part of their history. So that had not Moses " stood in

the gap," he had even then destroyed them from the face of the earth.

7. How much more did they afterward provoke God, by druidicnness,

sloth, and luxury! "They have erred through wine," saith the Prophet
Isaiah, " and through strong drink they are out of the way," xxviii, 7 :

which occasioned those vehement and repeated warnings against that

reigning sin : "Wo to the drunkards of t^phraim, them that are overcome
with wine !" verse 1. " The drunkards of Ephraim shall be trodden under
foot," verse 3. " Wo unto them that rise up early that they may follow

strong drink ; that continue until night, till wine inflame them !—But they

regard not the work of the Lord, neither consider the operation of his

hands," v, 11, 12. "Wo unto them that are mighty to drink wine, and
men of strength to mingle strong drink !" verse 22. " W^o to them that

are at case in Zion ; that lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch themselves
upon their couches, and eat the lambs out of the flock, and the calves

out of the midst of the stall ; that chant to the sound of the viol, and
invent to themselves instruments of music ; that drink wine in bowls,

and anoint themselves with the chief ointments : but they are not grieved

for the affliction of Joseph," Amos vi, 1,4-6. " Behold," saith Ezekiel

to Jerusalem, "this was the iniquity of thy sister Sodom, fulness of bread

and abundance of idleness was in her and in her daughters," xvi, 49.

8. From sloth and fulness of bread, lewdness naturally followed. It

was even while Moses was with them, that " the people began to com-
mit whoredom with the daughters of Moab." Yea, of the daughters of

Zion Isaiah complains :
" They walk with stretched forth necks and

wanton eyes," iii, 16. And of his people in general God complains by
Jeremiah :

" When I had fed them to the full, they assembled them-

selves by troops in the harlots' holises. They were as fed horses in the

morning : every one neighed after his neighbour's wife," v, 7, 8. "They
be all adulterers, an assembly of treacherous men," ix, 2. " The land

is full of adulterers," xxiii, 10.

Yea, and some of them were given up to unnatural lusts : thus we
read :

" The men of Gibeah beset the house," wherein the stranger

was, " and beat at the door, and spake to the master of the house, say-

ing. Bring forth the man that came into thine house, that we may know
him," Judges xix, 22. " And there were also," long after, " Sodomites

in the land," in the days of Rehoboam and of the following kings : "The
very show of whose countenance witnessed against them, and they de-

clared their sin as Sodom, they hid it not," isaiah iii, 9.

9. Ttiis was accompanied with injustice in all its forms. Thus all

the prophets testify against them : " The Lord looked for judgment, but

behold oppression ; for righteousness, but behold a cry," Isaiah v, 7.

" Thou hast taken usury and increase ; thou hast greedily gained of thy

neighbour by extortion.—Behold, I have smitten my hand at thy dis-

honest gain which thou hast made," Ezekiel xxii, 12, 13. "*' The
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balances of deceit are in Jacob's hand ; he loveth to oppress," Hosea
xii, 7. " Are there not yet the scant measure that is abominable, the

wicked balances, and the bag of deceitful weights?" Micah vi, 10, 11,

" He that departeth from evil maketh himself a prey. And the Lord
saw it, and it displeased him, that there was no judgment," Isaiah lix, 15.

" The wicked devoureth the man that is more righteous than he. They
take up all of them with the angle, they catch them in their net and

gather them in their drag," liab. i, 13, 15. " They covet fields, and

take them by violence ; and houses, and take them away," Micah ii, 2.

They "pull off the robe with the garment from them that pass by secure-

ly," verse 8. " They have dealt by oppression with the stranger ; they

have vexed the fatherless and the widow," Ezekiel xxii, 7. " The peo-

ple of the land have used oppression, and exercised robbery, and have

vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrong-

fully," verse 29. " Their works are works of iniquity, and the act of

violence is in their hands," Isaiah lix, 6. " Judgment is turned away
backward, and justice standeth afar off; for truth is fallen in the street,

and equity cannot enter," verse 14.

10. Truth indeed was fallen, as well as justice : "Every mouth,"

saith Isaiah, " speaketh folly," ix, 17. " This is a rebellious people,

lying children," xxx, 9. Their " lips have spoken lies and muttered

peiverseness. None calleth for justice, nor any pleadeth for truth

:

they trust in vanity, and speak lies," lix, 3, 4. This occasioned that

caution of Jeremiah :
" Take ye heed every one of his neighbour, and

trust ye not in any brother ; for every brother will utterly supplant,

and every neighbour will walk with slanders. And they will deceive

every one his neighbour, and will not speak the truth ; they have taught

their tongue to speak lies, and weary themselves to commit iniquity,"

ix, 4, 5.

11. And even those who abstained from these gross outward sins

were still inwardly corrupt and abominable :
" The whole head was sick,

and the whole heart was faint
;
yea, from the sole of the foot even unto

the head there was no soundness, but wounds and bruises and putrefying

sores," Isaiah i, 5, 6. " All these nations," saith God, " are uncircum-

cised ; and all the house of Israel are imcircumcised in heart," Jer. ix,

26. " Their heart is divided," Ilosea x, 2. " They have set up their

idols in their heart ; they are all estranged from me through their idols,"

Ezekiel xiv, 3, 5.

Their so(d still " clave unto the dust." They " laid up treasures upon
earth." " From the least of them," saith Jer<'miah, " even unto the

greatest, every one is given to covetousness," vi, 13. " They panted

after the dust of the earth," Amos ii, 7. " They laded themselves with

thick clay," Ilab. ii, 6. " They joined house to house, luid laid field to

field, until there was no place," Isa. v, 8. Yea, they " enlarged their de-

sires as hell :" they were "as death, and could not be satisfied," Ilab. ii, 5.

12. And not only for their covetousness, but for their pride of heart,

were they an abomination to the Lord : " The pride of Israel," saith

Hosea, " doth testify to his face," vii, 10. " Hear ye, give ear," saith

Jeremiah, " be not proud.—Give glory to the Lord your God," xiii, 15,

16. But they would not be reproved; they were still "wise in their

own eyes, and prudent in their own sight;" Isa. v, 21 ; and continually
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saying to their neighbour, " Stand by thyself, come not near to me ; for

I am holier than thou !" Isaiah Ixv, 5.

They added hypocrisy to their pride :
" This people," saith God him-

self, " draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do honour me,
but have removed their hearts far from me," Isa. xxix, 13. " They have
not cried unto me with their heart, when they howled upon their beds,"

Hosea viii, 14, "They return, but not to the Most High; they arc

like a deceitful bow," vii, 16. " They did but flatter him with their

mouth, and dissemble with him in their tongue," Psalm Ixxviii, 36. So
that herein they only " })rofaned the holiness of the Lord." " And this

have ye done again," saith Malachi, " covering the altar of the Lord
with tears, with weeping, and with crying out, insomuch that he regard-

eth not the oflering any more," ii, 11, 13.

13. This God continually declared to those formal worshippers, that

their outside religion Avas but vain :
" To what purpose is the multitude

ofyour sacrifices saith the Lord 1 I am full of the burnt offerings of rams,

and I dehght not in the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or of he-goats.

Bring no more vain oblations : incense is an abomination unto me ; the

new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with

;

it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting.—When you spread forth your

hands, I will hide mine eyes from you
;
yea, when ye make many prayers,

I will not hear," Isaiah i, 11, 13, 15. " He that killeth an ox is as if he

slew a man ; he that sacrificeth a lamb, as if he cut off a dog's neck,"

Ixvi, 3. " When they fast, I will not hear their cry ; and when they offer

an oblation, I will not accept," Jer. xiv, 12. " Go ye, serve your idols,

if ye will not hearken unto me ; but pollute ye my holy name no more
with your gifts," Ezekiel xx, 39.

14. Yet all this time were they utterly careless and secure ; nay, con-

fident of being in the favour of God : they were at ease ; they " put far

away the evil day," Amos vi, 1, 3. Even when God had " poured his

anger upon Israel, it set him on fire round about, yet he knew it not;

it burned him, yet he laid it not to heart," Isaiah xhi, 25. " A deceived

heart had turned him aside, that he co\dd not say. Is there not a lie in

my right hand?" xliv, 20. So far from it, that at this very time they

said, " We are innocent, we have not sinned," Jer. ii, 35, 37. " We
are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us," viii, 8. " The temple of

the Lord, the temple of the Lord, are we," vii, 4.

15. Thus it was that they hardened themselves in their wickedness :

" They are impudent children," saith God, " and stiff-hearted," Ezekiel

ii, 4. " Were they ashamed when they had committed abomination ?

Nay, they were not at all ashamed, neither could they blush," Jer, vi, 15.

" I have spread out my hand all the day to a rebellious people, that pro-

voketh me to anger continually to my face," Isa. Ixv, 2, 3. " They will

not hearken unto me, saith the Lord ; lor all the house of Israel are

impudent and hard-hearted," Ezekiel iii, 7. " Since the day that their

fathers came forth out of the land of Egypt unto this day, I have sent

unto them all my servants the prophets, rising up early and sending them

:

yet they hearkened not unto me, nor inclined their ear, but hardened

their neck ; they did worse than their fathers," Jer. vii, 25, 26.

They were equally hardened against mercies and judgments : when
lie " gave them rain, both the former and the latter in his season ;"
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when "he reserved uulo them the appointed weeks ofthe harvest,'' filhng

then- hearts uith food and gladness, stdl none of this " revolting and

rebelhous people said, Let r.s now Tear the Lord our God ;" Jer. v, 23,

24 ; nor yd did " they turn unto him wlien he smote them," Isaiali ix,

13. " In tlidt day did the Lord call to weeping and to mourning: and

behold joy and gladness, eating flesli and drinking wine ; let us eat and

drink, ior to-morrow we sliall die," Isaiah xxii, 12, 13. Although "he
consumed them, yet they refused to receive instruction ; they made their

faces harder than a rock.—None rejjcnted him, but every one turned to

his course, as a horse rusheth into tlie battle," Jer. v, 3 ; viii, 6. " I

have given you want of bread in all your places, yet have ye not returned

unto me, saith the Lord. I have also withliolden the rain from you

when there were yet three months unto the harvest. I have smitten

you with blasting and mildew : your gardens and your vineyards, the

palmer worm devoured. I have sent among you the pestilence after the

manner of Egypt
;
your young men have I slain with the sword. I have

overthrown some of you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and

ye were as a firebrand plucked out of the burning
;
yet have ye not

returned unto me, saith the Lord," Amos iv, 6-11.

16. In consequence of their resolution not to return, they would not

endure sound doctrine, or those that spake it : they " said to the seers,

See not ; and to the prophets. Prophesy not unto us right things, speak

unto us smooth things, cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from

before us," Isaiah xxx, 10, 11. "But they hated him that rebuked in

tiie gate, and they abhorred him that spake uprightly," Amos v, 10.

Accordingly, " Thy people," saith God to Ezckiel, " still are talking

against thee by the walls, and in the doors of the houses," xxxiii, 30.

" And Amaziah the priest sent to Jeroboam, king of Israel, saying,

Amos hath conspired against thee in the midst of the house of Israel;

the land is not able to bear all his words. Also Amaziah said unto

Amos, Go, flee thee away into the land of Judah, and prophesy there.

But prophesy not again any more at Jiethel, ior it is the king's chapel,

and it is the king's court," vii, 10, 12, 13. From the same spirit it was
that they said of"Jeremiah, " Come, and let us devise devices against him.

—Come, and let us smite him with the tongue, and let us not give heed

to any of his words," xviii, 18. Hence it was that he was constrained

to cry out, " O Lord, I am in derision daily ; every one mocketh me.

Since I spake, the word of the liord was made a reproach unto me, and

a derision daily: for I hoard the defaming of many : fear on every side:

Report, say they, and we will report it. All jny familiars watched for

mv halting ; saying, Peradventure ho will be enticed, and we shall pre-

vail against him, and we sliall take our revenge on him," xx, 7, S, 10.

And elsewhere, " Wo is me, my mother, that thou hast borne mc a

man of strife and a man of contention to the whole earth ! I have neither

lent on usury, nor men have lent to me on usury
; yet eveiy one of them

doth curse me," xv, 10.

17. But " if a man walking in the spirit of falsehood do lie," saith the

prophet Micah, "saying, T will jMophesy unto thee of wine and strong

vlrink, he shall even be the prophet of ibis people," ii, 11. And God
gave them pastors alter their own hearts; such were those sons of Eli,

"sons of Belial, who knew not the Jjord ;" 1 Sam. ii, 12; rapacious,
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covetous, violent men ; verses 14-16 ; by reason of whom "men abhor-

red the ofTering of the Lord ;" verse 17 ; who not only " made them-
selves vile," iii, 13, but also "made the Lord's people to transgress,"

ii, 24, while they " made themselves fat with the chiefcst of all the ofler-

ings of Israel," verse 29. Such were those of whom Isaiah says, "The
priest and the prophet have erred through strong drink ; they are swallow-

ed up of wine," xxviii, 7. " Come ye, say they, I will fetch wine, and we
will fill ourselves with strong drink ; and to-morrow shall be as this day,

and much more abundant," Ivi, 12. Therefore, saith he, " The Lord
hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your
eyes : the prophets and the seers hath he covered ; and the vision of all

is become unto you as the words of a book that is sealed," xxix, 10, 11.

Such also were those of whom he saith, " His watchmen are blind, they

are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark ; sleeping,

lying down, loving to slumber. Greedy dogs, which can never have
enough, and they are shepherds that cannot understand. They all

look to their own way, every one for his gain, from his quarter," Ivi,

10, 11.

liittle better were those of whom the prophets that followed have left

us so dreadful an account :
" Both prophet and priest are profane

; yea,

in my house have I found their wickedness, saith the Lord. And from
the prophets of Jerusalem is profaneness gone forth into all the land,"

Jer. xxiii, 11,15. " Her priests have violated my law, and have profaned

my holy things : they have put no difference between the holy and the

profane, and I am profaned among them," Ezekiel xxii, 26. "If I be

a father, where is mine honour? and if I be a master, where is my fear?

saith the Lord of hosts unto you, O priests, that despise my name !"

Malachi i, 6.

Yea, some ofthem were fallen into the grossest sins :
" The company

of priests," saith Hosea, " commit lewdness : there is the whoredom of

Ephraim, Israel is defiled," vi, 9, 10. "I have seen also in the prophets

of Jerusalem," saith God by Jeremiah, " a horrible thing ; they commit
adultery and walk in lies," xxiii, 14.

18. And those who were clear of this, were deeply covetous : "Who
is there among you that would shut the doors for nought ? Neither do

ye kindle fire on my altar for nought. I have no pleasure in you, saith

the Lord of hosts," Mai. i, 10. "The priests of Zion teach for hire,

and the prophets thereof divine for money. Yet will they lean upon the

Lord, and say, Is not the Lord among us?" Micah iii, 11. " Thus
saith the Lord, The prophets bite with their teeth, and cry, Peace ; and

he that putteth not into their mouths, they even prepare war against

him," iii, 5. Therefore, " the word of the Lord came unto Ezekiel,

saying. Prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, and say. Wo be to the

shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves ! wShould not the shepherds

feed the flocks ? Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool ; but ye

feed not the flock. The diseased have ye not strengthened, neither

have ye healed that which was sick, neither have ye bound up that which

was broken, neither have ye brought again that which was driven away,

neither have ye sought that which was lost ; but with force and with

cruelty have ye ruled them. And they were scattered because there

was no shepherd ; and they became meat to all the beasts of the field.
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Yea, my flock was scattered upon all the face of the earth, and none did

search or seek after them," xxxiv, 1-6.

19. To the same effect do the other prophets declare :
" Ye are de-

parted out of the way, ye have caused many to stumble : therefore have

I also made you contemptible and base before all the people," Malachi

ii, 8, 9. " From the prophet even unto the priest, every one dealeth

falsely. They have healed also the hurt of the daughter of my people

slightly, saying, Peace, peace ; when there is no peace," Jer. vi, 13, 14.

" They prophesy lies in ray name," xiv, 14. " They say still unto them

that despise me. The Lord had said. Ye shall have peace ; and they say

unto every man that walketh after the imagination of his own heart. No
evil shall come upon you," xxiii, 17. "The prophets of Jerusalem

strengthen the hands of the evil-doers, that none doth return from his

wickedness," verse 14. " They have seduced my people ; and one

built up a wall, and lo, others claubed it with untempered mortar,"

Ezekiel xiii, 10. " With lies they have made the hearts of the righteous

sad, whom I have not made sad ; and strengthened the hands of the

wicked, that he shall not return from his wicked way, by promising him

life," verse 22. " Many pastors have destroyed my vineyard ; they have

trodden my portion under foot ; they have made my pleasant portion a

desolate wilderness," Jer. xii, 10. " There is a conspiracy of her pro-

phets in the midst of her, like a roaring lion ravening the preyj they have

devoured souls," Ezekiel xxii, 25. " Thus saith the Lord, Feed the

flock of the slaughter ; whose possessors slay them, and hold themselves

not guilty : and they that sell them say, Blessed be the Lord ; for I am
rich : and their own shepherds pity them not," Zechariah xi, 4, 5.

IL 1. Such is the general account which the Scriptures give of the

Jews, the ancient Church of God. And since all these things were
" written for our instruction," who are now the visible Church of the

God of Israel, I shall, in the next place, appeal to all who profess this,

to every one who calls himself a Christian, how far in each mstance the

parallel holds, and how much we are better than they.

And, First, Were they discontented ? Did they repine at the provi-

dence of God ? Did they say, " Ls the Lord among us or not ?" when
they were in imminent danger, or pressing want, and saw no way to

escape. And which of us can say, " I am clear from this sin : I have

washed my hands and my heart in innocency ]" Have not we who
"judge others, done the same things;" murmured and repined times

without number
;
yea, and that wlien we were not in pressing want, nor

distressed with imminent danger? Are we not in general, (our own
writers being the judges,) have we not ever been from the earliest ages,

a " repining, murmuring, discontented people ;" never lung satisfied

either with (rod or man? Surely in this we have great need to humble
ourselves before (rod ; for we are in no wise better than they.

But "Jeshurun forsook God which made him, and lightly esteemed

the Rock of his salvation." And did not England too? Ask ye of the

generations of old, inquire from the rising of tlie sun to the going down
thereof, whether there was ever a people called by his name, which had
less of " God in all their thoughts;" who, in the whole tenor of their

behaviour, showed so light an "esteem for the Rock of their salvation."

Could there ever be stronger cause for God to cry out, " Hear,
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O heavens, and give ear, O earth!" For liatli lie not " nourished and
brought us up" as his children? And yet, how have we "rebelled

against" him I If Israel of old, " ditl not know God," if his ancient

people ''did not consider," was this peculiar to them 1 Are not we also

under the very same condemnation? Do we, as a people, know God?
Do we consider him as God ? Do we tremble at the presence of his

power? Do we revere his excellent majesty? Do we remember, at

all times, " God is here ! He is now reading my heart ; he spieth out

all my ways ; there is not a word in my tongue but he knoweth it alto-

gether ?" Is this the character of us Enghsh Christians ; the mark
whereby we are known from the Heathen? Do we thus know God;
thus consider his power, his love, his all-seeing eye ? Rather, are we
not likewise a " sinful nation, who have forgotten him days without

number ; a people laden with iniquity, continually forsaking the Lord,

and provoking the Holy One of Israel?"

2. There is indeed a wide difference in this respect between the Jews
and us : they happened (if I may so speak) to forget God, because other

things came in their way ; but we design to forget him ; we do it of set

purpose, because we do not like to remember him. From the accounts

given by Jeremiah, we have reason to believe that when that people

were most deeply corrupted, yet the greatest men in the nation, the

ministers of state, the nobles and princes of Judah, talked of God some-
times, perhaps, as frequently as upon any other subject. But is it so

among us ? Rather, is it not a point of good breeding to put God far

away, out of our sight ? Is he talked of at all among the great,—the

nobles or ministers of state in England ? among any persons of rank or

figure in the world ? Do they allow God any place in their conversa-

tion ? From day to day, from year to year, do you discourse one hour
of the wonders he doeth for the children of men? If one at a gentle-

man or a nobleman's table was to begin a discourse of the wisdom,

greatness, or power of God would it not occasion, at least, as much
astonishment, as if he had begun to talk blasphemy ? And if the unbred

man persisted therein, would it not put all the company in confusion?

And what do you sincerely believe the more favourable part would say

of him when he was gone, but that, " He is a little touched in his head!"
or, " Poor man ! he has not seen the world,?"

You know this is the naked truth. But how terrible is the thought to

every serious mind ! Into what a state is this Christian nation fallen !

nay, the men of eminence, of fortune, of education ! Would not a

thinking foreigner, who should be present at such an inter\iew, be apt

to conclude, that the men of quality in England were Atheists ? that

they did not believe there was any God at all ; or, at best, but an epicu-

rean god, who sat at ease upon the circle of the heavens, and did not

concern himself about us worms of the earth ? Nay, but He under-

stands every thought now rising in your heart. And how long can you
put him out of your sight? Only till this veil of flesh is rent in sunder

;

for your pomp will not then follow you. Will not your body be mingled
with common dust, and your soul stand naked before God? O that

yoti would now " acquaint yourself with God," that you may then be
cloth?d with glory and immortality !

3, Did God complain of the Jews, "Even from the days of your
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fathers ye are gone away from mine ordinances, and have not kept

them?" And how justly may lie make the same compkiint of ns ; for

how exceeding small a proj)ortion do we find of those in any place who
call themselves Christians, that make a conscience of attending them

!

Does one third of the inhabitants in any one parish thronghout this great

city constantly attend public prayer, and the ministry of his word, as of

conscience toward God 1 Does one tenth of those who acknowledge

it is an institution of Christ duly attend the Lord's Supper ? Does a

fiftieth part of the nominal members of the Church of England observe

the fasts of the Church, or so much as the forty days of Lent, and all

Fridays in the year ? Who of these, then, can cast the first stone at

the Jews for neglecting the ordinances of God ?

Nay, how many thousands are found among us who have never par-

took of the Supper of the Lord ! How many thousands are there that

live and die in this unrepented disobedience ! What multitudes, even

in this Christian city, do not attend any public worship at all ; no, nor

spend a single hour from one year to another, in privately pouring out

their hearts before God ! Whether God " meeteth him that remember-

eth him in his ways," or not, is no concern of theirs : so the man eats

and drinks, and " dies as a beast dieth :"

Drops into tlie dark, and disappears.

It was not, therefore, of the children of Israel alone that the messenger

of God might say, "There is none" (comparatively) "that calleth upon
thy name, that stirreth himself up to take hold of thee."

4. Ye have heard that it was said to them of old time, " Because of

swearing, the land mourneth." But if this might be said of the land of

Canaan, how much more of this land ! In what city or town, in what

market or exchange, in what street or place of public resort, is not the

holy " name whereby we are called" taken in vain, day by day ? From
the noble to the peasant, who fails to call upon God, in this, if in no
other, way ? Whither can you turn, where can you go, without hearing

some praying to God for damnation, either on his neighbour or him-

self? cursing those, without either fear or remorse, ^i•honl Christ hath

bought to inherit a blessing

!

Arc you one of these stupid, senseless, shameless wretches, that call

so earnestly for damnation on your own soul ? What, if God should

take you at your word ? Are you " al)le to dwell with everlasting burn-

ings?" If you are, yet why should you be in haste to be in the " lake

of fire burning with brimstone?" God help you! or you wdl be there

soon enough, and long enotigh ; for that " lire is not quenched !" But
the "smoke thereof ascendeth up, day and night, for ever and ever."

And what is that important atfair, concerning which you was but now
appealing to God ? Was you " calling God to record upon your soul,"

touching your everlasting salvation ? No ; but touching the beauty of

your horse, the swiftness of your dog, or the goodness of your drink.

How is this? What notion have you of God? What do you take him
to be ?—

Idcirco stoUdam prcchel tibi vellere barham
Jupiter ?

(Thiiikcsl, Uiou lliat, God is mocked?)

What stupidity, what iufiluitiuu is this! thuswilhout either pleasure
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or profit, or praise, to set at nought Ilim that hath " all power both ui

heaven and earth!" wantonly to " provoke the eyes of his glory !"

Are yon a man of letters who are sunk so low 1 I w ill not then send

you to the inspired writers, (so called ;—perhaps you disdain to receive

instruction by them,) but the old, blind Heathen. Could you only fix

in your mind the idea he had of God, (though it is not strictly just,

unless we refer it to God made man,) you would never thus afhout him

more,

—

H, xai xuavsvjo'iv S't' otppurfi vsvffs Kpoviwv

AfjL/SpoCiai 6' apa j^airai s*£ppcj(J'avTo avaxTOS

Kparos «*' a<)avaToio* li^syav 5' eXsXigsv OXufXcTov

(Jove spake, and nodded with liis sable brow,

And huge Olympus to his centre shook.)

Shall not the very Heathen then " rise up in judgment against this

generation and condemn it ?" Yea, and not only the leai-ned Heathens

of Greece and Rome, but the savages of America ; for I never remem-
ber to have heard a wild Indian name the name of Sootaleicatee, (Him
that sitteth in heaven,) without either laying liis hand upon his breast,

or casting his eyes down to the grovmd. And you are a Christian

!

O how do you cause the very name of Christianity to be blasphemed

among the Heathen

!

5. liut is it light swearing only, (inexcusable as that is,) because of

which our " land mourneth?" May it not also be said of us, "Though
they say. The Lord liveth, sin-ely they swear falsely?" yea, to such a

degree, that there is hardly the like in any nation under heaven ; that

almost every corner of the land is tilled with wilful, deliberate perjury.

I speak not now of the perjuries which every common swearer can-

not but run into day by day : (and indeed common " swearing noto-

riously contributes to the growth of perjury ; for oaths are Uttle minded

when common use has sullied them, and every minute's repetition has

made them cheap and vulgar :") nor of those which are continually com-

mitted and often detected in our open courts of justice. Only with

regard to the latter I must remark, that they are a natural consequence

of that monstrous, shocldng manner wherein oaths are usually adminis-

tered therein ; w'ithout any decency or seriousness at all ; much less

with that awful solemnity which a rational Heathen would expect in an

immediate appeal to the gi'eat God of heaven.

I had once designed to consider all the oaths which are customarily

taken by any set of men among us. But I soon found tliis was a work

too w^eighty for-me ; so almost in infinitum [infinitely] are oaths multi-

plied in England : I suppose, to a degree which is not known in any

other nation in Europe.

What I now propose is, to instance only in a few, (but those not of small

importance,) and to show how amazingly little regard is had to what is

solenmly promised or affirmed before God.
6. This is done in part to my hands by a late author. So far as he

goes, I shall httle more than transcribe his words :

—

" When a justice of peace is sworn into the commission, he makes oath,—'that he shall do equal right to the poor and to the rich, after his cnn-

ninff, wit, and power, and after the laws and customs of the realm and
statutes thereof made, in all articles in the kind's commission to him
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directed.' What those articles are, you will find in the first assignavi-

mus of the commission: 'We have assigned you and every one of you,
jointly and severally, to keep, and cause to be kept, all ordinances and
statutes made for the quiet rule and government of our people, in all and
every the articles thereof, according to the force, form, and effect of the
same, and to chastise and punish all persons offending against any of them,
according to the form of those statutes and ordinances.' So that he is

solemnly sworn to the execution of all such statutes as the legislative

power of the nation has thought fit to throw upon his care. Such are all

those (among others) made against drunkenness, tippling, profane swear-^

ing, blasphemy, lewd and disorderly practices, and profanation of the
Lord's day. And it is hard to imagine how a justice of peace can think
himself more concerned to suppress riots or private quarrels, than he is

to levy twelve pence on a profane swearer, five shillings on a drunk-
ard, ten shillings on the public house that suffers tippling, or any other
penalty which the law exacts on vice and immorality. The same oath
binds him both to one and the other, laying an equal obligation on his

conscience. How a magistrate who neglects to punish excess, profane-
ness, and impiety, can excuse himself from the guilt of perjury, I do not
pretend to know. If he reasons fairly, he will find himself as much for-

sworn, as an evidence who being upon his oath to declare the whole
truth, nevertheless conceals the most considerable part of it. And his

perjury is so much the more infamous, as the ill example and effects of it

will be mischievous." {Mr. Disna/s First Essay, p. 30.)

7. The same author (in the preface to his Second Essay) goes on :

—

"You, gentlemen of the grand juries, take a solemn oath, that 'you
will diligently inquire, and true presentment make, of all such articles,

matters, and things as shall be given you in charge: as also, that you
will (not only present no person for envy, hatred, or malice, but) not
leave any unpresented, for fear, favour, or affection.' Now, are not the

laws against immorality and profaneness given you in charge, as well as

those against riots, felony, and treason ? Are not presentment and indict-

ment one method expressly appointed by the statutes, for the punish-
ment of drunkenness and tippling ? Are not houses of bawdry and gaming
punishable in the same courts, and, consequently, presentable by you ^

Is not the proclamation for the punishing of vice, profaneness, and
immorality always read before you as soon as you arc sworn? And does
not the judge of assize, or chairman of the bench, in the charge given

immediately after the reading it, either recite to you the particular laws
against such offences, or refer you for them to that proclamation? It is

plain from all this, that you are bound upon your oaths to present all

vice and immorality, as well as other crimes, that fall within your know-
ledge, because they are expressly given you in charge. And this you are

to do, not only when evidence is offered before you by the information of
others, but with regard to all sucli offences as you or any of you are

able, of your own personal knowledge, to present; all which you have
sworn to do impartially, without fear, favour, or affection."

I leave it now with all reasonable men to consider, how ^aw grand

jurors perform this; and, consequently, what multitudes of them, through-

out the nation, fall under the guilt of wilful perjury

!

8. The author proceeds: "I shall next address myself to you that are

constables. And to you I must needs say, that if you know your duty, it

is no thanks to us that are justices. For the oath we usually give you is

so short, and in such general terms, that it leaves with you no manner of

instruction in the particulars of the office to which you are sworn. But
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that which ought to be given you, recites part of your duty in the fol-

lowing words :

—

"
' You shall do your best endeavour, that rogues, vagabonds, and night

walkers be apprehended ; and that the statutes made for their punish-

ment be duly put in execution. You shall have a watchful eye to such

a.s shall keep any house or place where any unlawful game is used ; as

also to such as shall frequent such places, or shall use any unlawful game
there or elsewhere. You shall present all and every the offences con-

trary to the statutes made to restrain the tippling in inns, alehouses, and
other victualling houses, and for repressing of drunkenness. You shall

once in the year, during your office, present all Popish recusants. You
shall well and duly execute all precepts and warrants to you directed.

And you shall well and duly, according to your knowledge, power, and
ability, do and execute all other things belonging to the office of a consta-

ble, so long as you shall continue therein.' (p. 8.)

" Upon this, I would observe, first, that actors of plays are expressed

by name within the statute, to be taken up for vagabonds, and punished

accordingly; and that tliough a statute of Queen Elizabeth's excepts

such companies as have a license under the hand and seal of a nobleman,
yet a later statute in the reign of King James the First has taken away that

protection from them, by declaring, that ' from thenceforth no authority

to be given by any peer of the realm shall be available to free or discharge

them from the pains and punishments of that former statute.' Every
constable, therefore, in those parishes where any of these strolling play-

ers come, is bound by his oath, to seize upon, correct, and send them
packing without delay.

•' The next part of your oath obliges you to keep a watchful eye on
such houses that keep and such persons as use unlawful gaming. The
statute directs you weekly, or at least monthly, to search within your
liberties all houses or places suspected of this offence, and, upon discov-

ering, to bring them to punishment. Upon this article, I would observe.

(1.) That the law makes some allowance for artificers, husbandmen,
apprentices, labourers, and servants, to play in Christmas, but at no other

time of the year; and, (3.) That all sports and pastimes whatsoever are

made unlawful upon the Lord's day, by a statute of King Charles II.

You are therefore bound upon oath, to bring to punishment such as are

guilty of profaning that day by any sports or pastimes whatsoever.
" The following parts of your oath are, (1.) That you shall present all

and every the offences of tippling and drunkenness that come to your
knowledge. (2.) That you shall once in the year present all Popish recu-

sants ; nay, and by the statute on which your oath is grounded, you are

obliged once a year to present in session all those within your parishes

who (not being Dissenters) come not once in a month, at least, to church.

And, (3.) That you shall well and duly execute all precepts and warrants

to you directed. I believe no constable will pretend to be ignorant of

this. How is it then, that when we send out warrants, to levy on offend-

ers for swearing, drunkenness, and the like, those warrants are so ill

obeyed ? Are you not sworn to execute these as well as any other, and
that duly too, according to the tenor of your precept? Your precept tells

you, You shall demand such a sum ; and if the offender wilJ not pay, you
shall levy it by distress of his goods ; and if no distress can be taken, you
are then only to set him in the stocks ; otherwise you have no authority

so to do ; nor is the setting him in the stocks, when you might have dis-

trained, any execution of your precept.
" The last part of your oath is in general terms : that you shall well

and duly, according to your knowledge, power, and ability, do and exe-

cute all other things belonging to the office of a constable. I shall instance

in some things which certainly belong to your office, because you, and
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none else, can do them. (1.) A constable may, without a warrant, appre-
hend any [)orsons, and carry them before a justice, who arc driving carts,

horses, or cattle on the Lord's day. (2.) Such as he shall find at sports

and pastimes on that day. (3.) Such as he shall find tippling in public
houses. (4.) Shopkeepers selling, or exposing goods to sale, on the Lord's
day. And, Lastly, such as he shall find drunk or blaspheming, or pro-
fanely swearing or cursing.

"Thus I have shown you, in part, what belongs to your ofiice: it

is well, if, according to the tenor of your oath, you duly, according to

your knowledge and ability, do and execute all these things. But
remember, that, if you do not, if you neglect any of them, you arc for-

sworn."

Now let all men judge, how many constables in England are clear of

wilful perjury

!

9. " I will now," he goes on, " address myself to churchwardens.
Your oath is, ' that you shall well and truly execute the office of a church-
warden, for the ensuing year; and, to the best of your skill and know-
ledge, present such persons and things as are presentable by the ecclesi-

astical laws of this realm.' I shall set down only a few of these.
" Tlie statute of King James I. obliges you to present, once a year, all

monthly absenters from chin-ch.
" The ninetieth canon enjoins you, first to admonish, and then, if they

reform not, to present, all your parishioners who do not duly resort to

church on Sundays, and there continue the whole lime of divine service.

On this article observe, (1.) That a person's being absent from church, is

ground sufficient for you to proceed. (2.) That you are not only to pre-
sent those who do not come to church, but also those that behave irreve-

rently or indecently there, either walking about or talking; all who do
not abide there, orderly and soberly, the whole tiine of service and ser-

mon, and all that loiter away any part of that time in the churchyard or
in tlie fields.

" The one hundred and twelfth canon enjoins you, within forty days
after Easter, to exliibit to the bishop, or his chancellor, the names of all

above tlie age of sixteen, within your parish, that did not receive the
communion.

" Other statutes oblige you to present drunkenness, tippUng, and public
houses suffering persons to tipple in them.

" And the one hundred and ninth canon binds you to present all man-
ner of vice, profaneness, and debauchery, requiring you faithfully to

present all and every the offenders in adultery, whoredom, drunkenness,
profane swearing, or any otlicr uncleanness and wickedness of life. It is

therefore a part of that office to which you are solemnly sworn, to pre-
sent, not only all drunkenness and tippling, but profane swearing, lewd-
ness, and whatsoever else is contrary to Christian piety. So that if you
know any of your parishioners, be his quality or circumstances what
tliey will, that is guilty of any of these, you are ol)]iged to present him
at the next visitation, or you are yourselves guilty of perjury. And the
twenty-sixtti canon expresses such an abhorrence of a churchwarden's
neglect in this niatter, that it forbids the minister, in any wise, to admit
you to the holy comnmnion, ' who,' as tlie words of the canon arc, ' hav-
ing taken your oaths to present all such offences in your several parishes,

shall, notwithstanding your said oaths, either in neglecting or refusing to

present, wittingly and willingly, desperately and irreligiously, incur the

iiorrid guilt of perjury.'

"

And who is clear? I appeal to every minister of a parish, lioni one

cud of England to the otlicr, how many churchwardens have you known,
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in twenty, tliirty, forty years, who did not thus " desperately and irreli-

giously incur the horrid guilt of perjury?"

10. I proceed to perjuries of another kind. The oath taken by all

captains of ships, every time they return from a trading voyage, runs in

these terms :

—

" I do swear, tliat tlie entry above written, now tendered and subscrib-

ed by me, is a just report of tlic name of my ship, its burden, bulk, pro-

perty, number and country of mariners, the present master and voyage

;

and that it doth farther contain a true account of my lading, with the

particular marks, numbers, quantity, quality, and consignment of all the

goods and merchandises in my said ship, to the best of my knowledge

;

and that I have nut broke bulk, or delivered any goods out of my said

ship, since her loading in. So help me God."

These words are so clear, express, and unambiguous, that they re-

quire no explanation. But who takes this plain oath, without being

kiioivin<^ly and deUberalel
ij
forsworn ? Does one captain in fifty ? Does

one in five hundred ? May we not go farther yet? Are there five captains

of vessels now in London, who have not, at one time or another, by this

very oath, which they knew to be false when they took it, incurred the

guilt of wilful perjury?

11. The oath which all officers of his majesty's customs take, at their

admission into the oflicc, runs thus :

—

" I do swear to be true and faithful in the execution, to the best of my
knowledge and power, of the trust committed to my charge and inspec-

tion, in the service of his majesty's customs; and that I will not take or

receive any reward or gratuity, directly or hidirectly, other than my
salary, or what is or shall be allowed me from the crown, or the regular

fees established by law, for any service done or to be done in the execu-

tion of my employment in the customs, on any account whatsoever. So
help me God."

On this it may be observed, (1.) That there are regular fees, " estab-

lished by law," for some of these officers : (2.) That the rest do hereby

engage not to take or receive " any reward or gratuity, directly or indi-

rectly," other than their salary or allowance from the crown, " on any

account whatsoever."

How do the former keep this solemn engagement ? they whose fees

are " established by law ?" Do they take those established fees,^and no

more ? Do they not " receive any farther gratuity," not " on any account

whatsoever?" If they do, they are undeniably guilty of wilful perjury.

And do the latter take no fees at all ? Do they receive " no reward

or gratuity, for any service done, or to be done, in the execution of their

employment?" Do they not take any money, " directly or indirectly, on

any account whatsoever?" Every time they do receive either more or

less, they also are flatly forsworn.

Yet who scruples either the one or the other ? either the taking a larger

fee than the law appoints ; or the taking any fee, large or small, which

is offered, even where the law appoints none at all ?

What innumerable perjuries, then, are here committed, over and over,

day by day ! and without any remorse ; without any shame ; without

any fear either of God or man !

12. I will produce but one instance more. The oatli of one who
votes for a member of parliament is this :

—
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" I do swear, I have not received or had, by myself, or of any person
whatsoever in trust for me, or for my use and benefit, directly or indi-

rectly, any sum or sums of money, office, place, or employment, gift, or
reward, or any promise or security for any money, office, employment,
or gift, in order to give my vote at this election, and that I have not before
been polled at this election. So help me God."

We may observe here, (1.) That this oath, is taken once in seven
years (if required) by all the freeholders, in every county throughout
England and Wales, as well as by all the freemen in every city and
borough-town: and, (2.) That hereby every voter swears, in words
liable to no evasion, that he has not received, directly or indirectly, any
gift or reward, or promise of any.

But, to pass over those godless and shameless wretches who frequent-

ly vote twice at one election, how few are there who can take this oath

with a conscience void of offence ! who have not received, directly or

indirectly, any gift, or promise of any ! No ! have not yoti ? If you
have received nothing else, have not you received meat or drink ? And
did you pay for the meat or drink you received ? If not, that was a gift

;

and, consequently, you are as really perjured as the man that has

received a hundred pounds.

What a melancholy prospect is then before us ! Here are almost all

the common people of any substance throughout the land, both in the

city and country, calling God to record to a known, wilful falsehood

!

13. I shall conclude this head in the Avcighty words of the author

before cited :

—

" Most of these, I am afraid, look upon their oaths as things of course,
and Utile to bo regarded. But can there be any thing in the world more
sacred than an oath ? Is it not a solemn appeal to God for your sincerity ?

And is not that very appeal an acknowledgment, that he will surely
punish falsehood? Nay, farther, is it not a calling down the vengeance
of God upon yourselves, if you ai-e false? Do you not, by laying your
hand upon the Gospel, declare that you hope for no salvation by Christ,

if you perform not what you then promise, or if what you then affirm is

not true? And do not the words, 'So help me God,' sufficiently prove,
that the intention of your oath is so ; and that if you swear false, you are
to expect no mercy from God, either in this world or the next? And do
you not personally and expressly give your consent to this heavy curse,
by kissing the book? How, then, dare any of you to venture to play
with so awful an engagement ? Is it that you think the oath of a grand-
juryman or parish officer" (of a ctaptain, an officer of the customs, or a
voter in elections) "is not as sacred and binding as that of an evidence
at the bar? What is it can make the diflerence? Both of them are
equally appeals to God, and imprecations of his vengeance upon wilful

perjury."

14. If there be, then, a God that is not mocked, what a weight of sin

lies on this nation ! and sin of no common die ; for perjury has always

been accounted one of the deepest stain. And how will any one attempt

to excuse this ? by adding blasphemy thereto ? So indeed some have

done ; saying, like <hose of old, " Tush, thou God carest not for it.

The Lord seeth" (that is, regardeth) " us not. The Lord hath forsaken

the earth." lie has left second causes to take their course, and man
" in the hand of his own counsel."

How many are they who now speak thus! according to whose minute
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philosophy the particular providence of God is utterly exploded, the hairs

of our head are no longer numbered ; and not only a sparrow, but a city,

an empire, may fall to the ground, without the will or care of our heavenly

Father. You allow, then, only a general providence. I do not under-

stand the term. Be so kind as to let me know what you mean by a
" general providence, contradistinguished from a particular one." 1

doubt you are at a loss for an answer ; unless you mean some huge,

unwieldy thing, (I suppose, resembling the primum mobile [the prime
mover] in the Ptolemaic system,) which continually whirls the whole
universe round, without affecting one thing more than another. I doubt

this hypothesis will demand more proof than you are at present able to

produce ; beside that, it is attended with a thousand difficulties, such as

you cannot readily solve. It may be, therefore, your wisest way for

once to think with the vulgar, to acquiesce in the plain scriptural account.

This informs us, that although God dwelleth in heaven, yet he still

" ruleth over all ;" that his providence extends to every individual in the

whole system of beings which he hath made ; that all natural causes of
every kind depend wholly upon his will ; and he increases, lessens, sus-

pends, or destroys their efficacy, according to his own good pleasure

;

that he uses preternatural causes at his will,—the ministry of good or of

evil angels ; and that he hath never yet precluded himself from exerting

his own immediate power, from speaking life or death into any of his

creatures, from looking a world into being or into nothing.

" Thinkest thou then, man, that thou shalt escape the judgment of"

this great God 1 0, no longer " treasure up unto thyself wrath against

the day of wrath !" Thou canst not recall what is past ; but now " keep

thyself pure," even were it at the price of all that thou hast ; and acknow-
ledge the goodness of God, in that he did not long since cut thee off, and
send thee to thy own place.

15. The Jews of old were charged by God with profaning his Sabbath

also. And do we Christians come behind them herein 1 (I speak of

those who acknowledge the obligation.) Do we call "the Sabbath a

delight, holy of the Lord, honourable ; not doing our own ways, not

finding our own pleasure, nor speaking our own words'?" Do our
" man servant and maid servant" rest thereon, and the " stranger that

is within our gates ?" Is no business, but what is really necessary, done

within our house 1 You know in your own conscience, and God knovv-

eth, that the very reverse of this is true.

But setting aside these things, which are done, as it were, by stealth,

whether by mean or honourable men ; how many are they, in every city,

as well as in this, who profane the Sabbath with a high hand ? How
many in this, that openly defy both God and the king, that break the

laws, both divine and human, by working at their trade, delivering their

goods, receiving their pay, or following their ordinary business, in one

branch or another, and " wiping their mouths and saying, I do no evil."

How many buy and sell on the day of the Lord, even in the open streets

of this city 1 How many open or (with some modesty) half open their

shops 1 even when they have not the pretence of perishable goods
;

without any pretence at all ; money is their god, and gain their godliness.

But what are all these droves in the skirts of the town, that well nigh

cover the face of the earth 1 till thev drop one after another into the

Vol. V. 'S
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numerous receptacles prepared for them in every comer. What are

these to gain by profaning the day of the Lord? Nothing at all. They
" drink in iniquity like water." Nay, many of them pay for their sin

;

perhaps great part of what should sustain their family the ensuing week.

I know not what is " finding our own pleasure, or doing our own ways,"

if this is not. What then shall we plead in your excuse 1 that " many
others do it as well as you ?" Nay, number is so far from extenuating

your fault, that it aggravates it above measure. For this is open war

against God. And a whole army of you joins together, and with one

consent, in the face of the sun, " runs upon the thick bosses of his

buckler."

16. It is once mentioned in the Prophets, "In thee" (Jerusalem)
" they have set light by father and mother." But frequent mention is

made of their setting light by their civil parents, of their murmurings and

rebellions against their governors. Yet surely our boasting against them

is excluded, even in this respect. For do not all our histories witness

such a series of mutinies, seditions, factions, and rebelUons, as are

scarce to be paralleled in any other kingdom since the world began?

And has not the wild, turbulent, ungovernable spirit of our countrymen

been continually acknowledged and lamented (as abundance of their

writings testify to this day) by the cool, rational part of the nation ?

Terrible effects whereof have been seen and felt, more or less, in every

generation.

But did this spirit exirst only in times past? Blessed be God, it is now
restrained, it does not break out ; but the traces thereof are still easy to

be found. For, whence springs this continual " speaking evil of digni-

ties ?" of all who are at the helm of public affairs ? Whence this

" speaking evil of the ruler of our people," so common among all orders

of men ? I do not include those whose province it is to inspect all the

public administrations. But is not almost every private gentleman in

the land, every clergyman, every tradesman, yea, every man or woman
that has a tongue, a politician, a settler of the stale ? Is not every car-

man and porter abundantly more knowing than the king, lords, and

commons together? able to tell you all their foibles, to point out their

faults and mistakes, and how they ought to proceed, if they will save the

nation ? Now all this has a natural undeniable tendency to mutiny and

rebellion. what need have we, above any nation upon earth, of His

continual care and protection, who alone is able to " rule the raging of

the sea, and still the madness of the people !"

17. But to proceed : Were there " drunkards in Ephraim, mighty to

drink wine, men of strength to mingle strong drink?" And are there

not in England ? Are they not the growth of every county, city, and

town therein ? These do not indeed, or not often, " rise up early, that

they may follow strong drink ;" and so " continue till night, till wine

inflame them." They have found a readier way ; namely, to begin at

night, and continue following their wine or strong drink till the morning.

And what numbers are there of these throughout the land ! lost to reason

and humanity, as well as to religion ; so that no wonder " they regard

not the works of the Lord, neither consider the operation of his hands."

Nor indeed have our dnmkards need to continue from morning " to

night, until wine inflame them ;" seeing they have found a far more
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compendious method of casting aside all sense and reason, and disen-

cumbering themselves of all remains either of conscience, or under-

standing. So that whatever work of darkness is speedily to be done,

and that without any danger of being interrupted, either by fear, com-
passion, or remorse, they may be in a few moments, by one draught, as

effectually qualified for it, as if they could swallow a legion of devils.

Or, (if that be all their concern,) they may, at a moderate expense,

destroy their own body as well as soul, and plunge through this liquid

fire into that " prepared for the devil and his angels."

Friend ! stop. You have the form of a man still ; and perhaps some
remains of understanding. O may the merciful God lay hold of that!

Unto him all tilings are possible. Think a little for once. What is it

you are doing I Why should you destroy yourself? I could not use the

worst enemy I have in the world as you use yourself. Why should you
murder yourself inch by inch ? Why should you burn yourself alive 1 O
spare your own body at least, if you have no pity for your soul! But
have you a soul then ? Do you really believe it 1 What, a soul that must
live for ever ! O spare thy soul ! Do not destroy thy own soul with an
everlasting destruction ! It was made for God. Do not give it into the

hands of that old murderer of men ! Thou canst not stupify it long.

When it leaves the body, it \vi\\ awake and sleep no more. Yet a little

while, and it launches out into the great deep, to live, and think, and
feel for ever. And what will cheer thy spirit there, if thou hast not a
drop of water to cool thy tongue 1 But the die is not yet cast : now cry

to God, and iniquity shall not be thy ruin.

18. Of old time there were also those that " were at ease in Zion,

that lay upon beds of ivory, and stretched themselves upon their couches,

that ate the lambs out of the flock, and calves out of the stall." But
how inelegant were these ancient epicures !

" Lambs out of the flock,

and calves out of the stall !" Were these the best dainties they could

procure 1 How have we improved since Jeroboam's time ! Who can
number the varieties of our tables ; or the arts we have " to enlarge the

pleasure of tasting?" And what are their couches, or beds of ivory, to

the furniture of our apartments ? or their " chains, and bracelets, and
mantles, and changeable suits of apparel," to the ornaments of our per-

sons ? What comparison is there between their diversions and ours ?

Look at Solomon in all his glory, and yet may we not question, whetlier

he was not an utter stranger to the pleasures of the chase ? And, not-

withstanding his forty thousand horses, did he ever see a race in his

life ? He " made gardens, and orchards, and pools of water ; he planted

vineyards, and built houses ;" but had he one theatre among them all ?

No. This is the glory of later times. Or had he any conception of a

ball, an assembly, a masquerade, or a ridotto ? And who imagines that

all his instruments of music, put together, were any more to be compared
to ours, than his or his father's rumbling Hebrew verses,

To the soft sing-song of Italian lays.

In all these points, our pre-eminence over the Jews is much every way.

Yea, and over our own ancestors, as well as theirs. But is this our

glory, or our shame ? Were Edward III, or Henry V, to come among
us now, what would they think of tlie change in their people? Would
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they applaud the elegant variety at the old baron's table ? or the costly

delicacy of his furniture and apparel I Would they listen to these instru-

ments of music, or find pleasure in those diversions ? Would they rejoice

to see the nobles and gentry of the land lying " at ease, stretching them-

selves on beds" of down l too delicate to use their own limbs, even in

the streets of the city ; to bear the touch of the people, the blowing of

the wind, or the shining of the sun ! O how would their hearts burn

within them ! What indignation, sorrow, shame must they feel, to see

the ancient hardiness lost, the British temperance, patience, and scorn

of superfluities, the rough, indefatigable industry, exchanged for soft-

ness, " idleness, and fulness of bread !" Well for them that they were
gathered unto their fathers before this exchange was made

!

19. To prove at large, that the luxury and sensuality, the sloth and
indolence, the softness and idleness, the effeminacy and false delicacy

of our nation are without a parallel, would be but lost labour. I fear,

we may say, the lewdness too ; for if the Jews, as the prophet speaks,
" assembled themselves by troops in the harlots' houses," so do the Eng-
lish, and much more abundantly. Indeed, where is male chastity to be

found ? among the nobility, among the gentry, among the tradesmen, or

among the common people of England 1 How few lay any claim to it

at all ! How few desire so much as the reputation of it ! Would
you yourself account it an honour or a reproach, to be ranked among
those of whom it is said, " These are they which are not defiled with

women : for they are virgins 1" And how numerous are they now, even
among such as are accounted men of honour and probity, " who are as

fed horses, every one neighing after his -neighbour's wife !"

But as if this were not enough, is not the sin of Sodom, too, more
common among us than ever it was in Jerusalem 1 Are not our streets

besot with those monsters of unclearmess, who "burn in their lust one
toward another," whom God hath " given up to a reprobate mind, to do
those things which are not convenient?" Lord, thy compassions fail

not : therefore we are not consumed.
20. Neither do we yield to them in injustice, any more than unclean-

ness. How frequent are open robberies among us ! Is not " the act of

violence" even " in our streets ?" And what laws are sufficient to pre-

vent it? Does not theft of various kinds abound in all parts of the land,

even though death be the punishment of it 1 And are there not among
us, who " take usury and increase," who " greedily gain of their neigh-

bour by extortion?" yea, whole trades which subsist by such extortion

as was not named either among the Jews or Heathens ? " Is there not"

yet " the scant measure, the wicked balances, and the bag of deceitful

weights?" beside the thousand nnmeless ways of oven'eaching and
defrauding, the craft and mystery of every trade and ]>rofession. It were
an endless task to descend to particulars, to point out in every circum-
stance, how not only sharpers and gamesters, (those public nuisances,

those scandals to the English nation,) but high and low, rich and poor,

men of character, and men of none, in every station of public or private

life, " have corrupted themselves," and generallv applaud themselves,

and count it policy and wisdom so to do ; so that if gain be at hand, they

care not though "justice stand afar off;" so that "he which dcparteth

from evil," which cometh not into their secret, still " makcth himself a
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prey ;" and " the wicked" still " devoureth the man that is more right-

eous than he."

And what redress? Suppose a great man to oppress the needy ; sup-

pose the rich grinds the face of the poor ; what remedy against such

oppression can he find in this Christian country 1 If the one is rich and

the other poor, doth not justice stand afar off? And is not the poor

under the utmost improbability (if not impossibility) of obtaining it?

Perhaps the hazard is greater among us, than either among Jews, Turks,

or Heathens.

For example : Suppose a great man, with or without form of law,

does wrong to his poor neighbour. What will he do? sue his lordship

at common law ? have the cause tried at the next sessions or assizes ?

Alas ! your own neighbours, those who know the whole case, will tell

you, " You are out of your senses." " But twelve good men and true

will do me justice." Very well ; but where will you find them ;—men
unbiassed, incapable of corruption, superior both to fear and favour, to

every view, whether of gain or loss ? But this is not all ; they must not

only be good and true, but wise and understanding men. Else how
easy is it for a skilful pleader to throw a mist before their eyes ? even

supposing too the judge to be quite impartial, and proof against all cor-

ruption. And should all these circumstances concur, (of which I fear

there are not many precedents,) supposing a verdict is given in your

favour, still you have gained nothing. The suit is removed into a higher

court, and you have all your work to begin again. Here you have to

struggle with all the same difficulties as before, and perhaps many new-

ones too. However, if you have money enough, you may succeed ; but

if that fails, your cause is gone. Without money, you can have no more
law

;
poverty alone utterly shuts out justice.

But "cannot an honest attorney procure me justice?" An honest

attorney ! Where will you find one ? Of those who are called exceeding

honest attorneys, who is there that makes any scruple,

—

(1.) To promote and encourage needless suits, if not unjust ones too :

(2.) To defend a bad cause, knowing it so to be,—by making a

demur, and then withdrawing it; by pleading some false plea, to the

plaintiff's declaration ; by putting in an evasive answer to his bill ; by

protracting the suit, if possible, till the plaintiff is ruined :

(3.) To cany a cause not amounting to ten shillings into W^estmin-

ster Hall, by laying it in his declaration as above forty

:

(4.) To delay his own client's suit knowingly and wilfully, in order

to gain more thereby :

(5.) To draw himself the pleadings or conveyances of his client,

instead of giving them to be drawn by able counsel

:

(6.) To charge his client with the fees which should have been given

to such counsel, although they were not given

:

(7.) To charge for drawing fair copies, where none were drawn

:

(8.) To charge fees for expedition given to clerks, when not one far-

thing has been given them :

(9.) To send his clerk a journey (longer or shorter) to do business

with or for different persons ; and to charge the horse hire and expense

of that journey to every person severally :

(10.) To send his clerk to Westminster, on the business of ten (it
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may be) or twenty persons, and to charge each of these twenty for his

attendance, as it" he had been sent on account of one only

:

(11.) To charge his own attendance in hke manner: and,

(12.) To fill up his bill with attendances, fees, and term-fees, though

his client is no whit forwarder in his cause 1

This is he that is called an honest attorney I How much honester is a
pickpocket

!

But there is a magistrate whose peculiar office it is to redress the

injured and oppressed. Go, then, and make trial of this remedy
;
go,

and tell your case to the lord chancellor. Hold
; you must go on regu-

larly ; you must tell him your case in form of law, or not at all. You
must therefore file a bill in chancery, and retain a lawyer belonging to

that court. " But you have already spent all you have
;
you have no

money." Then I fear you will have no justice. You stumble at the

threshold. If you have either lost or spent all, your case is nought ; it

will not even come to a hearing. So, if the oppressor has secured all

that you had, he is as safe as if you was under the earth.

21. Now, what an amazing thing is this ! The very greatness of the

villany makes it beyond redress ! But suppose he that is oppressed ha'

some substance left, and can go through all the courts of justice, what
parallel can we find among Jews, Turks, or Heathens, for either the

delays or the expense attending it 1 With regard to the former, how mon-
strous is it, that in a suit relating to that inheritance which is to furnish

you and your family with food and raiment, you must wait month after

month, perhaps year after year, before it is determined whether it be
yours or not! And what are you to eat or to wear in the mean time?

Of that the court takes no cognizance ! Is not this very delay (suppose

there were no other grievance attending the English course of law) wrong
beyond all expression "? contrary to all sense, reason, justice, and equity?

A capital cause is tried in one day, and finally decided at once. And
" is the life less than meat; or the body of less concern than raiment?"
What a shameless mockery of justice, then, is this putting off pecuniary

causes from term to term, yea, from year to year

!

With regard to the latter : a man has wronged me of a hundred pounds.

I appeal to a judge for the recovery of it. How astonishing is it that

this judge himself cannot give me what is my right, and what evidently

appears so to be, unless I first give, perhaps, onehalf of the sum to men
I never saw before in my life !

22. I have hitherto supposed that all causes, when they are decided,

are decided according to justice and equity. But is it so ? Ye learned

in the law, is no unjust sentence given in your courts? Have not the

same causes been decided quite opposite ways? one way this term, just

the contrary the next 1 Perhaps one way in the morning, (this I remem-
ber an instance of,) and another way in the afternoon. How is this ?

Is there no justice left on earth ; no regard for right or wrong ? Or have

causes been puzzled so long, that you know not now what is either

wrong or right ; what is agreeable to law, or contrary to it ? I have heard

.some of you frankly declare, that it is in many cases next to impossible

to know what is law, and what is not. So are your folios of law mul-
tiplied upon you, that no human brain is able to contain them ; no, nor

any conaistcnt scheme or abstract of them all.
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But is it really owing to ignorance of the law (this is the most favour-

able supposition) that so few of you scruple taking fees on either side

of almost any cause that can be conceived ; and that you generally plead

in the manner you do on any side of any cause ; rambling to and iro in

a way so abhorrent from common sense, and so utterly foreign to the

question ? I have been amazed at hearing the pleadings of some eminent
counsel ; and when it has fallen out that the pleader on the other side

understood only the common rules of logic, he has made those eminent

men appear either such egregious knaves, if they could help it, or such
egregious blockheads, if they could not, tliat one would have believed

they would show their face there no more. Meantime, if there be a God
that judgeth righteously, what horrid insults upon him are these !

" Shall

I not visit for these things, saith the Lord ? Shall not my soul be avenged
on such a nation as this I"

23. There is one instance more of (I know not what to term it) in-

justice, oppression, sacrilege, which hath long cried aloud in the ears of

God. For among men, who doih hear ? I mean the management of

many of those who a'e entrusted with our public charities. By the pious

munificence of our forefathers we have abundance of these of various

kinds : but is it not glaringly true, (to touch only on a few generals,)

that the managers of many of them either ( 1
.
) do not apply the benefac-

tion to that use for which it was designed by the benefactor ; or (2.) do

no apply it with such care and frugality as in such a case are indispen-

sably required ; or (3.) do not apply the whole of the benefaction to any
charitable use at all ; but secrete part thereof, from time to time, for the

use of themselves and their families ; or, lastly, by plain, barefaced op-

pression, exclude those from having any part in such benefaction, who
dare (though with all possible tenderness and respect) set before them
the things that they have done 1

Yet Brutus is an honourable man

:

So are they all : All honourable men

!

And some of them had in esteem for religion ; accounted patterns both

of honesty and piety ! But God " seeth not as man seeth." He " shall

repay them to their face ;" perhaps even in the present world. For that

scripture is often still fulfilled : " This is the curse that goeth forth over

the face of the whole earth. I will bring it forth, saith the Lord of ho«ts,

and it shall enter into the house of the thief," (such he is, and no better,

in the eyes of God, no whit honester than a highwayman,) " and it shall

remain in the midst of the house, and shall consume it, with the timber

thereof, and the stones thereof."

24. And is not truth, as well as "justice, fallen in our streets?" For
who " speaketh the truth from his heart?" Who is there that makes a

conscience of speaking the thing as it is, whenever he speaks at all?

Who scruples the telling of officious lies ? the varying from truth, in

order to do good ? How strange does that saying of the ancient fathers

sound in modern ears !
" I would not tell a lie, no, not to save the souls

of the whole world." Yet is this strictly agreeable to the word of God;
to that of St. Paul in particular. If any say, " Let us do evil that good

may come, their damnation is just."

But how many of us do this evil without ever considering whether

good will come or no ; speaking what we do not mean, merely out of
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custom, because it is fashionable so to do ! What an immense quantity

of falsehood does this ungodly fashion occasion day by day ! for hath it

not overrun every part of the nation 1 How is all our language swollen

with compliment ; so that a well-bred person is not expected to speak as

he thinks ; we do not look for it at his hands ! Nay, who would thank

him for it l how few would suffer it ! It was said of old, even by a

warrior and a king, " He that telleth lies shall not tarry in my sight :"

but are we not of another mind ? Do not we rather say, " He that telleth

not lies shall not tarry in my sight ?' Indeed the trial seldom comes
;

for both speakers and hearers are agreed that form and ceremony, flat-

tery and compliment, should take place, and truth be banished from all

that know the world.

And if the rich and great have so small regard to truth, as to lie even

for lying sake, what wonder can it be that men of lower rank will do the

same thing for gain ] what wonder that it should obtain, as by common
consent, in all kinds of buying and selling? Is it not an adjudged case,

that it is no harm to tell lies in the way of trade ; to say that is the lowest

price which is not the lowest ; or that you will not take what you do

take immediately 1 Insomuch that it is a proverb even among the Turks,

when asked to abate of their price, " What ! do you take me to be a

Christian V So that never was that caution more seasonable than it is

at this day :
" Take ye heed every one of his neighbour, and trust ye

not in any brother : for every brother will utterly supplant, and they will

deceive every one his neighbour."

25. And as for those few who abstam from outward sins, is their heart

right with God 1 May he not say of us also, as of the Jews, " This peo-

ple is uncircumcised in heart?" Are not you? Do you then " love the

Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your strength ?" Is he

your God and your all, the desire of your eyes, the joy of your very

heart? Rather, do you not "set up your idols in your heart?" Is not

your belly your god, or your diversion, or your fair reputation, or your

friend, or wife, or child ? That is, plainly, do not you delight in some of

these earthly goods, more than in the God of heaven ? Nay, perhaps

you are one of those grovelling souls that " pant after the dust of the

earth!" Indeed, who does not? Who does not get as much as he can?

Who of those that are not accounted covetous, yet does not gather all

the money he can fairly, and perhaps much more? For are they those

only whom the world rank among misers that use every art to increase

their fortune ; toiling early and late, spending all their strength in " load-

ing themselves with thick clay?" How long? Until the very hour when
God calleth them ; when he saith unto each of them, " Thou fool ! this

night shall thy soul be required of thee ! And whose shall those things

be which thou hast prepared ?"

26. And yet doth not our pride, even the pride of those whose soul

" cleaves to the dust, testify against us ?" Are they not " wise in their

own eyes, and prudent in their own conceit?" Have not writers of our

own remarked, that there is not u[)on earth a more self-conceited nation

than the English ; more opiniated both of their own national and per-

.sonal wisdom, and courage, and strength? And indeed, if we may judge

by the inhabitants of London, this is evident to a demonstration ; for

are not the very meanest of them able to instruct both the king and all
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his counsellors 1 What cobbler in London is not wiser than the principal

secretary of state ? What cofTee house disputer is not an abler divine

than his grace of Canterbury ] And how deep a contempt of others is

joined with this high opinion of ourselves ! I know not whether the

people of all other nations are greater masters of dissimulation ; but

there does not appear in any nation whatever such a proneness to

despise their neighbour ; to despise, not foreigners only, (near two
thousand years ago they remarked, Britannos kospitibusferos,) [Britons

cruel to strangers,] but their own countrymen ; and that very often for

such surprising reasons as nothing but undeniable fact could make credi-

ble. How often does the gentleman in his coach despise those dirty

fellows that go a-foot; and these, on the other hand, despise full as much
those lazy fellows that loll in their coaches ! No wonder then that those

who have " the form of godhness" should despise them that have it not;

that the saint of the world so frequently says to the gross sinner, in effect,

if not in terms, " Stand by thyself; come not near unto me ; for I am
holier than thou !"

27. Yet what kind of holiness is this ? May not God justly declare

of us also, " This people draw near me with their mouth, but they have

removed their hearts far from me : they do but flatter me with their

mouth, and dissemble with me in their tongue 1" Is it not so with you?

When you speak to God, do your lips and your heart go together 1 Do
you not often utter words by which you mean just nothing 1 Do not

you say and unsay ; or say one thing to God, and another to man ? For
instance, you say to God, " Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep me this day

without sin :" but you say to man, " This cannot be done ; it is all folly

and madness to expect it." You ask of God that you "may perfectly

love him, and worthily magnify his holy name :" but you tell man, " There
is no perfect love upon earth ; it is only a madman's dream." You pray

God to " cleanse the thoughts ofyour heart, by the inspiration of his Holy
Spirit:" but you assure your neighbour there is no such thing as inspira-

tion now, and that none pretend to it but enthusiasts. What gross

hypocrisy is this ! Surely you think there is no " knowledge in the

Most High. be not deceived ! God is not mocked. But whatso-

ever ye sow, that also shall ye reap !"

28. Such at present is the religion of this Christian nation ! So do

we honour Him by whose name we are called ! And yet was there ever

a nation more careless and secure, more unapprehensive of the wrath of

God ? How can a man more efTectually expose himself to the ridicule

of those who are esteemed men of understanding, than by showing any

concern, as if the judgments of God were hanging over our heads 1

Surely, then, " a deceived heart hath turned us aside, that we cannot say.

Is there not a lie in my right hand?" Surely this our confidence is not

of God ; it is rather a judicial infatuation, a stupid insensibility, a deep

sleep, the forerunner of heavy vengeance.

Ruin behind it stalks, and empty desolation.

Surely never was any people more fitted for destruction !
" Impudent

children are they, and stiff-hearted. Are they ashamed when they have

committed abomination ;" when they have openly profaned the day of

the Lord ; when they have committed lewdness ; or when they have

uttered such curses and blasphemies as are pot heard of among the
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Heathens 1 Nay, "they are not at all ashamed, neither can they blush."

And though God send unto them all his servants, rising up early and

sending them, yet, " will they not hear ; they harden their neck ; they

do worse than their fathers."

What, then, can " God do more for his vineyard which he hath not

done?" He hath long tried us with mercies, "giving rain and fruitful

seasons, filling us with the flour of wheat." But still " this revolting

and rebellious people say not, Let us now fear the Lord our God." Nay,
they gave him no thanks for all his mercies ; they did not even acknow-
ledge them to be his gift. They did not see the hand of God in any of

these things ; they could account for them another way. ye unwise,

when will ye understand ? Know ye not yet, there is a God that ruleth

the world 1 What did ye see with your eyes 1 Was the " race to the

swift, or the battle to the strong 1" Have ye forgotten Dettingen already?

Does not England know that God was there t Or suppose your con-

tinuance in peace, or success in war, be the mere result of your own
wisdom and strength ; do ye command the sun and the clouds also 1

Can ye pour out or "stay the bottles of heaven?" But let it all be

nature, chance, any thing,—so God may have no hand in governing the

earth

!

29. Will his judgments bring us to a better mind 1 Do we " hear the

rod, and Him that has appointed it?" Let us observe : 'What fruit do

we find in those who are " even consumed by means of his heavy hand?"
Let any one that desires to be clearly satisfied herein visit the hospitals

of this city. Let him judge for himself how the patients there receive

God's fatherly visitation ; especially there, because mercy also is mixed
with judgment ; so that it is evident " the Lord loveth whom he chasten-

eth." Go then into any ward, either of men or women ; look narrowly

from one end to the other : are they humbling themselves under the

hand of God ? Are they trembling under a sense of his anger? Are
they praising him for his love ? Are they exhorting one another not to

faint when they are rebuked ofhim ? How do nine in ten of them spend

the time, that important time, from morning to evening? Why, in such

a manner, that you would not easily leai n, from thence, whether they

were Christians, Pagans, or Mohammedans.
Is there any deeper distress than this to be found ? Is there a greater

affliction than the loss of health ? Perhaps there is,—the loss of liberty,

especially as it is sometimes circumstanced. You may easily be con-

vinced of this, by going into either Ludgate or Newgate. What a scene

appears as soon as you enter ! The very place strikes horror into your

soul. How dark and dreary! How unhealthy and unclean! How
void of all that might minister comfort ! But this is little, compared to

the circumstances that attend the being confined in this shadow ofdeath.

See that poor wretch, who was formerly in want of nothing, and encom-

passed with friends and acquaintance, now cut ofl", perhaps, by an unex-

pected stroke, from all the cheerful ways of men ; ruined, forsaken of

all, and delivered into the hands of such masters, and such companions!

I know not, if to one of a thinking, sensible turn of mind, there could be

any thing like it on this side hell.

What effect then has this heavy visitation of God on those who lie

under it for any time ? There is perhaps an exception here and tliere
;
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but, in general, they are abandoned to all wickedness, utterly divested

of all fear ot' God, and all reverence to man ; insomuch, that they com-
monly go out of that school completely fitted for any kind or degree of

viilany, perfectly brutal and devilish, thoroughly furnished for every evil

word and work.

30. Are our countrymen more effectually reclaimed when danger and
distress are joined I If so, the army, especially in time of war, must be
the most religious part of the nation. But is it so indeed ? Do the

soldiery walk as those who see themselves on the brink of eternity ?

redeeming every opportunity of glorifying God, and doing good to men,
because they know not the hour in which their Lord will require their

souls of them 1 So far from it, that a soldier's religion is a by-word,

even with those who have no religion at all ; that vice and profaneness

in every shape reign among them without control ; and that the whole

tenor of their behaviour speaks, " Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow
>ve die."

Have those who are exposed to still more danger, the English sea

forces, more religion than those at land? It is said they were once
remarkable for this ; and it is certain Sir Francis Drake feared God, as

did most of his commanders, and, we have reason to believe, his mariners

and sailors too. But what shall we say of the navy that now is, more
particularly of the ships of war? Is religion there,—either the power or

the form ? Is not almost every single man-of-war a mere floating hell ?

Where is there to be found more consummate wickedness, a more full,

daring contempt of God and all his laws,—except in the bottomless pit?

But here description fails ; and the goodness of God endureth yet daily!

But " shall I not visit for these things, saith the Lord ? Shall not my
soul be avenged on such a nation as this ?" O that the prospect of

national judgments may suffice ! that we may remember ourselves, and

turn unto the Lord our God, before his long-suffering mercy is at an

end, and he pours out the vials of his wrath upon us

!

But how small ground have we as yet to hope for this ! for who will

now " suffer the word of exhortation ?" How few will " endure sound

doctrine," and the honest, close application of it ! Do they not " say

unto the seers. See not; and unto the prophets. Prophesy smooth things?"

And if a man will do thus, if he will " sew pillows to all arm holes," and
*' cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before them, if he will

prophesy of wine and strong drink, he shall even be the prophet of this

people."

31.1 am sensible how nice a subject this is, and how extremely diffi-

cult it is so to speak, as neither to say too little nor too much, neither

more nor less than the cause of God requires. I know also, that it is

absolutely impossible so to speak as not to give offence. But whoso-
ever is offended, I dare not to be silent ; neither may I refrain from

plainness of speech ; only I will endeavour to use all the tenderness I

can consistently with that plainness.

In tender love then I ask, Are there none among us, (I speak to you,

my brethren, who are priests and prophets of the Lord, set apart to

" minister in holy things, and to declare the word of the Lord,")—Are
there none among us who commit lewdness, as did those by whom
" Israel was defiled ?" Hath not the Lord seen a horrible thing in some
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of the prophets of this land also, even, that "they commit adultery, and"
(to conceal it) " walk in lies ?" God forbid that I should affirm this.

I only propose (not maintain) the question. If there be such a wretch,

I pray God to strike him to the heart, and to say, '• Thou art the man !"

Are there none of you, like them, " mighty to drink wine, men of
strength to mingle strong drink ?" Yea, are there none that " err through

strong drink, that are swallowed up of mnel" Are there not found

those who say, " I will fetch wine, and we will fill ourselves with strong

drink ; and to-morrow shall be as this day, and much more abundant V
Alas, my brother, is this the voice of a " minister of Christ, a steward

of the mysteries of God?" Suppose you find at any time trouble and
heaviness, "is there no help for you in your God?" Is not the God
whom you serve able to deliver you from any plague or trouble? la

the being " drunk with wine" a better relief than the being " filled with

his Spirit?" Do you not understand this? Do you "not know the

Lord ?" Take heed you do not destroy both your own soul and them
that hear you ! beware ! If you know not his love, fear his power !

Make haste to flee from the wrath to come, lest he smite you with a

curse great as your sin, and sweep you away from the face of the earth.

32. Can such as you be said to honour or fear God, any more than

those spoken of by Malachi ? May not God complain, " These priests

have violated my law and profaned my holy things?" yea, whensoever
you presume with those unhallowed hands to touch the mysteries of

God; whensoever you utter his name or bis word with those unhallowed

hps ! But is it on this account only that God may say, " Both prophet

and priest are profane?" May he not add, " They have put no differ-

ence between the holy and profane ; therefore I am profaned among
them?" For is it not so ? Do you put a difference between the holy

and profane ; him that feareth God, and him that feareth him not 1

Do you put an effectual difference between them, even in the most
solemn office of our religion ? At the table of the Lord, do you take

care to " separate the precious from the vile?" to "receive all those who"
(as you may reasonably believe) " draw near with penitent hearts and

lively faith," and utterly to reject those who testify against themselves,

that they are without hope and without God in the world ?

Nay, who dares repel one of the greatest men in his parish from the

Lord's table ; even though he be a drunkard or a common swearer

;

yea, though he openly deny the Lord that bought him? Mr. Stone-

house did this once. But what was the e\ ent ? The gentleman brought

an action against him, for the terror of all such insolent fellows in suc-

ceeding times.

33. my brethren, is it not for want of your making this difference,

as well as for many other abominations, that, with regard to some among
us, (how many God knoweth,) that scripture is now also fulfilled :

" His watchmen are blind, they are ignorant, they are shepherds that

cannot understand :—The Ijord hath poured out upon them the spirit of

deep sleep, and hath closed their eyes ; the prophets and the seers hath

he covered : and the vision of all is becoine unto you as the words of a

book that is sealed, which men deliver (o one that is learned, saying,

Read this, I pray thee ; and he saith, I Ci'.nnot ; for it is sealed ?"

If you ask, what those other abominations are; I will speak in love
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and in the spirit of meekness. There are found among us covetous

men, men who " mind earthly things," who " seek themselves" and not

Christ cruoitied, who " love the world, and the things of the world ;"

men in whom these words are still fulfilled : " Who is there among you
that would shut the door for nought? Neither do ye kindle fire on my
altar for nought. I have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of hosts."

Yea, are there not those, at this day, (O that I might be found to fear

where no fear is!) who "make themselves fat with the chiefest of all

the offerings of Israel ?" Are there not those who now " enlarge their

desire as hell ; who are as death, and cannot be satisfied ?" who, though

they want neither food to eat nor raiment to put on, yet seek more and

more preferment? who are continually studying to "join house to house,

and to lay field to field ;" to grow rich in the service of that Master who
himself " had not where to lay his head ?" Is it not to these that those

dreadful words belong, enough to cause the ears of him that heareth to

tingle : " They are greedy dogs, which never can have enough ; they

all look to their own way," (not the way of their Lord,) " every one for

his gain, from his quarter?"

Is it strange, if among these there should be some who are cruel,

oppressive men ; inasmuch as covetousness knows no mercy, nor can a

lover of money be a lover of his neighbour ? Have not some been

known even to "grind the face of the poor?" to strip, rather than clothe,

the naked ? some, who, while they cried out, " as the horse-leech. Give,

give," would take, if it was not given ; like those of old, who said,

" Thou shalt give it me now, and if not, I will take it by force ;" or

those spoken of by Micah, " The prophets bite with their teeth, and

cry, Peace ; and he that putteth not into their mouths, they even prepare

war against him." Very great is the sin of these men before the Lord.

If there be ten such now in the land, may God smite them this day with

terror and astonishment, that they may have no rest in their bones till

their sin is done away

!

34. Are you as watchful and zealous to gain souls, as those are to

gain the gold that perisheth ? Do you know by experience what that

meaneth, " The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up ?" Or are you

one of those watchmen who do not watch at all, who neither know nor

care when the sword cometh ? of whom the prophet saith, " They are

dumb dogs that canrwt bark, sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber?"

Can it be supposed that such shepherds will "feed the flock?" will

" give to every one his portion of meat in due season ?" Will these

" warn every man, and exhort every man, that they may present every

man perfect in Christ Jesus ?" Will they take care to " know all their

flock by name, not forgetting the men servants and women servants ?"

Will they inquire into the state of every soul committed to their charge;

and watch over each with all tenderness and long suffering, " as they

that must give account ;" marking how they either fall or rise ; how
these wax " weary and faint m their mind ;" and those " gi'ow in grace,

and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ?" Who
can do this, unless his whole heart be in the work ; unless he desire

nothing but to " spend and be spent for them ; and count not his hfe

dear unto himself, so he may present them blameless in the day of the

Lord Jesus ?"
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Can any shepherd do this, (and if he do not, he will never " give an

account with joy,") who imagines he has little more to do than to preach

once or twice a week ; that this is the main point, the chief part of the

office, which he hath taken upon himself before God 1 What gross

ignorance is this ! What a total mistake of the truth ! What a miser-

able blunder touching the whole nature of his office ! It is, indeed, a

very great thing to speak in the name of God ; it might make him that

is the stoutest of heart tremble, if he considered that every time he

speaks to others, his own soul is at stake. But great, inexpressibly

great, as this is, it is perhaps the least part of cur work. To " seek

and save that which is lost ;" to bring souls from Satan to God ; to

instruct the ignorant ; to reclaim the wicked ; to convince the gain-

sayer ; to direct their feet into the way of peace, and then keep them

therein ; to follow them step by step, lest they turn out of the way, and

advise them in their doubts and temptations ; to lift up them that fall

;

to refresh them that are faint ; and to comfort the weak hearted ; to

administer various helps, as the variety of occasions require, according

to their several necessities : these are parts of our office ; all this we
have undertaken at the peril of our own soul. A sense of this made
that holy man of old cry out, " I marvel if any ruler in the Church shall

be saved ;" and a greater than him say, in the fulness of his heart,

" Who is sufficient for these things ?"

34. But who is not sufficient for these things, for the taking care of

a parish, though it contain twenty thousand souls, if this implies no more
than the taking care to preach there once or twice a week ; and to pro-

cure one to read prayers on the other days, and do what is called the

parish duty? Is any trade in the nation so easy as this? Is not any

man sufficient for it, without any more talents, either of nature or grace,

than a small degree of common understanding? But O! what manner
of shepherds are those who look no farther into the nature of their

office, who sink no deeper into the importance of it, than this ! Were
they not such as these concerning whom " the word of the Lord came
unto Ezekiel, saying. Wo be to the shepherds that feed themselves

!

should not the shepherds feed the flock ? Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe

you with the wool ; but ye feed not the flock. The diseased have ye

not strengthened, neither have ye healed that which was sick, neither

have ye bound up that which was broken, neither have ye brought again

that which was driven away, neither have ye sought that which was lost.

—And they were scattered, because there was no shepherd, and they

became meat to all the beasts of the field. Yea, my flock was scattered

upon all the face of the earth, and none did search or seek after them."

I conjure you, brethren, in the name of the Lord Jesus, the great

Shepherd of the sheep, who hath bought them and us with his own
blood, apply this each to his own soul. Let every man look unto God,

and say, " Lord, is it I ? Am I one of these idle, careless, indolent

shepherds, that feed myself, not the flock ? Am I one that cannot bark,

slothful, sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber? one of those who
have not strengthened that which was diseased, neither healed that

which was sick? ' Search me, Lord, and prove me; try out my
reins and my heart. Look well if there be any way of wickedness in

me, and lead me in the way everlasting.'
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35. ' Have I not, at least, ' healed the hurt of thy people slightly 1*

Have I not said, ' Peace, peace, when there was no peace V "—How
many are they also that do this I who do not study to speak what is true,

especially to the rich and great, so much as what is pleasing 1 who flat-

ter honourable sinners, instead of telling them plain, " How can ye
escape the damnation of hell ?" O, what an account have you to make,

if there be a God that judgeth the earth? Will he not require at your

hands the blood of all these souls, of whom " ye are the betrayers and

murderers ?" Well spake the prophets ofyour fathers, in whose steps ye
now tread :

" They have seduced my people ; and one built up a wall,

and another daubed it with untempered mortar. They strengthen the

hands of the evil doers, that none doth return from his wickedness.

They prophesy lies in my name, saith the Lord. They say unto them
that despise me, Ye shall have peace ; and unto them that walk after

the imagination of their own heart. No evil shall come upon you."

How great will your damnation be, who destroy souls, instead of sav-

ing them ! Where will you appear, or how will you stand, " in that great

and terrible day of the Lord ?" How will ye lift up your head, when the

Lord " descends from heaven in flaming fire, to take vengeance on his

adversaries ;" more especially on those who nave so betrayed his cause,

and done Satan's work under the banner of Christ ? With what voice

wilt thou say, " Behold me. Lord, and the sheep whom thou hadst given

me, whom I gave to the devil, and told them they were in the way to

heaven, till they dropped into hell
!"

Were they not just such shepherds of souls as you are, concerning

whom Cxod spake by Jeremiah,—"Many pastors have destroyed my
vineyard ; ihey have trodden my portion under foot ; they have made
my pleasant portion a desolate wilderness ?" by Ezekiel,—" There is a

conspiracy of her prophets ; hke a roaring lion ravening the prey, they

have devoured souls ?" and by Zechariah,—" Thus saith the Lord, Feed
the flock of the slaughter, whose possessors slay them, and hold them-

selves not guilty ; and they that sell them say. Blessed be the Lord, for

1 am rich ; and their own shepherds pity them not?"

36. Is not this the real ground, the principal reason, of the present

contempt of the clergy ? And long since was it assigned as such by Him
who cannot lie. The same men of old, who " made the Lord's people

to transgress," thereby " made themselves vile." They were despised,

both as the natural effect, and the judicial punishment, of their wicked-

ness. And the same cause the prophet observes to have produced the

same effect, many hundred years after this :
" Ye are departed out of

the way, saith the Lord
; ye have caused many to stumble ; therefor?

have I also made you contemptible and base before all the people."

I have now, brethren, " delivered mine own soul ;" and in so doing,

I have (as I proposed at first) " used great plainness of speech," as not

studying " to please men, but the Lord." The event I leave to Him in

whose name I have spoken, and who hath the hearts of all men in his

hand.

I " have brought you heavy tidings this day," and yet I cannot but be
persuaded that some of you will not " count me your enemy, because I

tell you the truth." O that all of us may taste the good word which we
declare ! may receive that knowledge of salvation which we are com-
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manded to preach unto every creature, through the remission of sins

!

My heart's desire is, that all of us to whom " is committed the ministry

of reconciliation" may ourselves be reconciled to God, through the blood
of the everlasting covenant ; that he may be henceforth unto us a God,
and we may be unto him a people ; that we may all know, as well as
preach, the Lord, " from the least unto the greatest ;" even by that

token, " I am merciful to thy unrighteousness ; thy sins I remember no
more !"

III. 1. I have hitherto spoken more immediately to those who pro-

fess themselves members of the Church of England. But inasmuch as I

am a debtor also to those who do not, my design is now, to apply to them
also ; and briefly to show, wherein (I fear) they are severally inconsist-

ent v/ith their own principles.

I begin with those who are at the smallest distance from us, whether
they are termed Presbyterians or Independents : of whom in general I

cannot but have a widely different opinion, from that I entertained some
years ago ; as having since then conversed with many among them, " in

whom the root of the matter is" undeniably found ; and who labour " to

keep a conscience void of offence, both toward God and toward men."
I cannot, therefore, doubt, but every serious man, of either one or the

other denomination, does utterly condemn all that inward as well as out-

ward unholiness which has been above described.

But do you, as a people, avoid what you condemn? Are no whore-
mongers or adulterers found among you ; no children disobedient to

their parents ; no servants that are slothful or careless, that answer
again, that do not " honour their masters as is meet in the Lord ?" Are
there none among you that censure or " speak evil of the ruler of their

people?" Are there no drunkards, no gluttons, no luxurious men, no
regular epicures, none " whose belly is their god," who, as their fortune

permits, " fare sumptuously every day?" Have you no dishonest deal-

ers, no unfair traders, no usurers, or extortioners ? Have you no liars,

either for gain, or for good manners, so called ? Are you clear of cere-

mony and compliment ? Alas, you are sensible, in most (if not all) these

respects, you have now small pre-eminence over us.

How much more sensible must you be of this, if you do not rest on
the surface, but inquire into the bottom of religion, the religion of the

heart ! For, what inward unholiness, what evil tempers, are among us,

which have not a place among you also ? You likewise bewail that igno-

rance of God, that want of faith and of the love of God and man, that

inward idolatry of various kinds, that pride, ambition, and vanity, which
rule in the hearts even of those who still have " the form of godliness."

You lament before God the deep covctousness that " eats so many souls

as doth a gangrene ;" and perhaps are sometimes ready to cry out,

" Help, Lord, for there is scarce one godly man left !" Lay to thine

hand ;
" for the faithfvd are niinished from the children of men !"

2. And yet you retain " the truth that is after godliness," at least as

to the substance of it. You own what is laid down in Scripture, both

touching the nature and condition of justification and salvation. And
with regard to the author of faith and salvation, you have always avowed,
even in the face of your cneniies, that " it is God which worketh in us,

both to will and to do, of his good pleasure ;" that it is his Spirit alone
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Avho " teachcth us all things," all we know of" the clfc(!p things of God ;"

that every true believer has " an unction from the J loly One to lead him
into all" necessary " truth ;" that, " because we are sons, God sendeth

forth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, Abba, Father ;" and
(hat " this Spirit beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children

(.f God."
How is it then, my brethren

;
(so I can call you now, although 1 coidd

not have done it heretofore ;) how is it that the generality of you also arc

lallen from your stea«lfastncss I In the times of persecution ye stood as

a rock, though " all the waves and storms went ovi-r you." But who
can bear ease and fulness of bread? llo\v are you changed, since these

came upon you ! Do not many of you now ([)ractically, 1 mean) put

something else in the room of " faith that worketh by love V Do not

some of you suppose, that gravity and composedness of bc^haviour are

the main parts of Christianity I especially, provided you neither swear,

nor take the name of God in vain. Do not others imagine, that to

abstain from idle songs, and those fashionable diversions commonly used

by persons of their fortune, is almost the whole of rehgion? To which,

if they add family prayer, and a strict observation of the Sabbath, then

doubtless all is well. Nay, my brethren, this is well so far as it goes

;

but how little a way does it go toward Christianity ! All these things,

you cannot but see, are merely external ; whereas Christianity is an
inward thing, without which the most beautiful outward form is lighter

than vanity.

Do not others of you rest in convictions or good desires 1 Alas, what

do these avail '? A man may be convinced he is sick, yea, deeply con-

vinced, and yet never recovei'. He may desire food, yea, with earnest

desire ; and nevertheless perish with hunger. And thus I may be con-

vinced I am a sinner ; but this will not justify me before God. And I

may desire salvation, (perhaps by fits and starts, for many years,) and

yet be lost for ever. Come close then to the point, and keep to your

principles. Have you received the Holy Ghost ; the Spirit which is of

God, and is bestowed by him on all believers, " that we may know the

things which are freely given to us of God ?" The time is short. Do
you experience now that " unction from the Holy One," without which
you confess outward religion, whether negative or positive, is nothing?

Nay, and inward conviction of our wants is nothing, unless those wants
are in fact supplied. Good desires also are nothing, unless we actually

attain what we are stirred up to desire. For still, " if any man have not

the Spirit of Christ;" whatever he desires, "he is none of his." O my
brother, beware you stop not short f Beware you never account your-

self a Christian, no, not in the lowest degree, till God "hath sent forth the

Spirit of Christ into your heart;" and that "Spirit bear witness with

your spirit, that you are a child of God."
3. One step farther from us, are you Mho are called (though not by

your own choice) Anabaptists. The smallness of yovu" nvunber, com-
pared to that of either the Presbyterians, or those of the Church, makes
it easier for you to have an exact knowledge of the behaviour of all your
members, and to put away from among you every one that "walketh not

,

according to the doctrine you have received."

But is this done? Do all your members adorn the Gospel? Are
Vol. V. 9
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they all " holy as He which hath called us is holy?" I fear not. I have

known some instances to the contrary ; and doubtless you know many
more. There are unholy, outwardly unholy men in your congregations

also ; men that profane either the name or the day of the Lord ; that do
not honour their natural or civil parents ; that know not how to possess

their bodies in sanctification and honour ; that are intemperate, either in

meat or drink, gluttonous, sensual, luxurious ; that variously offend

against justice, mercy, or truth, in their intercourse with their neighbour,

and do not walk by that royal law, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself."

But how is this consistent with your leading principle,—" That no

man ought to be admitted to baptism, till he has that repentance where-

by we forsake sin, and living faith in God through Christ?"

For if no man ought to be admitted into a church or congregation,

who has not actual faith and repentance ; then neither ought any who
has them not, to continue in any congregation : and, consequently, an

open sinner cannot remain among you, unless you practically renounce

your main principle.

4. I refer it to yorn- own serious consideration, whether one reason

Avhy unholy men are still suffered to remain among you may not be this,

—That many of you have unawares put opinion in the room of faith and
repentance ? But how fatal a mistake is this ! Supposing your opinion

to be true, yet a true opinion concerning repentance is wholly different

from the thing itself; and you may have a true opinion concerning faith

all your life, and yet die an unbeliever.

Supposing therefore the opinion of particular redemption true, yet how
little does it avail toward salvation ! Nay, were we to suppose that none

can be saved who do not hold it, it does not follow that all will be saved

who do : so that if the one proved a man to be in ever so bad a state,

the other would not prove him to be in a good one ; and, consequently,

whosoever leans on this opinion, leans on the staff of a broken reed.

Would to God that ye would mind this one thing, to " make your own
calling and election sure !" that every one of you (leaving the rest of the

world to Him that made it) would himself " repent and believe the Gos-
pel !" Not repent alone, (for then you know only the baptism of John,)

but believe, and be " baptized with the Holy Ghost and with fire." Are
you still a stranger to that inward baptism wherewith all true believers

are baptized 1 May the Lord constrain you to cry out, " How am I

straitened till it be accomplished !" even till the love of God inflame

your heart, and consume all your vile affections ! Be not content with

any thing less than this! It is this loving faith alone which opens our

way into " the general Church of the first-born, whose names are writ-

ten in heaven !" which giveth us to " enter within the veil, where Jesus
our forerunner is gone before us !"

5. There is a still wider difference in some points between us and the

people usually termed Qiiakers. But not in these points. You, as well

as we, condemn " all ungodliness and unrighteousness ofmen ;" all those

works of the devil which were recited above, and all those tempers from

which they spring.

You agree, that we are all to be taught of God, and to be " led by his

-Spirit ;" that the Spirit alone reveals all truth, and inspires all holiness ,
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Ihat by his inspiration men attain perfect love, the love which " purifies

them as he is j)ure ;" and that, throu<;rh this knowledge and love of
God, they have power to " do always such things as please him ;" to

worship God, a Spirit, according to his oAvn will, that is, " in spirit and
in truth."

Hence you infer, that formal worship is not acceptable to God, but

that alone that springs from God in the heart. You infer also, that they

who are led by him will use great " plainness of speech," and great

plainness of dress, seeking no " outward adorning," but only " the orna-

ment of a meek and quiet spirit."

I will look no farther now, than simply to inquire whether you are

consistent with these principles.

To begin with the latter : " He that is led by the Spirit will use great

plainness of speech."

You would have said, " will use the plain language." But that t€rm

leads you into a grand mistake. That term, the plain language, natu-

rally leads you to think of one particular way of speaking ; as if " plain-

ness of speech" implied no more than the use of that particular form.

Alas, my brethren ! know ye not, that your ancestors designed this

only as a specimen of plain language ? And is it possible that you should

mistake the sample for the whole bale of cloth ?

Consult the light God has given you, and you must see that " plain-

ness of speech" does not lie in a single point, but implies an open,

undisguised sincerity, a child-like simplicity in all we sj;/eak.

I do not desire you to refrain from saying thou or thee. I would not

spend ten words about it. But I desire you, whenever you speak at all,

to speak the truth, and nothing but the truth. I desire your words may
always be the picture of your heart. This is truly plain language.

Either do not pretend to plain speech at all, or be uniformly plain.

Are you so? I pray, consider. Do you never compliment ? I do not

suppose you say, " Sir, your very humble servant ;" but do you say no
civil things ? Do you never flatter? Do you not commend any man or

woman to their face ? Perhaps farther than you do behind their back.

Is this plainness of speech? Do you never dissemble? Do you speak

to all persons, high or low, rich or poor, just what you think, neither

more nor less, and in the shortest and clearest maimer you can ? If not,

what a mere jest is your plain language ! You carry your condemna-
tion in your own breast.

6. You hold also, that " he which is led by the Spirit will use great

plainness of dress, seeking no ' outward adorning,' but only the ' orna-

ment of a meek and quiet spirit;' " and that, in particular, " he will leave
' gold and costly apparel' to those who know not God."
Now, I appeal to every serious, reasonable man among you,—Do

your people act consistently with this principle? Do not many of your

women wear gold upon their very feet ; and many of your men use
" ornaments of gold ?" Are you a stranger to these things ? Have you
not seen with your eyes (such trifles as will scarce bear the naming)

their canes and snufT boxes glitter, even in your solemn assembly, while

*ye were waiting together upon God ? Surely, they are not yet so lost

to modesty, as to pretend that they do not use them by way of ornament.

If they do notv if it be only out of necessity, a plain oaken stick will
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supply the place of the one, and a piece of horn or tin will unexception-

ably answer all the reasonable ends of the other.

To speak freely, (and do not count me your enemy for this,) you

cannot but observe, upon cool reflection, that you retain just so much of

your ancient practice, as leaves your present without excuse ; as makes
the inconsistency, between the one and the other, glaring and undeni-

able. For instance : This woman is too strict a Quaker to lay out a

shilling in a necklace. Very well ; but she is not too strict to lay out

fourscore guineas in a repeating watch. Another would not for the

world wear any lace ; no, not an edging round her cap : but she will

wear point, and sees no harm in it at all, though it should be of.twelve

times the price. In one kind of apron or handkerchief she dares not

lay out twenty shillings ; but in another sort lays out twenty pounds.

And what multitudes of you are very jealous, as to the colour and form

of your apparel, (the least important of all the circumstances that relate

to it,) while in the most important, the expense, they are without any

concern at all ! They will not put on a scarlet or crimson stuff, but the

richest velvet, so it be black or grave. They will not touch a coloured

riband ; but will cover themselves with a stiff silk from head to foot.

They cannot bear purple ; but make no scruple at all of being clothed

in fine linen
;
yea, to such a degree, that the linen of the Quakers is

grown almost into a proverb.

Surely you cannot be ignorant, that the sinfulness of fine apparel lies

chiefly in the expensiveness : in that it is robbing God and the poor

;

it is defrauding the fatherless and widow ; it is wasting the food of the

hungry, and withholding his raiment from the naked to consume it on

our own lusts.

7. Let it not be said that this aflects only a few among you, and

those of the younger and lighter sort. Yes, it does your Avhole body :

for why do you, who are older and graver, suffer such things 1 Why do

ye not vehemently reprove them ; and if they repent not, in spite of all

worldly considerations, expel them out of your society? In conniving

at their sin, you make it your own
;
you, especially, who are preachers.

Do you say, " They cannot bear it ; they will not hear?" Alas ! into

what state, then, are ye fallen ! But whether they will bear it or not,

what is that to thee 1 Thou art to " speak, whether they will hear, or

whether they will forbear." To say the very truth, I am afraid you

rather strengthen their hands in their wickedness. For you not only do

not testify against it in the congregation,* but even sit at their table and

* You say you do testify against it in the con^^regation. Against what ? " Against

gay and gaudy appareh" 1 grant it. But this is not the thing I speak of. You
quite mistake my mark. Do you testify against tlie costhness of their apparel, how-
ever plain and grave it may be? against the price of the velvet, the linen, the silk, or

raiment of whatever kind? If you do this frequently and explicitly, you are clear.

If not, own and amend the fault.

It is easy to discern how your people fell into this snare of the devil. You were

at first a poor, despised, afflicted people. Then what some of you had to spare was,

little enough to relieve the needy members of your own society. In a lew years you
increased in goods, and were able to relieve more than your own poor. But you did

not bestow all that you had to spnro from them, on the poor belonging to other soci-

eties. It remained either to lay it up, or to expend it in superfluities. Some chose

one way, and some the other.

Lay this deeply to heart, yc wlio arc now a poor, despised, afflicted people.
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reprove them not. Why, then, thou also art one of " the dumb dogs

that cannot bark, sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber."

I fix this charge upon every preacher, in f)articular, who saw a young
woman, daughter to one of the Quakers in London, going to be mar-

ried in apparel suitable to her diamond buckle, which cost a hundred

guineas. Could you see this, and not call heaven and earth to witness

against it ? Then I witness against thee, in the name of the Lord, thou

art a blind leader of the blind ; thou " strainest a gnat and swallowest

a camel !"

Verily, the sin both of teachers and hearers is herein exceeding great.

And the little attempts toward plainness of apparel, which are still ob-

servable among you, (I mean, in the colour and form of your clothes,

and the maimer of putting them on,) only testify against you, that you

were once what you know in your hearts you are not now.

8. I come now to your main principle :
" We are all to be ' taught of

God,' to be inspired and ' led by his Spirit :' and then we shall 'worship

him,' not with dead form, but ' in spirit and in truth.'
"

These are deep and weighty words ; but many hold fast the words,

and are utterly ignorant of their meaning. Is not this an exceeding

common case ? Are you not conscious abundance of your friends have

done so 1 with whom the being " taught of God" and " led by his Spirit"

are mere words of course, that mean just nothing. And their crude and

indigested accounts of the things they did not understand have raised

that deep prejudice against these great truths which we find in the gene-

rality of men.
Do some of you ask, " But dost thou acknowledge the inward princi-

ple ?" I do, my friends : and I would to God every one of you acknow-

ledged it as much. I say, all religion is either empty show, or perfection

by inspiration ; in other words, the obedient love of G od, by the super-

natural knowledge of God
;
yea, all that which " is not of faith is sin ;"

all which does not spring from this loving knowledge of God; which

knowledge cannot begin or subsist one moment without immediate in-

spiration ; not only all public worship, and all private prayer, but every

thought in common life, and word, and work. What think you of this 1 Do
you not stagger? Dare you carry the inward principle so far? Do you

acknowledge it to be the very truth ? But alas ! what is the acknowledg-

ing it? Dost thou experience this principle in thyself? What saith thy

heart ? Does God dwell therein ? And doth it now echo to the voice of

God? Hast thou the continual inspiration of his Spirit, filling thy heart

with his love, as with a well of water, springing up into everlasting life ?

9. Art thou acquainted with the " leading of his Spirit," not by notion

only, but by living experience ? I fear very many of you talk of this, who
do not so much as know what it means. How does the Spirit of God
lead his children to this or that particular action ? Do you imagine it is

by blind impulse only? by moving you to do it, you know not why ? Not
so. He leads us by our eye, at least, as much as by the hand ; and by

light as well as by heat. He shows us the way wherein we should go.

Hitherto ye are not able to relieve your own poor. But if ever your substance in-

crease, see that ye be not straitened in your own bowels, that ye fall not into the

same snare of the devil. Before any of you either lay up treasures on earth, or

indulge needless expense of any kind, I pray the Lord God to scatter you to the

corners of the eai-tli, and blot out your name from under heaven.*
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as well as incites us to walk therein. For example : here is a man
ready to perish with hunger. How am I " led by the Spirit" to relieve

him 1 First, by His convincing me it is the will of God 1 should ; and.

Secondly, by His tilling my heart with love toward him. Both this light

and this heat are the gitt of God ; are wrought in me by the same Spirit,

who leads me, by this conviction as well us love, to go and feed that

man. This is the plain, rational account of the ordinary leading of the

Spirit ; but how far Irom that which some have given

!

Art fhou thus led by the Spirit to every good word and work, till God
hath thereby made thy faith perfect? Dost thou know what faith is? It

is a loving, obedient sight of a present and reconciled God. Now,
where this is, there is no dead form ; neither can be so long as it con-

tinues. But all that is said or done is full of God, full of spirit, and life,

and power.

10. But perhaps, as much as you talk of them, you do not know the

difTereace between form and spirit ; or between worshipping God in a

formal way, and worshipping him " in spirit and in truth."

The Lord is that Spirit. The seeing and feeling and loving him is

spiritual life. And whatever is said or done in the sight or love of God,
that is full of spirit and life. All beside this is form ; mere dead form ;

whether it be in our public addresses to God, or in our private ; or in our

worldly business, or in oiu- daily conversation.

But if so, how poor and mean and narrow have your views and con-

ceptions been ! You was afraid of formality in public worship : and
reason good. But was you afraid of it no where else? Did not you

consider that formality in common life is also an abomination to the

Lord ; and that it can have no })lace in any thing we say or do, but so

far as we forget God ? O watch against it in every place, every moment,
that you may every luoment see and love God ; and, consequently, at all

times and in all places, Avorship him " in spirit and in truth !"

My brethren, permit me to add a few words in tender love to your

souls. Do not you lean too much on the spirit and power which you
believe rested upon your forefathers ? Suppose it did ! Will that avail

yon, if you do not drink into the same spirit? And how evident is this,

—

that, whatever you once were, ye are now " shorn of your strength."

Ye are weak and become like other men. The Lord is well nigh de-

parted from you. Where is now the spirit, the life, the power? Be not

offended with my plain dealing, when I beseech you who are able to

weigh things calmly, to open your eyes, and see nmltitudes, even in the

Church, pursuing, yea, and attaining, the substance of spiritual life, and

leaving unto you the shadow. Nay, a still greater evil is before you :

for, if ye find not some cfTectual means to prevent it, your rising genera-

tion will utterly cast off the shadow as well as the substance.

11. There is an abundantly greater diflerence still, according to your

own account, lietween us who profess ourselves members of the Church
of England, and you who are members of the Church of Rome. But
notwithstanding this, do you not agree with us in condemning the vices

above recited
;
profancness, driudvenncss, whoredom, adultery, theft,

disobedience to parents, and such like ? And how unhajjpily do you

agree with us in practising the very vices which you condemn !

And yet you acknowledge, (nay, and frecjuently contend for this with
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a peculiar earnestness,) that every Christian is called to be " zealous of

good works," as well as to " deny himself and take up his cross daily."

How, then, do you depart from your own principles, when you are glut-

tons, drunkards, or epicures ? when you live at your ease, in all the

elegance and voluptuousness of a plentiful fortune? How will you
reconcile the being adorned with gold, arrayed in purple and tine linen,

and faring sumptuously every day, with the " denying yourself and taking

up your cross daily ]" Surely, while you indulge the desire of the flesh,

the desire of the eye, and the pride of life, the excellent rules of self-

denial that abound in your own writers leave you of all men most inex-

cusable.

12. Neither can this self-indulgence be reconciled with the being
" zealous of good works." For by this needless and continual expense,

you disable yourself from doing good. You bind your own hands. You
make it impossible for you to do that good wliich otherwise you might.

So that you injure the poor in the same proportion as you poison your

own soul. You might have clothed the naked ; but what was due to

them was thrown away on your costly apparel. You might have fed

the hungiy, entertained the stranger, relieved them that were sick or in

prison ; but the superfluities ofyour own table swallowed up that whereby
they should have been profited. And so this wasting of thy Lord's goods

is an instance of complicated wickedness ; since hereby thy poor brother

perisheth, for whom Christ died.

I will not recommend to you either the writings or examples of those

whom you account heretics : (although some of these, if you could view

them with impartial eyes, might " provoke you to jealousy :") but that

God would write in your hearts the rules of self-denial and love laid

down by Thomas h, Kempis ! or that you would follow, both in this and
in good works, that burning and shining light of your own Church, the

Marquis de Renty ! Then would all who knew and loved the Lord
rejoice to acknowledge you as the " Church of the living God ;" when
ye were zealous of every good word and work, and abstained from all

appearance of evU ; when it was hereby sho\vn that you were filled with

the Holy Ghost, and dehvered from all unholy tempers ; when ye were
all " unblamable and unrebukable, without spot or wrinkle, or any such

thing ; a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar

people, showing forth" to all Jews, infidels, and heretics, by your active,

patient, spotless love of God and man, " the praises of Him who had
called you out of darkness into his marvellous light."

13. " Men and brethren, children of the seed of Abraham," suffer me
to speak a few words to you also

;
you who do not allow that Messiah

the Prince is already come and cut off. However, you so far hear

Moses and the Prophets as to allow, (1.) That "it is the inspiration of

the Holy One which giveth man understanding," and that all the true

children of God " are taught of God." (2.) That the substance both of

the Law and the Prophets is contained in that one word, " Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with,

all thy strength, and thy neighbour as thyself." And, (3.) That the sure-

fruit of love is obedience, " ceasing from evil, and doing good."

And do you walk by this rule 1 Have you yourselves that " inspira-

tion of the Holy One?" Are you taught of God? Hath he opened your
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understanding ? Have you the inward knowledge of the Most High 1 I

fear not. Perhaps you know httle more, even of the meaning of the

words, than a Mohammedan.
liCt us go a little fnrlhf^r. Do you " love the Lord your Cod with all

your heart, with all your soul, Avith all your strength ]" Can you say,

" Whom have 1 in heaven hut thee ? and there is none upon earth that I

desire heside thee?" Do yon desiro (iod at all '. Do you desire to have
any thing to do with him, till vou can keep the world no longer 1 Are
you not content, so you enjoy the good things of earth, to let Cod stand

afar oft'? oidy calling upon him now and then, when you cannot do
without him. Why then you do not love God at all, though you will

sometimes condescend to use him. You love the world. This possesses

your heart. This, therefore, is your god. You renounce the God of

your fathers, the God of Israel
;
you are still uncircumcised in heart.

Your own conscience bears witness, you in this no more hear Moses
and the Prophets, than you do Jesus of Nazareth.

14, From Moses and the Prophets it has been shown, that your fore-

fathers were a " faithless and stubborn generation ; a generation which
set not iheir hearts aright, and whose, spirit cleaved not steadfastly unto

God." And this you acknowledge yourselves. Ifyou are asked, " How
is it that the promise is not fulfilled? Seeing 'the sceptre is' long since

' departed from Jiidah,' why is not Shiloh come ?" your usual answer is,

" Because of the sins of our fathers God hath delayed his coming."
Have you then reformed from the sins of your fathers? Are you turned

unto the Lord your God ? Nay, do ye not tread in the same steps ?

Bating that single point of outward idolatry, what abomination did they

ever commit, which you have not connnitted also, which the generality

of you do not commit still according to your power? If therefore the

coming of the Messiah was hindered by the sins of your forefathers,

then, by the same rule, your continuance therein will hinder his coming
to the end of the world.

"Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to God" is, that he would
" gather the outcasts of Israel." And I doubt not, but, when the fulness

of the Gentiles is come in, then " all Israel shall be saved." But, mean
time, is there not great cause that ye should say with Daniel, " O Lord,

righteousness belongeth unfo thee, but imto us confusion of face, as at

this day, to the men of .Jiidah, and unto all Israel. () Lord, we have

sinned, we have rebelled against thee, neither have we obeyed the voice

of the Lord our God. Yet, O our God, incline thine ear, and hear ; open

lliine eyes, and behold our desolation; for we do not present our sup-

plications before thee for our right(^ousuesscs, but t"or thy great mercies.

O Lord, hear! I^ord, forgive;! O Lord, hearken and do ! Defer not,

for thine own sake ; for thy city and tliy people that are called by thy

name."
15. I cannot conchide without addressing myself to you also, who do

not admit either the Jewish or Christian Revelation. But still you
desire to be happy. You own the essential diflerence between vice and

virtue ; and acknowledge, (as did all the wiser (Greeks and Romans,)
that vice cannot consist whh ha|)piness. You allow likewise that grati-

tude and benevolence, self-knowledge and modesty, mildness, temper-

ance, patience, and generosity, are justly numbered among virtues ; and
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that ingratitude ami malice, envy and ill nature, pride, insolence, and
vanity, gluttony and luxury, covetousness and discontent, are vices of

the highest kind.

Now, let us calmly inquire how far your life is consistent with your
principles.

You seek happiness. But you find it not. You come no nearer it

with all your lal)ours. You are not happier than you was a year ago.

Nay, I doubt you are more unhappy. Why is this, but because you look

for happiness there, where you own it cannot be found ? Indeed, what
is there on earth which can long satisfy a man of understanding? His
soul is too large for the world he lives in. He wants more room.

^stuat infelix angitsto limUe mundi,

Ut brevibus clausus Gyaiis, parvaque Seripho.

(Frets at the narrow limits of the world,

As in a prison pent.)

He has already travelled through all which is called pleasure ; diversions

and entertainments of every kind. But among these he can find no
enjoyment of any depth ; they are empty, shallow, superficial things

:

they pleased for a while ; but the gloss is gone, and now they are dull

and tasteless. And what has he next 1 Only the same things again ; for

this world affords nothing more. It can supply him with no change. Go,
feed again ; but it is upon one dish still. Thus

Occidit iniseros crambe repetita.

(They are surfeited with the dull rcjietition.)

Yet what remedy under the sun ?

16. The sounder judgment, the stronger understanding you have, the

sooner are you sated with the world ; and the more deeply convinced,

all that cometh is vanity, foolish, insipid, nauseous. You see the foibles

of men in so much clearer a light, and have the keener sense of the

emptiness of life. Here you are, a poor, unsatisfied inhabitant of an
unquiet world ; turning your weary eyes on this side and on that side

;

seeking rest, but finding none. You seem to be out of your place :

neither the persons nor tilings that suiTound you are such as you want.

You have a confused idea of something better than all this ; but you
know not where to find it. You are always gasping for something which
you cannot attain, no, not if you range to the uttermost parts of the earth.

But this is not all. You are not only negatively unhappy, as finding

nothing whereon to stay the weight of your soul ; but positively so, be-

cause you are unholy : you are miserable, because you are vicious.

Are you not vicious 1 Are you then full of gratitude to Him who giveth

you life, and breath, and all things'? Not so; you rather spurn his gifts,

and murmur at Him that gave them. How often has your heart said,

God did not use you well l How often have you questioned either his

wisdom or goodness 1 Was this well done 1 What kind of gratitude is

this 1 It is the best you are master of. Then take knowledge ofyourself.

Black ingratitude is rooted in your inmost frame. You can no more
love God, than you can see him ; or than you can be happy Avithout

that love.

Neither (how much soever you may pique yourself upon it) are you a
lover of mankind. Can love and malice consist, benevolence and envy 'if
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t put out your own eyes ! And are not these horrid tempers in

Do not you envy one man, and bear malice or ill will to another?

.low you call these dispositions by softer names ; but names change
-ot the nature of things. You are pained that one should enjoy what you
cannot enjoy yourself. Call this what you please, it is rank envy. You
are grieved that a second enjoys even what you have yourself; you
rejoice in seeing a third unhappy. Do not flatter yourself; this is malice,

venomous malice, and nothing else. And how could you ever think of
being happy, with malice and envy in your heart"? Just as well might
you expect to be at ease, while you held burning coals in your bosom.

17. 1 entreat you to reflect, whether there are not other inhabitants in

your breast, which leave no room for happiness there. May you not

discover, through a thousand disguises, pride? too high an opinion of
yourself? vanity, thirst of praise, even (who would believe it?) of the

applause of knaves and fools ? unevenness or sourness of temper? prone-

ness to anger or revenge? peevishness, fretfulness, or pining discontent?

Nay, perhaps even covetousness.—And did you ever think happiness

could dwell with these ? Awake out of"that senseless dream. Think
not of reconciling things incompatible. All these tempers are essential

misery: so long as any of these are harboured in your breast, you must
be a stranger to inward peace. What avails it you if there be no other

hell ? Whenever these fiends are let loose upon you, you will be con-

strained to own.
Hell is where'er 1 am : myself am hell.

And can the Supreme Being love those tempers, which you yourself

abhor in all but yourself? If not, they imply guilt as well as misery.

Doubtless they do. Only inquire of your own heart. How often in the

mid career of your vice have you felt a secret reproof, which you knew
not how to bear, and therefore stifled as soon as possible !

18. And did not even this point at a hereafter; a future state of

existence ? The more reasonable among you have no doubt of this
;

you do not imagine the whole man dies together ; although you hardly

suppose the soul, once disengaged, will dwell again in a house of clay.

But how will your soul subsist without it ? How are you qualified for

a separate state ? Suppose this earthly covering, this vehicle of organ-

ized matter, whereby you hold commerce M'ith the material world, were
now to drop off"! Now, what would you do in the regions of immortal-

ity? You cannot eat or drink there. You cannot indulge either the

desire of the flesh, the desire of the eye, or the pride of life. You love

only worldly things ; and they are gone, fled as smoke, driven away for

ever. Here is no possibility of sensual enjoyments ; and you have a

relish for nothing else. O what a separation is this, from all that you
hold dear ! What a breach is made, never to be healed !

But beside this, you are unholy, full of evil tempers ; for you did not

put off" these with the body; you did not leave pride, revenge, malice,

envy, discont(;nt, behind you, when you left the world. And now you
are no longer cheered by the light of the sun, nor diverted by the flux of

various objects ; but those dogs of hell arc let loose to prey upon your

soul, with their whole unrebated strength. Nor is there any hope that

your spirit will now ever be restored to its original purity ; not even that

poor hope of a purging fire, so elegantly described by the heathen poet,
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some ages before the notion was revived among the doctrines of the

Romish Church
Mia pandunlur inanes

Suspenses ad vcntos : aliis sub gurgile vasto

Infectum ebdtur scclu-i, mil exuritur igni.—
Donee longa dies perfecto temporis orbe

CoHcretam exemit labem, pwumque reliquit

JEthereum sensum, atque aurai simplicis ignem.*

19. What a great gulf then is fixed between you and happiness, both
in this world and that which is to come ! Well may you shudder at the

thought ! more especially when you are about to enter on that untried

state of existence. For what a prospect is this, when you stand on the

verge of life, ready to launch out into eternity ! What can you then

think ? You see nothing before you. All is dark and dreary. On the

very best supposition, how well may you address your partmg soul in the

words of dying Adrian :

—

Poor, little, pretty, fluttering thing,

Must we no longer live together?
And dost thou prune thy trembling wing,
To take thy flight thou know'st not whither ?

Thy pleasing vein, thy humorous folly

Is all neglected, all forgot

;

And pensive, wavering, melancholy,
Thou hop'st and fear'st thou know'st not what.

" Thou know'st not what !" Here is the sting, suppose there were
no other. To be " thou know'st not what !" not for a month, or a year,

Jnit through the countless ages of eternity ! What a tormenting uncer-

tainty must this be ! What racking unwillingness must it occasion, to

exchange even this known vale of tears for the unknown valley of the

shadow of death

!

And is there no cure for this ? Indeed there is an effectual cure

;

even the knowledge and love of God. There is a knowledge of God
which unveils eternity, and a love of God which endears it. That know-
ledge makes the great abyss visible ; and all uncertainty vanishes away.
That love makes it amiable to the soul, so that fear has no more place

!

But the moment God says, by the welcome angel of death, "Come thou

up hither !" she
Claps the glad wing, and towers away,
And mingles witli the blaze of day.

20. See ye not what advantage every way a Christian has over you ?

Probably the reason you saw it not before was, because you knew none
but nominal Christians ; men who professed to believe more, (in their

way of believing,) but had no more of the knowledge or love of God
than yourselves : so that with regard to real, inward religion, you stood

upon even ground. And perhaps in many branches of outward religion

the advantage was on your side.

May the Lord, the God of the Christians, either reform these wretches,

* Some to the piercing winds are stretch'd abroad

;

Some plunged beneath the watery gulf: The fire

In some bums out the deep-imprinted stain

Till the long course of slowly-rolling years
Has purged out every spot, and pure remains
The' ethereal spirit, and simple heavenly fire.
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or take them away from the earth, that lay this grand stumbhng block in

the way of those who desire to know the will of God !

ye who desire to know his will, regard them not ! If it be possible,

blot them out of your remembrance.
They neither can nor will do you any good. O, suffer them not to do

you harm ! Be not prejudiced against Christianity by those who know
nothing at all of it : nay, they condemn it, all real subtantial Christianity;

they speak evil of the thing they know not; they have a kind of cant

Avord for the whole religion of the heart ; they call it enthusiasm.

1 will briefly lay before you the ground of the matter, and appeal to

you yourselves for the reasonableness of it.

21. What a miserable drudgery is the service of God, unless I love

the God whom I serve ! But 1 cannot love one whom I know not.

How then can I love God till I know him ? And how is it possible 1

should know God, unless he make himself known unto met By ana-
logy or proportion 1 Very good. But where is that proportion to be
found ? What proportion does a creature bear to its Creator t What
is the proportion between finite and infinite ?

I grant, the existence of the creatures demonstratively shows the

existence of their Creator. The whole creation speaks that there is a
God. But that is not the point in question. I know there is a God.
Thus fiir is clear. But who will show me what that God is? The
more I reflect the more convinced I am, that it is not possible for any or

all the creatures to take otf the veil which is on my heart, that I might
discern this unknown God ; to draw the curtain back which now hangs
between, that I may see Him which is invisible.

This veil of flesh now hides him from my sight ; and who is able to

make it transparent 1 so that I may perceive, through this glass, God
always before me, till I see him " face to face."

I want to know this great God who filleth heaven and earth ; who is

above, beneath, and on every side, in all places of his dominion ; who
just now besets me behind and before, and lays his hand upon me ; and
yet I am no more acquainted with him, than with one of the inhabitants

of Juj)iter or Saturn.

O my friend, how will you get one step farther, unless God reveal

himself to your soul 1

22. And why should this seem a thing incredible to you ; that God,
a spirit, arid the Father of the spirits of all flesh, should discover himself

to your spirit, which is itself" the breath of God," divinoc particula anrai;

any more than that material things should discover themselves to your
material eye? Is it any more repugnant to reason, that spirit should

influence spirit, than that matter should influence matter ? Nay, is not the

former the more intelligible of the two 1 For there is the utmost difliculty

in conceiving how matter should influence matter at all ; how that which
is tf)tally passive should act. Neither can we rationally accoiuit either

for gravitation, attraction, or any natural motion whatsoever, but by sup-

posing in all the finger of God, who alone contiuers that vis inertm [a

property of matt(;r by which, if left to itself, it will never change its state]

which is essentia! to every particle of matter, and worketh all in all.

Now, if God should ever open the eyes of your understanding, must
not the love of God be the immediate consequence ? Do you imagine
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you can see God without loving him? Is it possible in the nature of

things 1 Si virtus conspicerclur oadis, (.siiid the old Heathen,) mirahiles

amores excitaret sui. [If virtue could be seen, she would excite wonder-

ful love.] How much more if you see Him who is the original fount-

ain, the great archetype of all virtue, will that sight raise in you a love

that is wonderful, such as the gay and busy world know not of!

23. WTiat benevolence also, what tender love to the whole of human
kind, will you drink in, together with the love of God, from the unex-

hausted source of love ! And how easy is it to conceive that more and

more of his image will be then transfused into your soul ; that from

disinterested love, all other divine tempers will, as it were naturally,

spring : mildness, gentleness, patience, temperance, justice, sincerity,

contempt of the world; yea, whatsoever things are venerable and lovely,

whatsoever are justly of good report

!

And when you thus love God and all mankind, and are transformed

into his likeness, then the commandments of God will not be grievous ;

you will no more complain that they destroy the comforts of life : so far

from it, that they will be the very joy of your heart; ways of pleasant-

ness, paths of peace ! You will experience here that solid happiness

which you had elsewhere sought in vain. Without servile fear or anx-

ious care, so long as you continue on earth, you will gladly do the will

of God here as the angels do it in heaven ; and when the time is come
that you should depart hence, when God says, " Arise, and come away,"

you will pass with joy unspeakable out of the body, into all the fulness

of God.
Now, does not your own heart condemn you if you call this religion

enthusiasm? O leave that to those blind zealots who tack together a set

of opinions and an outside worship, and call this poor, dull, lifeless thing

by the sacred name of Christianity ! Well might you account such

Christianity as this a mere piece of empty pageantry, fit indeed to keep

the vulgar in awe, but beneath the regard of a man of understanding.

But in how difierent a light does it now appear ! If there be such a

religion as I have sketched out, must not every reasonable man see

there is nothing on earth to be desired in comparison of it ? But if any

man desire this, let him ask of God ; he giveth to all men liberally, and

upbraideth not.

24. May you not ask, quite consistently with your principles, in some
manner, resembling this?

—

" O thou Being of beings, thou cause of all, tliou seest my heart ; thou
uuderstaiidest all my thoughts: but how small a part of thy ways do 1

understand ! I know not what is above, beneath, on every side ; I know
not my own soul. Only this I know, I am not what I ought to be. I see

and approve the virtue which I have not. I do not love thee, neither arn

I thankful. I commend the love of mankind ; but I feel it not. Thou hast

seen hatred, malice, envy in my heart; thou hast seen anger, murmur-
ing, discontent. These uneasy passions harrow up my soul. I cannot
rest while I am under this yoke; nor am I able to shake it olf; 1 am
unhappy, and that thou knowest.

" Have compassion upon me, thou whose years do not fail ! on me who
have but a short time to live. I rise up, and am cut down as a flower.

I flee as it were a shadow. Yet a little while and I return to dust, and
have no more place under the sun.
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" Yet I know thou liast made my soul to live for ever ; but I know not
wliere, and I am unwilling to tr)'. I tremble, I am afraid to go thither,

whence I shall not return. I stand quivering on the edge of the gulf; for

ctouds and darkness rest upon it. O God! must I go always 'creeping
with terrors, and plunge into eternity with a peradventure !'

" O thou Lover of men, is there no help in thee ? I have heard (what
indeed my heart cannot conceive) that thou revealest thyself to those
that seek thee, and pourest thy love into their hearts ; and that they who
know and love thee, walk through the shadow of death and fear no evil.

O that this were so ! that there was such an unspeakable gift given to the
children of men ! for then might I hope for it. O God, if there be, give it

unto me ! Speak, that 1 may see thee ! Make thyself known unto me also

ill the manner that thou knowcsl! In any wise, let me know thee, and
love thee, that I may be formed after thy likeness ! That I may be love,

as thou art love ; that 1 may now be happy in thee ; and, when thou
wilt, fall into the abyss of thy love, and enjoy thee through the ages of
eternity."

A FARTHER APPEAL
TO

MEN OF REASON AND RELIGION

Aud when he came near, he beheld ihe city, and wept over it, saying, If ihou liadst

known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace

!

Luke xix, 41, 42.

PART III.

I. 1. Now, what can an im])artial person think concerning the pre-

sent state of religion in England? Is there a nation under the sun which
is so deeply fallen from the very first principles of all religion? Where
is the country in which is found so utter a disregard to even Heathen
morality; such a thorough contempt of justice and truth, and all that

should be dear and honourable to rational creatures ?

What species of vice can possibly be named, even of those that nature

itself abhors, of which we have not had, for many years, a plentiful and
still increasing harvest? W^hat sin remains either in Kome or Constan-
tinople, which we have not imported long ago, (if it was not of our native

growth,) and improved upon ever since ? Such a complication of villa-

nies of every kind, considered with ail their aggravations, such a scorn of

whatever bears the face of virtue, such injustice, fraud, and falsehood
;

above all, such pcrjvuy, and such a method of law, wc may defy the

whole world to produce.

What nmltitudes arc found throughout our land, who do not even pro-

fess any religion at all ! And what numbers of those who profess nmch,
confute their prol'ession by their practice ! yea, and [)erhaps by their

exorbitant pride, vanity, covetousness, rapaciousness, or oppression,

cause the very name of religion to stink in the nostrils of many (other-

wise) reasonable men

!
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2. " However, we have many thousands still of truly virtuous and

religious men." Wherein does their relio;ion consist ? in righteousness

and true holiness ; in love stronger than death ; fervent gratitude to God,

and tender affection to all his creatures ? Is their rehgion the religion of

the heart ; a renewal of soul in the image of God 1 Do they resemble

Him they worship ? Are they free from pride, from vanity, from malice

and envy; from ambition and avarice; from passion and lust; from

every uneasy and unlovely temper? Alas, I fear neither they (the greater

part at least) nor you know what this religion means ; or have any more

notion of it, than the peasant that holds the plough of the religion of a

Gymnosophist.

It is well if the genuine religion of Christ has any more alliance with

what you call religion, than with the Turkish pilgrimages to Mecca, or

the Popish worship of our Lady of Loretto. Have not you substituted,

in the place of the religion of the heart, something (I do not say equally

sinful, but) equally vain, and foreign to the worshipping of God " in

.spirit and in truth ?" What else can be said even of prayer, (public or

private,) in the manner wherein you generally perform it ? as a thing of

course, running rovmd and round in the same dull track, without either

the knowledge or love of God, withon' one heavenly t6mper, either

attained or improved ! O what mockerv i)f God is this !

And yet even this religion, which can do you no good, may do you
much harm. Nay, it is plain it does ; it daily increases your pride, as

you measure your goodness by the number and length of your perform-

ances. It gives you a deep contempt of those who do not come up to

the full tale of your virtues. It inspires men with a zeal which is the

very fire of hell, furious, bitter, implacable, unmerciful ; often to a degree

that extinguishes all compassion, all good nature and humanity. Inso-

much that the execrable fierceness of spirit, which rs the natural fruit of

such a religion, hath many times, in spite of all ties, divine and human,

broke out into open violence, into rapine, murder, sedition, rebellion,

civil war, to the desolation of whole cities and countries.

Tanlum hajc reli^io potuit sjtadere malonim !

(So much miscliief J/m's religion does!)

3. Now, if there be a God, and one that is not a mere idle spectator

of the things that are done upon earth, but a rewarder of men and
nations according to their works, what can the event of these things be?

It was reasonable to believe that he would have risen long ago and
maintained his own cause, either by sending the famine or pestilence

among us, or by pouring out his fury in blood. And many wise and holy

men have frequently declared that they daily expected this ; that they

daily looked for the patience of God to give place, and judgment to

i-ejoice over mercy.

4. Just at this time, when we wanted little of " filling up the measure
of our iniquities," two or three clergymen of the Church of England
began vehemently to " call sinners to repentance." In two or three

years they had sounded the alarm to the utmost borders of the land.

Many thousands gathered together to hear them ; and in every place

where they came, many began to show such a concern for religion as

they never had done before. A stronger impression was made on their

minds, of the importance of things eternal, and they had more earnest
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desires of serving God than they had ever had from their earliest child-

hood. Thus did God begin to draw them toward himself, witli the cords
of love, with the bands of a man.
Many of these were in a short time deeply convinced of the number

and heinousness of their sins. They were also made throughly sensible
of those tempers which are justly hateful to God and man, and of their

utter ignorance of God, and entire inabihty, either to know, love, or
serve him. At the same time, they saw in the strongest light the insig-

nificancy of their outside religion ; nay, and often confessed it before
God, as the most abominable hypocrisy. Thus did they sink deeper
and deeper into that repentance, which must ever precede faith in the

Son of God.
And from hence sprung " fruits meet for repentance." The drunk-

ard commenced sober and temperate ; the whoremonger abstained from
adultery and fornication ; the unjust from oppression and wrong. He
that had been accustomed to curse and swear for many years, now swore
no more. The sluggard began to work with his hands, that he might
eat his own bread. The miser learned to deal his bread to the hungry,
and to cover the naked with a garment. Indeed, the whole form of their

life was changed: they had "left off doing evil, and learned to do well."

5. But this was not all. C ,er and above this outward change, they

began to experience inward religion. " The love of God was shed
abroad in their hearts," which they continue to enjoy to this day. They
" love him, because he first loved us," and withheld not from us his Son,
his only Son. And this love constrains them to love all mankind, all

the children of the Father of heaven and earth ; and inspires them with

every holy and heavenly temper, the whole mind that was in Christ.

Hence it is that they are now uniform in their behaviour, unblamable in

all manner of conversation. And in whatsoever state they are, they

have learned therewith to be content ; insomuch that now they can " in

every thing give thanks." They more than })atiently acquiesce, they

rejoice and are exceeding glad, in all God's dispensations toward them.

P'or as long as they love God, (and that love no man takcth from them,)

they are always happy in God. Thus they calmly travel on through

life, being never weary nor faint in their minds, never repining, iutu-

muring, or dissatisfied, casting all their care upon God, till the hour

comes that they should drop this covering of earth, and return imto the

great Father of spirits. Then, especially, it is that they " rejoice with

joy unspeakable and full of glory." You who credit it not, come and
see. See these living and dying Christians.

Happy while on earth llicy breathe

;

Mij^hticr joys ordaiu'd to Itnow,

Tram])linj^ on sin, hell, and death,

To the third heaven they go

!

Now, if these things are so, what reasonable man can deny (sup-

posing the Scriptures to be true) that God is now visiting this nation, in

a far other maimer than we had cause to expect 1 Instead of pouring

out his fierce displeasure upon us, he hath made us yet another tender

of mercy : so that even when sin did most abound, grace hath ^nuch

more abounded.

(i. Yea, "the grace of God, which bringeth salvation," present salva-
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tion from inward and outward sin, hath abounded of late years in such

a degree, as neither we nor our fathers had known. How extensive is

the change which has been wrought on the minds and Hves of the

people ! Know ye not that the sound is gone forth into all the land

;

that there is scarce a city or considerable town to be found, where some
have not been roused out of the sleep of death, and constrained to cry

out, in the bitterness of their soul, " What must I do to be saved ?" that

this religious concern has spread to every age and sex ; to most orders

and degrees of men ? to abundance of those, in particular, who, in time

past, were accounted monsters of wickedness, "drinking in iniquity like

water," and committing all " uncleanness with greediness."

7. In what age has such a work been wrought, considering the swift-

ness as well as the extent of it ? When have such numbers of sinners

in so short a time been recovered from the error of their ways? When
hath religion, I will not say since the Reformation, but since the time of

Constantine the Great, made so large a progress in any nation, within

so small a space 1 I believe, hardly can either ancient or modem history

supply us \vith a parallel instance.

8. Let understanding men observe also the depth of the work, so

extensively and swiftly wrought. It is not a slight or supei-ficial thing

;

but multitudes of men have been so thoroughly " convinced of sin," that

their " bones were smitten asunder, as it were with a sword dividing the

very joints and marrow." Many of these have been shortly after so

filled with " peace and joy in believing," that, whether they were in the

body or out of the body, they could scarcely tell. And in the power of

this faith they have trampled under foot whatever the world accounts

either terrible or desirable ; having evidenced, in the severest trials, so

fervent a love to God, so invariable and tender a good will to mankind,

particularly to their enemies, and such a measure of all the fruits of

holiness, as were not unworthy the apostolic age. Now, so deep a

repentance, so firm a faith, so fervent love and unblemished holiness,

wrought in so many persons, within so short a time, the world has not

seen for many ages.

9. No less remarkable is the purity of the religion which has extended

itself so deeply and swiftly. I speak particularly with regard to the

doctrines held by those among whom it is so extended. Those of the

Church of England, at least, must acknov/ledge this. For where is

there a body of people in the realm, who, number for number, so closely

adhere to what our Church delivers as pure doctrine 1 Where are those

who have approved and do approve themselves more orthodox, more
sound in their opinions ? Is there a Socinian or Arian among them all?

Nay, were you to recite the whole catalogue of heresies enumerated by

Bishop Pearson, it might be asked, Who can lay any one of these to

their charge ?

Nor is their religion more pure from heresy than it is from supersti-

tion. In former times, wherever an unusual concern for the things of

God hath appeared, on the one hand, strange and erroneous opinions

continually sprung up with it ; on the other, a zeal for things which

were no part of religion, as though they had been essential branches of

it. And many have laid as great, if not greater, stress on trifles, as on

the weightier matters of the law. But it has not been so in the present

Vol. V. 10
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case. No stress has been laid on any thing, as though it were neces-

sary to salvation, but what is undeniably contained in the word of God.
And of the things contained therein, the stress laid on each has been in

proportion to the nearness of its relation to what is there laid down as

the sum of all, the love of God and our neighbour. So pure from super-

stition, so throughly scriptural, is that religion which has lately spread

in this nation

!

10. It is likewise rational as well as scriptural; it is as pure from
enthusiasm as from superstition. It is true, the contrary has been con-

tinually affirmed : but to affirm is one thing, to prove is another. Who
will prove that it is enthusiasm to love God, even though we love him
with all our heart? to rejoice in the sense of his love to usi to praise

him, even with all our strength l Who is able to make good this charge

against the love of all mankind 1 or, laying rhetorical flourishes aside,

to come close to the question, and demonstrate that it is enthusiasm, in

every state we are in, therewith to be content? I do but just touch on
the general heads. Ye men of reason, give me a man who, setting

raillery and ill names apart, will maintain this by dint of argument. If

not, own this religion is the thing you seek ; sober, manly, rational,

divine ; however exposed to the censure of those who are accustomed

to revile what they understand not.

11. It may be farther observed, the religion of those we now speak

of is entirely clear from bigotry. (Perhaps this might have been ranked
with superstition, of wliich it seems to be only a particular species.)

They are in nowise bigoted to opinions. They do indeed hold right

opinions ; but they are peculiarly cautious not to rest the weight of

Christianity there. They have no such overgrown fondness for any
opinions, as to think those alone will make them Christians, or to con-

fine their affection or esteem to those who agree with them therein.

There is nothing they are more fearful of than this, lest it should steal

upon them unawares. Nor are they bigoted to any particular branch

even of practical religion. They desire indeed to be exact in every

jot and tittle, in the very smallest points of Christian practice. But they

are not attached to one point more than another ; they aim at uniform,

universal obedience. They contend for nothing trifling, as if it was
important ; for nothing indifferent, as if it were necessary ; for nothing

circumstantial, as if it were essential to Christianity ; but for every thing

in its own order.

12. Above all, let it be observed, that this religion has no mixture of

vice or unholiness. It gives no man of any rank or profession the least

license to sin. It makes no allowance to any person for ungodliness of

any kind. Not that all who follow after have attained this, either are

already perfect. But however that be, they plead for no sin, either

inward or outward. They condemn every kind and degree thereof, in

tliemselves as well as in other men. Indeed, most in themselves ; it

being their constant care to bring those words home to their own case,

" Whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet offend in one point, he

is guilty of all."

13. Yet there is not found among them that bitter zeal in points either

of small or of great importance, that spirit of persecution, which has so

often accompanied the spirit of reformation. It is an idle conceit, that
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the spirit of persecution is among the Papists only: it is wheresoever

the devil, that old murderer, works ; and he still " worketh in" all " the

children of disobedience." Of consequence, all the children of dis-

obedience will, on a thousand different pretences, and in a thousand

different ways, so far as God permits, persecute the children of God.
But what is still more to be lamented is, that the children of God them-

selves have so often used the same weapons, and persecuted others,

when the power was in their own hands.

Can we wholly excuse those venerable men, our great reformers

themselves, from this charge ? I fear not, if we impartially read over

any history of the Reformation. What wonder is it then, that, when the

tables were turned. Bishop Bonner or Gardiner should make reprisals

;

that they should measure to others (indeed good measure, shaken toge-

ther,) what had before been measured to them ? Nor is it strange, when
we consider the single case of Joan Bocher, that God should suffer

those (otherwise) holy men. Archbishop Cranmer, Bishop Ridley, and
Bishop Latimer, to drink of the same cup with her,

14. But can you find any tincture of this in the case before us ? Do not

all who have lately known the love of God, know " what spirit they are

of;" and that the Son of Man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to

save them ? Do they approve of the using any kind or degree of violence,

on any account or pretence whatsoever, in matters of religion? Do they

not hold the right every man has to judge for himself, to be sacred and
inviolable 1 Do they allow any method of bringing even those who are

farthest out of the way, who are in the grossest errors, to the knowledge
of the truth, except the methods of reason and persuasion ; of love,

patience, gentleness, long suffering 1 Is there any thing in their practice

which is inconsistent with this their constant profession 1 Do they in

fact hinder their own relations or dependents from worshipping God
according to their own conscience 1 When they beheve them to be in

error, do they use force of any kind, in order to bring them out of it 1

Let the instances, if there are such, be produced- But if no such are to

be found, then let all reasonable men, who believe the Bible, own that a
work of God is wrought in our land ; and such a work (if we survey in

one view the extent of it, the swiftness with which it has spread, the

depth of that religion which was so swiftly diffused, and its purity from
all corrupt mixtures) as, it must be acknowledged, cannot easily be

paralleled, in all these concurrent circumstances, by any thing that is

found in the English annals, since Christianity was first planted in this

island.

IL 1. And yet those " who can discern the face of the sky, cannot
discern the signs of the times." Yet those who are esteemed wise men
do not know that God is now reviving his work upon earth. Indeed,

concerning some of these, the reason is plain ; they know not, because
they think not of it. Their thoughts are otherwise employed; their

minds are taken up with things of quite a different nature : or, perhaps,

they may think of it a little now and then, when they have nothing else

to do ; but not seriously or deeply; not with any closeness or attention

of thought. They are too much in haste to weigh the facts whereof we
speak, and to draw the just inference therefrom : nor is the conviction

which they may sometimes feel, suffered to sink into their hearts ; but
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things that have a larger share in their affections soon destroy the very

traces of it.

2. True it is, that there are some who think more deeply, who are

accustomed to consider things from the foundation, and to lay circum-
stances together, that they may judge of nothing before they have full

evidence ; and yet even some of these appear to be in doubt concerning
the present work. Now, supposing it to be a work of God, how can this

be accounted for,—that they who so diligently inquire concerning it, do
not know the time of their visitation 1 Perhaps because of the deeply

rooted prejudice which they brought with them to the inquiry ; and which,

still hanging on their minds, makes it scarce possible for them to form
an impartial judgment. Perhaps, even a slight prepossession might
occasion their stumbling on some of those rocks of offence, which, by
the wise permission of God, always did and always will attend any revival

of his work. Nay, it may be, their very caution was carried to excess.

They would not judge before they had such evidence as the nature of

the thing would not admit, or, at least, God did not see fit to give.

3. All this is very easy to conceive. But it may at first appear sur-

prising, to find men of renown, men supposed to be endowed with

knowledge, and with abilities of every kind, flatly, openly, peremptorily

denying, that there has been any unusual work of God at all ! Yea, a

late eminent writer goes farther yet, accounts it an instance of downright

enthusiasm, to imagine that there is any extraordinary work now wrought
upon the earth. (Observations, part iii.)

It avails not to say, " No ; he does not deny this, but he denies it to

be the work of God." This is palpably trifling ; for the work under

consideration is of such a nature, (namely, the conversion of men from

all manner of sins, to holiness of heart and life,) that if it be at any time

wi'ought at all, it must be the work of God ; seeing it is God alone, and
not any child of man, who is able to " destroy the works of the devil."

Yet neither is this difiicult to be accounted for, if we consider things

more closely ; for the same prejudice which keeps some in doubt, may
easily be conceived so to influence others, as to make them wholly

deny the work of God. And this it may do in several ways : it may
either bring them to question the facts related, and hinder their endea-

vouring to be more fully informed ; or prevent their drawing such infer-

ences from those facts, as they would otherwise see to be plain and
imdeniable. Yea, and it will give tenfold weight to the offences which
must come, so as to overbalance all evidence whatsoever.

4. This also may account for the behaviour of those who, not content

to suspend their judgment, or to deny the work of God, go farther still,

even to th« length of contradicting and blaspheming. Nay, some of
these have expressed a deeper abhorrence, and shown a stronger enmity
against this, than they were ever known to do against Popery, Infidelity

or any heresy whatsoever. Some have persecuted the instnmicnts

whom it pleased God to use heroin, only not to the death ; and others

have treated in the sanie manner all those whom they termed their fol-

lowers. A few instances of this it may be proper to mention, out of very

many which might be recited.

5. On the 20th of Jimc, 1743, a great multitude of people gathered
together, chiefly from Wabal, Darlaston, and Bilston, in Wednesbury
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church yard, Staffordshire. They went from thence (when by sounding

a horn they had gathered their whole company together) to Mr. Eaton's

house, in the middle of the town, who was at that time constable. He
went to the door with his constable's staff, and began reading the act of

parliament against riots ; but the stones flew so thick about his head,

that he was forced to leave off reading and retire. They broke all his

windows, the door of his house, and a large clock in pieces. They went

then to above fourscore houses, in many of which there were not three

panes of glass left.

6. On June 20, 1743, John Baker, at the head of a large mob, came
to the house of Jonas Turner, at West Bromwich, near Wedncsbury,

and asked him, whether he would keep from these men that went preach-

ing about, and go to the church. He answered, " I do go to the church;

but I never see any of you there." Presently one Dan. Oniens, with a

great club, broke great part of the window at one blow. Others laid

hold of him, and dragged him about sixty yards before he could get loose

from them. Afterward they broke all his windows, and threw into the

house abundance of stones, to break his goods.

About four in the afternoon they came to the house of widow Turner

of West Bromwich. They threw in bricks and stones so fast, that she

was forced to open the door and run out among them. One of her

daughters cried out, " My mother Avill be killed !" On which, they fell

to throwing stones at her. She ran into a neighbour's house ; but before

she could shut the door, they broke the bottom off with a brick end.

They followed her other daughter with stones, and one with a great stake.

She ran into another house, much frightened, expecting to be murdered.

The widow asked, " How can you come and abuse us thus ?" On which,

one came with a large club, and swore, if she spoke another word, he

would knock her on the head, and bury her in the ditch. Then he went

and broke all the glass that was left. The same they did to many of the

neighbouring houses.

7. On the 19th of June, James Yeoman, of Walsal, saw Mary Bird

in her father's house at Wednesbury, and swore, " By G— , you are

there now ; but we will kill you to-morrow." Accordingly, he came
with a mob the next day ; and after they had broken all the windows, he

took up a stone, and said, " Now, by God, I will kill you." He threw

it, and struck her on the side of the head. The blood gushed out, and
she dropped down immediately.

Another of them took Mr. Hands, of Wednesbury, by the throat,

swore he would be the death of him, gave him a great swing round, and
threw him upon the ground. As soon as he rose, one Equal Baker
gave him a blow on the eye, and knocked him down again. In about

half an hour the mob came to his house, and broke all the windows,

except about twenty panes. The kitchen windows they cleared, lead,

bars, and all, broke the window posts, and threw them into the house.

The shop was shut up
;
(he being an apothecary ;) but they quickly

broke it open, broke all the pots and bottles in pieces, and destroyed all

his medicines. They broke also the shelves and drawers in the shop

to pieces, and many of his household goods.

8. On January 13, 1743-4, the mob rose again at Darlaston, broke

all the windows of all who followed " this way," (except two or three
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who bought themselves off,) broke open several houses, and took what
they liked, the people belonging to them being fled for their lives.

About the same time the Rev. Mr. E caine to Darlaston ; and
meeting some others at Thomas Forshew's, they drew up a writing

;

and Nicholas Winspur, the crier of the town, gave public notice, That
all the people of the society must come to Mr. Forshew's, and sign it,

or else their houses would be pulled down immediately. It was to this

effect, That they would never read, or sing, or pray together, or hear

these parsons any more.

Several signed this through fear. They made every one who did, lay

down a penny,—" to make the mob drink."

9. About Candlemas, the wife of Joshua Constable, of Darlaston, was
going to Wednesbury, when a mob met her in the road, threw her down
several times, and abused her in a manner too horrible to write. A
warrant was procured for some of these ; but one of them only was
carried before Mr. G—, who came back and told his companions, the

justice said that they might go home about their business. On this the

mob rose again, came to Joshua's house, and destroyed all the necessary

goods therein. They likewise broke and spoiled all his shop tools,

threw the tiles off" the roof of the house, and pulled down one room, the

joist of which they carried away with them. All his gun-locks they

took away ; they tore in pieces all his wife's linen, cut the bed and bed-

stead, so that it was good for nothing, and tore her Bible and Common-
Prayer Book all to pieces. She and her husband retired to another

house ; but one telling the mob they were there, they swore they would
tear it down immediately, if the man let them stay any longer : so they

went out in the frost and snow, not knowing where to lay their head.

10. On Tuesday, January 31, 1743-4, Henry Old came to John
Griffith's house, saying, if he did not leave following "this way," he had
a hundred men at his command, who should come and pull his house
down. Soon after he brought some with him ; but the neighbours gave
him money, and sent him away for that time.

Monday, February 6, between seven and eight at night, came part of

the same company. Hearing them afar off, John and his wife fastened

the door, and left the house. Some of the neighbours going in soon
after, found them destroying all they could : two chairs and several

bundles of linen were laid upon the fire. After they had destroyed what
they could, they loaded themselves with clothes and meat, and went
their way.

The same day public notice was given at Walsal, by a paper fixed

up there. That all who designed to assist in breaking the windows, and
plundering the houses, of the Methodists at Wednesbury, should bo

ready at ten o'clock, the next morning, on the Church hill.

11. The next morning, February 7, (being Shrove-Tuesday,) about

half an hour after ten, great numbers of men were gathered together on
the Church hill. Thence they marched down, some armed with swords,

some with clubs, and some with axes. They first fell upon Benjamin
Watson's house, and broke many of the tiles, and all the windows.

Next they came to Mr. Addinbrook's, broke a fine clock, with many of

his goods, and stole all the things they could carry away. The next

house was Jane Smith's, whose windows they broke, with what little
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goods she had. The next was Mr. Bird's, where they destroyed every

thing they found, except what they carried away ; cutting the beds in

pieces, as they did all the beds which they could any where find. Thence
they went to Mr. Edge's house : he was ill of a fever ; so, for a sum of

money, they passed it over. The next house was Mr. Hands's. They
broke all his counter, boxes, and drawers, and all (except some bed-

steads) that axe or hammer could break. They spilt all his drugs and
chemical medicines, and stole every thing they could carry, even all his

and his wife's wearing apparel beside what they had on.

12. Mr. Eaton's house was next. They broke all his windows, and
all his inside doors in pieces, cut the lead off his house, destroyed or

stole whatever they could lay their hands on. Some gentlemen offered

to stop them, if he would sign a paper, implying that he would never

hear those parsons more. But he told them, he had felt already what
a wounded conscience was ; and, by the grace of God, he would wound
his conscience no more.

After they had done at Mr. Eaton's, they plundered several other

houses in Wednesbury and West Bromwich. It is scarce possible to

describe the outrages they committed ; only they left them they plun-

dered alive.

While they were plundering John Turner's house, he waded through
the brook, to try if he could save some of his goods, which one David
Garington was carrying away : upon which Garington told him, it would
be the same here as it was in Ireland ; for there would be a massacre
very quickly; and he wished it was now.

13. About eleven o'clock, Sarah, the wife of John Sheldon, being
told the mob was coming to her house, went and met them at the gate.

She asked John Baker, thein captain, what they were come for. He
answered, if she would have nothing more to do with these people, not a
pennyworth of her goods should be hurt. She made no reply. Then
they broke the door open, and began breaking and plundering the goods.
One coming out with a fire shovel, she begged him not to take it away.
He swore, if she spoke another word, he would beat her brains out.

John Sheldon was this while helping Thomas Parkes to hide his goods,

though he knew by the noise they were breaking his own to pieces.

Between two and three he came to his house with William Sitch. William
asked Sarah how she did, saying, for his part, he took joyfully the

spoiling of his goods. She answered, that, seeing so much wickedness,

she could not rejoice ; but she blessed God she could bear it patiently,

and found not the least anger in her. John Sheldon seeing the spoil

they had made, smiled and said, " Here is strange work." His wife

told him, if she had complied with their terms, not one pennyworth would
have been hurt. He replied, that if she had complied to deny the truth,

and he had found his goods whole on that account, he should never have
been easy as long as he hved ; but he blessed God that she had rather

chosen to suffer wrong.

I believe every reasonable man will allow, that nothing can possibly

excuse these proceedings ; seeing they are open, bare-faced violations

both of justice and mercy, and of all laws divine and human.
III. 1. I suppose no Protestant will undertake to defend such pro-

ceedings, even toward the vilest miscreants. But abundance of excuses
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have been made, if not for opposing it thus, yet for denying this work to

be of God, and for not acknowledging the time of our visitation.

Some allege that the doctrines of these men are false, erroneous, and
enthusiastic ; that they are new, and unheard of till of late ; that they are

Quakerism, fanaticism. Popery.

This whole pretence has been already cut up by the roots ; it having
been shown at large, that every branch of this doctrine is the plain doc-

trine of Scripture, interpreted by our own Church. Therefore it cannot

be either false or eiToneous, provided the Scripture be true. Neither
can it be enthusiastic, unless the same epithet belongs to our Articles,

Homilies, and Liturgy. Nor yet can these doctrines be termed new, no
newer, at least, than the reign of Queen Elizabeth ; not even with regard

to the Avay of expression, or the manner wherein they are proposed.

And as to the substance, they are more ancient still ; as ancient, not

only as the Gospel, as the times of Isaiah, or David, or Moses, but as

the first revelation of God to man. If, therefore, they were unheard of

till of late, in any that is termed a Christian country, the greater guilt

is on those who, as ambassadors of Christ, ought to publish them day
by day.

Fanaticism, if it means any thing at all, means the same with enthu-

siasm, or religious madness, from which (as was observed before) these

doctrines are distant as far as the east from the west. However, it is a

convenient word to be thrown out upon any thing we do not like ; be-

cause scarce one reader in a thousand has any idea of what it means.
If any part of this doctrine is held by the Quakers, there is the more
reason to rejoice. I would to God they held it all, though the doctrine

itself would be neither better nor worse for this.

Popery in the mouth of many men means just nothing ; or, at most,

something very horrid and bad. But Popery, properly speaking, is the

distinguishing doctrines of the Church of Rome. They are summed up
in the Twelve Articles which thp. Council of Trent added to the Nicene
Creed. Now, who can find the least connection between any of these,

and the doctrines whereof we are speaking ?

2. Others allege, " Their doctrine is too strict ; they make the way
to heaven too narrow." And this is in truth the original objection, (as

it was almost the only one for some time,) and is secretly at the bottom
of a thousand more, which appear in various forms. But do they make
the way to heaven any narrower than our Lord and his Apostles made
it? Is their doctrine stricter than that of the Bible ? Consider only a few
plain texts :

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy mind, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength." "For
every idle word which men shall speak, they shall give an account in the

day of judgment."—"Whether ye cat, or drink, or whatever ye do, do
all to the glory of God." If their doctrine is stricter than this, they are

to blame ; but you know in your conscience, it is not. And who can
be one jot less strict, without corrupting the word of God ? Can any
steward of the mysteries of God be found faithful, if he change any part

of that sacred depositum? No. He can abate nothing, he can soften

nothing ; he is constrained to declare to all men, " I may not bring down
the Scripture to your taste. You must come up to it or perish for ever."

3. This is the real ground of that other popular cry concerning " the
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uncharitablencss of these men." Uncharitable, are they? In what

respect? Do they not feed the hungry, and clothe the naked? "No;
that is not the thing : they are not wanting in this : but they are so un-

charitable in judging! they think none can be saved but those of their

own way. They damn all the world beside themselves."

What do you mean ? " They think none can be saved but those of

their own way." Most surely they do. For as there is but one heaven,

so there is but one way to it, even the way of faith in Christ, (for we
speak not of opinions or outward modes of worship,) the way of love to

God and man, the highway of holiness. And is it uncharitable to think

or say that none can be saved but those who walk in this way ? Was
He then uncharitable who declared, " He that believeth not shall be

damned?" or he that said, "Follow holiness, without which no man
shall see the Lord ?" and again : " Though I bestow all my goods to

feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned," yet, " if I have

not aya'n'rjv, charity," love, all this " profiteth me nothing."
" But they damn all," you say, " beside themselves." Damn all I

What kind of word is this ? They damn no man. None is able to damn
any man, but the Lord and Judge of all. What you probably mean by
that strange expression is, they declare that God condemns all beside

those who believe in Jesus Christ, and love him and keep his command-
ments. And so must you also, or you sin against God, and your neigh-

bour, and your own soul. But is there any uncharitableness in this, in

warning sinners to flee from the wrath to come ? On the contrary, not to

warn a poor, blind, stupid wretch that he is hanging over the mouth of

hell, would be so inexcusable a want of charity, as would bring his blood
upon our own head.

4. But there is no room for dispute, touching these doctrines in gene-

ral, seeing our Lord gives you so plain a rule, by which you may easily

and infallibly know whether they be of God : " The tree is known by
its fruit ; either therefore make the tree good, and its fruit good ; or else

make the tree corrupt, and its fruit corrupt," Matt, xii, 33. Now, what
fruit does the tree before us bring forth ? Look and see ; believe your
own eyes and ears. Sinners leave their sins : the servants of the devil

become the servants of God. Is this good or evil fruit ; that vice loses

ground, and virtue, practical religion, gains ? dispute no more ! Know
the tree by its fruit. Bow, and own the finger of God.

5. But many who own these doctrines to be of God, yet cannot be
reconciled to the instruments he hath made use of. A very common
exception taken against these is, and was from the beginning, that "they
are so young :" therefore, (abundance of men have readily inferred,) this

work cannot be of God.
Perhaps they are not so young as you conceive. Mr. Whitefield is

now upward of thirty ; my brother is thirty-seven years of age ; I have
lived above forty-two years ; and a gentleman in Cornwall, for whom
I often preach, has the merit of having hved threescore and seventeen
years.

But, supposing the antecedent true, what a consequence is this ! What
shadow of Scripture have you to support it ? Doth not God " send by
whom he ivill send?" And who shall say to him, " What doest thou ?"

" These are too young; send elder men." What shadow of reason?
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Is it not possible that a person of thirty or forty may have as true a judg-

ment in the things of God, and as great a blessing attending his preach-

ing, as one of fifty or fourscore 1

I wish you would explain yourself a little on this head :

—

Scire velim, verbo, pretium quotus arroget annxis 7

(How old must a book be before it is good for any tiling ?)

How old do you require a man to be, before God should have leave to

speak by his mouth 1 O my brethren, who could have believed any

serious man would once have named such an argument as this ; seeing

both Scripture and reason teach, that God herein " giveth account to

none of his ways?" But he worketh by whomsoever he will work ; he

showeth mercy by whom he will show mercy.

6. " But there are only a few young heads." I cannot but observe

here what great pains have been taken, what diligence shown, to make
and to keep them few. What arts have not been used to keep back

those, of the clergy in particular, who have been clearly convinced, from

time to time, that they ought to join hearts and hands in the work 1 On
this occasion it has been accounted meritorious to " say all manner of

evil of us falsely ;" to promise them whatever their hearts desired, if

they would refrain from these men ; and, on the other hand, to threaten

them with heavy things if ever they went among them more. So that

how fully soever they were convinced, they could not act according to

their conviction, unless they could give up at once all thought of prefer-

ment either in Church or State ; nay, all hope of even a Fellowship, or

poor Scholarship, in either University. Many also have been threatened,

that if they went on in this way, what little they had should be taken

from them. And many have, on this very account, been disowned by

their dearest friends and nearest relations : so that there was no possi-

bility the number of these labourers should eyer be increased at all,

unless by those who could break through all these ties, who desired

nothing in the present world, who counted neither their fortunes, nor

friends, nor lives, dear unto themselves, so they might only keep " a

conscience void of offence toward God and toward men."

7. But what do you infer from their fewness 1 that, because they are

few, therefore God cannot work by them 1 Upon what scripture do you

ground this 1 I thought it was the same to Him, to save by many or by

few. Upon what reason "? Why cannot (rod save ten thousand souls by

one man, as well as by ten thousand? How little, how inconsiderable a

circumstance is number before God ! Nay, is there not reason to believe

that whensoever God is pleased to work a great deliverance, spiritual or

temporal, he may first say, as of old, " The people are too many for me
to give the Midianites into their hands?" May he not purposely choose

few as well as inconsiderable instruments, for the greater manifestation

of his own glory? Very few, I grant, are the instruments now employed;

yet a great work is wrought already. And the fewer they are by

whom this large harvest hath hitherto been gathered in, the more evident

must it appear to unprejudiced minds, that the work is not of man, but

of God.
8. " But they are not only few, but unlearned also." This is a

grievous offence, and is by many esteemed a sufficient excuse for not

acknowledging the work to be of God.
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The ground of this offence is partly true. Some of those who now
preach are unlearned. They neither understand the ancient languages,

nor any of the branches of philosophy. And yet this objection might

have been spared by many of those who have frequently made it ; be-

cause they are unlearned too, though accounted otherwise. They have
not themselves the very thing they require in others.

Men in general are under a great mistake with regard to what is called

the learned world. They do not know, they cannot easily imagine, how
little learning there is among them. I do not speak of abstruse learn-

ing ; but of what all divines, at least, of any note, are supposed to have,

namely, the knowledge of the tongues, at least, Latin, Greek, and He-
brew, and of the common arts and sciences.

How few men of learning, so called, understand Hebrew ; even so

far as to read a plain chapter in Genesis ! Nay, how few understand

Greek ! Make an easy experiment. Desire that grave man, who is

urging this objection, only to tell you the English of the first paragraph

that occurs in one of Plato's Dialogues. I am afraid we may go far-

ther still. How few understand Latin ! Give one of them an Epistle of
Tully, and see how readily he will explain it without his dictionary. If

he can hobble through that, it is odds but a Georgia in Virgil, or a Satire

of Persius, sets him fast.

And with regard to the arts and sciences ; how few understand so

much as the general principles of logic ! Can one in ten of the clergy,

(0 grief of heart
!
) or of the Masters of Arts in either university, when

an argument is brought, tell you even the mood and figure wherein

it is proposed ; or complete an enthymeme ] Perhaps you do not so

much as understand the term ;—supply the premiss which is wanting, in

order to make it a full categorical syllogism. Can one in ten of them
demonstrate a problem or theorem in Euclid's Elements, or define the

common terms used in metaphysics, or intelligibly explain the first prin-

ciples of it 1 Why then will they pretend to that learning which they are

conscious to themselves they have not? nay, and censure others who
have it not, and do not pretend to it 1 Where are sincerity and candour

fled?

It vnW easily be observed, that I do not depreciate learning of any kind.

The knowledge of the languages is a valuable talent ; so is the know-
ledge of the arts and sciences. Both the one and the other may be

employed to the glory of God and the good of men. But yet I ask,

Where hath God declared in his word, that he cannot, or vnW not, make
use of men that have it not 1 Has Moses or any of the prophets affirmed

this ] or our Lord, or any of his Apostles 1 You are sensible all these

are against you : you know the Apostles themselves, all except St. Paul,

were avSpsg aypafiffcaroi xai i^iuTai, "common, unphilosophical, unlettered

men."
9. "What! Then you make yourselves Uke the Apostles." Because

this silly objection has so often been urged, I will for once spend a few
words upon it, though it does not deserve that honour. Why, must not

every man, whether clergyman or layman, be in some respects like the

Apostles, or go to hell? Can any man be saved if he be not holy like

the Apostles ; a follower of them, as they were of Christ 1 And ought
not every preacher of the Gospel to be in a peculiar manner like the
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Apostles, both in holy tempers, in exemplariness of life, and in his inde-

fatigable labours for the good of souls ? Wo unto every ambassador of
Christ, who is not like the Apostles in this ! in holiness, in making full

proof of his ministry, in spending and being spent for Christ! We can-
not, and therefore we need not, be like them in working outward miracles

;

but we may, and ought, in working together with God for the salvation

of men. And the same God who was always ready to help their infirm-

ities, is ready to help ours also. He who made them " workmen that

needed not to be ashamed," will teach us also " rightly to divide the

word of truth." In this respect likewse, in respect of his " having help

from God," for the work whereunto he is called, every preacher of the

Gospel is like the Apostles : otherwise, he is of all men most miserable.

10. And I am bold to affirm, that these unlettered men have help from
God for that great work,—the saving souls from death ; seeing he hath
enabled, and doth enable them still, to " turn many to righteousness."

Thus hath he " destroyed the wisdom of the wise, and brought to nought
the understanding of the prudent." When they imagined they had effect-

ually shut the door, and locked up every passage whereby any help could

come to two or three preachers, weak in body as well as soul, who they

might reasonably believe would, humanly speaking, wear themselves out

in a short time ;—when they had gained their point by securing, as they

supposed, all the men of learning in the nation, " He that sitteth in hea-

ven laughed them to scorn," and came upon them by a way they thought
not of. " Out of the stones he raised up" those who should beget
" children to Abraham." We had no more foresight of this than you :

nay, we had the deepest prejudices against it ; until we could not but

own that God gave " wisdom from above" to these unlearned and igno-

rant men, so that the work of the Lord prospered in their hand, and sin-

ners were daily converted to God.
Indeed, in the one thing which they profess to know, they are not igno-

rant men. I trust there is not one of them who is not able to go through
such an examination, in substantial, praciical, experimental divinity, as

few of our candidates for holy orders, even in the university, (I speak it

with sorrow and shame, and in tender love,) are able to do. But, O !

what manner of examination do most of those candidates go through

!

and what proof are the testimonials commonly brought, (as solemn as

the form is wherein they run,) either of their piety or knowledge to

whom are entrusted those sheep which God hath purchased with his

own blood

!

11. " But they are laymen. You seem to be sensible yourself of the

strength of this objection. For as many as you have answered, I observe

you have never once so much as touched on this."

I have not. Yet it was not distrust of my cause, but tenderness to

you, which occasioned my silence. I had something to advance on this

head also ; but I was afraid you could not bear it. 1 was conscious to

myself that, some years since, to touch this point, was to touch the apple

of my eye : and this makes me almost unwilling to speak now, lest I

should shock the prejudices I cannot remove.

Suffer me, however, just to intimate to you some things which I would
leave to your farther consideration : the scribes of old, who were the

ordinajy preachers among the Jews, were not priests ; they were not
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better than laymen. Yea, many of them were incapable of the priest-

hood, being of the tribe of Simeon, not of Levi.

Hence, probably, it was that the Jews themselves never urged it as

an objection to our Lord's preaching, (even those who did not acknow-
ledge or believe that he was sent of God in an extraordinary character,)

that he was no priest after the order of Aaron: nor, indeed, could be;
seeing he was of the tribe of Judah.

Nor does it appear that any objected this to the Apostles : so far from
it, that at Antioch, in Pisidia, we find the rulers of the synagogue send-

ing unto Paul and Barnabas, strangers just come into the city, " saying.

Men and brethren, if ye have any word of exhortation for the people,

say on," Acts xiii, 15.

If we consider these things, we shall be the less surprised at what
occurs in the eighth chapter of the Acts :

" At that time there was a
great persecution against the Church ; and they were all scattered

abroad" (that is, all the Church, all the believers in Jesus) " throughout

the regions of Judea and Samaria," verse 1. " Therefore, they that were
scattered abroad went every where preaching the word," verse 4. Now,
what shadow of reason have we to say, or think, that all these were
ordained before they preached ?

12. If we come to later times: was Mr. Calvin ordained? Was he
either priest or deacon 1 And were not most of those whom it pleased
God to employ in promoting the Reformation abroad, laymen also?

Could that great work have been promoted at all in many places, if

laymen had not preached ? And yet how seldom do the very Papists

urge this as an objection against the Reformation ! Nay, as rigorous as
they are in things of this kind, they themselves appoint, even in some of
their strictest orders, that " if any lay-brother believes himself called of
God to preach as a missionary, the superior of the order, being informed
thereof, shall immediately send him away."

In all Protestant Churches it is still more evident that ordination is

not held a necessary prerequisite of preaching; for in Sweden, in Ger-
many, in Holland, and, I believe, in every Reformed Church in Europe,
it is not only permitted but required, that before any one is ordained,

(before he is admitted even into deacon's orders, wherever the distinc-

tion between priests and deacons is retained,) he should publicly preach
a year or more ad probandum facuUatem. [On trial.] And for this

practice they believe they have the authority of an express command of
God ;

" Let these first be proved ; then let them use the office of a dea-
con, being found blameless," 1 Tim. iii, 10.

13. " In England, however, there is nothing of this kind : no layman
permitted to speak in pubUc." No ! Can you be ignorant, that in a
hundred churches they do it continually ? In how many (particularly in

the west of England) does the parish clerk read one of the lessons ? (In
some he reads the whole service of the Church, perhaps every Lord's
day.) And do not other laymen constantly do the same thing, yea, in

our very cathedrals 1 which, beuig under the more immediate inspection
of the bishops, should be patterns to all other churches.

Perhaps it will be said, " But this is not preaching." Yes, but it is

essentially such. For what is it to preach, but prcedicare verbum Dei

;

" to pubUsh the word of God ?" And this laymen do all over England
,
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particularly under the eye of every bishop in the nation. Nay, is it not

done in the universities themselves 1 Who ordained that singing man at

Christ-Church ; who is likewise utterly unqualified for the work, murder-

ing every lesson he reads 1 not even endeavouring to read it as the word

of God, but rather as an old song ! Such a layman as this, meddling at

all with the word of God, I grant, is a scandal to the English nation.

To go a step farther : do not the fundamental constitutions of the

university of Oxford, the statutes, even as revised by Archbishop Laud,

require every bachelor of arts, nine in ten of whom are laymen, to

read three public lectures in moral philosophy, on whatever subject he
chooses ? My subject, I well remember, was, " the love of God."
Now, what was this but preaching?

Nay, may not a man be a doctor of divinity even in Oxford, though

he never was ordained at all ] The instance of Dr. Atwell, (late) rector

of Exeter College, is fresh in every one's memory.
These are a few of the considerations that may readily occur to any

thinking man on this head. But I do not rest the cause on these. I

believe it may be defended a shorter way.

14. It pleased God, by two or three ministers of the Church of

England, to call many sinners to repentance ; who, in several parts

were undeniably turned from a course of sin, to a course of holiness.

The ministers of the places where this was done ought to have re-

ceived those ministers with open arms ; and to have taken them who
had just begun to serve God into their peculiar care ; watching over

them in tender love, lest they should fall back into the snare of the devil.

Instead of this, the greater part spoke of those ministers as if the

devil, not God, had sent them. Some repelled them from the Lord's

table ; others stirred up the people against them, representing them,

even in their public discourses, as fellows not fit to live ; Papists, here-

tics, traitors ; conspirators against their king and country.

And how did they watch over the sinners lately reformed? Even as

a leopard watcheth over his prey. They drove some of them also from

the Lord's table ; to which till now they had no desire to approach.

They preached all manner of evil concerning them, openly cursing

them in the name of the Lord. They turned many out of their work
;

persuaded others to do so too, and harassed them all manner of ways.

The event was, that some were wearied out, and so turned back to

their vomit again. And then these good pastors gloried over them, and

endeavoured to shake others by their example.

15. When the ministers by whom God had helped them before came
again to those places, great part of their work was to begin again

;
(if it

could be begun again ;) but the relapscrs were often so hardened in sin,

that no impression could be made upon them.

What could they do in a case of so extreme necessity, where many
souls lay at stake 1

No clergyman would assist at all. The expedient that remained

was, to find some one among themselves, who was upright of heart, and

of sound judgment in the things of God ; and to desire him to meet the

rest as often as he could, in order to confirm them, as he was able,

in the ways of God, either by reading to them, or by prayer, or by ex-

hortation.
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God immediately gave a blessing hereto. In several places, by means

of these phiin men, not only those who had already begun to run well

were hindered from drawing back to perdition ; but other sinners also,

from time to time, were converted from the error of their ways.

This plain acr.ount of the whole proceeding I take to be the best de-

fence of it. 1 know no scripture which forbids making use of such help,

in a case of such necessity. And I praise God who has given even

this help to those poor sheep, when " their own shepherds pitied them

not."
" But does not the Scripture say, ' No man taketh this honour to him-

self, but he that is called of God, as was Aaron V " Nor do these. The
honour here mentioned is the priesthood. But they no more take upon

them to be priests than to be kings. They take not upon them to ad-

minister the sacraments,—an honour peculiar to the priests of God.

Only, according to their power, they exhort their brethren to continue

in the grace of God.
'* But for these laymen to exhort at all is a violation of all order."

What is this order of which you speak ] Will it serve instead of the

knowledge and love of God ? Will this order rescue those from the

snare of the devil, who are now taken captive at his will 1 Will it keep

them who are escaped a little way, from turning back into Egypt 1 If

not, how should I answer it to God, if, rather than violate I know not

what order, I should sacrifice thousands of souls thereto 1 I dare not do

it. It is at the peril of my o^vn soul.

Indeed, if by order were meant true Christian discipline, whereby all

the living members of Christ are knit together in one, and all that are

putrid and dead immediately cut off from the body ; this order I reve-

rence, for it is of God. But where is it to be found 1 in what diocess,

in what town or parish, within England or Wales 1 Are you rector of a

parish? Then let us go no farther. Does this order obtain there?

Nothing less. Your parishioners are a rope of sand. As few (if any)

of them are alive to God ; so they have no connection with each other,

unless such as might be among Turks or Heathens. Neither have you
any power to cut off from that body, were it alive, the dead and putrid

members. Perhaps you have no desire ; but all are jumbled together

without any care or concern of yours.

It is plain, then, that what order is to be found is not among you who
so loudly contend for it, but among that very people whom you continu-

ally blame for their violation and contempt of it. The little flock you
condemn is united together in one body, by one Spirit ; so that " if one
member suffers, all the members suflTer with it ; if one be honoured, all

rejoice with it." Nor does any dead member long remain ; but as soon
as the hope of recovering it is past, it is cut off".

Now, suppose we were willing to relinquish our charge, and to give

up this flock into your hands, would you observe the same order as we
do now with them and the other souls under your care 1 You dare not

;

because you have respect of persons. You fear the faces of men.
You cannot ; because you have not overcome the world. You are not
above the desire of earthly things. And it is impossible you should ever
have any true order, or exercise any Christian discipline, till you aie
wholly crucified to the world, till you desire nothing more but God.
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Consider this matter, I entreat you, a little farther. Here are thirty

thousand persons* (perhaps somewhat more) of whom I take care,

watching over their souls as he that must give account. In order hereto

it lies upon me, (so 1 judge,) at the peril of my own salvation, to know,

not only their names, but their outward and inward states, their diffi-

culties and dangers. Otherwise, how can I know either how to guide

them aright, or to commend them to God in prayer 1 Now, if 1 am
willing to make these over to you, will you watch over them in the same
manner ? Will you take the same care (or as much more as you please)

of each soul as I have hitherto done? Not such curam animaruin

[" cure of souls"] as you have taken these ten years in your own
parish. Poor empty name ! Has not your parish been, in fact, as much
a sinecure to you as your prebend 1 O what an account have you to

give to the great Shepherd and Bishop of souls !

18. There is one more excuse for denying this work of God, taken

from the instruments employed therein ; that is, " that they are wicked

men." And a thousand stories have been handed about to prove it.

But you may observe, their wickedness was not heard of till after they
" went about doing good." Their reputation for honesty was till then

unblemished. But it was impossible it should continue so, when they

were publicly employed in " testifying of the world, that its deeds were

evil." It could not be but the Scriptures should be fulfilled : " The
servant is not above his master. If they have called the Master of the

house Beelzebub, how much more them of his household!"

Yet I cannot but remind considerate men, in how remarkable a man-
ner the wisdom of God has for many years guarded against this pretence,

with respect to my brother and me in particular. Scarce any two men
in Great Britain, of our rank, have been so held out, as it were, to all

the world ; especially of those who from their childhood had always

loved and studiously sought retirement. And I had procured what I

sought ; I was quite safe, as I supposed, in a little country town, when
I was required to return to Oxford, without delay, to take the charge of

some young gentlemen, by Dr. Morley, the only man then in England
to whom I could deny nothing. From that time both my brother and

I (utterly against our will) came to be more and more observed and

known, till we were more spoken of, than perhaps two so inconsiderable

persons ever were before in the nation. To make us more public still,

as honest madmen at least, by a strange concurrence of providences,

overturning all our preceding resolutions, we were hurried away to

America. However, at our return from thence, we were resolved to

retire out of the world at once ; being sated with noise, hurry, and fa-

tigue, and seeking nothing but to be at rest. Indeed, for a long season,

the greatest pleasure I had desired on this side eternity was,

Tacilxim sylvan inter reptare salnbres,

(lucerentem qxdcquid dignum sapiente honoque.

(Creepins^ silent tlirough tlic sylvan shades,

Explorinj^ wlmt is wise and good in man.)

And we had attained our desire. We wanted nothing. We looked for

[This Farllier Appeal was originally written in 1745. The number of members
in Mr. Wesley's .societies did not amount to 30,000 till about the year 1771, or 1772.

This passage, therefore, must have been first inserted in some edition published abo»\t

that time.]
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nothing more in this world when we were dragged out again, by earnest

importunity, to preach at one place, and another, and another, and so

carried on, we knew not how, without any design but the general one of

saving souls, into a situation, which, had it been named to us at first,

would have appeared far worse than death.

19. What a surprising apparatus of Providence was here ! And what
stronger demonstrations could have been given, of men's acting from a
zeal for God, whether it were " according to knowledge" or no ? What
persons could, in the nature of things, have been (antecedently) less

liable to exception, with regard to their moral character, at least, than
those the all-wise God hath now employed 1 Indeed I cannot devise

what manner of men could have been more unexceptionable on all ac-

coimts. Had God endued us with gi-eater natural or acquired abilities,

that very thing might have been turned into an objection. Had we been
remarkably defective, it would have been matter of objection on the other

hand. Had we been Dissenters of any kind, or even Low Church men,
(so called,) it would have been a great stumbling block in the way of
those who are zealous for the Church. And yet had we continued in the

impetuosity of our High Church zeal, neither should we have been will-

ing to converse with Dissenters, nor they to receive any good at our

hands. Some objections were kept out of the way, by our known con-

tempt of money and preferment ; and others, by that rigorous strictness

of life which we exacted, not of others, but ourselves only. Insomuch,
that, twelve or fourteen years ago, the censure of one who had narrowly

observed us (me in particular) went no farther than this :

—

Does John beyond his strengtli persist to go,

To his frail carcass literally a foe ?

Careless of health, as if in Iiaste to die,

And lavish time to' insure eternity

!

So that upon the whole, I see not what God could have done more in

this respect which he hath not done ; or what instruments he could have
employed in such a work, who would have been less liable to exception.

20. Neither can I conceive how it was possible to do that work, the

doing of which, we are still under the strongest conviction, is bound
upon us at the peril of our own souls, in a less exceptionable manner.
We have, by the grace of God, behaved, not only with meekness, but

with all tenderness toward all men ; with all the tenderness which we
conceived it was possible to use, without betraying their souls. And
from the very first it has been our special care, to deal tenderly with our
brethren, the clergy. We have not willingly provoked them at any time

;

neither any single clergyman. We have not sought occasion to publish

their faults ; we have not used a thousand occasions that offered. When
we were constrained to speak something, we spake as little as we be-

lieved we could, without ofl^ending God ; and that little, though in plain

and strong words, yet as mildly and lovingly as we were able. And in

the same course we have steadily persevered, (as well as in earnestly

advising others to tread in our steps,) even though we saw that, with
regard to them, by all this we profited nothing ; though we knew we
were still continually represented as implacable enemies to the clergy,

as railers against them, as slanderers of them, as seeking all opportuni-

ties to blacken and asperse them. When a clergyman himself has
Vol. V. 11
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vehemently accused me of doing this, I bless God he could not provoke

me to do it. I still " kept my mouth as it were with a bridle," and com-
mitted my cause to a higher hand.

21. The truth is, you impute that hatred to us, which is in your own
breast. (I speak not this of all the clergy ; God forbid ! But let it fall

on whom it concerns.) You, it is certain, have shown the utmost hatred

to us, and in every possible way ; unless you were actually to beat us,

(of which also we are not without precedent,) or to shoot us through the

head. And if you could prevail upon others to do this, I suppose you
would think you did God service. I do not speak without ground. I

have heard with my own ears such sermons, (in Staffordshire particu-

larly,) that I should not have wondered if, as soon as we came out of

the church, the people had stoned me with stones. And it was a natural

consequence of what that poor minister had lately heard at the bishop's

visitation ; as it was one great cause of the miserable riots and outrages

which soon followed.

It is this, my brethren, it is your own preaching, and not ours, which
sets the people against you. The very same persons who are diverted

with those sermons, cannot but despise you for them in their hearts

;

even those who on your authority believe most of the assertions which
you advance. What then must they think of you, who know the greatest

part of what you assert to be utterly false 1 They may pity and pray for

you ; but they can esteem you no other than false witnesses against God
and your brethren.

22. " But what need is there," say even some of a milder spirit, " of

this preaching in fields and streets ? Are there not churches enough to

preach in?" No, my friend, there are not ; not for us to preach in. You
forget ; we are not suffered to preach there, else we should prefer them
to any places whatever. " Well, there are ministers enough without

you." JVIinisters enough, and churches enough ! for what? to reclaim

all the sinners within the four seas ? If there were, they would all be
reclaimed. But they are not reclaimed :' therefore, it is evident that

there are not churches enough. And one plain reason why, notwith-

standing all these churches, they are no nearer being reclaimed is this,

—they never come into a church, perhaps not once in a twelve-month,

perhaps not for many years together. Will you say, (as I have known
some tender-hearted Christians,) " Then it is their own fault ; let them
die, and be damned ?" I grant it is their own fault ; and so it was my
fault and yours when we went astray like sheep that were lost. Yet the

Shepherd of souls sought after us, and went after us into the wilderness.

And " oughtest not thou to have compassion on thy fellow servants, as

he had pity on thee ?" Ought not we also " to seek," as far as in us lies,

" and to save, that which is lost ?"

Behold the amazing love of God to the outcasts of men ! His lender

condescension to their folly ! They would regard nothing done in thc

usual way. All this was lost upon them. The ordinary preaching of

the word of God, they would not even deign to hear. So the devil made
sure of these careless ones ; for who should pluck them out of his hand?

Then God was moved to jealousy, and went out of the usual way to save
the souls which he had made. Then, over and above what was ordi-

narily spoken in his name in all the houses of God in the land, he com-
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manded a voice to cry in the wilderness, " Prepare ye the way of the

Lord. The time is fulfilled. The kingdom of heaven is at hand. Re-
pent ye, and believe the Gospel."

23. Consider coolly, if it was not highly expedient that something of
this kind should be. How expedient, were it only on the account of
those poor sinners against their own souls who, to all human appearance,
were utterly inaccessible every other way ! And what numbers of these

are still to be found, even in or near our most populous cities ! What
multitudes of them were, some years since, both in Kingswood, and the

Fells about Newcastle ! who, week after week, spent the Lord's day,

either in the ale house, or in idle diversions, and never troubled them-
selves about going to church, or to any public worship at all. Now,
would you really have desired that these poor wretches should have
sinned on till they dropped into hell ? Surely you would not. But by
what other means was it possible they should have been plucked out of
the fire 1 Had the minister of the parish preached like an angel, it had
profited them nothing ; for they heard him not. But when oiie came
and said, " Yonder is a man preaching on the top of the mountain," they
ran in droves to hear what he would say ; and God spoke to their hearts.

It is hard to conceive any thing else which could have reached them.
Had it not been for field preaching, the unconimonness of which was the

very circumstance that recommended it, they must have run on in the

error of their way, and perished in their blood.

24. But suppose field preaching to be, in a case of this kind, ever so ex-
pedient, or even necessary, yet who will contest with us for this province ?

May we not enjoy this quiet and unmolested ? Unmolested, I mean, by
any competitors : for who is there among you, brethren, that is willing

(examine your own hearts) even to save souls from death at this price 1

Would not you let a thousand souls perish, rather than you would be
the instruments of rescuing them thus? I do not speak now with regard
to conscience, but to the inconveniencies that must accompany it. Can
you sustain them, if you would? Can you bear the summer sun to beat
upon your naked head ? Can you suffer the wintry rain or wind, from
whatever quarter it blows ? Are you able to stand in the open air without
any covering or defence when God casteth abroad his snow like wool,
or scattereth his hoar frost like ashes ? And yet these are some of the
smallest inconveniencies which accompany field preaching. Far bevond
all these, are the contradiction of sinners, the scoffs both of the great

vulgar and the small ; contempt and reproach of every kind ; often more
than verbal affronts, stupid, brutal violence, sometimes to the hazard of
health, or limbs, or life. Brethren, do you envy us this honour ? What,
1 pray, would buy you to be a field preacher? Or what, think you, could
induce any man of common sense to continue therein one year, unless
he had a full conviction in himself that it was the will of God concern-
ing him ?

Upon this conviction it is (were we to submit to these things on any
other motive whatsoever, it would furnish you with a better proof of our
distraction than any that has yet been found) that we now do, for the
good of poor souls, what you cannot, will not, dare not do : and we
desire not that you should. But this one thing we may reasonably
desire of you,—Do not increase the difficulties, which are already so
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great, that, without the mighty power of God, we must sink under them.

Do not asriist in trampHng down a Uttle handful of men, who, for the

present, stand in the gap between ten thousand poor wretches and

destruction, till you find some others to take their places.

25. Highly needful it is that some should do this, lest those poor souls

be lost without remedy : and it should rejoice the hearts of all who desire

the kingdom of God should come, that so many of them have been

snatched already from the mouth of the lion, by an uncommon, though

not unlawful, way. This circumstance, therefore, is no just excuse for

not acknowledging the work of God ; especially, if we consider, that

whenever it has pleased God to work any great work upon the earth,

even from the earliest times, he hath stepped more or less out of the

common way ;—whether to excite the attention of a greater number of

people than might otherwise have regarded it ; or to separate the proud

and haughty of heart, from those of an humble, child-like spirit ; the

former of whom he foresaw, trusting in their own wisdom, would fall on

that stune and be broken ; while the latter, inquiring with simplicity,

would soon know of the work, that it was of God.
26. " Nay,-' say some, " but God is a God of wisdom : and it is his

work to give understanding. Whereas this man is one of them, and he

is a fool. You see the fruits of their preachmg." No, my friend, you

do not. That is your mistake. A fool very possibly he may be. So
it appears by his talking, perhaps writing too. But this is none of the

fruits of our preaching. He was a fool before ever he heard us. We
found and are likely to leave him so. Therefore his folly is not to be

imputed to us, even if it continue to the day of his death. As we were

not the cause, so we undertake not the cure, of disorders of this kind.

No fair man, therefore, can excuse himself thus, from acknowledging

the work of God.
Perhaps you will say, " He is not a natural fool, neither ; but he is

so ignorant. He knows not the first principles of religion." It is very

possible. But have patience with him, and he will know them by and

by
;
yea, if he be in earnest to save his soul, far sooner than you can

conceive. And, in the mean time, neither is this an objection of any

weight. Many, when they begin to hear us, may, without any fault of

ours, be utter strangers to the whole of religion. But this is no incurable

disease. Yet a little while, and they may be wise unto salvation.

Is the ignorance you complain of among this people (you who object

to the people more than to their teachers) of another kind ? Do not

they " know how in meekness to reprove or instruct those that oj)pose

themselves?" I believe what you say: all of them do not ; they have

not put on gentleness and long suffering. I wish they had : pray for them

that they may ; that they may be mild and patient toward all men.

But what, if they are not? Sure, you do not make this an argument

that God hath not sent us I Our Lord came, and we come, " not to

call the righteous, but sinners to repentance ;" passionate sinners, (such

as these whereof you complain,) as well as those of every other kind.

Nor can it be expected that they should be wholly delivered from their

sin as soon as they begin to hear his word.

27. A greater stumbling block than this is laid before you, by those

that " say and do not." Such, I take it for granted, will be among us,
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although we purge them out as fast as we can
;
persons that talk much

of religion, that commend the preachers, perhaps are diligent in hearing

them ; it may be, read all their books, and sing their hymns ; and yet

no change is wrought in their hearts. Were they of old time as lions

in their houses? They are the same still. Were they (in low life)

slothful or intemperate 1 Were they tricking or dishonest, overreach-

ing or oppressive ? Or did they use to borrow and not pay I The
Ethiopian hath not changed his skin. Were they (in high life) delicate,

tender, self-indulgent ] Were they nice in furniture or apparel 1 Were
they fond of trifles, or of their own dear persons ] The leopard hath

not changed her spots. Yet their being with us for a time proves no

more than that we have not the miraculous discernment of spirits.

Others you may tind, in whom there was a real change. But it was
only for a season. They are now turned back, and are two-fold more
the children of hell than before. Yet neither is this any manner of

proof that the former work was not of God. No, not though these

apostates should, with the utmost confidence, say all manner of evil

against us. I expect they should. For every other injury hath been

forgiven, and will be to the end of the world. But hardly shall any one

forgive the intolerable injury ofalmost persuading him to be a Christian.

When these men, therefore, who were with us, but went out from among
us, assert things that may cause your ears to tingle, ifyou consider either

the Scripture or the nature ofman it will not stagger you at all : much
less will it excuse you for not acknowledging the work in general to be

of God.
28. But to all this it may possibly be replied, " When you bring your

credentials with you, when you prove by miracles what you assert, then

we will acknowledge that God hath sent you."

What is it you would have us prove by miracles? that the doetiines

we preach are true? This is not the way to prove that. (As our first

reformers replied to those of the Church of Rome, who, you may pro-

bably remember, were continually urging them with this very demand.)

We prove the doctrines we preach by Scripture and reason, and, if need
be, by antiquity.

What else is it then we are to prove by miracles ?

Is it, (1.) That A. B. was for many years without God in the w^orld,

a common swearer, a drunkard, a Sabbath breaker?

Or, (2.) That he is not so now?
Or, (3.) That he continued so till he heard us preach, and from that

time was another man ?

Not so. The proper way to prove these facts is by the testimony of

competent witnesses ; and these witnesses are ready, whenever required,

to give full evidence of them.

Or, would you have us prove by miracles,

(4.) That this was not done by our own power or holiness? that God
only is able to raise the dead, those who are dead in trespasses and sins ?

Nay, if you "hear not Moses and the Prophets" and Apostles, on this

head, neither w^ould you believe, " though one rose from the dead."

It is therefore utterly unreasonable and absurd to require or expect

the proof of miracles, in questions of such a kind as are always decided

by proofs of quite another nature.
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29. " But you relate them yourself." I relate just what I saw, from

time to time : and this is true, that some of those circumstances seem
to go beyond the ordinary course of nature. But I do not peremptorily

determine, whether they were supernatural or no ; much less do I rest

upon them either the proof of other facts, or of the doctrines which I

preach. I prove these in the ordinary way ; the one by testimony, the

other by Scripture and reason.

" But if you can work miracles when you please, is not this the surest

way of proving them ? This would put the matter out of dispute at

once, and supersede all other proof."

You seem to lie under an entire mistake, both as to the nature and

use of miracles. It may reasonably be questioned, whether there ever

was that man living upon earth, except the man Christ Jesus, that could

work miracles when he pleased. God only, when he pleased, exerted

that power, and by whomsoever it pleased him.

But if a man could work miracles when he pleased, yet there is no
Scripture authority, nor even example, for doing it in order to satisfy

such a demand as this. I do not read that either our Lord, or any of

his Apostles, wrought any miracle in such an occasion. Nay, how
sharply does our Lord rebuke those who made a demand of this kind

!

When " certain of the Scribes and of the Pharisees answered, saying,

Master, we would see a sign from thee;" (observe, this was their method
of answering the strong reasons whereby he had just proved the works
in question to be of God !)

" he answered and said to them. An evil and
adulterous generation seeketh after a sign ; but there shall no sign be
given to it, but the sign of the Prophet Jonas," Matt, xii, 38, 39. "An
evil and adulterous generation !" else they would not have needed such
a kind of proof. Had they been willing to do his will, they would, with-

out this, have known that the doctrine was of God.
Miracles, therefore, are quite needless in such a case. Nor are they

so conclusive a proof as you imagine. If a man could and did work
them in defence of any doctrine, yet this would not supersede other

proof; for there may be repara -^evdag, " lying wonders," miracles

wrought in support of falsehood. Still, therefore, his doctrine would
remain to be proved from the proper topics of Scripture and reason

:

and these even without miracles are sufficient ; but miracles without

these are not. Accordingly, our Saviour and all his Apostles, in the

midst of their greatest miracles, never failed to prove every doctrine

they taught by clear Scripture and cogent reason.

30. I presume, by this time you may perceive the gross absurdity of

demanding miracles in the present case ; seeing one of the propositions

in question, (over and above our general doctrines,) viz. " That sinners

are reformed," can only be proved by testimony ; and the other, " This
cannot be done but by the power of God," needs no proof, being self

evident.

" Why, I did once myself rejoice to hear," says a grave citizen, with

an air of great importance, " that so many sinners were reformed, till I

found they were only turned from one wickedness to another ; that they

were turned from cursing or swearing, or drunkenness, into a no less

damnable sin, that of schism."

Do you know what you say? You have, I am afraid, a confused
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huddle of ideas in your head ; and I doubt you have not capacity to clear

them up yourself, nor coolness enough to receive help from others.

However, I will try. What is schism ? Have you any determinate

idea of it ? I ask the rather, because 1 have found, by repeated experi-

ments, that a common English tradesman receives no more light when
he hears or reads, " This is schism," than if he heard or read,

—

Bombalio, stridor, clangor, taratantara, murmur.

Honest neighbour, do not be angry. Lay down your hammer, and
let us talk a little on this head.

You say, we are in the damnable sin of schism, and therefore in as

bad a state as adulterers or murderers.

I ask once more, What do you mean by schism? "Schism! schism!

why, it is separating from the Church." Ay, so it is. And yet every

separating from the Church to which we once belonged is not schism
;

else you will make all the English to be schismatics, by separating from

the Church of Rome. " But we had just cause." So doubtless we
had ; whereas schism is a causeless separation from the Church of

Christ. So far so good. But you have many steps to take before you
can make good that conclusion, that a separation from a particular

national church, such as the Church of England is, whether with suffi-

cient cause or without, comes under the scriptural notion of schism.

However, taking this for granted, will you aver in cool blood, that all

who die in such a separation, that is, every one who dies a Quaker, a

Baptist, an Independent, or a Presbyterian, is as infallibly damned as if

he died in the act of murder or adultery? Surely you start at the

thought ! It makes even nature recoil. How then can you reconcile

it to the love that " hopeth aU things ?"

31. But whatever state they are in, who causelessly separate from
the Church of England, it affects not those of whom we are speaking;

for they do not separate from it at all.

You may easily be convinced of this, if you will only weigh the par-

ticulars following :

—

(1.) A great part of these went to no church at all before they heard

us preach. They no more pretended to belong to the Church of Eng-
land, than to the Church of Muscovy. If, therefore, they went to no
church now, they would be no farther from the Church than they were
before.

(2.) Those who did sometimes go to church before, go three times

as often now. These, therefore, do not separate from the Church.

Nay, they are united to it more closely than before.

(3.) Those who never went to church at all before, do go now, at all

opportunities. Will common sense allow any one to say, that these are

separated from the Church ?

(4.) The main question is. Are they turned from doing the works of

the devil, to do the works of God? Do they now live soberly, right-

eously, and godly, in the present world ? If they do, if they live accord-

ing to the directions of the Church, believe her doctrines, and join in

her ordinances ; with what face can you say, that these men separate

from the Church of England ?

32. But in what state are they whom the clergy and gentry (and per-

haps you for one) have successfully laboured to preserve from this
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damnable sin of schism, whom you have kept from hearing these men,
and separating trom the Church 1

Is not the drunkard that was, a drunkard still ? Inquire of his poor
Avife and family. Is not the common swearer still horribly crying to

God for damnation upon his soul? Is not the sinner in every other

kind, exactly the same man still 1 Not better at least, if he be not

worse, than he was ten years ago.

Now, consider, (1.) Does the Church of England gain either honour,

or strength, or blessing, by such wretches as these calling themselves
her members l by ten thousand drunkards, or whoremongers, or com-
mon swearers 1 Nay, ought she not immediately to spew them out, to

renounce all fellowship with them 1 Would she not be far better with-

out them than with them ? Let any man of reason judge.

(2.) Is the drunkard's calling himself of the Church of England, of

any more use to him than to the Church? Will this save him from hell,

if he die in his sin 1 Will it not rather increase his damnation?

(3.) Is not a drunkard of any other church just as good as a drunk-

ard of the Church of England ? Yea, is not a drunken Papist as much
in the favour of God as a drunken Protestant?

(4.) Is not a cursing, swearing Turk (if there be such a one to be •

found) full as acceptable to God, as a cursing, swearing Christian?

Nay, (5.) If there be any advantage, does it not lie on the side of

the former ? Is he not the less inexcusable of the two, as sinning

against less hght ?

why will you sink these poor souls deeper into perdition than they

are sunk already ? Why will you prophesy unto them, " Peace, peace,"

when there is no peace ? Why, if you do it not yourself, (whether you
cannot, or will not, God knoweth,) should you hinder us from " guiding

them into the way of peace ?"

33. Will you endeavour to excuse yourself by saying, " There are

not many who are the better for your preaching ; and these by and by

will be as bad as ever ; as such and such a one is already?"

1 would to God I could set this in a just light ! But I cannot : all

language fails.

God begins a glorious work in our land. You set yourself against it

with all your might, to prevent its beginning where it does not yet appear,

and to destroy it wherever it does. In part you prevail. You keep
many from hearing the word that is able to save their souls. Others

who had heard it, you induce to turn back from God, and to list under

the devil's banner again. Then you make the success of your own
wickedness an excuse for not acknowledging the work of God ! You
urge, that not many sinners were reformed ; and that some of those are

now as bad as ever !

Whose fault is this ? Is it ours, or your own ? Why have not thou-

sands more been reformed ? Yea, for every one who is now turned to

God, why are there not ten thousand? Because you and your asso-

ciates laboured so heartily in the cause of hell ; because you and they

spared no pains, cither to prevent or to destroy the work of God ! By
using all the power and wisdom you had, you hindered thousands from

hearing the Gosjiel which they might have found to be the power of

God unto salvation. Their blood is upon your heads. By inventing,
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or countenancing, or retailing lies, some refined, some gross and palpa-

ble, you hindered others from profiting by what they did hear. You are

answerable to God for these souls also. Many who began to taste the

good word, and run the way of God's commandments, you, by various

methods, prevailed on to hear it no more : so they soon drew back to

perdition. But know, that, for every one of these also, God will require

an account of you in the day of judgment.

34. And yet, in spite of all the malice, and wisdom, and strength, not

only of men, but of " principalities and powers," of the " rulers of the

darkness of this world," of the " wicked spirits in high places," there

are thousands found who are turned from " dumb idols to serve the

living and true God." What a harvest then might we have seen before

now, if all who say they are " on the Lord's side," had come, as in all

reason they ought, " to the help of the Lord against the mighty!" Yea,

had they only not opposed the work of God, had they only refrained

from his messengers, might not the trumpet of God have been heard

long since in every corner of our land ; and thousands of sinners in

every county been brought to " fear God and honour the king ?"

Judge of what immense service we might have been, even in this

single point, both to our king and country. All who hear and regard

the word we preach, " honour the king" for God's sake. They " render

unto Ccesar the things that are Csesar's," as well as " unto God the

things that are God's." They have no conception of piety without loy-

alty ; knowing " the powers that be are ordained of God." I pray God
to strengthen all that are of this mind, how many soever they be ! But
might there not have been at this day a hundred thousand in England,

thus minded, more than are now ? Yea verily, even by our ministry, had
not they who should have strengthened us, weakened our hands.

35. Surely you are not wise ! What advantages do you throw away

!

What opportunities do you lose ! Such as, another day, you may earnest-

ly seek, and, nevertheless, may not find them. For if it please God to

remove us, whom will you find to supply our place 1 We are in all things
" your servants for Jesus's sake ;" though the more we love you, the

less we are loved. Let us be employed, not in the highest, but in the

meanest, and not in the easiest, but the hottest, service. Ease and
plenty we leave to those that want them. Let us go on in toil, in weari-

ness, in painfulness, in cold or hunger, so we may but testify the gospel

of the grace of God. The rich, the honourable, the great, we are

thoroughly willing (if it be the will of our Lord) to leave to you. Only
let us alone with the poor, the vulgar, the base, the outcasts of men.
Take also to yourselves the saints of the world : but suffer us " to call

sinners to repentance ;" even the most vile, the most ignorant, the most
abandoned, the most fierce and savage of whom we can hear. To these

we will go forth in the name of our Lofd, desiring nothing, receiving

nothing ofany man, (save the bread we eat, while we are under his roof,)

and let it be seen whether God hath sent us. Only let not your hands,

who fear the Lord, be upon us. Why should we be stricken of you any
more?

IV. 1. Surely ye are without excuse, all who do not yet know the day
of your visitation ! the day wherein the great God, who hath been for-

gotten among us days without number, is arising at once to be avenged
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of his adversaries, and to visit and redeem his people. Are not his

judgments and mercies both abroad ''. and still will ye not learn right-

eousness ? Is not the Lord passing by 1 Doth not a great and strong

wind already begin " to rend the mountains and to break in pieces the

rocks before the Lord?' Is not the earthquake also felt already? and

a fire hath begun to burn in his anger. Who knoweth what will be the

end thereof? But at the same time, he is speaking to many in " a still,

small voice." He that hath ears to hear, let him hear, lest he be sud-

denly destroyed, and that without remedy !

2. What excuse can possibly be made for those who are regardless

of such a season as this ? who are, at such a crisis, stupid, senseless,

unapprehensive ? caring for none of the se things ; who do not give

themselves the pains to think about them, but are still easy and uncon-

cerned ? W hat ! can there ever be a point on which it more behooves

you to think ; and that with the coolest and deepest attention 1 As long

as the heaven and the earth remain, can there be any thing of so vast

importance, as God's last call to a guilty land, just perishing in its

iniquity ?

You, with those round about you, deserved long ago to have " drank

the dregs of the cup of trembling ;" yea, to have been "punished with

everlasting destruction, from the presence of the Lord, and from the

glory of his power." But he hath not dealt with you according to your

sins, neither rewarded you after your ini«)uities. And once more he is

mixing mercy with judgment. Once more he is crying aloud, " Turn ye,

turn ye from your evil ways ; for why will ye die, O house of Israel?"

And will you not deign to give him the hearing? If you are not careful

to answer him in this matter, do net still shut your eyes, and stop your

ears, and harden your stubborn heart. O beware, lest God laugh at

your calamity, and mock when your fear cometh !

3. Will you plead that you have other concerns to mind ; that other

business engages your thoughts ? It do"s so indeed ; but this is your

foolishness ; this is the very thing that leaves you without excuse. For

what business can be of equal moment ? The mariner may have many
concerns to mind, and many businesses to engage his thoughts ; but not

when the ship is sinking. In such a cir( umstance (it is your own) you

have but one thing to think of,—save the ship and your own life toge-

ther ! And the higher post you are in, the more deeply intent should

you be on this one point. Is this a time for diversions ; for eating and

drinking, and rising up to play ? Keep the ship above water. Let all

else go, and mind this one thing

!

4. Perhai)s you will say, "Sol do : I do mind this one thing,—how

to save the sinking nation. And therefore now I must think of arms

and provisions. I have no time now to think of religion." This is

exactly as if the mariner should say, " Now I must think of my guns

and stores. I have no time now to think of the hold." Why, man, you

must think of this, or perish. It is there the leak is sprung. Stop that,

or you and all your stores will go together to the bottom of the sea.

Is not this your very case ? Then, whatever you do, stop the leak
;

else you go to the bottom ! I do not speak against your stores : they

are good in their kind ; and it may be vvcll they are laid in. But all

your stores will not save the sinking shij, unless you can stop the leak.
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Unless you can some way keep out these floods of ungodliness, that are

still continually pouring in, you must soon be swallowed up in the great

deep, in the abyss of God's judgments. This, this is the destruction of

the English nation. It is vice, bursting in on every side, that is just

ready to sink us into slavery first, and then into the nethermost hell.

" Who is a wise man, and endued with knowledge among you ?" Let

him think of this. Think of this, all that love your country, or that care

for your own souls. If now especially you do not think of this one
thing, you have no excuse before God or man.

5. Little more excuse have you who are still in doubt concerning this

day of your visitation. For you have all the proof that you can reasona-

bly expect or desire, all that the nature of the thing requires. That in

many places, abundance of notorious sinners are totally reformed, is

declared by a thousand eye and ear witnesses both of their present and
past behaviour. And you are sensible, the proof of such a point as this

must, in the nature of things, rest upon testimony. And that God alone

is able to work such a reformation, you know all the Scriptures testify.

What would you have more ? What pretence can you have for doubt-

ing any longer 1 You have not the least room to expect or desire any
other or any stronger evidence.

I trust you are not of those who fortify themselves against conviction

;

who are resolved they will never believe this. They ask, " Who are

these men ?" We tell them plainly ; but they credit us not. Another
and another of their own friends is convinced, and tells them the same
thing. But their answer is ready, "Are you turned Methodist too ?"

So their testimony likewise goes for nothing. Now, how is it possible

these should ever be convinced ? for they will beUeve none but those

who speak on one side.

6. Do you delay fixing your judgment till you see a work of God,
without any stumbling block attending it? That never was yet, nor
ever will. " It must needs be that offences will come." And scarce

ever was there such a work of God before, with so few as have attend-

ed this.

When the reformation began, what mountainous oflfences lay in the

way of even the sincere members of the Church of Rome ! They saw
such failings in those great men, Luther and Calvin ! Their vehement
tenaciousness of their own opinions ; their bitterness toward all who
differed from them ; their impatience of contradiction, and utter want of

forbearance, even with their own brethren.

But the grand stumbling block of all was their open, avowed separa-

tion from the Church ; their rejecting so many of the doctrines and
practices, which the others accounted the most sacred ; and their con-
tinual invectives against the Church they separated from, so much sharper

than Michael's reproof of Satan.

Were there fewer stumbling blocks attending the reformation in

England? Surely no: for what was Henry the Eighth? Consider
either his character, his motives to the work, or his manner of pursuing

it! And even King Edward's ministry we cannot clear of persecuting

in their turns, yea, and burning heretics. The main stumbling block
also still remained, viz. open separation from the Church.

7. Full as many were the offences that lay in the way of even the
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sincere members of the Church of England, when the people called

Quakers first professed that they were sent of God to reform the land.

Whether they were or no is beside our question ; it suffices for the pre-

sent purpose to observe, that over and above their open, avowed, total

separation from the Church, and their vehement invectives against many
of her doctrines, and the whole frame of her discipline, they spent their

main strength in disputing about opinions and externals, rather than in

preaching faith, mercy, and the love of God.
In these respects the case was nearly the same when the Baptists

first appeared in England. They immediately commenced a warm dis-

pute, not concerning the vitals of Christianity, but concerning the man-
ner and time of administering one of the external ordinances of it. And
as their opinion hereof totally differed from that of all the other members
of the Church of England, so they soon openly declared their separation

from it, not without sharp censures of those that continued therein.

8. The same occasion of offence was, in a smaller degree, given by
the Presbyterians and Independents ; for they also spent great part of
their time and strength in opposing the commonly-received opinions

concerning some of the circumstantials of religion ; and, for the sake of
these, separated from the Church.

But I do not include that venerable man, Mr. Philip Henry, nor any
that were of his spirit, in this number. I know they abhorred contend-
ing about externals. Neither did they t^eparate themselves from the

Church. They continued therein till they were driven out, whether
they would or no. I cannot but tenderly sympathize with these ; and
the more, because this is in part our own case. Warm men spare no
pains, at this very day, to drive us out of the Church. They cry out to

the people, wherever one of us comes, " A mad dog, a mad dog !" if

haply we might fly for our lives, as many have done before us. And
sure it is, we should have complied with their desire, we should merely
for peace and quietness have left the Church long before now, but that

we could not in conscience do it. And it is on this single motive, it is

for conscience' sake, that we still continue therein ; and shall continue,

(God being our helper,) unless they by violence thrust us out.

9. But to return : what are the stumbling blocks in the present case,

compared to those in any of the preceding 1

We do not dispute concerning any of the externals or circumstantials

of religion. There is no room ; for we agree with you therein. We
approve of, and adhere to, them all ; all that we learned together when
we were children, in our catechism and Common-Prayer Book. We
were born and bred up in your own Church, and desire to die therein.

We always were, and are now, zealous for the Church ; only not with a

blind, angry zeal. We hold, and ever have done, the same opinions

which you and we received from our forefathers. But we do not lay

the main stress of our religion on any opinions, right or wrong ; neither

do we ever begin, or willingly join in, any dispute concerning them.
The weight of all religion, we apprehend, rests on holiness of heart and
life. And consequently, wherever we come, we press this with all our

might. How wide then is the difference between our case and the case
of any of those that are above mentioned ! They avowedly separated

from the Church : we utterly disavow any such design. They severely,
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aiid almost continually, inveighed against the doctrines and discipline of

the Church they left : we approve both the doctrines and discipline of

our Church, and inveigh only against ungodliness and unrighteousness.

They spent great part of their time and strength in contending about

externals and circumstantials : we agree with you in both ; so that hav-

ing no room to spend any time in such vain contention, we have our

desire of spending and being spent, in promoting plain, practical reli-

gion. How many stumbling blocks are removed out of your way ! Why
do not you acknowledge the work of God ?

10. If you say, " Because you hold opinions which I cannot believe

are true :" I answer. Believe them true or false ; I will not quaiTel with

you about any opinion. Only see that your heart be right toward God,
that you know and love the Lord Jesus Christ ; that you love your

neighbour, and walk as your Master walked ; and I desire no more. I

am sick of opinions : I am weary to bear them. My soul loathes this

frothy food. Give me solid and substantial religion
;

give me an hum-
ble, gentle lover of God and man ; a man full of mercy and good fruits,

without partiaUty and without hypocrisy ; a man laying himself out in

the work of faith, the patience of hope, the labour of love. Let my soul

be with these Christians, wheresoever they are, and whatsoever opinion

they are of " Whosoever" thus " doeth the will of my Father which is

in heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother."

11. Inexcusably infatuated must you be, if you can even doubt whe-
ther the propagation of this religion be of God ! Only more inexcusable

are those unhappy men who oppose, contradict, and blaspheme it.

How long will you stop your ears against him that still crieth, " Why
persecutest thou me 1 It is hard for thee to kick against the pricks ;" for

a man to " contend with his Maker." How long will you despise the

well-known advice of a great and learned man 1
—" Refrain from these

men, and let them alone. If this work be of man, it will come to nought.

But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it." And why should you " be
found even to fight against God V If a man fight with God, shall he
prevail? " Canst thou thunder with a voice like him?" Make haste!

Fall down! Humble thyself before him, lest he put forth his hand, and
thou perish !

12. How long will you fight under the banner of the great enemy of
God and man ? You are now in his service

; you are " taking part with

the devil" against God. Even supposing there were no other proof,

this would undeniably appear from the goodly company among whom
you are enlisted, and who war one and the same warfare. I have heard
some affirm, that the most bitter enemies to the present work of God
were Pharisees. They meant, men who had the form of godliness, but
denied the power of it. But I cannot say so. The sharpest adversa-
ries thereof whom I have hitherto known (unless one might except a few
honourable men whom I may be excused from naming) were the scum
of Cornwall, the rabble of Bilston and Darlaston, the wild beasts of
Walsal, and the turnkeys of Newgate.

13. Might not the sight of these troops show any reasonable man to

what general they belonged ; as well as the weapons they never fail to

use ;—the most horrid oaths and execrations, and lawless violence, car-
rying away as a flood whatsoever it is wliich stands before it ; having no
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eyes, nor ears, no regard to the loudest cries of reason, justice, or
humanity. Can you join heart or hands with these any longer 1 with
such an infamous, scandalous rabble-rout, roaring and raging as if they
were just broke loose, with their captain Apollyon, from the bottomless

pit ? Does it not rather concern you, and that in the highest degree, as
well as every friend to his king and country, every lover of peace, just-

ice, and mercy, immediately to join and stop any such godless crew, as
they would join to stop a fire just beginning to spread, or an inundation
of the sea 1

14. If, on the contrary, you join with that godless crew, and strengthen

their hands in their wickedness, must not you, in all reason, be accounted
(Uke them) a public enemy of mankind? And indeed such must every
one appear, in the eye of unprejudiced reason, who opposes, directly or

mdirectly, the reformation of mankind. By reformation, I mean the

bringing them back (not to this or that system of opinions, or this or

that set of rites and ceremonies, how decent and significant soever ; but)

to the calm love of God and one another, to a uniform practice of just-

ice, mercy, and truth. With what colour can you lay any claim to human-
ity, to benevolence, to public spirit, if you can once open your mouth, or

stir one finger against such a reformation as this 1

It is a poor excuse to say, " 0, but the people are brought into seve-

ral erroneous opinions !" It matters not a straw, whether they are or no
;

(I speak of such opinions as do not touch the foundation ;) it is scarce

worth while to spend ten words about it. Whether they embrace this

religious opinion or that is no more concern to me, than whether they

embrace this or that system of astronomy. Are they brought to holy

tempers and holy lives 1 This is mine, and should be, your inquiry

;

since on this, both social and personal happiness depend, happiness

temporal and eternal. Are they brought to the love of God and the

love of their neighbour? Pure religion and undefiled is this. IIow
long then will you " darken counsel by words without knowledge?"
The plain religion now propagated is Love. And can you oppose this

without being an enemy to mankind ?

15. No, nor without being an enemy to your king and country ; espe-

cially at such a time as this. For, however men of no thought may not

see or regard it, or hectoring cowards may brave it out, it is evident to

every man of calm reflection, that our nation stands on the very brink of

destruction. And why are we thus, but because " the cry of our wick-

edness is gone up to heaven?" because we have so exceedingly, abun-

dantly, beyond measure, "corrupted our ways before the Lord?" and

because to all our other abominations we have added the open fighting

against God ; the not only rt^ecting, but even denying, yea, blasphem-

ing his last offers of mercy ; the hindering others who were desirous to

close therewith ; the despitefully using his messengers, and the vari-

ously troubling and oppressing those who did accept of his grace, break

off their sins, and turn to him with their whole heart.

16. I cannot but believe, it is chiefly on this account that God hath

now " a controversy with our land." And must not any considerate man
be inclined to form the same judgment, if he reviews the state of public

affairs for only a few years last past? I will not enter into particulars
;

but, in general, can you possibly help observing, that, whenever there
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has been any thing hke a public attempt to suppress this new sect, (for

so it was artfully represented,) another and another public trouble arose?

This has been repeated so often, that it is surprising any man of sense

can avoid taking notice of it. May we " turn" at length " to Him that

smiteth us, hearing the rod and Him that appointeth it !" May we "hum-
ble ourselves under the mighty hand of God," before the great deep

swallow us up !

17. Just now, viz. on the 4th of this instant December, the Reverend
Mr. Henry Wickham, one of his majesty's justices of peace for the

West-riding of Yorkshire, writes an order

—

To the constable of Keigliley, commanding him, " to convey the

body of Jonathan Reeves," (whose real crime is, the calling sinners to

repentance,) " to his majesty's gaol and castle of York ; suspected,"

said the precept, " of being a spy among us, and a dangerous man to the

person and government of his majesty King George."

God avert the omen ! I fear this is no presage either of the repent-

ance or deliverance of our poor nation !

18. If we will not turn and repent, if we will harden our hearts, and
acknowledge neither his judgments nor mercies ; what remains, but the

fulfilling of that dreadful word, which God spake by the Prophet Ezekiel:
" Son of man, when the land sinneth against me by trespassing grievous-

ly, then will I stretch forth my hand upon it, and break the staff of the

bread thereof.—Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were
in it, they should deliver but their own souls. Or if I bring a sword upon
that land, and say. Sword, go through the land :—Or if I send a pesti-

lence into that land, and pour out my fury upon it in blood :—Though
Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, as I live, saith the Lord God, they

shall deliver neither son nor daughter ; they shall but deUver their own
souls by their righteousness," xiv, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20.

" Yet, behold, therein shall be left a remnant, that shall be brought

forth, both sons and daughters.—And ye shall be comforted concerning

the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem.—And ye shall know that I

have not done without cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lord
God," verses 22, 23.

London, December 18, 1745.
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OF

THE PEOPLE CALLED METHODISTS,
IN A LETTER TO

THE REVEREND MR. PERRONET,
VICAR OF SHOREHAM, IN KENT.

Written in tiie year 1748.

Reverend and Dear Sir,— 1. Some time since, you desired an
account of the whole economy of the people commonly called JVIeihod-

ists. And you received a true, (as far as it went,) but not a full account.

To supply what I think was wanting in that, I send you this account,

that you may know, not only their practice on every head, but likewise

the reasons whereon it is grounded, the occasion of every step they have
taken, and the advantages reaped thereby.

2. But I must premise, that as they had not the least expectation, at

first, of any thing like what has since followed, so they had no previous

design or plan at all ; but every thing arose just as the occasion oflered.

They saw or felt some impending or pressing evil, or some good end
necessary to be pursued. And many times they fell unawares on the

very thing which secured the good, or removed the evil. At other times,

they consulted on the most probable means, following only common
sense and Scripture : though they generally found, in looking back,

something in Christian antiquity likewise, very nearly parallel thereto.

L 1. About ten years ago, my brother and I were desired to preach

in many parts of London. We had no view therein, but so far as we
were able, (and we knew God could work by whomsoever it pleased

him,) to convince those who would hear what true Christianity was, and
to pt^rsuade them to embrace it.

2. The points we chiefly insisted upon were four : First, that ortho-

doxy, or right opinions, is, at best, but a very slender part of religion, if

it can be allowed to be any part of it at all ; that neither does religion

consist in negatives, in bare harmlessness of any kind ; nor merely in

externals, in doing good, or using the means of grace, in works of piety

(so called) or of charity; that it is nothing short of, or different from,
" the mind that was in Christ ;" the image of God stamped upon the

heart ; inward righteousness, attended with the peace of God ; and

"joy in the Holy Ghost." Secondly, that the only way under heaven

to this religion is, to " repent and believe the Gospel ;" or, (as the

Apostle words it,) " repentance toward God, and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ." Thirdly, that by this faith, " he that workcth not, but believeth

on him that ju.J'tificth the ungodly, is justiiuHl freely by his grace, through

the redemption which is in Jesus Christ." And, I.astly, that "being

ju.'^tified by faith," we taste of the heaven to which we are going; we are

holy and happy; we tread down sin and fear, and " sit in heavenly places

with Christ Jesus."

3. Many of those who heard this began to cry out that we brought
" strange things to their cars ;" that this was doctrine which they never

heard before, or at least never regarded. They " searched the Scriptures,
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whether these things were so," and acknowledged " the truth as it is in

Jesus." Their liearts also were influenced as well as their understand-

ings, and they determined to follow " Jesus Christ, and him crucified."

4. Immediately they were surrounded with dilliculties ;—all the world
rose up against them ; neighbours, strangers, acquaintance, relations,

friends, began to cry out amain, " IJe not righteous overmuch ; why
shouldest thou destroy thysell'.'" Let not " much religion make theo

mad."
5. One, and another, and another came to us, asking, what they should

do, being distressed on every side ; as every one strove to weaken, and
none to strengthen, their hands in God. We advise<l them, " Strengthen

you one another. Talk together as often as you can. And pray enni-

estly with and for one another, that you may ' endure to the end, and be
saved.' " Against this advice we presumed there could be no objection;

as being grounded on the plainest reason, and on so many scriptures

both of the Old Testament and New, that it would be tedious to recite

them.

6. They said, " But we want you likewise to talk with us often, to

duect and quicken us in our way, to give us the advices which you well

know we need, and to pray with us, as well as for us." I asked, Which
of you desire this 1 Let me know your names and places of abode.
They did so. But Lsoon found they were too many for me to talk

with severally so often as they wanted it. So I told them, " If you will

all of you come together every Thursday, in the evening, I will gladly

spend some time with you in prayer, and give you the best advice I can."
7. Thus ai'ose, without any previous design on either side, what was

afterward called a Society; a very imiocent name, and very common in

London, for any number of people associating themselves together.

The thing proposed in their associating themselves together was obvious

to every one. They wanted to " flee from the wrath to come," and to

assist each other in so doing. They therefore united themselves " in

order to pray together, to receive the word of exhortation, and to watch
over one another in love, that they might help each other to work out

their salvation."

8. There is one only condition previously required in those who desire

admission into this society,—" a desire to flee from the wrath to come,
to be saved from their sins." (See the Rules of the United Societies.)

They now lUicwise agreed, that as many of them as had an opportunity

would meet together every Friday, and spend the dinner hour in crying

to God, both for each other, and for all mankind.
9. It quickly appeared, that their thus uniting together answered the

end proposed therein. In a few months, the far greater part of those

who had begun to " fear God, and work righteousness," but were not

united together, grew faint in their minds, and fell back into what they

were before. Meanwhile the far greater part of those who were thus

united together continued " striving to enter in at the strait gate," and to

" lay hold on eternal life."

10. Upon reflection, I could not but observe, This is the very thing

which was from the beginning of Christianity. In the earliest times,

those whom God had sent forth " preached the Gospel to every creature."

And the oi ccxpoaTwi, " the body of hearers," were mostly either Jews or

Vol. V 12
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Heathens. But as soon as any of these were so convinced of the truth,

as to forsake sin and seek the Gospel salvation, they immediately joined

them together, took an account of their names, advised them to watch

over each other, and met these xaT^ij^sfASvoi, " catechumens," (as they

were then called,) apart from the great congregation, that they might

instruct, rebuke, exhort, and pray with them, and for them, according

to their several necessities.

11. But it was not long before an objection was made to this, which

had not once entered into my thought :—" Is not this making a schism?

Is not the joining these people together, gatheiing churches out of

churches?"

It was easily answered, If you mean only gathering people out of

buildings called churches, it is. But if you mean, dividing Christians

from Christians, and so destroying Christian fellowship, it is not. For,

(1.) These were not Christians before they were thus joined. Most of

them were barefaced Heathens. (2.) Neither are they Christians, from

whom you suppose them to' be divided. You will not look me in the

face and say they are. What ! drunken Christians ! cursing and swear-

ing Christians! lying Christians! cheating Christians! If these are

Christians at all, they are devil Christians, as the poor Malabarians term

them. (3.) Neither are they divided any more than they were before,

even from these wretched devil Christians. . They are as ready as ever

to assist them, and to perform every office of real kindness toward them.

(4.) If it be said, " But there are some true Christians in the parish, and

you destroy the Christian fellowship between these and them;" I answer,

That which never existed, cannot be destroyed. But the fellowsliip you

speak ofnever existed. Therefore it cannot be destroyed. Which ofthose

true Christians had any such fellowship with these ? Who watched over

them in love ? Who marked their growth in grace ? Who advised and

exhorted them from time to time ? Who prayed with them and for them,

as they had need ? This, and this alone is Christian fellowship : but,

alas ! where is it to be found ? Look east or west, north or south ;

name what parish you please : is this Christian fellowship there ? Rather,

are not the bulk ofthe parishioners a mere rope ofsand ? What Christian

connection is there between them ? What intercourse in spiritual things?

What watching over each other's souls ? What bearing of one another's

burdens ? What a mere jest is it then, to talk so gravely of destroying

what never was ! The real truth is just the reverse of this : we intro-

duce Christian fellowship where it was utterly destroyed. And the

fruits of it have been peace, joy, love, and zeal for every good word

and work.

II. 1. But as much as wc endeavoured to watch over each other, we
soon found some who did not live the Cospel. I do not know that any

hypocrites were crept in ; for indeed ihcre was no temptation : but

several grew cold, and gave way to the sins which hnd long easily beset

them. We quickly perceived there were many ill consequences of

suffering these to remain among us. It was dangerous to others ; inas-

much as all sin is of an inf(;('tious nature. It brought such a scandal

on their brethren as exposed them to what was not properly the reproach

of Christ. It laid a stimibling block in the way of others, and caused
the truth to be evil spoken of.
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2. We groaned under tljesc iuconvenienccs long, before a remedy
could be found. The people wcresciitlercd so wide in all parts of the
town, from Wa])piiig (o W estmin.stcr, that I could not easily sec what
the i)ehaviour of each person in his own neighbourhood was : so that

several disorderly walkers did much hurl i>cfore I was ai)prized of it.

3. At length, while we were thinking of quite another thing, we struck

upon a method for which we have cause to bless God ever since. I

was talking with several of the society in Bristol concerning the means
of paying the debts there, when one stood up and said, " Let every
member of the soci(;ty give a penny a week till all are paid." Another
answered, " But many of them are poor, and cannot afford to do it."

" Then," said he, " put eleven of the poorest with me ; and if they can
give any thing, well : 1 will call on them weekly ; and if they can give

nothing, I will give for them as well as for myself. And each of you
call on eleven of your neighbours weekly ; receive what they give,

and make up what is wanting." It was done. In a while, some of

these informed me, they found such and such a one did not live as he
ought. It stjuck me immediately, " This is the thing ; the very thing

we have wanted so long." I called together all the leaders of the classes,

(so we used to term them and their companies,) and desired, that each
would make a particular inquiry into the behaviour of those whom he
saw weekly. They did so. Many disorderly walkers were detected.

Some turned from the evil of their ways. Some were put away from
us. Many saw it with fear, and rejoiced unto God with reverence.

4. As soon as possible, the same method was used in London and
all other places. Evil men were detected and reproved. They were
borne with for a season. If they forsook their sins, we received them
gladly ; if they obstinately persisted therein, it was openly declared that

they were not of us. The rest mourned and prayed for them, and yet

rejoiced, that, as far as in us lay, the scandal was rolled away from the

society. , ,,^,4

5. It is the business of a leader,

(1.) To see each person in his class, once a week at the least, in

order to inquire how their souls prosper ; to advise, reprove, comfort, or

exhort, as occasion may requke ; to receive what they are willing to

give, toward the relief of the poor.

(2.) To meet the minister and the stewards of the society, in order to

inform the minister of any that arc sick, or of any that are disorderly and
will not be reproved ; to pay to the stewards what they have received of

their several classes in the week preceding.

6. At first they visited each person at his own house ; but this was
soon found not so expedient. And that on many accounts : (1.) It took

up more time than most of the leaders had to spare. (2.) Many persons

lived with masters, mistresses, or relations, who would not sufl'er them
to be thus visited. (3.) At the houses of those who were not so averse,

they often had no opportunity of speaking to them but in company.
And this did not at all answer the end proposed, of exhorting, comfort-

ing, or reproving. (4.) It frequently happened that one affirmed what
another denied. And this could not be cleared up without seeing them
together. (5.) Little misunderstandings and quarrels of various kinds

frequently arose among relations or neighbours ; effectually to remove
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which, it was needful to see them all face to face. Upon all these con-

siderations it was agreed, that those of each class should meet all toge-

ther. And by this means, a more full inquiry was made into the behaviour

of every person. Those who could not be visited at home, or no other-

wise than in company, had the same advantage with others. Advice or

reproofwas given as need required, quarrels made up, misunderstandings

removed : and after an hour or two spent in this labour of love, they

concluded with prayer and thanksgiving.

7. It can scarce be conceived what advantages have been reaped

from this little prudential regulation. Many now happily experienced

that Christian fellowship of which they had not so nmch as an idea

before. They began to "bear one another's burdens," and naturally to

" care for each other." As they had daily a more intimate acquaintance

with, so they had a more endeared affection for, each other. And
" speaking the tiaith in love, they grew up into him in all tilings, who is

the Head, even Christ ; from whom the whole body, fitly joined together,

and compacted by that which every joint supplied, according to the

effectual working in the measure of every part, increased unto the edify-

ing itself in love."

8. But notwithstanding all these advantages, many were at first ex-

tremely averse to meeting thus. Some, viewing it in a wrong point of

light, not as a privilege, (indeed an invaluable one,) but rather a restraint,

disliked it on that account, because they did not love to be restrained in

any thing. Some were ashamed to speak before company. Others

honestly said, " I do not know why ; but I do not like it."

9. Some objected, " There were no such meetings when I came into

the society first : and why should thei^e now ? I do not understand these

things, and this changing one thing after another continually." It was
easily answered : It is pity but they had been at first. But we loiew

not tlioi either the need or the benefit of them. Why we use them,

you will readily understand, if you read over the rules of the society.

That with regard to these little prudential helps we are continually

changing one thing after another, is not a weakness or fault, as you
imagine, but a peculiar advantage which we enjoy. By this means we
declare them all to be merely prudential, not essential, not of divine

institution. We prevent, so far as in us lies, their growing formal or dead.

We are always open to instruction ; willing to be wiser every day than

Ave were before, and to change whatever we can change for the better.

10. Another objection was, " There is no Scripture for this, for classes

and I know not what." I answer, (1.) There is no Scri])ture against it.

Vou cannot show one text that forbids them. (2.) There is much
Scripture for it, even all those texts which enjoin the substance of those

various duties whereof this is only an indilTercnt circumstance, to be

determined by reason and experimice. (3.) You seem not to have

observed, that the Scripture, in most points, gives only general rules
;

and leaves the particular circumstances to be adju.sted by the common
sense of mankind. The Scri|)lure, for instance, gives that genernl rule,

" Let all things be done decently and in order." But conunon sense is

to determine, on particular occasions, what order and decency require.

So, in another instance, the Scriplure lays it down as a general, standing

direction :
" Whether ye eat or drink, or whatever we do, do all to the
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glory of God." But it is common prudence which is to make the appU^
cation of tliis, in a thousand particular cases.

11. " But these," said another, " are all man's inventions." This is

but the same objection in another form. And the same answer will

suffice for any reasonable person. These arc man's inventions. And
what then 1 That is, they are methods which men have found, by reason
and common sense, for the more ellcctually applying several Scripture

rules, couched in general terms, to particular occasions.

12. They spoke far more plausibly than these, who said, " The thing

is well enough in itself. But the leaders are insufficient for the work

:

they have neither gifts nor graces for such an employment." I answer,

(1.) Yet such leaders as they are, it is plain God has blessed their labour.

(2.) If any of these is remarkably wanting in gifts or grace, he is soon
taken notice of and removed. (3.) If you know any such, tell it to me,
not to others, and I will endeavour to exchange him for a better. (4.) It

may be hoped they will all be better than they are, both by experience
and observation, and by the advices given them by the minister every
Tuesday night, and the prayers (then in particular) offi3red up for them.

III. 1. About this time, I was informed that several persons in Kings-
wood frequently met together at the school ; and, when they could spare

the time, spent the greater part of the night in prayer, and praise, and
thanksgiving. Some advised me to put an end to this ; but, upon
weighing the thing thoroughly, and comparing it with the practice of the

ancient Christians, I could see no cause to forbid it. Rather, I believed

it might be made of more general use. So I sent them word, I designed
to watch with them on the Friday nearest the full moon, that we might
have light thither and back again. I gave public notice of this the Sun-
day before, and, withal, that I intended to preach ; desiring they, and
they only, would meet me there, who could do it without prejudice to

their business or families. On Friday abundance of people came. I

began preaching between eight and nine ; and we continued till a little

beyond the noon of night, singing, praying, and praising God.
2. This we have continued to do once a month ever since, in Bristol,

London, and Newcastle, as well as Kingswood ; and exceeding great

are the blessings we have found therein : it has generally been an ex-

tremely solemn season ; w hen the word of God sunk deep into the heart,

even of those who till then knew him not. If it be said, " This was only

owing to the novelty of the thing, (the circumstance which still draws
such multitudes together at those seasons,) or perhaps to the awful"

silence of the night :" I am not careful to answer in this matter. Be it

so : however, the impression then made on many souls has never since

been effaced. Now, allowing that God did make use either of the

novelty or any other indifferent circumstance, in order to bring sinners

to repentance, yet they are brought. And herein let us rejoice together.

3. Nay, may I not put the case farther yet 1 If I can probably con-

jecture that, either by the novelty of this ancient custom, or by any other

indifferent circumstance, it is in my power to " save a soul from death,

and hide a multitude of sins," am I clear before God if I do it not, if I

do not snatch that brand out of the burning ?

IV. 1. As the society increased, I found it required still greater care

to separate the precious from the vile. In order to this, I determined.
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at least oncn in three months, to talk with every member myself, and to

inquire at their own mouths, as well as of their leaders and neighbours,

whether they grew in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus

Christ. At these seasons I likewise particularly inquire whether there

be any misunderstanding or difference among them ; that every hinder-

ance of peace and brotherly love may be taken out of the way.

2. To each of those of whose seriousness and good conversation 1

found no reason to doubt, I gave a testimony under my own hand, by
writing their name on a ticket prepared for that purpose ; every ticket

implying as strong a recommendation of the person to whom it was
given as if I had wrote at length, " 1 believe the bearer hereof to be one

that fears God, and works righteousness."

3. Those who bore these tickets, (these (fujx^oXa or tessera, as the

ancients termed them, being of just the same force with the £<»coXaj

CuSaTixai, commendatory letters, mentioned by the Apostle,) wherever

they came, were acknowledged by their brethren, and received with all

cheerfulness. These were likewise of use in other respects. By these

it was easily distinguished, when the society were to meet apart, who
were members of it, and who not. These also supplied us with a quiet

and inoffensive method of removing any disorderly member. He has

no new ticket at the quarterly visitation
;

(for so often the tickets are

changed ;) and hereby it is immediately known that ho is no longer of

the community.

V. The thing which I was greatly afraid of all this time, and which I

resolved to use every possible method of preventing, was, a narrowness

of spirit, a party zeal, a being straitened in our own bowels ; that mise-

rable bigotry which makes many so unready to believe that there is any

work of God but among themselves. I thought it might be a help against

this, frequently to read, to all who were willing to hear, the accounts I

received from time to time of the work which God is carrying on in the

earth, both in our own and other countries, not among us alone, but

among those of various opinions and denominations. For this I allotted

one evening in every month ; and I find no cause to repent my labour.

It is generally a time of strong consolation to those who love God, and

all mankind for his sake ; as well as of breaking down the partition walls

which either the craft of the devil or the folly of men has built up ; and

of encouraging every child of God to say, (O when shall it once be!)
" Whosoever doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same
is my brother, and sister, and mother."

VI. 1. By the blessing of God upon their endeavours to help one

another, many found the pearl of great price. Being justified by faith,

they had " peace with God, through our liord Jesus Christ." These felt

a more tender affection than before, to those who were partakers of like

precious faith ; and hence arose such a (;onfidencc in each other, that

they poured out their souls into each other's bosom. Indeed they had

great need so to do ; for the war was not over, as they had supposed ;

but they had still to wrestle both with flesh and blood, and with princi-

palities and powers : so that temptations were on every side ; and often

temptations of such a kind, as they knew not how to speak in a class;

in which persons of every sort, young and old, men and women, met
together.
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2. These, therefore, wanted some means of closer union ; they
wanted to pour out their hearts without reserve, particularly with regard

to the sin which did still easily beset them, and the temptations which
were most apt to prevail over them. And they were the more desirous

of this, when they observed it was the express advice of an inspired

writer : "Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another,

that ye may be healed."

3. In compliance with their desire, I divided them into smaller com-
panies

;
putting the married or single men, and married or single women,

together. The chief rules of these bands (that is, little companies ; so
that old English word signifies) run thus :

—

" In order to ' confess our faults one to another,' and pray one for

another that we may be healed, we intend, (1.) To meet once a week,
at the least. (2.) To come punctually at the hour appointed. (3.) To
begin with singing or prayer. (4.) To speak each of us in order, freely

and plainly, the true state of our souls, with the faults we have com-
mitted in thought, word, or deed, and the temptations we have felt since

our last meeting. (5.) To desire some person among us (thence called

a leader) to speak his own state first, and then to ask the rest, in order,

as many and as searching questions as may be, concerning their state,

sins, and temptations."

4. That their design in meeting might be the more effectually an-

swered, I desired all the men-bands, to meet me together every Wed-
nesday evening, and the women on Sunday, that they might receive such
particular instructions and exhortations as, from time to time, might
appear to be most needful for them ; that such prayers might be offered

up to God, as their necessities should require ; and praise returned to

the Giver of every good gift, for whatever mercies they had received.

5. In order to increase in them a grateful sense of all his mercies,

I desired that, one evening in a quarter, all the men in band, on a second,

all the women would meet ; and on a third, both men and women toge-

ther ; that we might together " eat bread," as the ancient Christians did,

" with gladness and singleness of heart." At these love-feasts (so we
termed them, retaining the name, as well as the thing, which was in use

from the beginning) our food is only a little plain cake and water.

But we seldom return from them without being fed, not only with the
" meat which perisheth," but with " that which endureth to everlasting

life."

6. Great and many are the advantages which have ever since flowed

from this closer union of the believers with each other. They prayed

for one another, that they might be healed of the faults they had con-

fessed ; and it was so. The chains were broken, the bands were burst

in sunder, and sin had no more dominion over them. Many were deli-

vered from the temptations out of which, till then, they found no way to

escape. They were built up in our most holy faith. They rejoiced in

the Lord more abundantly. They were strengthened in love, and more
effectually provoked to abound in every good work.

7. But it was soon objected to the bands, (as to the classes before,)

" These were not at first. There is no Scripture for them. These are

man's works, man's building, man's invention." I reply, as before,

these are also prudential helps, grounded on reason and experience, in
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Older to apply the general rules given in Scripture according to particu-

lar circumstances.

8. An objection much more boldly and frequently urged, is, that "all

these bands are mere Popery." I hope I need not pass a harder cen-

sure on those (most of Ihem at least) who affirm this, than that they talk

of they know not what ; they betray in themselves the most gross and

shameful ignorance. Do not they yet know, that the only Popish con-

fession is, the confession made by a single person to a priest 1—and

this itself is in nowise condenmed by our Church; nay, she recommends
it in some cases. Whereas, that we practise is, the confession of several

persons conjointly, not to a priest, but to each other. Consequently, it

has no analogy at all to Popish confession. But the truth is, this is a

stale objection, which many people make against any thing they do not

like. It is ail Popery out of hand.

VII. 1. And yet while most of these who were thus intimately joined

together, went on daily from faith to faith; some fell from the faith,

either all at once, by falling into known wilful sin ; or gradually, and

almost insensibly, by giving way in what they called little things ; by
sins of omission, by yielding to heart sins, or by not watching unto

prayer. The exhortations and prayers used among the believers did no

longer profit these. They wanted advice and instmction suited to their

case ; which as soon as I observed, I separated them from the rest, and

desired them to meet me apart on Saturday evenings.

2. At this hour, all the hymns, exhortations, and prayers are adapted

to their circumstances ; being wholly suited to those who did see God,
but have now lost sight of the light of his countenance ; and who mourn
after him, and refuse to be comforted till they know he has healed their

backsliding.

3. By applying both he threats and promises of God to these real,

hot nomioiiJ, penitents, and by crying to God in their behalf, we endea-

voured to bring them back to the great " Shepherd and Bishop of their

souls;" not by any of the fopi)crics of the Roman Church, although, in

some measure, countenanced by antiquity. In prescribing hair shirts,

and bodily austerities, we durst not follow even the ancient Church

;

although we had unawares, both in dividing oi tfiSoi, the believers, from

the rest of the society, and in separating the penitents from them, and

appointing a |ieculiar service for them.

VIII. 1. Many of these soon recovered the grovmd they had lost.

Yea, they rose higher than before ; being more watchful than ever, and

more meek and lowly, as wcill as stronger in the faith that worketh by

love. They now oiitrni) the greater part of their brethren, continually

walking in the light of God, and having fellowship with the Father, and

with his Son Jesus Christ.

2. I saw it might be useful to give some advices to all those who con-

tinued in the light of God's countenance, which the rest of their brethren

did not want, and probably could not receive. So I desired a small

number of such as appeared to be in this state, to spend an hour with

me every Monday morning. My design was, not only to direct them
how to press aftc^r perfection ; to exercise their every grace, and im-

prove eveiy tabmt they h:id received ; and to incite them to love Olie

another more, and to watch more carefully over each other ; but also to
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})avc a select company, to whom I might unbosom myself on all occa-

sions, without reserve ; and whom I could propose to all their bretliren

as a pattern of love, of holiness, and of good works.

3. They had no need of being incumbered with many rules; having

the best rule of all in their hearts. No peculiar directions were there-

fore given to them, excepting only these three :

—

First. Let nothing spoken in this society be spoken again. (Hereby
we had the more full coniidcnce in each other.)

Secondly. Every member agrees to submit to his minister in all

indifferent things.

Thirdly. Every member will bring, once a week, all he can spare

toward a common stock.

4. Every one here has an equal liberty of speaking, there being none
greater or less than another. I could say freely to these, when they

were met together, " Ye may all prophesy one by one," (taking that

word in its lowest sense,) " that all may learn, and all may be comfort-

ed." And I often found the advantage of such a free conversation, and
that " in the multitude of counsellors there is safety." Any who is

inclined so to do is likewise encouraged to pour out his soul to God.
And here especially we have found, that " the effectual fervent prayer of

a righteous man availeth much."
IX. 1. This is the plainest and clearest account I can give of the

people commonly called JVIefhodists. It remains only to give you a

short account of those who serve their brethren in love. These are

leaders of classes and bands, (spoken of before,) assistants, stewards,

visiters of the sick, and schoolmasters.

2. In the third part of the "Appeal," I have mentioned how we were
led to accept of lay assistants. Their office is, in the absence of the

minister,

(1.) To expound every morning and evening. (2.) To meet the

united society, the bands, the select society, and the penitents, once a

week. (3.) To visit the classes once a quarter. (4.) To hear and
decide all differences. (5.) To put the disorderly back on trial, and to

receive on trial for the bands or society. (6.) To see that the stew-

ards, the leaders, and the schoolmasters faithfully discharge their several

offices. (7.) To meet the leaders of the bands and classes weekly,

and the stewards, and to overlook their accounts.

X. 1. But, long before this, I felt the weight of a far different care,

namely, care of temporal things. The quarterly subscriptions amounted,

at a mean computation, to above three hundred pounds a year. This

^vas to be laid out, partly in repairs, partly in other necessary expenses,

and partly in paying debts. The weekly contributions fell little short

of eight pounds a week ; which was to be distributed as every one had

need. And I was expected to take thought for all these things : but it

was a burden I was not able to bear ; so I chose out first one, then

four, and after a time, seven, as prudent men as I knew, and desired

them to take charge of these things upon themselves, that I might have

no incumbrance of this kind.

2. The business of these stewards is.

To manage the temporal things of the society. To receive the sub-

scriptions and contributions. To expend what is needful from time to
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time. To send relief to the poor. To keep an exact account of all

receipts and expenses. To inform the minister if any of the rules of

the society are not punctually observed. To tell the preachers in love,

if they tliink any thing amiss, either in their doctrine or life.

3. The rules of the stewards are,

(1.) Be frugal. Save every thing that can be saved honestly. (2.)

Spend no more than you receive. Contract no debts. (3.) Have no
long accounts. Pay every thing within the week. (4.) Give none that

asks relief, cither an ill word or an ill look. Do not hurt them, if you
cannot help. (5.) Expect no thanks from man.

4. They met together at six every Thursday morning ; consulted on
the business which came before them ; sent rehef to the sick, as every

one had need ; and gave the remainder of what had been contributed

each week to those who appeared to be in the most pressing want. So
that all was concluded within the week ; what was brought on Tuesday
being constantly expended on Thursday. I soon had the pleasure to

find, that all these temporal things were done with the utmost faithful-

ness and exactness ; so that my cares of this kind were at an end. I

had only to revise the accounts, to tell them if I thought any thing might
be amended, and to consult how deficiencies might be supplied from
time to time ; for these were frequent and large, (so far were we from
abundance,) the income by no means answering the expenses. But
that we might not faint, sometimes we had unforeseen helps in times of
the greatest perplexity. At other times we borrowed larger or smaller

sums : of which the greatest part has since been repaid. But I owe
some hundred pounds to this day. So much have I gained by preach-

ing the Gospel

!

XI. 1. But it was not long before the stewards found a great difficulty

with regard to the sick. Some were ready to perish before they knew
of their illness ; and when they did know, it was not in their power
(being persons generally employed in trade) to visit them so often as

they desired.

2. When I was apprized of this, I laid the case at large before the

whole society; showed how impossible it was for the stewards to attend

all that were sick in all parts of the town ; desired the leaders of classes

would more carefully inipiire, and more constantly inform them, who
were sick ; and asked, " Who among you is willing, as well as able, to

supply this lack of service ?"

3. The next morning many willingly offered themselves. I chose

six-and-forty of them, whom I judged to be of the most tender, loving

.s[)irit ; divided the town into twenty-three parts, and desired two of them
to visit the sick in each division.

4. It is the business of a visiter of the sick.

To see every sick person within his district thrice a week. To
inquire into the state of (heir souls, and to advise them as occasion may
require. To inquire into their disorders, and procure advice for them.

To relieve thoni, if they are in want. To do any thing for them, which
he (or she) can do. To bring in his accounts weekly to the stewards.

(The leaders now do this.) U|)on reflection, 1 saw how exactly, in this

also, we had copied after the primitive Church. What were the ancient

deacons ? What was Thebc the deaconess, but such a visiter of the sick?
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6. I did not think it needful to give them any particular rules beside

these that follow:

—

(1.) Be plain and open in deahng with souls. (2.) Be mild, tender,

patient. (3.) Be cleanly in all you do for the sick. (4.) Be not nice.

6. We have ever since had (^reat reason to praise God for his con-

tinued blessing on this undertaking. Many lives have been saved, many
sicknesses healed, much pain and want prevented or removed. Many
heavy hearts have been math? gkid, many mourners comforted : and the

visiters have found, from Him whom they serve, a present reward for

all their labour.

Xir. 1. But I was still in pain for many of the poor that were sick;

there was so great expense, and so little profit. And first, I resolved to

tiy, whether they might not receive more benefit in the hospitals. Upon
the trial, we found there was indeed less expense, but no more good
<lone, than before. I then asked the advice of several physicians for

them ; but still it profited not. I saw the poor people pining away, and
several families ruined, and that without remedy.

2. At length I thought of a kind of desperate expedient. " I will pre-

pare, and give them physic myself." For six or seven-and-twenty years,

I had made anatomy and physic the diversion ofmy leisure hours ; though
I never properly studied them, unless for a few months when I was going

to America, where I imagined I might be of some service to those who
had no regular physician among them. I applied to it again. I took

into my assistance an apothecary, and an experienced surgeon ; resolving,

at the same time, not to go out of my depth, but to leave all difficult and
complicated cases to such physicians as the patients should choose.

3. I gave notice of this to the society ; telling them, that all who were
ill of chronical distempers (for I did not care to venture upon acute)

might, if they pleased, come to me at such a time, and I would give them
the best advice I could, and the best medicines I had.

4. Many came : (and so every Friday since :) among the rest was
one William Kirkman, a weaver, near Old Nichol-street. I asked him,
" What complaint have you ?" " O sir," said he, " a cough, a very sore

cough. I can get no rest day nor night."

I asked, " How long have you had it?" He repHed, " About three-

score years : it began when I was eleven years old." I was nothing

glad that this man should come first, fearing our not curing him might
discourage others. However, I looked up to God and said, " Take this

three or four times a day. If it does you no good, it will do you no
harm." He took it two or three days. His cough was cured, and ha?s

not returned to this day.

5. Now, let candid men judge, does humility require me to deny a
notorious fact? If not, which is vanity? to say, I by my own skill

restored this man to health; or to say, God did it by his own almighty

power ? By what figure of speech this is called boasting, I know not.

But I will put no name to such a fact as this. I leave that to the Rev.
Dr. Middleton.

6. In five months, medicines were occasionally given to above five

hundred persons. Several of these I never saw before ; for I did not

regard whether they were of the society or not. In that time seventy-

one of these, regularly taking their medicines, and following the regimen
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prescribed, (which three in four would not do,) were entirely cured of

distempers long thought to be incurable. The whole expense of medi-

cines during this time, was nearly forty pounds. We continued this ever

since, and, by the blessing of God, with more and more success.

XIII. 1. But I had for some years observed many, who, although not

sick, were not able to provide for themselves, and had none who took

care to })rovide for them : these were chiefly feeble, aged widows. I

consulted with the stewards, how they might be relieved. They all

agreed, if we could keep them in one house, it would not only be far

less expensive to us, but also far more comfortable for them. Indeed

we had no money to begin ; but we believed He would provide, " who
defendeth the cause of the widow :" so we took a lease of two little

houses near ; we fitted them up, so as to be warm and clean. We took

in as many widows as we had room for, and provided them with things

needful for the body; toward the expense of which I set aside, firsts the

weekly contributions of the bands, and then all that was collected at the

Lord's Supper. It is true, this does not suffice : so that we are consi-

derably in debt, on this account also. But we are persuaded, it will not

always be so ; seeing " the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof."

2. In this (commonly called the Poor House) we have now nine

widows, one blind woman, two poor children, two upper servants, a maid

and a man. I might add, four or five preachers ; for I myself, as well

as the other preachers who are in town, diet with the poor, on the same
food, and at the same table ; and we rejoice herein, as a comfortable

earnest of our eating bread together in our Father's kingdom.
3. I have blessed God for this house ever since it began ; but lately

much more than ever. I honour these widows ; for they " are widows
indeed." So that it is not in vain, that, without any design of so doing,

we have copied after another of the institutions of the apostolic age. I

can now say to all the world, " Come and see how these Christians love

one another !" (This has been since dropped for want of support.)

XIV. 1. Another thing which had given me frequent concern was, the

case of abundance of children. Some their parents could not afford to

put to school : so they remained like " a wild ass's colt." Others were
sent to school, and learned, at least, to read and write ; but they learned

all kind of vice at the same time : so that it had been better for them to

have been without their knowledge, than to have bought it at so dear a
price.

2. At lengfh I determined to have them taught in my own house, that

they might have an o])|)ortunity of learning to read, write, and cast ac-

counts, (if no more,) without being under almost a necessity of learning

Heathenism at the same time : and after several unsuccessful trials, I

found two such schoolmasters as I wanted ; men of honesty and of
sufficient knowledge, who had talents for, and their hearts in, the work.

3. They have now under their care near sixty children : the parents

of some pay for their schooling ; but the greater part, being veiy poor,

do not ; so that the expense is chiefly defrayed by voluntary contri-

butions. We have of late clothed them too, as many as wanted. Thti

ndes of the school are these that follow: (This also has been dropped
for some time, 1772 :)

First. No child is admitted under six years of age. Secondly. All
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the children are to be present at the morning sermon. Thirdly. They
are at school from six to twelve, and from one to five. Fourthly. They
have no play-days. Fifthly. iVo child is to speak in school, but to the

masters. Sixthly. The child who misses two days in one week, without

leave, is excluded the school.

4. AVe appointed two stewards for the school also. The business of

these is, to receive the school subscriptions, and expend what is needful;

to talk with each of the niasters weekly ; to pray with and exhort the

children twee a week ; to iucjiiire diligently, whether they grow in grace

and in learning, and whether the rules are punctually observed ; every

Tuesday morning, in conjimction with the masters, to exclude those

children that do not observe the rules ; every Wednesday moniing to

meet with and exhort their parents, to train them up at home in the

ways of God.
5. A happy change was soon observed in the children, both with

regard to their tempers and behaviour. They learned reading, writing,

and arithmetic swiftly ; and at the same time they were diligently

instructed in the sound principles of religion,, and earnestly exhorted to

fear God, and work out their own salvation.

XV. 1. A year or two ago, I observed among many a distress of
another kind. They frequently wanted, perhaps in order to cany on
their business, a present supply of money. They scrupled to make use

of a pawnbroker ; but where to borrow it they knew not. I resolved to

try if we could not find a remedy for this also. I went, in a few days,

from one end of the town to the other, and exhorted those who had this

world's goods, to assist their needy brethren. Fifty pounds were con-

tributed. This was immediately lodged in the hands of two stewards;

who attended every Tuesday morning, in order to lend to those who
wanted any small sum, not exceeding twenty sliillings, to be repaid with-

in three months. (We now, 1772, lend any sum not exceeding five

pounds.)

2. It is almost incredible, but it manifestly appears from their ac-

coimts, that, with this inconsiderable sum, two hundred and fifty have

been assisted, witliin the space of one year. W ill not God put it into

the heart of some lover of mankind to increase this little stock? If this

is not " lending unto the Lord," what is ? O confer not with flesh and
blood, but immediately

Join hands with God, to make a poor man live

!

3. I think, sir, now you know all that I know of this peo])le. You
see the nature, occasion, and design of whatever is practised among
them. And, I trust, you may be pretty well able to answer any ques-

tions whicli may be asked concerning them
;

particularly by those who
inquire concerning my revenue, and what I do with it all.

4. Some have supposed this was no greater than that of the bishop of

London. But others computed that I received eight hundred a year

from Yorkshire only. Now, if so, it cannot be so little as ten thousand

pounds a year which I receive out of all England !

5. Accordingly, a gentleman in Cornwall (the rector of Redruth)

extends the calculation pretty considerably. " Let me see," said he :

" Two millions of Methodists ; and each of these paying two-pence a
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week." If so, I must have eight hundred and sixty thousand pounds,

with some odd shillings and pence, a year.

6. A tolerable competence ! But be it more or less, it is nothing at

all to me. All that is contributed or collected in every place is i)oth

received and expended by others ; nor have 1 so much as the " behold-

ing thereof with my eyes." And so it will be, till I turn Turk or Pagan.

For I look upon all this revenue, be it what it may, as sacred to God
and the poor ; out of which, if I want any thing, I am relieved, even as

another poor man. So were originally all ecclesiastical revenues, as

every man of learning knows : and the bishops and priests used them

only as such. If any use them otherwise now, God help them !

7. I doubt not, but if I err in this, or any other point, you will pray

God to show me his truth. To have "a conscience void of ofi'encc

toward God and toward man" is the desire of,

Reverend and dear sir.

Your afiectionate brother and servant,

John Wesley.

THE NATURE, DESIGN, AND GENERAL RULES
OF THE

UNITED SOCIETIES,

EN LONDON, BRISTOL, KINGSVVOOD, MEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, ETC.

1. In the latter end of the year 1739, eight or ten persons came to

me in London, who appeared to be deeply convinced of sin, and earnest-

ly groaning for redemption. They desired (as did two or three more

the next day) that I would spend some time with then) in prayer, and

advise them how to llee from the wrath to come ; wliich ihey saw con-

tiimally hanging over their heads. That we might have more time for

this great work, I appointed a day when they might all come together,

which from thenccjforward they did every week, namely, on Thursday,

in the evening. To these, and as many more as desired to join with

them, (for their number increased daily,) I gave those advices, from

time to time, which I judged u)ost needfid for them ; and we always

concluded our meeting with prayer suited to their several necessities.

2. This was the rise of the United Society, first in London, and then

in other places. Such a socicity is no other than " a company of men
having the form and seeking the power of godliness, uniled in order to

pray together, to receive the word of exhortation, and to watch over one

another in love, that they may helj) each other to work out their sal-

vation."

3. That it may the more easily be discerned, whether they are indeed

working out their own salvation, each society is divided into snuxller

companies, call(;d classts, according to thtur respective places of abode.

There are about twelve persons in every class ; one of whom is styled

Ihe leader. It is liis business, (1.) To soe each person in his class
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once a week at least, in order to inquire how their souls prosper ; to

advise, reprove, comfort, or exhort, as occasion may require ; to receive

what they are willing to give toward the relief of the poor. (2.) To
meet the minister and the stewards of the society once a week ; in

order to inform the minister of any that are sick, or of any that walk
disorderly, and will not be reproved ; to pay to the stewards what they

have received of their several classes in the week preceding ; and to

show their account of what each person has contributed.

4. There is one only condition previously required in those who desire

admission into these societies,—a desire " to flee from the wrath to

come, to be saved from their sins :" but, wherever this is really fixed in

the soul, it will be shown by its fruits. It is therefore expected of all

who continue therein, that they should continue to evidence their desire

of salvation,

thirst, by doing no harm, by avoiding evil in every kind ; especially

that which is most generally practised : such is, the taking the name of

God in vain ; the profaning the day of the Lord, either by doing ordina-

ry work thereon, or by buying or selling ; drunkenness, buying or selling

spirituous liquors, or drinking them, unless in cases of extreme neces-

sity ; fighting, quarreling, brawling ; brother going to law with brother

;

returning evil for evil, or railing for railing; the using many words in

buying or selling ; the buying or selling uncustomed goods ; the giving

or taking things on usury, that is, unlawful interest ; uncharitable or

unprofitable conversation, particularly speaking evil of magistrates or of

ministers ; doing to others as we would not they should do unto us

;

doing what we know is not for the glory of God, as the " putting on of

gold or costly apparel ;" the taldng such diversions as cannot be used
in the name of the Lord Jesus ; the singing those songs, or reading

tliose books, which do not tend to the knowledge or love of God ; soft-

ness, and needless self-indulgence ; laying up treasures upon earth

;

borrowing without a probability of paying ; or taking up goods without

a probability of paying for them.

5. It is expected of all who continue in these societies, that they

should continue to evidence their desire of salvation.

Secondly, by doing good, by being, in every kind, merciful after their

power ; as they have opportunity, doing good of every possible sort,

and as far as is possible, to all men ;—to their bodies, of the ability

which God giveth, by giving food to the hungry, by clothing the naked,

by visiting or helping them that are sick, or in prison ;—to their souls,

by instructing, reproving, or exhorting all they have any intercourse

with ; trampling under foot that enthusiastic doctrine of devils, that " we
are not to do good unless our heart be free to it :" by doing good espe-

cially to them that are of the household of faith, or groaning so to be

;

employing them preferably to others, buying one of another ; helping

each other in business ; and so much the more, because the world will

love its own, and them only : by all possible diligence and frugality,

that the Gospel be not blamed : by running with patience the race that

is set before them, " denying themselves, and taking up their cross

daily; submitting to bear the reproach of Christ, to be as the filth and

offscouring of the world ; and looking that men should " say all maimer
of evil of them falsely for the Lord's salie."
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6. It is expected of all who desire to continue in these societies, that

they should continue to evidence their desire of salvation,

Thirdly, by attending upon all the ordinances of God. Such are, the

public worship ofGod ; the ministry of the word, either read or expound-

ed ; the supper of the Lord ; family and private prayer ; searching the

Scriptures ; and fasting, or abstinence.

7. These are the general rules of our societies ; all which we are

taught of God to observe, even in his written word, the only rule, and
the sufficient rule, both of our faith and practice. And all these, we
know, his S\nnt writes on every truly awakened heart. If there be any
among us who observe them not, who habitually break any of them, let

it be made known unto them who watch over that soul as they that must
give an account. We will admonish him of the error of his ways ; we
will bear with him for a season : but then if he repent not, he luith no
more place among us. AVe have dehvered our own souls.

John Wesley,
Charles Weslev.

May 1, 1713.

RULES OF THE BAND SOCIETIES,
DRAWN UP DF.CEMBER 23, 1733.

The design of our meeting is, to obey that command of God, " Con-

fess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that ye may be

healed."

To this end, we intend,

—

1. To meet once a week, at the least.

2. To come punctually at the hour appointed, without some extraor-

dinary reason.

3. To begin (those of us who are present) exactly at the hour, with

singing or prayer.

4. To speak each of us in order, freely and plainly, the true state of

our souls, with the fiiults we have committed in thought, word, or deed,

and the temptations we have felt, since our last meetmg.

5. To end every meeting with [)rayer, suited to the state of each per-

son present.

6. To desire some person among us to speak his own state first, and

then to ask the rest, in order, as many and as searching questions as

may be, concerning their state, sins, and temptations.

Some of the questions proposed to every one before he is admitted

among us may be to this eftect :

—

1. Have you the forgiven(^ss of your sinsl

2. Have you j)eace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ?

3. Have you the witness of God's Spirit with your spirit, that you are

a child of God 1

4. Is the love of God shed abroad in your heart ?

5. Has no sin, inward or outward, dominion over you?
6. JDo you desire to be told of your faults?
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7. Do you desire to be told of all your faults, and that plain and home?
8. Do you desire that every one of us should tell you, from time to

time, whatsoever is in his heart concerning you .'

9. Consider ! Do you desire we should tell you whatsoever we think,

whatsoever we fear, whatsoever we hear, concerning you I

10. Do you desire that, in doing this, we should come as close as

possible, that we should cut to the quick, and search your heart to the

bottom ?

11. Is it your desire and design to be on this, and all other occasions,

entirely open, so as to speak every thing that is in your heart without

exception, without disguise, and without reserve I

Any of the preceding questions may be asked as often as occasion

offers ; the four tbllowing at every meeting :

—

1. What known sins have you committed since our last meeting?

2. What temptations have you met with ?

3. How were you delivered ?

4. What have you thought, said, or done, of which you doubt whether

it be sin or not ?

DIRECTIONS GIVEN TO THE BAND SOCIETIES,

DECEMBER 25, 1744.

You are supposed to have the faith that " overcometh the world." To
you, therefore, it is not grievous,

—

I. Carefully to abstain from doing evil ; in particular,

—

1

.

Neither to buy nor sell any thing at all on the Lord's day.

2. To taste no spirituous liquor, no dram of any kind, unless pre-

scribed by a physician.

3. To be at a word both in buying and selling.

4. To pawn nothing, no, not to save hfe.

5. Not to mention the fault of any behind his back, and to stop

those short that do.

6. To wear no needless ornaments, such as rings, ear-rings, necklaces,

lace, ruffles.

7. To use no needless self-indulgence, such as taking snuff or tobacco,

unless prescribed by a physician.

II. Zealously to maintain good works ; in particular,

—

1. To give alms of such things as you possess, and that to the utter-

most of your power.

2. To reprove all that sin in your sight, and that in love and meekness
of wisdom.

3. To be patterns of diligence and frugaUty, of self-denial, and taking

up the cross daily.

HI. Constantly to attend on all the ordinances of God; in particular,

—

1. To be at church and at the Lord's table every week, and at every

pubhc meeting of the bands.

2. To attend the ministry of the word every morning, unless distance,

business, or sickness prevent.

Vol. V. 13
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3. To use private prayer every day ; and family prayer, if you are at

the head of a tamily.

4. To read the Scriptures, and meditate therein, at every vacant hour.

And,

—

5. To observe, as days of fasting or abstinence, all Fridays in the

year.

MINUTES
OF

SOME LATE CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE

REV. MESSRS. WESLEY AND OTHERS.

CONVERSATION I.

jyiondaij, June 25lh, 1744.

The following persons being met at the Foundery,—John Wesley

;

Charles Wesley; John Hodges, rector ofWenvo; Henry Piers, vicar

of Bexley ; Samuel Taylor, vicar of Quinton ; and John Meriton ; after

some time spent in prayer, the design of our meeting was proposed

;

namely, to consider,

1

.

What to teach
;

2. How to teach ; and,

3. What to do ; that is, how to regulate our doctrine, discipline, and
practice.

We began with considering the doctrine ofjustification : the questions

relating to which, with the substance of the answers given thereto, were
as follows :

—

Q. I. What is it to be justified ?

A. To be pardoned and received into God's favour ; into such a state,

that, if we continue therein, we shall be finally saved.

Q. 8. Is faith the condition of justification?

A. Yes ; for every one who believeth not is condemned ; and every

one who beheves is justified.

Q. 3. But must not repentance, and works meet for repentance, go
before this faith 1

A. Without doubt ; if by repentance you mean conviction of sin ; and
by works meet for repentance, obeying God as far as wo can, forgiving

our brother, leaving off from evil, doing good, and using his ordinances,

according to the power wc have received.

Q. 4. What is faith?

A. Faith in general is a divine, supcrnatinal sXsf-x^ag (elenchos) [evidence

or conviction] of things not seen ; that is, of past, fiiture, or spiritual

things : it is a spiritual sight of God and the things of God.
First. A sinner is convinced by the Holy Ghost, "Christ loved me,

and gave himseli'for mo." This is that faitli i)y which he is justified, or

pardoned, the moment he receives it. Immediately the same Spirit

bears witness, " Thou art pardoned ; thou hast redemption in his blood."
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And this is saving faith, whereby the love of God is shed abroad in his

heart.

Q. 5. Have all Christians this faith ? May not a man be justified

and not know it 1

A. That all true Christians have such a faith as implies an assurance

of God's love, appears from Romans viii, 15; Ephes. iv, 32; 2 Cor.

xiii, 5; Ileb. viii, 10; 1 John iv, 10, and 19. And that no man can

be justified and not know it, appears farther from the nature of the

thing : for faith after repentance is ease after pain, rest after toil, light

after darkness. It appears also from the immediate, as well as distant,

fruits ihereoi".

Q. 6. But may not a man go to heaven without it?

A. It does not appear from holy writ that a man who hears the Gos-

pel can, (Mark xvi, 16,) whatever a Heathen may do : Romans ii, 14.

Q. 7. What are the immediate fruits of justifying faith?

A. Peace, joy, love, power over all outward sin, and power to keep

down inward sin.

Q. 8. Does any one believe, who has not the witness in himself, or

any longer than he sees, loves, obeys God ?

A. We apprehend not ; seeing God being the very essence of faith
;

love and obedience, the inseparable properties of it.

Q. 9. What sins are consistent with justifying faith?

A. No wilful sin. If a believer wilfully sins, he casts away his faith.

Neither is it possible he should have justifying faith again, without pre-

viously repenting.

Q. 10. Must every believer come into a state of doubt, or fear, or

darkness ? Will he do so, unless by ignorance, or unfaithfulness ? Does
God otherwise withdraw himself ?

A. It is certain, a believer need never again come into condemnation.

It seems he need not come into a state of doubt, or fear, or darkness

;

and that (ordinarily at least) he will not, unless by ignorance or unfaith-

fulness. Yet it is true, that the first joy does seldom last long ; that it

IS commonly followed by doubts and fears ; and that God frequently

permits great heaviness before any large manifestation of himself.

Q. 1 1 . Are works necessary to the continuance of faith ?

A. Without doubt ; for a man may forfeit the free gift c£ God, either

by sins of omission or commission.

Q. 12. Can laith be lost but for want of works?

A. It cannot but through disobedience.

Q. 13. How is faith " made perfect by works?"

A. The more we exert our faith, the more it is increased. " To him

that hath shall be given."

Q. 14. St. Paul says, Abraham was not justified by works; St. James,

he was justified by works. Do they not contradict each other?

A. No : (1.) Because they do not speak of the same justification. St.

Paul speaks of that jusfification which w as w hen Abraham was seventy-

five years old, above twenty years before Isaac was born ; St. James,

of that justification which was when he offered up Isaac on the altar.

(2.) Because they do not speak of the same works ; St. Paul speak-

ing of works that precede faith ; St. James, of works that spring from it.

Q. 15. In what sense is Adam's sin imputed to all mankhid?
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A. In Adam all die; that is, (1.) Our bodies then became mortal.

(2.) Our souls died ; that is, were disunited from Uod. And hence,

(3.) We are all born with a sinful, devilish nature. By reason whereof,

(4.) We are children of wrath, liable to death eternal : Rom. v, 18
;

Ephes. ii, 3.

Q. 16. In what sense is the righteousness of Christ imputed to all

mankind, or to believers I

A. We do not find it expressly affirmed in Scripture, that God imputes

the righteousness of Christ to any ; although we do find that " faith is

imputed" to us " for righteousness."

That text, " As by one man's disobedience all men were rpade sinners,

so by the obedience of One, all were made righteous," we conceive

means. By the merits of Christ, all men are cleared from the guilt of

Adam's actual sin.

We conceive farther, that through the obedience and death of Christ,

(1.) The bodies of all men become immortal after the resurrection.

(2.) Their souls receive a capacity of spiritual life. And, (3.) An actual

spark or seed thereof. (4.) All believers become children of grace,

reconciled to God; and, (5.) Made partakers of the divine nature.

Q. 17. Have we not then unawares leaned too much toward Calvin-

ism ?

A. We are afraid we have.

Q. 18. Have we not also leaned toward Antinomianism?
A. W^e are afraid we have.

Q. 1 9. What is Antinomianism ?

A. The doctrine which makes void the law through faith.

Q. 20. What are the main pillars hereof?

A. (1.) That Christ abolished the moral law

(2.) That therefore Christians are not obliged to observe it.

(3.) That one branch of Christian liberty is, liberty from obeying the

commandments of God.

(4.) That it is bondage to do a thing because it is commanded, or

forbear it because it is forbidden.

(5.) That a believer is not obliged to use the ordinances of God, or

to do good works.

(6.) That a preacher ought not to exhort to good works ; not unbe-

lievers, because it is hurtful ; not believers, because it is needless.

Q. 21. What was the occasion of St. Paul's writing his Epistle to

the Galatians?

A. The coming of certain men amongst the Galatians, who taught,

" Except yc be circumcised, and keep the law of Moses, ye cannot be

saved."

Q. 22. W^hat is his main design therein ?

A. To prove, (1.) That no man can be justified or saved by the works
of the law, either moral or ritual. (2.) That every believer is justified

by faith in Christ, without the works of the law.

Q. 23. What does he mean by "the works of the law?" Galatians

ii, 16, &.C.

A. All works which do not spring from faith in Christ.

Q. 24. What, by being "under the law?" Gal. iii, 23.

A. Under the Mosaic dispensation.
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Q. 25. What law lias Christ abolished ?

A. The ritual law of Moses.

Q. 26. What is meant by liberty ? Gal. v, 1.

A. Liberty, (1.) From that law. (2.) From sin.

On Tuesday morning, June 26//i, was considered the doctrine of
Sanclijlcalion

:

With regard to which, the questions asked, and the substance of the

answers given, were as follows :

—

Q. 1. What is it to be sanctified?

A. To be renewed in the image of God, in righteousness and true

holiness.

Q. 2. Is faith the condition, or the instrument, of sanctification ?

A. It is both the condition and instrument of it. When we begin to

believe, then sanctification begins. And as faith increases, holiness

increases, till we are created anew.

Q. 3. W hat is implied in being a perfect Christian ?

A. The loving the Lord our God with all our heart, and with all our
mind, and soul, and strength ; Deut. vi, 5, xxx, 6 ; Ezek. xxxvi, 25-29.

Q. 4. Does this imply that all inward sin is taken away ?

A. Without doubt ; or how could we be said to be saved " from all

our uncleannesses "?" verse 29.

Q. 5. Can we know one who is thus saved 1 What is a reasonable

proof of it 1

A. We cannot, without the miraculous discernment of spirits, be infal-

libly certain of those who are thus saved. But we apprehend, these

would be the best proofs which the nature of the thing admits : (L) If

we had sufficient evidence of their unblamable behaviour preceding.

(2.) If they gave a distinct account of the time and manner wherein

they were saved from sin, and of the circumstances thereof, with such
sound speech as could not be reproved. And, (3.) If, upon a strict

inquiry afterward from time to time, it appeared that all their tempers,

and words, and actions, were holy and imreprovable.

Q. 6. How should we treat those who think they have attained this ?

A. Exhort them to forget the things that are behind, and to watch and
pray always, that God may search the ground of their hearts.

Wednesday, June 27th, we began to consider points of Discipline

:

With regard to which, the questions asked, and the sul)stance of the

answers given, were as follows :

—

Q. 1. What is the Church of England?
A. According to the twentieth article, the visible Church of England

is the congregation of English believers, in which the pure word of God
is preached, and the sacraments duly administered.

(But the word " Church" is sometimes taken, in a looser sense, for

" a congregation professing to believe." So it is taken in the twenty-

sixth article ; and in the first, second, and third chapters of the Re-
velation.)

Q. 2. Who is a member of the Church of England ?

A. A believer, hearing the pure word of God preached, and partaking

of the sacraments duly administered, in that Church.

Q. 3. What is it to be zealous for the Church ?
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A. To be earnestly desirous of its welfare and increase : of its wel-

fare, by the confirmation of its present members, in faith, hearing, and

communicating ; and of its increase, by the addition of new members.

Q. 4. How are we to defend the doctrine of the Church?
A. Both by our preaching and living.

Q. 5. How should we behave at a false or railing sermon 1

A. If it only contain personal reflections, we may quietly sufter it: if

it blaspheme the work and Spirit of God, it may be better to go out of

the church. In either case, if opportunity serve, it would be well to

speak or write to the minister.

Q. 6. How far is it our duty to obey the bishops?

A. In all things indifferent. And on this ground of obeying them, we
shoidd observe the canons, so far as we can with a safe conscience.

Q. 7. Do we separate from the Church?
A. We conceive not : we hold comuuinion therewith for conscience'

sake, by constantly attending both the word ))reached, and the sacra-

ments administered therein.

Q. 8. What then do they mean, who say, " You separate from the

Church?"
A. We cannot certainly tell. Perhaps they have no determinate

meaning ; unless, by the Church they mean themselves ; that is, that

part of the clergy who accuse us of preaching false doctrine. And it

is sure we do herein separate from them, by maintaining that which

they deny.

Q. 9. But do you not weaken the Church?
A. Do not they who ask this, by the Church, mean themselves? We

do not purposely weaken any man's hands. But accidentally we may,
thus far : they who come to know the truth by us, will esteem such as

deny it less than they did before.

But the Church in the proper sense, the congregation of English

believers, we do not weaken at all.

Q. 10. Do you not entail a schism on the Church? that is. Is it not

probable that your hearers, after your d(!ath, will be scattered into all

sects and parlies ; or that they will lorm themselves into a distinct seel?

A. (1.) We are persuaded the body of our hearers will even after our

death remain in the Church, unless they be thrust out.

(2.) We believe notwithstanding, either that they will be thrust out, or

that they will leaven the whole Church.

(3.) We do, and will do, all Ave can to prevent those consequences

which are su[)poso<l likt^ly to happen after our death.

(4.) But we cannot with a good conscience neglect the present oppor-

tunity of saving souls while we live, for fear of consequences which may
possibly or probably happen after we are dead.

CONVERSATION II.

lirislol, Tuesday, Jiugust Is/, 1745.

The following persons being met together at the new room, in Bris-

tol ; John Wesley, Charles Wesk^y, John Hodges, Thomas Richards,

Samuel Larwood, Thomas Mevrick, Richard Moss, John Slocombe,
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Herbert Jenkins, and Marmaduke Gwynne ; it was proposed to review

the minutes of the last conference with regard to justification. And it

was asked :

Q. 1. How comes what is written on this subject to be so intricate

and obscure? Is this obscurity from the nature of the thing itself; or,

from the fault or weakness of those who have generally treated of it ?

A. We apprehend this obscurity does not arise from the nature of the

subject ; but, perhaps, partly I'rom hence, that the devil peculiarly labours

to perplex a subject of the greatest importance ; and partly from the

extreme warmth of most writers who have treated of it.

Q. 2. We affirm, faith in Christ is the sole condition of justification.

But does not repentance go before that faith 1 yea, and, supposuig there

be opportunity for them, fruits or works meet for repentance 1

A. Without doubt they do.

Q. 3. How then can we deny them to be conditions of justification ?

Is not this a mere strife of words ? But is it worth while to continue a

dispute on the term condition 1

A. It seems not, though it has been grievously abused. But so the

abuse cease, let the use remain.

Q. 4. Shall we read over together Mr. Baxter's " Aphorisms con-

cerning Justification ?"

A. By all means.
Which were accordingly read. And it was desired that each person pre-

sent would in the afternoon consult the Scriptures cited therein, and
bring what objections might occur the next moi-ning.

Friday, Augitst 2d, the question was proposed :—
Q. 1. Is a sense of God's pardoning love absolutely necessary to our

being in his favour? Or may there be some exempt cases

?

A. We dare not say there are not.

Q. 2. Is it necessary to inward and outward holiness ?

A. We incline to think it is.

Q. 3. Is it indispensably necessary to final salvation? suppose in a

Papist ; or a Quaker ; or, in general, among those who never heard it

preached ?

A. Love hopeth all things. We know not how far any of these may
fall under the case of invincible ignorance.

Q. 4. But what can we say of one of our own society, who dies with-

out it, as J. W., at London ?

A. It may be an exempt case, if the fact was really so. But we deter-

mine nothing. We leave his soul in the hands of Him that made it.

Q. 5. Does a man believe any longer than he sees a reconciled God ?

A. We conceive not. But we allow there may be infinite degrees in

seeing God : even as many as there are between him who sees the sun

when it shines on his eye-lids closed, and him who stands with his eyes

wide open in the full blaze of his beams.

Q. 6. Does a man beheve any longer than he loves God?
A. In no wise. For neither circumcision nor uncircumcision avails,

without faith working by love.

Q. 7. Have we duly considered the case of Cornelius ? Was not he

in the favour of God, when " his prayers and alms came up for a memorial

before God ;" that is, before he believed in Christ ?
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A. It does seem that he was, in some degree. But we speak not of

those who have not heard the Gospel.

Q. 8. But were those works of his "splendid sins?"

A. No ; nor were they done without the grace of Christ.

Q. 9. How then can we maintain, that all works done before we have
a sense of the pardoning love of God are sin, and, as such, an abomina-
tion to him?

A. The works of him who has heard the Gospel, and does not believe,

are not done as God hath " willed and commanded them to be done."
And yet we know not how to say that they are an abomination to the

Lord in him who fearcth God, and, from that principle does the best

he can.

Q. 10. Seeing there is so much difliculty in this subject, can we deal

too tenderly with them that oppose us ?

A. We cannot ; unless we were to give up any part of the truth of

God.

Q. 11. Is a believer constrained to obey God?
A. At first he often is. The love of Christ constraineth him. After

this, he may obey, or he may not ; no constraint being laid upon him.

Q. 12. Can faith be lost, but through disobedience?

A. It cannot. A believer first inwardly disobeys, inclines to sin with

his heart : then his intercourse with God is cut off; that is, his faith is

lost : and after this he may fall into outward sin, being now weak, and
like another man.

Q. 13. How can such a one recover faith?

A. By " repenting, and doing the first works," Rev. ii, 5.

Q. 14. Whence is it that so great a majority of those who believe fall

more or less into doubt or fear ?

A. Chiefly from their own ignorance or unfaithfulness : often from
their not watching unto |)raycr : perhaps sometimes ti'om some defect,

or want of the power of God in the preaching they hear,

Q. 15. Is there not a defect hi us ? Do we preach as we did at first?

Have we not changed oiu' df»ctrines ?

A. (1.) At first we preached almost wholly to unbelievers. To those

therefore we spake almost continually of remission of sins through the

death of Christ, and the nature of faith in his blood. And so we do still,

among those who need to be taught the first elements of the Gospel of

Christ.

(2.) But those in whom the foundation is already laid, we exhort lo

go on to perfection ; which we did not see so clearly at first ; although

we occasionally spoke of it from the beginning.

(3.) Yet we now preach, and that continually, faith in Christ, as the

Prophet, Priest, and King, at l(>ast, as clearly, as strongly, and as fully,

as we did six years ago.

Q. 16. Do we not discoiuage visions and dreams too much, as if we
condemned them Into o-enc.rc .^ [entirely?]

A. We do not intend to do this. We neither discourage nor encourage
them. We learn from Acts ii, 17, &c, to expect something of this kind
" in the last days." And we cannot deny that saving fiiith is ott(;n given
in dreams or visions of the night; which faith we account neither better

nor worse, than if it came by any other means.
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Q. 17. Uo not sonic of our assistants preach too much of (lie wrath,

and too little of the love, of God ?

A. We iear they have leaned to that extreme ; and hence some of
their hearers may have lost the joy of faith.

Q. ) S. Need we ever preach the terrors of the Lord to those who
know they are accepted of him I

A. No : it is folly so to do ; for love is to them the strongest of all

motives.

Q. 19. Do we ordinarily represent a justified state so great and happy
as it is 1

A. Perhaps not. A believer, walking in the light, is inexpressibly

great and happy.

Q. 20. Should wc not have a care of depreciating justification, in

order to exalt the state of full sanctification 1

A. Undoubtedly we should beware of this ; for one may insensibly

slide into it.

Q. 21. How shall we efFectually avoid it?

A. When we are going to speak of entire sanctification, let us first

describe the blessings of a justified state, as strongly as possible.

Q. 22. Does not the truth of the Gospel lie very near both to Cal-

vinism and Antinomianisni ?

A. Indeed it does ; as it were, within a hair's breadth : so that it is

altogether foolish and sinful, because we do not quite agree either with

one or the other, to run from them as far as ever we can.

Q. 23. Wherein may we come to the very edge of Calvinism?
A. In ascribing all good to the free grace of God. (2.) In denying

all natural free-will, and all power antecedent to grace. And (3.) In

excluding all merit from man ; even for what he has or does by the grace
of God.

Q. 24. Wherein may we come to the edge of Antinomianism?
A. (1.) In exalting the merits and love of Christ. (2.) In rejoicing

evermore.

Q. 25. Does faith supersede (set aside the necessity of) holiness or

good works 1

A. In nowise. So far from it, that it implies both, as a cause does
its efiects.

About ten, v^e began to speak of Sanctification : with regard to which,

it urns inquired :—

Q. 1 . When does inward sanctification begin ?

A. In the moment we are justified. The seed of every virtue is then

sown in the soul. From that time the believer gradually dies to sin,

and grows in grace. Yet sin remains in him
;
yea, the seed of all sin,

till he is sanctified throughout in spirit, soul, and body.

Q. 2. What will become of a Heathen, a Papist, a Church of Eng-
land man, if he dies without being thus sanctified?

A. He cannot see the Lord. But none who seeks it sincerely shall

or can die without it ; though possibly he may not attain it, till the very

article of death.

Q. 3. Is it ordinarily given till a little before death ?
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A. It is not, to those that expect it no sooner, nor consequently ask

for it, at least, not in faith.

Q. 4. But ought we to expect it sooner 1

A. Why not? For although we grant, (1.) That the generality of be-

lievers whom we have hitherto known were not so sanctified till near

death : (2.) That few of those to whom St. Paul wrote his Epistles were
so at the time he wrote : (3.) Nor he himself at the time ot" writing his

former Epistles : yet this does not prove that we may not to-day.

Q. 5. But would not one who was thus sanctilied be incapable of

worldly business ?

A. He would be far more capable of it than ever, as going through all

without distraction.

Q. 6. Would he be capable of marriage?

A. Why should he not ?

Q. 7. Should we not beware of bearing hard on those who think they

have attained ?

A. We should. And the rather, because if they are faithful to the

grace they have received, they are in no danger of perishing at last.

No, not even if they remain in luminous faith, as some term it, for many
months or years

;
perhaps till within a little time of their spirits return-

ing to God.

Q. S. In what manner should we preach entire sanctification ?

A. Scarce at ail to those who are not pressing forward. To those

who are, always by way of promise ; always drawing, rather than driving.

Q. 9. How should we wait for the fulfilling of this promise ?

A. In universal obedience ; in keeping all the commandments ; in

denying ourselves and taking up our cross daily. These are the gene-

ral means which God hath ordained for our receiving his sanctifying

grace. The particular are, prayer, searching the Scripture, communi-
cating, and fasting.

CONVERSATION III.

Tuesday, May Vith, 1746.

The following persons being met at the new room, in Bristol : John
Wesley, Charles Wesley, John Hodges, Jonathan Reeves, Thomas
Maxfield, Thomas Westell, and Thomas Willis ; it was inquired,

—

Q. 1. Can an unbeliever (whatever he be in other respects) challenge

any thing of God's justice ?

A. Absolutely nothing but hell. And this is a point which we cannot

too much insist on.

Q. 2. Do we empty men of their own righteousness, as we did at

first? Do we sufficiently labour, when they begin to be convinced ot

sin, to take away all they lean upon? Should we not then endeavour

with all our might to overtiun tluMr lal.se foundations?

A. This was at first one olour principal points : and it ought to be so

.still. For, till all other foundations are overturned, they cannot build

upon Christ.

Q. 3. Did we not then ])urpo.sely throw them into convictions ; into

strong sorrow and fear? Nay, did we not strive to make th'jm incon

solable, refusing to be comforted ?
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A. We did. And so we should do still. For the stronger the con-

viction, the speedier is the deliverance. And none so soon receive the

peace of God, as those who steadily refuse all other comfort.

Q. 4. liCt us consider a particular case. Was you, Jonathan Reeves,

before you received the peace of God, convinced that, notwithstanding

all you did, or could do, you was in a state of damnation ]

J. R. I was convinced of it, as fully as that I am now alive.

Q. 5. Are you sure that conviction was from God ?

J. R. I can have no doubt but it was.

Q. 6. What do you mean by a state of damnation?

J. R. A state wherein, if a man dies, he perisheth for ever.

Q. 7. How did that conviction end ?

J. R. I had first a strong hope that God would deliver me : and this

brought a degree of peace. But I had not that solid peace of God till

Christ was revealed in me.

Q. 8. But is not such a trust in the love of God, though it be as yet

without a distinct sight of God reconciled to me through Christ Jesus,

a low degree of justifjnng faith?

A. It is an earnest of it. But this abides for a short time only ; nor

is this the proper Christian faith.

Q. 9. By what taith were the Apostles clean before Christ died?

A. By such a faith as this ; by a Jewish faith : for " the Holy Ghost
was not then given."

Q. 10. Of whom then do you understand those words,—" Who is

among you that feareth the Lord, that obeyeth the voice of his servant,

that walketh in darkness, and hath no light?" Isaiah 1, 10.

A. Of a believer under the Jewish dispensation ; one in whose heart

God hath not yet shined, to give him the light of the glorious love of

God in the face of Jesus Christ.

Q. 1 1 . Who is a Jew, inwardly?

A. A servant of God : one who sincerely obeys him out of fear.

Whereas a Christian, inwardly, is a child of God : one who sincerely

obeys him out of love. But was not you sincere before Christ was
revealed in you ?

J. R. It seemed to me that I was, in some measure.

Q. 12. What is sincerity?

A. Willingness to know and do the whole will of God. The lowest

species thereof seems to be " faithfulness in that which is little."

Q. 13. Has God any regard to man's sincerity?

A, So far, that no man in any state can possibly please God without

it ; neither, indeed, in any moment wherein he is not sincere.

Q. 14. But can it be conceived that God has any regard to the sin-

cerity of an unbeliever ?

A. Yes, so much, that, if he persevere therein, God will infallibly give

him faith.

Q. 1 5. What regard may we conceive him to have to the sincerity of
a believer ?

A. So much that in every sincere believer he fulfils all the great and
precious promises.

Q. 16. Whom do you term a sincere believer?

A. One that walks in the light, as God is in the light.
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Q. 17. Is sincerity the same with a single eye?

A. Not ultogether. The latter refers to our intention ; the former, to

our will or desires.

Q. 18. Is it not all in all ?

A. All will follow persevering sincerity. God gives every thing with

it ; nothing without it.

Q. 19. Are not then sincerity and faith equivalent terms?
A. By no means. It is at least as nearly related to works as it is to

faith. For example, Who is sincere before he believes? He that then

does all he can ; he that, according to the power he has received, brings

forth " fruits meet for repentance." Who is sincere after he believes?

He that, from a sense of God's love, is zealous of all good works.

Q. 20. Is not sincerity what St. Paul terms a willing mind, r *po^ufx,a?

2 Cor. viii, 12.

A. Yes : if that word be taken in a general sense. For it is a con-

stant disposition to use all the grace given.

Q, 21. But do we not then set sincerity on a level with faith?

A. No. For we allow a man may be sincere, and not be justified,

as he may be penitent, and not be justified
;

(not as yet ;) but he cannot

have faith, and not be justified. The very moment he believes, he is

justified.

Q. 22. But do we not give up faith, and put sincerity in its place, as

the condition of our acceptance with God ?

A. We believe it is one condition of our acceptance, as repentance

likewise is. And we believe it a condition of our continuing in a state

of acceptance. Yet we do not put it in the place of faith. It is by faith

the merits of Christ are applied to my soul. But if I am not sincere,

they are not applied.

Q. 23. Is not this that " going about to establish your own righteous-

ness," whereof St. Paul speaks, Romans x, 3 ?

A. St. Paul there manifestly speaks of unbelievers, who sought to be

accepted for the sake of their own righteousness. We do not seek to be

accepted for the sake of our sincerity; but through the merits of Christ

alone. Indeed, so long as any man believes, he cannot go about (in St.

Paul's sense) to " establish his own righteousness."

Q. 24. But do you considi^r, that we are under the covenant of grace,

and that the covenant of works is now abolished ?

A. All mankind were under the covenant of grace, from the very hour

that the original promise was made. If by the covenant of works you
mean, that of unsinning obedience made with Adam before the fall, no

man but Adam was ever under that covenant; for it was abolished before

Cain was born. Yet it is not so abolished, but that it will stand, in a

measure, even to the end of the world ; that is. If we " do this," we shall

live ; if not, we shall die eternally: if we do well, we shall live with God
in glory; if evil, we shall d'w. the; s(;fond death. For every man shall be

judged in that day, and lewarded " according to his works."

Q. 25. What nutans then, " To him that belicvctli, his faith is counted

for righteousness !"

A. That God forgives liiin (hat is unrighteous as soon as he believes,

accepting his lailh instead of porlect nglitcousness. But then observe,

universal righteousness follows, though it did not precede, faith.
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Q. 26. But is faith thus " counted to us lor righteousness,"' at what-

soever time we beUeve I

A. Yes. In whatsoever moment we beheve, all our past sins vanish

away : they are as though they had never been, and we stand clear in the

sight of God.
Tuesdnij, ten o^clock.

Mr. Taylor of Quinton, and T. Glascot, being added, it was inquired,

Q. 1. Are not the assurance of faith, the inspiration ofthe Holy Ghost,

and the revelation of Christ in us, terms nearly of the same import ?

A. He that denies one of them must deny all ; they are so closely

connected together.

Q. 2. Are they ordinarily, where the pure Gospel is preached, essen-

tial to our acceptance 1

A. Undoubtedly they are ; and, as such, to be insisted on, in the

strongest terms.

Q. 3. Is not the whole dispute of salvation by faith or by works a

mere strife of words ?

A. In asserting salvation by faith, we mean this: (1.) That pardon
(salvation begun) is received by faith producing works. (2.) That
holiness (salvation continued) is faith working by love. (3.) That
heaven (salvation finished) is the reward of this faith.

If you who assert salvation by works, or by faith and works, mean
the same thing, (understanding by faith, the revelation of Christ in us,

—

by salvation, pardon, holiness, glory,) we will not strive with you at all.

Ifyou do not, this is not a strife ofwords ; but the very vitals, the essence

of Christianity is the thing in question.

Q. 4. Wherein does our doctrine now differ from that we preached

when at Oxford?

A. Chiefly in these two points : (1.) We then knew nothing of that

righteousness of faith, in justification ; nor (2.) Of the nature of faith

itself, as imphing consciousness of pardon.

Q. 5. May not some degree of the love of God go before a distinct

sense of justification?

A. We believe it may.

Q. 6. Can any degree of sanctification or hoimess?
A. Many degrees of outward holiness may

;
yea, and some degree of

meekness, and several other tempers which would be branches of Chris-

tian holiness, but that they do not spring from Christian principles.

For the abiding love of God cannot spring but from faith in a pardoning

God. And no true Christian hohness can exist without that love of God
for its foundation.

Q. 7. Is every man, as soon as he believes, a new creature, sancti-

fied, pure in heart? Has he then a new heart? Does Christ dwell

therein? And is he a temple of the Holy Ghost?
A. All these things may be affirmed of every believer, in a true sense.

Let us not therefore contradict those who maintain it. Why should we
contend about words ?
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CONVERSATION IV.

Tuesday, June I6th, 1747.

The following persons being met at the Foiindery : John Wesley,
Charles Wesley, and Charles Manning, vicar ofHayes; Richard Thomas
Bateman, rector of St. Bartholomew's the Great; Henry Piers, Howell
Harris, and Thomas Hardwick ; it was inquired,

Q. 1. Is justifying faith a divine assurance that Christ loved me, and
gave himself for me l

A. We believe it is.

Q. 2. What is the judgment of most of the serious Dissenters con-

cerning this '?

A. They generally allow, that many believers have such an assur-

ance ; and, that it is to be desired and prayed lor by all. But then they

affirm, that this is the highest species or degree of faith ; that it is not
the common privilege of believers : consequently, they deny that this is

justifying faith, or necessarily implied therein.

Q. 3. And are there not strong reasons for their opinion ? For in-

stance : if the true believers of old had not this assurance, then it is not

necessarily implied in justifying faith. But the true believers of old had
not this assurance.

A. David, and many more of the believers of old, undeniably had this

assurance. But even if the Jews had it not, it would not follow that

this is not iniplied in Christian faith.

Q. 4. But do you not know that the Apostles themselves had it not
till after the day of Pentecost 1

A. The Apostles themselves had not the proper Christian faith till

after the day of Pentecost.

Q. 5. But were not those Christian believers, in the proper sense, to

whom St. John wrote his First Epistle ? Yet to these he says, " These
things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of
God ; that yc may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may
believe on the name of the Son of God," v, 13.

A. This does not prove that they did not know they had eternal life,

any more than that they did not believe. His plain meaning is, " I have
written unto you that you may be the mon; established in the faith."

Therefore, it does not follow from hence, that they had not this assur-

ance ; but only that there arc degrees therein.

Q. 6. But were not the Thessalonians true believers ? Yet they had
not this assurance ; they had only a good hope, 2 Thes.«!. ii, 16.

A. The text you refer to runs thus : "Now our liord Jesus Christ

himself, and (iod, even oiu- Father, which hath loved us, and given us

everlasting consolation and good hope through grace, comfort your
hearts and stablish you in every good word and work." This good hope

does not exclude, but necessarily implies, a strong iis.surance of the love

of God.

Q. 7. But docs not St. Paul say even of himself, "1 know nothing

by myself; yet am I not hereby justitied ?" 1 Cor. iv, 4.

A. He does not say of himself here, that he Was not justified, or that

he did not know it ; but only, that though he had a conscience void of
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offence, yet this did not justify him before God. And must not every

behever say the same ? This, therefore, is wide of the point.

Q. 8. But does he not disclaim any such assurance in those words,

"I was with you in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembhng?"
1 Cor. ii, 3.

A. By no means. For these words do not imply any fear cither of

death or hell. They express only a deep sense of his utter insufficiency

for the great work wherein he was engaged.

Q. 9. However, does he not exclude Christians in general from such
an assurance, when he bids them " work out" their " salvation with fear

and trembling?" Phil, ii, 12.

A. No more than from love ; which is always joined with filial fear

and reverential trembling. And the same answer is a{)i)licable to all

those texts which exhort a believer to fear.

Q. 10. But does not matter of fact prove, that justifying faith does

not necessarily imply assurance? For can you believe that such a
person as J. A. or E. V. who have so much integrity, zeal, and fear of

God, and walk so unblamably in all things, is void of justifying faith ?

Can you suppose such as these to be under the wrath and under the

curse of God ; especially if you add to this, that they are continually

longing, striving, praying for the assurance which they have not?

A. This contains the very strength of the cause ; and inclines us to

think that some of these may be exempt cases. But, however that be,

we answer,

(1.) It is dangerous to ground a general doctrine on a few particular

experiments.

(2.) Men may have many good tempers, and a blameless life, (speak-

ing in a loose sense,) by nature and habit, with preventing grace ; and
yet not have faith and the love of God.

(3.) It is scarce possible for us to know all the circumstances relat-

ing to such persons, so as to judge certainly concerning them.

(4.) But this we know, if Christ is not revealed in them, they arc not

yet Christian believers.

Q. 11. But what will become of them then, suppose they die in this

state ?

A. That is a supposition not to be made. They cannot die in this

state : they must go backward or forward. If they continue to seek,

they will surely find, righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost. We are confirmed in this belief by the many instanees we have
seen of such as these finding peace at the last hour. And it is not im-

possible but others may then be made partakers of like precious faith,

and yet go hence without giving any outward proof of the change which
God hath wrought.

CONVERSATION V.

Wednesday, June 17tli.

Q. 1. How much is allowed by our brethren who differ from us, with

regard to entire sanctification?

A. They grant, (1.) That every one must be entirely sanctified in the

article of death.
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(2.) That, till then, a believer daily grows in grace, comes nearer
and nearer to perfection.

(3.) That we ought to be continually pressing after this, and to ex-

hort all others so to do.

Q. 2. What do we allow them ?

A. We grant, (1.) That many of those who have died in the faith, yea,
the greater part of those we have known, were not sanctified through-
out, not made perfect in love, till a little before death.

(2.) That the term, ''sanctified," is continually applied by St. Paul
to all that w:ere justified, were true believers.

(3.) Thatby this term alone, he rarely, if ever, means saved from all sin.

(4.) That, consequently, it is not proper to use it in this sense, with-

out adding the word " wholly, entirely," or the like.

(5.) That the inspired writers almost continually speak of or to those

who are justified ; but very rarely, either of or to those who are wholly
sanctified.

(6.) That, consequently, it behooves us to speak in public almost
continually of the state of justification ; but, more rarely, in full and
explicit terms, concerning entire sanctification.

Q. 3. What then is the point wherein we divide 1

A. It is this : whether we should expect to be saved from all sin

before the article of death.

Q. 4. Is there any clear scripture promise of this ; that God will

save us from all sin 1

A. There is :
" He shall redeem Israel from all his sins," Psalm

cxxx, 8. This is more largely expressed in the prophecy of Ezekiel

:

" Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean :

from all your filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you. 1

will also save you from all your uncleannesses," xxxvi, 25, 29. No
promise can be more clear. And to this the Apostle plainly refers in

that exhortation :
" Having these promises, let us cleanse ourselves

from all filthiness of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear ot'

God," 2 Cor. vii, 1. Equally clear and express is that ancient pro-

mise :
" The Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of

thy seed, to love the Lord (hy God with all thy heart and with all thy

soul," Deut. XXX, 6.

Q. 5. But does any assertion answerable to this occur in the New
Testament?

A. There does, and that laid down in the plainest terms. So St. John

:

" For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy

the works of the devil;" iii, 8 ; the works of the devil, without any limit-

ation or restriction : but all sin is the work of the devil. Parallel to

which is that assertion of St. Paid : "Christ loved the Churdi, and gave
himself for it ; that he might present it to himself a glorious Church, not

havnig spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; but that it should be holy

and without blemish," Ephes. v, 25, 27. And to the same efl^ect is his

assertion in the eighth of the Romans :
" God sent his Son—that the

righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, walking not after the

flesh, but after the Spirit," verses 3, 4.

Q. 6. Does the New Testament afford any farther ground for expect-

ing to be saved Irom all sin ?
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A. Undoubtedly it docs, both in those prayers iiml commands M'hich

are equivalent to the strongest assertions.

Q. 7. What prayers do you mean ?

A. Prayers for entire sanclitication ; which, were there no such thing,

would be mere mockery of God. Such, in particular, are, (1.) "Deliver

us from evil ;" or rather, " from the evil one." Now, when this is done,

when we are delivered from all evil, there can be no sin remaining.

(2.) " Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall

believe on me through their w ord ; that they all may be one ; as thou

Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us : I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one," John xvii,

20, 21, 23. (3.) " 1 bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ—that he would grant you—that ye, being rooted and grounded

in love, may be able to comprehend, with all saints, what is the breadth,

and length, and depth, and height ; and to know the love of Christ,

wliich passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fulness of

God," Eph. iii, 14, 16-19. (4.) " The very God of peace sanctify you
wholly ; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be pre-

served blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ," 1 Thess.

v, 23.

Q. 8. What command is there to the same effect 1

A. (1.) "Be ye perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is

perfect," Matt, v, 43. (2.) " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind," Matt, xxii, 37.

But if the love of God fill all the heart, there can be no sin there.

Q. 9. But how does it appear that this is to be done before the article

of death?

A. First. From the very nature of a command, which is not given to

the dead, but to the living. Therefore, " Thou shalt love God with all

thy heart," cannot mean. Thou shalt do this when thou diest, but while

thou livest.

Secondly. From express texts of Scripture : (1.) " The grace of God
that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, having

renounced {apMridajj^svot) ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live

soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world ; looking for—the

glorious appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ ; who gave himself for

us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a

peculiar people, zealous of good works," Titus ii, 11-14. (2.) " He
hath raised up a horn of salvation for us,—to perform the mercy pro-

mised to our fathers ; the oath which he sware to our father Abraham,

that he would grant unto us, that we, being delivered out of the hand of

our enemies, should serve him without fear, in holiness and righteous-

ness before him, all the days of our life," Luke i, 69-75.

Q. 10. Is there any example in Scripture of persons who had attained

to this?

A. Yes. St. John, and all those of whom he says in his First Epistle,

" Herein is our love made perfect, that we may have confidence in the

day of judgment : because as he is, so are we in this world," iv, 17.

Q. 11. But why are there not more examples of this kind recorded in

the New Testament?
A. It does not become us to be peremptory in this matter. One

Vol. V. 14
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reason might possibly be, because the Apostles wrote to the Church
while it was in a state of infancy. Therefore they might mention such

persons the more sparingly, lest they should give strong meat to babes.

Q. 12. Can you show one such example nowl Where is he that is

thus perfect?

A. To some who make this inquiry one might answer, " If I knew
one here, I would not tell you. For you do not inquire out of love.

You are like Herod. You only seek the young child to slay it."

But more directly we answer. There are numberless reasons why
there should be few (ifany indisputable) examples. What inconveniences

would this bring on the person himself, set as a mark for all to shoot at

!

What a temptation would it be to others, not only to men who knew not

God, but to believers themselves! How hardly would they refrain from

idolizing such a person ! And yet, how unprofitable to gainsayers

!

"For if they hear not Moses and the Prophets," Christ and his Apostles,

" neither would they be persuaded, though one rose from the dead."

Q. 13. Suppose one had attained to this, would you advise him to

speak of it?

A. Not to them who know not God. It would only provoke them to

contradict and blaspheme : nor to any without some particular reason,

without some particular good in view. And then they should have an

especial care to avoid all appearance of boasting.

Q. 14. Is it a sin, not to believe those who say they have attained?

A. By no means, even though they said true. We ought not hastily

to believe, but to suspend our judgment, till we have full and strong

proof.

Q. 15. But are we not apt to have a secret distaste to any who say

they are saved from all sin ?

A. It is very possible we may, and that on several grounds
;

partly

from a concern for the honour of God, and the good of souls, who may
be hurt, yea, or turned out of the way, if these are not what they profess;

partly from a kind of implicit envy at those who speak of higher attain-

ments than our own ; and partly from our slowness and unreadiness of

heart to believe the works of God.

Q. 16. Does not the harshly preaching perfection tend to bring

believers into a kind of bondage, or slavish fear ?

A. It does : therefore we should always place it in the most amiable

light, so that it may excite only hope, joy, and desire.

Q. 17. Why may we not continue in the joy of faith even till we are

made perfect ?

A. Why indeed ! since holy grief does not quench this joy ; since,

even while we are under the cross, while we deeply partake of the sufier-

ings of Christ, we may rejoice with joy unspeakable.

Q. 18. Do we not discourage believers from rejoicing evermore?

A. We ought not so to do. Let them all their life long rejoice unto

God, so it be with reverence. And even if lightness or pride should

mix with their joy, let us not strike at the joy itself, (this is the gift of

God,) but at that lightness or pride, that the evil may cease and the good

r( main.

Q. 19. Ought we to be anxiously carei\d about perfection, lest we
should die before we have attained ?
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A. In no wise. We ought to be thus careful for nothing, neither

spiritual nor temporal.

Q. 20. But ought we not to be troubled on account of the sinful nature

which still remains in us ?

A. It is good for us to have a deep sense of this, and to be much
ashamed before the Ijord : but this .•should only incite us the more
earnestly to turn unto Christ every moment, and to draw light, and life,

and strength from him, that we may go on conquering and to conquer.

And, therefore, when the sense of our sin most abounds, the sense of

his love should much more abound.

Q. 21. Will our joy or our trouble increase as we grow in grace?

A. Perhaps both. But without doubt our joy in the Lord will increase

as our love increases.

Q. 22. Is not the teaching believers to be continually poring upon
their inbred sin the ready way to make them forget that they were purged

from their former sins ?

A. We find by experience it is ; or to make them undervalue and

account it a little thing ; whereas, indeed, (though there are still greater

gifts behind,) this is inexpressibly great and glorious.

MINUTES
OF

SEVERAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE

REV. MR. WESLEY AND OTHERS
;

PROM THE YEAR 1744 TO THE YEAR 1789.*

It is desired that all things be considered as in the immediate presence

of God : that every person speak freely whatever is in his heart.

Q. 1, How may we best improve the time of this conference?

A. (1.) While we are conversing, let us have an especial care to set

God always before us.

(2.) In the intermediate hours, let us redeem all the time we can for

private exercises.

(3.) Therein let us give ourselves to prayer for one another, and for

a blessing on this our labour.

Q. 2. Have our conferences been as useful as they might have been?
A. No : we have been continually straitened for time. Hence

scarce any thing has been searched to the bottom. To remedy this,

let every conference last nin-e days, concluding on Wednesday in the

second week.

* This tract, which is usually denominated, " The Large Minutes," contains the
plan of discipline as practised in the Methodist Connection during the life of Mr.
Wesley. As its title intimates, it underwent several alterations and enhrf^enients
from the year 1744 to 1789, when the last revision took place. It is here reprinted
from a copy which bears the date of 1791,—the year m which Mr. Wesley died,—
collated with the edition of 1789.

—

Edit.
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Q. 3. What may we reasonably believe to be God's design in raising

up the preachers called Methodists ?

A. Not to form any new sect ; but to reform the nation, particularly

the Church ; and to spread scriptural holiness over the land.

Q. 4. What was the rise of Methodism, so called ?

A. In 1729, two young men, reading the Bible, saw they could not

be saved without holiness, followed after it, and incited others so to do.

In 1737, they saw holiness comes by faith. They saw likewise, that

men are justified before they are sanctified ; but still holiness was their

point. God then thrust them out, utterly against their will, to raise a

holy people. When Satan could no otherwise hinder this, he threw

Calvinism in the way ; and then Antinomianism, which strikes directly

at the root of all holiness.

Q. 5. Is it advisable for us to preach in as many places as we can,

without forming any societies ?

A. By no means. We have made the trial in various places ; and

that for a considerable time. But all the seed has fallen as by the high-

way side. There is scarce any fruit remaining.

Q. 6. Where should we endeavour to preach most?
A. (1.) Where there is the greatest number of quiet and willing hear-

ers. (2.) Where there is most fruit.

Q. 7. Is lield preaching unlawful 1

A. We conceive not. We do not know that it is contrary to any law

either of God or man.

Q. 8. Have we not used it too sparingly ?

A. It seems we have; (1.) Because our call is, to save that vvhich

is lost. Now, we cannot expect them to seek us. Therefore we should

go and seek them. (2.) Because we are particularly called, by " going

into the highways and hedges," which none else will do, " to compel

them to come in." (3.) Because that reason against it is not good,
" The house will hold all that come." The house may hold all that

come to the house ; but not all that would come to the field.

The greatest hinderance to this you are to expect from rich, or

cowardly, or lazy Methodists. But regard them not, neither stewards,

leaders, nor people. Whenever the weather will permit, go out in God's

name into the most public places, and call all to repent and believe the

Gospel ; every Sunday, in particular ; especially where there are old

societies, lest they settle upon their lees. The stewards will frequently

oppose this, lest they lose their usual collection. But this is not a suf-

ficient reason against it. Shall we barter souls for money ?

Q. 9. Ought we not diligently to observe in what places God is

pleased at any time to pour out his Spirit more abundantly ?

A. We ought ; and at that time to send more labourers than usual

into that part of the harvest.

But whence shall we have them? (1.) So far as we can afford it, we
will keep a reserve of preachers at Kingswood. (2.) Let an exact hst

be kept of those who are proposed for trial, but not accepted.

Q. 10. How often shall we permit strangers to be present at the

meeting of the society ?

A. At every other meeting of the society in every place let no stranger

be admitted. At other times they may ; but the same person not above
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twice or tliiice. la order to this, see that all in every place show then-

tickets before they come in. If the stewards and leaders are not exact

herein, employ others that have more resolution.

Q. 11. How may the leaders of classes be made more useful?

A. (1.) Let each of them be diligently examined concerning his

method of meeting a class. Let this be done with all possible exact-

ness at the next quarterly visitation. And in order to this, allow suffi-

cient time for the visiting of each society.

(2.) Let each leader carefully inquire how e\ery soul in his class

prospers ; not only how each person observes the outward rules, but

how he grows in the knowledge and love of God.

(3.) Let the leaders converse with the assistant frequently and freely.

Q. 12. Can any thing farther be done, in order to make the meetings

of the classes lively and profitable ?

A. (1.) Change improper leaders.

(2.) Let the leaders frequently meet each other's classes.

(3.) Let us observe which leaders are the most useful ; and let these

meet the other classes as often as possible.

(4.) See that all the leaders be not only men of sound judgment, but

men truly devoted to God.

Q. 13. How can we farther assist those under our care?

A. (1.) By meeting the married men and women together, the first

Sunday after the visitation,—the single men and women apart, on the

two following,—in all the large societies : this has been much neglected.

(2.) By instructing them at their o\vn houses. What unspeakable

need is there of this ! The world say, " The Methodists are no better

than other people." This is not true. But it is nearer the truth than

we are willing to believe.

N. B. For (1.) Personal religion either toward God or man is

amazingly superficial among us.

I can but just touch on a few generals. How little faith is there

among us ! How little communion with God ! How little living in

heaven, walking in eternity, deadness to every creature ! How much
love of the world; desire of pleasure, of ease, of getting money! How
little brotherly love ! What continual judging one another ! What gos-

siping, evil speaking, tale bearing ! What want of moral honesty ! To in-

stance only in one or two particulars : wfio does as he would be done by,

in buying and selling, particularly in selling horses ! Write him a knave

that does not. And the Methodist knave is the worst of all knaves.

(2.) Family religion is shamefully wanting, and almost in every

branch.

And the Methodists in general will be little the better, till we take

quite another course with them. For what avails public preaching

alone, though we could preach like angels ? We must, yea, every travel-

ling preacher must, instruct them from house to house. Till this is done,

and that in good earnest, the Methodists will be little better than other

people. Our religion is not deep, universal, uniform ; but superficial,

partial, uneven. It will be so, till we spend half as much time in this

visiting, as we now do in talking uselessly.

Can we find a better method of doing this than Mr. Baxter's? If not,

let us adopt it without delay. His whole tract, infilled Gildas Salvianus,
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is well worth a careful perusal. A short extract from it I will subjoin.

Speaking of this visiting from house to house, he says :

—

" We shall find many hinderances, both in ourselves, and in the

people.

"1. In ourselves there is much dulness and laziness; so that there

will be much ado to get us to be faithful in the work.
" 2. We have a base, man-pleasing temper ; so that we let men perish,

rather than lose their love. We let them go quietly to hell, lest we should

anger them.
" 3. Some of us have also a foolish bashfulness. We know not how

to begin, and blush to contradict the devil.

"4. But the greatest hinderancc is, weakness of faith. Our whole

motion is weak, because the spring of it is weak.
" 5. Lastly, we are unskilful in the work. How few know how to

deal with men, so as to get within them, and suit all our discourse to

their several conditions and tempers ; to choose the fittest subjects, and

follow them with a holy mixture of seriousness, and terror, and love, and

meekness!" (p. 351.)

And we have many difficulties to grapple with in our people.

1. Too many of them will be unwilling to be taught, till we conquer

their perverseness by the force of reason and the power of love.

2. And many are so dull that they will shun being taught for fear of

showing their dulness. And indeed you will find it extremely hard to

make them understand the very plainest points.

3. And it is still harder to fix things on their hearts, without which all

our labour is lost. If you have not, therefore, great seriousness and

fervency, what good can you expect? And, after all, it is grace alone that

must do the work.

4. And when we have made some impressions on their hearts, if we
look not after them, they will soon die away.

But as great as this labour of private instruction is, it is absolutely

necessary. For, after all our prf;aehing, inany of" our people are almost

as ignorant as if they had never heard the gospel. I speak as plain as

I can, yet I frequently meet witli those who have been my hearers many
years, who know not whether Christ be God or man. And how few are

there that know the nature of repentance, faith, and holiness ! Most of

them have a sort of confidence that God will save them, while the world

has their hearts. I have found by experience, that one of these has

learned more from one hour's close discourse, than from ten years'

public preaching.

And undoubtedly this private application is implied in those solemn

words of the Apostle : "T charge thee, before God and the Lord Jesus

Christ, who shall judge the quick and dead at his appearing, preach the

word, be instant in season, out of seasoii ; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with

all long sufroring."

O brethren, ii'we co\dd but sot this work on foot in all our societies,

and prosecute it zealously, what glory would redound to God ! If the

common ignorance were banished, and every shop and every house busied

in speaking ol" the word and works of (^od ; surely God would dwell in

our habitations, and make \is his delight.

And this is absolutely necessary to the welfare of our people, many of
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whom neither believe nor repent to tliis day. Look round and see how
many of them are still in apparent danger of damnation. And how can

you walk and talk and be merry with such people, when you know their

case ? Methinks, when you look them in the face, you should break

forth into tears, as the Prophet did when he looked upon Ilazael ; and
then set on them with the most vehement and importunate exhortations.

O, for God's sake, and for the sake of poor souls, bestir yourselves, and
spare no pains that may conduce to their salvation

!

What cause have we to bleed before the Lord this day, that we have
so long neglected this good work ! If we had but set upon it sooner,

how many more might have been brought to Christ ! And how much
holier and happier might we have made our societies before now

!

And why might we not have done it sooner ? There were many hin-

derances ; and so there always will be. But the greatest hinderance

was in ourselves, in our littleness of faith and love.

But it is objected, (1.) " This will take up so much time, that we shall

not have time to follow our studies."

I answer, (1.) Gaining knowledge is a good thing; but saving souls

is a better. (2.) By this very thing you will gain the most excellent

knowledge, that of God and eternity. (3.) You will have time for gain-

ing other knowledge too, if you spend all your mornings therein. Only
sleep not more than you need ; and never be idle, or tritlingly employed.

But, (4.) If you can do but one, let your studies alone. 1 woidd throw

by all the libraries in the world, rather than be guilty of the loss of one
soul.

I allow, in some of the country circuits, where you have only a day
to spend in each place, you have not time for this excellent work. But
you have, wherever you spend several days together in one town.

It is objected, (2.) "The people will not submit to it." If some will

not, others will. And the success with them will repay all your labour.

O let us herein follow the example of St. Paul

!

(L) For our general business, "Serving the Lord with all humility

of mind." (2.) Our special work, " Take heed to yourselves and to all

the flock." (3.) Our doctrine, " Repentance toward God, and faith in

our Lord Jesus Christ." (4.) The place, " I have taught you publicly,

and from house to house." The object and manner of teaching :
" I

ceased not to warn every one, night and day, Avith tears." (5.) His
innocence and self denial herein :

" I have coveted no man's silver or

gold." (6.) His patience :
" Neither count I my life dear unto myself."

And among all our motives, let these be ever before our eyes :

(1.) "The Church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood."

(2.) " Grievous wolves shall enter in ; yea, ofyourselves shall men arise,

speaking perverse things." Write this upon your hearts, and it will do
you more good than twenty years' study.

Let every preacher, having a catalogue of those in each society, go to

each house. Deal gently with them, that the report of it may move
others to desire your coming. Give the children the " Instructions for

Children," and encourage them to get them by heart. Indeed, you will

find it no easy matter to teach the ignorant the principles of religion.

So true is the remark of Archbishop Usher : "Great scholars may think

this work beneath them. But they should consider, the laying the found-
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ation skilfully, as it is of the greatest importance, so it is the masterpiece

of the wisest builder. And let the wisest of us all try, whenever we
please, we shall tind, that to lay this groundwork rightly, to make the

ignorant understand the grounds of religion, will put us to the trial of all

our skill."

Perhaps in doing this it may be well, (1.) After a few loving words
spoken to all in the house, to take each person singly into another room,
where you may deal closely with him, about his sin, and misery, and
duty. Set these home, or you lose all your labour. (At least, let none
be present but those who are familiar with each other.)

(2.) Hear what the children have learned by heart.

(3.) Choose some of the weightiest points, and try if they understand

them. As, " Do you believe you have sin in you ? What does sin de-

serve ? What remedy has God provided for guilty, helpless sinners 1"

(4.) Often with the question suggest the answer. As, " What is re-

pentance? Sorrow for sui, or a conviction that we are guilty, helpless

sinners." "What is faith? A divine conviction of things not seen."

(5.) Where you perceive they do not understand the stress of your

question, lead them into it by other questions. For instance, you ask,

"How do you think your sins will be pardoned?" They answer, "By
repenting and amending my life." You ask farther, " But will your
amendment make satisfaction for your past sins 1" They will answer,
" I hope so, or I know not what will." One would think, these had no
knowledge of Christ at all. And some have not. But others have

;

and give such answers, only because they do not understand the scope

of the question. Ask them farther, "Can you be saved without the

death of Christ?" They immediately say, "No." And if you ask,

" What has he sufTered for you 1" they will say, " He shed his blood for

us." But many cannot express even what they have some conception

of; no, not even when expressions are put into their mouths. With
these you are to deal exceeding tenderly, lest they be discouraged.

(6.) If you perceive them troubled, that they cannot answer, step in

yourself, and take the burden off them ; answering the question yourself.

And do it thoroughly and plainly, making a full explication of the whole

business to them.

(7.) When you have tried their knowledge, proceed to instruct them,

according to their several capacities. If a man understand the funda-

mentals, speak what you perceive he most needs, either explaining farther

some doctrines, or some duty, or showing him the necessity of something

which he neglects. If he still understands not, go over it again till he

does.

(8.) Next inquire into his stale, whether convinced or unconvinced,

converted or unconverted. Tell him, if need be, what conversion is
;

and then renew and ent'orce the inquiry.

(9.) If unconverted, labour with all your [)Ower to bring his heart to a

sense of his condition. Set this home with a more earnest voice than

you spoke before. Get to the heart, or you do nothing.

(10.) Conclude all with a strong exhortation, which should enforce,

(1.) The duty of the heart, in order to receive Christ. (2.) The avoid-

ing former sins, and constantly using the outward means. And be sure,

if you can, to get their promise, to forsake sin, change their company,
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and use the means. And do this solemnly, reminding them of the pre-

sence of God, who hears their promises, and expects the performance.

(11.) Before you leave them, engage the head of each family to call

all his family together every Sunday before they go to bed, and hear

what they can repeat, and so continue, till they have learned the " In-

structions" perfectly ; and afterward let him take care that they do not

forget what they have learned.

Do this in earnest, and you will soon find what a work you take in

hand, in undertaking to be a travelling preacher

!

Q. 14. How shall we prevent improper persons from insinuating into

the society 1

A. (1.) Give tickets to none till they are recommended by a leader,

with whom they have met at least two months on trial.

(2.) Give notes to none but those who are recommended by one you
know, or till they have met three or four times in a class.

(3.) Give them the rules the first time they meet. See that this be

never neglected.

Q. 15. When shall v/e admit new members?
A. In large towns, admit them into the bands at the quarterly love-

feast following the visitation : into the society, on the vSunday following

the visitation. Then also read the names of them that are excluded.

Q. 16. Should we insist on the band rules, particularly with regard to

dress 1

A. By all means. This is no time to give any encouragement to

superfluity of apparel. Therefore give no band tickets to any till they

have left off" supei-fluous ornaments. In order to this, (1.) Let every

assistant read the " Thoughts upon Dress" at least once a year, in every

large society. (2.) In visiting the classes, be very mild, but very strict.

(3.) Allow no exempt case, not even of a married woman. Better one

suffer than many. (4.) Give no ticket to any that wear calashes, high-

heads, or enormous bonnets.

To encourage meeting in band, (1.) In every large society, have a

love-feast quarterly for the bands only. (2.) Never fail to meet them

once a week. (3.) Exhort every believer to embrace the advantage.

(4.) Give a band ticket to none till they have met a quarter on trial.

Observe ! You give none a band ticket before he meets, but after he

has met.

Q. 17. Have those in band left off" snuff and drams ?

A. No. Many are still enslaved to one or the other. In order

to redress this, (1.) Let no preacher touch either on any account.

(2.) Strongly dissuade our people from them. (3.) Answer their pre-

tences, particularly curing the colic.

Q. 18. Do we observe any evil which has lately prevailed among our

societies ?

A. Many of our members have married with unbehevers, yea, with

unawakened persons. This has had fatal effects. They had either a

cross for life, or turned back to perdition.

Q. 19. What can be done to put a stop to this?

A. (1.) Let every preacher publicly enforce the Apostle's caution,

"Be not unequally yoked with unbelievers." (2.) Let him openly

declare, \\hoever does this will be expelled the society. (3.) When any
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such is expelled, let a suitable exhortation be subjoined. And, (4.) Let

all be exhorted to take no step in so weighty a matter without advising

with the most serious of their brethren.

Q. 20. Ought any woman to marry without the consent of her parents?

A. In general, she ought not. Yet there may be an exception. For

if, (1.) A woman be under a necessity of marrying ; if (2.) Her parents

absolutely refuse to let her marry any Christian ; then she may, nay,

ought to, marry without their consent. Yet, even then, a Methodist

preacher ought not to marry her.

Q. 21. Do not Sabbath breaking, dram drinking, evil speaking, unpro-

fitable conversation, lightness, expensiveness or gaiety of apparel, and

contracting debts without due care to discharge them, still prevail in

several places? How may these evils be remedied?

A. (1.) Let us preach expressly on each of these heads. (2.) Read

in every society the " Sermon on Evil Speaking." (3.) Let the leaders

closely examine and exhort every person to put away the accursed thing.

(4.) Let the preacher warn every society, that none who is guilty hel-ein

can remain wth us. (5.) Extirpate smuggling, buying or selling uncus-

tomed goods, out of every society. Let none remain with us, who will

not totally abstain from every kind and degree of it. Speak tenderly,

but earnestly, and frequently of it, in every society near the coasts ; and

read to them, and diligently disperse among them, the "Word to a

Smuggler." (6.) Extirpate bribery, receiving any thing, directly or

indirectly, for voting in any election. Show no respect of persons herein,

but expel all that touch the accursed thing. Largely show, both in pub-

lic and private, the wickedness of thus selling our country. And every

where read the " Word to a Freeholder," and disperse it with both hands.

Q. 22. What shall we do to prevent scandal, when any of our mem-
bers become bankmpt ?

A. Let the assistant talk with him at large ; and if he has not kept

fair accounts, or has been concerned in that base practice of raising

money by coining notes, (commonly called the bill trade,) let him be

expelled immediately.

Q. 23. What is the office of a Christian minister?

A. To watch over souls, as he that must give account.

Q. 24. In what view may we and our helpers be considered ?

A. Perhaps as extraordinary messengers, (that is, out of the ordinary

way,) designed, (1.) To j)rovoke the regular ministers to jealousy.

(2.) To supply their lack of service toward those who are perishing for

want of knowledge. But how hard is it to abide here ! Who does not

wish to be a little higher ? supjiose, to be ordained

!

Q. 25. What is the office of a helper?

A. In the absence of a minister, to feed and guide the flock ; in par-

ticular,

(1.) To preach morning and evening. (But he is never to begin later

in the evening than seven o'clock, unless in particular cases.)

(2.) To meet the society and the bands weekly.

(3.) To meet the leaders weekly.

Let every preacher be |)articularly exact in this, and in the morning

preaching. If he has twenty hearers, let him preach. If not, let him

Hing and pray.
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N. B. We are fully determined never to drop the morning preaching
;

and to continue preaching at five, wherever it is practicable, particularly

in London and Bristol.

Q. 26. What are the rules of a helper?

A. (1.) Be dihgent. Never be unemployed a moment. Never be
triflingly employed. Never while away time ; neither spend any more
time at any place than is strictly necessary.

(2.) Be serious. Let your motto be, " Holiness to the Lord." Avoid
all lightness, jesting, and foolish talking.

(3.) Converse sparingly and cautiously with] women
;

particularly

with young women.
(4.) Take no step toward marriage, without first consulting with your

brethren.

(5.) Believe evil of no one; unless you see it done, take heed how
you credit it. Put the best construction on every thing. You know the

judge is always supposed to be on the prisoner's side.

(6.) Speak evil of no one; else your word especially would eat as

doth a canker. Keep your thoughts within your own breast, till you
come to the person concerned.

(7.) Tell every one what you think wrong in him, and that plainly, as

soon as may be ; else it will fester in your heart. Make all haste to cast

the fire out of your bosom.

(8.) Do not affect the gentleman. You have no more to do with this

character than with that of a dancing master. A preacher of the Gospel
is the servant of all.

(9.) Be ashamed of nothing but sin: not of fetching wood (if time

permit) or drawing water ; not of cleaning your own shoes, or your

neighbour's.

(10.) Be punctual. Do every thing exactly at the time. And, in

general, do not mend our rules, but keep them ; not for wrath, but for

conscience' sake.

(11.) You have nothing to do but to save souls. Therefore spend

and be spent in this work. And go always, not only to those that want
you, but to those that want you most.

Observe : It is not your business to preach so many times, and to

take care of this or that society ; but to save as many souls as you can ;

to bring as many sinners as you possibly can to repentance, and with all

your power to build them up in that holiness without which they cannot

see the Lord. And reniemt)er ! A Methodist preacher is to mind every

point, great and small, in the Methodist discipline ! Therefore you will

need all the sense you have, and to have all your wits about you !

(12.) Act in all things, not according to your own will, but as a son

in the Gospel. As such, it is your part to employ your time in the man-
ner which we direct; partly, in preaching and visiting from house to

house ;
partly, in reading, meditation, and prayer. Above all, if you

labour with us in our Ijord's vineyard, it is needful that you should do

that part of the work which we atlvise, at those times and places which

we judge most tor his glory.

Q. 27. What power is this which you exercise over both the preach-

ers and the societies l

A. Count Zinzendorf loved to keep all things close : I love to do all
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things openly. I will therefore tell you all I know of the matter, taking

it from the very beginning.

(1.) In November, 1738, two or three persons who desired "to flee

from the wrath to come," and then a few more, came to me in London,

and desired me to advise and pray with them. I said, " If you will

meet me on Thursday night, I will help you as well as I can." More
and more then desired to meet with them, till they were increased to

many hundreds. The case was afterward the same at Bristol, Kings-

wood, Newcastle, and many other parts of England, Scotland, and Ire-

land. It may be observed, the desire was on their part, not mine. My
desire was, to live and die in retirement. But I did not see that I could

refuse them my help, and be guiltless before God.

Here commenced my power ; namely, a power to appoint when, and

where, and how they should meet ; and to remove those whose lives

showed that they had not a desire " to flee from the wrath to come."

And this power remained the same, whether the people meeting together

were twelve, or twelve hundred, or twelve thousand.

(2.) In a few days some of them said, " Sir, we will not sit under you

for nothing ; we will subscribe quarterly." I said, " I will have nothing ;

for I want nothing. My fellowship supplies me with all I want." One
replied, " Nay, but you want a hundred and fifteen pounds to pay for the

lease of the Foundery ; and likewise a large sum ofmoney to put it into

repair." On this consideration, I suffered them to subscribe. And
when the society met, I asked, " Who will take the trouble of receiving

this money, and paying it where it is needful 1" One said, " I will do

it, and keep the account for you." So here was the first steward. After-

ward, I desired one or two more to help me, as stewards, and, in process

of time, a greater number.

Let it be remarked, it was I myself, not the people, who chose these

stewards, and appointed to each the distinct work wherein he was to

help me, as long as I desired. And herein I began to exercise another

sort of power ; namely, that of appointing and removing stewards.

(3.) After a time a young man, named Thomas Maxfield, came and

desired to help me as a son in the Gospel. Soon after came a second,

Thomas Richards ; and then a third, Thomas Westell. These seve-

rally desired to serve me as sons, and to labour when and where I should

direct. Observe : these likewise desired me, not I them. But I durst

not refuse their assistance. And here commenced my power, to appoint

each of these when, and where, and how to labour ; that is, while he

chose to continue with me. For each had a power to go away when he

pleased ; as I had also, to go away from them, or any of them, if I saw

sufficient cause. The case continued the same when the number of

preachers increased. I had just the same power still, to appoint when,

and where, and how each should help me ; and to tell any, (if I saw

cause,) " I do not desire your help any longer." On these terms, and

no other, wo joined at first : on these we continue joined. But they do

me no favour in being directed by me. It is true, my " reward is with

the Lord :" but at present I hav(! nothing from it but trouble and care ;

and often a burden I scarce know how to bear.

(4.) In 1744 I wrote to several clergymen, and to all who then served

me ixa sons in (he Gospel, desiring them to meet me in London, and to
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give me their advice concerning the best method of carrying on the work
of God. And when their number increased, so that it was not con-
venient to invite them all, for several years I wrote to those with whom
I desired to confer, and they only met me at London, or elsewhere ; till

at length I gave a general permission, which I afterward saw cause to

retract.

Observe : I myself sent for these of my own free choice. And I sent

for them to advise, not govern, me. Neither did I at any time divest

myself of any part of the power above described, which the providence
of God had cast upon me, without any design or choice of mine.

(5.) What is that power? It is a power of admitting into, and ex-

cluding from, the societies under my care ; of choosing and removing
stewards ; of receiving or not receiving helpers ; of appointing them
when, where, and how to help me, and of desiring any of them to confer

with me when I see good. And as it was merely in obedience to the

providence of God, and for the good of the people, that I at first

accepted this power, which I never sought ; so it is on the same
consideration, not for profit, honour, or pleasure, that I use it at this

day.

(6.) But "several gentlemen are offended at your having so much
power." I did not seek any part of it. But when it was come una-

wares, not daring to " bury that talent," I used it to the best of my judg-

ment. Yet I never was fond of it. I always did, and do now, bear it

as my burden ;—the burden which God lays upon me, and therefore I

dare not lay it down.
But if you can tell me any one, or any five men, to whom I may

transfer this burden, who can and will do just what I do now, I will

heartily thank both them and you.

(7.) But some of our helpers say, "This is shackling freeborn

Enghshmen ;" and demand a free conference, that is, a meeting of all

the preachers, wherein all things shall be determined by most votes. I

answer, it is possible, after my death, something of this kind may take

place ; but not while I live. To me the preachers have engaged them-

selves to submit, to serve me as sons in the Gospel ; but they are not

thus engaged to any man or number of men besides. To me the people

in general will submit ; but they will not thus submit to any other.

It is nonsense, then, to call my using this power, " shackling free-

born Englishmen." None needs to submit to it unless he will ; so that

there is no shackling in the case. Every preacher and every member
may leave me when he pleases. But while he chooses to stay, it is on
the same terms that he joined me at first.

" But this is making yourself a pope." This carries no face of truth.

The pope affirms that every Christian must do all he bids, and believe

all he says, under pain of damnation. I never affirmed any thing that

bears any the most distant resemblance to this. All I affirm is, the

preachers who choose to labom- Avith me, choose to serve me as sons in

the Gospel. And the people who choose to be under my care, choose

to be so on the same terms they were at first.

Therefore all talk of this kind is highly injurious to me, who bear the

burden merely for your sake. And it is exceeding mischievous to the

people, tending to confound their understanding, and to fill their hearts
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with evil surmisings and unkind tempers toward me ; to whom they

really owe moie, for taking all this load upon me, for exercising this

very power, for shackling myself in this marmer, than for all my preach-

ing put together ; because preacliing twice or thrice a day is no burden

to me at all ; but the care of all the preachers and all the people is a

burden indeed

!

Q. 28. What reason can be assigned why so many of our preachers

contract nervous disorders 1

A. The chief reason, on Dr. Cadogan's principles, is either indolence

or intemperance. (1.) Indolence. Several of them use too little ex-

ercise, far less than when they wrought at their trade. And this will

naturally pave the way for many, especially nervous, disorders. (2.) In-

temperance,—though not in the vulgar sense. They take more food

than they did when they laboured more : and let any man of reflection

judge how long this will consist with health. Or they use more sleep

than when they laboured more : and this alone will destroy the firmness

of the nerves. If, then, our preachers would avoid nervous disorders,

let them, (1.) Take as little meat, drink, and sleep as nature will bear

;

and, (2.) Use full as much exercise daily as they did before they were

preachers.

Q. 29. What general method of employing our time would you advise

us to ?

A. We advise you, (1.) As often as possible to rise at four. (2.) From
four to five in the morning, and from five to six in the evening, to medi-

tate, pray, and read, partly the Scripture with the notes, partly the closely

practicd paits of what wc have published. (3.) From six in the morn-

ing till twelve, (allowing an hour for breakfast,) to read in order, with

much prayer, first, " The Christian Library," and the other books which

we have published in prose and verse, and then those which we recom-

mended in our rules of Kingswood school.

Q. 30. Should our helpers follow trades ?

A. The question is not, whether they may occasionally work with

their hands, as St. Paul did, but whether it be projier for them to keep

shop or follow merchandise. After long consideration, it was agreed

by all our brethren, that no preacher who will not relinquish his trade

of' buying and selling, (though it were only pills, drops, or balsams,)

shall be considered as a travelling preacher any longer.

Q. 3 1 . Why is it that the people under our care are no better ?

A. Other reasons may concur; but the chief is, because we are not

more knowing and more holy.

Q. 32. But why are we not more knowing ?

A. Because we are idle. We forget our very first ; ule, " Be diligent.

Never be unemployed a moment. Never be trifiingly employed. Never
while away time ; neither spend any more time at any place than is

strictly necessary."

I fear there is altogether a fault in this matter, and that few of us are

clear. Which of you spends as many hours a dny in God's work, as

you did formerly in man's work ? We t;dk,—or read history, or what

comes next to hand. We must, absolutely must, cure this evil, or betray

the cause of God.
But how? (1.), Read the most useful books, and that regularly and
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constantly. Steadily spend all the morning in this employ, or, at least,

five hours in four-and-twenty.

" But I read only the Bible." Then you ought to teach others to

read only the Bible, and, by parity of reason, to hear only the Bible

:

but if so, you need preach no more. Just so said George Bell. And
what is the fruit ? Why, now he neither reads the Bible, nor any thing-

else. This is rank enthusiasm. If you need no book but the Bible, you
are got above St. Paul. lie wanted others too. " Bring the books,"

says he, " but especially the parchments," those wrote on parchment.
" But I have no taste for reading." Contract a taste for it by use, or

return to your trade.

" But I have no books." I will give each of you, as fast as you will

read them, books to the value of five pounds. And I desire the assist-

ants would take care that all the large societies provide our works, or at

least the Notes, for the use of the preachers.

(2.) In the afternoon follow Mr. Baxter's plan. Then you will have
no time to spare : you will have work enough I'or all your time. Then,
likewise, no preacher will stay with us who is as salt that has lost its

savour. For to such this employment would be mere drudgery. And
in order to it, you will have need of all the knowledge you have, or can
procure.

The sum is, Go into every house in course, and teach every one
therein, young and old, if they belong to us, to be Christians inwardly

and outwardly.

Make every particular plain to their understanding ; fix it in their

memory ; write it in their heart. In order to this, there must be " line

upon line, precept upon precept." What patience, what love, what
knowledge is requisite for this !

Q. 33. In what particular method should we instruct them ?

A. You may, as you have time, read, explain, enforce, (1.) "The
Rules of the Society." (2.) " Instructions for Children." (3.) The
fourth volume of " Sermons." And, (4.) Philip Henry's " Method of
Family Prayer."

We must needs do this, were it only to avoid idleness. Do we not
loiter away many hours in every week ? Each try himself: no idleness

can consist with growth in grace. Nay, without exactness in redeeming
time, you cannot retain the grace you received in justification.

But what shall we do for the rising generation 1 Unless we take care

of this, the present revival will be res unius cztatis ; [a thing of one gen-
eration ;] it will last only the age of a man. Who will labour herein?

Let him that is zealous for God and the souls of men begin now.

(1.) Where there are ten children in a society, meet them at least an
hour every week.

(2.) Talk with them every time you see any at home.
(3.) Pray in earnest for them.

(4.) Diligently instruct and vehemently exhort all parents at their own
houses.

(5.) Preach expressly on education, particularly at Midsummer, when
you speak of Kingswood. " But I have no gift for this." Gift or no
gift, you are to do it ; else you are not called to be a Methodist preacher.

Do it as you can, till you can do it as you would. Pray earnestly for
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the gift, and use the means for it. Particularly, study the " Instructions"

and " Lessons for Children."

Q. 34. Why are not we more holy? Why do not we live in eternity

;

walk with God all the day long? Why are we not all devoted to God

;

breathing the whole spirit of missionaries ?

A. Chiefly because we are enthusiasts ; looking for the end, without

using the means. To touch only upon two or three instances : Who of

you rises at four in summer ; or even at five, when he does not preach ?

Do you recommend to all our societies the five o'clock hour for private

prayer ? Do you observe it, or any other fixed time ? Do not you find

by experience, that any time is no time ? Do you know the obligation

and the benefit of fasting? How often do you practise it? The neglect

of this alone is sufficient to account for our feebleness and faintness of

spirit. We are continually grieving the Holy Spirit ofGod by the habitual

neglect of a plain duty! Let us amend from this hour.

Q. 35. But how can I fast, since it hurts my health?

A. There are several degrees of fasting which cannot hurt your health.

I will instance in one : Let you and I every Friday (beginning on the

next) avow this duty throughout the nation, by touching no tea, coffee,

or chocolate in the morning ; but (if we want it) half a pint of milk or

water gruel. Let us dine on potatoes, and (if we need it) eat three or

four ounces of flesh in the evening. At other times let us eat no flesh-

suppers : these exceedingly tend to breed nervous disorders.

Q. 36. What is the best general method of preaching?

A. (1.) To invite. (2.) To convince. (3.) To offer Christ. (4.) To
build up ; and to do this in some measure in every sermon.

Q. 37. Are there any smaller advices relative to preaching, which

might be of use to us ?

A. Perhaps these: (1.) Be sure never to disappoint a congregation,

unless in case of life or death.

(2.) Begin and end precisely at the time appointed.

(3.) Let your whole deportment before the congregation be serious,

weighty, and solemn.

(4.) Always suit your subject to your audience.

(5.) Choose the plainest texts you can.

(6.) Take care not to ramble ; but keep to your text, and make out

what you take in hand.

(7.) Be sparing in allegorizing or spiritualizing.

(8.) Take care of any thing awkward or affected, either in your ges-

ture, phrase, or pronunciation.

(9.) Sing no hymns of your own composing.

(10.) Print nothing without my approbation.

(U.) Do not usually pray aboAC eight or ton minutes (at most) with-

out intermission.

(12.) Frequently read and enlarge upon a portion of the Notes. And
let young preachers often exhort, without taking a text.

(13.) In repeating the Lord's Prayer, remember to say " hallowed,"

not hollowed ; " trespass against us ;" " anion."

(14.) Repeat this prayer aloud after the minister, as often as he

repeats it. (15.) Repeat after him aloud (!very confession, and both

the doxologies in the communion service.
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(16.) Always kneel during public prayer.

(17.) Every where avail yourself of the great festivals, by preaching

on the occasion, and sing the hymns, which you should take care to have

in readiness.

(18.) Avoid quaint words, however in fashion, as object, originate,

very, high, &c.

(19.) Avoid the fashionable impropriety of leaving out tho ii in many
words, as honor, vigor, &c. This is mere childish afiectation.

(20.) Beware of clownishness, either in speech or dress. Wear no
slouched hat.

(21.) Be nierciful to your beast. Not only ride moderately, but see

with your own eyes that your horse be rubbed, fed, and bedded.

Q. 38. Have not some of us been led off from practical preaching by
what was called preaching Christ ?

A. Indeed we have. The most cflectual way of preaching Christ, is

to preach him in all his offices, and to declare his law as well as his

gospel, both to believers and unbelievers. Let us strongly and closely

insist upon inward and outward holiness, in all its branches.

Q. 39. IIow shall we guard against formality in public worship
;
par-

ticularly in singing I

A. (1.) By preaching frequently on the head. (2.) By takuig care to

speak only what we feel. (3.) By choosing such hymns as are proper

for the congregation. (4.) By not singing too much at once; seldom
mora than five or six verses. (5.) By suiting the tune to the words.

(6.) By often stopping short and asking the people, " Now, do you know
what you said last? Did you ^^peak no more than you felt?"

Is not this formality creeping in already by those complex tunes,

which it is scarcely possible to sing with devotion ? Such is, " Praise

the Lord, ye blessed ones:" such the long quavermg hallelujah annexed
to the morning song tune, which I defy any man living to sing devoutly.

The repeating the same words so often, (but especially while another

repeats different words, the horrid abuse which runs through the modern
church music,) as it shocks all common sense, so it necessarily brings

in dead formality, and has no more of religion in it than a liancashire

hornpipe. Besides, it is a flat contradiction to our Lord's command,
" Use not vain repetitions.'* For what is a vain repetition, if this is not?

What end of devotion does it serve ? Sing no anthems.

(7.) Do not suffer the people to sing too slow. This naturally tends

to formality, and is brought in by them who have either very strong or

very weak voices. (8.) In every large society let them learn to sing
;

and let them always learn our own tunes first. (9.) Let the women
constantly sing their parts alone. Let no man sing with them, unless

he understands the notes, and sings the bass, as it is pricked down in the

book. (10.) Introduce no new tunes, till they are perfect in the old.

(11.) Let no organ be placed any where, till proposed in the conference.

(12.) Recommend our tune book every where; and if you cannot sing

yourself, choose a person or two in each place to pitch the tune for

you. (13.) Exhort every one in the congregation to sing, not one in

ten only. (14.) If a preacher be present, let no singer gire out the

words. (15.) When they would teach a tune to the congregation, they

must sing only the tenor.

Vol. V. 15
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After preaching, take a little lemonade, mild ale, or candied orange-

peel. All spirituous liquors, at that time especially, are deadly poison.

Q. 40 Who is the assistant 1

A. That preacher in each circuit who is appointed, from time to time,

to take charge of the societies and the other preachers therein.

Q. 41. How should an assistant be qualified for his charge ?

A. By walking closely with God, and having his work greatly at

heart ; by understanding and loving discipline, ours in particular ; and
by loving the Church of England, and resolving not to separate from it.

Let this be well observed. I fear, when the Methodists leave the

Church, God will leave them. But if they are thrust out of it, they will

be guiltless.

Q. 42. What is the business of an assistant?

A. (1.) To see that the other preachers in his circuit behave well,

and want nothing. (2.) To visit the classes quarterly, regulate the

bands, and deliver tickets. (3.) To take in or put out of the society or

the bands. (4.) To keep watch-nights and love-feasts. (5.) To hold

quarterly meetings, and therein diligently to inquire both into the tem-

poral and spiritual state of each society. (6.) To take care that every

society be duly supplied with books
;
particularly with " Kempis," " In-

.structions for Children," and the " Primitive Physic," which ought to be
in every house. O why is not this regarded ! (7.) To send from every

quarterly meeting a circumstantial account to London of every remark-

able conversion and remarkable death. (S.) To take exact lists of his

societies every quarter, and send them up to London. (9.) To meet
the married men and women, and the single men and women, in the

large societies, once a quarter. (10.) To overlook the accounts of all

the stewards.

Q. 43. Has the oflice of an assistant been well executed 1

A. No, not by half the assistants. (1.) Who has sent me word,

whether the other preachers behave well or ill? (2.) Who has visited

all the classes, and regulated the bands quarterly? (3.) Love-feasts

for the bands have been neglected : neither have persons been duly

taken in and put out of the bands. (4.) The societies are not half s\ip-

plicd with books ; not even with those above mentioned. exert your-

selves in this ! Be not weary ! Leave no stone unturned ! (5.) How
few accounts have I had, either of remarkable deaths, or remarkable

conversions! (6.) How few exact lists of the societies! (7.) How
few have met the married and single persons once a quarter

!

Q. 44. Are there any other advices which you would give the

assistants ?

A. Several. (1.) Take a regular catalogue ofyour societies, as they

live in house-row. (2.) Leave your successor a particular account of

the state of the circuit. (3.) See that every band loader has the rules of

the bands. (4.) Vigorously, but calmly, enforce the rules concerning

needless ornaments, drams, snuff, and tobacco. Give no band ticket to

any man or woman who does not promise to leave them off. (5.) As
soon as there are four men or women believers in any place, put them
into a band. (G.) Suffer no love-feast to last above an hour and a half;

and instantly stop all breaking the cake with one another. (7.) Warn
all, from time to time, that none arc to remove from one society to
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anotlier witliout a certificate lioui tln^ assistant in these words : (else he

will not be received in other societies :) " A. J}., (he bearer, is a member
of our society in C: I believe he has suflicict cause for removing." I

beg every assistant to remember this. (8.) Every where recommend
decency and cleanliness : cleanliness is next to godliness. (9.) Exhort
all that were brought up in the Church, to continue therein. Set the

example yourself; and inunediately change every plan that would hinder

their being at church at least two Sundays in tour. Carctully avoid

whatever has a tendency to separate men from the Church ; and let

all the servants in our preaching houses go to church once on Sunday
at least.

Is there not a cause ? Are we not unawares, by little and little, sliding

into a separation from the Church ? O use every means to prevent

this! (1.) Exhort all our people to keep close to the Church and

sacrament. (2.) Warn them all against niceness in hearing,—a pre-

vailing evil. (3.) Warn them also against despising the prayers of the

Church. (4.) Against calling our society, "the Church." (5.) Against

calling our preachers, " ministers ;" our houses, " meeting houses :"

call them plain preaching houses or chapels. (6.) Do not license them
as Dissenters. The proper paper to be sent in at the assizes, sessions,

or bishop's court, is this : "A. B. has set apart his house in C. for public

worship, of which he desires a certificate." N. B. The justice does not

license the house, but the act of parliament. (7.) Do not license your-

self till you are constrained ; and then, not as a Dissenter, but a Method-
ist. It is time enough when you are prosecuted to take the oaths. And
by so doing you are licensed.

Q. 45. But are we not Dissenters ?

A. No : although we call sinners to repentance in all places of God's
dominion ; and although we frequently use extemporary prayer, and
unite together in a religious society

; yet we are not Dissenters m the

only sense which our law acknowledges, namely, those who renounce

the service of the Church. We do not, we dare not, separate from it.

We are not Seceders, nor do we bear any resemblance to thein. We
set out upon quite opposite principles. The Seceders laid the very

foundation of their work in judging and condemning others : we laid

the foundation of our work in judging and condemning ourselves. They
begin every where with showing their hearers how fallen the Church

and ministers are : we begin every where with showing our hearers how
fallen they are themselves. What they do in America, or what their

Minutes say on this subject, is nothing to us. We will keep in the good
old way.

And never let us make light of going to church, either l>y w ord or

deed. Remember Mr. Hook, a very eminent and a zealous Papist.

When I asked him, " Sir, what do you do for public worship here, where

you have no Romish service?" he answered, " Sir, I am so fully con-

vinced it is the duty of every man to worship God in public, that I go to

church every Sunday. If I cannot have such worship as I would, I will

have such worship as I can."

But some may say, " Our own service is public worsJiip." Yes ; but

not such as supersedes the Church service ; it presupposes public prayer,

like the sermons at the university, if it were designed to be instead o(
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the Church service, it would be essentially defective ; for it seldom has

the four grand parts of public prayer, deprecation, petition, intercession,

and thanksgiving.

If the people put ours in the room of the Chin-ch service, we hurt

them that stay with us, and ruin them that leave us ; for then they will

go no where, but lounge the Sabbath away without any public worship

at all.

Q. 46. Nay, but is it not our duty to separate from the Church, con-

sidering the wickedness both of the clergy and the people ?

A. We conceive not: (1.) Because both the priests and the people

were full as wicked in the Jewish Church ; and yet it was not the duty

of the holy Israelites to separate from them. (2.) Neither did our Lord

command his disciples to separate from them ; he rather commanded
the contrary. (3.) Hence it is clear that could not be the meaning of

St. Paul's words : " Come out from among them, and be ye separate."

Q. 47. But what reasons are there why we should not separate from

the Church?
A. Among others, those which were printed above twenty years

ago, entitled, " Reasons against a Separation from the Church of Eng-
land."

We allow two exceptions : (1.) If the parish minister be a notoriously

wicked man. (2.) If he preach Socinianism, Arianism, or any other

essentially false doctrine.

Q. 48. Do we sufficiently watch over our helpers ?

A. We might consider those that are with us as our pupils ; into

whose behaviour and studies we should inquire every day. Should we
not frequently ask. Do you walk closely with God? Have you now
fellowship with the Father and the Son ? At what hour do you rise ? Do
you punctually observe the morning and evening hour of retirement ? Do
you spend the day in the manner which we advise ? Do you converse

seriously, usefully, and closely? To be more particular: Do you use all the

means ofgrace yourself, and enforce the use ofthem on all other persons ?

They are either Instituted oi" Prudential :

—

I. The Instituted are,

(1.) Prayer; private, family, public ; consisting of deprecation, peti-

tion, intercession, and thanksgiving. Do you use each of these ? Do
you use private prayer every morning and evening ? if you can, at five

in the evening; and the hour before or after morning preaching? Do
you forecast daily, wherever you are, how to secure these hours ? Do
you avow it every where ? Do you ask every where, " Have you family

prayer?" Do you retire at five o'clock?

(2.) Searching the Scriptures by,

(i.) Reading : Constantly, some part of every day ; regularly, all fne

Bible in order ; carefully, with the Notes ; seriously, with jjrayer before

and after ; fruitfully, immediately practising what you learn there ?

(ii.) Meditating : At set times? by any rule?

(iii.) Hearing: Every morning? carefully; with prayer before, at,

after ; immediately putting in practice ? Have you a New Testament
uhvays about you?

(3.) The Lord's Supper : Do you use this at every opportunity ? with

solemn prayer before ; with earnest and deliberate self devotion ?
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(4.) Fasting : How do you fast every Friday?

(5.) Christian conference: Are you convinced how important and
how difficult it is to " order your conversation right?" Is it " always in

grace 1 seasoned with salt ? meet to minister grace to the hearers ? Do
not you converse too long at a time ? Is not an hour commonly enough ?

Would it not be well always to have a determinate end in view ; and to

pray before and after it 1

II. Prudential Means we may use either as common Christians,

as Methodists, as preachers, or as assistants.

(1.) As common Christians. What particular rules have you in order

to grow in grace ] What arts of holy living 1

(2.) As Methodists. Do you never miss your class, or band?

(3.) As preachers. Do you meet every society; also the leaders

and bands, if any ?

(4.) As assistants. Have you throughly considered your office ; and
do you make a conscience of executing every part of it 1

These means may be used without fruit : but there are some means
which cannot ; namely, watching, denying ourselves, taking up our

cross, exercise of the presence of God.

(1.) Do you steadily watch against the world, the devil, yourselves,

your besetting sin ?

(2.) Do you deny yourself every useless pleasure of sense, imagina-

tion, honour ? Are you temperate in all things ? instance in food : do
you use only that kind and that degree which is best both for your body
and soul ? Do you see the necessity of this ?

(3.) Do you eat no tiesh suppers? no late suppers?

(4.) Do you eat no more at each meal than is necessary? Are you
not heavy or drowsy after dinner ?

(5.) Do you use only that kind and that degree of drink which is best

both for your body and soul ?

(6.) Do you drink water? Why not? Did you ever? Why did you
leave it off? If not for health, when will you begin again? to-day?

(7.) How often do you drink wine or ale? every day ? Do you want it ?

(8.) Wherein do you " take up your cross daily ?" Do you cheerfully

bear your cross (whatever is grievous to nature) as a gift of God, and
labour to profit thereby ?

(9.) Do you endeavour to set God always before you ; to see his eye

continually fixed upon you ? Never can you use these means but a bless-

ing will ensue. And the more you use them, the more will you grow in

grace.

Q. 49. What can be done, in order to a closer union of our helpers

with each other ?

A. (1.) Let them be deeply convinced of the want there is of it at pre-

sent, and the absolute necessity of it.

(2.) Let them pray for a desire of union.

(3.) Let them speak freely to each other.

(4.) When they meet let them never part without prayer.

(5.) Let them beware how they despise each other's gifts.

(6.) Let them never speak slightingly of each other in any kind.

(7.) Let them defend one another's characters in every thing, so far

as consists with truth : And,
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(8.) Ijet tliem labour in honour each to prefer the other before himself.

Q. 50. How shall we try those who think they are moved by the

Holy Ghost to preach 1

A. Inquire, (1.) Do tliey know God as a pardonino God? Have they

the love of God abiding in them 'i Do they desire and seek nothing but

God? And are they holy in all manner of conversation? (2.) Have they

gifts (as well as grace) for the work ? Have they (in some tolerable

degree) a clear, sound understanding? Have they a right judgment in

tlie things of God ? Have they a just conception of salvation by faith ?

And has God given them any degree of utterance ? Do they speak
justly, readily, clearly? (3.) Have they fruit? Are any truly convinced

of sin, and converted to God, by their preaching ?

As long as these three marks concur in any one, we believe he is

called of God to preach. These we receive as sufficient proof that he

is " moved thereto by the Holy Ghost."

Q. 51. What method may we use in receiving a new helper?

A. A proper time for doing this is at a conference after solemn fast-

ing and prayer.

Every person proposed is then to be present; and each of them may
be asked,'—Have you faith in Christ? Are you "going on to perfec-

tion?" Do you expect to be " perfected in love" in this hfe? Are you
groaning after it ? Are you resolved to devote yourself wholly to God
and to his work ? Do you know the Methodist plan ? Have you read the

*' Plain Account?" the "Appeals?" Do you know the rules of the

society ? of the bands ? Do you keep them ? Do you take no snuff",

tobacco, drams ? Do you constantly attend the church and sacraments ?

Have you read the " Minutes of the Conference ?" Are you willing to

conform to them ? Have you considered the rules of a helper ; espe-

cially the first, tenth, and twelfth? Will you keep them for conscience'

sake ? Are you determined to employ all your time in the work of God ?

Will you preach every morning and evening ; endeavouring not to speak
too long or too loud? Will you diligentlyuistruct the children in every

place ? Will you visit from house to house ? Will you recommend fast-

ing, both by precept and cxami)le? Are you in debt? Are you engaged
to marry ?"

(N. JJ. A preacher who marries while on trial is thereby set aside.)

We may then receive him as a probationer, by giving him the "Mi-
nutes of the Conference," inscribed thus :

—

" TO A. B.

"lou think it your duty to call sinners to repentance. Make full

proof hereof, and we shall rejoice to receive you as a fellow labourer."

Let him then read and carefully weigh what is contained therein, that

if he has any doubt it may be removc^d.

Observe : Taking on trial is entirely different from admitting a

preacher. One on trial may be either admitted or rejected, without

doing him any wrong ; otherw ise it would be no trial at all. liCt every

assistant explain this to them that are on trial.

When he has been on trial four years, if recommended by the assist-

ant, he may be received into full connection, by giving him the " Mi-
nutes," inscribed thus :

—" As long as you freely consent to, and earn-

estly endeavour to walk by, these rules, we shall rejoice to acknowledge
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you as a fellow labourer." Meantime, let none exhort in any ofour socie-

ties, without a note of permission from the assistant. Let every exhorter

take care to have this renewed yearly; and let everyassistantinsistuponit.

Q. 52. What is the method wherein we usually proceed in our con-

ferences ?

A. We inquire, (1.) What preachers are admitted? Who remain on
trial? W^ho are admitted on trial ? Who desist from travelling?

(2.) Are there any objections to any of the preachers ? who are named
one by one.

(3.) How arc the preachers stationed this year?

(4.) What numbers are in the society?

(5.) W'hat is the Kingswood collection?

(6.) What boys are received this year?

(7.) What girls are assisted ?

(8.) What is contributed for the contingent expenses?

(9.) How was this expended?

(10.) W^hat is contributed toward the fund for superannuated and
supernumerary preachers ?

(11.) What demands are there upon it?

(12.) How many preachers' wives are to be provided for? By what
societies ?

(13.) WTiere and when may our next Conference begin ?

Q. 53. How can we provide for superannuated and supernumerary
preachers ?

A. Those who can preach four or five times a week are supernume-
rary preachers. As for those who cannot,

(1.) Let eveiy travelling preacher contribute half a guinea yearly at

the Conference.

(2.) Let every one when first admitted as a travelUng preacher pay a
guinea.

(3.) Let this be lodged in the hands of the stewards.

(4.) The present stewards are John Murlin and John Pawson.

(5.) Out of this let provision be made, first for the worn-out preachers,

and then for the widows and children of those that are dead.

(6.) Every worn-out preacher shall receive, if he wants it, at least ten

pounds a year.

(7.) Every widow of a preacher shall receive yearly, if she wants it,

during her widowhood, a sum not usually exceeding ten pounds.

(8.) Every child left by a preacher shall receive, once for all, a sum
not usually exceeding ten pounds.

(9.) But none is entitled to any thing from this fund, till he has sub-

scribed two guineas.

(10.) Nor any who neglects paying his subscription for foiu- years

together.

(11.) Let every preacher who does not bring or send his subscription

to the Conference, be fined two shillings and sixpence.

(12.) Let the fund never be reduced to less than a hundred pounds.

(15.) Ijet a committee be named to see these mles duly executed.

The present committee are,—Christopher Hopper, Thomas Coke,
Thomas Hanby, John Allen, Robert Roberts, Henry Moore, Thomas
Taylor, William Thompson, Andrew Blair.
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(14.) Let an exact account of all receipts and disbursements be pro-

duced at the Conference.

(15.) Let every assistant bring to the Conference the contribution of

every preacher in his circuit.

Q. 54. Are not many of the preachers' wives still straitened for the

necessaries of life]

A. Some certainly have been. To prevent this for the time to come,

(1.) Let every circuit either provide each with a lodging, coals, and

candles, or allow her fifteen pounds a year. (2.) Let the assistant take

this money at the quarterly meeting, before any thing else be paid out

of it. Fail not to do this.

Q. 55. How can we account for the decrease of the work of God in

some circuits, both this year and the last?

A. It may be owing either, (1.) To the want of zeal and exactness

in the assistant, occasioning want of discipline throughout: or (2.) To
want of life and diligence in the preachers : or (3.) To our people's

losing the hfe of God, and sinking into the spirit of the world.

It may be owing, farther, to the want of more field preaching, and of

trying more new places.

Q. 56. What can be done in order to revive the work of God where

it is decayed 1

A. (1.) Let every preacher read carefully over the " Life of David

Brainerd." Let us be followers of him, as he was of Christ, in abso-

lute self devotion, in total deadness to the world, and in fervent love to

God and man. Let us but secure this point, and the world and the

devil must fall under our feet.

(2.) Let both asisistants and preachers be conscientiously exact in

the whole Methodisrt discipline.

(3.) See that no circuit be at any time without preachers. There-

fore let no preacher, w ho does not attend the conference, leave the circuit,

at that time, on any pretence whatever. This is the most improper time

in the whole year. Let every assistant see to this, and require each of

these to remain in the circuit till the new preachers come. -

Let not all the preachers in any circuit come to the Conference.

Let those who do come, set out as late and return as soon as pos-

sible.

(4.) Wherever you can, appoint prayer meetings, and particularly on

Friday.

(5.) Let a fast be observed in all our societies, the last Friday in

August, November, February, and May.

(6.) Be more active in dispersing the books, particularly the sermon

on " The Good Steward," on " Indwelling Sin," " The Repentance of

Believers," and " The Scripture Way of Salvation." Every assistant

may give away small tracts : and he may beg money of the rich to buy

books for the poor.

(7.) Strongly and explicitly exhort all behcvers to " go on to perfec-

tion." That we may "all speak the same thing," I ask, once tor all.

Shall we defend this perfection, or give it up? You all agree to defend

it, meaning thereby, (as we did from the beginning,) salvation from all

sin, by the love of God and man filling our heart. The Papists say,

" This cannot be attained, till we have been refined by the fire of purga-
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tory." The Calvinists say, " Nay, it will be attained as soon as the

soul and body part." The old Methodists say, " It may be attained

before we die : a moment after is too late." Is it so or not? You are

all agreed, we may be saved from all sin before death. The substance

then is settled ; but, as to the circumstance, is the change gradual or

instantaneous 1 It is both the one and the other. From the moment we
are justified, there may be a gradual sanctification, a growing in grace,

a daily advance in the knowledge and love of God. And if sin cease
before death, there must, in the nature of the thing, be an instantaneous

change ; there must be a last moment wherein it does exist, and a first

moment wherein it does not. " But should we in preaching insist both

on one and the other 1" Certainly we must insist on the gradual change;
and that earnestly and continually. And are there not reasons why we
should insist on the instantaneous also ? If there be such a blessed

change before death, should we not encourage all believers to expect it ?

and the raiher, because constant experience shows, the more earnestly

they expect this, the more swiftly and steadily does the gradual work of

God go on in their soul ; the more watchful they are against all sin, the

more careful to grow in grace, the more zealous of good works, and
the more punctual in their attendance on all the ordinances of God.
Whereas, just the contrary effects are observed whenever tliis expecta-

tion ceases. They are " saved by hope," by this hope of a total change,
with a gradually increasing salvation. Destroy this hope, and that salva-

tion stands still, or rather, decreases daily. Therefore whoever would
advance the gradual change in believers, should strongly insist on the

instantaneous.

Q. 57. What can be done to increase the work of God in Scotland ?

A. (1.) Preach abroad as much as possible. (2.) Try every town
and village. (3. ) Visit every member of the society at home.

Q. 58. How many circuits are there now ?

A. Of America we have no late account. There are seventy-four

circuits in England, Wales, and the Isle of Man ; seven in Scotland,

and twenty-eight in Ireland.

Q. 59. Are our preaching houses safe?

A. Not all ; for some of them are not settled on trustees. Several

of the trustees for others are dead.

Q. 60. What then is to be done ?

A. (1.) Let those who have debts on any of the houses give a bond,
to settle them as soon as they are indemnified. (2.) Let the surviving

trustees choose others without delay, by endorsing their deed thus :

—

" We, the remaining trustees of the Methodist preaching house in

, do, according to the power vested in us by this deed, choose
to be trustees of the said house, in the place of

Witness our hands
N. B. The deed must have three new stamps, and must be enrolled

in chancery within six months.

Q. 61. In what form may a house be settled ?

A. In the following, which was drawn by three of the most eminent
lawyers in London. Whoever therefore objects to it only betrays his

own ignorance.
'• The Indenture made , between Benjamin Heap of ,
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in the county of , on the one part, and Thomas Philips, hatter, &c,
on the other part, avitnesseth, That in consideration of five shilhngs,

lawful money of Great Britain, by the said T. P., &c, to the said B. II,,

truly pciid, before the sealing and delivering hereof, (the receipt whereof

the said B. H. doth hereby acknowledge,) and for divers other consider-

ations him thereunto moving, the said B. H. hath granted, bargained,

and sold, and by these presents doth bargain and sell unto the said

T. P., &c, their heirs and assigns for ever, all that lately erected house
or tenement, with the yard thereunto adjoining, situate , in ,

aforesaid, now in the tenure or occupation of , together with all the

ways, drains, and privileges to the said premises appertaining, and all

the profits thereof, with all the right, title, and interest in law and equity:

to HAVE AND TO HOLD, the Said house, yard, and other premises, to the

said T, P., &c, their heirs and assigns for ever. Nevertheless, upon
special trust and confidence, and to the intent that they and the survivors

of them, and the trustees for the time being, do, and shall permit John
Wesley, of the City Road, London, Clerk, and such other persons as

he shall from time to time appoint, at all times, during his natural life,

and no other persons, to have and enjoy the free use and benefit of the

said premises ; that the said John Wesley, and such other persons as he

appoints, may therein preach and expound God's holy word. And after

his decease, upon farther trust and confidence, and to the intent, that the

said T. P., &c, or the major part of them, or the survivors of them, and

the major part of the trustees of the said premises for the time being,

shall, from time to time, and at all times for ever, permit such persons

as shall be appointed at the yearly Conference of the people called

Methodists, in London, Bristol, Leeds, Manchester, or elsewhere,

specified by name in a deed enrolled in chancery, under the hand and

seal of the said John Wesley, and bearing date the 28th day of February,

1784, and no others, to have and to enjoy the said premises, for the

purposes aforesaid : provided always, that the persons preach no other

doctrine than is contained in Mr. Wesley's ' Notes upon the New Tes-
tament,' and four volumes of ' Sermons.' And upon farther trust and

confidence, that, as often as any of these trustees, or the trustees for the

time being, shall die, or cease to be a member of the society commonly
called Methodists, the rest of the said trustees, or of the trustees for the

time being, as soon as conveniently may be, shall and may choose an-

other trustee or trustees, in order to keep up the number of trus-

tees for ever. In witness whereof the said B. H. hath hereunto set his

hand and seal, the day ar\d year above written."

In this form the proprietors of the house are to make it over to five,

.seven, or nine trust»;es.

Q. 62. But is this form a safe one? Should we not have the opinion

of counsel upon it?

A. I think this would be throwing money away; (1.) Because this

form was drawn up by three eminent counsellors: lint, (2.) It is the

way of almost every lawyer to l)lame what another has done. There-

fore, you cannot at all infer, that they think a thing wrong, because they

say so. (3.) If they did in reality think it wroJig, this woidd not prove

it was so. (4.) If there was (whieh I do not believe) some defect there-

in, who would go to law with the body of Methodists ? But, (5.) If they
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did, would any court in England put them out of possession ; especially

when the intent of the deed was plain and undeniable 1

Q. 63. Is any thing farther advisable with regard to building?

A. (1.) Build all preaching houses, where the ground will permit, in

the octagon form. It is best for the voice, and on many accounts, more
commodious than any other. (2.) Why should not any octagon house
lie built after the model of Yarm ? any square house, after the model of

Bath or Scarborough? Can we find any better model? (3.) Let the

roof rise only one tliird of its breadth : This is the true proportion. (4.)

Have doors and windows enough ; and let all the windows be sashes,

opening downward. (5.) Ijct there be no Chinese paling, and no tub

pulpit, but a scpiare projection with a long seat behind. (6.) liCt there

be no pews, and no backs to the seats, which should have aisles on each

side, and be parted in the middle by a rail running all along, to divide

the men from the women
;
just as at Bath. (7.) Let all the preaching

houses be built plain and decent ; but not more expensive than is abso-

lutely unavoidable : otherwise the necessity of raising money will make
rich men necessary to us. But if so, we must be dependent upon them,

yea, and governed by them. And then farewell to the Methodist disci-

pline, if not doctrine too. (8.) Wherever a preaching house is built, see

tlmt lodgings for the preachers be built also.

Q. 64. Is there any exception to the rule, " Let the men and women
sit apart ?"

A. In those galleries where they have always sat together, they may
do so still. But let them sit apart every where below, and in all new-

erected galleries.

Q. 65. But how can we secure their sitting apart there ?

A. I must do it myself. If I come into any new house, and see the

men 'and women together, I will immediately go out. I hereby give

public notice of this : pray let it be observed.

Q. 66. But there is a w'orse indecency than this creeping in among
us,—talking in the preaching houses, before and after service. How
shall this be cured ?

A. Let all the preachers join as one man, and the very next Sunday
they preach in any place, enlarge on the impropriety of talking before or

after service, and strongly exhort them to do it no more. In three

months, if we are in earnest, this vile practice Avill be banished out of

every Methodist congregation. Let none stop till he has carried his

point.

Q. 67. Is there not another shocking indecency frequently practised

by filthy men against the wall of a preaching house ; enough to make
any modest woman blush ?

A. There is : But I beg any one who sees another do this will give

him a hearty clap on the back.

Q. 68. Complaint has been made that sluts spoil our houses. How
may we prevent this ?

A. Let none that has spoiled one, ever live in another. But what a

shame is this ! A preacher's wife should be a pattern of cleanliness, in

her person, clothes, and habitation. Let nothing slatternly be seen about

her ; no rags, no dirt, no litter. And she should be a pattern of indus-

try ; always at work, either for herself, her husband, or the poor. I am
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not willing any should live in the orphan house at Newcastle, or any
preaching house, who does not conform to this rule.

Q. 69. It has been complained also, that people crowd into the preach-
ers' houses, as into coffee houses, without any invitation. Is this right?

A. It is utterly wrong. Stop it at once. Let no person come into the
preacher's house, unless he wants to ask a question.

Q. 70. May any new preaching houses be built ?

A. Not unless, (1.) They are proposed at the Conference : No, nor
(2.) Unless two thirds of the expense be subscribed. And if any collec-
tion be made for them, it must be made between the Conference and the
beginning of Februaiy.

Q. 71. What can be done to make the Methodists sensible of the ex-
cellency of Kingswood school 1

A. Let every assistant read the following account of it yearly in every
congregation :

—

(1.) The wisdom and love of God have now thrust out a large num-
ber QJL labourers into his harvest ; men who desire nothing on earth but

to promote the glory of God, by saving their own souls and those that

hear them. And those to whom they minister spiritual things are willing

to minister to them of their carnal things ; so that they "have food to eat,

and raiment to put on," and are content therewith.

(2.) A competent provision is likewise made for the wives of married
preachers. These also lack nothing, having a weekly allowance over
and above for their little children ; so that neither they nor their hus-
bands need to be " careful about many things," but may " wait upon the

Lord without distraction."

(3.) Yet one considerable difficulty lies on those that have boys, when
they grow too big to be under their mother's direction. Having no father

to govern and instruct them, they are exposed to a thousand temptations.

To remedy this, we have a school on purpose for them, wherein they

have all the instruction they are capable of, together with all things

necessary for the body, clothes only excepted. And it may be, if God
prosper this labour of love, they will have these too, shortly.

(4.) In whatever view we look upon this, it is one of the noblest chari-

ties that can be conceived. How reasonable is the institution ! Is it

fit that the children of those who leave wife, and all that is dear, to save

souls from death, should w ant what is needful either for soul or body 1

Ought not we to supply what the parent cannot, because of his labour!

in the Gosj)er( How excellent are the effects of this institvition ! The
preacher, eased of this weight, can the more cheerfully go on in his

labour. x\nd perhaps many of these children may hereafter fill up the

place of those that shall " rest from thc^ir labours."

(5.) It is not strange, therefore, considering the excellence of thi.s

design, that Satan should have taken much pains to defeat it, particu-

larly by lies of every kind, which were plentifully invented and handed

about for several years. But truth now generally prevails, and its ad-

versaries are put to silence. It is well known that the children want
nothing ; that they scarce know what sickness means ; that they are well

instructed in whatever they are cuipable of learning ; that they are care-

fully and tenderly governed ; and thai the behaviour of all in the house,

elder and younger, is " as becometh the Gospel of Christ."
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(6.) But the expense of such an undertaking is very large, so that wc
are ill able to defray it. The best means we could think of at our Con-
ference to supply the deficiency, is, once a year to desire the assistance

of all those in every place, who wish well to the work of God ; who long

to see sinners converted to God, and the kingdom of Christ set up in all

the earth.

(7.) All of you who are thus minded have an opportunity now of
showing your love to the Gospel. Now promote, as far as in you lies,

one of the noblest charities in the world. Now forward, as you are able,

one of the most excellent designs that ever was set on foot in this king-

dom. Do what you can to comfort the parents who give up their all for

you, and to give their children cause to bless you. You will be no
poorer for what you do on such an occasion. God is a good paymaster.

And you know, in doing this, you lend unto the Lord : In due time he
shall pay you again.

Q. 72. But how can we keep out of debt?

A. Let a collection be made for this school the Simday before or after

Midsummer, in every preaching house, great and small, throughout

England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Q. 73. How may we raise a general fund for carrying on the whole
work of God 1

A. By a yearly subscription to be proposed by every assistant when
he visits the classes at Christmas, and received at the visitation following.

To this end he may then read and enlarge upon the following hints in

every society :

—

(1.) How shall we send labourers into those parts where they are

most of sll wanted ? suppose the north-west of Ireland, and the north of
Scotland. Many are willing to hear, but not to bear the expense. Nor
can it as yet be expected of them : stay till the word of God has touched

their hearts, and then they will gladly provide for them that preach it.

Does it not lie upon us, in the mean time, to supply their lack of service ?

to raise a general fund, out of which, from time to time, that expense
may be defrayed ? By this means, those who willingly otler themselves

may travel through every part, and stay wherever there is a call, without

being burdensome to any. Thus may the Gospel, in the life and power
thereof, be spread from sea to sea. Which of you will not rejoice to

throw in your mite, to promote this glorious work ?

(2.) Besides this, in carrying on so large a work through the three

kingdoms, there are calls for money in various ways, and we must fre-

quently be at considerable expense, or the Avork must be at a full stop.

Many too are the occasional distresses of our preachers or their fami-

lies, which require an immediate supply. Otherwise their hands would
hang down, if they were not constrained to depart from the work.

(3.) Let then every member of our society once a year set his shoulder

to the work ; contributing more or less as God hath prospered him, at

the I^ady-day visitation of the classes. Let none be excluded from
giving something,—be it a penny, a half-penny, a farthing. Remember
the widow's two mites I And let those who are able to give shillings,

crowns, and pounds, do it willingly. The money contributed will be
brought to the ensuing Conference.

(1.) Men and brethren, help ! Was there ever a call like this, since
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you first heard the Gospel sound ? Help to relieve your companions
in the kingdom of Jesus, who are pressed above measure.

" Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ."

Help to send forth able, willing labourers into your Lord's harvest : so
shall ye be assistant in saving souls from death, and hiding a multitude
of sins. Help to spread the Gospel of your salvation into the remotest
corners of the kingdom, till " the knowledge of our Lord shall cover the
land, as the waters cover the sea." So shall it appear to ourselves,

and all men, that we are indeed one body, united by one spirit ; so shall

the baptized Heathens be yet again constrained to say, " See how these
Christians love one another!" In this, may not even the Romanists
provoke us to jealousy ? They have a general fund at Rome, and
another at Paris, which bears all the expenses of their missionaries

throughout all the world.

Q. 74. What is the direct antidote to Methodism, the doctrine of heart
holiness ?

A. Calvinism : all the devices of Satan, for these fifty years, have
done far less toward stopping this work of God, than that single doctrine.

It strikes at the root of salvation from sin, previous to glory, putting the

matter on quite another issue.

Q. 75. But wherein lie the charms of this doctrine? What makes
men swallow it so greedily 1

A. (1.) It seems to magnify Christ; although in reahty it supposes

him to have died in vain. For the absolutely elect must have been saved

without him ; and the non-elect cannot be saved by him.

(2.) It is highly pleasing to flesh and blood, final perseverance in

particular.

Q. 76. What can be done to guard against it?

A. (1.) Let all our preachers carefully read over ours and Mr.
Fletcher's tracts.

(2.) Let them frequently and explicitly preach the truth, though not

in a controversial way. But let them take care to do it in love and
gentleness ; not in bitterness, not returning railing for railing : let those

who preach it have all this to themselves.

(3.) Do not imitate them in screaming, allegorizing, boasting: rather

mildly expose these things when time serves.

(4.) Imitate them in this: they readily seize upon any one that is

newly convinced or converted. Be diligent to prevent them, and to

guard those tender minds against the predcsfinarian poison.

(5.) Answer all their objections, as occasion offers, both in public and

private. But take care to do this with all possible sweetness both of

look and of accent.

(6.) \ery frequently, both in public and private, advise our people

not to hear them.

(7.) Make it matter of constant and earnest prayer, that God would

stop the plague.

Q. 77. We said in 1744, " We have leaned too much toward Calvin-

ism." Wherein?
A. (1.) With regard to man's faithfulness. Our Lord himself taught

us to use the expression: therefore we ought never to be asluimed of

it. We ought steadily to assert upon his authority, that if a man is not
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" faithful in the unrighteous nminnion, God will not give hini the truo

riches."

(2.) With regard to "working for life," which our Lord expressly

commands us to do. " Labour," spya^scfds, literally, " toork, for the

meat that endurcth to everlasting life." And in fact, every believer,

till he conies to glory, works yb>- as well a^fruin life.

(3.) We have received it as a maxim, that " a man is to do nothing in

order to justification." Nothing can be more false. Whoever desires

to find favour with God, should " cease from evil, and learn to do well."

So God himself teaches by the prophet Isaiah. Whoever repents, should
" do works meet for repentance." And if this is not in order to find

favour, what does he do them for ?

Once more review the whole afl'air :

(L) Who of us is now accepted of God?
He that now believes in Christ with a loving, obedient heart.

(2.) But who among those that never heard of Christ?

He that, according to the light he has, " feareth God and worketh
righteousness."

(3.) Is this the same with " he that is sincere?"

Nearly, if not quite.

(4.) Is not this salvation by works?
Not by the merit of works, but by works as a condition.

(5.) What have we then been disputing about for these thirty years?
I am afraid about v/ords, namely, in some of the foregoing instances.

(6.) As to merit itself, of wliich we have been so dreadfully afraid

:

we are rewarded according to our works, yea, because of our works.

How does this differ from, " for the sake of our works ?" And how
differs this from secundum merita operum ? which is no more than, " as

our works deserve." Can you split this hair ? I doubt I cannot.

(7.) The grand objection to one of the preceding propositions is drawn
from matter of fact. God does in fact justify those who, by their own
confession, neither " feared God" nor " wrought righteousness." Is this

an exception to the general rule ?

It is a doubt whether God makes any exception at all. But how are

we sure that the person in question never did fear God and work right-

eousness ? His own thinking so is no proof. For we know how all

that are convinced of sin undervalue themselves in every respect.

(S.) Does not talking, without proper caution, of a justified or sancti-

fied state, tend to mislead men ; almost naturally leading them to trust in

what was done in one moment ? Whereas we are every moment pleas-

ing or displeasing to God, according to our works ; according to the

whole of our present inward tempers and outward behaviour.



THE CHARACTER OF A METHODIST.

Not as though I had already attained.

TO THE READER.
1. Since the name first came abroad into the world, many have been

at a loss to know what a Methodist is ; what are the principles and the

practice of those who are commonly called by that name ; and what the

distinguishing marks of this sect, " which is every where spoken against."

2. And it being generally believed, that I was able to give the clearest

account of these things, (as having been one of the first to whom that

name was given, and the person by whom the rest were supposed to be
directed,) I have been called upon, in all manner of ways, and with the

utmost earnestness, so to do. I yield at last to the continued impor-
tunity both of friends and enemies ; and do now give the clearest account
I can, in the presence of the Lord and Judge of heaven and earth, of
the principles and practice whereby those who are called Methodists are

distinguished from other men.
3. 1 say those who are called Methodists ; for, let it be well observed,

that this is not a name which they take to themselves, but one fixed

upon them by way of reproach, without their approbation or consent. It

was first given to three or four young men at Oxford, by a student of
Christ Church ; either in allusion to the ancient sect of physicians so
called, from their teaching, that almost all diseases might be cured by a
specific method of diet and exercise, or from their observing a more
regular method of study and behaviour than was usual with those of their

age and station.

4. I should rejoice (so little ambitious am I to be at the head of any
sect or party) if the very name might never be mentioned more, but be
buried in eternal oblivion. But if that cannot be, at least let those Avho

will use it, know the meaning of the word they use. Let us not always
be fighting in the dark. Come, and let us look one another in the face.

And perhaps some of you who hate what I am called, may love what I

am by the grace of God ; or rather, what " I follow after, if that I may
apprehend that for which also 1 am apprehended of Christ Jesus."

THE CHARACTER OF A METHODIST.
1. The distinguishing marks of a Methodist are not his opinions of

any sort. His assenting to this or that scheme of religion, his embracing
any particular set of notions, his espousing the judgment of one man or

of another, are all quite wide of ihc point. Whosoever, therel'orc,

imagines that a Methodist is a man of such or such an opinion, is grossly

ignorant of the whole afiair ; he mistakes the truth totally. We believe,

mdeed, that "all Scripture is given by the inspiration of (lod ;" and herein

we are distinguished from Jews, Turks, and Infidels. We believe the

written word of God to be the only and sufiicit-nt rule both of Christian

faith and practice ; and herein we are fimdamentally distinguished tVom

those of tlic Ronush Church. ^^ e believe Christ to be the eternal,
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supreme God ; and herein we are distinguiyhed from the Socinians and

Arians. But as to all opinions which do not strike at the root of

Christianity, we think and let think. So that, whatsoever they are,

whether right or wrong, they are no distinguishing marks of a Methodist.

2. Neither are words or phrases of any sort. We do not place our

religion, or any part of it, in being attached to any peculiar mode of

speaking, any quaint or uncommon set of expressions. The most

obvions, easy, common words, wherein our meaning can be conveyed,

we prefer betbre others, both on ordinary occasions, and when we speak

of the things of God. We never, therefore, willingly or designedly,

deviate from the most usual w:iy of speaking ; unless when we express

Scripture truths in Scripture words, which, wc presume, no Christian will

condemn. Neither do v/c affect to use any particular expressions of

Scripture more frequently than others, unless they are such as are more

frequently used by the inspired writers themselves. So that it is as

gross an error to place the marks of a Methodist in his words, as in

opinions of any sort.

3. Nor do we desire to be distinguished by actions, customs, or usages,

of an indifferent nature. Our religion does not lie in doing what God
has not enjoined, or abstaining from what he hath not forbidden. It does

not lie in the form of our apparel, in the posture of our body, or the

covering of our heads ; nor yet in abstaining from marriage, or from

meats and drinks, which are all good if received with thanksgiving.

Therefore, neither will any man, who knows whereof he atfirms, tix the

mark of a Methodist here,—in any actions or customs purely indifferent,

undetermined by the word of God.

4. Nor, lastly, is he distinguished by laying the whole stress of reli-

gion on any single part of it. If you say, "Yes, he is; for he thinks

' we are saved by faith alone :' " I answer. You do not understand the

terms. By salvation he means holiness of heart and life. And this he

atfirms to spring from true faith alone. Can even a nominal Christian

deny it ? Is this placing a part of religion for the whole I " Do we
then make void the law through faith 1 God forbid ! Yea, we establish

the law." We do not place the whole of religion (as too many do, God
knowcth) either in doing no harm, or in doing good, or in using the

ordinances of God. No, not in all of them together ; wherein we know
by experience a man may labour many years, and at the end have no

religion at all, no move than he had at the beginning. Much less in

any one of these ; or, it may be, in a scrap of one of them : hke her

who fancies herself a virtuous woman, only because she is not a prosti-

tute ; or him who dreams he is an honest man, merely because he does

not rob or steal. May the Lord God of my fathers preserve me from

such a poor, starved religion as this ! Were this the mark of a Method-

isf, I would sooner choose to be a sincere Jew, Turk, or Pagan.

5. " What then is the mark? Who is a Methodist, according to your

own account?" I answer: A Methodist is one who has "the love of

God shed abroad in his heart by the Holy Ghost given unto him ;" one

who "loves the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his soul,

and with all his mind, and with all his strength." God is the joy of his

heart, and the desire of his soul ; which is constantly crying out, " Whom
have I in heaven but thcc ? and there is none upon earth that I desire

Vol. V. 16
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beside thee ! My God and my all! Thovi art the strength of my heart,

and my portion for ever!"

6. He is therefore happy in God, yea, always happy, as having in

him " a well of water springing up into everlasting life," and overflowing

his soul with peace and joy. " Perfect love" having now " cast out

fear," he " rejoices evermore." He " rejoices in the Lord always,"

even "in God his Saviour ;" and in the Father, " through our Lord Jesus

Christ, by whom he hath now received the atonement." " Having"
found " redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of his sins," he

cannot but rejoice, whenever he looks back on the hon-ible pit out of

which he is delivered ; when he sees " all his transgressions blotted out

as a cloud, and his iniquities as a thick cloud." He cannot but rejoice,

whenever he looks on the state wherein he now is; "being justified

freely, and having peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ."

For "he that believeth, hath the witness" of this "in himself;" being

now the son ofGod by faith. " Because he is a son, God hath sent forth

the Spirit of his Son into his heart, crying, Abba, Father!" And "the
Spirit itself beareth witness with his spirit, that he is a child of God."
He rejoiceth also, whenever he looks forward, " in hope of the glory

that shall be revealed ;" yea, this his joy is full, and all his bones cry

out, " Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who,

according to his abundant mercy, hath begotten me again to a living

hope—of an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not

away, reserved in heaven for me !"

7. And he who hath this hope, thus " full of immortality, in every

thing giveth thanks ;" as knowing that this (whatsoever it is) " is the

will of God in Christ Jesus concerning him." From him, therefore, he

cheerfully receives all, saying, " Good is the will of the Lord ;" and

whether the Lord giveth or taketh away, equally " blessing the name of

the Lord." For he hath " learned, in whatsoever state he is, therewith

to be content." He knoweth " both how to be abased, and how to

abound. Every where and in all things he is instructed both to be full

and to be hungry, both to abound and suffer need." Whether in ease

or pain, whether in sickness or health, whether in life or death, he giveth

thanks from the ground of his heart to Him Avho orders it for good

;

knowing that as " every good gift cometh from above," so none but

good can come from the Father of lights, into whose hand he has

wholly committed his body and soul, as into the hands of a faithful

Creator. He is therefore "careful" (anxiously or uneasily) "for no-

thing ;" as having " cast all his care on Him that careth for him," and
" in all things" resting on him, after " making his request known to him

with thanksgiving."

8. For indeed he " prays without ceasing." It is given him " always

to pray, and not to faint." Not tliat he is always in the house of prayer
;

though he neglects no opportunity of being ther<>. Neither is he always

on his knees, although he often is, or on his face, before the Lord his

God. Nor yet is he always crying aloud to God, or calling upon him

in words : for many times " the Spirit niaketh intercession for him with

groans that cannot be uttered." But at all times the language of his

heart is this : " Thou brightness of the eternal glory, unto thee is my
heart, though without a voice, and my silence spcaketh unto thee."
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And this is true prayer, and this alone. IJut his heart is ever hi'ted up

to God, at all times and in all places. In this he is never hindered,

much less interrupted, by any person or thing. In retirement or com-
j)any, in leisure, business, or conversation, his heart is ever with the

Lord. Whether he lie down or rise up, God is in all his thoughts ; he
walks with God continually, having the loving eye of his mind still iixed

npon hi)n, and every where " seeing him that is invisible."

9. And while he thus always exercises his love to God, by praying

without ceasing, rejoicing evermore, and in every thing giving thanks,

this commandment is written in his heart, " That he who loveth God,
love his brother also." And he accordingly loves his neighbour as him-

self; he loves every man as his own soul. His heart is full of love to

all mankind, to every child of "the Father of the spirits of all flesh."

That a man is not personally known to him, is no bar to his love ; no,

nor that he is known to be such as he approves not, that he repays

hatred for his good will. For he " loves his enemies ;" yea, and the

enemies of God, " the evil and the unthankful." And if it be not in his

power to " do good to them that hate him," yet he ceases not to pray

tor them, though they continue to spurn his love, and still " despitefuUy

use him and persecute him."

10. For he is "pure in heart." The love of God has purified his

heart from all revengeful passions, from envy, malice, and wrath, from
every unkind temper or malign aflection. It hath cleansed him from

pride and haughtiness of spirit, whereof alone cometh contention. And
he hath now " put on bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind,

meekness, long sutfering :" so that he " forbears and forgives, if he had
a quarrel against any ; even as God in Christ hath forgiven him." And
indeed all possible ground for contention, on his part, is utterly cut olf.

For none can take from him what he desires ; seeing he " loves not the

world, nor" any of" the things of tlie world ;" being now " crucified to

the world, and the world crucified to him ;" being dead to all tliat is in

the world, both to " the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye,^ and the pride

of hfe." For "all his desire is unto God, and to the remembrance of

his name."
11. Agreeable to this his one desire, is the one design of his life,

namely, " not to do his own will, but the will of Him that sent him." His
one intention at all times and in all things is, not to please himself, but

Him whom his soul loveth. He has a single eye. And because " his

eye is single, his whole body is full of light." Indeed, where the loving

eye of the soul is continually fixed upon God, there can be no darkness

at all, " but the whole is light ; as when the bright shining of a candle

doth enlighten the house." God then reigns alone. All that is in the

soul is holiness to the Lord. There is not a motion in hLs heart, but is

according to his will. Every thought that arises points to Him, and is

in obedience to the law of Christ.

12. And the tree is known by its fruits. For as he loves God, so he

keeps his commandments ; not only some, or most of them, but all,

from the least to the greatest. He is not content to " keep the whole
law, and otTend in one point ;" but has in all points, " a conscience

void of offence toward God and toward man." Whatever God has for-

bidden, he avoids ; whatever God hath enjoined, he doeth ; iuid that
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whether it be Uttle or great, hard or easy, joyous or grievous to the flesh.

He " runs the way of God's commandmetits," now he hath set his heart

at liberty. It is his glory so to do ; it is his daily crown of rejoicing,

" to do the will of God on earth, as it is done in heaven ;" knowing it is

the highest privilege of " the angels of God, of those that excel in

strength, to fulfil his commandments, and hearken to the voice of his

word."
13. All the commandments of God he accordingly keeps, and that

with all his might. For his obedience is in proportion to his love, the

source from whence it flows. And therefore, loving God with all his

heart, he serves him with all his strength. He continually presents his

soul and body a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God ; entirely and
without reserve devoting himself, all he has, and all he is, to his glory.

All the talents he has received, he constantly employs according to his

Master's will ; every power and faculty of his soul, every member of his

body. Once he " yielded" them " unto sin" and the devil, " as instru-

ments of unrighteousness ;" but now, " being alive from the dead, he
yields" them all " as instruments of righteousness unto God."

14. By consequence, whatsoever he doeth, it is all to the glory of

God. In all his employments of every kind, he not only aims at this,

(which is implied in having a single eye,) but actually attains it. His
business and refreshments, as well as his prayers, all serve this great

end. Whether he sit in his house or walk by the way, whether he lie

down or rise up, he is promoting, in all he speaks or does, the one busi-

ness of his life ; whether he put on his apparel, or labour, or eat and
drink, or divert himself from too wasting labour, it all tends to advance
the glory of God, by peace and good will among men. His one inva-

riable rule is this, " Whatsoever ye do, in word or deed, do it all in the

name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father by him."
15. Nor do the customs of the world at all hinder his " running the

race that is set before him." He knows that vice does not lose its

nature, though it becomes ever so fashionable ; and remembers, that

" eveiy man is to give an account of himself to God." He cannot,

therefore, " follow" even " a multitude to do evil." He cannot " fare

sumptuously every day," or " make provision for the flesh to fulfil the

lusts thereof." He cannot " lay up treasures upon earth," any more
than he can take fire into his bosom. He cannot " adorn himself," on

any pretence, " with gold or costly apparel." He cannot join in or coun-

tenance any diversion which has the least tendency to vice of any kind.

He cannot " speak evil" of his neighbour, any more than he can lie

eilher for God or man. He cannot utter an unkind word of any one
;

for love keeps the door of his lips. He cannot speak " idle words ;"

" no corrupt communication" ever " comes out of his mouth," as is all

that " which is" not " good to the use of edifying," not " fit to minister

grace to the hearers." lint " whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever

things are lovely, whatsoever things are" justly " of good report," he

thinks and speaks, and acts, "adorning thf; Gospel of our Lord Jesus

Christ in all things."

16. Lastly. As he has time, he "does good unto all men;" unto

neighbours and strangers, friends and enemies : and that in every possi-

ble kind ; not only to their bodies, by " feeding the hungry, clothing the.
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naked, visiting those that arc sick or in prison ;" but much moire docs

he labour to do good to their souls, as of the ability which God giveth

;

to awaken those that sleep in death ; to bring those who are awakened
to the atoning blood, that, " being justified by faith, they may have peace

with God ;" and to provoke those who have peace with God to abound
more in love and in good works. And he is willing to " spend and be

spent herein," even " to be offered up on the sacrifice and service of

their faith," so they may " all come unto the measure of the stature of

the fulness of Christ."

17. These are the principles and practices of our sect; these are the

marks of a true Methodist. By these alone do those who are in deri-

sion so called, desire to be distinguished from other men. If any man
say, " Why, these are only the common, fundamental principles of Chris-

tianity !" Thou hast said ; so I mean ; this is the very truth ; I know
they are no other ; and I would to God both thou and all men knew,

that T, and all who follow my judgment, do vehemently refuse to be

distinguished from other men, by any but the common principles of

Christianity,—the plain, old Christianity that I teach, renouncing and

detesting all other marks of distinction. And whosoever is what I

preach, (let him be called what he will, for names change not the nature

of things,) he is a Christian, not in name only, but in heart and in life.

He is inwardly and outwardly conformed to the will of God, as revealed

in the written word. He thinks, speaks, and lives, according to the

method laid down in the revelation of Jesus Christ. His soul is re-

newed after the image of God, in righteousness and in all true hoUness.

And having the mind that was in Christ, he so walks as Christ also

walked.

18. By these marks, by these fruits of a living faith, do we labour to

distinguish ourselves from the unbelieving world, from all those whose
minds or lives are not according to the Gospel of Christ. But from

real Christians, of whatsoever denomination they be, we earnestly desire

not to be distinguished at all ; not from any who sincerely follow after

what they know they have not yet attained. No : " Whosoever doeth

the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and

sister, and mother." And I beseech you, brethren, by the mercies of

God, that w'e be in no wise divided among ourselves. Is thy heart right,

as my heart is with thine 1 I ask no farther question. If it be, give me
thy hand. For opinions, or terms, let us not destroy the work of God.

Dost thou love and serve God 1 It is enough. I give thee the right

hand of fellowship. If there be any consolation in Christ, if any com-
fort of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any bowels and mercies

;

let U9 strive together for the faith of the Gospel ; walking worthy of the

vocation wherewith we are called ; with all lowliness and meekness,

with long suffering, forbearing one another in love, endeavouring to keep

the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace ; remembering, there is one

body, and one Spirit, even as we are called with one hope of our call-

ing ;
" one Lord, one faith, one baptism ; one God and Father of all,

who is above all, and through all, and in you all."



A SHORT HISTORY OF METHODISM.

1. It is not easy to reckon up the various accounts which have been
given of the people called Methodists ; very many of them as far remote
from truth as that given by the good gentleman in Ireland :

" Mcthodisls!
Ay, they are the people who place all religion in wearing long beards.^''

2. Abundance of the mistakes which are current concerning them
have undoubtedly sprung from this : Men lump together, under this

general name, many who have no manner of connection with each
other ; and then whatever any of these speaks or does is of course

imputed to all.

3. The folloAving short account may prevent persons of a calm and
candid disposition from doing this ; although men of a warm or pre-

judiced spirit will do just as they did before. But let it be observed,

this is not designed for a defence of the Methodists, (so called,) or any
part of them. It is a bare relation of a series of naked facts, which
alone may remove abundance of misunderstandings.

4. In November, 1729, four young gentlemen of Oxford,—Mr. John
Wesley, fellow of Lincoln College ; Mr. Charles Wesley, student of

Christ Church ; Mr. Morgan, commoner of Christ Church ; and Mr.
Kirkham, of Merton College,—began to spend some evenings in a week
together, in reading, chiefly, the Greek Testament. The next year two
or three of Mr. John Wesley's pupils desired the liberty of meeting with

them ; and afterward one of Mr. Charles Wesley's pupils. It was in

1732, that Mr. Ingham, of Queen's College, and Mr. Broughton, of

Exeter, were added to their number. To these, in April, was joined

Mr. Clayton, of Brazennose, with two or three of his pupils. About
the same time Mr. James Hervey was permitted to meet with them,
and in 1735, Mr. Whitcfield.

5. The exact regularity of their lives, as w ell as studies, occasioned

a young gentleman of Christ Church to say, " Here is a new set of

Methodists sprung up ;" alluding to some ancient physicians who were
so called. The name was new and quaint ; so it look immediately,

and the Methodists were known all over the universify.

6. They were all zealous members of the Church of England ; not

only tenacious of all her doctrines, so far as they knew them, but of all

her discipline, to the minutest circumstance. They were likewise zeal-

ous observers of all the vuiiversity statutes, and that for conscience' sake.

But they observed neither these nf)r any thing else any farther than they

conceived it was bound upon them by their one book, the Bible ; it being

their one desire and design to be downright Bible Christians ; taking the

Bible, as interpreted by the j)rimitive Church and our own, for their whole

and sole rule.

7. The one charge then advanced against them was, that they were
" righteous overmuch ;" that they were abundantly too scrupulous, and

too strict, carrying things to great extremes : in jjarticular, that they laid

too much stress upon the rubrics and canons of the Church ; that they

insisted too much on observing the statutes of the university; and that

they took the Scriptures in too strict and literal a sense ; so that if they

were light, few indeed would be saved.
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8. In October, 1735, Mr. John and Charles Wesley, and Mr.
Ingham, left England, with a design to go and preach to the Indians in

Georgia: but the rest of the gentlemen continued to meet, till one and
another was ordained and left the university. By which means, in about
two years' time, scarce any of them were left.

9. In February, 1738, Mr. W'hitefield went over to Georgia, with a
design to assist Mr. John Wesley ; but Mr. Wesley just then returned
to England. Soon after he had a meeting with Messrs, Ingham, Stone-
house, Hall, Hutchings, Kinchin, and a ("ew other clergymen, who all

appeared to be of one heart, as well as of one judgment, resolved to be
Bible Christians at all events ; and, wherever they were, to preach with
all their might plain, old, Bible Christianity.

10. They were hitherto perfectly regular in all things, and zealously

attached to the Church of England. Meantime, they began to be con-
vinced, that " by grace we are saved through faith ;" that justification by
faith was the doctrine of the Church, as well as of the l>ible. As soon
as they believed, they spake ; salvation by faith being now their standing

topic. Indeed this impHed three things : (1.) That men fire all, by na-
ture, " dead in sin," and, consequently, " children of wrath." (2.) That
they are " justified by faith alone." (3.) That faith produces inward
and outward holiness : and these points they insisted on day and night.

In a short time they became popular preachers. The congregations
were large wherever they preached. The former name was then revived

;

and all these gentlemen, with their followers, were entitled Methodists.

11. In March, 1741, Mr. Whitefield, being returned to England,
entirely separated from Mr. Wesley and his friends, because he did not

hold the decrees. Here was the first breach, which warm men per-

suaded Mr. Whitefield to make merely for a difference of opinion.

Those, indeed, who believed universal redemption had no desire at all

to separate ; but those who held particular redemption would not hear

of any accommodation, being determined to have no fellowship with

men that "were in so dangerous errors." So there were now two sorts

of Methodists, so called ; those for particular, and those for general,

redemption.

12. Not many years passed, before William Cudworth and James
Relly separated from Mr. Whitefield. These were properly Antinomians,

absolute, avowed enemies to the law of God, which they never preached

or professed to preach, but termed all legalists who did. With them,
" preaching the law" was an abomination. They had " nothing to do"
with the law. They would " preach Christ," as they called it, but with-

out one word either of holiness or good works. Yet these were still

denominated Methodists, although differing from Mr. Whitefield, both

in judgment and practice, abundantly more than Mr. Whitefield did from

Mr. Wesley.
13. In the mean time, Mr. Venn and 31 r. Romaine began to be

spoken of; and not long after, Mr. Madan and Mr. Beiridge, with a

few other clergymen, who, although they had no connection with each

other, yet preaching salvation by faith, and endeavouring to live accord-

ingly, to be Bible Christians, were soon included in the general name
of Methodists. And so indeed were all others who preached salvation

by faith, and appeared more serious than their neighbours. Some of
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these were quite regular in their manner of preaching ; some were quite

irregular ;
(though not by choice ; but necessity was laid upon them

;

they must preach irregularly, or not at all ;) and others were between

both, regular in most, though not in all, particulars.

14. In 1762, George Bell, and a few other persons, began to speak

gi'eat words. In the latter end of the year, they foretold that the world

would be at an end on the 2Sth of February. Mr. Wesley, with whom
they were then cormected, \nthstood them both in public and private.

This they would not endure ; so, in January and February, 1763, they

separated from him. Soon after, Mr. Maxfield, one of Mr. Wesley's

preachers, and several of the people, left Mr. Wesley ; but still Mr.
Maxfield and his adherents go under the general name of Methodists.

15. At present those who remain with Mr. Wesley are mostly Church-

of-England men.* They love her Articles, her Homilies, her Liturgy,

her discipline, and unwillingly vary from it in any instance. Meantime,

all who preach among them declare, " We are all by nature children of

wrath :" but " by grace we are saved through faith ;" saved both from

the guilt and from the power of sin. They endeavour to live according

to what they preach, to be plain Bible Christians. And they meet toge-

ther, at convenient times, 1o encourage one another therein. They
tenderly love many that are Calvinists, though they do not love their

opinions. Yea, (hey love the Antinomians themselves ; but it is with a

love of compassion only : for they hate their doctrines with a perfect

hatred ; they abhor them as they do hell fire ; being convinced nothing

can so effectually destroy all faith, all holiness, and all good works.

16. With regard to these, Mr. Relly and his adherents, it would not

be strange if they should grow into reputation. For they will never

shock the world, either by the harshness of their doctrine, or the singu-

larity of their behaviour. But let those who determine both to preach

and to live the Gospel expect that men will " say all manner of evil of

them." " The servant is not above his Master, nor the disciple above

his Lord. If, then, they have called the Master of the house, Beelzebub,

how much more them of his household ?" It is their duty, indeed, " as

much as lieth in them, to live peaceably with all men." But when they

labour after peace, the world will " make themselves ready for battle."

It is their constant endeavour to " please all men, for their good, to edi-

fication." But yet they know it cannot be done : they remember the

word of the Apostle, " If I yet please men, I am not the sei-vant of

Christ." They go on, therei'ore, " through honour and dishonour,

through evil report and good report ;" desiring only, that their Master

may say in that day, " Servants of God, well done !"

* I have not been able to .iscertain the precise time at which this tract was written.

It notices the separation of Maxfield in 176."?; and the second edition of it bears the

date of 1765. It appears therefore to have been first published some lime about 1764

;

and was probably intended to screen Mr. Wesley and his friends from the reproach

attached to the conduct of those who separated from him.

—

Edit.



ADVICE TO THE PEOPLE CALLED METHODISTS.

Discc, docendus adhuc qucB ccnsct amiculus.—HoR.

[" To the instruction of an humble friend,

Who would himself be better taught, attend."

—

Francis.]

It may be needful to specify whom I mean by this ambiguous term
;

since it would be lost labour to speak to Methodists, so called, without

first describing those to whom I speak.

By Methodists I mean, a people who profess to pursue (in whatso-

ever measure they have attained) holiness of heart and life, inward and

outward conformity in all things to the revealed will of God ; who place

religion in a uniform resemblance of the great object of it; in a steady

imitation of him they worship, in all his imitable perfections ; more par-

ticularly, injustice, mercy, and truth, or universal love filling the heari,

and governing the life.

You, to whom I now speak, believe this love of human kind cannot

spring but from the love of God. You think there can be no instance

of one whose tender affection embraces every child of man, (though not

endeared to him either by ties of blood, or by any natural or civil rela-

tion,) unless that affection flow from a grateful, filial love to the common
Father of all ; to God, considered not only as his Father, but as " the

Father of the spirits of all flesh ;" yea, as the general Parent and Friend

of all the families both of heaven and earth.

This filial love you suppose to flow only from faith, which you describe

as a supernatural evidence (or conviction) of things not seen ; so that

to him who has this principle,

The things unknown to feeble sense, Faith lends its realizing light,

Unseen by reason's glimmering ray, The clouds disperse, the shadows fly

;

With strong, commanding evidence The' Invisible appears in sight,

Their heavenly origin display. And God is seen by mortal eye.

You suppose this faith to imply an evidence that God is merciful to

me a sinner; that he is reconciled to me by the death of his Son, and

now accepts me for his sake. You accordingly describe the faith of a

real Christian as " a sure trust and confidence" (over and above his

assent to the sacred writings) " which he hath in God, that his sins are

forgiven ; and that he is, through the merits of Christ, reconciled to the

favour of God."
You believe, farther, that both this faith and love are wrought in us by

the Spirit of God ; nay, that there cannot be in any man one good tem-

per or desire, or so much as one good thought, unless it be produced by
the almighty power of God, by the inspiration or influence of the Holy
Gho.st.

^

If you walk by this rule, continually endeavouring to know and love

and resemble and obey the great God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, as the God of love, of pardoning mercy ; if from this principle

of loving, obedient faith, you carefully abstain from all evil, and labour,

as you have opportunity, to do good to all men, friends or enemies ; if,

lastly, you imite together, to encourage and help each other in thus

working out your salvation, and for that end watch over one another in

love, you are they whom I mean by Methodists.
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The first general advice which one who loves your souls would earn-

estly recommend to every one of you is :
" Consider, with deep and

frequent attention, the peculiar circumstances wherein you stand."

One of these is, that you are a new people : your name is new, (at

least, as used in a religious sense,) not heard of, till a few years ago,

either in our own or any other nation. Your principles are new, in this

respect, that there is no other set of people among us (and, possibly,

not in the Christian world) who hold them all in the same degree and
connection ; who so strenuously and continually insist on the absolute

necessity of universal holiness both in heart and lite ; of a peaceful,

joyous love of God ; of a supernatural evidence of things not seen ; of

an inward witness that we are the children of God ; and of the inspira-

tion of the Holy Ghost, in order to any good thought, or word, or work.

And perhaps there is no other set of people, (at least, not visibly united

together,) who lay so much and yet no more stress than you do on
rectitude of opinions, on outward modes of worship, and the use of those

ordinances which you acknowledge to be of God. So much stress you
lay even on right opinions, as to profess, that you earnestly desire to

have a right judgment in all things, and are glad to use every means
which you know or believe may be conducive thereto ; and yet not so

much as to condemn any man upon earth, merely for thinking other-

wise than you do ; much less, to imagine that God condemns him for

this, if he be upright and sincere of heart. On those outward modes of

worship, wherein you have been bred up, you lay so much stress as

highly to approve them ; but not so much as to lessen your love to those

who conscientiously dissent from you herein. You likewise lay so

much stress on the use of those ordinances which you believe to be of

God, as to confess there is no salvation for you if you wilfully neglect

them: and yet you do not judge them that are otherwise minded; you
determine nothing concerning those who, not believing those ordinances

to be of God, do, out of principle, abstain from them.

Your strictness of life, taking the whole of it together, may likewise

be accounted new. I mean, your making it a rule, to abstain from
fashionable diversions, from reading plays, romances, or books of hu-

mour, from singing innocent songs, or talking in a merry, gay, diverting

manner
;
your plainness of dress

;
your manner of dealing in trade

;

your exactness in observing the Lord's day
;
your scrupulosity as to

things that have not paid custom
;
your total abstinence from spirituous

liquors (unless in cases of necessity ;) your rule, " not to mention

the fault of an absent person, in particular of ministers or of those

in authority," may justly be termed new : seeing, although some are

scrupulous in some of these things, and others arc strict with regard

to other partic'ulars, yet we do not find any other body f)f people who
insist on all these rules together. With respect, therefore, both to

your name, j)rinciplcs, and practice, you may be considered as a new
people. .»p

Another peculiar circumstance of your present situation, is, that you
are newly unittMl together ; that you are just gathered, or (as it seems)

gathering rather, out (»fall oilier socieUes or congregations; nay, and

that you have been hitherto, and do still subsist, without power, (for you
are a low, insignificant people,) without riches, (for you are poor almost
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to a man, having no more than the plain necessaries of hfo,) and with-

out either any extraordinary gifts of nature, or the advantages of educa-

tion ; most even of your teachers being quite unlearned, and (in other

things) ignorant men.
There is yet another circumstance, which is quite peculiar to your-

selves : whereas every other religious set of people, as soon as they

were joined to each other, separated themselves from their former soci-

eties or congregations
;
you, on the contrary, do not ; nay, you abso-

lutely disavow all desire of separating from them. You openly and
continually declare you have not, nor ever had, such a design. And
whereas the congregations to which those separatists belonged have

generally spared no pains to prevent that separation ; those to which

you belong spare no pains (not to prevent, but) to occasion this sepa-

ration, to drive you from them, to force you on that division to which

you declare you have the strongest aversion.

Considering these peculiar circumstances wherein you stand, you
will see the propriety of a Second advice I would recommend to you :

" Do not imagine you can avoid giving offence :" your very name ren-

ders this impossible. Perhaps not one in a hundred of those who use

the term J\/Iethodist have any ideas of what it means. To ninety-nine of

them it is still Heathen Greek. Only they think it means something

very bad,—either a Papist, a heretic, an underminer of the Church, or

some unheard-of monster ; and, in all probability, the farther it goes, it

must gather up more and more evil. It is vain, therefore, for any that

is called a Methodist ever to think of not giving offence.

And as much offence as you give by your name, you will give still

more by your principles. You will give offence to the bigots for opin-

ions, modes of worship, and ordinances, by laying no more stress upon
them ; to the bigots against them, by laying so much ; to men of form,

by insisting so frequently and strongly on the inw ard power of religion
;

to moral men, (so called,) by declaring the absolute necessity of faith,

in order to acceptance with God. To men of reason you will give

offence, by talking of inspiration and receiving the Holy Ghost ; to

drunkards. Sabbath breakers, common swearers, and other open sinners,

by refraining from their company, as well as by that disapprobation of

their behaviour which you will often be obhged to express. And indeed

your life must give them continual offence : your sobriety is grievously

offensive to a drunkard
;
your serious conversation is equally intolera-

h)le to a gay impertinent ; and, in general, that " you are grown so

precise and singular, so monstrously strict, beyond all sense and reason,

that you scruple so many harmless things, and fancy you are obliged to

do so many others which you need not," cannot but be an offence to

abundance of people, your friends and relations in particular. Either,

therefore, you must consent to give up your principles, or your fond

hope of pleasing men.

What makes even your principles more offensive is, this uniting of

yourselves together : because this union renders you more conspicuous,

placing you more in the eye of men ; more suspicious,—I mean, liable

to be suspected of carrying on some sinister design ;
(especially by those

who do not, or will not, know your inviolable attachment to his present

majesty ;) more dreadful, to those of a fearful temper, who imagine you
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have any such design ; and more odious to men of zeal, if their zeal be
any other than fervent love to God and man.

This offence will sink the deeper, because you are gathered out of so
many other congregations : for the warm men in each will not easily

be convinced, that you do not despise either them or their teachers

;

nay, will probably imagine, that you utterly condemn them, as though
they could not be saved. And this occasion of offence is now at the

height, because you are just gathered, or gathering rather, so that they

know not where it will end ; but the fear of losing (so they account it)

more of their members, gives an edge to their zeal, and keeps all their

anger and resentment in its strength.

Add to this, that you do not leave them quite, you still rank your-

selves among their members ; which, to those who know not that you
do it for conscience' sake, is also a provoking circumstance. " If you
would but get out of their sight !" But you are a continual thorn in their

side, as long as you remain with them.

And (which cannot but anger them the more) you have neither pow'er,

nor riches, nor learning
;
yet, with all their power, and money, and wis-

dom, they can gain no ground against you.

You cannot but expect, that the offence continually arising from such
a variety of provocations will gradually ripen into hatred, malice, and all

other unkind tempers. And as they who are thus affected will not fail

to represent you to others in the same light as you appear to them,

—

sometimes as madmen and fools, sometimes as wicked men, fellows not

fit to live upon the earth ; the consequence, humanly speaking, must be,

that, together with your reputation, you will lose, first, the love of your
friends, relations, and acquaintance, even those who once loved you the

most tenderly ; then your business, for many will employ you no longer,

nor " buy of such a one as you are ;" and, in due time, (unless He who
governs the world interpose,) your health, liberty, and life.

What farther advice can be given to persons in such a situation ? I

cannot but advise you. Thirdly, " Consider deeply with yourself. Is the

God whom I serve able to deliver me 1 I am not able to deliver myself
out of these difficulties ; much less am I able to bear them. I know
not how to give up my reputation, my friends, my substance, my liberty,

my life. Can God give me to rejoice in doing this ; and may I depend
upon him that he will? Are the hairs of my head all numbered ; and does

he never fail them that trust in him ?" Weigh this throughly ; and if

you can trust God with your all, then go on in the power of his might.

Go on, I would earnestly advise you. Fourthly : " Keep in the very

path wherein you now tread. Be true to your priiicij)les." Never
rest again in the dead formality of religion. Pursue with your might

inward and outward holiness ; a steady imitation of Hiin you worship
;

a still increasing resemblance of his imitable perfections,—his justice,

mercy, and truth.

Jjet this be your manly, noble, generous religion, equally remote

from the meanness of superstition, which })lares religion in doing what
God hath not enjoined, or abstaining from what he hath not forbidden

;

and from the unkindness of bigotry, which confines our affection to our

own party, sect, or opinion. Above all, stand fast in obedient faith, faith

in the God of pardoning mercy, in the God and Father of our Lord
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Jesus Christ who hath loved you, and given himself for you. Ascribe

to Him all the good you find in yourself; all your peace, and joy, and

love ; all your power to do and suffer his will, through the Spirit of the

living God. Yet, in the mean time, carefully avoid enthusiasm : impute

not the dreams of men to the all-wise God ; and expect neither light

nor power from him, but in the serious use of all the means he hath

ordained.

Be true also to your principles touching opinions and the externals of
religion. Use every ordinance which you believe is of God ; but be-

ware of narrowness of spirit toward those who use them not. Conform
yourself to those modes of worship which you approve

; yet love as

brethren those who cannot conform. Lay so mu(-h stress on opinions,

that all your own, if it be possible, may agree w'ith truth and reason

;

but have a care of anger, dislike, or contempt toward those whose opin-

ions differ from yours. You are daily accused of this
;

(and, indeed,

what is it whereof you are not accused?) but beware of giving any
ground for such an accusation. Condemn no man for not thinking as

you think : let every one enjoy the full and free liberty of thinking for

himself: let every man use his own judgment, since every man must
give an account of himself to God. Abhor every approach, in any kind

or degree, to the spirit of persecution. If you cannot reason or per-

suade a man into the truth, never attempt to force him into it. If love

will not compel him to come in, leave him to God, the Judge of all.

Yet expect not that others will deal thus with you. No : some will

endeavour to fright you out of your principles ; some to shame you into

a more popular religion, to laugh and rally you out of your singularity

:

but from none of these will you be in so great danger, as from those

who assault you with quite different weapons ; with softness, good-
nature, and earnest professions of (perhaps real) good will. Here you
are equally concerned to avoid the very appearance of anger, contempt,

or unkindness, and to hold fast the whole truth of God, both in princi-

ple and in practice.

This indeed will be interpreted as unkindness. Your former acquaint-

ance will look upon this,—that you will not sin or trifle with them,—as

a plain proof of your coldness toward them ; and this burden you must
be content to bear : but labour to avoid all real unldndness, all dis-

obliging words, or harshness of speech, all shyness, or strangeness of
behaviour. Speak to them with all the tenderness and love, and behave
with all the sweetness and courtesy you can ; taking care not to give

any needless offence to neighbour or stranger, friend or enemy.
Perhaps on this very account I might advise you. Fifthly, " not to talk

much of what you suffer; of the persecution you endured at such a time,

and the Anckedness of your persecutors." Nothing more tends to exas-

perate them than this ; and therefore (although there is a time when
these things must be mentioned, yet) it might be a general rule, to do
it as seldom as you can with a safe conscience. For, besides its tend-

ency to inflame them, it has the appearance of evil, of ostentation, of
magnifying yourselves. It also tends to pufi' you up with pride, and to

make you think yourselves some great ones, as it certainly docs to

excite or increase in your heart ill will, anger, and all unkind tempers.
It is, at best, loss of time ; for, instead of the wickedness of men, you
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might be talking oi' the goodness of God. Nay, it is, in truth, an open,

wilful sin : it is tale bearing, backbiting, evil speaking,—a sin you can

never be sufficiently watchful against, seeing it steals upon you in a

thousand shapes. Would it not be far more profitable for your souls,

instead of speaking against them, to pray for them 1 to confirm your

love toward those unhappy men, whom you believe to be fighting against

God, by crying mightily to him in their behalf, that he may open their

eyes and change their hearts ?

I have now only to commend you to the care of Him who hath all

power in heaven and in earth ; beseeching Him, that, in every circum-

stance of life, you may stand " firm as the beaten anvil to the stroke ;"

desiring nothing on earth ; accounting all things but dung and dross,

that you may win Christ ; and always remembering, " It is the part of a

good champion, to be flayed alive, and to conquer !"

October 10, 1745.

THE PRINCIPLES OF A METHODIST.
Written in 1740.

Occasioned by a late Pamphlet, entitled, " A Brief History of the Principles of
Methodism."

TO THE READER.
1. I have often wrote on controverted points before ; but not with an

eye to any particular person. So that this is the first time I have ap-

peared in controversy, properly so called. Indeed I have not wanted
occasion to do it before

;
particularly when, after many stabs in the

dark, I was publicly attacked, not by an open enemy, but by my own
famihar friend. But I could not answer him. I could only cover my
face and say, Kai tfu eig sxsivuv ; Kat tfu, tsxvov ;

" Art thou also among
them 1 Art thou, my son ?"

2. I now tread an untried path " with fear and trembling ;" fear, not

of my adversary, but of myself. I fear my own spirit, lest I " fall where

many mightier have been slain." I never knew one man (or but one)

write controversy, with what I thought a right spirit. Every disputant

seems to think (as every soldier) that he may hmt his opponent as much
as he can ; nay, that he ought to do his worst to him, or he cannot make
the best of his own cause ; that, so he do not belie or wilfully misrepre-

sent him, he must expose him as far as he is able. It is enough, we
suppose, if we do not show heat or passion against our adversary. But,

not to despise him, or endeavour to make others do so, is quite a work
of supererogation.

3. But ought these things to be so ? (I speak on the Christian

scheme.) Ought we not to love our neighbo\u- as ourselves? And does

a man cease to be our neighbour, because he is of a different opinion
;

nay, and declares himself so to be? Ought we not, for all this, to do to

hiin as we would he should do to us ? But do we ourselves love to be

exposed, or set in the worst light? Would we willingly be treated with

contempt? If not, why do we treat others thus? And yet who scruples

it? Who does not hit every blow^hc can, however foreign to the merits
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of the cause ? Who, in controversy, casts the mantle of love over the

nakedness of his brother? Who keeps steadily and uniformly to the

question, without ever strikinji; at the person ? Who shows, in every
sentence, that he loves his brother only loss than the truth ?

4. I have made a little faint essay toward this. I have a brother who
is as my own soul. My desire is, in every word I say, to look upon Mr.
Tucker as in his place ; and to speak no tittle concerning the one in any
other spirit than I would speak concerning the other. But whether I

have attained this or no, I know not ; for my heart is " deceitful and
desperately wicked." If I have spoken any thing in another spirit, I

pray God it may not be laid to my charge ; and that it may not condemn
me in that day when the secrets of all hearts shall be made manifest

!

Meanwhile my heart's desire and prayer to God is, that both I, and all

who think it their duty to oppose me, may " put on bowels of mercies,

kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness, long suffering ; forbearing

one another, and forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's sake
hath forgiven us."

THE PRINCIPLES OF A METHODIST.

1. There has lately appeared in the world a tract, entitled, " A Brief

History of the Principles of Methodism." I doubt not but the writer's

design was good, and believe he has a real desire to know the truth.

And the manner wherein he pursues that design is generally calm and
dispassionate. He is, indeed, in several mistakes ; but as many of these

are either of small consequence in themselves, or do not immediately

relate to me, it is not my concern to mention them. All of any conse-

quence which relates to me, I think, falls under three heads :

—

First. That I believe justification by faith alone.

Secondly. That I believe sinless perfection. And,
Thirdly. That I believe inconsistencies.

Of each of these I will speak as plainly as I can.

2. First. That I believe justification by faith alone. This I allow.

For I am firmly persuaded, that every man of the offspring of Adam is

very far gone from original righteousness, and is of his own nature

inclined to evil ; that this corruption of our nature, in every person born

into the world, deserves God's wrath and damnation ; that therefore, if

ever we receive the remission of our sins, and are accounted righteous

before God, it must be only for the merit of Christ, by faith, and not for

our own Avorks or deservings of any kind. Nay, I am persuaded, that

all works done before justification, have in them the nature of sin ; and
that, consequently, till he is justified, a man has no power to do any
work which is pleasing and acceptable to God.

3. To express my meaning a little more at large : I believe, three

things must go together in our justification : upon God's part, his great

mercy and grace ; upon Christ's part, the satisfaction of God's justice,

by the offering his body, and shedding his blood ; and upon our part, true

and living faith in the merits of Jesus Christ. So that in our justifica-

tion there is not only God's mercy and grace, but his justice also. And
so the grace of God does not shut out the ri";hteousness of God in our
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justification ; but only shuts out the righteousness ol" man, that is, the

righteousness of our works.

4. And therefore St. Paul requires nothing on the part of man, but

only a true and living faith. Yet this faith does not shut out repentance,

hope, and love, which are joined with faith in every man that is justified.

But it shuts them out from the office of justifying. So that although

they are all present together in him that is justified, yet they justify not
all together.

5. Neither does faith shut out good works, necessarily to be done
afterward. But we may not do them to this intent,—to be justified by
doing them. Our justification comes freely, of the mere mercy of God

;

for whereas all the world was not able to pay any part toward their

ransom, it pleased him, without any of our deserving, to prepare for us
Christ's body and blood, whereby our ransom might be paid, and his

justice satisfied. Christ, therefore, is now the righteousness of all them
that truly believe in him.

6. But let it be observed, the true sense of those words, " We are

justified by faith in Christ only," is not, that this our own act, " to

believe in Christ," or this our faith which is within us, justifies us ; for

that were to account ourselves to be justified by some act or virtue that

is within us ; but that although we have faith, hope, and love within us,

and do never so many good works, yet we must renounce the merit of
all, of faith, hope, love, and all other virtues and good works, which we
either have done, shall do, or can do, as far too weak to deserve our
justification ; for which, therefore, we must trust only in God's mercy,
and the merits of Christ. For it is he alone that taketh away our sins.

To him alone are we to go for this ; forsaking all our virtues, good
words, thoughts, and works, and putting our trust in Christ only.

7. In strictness, therefore, neither our faith nor our works justify us,

that is, deserve the remission of our sins. But God himself justifies us,

of his own mercy, through the merits of his Son only. Nevertheless,

because by faith we embrace the promise of God's mercy and of the

remission of our sins, therefore the Scripture says, that faith does justify,

yea, faith without works. And it is all one to say, " Faith without works,"
and " Faith alone, justifies us." Therefore the ancient Fathers from
time to time speak thus :

" Faith alone justifies us." And because we
receive faith, through the only merits of Christ, and not through the

merit and virtue we have, or work we do ; therefore in that respect we
renounce, as it were, again, faith, works, and all other virtues. For our
corruption through original sin is so great, that all our faith, charity,

words, and works, cannot merit or deserve any part of our justification

for us. And therefore we thus speak, hiunbling ourselves before God,
and giving Christ all the glory of oiu- jusfificafion.

8. But it should also be observed, what that faith is whereby wc aro

justified. Now, that faith which brings not forth good works, is not a

living faith, but a dead and devilish one. For even the devils believo

that (Jhrist was born of a virgin ; that he wrought all kind of miracles,

declaring himsoll'to be very God; that for our sakes he died and rose

again, and ascended into heaven ; and at the end of the world shall coma
again, to judge the quick and the dead. This the devils believe; and
so they believe all that is written in the Old and New Testament ; And
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yet still, for all this laith, they arc but devils ; they remain still in their

damnable estate, lacking the true Christian faith.

9. The true Christian faith is, not only to believe the Holy Scriptures

and the articles of our faith are true ; but also, to have " a sure trust and
confidence to be saved from everlasting damnation by Christ," whereof
doth follow a loving heart, to obey his commandments. And this faith

neither any devil hath, nor any wicked man. No ungodly man hath or

can have this "sure trust and corvfidence in God, that by the merits

of Christ his sins are forgiven, and he reconciled to the favour of God."
10. This is what I believe (and have believed for some years) con-

cerning justification by faith alone. I have chose to express it in the

words of a little treatise, published several years ago ; as being the most
authentic proof, both ofmy past and present sentiments. If I err herein,

let those who are better informed calu>ly point out my error to me ; and
I trust, I shall not shut my eyes against the light, from whatsoever side

it comes.

1 1. The second thing laid to my charge is, that I believe sinless per-

fection. I will simply declare what I do believe concerning this also,

and leave unprejudiced men to judge.

12. My last and most deliberate thoughts on this head were published

but a few months since, in these words :

—

(1.) "Perhaps the general prejudice against Christian perfection may
chiefly arise from a misapprehension of the nature of it. We willingly

allow, and continually declare, there is no such perfection in this life, as

implies either a dispensation from doing good and attending all the ordi-

nances of God ; or a freedom from ignorance, mistake, temptation, and a
thousand infirmities necessarily connected with flesh and blood.

(2.) "First. We not only allow, but earnestly contend, that there is no
perfection in this life, which implies any dispensation from attending all

the ordinances of God, or from 'doing good unto all men, while we have
time,' though 'specially unto the household of faith.' We believe, that

not only the babes in Christ, who have newly found redemption m his

blood, but those also who are 'grown up into perfect men,' are indispen-

sably obliged, as often as they have opportunity, 'to eat bread and drink
wine in remembrance of him,' and to 'search the Scriptures;' by fasting,

as well as temperance, to ' keep their bodies under, and bring them into

subjection ;' and, above all, to pour out their souls in prayer, both secretly

and in the great congregation.

(3.) " We, Secondly, believe, that there is no such perfection in this life

as implies an entire deliverance, either from ignorance or mistake, in

things not essential to salvation, or from manifold temptations, or from
numberless infirmities wherewith the corruptible body more or less press-

es down the soul. We cannot find any ground in Scripture to suppose,
that any inhabitant of a house of clay is wholly exempt, either from
bodily infirmities, or from ignorance of many things ; or to imagine any
is incapable of mistake, of falling into divers temptations.

(4.) "'But whom then do you mean by one that is perfect 7' We mean
one in whom 'is the mind which was in Christ,' and who so ' walketh as

Christ walked ;' a ' man that hath clean hands and a pure heart,' or that is

'cleansed from all filthiness of flesh and spirit;' one in whom 'is no
occasion of stumbling,' and who accordingly ' doth not commit sin.' To
declare this a little more particularly : We understand by that scriptural

expression, 'a perfect man,' one in whom God hath fulfilled his faithful word,
' From all your filtiiiness and from all your idols will I cleanse you : I will

also save you from all your uncleannesses.' We imderstand hereby one
Vol. V. 17
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whom God hath 'sanctified througliout, inbody, soul, and spirit;' one who
' walketh in the light as he is in the light, in whom is no darkness at

all ; the blood of Jesus Christ his Son having cleansed him from all sin.'

(5.) " This man can now testify to all mankind, ' I am crucified with
Christ: Nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.' He is

'holy, as God who called him is holy,' both in heart and 'in all manner
of conversation.' He ' loveth the Lord his God with all his heart,' and
serveth him ' with all his strength.' He ' loveth his neighbour,' every
man, 'as himself;' yea, 'as Christ loveth us;' them, in particular, that

'despitefuUy use him and persecute him, because they know not the Son,
neither the Father.' Indeed his soul is all love, filled with ' bowels of
mercies, kindness, meekness, gentleness, long suffering.' And his life

agreelh thereto, full of ' the work of faith, the patience of hope, the labour
of love. And whatsoever he doeth either in word or deed, he doeth it all

in the name,' in the love and power, ' of the Lord Jesus.' In a word, he
doeth ' the will of God on earth, as it is done in heaven.'

(6.) " This it is to be ' a perfect man,' to be sanctified throughout : Even
' to have a heart so all-flaming with the love of God,' to use Archbishop
Usher's words, ' as continually to offer up every thought, word, and work,
as a spiritual sacrifice, acceptable to God through Christ.' In every
thought of our hearts, in every word of our tongues, in every work of
our hands, to 'show fortli his praise, who hath called us out of darkness
into his marvellous light.' O that both we, and all who seek the Lord
Jesus in sincerity, may thus ' be made perfect in one !'

"

13. If there be any thing unscriptural in these words, any thing wild

or extravagant, any thing contrary to the analogy of faith, or the experi-

ence of adult Christians, let them " smite me friendly and reprove me ;"

let them impart to me of the clearer light God has given them. How
knowest thou, O man, " but thou maycst gain thy brother ;" but he may
at length come to the knowledge of tho truth ; and thy labour of love,

shown forth with meekness of wisdom, may not be in vain ?

14. There remains yet another charge against me, that I believe in-

consistencies ; that my tenets, j)articularly concerning justification, are

contradictory to themselves : that Mr. Wesley, " since his return from
Germany, has improved in the spirit of inconsistency." " For then he
published two treatises of Dr. Barnes, the Calvinist, or Dominican
rather, who suffered in 1541

;
(let us spare the ashes of the dead.

Were I such a Dominican as ho was, 1 should rejoice too to die in the

flames;) " the first on 'justification by faith only;' the other on 'the

sinfulness of man's natural will, and his utter inability to do works accep-

table to God, until he be justified.' Which principles, if added to his

former tenets," (nay, they need not be added lo them, for they are the

very same,) " will give the whole a new vein of inconsistency, and make
the contradictions more gross and glaring than before."

15. It will be necessary to s})cak more largely on this head, than on
cither of the j)rec(;ding. And in order to speak as distinctly as I can, I

propose taking the paragraphs oiu; by one, as they lie before me.
16. (1.) it is "asserted that Mr. Law's system was the creed of the

Methodists." Hut it is not proved. I had been eight years at Oxford
before I read any of Mr. Law's writings ; and when I did, I was so far

from making them my creed, that 1 had ol)jections to almost every page.

But all this timt; my manner was, to spend several hoius a day in

reading the Scripture in the original tongues. And hence, my system,

m termed, was wholly drawn, according to the light 1 then liad.
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17. It was ill iny passage to Georgia, I met with those teachers who
would have taught me the way oflioci more |)ortectly. But I understood
them not. Neither, on my arrival there, did they infuse any particulari-

ties into me, either about justification or any thing else. For I came
back with the same notions I went. And this I have expHcitly acknow-
ledged in my second Journal, where some of my words are these :

" When Peter Bohler, as soon as I came to London, affirmed of true

faith in Christ, (which is but one,) that it had these two fruits inseparably

attending it, ' Dominion over sin, and constant peace from a sense of for-

giveness,' I was quite ama/.ed, and looked upon it as a new gospel. If this

was so, it was clear I had no faith. But I was not willing to be convinced
of this. Therefore I disputed \vith all iny might, and laboured to prove
that faith might be where these were not ; especially, where that sense
of forgiveness was not ; for, all the Scriptures relating to this I had
been long since taught to construe away, and to call all Presbyterians

who spoke otherwise. Besides, I well saw, no one could (in the nature

of things) have such a sense of forgiveness, and not feel it. But I felt

it not. If tlien there vras no faith without this, all my pretensions to

faith dropped at once," (Vol. iii, p. 73.)

18. (2.) Yet it was not Peter Bohler who convinced me that conver-
sion (I mean justification) was an instantaneous work. On the contrary,

when I was convinced of the nature and fruits ofjustifying faith, still "I
could not comprehend what he spoke of an instantaneous work. I could
not understand how this faith should be given in a moment ; how a man
could at once be thus turned from darkness to light, from sin and misery
to righteousness and joy in the Holy Ghost. I searched the Scriptures

again, touching this very thing, particularly the Acts of the Apostles.

But, to my utter astonishment, I found scarce any instances there of

other than instantaneous conversion ; scarce any others so slow as that

of St. Paul, who was three days in the pangs of the new birth. I had
but one retreat left, viz. ' Thus, I grant, God wrought in the first ages
of Christianity ; but the times are changed. What reason have I to

believe he works in the same manner now V
" But on Sunday, 22, I was beat out of this retreat too, by the con-

curring evidence of several living witnesses, who testified God had thus

wrought in themselves
;
giving them, in a moment, svich a faith in the

blood of his Son, as translated them out of darkness into light, out of

sin and fear into holiness and happiness. Here ended my disputing. I

could now only cry out, ' Lord, help thou my unbelief!' " (Vol. iii,. p. 66.)

The remaining part of this section, with the third and fourth, contain my
own words, to which I still subscribe.

And if there is a mistake in the fifth, it is not material.

20. (3.) It is true, that, " on Wednesday, July 12, the Count spoke
to this effect :

—

(1.) "Justification is the forgiveness of sins.

(2.) " The moment a man flies to Christ, he is justified.

(3.) " And has peace with God, but not always joy.

(1.) " Nor perhaps may he know he is justified till long after.

(5.) " For the assurance of it is distinct from justification itself.

(6.) " But others may know he is justified, by his power over sin, by
his seriousness, his love of the brethren, and his hunger and thirst after

righteousness ; which alone proves the spiritual life to be begua.
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(7.) " To be justified is the same thing as to be born of God : when a

man is awakened, he is begotten of God, and his fear, and sorrow, and
sense of the wrath of God, are the pangs of the new birth."

It is true also, that I then recollected what P. Bohler had often said

on this head, which was to this effect :

—

(1.) " When a man has living faith in Christ, then he is justified.

(2.) " This is always given in a moment.
(3.) " And in that moment he has peace with God.

(4.) " Which he cannot have without knowing that he has it.

(5.) "And 'being born of God' he sinneth not.

(6.) " Which deliverance from sin he cannot have without knowing
that he has it."

21. I did not apprehend it possible for any man living to have

imagined that J. beUeved both these accounts ; the words whereof I

had purposely so ranged, and divided into short sentences, that the gross,

irreconcilable difference between them might be plain to the meanest

reader. I cannot therefore but be a little surprised at the strength of

that prejudice which could prevent any one's seeing, that, in opposition

to the Count's opinion, (which in many respects I wholly disapproved of,)

I quoted the words of one of his own Church, which, if true, overturn it

altogether.

22. I have nothing to object to the quotations made in the seventh,

eighth, and ninth sections. In the tenth are these words : " Now, since

Mr. Wesley went so far to gather such materials together, let us see

what was the system (or mther the medley) of principles he had to

return with to England."
" OF THE ASSURANCE OF JUSTIFICATION.

"
I believe that conversion is an instantaneous work ; and that the mo-

ment a man is converted, or has living faith in Christ, he is justified

:

which faith a man cannot have without knowing that he hath it.

" Yet I believe he may not know that he is justified (that is, that he has

living faith) till a long time after.

" I believe, also, that the moment a man is justified he has peace with

God.
" Which he cannot have without knowing that he has it.

" Yet I believe he may not know that he is justified (that is, that he

has peace with God) till a long time after.

"
I believe when a man is justified he is born of God.

" And being born of God, he sinneth not.

" Which deliverance from sin he cannot have without knowing it.

" Yet I believe he may not know that he is justified (that is, delivered

from sin) till a long time after.

"Though I believe that others may know that he is justified, by his

power over sin, his seriousness, and love of the brethren."

23. " OF THE CONDITIONS OF JUSTIFICATION.

" I believe that Christ ' formed in us,' subnrdinatcly to Christ ' given for

us,' (that is, our own inherent rigliteousiiess subordinate to Christ's merits,)

ought to be insisted upon, as necessary to our justification.

" And it is just and right that a man should be humble and penitent,

and have a broken and contrite heart, (that is, should have Christ formed

in him,) before he can expect to be justified.

" And that this penitence and contrition is the work of the Holy Ghost.

" Yet I believe that all this is nothing toward, and has no influence on,

our justification.
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" Again, I believe that, in order to justification, I must go straight to

Christ, with all my ungodliness, and plead nothing else.

"Yet I believe tiiat we should not insist upon any thing we do or feel,

as if it were necessary previous to justification."

24. "of the effects of justification.

"I believe that justification is the same thing as to be born of God.
Yet a man may have a strong assurance that he is justified, and not be
able to affirm that he is born of God.

" A man may be fully assured that his sins are forgiven, yet may not
be able to tell the hour or day when he received this full assurance, be-

cause it may grow up in him by degrees.—Though he can remember that,

from the time this full assurance was confirmed in him, he never lost it,

no, not for a moment.
" A man may have a weak faith at the same time that he hath peace

with God, not one uneasy thought, and freedom from sin, not one unholy
desire.

" A man may be justified, that is, born of God, who has not a clean
heart, that is, is not sanctified.

" He may be justified, that is, born of God, and not have the indwelling
of the Spirit."

25. I entirely agree, " that the foregoing creed is a very extraordinary

and odd composition." But it is not mine : I neither composed it nor

believe it ; as, I doubt not, every impartial reader will be fully convinced,

when we shall have gone over it, once more, step by step.

The parts of it which I do believe I shall barely repeat : on the others

it will be needful to add a few words.

" OF THE ASSURANCE OF JUSTIFICATION.

" I believe that conversion," meaning thereby justification, " is an
instantaneous work ; and that the moment a man has living faith in

Christ, he is converted or justified." (So the proposition must be ex-

pressed to make it sense.) " Which faith he cannot have, without

knowing that he has it."

" Yet I believe he may not know that he has it till long after." This
I deny : I believe no such thing.

" I believe the moment a man is justified he has peace Avith God :

" Which he cannot have without knowing that he has it."

" Yet I believe he may not know he has it till long after." This again

I deny. I believe it not ; nor Michael Linner neither ; to clear whom
entirely, one need only read his own words :

—

" About fourteen years ago, I was more than ever convinced that I was
wholly different from what God required me to be. I consulted his word
again and again; but it spoke nothing but condemnation; till at last I

could not read, nor indeed do any thing else, having no hope and no spirit

left in me. I had been in this state for several days, when, being musing
by myself, those words came strongly into my mind, ' God so loved the

world that he gave his only-begotten Son, to the end that all who believe

in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.' I thought, 'All!
Then I am one. Then He is given for me. But I am a sinner : and he
came to save sinners.' Immediately my burden dropped off, and my heart
was at rest.

" But the full assurance of faith I had not yet, nor for the two years I

continued in Moravia. When I was driven out thence by the Jesuits, I

retired hither, and was soon after received into the Church. And here,
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after some time, it pleased our Lord to manifest himself more clearly to

my soul ; and give me that full sense of acceptance in him, which excludes

all doubt and fear.

" Indeed the leading of the Spirit is different in different souls. His
more usual method, I believe, is, to give, in one and the same moment,
forgiveness of sins, and a full assurance of that forgiveness. Yet in many
he works as he did in me

;
giving first the remission of sins, and after

some weeks, or months, or years, the full assurance of it." (Vol. iii, p. 91.)

All I need observe is, that the first sense of forgiveness is often mixed

with doubt or fear. But the full assurance of faith excludes all doubt

and fear, as the very term implies.

Therefore, instead of, " He may not know that he has peace with

God till long after," it should be, (to agree with Michael Linner's words,)

" He may not have, till long after, the full assurance of faith, which

excludes all doubt and fear."

" I believe a man is justified at the same time that he is born of God.
" And he that is born of God sinneth not.

" Which deliverance from sin he cannot have, without knowing that

he has it."

" Yet I believe he may not know it till long after." This also I

utterly deny.

26. "OF THE CONDITIONS OF JUSTIFICATION.

" I believe, that Christ ' formed in us' ought to be insisted on, as

necessary to our justification."

I no more believe this than Christian David does, whose words con-

cerning it are these :

—

•' It pleased God to show me, that Christ in us, and Christ for us,

ought to be both insisted on.

" But I clearly saw we ought not to insist on any thing we feel, any

more than any thing we do, as if it were necessary previous to our

justification.

" And before a man can expect to be justified, he should be humble

and penitent, and have a broken and contrite heart, that is, should have

Christ formed in him." No ; that is quite another thing. I believe

every man is penitent before he is justified ; he repents before he be-

lieves the Gospel. But it is never betbre he is justified, that Christ is

formed in him.
" And that this penitence and contrition is the work of the Holy

Ghost.
" Yet I believe that all this is nothing toward, and has no influence

on, our justification."

Christian David's words are :
" Observe, this is not the foundation.

It is not this by which (for the sake of which) you are justified. This

is not the righteousness, this is no part of the righteousness, by which

you are reconciled to God. You grieve for your sins ;
you are deeply

humbled
;
your heart is broken. Well ; but all this is nothing to your

justification." The words immediately following fix the sense of this

otherwise exceptionable sentence. " The remission of your sins is

not owing to this cause, either in whole or in part. Your humiliation

has no influence on that." Not as a cause ; so the very last words

explain it.
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" Again, I believe tliat in order to obtain justification, I must go

straight to Christ, with all my ungodliness, and plead nothing else."

" Yet I believe we shoidd not insist on any thing we do or feel, as if

it were necessarily previous to justilication." No, nor on any thing

else. So the whole tenor of Christian David's words implies.

"OF THE EFFECTS OF JUSTIFICATION.

27. " I believe a man may have a strong assurance he is justified,

and not be able to affirm he is a child of God."
Feder's words are these :

" I foimd my heart at rest, in good hope

that my sins were forgiven ; of which I had a stronger assurance six

weeks after." (True, comparatively stronger, though still mixed with

doubt and fear.) " But I dare not affirm, I am a child of God." I see

no inconsistency in all this. Many such instances I know at this day.

I myself was one for some time.

" A man may be fully assured that his sins are forgiven, yet may not

be able to tell the day when he received this full assurance ; because it

grew up in him by degrees." (Of this also I know a few other instances.

)

" But from the time this full assurance was confirmed in him, he never

lost it." Very true, and, I think, consistent.

Neuser's own words are, " In him I found true rest to my soul, being

fully assured that all my sins were forgiven. Yet I cannot tell the hour

or day when I first received that full assurance. For it was not given

me at first, neither at once ;" (not in its fulness ;)
" but grew up in me

by degrees. And from the time it was confirmed in me, I have never

lost it, having never since doubted, no, not for a moment."
*' A man may have a weak faith, at the same time that he has peace

with God, and no unholy desires."

A man may be justified who has not a clean heart.

28. (11.) Not in the full sense of the word. This I do verily believe

is sound divinity, agreeable both to Scriptiu-e and experience. And I

believe it is consistent with itself. As to the "hundred other absurdities

Avhich might be fully and fairly made out," it will be time enough to

consider them when they are produced.

29. (12, 13.) But whether I have succeeded in attempting to recon-

cile these things or no, I verily think Mr. Tucker has. I desire not a

more consistent account of my principles, than he has himself given in

the following words :

—

" Our spiritual state should be considered distinctly under each of

these views :

—

" 1. Before justification ; in which state we may be said to be nnable

to do any thing acceptable to God ; because then we can do nothing but

come to Christ ; which ought not to be considered as doing any thing,

but as supplicating (or waiting) to receive a power of doing for the time

to come.
" For the preventing grace of God, which is common to all is sufficient

to bring us to Christ, though it is not sufficient to carry us any farther till

we are justified.

" 2. After justification. The moment a man comes to Christ (by faith)

he is justified, and born again ; that is, he is born again in the imperfect

sense, (for there are two [if not more] degrees of regeneration,) and he
has power over all the stirrings and motions of sin, but not a total free-

dom from them. Therefore he hath not yet, in the full and proper sense,
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a new aiid clean heart. But being exposed to various temptations, lie

may and will full again from this condition, if he doth not attain to a

more excellent gift."*

.3. Sanctitication, the last and highest state of perfection in this life.

For then are the faithful born again in the full and perfect sense. Then
is there given unto them a new and clean heart ; and the struggle

between the old and new man is over."!"

30. (14.) That I may say many things which have been said before,

and perhaps by Calvin or Arminius, by Montanus or Barclay, or the

Archbishop of Cambray, is highly probable. But it cannot thence be

inferred that I hold a " medley of all their principles ;—Calvinism,

Arminianisni, Montanism, Quakerism, Quietism, all thrown together."

There might as well have been added, Judaism, Mohammedanism,
Paganism. It would have made the period rounder, and been full as

easily proved, I mean asserted. For no other proof is yet produced.

31.1 pass over the smaller mistakes which occur in the fifteenth and

sixteenth paragraphs, together with the prophecy or prognostication

concerning the approaching divisions and downfall of the Methodists.

What follows to the end, concerning the ground of our hope, is indeed

of greater importance. But we have not as yet the strength of the

cause ; the dissertation promised, is still behind. Therefore, as my
work is great, and my time short, I waive that dispute for the present.

And perhaps, when 1 shall have received farther light, 1 may be con-

vinced, that " Gospel holiness," as Mr. Tucker believes, " is a neces-

sary qualification, antecedent to justification." This appears to me now
to be directly opposite to the Gospel of Christ. But I will endeavour

impartially to consider what shall be advanced in defence of it. And
may He who knoweth my simpjejiess, teach mo his way, and give me
a right judgment in all things !

* ^'Mr. Charles Wesley," the note says, " was not persuaded of the truth of the

Moravian faith, till some time after his brother's return from Germany." I'here is a
great mistake in this. I returned not from Germany till Saturday, September 16.

Whereas my brother was fully persuaded of the truth of the Moravian taith {so

called) on Wednesday, May 3, preceding:. The note adds, " This," that is. Justify-

ing faith, '' he received but very lately." This also is a mistake. What he believed

to be justifying faith, he received May 21, 1738. (Vol. iii, 67, 69,)

f The next note runs thus: "Mr. Wesley has such a peculiar turn and tendency

toward inconsistencies in his principles, that in his Preface to Haliburton's Life,

(wrote February 9, 1738-9, just after his return from Germany,) he contradicts ail

that he has said elsewhere for this sinless perfection, viz. 'But it may be said, the

Gospel covenant does not promise entire freedom from sin.' What do you mean by
the word sin ? the infection of nature, or those numberlcj,s weaknesses and follies,

sometimes (improperly) termed sins of infirmity? If you mean only this, you say

most true. We shall not put off these but with our bodies. But if you mean, it does

not promise entire freedom from sin, in its proper sense, or from committing sin ; this

is by no meiuis true, unless the Scriptures be false. For thus it is writte7i, Whosoever
is bam of God doth not commit sin, unless he lose the Spirit of adoption, if not finally,

yet for a while, as did this child of God : For his seed remainethin him, and he cannot

sin, because he is born of God. He cannot sin, so long as he keepeth himself, for then

Uie wicked one touchclh him not.' "

The question is not, whether this be right or wrong ; but whether it contradict any
thing I have said elsewhere. Thrice I have spoken expressly on this subject,—in a

sermon, and in two prefaces. If in any of these I have contradicted what I said be-

fore, I will own the former assertion as a mistake.



AN ANSWER
TO

THE REV. MR. CHURCH'S REMARKS ON THE
REV. MR. JOHN WESLEY'S LAST JOURNAL.

IN A LETTER TO THAT GENTLEMAN.

fiPt not him tliatgirdetli on Ill's harness boast himself as he that pultetli it ofl"; 1 Kings xx, 11.

Reverend Sir,— 1. My first desire and prayer to God is, that I may
live peaceably with all men : my ne.\t, that if I must dispute at all, it

rnay be with a man of understanding. Thus far, therefore, I rejoice on
the present occasion. 1 rejoice also in that I have confidence of your
sincerity, of your real desire to promote the glory of God, by peace and
good will among men. I am likewise thankful to God for your calm
manner of writing

;
(a few paragraphs excepted;) and yet more for this,

—

that such an opponent should, by writing in such a manner, give me
an opportunity of explaining myself on those very heads whereon I

wanted an occasion so to do.

2. I do not want, indeed, (though perhaps you think I do,) to widen
the breach between us, or to represent the difference of the doctrines

we severally teach, as greater than it really is. So far from it, that I

earnestly wish there were none at all ; or, if there must be some, that it

may be as small as possible ; being fully persuaded, that, could we once
agree in doctrines, other differences would soon fall to the ground.

3. In order to contribute, as I am able, to this, it will be my endeavour
to acknowledge what I think you have spoken right, and to answer
what I cannot think right as yet, with what brevity and clearness I can.

I desire to do this in as inoffensive a manner as the nature of the thing

will bear, and consistently with that brotherly love which I cannot deny
you without wronging my own soul.

4. You sum up your charge thus : " You have now. Sir, my senti-

ments.—It is impossible for you to put an entire stop to the enormities

of the Moravians, while you still, I. Too much commend these men

:

II. Hold principles in common with them, from which these enormities

naturally follow : And, III. Maintain other errors more than theirs, and
are guihy of enthusiasm to the highest degree." (Remarks, pp. 73, 74.)

I. 1. You, first, charge me with too much commending the Moravians.

That the case may be fully understood, I will transcribe the passages

which you cite from the Journal concerning them, and then give a gene-

ral answer :

—

" She told me Mr. Molther had advised her, till she received faith, to

be still, ceasing from outward works. In the evening, Mr. Bray also was
highly commending the being still : he likewise spoke largely of the great
danger that attended the doing of outward works, and of the folly of people
that keep running about to church and sacrament." (Vol. iii, p. 167.)

" Sunday, November 4. Our society met, and continued silent till

eight." (lUd.)

"Sunday, June 22. I spoke thus: Eight or nine months ago, certain

men arose, who affirmed that there is no such thing as any means of grace,

and that we ought to leave off these works of the law." (Ibid. p. 186.)
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" You, Mr. Molther, believe that the way to attain faitli, is, not to go
to church, not to communicate, not to fast, not to use so much private
prayer, not to read the Scripture, not to do temporal good, or attempt to

do spiritual good." (Ibid. p. 174.)

"You undervalue good works, especially works of outward mercy,
never publicly insisting on the necessity of them." (Ibid. p. 225.)

" Some of our brethren asserted, (1.) That till they had true faith, they
ought to be still ; that is, (as they explained tliemselves,) to abstain from
the means of grace, as they are called, the Lord's Supper in particular.

(2.) That the ordinances are not means of grace, there being no other
means than Christ." (Ibid. p. 167.)

" I could not agree, either that none has any faith, so long as he is

liable to any doubt or fear ; or that, till we have it, we ought to abstain
from the ordinances of God." (Ibid.)

" Mr. Br—n speaks so slightingly of the means of grace, tliat many are
much grieved to hear him ; but others are greatly delighted with him.
Ten or fourteen of them meet at our brother Clarke's, with Mr. Molther,
and make a mere jest of going to the church or to the sacrament."
(Ibid. p. 172.)

"You, Mr. Molther, believe it is impossible for a man to use these
means without trusting in them." (Ibid. p. 174.)

"
' Believers,' said Mr. Simpson, ' are not subject to ordinances, and

unbelievers have nothing to do with them.' " (Ibid. p. 182.)

"'Believers need not, and unbelievers may not, use them. These do
not sin when they abstain from them ; but those do sin when they do not
abstain.' " (Ibid. p. 187.)

"
' For one who is not born of God to read the Scriptures, or to pray,

or to communicate, or to do any outward work, is deadly poison. If he
does any of these things, he destroys himself.' Mr. Bell earnestly defend-
ed this." (Ibid. p. 189.)

" At eight, the society at Nottingham met : I could not but observe that
not one who came in used any prayer at all. I looked for one of our
hymnbooks, but both that and the Bible were vanished away, and in the
room thereof lay the Moravian Hymns and the Count's Sermons."
(Ibid. p. 212.)

" One of our English brethren, joined with you, said in his public ex-
pounding, ' As many go to hell by praying as by thieving.' Another, ' I

knew one who, leaning over the back of a chair, received a great gift.

But he must kneel down to give God thanks : so he lost it immediately

;

and I know not whether he will ever have it again.' And yet another

:

' You have lost your first joy. Therefore, you pray : that is the devil.

You read the Bible : that is the devil. You communicate : that is the
devil.' " (Ibid. p. 224.)

"They affirmed that there is no commandment in the New Testament
but to believe ; that no other duty lies upon us ; and that, when a man
does believe, ho is liot bound or obliged to do any thing which is com-
manded there." (Ibid. p. 186.)

" Mr. St told me, ' No one has any degree of faith till he is perfect as
God is perfect.' " (Ibid. p. 182.)

"You believe there are no degrees in faith." (Ibid.)
" I have heard Mr. Molther allirni, tiiat there is no justifying failh

where there is ever any doubt." (Ibid. p. 223.)
" The moment a man is justified, he is sanctified wholly. Thenceforth,

till death, he is neither more nor less holy." (Ibid. p. 220.)
" We are to grow in grace, but not in holiness." (Ibid. p. 220.)

2. I have frequently observed that I wholly disapprove of all these

positions : " That there are no degrees in faith ; that in order to attain
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faith \vc must abstain from all the ordinances of God ; that a believer

does not grow in holiness ; and that he is not obliged to keep the com-
mandments of God." But I must also observe, (1.) That you ought

not to charge the Moravian Church with the first of these ; since in

the very page from which you quote those words, " There is no justify-

ing faith where there is ever any doubt," that note occurs : " In the

preface to the Second Journal, the Moravian Church is cleared from
this mistake." (2.) That with respect to the ordinances of God, their

practice is better than their principle. They do use them themselves, I

am a witness ; and that with reverence and godly fear. Those expres-

sions, however, of our own countrymen are utterly indefensible; as I think

are Mr. Molther's also ; who was quickly after recalled into Germany.
The great fault of the Moravian Church seems to lie in not openly dis-

claiming all he had said ; which in all probability they would have done,

had they not leaned to the same opinion. I must, (3.) Observe that 1

never knew one of the Moravian Church, but that single person, affirm

that a believer does not grow in holiness. And perhaps he would not

affirm it on reflection. But I am still afraid their whole Church is

tainted with Quietism, Universal Salvation, and Antinomianism : I

speak, as I said elsewhere, of Antinomian opinions, abstracted from
practice, good or bad.

3. But I should rejoice if there lay no other objection against them,
than that of erroneous opinions. I know in some measure how to have
compassion on the ignorant : I know the incredible force of preposses-

sion. And God only knows, what ignorance or error (all things consi-

dered) is invincible ; and what allowance his mercy will make, in such
cases, to those who desire to be led into all truth. But how far what
follows may be imputed to invincible ignorance or prepossession, I can-

not tell.

Many of " you greatly, yea, above measure, exalt yourselves, (as a
Church,) and despise others. I have scarce heard one Moravian bro-

ther own his Church to be wrong in any thing. Many of you I have
heard speak of it, as if it were infallible. Some of you have set it up
as the judge of all the earth, of all persons as well as doctrines. Some
of you have said, that there is no true Church but yours

;
yea, that there

are no true Christians out of it. And your own members you require

to have implicit faith in her decisions, and to pay implicit obedience lo

her directions." (Vol. iii, p. 224.)

I can in no degree justify these things. And yet neither can I look

upon them in the same light that you do, as " some of the very worst

things which are objected to the Church of Rome." (Reinm^ks, p. 7.)

They are exceeding great mistakes : yet in as great mistakes have holy

men both lived and died ;—Thomas a Kempis, for instance, and Francis
Sales. And yet I doubt not they are now in Abraham^s bosom.

4. 1 am more concerned for their " despising and decrying self

denial ;" for their " extending Christian liberty beyond all warrant of
holy writ ;" for their " want of zeal for good works ;" and, above all,

for their supposing, that " we may, on some accounts, use guile ;" in

consequence of which they do " use guile or dissimulation in many
cases." " Nay, in many ofthem I have found" (not in all, nor in most,)
" much subtlety, much evasion and disguise ; so ' becoming all things
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to all men,' as to take the colour and shape of any that were near them."
{Ibid. pp. 208, 174, 226, 223.)

I can neither defend nor excuse those among the Moravians whom I

have found guilty of this. But neither can I condemn all for the sake
of some. Every man shall give an account of himself to God.

But you say, " Your protesting against some of their opinions is not
sufficient lo discharge you. Have you not prepared the way for these
Moravians, by countenancing and commending them ; and by still

speaking of them as if they were in the main the best Christians in the

world, and only deluded or mistaken in a few points?" {Remarks,

pp. 11,12.)
I cannot speak of them otherwise than I think. And I still think,

(1
.
) That God has some thousands in our own Church who have the faith

and love which is among them, without those errors either ofjudgment
or practice. (2.) That, next to these, the body of the Moravian Church,
however mistaken some of them are, are in the main, of all whom I

have seen, the best Christians in the world.

5. Because I am continually charged with inconsistency herein, even
by the Moravians themselves, it may be " needful to give a short account
of what has occurred between us from the beginning.

" My first acquaintance with the Moravian brethren began in ray voyage
to Georgia. Being then with many of them in the same ship, I narrowly
observed their whole behaviour. And I greatly approved of all I saw."
(The particulars are related in the First Journal.)

" From February 14, 1735, to December 2, 1737, being with them (ex-

cept when I went to Frederica or Carolina) twice or thrice every day, I

loved and esteemed them more and more. Yet a few things I could not
approve of. These I mentioned to them from time to time, and then
commended the cause to God.

" In Februai-y following I met with Peter Bohler. My heart clave to

him as soon as he spoke. And the more we conversed, so much the more
did I esteem both him and the Moravian Church. So that I had no rest

in my spirit till I executed the design which I had formed long before;
till, after a short stay in Holland, I hastened forward, first to Marienbourn,
and then to Hernhuth."*

It may be observed, that I had before seen a few things in the Mora-
vians which I could not approve of. In this journey I saw a few more,

in the midst of many excellent things ; in consequence whereof, " in

September, 1738, soon after my return to England, I began the follow-

ing letter to the Moravian Church. But being fearful of trusting my
own judgment, I determined to wait yet a little longer, and so laid it by

Unfinished :

—

'"My Dear Brethren,—I cannot but rejoice in your steadfast faith,

in your love to our blessed Redeemer, your deadness lo the world, your
meekness, temperance, chastity, and love of one another. I greatly ap-
prove of your conferences and bands,t of your methods of instructing

children ; and, in general, of your great care of the souls committed to

your charge.
" ' But of some other things I stand in doubt, which I will mention in

love and meekness. And I wish that, in order lo remove those doubts,

* These are the words of the Fourth Journal, vol. iii, page 226, &c.

i The Band society in London began May 1 , some time before I set out for Germany.
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you would, oil each of those heads, First, plaiiuy answer whether tlie fact

be as I suppose ; and if so, Secondly, consider whether it be right.
" ' Is not the Count all in all among you ?

" ' Do you not magnify your own Church loo much ?

" ' Do you not use guile and dissimulation in many cases?
" ' Are you not of a close, dark, reserved temper and behaviour?'
" It may easily be seen, that my objections then were nearly tiie same

as now." Only with tliis difference,—I was not then assured that the

facts were as I supposed. " Yet I cannot say my affection was lessened

at all : (for I did not dare to determine any thing:) but from November 1,

I could not but see more and more things which I could not reconcile with
the Gospel."

" These I have set down with all simplicity. Yet do I this, because I

love them not? God knoweth : yea, and in part, I esteem them still;

because I verily believe they have a sincere desire to serve God; because
many of them have tasted of his love, and some retain it in simplicity;

because they love one another ; because they have so much of the truth

of the Gospel, and so far abstain from outward sin. And lastly, because
their discipline is, in most respects, so truly excellent ; notwithstanding
that visible blemish, the paying too much regard to their great patron and
benefactor. Count Zinzendorf."

6. I believe if you coolly consider this account, you will not find,

either that it is inconsistent with itself, or that it lays you under any
necessity of speaking in the following manner : " A\ hat charms there

may be in a demure look and a sour behaviour, I know not. But sure

they must be in your eye very extraordinary, as they can be sufficient to

cover such a multitude of eiTors and crimes, and keep up the same
regard and affection for the authors and abettors of them. I doubt
your regard for them was not lessened, till they began to interfere with

what you thought your province. You was influenced, not by a just

resentment to see the honour of religion and virtue so injuriously and
scandalously trampled upon, but by a fear of losing your own authority."

{Remarks, pp. 18, 19.)

I doubt, there is scarce one line of all these which is consistent either

with truth or love. But I will transcribe a few more, before I answer

:

" How could you so long and so intimately converse with, so much
commend, and give such countenance to, such desperately wicked peo-

ple as the Moravians, according to your own account, were known by
you to be 1 And you still speak of them, as if they were, in the main,

the best Christians in the world. In one place you say, ' A few things

I could not approve of;' but in God's name, sir, is the contempt of
almost the whole of our duty, of every Christian ordinance, to be so

gently touched? Can detestation in such a case be too strongly

expressed 1 Either they are some of the vilest wretches in the world,

or you are the falsest accuser in the world. Christian charity has

scarce an allowance to make for them as you have described them. If

you have done this truly, they ought to be discouraged by all means
that can be imagined."

7. Let us now weigh these assertions. "They" (that is, "the
charms of their sour behaviour") " must be in your eye very extra-

ordinary."—Do not you stumble at the threshold 1 The Moravians
excel in sweetness of behaviour. " As they can be sufficient to cover
such a multitude of errors and crimes." Such a multitude oferrors and
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crimes ! I believe, as to errors, they hold universal salvat)on, and are

partly Antinomians, (in opinion,) and partly Quietists ; and for this

cause I cannot join with them. But where is the multitude of errors?

Whosoever knows two or three hundred more, let him please to men-
tion them.

Such a muUitiide of crimes too ! That some of tliem have used guile,

and are of a close reserved behaviour, I know. And I excuse them
not. But to this multitude of crimes 1 am an utter stranger. Let him
prove this charge upon them who can. For me, I declare I cannot.

" To keep up the same regard and afiection.'*—Not so. I say, my
affection was not lessened, till after September, 1739, till I had proof of

what I had feared before. But I had not the same degree of regard for

them when I saw the dark as well as the bright side of their character.

" I doubt your regard for them was not lessened till they began to inter-

fere with what you thought your province." If this were only a doubt,

it were not much amiss ; but it presently shoots up into an assertion,

equally groundless ; for my regard for them lessened, even while I was
in Georgia ; but it increased again after my return from thence, espe-

cially while I was at Hernhuth ; and it gradually lessened again for

some years, as I saw more and more which I approved not. How then

does it appear that " I was influenced herein, by a fear of losing my own
authority; not by a just resentment to see the honour of religion and
virtue so scandalously trampled upon ?"

—

Trampled upon ! By whom '\

Not by the Moravians : I never saw any such thing among them.

But what do you mean by " a just resentment r' I hope you do not

mean what is commonly called zeal ; a flame which often " sets on fire

the whole course of nature, and is itself set on fire of hell !" " Rivers

of water run from my eyes, because men keep not thy law." This
resentment on such an occasion I understand. From all other may
God deliver me

!

8. You go on :
" How could you so long and so intimately converse

with—such desperately wicked people as the Moravians, according to

your own account, were known by you to be ?" O sir, what another

assertion is this !
" The Moravians, according to your own account,

were known by you to be desperately wicked people, while you intimately

conversed with them!" Utterly false and injurious. I never gave any

such account. I conversed intimately with them, both at Savannah and
Hernhuth. But neither then, nor at any other time, did I know, or think,

or say, they were " desperately wicked people." I think and say, nay,

you blame me for saying, just the reverse, viz. that though 1 soon
" found among them a kw things which I could not approve ;" yet I

believe they are " in the main some of the best Christians in the world."

You surprise me yet more in going on thus :
" In God's name, sir, is

the contempt of almost the whole of our duty, of every Christian ordi-

nance, to be so very gently touched ?" Sir, this is not the case. This

charge no more belongs to the Moravians, than that of murder. Some
of our countrymen spoke very wicked things. The Mora\ ians did not

sufliciently disavow them. These are the premises. By what art can

you extort so dreadful a conclusion from them ?

" Can detestation, in such a case, be to'j strongly expi'essed '!" Indeed

it can ; even were the case as you suppose. " Either they arc sonio
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of the vilest wretches in the world, or you are the falsest accuser in the

world." Neither one nor the other : thou<,fh I prove what I allege, yet

they may be, in the main, good men. " Charity has scarce an allowance

to make for them, as you have described tliem." I have described them
as of a mixed character, with much evil among them, but more good.

Is it not a strange kind of charity, which cannot find an allowance to

make in such a case? " If you have described them truly, they ought
to be discouraged by all means thtit can be imagined." Bij all means !

I hope not by fire and faggot ; though the house ofmercij imagines these

to be, of all means, most eficctual.

9. You proceed :
" How can yon justify the many good things you

say of the Moravians, notwithstanding this character? You say they

love God : but how can this be, when they even plead against keeping
most of his commandments? You say, you believe they have a sincere

desire to serve God. How, then, can they despise his service in so

many instances? You declare some of them much holier than any
people you had yet loiown. Strange ! if they fail in so many prime
points of Christian duty, and this not only habitually and presumptuously,

but even to the denying their use and necessity. You praise them for

trampling under loot ' the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the

pride of life :' and yet you make them a close, reserved, insincere,

deceitful people.

" How you will explain those things I know not," {Remarks, pp. 20,

21.) By nakedly declaring each thing as it is. They are, I believe, the

most self-inconsistent people now under the sun : and I describe them
just as I find them ; neither better nor worse, but leaving the good and
bad together. Upon this ground I can very easily justify the saying

many good things of them, as well as bad. For instance : I am still

persuaded that they (many of them) love God ;• although many others

of them ignoranily " plead against tlie keeping," not " most," but some
" of his commandments." I believe " they have a sincere desire to

serve God:" and yet, in several instances, some of them, I think, de-

spise that manner of serving him which I know God hath ordained. I

Ijelieve some of them are much holier than any people I had known in

August, 1740 : yet sure I am that others among them fail, not indeed
in tho " prime points of Christian duty," (for these are faith, and the

love of God and man,) but in several points of no small importance.

Not that they herein sin presumptuously, neither ; for they are fully,

though erroneously, persuaded in theiy own minds. From the same
persuasion they act, when they, in some sense, deny the use or neces-

sity of those ordinances. How far that persuasion will justify or excuse
them, I leave to Him who knoweth their hearts. Lastly. I believe they

trample under foot, in a good degree, " the lust of the flesh, the lust of
the eye, and the pride of life :" and yet many of them use reserve, yea,

guile. Therefore my soul mourns for them in secret places.

10. " But I must observe," you say, " that you fall not only into incon-
sistencies, but into direct contradictions. You commend thorn for ' loving
one another in a manner the world knoweth not of;' and yet you charge
them with being ' in the utmost confusion, biting and devouring one ano-
ther.' You say, ' Tliey caution us against natural love of one another

;

and had well nigh destroyed brotherly love from among us.'
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" You praise them for ' using no diversions, but such as become saints;'

and for ' not regarding outward adorning :' yet you say, they ' conform
to the world in wearing gold and costly apparel ; and by joining in worldly
diversions, in order to do good.'

" You call their discipline, ' in most respects, truly excellent.' I wish
you had more fully explained yourself. I am sure it is no sign of good
discipline, to permit such abominations. And you tell them yourself,
'I can show you such a subordination as answers all Christian purposes,
and yet is as distant from that among you as the heavens are from the
earth.'

" You mention it as a good effect of their discipline, that ' every one
knows and keeps his proper rank.' Soon after, as if it were with a design
to confute yourself, you say, ' Our brethren have neither wisdom enough
to guide, nor prudence enough to let it alone.'

" And now, sir, how can you reconcile these opposite descriptions?"

{Ibid. pp. 21, 22.) Just as easily as those before, by simply declaring

the thing as it is. " You commend them," (the Moravians,) " for loving

one another ; and yet charge them with biting and devouring one ano-

ther." (Vol. iii, pp. 166, 173.) Them! Whom? Not the Moravians ;

but the English brethren of Fetter-lane, before their union with the

Moravians. Here, then, is no shadow of contradiction. For the two
sentences do not relate to the same persons.

" You say, ' They had well nigh destroyed brotherly love from among
us ;' partly by ' cautions against natural love.' " {Ibid. p. 225.) It is a

melancholy truth ; so they had. But we had then no connection with

them. Neither, therefore, docs this contradict their " loving one ano-

ther in a manner the world knoweth not of."

" You praise them for using no diversions but such as become saints ;"

{Ibid. p. 166 ;) "and yet say," (I recite the whole sentence,) "Ihave heard
some of you affirm, that ' Christian salvation implies liberty to conform
to the world, by joining in worldly diversions, in order to do good.'

"

{Ibid. p. 223.) And both these are true. The Moravians, in general,
" use no diversions but such as become saints ;" and yet I have heard

some of them affirm, in contradiction to their own practice, that " one
then mentioned did well, when he joined in playing at tennis in order to

do good."

11. " You praise them for not ' regarding outward adorning.' " {Ibid.

p. 166.) So I do, the bulk of the congregation. " And yet you say,"

(I again recite the whole sentence,) " I have heard some of you affirm,

that ' Christian salvation implies liberty to conform to the world, by
jiutting on of gold and costly apparel.' " {Ibid. p. 223.) I have so. And
1 blame them the more, because they arc condemned by the general

practice of their own Church.
" You call their discipline ' in most respects truly excellent.' {Ibid.

p. 166.) I could wish yon had more fully explained yourself." I have,

in the Second Journal, {Ibid. pp. 83-103.) " It is no sign of good dis-

cipline to permit such abominations ;" that is, error in opinion, and
guile in practice. True, it is not ; nor is it any demonstration against

it. For there may be good discipline even in a college of Jesuits.

Another fault is, too great a deference to the Count. And yet, "in
most respects, their discipline is truly excellent."

" You mention it as a good effect of their discipline, that ' every ono
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knows and keeps his proper rank.' {Ibid. p. 166.) Soon after, as it were
with a design to confute yoursell", you say, ' Our brethren have neither

wisdom enough to guide, nor prudence enough to let it alone.' " {Ibid.

p. 172.) Pardon me, sir, I have no design either to confute or to con-

tradict myself in these words. The former sentence is spoken of the

Moravian brethren ; the latter, of the English brethren of Fetter-lane.

1 2. You need not therefore " imagine, that either the strong pretences

or warm professions of the Mora\ians," or their " agreeing with mc on
some favourite topics," (for my love to them was antecedent to any
such agreement,) " induce me to overlook their iniquity, and to forgive

their other crimes." {Remarks, p. 23.) No. I love them upon quite

different grounds ; even because I believe, notwithstanding all their

faults, they " love the Lord Jesus in sincerity," and have a measure of
" the mind that was in him." And I am in great earnest when I declare

once more, that I have a deep, abiding conviction, by how many degrees

the good which is among them overbalances the evil ; that I cannot

speak of them but with tender affection, were it only for the benefits I

have received from them ; and that, at this hour, I desire union with

them (were those stvmibling blocks once put away, which have hitherto

made that desire ineffectual) above all things under heaven.

II. 1. Your second charge is, " That I hold, in common with them,

principles from which their errors naturally follow." You mean justifi-

cation by faith alone. To set things in the clearest light I can, I will

first observe what I hold, and what you object; and then inquire what
the consequences have been.

First. As to what I hold. My latest thoughts upon justification are

expressed in the foUoAving words :

—

"Justification sometimes means our acquittal at the last day. But this

is out of the present question; that justification whereof our Articles and
Homilies speak, meaning present pardon aud acceptance with God; who
therein declares his righteousness and mercy, by or for the remission of
the sins that are past.

" I believe, the condition of this is faith : I mean, not onlj', that with-
out faith we cannot be justified; but also, that, as soon as any one has
true faith, in that moment he is justified.

" Good works follow this faitli, but cannot go b(;fore it. Much less can
sanctification, which implies a continued course of good works, springing
from holiness of heart. But—entire sanctification goes before our justifi-

cation at the last day.
" It is allowed, that repentance, and ' fruits meet for repentance,' go

before faith. Repentance absolutely must go before faith; fruits meet
for it, if there be opportunity. By repentance I mean, conviction of sin,

producing real desires and sincere resolutions of amendment; and by
' fruits meet for repentance,' forgiving our brother, ceasing from evil,

doing good, using the ordinances of God, and, in general, obeying him
according to the measure of grace which we have received. But these

I cannot, as yet, term good works, because tlicy do not spring from faith

and the love of God." (Farther .Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion,

pp. 34, 35.)

2. "Faith, in general, is a divine, supernatural sKzyx^S (evidence or
conviction) of things not seen, not discoverable by our bodily senses, as
being either past, future, or spiritual. Justifying faith implies, not only
a divine iXsy/og [evidence or conviction] that God ' was in Christ recon-
ciling the world unto himself,' but a sure trust and confidence that Christ

Vol. V. 18
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died for my sins, that he, loved me, and gave himself for me. And the

moment a penitent sinner thus believes, God pardons and absolves him."

(Ibid. p. 35.)

Now, it being allowed, that both inward and outward holiness are the

stated conditions of final justification, what more can you desire, who
have hitherto opposed justification by faith alone merely upon a princi-

ple ofconscience, because you was zealous for holiness and good works?

Do I not effectually secure these from contempt, at the same time that

I defend the doctrines of the Church ? I not only allow, but vehemently

contend, that none shall ever enter into glory, who is not holy on earth,

as well in heart as " in all manner of conversation." I cry aloud, " Let

all that have believed, be careful to maintain good works ;" and, " Let

every one that nameth the name of Christ, depart from all iniquity."

I exhort even those who are conscious they do not believe, " Cease to

do evil, learn to do well. The kingdom of heaven is at hand ;" there-

fore, " repent, and bring forth fruits meet for repentance." Are not

these directions the very same, in substance, which you yourself would

give to persons so circumstanced 1

3. " Many of those who are perhaps as zealous of good works as you,

think I have allowed you too much. Nay, my brethren, but how can we
help allowing it, if we allow the Scriptures to be from God.^ For is it

not written, and do not you yourselves believe, ' Without holiness no man
shall see the Lord?' And how then, without fighting about words, can
we deny, that holiness is a condition of final acceptance.'' And as to the

first acceptance or pardon, does not all experience as well as Scripture

prove, that no man ever yet truly believed the Gospel who did not first

repent. Repentance therefore we cannot deny to be necessarily previous

to faith. Is it not equally undeniable, tliat the running bftck into wilful,

known sin (suppose it were drunkenness or uncleanness) stifles that re-

pentance or conviction .'' And can that repentance come to any good issue

in his soul, who resolves not to forgive his brother.'' or who obstinately

refrains from what God convinces him is right, whether it be prayer or

hearing his word.'' Would you scruple yourself to tell one of these,

' Unto him that hath shall be given; but from him that hath not,' that is,

uses it not, ' shall be taken even that which he hath .'" Would you
scruple to say this? But in saying this, you allow all which I have said,

viz. that previous to justifying faith, there must be repentance, and, if

opportuinty permit, ' fruits meet for repentance.'

"And yet I allow you this, that altliougli both repentance and the

fruits thereof are in some sense necessary before justification, yet neither

the one nor the other is necessary in tlie same sense, or in the same de-

gree, with faith. Not in the same degree. For in whatever moment a

man believes, (in the Christian sense of tlie word,) he is justified, his sins

are blotted out, 'his faith is countinl to liim for righteousness.' B\it it is

not so, at whatever nu)mpnt he repents, or brings forth any or all the

fruits of repentance. Faith alone therefon; justifies; which repentance

alone does not; much less any outward work. And consequently, none
of these are necessary to justification, in tlic same degree witli faitli.

"Nor in tlie same sense. For none of these has so direct, immediate
a relation to justification as faith. This is proximately necessary thereto

;

repentance renu)tely, as it is necessary to the increase or contiiuiance of

repentance.* And even in this sense, these are only necessary on suppo-
sition,—if there be time and opportunity for tiiem ; for in many instances

* See this glaring; misprint of one of the earliest editions corrected \>y Mr. Wcslc/
himself in a subsequent part of this volume, p. 302.

—

Edit.
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there is not; but God cuts sliort his worii, and faith prevents the fruits of

repentance: so that the general proposition is not overthrown, but clearly

established, by these concessions; and we conclude still, tliat faith alone

is the proximate condition of justification."

4. This is what I hold conrcrning justification. I am next, briefly

to observe what you object. " If faith," say you, " is the sole condition

of justification, then it is our sole duty." (Remarks, p. 25.) I deny

the consequence. Faith may be, in the sense above described, the sole

condition of justification ; and yet not only repentance be our duty be-

fore, but all obedience after, we believe.

You go on: "If good works are not conditions of our justification,

they are not conditions of our (final) salvation." (p. 25.) I deny the

consequence again. Good works, properly so called, cannot be the

conditions ofjustification ; because it is impossible to do any good work

before we are justified. And yet, notwithstanding, good works may be,

and are conditions of final salvation. For who will say it is impossible

to do any good work before we are finally saved 1

You proceed : " Can we be saved in the contemptuous neglect of

repentance, prayer," &c? (p. 26.) No, nor justified neither ; but while

they are previous to faith, these are not allowed to be good works.

You afterward argue from my own concessions, thus :
"• Your notion

of tme stillness is, ' a patient waiting upon God, by lowliness, meek-

ness, and resignation, in all the ways of his holy law, and the works of

his commandments.' But how is it possible to reconcile to this, the

position, that these duties are not conditions of our justification ? If we
are justified without them, we may be saved without them. This con-

sequence cannot be too often repeated." (p. 26.)

Let it be repeated ever so often, it is good for nothing. For, far

other qualifications are required in order to our standing before God in

glory, than were required in order to his giving us faith and j)ardon. In

order to this, nothing is indispensably required, but repentance, or con-

viction of sin. But in order to the other it is indispensably required,

that we be fully " cleansed from all sin ;" that the " very God of peace

sanctify us wholly," even to oXoxXvjpov vjjxwv, " our entire body, soul, and

spirit." It is not necessary, therefore, (nor indeed possible,) that we
should, before justification, " patiently wait upon God, by lowliness,

meekness, and resignation, in all the ways of his holy law." And yet

it is necessary in the highest degree, that we should thus wait upon him

after justification : otherwise, how shall we be " meet to be partakers

of the inheritance of the saints in light?"

5. Soon after, you add : " In the passages last cited, you plead for

the necessity of a good life : but in others, the force of your principles

shows itself. An answer approved by you, is, ' My heart is desperately

wicked ; but I have no doubt or fear ; I know my Saviour loves me,

and I love him.' Both these particulars are impossible, if the Scripture

be true." (p. 29.)

You amaze me ! Is it possible you should be ignorant that your own
heart is desperately wicked? Yet I dare not say, either that God does

not love you, or that you do not love him.
" Again : you say, you described the state of those who have forgive-

ness of sins, but not a clean heart ;" (p. 30 ;) not in the full, proper
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sense. Very true ; but even then they had power over both inward and
outward corruptions ; far from being, as you suppose, " still wedded to

their vices, and resolved to continue in them."
"In another place, after having observed that ' sin does remain in

one that is justified, though it has not dominion over him,' you go on

:

' But fear not, though you have an evil heart
; yet a little while, and you

shall be endued with power from on high, whereby ye may purify your-
selves, even as he is pure.' Sinners, if they believe this, may be quite

secure, and imagine they have nothing to fear, though they continue in

their iniquities. For God's sake, sir, speak out. If they that have an
evil heart have not, who has reason to fear?" (p. 31.) All who have
not dominion over sin ; all who continue in their iniquities. You, for

one, if any sin has dominion over you. If so, I testify against you this

day, (and you will not be quite secure, if you believe me,) " The wrath
of God abideth on you !"

" What do you mean by, ' sin remains in one that is justified ?' that

he is guilty of any known, wilful, habitual sin?" (p. 32.) Judge by
what has gone before :—I mean the same as our Church means by,
" sin i-emains in the regenerate."

6. You proceed to another passage, which in the Journal stands

thus :

—

" After we had wandered many years in the new path of salvation by
faith and works, about two years ago it pleased God to show us the old

way of salvation by faith only. And many soon tasted of this salvation,

being justified Ircely, having peace with God, ' rejoicing in hope of the

glory of God,' and having ' his love shed abroad in their hearts.' " (Vol.

iii, p. 186.) Thus I define what I mean by this salvation, viz. " right-

eousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

But you object, "Here you deny the necessity of good works in order

to salvation." {Remarks, p. 33.) I deny the necessity, nay, possibility,

of good works, as previous to this salvation ; as previous to faith or

those fruits of faith, " righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost." This is my real sentiment, not a slip of my pen, neither any
proof ofmy want of accuracy.

7. " I shall now," you say, " consider the account you give, in this

Journal, of the doctrine of justification." {Remarks, p. 30.)

I will recite the whole, just as it stands, together with the occasion

ofit:—

" In the afternoon I was iuformed how many who cannot, in terms,

deny it,—explain Justification by faitli. They say, '(1.) Justification is

two-fold ; the first in this life, the second at liie last day. (2.) Both these

are by faith alone, that is, l)y objective faitli, or by the merits of Christ,

which are the object of our faith.' And this, they say, is all that St. Paul
and the Church mean by, ' we are Justified by faith only.' But they add,

(3.) 'We are not Justified by suhjiictive faitli alone, that is, by the faith

which is in us. But good works also must be added to this faith, as a
joint condition both of the first and second Justification.'

" In flat opposition to this, I cannot but maintain, (at least, till I have
clearer light,) (I.) That the Justification which is spoken of by St. Paul
to the Romans, and in our Articles, is not two-fold. It is one, and no
more. It is the present rennssion of^ our sins, or our first acceptance with

God. (2.) It is true, that the merits of Christ are the sole cause of this
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our justification. But it is not true, tliat this is all which St. Paul and
our Church mean by our beiujif justified by faith only; neither is it true,

that either St. Paul or the Church mean, by faith, the merits of Christ.

But, (3.) By our being justified by faith only, both St. Paul and the

Church mean, that the condition of our justification is faith alone, and
not good works; inasmuch as all works done before justification have in

them the nature of sin. Lastly. That faith which is the sole condition of
justification, is the faith which is wrouglit in us by the grace of God. It

is a sure trust which a man hath, that Christ hath loved him and died for

him." (Vol. iii, p. 172.)

8. To the first of these propositions you object, " that justification is

not only two-fold, but manifold. For a man may possibly sin many
times, and as many times be justified or forgiven." {Remm'ks,

pp. 37-39.)

I grant it. I grant also, that justification sometimes means a state

of acceptance with God. But all this does not in the least affect my
assertion, that " that justification which is spoken of by St. Paul to the

Romans, and by our Chm-ch in the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth

Articles, is not our acquittal at the last day, but the present remission

of our sins."

You add, " You write in other places so variously about this matter,

that I despair to find any consistency. Once you held ' a degree of

justifying taith, short of the full assurance of faith, the abiding witness

of the Spirit, or the clear perception that Christ abideth in him ;' and

yet you afterward ' warned all not to think they were justified before

they had a clear assurance, that God had forgiven their sins.' What
difference there is between this clear assurance, and the former full

assurance and clear perception, I know not." (p. 40.)

Let us go on step by step, and you will know. " Once you held ' a

degree of justifying faith, short of the full assurance of faith, the abiding

witness of the Spirit, or the clear perception that Christ abideth in him.'"

And so I hold still, and have done for some years. " And yet you after-

ward warned all not to think they were justified before they had a clear

assurance that God had forgiven their sins." I did so. " What differ-

ence there is between this clear assurance, and that full assurance and
clear perception, I know not." Sir, I will tell you. The one is an

assurance that my sins are forgiven, clear at first, but soon clouded with

doubt or fear. The other is such a plerophory or full assurance that I

am forgiven, and so clear a perception that Christ abideth in me, as

utterly excludes all doubt and fear, and leaves them no place, no, not for

an hour. So that the difference between them is as great as the differ-

ence between the light of the morning and that of the mid-day sun.

9. On the second proposition you remark, (1.) That I " ought to have

said, the merits of Christ are (not the sole cause, but) the sole mrritori-

otis cause of this our justification." (p. 41.) (2.) That " St. Paul

and the Church, by justifying faith mean, faith in the Gospel and merits

of Christ." The very thing ; so I contend, in flat opposition to those

who say they mean only the object of this faith.

Upon the third proposition, " By our being justified by faith only, both

St. Paul and the Church mean, that the condition of our justification is

faith alone, and not good works ;" you say, " Neither of them mean any
such thing. You greatly wrong them, in ascribing so mischievous a
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sentiment to them." {Ibid.) Let mo beg yon, sir, to have patience,

and cahnly to consider, (1.) What I mean by this proposition. Why
should you any longer run as uncertainly, and fight as one that beateth

the air? (2.) VVhat is advanced touching the sentiments of the Church,
in the tract referred to above. Till you have done this, it would be mere
loss of time to dispute with you on this head.

I waive, therefore, for the present, the consideration of some of your
following pages. Only I cannot quite pass over that (I believe, new)
assertion, " that the thirteenth Article, entithnl, ' Of Works done before

Justification,' does not speak of works done before justification, but of

works before grace, which is a very different thing !" (p. 45.) I be-

seech you, sir, to consider the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth Articles,

just as they lie, in one view : and you cannot but see that it is as abso-

lutely impossible to maintain that proposition, as it is to prove that the

eleventh and twelfth Articles speak not ofjustification, but of some very

different thing.

10. Against that part of the fourth proposition, " Faith is a sure trust

which a man hath, that Christ loved him and died for him," you object,

" This definition is absurd ; as it supposes that such a sure trust can be

in one who does not repent of his sins." (p. 48.) I suppose quite the

contrary, as I have declared over and over ; nor, therefore, is there any
such danger as you apprehend.

But you say, " There is nothing distinguishing enough in this to point

out the true justifying faith." {Ibid.) I grant it ; supposing a man were
to write a book, and say this of it, and no more. But did you ever see

any treatise of jiiine, wherein I said this of faith, and no more 1 nothing

whereby to distinguish true faith from false 1 Touching this Journal,

your own quotations prove the contrary. Yea, and I every where insist,

that we are to distinguish them by their fruits, by inward and outward

righteousness, by the peace of God filHng and ruling the heart, and f)y

patient, active joy in the Holy Ghost.

You conclude this point :
" I have now, sir, examined at large your

account of justification ; and, I hope, fully refuted the several articles

in which you have comprised it." (p. 49.) We differ in our judg-

ment. I do not apprehend you have refuted any one proposition of the

four. You have, indeed, amended the second, by adding the word
meritorious ; for which I give you thanks.

11. You next give what you style, " the ('hristian scheme of justifi-

cation ;" (p. 50 ;) and afterward point out the consequences which
you apprehend to have attended the preaching justification by faith ; the

Third j)()int into which I was to in(|uirc.

You open the cause thus :
" The denying the necessity of good

works, as the condition of justification, directly draws after it, or rather

includes in it, all manner of impiety and vice. It has often perplexed

and distiubed the minds of men, and in flu; last century occasioned great

confusions in this nation. These are points which are ever liable to

misconstructions, and have ever yet be(!n more or less attended with

them. And it appears from what you have lately published, that, since

you have preached the doctrine, it has had its old consequences, or

rather worse ones ; it has been more misunderstood, more perverted

and abused, than ever." (pp. 1, 2.)
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*' The denying the necessity of good works, as the condition of justi-

fication, draws after it, or rather inchidcs in it, all manner of impiety

and vice." Here stands the proposition ; but where is the proof? Till

that appears, I simply say, It docs not.

" It has often perplexed anil disturbed the minds of men." And so

have many other points in St. Paul's E[)istles.

" But these are points which are ever liabh; to misconstructions ; and
have ever yet, more or less, been attended with them." And what
points of revealed religion are those which are not ever liable to mis-
constructions ? Or of what material point can we say, that it has not

ever yet, more or less, been attended with them ?

" In the last century it occasioned great confusions in this nation."

// occasioned ! No ; in no wise. It is demonstrable, the occasions of

those confusions were quite of another kind.

" And it appears, that since you have preached the doctrine, it has

had its old consequences, or rather worse. It has been more misun-
derstood, more perverted and abused, than ever." What ! worse con-

sequences than regicide, (which, you say, was the old one,) and making
our whole land a tield of blood 1 Or has it been more perverted and
abused than when (in your account) it overturned the whole frame both

of Church and State 1

12. You go on :
" The terms of the Gospel are, repentance toward

God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ. But when we under-

value either of these terms, we involve the consciences of the weak in

fatal perplexities ; we give a handle to others to justify their impieties
;

we confirm the enemies of religion in their prejudices." (Remarks, p. 2.)

All this I grant. But it atTects not me. For I do not undervalue

either faith or repentance.

" Was not irreligion and vice already prevailing enougli in the nation,

but we must—throw snares in people's way, and root out the remains of
piety and devotion, in the weak and well meaning? That this has been
the case, your own confessions put beyond all doubt. And you even now
hold and teach the principles from which these dangerous consequences
do plainly and directly follow." (p. 3.)

" Was not irreligion and vice already prevailing enough," (whether I

have increased them we will consider by and by,) " but we must throw
snares in people's way I" God forbid ! My whole life is employed
in taking those snares out of people's way, which the world and the

devil have thrown there. " And root out the remains of piety and devo-

tion in the weak and well meaning ?" Of whom speakcth the prophet

this? of himself, or of some other man? " Your own confessions put this

beyond all doubt." What ! that " I root out the remains of piety and
devotion ?" Not so. The sum of them all recited above amounts to

this and no more : " That while my brother and I were absent from
London, many weak men were tainted with wrong opinions, most of
whom we recovered at our return ; but even those who continued therein

did, notwithstanding, continue to live a holier life than ever they did

before they heard us preach." " And you even now hold the principles

from which these dangerous consequences do plainly and directly fol-

low." But I know not where to find these consequences, unless it be
m your title page. There indeed I read of the very fatal tendency of
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justification by faith only :
" The divisions and perplexities of the

Methodists, and the many errors relating both to faith and practice,

which," as you conceive, " have already arisen among these deluded

people."

However, " you charitably believe, I was not aware of these conse-

quences at first." {Remarks, p. 4.) No, nor am I yet; though it is

strange I should not, if tliey so naturally succeed that doctrine. I will

go a step farther. I do not know, neither believe, that they ever did

succeed that doctrine, unless perhaps accidentally, as they might have

succeeded any doctrine whatsoever. And till the contrary is proved,

those consequences cannot show that these principles are not true.

13. Another consequence which you charge on my preaching justifi-

cation by faith, is, the introducing the errors of the Moravians. " Had
the people," say you, " gone on in a quiet and regular practice of

their duty, as most of them did before you deluded them, it would have

been impossible for the Moravian tenets to have prevailed among them.

But when they had been long and often used to hear good works under-

valued, I cannot wonder that they should plunge into new eiTors, and

wax worse and worse." (p. 12.)

This is one string of mistakes. " Had the people gone on in a quiet

and regular practice of their duty, as most of them did before you

deluded them." Deluded ihcm ! into what ? Into the love of God and

all mankind, and a zealous care to keep his commandments. I would

to God this delusion (if such it is accounted) may spread to the four

corners of the earth ! But how did most of them go on before they were

thus deluded 1 Four in five, by a moderate computation, even as other

baptized Heathens, in the works of the devil, in all the " wretchlessness

of most imclean living." " In a quiet and regular practice of their

duty!" What duty? the duty of cursing and swearing; the duty of

gluttony and drunkenness ; the duty of whoredom and adultery ; or of

beating one another, and any that came in their way 1 In this (not very
" quiet or regular") practice did most of those go on before they heard

us, who have now "put off" the old man with his deeds," and are "holy

in all manner of conversation."

Have those, think you, " been long and often used to hear good works

undervalued !" Or, arc they ])reparefl for receiving the Mor.avian errors,

by the knowledge and love of God 1 O sir, the Moravians know, if

you do not, that there is no such barrier under heaven against their

tenets as those very people whom you supj)osc just |)r(^pare(l for receiv-

ing them.

But " complaints," you say, " of their errors, come very ill from you,

because you have occasioned them." Nay, if it were so, for that very

cause they ought to come from me. If I had occasioned an evil,

surely 1 am the very person who ought to remove it as far as I can ; to

recover, if possible, those who are hurt already, and to caution others

against it.

14. On some of those comj>laints, as you term them, you remark as

follows :
—" Many of those who once know in whom they had believed"

(these are my words) " were thrown into idle reasonings, and thereby

filled with doubts and fears." (p. 13.) "This," you add, "it is to

be feared, has been loo much the case of the Methodists in general.

—

I
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Accordingly we find, in tliis Journal, several instances, not barely of

doubts and fears, but of the inost des[)erate despair. This is the con-

sequence of resting so much on sensible impressions.—Bad men may
be led into presumption thereby ; an instance of which you give, vol. iii,

p. 200."

That instance will come in our way again : " Many of those who
once knew in whom they had believed were thrown," by the Antinomi-
ans, " into idle reasonings, and thereby filled with doubts and fears.

This," you fear, " has been the case with the Methodists in general,"

You must mean, (to make it a jiarallel case,) that the generality of the

people now termed JMethodists were true believers till they heard us

preach, but were thereby thrown into idle reasonings, and filled with

needless doubts and fears. Exactly contrary to truth in every particu-

lar. For, (1.) They lived in open sins till they heard us preach, and,

consequently, were no better believers than their father the devil.

(2.) They were not then thrown into idle reasonings, but into serious

thought how to flee from the wrath to come. Nor, (3.) Were they filled

with needless doubts and fears, but with such as were needful in the

highest degree, such as actually issued in repentance toward God and
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ.

" Accordingly, we tind in this Journal several instances of the most
desperate despair. (Ibid. pp. 17G, 184, 198.)"

Then I am greatly mistaken. But I will set down at length the seve-

ral instances you refer to :

—

" I was a little surprised in going out of the room, at one who catched
hold of me, and said abruptly, ' I must speak with you, and will. I have
sinned against light and against love.' (N. B. She was soon after, if not
at that very time, a common prostitute.) ' I have sinned beyond forgive-

ness. I have been cursing you in my heart, and blaspheming God, ever
since I came here. I am damned : 1 know it : I feel it : I am in hell : I

have hell in my heart.' I desired two or three who had confidence in

God, to join in crying to him on her behalf. Immediately that horrible
dread was taken away, and she began to see some dawnings of hope."
(Ibid. p. 176.)

" The attention of all was soon fixed on poor L S . One so
violently and variously torn of the evil one did I never see before. Some-
times she laughed till almost strangled ; and then broke out into cursing
and blaspheming ; then stamped and struggled with incredible strength,

so that four or five could scarce hold her ; then cried out, ' O eternity,

eternity ! O that I had no soul ! O that I had never been born !' At last

she faintly called on Christ to help her; and the violence of her pangs
ceased." (Ibid. p. 181.)

It should be remembered, that from that time to this, her conversation

has been as becometh the Gospel.

" Thursday, December 25, 1 met with such a case as I do not remember
either to have known or heard of before : L S ,

(the same person,)
after many years' mourning, (long before she heard of us,) was filled with
peace and joy in believing. In the midst of this, without any discernible
cause, such a cloud suddenly overwhelmed her, that she could not believe
her sins were ever forgiven at all, nor that there was any such thing as
forgiveness of sins. She could not believe that the Scriptures were true

;

that there was any heaven, or hell, or angel, or spirit, or any God. One
more I have since found in the same state : but observe, neither of these
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continued therein ; nor did I ever know one that did. So sure it is that
all faith is the gift of God, which the moment he withdraws, the evil heart
of unbelief will poison the whole soul." (Ibid. p. 198.)

Which of these is an "instance of the most desperate despair?"
Surely the most desperate of any, yea, the only one which is properly

said to be desperate at all, is that which produces instant self murder

;

which causes a poor wretch, by a sin which he cannot repent of, to rush
straight through death into hell. But that was not the case in any of
these instances ; in all which we have already seen the end of the Lord.

15. That I " raise separate societies against the Church," {Remarks,

p. 14,) is a charge which I need not examine till the evidence is pro-

duced. You next cite a Moravian's words to me : (an Englishman
joined with the Moravians:) " You have eyes full of adultery, and cannot
cease from sin

;
you take upon you to guide unstable souls, and lead

them in the way of damnation ;" and remark, " This is only returning

some of your own treatment upon yourself. Here also you set the

pattern." At what time and place, when and^ where, were "such
abuses as these thrown out by me against our universities, and against

our regular clergy, not the highest or the worthiest excepted ?" I am
altogether clear in this matter, as often as it has been objected : neither

do I desire to receive any other treatment from the clergy, than they

have received from me to this day.

You have a note at the bottom of this page which runs thus : " See
pages 71, 77, and 73, [vol. iii, pp. 203, 204, and 206, of this edition,]

where some Methodists said they had heard both your brother and you
many times preach Popery."

I am afraid you advance here a wilful untruth, purely ad movendam
invidiam. [To excite hatred.] For you cannot but know, (1.) That
there is not one word of preaching Popery, either in page 71 or 77.

And, (2.) That when Mr. C. and two other predestinarians (as is

related page 73) affirmed they had heard both my brother and me many
times preach Popery, they meant neither more nor less thereby than the

doctrine of universal redemption.

16. You proceed :
" Kingswood you call your own house : and when one

Mr. C. opposed you there, you reply to him, ' You should not have sup-
planted me in my own house, stealing tlie hearts of the people.' The
parochial clergy may call tlieir several districts tlu;ir own houses, with
much more propriety than you could call Kingswood yours. And yet
how have you supplanted them tlierein, and laboured to steal the hearts
of the people ! You have suffered by the same ways you took to dis-

charge your spleen and malice against your l)relhren.
" Your brother's words to Mr. C. are,— ' Whether his doctrine is true

or false, is not the question. Ikit you ought first to have fairly told him,
I preach coulrary to yov. Jlrc yon wiUiui:;, nolwilhslandinn; that I should
continue in your house, gainsayinu; you ? Shall 1 stay here o-pposing yon, or

shall I depart?' 'J'hink you hear this spoken to you by us. What can
you justly reply?—Again, if Mr. C. had said thus to you, and you had
refused him leave to stay ; I ask you, whether in such a case he would have
had reason to resent sucli a refusal? I tiiiiik you cannot say he would.
And yet how loudly have you objected our refusing our pulpits to you!"
(Remarks, p. 1.').)

So you judge these to be exactly parallel cases. It lies therefore
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upon me to sliow that they are not parallel at all ; that there is, in many
respects, an essential differenre between them.

(1.) " Kingswood you call your own house." So I do, that is, the

school house there. For I bought the ground where it stands, and paid

for the building it, partly from the contribution of" my friends, (one of

whom contributed fifty pounds,) partly from the income of my own fel-

lowship. No clergyman then>fore can call his parish his own house
with more pro])riety than I can call this house mine.

(2.) "Mr. C. opposed you there." True; but who was Mr. C. ?

One I had sent for, to assist me there ; a friend that was as my own
soul ; that, even while he opposed me, lay in my bosom. What resem-

blance then does Mr. C, thus opposing me, bear to me opposing (if I

really did) a parochial minister?

3. " You said to Mr. C, ' You should not have supplanted me in my
own house, steahng the hearts of the people.' Yet you have supplanted

the clergy in their own houses." What, in the same manner as Mr. C.
did me 1 Have I done to any of them as he has done to me 1 You may
as justly say I have cut their throats ! Stealing the hearts of their people.

Nor are these their people in the same sense wherein those were mine,

viz. servants of the devil brought, through my ministry, to be servants

and children of God. " You have suffered by the same ways you took

to discharge your spleen and malice against your brethren." To dis-

charge your spleen and malice ! Say, your muskets and blunderbusses :

I have just as much to do with one as the other.

(4.) " Your brother said to Mr. C, ' You ought to have told my
brother fairly, / preach contrary to you. Jire you ivilling I should con-

tinue in your house, gainsaying you ? Shall I stay here opposing you,

or shall I depart ?' Think you hear this spoken to you by us. What
can you justly reply ?" I can justly reply, sir, Mr. C.'s case totally

differs from yours. Therefore it makes absolutely nothing to your
purpose.

17. A farther consequence (you think) of my preaching this doctrine,

is, " the introducing that of absolute predestination. And whenever
these errors," say you, " gain ground, there can be no wonder, that

confusion, presumption, and despair, many very shocking instances of all

which you give us j.mong your followers, should be the consequences."
{Remarks, p. 52.) You should by all means have specified a few of

those instances, or, at least, the pages where they occur. Till this

is done, I can look upon this assertion as no other than a flourish of

your pen.

To conclude this head : you roundly affirm, once for all, " The
grossest corruptions have ever followed the spreading of this tenet.

The greatest heats and animosities have been raised thereby. The
wildest errors have been thus occasioned. And in proportion to its

getting ground, it has never failed to perplex the weak, to harden the

wicked, and to please the profane. Your Journal is a proof that these

terrible consequences have of late prevailed, perhaps more than ever."

(p. 51.) Suppose that Journal gives a true accoiuit of facts, (which
you seem not to deny,) could you find there no other fruits ofmy preach-

ing, than these terrible ones you here mention ?

O who so blind, as he that will not see !
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18. But that we may not still talk at large, let us bring this question

into as narrow a compass as possible. Let us go no farther, as to time,

than seven years last past ; as to place, than London and the parts

adjoining ; as to persons, than you and me, Thomas Church preaching

one doctrine, John Wesley the other. Now then, let us consider, with

meekness and fear, what have been the consequences of each doctrine.

You have preached justilication by faith and works, at Battersea, and
St. Ann's, Westminster ; while I preached justification by faith alone,

near Moorfields, and at Short's Gardens. I beseech you then to con-

sider, in the secret of your heart, how many sinners have you converted

to God ? By their fruits we shall know them. This is a plain rule. By
tliis test let them be tried. How many outwardly and habitually wicked
men have you brought to uniform habits of outward holiness? It is an
awful thought! Can you instance in a hundred"? in fifty? in twenty? in

ten? If not, take heed unto yourself and to your doctrine. It cannot

be, that both are right before God.
Consider now (I would not speak, but I dare not refrain) what have

been the consequences of even my preaching the other doctrine. By
the fruits shall we know those of whom I speak ; even the cloud of

witnesses, who at this hour experience the Gospel I preach to be the

power of God luito salvation. The habitual drunkard, that was, is now
temperate in all thmgs. The whoremonger now flees fornication. He
that stole, steals no more, but works with his hands. He that cursed

or swore, perhaps at every sentence, has now learned to serve the Lord
with fear, and rejoice unto him with reverence. Those formerly enslaved

to various habits of sin, are now brought to uniform habits of holiness.

These are demonstrable facts. I can name the men, with their several

places of abode. One of them was an avowed Atheist for many years

;

some were Jews ; a considerable number Pa})ists ; the greatest part of

them as much strangers to the form, as to the power, of godliness.

When you have weighed these things touching the consequences of

my preaching, on the one hand, (somewhat ditierent from those set down
in your Remarks,) and of your preaching, on the other, I would earnestly

recommend the following words to your deepest consideration :
—" Be-

ware of false prophets
; ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men

gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree"-

(every true prophet or teacher) " bringeth forth good fruit. Every tree

that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire,"

Matt, vi, 15, &c.
III. 1. Having spoken more largely than I designed on the principle

I hold in common with the Moravians, I shall touch very briefly on those

errors (so called) which you say 1 hold more than theirs. {Remarks,

page 55.)

You name, as the first, my holding that "a man may have a degree

of jusfifying faith before he has, in the full, proper sense, a new, a clean

heart." {Jbid.)

I have so often explained this, that 1 cannot throw away lime in add-

ing any more now ; only this,—that the moinent a sirmcr is justified, his

heart is cleansed in a low degree. But y<'t he has not a clean heart, in

the full, proper sense, till he is made perfect in love.

2. Another error you mention is this doctrine of perfection, (p. 60.)
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To save you from a continued ignoratio elcnchiy [mistake of the ques-

tion,] I waive disputing on tliis point also, till you are better acquainted

with my real sentiments. I have declared them on that head again and
again

;
particularly in the sermon on " (christian Perfection.-'

3. Into this fallacy you plunge from the beginning to the end of what
you speak on my third error, (so you term it,) relating to the Lord's
Supper; confuting, as mine, notions which I know not. (pp. 56, 57.)

I cannot think any farther answer is needful here, than the bare recital

of my own words :

—

" Friday, June 27. I preaclied on, ' Do tliis in remembrance of me.'
" It has been diligently taught among us, tliat none but those who are

converted, who ' have received th(; Holy Ghost,' who are believers in the
full sense, ought to communicate.

" But experience shows the gross falsehood of that assertion, that the
Lord's Supper is not a converting ordinance. Ye are witnesses: for

many now present know, the very beginning of your conversion to God
(perhaps in some the first deep conviction) was wrought at the Lord's
Supper. Now, one single instance of this kind overthrows that whole
assertion.

" The falsehood of the other assertion appears both from Scripture pre-
cept and example. Our Lord commanded those very men who were then
unconverted, who had not yet ' received tlie Holy Ghost,' who, in the full

sense of the word, were not believers, to do this in remembrance of him.
Here the precept is clear. And to these he delivered the elements with
his own hands. Here is example equally indisputable.

" Sat. 28.—I showed at large, (L) That the Lord's Supper was ordained
by God to be a means of conveying to men either preventing, or justify-

ing, or sanctifying grace, according to their several necessities. (2.) That
the persons for whom it was ordained, are all those who know and feel

that they want the grace of God, either to restrain them from sin, or to

show their sins forgiven, or to renew their souls in the image of God.
(3.) That, inasmuch as we come to his table, not to give him any thing,

but to receive whatsoever he sees best for us, there is no previous prepa-
ration indispensably necessary, but a desire to receive whatsoever he
pleases to give. And, (4.) That no fitness is required at the time of com-
municating, but a sense of our state, of oin* utter sinfulness and helpless-

ness; every one who knows he is fit for hell, being just fit to come to

Christ, in this as well as all otherways of his appointment." (Vol.iii,p. 189.)
4. " A stoical insensibility," you add, " is the next error I have to charge

you with. You say, ' The servants of G(jd suffer nothing;' and suppose
that we ought to be here so free as, in the strongest pain, not once to de-
sire to have a moment's ease.

" At the end of one of your hynnis, you seem to carry this notion to

the very height of extravagancy and presumption. You say,

—

' Doom, if ihou canst, to endless pains,

And drive me from thy face.' " {Remarks, p. 58.)

" A stoical insensibility is the next error I have to charge you with.'*

And how do you support the charge ] Why thus : " You say, ' The serv-

ants of God suffer nothing.' " (Vol. iii, p. 196.) And can you possibly

misunderstand these words, if you read those that immediately follow?—" His body was well-nigh torn asunder with pain : but God made all

his bed in his sickness : so that he was continually giving thanks to God,
and making his boast of his praise."

" You suppose we ought to be so free, as in the strongest pain not
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once to desire to have a moment's ease." O sir, with what eyes did

you read those words 1—
" I dined with one who told me, in all simplicity, ' Sir, I thought last

week, there could be no such rest as you describe ; none in this world,

wherein we should be so free as not to desire ease in pain. But God
has taught me better ; for on Friday and Saturday, when I was in the

strongest pain, I never once had one moment's desire of ease, but only

that the will of God might be done.'" {Ibid. p. 191.) Do I say here,

that " we ought not in the strongest pain once to desire to have a mo-
ment's ease 1" What a frightful distortion of my words is this ! What I

say is, "A serious person affirmed to me, that God kept her for two days

in such a state." And why not? Where is the absurdity?

" At the end of one of your hymns, you seem to carry this notion to

the very height of extravagancy and presumption. You say,

—

' Doom, if thou canst, to endless pains,

And drive me from thy face.'"

If thou canst ; that is, if thou canst deny thyself, if thou canst forget to

be gracious, if thou canst cease to be truth and love. So the lines both

preceding and following fix the sense. I see nothing of stoical insensi-

bility, neither of extravagancy or presumption, in this.

5. Your last charge is, that I am guilty of enthusiasm to the highest
degree. " Enthusiasm," you say, " is a false persuasion of an extraor-
dinary divine assistance, which leads men on to such conduct as is only
to be justified by the supposition of such assistance. An enthusiast is,

then, sincere, but mistaken. His intentions are good, but his actions most
abominable. Instead of making the word of God the rule of his actions,

he follows only that secret impulse which is owing to a warm imagina-
tion. Instead of judging of his spiritual estate by the improvement of his

heart, he rests only on ecstasies, &.c. He is very liable to err, as not con-
sidering things coolly and carefidly. He is very difficult to be convinced
by reason and argument, as he acts upon a supposed principle superior
to it, the directions of God's Spirit. Whoever opposes him is charged
with resisting the Spirit. His own dreams must be regarded as oracles.

Whatever he does is to be accounted the work of God. Hence he talks

in the style of inspired persons ; and applies Scripture phrases to himself,

without attending to their original meaning, or once considering the dif-

ference of times and circumstances." (Remarks, pp. 60, 01.)

You have drawn, sir, (in the main,) a true picture of an enthusiast.

But it is no more like me, than I am like a centaur. Yet you say,

" They are these very things which have been charged upon you, and
which you could never yet disprove." I will try for once ; and, to that

end, will go over these articles, one by one.

" Enthusiasm is a false persuasion of an extraordinary divine assist-

ance, which leads men on to such conduct as is only lo be justified by
the supposition of such assistance." Before this touches me, you are

to prove, (which, I conceive, you have not done yet,) that my conduct
is such as is only to be justified by the supposition of an extraordinary

divine assistance. " An enthusiast is, then, sincere, but mistaken."

That I am mistaken, remains also to be proved. " His intentions are

good ; but his actions most abominable." Sometimes they are
; yet

jiot always. For there may be iimoccnt madmen. But, what actions

of mine are most abominable? 1 wait to learn. "Instead of making
the word of God the rule of his actions, he follows only his secret ini-
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pulse." In the whole compass of language, there is not a proposition

which less belongs to me than this. I have declared again and again,

that I make the word of God the rule of all my actions ; and that I no
more follow any secret impulse instead thereof, than I follow Moham-
med or Confucius.

Not even a word or look,

Do I approve or own,
But by llie model of thy book,

Thy sacred book alone.

" Instead of judging of his spiritual estate by the improvement of his

heart, he rests only on ecstasies." Neither is this my case. I rest not

on them at all. Nor did I ever experience any. I do judge of my
spiritual estate by the improvement of my heart and the tenor of my life

conjointly. " He is very liable to err." So indeed I am. I find it

every day more and more. But I do not yet find, that this is owing to

my want of " considering things coolly and carefully." Perhaps you
do not know many persons (excuse my simplicity in speaking it) who
more carefully consider every step they take. Yet I know I am not

cool or careful enough. May God supply this and all my wants ! "He
is very difficult to be convinced by reason and argument, as he acts upon
a supposed principle superior to it, the direction of God's Spirit." I am
very difficult to be convinced by dry blows or hard names, (both of which
I have not wanted,) but not by reason and argument. At least, that diffi-

culty cannot spring from the cause you mention ; for I claim no other

direction of God's Spirit, than is common to all believers. " Whoever
opposes him is charged with resisting or rejecting the Spirit." What

!

whoever opposes me, John Wesley? Do I charge every such person with

rejecting the Spirit ? No more than I charge him with robbing on the

highway. I cite you yourself, to confute your own words. For, do I

charge you with rejecting the Spirit ? " His own dreams must be re-

garded as oracles." Whose ? I desire neither my dreams nor my waking
thoughts may be regarded at all, unless just so far as they agree with

the oracles of God. " Whatever he does, is to be accounted the work
of God." You strike quite wide of me still. I never said so of what I

do. I never thought so. Yet I trust what I do is pleasing to God.
" Hence he talks in the style of inspired persons." No otherwise in-

spired than you are, if you love God. "And applies Scripture phrases

to himself, without attending to their original meaning, or once consider-

ing the difference of times and circumstances." I am not conscious of

any thing like this. I apply no Scripture phrase either to myself or any

other, without carefully considering l>oth the original meaning and the

secondary sense, wherein (allowing for diti'erent times and circumstan-

ces) it may be applied to ordinary Christians.

6. So much for the bulk of your charge. But it concerns me like-

wise, to gather up the fragments of it. You say, " We desire no more
than to try your sentiments and proceedings by the Avritten word."

(p. 63.) Agreed. Begin when and where you please. "We find

there good works as strongly insisted on as faith." I do as strongly

insist on them as on faith. But each in its own order. " We find all

railing, &c, condemned therein." True ; and so you may in all I write

or preach. " We are assured, that the doing what God commands is

the sure Avav of knowing that wc have rcceiAcd liis Spirit." We havo
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doubtless received it, if we love God (as he coniniands) with all

our heart, mind, soul, and strength. " And not by any sensible im-

pulses or feelings whatsoever." Jtnij sensible impulses whatsoever!

Do you then exclude all sensible impulses? Do you reject inward

feelings lolo genere'i [of every sort'?] Then you reject both the

love of God and of our neighbour. For, if these cannot be inwardly

i'elt, nothing can. You reject all joy in the Holy Ghost ; for, if we can-

not be sensible of this, it is no joy at all. You reject the peace of God,
which, if it be not felt in the uniiost soul, is a dream, a notion, an empty
name. You therefore reject the whole inward kingdom of God ; that

is, in effect, the whole Gospel of Jesus ('hrist.

You have therefore yourself abundantly shown (what I do not insinu-

ate, but proclaim on the house top) that I am charged with enthusiasm

for asserting the power as well as the form of godliness.

7. You go on : " The character of the enthusiast above drawn will

fit, I believe, all such of the Methodists as can be thought sincere."

(p. 63.) I believe not. I have tried it on one, and it fitted him just

as Saul's armour did David. However, a few instances of enthusiasm

you undertake to show in this very Journal.

And first, " You give us one" (these are your words) " of a private

revelation, which you seem to pay great credit to." You partly relate

this, and then remark, " What enthusiasm is here ! To represent the

conjectures of a woman, whose brain appears to have been too much
heated, as if they had been owing to a ])articular and miraculous spirit

of prophecy!" Descant, sir, as you please on this enthusiasm; on the

credit I paid to this private revelation ; and my representing the conjec-

tures of this brain-sick woman as owing to the miraculous power of the

Sjnrit of God : and when you have done, I will desire you to read that

passage once more, where you will find my express words are, intro-

ducing this account :
" Sunday 11. 1 met with a surprising instance of

the power of the devil." (Yol. iii, p. 200.) Such was the credit I paid

to this revelation ! All which 1 ascril)e to the Spirit of God is, the ena-

bling her to strive against the power of the devil, and at length restoring

peace to her soul.

8. As a second instance of enthusiasm, you cite those words : " I

expounded out of the lulness which was given me." {Ibid. p. 199.)

The whole sentence is, " Out of the I'ulness that was given me, 1 ex-

pounded those words of St. Paul, (indeed of every true believer,) ' To
ine to live is Christ, and to die is gain.' " I mean, 1 had then a fuller,

deeper sense of that great truth, than I ordinarily have. And I still

think it right to ascribe this, not to myself, but to the " Giver of every

good and perfect gift."

Vou relate what follows as a third " very extraordinary instance of

enthusiasm:" {Remarks, \). Q>^.) " Tuesday, Feb. 17. 1 left London.

In the afternoon I reached Oxford ; and, leaving my horse there, (for

he was tired, and the horse road exceeding bad, and my business admit-

ted of no delay,) set out on loot for Stanton Ifarcoint. The night over-

look me in about an hour, accompanied with heavy rain. Jieing wet

and weary, and not well knowing my way, I coiild notludp saying in my
heart, (though ashamed of my \\ant ol' resipujitiou to God's will,) ' O
that thou wouldcst stay the bottles of heaven ! or at least give me light,
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or an honest guide, or some help in the manner thou knowest.' Pre-

sently the rain ceased, the moon broke out, and a friendly man overtook

me, who set me on his own horse, and walked by jny side, till we came
to Mr. Gambold's door." {Ibid. p. 202.)

Here you remark, " If you would not have us look on this as miracu-
lous, there is nothing in it worthy of being related." It may be so ; let it

pass then as a trille not worth relating : but still it is no proof of enthu-

siasm. For I would not have you look on it as miraculous. I do not
myself look upon it as such; but as a signal instance of God's particu-

lar providence over all thos(^ who call upon him.

9. "In the same spirit of enthusiasm," (you go on, citing this as a

fourth instance,) " you describe Heaven as executing judgments, imme-
diate punishments, on those who oppose you. You say, ' Mr. Molther
was taken ill this day. I believe it was the hand of God that was upon
him.' " {Remarks, p. 66.) I do ; but I do not say as a judgment from
God for opposing me : that you say for me. " Again, you tell us of
' one who was exceeding angry at those who pretended to be in fits

;

and was just going to kick one of them out of the way, when she drop-

ped down herself, and was in violent agonies for an hour.' And you
say you ' left her under a deep sense of the just judgment of God.' " So
she termed it ; and so 1 believe it was. But observe, not tor opposing

me. " Again, you mention, ' as an awful providen^-e, the case of a poor
wretch, who was last week cursing and blaspheming, and hod boasted

to many that he would come again on Sunday, and no man should stop

his mouth then.' " His mouth was stopped before;, in the midst of the

most horrid blasphemies, by askmg him, if he iras stroni:;py than God.
"

' But on Friday, God laid his hand upon him, and on Sunday he was
buried.' " T do look on this as a manitest judgment of God on a hard-

ened sinner, for his complicated wickedness. " Again, ' one being just

going to beat his wife, (which he frequently did,) God smote him in a
moment ; so that his hand dropped, and he fell down upon the ground,

having no more strength than a new-born child.'" (p. 07.) And can
you, sir, consider this, as one of the common dispensations of provi-

dence ] Have you known a parallel one in your life ? But it was never

cited by me, as it is by you, as an immediate punishment on a man for

opposing me. You have no authority, from any sentence or word of

mine, for putting such a construction upon it ; no more than you have
for that strange intimation, (how remote both from justice and charity!)

that " I paralleled these cases with those of Ananias and Sapphira, or

of Elymas the sorcerer !"

10. You proceed to what you account a fifth instance of enthusi-

asm : " With regard to people's falling in fits, it is plain, you look upon
both the disorders and removals of them to be supernatural." (Remarks,

pp. 68, 69.) It is not quite plain. I look upon some of these cases as

wholly natural ; on the rest as mixed, both the disorder and the removal
being partly natural and partly not. Six of these you pick out from, it

may be, two hundred ; and add, " From all which, you leave no room
to doubt, that you would have these cases considered as those of the

demoniacs in the New Testament ; in order, I suppose, to parallel your
supposed cures of them with the highest miracles of Christ and his dis-

ciples." I should once have wondered at your making such a supposi-

VoL. V. 19 "
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tion ; but I now wonder at nothing of this kind. Only be pleased to

renriember, till this supposition is made good, it is no confirmation at all

of my enthusiasm.

You then attempt to account for those fits by " obstructions or irre-

gularities of the blood and spirits, hysterical disorder, watchings, fasst-

ings, closeness of rooms, great crowds, violent heat." And, lastly, by
' terrors, perplexities, and doubts, in weak and well meaning men ;"

Avhich, you think, in many of the cases before us, have " quite overset

fheir understandings."

As to each of the rest, let it go as far as it can go. But I require

proof of the last way whereby you would account for these disorders.

Why, " The instances," you say, " of religious madness have much
increased since you began to disturb the world." {Remarks, pp. 68, 69.)

I doubt the fact. Although if these instances had increased lately, it

is easy to account for them another way. " Most have heard of, or

known, several of the Methodists thus driven to distraction." You may
have heard of five hundred ; but how many have you known ? Be
pleased to name eight or ten of them. I cannot find them, no, not one

of them to this day, either man, woman, or child. I find some indeed,

whom you told, they would be distracted if they " continued to follow

these men," and whom, at that time, you threw into much doubt, and

terror, and perplexity. But though they did continue to hear them ever

since, they are not distracted yet.

As for " the abilities, learning, and experience" of Dr. M , (p. 70,)

if you are persoiially acquainted with him, you do well to testify them.

But if not, permit me to remind you of the old advice :

—

Qwa/e?)i commendes, etiam atqiie ctiam aspice, ne mox
Inculiant alkna tibi peccala pudorem.

(Beware whom you commend, lest you should be blamed for the faults ofanother man.)

In endeavouring to account for the people's recovery from those dis-

orders, you say, " I shall not dispute how far prayer may have naturally

a good effect." Nay, I am persuaded you will not dispute but it may
have supernatural good effects also. " However, there is no need of
supposing these recoveries miraculous," (p. 71.) Who aflirms there

is? I have set down the facts just as they were, passing no judgment
upon them myself; (consequently, here is no foundation for the charge
of enthusiasm ;) and leaving every man else to judge as he pleases.

11. The next passage you quote as a proof of my enthusiasm, taking

the whole together, runs thus: "After comnnmicating at St. James's,

oiu- parish church, I visited several of the sick. Most of them were ill

of the spotted fever, which, they informed me, had been extremely

mortal, tew persons recovering from it. But God had said, ' Hitherto

shalt thou come.' I believe there was not one with whom we were, but

recovered." (Vol. iii, p. 197.) On which you comment thus :
" Here is

indeed no intimation of any thing miraculous." No ! not so much as an

intimation ! Then, why is this cited as an instance of my enthusiasm ?

Why, " You seenj to desire to have it believed, that an extraordinary

blessing attended your prayers ; whereas, I believe they would not have

failed of an equal blessing and success, had they had the prayers of

their own parisli niinislers." f believe this argiuncnt will have extra-

ordinary succes ', if it cunviuce any one that 1 uni an enthusiast.
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12. You add, " I shall give but one account more, and this is what

you give of yourself." {Rcinarhs, p. 72.) The sum whereof is, "At two

several times, being ill and in violent pain, I prayed to God, and found

immediate ease." I did so. I assert the fact still. " Now, if these,"

you say, " are not miraculous cures, all this is rank enthusiasm."

I will put your argument in form :

—

lie that believes those are miraculous cures which are not so is a
rank enthusiast

:

But you believe those to be miraculous cures which are not so

:

Therefore, you are a rank enthusiast.

Before I answer, I must know what you mean by miraculous. If you
term every thing so, which is not strictly accountable for by the ordinary

course of natural causes, then I deny the latter part of the minor propo-

sition. And unless you can make this good, unless you can prove the

effects in question are strictly accountable for by the ordinary course of

natural causes, your argument is notliing worth.

You conclude this head with, " Can you work miracles 1 All your
present pretences to the Spirit, till they are proved by miracles, cannot
be excused, or acquitted from enthusiasm." (p. 73.)

My short answer is this : I pretend to the Spirit just so far as is

essential to a state of salvation. And cannot 1 be acquitted from enthu-

siasm till I prove by miracles that I am in a state of salvation ?

13. We now draw to a period :
" The consequences of Methodism,"

you say, that is, of our preaching this doctrine, " which have hitherto

appeared, are bad enough to induce you to leave it. It has, in fact, intro-

duced many disorders; enthusiasm, Antinomianism, Calvinism, a neglect

and contempt of God's ordinances, and almost all other duties." (p. 75.)

That, whenever God revives his work upon earth, many tares will

spring up with the wheat, both the word of God gives us ground to

expect, and the experience of all ages. But where, sir, ha^e you been,,

that you have heard of the tares only ; and that you rank among the

consequences of my preaching, " a neglect and contempt of God's ordi-

nances, and almost of all duties ?" Does not the very reverse appear

at London, at Bristol, at Kingsvvood, at Newcastle ? In every one of

which places, multitudes of those (I am able to name the persons) who
before lived in a thorough neglect and contempt of God's ordinances

and all duties, do now zealously discharge their duties to God and man»
and walk in all his ordinances blameless.

And as to those drunkards, whoremongers, arnl other servants of the

devil, as they were before, who heard us a while, and then fell to the

Calvinists or Moravians, are they not even now in a far better state than

they were before they heard us ? Admit they are in error, yea, and die

therein, yet, who dares affirm they will perish everlastingly ? But had
they died in those sins, we are sure they had fallen into " the fire that

never shall be quenched."

I hope, sir, you will rejoice in considering this, how much their gain

still outweighs their loss ; as well as in finding the sentiments you could

not reconcile together clearly and consistently explamed. 1 am very

willing to consider whatever farther you have to offer. May God give

us both a right judgment in all things ! I am persuaded you will readily

join in this prayer with, reverend sir, your servant for Christ's sake,

Bristol, February 2, 1744-5. JoKx\ Wesley.
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PRINCIPLES OF A METHODIST
FARTHER EXPLAINED:

OCCASIONED BY

THE REV. MR. CHURCH'S SECOND LETTER TO MR. WESLEY.

IN A SECOND LETTER TO THAT GENTLEMAN.

Reverend Sir,— I. At the time that I was reading your former letter,

I expected to hear from you again. And I was not displeased with the

expectation ; believing it would give me a fresh opportunity of weighing

the sentiments I might have too lightly espoused, and the actions which
perhaps I had not enough considered. Viewing things in this light, I

cannot but esteem you, not an enemy, but a friend ; and one, in some
respects, better qualified to do me real service than those whom the

world accounts so ; who may be hindered by their prejudice in my
favour, either from observing what is reprovable, or from using that

freedom and plainness of speech which are requisite to convince me of it.

2. It is, at least, as much with a view to learn myself, as to show
others (what I think) the truth, that I intend to set down a few reflections

on some parts of the tract you have lately published. I say some parts;

for it is not my design to answer every sentence in this, any more
than in the former. Many things I pass over, because I think them
true ; many more, because I think them not material ; and some, be-

cause I am determined not to engage in a useless, if not hurtful, con-

troversy.

3. Fear, indeed, is one cause of my declining this ; fear, as I said

elsewhere, (in the preface to the answer to Mr. Tucker,) not of my
adversary, but of myself. I fear my own spirit, lest " I fall where many
mightier have been slain." I never knew one (or but one) man write

controversy with what I thought a right spirit. Every disputant seems
to think, as every soldier, that he may hurt his opponent as much as he

can ; nay, that he ought to do his worst to him, or he cannot make the

best of his own cause ; that so he do not belie, or wilfully misrepresent,

him, he must expose him as much as he is able. It is enough, we sup-

pose, if we do not show heat or passion against our adversary. But
not to despise him, or endeavour to make others do so, is quite a work
of siipererogation.

4. But ought these things to be so? (I speak on the Christian

scheme. ) Ought we not to love our neighbour as ourselves ? And
does a man cease to be our Jieighbour, because he is of a different

opinion? nay, and declares himself so to be? Ought we not, for all

this, to do to him as we would he should do to us ? But do we our-

selves love to be exposed, or set in the worst light ? Would we willingly

be treated with contempt ? If not, why do we treat others thus ? And
yet, who scruples it? Who does not hit every blot he can, however

foreign to tho merits of the cause? Who, in controversy, casts the
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mantle of love over the nakedness of his brother ? Who keeps steadily

and uniformly to the question, without ever striking at the person ?

Who shows in every sentence that he loves his brother only less than
the truth ?

5. I fear neither you nor I have attained to this. I believe brotherly

love might have found a better construction than that of unfairness, art,

or disingenuity, to have put either on my not answering every part of
your book, (a thing which never once entered my thoughts,) or on my
not reciting all the words of those parts which I did answer. I cannot
yet perceive any blame herein. I still account it fair and ingenuous to

pass over both what I believe is right, and what I believe is not danger-

ously wrong. Neither can I see any disingenuity at all in quoting only

that part of any sentence, against which I conceive the objection lies
;

nor in abridging any part of any treatise to which I reply, whether in

the author's or in my own words.

6. If, indeed, it were so abridged as to alter the sense, this would be
unfair. And if this were designedly done, it would be artful and disin-

genuous. But I am not conscious of having done this at all ; although

you speak as if I had done it a thousand times. And yet I cannot

undertake now either to transcribe your whole book, or every page or

paragraph which I answer. But I must generally abridge before I

reply; and that not only to save time, (of which I have none to spare,)

but often to make the argument clearer, which is best understood when
couched in few words.

7. You complain also of my mentioning all at once sentences which
you placed at a distance from each other. I do so ; and I think it quite

fair and ingenuous to lay together what was before scattered abroad.

For instance : you now speak of the conditions of justification, in the

eighteenth and following pages; again, from the eighty-ninth to the

hundred and second ; and yet again, in the hundred and twenty-seventh

page. Now, I have not leisure to follow you to and fro. Therefore,

what I say on one head, I set in one place.

I. 1. This premised, I come to the letter itself. I begin, as before,

with the case of the Moravians ; of whom you say, " I collected toge-

ther the character which you had given of these men ; the errors and
vices which you had charged upon them, and the mischiefs—they had
done among your followers. And I proved that, in several respects,

you had been the occasion of this mischief; and are therefore, in some
measure, accountable for it. Let us see what answer you give to all

this.

"
' With regard to the denying degrees in faith, you mentioned, that

the Moravian Church was cleared from this mistake.' But did you not
mention this as one of the tenets of the Moravians? Do you not say, that

you ' could not agree with Mr. Spangenberg, that none has any faith so

long as he is liable to any doubt or fear ?' Do you not represent Mr.
Molther, and other Moravians in England, as teaching the saine ? In
short, I have not charged the Moravian Church with any thing ; but only
repeat after you. And if you have accused them when you knew them
to be guiltless, you must bear the blame.

"
' They do use the ordinances of God with reverence and godly fear.'

You have charged Mr. Spangenberg and Mr. Molther with teaching that

we ought to abstain from them. And the same you say in general of the
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Moravian brethren, in your letter to them. ' But Mr. Molllier was quick-

ly after recalled into Germany.' This might be on other accounts. You
do not say it was out of any dislike of his doctrines or proceedings. Nor
indeed can you, consistently with your next words: ' The great fault of

the Moravian Church seems to lie, in not openly disclaiming all he had
said ; which, in all probability, they would have done, had they not lean-

ed to the same opinion.'

"You 'never knew but one of the Moravian Church affirm, that a
believer does not grow in holiness.' But who was this? No less a person
than Count Zinzendorf, their great bishop and patron, whose authority
is very high, all in all with them, and to whom you think they pay too

much regard." (Second Letter, p. 79.)

2. This is the whole of your reply to this part of my answer. I

will now consider it, part by part.

First. " With regard to the denying degrees in faith, you mentioned,
' that the Moravian Church was cleared I'rom this mistake.' But did

you not mention this as one of the tenets of the Moravians?" No ; not

of the Moravians in general. " Do you not .say, that you ' could not

agree with Mr. Spangenberg, that none has any faith, so long as he is

liable to any doubt or fear?' " I do say so still. But Spangenberg is

not the Moravian Church. " Do you not represent Mr. Molther, and

other Moravians in England, as teaching the same?" I do; three or

four in all. But neither are these the Moravian Church. " In short,

I have not charged the Moravian Church with any thing ; but only

repeat after you." Indeed you have, in the very case before us. You
charge them with denying degrees in faith. I do not charge them here-

with. I openly cleared them from any such charge near six years ago.

" If, therefore, you have accused them when you knew them to be guilt-

less, you must bear the blame." In this case I must entreat you to bear

it in my stead : for I have not accused them,—the Moravian Church.

It is you that have accused them- I have again and again declared they

are not guilty.

Secondly. " ' They do use the ordinances of God with reverence and
godly fear.' You have charged Mr. Spangenberg and Mr. Molther with

teaching, that we ought to abstain from them." That tve ? No. That
unbelievers ought. The assertion relates to them only. " And the

same you sav in general of the Moravian brethren, in your letter." I

say, they hold that unbelievers ought to abstain from them. But yet I

know and bear witness, they use them themselves, and that '* with reve-

rence and godly fear." "' Mr. Molther was quickly after recalled to

Germany.' This might be on other accounts. You do not say it was

out of any dislike of his doctrines or j)roceedings." I do not say so ;

because I am not sure ; but T believe it was out of a dislike to some of

his proceedings, if not of his doctrines too. " Nor indeed can you, con-

sistently with your next words :
' The great fault of the Moravian Church

seems to lie, in not openly disclaiming all he had said' " relating to this

head. They did privately disclaim what he had said of degrees in faith.

But I think that was not enough. And 1 still believe they would have

done more, " had they not l(>aned themselves to the same opinion,"

touching the ordinances.

Thirdly. " You ' never knew but one of the Moravian Chmch affirm,

that a believer does not grow in holiness.' But who was this? No less
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a person than Count Zinzendorf, their great bishop and patron, whose
authority is very high, all in all with tlicrn, and to whoin you think they

pay ' too much regard.' " Do you apprehend where the stress of the

argument lies 1 I never heard one Moravian afHrm this, but the Count
alone ; and him only once ; and that once was in the heat of dispute.

And hence I inferred, it is not a doctrine of the Moravian Church ; nay,

I doubt whether it be the Count's own settled judgment.

3. But I may not dismiss this passage yet. It is now my turn to

complain of unfair usage ; of the exceeding lame, broken, imperfect

manner wherein you cite my words. For instance, your citation runs

thus : you " never knew but one of the Moravian Church affirm, that a
believer does not grow in holiness." Whereas my words are these

:

" I never knew one of the Moravian Church, but that single person,

affirm, that a believer does not grow in holiness ; and perhaps he would
not affirm it on reflection." Now, why was the former part of the sen-

tence changed, and the latter quite left out ? Had the whole stood in

your tract just as it does in mine, it must have appeared I do not here

charge the Moravian Church.

I complain also of your manner of replying to the first article of this

very paragraph. For you do not cite so much as one line of that answer
to which you profess to reply. My words are, " You ought not to charge
the Moravian Church with the first of these" errors, " since in the very

page from which you quote those words, 'There is no justifying faith

where there ever is any doubt,' that note occurs, (viz. vol. iii, p. 223,)
' In the preface to the Second Joui-nal, the Moravian Church is cleared

from this mistake.' " Ifyou had cited these words, could you possibly

have subjoined, " I have not charged the Moravian Church with any
thing ; but only repeat after you 1"

4. I have now considered one page of your reply, in the manner you
seem to require. But sure you cannot expect I should follow you thus,

step by step, through a hundred and forty pages ! If you should then

think it worth while to make a second reply, and to follow me in the

same manner, we might ^vl•ite indeed, but who would read 1 I return

therefore to what I proposed at first, viz. to touch only on what seems
of the most importance, and leave the rest just as it lies.

5. You say, " With regard to subtlety, evasion, and disguise, you now
would have it thought, that you only found this ' in many of them ; not

in all, nor in most.'" (p. SO.) "You now would have it thought!"

Yes, and always, as well as now. For my original charge was, " I have
found this in many of you ; that is, much subtlety, much evasion and
disguise. ".(Vol. iii, p. 223.) But you add, " Let the reader judge from

the following passages, whether you did not charge the Moravians in

general with these crimes :
' I had a long conference with those whom I

esteem very highly in love ; but I could not yet understand them in one
point, Christian openness and plainness of speech. They pleaded for

such a reservedness and closeness of conversation. Yet I scarce know
what to think, considering they had the practice of the whole Moravian
Church on their side.' " True, in pleading for such a reservedness of

conversation as I could not in anywise approve of; but not in using much
subtlety, much evasion and disguise : this I dare not charge on the whole
Moravian Church. Those words also, " There is darkness and close-
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ness in all their behaviour, and guile in almost all their words," I spoke,

not of all the Moravians, nor of most ; but of those who were then in

England. I could not speak it of them all ; for 1 never found any guile

in Christian David, Michael Linner, and many others.

6. " We are next to see how you get over the ol>jection I made good,
in three several particulars, that you have prepared the way for spread-

ing of these tenets. The lirst you say nothing to here ; the second you
quote very partially thus :

' By countenancing and commending them.'

And why would you not add, ' And being the occasion of so many of
them coming over among us?' " Because I was not the occasion. I was
indeed the tirst Englishman that ever was at Ilernhuth. But before I

was at Hernhuth, (I find on later inquiry,) the Count himself had been
in England.

" You ' still think, that next to some thousands in our own Church,
the body of the Moravian Church, however mistaken some of them are,

are, in the main, the best Christians in the world.' " (p. 81.) I do, " of
all whom I have seen ;"—you should not omit these words. " Those
dreadful errors and crimes are here sol'tened into mistakes." I term
them "errors of judgment and practice." "I have proved, that you
have chargi^d the body with such." At present, the proof does not

amount to demonstration. There needs a little farther proof, that 1

charge any " dreadful crimes" on the body of the Moravians.
I see no manner of inconsistency still, in those accounts of my inter-

course with the Moravians, which }'ou suppose irreconcilable with each
other. Let any one read them in the Journal, and judge.

7. " You hart said, your ' objections then were nearly the same as now.'
Y'^ou now add, ' only witli this difference; I was not then assured that the
facts were as I supposed ; I did not dare to determine any thing.' No

!

Not when by conversing among them you saw these things ? As indeed
the focts are of such a nature, that you could not but be assured of them,
if they were true. Nor do the questions in your Letter really imply any
doubt of their truth ; but are so many appeals to their consciences, and
equivalent to strong assertions. And if you had not been assured, if you
did not dare to determine any tiling concerning what you saw, your
writing bare suspicions to a body of men in such a manner was inexcusa-
ble. This excuse, therefore, will not serve you." (p 83.)

I apprehend it will. " I was not then," in September, 1738, " assured

that the facts were as I supposed." Therefore, " 1 did not" then " dare

to determine any tiling." Be pleased to add the inuuediately following-

words :
" But from November 1," 1739, " 1 saw more and more things

which I could not reconcile with the (jJospel."

If you liad not omittiMJ these words, you could have had no colour to

remark, on my saying, " 1 did not dare to determine any thing :" " No!
Not when by conversing among them you saw these things ?" No, I

did not "dare to determine," in Septemb(M-, 1738, from what I saw in

November, 1739. " But the facts are of such a nature, that you could

not but be assurt-d of them, if they were true." 1 cannot think so. "Is
not the Count all in all among you ? Do not you magnify your own
Church too much ? Do you not use guile and dissimulation in many
cases ?" These facts are by no means ol'such a nature, as that whoever
converses (even intiniat(Jy) among the Moravians cannot but be assured

of them. " Nor do the questions in your Ijcttcr really imply any doubt
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of their truth." No! Are not my very words prefixed to those questions?—'* Of some other things I stand in doubt. And I wish that, in order

to remove those doubts, you would plainly answer, whether the fact be

as I suppose." " But" these questions " are so many appeals to their

consciences." True. " And equivalent to strong assertions." Utterly

false. " If you had not been assured, if you did not dare to determine

any thing concerning what you saw," (fifteen months after,) " your
writing bare suspicions to a body of men, in such a manner, was inex-

cusable." They were strong presumptions then ; which yet I did not

write to a body of men, whom 1 so highly esteemed ; no, not even in the

tenderest manner, till I was assured they were not groundless.

7. "In a note at the bottom of page 8, you observe, ' The Band
society in London began May 1, some time before I set out for Ger-

many.* Would you insinuate here, that you did not set it up in imitation

of the Moravians ?" Sir, I will tell you the naked truth. You had
remarked thus : " You took the trouble of a journey to Germany to

them ; and were so much in love with their methods, that, at your
return hither, you set up their bands among your disciples." (p. 17.)

This was an entire mistake ; for that society was set up, not only before

I returned, but before I set out. And I designed that note to insinuate

this to you, without telling your mistake to all the world.
" I imagined, that, supposing your account of the Moravians true, it

would be impossible for any serious Christian to doubt of their being

very wicked people." I know many serious Christians who suppose it

true, and yet believe they are, in the main, good men. " A much worse
character, take the whole body together, cannot be given of a body of

men." Let us try: " Here is a body of men who have not one spark

either of justice, mercy, or truth among them ; who are lost to all sense

of right and wrong ; who have neither sobriety, temperance, nor chastity;

who are, in general, liars, drunkards, gluttons, thieves, adulterers, mur-
derers." I cannot but think, that this is a much worse character than

that of the Moravians, take it how you will. " Let the reader judge
how far you are now able to defend them." Just as far as I did at first.

Still I dare not condemn what is good among them ; and I will not

excuse what is evil.

9. " ' The Moravians excel in sweetness of behaviour.' What, though

they use guile and dissimulation V Yes. " ' Where is their multitude

of errors V In your own Journal. I have taken the pains to place them
in one view in my Remarks ; the justness of which, with all your art,

you cannot disprove." You have taken the pains to transcribe many
words ; all which together amount to this, that they, generally, hold

universal salvation, and are partly Antinomians, (in opinion,) partly

Quietists. The justness of some of your remarks, if I mistake not, has

been pretty fully disproved. As to what you speak of my art, subtlety,

and so on, in this and many other places, I look upon it as neither better

nor worse than a civil way of calling names.
" ' To this multitude of crimes I am also an utter stranger.' Then

you have charged them wrongfully. What do you account guile ?" &c.
{Second Letter, p. 84.) I account guile, despising self denial even in

the smallest points, and teaching that those who have not the assurance
of faith may not use the ordinances of God, the Lord's Supper in par-
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ticular, (this is the real, unaggravated charge,) to be fauhs which cannot

be excused. But I do not account them all together " a multitude of

crimes." I conceive this is a vehement hyperbole.
" The honour of religion," said you, " and virtue trampled upon :" I

answered, " By whom ? Not by the Moravians." You reply, " And yet

you have accused some of these as decrying all the means of grace."

JVo. What 1 accused them of, was, teaching that an unbeliever (in their

sense) ought to abstain from them. "
' Neither did I know, or think,

or say, they were desperately wicked people.' Your Journal is before

the world ; to whom I appeal whether this has not so represented them."
But how do you here represent your remark, and my answer? My
paragraph runs thus :

—

" You go on, ' How could you so long, and so intimately, converse

Avith such desperately wicked people as the Moravians, according to

your own account, were known by you to be "?' O sir, what another

assertion is this ! ' The Moravians, according to your own account,

were known by you to be desperately wicked people, while you intimately

conversed with them !' Utterly false and injurious ! I never gave any such

account. I conversed with them intimately both at Savannah and Hern-
huth. But neither then, nor at any other time, did I know, or think, or

say they were desperately wicked people : I think and say just the

reverse ; viz. that though 1 soon ' found among them a few things which

I could not approve, yet I believe they are, in the main, some of the best

Christians in the world.' After this, are you the person who complains

of me for imperfect and partial quotations'?" (p. 10.)

I added, " You surprise me yet more in going on thus : ' In God's

name, sir, is the contempt of almost the whole of our duty, of every

Christian ordinance, to be so very gently touched V Sir, this is not the

case. This charge no more belongs to the Moravians than that of

murder." (p. 11.)

You re|)ly, " Mr. Sp and Mr. Molther are accused by name. If

falsely, I am sorry both for them and you." Jiccused 1 True. But of

what? of the contempt of every Christian ordinance, of almost the whole

of our duty ? By no means. The plain case is, I accuse them of one

thing, viz. teaching that an imbeliever should abstain from the ordi-

nances. You accuse them of another,—contemning every Christian

ordinance, and almost the whole of our duty. And this you would

father upon me. I desire to lie excused.

9. As to what I said in my letter to the Moravian Church, "You can

hinder this if you will ; therefore, if you do not prevent their speaking

thus, you do, in effect, speak thus yours(!lves,"—it may be observed,

(1.) That this letter is dated August 8, 1741. (2.) That from that

time the Moravian Church did in great measure prevent any of their

members speaking thus.

You procefid :
" You distinguish between the English brethren and

the Moravians. These English brethren, I presiuiie, were your follow-

ers. Afterward you represent them as perverted by the Moravians :

' Before they had spoke these wicked things,' you say, ' they had joined

these men, and acted under their direction.' If they did not learn them

from these new teachers, from whom did they learn them ? Not, sure,

from yourself, or any other Methodists. You cannot, therefore, bring
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off the Moravians without condemning your own people. Here, there-

fore, you have certainly overshot yourself." (p. 85.) Perhaps not.

" These English brethren were, I presume, your followers." No ; this

is your first mistake. 1 was but a single, private member of that soci-

ety. " Afterward you represent them as perverted by the Moravians."
I do ; but not yet connected with them. " Before th(!y spoke these

wicked things, they had joined these men, and acted under their direc-

tion." This is another niist;ike. They did not join these men, nor act

by their direction, till long after. " If they did not learn them from these

new teachers, from whom did they learn them 1 You cannot bring off

the Moravians without condemning your own people." They learned

them from Mr. Molther chiefly ; whom I am not at all concerned to bring

off. Now let all men judge which of us two has overshot himself.

10. "In answer to my objections against the inconsistent accounts

you have given of the Moravians, you say, ' They are, I believe, the

most self-inconsistent people under the sun.' Would not one imagine,
that you here speak of the same persons, or of the whole body of them
in general ?" I do, thus far : I ascribe the good to the body of them in

general ; the evil to part only of that body, to some of those same
persons.

" Your method of getting over the contradictions I had charged upon
you is much the same,—to distinguish either between the Moravians
and the English brethren, though these had been their disciples,"

—

this has been abundantly answered,—" or between some of the Mora-
vians and others." (p. 86.) I think a very good method ; for pro-

positions are not contradictory unless they both speak of the same
persons.

However, since you persist to affirm that I am guilty of the contra-

dictions you charged upon me, (p. 87,) I think there cannot be a suf-

ficient reply without reciting the several instances.

11. First. " You commend them (the Moravians) for loving one ano-

ther ; and yet charge them with biting and devouring one another." I

answered, " Tlmn ! Whom 1 Not the Moravians, but the English bre-

thren of Fetter-lane, before their union with the Moravians. Herein,

then, is no shadow of contradiction ; for the two sentences do not relate

to the same persons."

You reply, " Would you then have us to think that so much anger
and contradiction reigned among your Methodists ?" I " would have
you think" this is nothing to the purpose. Prove the contradiction, and
\ou speak to the point. " It is plain they had before this been perverted

by the Moravians ; and that they were unwilling to be taught by any
others." They ; that is, nearly half of the society. But here is no proof
of the contradiction still.

2. " You say, ' They had well nigh destroyed brotherly love from
among us, partly by cautions against natural love, partly by occasioning

almost continual disputes.' " So they had ; but we had then no con-
nection with them. Neither, therefore, does this contradict their loving

one another. You reply, " As if they can truly love each other, who
teach you not to do it, and stir up divisions and disturbances among
you." You should say, if you would repeat after me, "Who caution

you against naturallove, and occasion many disputes among you."
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Well ; allowing they do this, (which is utterly wrong,) yet where is the

contradiction ? Yet they may love one another.

3. " You praise them tor using no diversions, but such as become
saints ; and yet say," (I recite the whole sentence,) "

' I have heard

some of you affirm that Christian salvation implies liberty to conform to

the world, by joining in worldly diversions in order to do good.' " And
both these are true. The Moravians, in general, use no diversions but

such as become saints. And yet I have heard some of them affirm, in

contradiction to their own practice, that " one then mentioned did well

when he joined in playing at tennis in order to do good." To this you
make no reply. Silence then consents, that there is no contradiction

here.

4. " You ' praise them for not regarding outward adorning.' " So I

do, the bulk of the congregation. " And yet you say," (I again recite

the whole sentence,) " ' I have heard some of you affirm that Christian

salvation implies liberty to conform to the world, by putting on gold and

costly apparel.' " I have so ; and I blame them the more, because " they

are condemned by the general practice of their own Church." To this

also you reply not. So I must count this the fourth contradiction which

you have charged upon me, but have not proved.

5. " You call their discipline, in most respects, truly excellent. I

could wish you had more fully explained yourself. ' I have, in the

Second Journal,' vol. iii, pp. 83-103. It is no sign of good discipline

to permit such abominations ; that is, error in opinion, and guile in

practice. ' True ; it is not ; nor is it any demonstration against it : for

there may be good discipline even in a college of Jesuits. Another

fault is, too great a deference to the Count. And yet, in most respects,

their discipline is truly excellent.' "

You reply, " Such excellent discipline, for all that I know, they may
have ;" (that is, as the Jesuits ;) " but I cannot agree that this is scarce

inferior to that of the apostolical age." It may be, for any thing you

advance to the contrary. " Here I cited some words of yours, con-

demning their subordination, (p. 88,) which you prudently take no

notice of." Yes ; I had just before taken notice of their too great

deference to the Count. But, the contradiction ! Where is the con-

tradiction ?

6. " You mention it as a good effect of their discipline, that ' every

one knows and keeps his proper rank.' Soon after, as it were with a

design to confute yourself, you say, ' Our brethren have neither wisdom
enough to guide, nor prudence enough to let it alone.' " I answered,
" Pardon me, sir, I have no design either to confute or contradict myself

in these words. The former sentence is spoken of the Moravian bre-

thren ; the hitter of the English brethren of Fetter-lane, not then united

with the Moravians, neither acting by their direction." To this likewise

you do not reply. Here is then a sixth contradiction, alleged against

me, but not proved.

12. However, you add, " Had you shown me mistaken in any point

you have atteni[)ted to re])ly to, still you confess errors and wickedness

enough among tiie Moravians, to render yoiu- account of them very

inconsistent. But you have not succeeded in any one answer. You
have not shown that I have, in any one instance, misquoted you, or mis-
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Tindersto<»d the character you had given of them, or argued falsely from
what you had said of them. And truly, sir, all you have done has been
cavilling at a few particulars. But the argument I was urging all this

while you quite forgot."

Sir, if it be so, you do mc too much honour, in setting pen to paper
again. But is it so 1 Have I all this while quite forgot the argument
you was urging 1 I hope not. 1 seem to remember you was urging some
argument to prove, that I " fall not only into inconsistencies, but direct

contradictions;" {Reinwks, p. 21 ;) and that I showed you mistaken,
not only in one, but in every point which you advanced as such ; that 1

did not confess any such errors or wickedness of the Moravians, as

rendered my account of them self-inconsistent ; that I " succeeded" in

more than " one answer" to the objections you had urged against it

;

and that I showed, you had " misquoted or misunderstood the character

I had given of them," or " argued falsely from it," not i)roperly " in one
instance," but from the beginning to the end.

Yet this T think it incumbent upon mc to say, that whereinsoever I

have contributed, directly or indirectly, to the spreading of any thing evil,

which is or has been among the Moravians, I am sorry for it, and hereby
ask pardon both of God and all the world.

II. 1 . 1 think it appears, by what you have yourself observed, that, on the

second head, justification by faith, I allow, in the beginning of the "Far-
ther Appeal," almost as much as you contend for.

I desire leave to cite part of that passage again, that we may come as
near each other as possible. I would just subjoin a few words on each
head, which I hope may remove more difficulties out of the way :

—

"That justification, whereof our Articles and Homilies speak, means
present pardon, and acceptance with God ; who therein ' declares his
righteousness,' or mercy, 'by,' or 'for the remission of sins that are
past.'

"

I say, past : for I cannot find any thing in the Bible of the remission

of sins past, present, and to come.

" I believe the condition of this is faith ; I mean, not only tliat without!

faith we cannot be justified, but also, that, as soon as any one has true
faith, in that moment he is justified."

You take the word condition in the former sense only, as that without

which we cannot be justified. In this sense of the word, I think we
may allow, that there are several conditions of justification.

" Good works follow this faith, but cannot go before it. IVIuch less can
sanctification ; which implies a continued course of good works, spring-
ing from holiness of heart."

Yet such a course is, without doubt, absolutely necessary to our con-

tinuance in a state of justification.

" It is allowed, that repentance and ' fruits meet for repentance' go be-

fore faith. Repentance absolutely must go before faith ; fruits meet for

it, if there be opportiuiity. By repentance I mean conviction of sin, pro-
ducing real desires and sincere resolutions of amendment ; and by ' fruits

meet for repentance,' forgiving our brother, ceasing from evil, doing good,
xising the ordinances of God, and, in general, obeying him according to

the measure of grace which we have received. Tint these I cannot as yet

term good works, because they do not spring from faith and the love oi
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God." Although the same works are then good, when they are performed
by " those who have beheved."

"Faith, in general, is a divine supernatural sXsfyos (evidence or convic-
tion) of things not seen, not discoverable by our bodily senses, as being
either past, future, or spiritual. Justifying faith implies, not only a di-

vine eXsfyoSi that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself,
but a sure trust and confidence that Christ died for my sins, that he loved
me, and gave himself for me. And the moment a penitent sinner thus
believes, God pardons and absolves him."

I say a penitent sinner ; because justifying faith cannot exist without

previous repentance.

" Yet, although both repentance, and the fruits thereof, are in some
sense necessary before justification, neither the one nor the other is neces-
sary in the same sense, or in the same degree, with faith. Not in the

same degree. For in whatever moment a man believes, (in the Christian

sense of the word,) he is justified. But it is not so at whatever moment
he repents, or brings forth any, or all, the fruits of repentance. Conse-
quently, none of these are necessary to justification, in the same degree
with faith.

" Nor in the same sense. For none of these has so direct, immediate a
relation to justification as faith. This is proximately necessary thereto

;

repentance remotely, as it is necessarj' to faith." (So the error of the press

is to be corrected.) " And the fruits of repentance still more remotely,
as they are necessary to the increase or continuance of repentance. And
even in this sense, they are only necessary on supposition,—if there be
time and opportunity for them. For in many instances there is not ; but
God cuts short his work, and faith prevents the fruits of repentance."

2. Thus far I believe we are nearly agreed. But on those words,
" Far other qualifications are required, in order to our standing before

God in glory, than were required, in order to his giving us faith and
pardon ; in order to this, notliing is indispensably required, but repent-

ance, or conviction of sin ; but in order to the other, it is indispensably

required, that we be fully cleansed from all sin ;" you remark, "Here, I

apprehend, are two great mistakes : (1.) You make too little necessary

before pardon. (2.) Too much afterward. You confine repentance

within too narrow limits, and extend holiness beyond its just bounds.

" First. By repentance you mean only conviction of sin. But this is a
very partial account of it. Every child that has learned his catechism
can tell, that forsaking of sin is included in it ; living in obedience to God's
will, when there is opportunity ; and, even when there is not, a sincere

desire and purpose to do so, and a faith in God's mercies through Christ
Jesus." (p. 92.)

I had said, " In order to God's giving us faith and pardon, nothing is

indispensably required but repentance," that is, " conviction of sin, pro-

ducing real desires and sincere resolutions of amendment." But you
" apprehend that 1 am here in a great mistake;" that I give a "very partial

account of repentance ;" that 1 ought to "include therein a sincere desire

and purpose" to obey God. I do: 1 have said so expressly ; and "living

in obedience to God's will, when there is opportunity." Very well

;

but I here speak of what is indispensably required, that is, whether there

IS opportunity of actual obedience or no; "and a iaith in God's mercies

through Christ .Jesus." A very great mistake indeed !— my not includ-

ing faith in that repentance which 1 say is indispensably required in

order to faith

!
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"Secondly. You make sinless perfection necessary after justification,

in order to make us meet for glory." And who does not? Indeed men
do not agree in the time. Some believe it is attained before death

;

some, in the article of death ; some, in an after-state, in the Mystic or the

Popish purgatory. But all writers, whom 1 have ever seen till now, (the

Romish themselves not excepted,) agree, that we must be "fully cleansed

from all sin" lieforc we can enter into glory.

3. After what has already been allowed, I cannot think it needful to

dispute farther, on the head of justification. Rather suti'er me to close

this part of our debate, by transcribing what I assent to, from that clear

recaj)itulation of your sentiments which you have given in pages 45
and 46 :

—

"(1.) Justification is the act of God, pardoning our sins, and receiving

us again to his favour. This was free in him, because undeserved by us
;

undeserved, because we had transgressed his law, and could not, nor even
can now, perfectly fulfil it.

"(2.) We cannot, therefore, be justified by our works; because this

would be, to be Justified by some merit of our own. Much less can we
be justified by an external show of religion, or by any superstitious ob-
servances."

"(3.) The life and death of our Lord is the sole meritorious cause of
this mercy, which must be firmly believed and trusted in by us. Our faith

therefore in him, though not more meritorious than any of our actions,

yet has a nearer relation to the promises of pardon through him, and is

the mean and instrument wliereby we embrace and receive them.
" (4.) True faith must be lively and productive of good works, which

are its proper fruits, the marks whereby it is known.
" (.5.) Works really good are such as are commanded by God, (spring-

ing from faith,) done by the aid of his Holy Spirit, with good designs, and
to good ends. These may be considered as internal or external.

" (6.) The inward ones, such as hope, trust, fear, and love of God and
our neighbour, (which may be more properly termed good dispositions,

and [are branches of] sanctification,) must always be joined with faith,

and consequently be conditions present in justification, though they are
not the means or instruments of receiving it.

"(7.) The outward," (which are more properly termed good works,)
"though there be no immediate opportunity of practising them, and there-

fore a sincere desire and resolution to perform them be sufficient for the
present

;
yet must follow after as soon as occasion offers, and will then

be necessary conditions of preserving our justification.
" (8.) There is a justification conveyed to us in our baptism, or, properfy,

this state is then begun. But, should we fall into sins, we cannot regain
it without true faith and repentance, wliich implies (as its fruits) a for-

saking of our sins, and amendment of our whole life."

I liave only one circumstance farther to add, namely, that I am not

newly convinced of these things. For this is the doctrine which I have
continually taught for eight or nine years last past; only, I abstained

from the word condition, perhaps more scrupulously than was needful.

4. With regard to the consequences of my teaching this doctrine, I

desire any who will not account it lost labour, to consult with his own
eyes, seriously and in the fear of God, the Third and Fourth Journals.

And if he pleases, he may farther read over and compare, from the 279th
to the 281st page ofmy answer ; with your reply, trom the one hundred
and first inclusive, to the one hundred and fourth page.
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Among the consequences you reckoned, (in your Remarks,) besides,
" introducing predestination, confusion, presumption, and despair, many
veiy shocking instances of all which" (your words are) " you give us
among your followers." (pp. 52, 55.) I answered, " You should have
specified a few of those instances, at least the pages where they occur.
(Suppose, only three of each sort, out of any or all the Four Journals.)
Till this is done, I can look upon this assertion as no other than a
flourish of your pen."

Upon this you exclaim: (p. Ill :) "I must beg the reader to ob-
serve your method of citing my words. Many instances of omissions
he has had already. But here is such a one, as I bcheve few contro-

versies can parallel. Would not any one imagine from the view of these
words, [predestination, confusion, presumption, and despair,] that they

occurred all together in page fifty-two, of my Remarks, and that I ob-

served nothing farther concerning this point ? Could it be thought that

any thing intervened between the page referred to, and the last sentence?
And yet so it is, that near three pages intervene !' Ha ! do near three

pages intervene ! Prodigious indeed ! "And this is called an answer!"
So it is, for want of a better.

" Your business was to show, that the Calvinistical notions have not

prevailed among the Methodists, or that they were no conse<|uences of
unconditional justification." No, sir, it was not my business to show
this. It was not my business fo prove the negative ; but yours, to prove
the affirmative. Mr. Whitetield is himself a Calvinisf. Such therefore

doubtless are many of his followers. But Calvinism has not prevailed

at all among any other of the Methodists, (so called,) nor is it to this

day any consequence of unconditional justification, in the manner wherein
I preach it.

5. You next " take the pains to lay before the reader an instance or

two of confusion," &c. The first I read thus :

—

" While we were at the room, Mrs. J., sitting at home, took the Bible
to read ; but on a sudden threw it away, saying, ' I am good enough. I

will never read or pray more.' She was in the same mind when I came;
often repeating, 'I used to think I was full of sin, and that I sinned in

every thing 1 did. But now I know better; I am a good Christian; J

never did any harm in my life ; I do not desire to be any better than I am.'
She spake many things to the same effect, plainly showing that the spirit

of pride and of lies had the full dominion over her. I asked, 'Do you
desire to be healed ?' She said, ' I am whole.' ' But do you desire to be
saved ?' She replied, ' I am saved, I ail nothing, I am happy.'

" This is one of the fruits of the present salvation and sinless perfection
taught by you among the weak and ignorant."' (p. 11.)

I should wonder if the scarecrow of sinless perfection was not brought

in some way or other. But lo the point: You here repeat a relation as

tiom me, and that " in coiifirmalion," you say, " of your own veracitv,"

and yet leave out both the begiruiing of that relation, part of the middle,

and the end of it.

I begin thus: "Sun. 11.— I met with a surprising instance of the

power of the devil." (Vol. iii, p. 200.) These words, of all others,

should not have been left out, being a key to all that follows. In the

middle ofthe relation, immediately after the words, " I am happy," I add,
" Yet it was easy to discern she was in the most violent agony both of
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body and mind ; sweating exceedingly, nothwithstantling the severe

frost, and not continuing in the same posture a moment :"—a plain

proof that this was no instance of presumption, nor a natural fruit of any
teaching whatever.

It ends thus :
" About a quarter before six the next morning, after

lying quiet a while, she broke out, ' Peace be unto thee ;' (her husband;)
' peace be unto this house ; the peace of God is come to my soid ; /
know that my Redeemer liiudli.^ And for several days her mouth was
filled with his praise, and her talk was wholly of his wondrous works."
Had not these words been left out, neither could this have passed for

an instance of despair. Though still I do nut know but it might have
stood for an instance of confusion, &c.

1 must not forget that this was cited at first as a proof of my enthu-

siasm ; as an instance of a private revelation, " which," you say, " I

seem to pay great credit to,—representing the conjectures of a woman,
whose brain appears to have been too much heated, as if they had been
owing to a particular and miraculous spirit of prophecy." {Remarks,

p. 64.) I answered, " Descant, sir, as you please on this enthusiasm ;

on the credit I paid to this private revelation ; and my representing the

conjectures of this brain-sick woman as owing to a miraculous power of

the Spirit of prophecy : and when you have done, I will desire you to

read the passage once more ; where you will find my express words
are, introducing this account :

' Sun. 1 1 . I met with a surprising instance

of the power of the devil.' Such was the credit I paid to this revelation!

All which I ascribe to the Spirit of God is, the enabling her to strive

against the power of the devil, and at length restoring peace to her soul."

{./inswer, p. 288.)

I was in hopes you had done with this instance. But I am disap-

pointed : for in your Second Letter I read thus :

—

" The instances of enthusiasm and presumption which your last

Journal had furnished me with remain now to be reviewed. The first

was of a private revelation, which you appeared to pay great credit to*

You had represented every thing the woman had spoke in her agony as

coming to pass." (p. 130.) But I tiad not represented any thing she

spoke then, whether it came to pass or no, as coming from the Spirit of

God, but from the devil.

You say, " When I read this first, I was amazed, and impatient to

look again into your Journal. But 1 had no sooner done this, but I

was still more astonished. For you have very grievously misrepre-

sented the case." If I have, then I will bear the blame ; but if not, it

will light on your head.

"It is not this account which you had thus introduced; but another,

and a very different one, of what happened a day or two before. Sun-
day, you mention her as being guilty of gross presumption, which you
attribute to the power of the devil. But on Monday and Tuesday the

opposite i-evelations happened, wliich you relate without the least mark
of diffidence or blame." (Ibid. p. 131.)

I am grieved that you constrain me to say any more. In the sixty-

sixth and sixty-seventh pages of the last Journal, [Vol. iii, p. 200, of

this edition,] I gave an account of Mrs. Jones, which I teirn " a sur-

prising instance of tlie power of the dtivil." It mcludes the occurrences

Vol. V. 20
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of three days. This you brought as a i)roof of my enthusiasm. I

answer, " The very words that introduce this account," prove it is no
instance of enthusiasm ; meaning by this account, (as I suppose is plain

to every reader,) the following account of Mrs. Jones. You reply, " It is

not this account, which you had thus introduced, but another^ and a very
different one, of what happened a day or two before." Sir, it is the
-whole account of Mrs. Jones which I thus introduce ; and not another,

not a very different one. And I attribute the agony which she (Mrs.
Jones) was in, and most of the words which she spoke, both on Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday, not to the Spirit of God, but to the power of
the devil.

6. The next instance which you relate as an instance of despair, is

that of a young woman of Kingswood; which you break off with, " Take
me away, &c." (p. 112.) But why did you not decypher that &c?
Why did you not add the rest of the paragraph t Because it would have
spoiled your whole argument. It would have shown what the end of
the Lord was, in permitting that severe visitation. The words are, "We
interrupted her by calling again upon God, on which she sunk down as
before, (as one asleep,) and another young woman began to roar as

loud as she had done. My brother now came in, it being about nine

o'clock. We continued in prayer till past eleven ; when God in a mo-
ment spoke peace into the soul, first, of the first tormented, and then of

the other. And they both joined in singing praises to Him who had
stilled the enemy and the avenger." (Vol. iii, p. 161.)

7. I am sorry to find you still affirm, that, with regard to the Lord's
Supper also, I " advance many injudicious, false, and dangerous things.

Such as, (1.) That 'a man ought to communicate, without a sure trust

in God's mercy through Christ.'" (p. 117.) You mark these as my
words ; but I know them not. (2.) " That there is no previous pre-

paration indispensably necessary, but a desire to receive whatsoever
God pleases to give." But I include abundantly more in that desire

than you seem to apprehend ; even a willingness to know and do the

whole will of God. (3.) " That no fitness is required at the time of
communicating," (I recite the whole sentence,) " but a sense of our

state, of our utter sinfulness and helplessness ! Every one who knows
he is fit for hell, being just fit to come to Christ, in this, as well as in all

other ways of his appointment." But neither can this sense of our utter

sinfulness and helplessness subsist, without earnest desires of universal

holiness. " There was another passage," you say, " which you chose
to omit." (p. 118.) Which this was I do not understand. Nor do
I perceive any one of these dreadful positions (as you style them) to be
contrary to the word of God.

8. You will likewise, at all hazards, stand your ground, as to the

charge of stoical insensibility. I answered before, " How do you sup-

port the charge 1 Why thus :
' You say. The servants of God suffer

nothing.^ And can you possibly misunderstand these words, if you
read those that immediately follow ?— ' His body was well-nigh torn

asunder with pain. But God made all his bed in his sickness. So that

he was continually giving thanks to God, and making his boast of his

praise.'" (p. 285.)

You reply, " Ifyou meant no more than that a man under the sharpest
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pains may be thankful to God, why did you call this a strange truth V^

(p. 118.) Because I think it is so. [ think it exceeding strange,

that one in such a degree of pain should be continually giving thanks

to God. Not tlKit I suppose him "insensible of his torments." " His
body,*' I say, " was well-nigh torn asunder with pain." But the love

of God so abundantly overbalanced all pain, that it was as nothing

to him.
" The next instance is as follows : One told you, ' Sir, I thought last

week there could be no such rest as you describe ; none in this world
wherein we should be so free as not to desire ease in pain. But God
has taught me better. For on Friday and Saturday, when I was in the

strongest pain, I never once had one moment's desire of ease.' " Add,
" But only that the will of God might be done."

Neither has this any resemblance of" stoical insensibility." I never

supposed that this person did not teel pain
; (nor indeed that there is

any state on earth wherein we shall not feel it ;) but that her soul was
filled with the love of God, and thankfully resigned to his will.

"Another instance is taken from one of your hymns, where are these

lines :—(p. 119.)

'Doom, it' thou canst, to endless pains,

And drive me from tliy face :'"

(Add,

" But if thy stronger love constrains,

Let me saved by gi-ace.")

" This I thought the height of insensibility, extravagance, and presump-
tion. You see nothing of these in it. And yet you explain yourself
thus :

' If thou canst deny thyself, if thou canst forget to be gracious,

if thou canst cease to be truth and love :' all which, in my opinion, is

fixing the charge most strongly upon you. For the supposition that

Christ can do these things."—Are you in earnest, sir ? Are you really

ignorant, that expressions of this kind do not suppose he can, but quite

the reverse 1 that they are one of the strongest forms of obtestation, of

adjuring God to show mercy, by all his grace, and truth, and love ? So
far is this also from proving the charge of" stoical insensibility."

III. 1. I come now to consider the point of Church communion, of

which you have spoke in the beginning ofyour treatise. In the entrance,

you say, " We teach no other doctrine than has always been taught in

our Church. Our sentiments concerning justification are reconcilable

to om- Articles, Homilies, and Service. This I apprehend several of the

Methodists have been convinced of, and have therefore left our com-
munion entirely. Vou give us more instances than one of this in yom'

last Journal." (p. 2.) No, not one. Nor did I ever yet know one man
who " therefore left the communion of the Church," because he was
convinced that either her Articles, Homilies, or Liturgy, opposed his

sentiments concerning justification. Poor Mr. St— and Mr. Simpson
were induced to leave it by reasons of quite another kind.

You add, " We catmot wonder tliat some Methodists have withdrawn
from her, while they have been used to hear doctrines which they must
have been sensil)Ie have no place in her Articles and Ser-vice." So far

from U, that all I know of thorn are deeply yensible, the " doctrines they
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have been used to hear" daily, are no other than the genuine doctrines

of the Church, as expressed both in her Articles and Service.

2. But our present question turns not on doctrine but discipline.

" My first business," you say, " is to consider some veiy lax notions of

Church communion which I find in your last Journal. Vol. iii, p. 177,

you say, ' Our Twentieth Article defines a true Church, a congregation

of faithful people, wherein the true word of God is preached, and the

sacraments duly administered.' " (p. 3.) The use I would willingly

make of this definition, (which, observe, is not mine, be it good or bad,)

is to stop the boasting of ungodly men, by cutting off their pretence to

call themselves of the Church. But you think they may call themselves

so still. Then let them. I will not contend about it.

But you cannot infer from hence, that my notions of Church com-
munion are either lax or otherwise. The definition which I occasionally

cite shows nothing of my sentiments on that head. And for any thing

which occurs in this page, they may be strict or loose, right or wrong.

You add, " It will be requisite, in order to approve yourself a minister

of our Church, that you follow her rules and orders ; that you constantly

conform to the method of worship she has prescribed, and study to pro-

mote her peace." (p. 5.) All this is good and fit to be done. But it

properly belongs to the following question :

—

" What led you into such very loose notions of Church communion,
I imagine, might be, your being conscious to yourself, that, according

to the strict, just account of the Church of England, you could not, with

any grace, maintain your pretensions to belong still to her." Sir, T have

never told you yet what my notions of Church communion are. They
may be wrong, or they may be right, for all you know. Therefore, when
you are first supposing that I have told you my notions, and then as-

signing the i-easons of them, what can be said, but that you imagine the

whole matter?

3. How far I have acted agreeably to the rules and orders of our

Church, is a farther question. You think I have acted contrary thereto.

First, by using extemporary prayer in public. " The Church," you say,

" has strongly declared her mind on this point, by appointing her excel-

lent Liturgy, which you have solenmly promised to use, and no other."

I know not when or where. " And whoever does not worship God in

the manner she prescribes must be supposed to slight and contemn her

offices and rules ; and therefore can be no more worthy to be called her

minister." (Ibid. p. 7.)

I do not " slight or contemn the offices" of the Church : I esteem

them very highly. And yet I do not, at all times, worship God, even in

public, in the very terms of those offices. Nor yet do I knowingly
" slight or contemn her rules :" for it is not clear to my apprehension,

that she has any rule which forbids using extemporary prayer, suppose

between the morning and evening service. And if I am " not worthy

to be called her minister," (which I dare by no nieans affirm myself to

be,) yet her minister I am, and must always be, unless I should be

judicially deposed from my ministry.

Your second argument is this :
" If you suppose the Scripture enjoins

you to use extemporary prayer, then you must suppose our Liturgy to

be inconsistent with Scripture ; and, consequently, unlawful to be used."
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That does not follow ; unless I supposed the Scripture to enjoin to use

extemporary prayer and no other. Then it would follow, that a form of

prayer was inconsistent with Scripture. But this I never did suppose.

Your third argument is to this effect :
" You act contrary to the rule

of the Church. Allow she is in the wrong; yet, while you break her

rule, how do you act as her minister?" It ought to be expressed, " How
are you her minister?" for the conclusion to be proved is, that I am not

her minister.

I answer, (1.) I am not convinced, as I observed before, that I do
hereby break her rule. (2.) If I did, yet should I not cease to be her

minister, unless I were formally deprived. (3.) I now actually do con-

tinue in her communion, and hope that I always shall.

4. You object farther, that I " disobey the governors of the Church."
I answer, I both do, and will, obey them in all things, where I do not

apprehend there is some particular law of God to the contrary. "Here,"
you say, " you confess that in some things you do not, and cannot, obey
your governors." (p. 8.) Did I confess this ? Then I spoke rashly and
foolishly ; for I granted more than I can make good. I do certainly

apprehend that the law of God requires me, both to preach, and, some-
times, to pray extempore. Yet I do not know that I disobey the governors
of the Church herein : for I do not know that they have forbidden me
to do either.

But your " behaviour and method of teaching is irregular. Have
you any warrant tVom Scripture for preaching" up and down thus ? I

think I have ; I think God hath called me to this work " by the laying

on of the hands of the Presbytery," which directs me how to obey that

general command, " While we have time, let us do good unto all men."
" But we ought to do this agreeably to our respective situations, and

not break in upon each other's provinces. Every private man may take

upon himself the office of a magistrate, and quote this text as justly as

you have done." (p. 9.) No ; the private man is not called to the office

of a magistrate ; but I am to the office of a preacher. " You was, in-

deed, authorized to preach the Gospel ; but it was in the congregation

to which you should be lawfully appointed. Whereas you have many
years preached in places whereunto you was not lawfully appointed

;

nay, which were entrusted to others, who neither wanted nor desired

your assistance."

Many of them wanted it enough, whether they desired it or no. But
I shall not now debate that point. I rather follow you to the First Part

of the " Farther Appeal," where this objection is considered.

5. " Our Church," it was said, " has provided against this preaching
up and down, in the ordination of a priest, by expressly limiting the

exercise of the powers then conferred upon him to the congregation

where he shall be lawfully appointed thereunto."

I answered, (1.) " Your argument proves too much. If it be allowed
just as you propose it, it proves that no priest has authority either to

preach or administer the sacrament in any other than his own congre-
gation." {Farther Appeal, p. 84.)
You reply, " Is there no difference between a thing's being done

occasionally, and its being done for years together ?" Yes, a great one

;

and more inconveniences may arise from the latter than from the former.
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But this is all wide : it does not touch the point. Still, if our Church
does expressly limit the exercise of the sacerdotal powers to that con-
gregation whereunto each priest shall be appointed, this precludes him
from exercising those powers at all, in any other than that congregation.

I answered, (2.) " Had the powers conferred been so limited when I

was ordained priest, my ordination would have signified just nothing.

For I was not appointed to any congregation at all ; but was ordained
as a member of that ' college of divines,' (so our statutes express it,)

' founded to overturn all heresies, and defend the catholic faith.'
"

You reply, " I presume it was expected you should either continue at

your college, or enter upon some regular cure." Perhaps so; but I

must still insist, that if my sacerdotal powers had been then expressly

limited to that congregation whereunto I should be appointed, my ordi-

nation would have signified nothing. I mean, I could never, in virtue

of that ordination, have exercised those powers at all; seeing I never
was appointed to any single congregation, at least not till I went to

Georgia.

I answered, (3.) " For many years after I was ordained priest, this

limitation was never heard of. I heard not one syllable of it, by way of
objection to my preaching up and down in Oxford or London, or the

parts adjacent ; in Gloucestershire or Worcestershire ; in Lancashire,
Yorkshire, or Lincolnshire. Nor did the strictest disciplinarian scruple

suffering me to exercise those powers wherever I came."
You reply, " There is great difference between preaching occasion-

ally, with the leave of the incumbents, and doing it constantly without

their leave." I grant there is ; and there are objections to the latter,

which do not reach the former case. But they do not belong to this

head. They do not in the least afi'ect this consequence,—" If every

priest, when ordained, is expressly limited, touching the exercise of the

))ower then received, to that congregation to which he shall be appointed;

then is he precluded by this express limitation from preaching, with or

without the incumbent's leave, in any other congregation whatever."

I aiiswered, (4.) " Is it not, hi fact, universally allowed, that every

priest, as such, has a power, in virtue of his ordination, to preach in any
congregation, where the curate desires his assistance ?"

You reply to this by what you judge a parallel case. But it does not

touch the restriction in question. Either this does, or does not, expressly

limit the exercise of the powers conferred upon a priest in his ordination

to that congregation whereunto he shall be appointed. If it does not, 1

am not condemned by this, however faulty 1 may be on a thousand

other accounts. If it does, then is every priest condemned whoever
preaches out of the congregation to which he is appointed.

Your parallel case is this : " Because a man does not ofTend against

the law of the land, when I prevail upon him to teach my children ;"

therefore " he is impowered to seize" (read, he does not offend against

the law of the land in seizing,) " an apartment hi my house, and against

ray will and approbation to continue therein, and to direct and dictate to

my family!" (p. 11.)

An exact parallel indeed I When, therefore, I came to live in St.

Luke's parish, was it just the same thing as if I had seized an apartment

in Dr. Buckley's house ? And was the continuing therein against his
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^vill and approbation (supposing it were so) precisely the same, as if I

had continued in his house, whether he would or no 1 Is the one exactly

the same ofTence against the law of the land as the other? Once more.

Is the warning sinners in Moorfields to flee from the wrath to come, the

very same with directing the Doctor's family under his own roof? I

.should not have answered this, but that I was afraid you would conclude

it was unanswerable.

I answered the former objector, (5.) " Before those words which you
suppose to imply such a restraint, were those words spoken without any
restraint or limitation at all, which I apprehend to convey an indelible

character, ' Receive the Holy Ghost, for the office and work of a priest

in the church of God, now committed unto thee, by the imposition of our

hands.' " You reply, " The question is not, whether you are in orders

or not." {Ibid. p. 12.) I am glad to hear it. I really thought it was.
" But whether you have acted suitably to the directions or rules of the

Church of England." Not suitably to that rule, if it were strictly to be
interpreted, of preaching only in a single congregation. But I have
given my reasons why I think it cannot be so interpreted. And those

reasons I do not see that you have invalidated.

I would only add, If I am in orders, if I am a minister still, and yet

not a minister ofthe Church of England, of what church am I a minister?

Whoever is a minister at all, is a minister of some particular church.

Neither can he cease to be a minister of that church, till he is cast out

of it by a judicial sentence. Till, therefore, I am so cast out, (which I

trust will never be,) I must style myself a minister of the Church of

England.

6. Your next objection is, " You not only erect bands, which after

the Moravians, you call the United Socie/i/, but also give out tickets to

those that continue therein." These bands, you think, "have had very

bad consequences, as was to be expected, when weak people are made
leaders of their brethren, and are set upon expounding Scripture." {Ibid.)

You are in some mistakes here. For, (1.) The bands are not called

the United Society. (2.) The United Society was originally so called,

not after the Moravians, but because it consisted of several smaller

societies united together. (3.) Neither the bands nor the leaders of

them, as such, are " set upon expounding Scripture." (4.) The good
consequences of their meeting together in bands, I know ; but the veiy

bad consequences, I know not.

When any members of these, or of the United Society, are proved to

live in known sin, we then mark and avoid them ; we separate ourselves

from every one that walks disorderly. Sometimes, if tlie case be judged

infectious, (though rarely,) this is openly declared. And this you style

" excommunication ;" and say, " Does not every one see a separate

ecclesiastical society or communion?" (p. 13.) No. This society

does not separate from the communion of the rest of the Church of

England. They continue steadfastly with them, both " in the apostoli-

cal doctrine, and in the breaking of bread, and in prayers." (Which
neither Mr. St— nor Mr. Simpson does, nor the gentleman who writes

to you in favour of the Moravians, who also writes pressingly to me to

separate myself from the Church.) A society " over which you had

appointed yourself a governor." No : so far as I governed them, it was
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at their own entreaty. " And took upon you all the spiritual authority

which the very highest church governor could claim." What ! at Kings-

wood, in February 1740-1 1 Not so. I took upon me no other authority

{then and there at least) than any steward of a society exerts by the

consent of the other members. I did neither more nor less than declare,

that they who had broken our rules were no longer of our society.

" Can you pretend that you received this authority from our Church ?"

Not by ordination ; for I did not exert it as a priest ; but as one whom
that society had voluntarily chosen to be at the head of them. " Or thai

you exercised it in subjection or subordination to her lawful governors I"

I think so ; I am sure I did not exercise it in any designed opposition to

them. " Did you ever think proper to consult or advise with them,

about fixing the terms of your communion .'" If you mean, about fixing

the rules of admitting or excluding from our society, I never did think it

either needful or proper. Nor do I at this day.
" How then will you vindicate all these powers?" All these are,

" declaring those are no longer of our society." " Here is a manifest

congi-egation. Either it belonged to the Church of England, or not.

If it did not, you set up a separate communion against her. And how
then are you injured, in being thought to have withdrawn from her ?" I

have nothing to do with this. The antecedent is false : therefore the

consequent falls of course. " If it did belong to the Church, show where

the Church gave you such authority of controlhng and regulating it V
Authority of putting disorderly members out of that society i The society

itself gave me that authority. " What private clergyman can plead her

commission to be thus a judge and ordinary, even in his own parish V
Any clergyman or layman, without pleading her commission, may be

thus a judge and ordinary. " Are not these powers inherent in her

governors, and committed to the higher order of her clergy ?" No ; not

the power of excluding members from a private society,—unless on
supposition of some such rule as ours is, viz. " That if any man separate

from the Church, he is no longer a member of our society."

7. But you have more proof yet :
" The grand jury in Georgia found,

that you had called yourself ordinary of Savannah. Nor was this fact

contradicted even by those of the jury who, you say, wrote in your fa-

vour : so that it appears, you have long had an inclination to be inde-

pendent and uncontrolled." This argument ought to be good ; for it is

far fetched. The plain case was this : that grand jury did assert, that,

in Mr. Causton's he:;ring, I had called myself ordinary of Savannah.

The minority of the jury, in their letter to tlie trustees, refuted the other

allegations particularly ; but thought this so idle a one, that they did

not deign to give it any farther re|)ly, than,

" As to the eighth bill we are in doubt, as not well knowing the mean-
ing of the word ordinary." Sec vol. iii, p. 44.

You add, " T appeal to any reasonable man, whether you have not

acted as an ordinary, nay, a bishop, in Kingswood." If you mean, in

'" declaring those disorderly members were no longer of that society ;"

I admit your appeal, whether I therein acted as a bishop, or as any

steward of a society may. " Nay, you have gone far beyond the gene-

rality of the Dissenters themselves ; who do not commit the power of

excommunication, and appointing to preach," (that is another question,)
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** to the hands of any private minister." The po^vers of excommmiica-

Hon. True ; hut this was not excommunication, but a quite different

thing.

How far, in what circumstances, and in what sense, I have " appointed

men to preach," I have explained at large in the third part of the " Far-

ther Appeal." But I wait for farther light ; and am ready to consider,

as I am able, whatever shall be replied to what is there advanced.

8. Your general conclusion is, " Whatever your pretences or pro-

fessions may be, you can be looked upon by serious and impartial

persons, not as a member, much less a minister, of the Church of Eng-
land, but as no other than an enemy to her constitution, worship, and

doctrine, raising divisions and disturbances in her communion." {Ibid.

p. 76.) *' And yet you say, ' I cannot have greater regard to her rules.

'

' I dare not renounce communion with her.'" {Ibid. p. 15.)

I do say so still. I cannot have a greater regard to any human rules,

than to follow them in all things, unless where I apprehend there is a

divine rule to the contrary. I dare not renounce communion with the

Church of England. As a minister, I teach her doctrines; I use her

offices ; I conform to her rubrics ; I suffer reproach for my attachment

to her. As a private member, I hold her doctrines ; I join in her offices,

in prayer, in hearing, in communicating. I expect every reasonable

man, touching these facts, to believe his own eyes and ears. But if

these facts are so, how dare any man of common sense charge me with

renouncing the Church of England?
9. Use ever so many exaggerations, still the whole of this matter is,

(1.) I often use extemporary prayer. (2.) Wherever I can, I preach

the Gospel. (3.) Those who desire to live the Gospel, I advise how-

to watch over each other, and to put from them such as walk disorderly.

Now, whether these things are, on other considerations, right or wrong,

this single point I must still insist on :
" All this does not prove, either

that I am no member, or that I am no minister, of the Church of Eng-
land." Nay, nothing can prove, I am no member of the Church, till I

either am excommunicated, or renounce her communion, and no longer

join in her doctrine, and in the breaking of bread, and in prayer. Nor
can any thing prove, I am no minister of the Church, till I either am
deposed from my ministry, or voluntarily renounce her, and wholly cease

to teach her doctrines, use her offices, and obey her rubrics for con-

science' sake.

However, I grant, that whatsoever is " urged on this head deserves

my most serious consideration." And whensoever I am convinced,

that by taking any methods, more or less different from those I now take,

1 may better " consult the honour of religion, and be able to do more
good in the world," hy the grace of God I shall not persist in these one

hour, but instantly choose the more excellent way.

IV. 1. What you urge on the head of enthusiasm also, I think, " de-

serves my most serious consideration." You may add, " and presump-

tion." I let it drop once more ; because I do not love tautology ; and

because I look upon presumption to be essential to enthusiasm, and,

consequently, contained therein. I will therefore weigh what you ad-

vance concerning it, and explain myself something more at large.

" I am to examine," you say, " how far you have cleared yourself of
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enthusiasm. My account of this you set down, making as many altera-

tions and omissions as there are hnes." (p. 120.) Perhaps more ; for

I never designed to recite the whole, but only the material part of it.

' If you did not wholly approve of it, why would you not let me know
what you disliked in it?" Because I do not love many words. There-
fore, when the argument stood thus, " He that does this is an enthu-

siast ; but you do this ;" I was generally content with answering the

second proposition, and leaving the first as I found it.

" I laid this charge against you and the Methodists in general ; be-

tween you every part of the character has been verified." I answer for

one ; let the rest answer for themselves, if they have not better em-
ployment.

That the question between us may be the more fully understood, I

shall briefly compare together, (1.) Your remarks. (2.) My answer.

(3.) Your reply ; though still I cannot promise to repeat your words at

length.

2. You remark, " Though you would be thought an enemy to enthu-

siasm and presumption, yet in both you are far from being inferior to

the Moravians, or indeed to any others." (p. 60.) Strong assertions

!

JVot inferior to any others ? not to the French prophets, or John of

Leyden! "(1.) Enthusiasm is a false persuasion of an extraordinary

divine assistance, which leads men to such conduct as is only to be
justified by the supposition of such assistance." I answer, " Before
this touches me, you are to prove (which I conceive you have not done
yet) that my conduct is such as is only to be justified by the supposition

of such assistance." (p. 286.) You reply, " This, I think, is proved in

the preceding tract." (p. 120.) I think not. Let men of candour
judge. Yet I am persuaded, there was such an assistance at some
times. You have also to prove, that this was a false persuasion.

iTou remark, (2.) "An enthusiast is, then, sincere, but mistaken."

(p. 61.) I answered, " That I am mistaken remains to be proved." You
reply, " The world must judge." Agreed, if by the ivorld you mean
men of reason and religion.

You remark, (3.) " His intentions must be good ; but his actions will

be most abominable." I answered, "What actions of mine are most
abominable V You reply, " The world must be judge, whether your

public actions have not been, in many respects, abominable." I am
glad the charge softens. I hope by and by you will think they are only

abominable in some respects.

You remark, (4.) " Instead of making the word of God the rule of his

actions, he follows only secret persuasion or impulse." I answered : " I

have declared again and ajiain, that I make the word of God the rule

of all my actions ; and that I no more follow any secret impulse instead

thereof, than 1 follow Mohammed or Confucius." You reply : " You fall

again into your strain of boasting, as if declarations could have any

weight against facts; assert, that 'you make the word of God the rule

of all your actions,' and that I 'perhaps do not know many persons.' "

—

(p. 121.) Stop, sir : you are stepping over one or two points which I

have not done with.

You remark, (5.) "Instead ofjudging of his spiritual estate by the

unprovemjent of his heart, he rests only on ecstasies," &c. I answered ;
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*' Neither is this my c;ise. I rest not on them at all. I judge of my
spiritual estate by the improvement of my heart and the tenor of my life

conjointly." To this I do not perceive you reply one word. Herein,

then, I am not an enthusiast.

You remark, (6.) "He is very liable to err, not considering things

coolly and carefully." I answered : " So indeed I am ; I find it every

day more and more. But I do not yet find that this is owing to my
want of ' considering things coolly and carefully.' Perhaps you do not

know many persons (excuse my simplicity in speaking it) who more
carefully consider every step they take. Yet I know I am not cool or

careful enough. May God supply this and all my wants!" (p. 287.)

You reply, " Your private life I have nothing to do with ;" and then

enlarge on my " method of consulting Scripture," and of using lots ;

—

of both which by and by. But, meantime, observe, this does not affect

the question : for I neither cast lots, nor use that method at all, till I

have considered things with all the care I can. So that, be this right or

wrong, it is no manner of proof that I do not " carefully consider every
.step I take."

But how httle did I profit by begging your excuse, suppose I had
spoken a word unguardedly ! O sir, you put me in mind of him who
said, " I know not how to show mercy !" You have need never to fight

but when you are sure to conquer ; seeing you are resolved neither to

give nor take quarter.

You remark, (7.) " He is very difficult to be convinced by reason and
argument, as he acts upon a supposed principle superior to it,—the

direction of God's Spirit." I answered, " I am very difficult to be

convinced by dry blows or hard names, but not by reason or argu-

ment. At least that difficulty cannot spring from the cause you mention :

for I claim no other direction of God's Spirit than is common to all

believers."

You reply, (1.) "I fear this will not be easily reconcilable to your
past pretenses and behaviour." (p. 124.) I believe it will ; in par-

ticular, to what I speak of the light I received from God in that

important affair. (Vol. iii, p. 234.) But as to the directions in general,

of the Spirit of God, we very probably differ in this : you apprehend
those directions to be extraordinary, which I suppose to be common 4.0

all believers.

You remark, (8.) " Whoever opposes him will be charged with resist-

ing or rejecting the Spirit." I answered, "What! whoever opposes

me, John Wesley ? Do I charge every such person with ' rejecting the

Spirit?' No more than I charge him with robbing on the highway. Do
I charge you with rejecting the Spirit?" You reply, "You deny that

you charge the opposers with rejecting the Spirit, and affirm, that you
never said or thought that what you do is to be accounted the work of

God." Here you blend different sentences together, which I must con-

sider apart, as they were written. And, first, where do I charge you
with rejecting the Spirit? If I charge whoever opposes me with this,

undoubtedly I charge you. If I do not charge you, that proposition is

false ; I do not so charge whoever opposes me. Your next words are,

" You affirm that you never said or thought that what you do is to be

accounted the work of God. If it be the work of God, you need not
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deny the other point." Yes, sir ; whether it be or no, I must still deny
that I ever charged you with rejecting the Spirit in opposing me.
You remark, (9.) " His own dreams must be regarded as oracles."

I answered, " Whose ? I desire neither my dreams nor my waking
thoughts may be regarded at all, unless just so far as they agree with

the oracles of God." To this also you make no reply.

You remark, (10.) "However wild his behaviour may be, whatever
he does is to be accounted the work of God." It was to this I an-

swered, " I never said so of what I do ; I never thought so." This
answer was ill expressed. And I might have foreseen you would hardly

fail to make your advantage ol" it. I must therefore explain myself upon
it a little farther. You said, " An enthusiast accounts whatever he does
to be the work of God." I should have said, " But I do not account what-

ever I do to be the work of God." What that is which I do account his

work will be considered by and by.

You remark, (11.) "He talks in the style of inspired persons." I

answered, " No otherwise inspired than you are, if you love God."
You reply, " The point was not, whether you are actually inspired, but

whether you have talked in the style of those who were so." (p. 126.)

That was so much the point, that, if it were allowed, it would overturn

your whole argument. For if I was inspired, (in your sense,) you could

not term that inspiration enthusiasm without blasphemy ; but you again

mistake my words. The plain meaning of them is, that I talk in the

style of those persons who are " no otherwise inspired than you are, if

you love God."
You remark, (12.) " He applies Scripture phrases to himself, without

attending to their original meaning, or once considering the difference

of times and circumstances." (p. 62.) I answered, " I am not con-

scious of any thing like this. I apply no Scripture phrase either to

myself or any other, without carefully considering both the original

meaning, and the secondary sense, wherein, allowing for different times

and circumstances, it may be applied to ordinary Christians." (p. 287.)

You reply, " This also you deny to have done ; holding, however, some
secondary sense, (what it is, you have not told us,) in which Scripture

phrases may be applied to ordinary Christians." I have largely told you
what I mean by a secondaiy sense, in the First Part of the " Farther

Appeal." You add :
" Many things which were truly written of the

preaching of Christianity at first, you have vainly applied to yourselves."

Sir, I am to answer only for myself; as I will for that expression, " Be-

hold, the day of the Lord is come ; he is again visiting and redeeming

his people !"

3. I come now to what you expatiate upon at large, as the two grand

instances of my enthusiasm. The first is plainly this : at some rare

times, when I have been in great distress of soul, or in utter uncer-

tainty how to act in an important case which required a speedy deter-

mination, after using all other means that occurred, I have cast lots, or

opened the Bible. And by this means I have been relieved from that

distress, or directed in that uncertainty.

Instances of this kind occur in pages 12, 14, 15, 28, and 88 of the

third Journal ; as also in pages 27, 28, and 80 of the last Journal. [Vol.

iii, pp. 112, 113, 121, 158, 178, 208, of this edition.] I desire any who
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would understand this matter throughly, to read those passages as they

stand at length.

As to the particular instances, I would observe, (1.) That with regard

to my first journey to Bristol, you should, in any wise, have set down
those words that preface the scriptures there recited : " I was entreated,

in the most pressing manner, to come to Bristol without delay. This I

was not at all forward to do ; and perhaps a little the less inclined to it,

because of the remarkable scriptures which offered, as often as we
inquired, touching the consequence of this removal ; though whether
this was permitted only for the trial of our faith, God knoweth, and the

event will show." From the scriptures afterward recited, some inferred

that the event they apprehended was yet afar off. I infer nothing at all.

I still know not how to judge ; but leave the whole to God. This only

I know, that the continual expectation of death was then an unspeakable
blessing to me ; that I did not dare, knowingly, to waste a moment,
neither to throw away one desire on earthly things ; those words being
ever uppermost in my thoughts, and indeed frequently on my tongue :

—

Ere long, when sovereign wisdom wills,

My soul an unknown path shall tread,

Sliall strangely leave, who strangely fills

Tills frame, and waft me to the dead.

O, what is death ? 'Tis life's last shore,

Where vanities are vain no more
;

Where all pursuits their goal obtain,

And life is all retouch'd again.

I observe, (2.) That in two other of those instances, (vol. iiitpp. 112,

113,) it is particularly mentioned, that " I was troubled ;" and that, by the

seasonable application of those scriptures, that trouble was entirely re-

moved. The same blessing I received (so I must term it still) from the

words set down in page 158; and in a yet higher degree, from that

exceeding apposite scripture mentioned in vol. iii, p. 208.

I observe, (3.) That at the times to which your other citations refer,

I was utterly uncertain how to act in points of great importance, and
such as required a speedy determination ; and that, by this means, my
uncertainty was removed, and I went on my way rejoicing. (Vol. iii, pp.

112, 113, 178.)

My own experience, therefore, which you think should discourage me
for the future from any thing of this kind, does, on the contrary, greatly

encourage me herein ; since I have found much benefit, and no incon-

venience ; unless, perhaps, this be one, that you " cannot acquit me of

enthusiasm;" add, if you please, and presumption.

But you ask, " Has God ever commanded us to do thus?" I believe

he has neither commanded nor forbidden it in Scripture. But then

remember, " that Scripture" (to use the words which you cite from " our

learned and judicious Hooker") " is not the only rule of all things, which,

in this life, may be done by men." All I affirm concerning this is, that

it may be done ; and that I have, in fact, received assistance and direc-

tion thereby.

4. I give the same answer to your assertion, that we are not ordered

in Scripture to decide any points in question by lots. {Remarks, p. 123.)

You allow, indeed, there are instances of this in Scripture ; but affirm,

" These were miraculous ; nor can we, \vithout presumption," (a spe-
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cles of enthusiasm,) "apply this method." I want proof of this : bntrg

one plain text of Scripture, and I am satisfied. " This, I apprehend,

you learned from the Moravians." I did ; though, it is true, Mr. White-
field thought I went too far therein. " Instances of the same occur in

your Journals. I will mention only one. It being debated, when you
should go to Bristol, you say, ' We at length all agreed to decide it by
lot. And by this it was determined I should go.' (Vol. iii, p. 121.) Is

this your way of carefully considerhig every step you take? Can there

be greater rashness and extravagance 1 Reason is thus, in a manner,
rendered useless, prudence is set aside, and affairs of moment left to be
determined by chance !" {Remarks, p. 124.)

So this you give as a genuine instance of my proceedings ; and, I

suppose, of your own fairness and candour !
" We agreed, at length, to

decide it by lot." True, at length ; after a debate of some hours ; after

carefully hearing and weigViing coolly all the reasons which could be
alleged on either side ; our brethren still continuing the dispute, without

any probability of their comhig to one conclusion, we, at length, (the

night being now far spent,) all agreed to this. " Can there be greater

rashness and extravagance ?" I cannot but think there can. " Reason
is thus, in a manner, rendered useless." No ; we had used it as far as

it could go ; from Saturday, March 17, (when I received the first letter,)

to Wednesday, 28, when the case was laid before the society. " Pru-

dence is set aside." Not so : but the arguments here were so equal,

that she saw not how to determine. " And affairs of moment left to be

determined by chance !" By chance ! What a blunder, then, is that,

" The lot is cast into the lap ; but the whole disposal thereof is of the

Lord !"

This, I firmly believe, is truth and reason, and will be to the end of

the world. And I therefore still subscribe to that declaration of the

Moravian Church, laid before the whole body of divines in the University

of Wirtemberg, and not by them accounted enthusiasm :
" We have a

peculiar esteem for lots, and accordingly use them, both in public and
private, to decide points of importance, when the reasons brought on

each side appear to be of equal weight. And we believe this to be then

the only way of wholly setting aside our own will, of acquitting our-

selves of all blame, and clearly knowing what is the will of God."

—

(Vol. iii, p. 102.)

5. You next remarked several instances ofmy enthusiasm. The first

was that of Mrs. Jones. The next ran thus : " Again, you say, ' I ex-

pounded out of the fulness that was given me.'" {Remarks, p. 64.) I

answered, "I mean, I had then a fuller, deeper sense of what I spoke

than I ordinarily have." (p. 288.) But if you still think, " it would have

been more decent to have said, 'According to the best of my power

and ability, with God's assistance, 1 expounded;' " I will say so ano-

ther time.

With regard to the third instance of enthusiasm, you remarked, "If
you would not have us look on this as miraculous, there is nothing in it

worthy of being related." {Remarks, p. Gl.) I answered, " Ft may be

so. Let it |)ass, then, as a trifle not worth relating ; but still it is no

proof of enthusiasm. For I would not hiive you look upon it as mira-

culous, but us a signal instance ofGod's particular |»rovidence." (p. 289.)
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How friendly and generous is your reply !
—" You seem ashamed of it.

I am glad you give this fooling up, and hope for the future you will

treat your readers better." {Second Letter, p. 131.) Sir, 1 am not

ashamed of it ; nor shall I ever give this fooling up, till I give up the

Bible. I still look upon this " as a signal instance of God's particular

providence." But "how is this consistent with yielding it to be a triflel"

{Ibid. p. 132.) My words do not imply, that I yield it so to be. Being
urged with the dilemma, " Either this is related as miraculous," (and
then it is enthusiasm,) " or it is not worth relating ;" I answered, (to

avoid drawing the saw of controversy,) " Let it pass, then, as a trifle

not worth relating. But still" (if it be a trifle, which I suppose, not grant)
" it is no proof ot" enthusiasm. For I would not haye you look upon it

as miraculous."

And yet I beheve I yielded too much, and what might too much
favour your assertion, that " there is a great difference between particu-

lar providences and such extraordinary interpositions." Pray, sir, show
me what this difierence is. It is a subject that deserves your coolest

thoughts. " I know no ground to hope or pray for such immediate
reliefs. These things must be represented either as common accidents

or as miracles." I do not thi'oughly understand your terms. What is

a common accident ? that a sparrow falls to the ground, or something
more inconsiderable than the hairs of your head? Is there no medium
between accident and miracle ? If there be, what is that medium 1

When we are agreed with regard to these few points, I shall be glad to

resume the subject.

6. The fourth instance of my enthusiasm was this, tliat I " related

judgments inflicted on my opposers." As to Mr. Molther, I must ob-

serve once more, that I do believe there was a particular providence in

his sickness. But I do not believe, (nor did I design to insinuate,) that

it was a judgment for opposing me.
You go on : " Again you mention, ' as an awful providence, the case

of a poor wretch who was last week cursing and blaspheming, and
had boasted to many that he would come again on Sunday, and no man
should stop his mouth then. But on Friday God laid his hand upon
him, and on Sunday he was buried.' " {Remarks, p. 66.) I answered,

"I look on this as a manifest judgment of God on a hardened sinner,

for his compUcated wickedness." (p. 289,) You reply, "Add, if you
please, ' His labouring with all his might to hinder the word of God.'
Here therefore is a confessed judgment for his opposition to you."
{Second. Letter, p. 133.) There is, for his thus opposing with curses

and blasphemy. This was part of his complicated wickedness. Here
then you " think I plead guilty." Not of enthusiasm, till you prove this

was not " an awful providence."
" Again :

' One was just going to beat his wife, (which he frequently

did,') when God smote him in a moment, so that his hand dropped, and
he fell down upon the ground, having no more strength than a new-born
child.' Have we any warrant either trom Scripture, or the common
dispensations of providence, to interpret misfortunes of this nature as

judgments?" {Remarks, p. 67.) I answered, " Can you, sir, consider this

as one of the common dispensations of providence .' Have you known
a parallel one in your life I But it was never cited by me, (as it ia by
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you,) as an immediate punishment on a man for opposing me." (p. 289.)

You reply, "As if what is not common, or what I have not known, must
be a miraculous judgment." I believe it was, whether miraculous or no,

a judgment mixed with mercy.

You now add to the rest the following instance : "One John Haydon,
a man of a regular life and conversation, being inforn>ed that people fell

into strange fits at the societies, came to see and judge for himself. But
he was still less satisfied than before ; insomuch that he went about to

his acquaintance one after another, and laboured above measure to con-

vince them it was a delusion of the devil. We were going home, when
one met us in the street, and informed us that J. H. was fallen raving

mad. It seems he had sat down to dinner, but had a mind first to end
the sermon on ' Salvation by Faith.' In reading the last page, he changed
colour, fell off his chair, and began screaming terribly, and beating him-
self against the ground. The neighbours were alarmed, and flocked

into the house. I came in and found him upon the floor, the room being

full of people, whom his wife would have kept without, but he cried

aloud, ' JVo ; let them all come ; let all the world see the just judgment
of God.' Two or three men were holding him as well as they could.

He immediately fixed his eyes upon me, and cried, ' Ay, this is he, who
I said was a deceiver olthe people. But God has overtaken me. I said

it was all a delusion. But this is no delusion.' He then roared out,

' O thou devil ! Thou cursed devil ! Yea, thou legion of devils ! Thou
canst not stay ! Christ will cast thee out. I know his work is begun.

Tear me to pieces if thou wilt, but thou canst not hurt ine.' He then beat

himself against the ground again, his breast heaving at the same time, as

in the pangs of death, and great drops of sweat trickling down his face.

We all betook ourselves to prayer. His pangs ceased, and both his

body and soul were set at liberty." (Vol. iii, 130.)

If you had pleased, you might have added from the next paragraph,
" Returning to. J H., we found his voice was lost, and his body weak
as that of an infant. But his soul was in peace, full of love, and rejoicing

in hope of the glory of God."
You subjoin, " This you may desire, for aught I know, to pass as a

trifle too." {Remarks, p. 134.) No; it is so terrible an instance of the

judgment of God, (though at length " mercy rejoiced over judgment,")

as ought never to be forgotten by those who fear God, so long as the

sun or moon endureth.

7. The account of people falling down in fits you cite as a fifth

instance of my enthusiasm ; it being " plain," you say, that I " look

upon both the disorders, and the removals of thein, to be supernatural."

{Rpinarlis, p. 67.) I answered, "It is not quite plain. I look upon
some of these cases as wholly natural ; on the rest, as mixed ; both the

disorders and the removals being partly natural, and partly not." (p. 289.)

You reply, " It would have been kind to have let us know your rule, by

which you distinguish these." I will. I distinguish them by (he circum-

stances that precede, accompany, and follow. " However, some of

these you here allow to be in part supernatural. Miracles, therefore,

are not wholly ceased." Can you prove they are, by Scripture or

reason 1 You then refer to two or three cases, related in vol. iii,

J).
129. I believe there was a supernatural power on the minds of
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the persons there mentioned, which occasioned their bodies to be so

affected by the natural laws of the vital union. This point, therefore,

you have to prove, or here is no enthusiasm ; that there was no super-

natural power in the case.

Hereon you remarked, " You leave no room to doubt that you would

have these cases considered as those of the demoniacs in the New
Testament, in order, I suppose, to parallel your supposed cures of them,

with those highest miracles of Christ and his disciples, the casting out

devils." {Remarks, p. 68.) I answered, " I should once have won-
dered at your making such a supposition. But I now wonder at nothing

of the kind." You reply, "Why sol What have 1 done lately, to take

off your surprise ? Ilave I forfeited my character for ingenuous and fair

dealing with you?" (Second Leiler, p. 135.) Since you ask me the

question, I will answer it; I hope, in love, and in the spirit of meekness.

I scarce know, of all who have wTote against me, a less ingenuous

dealer ; or one who has shown a more steady, invariable disposition to

put an ill construction on whatever I say.

" But why would you not particularly explain these cases ?" I will

explain myself upon them once for all. For more than three hundred

years after Christ, you know, demoniacs were common in the Church

;

and I suppose you are not unapprized, that during this period, (if not

much longer,) they were continually relieved by the prayers of the faith-

ful. Nor can I doubt, but demoniacs will remain, so long as Satan is

the " god of this world." I doubt not, but there are such at this day.

And I believe John Haydon was one. But of whatever sort his disorder

was, that it was removed by prayer is undeniable. Now, sir, you have

only two points to prove, and then your argument will be conclusive :

(1.) That to think or say, "There are demoniacs now, and they are

now relieved by prayer," is enthusiasm. (2.) That to say, " Demoniacs
were or are relieved, on prayer made by Cyprian, or their parish minis-

ter," is to parallel the actions of Cyprian or that minister with the highest

miracles of Christ and his disciples.

S. You remarked, " It will be difficult to persuade any sober person,

that there is any thing supernatural in these disorders." (Remarks^

p. 69.) The remainder of that paragraph I abridged thus: You attempt

to account for those fits, by " obstructions or irregularities of the blood

and spirits; hysterical disorders; watchings, fastings, closeness ofrooms,

great crowds, violent heat ;" and lastly by " terrors, perplexities, and

doubts, in weak and well-meaning men ; which," you think, " in many
of the cases before us, have quite overset their understandings." {Re-

marks, p. 43.)

I answered, " As to each of the rest, let it go as far as it can go."

(Let it be supposed to have some influence in some cases; perhaps

fully to account for one in a thousand.) " But I require proof of the

last way whereby you would account for these disorders." Why, " the

instances," you say, "of religious madness have much increased since

you began to disturb the world." I dovibtthe fact. You reply, " This no

way disproves it." {Second Letter, p. 137.) Yes, it does, till you produce

some proof. For a bare negation is the proper and sufficient answer to

a bare affirmation. I add, " If these instances had increased daily, it is

easy to account for them another way," as is done in the First Part of

Vol. V. 21
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the Farther .Appeal, at the ninty-fourth and following pages. You
say, "Most have heard of or known several of the Methodists thus

driven to distraction." I answered, " You may have heard of five

hundred. But how many have you known 1 Be pleased to name eight

or ten of them. I cannot find them, no, not one of them to this day,

either man, woman, or child." (p. 290.) You reply, " This" (the

naming them) " would be very improper and unnecessary." {Second
Letter, p. 138.) However, sir, it is extremely necessary that you
should name them to me in private. I will then, if required, excuse you
to the public ; which till then I cannot do.

The person I mentioned, whom you threw into much doubt and per-

plexity, then lived in the parish of St. Ann, Westminster. I related the

case just as she related it to me. But she is able and ready to answer
for herself.

9. You go on : " It is the most charitable supposition we can make,
that many of the cases you have mentioned in your Journals, and some
ofwhich have been represented above, are of this kind," that is, instances

of madness. {Second Letter, p. 138.) O tender charity! But cannot

your charity reach one hair's breadth farther than this 1 No : for

" otherwise" (that is, if those persons were not mad,) " the presumption

and despair are terrible indeed." But what, if you were to suppose

John Haydon (to instance in one) was not mad, but under a temporary

possession ; and that others were deeply convinced of sin, and of the

wrath of God abiding on them? I should think this supposition (be it

true or false) was full as charitable as the other.

I said, " I cannot find one such instance to this day." You reply, " Yet

once you could not but be under some concern with regard to one or two

persons, who seemed to be indeed lunatic, as well as sore vexed." So
they seemed ; but it soon appeared they were not. The very next

paragraph mentions, that one of these, within a few hours, was " filled

with the spirit of love, and of a sound mind." (Vol. iii, p. 158.)

But you are resolved, come what will, to carry this point ; and so add,

" Toward the end of yoiu- Farther Jlppcal, (First Part, p. 94,) you say,

you have seen one instance of real, lasting madness. This was one

whom you took with you to Bristol, who was afterward prejudiced

against you, and began a vehement invective both against your person

and doctrines. In the midst of this he was struck raving mad." Add,
" And so he continued till his friends |)ut him into Bedlam ; and probably

laid his madness to my charge." If they did not, it is now done to tlieir

hands.

10. "As to the cure of these fits, I observed," (so you, p. 139, pro-

ceed,) " that you had frequently represented them as miraculous, as the

instantaneous consequences of your prayers." My former answer to

this was, " 1 have set down the facts just as they were, passing no

judgment upon them myself, and leaving every man else to judge as he

pleases."

I am glad you give me an occasion of reviewing this answer ; for,

upon reflection, I do not like it at all. It grants you more than 1 can in

conscience do. As it can be proved by abundance of witnesses, that

these cures were frequently (indeed almost always) the instantaneous

consequences of prayer, your inference is just. I cannot, dare not affirm,
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that they were purely natural. I believe they were not. I believe many
of them were wrought by the supernatural power of God ; that of John
Haydoii in particular

; (1 fix on this, and will join issue with you upon
it when you please ;) and yet this is not barefaced enthusiasm. Nor
can you prove it any enthusiasm at all, unless you can prove, that this

is falsely ascribed to a supernatural power.
" The next case," you say, " relates to the spotted fever, which you

represent as being extremely mortal ; but you believe there was not one
with whom you were but recovered. I allowed that here is no intima-

tion of any thing miracidous." {Remarks, p. 72.) "You ask, 'Why
then is this cited as an instance of my enthusiasm?' (p. 290.) You
sure cannot think, that false pretences to miracles are the whole of

enthusiasm." No ; but I think they are that part ofenthusiasm w hich you
here undertook to prove upon me. You are here to prove, that I " boast

of curing bodily distempers by prayer, without the use of other means."
(Remarks, p. 71.) But if there is no intimation in my account of any
thing miraculous, or that proper remedies had not been applied ; how is

this a proof, that I boast of curing bodily distempers, without applying

any remedies at all ?

" But you seem to desire to have it believed, that an extraordinary
blessing attended your prayers. AVhereas, if the circumstances could be
particularly inquired into, most probably it would appear, that either the
fury of the distemper was abated, or the persons you visited were seized

with it in a more favourable degree, or were, by reason of a good consti-

tution, more capable of going through it. Neither do I believe tliat they
would have failed of an equal blessing and success had they had the
assistance and prayers of their own parish ministers."

There, sir ; now I have done as you require ; I have quoted your
whole remark. But does all this prove, that I " boast of curin^g bodily

distempers by prayer, without the use of any other means 1" If you
say. Although it does not prove this, it proves that " you seem to desire

to have it believed, that an extraordinary blessing attended your prayers ;"

and this is another sort of enthusiasm : it is very well : so it does not

prove the conclusion you designed ; but it proves another, which is as

good !

11. The hvo last instances of my enthusiasm which you bring,

(Remarks, pp. 72, 73,) I had summed up in two lines, thus : "At two
several times, being ill and in violent pain, I prayed to God, and found

immediate ease." (Answer, p. 291.) But since you say, I " must not

hope to escape so ; these instances must once more be laid before me
particularly;" (Second Letter, p. 140 ;) I must yield to necessity, and
set them do^vn from the beginning to the end :

—

" Saturday, March 21.—I explained in the evening the thirty-third

chapter of Ezekiel ; in applying which, I was seized with such a pain in

my side, I could not speak. I knew my remedy, and immediately kneeled
down. In a moment the pain was gone." (Vol. iii, p. 206.)

" Friday, May 8.—I found myself much out of order : however, I made
shift to preach in the evening. But on Saturday my bodily strength failed,

so that for several hours I could scarce lift up my head. Sunday, 10.—

I

was obliged to lie down most part of the day, being easy only in that

posture. In the evening, beside the pain in my back and head, and the
fever which still continued upon me, just as I began to pray I was seized

with such a cough that I could hardly speak. At the same time came
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strongly into my mind :
' These signs shall follow them that believe.' I

called on Jesus aloud, to ' increase my faith,' and to ' confirm the word
of his grace.' While I was speaking, my pain vanished away, the fever
left me, my bodily strength returned, and for many weeks I felt neither
weakness nor pain. Unto thee, O Lord, do I give thanks." {Ibid. p. 209.)

When you first cited tliese as proofs of enthusiasm, I answered " I

will put your argument into form :

—

" He that believes those are miraculous cures which are not so, is a
rank enthusiast; but

" You believe those are miraculous cures which are not so: therefore,

you are a rank enthusiast.

"What do you mean by miraculous? If you term every thing so,

which is ' not strictly accountable for by the ordinary course of natural
causes,' then I deny the latter part of the minor proposition. And unless
you can make tiiis good, unless you can prove the effects in question are
' strictly accountable for by the ordinary course of natural causes,' your
argument is nothing worth."
You reply, " Your answer to the objection is very evasive, though you

pretend to put my argument in form. You mistake the major proposi-
tion, which should have been :

" He that represents those cures as the immediate effects of his own
prayers, and as miraculous, which are not so, is a rank enthusiast, if sincere :

" ' But, this you have done : Ergo, &.C.'
"

To this clumsy syllogism I rejoin, (1.) That the words, " if sincere,"

are utterly impertinent: for if insincerity be supposed, enthusiasm will

be out of the question. (2.) That those words, "as the effects of his

own prayers," may likewise be pared off; for they are unnecessary and
cumbersome, the argument being complete without them. (3.) That,

with or without them, the proposition is false ; unless so far as it coin-

cides with that you reject. For it is the believing those to be miracles

which are not, that constitutes an enthusiast ; not the representing them
one way or the other ; unless so far as it implies such a belief.

12. Upon my answer to the syllogism first proposed, you observe,
" Thus" (by denying the latter part of the minor) "you clear yourself

from the charge of enthusiasm, by acknowledging the cures to be super-

natural and miraculous. Why then would you not speak out, and
directly say, that you can work real and undoubted miracles? This
would put the controversy between you and your opposers on a short

foot, and be an eflectual proof of tlie truth of your pretences." {Second

Letter, p. 142.)

V. 1. I have hi some mcasine explained myself on the head of mira-

cles, in the third part of the Farther Jlppeal. But since you repeat the

demand, ((hough without taking any notice of the arguments there

advanced,) I will endeavour once more to give you a distinct, full, and

determinate answer.

And, (1.) I acknowledge that I have seen with iny eyes, and heard

with my ears, several things, which, to the best of my judgment, cannot

be accounted for by the ordinary course of natural causes ; and which

I therefore behevc ought to be " ascribed to the extraordinary interposi-

tion of God." If any man choose to style these miracles, 1 reclaim not.

I have diligenlly incjuircd into (he facts. I have wtMghed the preceding

and following circumstances. I have strove to account for them in a

natural way. I could not, without doing violence to my reason. Not
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to go far back, I am clearly persuaded, that the sudden deliverance of
John Haydon was one instance of this kind ; and my own recovery, on
May 10th, another. I cannot account for cither of these in a natural

way. Therefore I believe they were both supernatural.

I must (2.) Observe, that the truth of these facts is supported by the

same kind of proof, as that of all other facts is wont to be, namely, the

testimony of competent witnesses ; and that the testimony here is in as

high a degree as any reasonable man can desire. Those witnesses were
many in number : they could not be deceived themselves ; for the facts

in question they saw with their own eyes, and heard with their own
ears : nor is it credible, that so many of them would combine together

"with a view of deceiving others ; the greater part being men that feared

God ; as appeared by the general tenor of their lives. Thus in the

case of John Haydon, this thing was not contrived and executed in a

corner, and in the presence of his own family only, or three or lour

persons prepared for the purpose : no, it was in an o])en street of the

city of Bristol, at one or two in the afternoon ; and, the doors being all

open from the beginning, not only many of the neighbours from every
side, but several others, (indeed whosoever desired it,) went in, till the

house could contain no more. Nor yet does the account of my own
illness and recovery depend, as you suppose, on my bare word. There
were many witnesses both of my disorder on Friday and Saturday, and
of my lying down most part of Sunday, a thing which they were well

satisfied could not be the effect of a slight indisposition ; and all who
saw me that evening plainly discerned, (what I could not wholly con-
ceal,) that I was in pain ; about two hundred of whom were present

"when I was seized with that cough, which cut me short, so that I could

speak no more ; till I cried out aloud, " Lord, increase my faith ! Lord,
confirm the word of thy grace !" The same persons saw and heard,

that at that instant I changed my posture, and broke out into thanks-

giving ; that quickly after I stood upright, (which I could not before,)

and showed no more sign either of sickness or pain.

Yet I must desire you well to observe. Thirdly, that my will, or choice,

or desire, had no place either in this, or any case of this kind, that has

ever fallen under my notice. Five minutes before, I had no thought of

this. I expected nothing less. I was willing to wait for a gradual

recovery, in the ordinary use of outward means. I did not look for any
other cure, till the moment before I found it. And it is my belief that

the case was always the same with regard to the most " real and un-

doubted miracles." I believe God never interposed his miraculous

power, but according to his own sovereign will ; not according to the

will of man ; neither of him by whom he wiought, nor of any other man
whatsoever. The wisdom as well as the power are his ; nor can I find

that ever, from the beginning of the world, he lodged this power in any
mere man, to be used whenever that man saw good. Suppose, there-

fore, there was a man now on earth who did work "real and undoubted
miracles ;" I would ask. By whose power doth he work these 1 and at

whose pleasure ? his own, or God's 1 Not his own ; but God's. But
if so, then your demand is not made on man, but on God. I cannot say

it is modest, thus to challenge God ; or well suiting the relation of a

creature to his Creator.
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2. However, I cannot but think, there have been aheady so many
plain interpositions of Divine power, as will shortly leave you without

excuse, if you either deny or despise them. We desire no favour, but

the justice that diUgent inquiry may be made concerning them. We are

ready to name the persons on whom that power was shown, which be-

longeth to none but God
;

(not one or two, or ten or twelve only ;) to

point out their places of abode ; and we engage they shall answer every
pertinent question, fairly and directly ; and, if required, shall give all

those answers upon oath, before any who are empowered so to receive

them. It is our particular request that the circumstances which went
before, which accompanied, and which followed after, the facts under
consideration, may be thoroughly examined, and punctually noted down.
Let but this be done, (and is it not highly needful it should ? at least, by
those who would form an exact judgment,) and we have no fear that any
reasonable man should scruple to say, " This hath God wrought !"

As there have been already so many instances of this kind, far beyond
what we had dared to ask or think, I cannot take upon me to say whether
or no it will please God to add to their number. I have not herein
" known the mind of the Lord," neither am I "his counsellor." He
may, or he may not ; I cannot affirm or deny. I have no light, and I

have no desire either way. " It is the Lord : let him do what seemeth
him good." I desire only to be as clay in his hand.

But what, if there were now to be wrought ever so many "real and
undoubted miracles 1" (I suppose you mean by imdouhied, such as,

being sufficiently attested, ought not to be doubted of.) Why, " This,"

you say, " would put the controversy on a short foot, and be an effectual

proof of the truth of your pretences." By no means. As common as

this assertion is, there is none upon earth more false. Suppose a teach-

er were now, on this very day, to work " real and undoubted miracles ;"

this would extremely little " shorten the controversy" between him and
the greater part of his opposers : for all this would not force them to

believe ; but many would still stand just where they did before ; seeing

men may " harden their hearts" against miracles, as well as against

arguments.

So men have done from the beginning of the world ; even against

such signal, glorious miracles, against such interpositions of the power
of God, as may not be again till the consummation of all things. Per-

mit me to remind you only of a few instances ; and to observe, that the

argument holds a fortiori : for who will ever be empowered of God
again to work such miracles as these were ? Did Pharaoh look on all

that Moses and Aaron wrouglit as an "effectual proof of the truth of

their pretences ?" even when " the Lord made the sea dry land, and tl;e

waters were divided ;" when " the children of Israel went into the midst

of the sea, and the waters were a wall unto them on the right hand, and
on the left?" Exod. xiv, 21, 22. Nay,

Tiie wounded dragon raged in vain
;

And, fierce the utmost plague to brave,

Madly he dared the parted main,

And sunk beneath the o'ei-whelming wave.

Was all this "an effectual proof of the truth of their pretences," to the

Israelites themselves? It was not. " They were" still " disobedient at
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the sea ; even at the Red Sea !" Was the giving them day by day
"bread from heaven," "an efTectual proof" to those "two hundred and
fifty princes ofthe assembly, famous in the congregation, men ofrenown,"
who said, with Dathan and Abiram, " W^ih thou put out the eyes of
these men? We will not come up?" Numbers xvi, 14; nay, "when
the ground clave asunder that was under them ; and the earth opened
her mouth and swallowed them up?" verse 32. Neither was this an
" effectual proof" to those who saw it with their eyes, and heard the cry

of those that went down into the pit ; but, the very next day, they " mur-
mured against Moses and against Aaron, saying, Ye have killed the

people of the Lord !" verse 41.

Was not the case generally the same with regard to the Prophets that

followed ? several of whom " stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the

violence of fire," did many mighty works
;
yet their own people received

them not. Yet " they were stoned, they were sawn asunder, they were
slain \vith the sword ;" they were " destitute, afflicted, tormented !" ut-

terly contrary to the commonly received supposition, that the working
real, undoubted miracles must bring all controversy to an end, and con-
vince every gainsayer.

Let us come nearer yet. How stood the case between our Lord
himself and his opposers? Did he not work "real and undoubted mira-

cles?" And what was the effect? Still, when " he came to his own, his

own received him not." Still " he was despised and rejected of men."
Still it was a challenge not to be answered: " Have any of the rulers or

of the Pharisees believed on him?" After this, how can you imagine,

that whoever works miracles must convince " all men of the truth of his

pretences ?"

I would just remind you of only one instance more : " There sat a
certain man at Lystra, impotent in his feet, being a cripple from his

mother's womb, who never had walked. The same heard Paul speak;

who steadfastly beholding him, and perceiving that he had faith to be

healed, said with a loud voice, Stand upright on thy feet. And he
leaped and walked." Here was so undoubted a miracle, that the people

"lifted up their voices, saying. The gods are come down in the likeness

of men." But how long were even these convinced of the truth of his

pretences? Only till "there came thither certain Jews from Antioch

and Iconium ;" and then they stoned him (as they supposed) to death

!

Acts xiv, 1, &c. So certain it is, that no miracles whatever, which
were ever yet wrought in the world, were effectual to prove the most
glaring truth, to those that hardened their hearts against it.

4. And it will equally hold in every age and nation. " If they hear

not Moses and the Prophets, neither will they be convinced" of what
they desire not to believe, " though one rose from the dead." Without

a miracle, without one rising from the dead, £av ng 6sXr] ro ^£Xv)|jt<a aurou

•jfoistv, "if any man be willing to do his will, he shall know of the doc-

trine, whether it be of God." But if he is not wilhng to do his will, he

will never want an excuse, a plausible reason, for rejecting it. Yea,

though ever so many miracles were wrought to confirm it. For let ever

so much " light come into the world," it will have no effect (such is the

wise and just will of God) on those who " love darkness rather than

light." It will not convince those who do not simply desire to do the
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will of their Father which is in heaven ; those who mind earthly things
;

who (if they do not continue in any gross outward sin, yet) love pleasure
or ease

;
yet seek profit or power, preferment or reputation. Nothing

Vk'ill ever be an effectual proof to these of the holy and acceptable will of
God, unless first their proud hearts be humbled, their stubborn wills

bowed down, and their desires brought, at least in some degree, into

obedience to the law of Christ.

Hence, although it should please God to work anew all the wonders
that ever were wrought on the earth, still these men, however " wise and
prudent" they may be in things relating to the present world, would
fight against God and all his messengers, and that in spite of all these
miracles. Meanwhile, God will reveal his truth unto babes, unto those
who are meek and lowly, whose desires are in heaven, who want to
" know nothing save Jesus Christ and him crucified." These need no
outward miracle to show them his will ; they have a plain rule,—the writ-

ten word. And "the anointing which they have received of him abideth

in them, and teacheth them of all things," 1 John ii, 27. Through
this they are enabled to bring all doctrines " to the law and to the testi-

mony:" and whatsoever is agreeable to this they receive, without
waiting to see it attested by miracles ; as, on the other hand, whatever
is contrary to this they reject ; nor can any miracles move them to

receive it.

5. Yet I do not know that God hath any way precluded himself from
thus exerting his sovereign power, from working miracles in any kind or

degree, in any age, to the end of the world. I do not recollect any
scripture wherein we are taught, that miracles were to be confined within

the limits either of the apostolic or the Cyprianic age ; or of any period of
time, longer or shorter, even till the restitution of all things. I have not

observed, either in the Old Testament or the New, any intimation at

all of this kind. St. Paul says, indeed, once, concerning two of the

miraculous gifts of the Spirit, (so, I think, that text is usually understood,)

"Whether there be prophecies, they shall fail, whether there be tongues,

they shall cease." But he does not say, either that these or any other

miracles shall cease, till faith and hope shall cease also ; till they all be
swallowed up in the vision of God, and love be all in all.

I presume you will allow there is one kind of miracles (loosely speak-

ing) which are not ceased; namely, rspara -^svSas, "lying wonders,"
diabolical miracles, or works beyond the virtue of natural causes, wrought
by the power of evil spirits. Nor can you easily conceive that these

will cease, as long as the father of lies is the prince of this world. And
why should you think that the God of tnith is less active than him, or

that he will not have his miracles also ? only, not as man wills, neither

when he wills ; but according to his own excellent wisdom and greatness.

6. But even if it were su{)poscd that God does now work beyond the

operation of merely natural causes, yc^t what impression would this make
upon you, in the disposition your mind is now in ? Suppose the trial

were repeated, were made again to-morrow. One informs you the

next day, " While a clergyman was preaching yesterday, where I was,

a man came who had been long ill of an incurable distemper. Prayer

was made for him, and he was restored to perfect health."

Suppose, now, that this were real fact : perhaps you would scarce
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have patience to hear the account of it ; hut wouUl cut it short, in the

midst, with, " Do you tell this as sonu-thinji supernatural? Then miracles

are not ceased." But if you should venture to ask, " Where was this,

and who was the person that prayed ?" and it was answered, " At the

Foundery near Moorlields ; the person who prayed was Mr. Wesley ;"

Avhat a damp comes at once ! What a weight falls on your mind, at the

very first setting out ! It is well ifyou have any heart or desire to move
one step farther. Or if you should, what a strong additional propensity

do you now feel to deny the fact ! And is there not a ready excuse for

so doing?—"O, they who tell the story are doulitless his own people
;

most of whom, we may be sure, will say any thing for him, and the rest

will believe any thing." But if you at length allowed the fact, might

you not find means to account for it by natural causes ? " Great crowds,

violent heats, with obstructions and irregularities of the blood and spirits,"

will do wonders. If you could not but allow it was more than natural,

might not some plausible reason be found for ranking it among the lying

wonders, for ascribing it to the devil rather than God ? And if, after

all, you was convinced it was the finger of God, must you not still bring

every doctrine advanced to the law and to the testimony, the only sure

and infallible test of all ? W^hat, then, is the use of this continual de-

mand, "Show us a sign, and we will believe ?" What will you believe?

I hope, no more than is written in the book of God. And thus far you
might venture to believe, even without a miracle.

7. Let us consider this point yet a little farther. " What is it you
would have us prove by miracles ? the doctrines we preach ?" We
prove these by Scripture and reason; and, if need be, by antiquity.

What else is it, then, that we are to prove by miracles ? At length we
have a distinct reply :

" Wise and sober men will not otherwise be con-

vinced," (that is, unless you prove this by miracles,) "that God is, by
the means of such teachers, and such doctrines, working a great and
extraordinary work in the earth." {P^ef. p. 6.)

So then the determinate point which you, in their name, call upon us

to prove by miracles, is this, "that God is, by these teachers, working a

great and extraordinary work in the earth."

What I mean by " a great and extraordinary work," is, the bringing

multitudes of gross notorious sinners, in a short space, to the fear, and
love, and service of God, to an entire change of heart and life.

Now, then, let us take a nearer view of the proposition, and see which
part of it we are to prove by miracles.

" Is it, (1.) That A. B. was, for many years, without God in the world,
a common swearer, a drunkard, a Sabbath breaker?

" Or, (2.) That he is not so now ?

" Or, (3.) That he conthiued so till he heard these men preach ; and
from that time was another man ?

" Not so. The proper way to prove these facts is, by tlie testimony of

competent witnesses. And these witnesses are ready, whenever required,
to give full evidence of them.

" Or would you have us prove by miracles, (4.) That this was not done
by our own power or holiness ? that God only is able to raise the dead,
to quicken those who are dead in trespasses and sins ?"

Surely No. Whosoever believes the Scriptures, will want no new
proof of this.
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Where then is the wisdom of those men who demand miracles in

proof of such a proposition ? one branch of which, " that such sinners

were reformed by the means of these teachers," being a plain fact, can
only be proved by testimony, as all other facts are ; and the other,

" That this is a work of God, and a great and more than ordinary work,"
needs no proof, as carrying its own evidence to every thinking man.

8. To sum up this : No truly wise or sober man can possibly desire or

expect miracles to prove either, (1.) That these doctrines are true;—this

must be decided by Scripture and reason ; or, (2.) That these facts are

true ; this can only be proved by testimony ; or, (3.) That to change sin-

ners from darkness to light, is the work of God alone ; only using what
instruments he pleases ;—this is glaringly self-evident ; or, (4.) That
such a change wrought in so many notorious sinners, within so short a
time, is a great and extraordinary work of God ; this also carries its own
evidence. What then is it which remains to be proved by miracles ?

Perhaps you will say. It is this : " That God hath called or sent you to

do this." Nay, this is implied in the third of the foregoing propositions.

If God has actually used us therein, if his work hath in fact prospered

jn our hands, then he hath called or sent us to do this. I entreat rea-

sonable men to weigh this thoroughly, whether the fact does not plainly

prove the call ; whether He who enables us thus to save souls alive,

does not commission us so to do ; whether, by giving us the power
to pluck these brands out of the burning, He does not authorize us to

exert it ?

O that it were possible for you to consider calmly, whether the suc-

cess of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, even as it is preached by us, the

least of his servants, be not itself a miracle, never to be forgotten ! one

which cannot be denied, as being visible at this day, not in one, but a

hundred places ; one which cannot be accounted for by the ordinary

course of any natural cause whatsoever ; one which cannot be ascribed,

with any colour of reason, to diabolical agency ; and, lastly, one which

will bear the infallible test,—the trial of the written word.

VI. 1. But here I am aware of abundance of objections. You object,

That to speak any thing of myself, of what I have done, or am doing

now, is mere boasting and vanity. This charge you frequently repeat.

So, p. 102: "The following page is full of boasting." "You boast

very much of the numbers you have converted ;" (p. 113 ;) and again,

" As to myself, I hope I shall never be led to imitate you in boasting."

I think therefore it is needful, once for all, to examine this charge tho-

roughly ; and to show distinctly what that good thing is which you
disguise under this bad name.

(1.) From the year 1725 to 1729 I preached much, but saw no fruit

of my labour. Indeed it could not be that I should ; for I neither laid

the foundation of repentance, nor of believing the Gospel ; taking it

for granted, that all to whom I preached were believers, and that many
of them "needed no repentance." (2.) From the year 1729 to 1734,

laying a deeper foundation of repentance, I saw a little fruit. But it

was only a little ; and no wonder : tor I did not preach faith in the blood

of the covenant. (3.) From 1734 to 1738, speaking more of faith in

Christ, I saw mi)re fruit of my preaching, and visiting from house to

house, than ever I had done before : though 1 know not if any of those
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who were outwardly reformed were inwardly and thoroughly converted

to God. (4.) From 1738 to this time, speaking continually of Jesus

Christ, laying him only for the foundation of the whole building, mak-
ing him all in all, the first and the last

;
preaching only on this plan,

" The kingdom of God is at hand ; repent ye, and believe the Gospel ;"

the " word of God ran" as fire among the stubble ; it " was glorified"

more and more ; multitudes crying out, " WTiat must we do to be saved 1"

and afterward witnessing, " By grace we are saved through faith."

(5.) I considered deeply with myself what I ought to do; whether to

declare the things I had seen, or not. I consulted the most serious

friends I had. They all agreed, I ought to declare them ; that the work

itself was of such a kind, as ought in no wise to be concealed ; and

indeed, that the unusual circumstances now attending it, made it impos-

sible that it should. (6.) This very difficulty occurred :
" Will not my

speaking of this be boasting? at least, will it not be accounted so?"

They replied, " If you speak of it as your own work, it will be vanity

and boasting all over ; but if you ascribe it wholly to God, if you give

him all the praise, it \n\\ not. And if, after this, some will account it so

.still, you must be content, and bear the burden." (7.) I yielded, and

transcribed my papers for the press ; only labouring, as far as possible,

to " render unto God the things which are God's ;" to give him the

praise of his own work.

2. But this very thing you improve into a fresh objection. If I as-

cribe any thing to God, it is enthusiasm. If I do not (or if I do) it is

vanitij and boasting, supposing me to mention it at all. What then can

I do to escape your censure ? " Why, be silent ; say nothing at all."

I cannot, I dare not. Were I thus to please men, I could not be the

servant of Christ.

You do not appear to have the least idea or conception of what is in

the heart of one whom it pleases Him that worketh all in all to employ
in a work of this kind. He is in no wise forward to be at all employed
therein ; he starts back, again and again ; not only because he readily

foresees what shame, care, sorrow, reproach, what loss of friends, and
of all that the world accounts dear, will inevitably follow ; but much
more, because he (in some measure) knows himself. This chiefly it is

which constrains him to cry out, (and that many times, in the bitterness

of his soul, when no human eye seeth him,) O Lord, send by whom thou

wilt send, only send not me ! W'hat am 11 A worm ! A dead dog ! A
man unclean in heart and lips !" And when he dares no longer gainsay

or resist, when he is at last " thrust out into the harvest," he looketh on
the right hand and on the left, he takes every step Avith fear and trem-

bling, and with the deepest sense (such as words cannot express) of
" W"ho is sufficient for these things ?" Every gift which he has received

of God for the furtherance of his word, whether of nature or grace,

heightens this fear, and increases his jealousy over himself; knowing
that so much the stricter must the inquiry be, when he gives an account
of his stewardship. He is most of all jealous over himself when the

work of the Lord prospers in his hand. He is then amazed and con-
founded before God. Shame covers his face. Yet when he sees, that

he ought " to praise the Lord for his goodness, and to declare the won-
ders which he doeth for the children of men," he is in a strait between
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two ; he knows not which way to turn ; he cannot speak ; he dares
not be silent. It may be, for a time he " keeps his mouth with a bridle

;

he holds his peace even from good. But his heart is hot within him,"
and constrains him at length to declare what God hath wrought. And
this he then doeth in all simplicity, with " great plainness of speech,"
desiring only to commend himself to Him who " searcheth the heart
and trieth the reins ;" and (whether his words are the savour of life or of
death to others) to have that witness in liimself, " As of sincerity, as of
God, in the sight of God, speak we in Christ." If any man counts this

boasting, he cannot help it. It is enough that a higher Judge standeth
at the door.

3. But you may say, " Why do you talk of the success of the Gospel
in England, which was a Christian country before you was born?' Was
it indeed 1 Is it so at this day 1 I would explain myself a little on this

head also.

And, (I.) None can deny, that the people of England, in general, are
called Christians. They are called so, a few only excepted, by others,

as well as by themselves. But I presume no man will say that the name
makes the thing ; that men are Christians, barely because they are
called so. (2.) It must be allowed, that the people of England, gene-
rally speaking, have been christened or baptized. But neither can we
infer, " These were once baptized ; therefore they are Christians now."
(3.) It is allowed, that many of those who were once baptized, and are
called Christians to this day, hear the word of God, attend public pray-
ers, and partake of the Lord's Supper. But neither does this prove that

they are Christians. For, notwithstanding this, some of them live in

open sin ; and others (though not conscious to themselves of hypocrisy,
yet) are utter strangers to the religion of the heart ; are full of pride,

vanity, covetousness, ambition; oi hatred, anger, malice, or envy ; and,

consequently, are no more scriptural Christians, than the open drunkard
or common swearer.

Now, these being removed, where are the Christians, from whom we
may properly term England a Christian country 1 the men who have the

mind which was in Christ, and who walk as he also walked ; whose inmost

soul is renewed after the image of God ; and who are outwardly holy,

as He who hath called them is holy t Tliere are doubtless a i'ew such

to be found. To deny this would be want of candour. But how few !

how thinly scattered up and down ! And as for a Christian visible

Church, or a body of Christians visibly united together, Avhere is this to

be seen ?

Ye difTcrcnt sects, who all declare,

Lo ! here is Christ, or, Christ is there

!

Your stronger prooft divinely give,

And show me where the Christians live !

And what use is it of, what good end does it serve, lo term England
a Christian country 1 (Although it is true, most of the natives are

called Christians, have been baptized, frequent the ordinances ; and

although a real Christian is here and there to be found, " as a light

shining in a dark place.") Does it do any honour to our great Master,

among those who are not called by his name? Does it recommend
Christianity to the Jews, the Mohammedans, or the avowed Heathens ?

Surely no one can conceive it does, it only makes Christianity stink
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in their nostrils. Does it answer any good end with regard to those on
whom this worthy name is called ? 1 fear not ; hut rather iin exceeding

bad one. For, does it not keep multitudes easy in their heathen prac-

tice ? Does it not make or keep still greater iiumhers satisfied with

their heathen tempers 1 Does it not directly tend to make both the one
and the other imagine, that they are what indeed they are not ; that they

are Christians, while they are utterly without Christ, and without God
in the world ? To close this point : If men are not Christians till they

are renewed after the image of Christ, and if the people of England in

general are not thus renewed, why do we term them so ? The god of

this world hath long blinded their hearts. Let us do nothing to increase

that blindness ; but rather labour to recover them from that strong delu-

sion, that they may no longer believe a lie.

4. Let us labour to convince all mankind, that to be a real Christian,

is, to love the Lord our God with all our heart, and to serve him with

all our strength ; to love our neighbour as ourselves ; and therefore

do unto every man as we would he should do imto us. Nay, you say,
" Had you confined yourselves to these great points, there would have
been no objection against your doctrine. But the doctrines you have
distinguished yourselves by, are not the love of God and man, but many
false and pernicious errors." (p. 104.)

I have again and again, with all the plainness I could, declared what
our constant doctrines are ; whereby we are distinguished only from
Heathens, or nominal Christians ; not from any that worship God in

spirit and in truth. Our main doctrines, which include all the rest, are

three,—that of repentance, of faith, and of holiness. The first of these

we account, as it were, the porch of religion ; the next, the door ; the

third, religion itself.

That repentance or conviction of sin, which is always previous to

faith, (either in a higher or lower degree, as it pleases God,) we describe

in words to this effect :

—

" When men feel in themselves the heavy burden of sin, see damnation
to be the reward of it, behold with the eye of their mind the horror of
hell ; they tremble, they quake, and are inwardly touched with sorrow-
fulness of heart, and cannot but accuse themselves, and open their grief
unto Almighty God, and call unto him for mercy. Tliis being done
seriously, their mind is so occupied, partly with sorrow and heaviness,
partly with an earnest desire to be delivered from this danger of hell and
damnation, that all desire of meat and drink is laid apart, and loathing of
all worldly things and pleasure coineth in place. 8o that nothing then
liketh them nu)re, than to weep, to lament, to mourn ; and lioth with
words and behaviour uf body to show themselves weary of life."

Now, permit me to ask. What, if, before you had observed that these

were the very words of our own Church, one ofyour acquaintance or par-

ishioners had come and told you, that ever since he heard a sermon at

the Foundery, he " saw damnation" before him, " and beheld with the eye
of his mind the horror ofhell ?" What, ifhe had '' trembled and quaked,"
and been so taken up, " partly with sorrow and heaviness, partly with

an earnest desire to be delivered from the danger of hell and damnation,"

as to "weep, to lament, to mourn, and both with words and behaviour to

show himself weary of life?" Would you have scrupled to say, "Here
is another ' deplorable instance' of the ' 3Iethodists driving men to dis-
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traction !' See, ' into what excessive terrors, frights, doubts, and per-

plexities, they throw weak and well-meaning men ! quite oversetting

their understandings and judgments, and making them liable to all these

miseries.'

"

I dare not refrain from adding one plain question, which I beseech
you to answer, not to me, but to God : Have you ever experienced this

repentance yourself? Did you ever "feel in yourself that heavy burden
of sin ?" of sin in general, more especially, inward sin ; of pride, anger,

lust, vanity? of (what is all sin in one) that carnal mind which is enmity,
essential enmity, against God ? Do you know by experience what it

is, to " behold with the eye of the mind the horror of hell ?" Was " your
mind" ever so " taken up, partly with sorrow and heaviness, partly with

an earnest desire to be delivered from this danger of hell and damna-
tion, that even all desire of meat and drink" was taken away, and you
"loathed all worldly things and pleasure?" Surely if you had known
what it is to have the " arrows of the Almighty" thus " sticking fast in

you," you could not so lightly have condemned those who now cry out,

" The pains of hell come about me ; the sorrows of death compass me,
and the overflowings of ungodliness make me afraid."

5. Concerning the gate of religion,—(if it may be allowed so to

speak,) the true. Christian, saving faith,—we believe it implies abund-
antly more than an assent to the truth of the Bible. " Even the devils

believe that Christ was born of a virgin ; that he wrought all kind of

miracles ; that for our sakes he suflered a most painful death to redeem
us from death everlasting. These articles of our faith the very devils

believe, and so they believe all that is written in the Old and New Tes-
tament. And yet, for all this faith, they be but devils. They remain
still in dieir damnable estate, lacking the very true Christian faith.

" The right and true Christian faith is, not only to believe that the

Holy Scriptures and the articles of our faith arc true, but also to have a
sure trust and confidence to be saved from everlasting damnation,

through Christ." Perhaps it may be expressed more clearly thus : "A
sure trust and confidence which a man hath in God, that by the merits

of Christ his sins are forgiven, and he reconciled to the favour of God."
For giving this account of Christian faith, (as well as the preceding

account of repentance, both which I have here also purposely described

in the very terms of the Homilies,) I have been again and again, for

near these eight years past, accused of enthusiasm ; sometimes by those

who spoke to my face, either in conversation, or from the [)ulpit ; but

more frequently by those who chose to speak in my absence ; and not

seldom from the press. I wait for those who judge this to be enthu-

siasm, to bring forth their strong reasons. Till then, I must continue

to account all these the " words of truth and soberness."

6. Religion itself (I choose to use (he very words wherein I described

it long ago) we define, "The loving God with all our heart, and our

neighbour as ourselves ; and in that lov(; abstaining from all evil, and

doing all possible good to all men." The same meaning we have

sometimes expressed a little more at large, tluis :
" lleligion we conceive

to be no other than love; the love of (iod and of all mankind ; the lov-

ing God ' with all our heart, and soul, and strength,' as having ' first

loved us,' as the fountahi of all the good we have received, and of all
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we ever hope to enjoy ; and the loving every soul which God hath made,
every man on earth, as our own soul.

" This love we believe to he the medicine of life, the never-failing

remedy for all the evils of a disordered world, for all the miseries and
vices of men. Wherever this is, there are virtue and happiness going
hand in hand. There is humbleness of mind, gentleness, longsnlTering,

the whole image of God, and, at the same time, a peace that passeth all

understanding, and joy unspeakable and full of glory.
" This religion we long to see established in the world, a religion of

love, and joy, and peace ; having its seat in the heart, in the imnostsoul,
but ever showing itself by its fruits; continually springing forth, not only
in all innocence, (for love worketh no ill to his neighbour,) but likewise
in every kind of beneficence, spreading virtue and happiness all around it."

If this can be proved by Scripture or reason to bo enthusiastic or

erroneous doctrine, we will then plead guilty to the indictment of " teach-

ing error and enthusiasm." But if this be the genuine religion of Christ,

then will all who advance this charge against us be found false witnesses

before God, in the day when he shall judge the earth.

7. However, with regard to the fruits of our teaching, you say, " It

is to be feared, the ninnbers of serious men who have been perplexed

and deluded are much greater than the numbers of notorious sinners

who have been brought to repentance and good life." (p. 113.) "In-
deed, if you could prove that the Methodists were, in general, very
wicked people before they followed you, and that all you have been
teaching them is, the love of God and their neighbour, and a care to

keep his commandments, which accordingly they have done since, you
would stop the mouths of all adversaries at once. But we have great

reason to believe that the generality of the Methodists, before they be-

came so, were serious, regular, and well-disposed people." (p. 103.)

If the question were proposed, " Which are gieater, the numbers of

serious men who have been perplexed and deluded, or of notorious sin-

ners who have been brought to repentance and good life," by these

preachers, throughout England, within seven years ? it might be difficult

for you to fix the conclusion. For England is a place of wide dimen-
sions ; nor is it easy to make a satisfactory computation, unless you
confine yourself within a smaller compass. Suppose then we were to

contract the question, in order to make it a little less unwieldy. We
will bound our inquiry, for the present, within a square of three or four

miles. It may be certainly known by candid men, both what has been

and what is now done within this distance ; and from hence they may
judge of those fruits elsewhere, which they cannot be so particularly

informed of.

Inquire then, " Which are greater, the numbers of serious men, per-

plexed and deluded by these teachers, or of notorious sinners brought

to repentance and good life," within the forest of Kingswood ? Many
indeed of the inhabitants are nearly as they were ; are not much better

or worse for their preaching ; because the neighbouring clergy and
gentry have successfully laboured to deter them from hearing it. But
between three and four hundred of those who would not be deterred are

now under the care of those preachers. Now, what number of these

were serious Christians before ? Were fifty? Were twenty? Were ten?

Peradventure, there might live such be found. But it is a question
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whether there could or no. The remainder were gross, open sinners,

common swearers, drunkards, Sabbath breakers, whoremongers, pkm-
derers, robbers, implacable, unmerciful, wolves and bears in the shape

of men. Do you desire instances of more " notorious sinners" than

these ? I know not if Turkey or Japan can afford them. And what do
you include in " repentance and good life"?" Give the strictest definition

thereof that you are able ; and I will undertake, these once notorious

sinners shall be weighed in that balance, and not found wanting.

8. Not that all the Methodists (so called) " were very wicked people

before they followed us." There are those among them, and not a few,

who are able to stop the boasting of those that despise them, and to say,

" Whereinsoever any of you is bold, I am bold also :" only they " count

all these things but loss, for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ

Jesus." But these we found, as it were, when we sought them not.

We went forth to " seek that which was lest ;" (more eminently lost ;)

"to call" the most flagrant, hardened, desperate "sinners to repentance."

To this end we preached in the Horsefair at Bristol, in Kingswood, in

Newcastle ; among the colliers in Staffordshire, and the tinners in Corn-

wall ; in Southwark, Wapping, Moorfields, Drury-lane, at London. Did
any man ever pick out such places as these, in order to find "serious,

regular, well-disposed people ?" How many such might then be in any
of them I know not. But this I know, that four in five of those who are

now with us were not of that number, but were wallowing in their blood,

till God by us said unto them, " Live."

Sir, I willingly put the whole cause on this issue : what are the gene-

ral consequences of this preaching 1 Are there more tares or wheat ?

more " good men destroyed," (that is the proper question,) or " wicked

men saved ?" The last place where we began constant preaching is a
part of Wiltshire and Somersetshire, near Bath. Now, let any man
inquire at Rhode, Bradford, Wrexall, or among the colliers at Coleford,

( 1 .) What kind of people were those " before they followed these men ?"

(2.) What are the main doctrines they have been teaching for this twelve-

month ? (3.) What eflect have these doctrines upon their followers 1

What manner of lives do they lead now? And if you do not find, (1.)

That three in four of these were, two years ago, notoriously wicked

men ; (2.) That the main doctrines they have heard since, were, "Love
God and your neighbour, and carefully keep his commandments ;" and,

(3.) That they have since exercised themselves herein, and continue so

to do ;—I say, if you, or any reasonable man, who will be at the pains

to inquire, does not find this to be an unquestionable fact, I will openly

acknowledge myself an enthusiast, or whatsoever else you shall please

to style me.
Ordy one caution I would give to such an in(|uirer : let him not ask

the colliers of Coleford, " Were not the generality of you, before you

followed tlies(! men, serious, regular, well-disposed people?" Were you

not " odendod at the prolimcness and d(;bauchery of the age?" And
" was it not this disposition which at lirst made you liable to receive

these im[)r(!ssions?" [Second Letter, j). 103.) Because if he talk thus

to some of those who do not yet " follow these men," perhaps he will

not live to bring back their answer.

9. But will this, or a thousand such instances as this, " stop the
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mouths of all adversaries at once ?" O sir, would one expect such a

thought as this in one that had read the Bible ? What if you could con-

vert as many sinners as St. Paul himself"? Would that "stop the mouths
of all your adversaries?" Yea, if you could convert three thousand at

one sermon, still you would be so far from " stopping all their mouths
at once," that the greater part of them would gnash upon you with their

teeth, and cry, " Away with such a fellow from the earth!"

I never, therefore, expect " to persuade the world," the majority of
mankind, that I " have been," for some years, " advancing nothing" but

what has a clear, immediate connection wth " the true knowledge and
love of God ;" that God hath been pleased to use me, a weak, vile

worm, in reforming many of my fellow sirmers, and making them, at

this day, living witnesses of " inward and pure religion ;" and that many
of these, " from living in all sin, are quite changed, are become" so far

" holy, that" though they are not " free from all sin," yet no sin hath

dominion over them. And yet I do firmly believe, "it is nothing but down-
right prejudice, to deny or oppose any of these particulars." {Pref. p. 5.)

" Allow Mr. Wesley," you say, " but these few points, and he will

defend his conduct beyond exception." That is most true. If I have
indeed " been advancing nothing but the true knowledge and love of

God ; if God has made me an instrument in reforming many sinners,

and bringing them to " inward and pure religion ;" and if many of these

continue holy to this day, and free from all wilful sin, then may I, even
I, use those a^vful words, " He that despiseth me, despiseth Him that

sent me." But I never expect the world to allow me one of these points.

However, I must go on as God shall enable me. I must lay out what-

soever he intrusts me with, (whether others will believe I do it or no,)

in advancing the true Christian knowledge of God, and the love and
fear of God among men ; in reforming (if so be it please him to use me
still) those who are yet withoirt God in the world ; and in propagating in-

ward and pure rehgion,—righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

10. But you believe, I only corrupt those who were good Chris-

tians before, teaching them to revile and censure their neighbours,

and to abuse the clergy, notwithstanding all their meekness and gentle-

ness, as I do myself. " I must declare," say you, "we have, in general,

answered your pretence with all meekness and temper ; the railing and
reviling has been chiefly on the side of the Methodists." {Sec. Let. p. 16.)

Your first charge ran thus : " How have such abuses as these been

thrown out by you against our regular clergy, not the highest or the

worthiest excepted !" {Remarks, p. 15.) I answered, " I am altogether

clear in this matter, as often as it has been objected : neither do I desire

to receive any other treatment from the clergy, than they have received

from me to this day." (p. 282.)

You reply, (1.) " One insttmce of your misrepresenting and injuring

a preacher of our Church I mentioned." {Second Letter, p. 105.) J\Ien-

tioned! Well, but did yow prove it was an injury or misrepresentation ?

I know not that you once attempted it. (2.) You next quote part of a

letter from the Third Journal
; (vol. iii, p. 126 ;) wherein, according to

your account, the " most considerable of our clergy are abused, and at

once accused in a very gross manner." {Second Letter, p. 106.) Set

down the whole paragraph, and I will prove that this also is naked truth.

Vol. V. 22
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and no abuse at all. You say, (3.) " You approved of Whitefield's reiil-

ing against the clergy ;" that is, I say, " Mr. Whitefield preached con-

cerning the ' Holy Crhost, which all who believe are to receive ;' not

without a just, though severe, censure of those who preach as if there

were no Holy Ghost." (Vol. iii, p. 144.) Nor is this railing, but melan-
choly truth. I have myself heard several preach in this manner. (4.)

You cite my words : " Wo imto you, ye blind leaders of the blind ! How
long will you pervert the right ways of the Lordi" and add, " I. appeal

to yourself, whether you did not design this reflection against the clergy

in general who difler from you." No more than I did against Moses and
Aaron. I expressly specify whom I design : " Ye who tell the mourners
in Zion, Much religion hath made you mad." i^ou say, (5.) (with a

N. B.,) "All the clergy who differ from you, you style so, p. 154; in

which, and the foregoing page, you causelessly slander them as speak-

ing of their own hohness as that for the sake of which, on account of

which, wc arc justified befure God."
Let any serious person read over those pages. I therein slander no

man : I speak what I know ; what I have both heard and read. The
men are alive, and the books are extant. And the same conclusion I

now defend, touching that part of the clergy who preach or write thus
;

viz. if they preach the truth as it is in Jesus, I am found a false witness

before God. But if I preach the way of God in truth, then they are

blind leaders of the blind. (6.) You quote those words, " Nor can I be

said to intrude into the labours of those who do not labour at all, but

suffer thousands of those for whom Christ died to perish for lack of

knowledge." (Vol. iii, p. 146.) I wrote that letter near Kingswood.
I would to God the observation were not terribly true ! (7.) The first

passage you cite from the " Earnest Appeal," (p. 21,) evidently relates

to a few only among the clergy; and if the charge be true but of one in

five hundred, it abundantly supports my reasoning. (8.) In the next,

(lb. p. 24,) I address all those, and those only, who affirm that I preach

for gain.

You conclude : " The reader has now before him the manner in which

you have been pleased to treat the clergy; and your late sermon is too

fresh an instance of the like usage of the universities." {Second Letter,

p. 107.) It is an instance of speaking the truth in love. So I desire all

mankind may use me. Nor could I have said less either to the univer-

sity or the clergy, without sinning against God and my own soul.

11. But I must explain myself a little on that practice which you so

often term " abusing the clergy." I have many times great sorrow and
heaviness in my heart on account of these my brethren. And this some-

times constrains me to speak to them, in the only way which is now in

my power; and sometimes, though rarely, to speak of them ; of a few,

not all, in general. In either case, I take an especial care, (1.) To
speak nothing but the truth. (2.) To speak this with all plainness.

And, (3.) With love, and in the spirit of meekness. Now, if you will

call this abiising, railing, or reviling, you must. But still I dare not

refrain from it. I must thus rail, thus abuse sinners of all sorts and
degrees, unless I will perish with them.

When I first read your declaration, that our brethren " in general had

treated us with all meekness and temper," I had thoughts of spreading
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before yoii a few of the flowers which they have strowed upon us with

no sparing hand. But, on reflection, I judged it better to forbear. Let
them die and be forgotten !

As to those of the people called JSIethodists, whom you suppose to

" rail at and abuse the clergy," and to " revile and censure their neigh-

bours," I can only say. Which are they ? Show me the men. And if it

appear, that any ofthose under my care habitually "censure" or "revile"

others, whether clergy or laity, I will make them an example, for the

benefit of all the rest.

Touching you, I believe I was afraid without cause. I do not think

you advanced a wilful untruth. This was a rash word. I hereby openly

retract it, and ask pardon of God and you.

To draw toward a conclusion : Whosoever they are that " despise

me, and make no account of my labours," I know that they are " not in

vain in the Lord ;" and that I have not " fought as one that beateth the

air." I still see (and I praise " the Father of Lights," from whom every

good and perfect gift descendeth) a continual increase of pure religion

and undefiled, of the love of God and man, of the "wisdom" which is

" pure and peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy,

and of good fniits." I see more and more of those " who before lived

in a thorough contempt of God's ordinances, and of all duties, now
zealously discharging their duties to God and man, and walking in all

his ordinances blameless." X few iiideed I have seen draw back to

perdition, chiefly through a fear of being " righteous overmuch." And
here and there one has fallen into Calvinism, or turned aside to the

Moravians. But I doubt not, these " are in a better state than they were

before they heard us." Admit they are in error, yea, and die therein, yet

who dares afHrm they will perish everlastingly? But had they died in

gross sin, we are sure they had fallen into " the fire that never shall be

quenched."

I have now considered, as far as my time would permit, (not every thing

in your letter, whether of moment or no, but,) those points which I con-

ceived to be of the greatest weight. That God may lead us both into

all truth, and that we may not drop our love in the pursuit of it, is the

continual prayer of, reverend sir, your friend an<l servant for Christ'a

sake, John Wesley..
June 17, 1746.

A LETTER TO

THE RIGHT REV. THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON;
OCCASIONED BY HIS LORDSHIP'S LATE CHARGE TO HIS CLEKGY.

Let me not, I pray you, accept any man's person, neither let me give flattering titles

unto man. For 1 know not to give flattering titles ; in so doing, my Maker would

soon take me away, Job xxxii, 21, 22.

My Lord,— 1. When abundance of persons have for several years

laid to my charge things that I knew not, I have generally thought it my
duty to pass it over in silence, to be " as one that heard not." But the

case is different when a person of your lordship's character calls me
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forth to answer for myself. Silence now might be interpreted contempt.

It might appear like a sullen disregard, a withholding honour from him

to whom honour is due, were it only on account of his high office in the

Church, more especially when I apprehend so eminent a person as this

to be under considerable mistakes concerning me. Were I now to be

silent, were I not to do what was in my power for the removal of those

mistakes, I could not " have a conscience void of offence," either

" toward God or toward man."

2. But I am sensible how difficult it is to speak in such a manner as

I ought, and as I desire to do. When your lordship published those

queries, under the title of " Observations," I did not lie under the same

difficulty; because, as your name was not inscribed, I had " the liberty

to stand, as it were, on even ground." But I must now always remem-

ber to whom I speak. And may the God " whom I serve in the Gospel

of his Son," enable me to do it with deep seriousness of spirit, with

modesty and humility ; and, at the same time, with the utmost plainness

of speech ; seeing we must " both stand before the judgment seat of

Christ."

3. In this, then, I entreat your lordship to bear with me ; and in par-

ticular, when I speak of myself, (how tender a point!) just as freely as

I would of another man. Let not this be termed boasting. Is there not

a cause 1 Can I refrain from speaking, and be guiltless ? And if I speak

at all, ought I not to speak (what appears to me to be) the whole truth?

Does not your lordship desire that I should do this 1 I will then, God
being my helper. And you will bear with me in my folly, (if such it is,)

with my speaking in the simplicity of my heart.

4. Your lordship begin^, " There is another species of enemies, who

give shameful disturbance to the parochial clergy, and use very unwar-

rantable methods to prejudice their people against them, and to seduce

their flocks from them ; the Methodist and Moravians, who agree in

annoying the established ministry, and in drawing over to themselves

the lowest and most ignorant of the people, by pretences to greater

sanctity." (Charge, p. 4.)

But have no endeavours been used to show them their error? Yes
;

your lordship remarks, " Endeavours have not been wanting. But

though these endeavoius have caused some abatement in the pomp and

grandeur with which these people for some time acted," (truly, one

would not have expected it from them !) "yet they do not seem to have

made any impression upon their leaders." {Ibid. p. 6.)

Your lordship adds, "Their innovations in points of discipline I do

not intend to enter into at present. But to inquire what the doctrines

are which they spread." {Ibid. p. 7.) " Doctrines big with pernicious

mfiuences upon practice." {Ibid. p. 8.)

Six of these your lordship mentions, afler having premised, " It is not

at all needful, to the end of guarding against them, to charge the particu-

lar tenets upon the particular persons among them." {Ibid. p. 7.) In-

deed, my lord, it is needful in the highest degree. For if the minister

who is to guard his people, either against Peter Bohler, Mr. Whitofield,

or me, does not know what our j)articular tenets are, he must needs

" run as uncertainly, and fight as one that bcateth the air."

I will fairly own which of these belong to mc. The indirect prac-
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tices which your lordship charges upon me may then be considered

;

together with the consequences ot' these doctrines, and your lordship's

instructions to the clergy.

5. " The First that I shall take notice of," says your lordship, " is the

Antinomian doctrine." {Ihid. p. 8.) The Second, "that Christ has
done all, and left nothing for us to do but to believe." (Ibid. p. 9.)

These belong not to me. I am unconcerned therein. I have earnestly

opposed, but did never teach or embrace, them.
" There is another notion," your lordship says, " which we find pro-

pagated throughout the writings of those people, and that is, the making
inward, secret, and sudden impulses, the guides of their actions, resolu-

tions, and designs." {Ibid. p. 14.) Mr. Church urged the same objec-

tion before: "Instead of making the word of God the rule of his actions,

he follows only his secret impulse." I beg leave to return the same
answer. " In the whole compass of language there is not a proposition

Avhich less belongs to me than this. I have declared again and again,

that I make the word of God ' the rule' of all my actions ; and that I no
more follow any ' secret impulse' instead thereof, than I follow Moham-
med or Confucius." {Ansioer to Mr. Church, p. 287.)

6. Before I proceed, suffer me to observe, here are three grievous
errors charged on the Moravians, Mr. Whitofield, and me, conjointly, in

none of which I am any more concerned than in the doctrine of the

metempsychosis ! But it was " not needful to charge particular tenets

on particular persons." Just as needful, my lord, as it is not to put a
stumbling block in the way of our brethren ; not to lay them under an
almost insuperable temptation of condemning the innocent with the

guilty. I beseech your lordship to answer in your own conscience
before God, whether you did not foresee how many of your hearers

"would charge these tenets upon me ; nay, whether you did not design

they should. If so, my lord, is this Christianity 1 Is it humanity 1 Let
me speak plain. Is it honest Heathenism ?

7. I am not one jot more concerned in instantaneous justification, as

your lordship explains it, viz. " A sudden, instantaneous justification, by
which the person receives from God a certain seal of his salvation, or

an absolute assurance of being saved at last." {Charge, p. 11.) " Such
an instantaneous working of the Holy Spirit as finishes the business of

salvation once for all." {Ibid.) I neither teach nor beheve it ; and am
therefore clear of all the consequences that may arise therefrom. I

believe " a gradual improvement in grace and goodness," I mean, in the

knowledge and love of God, is a good " testimony of our present sin-

cerity toward God ;" although I dare not say, It is " the only true ground
of humble assurance," or the only foundation on which a Christian builds

his " hopes of acceptance and salvation." For I think, " other found-

ation" of these " can no man lay, than that which is laid, even Jesus

Christ."

8. To the charge of holding " sinless perfection," as your lordship

states it, I might likewise plead, Not guilty ; seeing one ingredient

thereof, in your lordship's account, is " freedom from temptation."

{Ibid. p. 17.) Whereas I believe "there is no such perfection in this

life as implies an entire deliverance from manifold temptations." But I

will not decline the charge. I will repeat once more my coolest thoughts
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upon this head ; and that in the very terms wliich I did several years

ago, as I presume your lordship cannot be ignorant :

—

" AVhat, it may be asked, do you mean by ' one that is perfect,' or, ' one
that is as his Master?' We mean one in whom is, ' the mind which was
in Christ,' and who so ' wallceth as he wallied ;' a man that ' hath clean

hands and a pure heart;' or that is 'cleansed from all filthiness of flesh

and spirit ;' one ' in whom there is no occasion of stumbling,' and who,
accordingly, 'doth not commit sin.' To declare this a little more parti-

cularly: We understand by that Scriptural expression, 'a perfect man,'
one in whom God hath fulfilled his faithful word :

' From all your filthi-

ness, and from all your idols will I cleanse you. I will also save you
from all your uncleanness.' We understand hereby, one whom God
hath sanctified throughout, even in 'body, soul, and spirit;' one who
' walketh in the light, as He is in the light,' in whom ' is no darkness at

all ; the blood of Jesus Christ his Son' having ' cleansed him from all sin.'

" This man can now testify to all mankind, ' I am crucified with Christ

;

nevertheless I live; yet I live not, but Christ liveth in me.' He ' is holy,

as God who called him is holy,' both in life, and 'in all manner of con-

versation.' He 'loveth the Lord his God with all his heart, and serveth

him with all his strength.' He ' loveth his neighbour' (every man) ' as

himself;' yea, ' as Christ loved us;' them in particular that ' despitefully

use him and persecute him,' because ' they know not the Son, neither the

Father.' Indeed, his soul is all love, filled with ' bowels of mercies,

kindness, meekness, gentleness, long suffering.' And his life agreeth

thereto, full of ' the work of faith, the patience of hope, the labour of love.'

And ' whatsoever he doeth, either in word or deed,' he doeth ' it all in the

name,' in the love and power, 'of the Lord Jesus.' In a word, he doeth

the will of God ' on earth, as it is done in heaven.'
" This is to be 'a perfect man,' to be ' sanctified throughout, created

anew in Jesus Christ ;' even ' to have a heart so all-flaming with the love

of God,' (to use Archbishop Usher's words,) ' as continually to offer up
every thought, word, and work, as a spiritual sacrifice, acceptable unto
God through Christ.' In every thought of our hearts, in every word of

our tongues, in every work of our hands, ' to show forth his praise who
hath called us out of darkness into his marvellous light.' O that both we,

and all who seek the Lord Jesus in sincerity, may thus 'be made perfect

in one !'

"

9. I conjure you, my lord, by the mercies of God, if these are not

the words of truth and soberness, point me out wherein I have erred

from the truth ; show me clearly wherein I have spoken either beyond

<5r contrary to the word of God. But might I not humbly entreat, that

your lordship, in doing this, would abstain from such expressions as

these : " If they will but put themselves under their direction and dis-

cipline,—after their course of discipline is once over," {ibid. p. 15,) as

not suitable either to the weight of the subject, or the dignity of your

lordship's character. And might 1 not expect something more than

these loose assertions, that this is " a delusion altogether groundless
;

a notion contrary to the whole tenor both of the Old and New Testa-

ment ;" that " the Scriptures forbid all thought of it, as vain, arrogant,

'

and presumptuous ;" that they " represent all mankind, without distinc-

tion, as subject to sin and corruption" {subject to sin and corruption !
'

strong words !) " during their continuance in this world ; and require no

more than an honest desire and endeavour to find ourselves less and

Jess in a state of imperfection." {Ibid. pp. 15, 16.)

Is it not from your lordship's entirely mistaking the question, not at
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all apprehending what perfection T teach, that you go on to guard against

the same imaginary consequences, as your lordship did in the " Observ-
ations?" Surely, my lord, you never gave yourself the trouble to read

the answer given in the " Farther Appeal," to every objection which
you now urge afresh ; seeing you do not now appear to know any more
of my sentiments than if you had never proposed one question, nor
received one answer, upon the subject

!

10. If your lordship designed to show my real sentiments concerning
the last doctrine which you mention, as one would imagine by your add-

ing, "These are his own words," {ibid. p. 18,) should you not have
cited all my own words ? at least all the words of that paragraph, and
not have mangled it as Mr. Church did before ?

It runs thus : " Saturday, 28. I showed at large, in order to answer
those who taught that none but they who are full of faith and the Holy
Ghost ought ever to communicate, (1.) That the Lord's Supper was
ordained by God to be a means of conveying to men either preventing,

or justifying, or sanctifying grace, according to their several necessities.

(2.) That the persons for whom it was ordained are all those who know
and feel that they want the grace of God, either to restrain them from
sin, or to ' show their sins forgiven,' or to ' renew their souls' in the

image of God. (3.) That inasmuch as we come to his table, not to give

him any thing, but to receive whatsoever he sees best for us, there is no
previous preparation indispensably necessary, but a desire to receive

whatsoever he pleases to give. And, (4.) That no fitness is required at

the time of communicating, but a sense of our state, of our utter sin-

fulness and helplessness ; every one who knows he is fit for hell, being

just fit to come to Christ, in this, as well as all other ways of his appoint-

ment." (Vol. iii, p. 189.)

In the Second Letter to Mr. Church, p. 306, I explain myself farther

on this head :
*' I am sorry to find you still aftirm, that, with regard to

the Lord's Supper also, I ' advance many injudicious, false, and danger-

ous things. Such as, (1.) That a man ought to communicate without

a sure trust in God's mercy through Christ.' (p. 117.) You mark these

as my words ; but I know them not. (2.) ' That there is no previous

preparation indispensably necessary, but a desire to receive whatsoever

God pleases to give.' But I include abundantly more in that desire,

than you seem to apprehend, even a willingness to know and do the

whole will of God. (3.) 'That no fitness is required at the time of

communicating,' (I recite the whole sentence,) ' but a sense of our state,

ofour utter sinfulness and helplessness ; every one who knows he is fit for

hell, being just fit to come to Christ, in this, as well as in all other ways
of his appointment.' But neither can this sense of our utter sinfulness

and helplessness subsist without earnest desires of universal holiness."

And now, what can I say ? Had your lordship never seen this ? That
is hardly to be imagined. But if you had, how was it possible your

lordship should thus explicitly and solemnly charge me, in the presence

of God and all my brethren, (only the person so charged was not pre-

sent,) with " meaning by those words to set aside self-examination, and

repentance for sins past, and resolutions of living better for the time to

come, as things no way necessary to make a worthy communicant'?"

(Charge, p. 18.)
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If an evidence at the bar should swerve from truth, an equitable

judge may place the thing in a true light. But if the judge himself

shall bear false witness, where then can we find a remedy 1

Actual preparation was here entirely out of the question. It might be
absolutely and indispensably necessary, for any thing I had either said

or meant to the contrary : for it was not at all in my thoughts. And
the habitual preparation which I had in terms declared to be indispen-

sably necessary was, " a willingness to know and to do the whole will

of God," and " earnest desires of universal hohness." Does your
lordship think, this is " meant to set aside all repentance for sins past,

and resolutions of living better for the time to come ?"

11. Your lordship next falls with all your might upon that strange

assertion, as you term it, " We come to his table, not to give him any
thing, but to receive whatsoever he sees best for us." " Whereas,"
says your lordship, " in the exhortation at the time of receiving, the peo-

ple are told that they inust give most humble and hearty thanks,—and
immediately after receiving, both minister and people join in offering

and presenting themselves before God." [Ibid. pp. 20, 21.) O God!
in what manner are the most sacred things here treated ! the most
venerable mysteries of our religion ! What quibbling, what playing upon
words, is here ! JVb/ to give him any thing. " Yes, to give him thanks."

O my Lord, are these the words of a father of the Church

!

12. Your lordship goes on: "To the foregoing account of these

modern principles and doctrines, it may not be improper to subjoin a

few observations upon the indirect practices of the same people in gain-

ing proselytes." {Ibid. pp. 23, 24.)

" I. They persuade the people, that the established worship, with a

regular attendance upon it, is not sufficient to answer the ends of de-

votion."

Your lordship mentioned this likewise in the Observations. In your

fourth query it stood thus :
" Whether a due and regular attendance on

the public offices of religion, paid in a serious and composed way, does

not answer the true ends of devotion." Suffer me to repeat part of the

answer then given :

—

" I suppose by ' devotion' you mean public M'orship ; by the ' true ends'

of it, the love of God and man ; and by ' a due and regular attendance oii

the public offices of religion, paid in a serious and composed way,' the

going as often as we can to our parish church, and to the sacrament there

administered. If so, the question is, Whether this attendance on those

offices does not produce the love of God and man. I answer, Sometimes
it does, and sometimes it does not. I myself thus attended them for many
years ; and yet am conscious to myself, that, during that whole time, I

had no more of the love of God than a stone. And I know many hun-
dreds, perhaps thousands, of serious persons who are ready to testify the

same thing."

I subjoined, (1.) " W^e continually exhort all wfip attend on our

preaching, to attend the offices of the Church. And they do pay a

more regular attendance there than ever they did Before. ' (2.) Their

attending the Church did not, in fact, answer those ends at all till they

attended this preaching also. (3.) It is the preaching remission of sine

through Jesus Christ which alone answers the true ends of devotion."

II. 13. " They censure the clergy," says your lordship, " as less zeal-
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ous than themselves in the several branches of the ministerial function.

For this they are undeservedly reproached by these noisy itinerant

leaders." {Charge, pp. 34, 25.)

My lord, I am not conscious to myself of this. I do not willingly

compare myself with any man ; much less do I reproach my brethren

of the clergy, whether they dederve it or not. But it is needless to add

any more on this head than what was said above a year ago :

—

" I must explain myself a little on that practice which you so often

term 'abusing the clergy.' I have many times great sorrow and heaviness

in my heart on account of these my brethren. And this sometimes con-

strains me to speak to them, in the only way which is now in my power

;

and sometimes (though rarely) to speak of them ; of a few, not all in

general. In either case, I take an especial care, (1.) To speak nothing

but the trutli. (2.) To speak this with all plainness ; and, (3.) With
love, and in the spirit of meekness. Now, if you will call this abusing,

railing, or reviling, you must. But still, I dare not refrain from it. I

must thus rail, thus abuse sinners of all sorts and degrees, unless I will

perish with them." (Second Letter to Mr. Church, p. 338.)

III. 14. "They value themselves upon extraordinary strictnesses and
severities in life, and such as are beyond what the rules of Christianity

require. They captivate the people by such professions and appearances
of uncommon sanctity. But that which can never fail of a general re-

spect is, a quiet and exemplary life, free from the many follies and indis-

cretions which those restless and vagrant teachers are apt to fall into."

(Charge, p. 25.)

By " extraordinary strictnesses and severities," I presume your lord-

ship means, the abstaining from wine and animal food ; which, it is sure,

Christianity does not require. But if you do, I fear your lordship is not

throughly informed of the matter of fact. I began to do this about

twelve years ago, when I had no thought of " annoying parochial minis-

ters," or of " captivating" any " people" thereby, unless it were the

Chicasaw or Choctaw Indians. But I resumed the use of them both,

about two years after, for the sake of some who thought I made it a

point of conscience ; telling them, " I tvill eat flesh while the world

.standeth," rather than " make my brother to offend." Dr. Cheyne
advised me to leave them off again, assuring me, " Till you do, you will

never be free from fevers." And since I have taken his advice, I have

been free (blessed be God!) from all bodily disorders. (I continued this

about two years.) Would to God I knew any method of being equally

free from all " follies and indiscretions !" But this I never expect to

attain till my spirit returns to God.
15. But in how strange a manner does your lordship represent this

!

What a construction do you put upon it !
" Appearances of an uncom-

mon sanctity, in order to captivate the people. Pretensions to more
exalted degrees of strictness, to make their way into weak minds and

fickle heads." {Ibid. p. 25.) " Pretences to greater sanctity, whereby
they draw over to themselves the most ignorant oi'the people." {Ibid.

p. 4.) If these are " appearances of uncommon sanctity," (which,

indeed, might bear a dispute,) how does your lordship know that they

are only appearances 1 that they do not spring from the heart ? Suppose

these were '' exalted degrees of strictness," is your lordship absolutely

assured that we practise them only " to make oiir way into weak minds

and fickle heads ?' Where is the proof, that these " pretences to greater
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sanctity," (as your lordship is pleased to phrase them,) are mere pre-

tences, and have nothing of reality or sincerity in them ?

My lord, this is an accusation of the highest nature. If we are guilty,

we are not so much as moral Heathens. We are monsters, not only
unworthy of the Christian name, but unfit for human society. It tears

up all pretences to the love of God and man ; to justice, mercy, or truth.

But how is it proved? Or does your lordship read the heart, and so
pass sentence without any proof at all 1 my lord, ought an accusa-
tion of the lowest kind to be thus received, even against the lowest of
the people ? How much less can this be reconciled with the apostolical

advice to the bishop of Ephesus : " Against a Presbyter receive not an
accusation, but before two or three witnesses ;" and those face to face.

When it is thus proved, " them that sin, rebuke before all." Your lord-

ship doubtless remembers the words that follow: (How worthy to be
written in your heart!) "I charge thee, before God, and the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the elect angels, that thou observe these things with-

out preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality," 1 Tim.
V, 19-21.

IV. 16. " They mislead the people into an opinion of the high merit
of punctual attendances on their performances, to the neglect of the busi-

ness of their stations." (Ibid. p. 26.) My lord, this is not so. You
yourself, in this very Charge, have cleared us from one part of this

accusation. You have borne us witness, [ibid. p. 10,) that we disclaim

all merit, even in (really) good works ; how much more in such works
as we continually declare are not good, but very evil! such as the attend-

ing sermons, or any public offices whatever, " to the neglect of the

business of our station."

When your lordship urged this before, in the " Observations," I openly
declared my belief, " that true religion cannot lead into a disregard or

disesteem of the common duties and offices of life ; that, on the con-

trary, it leads men to discharge all those duties with the strictest and
closest attention ; that Christianity requires this attention and dili-

gence, in all stations, and in all conditions ; that the performance of the

lowest offices of life, as unto God, is truly a serving of Christ; and'that

this is the doctrine I preach continually ;" {Farther Appeal, part i, p. 44 ;)

a fact whereof any man may easily be informed. Now, if, after all this,

your lordship will repeat the charge, as if I had not once opened my
mouth concerning it, I cannot help it. I can say no more. I commend
my cause to God.

17. Having considered what your lordship has advanced concerning
dangerous doctrines and indirect j)ractices, I now come to the instruc-

tions your lordship gives to the clergy of your diocess.

How awful a tTning is this ! The very occasion carries in it a solemn-

ity not to be expressed. Here is an angel of the Church of Christ, one
of the stars in God's right hand, calling together all the subordinate

pastors, for whom he is to give an account to God ; and directing them
(in the name and by the authority of " the great Shepherd of the sheep,

Jesus Christ, the First Begotten from the dead, the Prince of the kings

of the earth") how to " make full proof of their ministry," that they may
be "pure from the blood of all men;" how to "take heed unto them-

selves, and to all the flock over which the Holy Ghost hath made them
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overseers ;" how to " feed the flock of God, which he hath purchased

with his own blood !" To this end they are all assembled together.

And what is the substance of all his instructions 1
—" Reverend brethren,

I charge you all, lift up your voice like a trumpet ; and warn and arm
and fortify all mankind against a people called Alethodists !"

True it is, your lordship gives them several advices ; but all in order

to this end. You direct them to " inculcate the excellency of our

Liturgy, as a wise, grave, and serious service ;" to " show their people,

that a diligent attendance on their business is a serving of God ;"

" punctually to perform both the public offices of the Church, and all

other pastoral duties ;" and to " engage the esteem of their parishioners

by a constant regularity of life." But all these your lordship recom-

mends eo nomine, [on that account,] as means to that great end, the

arming and fortifying their people against the Moravians or Methodists,

and their doctrines.

Is it possible ! Could your lordship discern no other enemies of the

Gospel of Christ ? Are there no other heretics or schismatics on earth,

or even within the four seas 1 Are there no Papists, no Deists in the land?

Or are their errors of less importance? Or are their numbers in England
less considerable, or less likely to increase 1 Does it appear, then, that

they have lost their zeal for making proselytes? Or are all the people so

guarded against them already, that their labour is in vain? Can your

lordship answer these few plain questions, to the satisfaction of your

own conscience ?

Have the Methodists (so called) already monopolized all the sins, as

well as errors, in the nation ? Is Methodism the only sin, or the only

fatal or spreading sin, to be found within the bills of mortality ? Have
two thousand (or more) " ambassadors of Christ and stewards of the

mysteries of God" no other business than to guard, warn, arm, and

fortify their people against this ? O my lord, if this engrosses their time

and strength, (as it must, if they follow your lordship's instructions,) they

will not give an account with joy, either of themselves, or of their flock,

in that day

!

18. Your lordship seems in some measure sensible of this, when
you very gently condemn their opinion, who think the Methodists "might

better be disregarded and despised, than taken notice of and opposed, if

it were not for the disturbance they give to the parochial ministers, and

their unwarrantable endeavours to seduce the people from their lawful

pastors." {Charge, p. 22.) The same complaint with which your lord-

ship opened your Charge :
" They give shameful disturbances to the

parochial clergy ; they annoy the established ministry, using very un-

warrantable methods, first, to prejudice their people against them, and
then to seduce their flocks from them." {Ibid. p. 4.)

Whether we seduce them or no, (which will be presently considered,)

I am sorry your lordship should give any countenance to that low,

senseless, and now generally exploded slander, that we do it for a main-

tenance. This your lordship insinuates, by applying to us those words

of Bishop Sanderson : "And all this, to serve their own belly, to make
a prey of the poor deluded proselytes ; for by this means ike people fall

unto them, and thereout suck they no small advantage." {Ibid. p. 15.)

Your lordship cannot but know, that my fellowship, and my brother's
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studentship, afford us more than sufficient for life and godhness ; espe-

cially for that manner of life which we choose, whether out of ostenta-

tion or in sincerity.

19. But do we willingly " annoy the established ministry," or "give
disturbance to the parochial clergy ?" My lord, we do not. We trust,

herein, to have a conscience void of offence. Nor do we designedly
" prejudice their people against them." In this also our heart condemn-
eth us not. But you " seduce their flocks from them." No, not even
from those who feed themselves, not the flock. All who hear us, attend

the service of the Church, at least as much as they did before. And
for this very thing are we reproached as bigots to the Church by those
of most other denominations.

Give me leave, my lord, to say, you have mistook and misrepresented

this whole affair from the top to the bottom. And I am the more con-

cerned to take notice of this, because so many have fallen into the same
mistake. It is indeed, and has been from the beginning, the zspurov

^sudos, " the capital blunder," of our bitterest adversaries ; though how
they can advance it, I see not, without " loving," if not " making, a lie."

It is not our care, endeavour, or desire, to proselyte any from one man
to another ; or from one Church, (so called,) from one congregation or

society to another
;
(we would not move a finger to do this, to make ten

thousand such proselytes ;) but from darkness to light, from Belial to

Christ, from the power of Satan to God. Our one aim is, to proselyte

sinners to repentance ; the servants of the devil, to serve the living and
true God. If this be not done, in fact, we will stand condemned ; not as

well-meaning fools, but as devils incarnate. But if it be, if the instances

glare in the face of the sun, if they increase daily, maugre all the power
of earth and hell ; then, my lord, neither you nor any man beside (let

me use great plainness of speech) can " oppose" and " fortify people

against us," without being found even " to fight against God."
20. I would fain set this point in a clearer light. Here are, in and

near Moorfields, ten thousand poor souls for whom Christ died, rushing

headlong into hell. Is Dr. Bulkely, the parochial minister, both willing

and able to stop them 1 If so, let it be done, and I have no place in

these parts. I go and call other sinners to repentance. But if, after

all he has done, and all he can do, they are still in the broad way to

destruction, let me see if God will put a word even in my mouth. True,

I am a poor worm that of myself can do nothing. But if God sends by
whomsoever he will send, his word shall not return empty. All the

messenger of God asks, is, Aoj tzCjj ?u; (no help of man !) xai y>]v xivrjtfcj.

[Give me where to stand, and I will move the earth.] The arm of the

Lord is revealed. The lion roars, having the prey plucked out of his

teeth. And " there is joy in the presence of the angels of God, over"

more than "one sinner that repenteth."

21. Is this any annoyance to the parochial minister? Then what

manner of spirit is he of? Does he look on this part of his flock as

lost, because they are found of the great Shepherd 1 My lord, great is

my boldness toward you. You speak of the consequences of our doc-

trines. You seem well pleased with the success of your endeavours

against them, because, you say, they " have pernicious consequences,

are big with pernicious influences upon practice, dangerous to religion
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and the souls of men." (Ibid. pp. 8, 22.) In answer to all this, I appeal

to plain fact. I say once more, " What have been the consequences (I

would not speak, but I dare not refrain) of the doctrines I have preached
for nine years last past ? By the fruits shall ye know those of whom I

speak ; even the cloud of witnesses, who at this hour experience the

Gospel which I preach to be the power of God unto salvation. The
habitual drunkard that was is now temperate in all things ; the whore-
monger now flees fornication ; he that stole, steals no more, but works
with his hands ; he that cursed or swore, perhaps at every sentence, has
now learned to serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice unto him with

reverence ; those formerly enslaved to various habits of sin are now
brought to tmiform habits of holiness. These are demonstrable facts :

I can name the men, with their places of abode. One of them was an
avowed Atheist for many years ; some were Jews ; a considerable num-
ber Papists; the greatest part of them as much strangers to the form,

as to the power, of godliness."

My lord, can you deny these facts ? I will make whatever proof of
them you shall require. But if the facts be allowed, who can deny the

doctrines to be, in substance, the Gospel of Christ ? " For is there any
other name under heaven given to men, whereby they may thus be
saved ?" or is there any other word that thus " commendeth itself to

every man's conscience in the sight of God ?"

22. But I must draw to a conclusion. Your lordship has, without

doubt, had some success in opposing this doctrine. Very many have,

by your lordship's unwearied endeavours, been deterred from hearing

at all ; and have thereby probably escaped the being seduced into holi-

ness, have lived and died in their sins. My lord, the time is short. I

am past the noon of life, and my remaining years flee away as a shadow.
Your lordship is old and full of days, having past the usual age of man.
It cannot, therefore, be long before we shall both drop this house of

earth, and stand naked before God : no, nor before we shall see the

great white throne coming down from heaven, and Him that sitteth

thereon. On his left hand shall be those who are shortly to dwell in

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels. In that number
will be all who died in their sins ; and, among the rest, those whom you
preserved from repentance. Will you then rejoice in your success ? The
Lord God grant it may not be said in that hour, " These have perished

in their inquity ; hut their blood I require at thy hands !" I am, your
lordship's dutiful son and senant, John Wesley.
London, June 11, 1747.

A LETTER TO A CLERGYMAN.

TuLLAMORE, May 4, 1748.

Reverend Sir,—I have at present neither leisure nor inclination to

enter into a formal controversy ; but you will give me leave just to offer

a few loose hints relating to the subject of last night's conversation :

—

1. Seeing life and health are things of so great importance, it is,

without question, highly expedient that physicians should have all possi-

ble advantages of learning and education.
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2. That trial should be made of them, by competent judges, before

they practise publicly.

3. That after such trial, they be authorized to practise by those who
are empowered to convey that authority.

4. And that, while they are preserving the lives of others, they should

have what is sufficient to sustain their own.

5. But supposing a gentleman, bred at the university in Dublin, with

all the advantages of education, after he has undergone all the usual

trials, and then been regularly authorized to practise :

6. Suppose, I say, this physician settles at , for some years, and

yet makes no cures at all ; but, after trying his skill on five hundred

persons, cannot show that he has healed one; many of his patients dying

under his hands, and the rest remaining just as they were before he

came

:

7. Will you condemn a man who, having some little skill in physic,

and a tender compassion for those who are sick or dying all around him,

cures many of those, without fee or reward, whom the doctor could not

cure ?

8. At least did not, (which is the same thing as to the case in hand,)

were it only for this reason, because he did not go to them, and they

would not come to him 1

9. Will you condemn him because he has not learning, or has not had

a university education 1

What then ] He cures those whom the man of learning and education

cannot cure

!

10. Will you object, that he is no physician, nor has any authority to

practise ?

I cannot come into your opinion. I think, JYIedicus est qui medetur,
" He is a physician who heals ;" and that every man has authority to

save the life of a dying man.
But if you only mean, he has no authority to takes fees, I contend

not ; for he takes none at all.

1 1. Nay, and I am afraid it will hold, on the other hand, JVIedicus non

est qui non medetur ; I am afraid, if we use propriety of speech, " He is

no physician who works no cure."

12. " O, but he has taken his degree of doctor of physic, and there-

fore has authority."

Authority to do what? " Why, to heal all the sick that will employ

him." But (to waive the case of those who will not employ him ; and

would you have even their lives thrown away?) he does not heal those

that do employ him. He that was sick before, is sick still ; or else he

is gone hence, and is no more seen.

Therefore, his authority is not worth a rush ; for it serves not the end

for which it was given.

13. And surely he has no authority to kill them, by hindering another

from saving their lives !

14. If he either attempts or desires to hinder him, if he condemns or

dislikes him for it, it is plain to all thinking men, he regards his own fees

more than the lives of his patients.

H. Now, to apply: 1. Seeing life everlasting, and holiness, or health

of soul, are thmgs of so great importance, it is highly expedient that
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ministers, being physicians of the soul, should have all advantages of
education and learning.

2. That full trial should be made of them in all respects, and that by
the most competent judges, before they enter on the public exercise of
their office, the saving souls from death.

3. That after such trial, they be authorized to exercise that office by
those who are empowered to convey that authority. (I believe bishops
are empowered to do this, and have been so from the apostolic age.)

4. And that those whose souls they save ought, meantime, to provide
them what is needful for the body.

5. But suppose a gentleman bred at the university in Dublin, with all

the advantages of education, after he has undergone the usual trials, and
been regularly authorized to save souls from death

:

6. Suppose, I say, this minister settles at , for some years, and
yet saves no soul at all, saves no sinners from their sins ; but after he
has preached all this time to five or six hundred persons, cannot show
that he has converted one from the error of his ways ; many of his

parishioners dying as they lived, and the rest remaining just as they

were before he came :

7. Will you condemn a man, who, having compassion on dying souls,

and some knowledge of the Gospel of Christ, without any temporal

reward, saves them from their sins whom the minister could not save 1

8. At least did not ; nor ever was likely to do it ; for he did not go to

them, and they would not come to him.

9. Will you condemn such a preacher because he has not learning, or

has not had a university education 1

What then ? He saves those sinners from their sins whom the man of
learning and education cannot save.

A peasant being brought before the college of physicians, at Paris, a
learned doctor accosted him, " What, friend, do you pretend to prescribe

to people that have agues ? Dost thou know what an ague is ?"

He replied, " Yes, sir ; an ague is what I can cure, and you cannot."

Will you object, " But he is no minister, nor has any authority to save

souls ?"

I must beg leave to dissent from you in this. I think he is a true,

evangelical minister, (Jiaxovoj, "servant" of Christ and his church, who
ouTw ^laxovai, " so ministers," as to save souls from death, to reclaim

sinners from their sins ; and that every Chiistian, if he is able to do it,

has authority to save a dying soul.

But if you only mean, " He has no authority to take tithes," I grant

it. He takes none : as he has freely received, so he freely gives.

11. But, to carry the matter a little farther: I am afraid it will hold,

on the other hand, with regard to the soul as well as the body, Medicus
noil est qui non medetur. [He who cures none is no physician.] I am
afraid, reasonable men will be much inclined to think, he that saves no
souls is no minister of Christ.

12. "O, but he is ordained, and therefore has authority."

Authority to do what? "To save all the souls that will put themselves

under his care." True ; but (to waive the case of them that will not

;

and would you desire that even those should perish?) he does not, in

fact, save them that are under his carei therefore, what end does his
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authority serve ? He that was a drunkard is a drunkard still. The same
is true of the Sabbath breaker, the thief, the common swearer. This is

the best of the case ; for many have died in their iniquity, and their

blood will God require at the watchman's hand.

13. For surely he has no authority to murder souls, either by his

neglect, by his smooth, if not false, doctrine, or by hindering another

from plucking them out of the fire, and bringing them to life everlasting.

14. If he either attempts or desires to hinder him, if he condemns or

is displeased with him for it, how great reason is there to fear that he
regards his own profit more than the salvation of souls ! I am,

Reverend Sir, your affectionate brother,

John Wesley.

A LETTER TO THE REVEREND DR. FREE.

TuLLAMORE, May 2, 1758.

Reverend Sir,—1. A little tract appearing under your name was
yesterday put into my hands. You therein call upon me to speak, if I

have any exceptions to make to what is advanced ; and promise to reply

as fairly and candidly as I can expect, " provided those exceptions be

drawn up, as you have set the example, in a short compass, and in the

manner wherein all wise and good people would choose to manage a

religious dispute." (p. 22.)

2. "In a short compass," sir, they will certainly be drawn up, for my
own sake, as well as yours : for I know the value of time, and would

gladly employ it all in what more immediately relates to eternity. But
I do not promise to draw them up in that manner whereof you have set

the example. I cannot, I dare not ; for I fear God, and do really be-

lieve there is a judgment to come. Therefore, I dare not " return evil

for evil," neither " railing for railing." Nor can I allow that your man-
ner of treating this subject is that "wherein all wise and good people

would choose to manage a religious dispute." Far, very far, from it.

I shall rejoice if a little more fairness and candour should appear in your

future writings. But I cannot expect it ; for the nigra succns loliginis,

" wormwood and gall," seem to have infected your very vitals.

3. The quotation from Bishop Gibson, which takes up five out of

nineteen pages, I have answered already ;* and in a manner wherewith

I have good reason to believe his lordship was entirely satisfied. With
his lordship, therefore, I have no present concern ; my business now
is with you only: and seeing you are "now ready," as you express it,

" to run a tilt," I must make what defence I can. Only you must ex-

cuse ine from meeting you on the same ground, or fighting you with the

same weapons : my weapons are only truth and love. May the God
of truth and love strengthen my weakness!

4. I waive what relates to Mr. V 's personal character, which is

too well known to need my defence of it ; as likewise the occurrence

(real or imaginary I cannot tell) which gave birth to your performance.

All that I concern myself with is your five vehement assertions with

+ In " A Letter to the Right Reverend tlic Lord Bishop of London."
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legaid to the people called Methodists. These I shall consider in their

order, and prove to be totally false and groundless.

5. The First is this : "Their nhoh; ministry is an open and avowed
opposition to one ot" the liindamental articles of our religion." (p. 4.)

How so ? Why "the Twentieth Article declares, we may not so expound
one scripture, that it be repugnant to another. And yet it is notorious,

that the Methodists do ever explain the word 'faith' as it stands in some
of St. Paul's writings, so as to make his doctrine a direct and flat con-
tradiction to that of St. James." (p. 5.)

This stale objection has been answered a hundred times, so that I

really thought we should have heard no more of it. But since it is re-

quired, I repeat the answer once more: hyfaith we mean " the evidence

of things not seen ;" hy jus fifyins;faith, a divine evidence or conviction,

that " Christ loved me, and gave himself for me." St. Paul aflirms,

that a man is justified by this faith ; which St. James never denies, but

only asserts, that a man cannot be justified by a dead faith: and this St.

Paul never affirms.

" But St. James declares, ' Faith without works is dead.' Therefore

it is clearly St. James's meaning, that a faith which is without virtue and
morality cannot produce salvation. Yet the Methodists so explain St.

Paul, as to affirm that faith without virtue or morality will produce sal-

vation." (p. 6.) Where? in which of their writings? This needs
some proof: I absolutely deny the fact. So that all which follows is

mere flourish, and falls to the ground at once ; and all that you aver of

their " open and scandalous opjjosition to the Twentieth Article" {lb.)

is no better than open and scandalous slander.

6. Your Second assertion is this : " The Methodist, far the perdition

of the souls of his followers, openly gives our Saviour the lie, loads the

Scripture with falsehood and contradiction ;" (and pray what could a

Mohammedan, or infidel, or the devil himselfdo more?) "yea, openly blas-

phemes the name of Christ, by saying that the works of men are of no
consideration at all ; that God makes no distinction between virtue and
vice, that he does not hate vice or love virtue. W'hat blasphemy then

and impiety are those wretches guilty of who, in their diabolical frenzy,

dare to contradict our Saviour's authority, and that in such an essential

article of religion!" (pp. 7-9.) Here also the Methodists plead. Not
Guilty, and require you to produce your evidence ; to show in which
of their writings they affirm that God " will not reward eveiy man ac-

cording to his works ; that he makes no distinction between virtue and

vice ; that he does not hate vice or love virtue." These are positions

which they never remember to have advanced. If you can, refresh their

memory.
7. You assert, Thirdly, the Methodists, by these positions, " destroy

the essential attributes of God, and ruin his character as Judge of the

world." Very true ; if they held these positions. But here lies the

mistake. They hold no such positions. They never did. They detest

and abhor them. In arguing, therefore, on this supposition, you are

again " beating the air."

8. You assert, Fourthly, the Methodists " teach and propagate down-

right Atheism,—a capital crime ; and Atheists in some countries have

been put to death. Hereby they make room for all manner of vice^and

Vol. V. 23
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villany ; by which means the bands of society are dissolved. And
therefore this attempt must be considered as a sort of treason by ma-
gistrates." (pp. 10, 11.)

Again we deny the whole charge, and call for proof; and, blessed be
God, so do the magistrates in Great Britain. Bold, vehement asseve-

rations will not pass upon them for legal evidence: nor indeed on any
reasonable men. They can distinguish between arguing and calling

7iamcs : the former becomes a gentleman and a Christian : but what is

he who can be guilty of the latter ?

9. You assert. Lastly, that any who choose a Methodist clergyman for

their lecturer, " put into that office, which should be held by a minister of

the Church of England, an enemy, who undermines not only the legal es-

tablishment of that Church, but also the foimdation of all religion." (p. 13.)

Once more we must call upon you for the proof; the proof of these

two particulars. First, that I, John Wesley, am "an enemy to the

Church ; and that I undermine not only the legal establishment of the

Church of England, but also the very foundation of all religion." Se-

condly, That "Mr. V is an enemy to the Church, and is undermin-

ing all religion, as well as the establishment."

10. Another word, and I have done: Are there "certain quahfica-

tions required of all lecturers, before they are by law permitted to speak

to the people ?" (p. 14.) And is a subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles

of religion one of these qualifications? And is a person who does not
" conform to such subscription" disqualified to be a lecturer ? or, who
" has ever held or published any thing contrary to what the Church of

England maintains ?" Then certainly you, Dr. John Free, are not "per-

mitted by law to speak to the people ;" neither are you " qualified to be

a lecturer" in any church in London or England, as by law established.

For you flatly deny and openly oppose more than one or two of those

Articles. You do not in anywise conform to (he subscription you made
before you was ordained either ])riest or deacon. You both hold and

publish (if you are the author and publisher of the tract before me) what

is grossly, palpably "contrary to what the Church of England maintains,"

in her Homilies as well as Articles ; those Homilies to which you have

also subscribed, in subscribing the Thirty-sixth Article. You have

subscribed them, sir ; but did you ever read them ? Did you ever read

so much as the three first Homilies? I beg of you, sir, to read these at

least, before you write again about the doctrine of the Church of Eng-
land. And would it not be prudent to read a Jew of the writings of the

Methodists before you undertake a farther confutation of them ? At
present you know not the men, or their communication. You are as

wholly unacquainted both with them and their doctrines, as if you had

lived all your days in the islands of Japan, or the <leserts of Arabia.

You have given a furious assault to you know not whom ; and you have

done it, you know not why. You have not hurt me thereby ; but you

have hurt yourself, perhaps in your character, certainly in your con-

science. For this is not doing to others " as you would they should do

unto you." When you grow cool, I trust you will s(;e this clearly ; and

will no more accuse, in a manner so remote from fairness and candour.

Rev. Sir, your servant for Christ's sake,

John Wesley.



A SECOND LETTER

TO THE REVEREND DR. FREE.

FoNMON Castle, August 24, 175S.

Reverend Sir,—In the preface to your Sermon, lately printed, you
mention your having received my former letter, and add, that " if" the

proofs you have now brought do not satisfy me as to the validity ofyour
former assertions ; if I am not yet convinced that such positions are held

by people who j)ass under the denomination of Methodists, and will

signify this by a private letter, I shall have a more particular answer."
I desire to live peaceably with all men ; and should therefore wish for

no more than a private answer to a private letter, did the affair lie be-

tween you and me. But this is not the case : you have already appealed
to the archbishop, the university, the nation. Before these judges you
have advanced a charge of the highest kind; not only against nic, but a
whole body of people.

Before these, therefore, I must either confess the charge, or give in

my answer.

But you say, " I charge blasphemy, impiety, &c, upon the profession

of Methodism in general. I use no personal reflections upon you, nor
any invective against you, but in the character of a Methodist.'' That
is, you first say, " All Methodists arc pickpockets, rebels, blaspliemers.

Atheists ;" and then add, " I use no reflections upon you, l)ut in the

character of a Methodist ;" but in the character of a pickpocket, blas-

phemer. Atheist. JVone but ! What can you do more I

But this you say, is the practice of all honest men, and a part of the

liberty wherewith Clirist hath made you free. Nay, surely there are

some honest men who scruple using their opponents in this manner.
At least, I do : suppose you was an Atheist, I would not bring against

you a railing accusation. I would still endeavour to " treat you with

gentleness and meekness," and thus to " show the sincerity" of my faith.

1 leave to you that exquisite " bitterness of spirit, and extreme virulence

of language," which, you say, is your duty, and term zeal. [Preface^

p. 5.) And certainly zeal, fervour, heat, it is. But is this heat from
above ? Is it the offspring of heaven, or a smoke from the bottom-

less pit 1

O sir, whence is that zeal which makes you talk in such a manner to

his grace of Canterbury ? " I lay before you the disposition of an enemy
who threaten our Church with a general alteration or total subversion

;

who interrupt us as we walk the streets," (Whom? ^^'hen? Where?)
" in that very dress which distinguishes us as servants of the state,"

(altogether servants of the state ?) " in the now sad capacity of ministers

of the falling Church of England. Such being the prostrate, miserable
condition of the Church, and such the triumphant state of its enemies,

none of the English priesthood can expect better security or longer con-

tinuance than the rest. They all subsist at mercy. Your grace and
those of your order will fare no better than those of our own." Sir, are
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you in earnest? Do you really believe Lambeth is on the point of being

blown up ?

You go on :
" In the remote counties of England, I have seen a whole

troop of these divines on horseback, travelling with each a sister behind

him." O sir, O sir.

What should be great you turn to farce !

Have you forgot, that the Church and nation are on the brink of ruin?

But pray when and where did you see this ? in what year, or in what
county ? I cannot but fear you take this story on trust ; for such a sight,

I will be bold to say, was never seen.

With an easy familiarity you add :
" My lord, permit me here to

whisper a word" (Is not this whispering in print something new?) "that

may be worth remembering. In our memory, some of the priesthood

have not proved so good subjects as might have been expected, till they

have been brought over with preferments, that were due to other people."

Meaning, I presume, to yourself. Surely his grace will remember this,

which is so well worth remembering, and dispose of the next preferment

in his gitl where it is so justly due. If he does not, if he either forgets

this or your other directions, you tell him frankly what will be the con-

sequence : " We must apply to parliament ;" (p. 6 ;) or to his majesty;

and, indeed, how can you avoid it? " For it would be using him," you
think, " extremely ill, not to give him proper information, that there" are

)iow a set of people offering such indignity to his crown and govern-

ment.

However, we are not to think your opposing the Methodists was
"owing to self-interest" alone. Though, what if it was? "Was I to

depart from my duty, because it happened to be my interest? Did these

saints ever forbear to preach to the mob in the fields, for fear lest they

should get the pence of the mob ? Or do not" the pence and the preach-

ing " go hand in hand together ?" No, they do not ; for many years

neither I, nor any connected with me, have got any " pence," as you

}>hrase it, " in the lields." Indeed, properly speaking, they never did.

For the collections which Mr. Whitefield made, it is well known, were

not for his own use, either in whole or part. And he has long ago given

an account, in print, of the manner wherein all that was received was
expended.

But it is not my design to examine at large, either your dedication,

preface, or sermon. I have only leisure to make a few cursory remarks

on your "definition" of the Methodists, (so called,) and on the account

you give of their first rise, of their principles and practice
;
just premis-

ing, that I speak of those alone who began, as you observe, at Oxford.

If a thousand other sets of men " pass under that denomination," yet

they are nothing to me. As they have no connection with me, so I am
ill no way concerned to i.nswer cither for their principles or practice, any

more than you are to answer for all who " pass under the denomination

of Church of England men."
The account you give of their rise, is this : The Methodists began at

Oxford. " The name was first given to a few persons, who were so

uncommonly methodical, as to k(!cp a diary of the most trivial actions of

their lives, a« how many slices of bread and butter they ate, how many
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country tlauces they danced at their dancing chib, or after a fast how-
many pounds of mutton they devoured. For upon these occasions they
ate Uke lions, having made themselves uncommonly voracious." Of
this, not one line is true ; for, (1.) It was from an ancient sect of physi-
cians, whom we were supposed to resemble in our regulai diet and exer-
cise, that we were originally styled Methodists. (2.) Not one of us ever
kept a diary of " the most trivial actions" of our lives. (3.) Nor did
any of us ever set down, what, or how much we ate or drank. (4.) Our
"dancing club" never existed ; I never heard of it before. (5.) On our
"fast days" we used no food but bread; on the day following, we fed

as on common days. (6.) Therefore our voraciousness and eating like

lions is also pure, lively invention.

You go on :
" It was not long before these gentlemen began to dog-

matize in a public manner, feeling a strong inclination to new model
almost every circumstance or thing in the system of our national reli-

gion." Just as true as the rest. These gentlemen were so far from
feeling any inclination at all " to new model" any " circumstance or

thing," that, during their whole stay at Oxford, they were High Church-
men in the strongest sense ; vehemently contending for every " circum-
stance" of Church order, according to the old " model." And in Georgia
too, we were rigorous observers of every rubric and canon ; as well as (to

the best of our knowledge) every tenet of the Church. Your account,

therefore, ofthe rise of the Methodists is a mistake from beginning to end.

I proceed to your definition of them :
" By the Methodists, was then

and is now understood, a set of enthusiasts, who, pretending to be mem-
bers of the Church of England, either offend against the order and
discipline of the Church, or pervert its doctrines relating to faith and
works, and the terms of salvation."

Another grievous mistake. For whatever " is now, by the Method-
ists then was" not " understood any set of enthusiasts," or not enthusi-

asts, " offending against the order and discipline of the Church." They
were tenacious of it to the last degree, in every the least jot and tittle.

Neither were they " then understood to pervert its doctrines, relating to

faith and v/orks, and the terms of salvation." For they thought and
talked of all these, just as you do now, till some of them, after their

return from Georgia, were " perverted" into different sentiments, by
reading the book of Homilies. Their pei-version, therefore, (if such it

be,) is to be dated from this time. Consequently, your definition by no

means agrees with the persons defined.

However, " as a shibboleth to distinguish them at present, when they

pretend to conceal themselves, throw out this, or such like proposition,

' Good works are necessary to salvation.' " You might have spared

yourself the labour of proving this : for who is there that denies it ? Not
I : not any in connection with me. So that this shibboleth is just good

for nothing.

5. And yet we firmly believe, that a man is justified by faith, without

the works of the law; that to him that worketh not, but believeth on Him
that justifieth the ungodly, his faith, without any good work preceding,

is counted to him for righteousness. We believe (to express it a little

more largely) that we are accounted righteous before God, only for the

merit of Christ, by faith, and not for our own works or deservings.
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Good works follow after justification, springing out of true, living faith
;

so that by them living faith may be as evidently known as a tree dis-

cerned by the fruit. And hence it follows, that as the body without the

soul is dead, so that faith which is without works is dead also. This,

therefore, properly speaking, is not faith ; as a dead man is not properly

a man.
You add, " The original Methodists affect to call themselves Method-

ists of the Church of England ; by which they plainly inform us, there

are others of their body who do not profess to belong to it. Whence
Ave may infer, that the Methodists who take our name, do yet, by ac-

knowledging them as namesakes and brrthr(Mi, give themselves the lie

when they say they are of our commimion." Our name ! Our commv-
nion ! Apage cum isld tua magnificcntia! [Away with your arrogance!]

How came it, I pray, to be your name any more than Mr. Venn's '( But
waiving this : here is another train of mistakes. For, (1.) We do not

call ourselves Methodists at all. (2.) That we call ourselves members
of the Church of England is certain. Such we ever were, and such we
are at this day. (3.) Yet we do not by this plainly inform you, that there

are others of our body who do not belong to it. By what rule of logic

do you infer this conclusion from those premises? (4.) You have ano-

ther inference full as good :
" Hence one may infer, that, by acknow-

ledging them as namesakes and brethren, they give themselves the lie

when they say they are of our communion." As we do not take the name
ofMethodists at all, so we do not acknowledge any "namesakes" in this.

But we acknowledge as " brethren" all Dissenters (whether they are

called Methodists or not) who labour to have a conscience void of offence

toward God and toward man. W hat lies upon you to prove, is this :

Whoever acknowledges any Dissenters as brethren, does hereby give

himself the lie, when he says he is a member of the Church of England.

However, you allow, there may be place for repentance : " For if

any of the founders of this sect renounce the opinions they once were

charged with, they may be permitted to lay aside the name." But what

are the opinions which you require iis to renounce ? What are, accord-

ing to you, the principles of the Methodists ?

You say in general, " They are contradictory to the Gospel, contra-

dictory to the Church of England, full of blasphemy, impiety, and ending

in downright Atheism :"

—

For, " (1.) They expound the Scripture in such a manner aato make
it contradict itself.

" (2.) With blasphemy, impiety, and diabolical frenzy, they contradict

our Saviour, by denying that he will judge man according to his works.

" (3.) By denying this they destroy the essential attributes of God,

and ruin his character as Judge of the world."

In support of the First charge, you say, " It is notorious ; and few

inen of common sense atteMii)t to prove wliat is notorious, till they meet

with people of such notorious impudence as to deny it."

I must really deny it. Why, then, you will prove it by Mr. Mason's

own words. Hold, sir : INIr. Mason's words prove nothing. For we
are now speaking of original Methodists ; but he is not one of them ;

nor is he in connection with them ; neither with Mr. Whitefield nor me.

So thai what Mr. Mason speaks, be it right or wrong, is nothing to the
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present purpose. Therefore, unless you can find some better proof,

this whole charge falls to the ground.

Well, " here it is : Roger Balls."—Pray who is Roger Balls ? No
more a Methodist than he is a Turk. I know not one good thing he
ever did or said, beside the telling all men, " I am no Methodist," which
he generally does in the first sentence he speaks, when he can find any
one to hear him. He is therefore one of your own allies ; and a cham-
pion worthy of his cause !

If then you have no more than this to advance in support of your first

charge, you have alleged what you are not able to prove. And the more
heavy that allegation is, the more unkind, the more unjust, the more
unchristian, the more inhuman, it is to bring it without proof.

In support of the Second charge, you say, " Our Saviour declares our
works to be the object of his judgment. But the Methodist, for the

perdition of the souls of his followers, says our works are of no con-
sideration at all."

Who says so ? Mr. Whitefield, or my brother, or I ? We say the

direct contrary. But one of my " anonymous correspondents says so."
Who is he ? How do you know he is a Methodist 1 For aught appears,

he may be another of your allies, a brother to Roger Balls.

Three or threescore anonymous coiTCspondents cannot yield one
grain of proof, any more than a hundred anonymous remarkers on
Tkeron and Jispasio. Before these can prove what the Methodists hold,

you must prove that these are Methodists ; either that they are original

Methodists, or in connection with them.

Will you say, " If these were not Methodists themselves, they would
not defend the Methodists ?" I deny the consequence : men may be far

from being Methodists, and yet willing to do the Methodists justice. I

have known a clergyman of note say to another, who had just been
preaching a very warm sermon, " Sir, I do not thank you at all for this.

I have no acquaintance with Mr. Whitefield or Mr. Wesley ; and I

do not agree with them in opinion ; but I will have no more railing in

my pulpit."

From the principles of the Methodists, you proceed to their practice:

" They hunt," say you, " for extraordinary marks and revelations,

whereby to know the state of the soul." The marks by which I know
the state of any soul, are the inward fruit of the Spirit,—love, joy, peace,

and meekness, gentleness, goodness, long suffering, temperance, pa-

tience ; shown, not by words only, but by the genuine fruit of outward

holiness.

Again : " They magnify their office beyond the truth, by high pi e-

tences to miraculous inspiration." To this assertion, we have answered

over and over, We pretend to no other inspiration than that which, not

only every true Gospel minister, but every real Christian, enjoys.

Again :
" The end of all impostors is some kind of worldly gain ; and

it is difficult for them to conceal their views entirely. The love of filthy

lucre will appear, either by the use they make of it, or the means of

getting it." As to the use made of it, you are silent. But as to the

means of getting it, you say, " Besides inhumanly wringing from the

poor, the helpless widows, the weeping orphans," (the proof! the

proof!) "they creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden
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with divers lusts," It is easy to say this, and ten times more, but can
you prove it ? And ought you to say it, till you can 1

I shall not concern myself with any thing in your Jlppendix, but vv'hat

relates to me in particular. This premised, I observe on No. I. There
are several instances in my Journals, of persons that were in agonies of
gi-ief or fear, and roared for the disquietness of their heart ; of some thai

exceedingly trembled before God, perhaps fell down to the ground
;

and of others whom God, in his adorable providence, suffered to be
lunatic and sore vexed. The particular instances hereof, to wliich you
refer, have been largely vindicated already, in the Two Letters to the

Rev. Dr. Church, as well as that to the late bishop of liOndon.

In the six following numbers, I am not concerned. The eighth

contains those words from my Second Journal : " The rest of the day
we spent in hearing the wonderful work which God is beginning to

work all over the earth." Of this likewise I have spoken at large to

Dr. Church and Bishop Gibson. The sum is, it is a great work when
one notorious sinner is thoroughly changed in heart and life. It is

wonderfully great, when God works this entire change in a large number
of people

;
particularly when it is done in a very short time : but so he

hath wrought in Kingswood, Cornwall, Newcastle. It is therefore a

truly wonderful work, which God hath now more than begun to work
upon earth.

I have now, sir, briefly answered for myself, which, if required, I will

do more at large. But I trust it does already appear, to every impar-

tial reader, that of the many and heavy allegations you have brought
with an unparalleled bitterness of spirit, and an acrimony of language
almost without precedent, you have not yet proved one. How far you
are to be commended tor this, (unless by Messrs Balls and the Monthly
Reviewers,) it is not for me to judge. Let all lovers of truth, of humani-
ty, and candour, determine. At present, I have no more to add, than

that I beseech the Father of everlasting compassion to show more mercy
to you, than you have shown to. Reverend Sir,

Your servant for Christ's sake,

John Wesley.

A LETTER
TO

^HE AUTHOR OF "THE CRAFTSMAN,"
CONCERNING

REAL CHRISTIANITY, DISPARAGED UNUP'.R THE NAME OF METHODISM.

[Primed in Ihi- ycnr nif).]

TO THE AUTHOR OK "THE CRAKTSMAN."

Sir,—In your late paper ofJune 22, 1 find (among many to the same
efliect) these words : " Methodists place all merit in faith and grace,

and none in good works. This unwarrantable strange sect of a religion,

founded on madness and folly, hold that there is no justification by good
works, but by faith and grace only. They hereby banish that divine part
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of our constitution, reason ; iind cut off the most essential lecommfcnda-
tion to heaven, virtue.

"Men who are far gone in their mad principles of religion, suspend
the hand of industry, become inactive, and leave all to providence,

without exercising either their heads or hands.
" The doctrine of regeneration is essential with political Methodists

;—who are now regenerated, place all merit in faith, and have thrown
good works aside."

I am pressed by those to whose judgment I pay gi-eat regard, to take

some notice of these assertions ; and the rather, because you sometimes
seem as ifyou thought the Christian institution was of God.
Now, if you really think so, or if you desire that any man should

believe you do, you must not talk so ludicrously of regeneration ; for it

is an essential doctrine of Christianity. And you may probably have
heard, or even read in former years, that it was the author of this insti-

tution who said, " Except a man be born again, he cannot see the

kingdom of God."
This he represents as the only possible entrance into the experi-

mental knowledge of that religion, which is not founded (whatever you
may suppose) on either madness or folly, but on the inmost nature of

things, the nature of God and man, and the immutable relations between
them.

By this religion, we do not banish reason, but exalt it to its utmost

perfection ; this being in every point consistent therewith, and in every

step guided thereby.

But you say, " They hereby cut off the most essential recommenda-
tion to heaven, ririwe." What virtue l that of self-murder ; that of

casting their own infants to be devoured by beasts or wolves ; that of

dragging at their chariot wheels those whose only crimes were the love

of their parents, or children, or country 1 These Roman virtues our

religion does cut off; it leaves no place for them. And a reasonable

Deist will allow, " that these are not the most essential recommendation
to heaven." But it is far from cutting off any sort, degree, or instance

of genuine virtue ; all which is contained in the love of God and man,
producing every divine and amiable temper.

And this love we suppose (according to the Christian scheme) to flow

from a sense of God's love to us ; which sense and persuasion of God's

love to man in Christ Jesus, particularly applied, we term faith ; a thing

you seem to be totally unacquainted with. For it is not the faith whereof

we speak, unless it be a " faith working by love," a faith " zealous of

good works," careful to maintain, nay, to excel in them. Nor do we
acknowledge him to have one grain of faith, who is not continually doing

good, who is not willing '• to spend and be spent in doing all good, as he

has opportunity, to all men."
Whoever therefore they are, that " throw aside good works ; that

suspend" (as you prettily phrase it) " the hand of industry, become
inactive, and leave all to providence, without exercising either their

heads or hands ;" they are no more led into this by any doctrine of ours,

than by the writings of Paul of Tarsus.

And yet " this unaccountable strange sect" (so I believe we appear

to you) "place no merit at all in good works." Most true. No, nor
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in faith neither; (which you may think more unaccountable still ;) but

only in " the blood of the everlasting covenant." We do assuredly hold,

(which I beg to leave with you, and to recommend to your deepest con-

sideration,) that there is no justification, in your sense, either by faith or

works, or both together ; that is, that we are not pardoned and accepted
with God for the merit of either, or both ; but only l)y the grace or free

love of God, for the alone merits of his Son Jesus Christ.

I am, sir, your friend, though not admirer,

John Wesley.

AN ANSWER TO A LETTER
PUBLISHED IN THE BATH JOURNAL, APRIL 17, 1749. SIGNED, N. D.

TO THE AUTHOR OF " A LELLER," &c.

Limerick, May 27, 1749.

Sir,—You ask, why I " do not warn the members of our society

against fornication and adultery." I answer, For the same reason that

I do not warn them (in those short hints) against rebellion or murder

;

namely, because I do not apprehend them to be in immediate danger

thereof. Whereas many of them are in contuuial danger, either of
*^ taking the name of God in vain, of profaning the day of the Lord, or

of drunkenness, or brawling, or of uncharitable or unprofitable con-

versation."

But, you say, " Many persons of great eminence among you have

been publicly charged with the commission of these crimes." But will

you undertake to make those charges good? Whenever your " Chris-

tian charity, and hearty desire for our success in so important a work,"

shall oblige you to instance particulars, I do hereby promise to give you

a particular answer.
" But has not a preacher of your sect preached and printed to prove

the lawfulness of polygamy ?" I answer. No preacher in connection with

me has ever done any such thing. What Mr. Hall of Salisbury has done,

is no more to me than it is to you ; only that I am a greater sufferer by

it. For he renounced all the Methodists several years since : and,

when I was at Salisbury last, turned both me and my sister out of his

house. No man therefore of common, Heathen humanity, could ever

blame me for the faults of that unhappy man.

In declaring my " abhorrence of all vices of that kind," I cannot be

more plain and explicit than I have been. J can only declare again,

that I believe neither fornicators, adult(uers, nor undea persons shall

enter into the kingdom of heaven ; and that 1 rank together sorcerers,

whoremongers, murderers, idolaters, and whosoever maketh or loveth

a lie.

I well know, " a weak brother," as you define him, that is, a man of
*' profane eyes, and an unholy imagination," if you talk either of love-

feasts, or persons confessing their faults to one another, will inmiediately

run over all the scenes of the " New Atalantis." But I leave that to

himself. I must not neglect a Scriptural advice, because such a one is

ofTended at my following it.
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Your "friendly advice to avoid spiritual selfishness," I will endeavour
to follow as soon as I understand it. At present I do not ; neither do
I well understand how any " sober Christian should think me guilty of

arrogance or self-conceit," because I relate a fact in which I had no
.share at all ; namely, that other men " prayed for one another, that they

might be healed of the faults they had confessed ; and it was so."

You add, " Dr. Middleton absolves you from all boasting, in relation

to the miracle you worked upon Kirkman." Dr. Middleton does me
too much honour, in taking any notice of so inconsiderable a person.

But, miracle or no miracle, the- fact is plain: William Kirkman is, I

apprehend, yet aUve and able to certify for himself, that he had that

cough threescore years, and that since that time it has not yet returned.

I do not know that any " one patient yet has died under my hands." If

any person does, let him declare it, with the time and circumstances.

You conclude :
" Let me beg of you as a fellow Christian, to remove

that great load of scandal that now lies upon your sect ;, and that you
will not, by a careless or premeditated silence, bring yourself and your
followers under a just suspicion of not being enemies to certain vices

which you seem afraid even to name."
Alas, sir, is your " hearty wish for my success" dwindled down to

this 1 and your " sorrow for any oversight that should afford ground of

cavil to those who are disposed to think unfavourably of me V Sir, I

take knowledge of you. I no longer wonder at your so readily answer-

ing for Dr. Middleton. I am persuaded none has a better right so to

do : no, not the gentleman who lately printed in the public papers a

letter to the lord bishop of Exeter. Well, sir, you may now lay aside

the mask. I do not require you to style yourself my " fellow Chris-

tian." But we are fellow creatures, at least fellow servants of the great

Lord of heaven and earth ! May we both serve him faithfully ! For his

sake, I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

John Wesley.
P. S.—I did not receive yours till last night.

A LETTER

AUTHOR OF "THE ENTHUSIASM OF METHODISTS AND PAPISTS
COMPARED."

Jigedum l Pauca accipe contra.—Hor
[Come ! hear a brief reply.]

Sir,—1. In your late pamphlets you have undertaken to prove, that

Mr. Whitefield and I are gross enthusiasts ; and that our " whole con-

duct is but a counterpart of the most wild fanatacisms of the most abomi-

nable communion in its most corrupt ages." {Pref. p. 3.)

You endeavour to support this charge against us by quotations from

our own writings, compared wth quotations from celebrated writers of

the Romish communion.
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2. It lies upon me to answer for one. But I must not burden you
with too long an answer ; lest, "for want either of leisure or inclination,"

{ib. p. 5,) you should not give this, any more than my other tracts, a
reading. In order therefore to spare both you and myself, I shall con-
sider only your First Part; and that as briefly as possible. Accordingly,
I shall not meddle with your other quotations ; but, leaving them to

whom they may concern, shall only examine whether those you have
made from my writings prove the charge of enthusiasm or no.

This I conceive will be abundantly sufficient to decide the question
between you and me. If these do prove the charge, I am cast ; if they
do not, if they are the words of truth and soberness, it will be an objec-
tion of no real weight against sentiments just in themselves, though they
should also be found in the writings of Papists

;
yea, of Mohammedans

or Pagans.
3. Let the eight pages you borrow stand as they are. I presume

they will do neither good nor harm. In the tenth you say, " The
Methodists act on the same plan with the Papists ; not, perhaps, from
compact and design ; but a similar configuration and texture of brain,

or the fumes of imagination producing similar effects. From a com-
miseration of horror, arising from the grievous corruptions of the world,

perhaps from a real motive of sincere piety, they both set out with warm
pretences to a reformation." Sir, this is an uncommon thought,—that

sincere piety should arise from the " configuration and texture of the

brain !" as well as, that "pretences to a reformation" should spring from
"a real motive of sincere piety!"

4. You go on :
" Both commonly begin their adventures with field

preaching." (Enthusiasm, t^c, p. 11.) Sir, do you condemn field preach-

ing toto genere, [entirely,] as evil in itself? Have a care ! or you (I

should say, the gentleman that assists you) will speak a little too plain,

and betray the real motives of his sincere antipathy to the people called

Methodists.

Or do you condemn the preaching on Hannam Mount, in particular,

to the colliers of Kingswood? If you doubt whether this has done any
real good, it is a very easy thing to be informed. And I leave it with

all impartial men, whether the good which has in fact been done by
preaching there, and which could not possibly have been done any other

way, does not abundantly "justify the irregularity of it." (p. 15.)

5. But you think I am herein inconsistent with myself. For I say,

" the uncommonness is the very circumstfmce that recommends it." (I

mean that recommended it to the colliers in Kingswood.) And yet I

said, but a page or two before, " We are not suffered to preach in the

churches ; else we should prefer them to any places whatsoever."

Sir, I still aver both the one and the other. I do prefer the preaching

in a church when I am suffered : and yet, when I am not, the wise pro-

vidence of God overrules this very circumstance for good ; many coming
to hear, because of the uncommonness of the thing, who would other-

wise not have heard at all.

6. Your second charge is, that I " abuse the clergy, throw out so

much gall of bitterness against them, and impute this black art of

calumny to the Spirit and power given from God." (p. 15.)

Sir, I plead Not Guilty to the whole charge. And you have not cited
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one line to support it. But if you could support it, what is this to the

point in hand l I presume calumny is not enthusiasm. Perhaps you
will say, " But it is something as bad." Tme ; but it is nothing to the

purpose : even the im[)uting this to the Spirit of God, as you here repre-

sent it, is an instance of art, not of enthusiasm.

7. You charge me, Thirdly, with " putting on a sanctified appearance,

in order to draw followers, by a denmre look, precise behaviour, and
other marks of external piety. For which reason," you say, " Mr.
Wesley made and renewed that noble resolution, not willingly to indulge

himself in the least levity of behaviour, or in laughter, no, not for a mo-
ment; to speak no word not tending to the glory of God, and not a
tittle of worldly things." (pp. IS, 19.)"

Sir, you miss the mark again. If this " sanctitied appearance was
put on to draw Ibllowers," if it was for " this reason" (as you flatly affirm

It was) that " Mr. Wesley made and renewed that noble resolution ;" (it

was made eleven or twelve years before, about the time of my removal

to Lincoln College;) then it can be no instance of enthusiasm, and so

does not fall within the design of your present work; unless your title

page does not belong to your book ; for that confines you to the enthu-

siasm of the Methodists.

8. But to consider this point in another view: You accuse me of "put-

ting on a sanctified appearance, a demure look, precise behaviour, and
other marks of external piety." How are you assured, sir, this was
barely external, and that it was a bare appearance of sanctity? You
affirm this as from personal knowledge. Was you then acquainted with

me three or four and twenty years ago 1 " He made and renewed that

noble resolution," in order to " draw followers." Sir, how do you know
that 1 Are you in God's place, that you take upon you to be the searcher

of hearts? " That noble resolution, not willingly to indulge himself in

the least levity of behaviour." Sir, I acquit you of having any concern
in this matter. But I appeal to all who have the love of God in their

hearts, whether this is not a rational. Scriptural resolution, worthy of the

vocation wherewith we are called.—" Or in laughter, no, not for a mo-
ment." No, nor ought I to indulge it at all ; if I am conscious to myself,

it hurts my soul. In which let every man judge for himself. " To
speak no word not tending to the glory of God." A peculiar instance

of enthusiasm this ! " And not a tittle of worldly things." The words

immediately following are, " Others may, nay, must. But what is that

to me ?" (words which in justice you ought to have inserted,) who was
then entirely disengaged from worldly business of every kind. Not-
withstanding which, I have often since engaged therein when the order

of providence plainly required it.

9. Though I did not design to meddle with them, yet I must here

take notice of three of your instances of Popish enthusiasm. The First

is, that " Mechtildis tortured herself for having spoken an idle word."

(p. 19.) (The point of comparison lies, not in torturing herself, but in

her doing it on such an occasion.) The Second, that " not a word fell

from St. Katharine of Sienna, that was not religious and holy."

The Third, that " the lips of Magdalen di Pazzi were never opened
but to chant the praises of God." I wovdd to God the comparison

between the 31ethodists and Pa[>ists would hold in this respect ! yea,
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that you and all the clergy in England were guilty of just sueh enthu-

siasm !

10. You cite as a Fourth instance of my enthusiasm, that I say, " A
Methodist (a real Christian) cannot adorn himself, on any pretence, with

gold or costly apparel." (p. 21.) If this be enthusiasm, let the Apostle

look to it. His words are clear and express. If you can find a pretence

to set them aside, do. I cannot ; nor do I desire it.

11. My " seeming contempt of money," (p. 26,) you urge as a Fifth

instance of enthusiasm. Sir, I understand you. You was obliged to

call it seeming, lest you should yourself confute the allegation brought

in your title page. But if it be only seeming, whatever it prove besides,

it cannot prove that I am an enthusiast.

12. Hitherto you have succeeded extremely ill. You have brought

five accusations against me ; and have not been able to make one good.

However, you are resolved to throw dirt enough, that some may stick.

So you are next to prove upon me, "a restless impatience and insatiable

thirst of travelling, and undertaking dangerous voyages, for the conver-

sion of Infidels ; together with a declared contempt of all dangers, ]>aius,

and sufferings ; and the designing, loving, and praying for ill usage,

persecution, martyrdom, death, and hell." (p. 27.)

In order to prove this unconmion charge, you produce four scraps of

sentences, (p. 31,) which you mark as my words, though, as they stand

in your book, they are neither sense nor grammar. But you do not

refer to the page, or even the treatise, where any one of them may be

found. Sir, it is well you hide your name, or you would be obliged to

hide your face from every man of candour or even common humanity.

13. "Sometimes indeed," you say, "Mr. Wesley complains of the

scoffs both of the great vulgar and the small ;" (p. 32;) to prove which,

you disjoint and murder (as your manner is) another of my sentences.
" But at other times the note is changed, and ' till he is despised, no
man is in a state of salvation.' " 2Vie note is changed! llow so?

When did I say otherwise than I do at this day, viz. "that none are

children of God, but those who are hated or despised by the children of

the devil V
I must beg you, sir, in your Third Part to inform your reader, that,

whenever any solecism or mangled sentences appear in the quotations

tVom my writings, they are not chargeable upon me ; that if the sense be

mine, (which is not always ; sometimes you do me too nnich honour,

even in this,) yet I lay no claim to the manner of exj)ression ; the English

is all your own.

14. "Corporal severities or mortification by tormenting the flesh,"

(p. 31,) is the next tlung you charge upon me. Almost two .sentences

you bring in proof of this. The one, " Our bed being wet," (it was in

a storm at sea,) " I laid me down on the lloor, and slept sound till morn-
hig ; and I believe I shall not liiid it n(!cdful to go to bed, as it is called,

any more." But whether I do or not, how will you prove, that my
motive is, to " gain a reputation for sanctity ?" I desire (if it be not too

great a favour) a little evidence for this.

The other fragment of a sentence speaks " of bearing cold on the

naked head, rain and wind, frost and snow." (p. 32.) True; but not

as matter of " mortification, by tormenting the flesh." JNothing less.
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These things are not spoken of there as vohmtary instances of mortifi-

cation ;
(you yourself know perfectly well, they are not, only you make

free with your friend ;) but as some of the unavoidable inconveniences

which attend preaching in the open air.

Theretbre yon need not be so " sure that the Apostle condemns that

a(pei5i«. (fw/AttTo?, 'not sparing the body,' as useless and superstitious ; and

that it is a false show of humility." (p. 33.) Humility is entirely out of

the question, as well as chastity, in the case of hardships endured (but

not properly chosen) out of love to the souls for which Christ died.

15. You add a word or two of my " ardent desire of going to licU,"

which, you think, I "adopted from the Jesuit Nieremberg." (p. 34.)

Sir, I know not the man. I am wholly a stranger both to his person

and to his doctrine. But if this is his doctrine, I disclaim it from my
heart. I ardently desire, that both you and 1 may go to heaven.

But " Mr. Wesley says, ' A poor old man decided the question of dis-

interested love. He said, I do not care what place I am in. Let God
put me where he will, or do with me what he will, sol may set forth his

honour and glory.'" (p. 35.)

He did so. And what then ? Do these words imply " an ardent

desire of going to helH" I do not suppose the going to hell ever entered

into his thoughts. Nor has it any place in my notion of disinterested

love. How you may understand that term, I know not.

But you will prove I have this desire, whether 1 will or no. You are

sure this was my " original meaning," (p. 36,) in the words cited by
Mr. Church,

" Doom, if thou canst, to endless pain,

Or diive me from thy face ;"

" God's power or justice," you say, " must be intended ; because he

speaks of God's love in the very next lines,

'"But if thy stronger love constrains.

Let nie be saved by grace.' "

Sir, I will tell you a secret. Those lines are not mine. However, I

will once more venture to defend them, and to aver, that your conse-

quence is good for nothing : " If this love is spoken of in the latter lines,

then it is not in the former." No ! Why not? I take it to be spoken

of in both. The plain meaning of which is, " If thou art not love, I am
content to perish. But if thou art, let me find the effects tlvereof; let

me be saved by grace."

16. You next accuse me of maintaining a stoical insensibility. Thi.s

objection, also, you borrow from Mr. Church. You ought likewise to

have taken notice, that I had answered it, and openly disowned that

doctrine ; I mean, according to the rules of common justice. But that

is not your failing.

17. Part of your thirty-ninth page nms thus: "With respect to all this

patient enduring hardships, &c, it has been remarked by learned authors,

that ' some persons, by constitutional temper, have been fond of bearing

the worst that could befall them ; that others, from a sturdy humour,

and the force of education, have made light of ihe most exquisite tor-

tures ; that when enthusiasm comes in, in aid of this natural or acquired

sturdiness, and men fancy they arc upon Gotl's work, and entitled to hia
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rewards, they are immediately all on fire for rushing into sufferings and
pain.'

"

I take knowledge of your having faithfully abridged—your own book,
shall I say, or the learned Dr. Middleton's 1 But what is it you are

endeavouring to prove ?

Q^uorsum hmc tarn putida tendant ?

[What does this putid stuff drive at?]

The paragraph seems to point at me. But the plain, natural tend-

ency of it is, to invalidate that great argument for Christianity which is

drawn from the constancy of the martyrs. Have you not here also

spoken a little too plain? Had you not better have kept the mask on a
little longer ?

Indeed, you lamely add, " The solid and just comforts which a true

martyr receives from above are groundlessly applied to the counter-

feit." But this is not enough even to save appearances.

18. You subjoin a truly surprising thought :
" It may moreover be

observed, that both ancient and modern enthusiasts always take care to

secure some advantage by their sufferings." (p. 40.) O rare enthusi-

asts ! So they are not such fools neither as they are vulgarly supposed
to be. This is just of a piece with the " cunning epileptic demoniacs,"
in your other performance. And do not you think, (if you would but

speak all that is in your heart, and let us into the whole secret,) that

there was a compact, likewise, between Bishop Hooper and his execu-

tioner, as well as between the ventriloquist and the exorcist ?

But what "advantage do they take care to secure?" a good salary?

a handsome fortune ? No
; quite another matter ;

" free communica-
tions with God, and fuller manifestations of his goodness." (lb.) I

dare say, you do not envy them, no more than you do those " self-inte-

rested enthusiasts" of old who " were tortured, not accepting deliver-

ance, that they might obtain a better res\n-rection."

19. You proceed to prove my enthusiasm from my notions of con-

version. And here great allowances are to be made, because you are

talking of things quite out of your sphere
;
you are got into an unknown

world ! Yet you still talk as magisterially as if you was only running

down the Fathers of the primitive Church.

And, First, you say, I " represent conversion as sudden and instant-

aneous." (76.) Soft and fair! Do you know what conversion is?

(A term, indeed, which I very rarely use, because it rarely occurs in the

New Testament.) "Yes; it is to 'start up perfect men at once.'"

(p. 41.) Indeed, sir, it is not. A man is usually converted long before

he is a perfect man. It is probable most of those Ephesians to v\ hom
St. Paul directed his Epistle were converted. Yet they were not "come"
(few, if any,) "to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the

t'ulness of Christ."

20. I do not, sir, indeed, I do not undertake to make you understand

these things. I am not so vain as to think it is in my power. It is the

utmost of my hope to convince you, or, at least, those who read your

works, that you understand just nothing about them.

To put this out of disjHite, you go on :
" Thus faith and being born

of God arc said to be an instantaneous work, at once, and in a moment,
as lightning. Justification, the same as regeneration, and having a hvely
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faith, this always in a moment." (//>.) I know not which to admire
most, the English or the sf3nse, which you here father upon me ; but, in

truth, it is all your own ; I do not thus confoimd faith and being born of
God. I always speak of them as dilferent things ; it is you that thus
jumble them together. It is you who discover justification also to be
the same as regeneration, and having a lively faith. I take them to be
three different things ; so different as not ever to come under one genus.
And yet it is true, that each of these, " as far as I know," is at first

experienced suddenly ; although two of them (I leave you to find out
which) gradually increase from that hour.

21. " After these sudden conversions," say you, " they receive their

assurances of salvation." (p. 43.) Sir, JMr. Bedford's ignorance in

charging this doctrine upon me might be involuntary, and I am per-
suaded was real. But yours cannot be so. It must be voluntary ; if

it is not rather affected. For you had before you, while you wrote, the
very tract wherein I corrected Mr. Bedford's mistake, and explicitly

declared, " The assurance whereof I speak is not an assurance of sal-

vation." And the very passages you cite from me prove the same
;

every one of which (as you yourself know in your own conscience)
relates wholly and solely to present pardon, not to future salvation.

Of Christian perfection (p. 45) I shaU not say any thing to you, till

you have learned a little Heathen honesty.

22. That this is a lesson you have not yet leanred, appears, also,

from your following section; wherein you roundly affirm, "Whatever
they think, say, or do," (that is, the Methodists, according to their own
account,) " is from God. And whatever opposeth is from the devil."

I doul)t not but Mr. Ciiurch believed this to be true when he asserted it.

But this is no plea for you ; who, having read the answer to Mr. Church,
still assert what you know to be false.

" Here we have," say you, " the true spirit and very essence of en-
thusiasm, which sets men above carnal reasoning, and all conviction of
plain Scripture." (p. 49.) It may, or may not ; that is nothing to me.
I am not above either reason or Scripture. To either of these I am
ready to submit. But I cannot receive scurrilous invective, instead of
Scripture ; nor pay the same regard to low buffoonery, as to clear and
cogent reasons.

23. With your two following pages I have nothing to do. But in the

fifty-second I read as follows :
"

' A Methodist,' says Mr. Wesley,

'went to receive the sacrament; when God was pleased to let him see

a crucified Saviour.' " Very well ; and what is this brought to prove ?

Why, (1.) That I am an enthusiast : (2.) That 1 "encourage the notion

of the real, corporal presence, in the sacrifice of the mass." How so?

Why, " this is as good an argument for transubstantiation as several

produced by Bellarmine." (p. 57.) Very likely it may; and as good
as several produced by you for the enthusiasm of the Methodists.

24. In that " seraphic rhapsody of divine love," as you term it, which

you condemn in the lump, as rant and madness, there are several Scrip-

tural expressions, both from the Old and New Testament. At first I

imagined you did not know them ; those being books which you did not

seem to be much acquainted with. But upon laying circumstances

together, I rather suppose you was glad of so handsome an opportunity

Vol. V. 24
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to make as if you aimed at me, that you might have a home stroke at

some of those old enthusiasts.

25. The next words which you cite from me, as a proof of my enthu-

siasm, are, " The power of God was in an unusual manner present."

(p. 61.) I mean, many found an unusual degree of that peace, joy,

and love, which St. Paul terms, " the fruit of the Spirit." And all these,

in conformity to his doctrine, I ascribe to the power of God. I know
you, in conformity to your principles, ascribe them to the power of

nature. But I still believe, according to the old, Scriptural hypothesis,

that whenever, in hearing the word of God, men are filled with peace
and love, God " confirms that word by the Holy Ghost given unto those

that hear it."

26. As a farther proof of my enthusiasm you mention " special direc-

tions, mission, and calls by immediate revelation." (p. 67.) For an
instance of which, you cite those words, " I know, and am assured, that

God sent forth his light and his truth." I did know this. But do I say,

" by immediate revelation 1" Not a tittle about it. This is your own
ingenious improvement upon my words.

" However, it v/as by a special direction. For your own words in

the same paragraph are, ' From the direction I received from God this

day, touching an afiair of the greatest importance.' " (pp. 68, 69.)

What, are these words in the same paragraph with those, " I know
and am assured, God sent forth his light and his truth V Why then do

you tear the paragraph in two, and put part in your sixty-seventh, part

in your sixty-eighth and sixty-ninth pages 1 0, for a plain reason,—to

make it look like two instances of enthusiasm, otherwise it could have

made but one at the most.

But you cannot make out one, till you have proved that these direc-

tions were by immediate revelation. I never affirmed they were. I now
affirm they were not. Now, sir, make your best of them.

You add, " Let me mention a few directions coming by way of com-
mand : Mr. Wesley says, ' I came to Mr. Delamotte's, where I expected

a cool reception ; but God had prepared the way before me.' " (p. 69.)

What, by a command to Mr. Delamotte? Who told you sol Not I,

nor any one else, only your own fruitful imagination.

27. Your next discovery is more curious still : That " itinerants order

what they want at a public house, and then tell the landlord, that he will

be damned if he takes any thing of them." (p. 69.)

I was beating my brain to find out what itinerant this should be ; as I

could not but imagine, some silly man or other, probably styling liimself

a Methodist, must somewhere or other have given some ground for a

story so punctually delivered. In the midst of this, a letter from Corn-

wall informed me it was I : I myself was the very man, and acquainted

me with the place, and the person to whom I said it. But as there arc

some {)articulars in that letter (sent without a name) which I did not well

understand, I transcribe a few words of it, in hopes that the author will

give me fuller information:—
" As to the bishop's declaring what the landlord of Mitchel says, in

respect to your behaviour, I do not at all wonder at the story." Tlic

bishop's declaring ! Whom can he mean ? Surely not the Right Reve-

rend Dr. George Lavington, Lord Bishop of Exeter ! When, or to
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whom did he declare it? at Truro in Cornwall ? or in Plymouth, at his

visitation 1 to all the clergy who were assembled before God to receive

his pastoral instructions 1 His lordship of Exeter must certainly have
more regard to the dignity of the episcopal office !

28. But to proceed : 1 was not " olfended with the IMoravians" for

warning men " against mixing nature with grace;" (p. 71 ;) but for their

doing it in such a manner as tended to destroy all the work ol' grace in

their souls. I did not blume the thing itself, but their manner of doing
it ; and this you know perfectly well : but with you, truth must always
give way to wit. At all events, you must have your jest.

29. Had you had any regard to truth, or any desire to represent things

as they really are, when you rejTcated Mr. Church's objection concern-

ing lots, you would have acknowledged that I have answered it at large.

When you have replied to that answer, I may add a word more.

30. Yon are sadly at a loss under the article of ecstasies and raptures,

to glean up any thing that will serve your purpose. At last, from ten or

twelve tracts, you pick out two lines ; and those the same you had
mentioned before :

" My soul was got up into the holy mount. I had
no thought of coming down again into the body." And truly you might
as well have let these alone ; for if by " ecstasy" you mean trance, here

is no account of any such; but only of one "rejoicing" in God "with
joy unspeakable and full of glory."

With the " girl of seven years old" (p. 77) I have nothing to do;
though you honestly tack that relation to the other, in order to make me
accountable for both. But all is fair toward a Methodist.

31. What I assert concerning Peter Wright (p. 79) is this : (1.) That
he gave me that relation. (Whether I believed it or no, I did not say.)

(2.) That he died within a month after. Now, sir, give us a cast of

your office. From these two propositions extract a proof of my being

an enthusiast.

You may full as easily prove it from these, as from the words you
quote next :

" God does now give remission of sins, and the gift of the

Holy Ghost, and often in dreams and visions of God." " But after-

ward," you say, " I speak more distrustfully." (p. 79.) Indeed I do
not ; but I guard against enthusiasm in those words, part of which you
have recited. The whole paragraph runs thus :

—

" From those words, ' Beloved, believe not every spirit; but try the
spirits, whether they be of God,' I told them they wave not to judge of
the spirit whereby any one spoke, either by appearances, or by common
report, or by their own inward feelings ; no, nor by any dreams, visions,

or revelations, supposed to be made to tReir souls, any more than by their

tears, or any involuntary effects wrought upon their bodies. I warned
them, all these were in themselves of a doubtful, disputable nature; they
might be from God, and they might not ; and were therefore not simply to

be relied on, any more than simply to be condemned, but to be tried by a
farther rule ; to be brought to the only certain test, the law and the testi-

mony." Sir, can you show them a better way?

23. The last proof that you produce of my enthusiasm, is, my " talk-

ing of the great work which God is now beginning to work upon earth."

(p. 80.) I own the fact. I do talk of such a work. But I deny the

consequence: for if God has begun a great work, then the saying he has,

is no enthusiasm.
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To bring sinners to repentance, to save them fiom their sins, ia

allowed by all to be the work of God. Yea, and to save one sinner is

a great work of God ; much more to save many.
But many sinners are saved from their sins at this day, in London,

in Bristol, in Kingswood, in Cornwall, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in

Whitehaven, in many other parts of England, in Wales, in Ireland, in

Scotland, upon the continent of Europe, in Asia, and in America. This I

term ' a great work ofGod ;' so great as I have not read offor several ages.

You ask, how I know so great a work is wrought now—" by inspira-

tion ?" No ; but by common sense. I know it by the evidence of my
own eyes and ears. I have seen a considerable part of it ; and I have
abundant testimony, such as excludes all possible doubt, for what 1 have
not seen.

33. But you are so far from acknowledging any thing of this, as to

conclude, in full triumph, that " this new dispensation is a composition

of enthusiasm, superstition, and imposture." (p. 81.) It is not clear

what you mean by a new dispensation. But the clear and undeniable

fact stands thus: A few years ago. Great Britain and Ireland were
covered with vice from sea to sea. Very little of oven the form of reli-

gion was left; and still less of the power of it. Out of this darkness

God commanded light to shine. In a short space, he called thousands

of sinners to repentance. They were not only reformed from their

outward vices, but likewise changed in their dispositions and tempers

;

filled with " a serious, sober sense of true religion," with love to God
and all mankind, with a holy faith, producing good works of every kind,

works both of piety and mercy.

What could the god of this world do in such a case, to prevent the

spreading of this " serious, sober religion?" The same that he has done
from the beginning of the world. To hinder the light of those whom
God hath thus changed, from shining before men, he gave them all in

general a nick-name; he called them Methodists. And this name, as

insignificant as it was in itself, effectually answered his intention. For
by this means, that light was soon obscured by prejudice, which could

not be withstood l)y Scripture or reason. By the odious and ridiculous

ideas affixed to that name, they were condemned in the gross, without

ever being heard. So that now any s(;ribblcr, with a middling share of

low wit, not incumbered with good nature or modesty, may raise a laugh

on those whom he cannot confute, and run them down whom he dares

not look in the face. By this means even a comparer of Methodists

and Pa])ists may blaspheme the great work of God, not only without

blame, but with applause ; at least from readers of his own stamp. But
it is high time, sir, you should leave your skulking place. Come out,

and let us look each other in the face. I have little leisure and less

inclination for controversy. Yet I promise, if you av ill set your name
to your Third Part, I will answer all that shall concern me, in that, as

well as the preceding. Till then I remain, Sir,

Your friend and well-wisher, John Wesley.
Canterbury, February 1, 1749-50.

Postscript.—W^hen you come to relate those " horrid and shocking

things," there may be a danger you arc not aware of. Even you your-

self may fall (as little as you intend or suspect it) into seriousness. And
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I am afraid, if once you put off your fool's coat, if you stand naked

before cool and sober reason, you yourself may apjjcar as inconsiderable

a creature, to use your own phrase, " as if your name was Perronet."

A SECOND LETTER
TO THE AUTHOR OF

"THE ENTHUSIASM OF METHODISTS AND PAPISTS COMPARED."

Ecce itenim Crispimis

!

—Juvenal.
["Again Crispinus comes!"

—

Gifford.]

TO THE RIGHT REVEREND THE LORD BISHOP OF EXETER.

My Lord,— 1. I was grieved when I read the following words in

the Third Part of the " Enthusiasm of Methodists and Papists Com-
pared:" "A sensible, honest w'oman told the Bishop of Exeter, in

presence of several witnesses, that Mr. John Wesley came to her house,

and questioned her, whether she hnd 'an assurance of her salvation.'

Her answer was, that ' she hoped she should be saved, but had no abso-

lute assurance of it.' 'Why then,' replied he, 'you are in hell, you are

damned already.' This so terrified the poor woman, who was then

with child, that she was grievously afraid of miscarrying, and could not,

in a long time, recover her right mind. For this, and the Methodists

asking her to live upon free cost, she determined to admit no more ofthem

into her house. So much is her own account to his lordship, on whose

authority it is here published."

2. This renewed the concern I felt some time since, when I was

informed (in letters which I have still by me) of your lordship's pub-

lishing this account, both at Plymouth in Devonshire, and at Truro in

Cornwall, before the clergy assembled from all parts of those counties,

at the solemn season of your lordship's visiting your diocess. But 1

was not informed that your lordship showed a deep concern for the

honour of God, which you supposed to be so dreadfully violated, or a

tender compassion for a Presbyter whom you beUeved to be rushing into

everlasting destruction.

3. In order to be more fully informed, on Saturday, August 25, 1750,

Mr. Trembath, of St. Ginnys, Mr. Haime, of Shaftesbury, and I, called

at Mr. Morgan's, at Mitchel. The servant telling me her master was

not at home, I desired to speak with her mistress, the " honest, sensible

woman." I immediately asked, " Did I ever tell you or your husband

that you would be damned if you took any money of me ?" (So the

story ran in the first part of the "Comparison ;" it has now undergone a

very considerable alteration.) " Or did you or he ever affirm," (another

circumstance related at Truro,) " that I was rude with your maid ?"

She replied vehemently, " Sir, I never said you was, or that you said

any such thing. And I do not suppose my husband did. But we have

been behed as well as our neighbours." She added, "When the Bishop

came down last, he sent us word that he would dine at our house ; but

he did not, being invited to a neighbouring gentleman's. He sent for

me thither, and said, 'Good woman, do you know these people that
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go up and down 1 Do you know Mr. Wesley 1 Did not he tell you, you
would be damned if you took any money of him 1 And did not he offer

rudeness to your maid V I told him, ' No, my lord ; he never said £my

such thing to me, nor to my husband that I know of. He never offered

any rudeness to any maid of mine. I never saw or knew any harm of

him : but a man told me once (who, I was told, was a Methodist preach-

er) that I should be danmed if I did not know my sins were forgiven."

4. This is /(er orvn accoxinl given to me. And an account it is, irre-

concilably different (notwithstanding some small resemblance in the last

circumstance) from that she is affirmed to have given your lordship.

Whether she did give that account to your lordship or no, your lordship

knows best. That the Comparer affirms it, is no proof at all ; since he

will affirm any thing that suits his purpose.

5. Yet I was sorry to see your lordship's authority cited on such an

occasion ; inasmuch as many of his readers, not considering the man,

may think your lordship did really countenance such a writer ; one that

turns the most serious, the most awful, the most venerable' things into

mere farce ; that makes the most essential parts of real, experimental

religion matter of low buffooneiy ; that, beginning at the very rise of it

in the soul, namely, " repentance toward God, a broken and a contrite

heart," goes on to " faith in our Lord Jesus Christ," whereby " he that

believeth is born of God," to " the love ofGod shed abroad in the heart,"

attended with " peace and joy in the Holy Ghost,"—to our subsequent

"wrestling not" only "with flesh and blood, but with principalities and

powers and wicked spirits in high places,"—and thence to " perfect

iove," the " loving the Lord our God with all our heart, mind, soul, and

strength ;" and treats on every one of these sacred topics with the spirit

and air of a Merry Andrew. What advantage the common enemies of

Christianity may reap from this, your lordship cannot be insensible.

6. Your lordship cannot but discern how the whole tenor of his book
tends to destroy the Holy Scriptures, to render them vile in the eyes of

the people, to make them stink in the nostrils of Infidels. For instance

:

After reading his laboured ridicule of the sorrow and fear which usually

attend the first repentance, (called by St. Chrysostom, as well as a thou-

sand other writers, " the pangs or throes of the new birth,") what can an
Infidel think of those and the like expressions in Scripture :

" I have

roared for the very disquietness of my heart : Fearfulness and trembling

are come upon me, and a horrible dread hath overwhelmed nie ?" After

his flood of satire on all kind of conflicts with Satan, Avhat judgment can

a Deist form of what St. Paul speaks concerning the various wrestlings

of a Christian with the wicked one? Above all, how will his bringing

the lewd Heathen poets to expose the pure and spiritual love of God,
naturally cause them to look with the same eyes on the most elevated

passages of the inspired m ritings ? What can be more diverting to them
than to apply his yXuxu-n'ixpov gpwroc, *' bitter-sweet of love," to many
expressions in the Canticles? (On which, undoubtedly, he supposes

the Fair Circassian to be a very just paraphrase!) " Ay," say they, "the

very case : ' Stay me with apples ; for I am sick of love.'
"

7. Probably the Comparer will reply, " No ; I do not ridicule the

things themselves ; repentance, the new birth, the fight of faith, or the

love of God ; all which I know are essential to religion ; but only the
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folly and tne enthusiasm which are blended with these by the Methodists."

But how poor a pretence i? this ! Had this really been the case, how
caretully would he have drawn the line under each of these heads,—be-

tween the sober religion of a Christian, and the enthusiasm of a Method-
ist ! But has he done this ? Does he take particular care to show under
each what is true, as well as what is false, religion ? where the former
ends and the latter begins ? what are the proper boundaries of each ?

Your lordship knows he does not so much as endeavour it, or take any
pains about it ; but indiscriminately pours the flood out of his unclean
mouth, upon all repentance, faith, love, and holiness.

8. Your lordship will please to observe that I do not here touch in the

least on the merits of the cause. Be the Methodists what they may,
fools, madmen, enthusiasts, knaves, impostors, Papists, or any thing,

yet your lordship perceives this does not in any degree affect the point

in question : still it behooves every Christian, nay, every reasonable Ilea-

then, to consider the subject he is upon, and to take care not to bring

this into contempt, (especially if it be of the last importance,) however
inexcusable or contemptible his opponents may be.

9. This consideration, my lord, dwelt much upon my mind when I

read the former parts of the Comparison. I immediately saw there was
no encountering a bufloon by serious reason and argument. This would
naturally have furnished both him and his admirers with fresh matter of

ridicule. On the other hand, if I should let myself down to a level with

him, by a less serious manner of writing than I was accustomed to, I

was afraid of debasing the dignity of the subject. Nay, and I knew not

but I might catch something of his spirit. I remembered the advice,

"Answer not a fool according to his folly, lest thou also be like unto

him," Prov. xxvi, 4. And yet I saw there must be an exception in

some cases, as the words immediately following show :
" Answer a fool

according to his folly, lest he be wise in his own conceit." I conceive,

as if he had said, " Yet it is needful, in some cases, to 'answer a fool

according to his folly,' otherwise he will be ' wiser in his own conceit,

than seven men that can render a reason.' " I therefore constrained

myself to approach, as near as I dared, to his own manner of writing.

And I trust the occasion will plead my excuse with your lordship, and

all reasonable men.

10. One good eflect of my thus meeting him on his own ground is

visible already. Instead of endeavouring to defend, he entirely gives

up, the First Part of his Comparison. Indeed, I did not expect this,

when I observed that the Third Part was addressed to me. I took it

for granted, that he had therein aimed at something like a reply to my
answer : but going on, I found myself quite mistaken. He never once at-

tempts a reply to one page, any otherwise than by screaming out, " Pert-

ness, scurrility, effrontery ;" and in subjoining that deep remark, "Paper
and time would be wasted on such stuff." (Third Part, pref. p. 15.)

11. I cannot but account it another good effect, that he is something

less confident than he was before. He is likewise not more angry or

more bitter, for that cannot be, but a few degrees more serious : so that

I plainly perceive this is the way I am to take if I should have leisure

to answer the Third Part ; although it is far from my desire to write in

this manner ; it is as contrary to my inclination as to my custom.
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12. But is it possible that a person of your lordship's character should

countenance such a performance as this ? It cannot be your lordship's

desire to pour contempt on all that is truly venerable among men ! to

stab Christianity to the heart, under the colour of opposing enthusiasm
;

and to increase and give a sanction to the profaneness which already

overspreads our land as a flood.

13. Were the Methodists ever so bad, yet are they not too despicable

and inconsiderable for your lordship's notice ? " Against whom is the

king of Israel come out 1 against a flea ? against a partridge upon the

mountains ?" Such they undoubtedly are, if that representation of them
be just which the Comparer has given. Against Avhom (if your lordship

espouses his cause) are you stirring up the supreme power ofthe nation ?

Against whom does your lordship arm the ministers of all denomina-
tions, particularly our brethren ofthe established Church? inciting them
to paint us out to their several congregations as not fit to live upon the

earth. The efTects of this have already appeared in many parts both of

Devonshire and Cornwall. Nor have I known any considerable riot in

any part of England, for which such preaching did not pave the way.

14. I beg leave to ask, w ould it be a satisfaction to your lordsliip if

national persecution were to return ? Does your lordship desire to revive

the old laws, de hceretico combvrendo ? [concerning the burning of here-

tics ?] Would your lordship rejoice to see the Methodists themselves

tied to so many stakes in Smithfield '? Or would you applaud the execu-
tion, though not so legally or decently performed by the mob of Exeter,

Plymouth Dock, or Launceston 1 My lord, what profit would there be
in our blood ? Would it be an addition to your lordship's happiness, or

any advantage to the Protestant cause, or any honour either to our

Church or nation 1

15. The Comparer, doubtless, would answer, "Yes; for it would
prevent the horrid consequences of your preaching." My lord, give me
leave to say once more, 1 willingly put the whole cause upon this issue.

What are the general consequences of our preaching 1 Are there more
tares or wheat ? more good men destioyed, (as Mr. Church once sup-

posed,) or wicked men saved l The last places in your lordship's diocess,

where we began constant preaching, are near Liskeard in Cornwall, and
at Tiverton in Devonshire. Now, let any man inquire here, (1.) What
kind of people were those a year ago, who now constantly hear this

preaching? (2.) What are the main doctrines the Methodists have been
teaching this twelvemonth? (3.) What etiect have these doctrines had
upon their hearers? And if you do not find, (1.) That the greater part

of these were, a year or two ago, notoriously wicked men : (2.) Yet the

main doctrines they have heard since were, " Love God and your neigh-

bour, and carefully keep his commandments:" and, (3.) That they

have since exercised themselves herein, and continue so to do ;—I say,

if any reasonable man, who \v\\\ be at the pains to inquire, does not find

this to be an unquestionable tact, I will openly acknowledge myself an

enthusiast, or whatever else he shall please to style me.
16. I beg leave to conclude this address to your lordship with a few

more words transcribed from the same letter :
" Allow Mr. ^Vesley,"

says Mr. Church, " but these few points, and he will defend his conduct

beyond exception." (Second Letter to Mr. Church, vol. v, p. 337.)
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That is most true. If I have indeed been advancing nothing but the

true knowledge and love of God ; if God has made me an instrument in

reforming many sinners, and bringing them to inward and pure religion
;

and if many of these contirme holy to this day, and free from all wilful

sin ; then may I, even 1, use those awful words, " He that despiseth me,
despiseth Him that sent me." But I never expect the world to allow

me one of these points. However, I must go on as God shall enable

me. T must lay out whatsoever talents he entrusts me with, (whether

others will believe I do it or no,) in advancing the true Christian know-
ledge of God, and the love and fear of God among men ; in reforming

(if so be it please him to use me still) those who are yet without God in

the world ; and in propagating inward and pure religion, " righteousness,

peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

Sincerely wishing your lordship all happiness in time and in eternity,

I remain your lordship's most obedient servant,

John Wesley.
November 27, 1750.

Sir,—1. You have undertaken to prove, (as I observed in my former

letter, a few sentences of which I beg leave to repeat,) that the " whole

conduct of the Methodists is but a counterpart of the most wild fanati-

cisms of Popery." {Preface to the First Part, p. 3.)

You endeavour to support this charge by quotations from our own
writings, compared with quotations from Popish authors.

It lies upon me to answer for one. But in order to spare both you
and myself, I shall at present consider only your Second Part, and that

as briefly as possible. Accordingly, I shall not meddle with your other

quotations, but, leaving them to whom they may concern, shall examine

whether those you have made from my writings prove the charge for

which they were made or no.

If they do, I submit. But if they do not, if they are "the words of

truth and soberness," it is an objection of no real weight against any

sentiment, just in itself, though it should also be found in the writings of

Papists
;
yea, of Mohammedans or Pagans.

2, In your first section, in order to prove the " vain boasting of the

Methodists," you quote a part of the following sentence :
" When hath

religion, I will not say, since the reformation, but since the time of Con-
stantino the Great, made so large a progress in any nation, within so

short a space ?" (I beg any impartial person to read the whole passage,

from the eighty-fourth to the ninetieth page of the Third Appeal. [Vol.

V, pp. 145-147 of this edition.] I repeat the question, giving the

glory to God ; and, I trust, without either boasting or enthusiasm.

In your second, you cite (and murder) four or five lines from one of

my Journals, " as instances of the persuasive eloquence ofthe Methodist

preachers." (pp. 1, 9.) But it unfortunately happens, that neither of the

sentences you quote were spoke by any preacher at all. You know-

full well the one was used only in a private letter ; the other by a woman
on a bed of sickness.

3. You next undertake to prove " the most insufferable pride and

vanity of the Methodists." (Sec. iii, p. 12, &c.) For this end you

quote five passages from my Journals, and one from the Third Appeal.
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The first was wrote in the anguish of my heart, to which I gave vent

(between God and my own soul) by breaking out, not hito " confidence

of boasting," as you term it, but into those expressions of bitter sorrow :

" I went to America to convert the Indians. But O ! who shall convert

me ?" (Vol. iii, p. 55.) Some of the words which follow you have picked
out, and very honestly laid before your reader, without either the begin-

ning or end, or one word of the occasion or manner wherein they were
spoken.

Your next quotation is equally fair and generous :
" Are they read in

philosophy? So was I," &c. {lb. p. 56, &c.) This whole " string of
self-commendation," as you call it, being there brought, ex professo,

[professedly,] to prove that, notwithstanding all this, which I once
piqued myself upon, I was at that hour in a state of damnation !

The third is a plain narrative of the manner wherein many of Bristol

expressed their joy on my coming unexpectedly into the room, after I

had been some time at London. (Vol. iii, p. 210.) And this, I conceive,

will prove the charge of high treason, as well as that of " insuflferable

pride and vanity."

You say. Fourthly, " A dying woman, who had earnestly desired to

see me, cried out, as I "entered the room, ' Art thou come, thou blessed

of the Lord V " (lb. p. 217.) She did so. And what does this prove ?

The fifth passage is this :
" In applying which, my soul was so en-

larged, that methought I could have cried out, (in another sense than

poor, vain Archimedes,) ' Give me where to stand ; and I will shake

the earth.' " My meaning is, I found such freedom of thought and

speech, (jargon, stuff', enthusiasm to you,) that methought, could I

have then spoken to all the world, they would all have shared in the

blessing.

4. The passage which you quote from the Third Appeal, I am obliged

to relate more at large :

—

" There is one more excuse for denying this work of God, taken from

the instruments employed therein : that is, that they are wicked men
;

and a thousand stories have been handed about to prove it.

" Yet I cannot but remind considerate men, in how remarkable a

manner the wisdom of God has, for many years, guarded against this

pretence, with regard to my brother and me in particular." " This pre-

tence, that is, ' of not employing fit instruments.' " These words are

yours, though you insert them as mine. The pretence I mentioned, was,
" that they were wicked men." And how God guarded against this, is

shown in what follows :
" From that time, both my brother and I, utterly

against our will, came to be more and moi^ observed and known ; till

we were more spoken of than perhaps two so inconsiderable persons

ever were before in the nation. To make us more public still, as honest

madmen at least, by a strange concurrence of providences, overturning

all our preceding resolutions, Ave were hurried away to America."

Afterward it follows : " What persons could, in the nature of things,

have been (antecedently) less liable to exception, with regard to their

moral character at least, than those the all-wise God hath now employed 1

Indeed I cannot devise what manner of men could have been more un-

exceptionable on all accounts. Had God endued us with greater natural

or acquired abilities, this very thing might have been turned into an oh-
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jectjon. Had we been remarkably defective, it would have been matter

of objection on the other hand. Had we been Dissenters of any kind,

or even Low Churchmen, (so called,) it would have been a great stum-

bling block in the way of those who are zealous for the Church. And
yet had we continued in the impetuosity of our High Church zeal, neither

should we have been willing to converse with Dissenters, nor they to

receive any good at our hands." Sir, why did you break off" your quo-

tation in the middle of this paragraph, just at, " more unexceptionable

on all'accounts ?" Was it not on purpose to give a wrong turn to the

whole? to conceal the real and obvious meaning of my words, and put

one upon them that never entered into my thoughts 1

5. You have reserved your strong reason for the last, namely, my
own confession :

" Mr. Wesley says himself, ' By the most infallible of

proofs, inward feeling, I am convinced of pride, &c.' " Sir, be pleased

to decypher that &c. Or I will spare you the pains, and do it myself,

by reciting the whole sentence :

—

" By the most infaJHble of proofs, inward feeling', I am convinced,
" (1.) Of unbelief, having no such faith in Cln-ist as will prevent my heart

from being troubled, which it could not be, if I believed in God, and rightly

believed also in him.
" (2.) Of pride throughout my life past, inasmuch as I thought I had what

I find I have not." (Vol. iii, p. 52.)

Now, sir, you have my whole confession. I entreat you to make the

best of it.

But I myself " acknowledge three Methodists to have fallen into pride."

Sir, I can tell you of three more. And yet it will not follow, that the

doctrines I teach " lead men into horrid pride and blasphemy."
6. In the close of your fourth section, you charge me with " shuffling

and prevaricating with regard to extraordinary gifts and miraculous

powers." Of these I shall have occasion to speak by and by. At
present I need only return the compliment, by charging you with gross,

wdful prevarication, from the beginning of your book to the end. Some
instances of tliis have appeared already. Many more will appear in

due time.

7. Your fifth charges me with an "affectation of prophesying." Your
first proof of it is this :

—

" It was about this time that the soldier was executed. For some
time I had visited liim every day. But when the love of God was shed

abroad in his heart, 1 told him, ' Do not expect to see me any more : I

beheve Satan will separate us for a season.' Accordingly, the next day,

I was informed, the commanding officer had given strict orders, that

neither Mr. Wesley, nor any of his people, should be admitted." (Vol.

iii, p. ISl.) I did believe so, having seen many such things before; yet

without atfecting a spirit of prophecy.

But that I do claim it, you will prove, secondly, from my mentioning
" the great work which God intends, and is now beginning, to work over

all the earth." By what art you extract such a conclusion out of such

premises, I know not. That God intends this, none who believe the

Scripture doubt. And that he has begun it, both in Europe and Ame-
rica, any, who will make use of their eyes and ears, may know without

any " miraculous gift of prophesying."
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8. In your sixth section, you assert, that I lay claim to other miracu-
lous gifts, (p. 45.) As you boiTow this objection from Mr. Church, I

need only give the same answer I gave before.

" I shall give," says Mr. Church, " but one account more, and that is,

vi^hat you give of yourself." The sum whereof is, " At two several times,
being ill, and in violent ])ain, I prayed to God, and found immediate ease."
I did so. I assert the fact still. " But if these," you say, " are not miracu-
lous cures, all this is rank enthusiasm.

" I will put your argument in form :

—

" He that believes those are miraculous cures which are not, is a rank
enthusiast

:

" But you believe those to be miraculous cures whicli are not

:

" Therefore you are a rank enthusiast.
" Before I answer, I must know what you mean by miraculous : ifyou terra

every thing so which is ' not strictly accountable for by the ordinary course
of natural causes,' then I deny the latter part of the second proposition.

And unless you can make this good, unless you can prove the effects in

question are strictly accountable for by the ordinary course of natural

causes, your argument is nothing worth." {First Letter to Mr. Church,
vol. V, p. 291.)

Having largely answered your next objection relating to what I still

term " a signal instance of God's particular providence," {ib. pp. 289,

319,) I need only refer you to those answers, not having leisure to say

the same thing ten times over.

Whether I sometimes claim, and sometimes disclaim, miracles, will

be considered by and by.

In your seventh section, you say, " I shall now give some account of

their grievous conflicts and combats with Satan." (p. 51, &c.) sir,

spare yourself, if not the Methodists ! Do not go so far out of your

depth. This is a subject you are as utterly unacquainted with, as with

justification, or the new birth.

But I attend your motions. " Mr. Wesley," you say, " was advised

to a very high degree of silence. And he spoke to none at all for two
days, and travelling fourscore miles together.

" The same whim," you go on, " has run through several of the religious

orders. Hence, St. Bonaventura says, that silence in all the religious is ne-

cessary to perfection. St. Agatlio held a stone in his mouth for three years,

till he had learned taciturnity. St. Alcantara carried several pebbles in his

mouth, for three years likewise, and for the same reason. Tlieon observed

a continual silence for thirty years. St. Francis observed it himself, and
enjoined it upon his brethren. The rule of silence was religiously observed

by St. Dominic."

I have repeated more of your words than I otherwise should, in order

to show to a demonstration, that a man of a lively imagination nuiy run

a parallel to any length, without any foundation in nature.

You begin, "The same whim which U'A Mr. Wesley to observe an

absolute silence for two days ;" and so run on to St. Bonaventura, St.

Agatho, and I know not whom. But did Mr. Wesley " observe an ab-

solute silence for two days ?" No ; not for one hour. IVIy words, " I

.spoke to none at all for fourscore miles together," (vol. iii, p. 212,) imply

neither more nor less than that I spoke to none " concerning the things

of God," as it is in the words inunedialely preceding. And you know
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this as well as I. But it is all one lor that. AVit, not truth, is tlie point

you aim at.

My supposed inconsistency, with regard to the Moravians, which you
likewise drag in (as they say) by head and shoulders, I have shown,
again and again, to be no inconsistency at all

;
particularly in both the

Letters to Mr. Chinch.

10. Well, but as to conllicts with Satan : " Nor can Mr. Wesley,"
you say, "escape the attacks of this internal spirit," namely, "suggest-

ing distrustful thoughts, and bull'eting him with inward temptations."

Sir, did you never hear of any one so attacked, unless among the Papists

or Methodists ? How deeply then are you experienced both in the ways
of God, and the devices of Satan !

You add, with regard to a case mentioned in the Fourth Journal,

vol. iii, p. 183, " Though I am not convinced that these fits of laugh-

ing are to be ascribed to Satan, yet I entirely agree that they are invo-

luntary and unavoidable." I am glad we agree so far. But I must
still go farther ; I cannot but ascribe them to a preternatural agent

;

having observed so many circumstances attending them which cannot

be accounted for by any natural causes.

Under the head of conflicts with Satan, you observe farther, " Mr.
Wesley says, while he was preaching, the devil knew his kingdom shook,

and therefore stirred up his servants to make a noise ; that, September
1 8, the prince of the air made another attempt in defence of his tottering

kingdom ; and that another time, the devil's children fought valiantly

for their master." I own the whole charge, I did say all this. Nay,
and if need were, I should say it again.

You cite one more instance from my Fourth Journal : " The many-
headed beast began to roar again." So your head is so full of the

subject, that you construe even poor Horace's belhia multorum capitum

[many-headed beast] into the devil

!

These are all the combats and conflicts with Satan which you can
prove I ever had. O sir, without more and gieater conflicts than these,

none shall see the kingdom of God.

11. In the following sections, you are equally out of your element.

The first of them relates to " spiritual desertions ;" (sec. viii, p. 75, &c;)
all which you make the subject of dull ridicule, and place to the account

of enthusiasm. And the case of all you give in the following words:
" We may look upon enthusiasm as a kind of drunkenness, filling and

intoxicating the brain with the heated fiunes of spirituous particles.

Now, no sooner does the inebriation go off, but a coldness and dulness

takes place."

12. As wildly do you talk of the doubts and fears incident to those

who are " weak in faith." (Sec. ix, p. 79, &c.) I cannot prevail upon
myself to prostitute this awful subject, by entering into any debate con-

cerning it with one who is innocent of the whole affair. Only I must
observe that a great part of what you advance concerning me is entirely

wide of the question. Such is all you quote from the First, and a con-

siderable part of what you quote from my Second, Journal, This you
know in your own conscience ; for you know I speak of n)yself during

the whole time, as having no faith at all. Consequently, the " risings

and fallings" I experienced then have nothing to do with those " doubts
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and fears which many go through, after they have by faith received

remission of sins."

The next words which you cite, " thrown into great perplexities," I

cannot find in the page you refer to, neither those that follow. The
sum of them is, that " at that time I did not feel the love of God, but
found deadness and wanderings in public prayer, and coldness even at

the holy communion." Well, sir, and have you never found in yourself
any such coldness, deadness, and wanderings ] I am persuaded you
have. And yet surely your brain is always cool and temperate ! never
" intoxicated with the heated fumes of spirituous particles !"

13. If you quote not incoherent scraps, (by which you may make any
thing out of any thing,) but entire connected sentences, it will appear
that the rest of your quotations make no more for your purpose than the

foregoing. Thus, although I allow, that on May 24, " I was much
buffeted with temptations; but I cried to God, and they fled away; that

they returned again and again ; 1 as often lifted up my eyes, and he sent

me help from his holy place ;" (vol. iii, p. 74 ;) it will only prove the

very observation I make myself : " I was fighting both under the law
and under grace. But then I was sometimes, if not often, conquered

;

now I was always conqueror."

That some time after, I " was strongly assaulted again, aud after

recovering peace and joy, was thrown into perplexity afresh by a letter,

asserting that no doubt or fear could consist with true faith ; that my
weak mind could not then bear to be thus sawn asunder," will not

appear strange to any who are not utter novices in experimental religion.

No more than that, one night the next year", " I had no life or spirit in

me, and was much in doubt, whether God would not lay me aside, and
send other labourers into his harvest."

14. You add, " He owns his frequent relapses into sin, for near twice

ten years. Such is the case of a person who tells us that he carefully

considered every step he took ; one of intimate communication with the

Deity !" Sir, I did not tell you that ; though, according to custom, you
mark the words as mine. It is well for you that forging quotations is

not felony.

My words are, " what a hypocrite have I been (if this be so) for

near twice ten years ! But I know it is not so. I know every one
under the law is even as I was ;" namely, from the time 1 was twelve

years old, till considerably above thirty.

" And is it strange," you say, " that such a one should be destitute of

means to resolve his scruples 1 should be ever at variance with himself,

and find no place to fix his foot ?"

Good sir, not too fast. You quite outrun the truth again. Blessed
be God, this is not my case. I am not destitute of means to resolve my
scruples. I have some friends, and a little reason left. 1 am not ever

at variance with myself; and have found a place to i\x my foot:

—

Now I have found the ground wherein
Firm my soul's anchor m;iy remain;

The wounds of Jesus, for my sin

Before the world's foundation slain.

And yet one of your assertions I cannot deny ; namely, that you
"could run the parallel between nic and niunbers of fnnatical Papists:"
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and that not only with regard to my temper, but my stature, complexion
yea, (if need were,) the very colour of my hair.

15. In your next section, you are to give an account of (he " spiritual

succours and advantages received either during these trials or very soon
after." (Sec. x, p. 92, &c.) It is no wonder you make as' lame work
with these, as with the conflicts which i)receded them. " As the heart
knoweth its own bitterness, so a stranger doth not intermeddle with his

joy." But it is no business of mine, as you have not done mc the
honour to cite any of my words in this section.

16. "The unsteadiness of the Methodists, both in sentiments and
practice," (sec. xi, p. 95, &c,) is what you next undertake to prove.
Your loose declamation with which you open the cause, I pass over, as
it rests on your own bare word ; and haste to your main reason, drawn
from my sentiments and practice with regard to the Moravians.

"He represents them," you say, " in the blackest colours
; yet declares,

in the main, they are some of the best people in the world. His love

and esteem for them increases more and more. His own disciples

among the Methodists go over to them in crowds. But still Methodism
is the strongest barrier against the Moravian doctrines and principles."

Sir, I bear you witness you have learned one principle, at least, from
those with whom you have lately conversed ; namely, that no faith is to

be kept with heretics ; of which you have given us abundant proof. For
you know I have fully answered every article of this charge ; which you
repeat, as if I had not opened my lips about it. You know that there

is not one grain of truth in several things which you here positively

assert. For instance: "His love and esteem for them increases more
and more." Not so ; no more than my love and esteem for you. I

love you both ; but I do not much esteem either. Again : " His own
disciples among the Methodists go over to them in crowds." When ?

Where ] I know not that ten of my disciples, as you call them, have
gone over to them for twice ten months. sir, consider ! How do
you know but some of your disciples may tell your name ?

17. With the same veracity you go on : " In ' The Character of a
Methodist,' those of the sect are described as having all the virtues that

can adorn the Christian profession. But in their 'Journals' you find

them waspish, condemning all the world, except themselves ; and among
themselves perpetual broils and confusions, with various other irregular-

ities and vices."

I answer, (1.) The tract you refer to (as is expressly declared in the

preface) does not describe what the Methodists are already ; but what
tlTey desire to be, and what they will be then when they fully practise

the doctrine they hear. (2.) Be pleased to point the pages in my
Journals which mention those " various irregularities and vices." Of
their " perpetual broils and confusions" I shall speak under their proper

head.

You add : " Sometimes they are so far from fearing death, that they

wish it. But the keenness of the edge is soon blunted. They are full

of dreadful appreliensions that the clergy intend to murder them." Do
you mean me, sir? I plead. Not Guilty. I never had any such appre-

hension. Yet I suppose you designed the compliment for me, by your

dragging in two or three broken sentences from my First Journal.
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But how little to the purpose ! seeing at the time that was written, I

had never pretended to be above the tear of death. So that this is no
proof of the point in view,—of the " unsteadiness of my sentiments or

practice."

18. You proceed : "One day they fancy it their duty to preach ; the

next, they preach with great reluctance." Very true I But they fancy

it their duty still ; else they would not preach at all. This, therefore,

does not prove any inequality either of sentiment or practice.

" Mr. Wesley is sometimes quite averse from speaking, and then perplexed

with the doubt, Is it a prohibition from the good Spirit, or a temptation from
nature and the evil one I"

Just of a piece with the rest. The sentence runs thus :
" I went

several times with a design to speak to the sailors, but could not. I

mean, I was quite averse from speaking. Is not this what men com-
monly mean by, ' I could not speak V And is this a sufficient cause of

silence or no ? Is it a prohibition from the good Spirit, or a temptation

from nature or the evil one?" Sir, I was in no doubt at all on the

occasion. Nor did I intend to express any in these words ; but to appeal

to men's conscience, whether what they call " a prohibition from the

good Spirit," be not a mere " temptation from nature or the evil one."

19. In the next section you are to show "the art, cunning, and

sophistry of the Methodists, who, when hard pressed by argument, run

themselves into inconsistency and self contradiction ; and occasionally

either defend or give up some of their favourite notions and principal

points." (Section xii, p. 102.)

I dare say, sir, you will not put them to the trial. Argument lies out

of the way of one, — Solutos

0,111 capiat 7-isus homhiuni famamque dicacis.

(One that affects the droll, and loves to raise a horse-laiigh.)

But to the proof: " Mr. Wesley," you say, " at one time declares for a

disinterested love of God ; at another, declares, There is no one caution

in all the Bible against the sellish love of God."
Nay, sir, I will tell you what is stranger still : Mr. Wesley holds, at

one time both sides of this contradiction. I now declare both that "all

true love is disinterested, ' seeketh not her own ;' and that there is no
one caution in all the Bible against the selfish love of God."

What, have I the art to shp out of your hands again? " Pardon me,"
as your old friend says, " for being jocidar."

20. You add, allius insurgens : [rising higher :]
" But it is a con-

siderable offence to charge another wrongfully, and contradict himself

;ibout the doctrine of assurance." To prove this upon me, you bring

my own words :
" The assurance we preach is of quite another kind

from that Mr. Bedford writes against. We speak of an assurance of our

present pardon ; not, as he does, of our (iual perseverance." (Vol. iii,

p. 111.)
" Mr. Wesley might have considered," you say, " that when they talk

of 'assurance of pardon and salvation,' the world will extend the mean-
it)g of the words to our eternal state." I do consider it, sir; and there-

fore I never use that phrase either in preaching or writing. " Assurance
of pardon and salvation" is an expression that never comes out of my
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lips ; and if Mr. VVhitoiield does use; i(, yet he docs not preach such an
assurance as the privileo;e of all Christians,

" But Mr. Wesley hitnsclf says, that ' though a full assurance of failh

does not necessarily imply a full assurance of our future j)erseverance,

yet sonie have both the one and the other.' And now what becomes of

his charge against Mr. Bedford ? And is it not mere evasion to say
atTterward, ' This is not properly an assurance of what is future V "

Sir, this argument presses me very hard ! May 1 not be allowed a

little evasion now? Come, for once I will try to do without it, and to

answer flat and plain.

And I answer, (1.) That faith is one thing; the full assvu-ance of faith

another. (2.) That even the full assurance of faith does not imply the

full assurance of perseverance : this bears another name, being styled

by St. Paul, "the full assurance of hope." (3.) Some Christians have
only the first of these; they have faith, but mixed with doubts and fears.

Some have also the full assurance of faith, a full conviction of })resent

pardon ; and yet not the full assurance of hope ; not a full conviction of

their future perseverance. (4.) The faith which we preach, as necessary

to all Christians, is the first of these, and no other. Therefore, (5.) It

is no evasion at all to say, " This (the faith which we preach as neces-

sary to all Christians) is not properly an assurance of what is future."

And consequently, my charge against Mr. Bedford stands good, that his

Sermon on Assurance is an iguoratio elenchi, an " ignorance of the point

in question," from beginning to end. Therefore, neither do I " charge

another wrongfully, nor contradict myself about the doctrine of assur-

ances."

21. To prove my art, cunning, and evasion, you instance next in the

case of impulses and impressions. You begin, " With what pertinacious

confidence have impulses, impressions, feelings, &c, been advanced into

certain rules of conduct ! Their followers have been taught to depend
upon them as sure guides and infallible proofs."

To support this weighty charge, you bring one single scrap, about a
line and a quarter, from one of my Journals. The words are these

:

" By the most infallible of proofs, inward feeling, I am convinced."

Convinced of what? It immediately follows, " Of unbelief, having no-

such faith as will prevent my heart from being troubled."

I here assert, that inward feeling or consciousness is the most infalli-

ble of proof's of unbelief",—of the want of such a faith as will prevent the

heart's being troubled. But do I here " advance impressions, impulses,

feelings, &c, into certain rules ofconduct ?" or any where else ? You may
just as well say, 1 advance them into certain proofs of transubstantiation.

Neither in writing, in preaching, nor in private conversation, have I

ever "taught any of my followers to depend upon them as sure guides

or infallible proofs" of any thing.

Nay, you yourself own, I have taught quite the reverse ; and that at

my very first setting out. Then, as well as ever since, I have told the

societies, " thf^y were not to judge by their own inward feelings. I warned
them, all these were in themselves of a doubtful, disputable nature.

They might be from God, or they might not, and were therefore to be

tried by a farther rule, to be brought to the only certain test, the law and
the testimony." (Vol. iii, p. Ml.)

Vol. V. 26
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This is what I have taught from first to last. And now, sir, what

becomes of your heavy charge 1 On which side hes the " pertinacious

confidence" now? How clearly have you made out my inconsistency

and self contradiction ! and that I " occasionally either defend or give up

my favourite notions and principal points !"

22. " Inspiration, and the extraordinary calls and guidances of the

Holy Ghost, are" what you next affirm to be " given up." (Section xiii,

p. 106, &c.) Not by me. I do not " give up" one tittle on this head,

which I ever maintained. But observe : Before you attempt to prove

my " giving them up," you are to prove that I laid claim to them ; that

I laid claim to some extraordinary inspiration, call, or guidance of the

Holy Ghost.

You say, my "concessions on this head" (to Mr. Church) "are
ambiguous and evasive." Sir, you mistake the fact. I make no con-

cessions at all, either to him or you. I give up nothing that ever I

advanced on this head ; but when Mr. Church charged me with what I

did not advance, I replied, " I claim no other direction of God's, but

what is common to all believers. I pretend to be no otherwise inspired

than you are, if you love God." Where is the ambiguity or evasion in

this ? I meant it for a flat denial of the charge.

23. Your next section, spiral Ira^icum satis, [breathes enough of

tragedy,] charges the Methodists " with skepticism and infidelity, with

doubts and denials of the truth of Revelation, and Atheism itself."

(Section xiv, p. 110, &c.) The passages brought from my Journals to

prove this charge, which yo;i have prudently transposed, I beg leave to

consider in the same order as they stand there.

The first you preface thus :
" Upon the people's ill usage (or sup-

posed ill usage) of Mr. Wesley in Georgia, and their speaking of all

manner of evil falsely (as he says) against him ; and trampling under

foot the word, after having been very attentive to it ; what an emotion in

him is hereby raised ! ' I do hereby bear witness against myself, that I

could scarce refrain from givmg the lie to experience, and reason, and
Scripture, all together.' "

The passage, as I wrote it, stands thus :
" Sunday, March 7.—

I

entered upon my ministry at Savannah. In the Second lesson, (Luke
xviii,) was our Lord's prediction of the treatment which he himself, and
consequently his followers, were to meet with from the world.

" Yet notwithstanding these plain declarations of our Lord, notwitli-

standing my own repeated experience, notwithstanding the experience of

all the sincere followers of Christ, whom I ever talked with, read or heard

of, nay, and the reason of the thing, evincing to a demonstration, that all

who love not the light must hate him who is continually labouring to

pour it in upon them ; I do here bear witness against myself, that, when
I saw the number of people crowding into the church, the deep attention

with which they received the word, and the seriousness that afterward

sat on all their faces ; I could scarce refrain from giving the lie to

experience, and reason, and Scripture, all together. I could hardly

believe that the greater, the far greater, part of this attentive, serious

people, would hereafter trample under foot that word, and say all manner

of evil falsely of him that spoke it." (Vol. iii, p. 21.)

Sir, does tliis prove mo guilty of skepticism or infidelity ; of doubting
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or denying fho Inith of Revelation? Did I speak this, " npon the pexjple

using me ill, and saying all manner of evil against me ?" Or am I here

describing " any emotion raised in me hereby ?" Blush, blush, sir, if

you can blush. You had here no possible room for mistake. You
grossly and wilfully falsify the whole passage, to support a groundless,

shameless accusation.

24. The second passage (written January 24, 1737-8) is this : " In

a storm, I think, What if the Gospel be not true 1 Then thou art of all

men most foolish. For what hast thou given thy goods, thy ease, thy

friends, thy reputation, thy country, thy life ? For what art thou wander-
ing over the face of the earth I A dream ; a cunningly devised fable."

(Vol. iii, p. 55.)

I am here describing the thoughts which passed through my mind
when I was confessedly an unbeliever. But even this impHes no skep-

ticism, much less Atheism : no " denial of the truth of Revelation ;" but

barely such transient doubts as, I presume, may assault any thinking

man that knows not God.
The third passage (which you tack to the former, as if they were one

and the same) runs thus : " I have not such a peace as excludes the

possibility either of doubt or fear. When holy men have told me I had
no faith, I have often doubted whether I had or no. And those doubts
have made me very uneasy, till I was relieved by prayer and the Holy
Scriptures." (Vol. iii, p. 112.)

Speak frankly, sir: Does this prove me guilty of skepticism, infidelity,

or Atheim ? What else does it prove I Just nothing at all, but the " per-

tinacious confidence" of him that cites it.

25. You recite more at large one passage more. The whole para-

graph stands thus :

—

" St. Paul tells us, ' The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long suffer-

ing, gentleness, meekness, temperance.' Now, although, by the grace of
God in Christ, I find a measure of some of these in myself, viz. of peace^
long suffering, gentleness, meekness, temperance

;
yet others I find not. I

cannot find in myself the love of God or of Christ. Hence my deadness and
wanderings in public prayer. Hence it is that, even in the holy communion,.
I have rarely any more than a cold attention. Hence, when I hear of the
highest instance of God's love, my heart is still senseless and unaffected.

Yea, at this moment, (October 14, 17.38,) I feel no more love to Him, tharr

one I had never heard of." (Vol. iii, p. 112.)

To any who knew something of inward religion I should have observ-

ed, that this is what serious divines mean by desertion. But all ex-

pressions of this kind are jargon to you. So, allowing it to be whatever
you please, I ask only. Do you know how long I continued in this

state ? how many years, months, weeks, or days ? If not, how can you
infer what my state of mind is now, from what it was above eleven

years ago ?

Sir, I do not tell you, or any man else, that " I cannot now find the

love of God in myself;" or that now, in the year 1751, I rarely feel

more than a cold attention in the holy communion : so that your whole
argument, built on this supposition, falls to the ground at once.

26. Sensible, I presume, of the weakness of this reason, you imme-
diately apply to the passions, by that artful remark :

" Observe, reader,

this is the man who charges our religion as no better than the Turkish
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pilgrimages to Mecca, or the Popish worship of our Lady of Loretto !"

Our religion! How naturally will the reader suppose, that I fix the
charge either on the Protestant religion in general, or on that of the
Church of England in particular ! But how far is this from the truth !

My words concerning those who are commonly called religious are,
" Wherein does their religion consist 1 in righteousness and true holi-

ness ; in love stronger than death ; fervent gratitude to God, and tender
affection to all his creatures I Is their religion the religion of the heart

;

a renewal of the soul in the image of God 1 Do they resemble Him they
worship ? Are they free from pride, from vanity, from malice, from envy;
from ambition and avarice, from passion and lust, from every uneasy
and unlovely temper 1 Alas ! I fear neither they (the greater part at least)

nor you have any more notion of this religion, than the peasant that holds

the plough, of the religion of a Gymnosophist.
" It is well if the genuine religion of Christ has any more alliance with

what you call religion, than with the Turkisli pilgrimages to Mecca, or the

Popish worship of our Lady of Loretto. Have not you substituted, in the
place of the religion of the lieart, something, I do not say, equally sinful, but

equally vain and foreign to the worshipping of God in spirit and in truth ?

What else can be said even of prayer, public or private, in tlie manner
wherein you generally perform it ? as a tiling of course, running round and
round, in the same dull track, without either the knowledge or the love of
God ; without one heavenly temper, either attained or improved ?" {Farther
Appeal, Third Part. Vol. v, p. 143.)

Now, sir, what room is there for your OAvn exclamations ?—" What
sort of heavenly temper is his ? How can he possibly, consistently with

charity, call this oiir general performance V Sir, I do not. I only

appeal to the conscience of you, and each particular reader, whether

this is, or is not, the manner wherein you (in the singular number) gen-

erally perform public or private prayer. " How, possibly, without being

omniscient, can he affam, that we (I presume you mean all the mem-
bers of our Church) pray without one heavenly temper? or know any
thing at all of our private devotions ? How monstrous is all this !"

Recollect yourself, sir. If your terror is real, you are more afraid than

hurt. I do not affirm any such thing. I do not take upon me to know
any thing at all of your private devotions. But I suppose I may inquire,

without offence, and beg you seriously to examine yourself before God.

So you have brought no one proof, that " skepticism, inlidelity, and

Atheism are either constituent parts or genuine consequences of Method-

ism." Therefore your florid declamation, in the following pages, is

entirely out of its place. And you might have spared yourself the trou-

ble of accounting for what has no being, but in your own imagination.

27. You charge the Methodists next with *' an uncharitable spirit."

(Sec. XV, p. 115, &c.) All you advance in proof of this, as if it were

from my writings, but without naming either page or book, I liave

nothing to do with. But whatever you tell me where to find, I shall

carefully consider.

I observe but one single passage of this sort ; and that you have worn

thread bare already : " By the most infallible of j)roofs, inward feeling,

1 am convinced of levity and luxuriancy of spirit, by speaking words not

tending to edify ; but most by my manner of speaking of my enemies."

Sir, you may print thi«, not only ia italics, but in capitals, and yet it
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would do you no service. For what I was convinced of then was not
uncharitablcness, but, as I expressly mentioned, " levity of spirit."

28. Of the same " uncharitable nature," you say, is " their applica-

tion of divine judgments to their opposers." (Sec. xvi, p. 119, &c.)
You borrow two instances from Mr. Church : but you omit the answers,
which I shall therefore subjoin.

His words are, " You describe Heaven as executing judgments,
immediate punishments, on those who oppose you. You say, ' Mr.
Molther was taken ill this day. I believe it was the hand of God that

was upon him.'" {First Letter to Mr. CImrch, vol. v, p. 289.) I do
;

but I do not say, as a judgment for opposing me. That you say for me.

" Again, you mention," says Mr. Church, " as an awful providence, the
case of ' a poor wretch, who was last week cursing and blaspheming, and
had boasted to many, that he would come on Sunday, and no man should
stop his mouth ; but on Friday God laid his hand upon him, and on Sunday
he was buried.' I do look on this as a manifest judgment of God on a hard-
ened sinner, for his complicated wickedness."

To repeat these objections, without taking the least notice of the

answers, is one of the usual proofs of your charitable spirit.

29. Y^ou pass on to " the Methodists' uncharitable custom of summon-
ing their opponents to the bar ofjudgment." (Sec. xvii, p. 123, &c.)
You bring two passages from my writings to prove this. The First

is, " Calling at Newgate, (in Bristol,) I was informed, that the poor
wretches under sentence of death were earnestly desirous to speak with

me ; but that Alderman Beecher had sent an express order that they

should not. I cite Alderman Beecher to answer for these souls at the

judgment seat of Christ."

Why do you leave out those words, for these souls ? Because they

show the sentence means neither more nor less than, " If these souls

perish, he, not I, must answer for them at the great day."

The Second passage is still more wide from the point. The whole
of it is as follows :

—

" I have often inquired, wlio were the authors of this report, (that I was a
Papist,) and have generally found, they were either bigoted Dissenters, or

(I speak it without fear or favour) ministers of our own Church. I have also

frequently considered, what possible ground or motive they could have thus

to speak ; seeing few men in the world have had occasion so clearly and
openly to declare their principles as I have done, both by preaching, print-

ing, and conversation, for several years last past. And I can no otherwise

think, than that either they spoke thus (to put the most favourable construc-

tion upon it) from gross ignorance ; they knew not what Popeiy was ; they
knew not what doctrines these are whicii the Papists teach ; or they wil-

fully spoke what they knew to be false, probably thinking thereby to do God
service. Now, take this to yourselves, whoever ye are, high or low, Dis-

senters or Churchmen, clergy or laity, who have advanced tliis shameless
charge, and digest it how you can.

" But how have ye not been afraid, if ye believe there is a God, and that

he knoweth the secrets of your hearts, (I speak now to you preachers, more
especially, of whatever denomination,) to declare so gross, palpable a lie,

in the name of the God of truth? I cite you all, before 'the Judge of all

the earth,' either publicly to prove your charge, or, by publicly retracting it,

to make the best amends you can, to God, to me, and to the world." (Vol.

iii, p. 150.)
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Sir, do I here " summon my opponents to the bar ofjudgment ?" So
you would make me do, by quoting only that scrap, " I cite you all,

before ' the Judge of all the earth !' " You then add, with equal charity

and sincerity, " Here you have the true spirit of an enthusiast, flushed

with a modest assurance of his own salvation, and the charitable pros-

pect of the damnation of others." O sir, never name modesty more!
Here end your laboured attempts to show the " uncharitable spirit" of

the Methodists ; who, for any thing you have shown to the contrary,

may be the most charitaijle people under the sun.

30. You charge the Methodists next with " violation and contempt of
order and authority ;" (Sec. xviii, p. 124 ;) namely, the authority of the

governors of the Church. I have answered every article of this charge,

in the Second and Third Parts of the " Farther Appeal," and the " Letter
to Mr. Church." When you have been so good as to reply to what is

there advanced, I may possibly say something more.
What you otTer of your own upon this head, I shall consider without

delay :

—

"Women and boys are actually employed in this ministry of public

preaching." Please to tell me where. I know them not, nor ever heard

of them before.

You add, what is more marvellous still, " I speak from personal know-
ledge, that sometimes, a little before delivering of the elements at the

communion, three or four Methodists together will take it into their

heads to go away ; that sometimes, while the sentences of the ofiertory

were reading, they have called out to the minister who carried the bason,

reproacliing him for asking alms of them ; that sometimes, when the

minister has delivered the bread into their hands, instead of eating it,

ihey would slip it into their pockets." Sir, you must show your face,

before these stories will find credit on your bare asseveration.

" Yet they are surprised," you say, " that every man in his senses

does not, without the least hesitation, join them."
Sir, I am surprised (unless you are not in your senses) at your

advancing such a barefaced falsehood.

31. You go on :
" Under this head may, not improperly, be considered

their undutiful behaviour to the civil powers." What proof have you of

this ? Why, a single sentence, on which 1 laid so little stress myself,

that it is only inserted by way of parenthesis, in the body of another

sentence :
" Ye learned in the law, what becomes of JVla^-na Charia,

and of English liberty and property ? Are not these mere sounds, while,

on any pretence, there is such a thing as a press gang sufiered in the land?"

Upon this you descant :
" The legislature has, at several times, made

acts for pressing men. But no maiier for this ; touch but a Methodist,

and all may perish, rather than a soldier be jiressed. He who had before

bound himself not to speak a tittle of worldly things is now bawling for

liberty and property."

Very lively this ! But 1 hope, sir, you do not ofier it by way of argu-

ment. You are not so unlearned in the law, as not to know, that the

legislature is out of the question. The legislature, six years ago, did

not appoint press gangs, but legal officers, to press men. Consequently,

ttis is no proof (and find another if you can) of our undutiful behaviour

to the civil powers.
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32, " Another natural consequence," you say, " of Methodism, is

their mutual jealousies and envyings, their manifold divisions, fierce and
rancorous quarrels, and accusations of one another." (Vol. iii, p. 171.)

I shall carefully attend whatever you produce on this head : and if

you prove this, I will grant you all the rest.

You First cite those words : " Musing on the things that were past,

and reflecting how many that came after me were preferred before me,
I opened my Testament on those words : ' The Gentiles, which followed

not after righteousness, have attained to righteousness ; but Israel, which
followed after the law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law of
righteousness.'

"

And how does this prove the manifold divisions and rancorous quar-

rels of the Methodists ?

Your Second argument is :
" Mr. Whitefield told me, he and I preach-

ed two diflerent Grospels ;" (his meaning was, that he preached particu-

lar, and I universal, redemption;) "and therefore he would not join

with me, but publicly preach against me." (Sec. xix, p. 341, &c.)
Well, sir, here was doubtless a division for a time ; but no fierce and

rancorous quarrel yet.

You say. Thirdly, " They write and publish against each other."

True ; but without any degree either of fierceness or rancour.

You assert, Fourthly, " Mr. Wesley, in his sermon ' On Free Grace,'

opposes the other for the horrible blasphemies of his horrible doctrine."

Sir, away with your flourishes, and write plain English. I opposed
the doctrine of predestination, which he held. But without any degree
either of rancour or fierceness. Still, therefore, you miss the mark.
You quote. Fifthly, these words : " I spent an hour with Mr. Stone-

house. O what tffitlavoXoyia, ' persuasiveness of speech,' is here ! Surely
all the deceivableness of unrighteousness." (Vol. iii, p. 196.) But there

was no fierceness or rancour on either side.

The passage, a fragment of which you produce as a Sixth argument,

stands thus :
" A few of us had a long conference together. Mr. C.

now told me plainly, he could not agree with me, because I did not

preach the truth, particularly with regard to election." He did so ; but

without any rancour. We had a long conference ; but not a fierce one.

(Vol. iii, p. 198.)

You, Seventhly, observe, " What scurrility of language the Mora-
vians throw out against Mr. Wesley !" Perhaps so. But this will not

prove that " the Methodists quarrel with each other."

" And how does he turn their own artillery upon them !" This is your
Eighth argument. But if I do, this no more proves the " mutual quarrels

of the Methodists," than my turning your own artillery upon you.

33. Having, by these eight irrefragable arguments, clearly carried

the day, you raise your crest, and cry out, " Is this Methodism?
And reign such mortal feuds in heavenly minds ?"

Truly, sir, you have not yet brought one single proof (and yet, I dare

say, you have brought the very best you have) of any such feuds among
the Methodists as may not be found among the most heavenly-minded

men on earth.

But you are resolved to pursue your victory, and so go on :
" What

are we to think of these charges of Whitefield, and Wesley, and the
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Moravians, one against another ?" The Moravians, sir, are out of the

question ; tor they are no Methodists ; and as to the rest, Mr. White-
field charges Mr. Wesley with holding universal redemption, and I

charge him with holding particular redemption. This is the standing

charge on either side. And now, sir, " what are we to think ?" Why,
that you have not proved one point of this charge against the Methodists.

However, you stumble on: "Are these things so? Are they true,

or are they not true? If not true, they are grievous calumniators; if

true, they are detestable sectarists. Whether true or false, the allega-

tion stands good of their fierce and rancorous quarrels, and mutual
heinous accusations."

Sir, has your passion quite extinguished your reason? Have fierce-

ness and rancour left you no understanding? Otherwise, how is it

possible you should run on at this senseless, shameless rate ? These
things are true which Mr. Whitefield and Wesley object to each other.

He holds the decrees ; I do not : yet this does not prove us "detestable

sectarists." And whether these things are true or false, your allegation

of our " fierce and rancorous quarrels, and mutual heinous accusations"

cannot stand good, w ithout better |iroof than you have yet produced.

34. Yet, with the utmost confidence, quasi re bene gesta, [as if well

done,] you proceed, " And how stands the matter among their disciples?

They are all together by the ears, embroiled and broken with unchris-

tian quarrels and confusions."

How do you prove this ? Why thus :
" Mr. W esley's Fourth Journal

is mostly taken up in enumerating their wrath, dissensions, and aposta-

sies," No, sir, not a tenth part of it ; although it gives a full and

explicit account of the greatest dissensions which ever were among
them.

But, to come to particulars : You First cite these words, " At Oxford,

but a tew who had not forsaken them."

My words are, "Monday, October 1, 1738.—1 rode to Oxford, and
found a few who had not yet forsaken the assembling themselves toge-

ther." This is your First proof that "the Methodists are all together

by the ears." Your Second is its very twin-brother. " Tuesday, 2.—

I

went to many who once heard the word with joy ; but ' when the sun

arose, they withered away.'" (Vol. iii, p. 156.)

Your Third is this :
" Many were induced (by th(^ Moravians) to deny

the gift of God, and affirm they never liad any faith at all." (//;. p. 167.)

You are at liberty to enjoy this argument also ; and let it prove what it

can prove.

You, Fourthly, cite these words: " Many of our sisters are shaken,

grievously torn by reasonings. But few come to Fetter-lane, and then

after their names are called over they presently depart. Our brethren

here (those who were proselytes to the Moravians) have neither wisdom
enough to guide, nor prudence enough to let it alone. They (the Mo-
ravians) have much confounded some of our sisters, and many of our

brothers are much grieved." {lb. 172.)

This proves thus much, that one society was at that time divided ;

but not that the Methodists, in general, were, even then, " all together

by the ears."

The passage you quote, in the Fifth place, is, " I believe—are deter-
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mined to go on according to Mr. Molthei-'s direction, and I suppose

(says the writer of the letter) above half our brethren are on their side.

But they are so very confused, they do not know how to go on, and yet

are unwilling to be taught, except by the Moravians." (/6, 172.)

Add to this: (I recite the whole passages in order; not as you had
mangled, and then junil)led them together:) "Wednesday, Decem-
ber 19.—I came to London, though with a heavy heart. Here I found

every day the dreadful effects of our brethren's reasoning and disputing

with each other. Scarce one in ten retained his tirst love ; and most
of the rest were in the utmost confusion," (they were so, more or less,

I'or several months,) " biting and di^vouring one another."

This also proves so much, neither more nor less, that some of the

Methodists were then in confusion. And just so much is proved by

your Sixth quotation: "Many were wholly unsettled," (by the Mora-
vians, taking advantage of my absence,) "and lost in vain reasonings

and doubtful disputation ;—not likely to come to any true foundation."

(lb. p. 174.)

Your Seventh quotation (I recite the whole sentence) rims thus :

" April 19.—I received a letter, informing me that our poor brethren at

Fetter-lane were again in great confusion." This quotation proves just

as much as the preceding, or as the following: " The plague" (of false

stillness) " was now spread to them also ;" namely, to the " little society

at Ishngton." {lb. p. 181.)

Your Ninth is this :
" I went to the society, but I found their hearts

were quite estranged. Friday, 4.—I met a little handful of tliem, who
still stand in the old paths." {lb. p. 189.)

Thus far you have been speaking of the Methodists in London. And
what have you proved concerning them? Only that the Moravians,

mixing with them twelve years ago, while they were young and unex-

perienced, set them a disputing with each other, and thereby occasioned

much confusion for several months. But you have not proved that the

Methodists in general were, even then, " all together by the ears ;" and
much less, that they have been so ever since, and that they are so now.

35. I now attend you to Kingswood. Not to " Bristol and Kings-
wood," which you artfully join together. The society at Bristol was
no more concerned with the disputes in Kingswood, than with those in

London.
Here the First quotation, though containing but two lines, is extracted

from three different paragraphs ; in one of which I say : " I had many
unpleasing accounts (in December, 1740) concerning our little society

in Kuigswood." In the Second :
" I went to Kingswood, if haply I

might repair the breaches which had been made" by the Predestinarian

preachers. In the Third : " I laboured to heal the jealousies and mis-

understandings which had arisen." (Vol. iii, p. 198.)

The Second passage, part of which you quote, is this : " I returned

early in the morning to Kingswood ; but my congregation was gone to

hear Mr. C; so that I had not above two or three men, and as many
women." {lb. p. 199.)

The Third is, " January 1.—I explained, ' If any man be in Christ,

he is a new creature.' But many of our brethren had no ears to hear,

having disputed away both their faith and love." {lb. p. 199.)
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The Fourth, " February 21.—I inquired concerning the divisions and
offences which began afresh to break out in Kingswood. In the after-

noon I met a tew of the bands ; but it was a cold, uncomfortable meet-

ing." {lb. p. 202.)

You have picked out here and there a word from several pages, in

order to furnish out a Fifth quotation. The most material part of it is

this : " Saturday, 28.—I read the following paper at Kingswood :
' For

their scoffing at the word and ministers of God, for their back-biting and
evil-speaking, I declare the persons above mentioned, to be no longer

members of this society.' " (76. p. 204.)

f " And we had great reason to bless God, that, after fifty-two were with-

drawn, we had still upward of ninety lefl." (lb. 205.)

Who those other " forty were, that," you say, " left them," I know
not. Perhaps you may inform me.

Upon the whole, all these quotations prove only this : That about

eleven years ago, Mr. C, falling into predestination, set the society in

Kingswood a disputing with each other, and occasioned much confusion

for some months. But still you have not gone one step toward proving,

(which is the one point in question,) that the Methodists in general,

were, even then, " all together by the ears ;" and much less, that they

have been so ever since, and that they are so now.

However, you fail not to triumph, (like Louis le Grand, after his

victory at Blenheim,) " What shall we say now '( Are these the fruits

of Methodism V No, sir. They are the fruits of opposing it. They
are the tares sown among the wheat. You may hear of instances of the

.same kind, both in earlier and later ages.

You add, " This is bad enough ; but it is not the worst. For con-

sider, what becomes of those that leave them ?' Why, sir, what, if

" their last end be worse than their first ?" Will you charge this upon

me? By the same rule, you must have charged upon the Apostles

themselves whatever befell those who, having "known the way of

righteousness," afterward " turned back from the holy commandment
once dehvercd to them."

36. You conclude this section :
" Mr. Wesley will probably say, 'Must I

be answerable for the Moravians, against whom I have preached and written V
True, since he and the Moravians quarrelled. But who gives them a box

on the ear witli the one hand, and embraces them with the other? Who
first brought over this wicked generation 1 Who made a Moravian his sj)i-

ritual guule? Who fanaticized his own followers, and deprived them of

their senses ? Whose societies (by his own confession) run over in shoals

to Moravianism forty or fifty at a time ] Would they have split upon this

rock, if they had not been first Methodists ? Lastly : Where is the spawn

of Moravianism so strongly working as in the children of Methodism ]"

Sir, you run very fast. And yet I hope to overtake you by and by.

" Mr. Wesley," you say, " has preached against the Moravians, since

he quarrelled with them." Sir, I never quarrelled with their persons

yet : I did with some of their tenets long ago. He " gives them a box

on the ear with the one hand, and embraces them with the other." That

is, I embrace what is good among them, and at the same time reprove

what is evil. " Who first brought over this wicked generation ?" Not

1, whether they be wicked or not. I once thought I did ; but have since
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then seen and acknowledged my mistake. " Who made a Moravian
his spiritual guide ?" Not I ; though I have occasionally consulted

several. " Who fanaticized his own followers, and deprived them of
their senses ?" Not I. Prove it upon me if you can. " Whose soci-

eties (by his own confession) run over in shoals to Moravianism, forty

or fifty at a time ?" Tridy not mine. Two-and-fifty of Kingsvvood
society ran over to Calvinism, and, a year before, j)art of P^etter-lane

society gradually went over to the Moravians. But I know none of
ours that went over " in shoals." They never, that I remember, gained
five at a time ; nor fifty in all, to the best of my knowledge, for these

last ten years. " Would they" (of Fetter-lane) " have split on this rock,

if they had not first been Methodists?" Undoubtedly they would; for

several of them had not first been Methodists. Mr. Viney, for instance,

(as well as several others,) was with the Germans before ever he saw
me. " Lastly : Where is the spawn of Moravianism working so strongly

as in the children of Methodism?" If you mean the eiTors of Mora-
vianism, they are not working at all in the generality of the children of

Methodism ; the Methodists in general being thoroughly apprized of,

and lully guarded against, them.

So much for your modest assertion, that the Methodists in general

are " all together by the ears ;" the very reverse of which is true. They
are in general in perfect peace. They enjoy in themselves " the peace
of God, which passcth all understanding." They are at peace with each
other ; and, as much as lieth in them, they live peaceably with all men.

37. Your next charge is, that " Methodism has a tendency to under-

mine morality and good works." (Section xx, p. 146, &c.) To prove

this you assert, (1.) " That the Methodists are trained up to wait in quiet-

ness for sudden conversion ; whence they are naturally led to neglect

the means of salvation." This is a mistake all over. For neither are

they taught to wait in quietness (ifyou mean any more than patience by

that term) for either sudden or gradual conversion ; neither do they, in

fact, neglect the means. So far from it, that they are eminently exact

in the use of them.

You assert, (2.) " The doctrine of assurance of pardon and salvation,

present and future, causes a false security, to the neglect of future

endeavours." Blunder upon blunder again. That all Christians have

an assurance of future salvation, is no Methodist doctrine ; and an

assurance of present pardon is so far from causing negligence, that it is

of all others the strongest motive to vigorous endeavours after universal

holiness.

You assert, (3.) " Impulses and impressions being made the rule of

duty, will lead into dangerous errors." Very true : but the Methodists

do not make impulses and impressions the rule of duty. They totally

disclaim any other rule of duty than the written word.

You assert, (4.) " A claim of unsinning perfecfion" (I mean by per-

fection, the loving God with all our heart) " drives some into frenzies,

others into despair." Sir, I doubt the fact.

You assert, (5.) " The Moravian Methodists trample down morality,

and multitudes of the Wesleyans have been infected." The Moravian
jyiethodists ! You may as well say the Presbyterian Papists. The
Moravians have no connection with the Methodists. Therefore, what-
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ever they do, (though you slander them too,) they and not we are to

answer for. The Methodists at present, blessed be God, are as little

infected with this plague (of condemning or neglecting good works) as

any body of people in England or Ireland.

38. From these loose assertions you proceed to quotations from my
writings, every one of which I shall consider, to show that, not in one
or two, but in every one, you are a wilful prevaricator and false accuser

of your neighbour.

You say. First, " The Moravians." Hold, good sir ! you are out of

the way already. You well know, the Moravians are to answer for

themselves. Our present question concerns the Methodists only.

You say, Secondly, "A general temptation prevails among the socie-

ties of Methodists, of leaving off good works." (Vol. iii, p. 184.) Sir,

you are wrong again. The societies of Methodists are not there spoken
of; but the single society of Fetter-lane. Among these only that tempta-

tion then prevailed.

You quote. Thirdly, as my words, " The poor, confused, shattered

society had erred from the faith." My own words are, " I told the

poor, confused, shattered society, wherein they had eiTed from the faith;"

\ib. p. 183 ;) namely, with regard to the ordinances ; not in general, as

your way of expressing it naturally imports. Nor had all the society

erred even in this point. Many of them were still unshaken.

You quote. Fourthly, " A woman of Deptford spoke great words and
true. She ordered Mr. Humphreys to leave off doing good."

Must not every reader suppose, as you have placed these words, that

they were all spoke at one time? and that the " great words and true" were
those whereby she "ordered Mr. Humphreys to leave off doing good?"
I What then must every honest man think of you, when he observes,

that one half of the sentence (which you thus artfully put together)

stands in another page, and at a considerable distance from the other ?

and that I immediately subjoin to the latter clause, " We talked largely

with her, and she was humbled to the dust, under a deep sense of the

advantage Satan had gained over her."

You quote. Fifthly, a part of the following sentence, to prove that I

" undermine morality and good works :"

" His judgment concerning holiness is new. He no longer judges it

to be an outward thing, to consist either in doing no harm, in doing

good, or in using the ordinances of God." (And yet how strongly do I

insist upon all these ! Sir, do not you know this?) " He sees it is the

life of God in the soul, the image of God fresh stamped on the heart."

It is so. Sir, can you deny it 1 What then will you prove by this ?

You quote, Sixthly, part of these words :

—

" They speak of holiness as if it consisted chiefly, if not wholly, in these

two points : First, the doing no harm : Secondly, the doing good, as it ia

called ; that is, the using the means of grace, and helping our neighbour."

(Vol. iii, p. 154.)

And this you term, " disparaging good works !" Sir, these things,

considered barely as to the opus operainm, [work done,] are not good

works. There must be something good in the heart, before any of oin-

works are good. Insomuch that, " though I give all my goods to feed

the poor, and have not" this, " it profitcth me nothing."
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You observe, by the way, " The Mystic divinity was once the Me-
thodists' doctrine." Sir, you have stejjpcd out of the way, only to get

another fall. The Mystic divinity was never the Methodists' doctrine.

They could never swallow either John Tauler or Jacob Behmen
;

although they often advised with one that did.

39. You say. Seventhly, " I do not find that Mr. Wesley has ever

cited those express passages of St. James." Sir, what if I had not?

(I mean in print.) I do not cite every text from Genesis to the Reve-

lation. But it happens I have. Look again, sir ; and, by and by, you

may find where.

You say, Eiglithly, " Mr. Wesley affirms, that the condition of our

justification is faith alone, and not good works." Most certainly I do.

And I learn it from the Eleventh and Twelfth Articles, and from the

Homilies of our Church. If you can confute them, do. But I subscribe

to them, both with my hand and heart.

You say. Ninthly, " Give me leave to make a remark. The Method-

ists wandered many years in the new path of salvation by faith and works,

which was the time, too, of their highest glory and popularity. During

this time, they were seducing their disciples into the most destructive

errors." Excuse me, sir. While they preached salvation by faith and

works, they had no disciples at all, urdess you term a few pupils such

;

nor had they any popularity at all. They then enjoyed (what they always

desired) a quiet, retired life. But whatever disciples we had, they were

not seduced by us into the eiTor of justification by works. For they

were in it before ever they saw our face, or knew there were such men
in the world.

You say, Tenthly, " Mr. Wesley only contends, that it is possible to

use them without trusting in them." Not in that page ; because the

proposition I am confuting is, " It is not possible to use them without

trusting in them." (Vol. iii, p. 174.)

You added, "And now, are not such disparaging expressions" (a mere
possibility of usuig them without trusting in them) " a great discourage-

ment to practice ?"

O sir, when will you deviate into truth ? Dare you affirm, without any

regard to God or man, " Mr. Wesley only contends for a mere possi-

bility of using the means without trusting in them ?"

To go no farther than the very first page you refer to, (vol. iii, p. 174,)

my express words are these :

—

" I believe the way to attain faitli is to wait for Christ in using all the

means of grace.
" Because I believe, these do ordinarily convey God's grace even to un-

believers." Is this " contending only for a mere possibility of using them
without trusting in them ?"

Not only in this, and many other parts of the Jom-nals, but in a sermon
wrote protessedly on the subject, I contend that all the ordinances of

God are the stated channels of his grace to man; and that it is our

bounden duty to use them all, at all possible opportunities. So that to

charge the Methodists in general, or me in particular, with undervaluing

or disparaging them, shows just as much regard for justice and truth, as

if you was to charge us with Mohammedanism.
40. Tedious as it is to wade through so many dirty pages, I wdl follow
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you induce to turn back from God, and to list under the devil's banner
- ^^ain. Then you make the success of your own wickedness an excuse for

"?iot acknowledging the work of God ! You urge, ' tliat not many sinners

were reformed ! and that some of those are now as bad as ever !'

•' Whose fault is this ! Is it ours, or your own 1 Why liave not thousands
more been reformed ? Yea, for every one who is now turned to God, why
are there not ten thousand ? Because you and your associates laboured so
heartily in the cauee of hell ; because you and they spared no pains, either

to prevent or to destroy the work of God. By using all the power and wis-
dom you had, you hindered thousands from hearing the Gospel, which they
might have found to be the power of God unto salvation. Their blood is

upon your heads. By inventing, or countenancing, or retailing lies, some
refined, some gross and palpable, you hindered others from profiting by what
they did hear. You arc answerable to God for these souls also. Many who
began to taste the good word and run the way of God's commandments, by
various methods you prevailed on to hear it no more. So they soon drew
back to perdition. But know, that, for every one of these also, God will

require an account of you in the day of judgment

!

" And yet, in spite of all the malice and wisdom and strength, not only of
men, but of ' principalities and powers,' of the ' rulers of the darkness ofthis
world,' of the 'wicked spirits in high places,' there are thousands found,

who are ' turned from dumb idols to serve the living and true God.' What
a harvest then might we have seen before now, if all who say they are ' on
the Lord's side,' had come, as in all reason they ought, 'to the help of the

Lord against the mighty !' Yea, had they only not opposed the work of God,
had they only refrained from his messengers, might not the trumpet of God
have been heard long since in every corner of our land .' and thousands of
sinners in every county been brought to ' fear God and honour the king ]' "

44. Without any regard to this, your next assertion is, " That the

Methodists are carrying on the work of Popery." (Section xxi, p. 164,

&c.) This also being a charge of a very high nature, I shall particularly

consider whatever you advance in defence of it.

Your First argument is, " They have a strain of Jesuhical sophistrj',

artifice, and cralt, evasion, reserve, equivocation, and prevarication."

So you say. But you do not so much as aim at any proof.

Your Second argument is, " Mr. W esley says, where a Methodist was
receiving the sacrament, God was pleased to let him see a crucified

Saviour." Sir, Mr. W. does not say this. It is one that occasionally

wrote to him. But if he had, wliat would you infer ] that he is a Papist ?

W^here is the consequence ? Why, you say, " Was not this as good an

argument for transubstantiation, as several produccxl by the Papists?"

Yes, exactly as good as cither their arguments or yours ; that is, just

good for nothing.

Your Third argument runs thus :
" We may sec in Mr. W.'s writings,

that he was once a strict Chiuchman, but gradually put on a more catho-

lic spirit, tending at length to Roman Catholic. lie rejects any design to

convert others from any conununion ; and consequently notfrom Popery."

This is half true, (which is something uncommon with you,) and only

half false. It is Iriu', that, for thirty years last past, I have " gradually

put on a more catholic spirit ;" finding more and tnorc tenderness for

those who differed from me either in opinions or modes of worship. But

it is not true, that I " reject any design of converting others from any

communion." i have, by the blessing of («od, converted several from

Popery, who are now alive and ready to testify it.
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Your Fourth argument is, That in a Collection of Prayers, I cite the
words of an ancient Liturgy, " l*'or the lUithful departed." Sir, when-
ever I use those words in the Burial Service, 1 pray to the same etTect:
" That wc, with all those Avho are departed in thy faith and fear, may
have our perfect consummation and bliss, both in body and so\d :" yea,
and whenever I say, " Thy kingdom come ;" for I mean both the king-
dom of grace and glory. In this kind of general prayer, therefore, "for
the faithful departed," I conceive myself to be clearly justified, both by
the earliest antiquity, by the Church of England, and by the Lord's
Prayer ; although the Papists have corrupted this scriptural practice into

praying for those who die in their sins.

45. Your Fifth argument is, " That they use private confession, in

which every one is to speak the state of his heart, with his several tempta-
tions and deliverances, and answer as many searching questions as may
be. And what a scene," say you, " is hereby disclosed ! "What a filthy

Jakes opened, when the most searching questions are answered without
reserve !" Hold, sir, unless you are answering for yourself: this un-
doubtedly you have a right to do. You can tell best what is in your
own heart. And I cannot deny Avhat you say : it may be a very " filthy

Jakes," for aught I know. But pray do not measure others by yourself.

The hearts of believers " are purified through faith." When these open
their hearts one to another, there is no such scene disclosed. Yet tempta-
tions to pride in various kinds, to self will, to unbelief in many instances,

they often feel in themselves, (whether they give any place to them or

no,) and occasionally disclose to their brethren.

But tliis has no resemblance to Popish confession ; of which you are
very sensible. For you cite my own words : " The Popish confession
is, the confession made by a single person to a Priest. Whereas, this

is the confession of several persons conjointly, not to a Priest, but to

each other." You add, " Will Mr. W. abide by this, and freely answer
a question?" I will. For I desire only, " by manifestation of the truth,

to commend myself to every man's conscience in the sight of God."
Your question is, " After private confessions taken in their bauds are

not reports made to Mr.W.?" I answer. No ; no reports are made f<j

me of the particulars mentioned in private bands. " Are no delinquenis,

male and female, brought before him separately, and confessed by him?"
No ; none at all. You ask, " How then do I know the outv,ard and
inward states of those under my care ?" I answer. By examining them
once a quarter, more or less, not separately, but ten or fifteen together.

Therefore every unprejudiced person must see that there is no analogy

between the Popish confession to a Priest, and our confessing our faults

one to another, and praying one for another, as St. James directs.

Consequently, neither does this argument, though urged with all your

art and force, amount to any shadow of proof, that " the Methodists are

carrying on the work of Popery."

46. Your Sixth argument, such as it is, stands thus : "Another tend-

ency to Popery appears by the notion of a single drop of Christ's blood

being a sufficient atonement for the suis of the whole world. For, how-

ever pious this may appear, it is absolutely false and Papistical." Sir,

this argument is perfectly new, and entirely your own. It were great

pitv to disturb you in the enjoyment of it.

Vol. V. 26
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it, you induce to turn back from God, and to list under the devil's banner
again. Then you make the success of your own wickedness an excuse for

not acknowledging the work of God ! You urge, ' that not many sinners

were reformed ! and that some of those are now as bad as ever !'

" Whose fault is this .' Is it ours, or your own 1 Why have not thousands
more been reformed ? Yea, for every one who is now turned to God, why
are there not ten thousand ? Because you and your associates laboured so
heartily in the cause of hell ; because you and they spared no pains, either
to prevent or to destroy the work of God. By using all the power and wis-
dom you had, you hindered thousands from hearing the Gospel, which they
might have found to be the power of God unto salvation. Their blood is

upon your heads. By inventing, or countenancing, or retailing lies, some
refined, some gross and palpable, you hindered others from profiting by what
they did hear. You are answerable to God for these souls also. Many who
began to taste the good word and run the way of God's commandments, by
various methods you prevailed on to hear it no more. So tliey soon drew
back to perdition. But know, that, for every one of these also, God will

require an account of you in the day of judgment

!

" And yet, in spite of all the malice and wisdom and strength, not only of
men, but of' principalities and powers,' of the ' rulers of the darkness ofthis
world,' of the 'wicked spirits in high places,' there arc thousands found,
who are ' turned from dumb idols to serve the living and true God.' What
a harvest then might we have seen before now, if all who say they are ' on
the Lord's side,' had come, as in all reason they ought, 'to the help of the
Lord against the mighty !' Yea, had they only not opposed the work of God,
had they only refrained from his messengers, might not the trumpet of God
have been heard long since in every corner of our land ? and thousands of
sinners in every county been brought to ' fear God and honour the king V "

44. Without any regard to this, your next assertion is, " That the

Methodists are carrying on the work of Popery." (Section xxi, p. 164,

&c.) This also being a charge of a very high nature, I shall particularly

consider whatever you advance in defence of it.

Your First argument is, " They have a strain of Jesuitical sophisfrj^

artifice, and craft, evasion, reserve, e(]uivocation, and prevarication."

So you say. But you do not so much as aim at any proof.

Your Second argument is, " Mr. Wesley says, where a Methodist was
receiving the .sacrament, God was pleased to let him see a crucified

Saviour." Sir, Mr. W. does not say this. It is one that occasionally

wrote to him. But if he had, wliat would you infer 1 that he is a Papist ?

Where is the consequence? Why, you say, " Was not this as good an

arginnent for trunsul)stantintion, as several j)roduced by the Paj)ists?"

Yes, exactly as good as either their arguments or yours ; that is, just

good for nothing.

Your Third argument runs thus : " Wc may see in Mr. W.'s writings,

that he was once a strict Clnuchman, but gradually put on a more catho-

lic s|)irit, tending at length to Roman Catholic, lie rejects any design to

convert others from anyconuuunion ; and consequently notfrom Popery."

This is half true, (which is something luu-ommon with you,) and only

half false. It is true, that, for thirty years last past, 1 have "gradually

put on a more catholic ."spirit ;" finding more and more tenderness for

those who difiered from me either in o|)inioiis or modes of worship. But
it is not true, that I "reject any design of converting others from any

communion." I have, by the blessing of («od, converted several from

Popery, who are now alive and ready to testify it.
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Your Fourth argument is, That in a Collection of Prayers, I cite tho
words of an ancient Liturgy, " l<V)r the faithful departed." Sir, when-
ever I use those words in the Burial Service, 1 ])ray to the same etTect:
" That we, with all those who are departed in thy faith and fear, may
have our perfect consummation and bliss, both in body and soul :" yea,
and whenever I say, " Thy kingdom come ;" for I mean both the king-
dom of grace and glory. In this kind of general prayer, therefore, "for
the faithful departed," 1 conceive myself to be clearly justified, l)oth by
the earliest antiquity, by the Church of England, and by tho Lord's
Prayer ; although the Papists have corrupted this scriptural practice into

praying for those who die in their sins.

45. Your Fifth argument is, " That they use private confession, in

which every one is to speak the state of his heart, with his several tempta-
tions and deliverances, and answer as many searching questions as may
be. And what a scene," say you, " is hereby disclosed ! What a filthy

Jakes opened, when the most searching questions are answered without
reserve !" Hold, sir, unless you are answering for yourself: this un-
doubtedly you have a right to do. You can tell best what is in your
own heart. And I cannot deny what you say : it may be a very " filthy

Jakes," for aught I know. But pray do not measure others by yourself.

The hearts of believers " are purified through faith." When these open
their hearts one to another, there is no such scene disclosed. Yet tempta-
tions to pride in various kinds, to self will, to unbelief in many instances,

thoy often feci in themselves, (whether they give any place to them or

no,) and occasionally disclose to their brethren.

But tliis has no resemblance to Popish confession ; of which vou are
very sensible. For you cite my own words : " The Popish confession
is, the confession made by a single person to a Priest. Whereas, this

is the confession of several persons conjointly, not to a Priest, but to

each other." You add, " Will Mr. W. abide by this, and freelv answer
a question?" I will. For I desire only, " by manifestation of the truth,

to commend myself to every man's conscience in the sight of God."
Your question is, " After private confessions taken in their bauds are

not reports made to Mr.W.?' I answer, No ; no reports are made lo

me of the particulars mentioned in private bands. " Are no delinqucnfs,

male and female, brought before him separately, and confessed by him?"
No ; none at all. You ask, " How then do I know the outward and
inward states of those under my care ?" I answer. By examining them
once a quarter, more or less, not separately, but ten or fifteen together.

Therefore every unprejudiced person must see that there is no analogy

between the Popish confession to a Priest, and our confessing our faults

one to another, and praying one for another, as St. James directs.

Consequently, neither does this argument, though urged with all your

art and force, amount to any shadow of proof, that " the Methodists are

carrying on the work of Popery."

46. Your Sixth argument, such as it is, stands thus : "Another tend-

ency to Popery appears by the notion of a single drop of Christ's blood

being a sufficient atonement for the sins of the whole world. For, how-

ever pious this may appear, it is absolutely false and Papistical." Sir,

this argument is perfectly new, and entirely your own. It were great

pity to disturb you in the enjoyment of it.

Vol. V. 26
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A Seventh argument you ground on those words in the " Plain Ac-
count of the People called Methodists :" " It is a point we chiefly insist

upon, that orthodoxy or right opinions is a very slender part of religion,

if any part of it at all." "The plain consequence whereof is," (so you
affirm,) " that teaching and believing the fundamental errors of Popery,

with the whole train of their abominations and idolatries, are of very little

moment, if any." Strain again, sir; pull hard, or you will never be able

to drag this conclusion out of these premises.

I assert, "(1.) That in a truly righteous man, right opinions are a
very slender part of religion. (2.) That in an irreligious, a profane

man, they are not any part of religion at all ; such a man not being one
jot more religious because he is orthodox." Sir, it does not Ibllow from
either of these propositions, that wrong opinions are not a hinderance to

religion ; and much less, that "teaching and believing the fundamental

errors of Popery, with the whole train of their abominations and idola-

tries," (practised, I presume you mean, as well as taught and believed,)

" are of very little moment, if any."

I am so far from saying or thinking this, that, in my printed letter to

a Priest of that conmmnion, (did you never read it, or hear of it before?)

are these express words : " I pity you much, having the same assurance,

that Jesus is the Christ, and that no Romanist can expect to be saved,

according to the terms of his covenant." (Vol. iii, p. 151.) Do you
term this " an extenuation of their abominations ; a reducing them to

almost a mere nothing?"

47. You argue, Eighthly, thus : "The Methodist doctrine of impres-

sions and assurances holds equally for Popish enthusiasts." This needs
no answer ; I have already shown that the Methodist doctrine in these

respects is both scriptural and rational.

Your Ninth argument is, " Their sudden conversions stand upon the

same footing with the Popish." You should say, " are a proof that they

are promoting Popery." 1 leave you to enjoy this argument also.

But the dreadful one you resei-ve for the last ; namely our " recom-
mending Popish books. One is the Life of Mr. de Renty, of which
Mr. Wesley has published an extract." To prove your inimitable fair-

ness here, you scrape up again all the trash wherein the weak writer of
that Life abounds, and which I had pared ofl' and thrown away. Sir,

could you tind nothing to your purpose in the extract itself? I fancy

you might ; for I have purposely lelt in two or three particulars, to show
of what communion he was, which I did not think it right to conceal.

You go on : " Francis of Sales is another Papist, much commended
by Mr. W. ; and who, he doubts not, is in Abraham's bosom. He is

the Methodists' bosom friend."

I believe he is in Abraham's bosom ; but he is no bosom friend of the

Methodists. I question M'hether one in five hundred ofthem has so much
as heard his name. And as for me, neither do I conmiend him much,
nor recommend him at all. His life 1 never saw, nor any of his works,

but his " Introduction to a Holy Life." This the late Dr. Nichols

translated into English, publishecl, and strongly recommended. There-
fore, if this be a proof of promoting Popery, that censure falls, not on
me, but him.

I have now considered all the arguments you have brought to prove
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that the Methodists are canyhifi on iho, work of Popery. And I am
persuaded, every candid man, wlio ri^litly weighs what has been said

with any degree of attention, wdl clearly see, not only that no one of

those arguments is of any real force at all, but that you do not believe

yourself; you do not believe the conclusion which you make as if you
would prove : only you keep close to your laudable resolution of throw-

ing as much dirt as [)ossible.

48. It remains only to gather up some of your fragments, as still far-

ther proofs of your integrity.

You graciously say, " I do not lay much stress upon the charge of

some of the angry Moravians against Mr. W. and brother, for preach-

ing Popery." Sir, if you had, you would only have hurt yourself. For,

(1.) The Moravians never, that I know of, brought this charge at all.

(2.) When Mr. C, and two other prcdestinarians, (these were the

persons,) affirmed they had heard both my brother and me preach

Popery, they meant neither more nor less thereby than the doctrine of

universal redemption.
" Some connection between the doctrines of Methodists and Papists

hath been shown through this whole Comparison." Sliown ! But how?
By the same art of wire-drawing and deciphering, which would prove

an equal connection between the Methodists and Mohammedans.
" Jesuits have often mingled, and been the ringleaders, among our

enthusiastic sectaries." Sir, I am greatly obhged to you for your com-
pliment, as well as for your parallel of Mr. Faithful Commin.
And pray, sir, at what time do you think it was that I first mingled

with those enthusiastic sectaries 1 when I came back from Germany, or

when I returned from Georgia, or while I was at Lincoln College?

Although the plot itself might be laid before, when I was at Christ

Church, or at the Charter-house school.

But " a Jesuit's or enthusiast's declaring against Popery is no test of

their sincerity." Most sure ; nor is a nameless person's declaring

against Methodism any proof that he is not a Jesuit. I remember well,

when a well dressed man, taking his stand not far from Moorfields, had

gathered a large company, and was vehemently asserting, that " those

rogues, the Methodists, were all Papists ;" till a gentleman coming by,

fixed his eye on him, and cried, " Stop that man! I know him personally;

he is a Romish Priest."

I know not that any thing remains on this head which bears so much
as the face ofan argument. So that, of all the charges you have brought,

(and truly you have not been sparing.) there is not one wherein your

proof falls more miserably short than in this, that " the Methodists are

advancing Popery."

49. I have at length gone through your whole performance, weighed

whatever you cite from my writings, and shown at large how far those

passages are from proving all, or any part, of your charge. So that all

your attempt to build on them, of the pride and vanity of the Methodists;

of their shuffling and prevaricating ; of their afiectation of prophesying;

laying claim to the miraculous favours of Heaven ; unsteadiness of

temper ; unsteadiness in sentiment and practice ; art and cunning

;

giving up inspiration and extraordinary calls ; skepticism, infidelity.

Atheism ; uncharitableness to their opponents ; contempt of order and
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authority ; and fierce, rancorous quarrels with each other ; of the tend-

ency of Methodism to undermine morahty and good works ; and to

carry on the good work of Popery :—All this fabric falls to the ground
at once, unless you can find some better foundation to support it. (Sec-

tions iii-vi ; ix, xi-xv; xviiii-xxi.)

50. These things being so, what must all unprejudiced men think ofyou
and your whole performance 1 You have advanced a charge, not against

one or two persons only, but indiscriminately against a whole body of

people, of his majesty's subjects. Englishmen, Protestants, members, I

suppose, ofyour own Church ; a charge containing abundance of articles,

and most of them of the highest and blackest nature. You have prose-

cuted this with unparalleled bitterness of spirit and acrimony of language

;

using sometimes the most coarse, rude, scurrilous terms, sometimes
the keenest sarcasms you could devise. The point you have steadily

pursued in thus prosecuting this charge, is, First, to expose the whole
people to the hatred and scorn of all mankind ; and, next, to stir up the

civil powers against them. And when this charge comes to be fairly

weighed, there is not a single article of it true ! The passages you cite

to make it good are one and all such as prove nothing less than the

points in question ; most of them such as you have palpably maimed,
corrupted, and strained to a sense never thought of by the writer; many
of them such as are flat against you, and overthrow the very point they

are brought to support. What can they think, but that this is the most
shocking violation of the Christian rule, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour

as thyself;" the most open afliont to all justice, and even common
humanity ; the most glaring insult upon the common sense and reason

of mankind, which has lately appeared in the world 1

If you say, " But I have proved the charge upon Mr. Whitefield ;"

admit you have, (which I do not allow,) Mr. Whitefield is not the Me-
thodists ; no, nor the societies under his care ; they are not a third,

perhaps not a tenth, part of the Methodists. What then can excuse

your ascribing their faults, were they proved, to the whole body 1 You
indict ten men. Suppose you prove the indictment upon one, will you
therefore condemn the other nine ? Nay, let every man bear liis own
burden, since every man must give an account of himself to God.

I had occasion once before to say to an opponent, " You know not to

show mercy." Yet that gentleman did regard truth and justice. But
you regard neither mercy, justice, nor truth. To vilify, to blacken, is

your one point. 1 pray God it may not be laid to your charge ! May
he show you mercy, though you show none !

I am, Sir, your friend and well-wisher,

John Weslev.



SECOND LETTER
TO

THE LORD BISHOP OF EXETER:
IN ANSWER

TO HIS LORDSHIP'S LATE LETTER.

My Lord,—In my late letter to your lordship I used no ceremony
;

(I suppose it was not expected from one who was so deeply injured ;)

and 1 trust I used no rudeness : if I did, 1 am ready to ask your lord-

ship's pardon.

That Lettei-* related to a matter of fact published on your lordship's

authority, which I endeavoured to falsify, and your lordship now a^ain
endeavours to support.

The facts alleged are. First, that I told Mrs. Morgan, at Mitchel,
" You are in hell

;
you are damned already." Secondly, that I asked

her to live upon free cost. Thirdly, that she determined to admit no
more Methodists into her house.

At first I thought so silly and improbable a story neither deserved nor
required a confutation ; but when my friends thought otherwise, I called

on Mrs. Morgan, who denied she ever said any such thing. I wrote
down her words

;
part of which I transcribed in my letter to your lord-

ship, as follows :

—

" On Saturday, August 25, 1750, Mr. Trembath, of St. Ginnys, Mr. Haime,
of Shaftesbury, and I, called at Mr. Morgan's, at Mitchel. The servant
telling me her master was not at liome, I desired to speak with her mistress,

the ' honest, sensible woman.' I immediately asked, ' Did I ever tell you
or your husband, that you would be damned if you took any money of me ]'

(So the story ran in the first part ofthe ' Comparison ;' it has now undergone
a very considerable alteration.) ' Or did you or he ever affirm,' (another
circumstance related at Truro,) ' that I was rude with your maid V She
replied, vehemently, ' Sir, I never said you was, or that you said any such
thing. And I do not suppose my husband did. But we have been belied as

well as our neighbours.' She added, ' WJien tlie Bishop came down last, he
sent us word he would dine at our house ; but he did not, being invited to a
neighbouring gentleman's. He sent for me thither, and said, Good woman,
do you know these people that go up and down ! Do you know Mr. Wesley ?

Did not he tell you, you would be damned if you took any money of him 1

And did not he offer rudeness to yourmaidl I told him, No, my lord; he
never said any such thing to me, nor to my husband that I know of. He
never offered any rudeness to any maid of mine. I never saw or knew any
harm of him : but a man told me once, (who, I was told, was a Methodist
preacher,) that I should be damned if I did not know my sins were forgiven.'

"

Your lordship replies, " I neither sent word that I would dine at their

house, nor did I send for Mrs. Morgan ; every word that passed between
us was at her own house at Mitchel." (p. 7.) I believe it; and con-

sequently, that the want of exactness in this point rests on Mrs. Morgan,
not on your lordship.

* The Bishop of Exeter's Letter, pp. 2, 3.
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Your lordship adds, "The following attestations will sufficiently clear

me from any imputation, or even suspicion, of having p\iblished a false-

hood." 1 apprehend otherwise ; to waive what is past, if the facts now
published by your lordship, or any part ofthem, be not true, then certainly

your lordship will lie under more than a " suspicion of having published

a falsehood."

The attestations your lordship produces are. First, those of your

lordship's chancellor and archdeacon : Secondly, those of Mr. Bennet.

The former attests, that, in June or July, 1748, Mrs. Morgan did say

those things to your lordship, (p. 8.) I believe she did, and therefore

acquit your lordship of being the inventor of those falsehoods.

Mr. Bennet avers, that, in January last, Mrs. Morgan repeated to

him what she had before said to your lordship, (p. 11.) Probably she

might ; having said those things once, I do not wonder if she said them
again.

Nevertheless, before Mr. Trembath and Mr. Haime she denied every

word of it.

To get over this difficulty, your lordship publishes a second letter

from Mr. Bennet, wherein he says, " On March 4th, last, Mrs. Morgan
said, ' I was told by my servant, that I was wanted above stairs; where,

when I came, the chamber door being open, I found them' (Mr. Wesley
and others) ' round the table on their knees.' " He adds, " That Mrs.

Morgan owned one circumstance in it was true ; but as to the other

parts of Mr. Wesley's letter to the Bishop, she declares it is all false."

I believe Mrs. Morgan did say this to Mi". Bennet ; and that therefore

neither is he " the maker of a lie." But he is the relater of a whole

train of falsehoods, and those told merely for telling sake. I was never

yet in any chamber at Mrs. Morgan's. I was never above stairs there

in my life. On August 25, 1750, I was below stairs all the time I was
in the house. When Mrs. Morgan came in, I was standing in the large

parlour ; nor did any of us kneel while we were under the roof. This
both Mr. Trembath and Mr. Haime, can attest upon oath, whatsoever

Mrs. Morgan may declare to the contrary.

But she declared farther, (so Mr. Bennet writes,) " That Mr. John
Wesley, some time ago, said to a maid of her's such things as were not

fit to be spoken ;" (p. 11 ;) and Mr. Morgan declared, that he " did or

said such indecent things to the above-named maid" (the same fact, I

presume, only a little embellished) " in his chamber, in the night, that

she immediately ran down stairs, and protested she w ould not go near

him or any of the Methodists more." (p. 12.)

To save trouble to your lordship, as well as to myself, I will put this

cause upon a very short issue : If your lordship will only prove that ever

I lay one night in Mrs. Morgan's house, nay, that ever I was in the

town of Mitchel after sunset, 1 will confess the whole charge.

What your lordship mentions " by the way," I will now consider

:

" Some of your western correspondents imposed upon the leaders of

Methodism, by transmitting to London a notoriously false account of

my Charge to the Clergy. Afterward the Methodists confessed them-
selves to have been deceived

;
yet some time after, the Methodists at

Cork, in Ireland, your own brother at the head of them, reprinted the

some lying pamphlet, as my perfoiTnance." (pp. 4, 5.)
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My lord, I know not who are your lordship's Irish correspondents

;

but here are almost as many mistakes as lines. For, (1.) They were
none of my correspondents who sent that account to London. (2.) It

was sent, not to the leaders of Methodism, but to one who was no
Methodist at ajl. (3.) That it was a false account, I do not know : but
your lordship may easily put it out of dispute. And many have won-
dered, that your lordship did not do so long ago, by printing the Charge
in question. (4.) I did never confess it was a false account ; nor any
person by my consent, or with my knowledge. (5.) That account was
never reprinted at Cork at all. (6.) When it was reprinted at Dublin,
your lordship had not disowned it. (7.) 3Iy brother was not in Dublin
when it was done ; nor did either he or I know of it till long after.

Therefore, when my brother was asked, how he could reprint such an
account, after your lordship had publicly disowned it, I do not at all

wonder, that " he did not offer a single word in answer."
Whether this, as well as my former letter be " mere rant and decla-

mation," or plain and sober reason, I must refer to the world, and your
lordship's own conscience.

I am, my lord, your lordship's most obedient servant,

John Wesley.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, May 8, 1752.

A LETTER TO

THE REVEREND MR. BAILY, O.F CORK.
IN ANSWER TO

A LETTER TO THE REV JOHN WESLEY.

Limerick, June 8, 1750.

Reverend Sir,—L Why do you not subscribe your name to a per-

formance so perfectly agi'eeing, both as to the matter and form, with the

sermons you have been occasionally preaching for more than a year last

past 1 As to your seeming to disclaim it by saying once and again, " I

.

am but a plain, simple man ;" and, " The doctrine you teach is only a

revival of the old Antinomian heresy, I think they (;all it ;" I presume it

is only a pious fraud. But how came so ])iain and simple a man to know
the meaning of the Greek word Pliilaletkes ? Sir, this is not of a piece.

If you did not care to own your child, had not you better have subscribed

the second (as well as the first) letter, George Fisher?''^

2. I confess you have timed your performance well. When the

other pointless thing was pul)lished, I came unluckily to Cork on the

self-same day. But you might now suppose I was at a convenient dis-

tance. However, I will not plead this as an excuse for taking no notice

of your last favour ; although, to say the truth, I scarce know how to

answer it, as you write in a language I am not accustomed to. Both

Dr. Tucker, Dr. Church, and all the other gentlemen who have wrote to

* The letter thus subscribed was published at Cork, on May 30lh last.
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me in public for some years, have wrote as gentlemen, havina; some
regard to their own, whatever my character was. But as you fight in

the dark, you regard not what weapons you use. We are not, therefore,

on even terms ; I cannot answer you in kind ; I am constrained to leave

this to your good allies of Blackpool and Fair-lane.*

I shall first state the facts on which the present controversy turns

;

and then consider the most material parts of your performance.

First. I am to state the facts. But here I am under a great disad-

vantage, having few of my papers by me. Excuse me therefore if I do
not give so full an account now, as I may possibly do hereafter ; if I only

give you for the present the extracts of some papers, which were lately

put into my hands.

1. " Thomas Jones, of Cork, merchant, deposes,
" That on May 3, 1749, Nicholas Butler, ballad singer, came before the

house of this deponent, and assembled a large mob : that this deponent went
to Daniel Crone, Esq., then mayor of Cork, and desired that he would put a
stop to those riots ; asking, at the same time, whether he gave the said Butler

leave to go about in this manner : that Mr. Mayor said, he neither gave him
leave, neither did he hinder him : that in the evening Butler gathered a larger

mob than before, and went to the house where the people called Methodists
were assembled to hear the word of God, and, as they came out, threw dirt,

and hurt several of them.
" That on May 4, tliis deponent, with some others, went to the mayor and

told what had been done, adding, ' If your worship pleases only to speak three

words to Butler, it will all be over :' that the mayor gave his word and
honour there should be no more of it, he would put an entire stop to it : that,

notwithstanding, a larger mob than ever came to the house the same even-

ing : that they threw much dirt and many stones at the people, both while

they were in the house, and when they came out: that_^the mob then fell

upon them, both on men and women, with clubs, hangers, and swords ; so that

many of them were much wounded, and lost a considerable quantity of blood.
" That on May 5, this deponent informed the mayor of all, and also that

Butler had openly declared there should be a greater mob than ever there

was that night : that the mayor promised he would prevent it : that in the

evening Butler did bring a greater mob than ever : tliat this deponent, hear-

ing the mayor designed to go out of the way, set two men to watch him, and,

when the riot was begun, went to the ale house, and inquired for him : that

the woman of the house denying he was there, this deponent insisted he was,
declared he would not go till he had seen him, and began searching the

house : that Mr. Mayor then appearing, he demanded Ins assistance to sup-
press a riotous mob : that when the mayor came in sight ofthem, lie beckoned
to Butler, who immediately came down from the place where lie stood : that

the mayor then went with this deponent, and looked on many of the people
covered with dirt and blood : that some of them still remained in the house,

fearing their lives, till James Chatterton and John Reilly, Esqrs., sheriffs of
Cork, and Hugh Millard, junior, ICsq., alderman, turned them out to the mob,
and nailed up the doors.

2. " Elizadeth Holleran, of Cork, deposes,
'• That on May, 3, as she was going down to Castle-ctreet, she saw

Nicholas Butler on a table, with ballads in one hand, and a Bible in the

other: that she expressed some concern thereat; on which Sheriff Reilly

ordered his bailiff' to carry her to Bridewell : that afterward the bailiff came
and said, his master ordered she should be carried to gaol : and that she
continued in gaol from May 3, about eight in the evening, till between ten

and twelve on May f).

* Celebrated parts of Cork.
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3. " John Stockdale, of Cork, tallow chandler, deposes,
" That on May 5, while ho and otluws wore assemhled to hoar the word

of God, Nicholas Butler ciuue down to the house where they were, with a
very numerous mob : that when this deponent came out, they threw all

manner of dirt and abundance of stones at him : that they then beat, bruised,

and cut him in several places : that seeing his wife on "the ground, and the
mob abusing- her still, he called out, and besought them not to kill his wife :

that on this one of them struck him with a large stick, as did also many
others, so that he was hurt in several parts, and his face in a gore of blood.
.

" Danikl Sullivan, of Cork, baker, deposes,

4. " That every day but one from the sixth to the sixteenth of May,
Nicholas Butler assembled a riotous mob before this deponent's house

:

that they abused all who came into the shop, to the great damage of this

deponent's business: that, on or about the fifteenth, Butler swore he would
bring a mob the next day, and pull <lown his house : that, accordingly, on
the sixteenth he did bring a large mob, and beat or abused all that came to

the house : that the mayor walked by while the mob was so employed, but
did not hinder them : that afterward they broke his windows, threw dirt

and stones into his shop, and spoiled a great quantity of his goods.
" Daniel Sidlivan is ready to depose farther,

" That, from the sixteenth of May to the twenty-eighth, the mob gathered
every day before his house : that on Sunday, 28, Butler swore they would
come the next day and pull down the house of that heretic dog ; and called

aloud to the mob, ' Let the heretic dogs indict you : I will bring you all off

without a farthing cost.'

" That, accordingly, on May 29, Butler came with a greater mob than
before : that he went to the mayor and begged him to come, which he for

some time refused to do ; but after much importunity, rose up, and walked
with him down the street ; that when they were in the midst of the mob,
the mayor said aloud, ' It is your own fault for entertaining these preachers :

if you will turn them out of your house, I will engage there shall be no
more harm done ; but if you will not turn them out, you must take what
you will get :' that upon this the mob set up a huzza, and threw stones
faster than before ; that he said, ' This is fine usage under a Protestant
government ! If I had a priest saying mass in every room of it, my house
would not be touched :' that the mayor replied, ' The priests are tolerated,

but you are not; you talk too much : go in, and shut up your doors !' that,

seeing no remedy, he did so ; and the mob continued breaking the windows
and throwing stones in till near twelve at night.

"That on May 31, the said Sullivan and two more went and informed
the mayor of what the mob was then doing : that it was not without great
importunity they brought him as far as the exchange : that he would go no
farther, nor send any help, though some that were much bruised and wounded
came by : that some hours after, when the mob had finished their work, he
sent a party of soldiers to guard the walls.

5. "John Stockdale deposes farther,

" That on May 31, he with others was quietly hearing the word of God,
w^hen Butler and his mob came down to the house : that as they came out,

the mob threw showers of dirt and stones : that many were hurt, many beat,

bruised, and cut ; among whom was this deponent, who was so bruised and
cut, that the effusion of blood from his head could not be stopped for a
considerable time.

6. "John M'Nernv, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the 31st of May last, as this deponent with others was hearing

a sermon, Butler came down with a large mob : that the stones and dirt

coming in fast, obliged the congregation to shut the doors ; and lock them-
selves in : that the mob broke open the door ; on which this deponent
endeavoured to escape through a window : that not being able to do it, he
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returned into tlie house, where he saw the mob tear up the pews, benches,
and floor

;
part of which they afterward burned in the open street, and

carried away part for their own use.

7. " Daniel Sullivan is ready to depose farther,
" That Butler, with a large mob, went about from street to street, and

from house to house, abusing, threatening, and beating whomsoever he
pleased, from June 1st to the 16th, when they assaulted, bruised, and cut
Ann Jenkins ; and from the IGth to the 30th, when a woman whom they
liad beaten, miscarried, and narrowly escaped with life."

Some of the particulars were as follows :

—

" Thomas Burnet, of Cork, nailer, deposes,
" That on or about the 12th of June, as this deponent was at work in his

master's shop, Nicholas Butler came with a great mob to the door, and
seeing this deponent, told him he was a heretic dog, and his soul was
burning in hell: that this deponent asking, 'Why do you use me thus 3'

Butler took up a stone, and struck him so violently on the side, that he was
thereby rendered incapable of working for upwards of a week : that he hit

this deponent's wife with another stone, without any kind of provocation
;

which so hurt her, that she was obliged to take to her bed, and has not
been right well since.

•' Ann Cooshea, of Cork, deposes,

"That on or about the 12th of June, as she was standing at her father's

door, Nicholas Butler, with a riotous mob, began to abuse this deponent
and her family, calling them heretic bitches, saying they were damned and
all their souls were in hell : that then, without any provocation, he took up
a great stone, and threw it at this deponent, which struck her on the head
with such force that it deprived her of her senses for some time.

,
" Ann Wright, of Cork, deposes,

"That on or about the 12th of June, as this deponent was in her own
house, Butler and his mob came before her door, calling her and her family
heretic bitches, and swearing he would make her house hotter than hell

fire : that he threw dirt and stones at them, hit her in the face, dashed all

the goods about which she had in her window, and, she really believes,

would have dashed out her brains, had she not quitted her shop, and fled

for her life.

" Margaret Griffin, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the 24th of June, as this deponent was about her business,

Butler and his mob came up, took hold on her, tore her clothes, struck her
several times, and cut her mouth ; that after she broke from him, he and
his mob pursued her to her house, and would have broken in, liad not some
neighbours interposed : that he had beat and abused her several times
before, and one of those times to such a degree, that she was all in a gore
of blood, and continued spitting blood for several days after.

" Jacob Conner, clothier, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the 24th of June, as he was employed in his lawful business,

Butler and his mob came up, and, without any manner of provocation, fell

upon him : that they beat him till they caused such an eff'usion of blood as

could not be stopped for a considerable time : and that he verily believes,

had not a gentleman interposed, they would have killed him on the spot.

9. " Ann Hughes, of Cork, deposes,

"That on the 29tli of June, she asked Nicholas Butler, why he broke
open her house on the 21st : that hereon he called her many abusive names,
(being attended with his usual mob,) dragged her up and down, tore her
clothes in pieces, and with his sword stabbed and cut her in botJi her arms.

" Daniel Filts, blacksmith, of Cork, deposes,

"That on the 29th of June, Butler and a riotous mob came before his

door, called him many abusive names, drew his hanger, and threatened to

stab him : that he and Fiis mob the next day assaulted the house of this
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deponent with drawn swords : and that he is persuaded, liad not one who
came by prevented, they woidd have taken away his life.

10. "Mary Fuller, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the 3()th of June, Butler, at the head of his mob, came between

nine and ten at night to the deponent's shop, with a naked sword in his

hand; that he swore he would cleave the deponent's skull, and innnediately
made a full stroke at her head ; whereupon she was obliged to fly for her
life, leaving her shop and goods to the mob, many of which they hacked
and hewed with their swords, to her no small loss and damage.

" Henry Dunkle, joiner, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the .'JOth of June, as he was standing at the widow Fuller's shop

window, he saw Butler, accompanied with a large mob, who stopped before
her shop : that after he had grossly abused her, he made a full stroke with
his hanger at her head, which must have clefl her in two, had not this de-

ponent received the guard of the hanger on his shoulder : that presently

after, the said Butler seized upon this deponent : that ho seized him by the

collar with one hand, and with the other held the hanger over his head, call-

ing him all manner of names, and tearing his shirt and clothes : and that,

had it not been for the timely assistance of some neighbours, he verily be-

lieves he should have been torn in pieces.
" Margaret Trimnell, of Cork, deposes,
" That on the .'iOth of June, John Austin and Nicholas Butler, with a nu-

merous mob, came to her shop : tliat, after calling her many names, Austin
struck her with his club on the right arm, so that it has been black ever
since from the shoulder to the elbow : that Butler came next, and with a
great stick struck her a violent blow across the back : that many of them
then drew their swords, which they carried under their coats, and cut and
hacked her goods, part of which they threw out into the street, while others

of them threw dirt and stones into the shop, to the considerable damage of
her goods, and loss of tliis deponent."

11. It was not for those who had any regard either to their persons or

goods, to oppose Mr. Butler after this. So the poor people patiently

suffered whatever he and his mob were pleased to inflict upon them, till

the assizes drew on, at which they doubted not to find a sufficient, though

late, relief.

Accordingly, twenty-eight depositions were taken, (from the foul

copies of some of which the preceding account is mostly transcribed,)

and laid before the grand jury, August 19. But they did not find any

one of these bills. Instead of this, they made that memorable present-

ment which is worthy to be preserved in the annals of Ireland to all suc-

ceeding generations :

—

" We find and present Charles Wesley to be a person of ill fame, a vaga-

bond, and a common disturber of Ms majesty's peace ; and we pray he may
be transported. We find and present James Williams, Sic. We find and
present Robert Swindle, &c. We find and present Jonathan Reeves, &c.
We find and present James Wheatly, &c. We find and present John Lar-
wood, ttc. We find and present Joseph M'Auliff", &c. We find and present

Charles Skelton, &c. We find and present William Tooker, &c. We tmd
and present Daniel Sullivan, &c."

12. Mr. Butler and his mob were now in higher spirits than ever.

They scoured the streets day and night ; frequently hallooing, as they

went along, " Five pounds for a Swaddler's head!"* their chief declaring

to them all, he had full liberty now to do whatever he would, even to

* A name first given to Mr. Cennick, from his fust pieaching on those words :
" Ye

shall find the babe wrapped iii swaddling clothes, lying in a manger."
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murder if he pleased ; as Mr. Swain of North Abbey, and others are

ready to testify.

13. The sessions, held at Cork on the 5th of October following, pro-

duced another memorable presentment :

—

" We find and present John Horton to be a person of ill fame, a vagabond,
and a common disturber of his majesty's peace ; and we pray that he may
bo transported.''

But complaint being made of this above, as wholly illegal, it vanished

into air.

14. Some time after, Mr. Butler removed to Dublin, and began to

sing his ballads there. But having little success, he returned to Cork,
and in January began to scour the streets again, pursuing all of " this

way," with a large mob at his heels, armed with swords, staves, and
pistols. Complaint was made of this to William Holmes, Esq., the

present mayor of Cork. But there was no removal of the thing com-
plained of; the riots were not suppressed : nay, they not only continued,

but increased.

15. From the beginning of February to the end, his majesty's peace
was preserved just as before ; of which it may be proper to subjoin two
or three instances, for the information of all tliinking men :

—

" William Jewell, clothier, of Shandon Church-lane, deposes,
" That Nicholas Butler, with a riotous mob, several times assaulted this

deponent's house : that particularly on the 23d of February, he came thither

with a large mob, armed with clubs and other weapons : that several of the

rioters entered the house, and swore, the first who resisted, they would blow
their brains out : that the deponent's wife, endeavouring to stop them, was
assaulted and beaten by the said Butler ; who then ordered his men to

break the deponent's windows, which they did with stones of a considerable

weight.
" Mary Philips, of St. Peter's Church-lane, deposes,
•' That on the 26th of February, about seven in the evening, Nicholas

Butler came to her house with a large mob, and asked where her husband

was : that as soon as she appeared, he first abused her in the grossest terms,

and then struck her on the head, so that it stunned her ; and she verily

believes, had not some within thrust to and fastened the door, she should

have been nuirdered on the spot."

It may suffice for the present to add one instance more :

—

" Elizabeth Gardelet, wife of Joseph Gardelet, corporal, in Colonel

Pawlet's regiment, Captain Charlton's company, deposes,
" That on February 28, as she was going out of her lodgings, she was

met by Butler and his mob : tliat Butler, without any manner of provocation,

immediately fell upon her, striking her with both his fists on the side of the

head, which knocked her head against the wall : tliat she endeavoured to

escape from him ; but he pursued her, and struck her several times in the

face : that she ran into the school yard for shelter ; but he followed, and
caught hold of her, saying, ' You whore, you stand on consecrated ground,'

and threw her with such force across the lane, that she was driven against

the opposite wall : that when she had recovered herself a little, she made
the best of her way to her lodging ; but Butler still pursued, and overtook

her as she was going up the stairs : that he struck her with his fist on the

stomach ; which stroke knocked her down backwards : that falling with the

small of her back against the edge of one of the stairs, she was not able to

rise again : that her pains immediately came upon her, and about two in the

morning she miscarried."
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16. These, with several more depositions to the same effect, were, in

April, laid before the grand jury. Yet they did not find any of these

bills ! But they found one agauist Daniel Sullivan, the yoimger, (no

preacher, but a hearer of the people called Methodists,) who, when Butler

and his mob wore discharging a shower of stones upon him, fired a pistol

without any ball, over their heads. If any man has wrote this story to

England in a quite different manner, and fixed it on a young Methodist
preacher, let him be ashamed in the presence of God and man, unless

shame and he have shook hands and parted.

17. Several of the persons presented as vagabonds in autumn ap-

peared at the Lent assizes. But, none appearing against them, they

were discharged, with honour to themselves and shame to their prose-

cutors ; who, by bringing the matter to a judicial determination, plainly

showed there is a law even for Methodists ; and gave his majesty's

judge a full occasion to declare the utter illegality of all riots, and the

inexcusableness of tolerating (much more causing) them on any pre-

tence whatsoever.

18. It was now generally believed there would be no more riots in

Cork ; although I cannot say that was my opinion. On May 19, I

accepted the repeated invitation of Mr. Alderman Pembrock, and came
to his house. Understanding the place where the preaching usually

was, would by no means contain those who desired to hear me, at eight

in the morning I went to Hammond's Marsh. The congregation was
large and deeply attentive. A few of the rabble gathered at a distance;

but by little and little they drew near, and mixed with the congregation.

So that I have seldom seen a more quiet and orderly assembly at any
church in England or Ireland.

19. In the afternoon a report being spread abroad, that the mayor
designed to hinder my preaching on the Marsh, I desired Mr. Skelton
and Jones to wait upon him, and inquire concerning it. Mr. Skelton

asked if my preaching there would be offensive to him ; adding, "If it

would, Mr. W. would not do it." He rejjlied, warmly, " Sir, I will have
no mobbing." Mr. S. said, " Sir, there was none this morning." He
answered, " There was. Are there not churches and meeting houses
enough? I will have no more mobs and riots." Mr. S. replied, " Sir,

neither Mr. W. nor they that heard him made either mobs or riots."

He answered plain, " I will have no more i)reaching ; and if Mr. W.
attempts to preach, I am prepared for him."

I did not conceive till now, that there Avas any real meaning in wliat

a gentleman said some time since ; who being told, " Sir, King George
tolerates Methodists," replied, " Sir, you shall find, the mayor is king
of Cork."

20. I began preaching in our own house soon after five. Mr. Mayor
meantime was walking in the 'Change, where he gave orders to the

drummers of the town, and to his sergeants,—doubtless, to go down
and keep the peace ! They came down, with an innumerable mob to

the house. They continued drumming, and I continued preaching, till

I had finished my discourse. When I came out, the mob immediately
closed me in. I desired one of the sergeants to protect me from (he

mob ; but he replied, " Sir, I have no orders to do that." When 1 came
into the street, they threw whatever came to hand. I walked on straight
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through the midst of them, looking every man in the face, and they

opened to the right and left, till I came near Dant's Bridge. A large party

had taken possession of this, one of whom was bawling out, " Now,
heigh for the Romans !" When I came up, these likewise shrunk back,

and I walked through them into Mr. Jenkins's hoiise.

But many of the congregation were more roughly handled
; particu-

larly Mr. Jones, who was covered with dirt, and escaped with his life

almost by miracle. The main body of the mob then went to the house,

brought out all the seats and benches, tore up the floor, the door, the

frames of the windows, and whatever of wood work remained, part of

which they carried off for their own use, and the rest they burnt in the

open street.

21. Monday, 21. I rode on to Bandon. From three in the after-

noon till after seven, the mob of Cork marched in grand procession, and

then burnt me in etfigy near Dant's Bridge.

Tuesday, 22. The mob and drummers were moving again between
three and four in the morning. The same evening the mob came down
to Hammond's Marsh, but stood at a distance from Mr. Stockdale's

house, till the drums beat, and the mayor's sergeants beckoned to them
;

on which they drew up, and began the attack. The mayor being sent

tor, came with a party of soldiers. Mr. Stockdale earnestly desired that

he would disperse the mob, or at least leave the soldiers there to protect

them from the rioters. But he took them all away with him ; on which

the mob went on, and broke all the glass and most of the window frames

in pieces.

22. Wednesday, 23. The mob was still patrolling the streets ; abus-

ing all that were called Methodists ; and threatening to murder them,

and pull down their houses if they did not leave " this way."

Thursday, 24. They again assaulted Mr. Stockdale's house, broke

down the boards he had nailed up against the windows, destroyed what

little remained of the window frames and shutters, and damaged a con-

siderable part of his goods.

Friday, 25, and again on Saturday, 26, one Roger O'Ferrall fixed up

an advertisement at the public Exchange, (as he had also done for seve-

ral days before,) that he was ready to head any mob, in order to pull

down any house that should dare to harbour a Swaddler.

23. Sunday, 27. I wrote the following letter to the mayor :

—

" Mr. Mayor,—An hour ago I i-cceived A Letter to Mr. Butler, just

reprinted at Cork. The publishers assert, ' It loas hrnucrht downfrom Dnb-
lin to be distributed amonir the society. But Mr. Wesley called in as

many as he could.' Bot.li these assertions arc absolutely false. I read some
lines of tliat letter when I was in Dublin, but never read it over before this

morning-. Who the author of it is, I know not. But this I know ; I never

called in one ; neither concerned myself about it ; much less brought any
down to distribute among the society.

" Yet I cannot, but return my hearty thanks to tlie gentlemen who have

distributed them througli the town. I believe it will do more good than they

are sensible of. For though 1 dislike its condemning the magistrates and

clergy in general, (several of whom were not concerned in the late proceed-

ings,) yet I think the reasoning is strong and clear ; and that the facts

referred to therein are not at all misrejiresentcd, will sutliciently appear in

due time.
" I fear God and iioiiuur tlie king. 1 earnestly desire to be at peace witli
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all men. I have not willingly given any offence, either to the magistrates,
the clergy, or any of tlic inhabitants of the city of Cork ; neither do I desire
any thing of them, but to be treated (1 will not say, as a clergyman, a gen-
tleman, or a Christian, but) with such justice and humanity as are due to a
Jew, a Turk, or a Pagan.

" I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
" J. Wesley."

II. 1. Your performance is dated, May 28th, the most material parts

of which I am now to consider.

It contains, First, a charge against the Methodist preachers: Secondly,
a defence of the corporation and clergy of Cork.

With regard to your charge against those preachers, may I take the

liberty to inquire why you drop six out of the eleven that have been at

Cork, viz. Mr. Swindells, Whcatly, Larwood, Skelton, Tucker, and
Haughton 1 Can you glean up no story concerning these ; or is it out of
mere compassion that you spare them ?

2. But before I proceed, I must beg leave to ask, Who is this evi-

dence against the other live ? Why, one that neither dares show his face,

nor tell his name, or the place of his abode ; one that is ashamed (and

truly not without cause) of the dirty work he is employed in ; so that

we could not even conjecture who he was, but that his speech bewray-

eth him. How much credit is due to such an evidence, let any man of
reason judge.

3. This worthy witness falls foul upon Mr. Cownly, and miserably

murders a tale he has got by the end. (p. 13.) Sir, Mr. M. is nothing
obliged to you for bringing the character of his niece into question. He
is perfectly satisfied that Mr. C. acted, in that whole affair, with the

strictest regard both to honour and conscience.

You next aver, that Mr. Reeves "asked a young woman, whether she
had a mind to go to hell with her father." (p. 16.) It is possible. I

will neither deny nor affirm it without some better proof. But, suppose
he did ; unless I know the circumstances of the case, I could not say
whether he spoke right or wrong.

4. But what is tins to the " monstrous, shocking, amazing blasphemy,

spoken by Mr. Charles Wesley] who one day," you say, "preaching
on Hammond's Marsh, called out, ' Has any of you got the Spirit V and
when none answered, said, ' I am sure some of you have got it ; for I

feel virtue go out of me.' " (p. 18.) Sir, do you expect any one to

believe this story? I doubt it will not pass even at Cork ; unless with

your wise friend, who said, " Methodists ! Ay, they are the people who
place all their religion in wearing long whiskers."

5. In the same page, you attack Mr. Williams for applying those

words, " I thy Maker am thy husband." Sir, by the same rule that you
conclude " these expressions could only flow from a mind full of lasci-

vious ideas," you may conclude the forty-fifth psalm to be only a wanton
sonnet, and the Canticles a counterpart to Rochester's poems.

But you say, he likewise " made use of unwarrantable expressions,

particularly with regard to faith and good works ; and the next day

denied that he had used them." (pp. 10, 11.) Sir, your word is not

proof of this. Be pleased to produce pro[)er vouchers of the facts , and

I will then give a farther answer.

Likewise, as to his " indecent and irreverent behaviour at church, turn-
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ing all the preacher said into ridicule, so that numbers asked, in your
hearing, why the churchwardens did not put the profane, wicked scoun-
drel in the stocks ;" my present answer is, 1 doul)t the facts. Will your
" men of imdoubted character" be so good as to attest them ?

6. Of all these, Mr. ^Villiams, Cownly, Reeves, Haughton, Larwood,
Skelton, Swindells, Tucker, and Wheatly, you pronounce in the lump,
that they are " a parcel of vagabond, illiterate babblers ;" (pp. 3, 4 ;) of
whom " every body that has the least share of reason must know," that,

though " they amuse the populace with nonsense, ribaldry, and blas-

phemy, they are not capable of writing orthography or good sense." Sir,

that is not an adjudged case. Some who have a little share of reason,

think they are capable both of speaking and writing good sense. But if

they are not, if they cannot write or read, they can save souls from
death ; they can, by the grace of God, bring sinners from darkness to

light, and from the power of Satan unto God.
7. But they " made a woman plunder her poor old husband, and ano-

ther absent herself from her husband and children." (pp. 24, 26.) Pray,
what are their names ; where do they live ; and how may one come to

the speech of them I I have heard so many plausible tales of this kind,

wliich on examination vanished away, that I cannot believe one word of
this till I have more proof than your bare assertion.

8. So far I have been pleading for others. But I am now called to

answer for myself. For " Theophilus and John Wesley," say you,
" seem to me the same individual person." (p. 4.) They may seem so

to you ; but not to any who knows either my style or manner of writ-

ing. Besides, if it had been mine, it would have borne my name : for I

do not love fighting in the dark.

But were not " a great number" of those books " brought from Dub-
lin, to be dispersed throughout the city?" Not by me ; not by my order,

nor to my knowledge. However, I thank you again for dispersing them.

9. But " while charity stands in the front of Christian graces, the

author of such a book can have none of that grace. For you nmst allow

the vulgar to think." (p. 26.) Mal-a-propos enough, a lively saying;

but lor any use it is of, it may stand either in the front or rear of the

sentence.

The argument itself is something new. A man knocks me down : I

cry, "Help! Help! or I shall be murdered." He replies, "While
charity stands in the front of Christian graces, the authov of such a cry

can have none of that grace."

So now you have shown to all the world " the uncharitable and con-

sequently unchristian spirit ofMethodism." What ! because the Method-
ists cry out for help, before you have beat out their brains?

What grimace is this ! His majesty's quiet, loyal, Protestant sub-

jects are abused, insulted, outraged, beaten, covered with dirt, rolled in

the mire, bruised, wounded with swords and hangers, nunxlered, have

their houses broke open, their goods destroyed, or carried away before

their face ; and all this in open day, in the face of the sun, yet without

any remedy! And those who treat them thus are "charitable" men!
brimiiil of a Christian spirit ! But if they who are so treated appeal to

the common sense and reason of mankind, you gravely cry, " See the

uncharitable, the unchristian spirit of Methodism !"
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10. You proceed : " But pray, what are those facts which you say are

not misrepresented ? Do you mean, that Butler was hired and paid by
the corporation and clergy J" or, " that this" remarkably loyal " city is

disaffected to the present government ?" and that " a Papist was sup-

ported, nay, hired by the chief magistrate, to walk the streets, threaten-

ing bloodshed and murder? Declare openly whether these are the facts."

Sir, I understand you well ; but for the present I beg to be excused.

There is a time and a place for all things.

11. I rejoice to hear the city of Cork is so "remarkably loyal;" so

entirely "well affected to the present government." I presume you
mean this chiefly of the Friendly Society, (in whom the power of the

city is now lodged,) erected some time since, in opposition to that body
of Jacobites commonly called, " The Hanover Club." I suppose that

zealous anti- Methodist who, some days ago, stabbed the Methodist

preacher in the street, and then cried out, " Damn King George and all

his armies !" did this as a specimen of his " eminent loyalty."

it cannot be denied that this loyal subject of King George, Simon
Rawlins by name, was, upon oath made of those words, committed to

gaol on May 31 ; and it was not till six days after, that he walked in

procession through the town, with drums beating, and colours flying,

and declared, at the head of his mob, he would never rest till he had
driven all these false prophets out of Cork. How sincere they were in

their good wishes to King George and his armies, they gave a clear

proof, the 10th of this instant June, when, as ten or twelve soldiers were
walking along in a very quiet and inoffensive manner, the mob fell upon
them, swore they would have their lives, knocked them down, and beat

them to such a degree, that, on June 12, one of tliem died of his wounds,
and another was not then expected to live many hours.

12. But you have more proofs of my uncharitableness, that is, sup-

posing I am the author of that pamphlet ; for you read there, " Riches,

ease, and honour are what the clergy set their hearts upon ; but the souls

for whom Christ died, they leave to the tender rrvercies of hell." Sir,

can you deny it I Is it not true, literally true, concemmg some of the

clergy 1 You ask, " But ought we to condemn all, for the faults of a
(ewl" (p. 20.) I answer. No; no more than I will condemn all in the

affair of Cork for the faults of a few. It is you that do this ; and if it

were as you say, if they were all concerned in the late proceedings, then

it would be no uncharitableness to say, " They were in a miserable state

indeed ;" then they would doubtless be " kicking against the pricks,

contending with Heaven, fighting against God."
13. I come now to the general charge against me, independent on

the letter to Mr. Butler. And, (1.) You charge me with "a frontless

assurance, and a well-dissembled hypocrisy." (p. 22.) Sir, I thank you.

This is as kind, as if you was to call me, (with Mr. Williams,) " a pro-

fane, wicked scoundrel." I am not careful to answer in this matter

:

shortly we shall both stand at a higher bar.

14. You charge me. Secondly, with being a "harebrained enthusiast."

(p. 7.) Sir, I am your most obedient servant.

But you will prove me an enthusiast : " For you say" (those are your

v/ords) "you are sent of God to inform mankind of some other revela-

tion of his will, than what has been left by Christ and his Apostles.''

Vol. v. 27
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(p. 29.) Not SO. I never said any such thing. When I do this, th*.,n

call for miracles ; but at present your demand is quite unreasonable

:

there is no room for it at ail. What I advance I prove by the words of

Christ or his Apostles. If not, let it fall to the ground.

1 5. You charge me, Thirdly, witli being employed in " promoting

the cause of arbitrary Popish power." (p. 7.) Sir, I plead, Not
Guilty. Produce your witnesses. Prove this, and I will allow all the

rest.

You charge me. Fourthly, with holding " midnight assemblies." (p. 24.

)

Sir, did you never see the word Vigil in your Common-Prayer Book ?

Do you know what it means 1 If not, permit me to tell you, that it was
customary with the luicient Christians to spend whole nights in prayer

;

and that these nights were termed Vigilicc, or Vigils. Therefore for

spending a part of some nights in this manner, in public and solemn
prayer, we have not only the authority of our own national Church, but

of the universal Church, in the earliest ages.

16. You charge me. Fifthly, with "being the cause of all that Butter

has done." (p. 17.) True
;
just as Latimer and Ridley (if I may dare

to name myself with those venerable men) were the cause of all that

Bishop Bonner did. In this sense, the charge is true. It has pleased

God, (unto him be all the glory !) e\en by my preaching or writings, to

convince some of the old Christian scriptural doctrine, which till then

they knew not. And while they declared this to others, you showed

them the same love as Edmund of London did to their forefathers. Only

the expressions of your love were not quite the same ; because (blessed

be God !) you had not the same power.

17. You affirm, Sixthly, that I "rob and plunder the poor, so as to

leave them neither bread to eat, nor raiment to put on." (p. 8.) A
heavy charge, but without all colour of truth. Yea, just the reverse is

true. Abundance of those in Cork, Bandon, Limerick, Dublin, as well

as in all parts of England, who, a few years ago, either through sloth or

profuseness, had not bread to eat, or raiment to put on, have now, by

means of the preachers called Methodists, a sufficiency of both. Since,

by hearing these, they have learned to fear God, they have learned also

to work with their hands, as well as to cut ofi' every needless expense,

to be good stewards of the mammon of unrighteousness.

18. You assert. Seventhly, that I am " myself as fond of riches as the

most worldly clergyman." (p. 21.) " Two thousand pence a week ! a

fine yearly revenue from assurance and salvation tickets!" (p. 8.) I

answer, (1.) What do you mean by " assurance and salvation tickets ?"

Is not the very expression a mixture of nonsense and blasphemy? (2.)

How strangely did you under-rate my revenue, when you wrote in the

person of George Fisher ! You then allowed me only a hundred

pounds a year. What is this to two thousand pence a week ? (3.)

" There is not a clergyman," you say, " who would not willingly ex-

change his livings for your yearly penny contributions." (p. 21.) And
no wonder : for, according to a late computation, they amount to no

less, every year, than eight hundred, eighty-six thousand pounds, besides

some odd shillmgs and pence ; in comparison of which, the revenue of

his Grace of Armagh, or of Canterbury, is a very trifle. And yet, sir,

so great is my regard for you, and my gratitiide for your late sci-vicea,
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that if you will only resign your curacy of Christ's Church, I will make
over to you my whole revenue in Ireland.

19. But "the honour" I gain, you think, is even "greater than the

profit." Alas, sir, I have not generosity enough to relish it. I was
always of Juvenal's mind,

—

Gloria qiKintaUhet, quid erit, si i^loria tantian est 7

(What \& glory, without profit too?)

And especially, while there arc so many drawbacks, so many dead flies

in the pot of ointment. Sheer honour might taste tolerably well. But
there is gall with the honey, and less of the honey than the gall. Pray,

sir, what think you? Have I more honour or dishonour? Do more
people praise or blame me ? How is it in Cork? nay, to go no farther,

among your own little circle of acquaintance ? Where you hear one

commend, do not ten cry out, "Away mth such a fellow from the earth ?"

Above all, I do not love honour with dry blows. I do not find it will

cure broken bones. But perhaps you may think I glory in these.

how should I have gloried then, if yoin- good friends at Dant's Bridge

had burnt my person, instead of my effigy !

We are here to set religion out of the question. You do not suppose

I have any thing to do with that. Why, if so, I should rather leave you
the honour, and myself sleep in a whole skin. On that supposition I

quite agree with the epigrammatist :

—

Virgilii in lumido, divini prftmia vatis,

Explicct en viridem laurea Iceta coniam.

(laid te defunclwn jurat hccc ? Felicior olim

Sub jJutidcc fagi tepnine vivus eras.*

20. Your last charge is, that " I profess myself to be a member of

the Established Church, and yet act contrary to the commands of my
spiritual governors, and stab the Church to the very vitals." (p. 27.) I

answer, (1.) What "spiritual governor" has commanded me not to

preach in any part of his majesty's dominions ? I know not one, to this

very day, either in England or Ireland. (2.) What is it, to " stab the

Church to the very vitals ?" Why, to deny her fundamental doctrines.

And do I, or you, do this? Let any one who has read her Liturgy,

Articles, and Homilies, judge, which of us two denies, that " we are

justified by faith alone ;" that every believer has " the inspiration of

God's Holy Spirit ;" that all who are strong in faith do " perlectly love

him, and worthily magnify his holy name :" he that denies this, is "the

treacherous son who stabs this afTectionate and tender mother."

If you deny it, you have already disowned the Church. But as for

me, I neither can nor will ; though I know you sincerely desire I should.

Hoc Ithacus velit el magna mercentur Atrida.

[This Ulysses wishes, and the sons of Atreus would buy it at a great price.]

But I choose to stay in the Church, were it only to reprove those who
" betray" her " with a kiss."

21. I come now to your defence of the corporation and clergy. But
sure such a defence was never seen before. For whereas I had said,

* See, the ojeen laurel rears lier graceful head
O'er Virgil's tomV) ! But can this cheer the d«ad?

!

Happier by far thou wast of old, when laid • .

.

Beneath thy spreading beech's ample sliade

!
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'• I dislike the condemning the magistrates or clergy in general, because
several of them" (so I charitably supposed) " were not concerned in the

late proceedings ;" you answer, " Pray by all means point them out,

that they may be distinguished by some mark of honour above their

brethren." (pp. 29, 30.) What do you mean ? If you mean any thing

at all, it must be that they were all concerned in the late proceedings.
Sir, if they were, (of which I own you are a better judge than I,) was it

needful to declare this to all the world I especially in so plain terms as

these ? Did not your zeal here a little outrun your wisdom ?

22. " But the magistrate," you say, was only " endeavouring to secure

the peace of the city." (p. 6.) A very extraordinary way of securing
peace ! Truly, sir, I cannot yet believe, not even on your word, that
" all the magistrates except one," (pp. 29, 30,) were concerned in this

method of securing peace. Much less can I believe that " all the

clergy" were concerned in thus " endeavouring to bring back their

flock, led astray by these hirelings," (an unlucky word,) " into the right

fold."

23. Of the clergy you add, " What need have they to rage and foam
at your preaching] Suppose you could delude the greater part of their

flocks, this could not affect Iheir temporal interest." (p. 7.) We do not

desire it should. We only desire to delude all mankind (if you will

term it a delusion) into a serious concern for their eternal interest, for

a treasure which none can take away.

Having now both stated the facts to which you referred, and consi-

dered the most material parts ofyour performance, I have only to subjoin

a few obvious reflections, naturally arising from a view of those uncom-
mon occurrences

;
partly with regard to the motives of those who were

active therein
;

partly to their manner of acting.

1. With regard to the former, every reasonable man will naturally

inquire on what motives could any, either of the clergy or the corpora-

tion, ever think ofopposing that preaching by which so many notoriously

vicious men have been brought to an eminently virtuous life and con-

versation.

You supply us yo\irself with one unexceptionable answer : " Those
of the clergy with whom I have conversed freely own they have not

learning sufficient to comprehend your scheme of religion." (p. 30.) If

they have not, I am sorry for them. My scheme of religion is this :

—

Love is the fulfilling of the law. From the true love of God and man,
directly flows every Christian grace, every holy and happy temper; and
from these springs uniform holiness of conversation, in conformity to

those great rules, " Whether ye eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all

to the glory of God ;" and, " Whatsoever you would that men should do
unto you, even so do unto them." But this, you say, " those of the

clergy with whom you converse have not learning enough to compre-
hend." Consequently, their ignorance, or not understanding our doc-

trine, is the reason why they oppose us.

2. I learn from you, that ignorance of another kind is a Second
reason why some of the clergy oppose us : they, like you, think us

enemies to the ('hurch. The natural consequence is, that, in propor-

tion to their zeal for the Church, their zeal against us will be.

3. The zeal which many ofthem have for orthodoxy, or right opinions,
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is a Third reason for opposing us. For they judge us heterodox in

several points, maintainers of strange opinions. And the truth is, the

old doctrines of the refomiation are now quite new in the world. Hence
those who revive them cannot fail to be opposed by those of the clergy

who know them not.

4. Fourthly. Their honour is touched when others pretend to know
what they do not know themselves ; especially when unlearned and
(otherwise) ignorant men lay claim to any such knowledge. " What
is the tendency of all this," as you observe on another head, *' but to

work in men's minds a mean oi)inion of the clergy?" But who can
tamely suffer this ? None but those who have the mind that was in

Christ Jesus.

5. Again : Will not some say, " Master, by thus acting, thou reproach-

est us?" by preaching sixteen or eighteen times a week; and by a

thousand other things of the same kind? Is not this, in effect, reproach-

ing us, as if we were lazy and indolent ? as if we had not a sufficient

love to the souls of those committed to our charge ?

6. May there not likewise be some (perhaps unobserved) envy in the

breast even of men that fear God ? How much more in them that do
not, when they hear of the great success of these preachers, of the

esteem and honour that are paid to them by the people, and the immense
riches which they acquire ! What wonder if this occasions a zeal which
is not the flame of fervent love ?

7. Add to this, a desire in some of the inferior clergy of pleasing

their superiors ; supposing these (which is no impossible supposition)

are first influenced by any of these motives. Add the imprudence of

some that hear those preachers, and, perhaps, needlessly provoke their

parochial ministers. And when all these things are considered, none
need be at a loss for the motives on which many of the clergy have
opposed us.

8. But from what motives can any of the corporation oppose us ? I

must beg the gentlemen of this body to observe, that I dare by no means
lump them all together, as their awkward defender has done. But this

I may say without offence, there are some even among you who are not

so remarkably loyal as others, not so eminently well affected to the

present government. Now, these cannot but observe, (gentlemen, I

speak plain, for I am to deliver my own soul in the sight of God,) that,

wherever we preach, many who were his enemies before, became zeal-

ous friends to his majesty. The instances glare both in England and

Ireland. Those, therefore, who are not so zealously his friends have a

strong motive to oppose us ; though it cannot be expected they should

own this to be the motive on which they act.

9. Others may have been prejudiced by the artful misrepresentations

these have made, or by those they have frequently heard from the pulpit.

Indeed this has been the grand fountain of popular prejudice. In every

part both of England and Ireland, the clergy, where they were inclined

so to do, have most effectually stirred up the people.

10. There has been another reason assigned for the opposition that

was made to me in particular at Cork, viz. that the mayor was oflfended

at my preaching on Hammond's Marsh, and therefore resolved I should

not preach at all ; whereas, if I had not preached abroad, he would have
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given me leave to preach in the house. Would Mr. Mayor have given

me leave to preach in my own house 1 1 return him most humble
thanks. But shoiild he be so courteous as to make me the offer even

now, I should not accept it on any such terms. Greater men than he

have endeavoured to hinder me from calling sinners to repentance in

that open and public manner ; but hitherto it has been all lost labour.

They have never yet been able to prevail ; nor ever will, till they can

conquer King George and his armies. To curse them is not enough.

11. Lastly. Some (I hope but a few) do cordially believe, that

" private vices are public benefits." I myself heard this in Cork, when
I was there last. These, consequently, think us the destroyers of their

city, by so lessening the number of their public benefactors, the gluttons,

the drunkards, the dram drinkers, the Sabbath breakers, the common
swearers, the cheats of every kind, and the followers of that ancient and
honourable trade, adultery and fornication.

12. These are the undeniable motives to this opposition. I come
now to the manner of it.

When some gentlemen inquired of one of the bishops in England,

"My lord, what must we do to stop these new preachers ?" he answered,
" If they preach contrary to Scripture, confute them by Scripture ; if

contrary to reason, confute them by reason. But beware you use no

other weapons than these, either in opposing error, or defending the

truth."

Would to God this rule had been followed at Cork ! But how little

has it been thought of there ! The opposition was begun with lies of

all kinds, frequently delivered in the name of God : so that never was
any thing so ill judged as for you to ask, "Does Christianity encourage

its professors to make use of lies, invectives, or low, mean abuse, and

scurrility, to carry on its interest?" No, sir, it does not. I disclaim and

abhor every weapon of this kind. But with these have the Methodist

preachers been opposed in Cork above any other place. In England,

in all Ireland, have I neither heard nor read any like those gross, palpa-

ble lies, those low Billingsgate invectives, and that inexpressibly mean
abuse, and base scurrility, which the opposers of Methodism, so called,

have continually made use of, and which has been the strength of their

cause from the beginning.

13. If it be not so, let the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Cork, (for

he too has openly entered the lists against the Methodists,) the Rev. Dr.

Tisdale, or any other whom his lordship shall appoint, meet me on even

ground, writing as a gentleman to a gentleman, a scholar to a scholar, a

clergyman to a clergyman. Let him thus show me wherein I have

preached or written amiss, and I will stand reproved before all the world.

14. But let not his lordship, or any other, continue to put persecution

in the place of reason ; either private persecution, stirring up husbands

to threaten or beat their wives, parents their children, masters their serv-

ants
;
gentlemen to ruin their tenants, labourers, or tradesmen, by turning

them out of their farms or cottages, employing or buying of them no
more, because they worshij) God according to their own conscience ; or

open, barefaced, noonday, ('ork persecution, breaking open the houses

of his majesty's Protestant subjects, destroying their goods, spoiling or

tearing the very clothes from their backs ; striking, bruising, wounding,
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murdering them in the streets ; dragging them through the mire, without
any regard to age or sex ; not sparing even those of tender years ; no, nor
women, though great with child ; but, witn more than Pagan or Moham-
medan barbarity, destroying infants that were yet unborn.

15. Ought these things so to be ? Are they right before God or man?
Are they to the honour of our nation? I appeal unto Caesar; unto his

gracious majesty King George, and to the governors under him, both in

England and Ireland. I appeal to all true, disinterested lovers of this

their native country. Is this the way to make it a flourishing nation?
happy at home, amiable and honourable abroad ? Men of Ireland, judge !

Nay, and is there not some weight in that additional consideration,

—

that this is not a concern of a private nature ? Rather, is it not a
common cause ?

If the dams are once broken down, if you tamely give up the funda-

mental laws of your country, if these are openly violated in the case of
your fellow subjects, how soon may the case be your own ! For what
protection then have any of you left for either your liberty or property?

What security for either your goods or lives, if a riotous mob is to be
both judge, jury, and executioner ?

16. Protestants! What is become of that liberty of conscience for

which your forefathers spent their blood ? Is it not an empty shadow,
a mere, unmeaning name, if these things are sufTered among you?
Romans, such of you as are calm and candid men, do you approve of
these proceedings ? I cannot think you yourselves would use such
methods of convincing us, if we think amiss. Christians of all denomi-
nations, can you reconcile this to our royal law, " Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself?" O tell it not in Gath ! Let it not be named
among those who are enemies to the Christian cause ; lest that worthy
name, whereby we are called be still more blasphemed among the

Heathen

!

A LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. POTTER.

Norwich, November 4, 1758.

Reverend Sir,— 1. Till to-day I had not a sight of your sermon,
" On the Pretended Inspiration of the Methodists." Otherwise I should

have taken the liberty, some days sooner, of sending you a few lines.

That sermon, indeed, only repeats what has been often said before, and

as often answered. But as it is said again, I believe it is my duty to

answer it again. Not that I have any acquaintance with Mr. Cayley or

Osborn : I never exchanged a word with either. However, as you
lump me and them together, I am constrained to speak for myself, and

once more to give a reason of my hope, that I am clear from the charge

you bring against me.
2. There are several assertions in your sermon which need not be

allowed ; but they are not worth disputing. At present, therefore I shall

only speak of two things: (1.) Your account of the new birth; and,

(2.) "The pretended inspiration" (as you are pleased to term it) "of
the Methodists."

3. Of the new birth, you say, " The terms of being regenerated, of
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being born again, of being born of God, are often used to express the

%vorks of Gospel righteousness." (pp. 10, 11.) I cannot allow this. I

know not that they are ever used in Scripture to express any outward
work at all. They always express an inward work of the Spirit, whereof
baptism is the outward sign. You add, " Their primary, peculiar, and
precise meaning signifies" (a little impropriety of expression) " our
redemption from death, and restoration to eternal life, through the grace
of God." (p. 13.) It does not, unless by death you mean sin ; and by
eternal life, holiness. The precise meaning of the term is, " a new birth

unto righteousness," an inward change from unholy to holy tempers.
You go on :

" This grace our Lord here calls, ' entering into the kingdom
of God.' " If so, his assertion is, " Except a man be born again,—he
cannot" be born again. Not so. What he says is, Except a man expe-
rience this change, he cannot enter into my kingdom.

4. You proceed : " Our holy Church doth teach us, that—by the

laver of regeneration in baptism, we are received into the number of the

children of God—This is the first part of the new birth." What is the

first part of the new birth ? baptism l It is the outward sign of that

inward and spiritual grace ; but no part of it at all. It is impossible it

should be. The outward sign is no more a part of the inward grace
than the body is a part of the soul. Or do you mean, that regeneration

is a part of the new birth 1 Nay, this is the whole of it. Or is it the
" laver of regeneration" which is the first part of it ? That cannot be ;

for you suppose this to be the same with baptism.

5. " The second part, the inward and spiritual grace, is a death unto
sin, and a new birth unto righteousness." What ! Is the new birth the

second part of the new birth I I apprehend it is the first and second part

too : and surely nothing could have prevented your seeing this, but the

ardour of your spirit, and the impetuosity with which you rush along and
trample down all before you. Your manner of writing reminds me of
an honest Quaker in Cornwall, whose words I would recommend to your
consideration. Being consulted by one ofthe Friends, whether he should

publish a tract which he had read to many in private, he replied, " What!
Art thou not content with laying John Wesley on his back, but thou
must tread his guts out too?"

6. So much for your account of the new birth. I am, in the Second
place, to consider the account you give of" the pretended inspiration"

(so you are pleased to term it) " of the Methodists."
" The Holy Ghost sat on the Apostles with cloven tongues as of fire;

—and signs and wonders were done by their hands." (pp. 16, 17, 18.)

W onders indeed ! For they healed the sick by a w ord, a touch, a shadow

!

Tliey spake tlie deatl alive, and livinj^ dead.

" But though these extraordinary operations of the Spirit have been
long since withdrawn, yet the pretension to them still subsists in the

confident claim of the Methodists." This you boldly affirm, and I flatly

deny. I deny that either I, or any in connection with me, (for others,

whether called Methodists or any thing else, I am no more concerned

to answer than you are,) do now, or ever did, lay any claim to " these

extraordinary operations of the Spirit."

7. But you will prove it. They " confidently and presumptuously

claim a particular and immediate inspiration." {lb.) I answer. First, so
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do you, and in this very sermon, though you call it by another name.
By inspiration, we mean that inward assistance of the Holy Ghost, which
" helps our infirmities, enlightens our understanding, rectifies our will,

comforts, purifies, and sanctifies us." (p. 14.) Now, all this you claim
as well as I ; for these are your own words. " Nay, but you claim a
particular inspiration." So do you ; do not you expect Him to sanctify

you in particular ? " Yes ; but I look for no immediate inspiration."

You do
;
you expect He will immediately and d\ectly help your infirmi-

ties. Sometimes, it is true, He does this by the mediation or interven-

tion of other men ; but at other times, particularly in private prayer, he
gives that help directly from himself " But is this all you mean by par-

ticular, immediate inspiration ?" It is, and so I have declared a thousand
times in private, in public, by every method I could devise. It is pity,

therefore, that any should still undertake to give an account of my senti-

ments, without either hearing or reading what I say. Is this doing as

we would be done to ?

8. I answer. Secondly, there is no analogy between claiming this

inspiration of the Spirit, who, you allow, " assists, and will assist, all

true believers to the end of the world ;" (p. 18 ;) and claiming those

extraordinary operations of the Spirit which were vouchsafed to the

Apostles. The former both you and I pretend to
;
yea, and enjoy, or

we are no believers. The latter you do not pretend to ; nor do I, nor
any that are in connection with me.

9. " But you do pretend to them. For you pray that ' signs and
wonders may still be wrought in the name of Jesus.' " True ; but what
signs and wonders ? The conversion of sinners ; the " healing the

broken in heart ; the turning men from darkness to light, from the power
of Satan unto God." These and these only are the signs and wonders
which were mentioned in that prayer. And did I not see these signs

and wonders still wrought, I would sooner hew wood, or draw water,

than preach the Gospel. For those are to me very awful words, which
our Lord speaks of prophets or teachers : " Ye shall know them" (whe-

ther they are true or false prophets) " by their fruits. Every good tree

bringeth forth good fruit ; every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit,

is hewn down and cast into the fire." What fruit you have brought forth

at Reymerston, I know not ; God knoweth.

10. " Your followers, however, do pretend to the grace of a miracu-

lous conversion." Is there any conversion that is not miraculous 1 Is

conversion a natural or supernatural work 1 I suppose all who allow

there is any such thing believe it to be supernatural. And what is the

difference between a supernatural and a miraculous work, I am yet to

leam.
" But they say, that at such a time, and in such a manner, the divine

illumination shone upon them ; Jesus knocked at the door of their hearts,

and the Holy Ghost descended upon their souls ;" that is, in plain terms,

railery apart, at a particular time, which they cannot easily forget, God
did, in so eminent a manner as they never experienced before, "enlighten

their understanding," (they are your own words,) " comfort and purify

their hearts, and give his heavenly Spirit to dwell in them." But what

has all this to do with those extraordinary operations of the Holy Spirit ?

11. " Under these pretended impressione, their next advance is, to a call
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to preach the word themselves ; and forth they issue, as under the immediate
inspiration of God's Spirit, with the language of Apostles, and zeal of mar-
tyrs, to publish the Gospel, as if they were among our remotest- ancestors,

strangers to the name of Christ." (pp. 20, 21.)

The plain truth is this : One in five hundred of those whom God so
enlightens and comforts, sooner or later, believes it to be his duty to call

other sinners to repentance. Such a one commonly stifles this convic-

tion till he is so uneasy he can stifle it no longer. He then consults one
or more of those whom he believes to be competent judges ; and, under

the direction of these, goes on, step by step, from a narrower to a larger

sphere of action. Meantime he endeavours to use only "the language

of the Apostles," to speak the things of the Spirit in the words of the

Spirit. And he longs and prays for " the zeal of martyrs," continually

finding the need thereof; seeing our present countrymen are as great

strangers to the mind that was in Christ, as our ancestors were to his

name.
12. " But the Holy Spirit no longer comes from heaven like a nish-

ing mighty wind. It no longer appears in cloven tongues as of fire." I

wonder who imagines it does. " We now discern not between his sug-

gestions and the motions of our own rational nature." Many times we
do not ; but at other times, God may give such peace or joy, and such
love to himself and all mankind, as we are sure are not " the motions of
our own nature." " To say, then, that the Holy Spirit began his work
at such a time, and continued it so long in such a manner, is as vain as

to account for the blowing of the wind." Hold ! accounting for is not

the thing. To make a parallel, it must be, " is as vain as to say, that

the wind began to blow at suck a time, and continued so long in such a
manner." And where is the vanity of this? Why may I not say, either

that the wind began lo blow at such a time, and blew so long in such a
manner ; or that God began at such a time to comfort my soul ; that He
continued that consolation so long, and in such a manner, by giving me
either peace and joy in believing, or a lively hope of the glory of God ?

13. " Not that we are without a memorable instance of this instant-

aneous impulse in the sudden conversion of St. Paul." (p. 23.) A poor

instance this ; for it does not appear that his was a sudden conversion.

It is true, " a great light suddenly shone round about him ;" but this

light did not convert him. After be had seen this, " he was three days

without sight and neither did eat nor drink." And, probably, during the

whole time, God was gradually working in his heart, till he " arose, and,

being baptized, washed away his sins, and was filled with the Holy Ghost."
14. But to return :

" Their teachers claim a particular and immediate

inspiration in their nauseous effusions." (p. 22.) Certainly they claim

either a particular and immediate inspiration, (as above explained,) or

none at all. But this is no other inspiration (call it injitience, if you
please, though it is a far stronger term) than every one must have, before

he can cither understand, or preach, or live the Gospel. " But there is

not in Scripture the least promise or encouragement to expect any par-

ticular inspiration." Yes, surely, such an inspiration as this ;
you have

allowed it over and over. And what external evidence of this would

you have 1 I will believe you are thus inspired, if you convert sinners to

God, and if you yourself arc " holy in all manner of conversation."
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15. Is there " no need of this inspiration now, because the prejudices
of mankind are in favour of the Gospel, and the profession of it is under
the protection and encouragement of the civil power ?" The prejudices

of mankind are in favour of (he Gospel! What! the prejudices of the
bulk of mankind ? To go no farther than England : are the bulk of our
nation prejudiced in favour of the genuine Gospel ; of the holiness which
it enjoins; of chastity and temperance ; of denying ourselves, and taking
up our cross daily ; of dying to the world, and devoting all our heart and
all our life to God ? Are they prejudiced in favour of presenting our
souls and bodies a constant, holy sacrifice to God ? What less than
this is Gospel holiness ? And are the prejudices of mankind in favour
of this ?

16. Likewise, how far this real Christianity is "under the protection

and encouragement of the civil power," I know not. But I know, "all

that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution," domestic
persecution, if no other; for "the foes of" such " a man shall be they

of his own household. There shall be," and there are now, " five in one
house, three against two, and two against three ;" and that not for being
Methodists, for having a nick-name

;
(although that may be the pretence,

for want of a better ; for who scruples to throw a man into the ditch, and
then beat him because his clothes are dirty ?) but for living godly ; for

loving and serving God, according to the best light they have. And
certainly these need the assistance of God's Spirit to strengthen and
comfort them, that they may suffer all tilings, rather than turn aside, in

any point, from the Gospel way.

17. " But the Scriptures are a complete and a sufficient rule. Therefore,
to what purpose could any farther inspiration serve ? All farther inspiration

IS unnecessary ; the supposed need of it is highly injurious to the written
word, and the pretension thereto (which must be either to explain or to sup-
ply it) is a wicked presumption, with which-Satan hath filled their hearts, to
lie of the Holy Ghost." (pp. 27, 28.)

High sounding words ! But, blessed be God, they are only hrutum
fulmen : [empty sound:] they make much noise, but do not wound.
" To what purpose could any farther inspiration serve ?" Answer your-
self: " To enhghten the understanding, and to rectify the will." Else,

be the Scriptures ever so complete, they will not save your soul. How,
then, can you imagine it is unnecessary ; and that " the supposed need
of it is injurious to the written wordV And when you say yourself, " The
Spirit is to teach us all things, and to guide us into all truth ;" judge
you, whether this is " to explain, or to supply, the written word." " O,
He does this by the written word." True ; but also " by his holy inspi-

ration." So the compilers of our Ijiturgy speak ; who, therefore,

according to you, are guilty of " wicked presumption, with which Satan
filled their hearts, to he of the Holy Ghost."

18. These, also, are the men upon whom you fall in the following

warm words :
—" The power of enthusiasm over a heated imagination

may be very g-reat. But it must be under the ferment of that old, sour

leaven, h}']:>ocrisy, to rise to that daring height." I think not : I think

they were neither hypocrites nor enthusiasts, though they teach me to

pray for, and consequently to expect, (unless I am a hypocrite indeed,)

" God's holy inspiration," both in order to " think the things that he
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good," and also " perfectly to love him, and worthily to magnify his holy

name."
1 9. You go on : " They boast that their heart is clean, and their spi-

rit right within them." Sir, did you ever read morning prayer on the

tenth day of the month "? You then said, " Make mc a clean heart, O
God, and renew a right spirit within me." Did you mean what you
said? If you did not, you was guilty of the grossest hypocrisy. If you
did, when did you expect God would answer that prayer? when your
body was in the grave 1 Too late ! Unless we have clean hearts before

we die, it had been good we had never been born.

20. " But they boast they are pure from sin, harmless, and undefiled."

So, in a sound sense, is every true believer. " Nay, they boast tliat

their bodies are a living sacritice, holy, acceptable to God." Sir, is not

yours 1 Are not your soul and body such a sacritice, holy, acceptable to

God ? As the Lord God liveth, before whom we stand, if they are not,

you are not a Christian. If you are not a holy, living sacrifice, you are

still " dead in trespasses and sins." You are an " alien from the

commonwealth of Israel, without" Christian " hope, without God in

the world !"

21. You add, " Thus have I exposed their boasted claim to a particu-

lar and immediate inspiration." (p. 30.) No, sir, you have only exposed
yourself; for all that we claim, you allow. " I have shown what a miser-

able farce is carrying on, beneath the mask of a more refined holiness."

No tittle of this have you shown yet ; and before you attempt again to

show any thing concerning us, let me entreat you, sir, to acquaint your-

self better with our real sentiments. Perhaps you may then find, that

there is not so wide a dilTerence as you imagined^between you and,

Reverend Sir, your servant for Christ's sake,

John Wesley.
Larenheath, November 7, 1758.

A LETTER TO THE
REVEREND MR. DOWNES, RECTOR OF ST. MICHAEL'S,

WOOD-STREET :

OCCASIONED BY HIS LATE TRACT,

ENTITLED, "METHODISM EXAMINED AND EXPOSED."

Reverend Sir,—L In the Tract which you have just pubhshed con-

cerning the people called Methodists, you very properly say, " Our first

care should be, candidly and fairly to examine their doctrines. For, as

to censure them unexamined would be unjust ; so to do the same with-

out a fair and impartial examinafion would be ungenerous." And again :

" We should, in the first place, carefully and candidly examine their

doctrines." (p. 68.) This is undoul)tcdly true. But have you done it?

Have you ever examined their doctrines yet? Have you examined them

I'airiy? fairly and candidly? candidly and carefully? Have you read
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over so much as the Sermons they have pubHshed, or the " Appeal to

Men of Reason and ReHgion?" I hope you have not ; for I would fain

make some little excuse for your uttering so many senseless, shameless
falsehoods. I hope you know nothing about the Methodists, no more
than I do about the Cham of Tartary ; that you are ignorant of the

whole aflair, and are so bold, only because you are blind. Bold enough!
Throughout your whole Tract, you speak satis ])ro impeno, [sufficient-

ly authoritatively,]—as authoritatively as if you was, not an archbishop
only, but apostolic vicar also ; as if you had the full papal power in your
hands, and fire and faggot at your beck ! And blind enough ; so that

you blunder on, through thick and thin, bespattering all that come in

your way, according to the old, laudable maxim, " Throw dirt enough,

and some will stick."

2. I hope, I say, that this is the case, and that you do not knowingly
assert so many palpable falsehoods. You say, " If I am mistaken, I

shall always be ready and desirous to retract my error." (p. 56.) A little

candour and care might have prevented those mistakes ; this is the first

thing one would have desired. The next is, that they may be removed;
that you may see wherein you have been mistaken, and be more waiy
for the time to come.

3. You undertake to give an account. First, of the rise and principles,

Then, of the practices, of the Methodists,

On the former head you say, " Our Church has long been infested

with these grievous wolves, who, though no more than two when they

entered in, and they so young they might rather be called wolflings,"

(that is lively and pretty!) "have yet spread their ravenous kind through

every part of this kingdom. Where, what havoc they have made, how
many of the sheep they have torn, I need not say." (pp. 4, 5.) " About
twenty-five years ago, these two bold though beardless divines," (pity,

sir, that you had not taught me, twenty-five years ago, sapieiitem pas-

cere barbam, [to cherish a sapient beard,] and thereby to avoid some part

of your displeasure,) " being lifted with spiritual pride, were presump-
tuous enough to become founders of the sect called Methodists." (p. 6.)
" A couple of young, raw, aspiring twigs of the ministry dreamed of a
special and supernatural call to this." (p. 25.) No, sir; it was you
dreamed of this, not we. We dreamed of nothing twenty-five years ago,

but instructing our pupils in religion and learning, and a few prisoners

in the common principles of Christianity. You go on :
" They were

ambitious of being accounted missionaries, immediately delegated by
Heaven to correct the enors of bishops and archbishops, and reform

their abuses ; to instruct the clergy in the true nature of Christianity,

and to caution the laity not to venture their souls in any such unhallowed

hands as refused to be initiated in all the mysteries of Methodism."

(pp. 20, 21.) Well asserted indeed; but where is the /jcoo/ of any one
of these propositions? I must insist upon this; clear, cogent proof:

else they must be set down for so many glaring falsehoods.

4. " The Church of Rome (to which on so many accounts they were much
obliged, and as gratefully returned the obligation) taught them to set up for

infallible interpreters of Scripture." (p. 54.) Pray, on what accounts are we
" obliged to the Church of Rome V And how have wc " returned thu obliga-

tion ]" I beg you would please, (1.) To explain this ; and, (2.) To prove that
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we ever yet (whoever taught us) " set up for infallible interpreters of Scrip-

ture." So far from it, that we have over and over declared, in print as well

as in public preaching, " We are no more to expect any living man to be infal-

lible than to be omniscient." (Vol. i, p. 357.)

5. " As to other extraordinary gifts, influences, and operations of the Holy
Ghost, no man who has but once dipped into their Journals, and other osten»

tatious trash of the same kind, can doubt their looking upon themselves as not

coming one whit behind the greatest of the Apostles." (Methodism Exa-
mined, p. 21.)

I acquit you, sir, of ever having " once dipped into that ostentatious

trash." I do net accuse you of having read so much as the titles of my
Journals. I say, mij Journals ; for (as little as you seem to know it)

my brother has published none. I therefore look upon this as simple

ignorance. You talk thus, because you know no better. You do not

know, that in these very Journals I utterly disclaim the " extraordinary

gifts of the Spirit," and all other " influences and operations of the Holy
Ghost" than those that are common to all real Christians.

And yet I will not say, this ignorance is blameless. For ought you
not to have known better? Ought you not to have taken the pains of

procuring better information, when it might so easily have been had ?

Ought you to have publicly advanced so heavy charges as these, with-

out knowing whether they were true or no ?

6. You proceed to give as punctual an account of us, ianqtiam iutus

et in cute nosses : [as if you had known us in heart and life :] " They
outstripped, if possible, even Montanus, for external sanctity and severity

of discipline." (p. 22.) "They condemned all regard for temporal

concerns. They encouraged their devotees to take no thought for any
one thing upon earth ; the consequence of which was, a total neglect of

their affairs, and impoverishment of their families." (p. 23.) Blunder

all over ! We had no room for any discipline, severe or not, five-and-

fwenty years ago, unless college discipline ; my brother then residing

at Christ Church, and I at Lincoln College. And as to our " sanctity,"

(were it more or less,) how do you know it was only external? Was
you intimately acquainted with us ? I do not remember where I had
the honour of conversing with you. Or could you (as the legend says

of St. Pabomius) " smell a heretic ten miles" off? And how came
you to dream, again, that we " condemned all regard for temporal con-

cerns, and encouraged men to take no thought for any one tiling upon
<;arth?" Vain dream! We on the contrary, severely condemn all who
neglect their temporal concerns, and who do not take care of every thing

on earth wherewith God hath entrusted them. The consequ<mce of

this is, that the Methodists, so called, do not " neglect their affairs and

impoverish their families ;" but, by dihgcnce in business, " provide

things honest in the sight of all men." Insomuch, that multitudes of

them, who, in time past, had scarce food to eat or raiment to put on,

have now " all things needful for life and godliness ;" and that for their

families, as well as themselves.

7. Hitherto you have been giving an account of two wolflings only;

but now they arc grown into perfect wolves. Let us see what a picture

you draw of them in this state, both as to their principles and practice.

You begin with a home stroke : " In the Montanist you may behold

the bold lineaments and bloated countenance of the Methodist." (p. 17.)
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I wish you do not squint at the honest countenance ofMr. Venn, who ia

indeed as far from fear as he is from guile. But if it is somewhat
" bloated," that is not his fault ; sickness may have the same effect on
yours or mine.

But to come closer to the point :
" They have darkened relio-ion with

many ridiculous fancies, tending to confoutid the head, and to corrupt
the heart." (p. 13.) " A thorough knowledge of them would work, in
every rightly-disposed mind, an abhorrence of those doctrines which
directly tend to distract the head, and to debauch the heart, by turning
faith into frenzy, and the grace of God into wantonness." (pp. 101, 102.)
" These doctrines are unreasonable and ridiculous, clashing with our
natural ideas of the divine perfections, with the end of religion, with the

honour of God, and man's both present and future happiness. There-
fore we pronounce them ' filthy dreamers,' turning faith into fancy, the

Gospel into farce ; thus adding blasphemy to enthusiasm." (pp. 66, 68.)
Take breath, sir ; there is a long paragraph behind. " The abettors

of these wild and whimsical notions arc, (1.) Close friends to the Church
of Rome, agreeing Avith her in almost every thing but the doctrine of
merit : (2.) They are no less kind to infidelity, by making the Christian

religion a mere creature of the imagination: (3.) They cut up Chris-

tianity by the roots, frustrating the very end lor which Christ died, which
was, that by holiness we might be ' made meet for the inheritance of the
saints:' (4.) They are eneinies not only to Christianity, but to 'every
religion whatsoever,' by labouring to subvert or overturn the whole
system of morality : (5.) Consequently, they must be enemies of society,

dissolving the band by which it is united and knit together." In a
word : " All ancient heresies have in a manner concentred in the

Methodists
;

[)articularly those of the Simonians, Gnostics, Antinomi-
ans," (as widely distant from each other as Predestinarians from Calvin-

ists !) " Valentinians, Donatists, and Montanists." (pp. 101, 102.) While
your hand was in, you might as well have added, Carpocratians, Euty-
chians, Nestorians, Sabellians. If you say, "I never heard of them;"
no matter for that

;
you may find them, as well as the rest, in Bishop

Pearson's index.

Well, all this is mere flourish ; raising a dust, to blind the eyes of
the spectators. Generals, you know, prove nothing. So, leaving this

as it is, let us come to particulars.

Bui, first, give me leave to transcribe a few words from a tract pub-

lished some years ago. " Your lordship premises, ' It is not at all need-

ful to charge the particular tenets upon the particular persons among
them.' Indeed, it is needful in the highest degree. Just as needful as

it is not to put a stumbling block in the way of our brethren ; not to lay

them under an almost insuperable temptation of condemning the inno-

cent with the guilty." (Letter to the Bishop of London, vol. v, pp.

340, 341.)

And it is now tar more needful than it was then ; as that title of

reproach, Melhotlist, is now affixed to many people who are not under

my care, nor ever had any connection with me. And what have I to do

with these ? If you give me a nick-name, and then give it to others

whom I know not, does this make me accountable for them ? either for

their principles or practice ? In nowise. I am to tmswer for myself,
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and for those that are in connection with me. This is all that a man of

common sense can undertake, or a man of common humanity require.

Let us begin then upon even ground ; and if you can prove upon me,
John Wesley, any one of the charges which you have advanced, call me
not only a wolf, but an otter, if you please.

8. Your First particular charge (which, indeed, runs through your
book, and is repeated in twenty different places) is, that we make the

way to heaven too broad, teaching, men may be saved by faith without

works. Some of your words are, " They set out with forming a fair

and tempting model of religion, so flattering the follies of degenerate

man, that it could not fail to gain the hearts of multitudes, especially of

the loose and vicious, the lazy and indolent. They want to get to

heaven the shortest way, and with the least trouble : now, a reliance on
Christ, and a disclaiming ofgood works, are terms as easy as the merest

libertine can ask. They persuade their people that they may be saved

by the righteousness of Christ, without any holiness of their own ; nay,

that good works are not only unnecessary, but also dangerous ; that we
may be saved by faith, without any other requisite, such as Gospel
obedience, and a holy life. Lastly : The Valentinians pretended, that

if good works were necessary to salvation, it was only to animal men,
that is, to all who were not of their clan ; and that, although sin might

damn others, it could not hurt them. In consequence of which they

lived in all lust and impurity, and wallowed in the most unheard-of

bestialities. The Methodists distinguish much after the same manner."
{Methodism Examined, pp. 52, 31, 38, 14.)

Sir, you are not awake yet. You are dreaming still, and fighting

with shadows of your own raising. The " model of religion with which

the Methodists set out" is perfectly well known ; if not to you, yet to

many thousands in England who are no Methodists. I laid it before

the university of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on January 1, 1733. You may
read it when you are at leisure ; for it is in print, entitled, " The Cir-

cumcision of the Heart." And whoever reads only that one discourse,

with any tolerable share of attention, will easily judge, whether that

" model of religion flatters the follies of degenerate man," or is likely

to " gain the hearts of multitudes, especially of the loose and vicious,

the lazy and indolent!" Will a man choose this, as "the shortest way
to heaven, and with the least trouble?" Are these "as easy terms as

any libertine" or infidel " can desire V The truth is, we have been
these thirty years continually reproached for just the contrary to what
you dream of; with making the way to heaven too strait ; with being

ourselves "righteous overmuch," and teaching others, they could not

be saved without so many works as it was impossible for them to per-

form. And to this day, instead of teaching men that they may be saved

by a faith which is without good works, without " Gospel obedience

and holiness of life," we teach exactly the reverse, continually insisting

on all outward as well as all inward holiness. For the notorious truth of

this we appeal to the whole tenor of our sermons, printed and unprinted
;

in particular to those upon " Our Lord's Sermon on the Mount," where-

in every branch of Gospel obedience is both asserted and proved to be

indispensably necessary to eternal salvation.

Therefore, as to the rest of the " Antinomiaa trash" which you ha^ •
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SO carefully gathered up, as, " that the regenerate are as pure as Christ

himseJf; that it would be criiiiiual for them to pray for pardon ; that the

greatest crimes are no crimes in the saints," &c, &c, (p. 17,) 1 have no
concern therewith at all, no more than with any that teach it. Indeed
T have confuted it over and over, in tracts published many years ago.

9. A Second charge which you advance is, that " we sup[)ose every
man's final doom to depend on God's sovereign will and j)leasure ;" (I

presume you mean, on his absolute, unconditional decree ;) that we
" consider man as a mere machine ;" that we suj)pose believers " cannot
fall from grace." (p. 31.) Nay, I suppose none of these things. Let
those who do, answer for themselves. I suppose just the contrary in

" Predestination Calmly Considered," a tract published ten years ago.

10. A Third charge is, " Ti)ey represent faith as a supernatural

principle, altogether precluding the judgment and understanding, and
discerned by some internal signs ; not as a firm persuasion, founded on
the evidence of reason, and discernible only by a conformity of hfe and
manners to such a persuasion." (p. 11.)

We do not represent faith " as altogether precluding," or at all •' pre-

cluding, the judgment and understanding ;" rather as enlightening and
strengthening the understanding, as clearing and improving the judg-
ment. But we do represent it as the gift of God, yea, and a " super-

natural gift;" yet it does not preclude "the evidence of reason;" though
neither is this its whole foundation. "A conformity of life and manners"
to that persuasion, "Christ loved me, and gave himself for me," is doubt-

less one mark by which it is discerned ; but not the only one. It is

likewise discerned by internal signs,—both by the witness of the Spirit,

and the fruit of the Spirit ; namely, " love, peace, joy, meekness, gentle-

ness ;" by all " the mind which was in Christ Jesus."

11. You assert. Fourthly, " They speak of grace, that it is as percep-

tible to the heart as sensible objects are to the senses ; whereas the

Scriptures speak of grace, that it is conveyed imperceptibly ; and that

the only way to be satisfied whether we have it or no, is to appeal, not

to our inward feelings, but our outward actions." (p. 32.)

We do speak of grace, (meaning thereby, that power of God vvliich

worketh in us both to will and to do of his good pleasure,) that it is " as

perceptible to the heart" (while it comforts, refreshes, purifies, and sheds

the love of God abroad therein) " as sensible objects are to the senses."

And yet we do not doubt, but it may frequently be " conveyed to us im-

perceptibly." But we know no scripture which speaks of it as always

conveyed, and always working in an imperceptible manner. We like-

wise allow, that outward actions are one way of satisfying us that we
have grace in our hearts. But we cannot possibly allow, that " the only

way to be satisfied of this is to appeal to our outward actions, and not

our inward feeUngs." On the contrary, we believe that love, joy, peace,

are inwardly felt, or they have no being ; and that men are satisfied they

have grace, first by feeling these, and afterward by their outward

actions.

12. You assert, Fifthly, "They talk of regeneration in every Christian,

as if it was as sudden and miraculous a conversion as that of St. Paul

and the first converts to Christianity, and as if the signs of it were fright-

ful tremors of body, and convulsive agonies of mind ; not as a work
Vol. V. 28
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graciously begun and gradually carried on by the blessed Spirit, in con-
junction with our rational powers and faculties ; the signs of which are,

sincere and universal obedience." (p. 33.)

This is part true, part false. We do believe regeneration, or, in

plain English, the new birth, to be as miraculous or supernatural a work
now as it was seventeen hundred years ago. We likewise believe, that

the spiritual life, which commences when we are born again, must, in

the nature of the thing, have a first moment, as well as the natural. But
we say again and again, we are concerned for the substance of the work,

not the circumstance. Let it be wrought at all, and we will not contend

whether it be wrought gradually or instantaneously. " But what are the

signs that it is wrought?" We never said or thought, that they were
either "frightful tremors of body," or "convulsive agonies of mind;"
(I presume you mean, agonies ofmind attended with bodily convulsions;)

although we know many persons who, before this change was wrought,

felt much fear and sorrow of mind, which, in some of these, had such an
effect on the body as to make all their bones to shake. Neither did we
ever deny, that it is " a work graciously begun by the Holy Spirit," en-

lightening our understanding, (which, I suppose, you call "our rational

powers and faculties,") as well as influencing our affections. And it is

certain, he "gradually carries on this work," by continuing to influence

all the powers of the soul ; and that the outward sign of this inward

work is, " sincere and universal obedience."

13. A Sixth charge is: "They treat Christianity as a wild, enthusi-

astic scheme, which will bear no examination." (p. 30.) Where, or

when? In what sermon? In what tract, practical or polemical? I wholly

deny the charge. 1 have myself closely and carefully examined every

part of it, every verse of the New Testament, in the original, as well as

in our own and other translations.

14. Nearly allied to this is the threadbare charge of enthusiasm, with

which you frequently and largely compliment us. But as this also is

asserted only, and not proved, it falls to the ground of itself. Meantime,

your asserting it is a plain proof that you know nothing of the men you
talk of. Because you know them not, you so boldly say, " One advan-

tage we have over them, and that is reason." Nay, that is the very

question. I appeal to all mankind, whether you have it or no. How-
ever, you are sure we have it not, and are never likely to have. For
" reason," you say, " cannot do much with an enthusiast, whose first

principle is, to have nothing to do with reason, but resolve all his reli-

gious opinions and notions into immediate inspiration." Then, by youi

own account, I am no enthusiast ; for I resolve none of my notions into

immediate inspiration. I have something to do with reason
;
perhaps

as much as many of those who make no account of my labours. And
I am ready to give up every opinion which I cannot by calm, clear rea-

son defend. Whenever, therefore, you will try what you can do by

argument, which you have not done yet, I wait your leisure, and will

follow you step by step, which way soever you lead.

15. " But is not this plain })roof of the enthusiasm of the Methodists,

that they despise human learning, and make a loud and terrible outcry

against it ?" Pray, sir, when and where was this done ? Be so good

as to point out the time and place ; for 1 am quite a stranger to it. I
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believe, indeed, and so do you, that many men make an ill use of their

learning. But so they do of their Bibles : therefore this is no reason

for de.spising or crying out against it. I would use it just as far as it

will go ; how far I apprehend it may be of use, how far I judge it to be

expedient at least, if not necessary, for a clergyman, you might have
seen in the " Earnest Address to the Clergy." But, in the meantime,
I bless God that there is a more excellent gift than either the knowledge
oflanguages or philosophy. For tongues, and knowledge, and learning,

\vill vanish away ;.but love never faileth.

16. I think this is all you have said which is any way material con-

cerning the doctrines of the Methodists. The charges you bring con-

cerning their spirit or practice may be despatched in tewer words.

And, First, you charge them with pride and uncharitableness: "They
talk as proudly as the Donatists, of their being the only true preachers

of the Gospel, and esteem themselves, in contradistinction to others, as

the regenerate, the children of God, and as having arrived at sinless

perfection." (p. 15.)

All of a piece. We neither talk nor think so. We doubt not but

there are many true preachers of the Gospel, both in England and else-

where, who have no connection with, no knowledge of, us. Neither can

we doubt but that there are many thousand children of God who never

heard our voice or saw our face. And this may suffice for an answer

to all the assertions of the same kind which are scattered up and down
your work. Of sinless perfection, here brought in by head and shoul-

ders, I have nothing to say at present.

17. You charge them. Secondly, " with boldness and blasphemy, who,
triumphing in their train of credulous and crazy followers, the spurious"

(should it not be rather the genuine ?) "offspring of their insidious craft,

ascribe the glorious event to divine grace, and, in almost every page of

their paltry harangues, invoke the blessed Spirit to go along with them
in their soul-awakening work ; that is, to continue to assist them in

.seducing the simple and unwary." (p. 41.)

What we ascribe to divine grace is this: the convincing sinners of the

errors of their ways, and the " turning them from darkness to light, from

the power of Satan to God." Do not you yourself ascribe this to grace?

And do not you too invoke the blessed Spirit to go along with you in

every part of your work 1 If you do not, you lose all your labour.

Whether we " seduce men into sin," or by his grace save them from it,

is another question.

18. You charge us, Thirdly, with "requiring a blind and implicit trust

from our disciples ;" (p. 10;) who, accordingly, "trust as implicitly in

their preachers, as the Papists in their Pope, Councils, or Church." (p-51.)

Far from it : neither do we require it ; nor do they that hear us place

any such trust in any creature. They " search the Scriptures," and

hereby try every doctrine whether it be of God : and what is agreeable

to Scripture, they embrace ; what is contrary to it they reject.

19. You charge us, Fourthly, with injuring the clergy in various ways:

(1.) "They are very industrious to dissolve or break off that spiritual

intercourse which the relation wherein we stand requires should be pre-

served betwixt us and our people." But can that spiritual intercourse

be either preserved or broke oft', which never existed ? What spiritual
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intercourse exists between you, the rector of St. Michael, and the peo-

ple of your parish? I suppose you preach to them once a week, and
now and then read prayers. Perhaps you visit one in ten of the sick.

And is this all the spiritual intercourse which you have with those over

whom the Holy Ghost hath made you an overseer? In how poor a

sense then do you watch over the souls for whom you are to give an

account to God ! Sir, I wish to God there were a truly spiritual inter-

course between you and all your people ! I wish you "knew all your

flock by name, not excepting the men-servants and women-servants !"

Then you might cherish each, "as a nurse her own children," and "train

them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." Then might you

"warn eveiy one, and exhort every one," till you should "present cvciy

one perfect in Christ Jesus."
" But they say our sermons contradict the Articles, Homilies, and

Liturgy of our own Church; yea, that we contradict ourselves, saying

one thing in the desk, and another in the pulpit." And is there not

cause to say so ? I myself have heard several sermons preached in

churches, which flatly contradicted both the Articles, Homilies, and Litur-

gy ;
particularly on the head ofjustification. I have likewise heard more

tlian one or two persons, who said one thing in the desk, and another in

the pulpit. In the desk, they prayed God to " cleanse the thoughts of

their hearts by the inspiration of his Holy Spirit." In the pulpit they

said there was " no such tiling as inspiration since the time of the

Apostles."
" But this is not all. You poison the people by the most peevish and

spiteful invectives against the clergy, the most rude and rancorous revil-

ings, and the most invidious calumnies." (p. 51.) No more than I

poison them with arsenic. I make no peevish or spiteful invectives

against any man. Rude and rancorous revilings (such as your present

tract abounds with) are also far from me. I dare not " return railing

for raihng," because (whether you know it or no) I fear God. Invi-

dious cakunnies, likewise, I never dealt in ; all such weapons I leave

to you.

20. One charge remains which you repeat over and over, and lay a

peculiar stress upon. (As to what you talk about perverting Scripture,

I pass it by, as mere unmeaning common-place declamation.) It is the

floor old worn-out tale of " getting money by preaching." This you

only intimate at first. " Some of their tbilowcrs had an inward call to

sell all that they had, and lay it at their fcx't." (p. 22.) Pray, sir, favour

us with the name of one, and we will excuse you as to all the rest. In

ihe next page you grow bolder, and roundly afiirm, " "VMth all their

heavenly mindedness, they could not help casting a sheep's eye at the

nnrighteous mammon. Nor did they i)ay their court to it with less

cumiiiig and success than Montanus. Under the specious appearance

of gifts and oflerings, they raised contributions from every quarter.

Besides the weekly pensions squeezed out of the poorer and lower part

of their cominunity, they were f^ivoured with very large oblations from

persons of better figure and fortune ; and especially from many believing

wive.'?, who had learned to practise pious frauds on their unbelieving

husbands."

I am almost ashamed (having done it twenty times before) to answer
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this stale calumny again. But the bold, fiontlcss manner wherein you
advance it, obliges me so to do. Know then, sir, that you have no
authority, either from Scripture or reason, to judge of other men by
yourself. If your own conscience convicts you of loving money, of
" casting a sheep's eye at the unrighteous manunon," humble yourself

before God, if haply the thoughts and desires of your horut may be for-

given you. But, blessed be God, my conscience is clear. My heart

does not condemn me in this matter. I know, and God knowcth, that

I have no desire to load myself with thick clay ; that I love money no
more than I love the mire in the streets ; that I seek it not. And I have
it not, any more than sutfices for food and raiment, for the plain conve-
niences of life. I pay no court to it at all, or to those that have it, either

with cunning or without. For myself, for my own use, I raise no con-

tributions, either great or small. The weekly contributions of our com-
munity, (which are freely given, not squeezed out of any,) as well as the

gifts and offerings at the Lord's table, never come into my hands. I

have no concern with them, not so much as the beholding them with

my eyes. They are received every week by the stewards ofthe society,

men of well known character in the world ; and by them constantly dis-

tributed, within the week, to those whom they know to be in real neces-

sity. As to the " very large oblations wherewith I am favoured by persons

of better figure and fortune," I know nothing of them. Be so kind as

to refresh my memory by mentioning a few of their names. I have the

happiness of knowing some of great figure and fortune ; some right

honourable persons. But if I were to say, that all of them together had

given me seven pounds in seven years, I should say more than I could

make good. And yet T donbt nut, but they would freely give me any

thing I wanted; but, by the blessing of God, I want notliing that they can

give. I want only more of the Spirit of love and power, and of a health-

ful mind. As to those " many believing wives who practise pious frauds

on their unbelieving husbands," I knowHhem not, no, not one of that

kind ; therefore I doubt the fact. If you know any such, be pleased to

give us their names and places of abod Otherwise you must bear the

blame of being the lover, if not the maker, of a lie.

Perhaps you will say, " Why, a great man said the same thing but a
few years ago." What, if he did? Let the frog swell as long as he
can, he will not equal the ox. He might say many things, all circum-

stances considered, which will not come well from you, as you have

neither his wit, nor sense, nor learning, nor age, nor dignity.

Tibi parvula res est

:

•Metiri se quemque suo modulo, ac pcde, venim est.

(You are not upon a level with Bishop Warburton. Let every man know his

own size.)

If you fall upon people that meddle not with you, without either fear or

Avit, you may possibly find they have a little more to say for themselves

than you was aware of. I "follow peace with all men;" but if a man
set upon me without either rhyme or reason, I think it my duty to defend

myself, so far as truth and justice permit. Yet still I am, (if a poor

enthusiast may not be so bold as to style himself your brother,)

Reverend Sir, your servant for Christ's sake,

London, November 17, 1759. JoHN Wesley.
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THE REVEREND DR. HORNE:
OCCASIONED BY HIS LATE SERMON, PREACHED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY

OF OXFORD, ABOUT 1762.

Reverend Sir,—When you spoke of" heresies making their period-

ical revolutions," of " Antinoniianism rampant among us," and immedi-
ately after, of the "new lights at the Tabernacle and Foundery," must not

your hearers naturally think that Mr. Whitefield and I were reviving

those heresies ? But do you know the persons of whom you speak ?

Have you ever conversed with them ? Have you read their writings ]

If not, is it kind, is it just, to pass so severe a censure upon them 1 Had
you only taken the trouble of reading one tract, the " Appeal to Men of

Reason and Religion," you would have seen that a great part of what
you affirm is what I never denied. To put this beyond dispute, I beg
leave to transcribe some passages from that treatise ; which will show-

not only what I teach now, but what I have taught for many years. I

will afterward simply and plainly declare wherein I as yet differ from

you : and the rather, that if I err therein, you may, by God's assistance,

convince me of it.

1. 1. " Justification sometimes means our acquittal at the last day : Matt.
xii, 37. But this is altogether out of the present question ; that justification

wiiereof our Articles and Homilies speak, meaning present forgiveness, par-

don of sins, and, consequently, acceptance with God ; who therein ' declares

his righteousness' (or mercy, by or) ' for the remission of the sins that are

past ;' saying, ' I will be merciful to thy unrighteousness, and thine iniquities

I will remember no more,' Rom. iii, 25 ; Hcb. viii, 12.
" I believe the condition of this is faith : Rom. iv, 5, &c. I mean, not only,

that without faith we cannot be justified ; but also, that as soon as any one
has true faith, in that moment lie is justified.

" Good works follow this faith, but cannot go before it : Luke vi, 43 :

much less can sanctification, which implies a continued course ofgood works,
springing from holiness of heart. But it is allowed, that entire sanctification

goes before our justification at the last day : Heb. xii, 14.
" It is allowed, also, that repentance, and ' fruits meet for repentance,' go

before faith : Mark i, 15 ; Matt, iii, 8. Repentance absolutely must go before

faith ; fruits meet for it, if there be opportunity. By repentance, I mean con-

viction of sin, producing real desires and sincere resolutions of amendment

;

and by ' fruits meet for repentance,' forgiving our brother ; Matt, vi, 14, 15:

ceasing from evd, doing good ; Luke iii, 4, 9, &c : using the ordinances of

God, and, in general, obeying him according to the measure of grace which
we have received : Matt, vii, 7 ; xxv, 29. But these I cannot as yet term
good works; because they do not spring from faith and the love of God."
(Farther Appeal, vol. v, pp. 34, 35.)

2. " Faith alone is the proximate condition of present ju.stification."

II. 1 . I have shown here, at largo, what is the doctrine I teach Avith

regard to justification, and have taught, ever since I was convinced of it

myself, by carefully reading the New Testament and the Homilies. In

many points, I apprehend, it agrees with yours ; in some, it does not

;

these I come now to consider. May God enable me to do it in love and

meekness of wisdom.
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You say, " Happy times, when faith and a good life were synonymous
terms !" (p. 7.) I conceive, they never were. Is not faith the root, a
good life the tree springing therefrom ?

" That good works are a necessary condition of our justification, may
be proved, (1.) From express testimonies of Scripture. So Isaiah i, 16,

17 :
' Cease from evil, learn to do well.' Then ' your sins that were as

scarlet, shall be white as snow.' Here, ceasing (iom evil, and learning

to do well, are the conditions of pardon." I answer: Without them
there is no pardon

; yet the immediate condition of it is faith. He that

believeth, and he alone, is justified before God. " So Ezekiel xxxiii,

14-16: If the sinner ' turn from his evil ways,' and ' walk in the statutes

of life,' then ' all his sins shall not be once mentioned to him.' " Most
sure ; that is, if he believe ; else, whatever his outward walking be, he
cannot be justified.

The next scripture you cite. Matt, xi, 28, {Sermon, p. 10,) proves no
more than this, that none find " rest to their souls," unless they first come
to Christ, (namely by faith,) and then obey him.

But, " He says, ' Ye arc my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command
you.' " He does so ; but how does it appear, that this relates to justi-

fication at all 1

" St. Peter also declares, ' In every nation, he that feareth God and
worketh righteousness is accepted of him,' " Acts x, 35. He is ; but

none can either fear God, or work righteousness, till he believes accord-

ing to the dispensation he is under. " And St. John :
' He that doeth

righteousness is righteous.' " I do not see that this proves any thing.

" And again : ' If we walk in the light, as God is in the light, then have

we communion with him, and the blood ofJesus Christ his Son cleanseth

us from all sin,' " 1 John i, 7. This would prove something, if it could

be proved, that " cleansing us from all sin" meant only justification.

" The Scriptures insist upon the necessity of repentance, in particular,

for that purpose. But repentance comprehends compunction, humilia-

tion, hatred of sin, confession of it, prayer for mercy, ceasing from evil,

a firm purpose to do well, restitution of ill got goods, forgiveness of all

Avho have done us wrong, and works of beneficence." (pp. 11, 12.) I

believe it does comprehend all these, either as parts or as fruits of it

:

and it comprehends " the fear" but not " the love of God;" that flows

from a higher principle. And he who loves God is not barely in the

right way to justification : he is actually justified. The rest of the

paragraph asserts just the same thing which was asserted in those words

:

" Previous to justifying faith must be repentance, and, if opportunity

permits, ' fruits meet for repentance.' " But still I must observe, that

" neither the one nor the other is necessary, either in the same sense, or

in the same degree with faith." No scripture testimony can be pro-

duced, which any way contradicts this.

2. " That works are a necessary condition of our justification, may
be proved. Secondly, from scripture examples ;

particularly those recited

in the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews. These all

" through faith wrought righteousness ; without working righteousness,

they had never obtained the promises." (p. 13.) I say the same thing:

none are finally saved, but those whose faith " worketh by love."

" Even in the thief upon the cross, faith was attended by repentance,
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piety, and charity." It was ; repentance went before his faith
; piety

and charity accompanied it. " Therefore, he was not justified by faith

alone." Our Church, adopting the words of St. Chrysostom, expressly

affirms, in the passage above cited, he was justified by faith alone. And
lier authority ought to weigh more than even that of Bishop Bull, or of

any single man whatever. Authority, be pleased to observe, I plead

against authority ; reason against reason.

It is no objection, that the faith whereby he was justified immediately
produced good works.

3. How we are justified by faith alone, and yet by such a faith as is not

alone, it may be proper to explain. And this also I choose to do, not in

my own words, but in those of our church :

—

" Faith does not shut out repentance, hope, love, and the fear of God, to

be joined with faith in every man tliat is justified : but it shutteth them out
from the office of justifying. So that although tliey be all present together

in him that is justified, yet they justify not altogether. Neither doth faith

shut out good works, necessarily to be done afterward, of duty toward God.
" That we are justified only by this faith in Christ, speak all the ancient

authors ; especially Origen, St. Cyprian, St. Chrysostom, Hilary, Basil, St.

Ambrose, and St. Augustine." {Homily on the Salvation of Man.)

4. You go on :
" Thirdly, if we consider the nature of faith, it will

appear impossible that a man should be justified by that alone. Faith

is either an assent to the Gospel truths, or a reliance on the Gospel
promises. I knowof no other notion of faith." (/Sermon, p. 15.) I do; an
£'Ksy)(Qg [evidence or conviction] of things not seen ; which is far more
than a bare assent, and yet toto genere [wholly] different from a reliance.

Therefore, if you prove that neither an assent nor a reliance justifies,

nor both ofthem together, still you do not prove that we are not justified

by faith, even by faith alone. But how do you prove, that we cannot

be justified by faith as a reliance on the promises ? Thus :
" Such a

reliance must be founded on a consciousness of having performed the

conditions. And a reliance so founded is the result of works wrought
through faith." No ; of works wrought without faith ; else the argument
implies a contradiction. For it runs thus : (on the supposition that faith

and reliance were synonymous terms :) Such a reliance is the result of

works wrought through such a reliance.

5. Your Fourth argument against justification by faith alone, is drawn
from the nature of justification. I'his, you observe, " implies a prisoner

at the bar, and a law by which he is to be tried ; and this is not the law

of Moses, but that of ('hrist, requiring repentance and faith, with their

proper fruits;" (p. 16;) which now, through the blood of Christ, are

accepted and " counted for righteousness." St. Paul affirms this con-

cerning faith, in the fourth chapter of his Epistle to the Romans. But
where does he say, that either repentance or its fruits are counted for

righteousness? Nevertheless, I allow that the law of Christ requires

such repentance and faith before justification, as, if there be opportunity,

will bring forth the " fruits of righteousness." But if there be not, he
that repents and believes is justified notwithstanding. Consequently,

these alone are necessary, indispensably necessaiy, conditions of oiu"

justification.

6. Your Last argument against justification by faith alone " is drawn
from the method of God's proceeding at the last day. He will then
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judge every man ' according to his works.' If, therefore, worlis wrought

through faith are the ground of the sentence passed upon us in that day,

then are they a necessary condition of our justification ;" (p. 19;) in

other Mords, "if they are a condition of our final, they are a condition

of our present, justification." I cannot allow the consequence. All

holiness must precede our entering into glory. But no holiness can
exist, till, " being justified by faith, we have peace with God, through
our Lord Jesus Christ."

7. You next attempt to reconcile the writings of St. Paul with justifi-

cation by works. In order to this you say, " In the three first chapters

of his^Epistle to the Romans, he proves that both Jews and Gentiles

must have recourse to the Gospel of Christ. To this end he convicts

the whole world of sin ; and having stopped every mouth, he makes his

inference, ' Therefore, by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be

justified. We conclude,' then, says he, ' a man is justified by faith,

without the deeds of the law.' But here arise two questions : First,

What are the works excluded from justifying ? Secondly, What is the

faith which justifies?" (pp. 20, 21, 22.)
" The works excluded are Heathen and Jewish works, set up as

meritorious. This is evident from hence,—that Heathens and carnal

Jews are the persons against whom he is arguing." Not so : he is argu-

ing against all mankind : he is convicting the *^hole world of sin. His
concern is, to stop every mouth, by proving that no flesh, none born of

a woman, no child of man, can be justified by his own works. Conse-
quently, he speaks of all the works of all mankind, antecedent to justi-

fication, whether Jewish or any other, whether supposed meritorious or

not, of which the text says not one word. Therefore, all w orks ajitece-

dent to justification are excluded, and faith is set in flat opposition to

them. " Unto him that worketh not, but believeth, his faith is counted

to him for righteousness."

"But what is the faith to which he attributes justification? That
' which worketh by love ;' which is the same with the ' new creature,'

and implies in it the keeping the commandments of God."
It is undoubtedly true, that nothing avails for our final salvation^with-

out xaivv] XTirfij, " a new creation," and, consequent thereon, a sincere,

uniform keeping of the commandments of God. This St. Paul con-

stantly declares. But where does he say, this is the condition of our

justification ? In the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians particularly,

he vehemently asserts the contrary ; earnestly maintaining, that nothing-

is absolutely necessary to this, but " believing in Ilim that juslifielh the

ungodly ;" not the godly, not him that is already a " new creature," that

previously keeps all the commandments of God. He does this after-

ward ; when he is justified by faith, then his faith " worketh love."
" Therefore, there is no condemnation to them that are in Christ

Jesus," justified by faith in him, provided they " walk in Him whom
they have received, not after the flesh, but after the Spirit." (p. 23.)

But, should they turn back, and walk again after the flesh, they would
again be under condemnation. But this no way proves that " walking

after the Spirit" was the condition of their justification.

Neither will any thing like this follow from the Apostle's saying to

the Corinthians, " Though I had all faith, so as to remove mountains,
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and have not charity, I am nothing." This only proves that miracle-

tvorking- faith may be where saving faith is not.

8. To the argument, " St. Paul says, ' Abraham was justified by
faith,'" you answer, "St. James says, 'Abraham was justified by
works.' " (p. 24.) True : but he neither speaks of the same justifica-

tion, nor the same faith, nor the same works. Not of the same justifi-

cation ; for St. Paul speaks of that justification which was five-and-

twenty years before Isaac was born; (Genesis;) St. James, of that

wherewith he was justified when he offered up Isaac on the altar. It is

living faith whereby St. Paul atfirms we are justified : it is dead faith

whereby St. James affirms we are not justified. St. Paul speaks of
works antecedent to justification ; St. James, of works consequent upon
it. This is the plain, easy, natural way of reconciling the two Apostles.

The fact was manifestly this : (1.) When Abraham dwelt in Haran,
being then seventy-five years old, God called him thence : he " believed

God," and He " counted it to him for righteousness ;" that is, he " was
justified by faith," as St. Paul strenuously asserts. (2.) Many years
after Isaac was born, (some of the ancients thought three-and-thirty,)

Abraham, showing his faith by his works, offered him up upon the altar.

(3.) Here the "faith" by which, in St. Paul's sense, he was justified

long before, " wrought together with his works ;" and he was justified

in St. James's sense, ^at is, (as the Apostle explains his own mean-
ing,) " by works his faith was made perfect." God confirmed, increased,

and perfected the principle from which those works sprang.

9. Drawing to a conclusion, you say, " What pity, so many volurhes

should have been written upon the question,—whether a man be justi-

fied by faith or works, seeing they are two essential parts of the same
thing!" (p. 25.) If by works you understand inward and outward holi-

ness, both faith and works are essential parts of Christianity ; and yet

they are essentially different, and by God himself contradistinguished

from each other ; and that in the very question before us :
" Him that

worketh not, but believeth." Therefore, whether a man be jusfified by

faith or works, is a point of the last importance ; otherwise, our Reform-
ers could not have answered to God their spending so much time upon
it. Indeed, they were both too wise and too good men to have wrote

so many volumes on a triffing or needless question.

10. If in speaking on this important point, (such at least it appears to

me,) I have said any thing offensive, any that implies the least degree

of anger or disrespect, it was entirely foreign to my intention ; nor

indeed have I any provocation : I have no room to be angry at your

maintaining what you believe to be the truth of the Gospel ; even though

I might wish you had omitted a few expressions,
Q,uas aut mcitria fudit,

,flut humana parum cavit natiira.

(Such as escaped my notice ; or such as may be placed to the account of human
infirmity.)

In the general, from all I have heard concerning you, I cannot but very

highly esteem you in love. And that God may give you both " a right

judgment in all things, and evermore to rejoice in his holy comfort," is

the prayer of,

Reverend Sir, your affectionate brother and servant,

John Wesley.



A LETTER
TO THE

RIGHT REVEREND THE LORD BISHOP OF GLOUCESTER
OCCASIONED BY HIS TRACT

"ON THE OFPMCK AND OPERATIONS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT."

My Lord,—Your lordship well observes, " To employ buffoonery

in the service of religion is to violate the majesty of truth, and to deprive

it of a lair hearing. To examine, men must be serious." (Pre/, p. 1 1.)

I will endeavour to be so in all the following pages ; and the rather, not

only because I am writing to a person who is so far, and in so many
respects, my superior, but also because of the importance of the sub-

ject : for is the question only. What I am ? a madman, or a man in his

senses I a knave, or an honest man ? No ; this is only brought in by
way of illustration. The question is, of the otHcc and operation of the

Holy Spirit ; with which the doctrine of the new birth, and indeed the

whole of real religion, is connected. On a subject of so deep concern,

I desire to be serious as death. But, at the same time, your lordship

Avill permit me to use great plainness. And this I am the more embold-
ened to do, because, by naming my name, your lordship, as it were,

condescends to meet me on even ground.

I shall consider. First, what your lordship advances concerning me
;

and. Then, what is advanced concerning the operations of the Holy Spirit.

L First. Concerning me. It is true I am here dealing in crambe
repelita, [stale repetition,] reciting objections which have been urged
and answered a hundred times. . But as your lordship is pleased to

repeat them again, I am obliged to repeat the answers.

Your lordship begins :
" If the false prophet pretend to some extra-

ordinary measure of the Spirit, we are directed to try that spirit by James
iii, 17." (p. 117.) I answer, 1. (as I have done many times before,)

I do not pretend to any extraordinary measure of the Spirit. I pretend

to no other measure of it than may be claimed by every Christian minis-

ter. 2. Where are we directed to "try prophets" by this text? How
does it appear that it was given for any such purpose "? It is certain we
may try Christians hereby, whether they are real or pretended ones

;

but I know not that either St. James, or any other inspired writer, gives

us the least hint of trying prophets thereby.

Your lordship adds, " In this rule or direction for the trial of spirits,

the marks are to be applied only negatively. The man in whom they

are not found hath not the ' wisdom from above.' But we are not to

conclude, that he has it in whom any or all of them are tbund." (p. 118.)

We are not to conclude that he is a prophet, for the Apostle says nothing

about prophets ; but may we not conclude, the man in whom all these

are found has " the wisdom from above ?" Surely we may ; for these

are the essential parts of that wisdom ; and can he have all the parts

and not have the whole.

Is not this enough to show, that the Apostle is here giving " a set of

marks," not " to detect impostor prophets," but impostor Christians 1
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those that impose either upon themselves or others, as if they were
Christians when they are not?

In what follows, I shall simply consider the argument, without directly
addressing your lordship.

"Apply these marks to tlie features of modern fanatics, especially Mr.
John Wesley. He has laid claim to almost every apostolic gift, in as full
and ample a manner as they were possessed of old." (p. 119.)

The miraculous gifts bestowed upon the Apostles are enumerated in
two places : First, Mark xvi, 17, 18 : "In my name they shall cast out
devils ; they shall speak with new tongues ; they shall take up serpents ;

if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them ; they shall lay

hands on the sick, and they shall recover." Second, 1 Cor. xii, 8-10 :

" To one is given the word of wisdom ; to another the word of know-
ledge ; to another faith ; to another the gifts of healing; to another the
working of miracles ; to another prophecy ; to another the discernment
of spirits ; to another tongues ; to another the interpretation of tongues."
Do I lay claim to almost every one of these " in as full and ample a

manner as they were possessed of old ?"

Five of them are enumerated in the former catalogue ; to three of
which—speaking with new tongues, taking up serpents, drinking deadly
things—it is not even pretended I lay any claim at all. In the latter,

nine are enumerated. And as to seven of these, none has yet seen
good to call me in question ;—miraculous wisdom, or knowledge, or

faith, prophecy, discernment of spirits, strange tongues, and the inter-

pretation of tongues. What becomes then of the assertion, that I lay
" claim to almost every one of them in the most full and ample manner ?"

Do I lay claim to any one of them ? To prove that I do, my oAvn

words are produced, extracted from an account of the occurrences of

about sixteen years.

I shall set them down naked and unadorned : 1. "May 13, 1740.

The devil stirred up his servants to make all the noise they could."

2. "May 3, 1741. I explained, to a vast multitude of people, 'What
doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with thy God ?' The devil's children fought valiantly for

their master, that his kingdom should not be destroyed. And many
stones fell on my right hand and my left." 3. " Ai)ril 3, 1740. Some
or other of the children of Belial had laboured to disturb us several

nights before. Now all the street was filled with people, shouting,

cursing, swearing, and ready to swallow the ground with rage." (p. 120.)

4. "June 27, 1747. I foimd only one person among them who knew
the love of God, before my brother came. No wonder the devil was
so still ; ' for his goods were in peace.' " 5. " April 29, 1752. I preach-

ed at Durham to a quiet, stupid congregation." (p. 121.) 6. " May 9,

1740. I was a little surprised at some who were bufleted of Satan in an

unusual manner, by such a spirit of laughter as they could in nowise

resist. I could scarce have believed the account they gave me, had 1

not known the same thing ten or eleven years ago, when both my
brother and I were seized in the same mannerr." (If any man call this

hysterics, I am not concerned : I think and let think.) 7. "May 21,

1740. In the evening such a spirit of laughter was among us, that many
were nuich otlended. But liie attention of all was soon fixed on poor
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L S , whom we all knew to be no dissembler. One so'violently

and variously torn ot' the evil one did I never see before. Sometimes
she laughed till almost strangled ; then broke out into cursing and
blaspheming. At last she faintly called on Christ to help her ; and the

violence of her pangs ceased." (Let any who please impute this like-

wise to hysterics : only permit me to think otherwise.) 8. " May 17,

1740. I found more and more undeniable proofs, that we have need to

watch and pray every moment. Outward trials, indeed, were now re-

moved : but so much the more did inward trials abound ; and ' if one
member suffered, all the members suffered with it.' So strange a sym-
pathy did I never observe before ; whatever considerable temptation

fell on any one, unaccountably spreading itself to the rest, so that ex-

ceeding few were able to escape it." (pp.. 122, 123.)

1 know not what these eight quotations prove, but that I believe the

devil still variously tempts and troubles good men ; while he " works
with energy in the children of disobedience." Certainly they do not

prove that I lay claim to any of the preceding gifts. Let us see whether

any more is proved by the ten next quotations: 1. "So many living

witnesses hath God given, that his hand is still stretched out to heal,"

(namely, the souls of sinners, as the whole paragraph fixes the sense,)
" and that signs and wonders are even now wrought" (p. 124) (namely,

in the conversion of the gi'eatest sinners.) 2. " Among the poor colliers

of Placey, Jo. Lane, then nine or ten years old, was one of the first that

found peace with God." (lb.) 3. "Mrs. Nowers said her little son

appeared to have a continual fear of God, and an awful sense of his

presence. A few days since, she said, he broke out into prayers aloud,

and said, ' I shall go to heaven soon.' " This child, when he began to

have the fear of God, was, as his parents said, just three years old.

4. I did receive that "account of the young woman of Manchester from
her own mouth." But 1 pass no judgment on it, good or bad ; nor, 5. On
" the trance," (p. 126,) as her mother called it, of S. T., neither denying

nor affirming the truth of it. 6. " You deny that God does work these

effects ; at least, that he works them in this manner : I affirm both. I

have seen very many persons changed in a moment, from the spirit of

fear, horror, despair, to the spirit of love, joy, and praise. In several of

them this change was wrought in a dream, or during a strong representa-

tion to their mind of Christ, either on the cross, or in glory." (p. 127.)
" But here the symptoms of grace and of perdition are interwoven and

confounded with one another." (p. 128.) No. Though light followed

darkness, yet they were not interwoven, much less confounded with

each other. 7. " But some imputed the work to the force of imagina-

tion, or even to the delusion of the devil." {Jb.) They did so; which

made me say, 8. "1 fear we have grieved the Spirit of the jealous God,
by questioning his work." {lb.) 9. " Yet he says liimself, ' These
symptoms I can no more impute to any natural cause, than to the Spirit

of God. I make no doubt, it was Satan tearing them, as they were

coming to Christ.'" (p. 129.) But these symptoms, and the work
mentioned before, are wh(jlly different things. The work spoken of is

the conversion of siiuiers to God ; these symptoms are cries and bodily

pain. The very next instance makes this plain. 10. "I visited a poor

old woman. Her trials had been uncommon ; inexpressible agonies of
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mind, joined with all sorts of bodily pain ; not, it seemed, from any
natural cause, but the direct operation of Satan." (p. 130.)

Neither do any of those quotations prove that I lay claim to any
miraculous gift.

" Such was the evangelic state of things when Mr. Wesley first enter-

ed on this ministry ; who, seeing himself surrounded with subjects so

harmoniously disposed, thus triumphantly exults." To illustrate this,

let us add the date :
" Such was the evangelic state of things, August 9,

1750;" (on that day, I preached that sermon;) "when Mr. Wesley
first entered on this ministry." Nay, that was in the year 1738. So 1

triumphed, because I saw what would be twelve years after

!

Let us see what the ten next quotations prove. 1. "In applying

these words, ' I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repent-

ance,' my soul was so enlarged, that methought I could have cried out,

(in another sense than poor vain Archimedes,) ' Give me where to stand,

and I will shake the earth.' " (p. 130.) I meant neither more nor less

(though I will not justify the use of so strong an expression) than, I was
so deeply penetrated with a sense of the love of God to sinners, that it

seemed, if I could have declared it to all the world, they could not but

be moved thereby.

" Here then was a scene well prepared for a good actor, and excel-

lently fitted up for the part he was to play." (p. 131.) But how came
so good an actor to begin playing the part twelve years before the scene

was fitted up 1

" He sets out with declaring his mission. 2. ' I cried aloud. All

things are ready ; come ye to the marriage. I then delivered my mes-
sage.'" And docs not every minister do the same whenever he preaches?

But how is this? " He sets out with declaring his mission." Nay,
but this was ten years after my setting out.

3. " My heart was not wholly resigned. Yet I know he heard my
voice." (p. 132.) 4. " The longer I spoke, the more strength I had ;

till at twelve, 1 was as one refreshed with wine." (p. 133.) 5. "I ex-

plained the nature of inward religion, words flowing upon me faster than

1 could speak." {lb.) 6. " I intended to have given an exhortation to

the society. But as soon as we met, the spirit of supplication fell upon

us, (on the congregation as well as me,) so that I could hardly do any

thing but pray and give thanks." {lb.) I believe every true Christian

may experience all that is contained in these three instances. 7. " The
spirit of prayer was so poured upon us all, that we could only s])eak to

God." {ib.) 8. " Many were seated on a wall, which, in the middle of

the sermon, fell down ; but not one was hurt at all. Nor was there any

interruption, either of my speaking, or of the attention of the hearers."

(j). 134.) 9. " The mob had just broke open ihc doors, and while they

burst in at one door, we walked out at the other. Nor did one man
take any notice of us, though wc were within five yards of each other."

(p. 135.) The fact was just so. I do not attempt to account for it;

because I cannot. 10. "The next miracle was on his friends." They
were no friends of mine. 1 had seen few of them before in my life.

Neither do 1 say or think it was any miracle at all, that they were all

" silent while I spake ;" or that " the moment I had done, the chain fell

off, and they all began talking at once."
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Do any or all of these quotations prove, that I " lay claim to almost

every miraculous gift ?"

Will the eight following quotations prove any more 1 1. " Some heard

perfectly well on the side of the opposite hill, which was sevenscore

yards from the place where I stocxl." {lb.) I believe they did, as it was
a calm day, and the hill rose gradually like a theatre. 2. " What I here

aver is the naked fact. Let every one account for it as he sees good.

My horse was exceeding lame ; and my head ached much. I thought,

Cannot God heal man or beast by means or without ? Immediately, my
weariness and headache ceased, and my horse's lameness in the same
instant." (p. 136.) It was so ; and I believe thousands of serious Chris-

tians have found as plain answers to prayer as this. 3. William Kirk-

man's case proves only, that God does what pleases him ; not that I

make myself either " a great saint or a great physician." (p. 137.)

4. " R. A. was freed at once, without any human means, from a dis-

temper naturally incurable." (p. 138.) He was ; but it was before I

knew him. So, what is that to me 1 5. " I found Mr. Lunell in a vio-

lent fever. He revived the moment he saw me, and began to recover

from that time. Perhaps for this also was I sent." (lb.) I mean, Per-

haps this was one end for which the providence of God brought me
thither at that time. 6. " In the evening, I called upon Ann Calcut.

She had been speechless for some time. But almost as soon as we
began to pray, God restored her speech. And from that hour the fever

left her." 7. " I visited several ill of the spotted fever, which had been
extremely mortal. But God had said, ' Hitherto shalt thou come.' I

believe there was not one with whom we were, but he recovered."

(p. 139.) 8. " Mr. Meyrick had been speechless and senseless for

some time. A few of us joined in prayer. Before we had done his

sense and his speech returned. Others may account for this by natural

causes. I believe this is the power of God." {lb.)

But what does all this prove 1 Not that I claim any gift above other

men ; but only that I believe God now hears and answers prayer, even
beyond the ordinary course of nature : otherwise, the clerk was in the

right, who, in order to prevent the fanaticism of his rector, told him,
" Sir, you should not pray for fail' weather yet ; for the moon does not

change till Saturday."

While the two accounts (pp. 143, 146,) which are next recited lay

before me, a venerable old clergyman calling upon me, I asked him,
" Sir, would you advise me to publish these strange relations, or not?"

He answered, " Are you sure of the facts'?" I replied, " As sure as that

I am alive." " Then," said he, " publish them in God's name, and be
not careful about the event."

The short of the case is this : Two young women were tormented of
the devil in an uncommon manner. Several serious persons desired

my brother and me to pray with them. "iVe, with many others, did

;

and they were delivered. But where, meantime, were " the exorcisms

in form, according to the Roman fashion ?" I never used them : I never
saw them : I know nothing about them.

" Such were the blessings which Mr. W. distributed among his friends-

For his enemies he had in store the judgments of Heaven." (p. 144.)

Did I then ever distribute, or profess to distribute, these ? Do 1 claim
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any such power? This is the present question. I^et us calmly consider
the eight quotations brought to prove it.

1, " I preached at Darlaston, late a den of lions. But the fiercest

of them God has called away, by a train of surprising strokes." (/6.)

But not by me : I was not there. 2. " I preached at R., late a place

of furious riot and persecution ; but quiet and calm, since the bitter rector

is gone to give an account of himself to God." (p. 145.) 3. " Hence
we rode to T—n, where the minister was slowly recovering from a vio-

lent fit of the palsy, with which he was struck immediately after he had
been preaching a virulent sermon against the Methodists." (p. 145.)

4. " The case of Mr. W n was dreadful indeed, and too notorious

to be denied." (/6.) 6. " One of the chief of those who came to make
the disturbance, on the first instant hanged himself." (p. 146.) 6. " I

was quite surprised when I heard Mr. R. preach ; that soft, smooth,
tuneful voice, which he so often employed to blaspheme the work of
God, was lost, without hope of recovery." {lb.) 7. "Mr. C. spoke so
much in favour of the rioters, that they were all discharged. A few
days after, walking over the same field, he dropped down, and spoke no
more." (p. 147.)

And what is the utmost that can be inferred from all these passages ?

That I believe these things to have been judgments. What if I did?

To believe these things to have been judgments is one thing ; to claim

a power of inflicting judgments is another. If, indeed, I believe things

to be judgments which are not, I am to blame. But still this is not
" claiming any miraculous gift."

But " you cite one who forbid your speaking to some dying criminals,

to answer for their souls at the judgment-seat of Christ." (Jb.) I do ;

but, be this right or wrong, it is not " claiming a power to inflict

judgments."
" Ves, it is : for these judgments are fulminated with the air of one

who had the Divine vengeance at his disposal." (p. 147.) I think not

:

and I believe all impartial men will be of the same mind.
" These are some of the extraordinary gifts which Mr. W. claims."

(p. 149.) I claim no extyaordinnry gift at all ; nor has any thing to the

contrary been proved yet, so much as in a single instance.

" We come now to the application of this sovereign test, James iii,

17." But let us see that wc understand it first. I beg leave to consider

the whole : " Who is a wise and knowing man among you ? Let him
show his wisdom," as well as his faith, " by his works," not by words
only. " But if ye have bitter zeal and strife in yoiu- heart, do not glory

and lie against the truth;" as if any such zeal, any thing contrary to

love, could consist with true wisdom. " This wisdom desc«MKleth not

from above ; but is earthly, sensual, devilish : for where bitter zeal and
strife are, there is confusion and every evil work. But the wisdom
which is from above,"—which every one that linth is a real (christian,

and he only,—" is first pure," free from all that is (iarthly, sensual, devil-

ish ;
" then peaceable," benign, loving, making peace ;

" gentle," soft,

mild, yielding, not morose, or sour; " easy to be entreated," to be per

suaded or convinced, not stubborn, self-w illed, or self-conceited ;
" full

of mercy," of tenderness and compassion ;
" and good fruits," b«ifh in

the he-art and life. Two of these are innnediately specified; " without
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partiality," loving and doing good to all, without respect of persons
;

" and without hypocrisy," sincere, frank, open.

I desire to be tried by this test. I try myself by it continually ; not,

uidecd, whether I am a prophet, (for it has nothing to do with this,) but

whether I am a Christian.

1. The present question then is, (not what is Mr. Law, or what are

the Moravians, but) what is John Wesley ? And, (1.) Is he pure or not?
" Not pure ; for he separates reason from grace." (p. 15G.) A wonder-
ful proof! But I deny the fact. I never did separate reason from grace.
" Yes, you do ; for your own words are, ' The points we chiefly insisted

on were four : (1.) That orthodoxy, or right opinion, is at best but a
very slender part of religion ; if it can be allowed to be any part of it at

all.'" (p. 157.)

After premising that it is our bounden duty to labour after a right

judgment in all things, as a wrong judgment naturally leads to wrong
practice, I say again, right opinion is at best but a very slender part of
religion, (which properly and directly consists in right tempers, words,
and actions,) and frequently it is no part of religion. For it may be
where there is no religion at all ; in men of the most abandoned lives

;

yea, in the devil himself.

And yet this does not prove that I " separate reason from grace ;"

that I "discard reason from the service of religion." I do continually

"employ it to distinguish between right and wrong opinions." I never
affirmed " this distinction to be of little consequence," or denied " the

Gospel to be a reasonable service." (p. 158.)

But " the Apostle Paul considered right opinions as a full third part,

at least, of religion. For he says, ' The fruit of the Spirit is in all good-
ness, and righteousness, and truth.' By goodness is meant the conduct
of particulars to the whole, and consists in habits of social virtue ; and
this refers to Christian practice. By righteousness is meant the con-

duct of the whole to particulars, and consists in the gentle use of church
authority ; and this refers to Christian discipline. By truth is meant
the conduct of the whole, and of particulars to one another, and con-

sists in orthodoxy or right opinion ; and this refers to Christian doc-

trine." (p. 159.)"

My objections, to this account are, First, It contradicts St. Paul
;

Secondly, It contradicts itself.

First. It contradicts St. Paul. It fixe.^ a meaning upon his words,

foreign both to the text and context. The plain sense of the text, taken

in connection with the context, is no other than this : Eph. v, 9, " The
fruit of the Spirit" (rather " of the light," which Bengelius proves to be

the true reading, opposite to " the unfruitful works of darkness," men-
tioned verse 11) "is," consists, "in all goodness, kindness, tender

heartedness," iv, 32,—opposite to " bitterness, wrath, anger, clamour,

evil-speaking;" verse 31; "in all righteousness," rendering unto all

their dues,—opposite to " stealing ;" verse 28 ;
" and in all truth," vera-

city, sincerity,—opposite to " lying," verse 25.

Secondly. That interpretation contradicts itself; and that in every

article. For, 1. If by " goodness" be meant " the conduct of particulars

to the whole," then it does not consist in habits of social virtue. For

social virtue regulates the conduct of particulars, not so properly to the

Vol. V. 29
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whole as to each other. 2. If by " righteousness" be meant " the con-

duct of the whole to particulars," then it cannot consist in the gentleness

of Church authority ; unless Church governors are the whole Church,

or the parliament the whole nation. 3. If by " truth" be meant " the

conduct of the whole, and of particulars to one another," then it cannot

possibly consist in orthodoxy or right opinion. For opinion, right or

wrong, is not conduct: they differ toto getitre. [Entirely.] If, then,

it be orthodoxy, it is not " the conduct of the governors and governed

toward each other." If it be their conduct toward each other, it is not

orthodoxy.

Although, therefore, it be allowed that right opinions are a great help,

and wrong opinions a great hinderancc, to religion, yet, till stronger

proof be brought against it, that proposition remains unshaken, " Right

opinions are a slender part of religion, if any part of it at all." (p. 160.)

(As to the affair of Abbe Paris, whoever will read over with calmness

and impartiality but one volume of Monsieur Montgeron, will then be a

competent judge. Meantime I would just observe, that ifthese miracles

were real, they strike at the root of the whole Papal authority ; as hav-

ing been wrought in direct opposition to the famous Bull Unigenitus.)

(p. 161.)

Yet I do not say, "Errors in faith have little to do with religion;" or

that they " are no let or impediment to the Holy Spirit." (p. 162.) But
still it is true, that " God, generally speaking, begins his work at the

heart." (lb.) Men usually feel desires to please God, before they know
how to please him. Their heart says, " What must I do to be saved?"

before they understand the way of salvation.

But see " the character he gives his own saints !
' The more I

converse with this people, the more I am amazed. That God hath

wrought a great work is manifest, by saving many sinners from their

sins. And yet the main of them are not able to give a rational account

of the plainest principles of religion.'" They were not able then, as there

had not been time to instruct them. But the case is far dilierent now.

Again: Did I "give this character," even then, of the people called

Methodists, in general? No, but of the people of a particular town in

Ireland, where nine in ten of the inhabitants arc Romanists.

" Nor is the observation confined to tlie people. He had made a proselyte

of Mr. D., vicar of B. And, to show he was no discredit to hi.s master, he
gives him this character : ' He seemed to stagger at notjiing, though as yet

his understanding is not opened.' " (p. 162.)

Mr. D. was never a proselyte of mine ; nor did I ever see him before

or since. I endeavoured to show him that we are justified by faith.

And he did not object ; though neither did he understand.
" But in the first propagation of religion, God began with the under-

standing, and rational conviction won the heart." (p. 163.) Frequently,

but not always. The jailer's heart was touched first, then he understood
what he must do to be saved. In this respect then there is nothing new
in the present work of God. So the lively story from Moliere is just

nothing to the purpose.

In drawing the parallel between the work God has wrought in Eng-
lane and in America, I do not so much as " insinuate that the under-

standing has nothing to do in the work." (p. 165.) Whoever is engaged
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therein will find full employment for all the understanding which God
has given him.

" On the whole, therefore, we conclude, that wisdom wiiich divests the

Christian faith of its truth, and the test of it, reason, and resolves all religion

into spiritual mysticism and ecstatic raptures, cannot be tlie wisdom from
above, whose characteristic is purity." (p. 166.)

Perhaps so, but I do not " divest faith cither of truth or reason ;"

much less do I resolve all into "spiritual mysticism and ecstatic raptures."

Therefore suppose purity here meant sound doctrine, (wliich it no more
means than it does a sound constitution,) still it touches not me, who,

for any thing that has yet been said, may teach the soundest doctrine in

the world.

(2.) " Our next business is to apply the other marks to these pretend-

ing sectaries. Tlie First of these, purity, respects the nature of ' the

wisdom from above,' or in other words, the doctrine taught." (p. 167.)

Not in the least. It has no more to do with " doctrine," than the

whole text has with " prophets." " All the rest concern the manner of

teaching." Neither can this be allowed. They no farther concern

either teaching or teachers than they concern all mankind.

But to proceed : " Methodism signifies only the manner of preaching;

not either an old or a new religion ; it is the manner in which Mr. AV.

and his followers attempt to propagate the plain old religion." (p. 168.)

And is not this sound doctrine I Is this " spiritual mysticism and ecs-

tatic raptures ?"

" Of all men, Mr. W. should best know the meaning of the term ;

since it was not a nick-name imposed on the sect by its enemies, but an

appellation of honour bestowed upon it by themselves." In answer to

this, I need only transcribe what was published twenty years ago :

—

" Since the name first came abroad into the world, ntany have been at a

loss to know what a Methodist is;, what are the principles nnd practice of

those who are commonly called by that name ; and what are the distinguish-

ing marks of the sect, which ' is everywhere spoken against.'

"And it being generally believed that I was able to give the clearest

accoimt of these things, (as having been one of the first to whom the name
was given, and the person by whom the rest were supposed to be directed,)

I have been called upon, in all manner of ways, and with the utmost earnest-

ness, so to do. I yield at last to the continued importunity both of friends

and enemies ; and do now give the clearest account I can, in the presence

of the Lord, the Judge of heaven and earth, of the principles and practice

whereby those who are called Methodists are distinguished from other men.
" I say, those who are called Methodists ; for, let it be well observed, that

this is not a name which they take npon themselves, but one fixed on them
by way of reproach, without their approbation or consent. It was first given

to three or four young men at Oxford, by a student of Christ's Church ; either

in allusion to the ancient sect of physicians, (so called from their teaching

that almost all diseases might be cured by a specific method of diet and exer-

cise,) or from their observing a more regular method of study and behaviour

than was usual with those of their age and station." {Preface to " The Chw
racter of a Methodist. ^^)

I need only add, that this nick-name was imposed upon us before "this

manner of preachuig" had a being
;
yea, at a time when I thought it as

lawful to cut a throat, as to preach out of a church.
" Why then will Mr. W. so grossly misrepresent his adversaries, as
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to say, that, when they speak against Methodism, they speak against

the plain, old doctrine of the Church of England?" {Tract, p. 169.)

This is no misrepresentation. Many of our adversaries, all over the

kingdom, speak against us, eo nomine, [on this very ground,] for preach-

ing these doctrines, justification by faith in particular.

However " a fanatic manner of preaching, though it were the doctrine

of an Apostle, may do more harm to society at least, than reviving old

heresies, or inventing new. It tends to bewilder the imaginations of

some, to inflame the passions of others, and to spread disorder and con-

fusion through the whole community." (p. 169.) I would gladly have
the term defined. What is a "fanatic manner of preaching ?" Is it

field preaching ? But this has no such efiect, even among the wildest of

men. This has not " bewildered the imagination" even of the Kings-
wood colliers, or " inflamed their passions." It has not spread disorder

or confusion among them, but just the contrary. From the time it was
heard in that chaos,

Confusion heard the voice, and wild uproar
Stood ruled, and order from disorder sprung.

" But St. James, who delivers the test for the trial of these men's
pretensions," (the same mistake still,) " unquestionably thought a fanatic

spirit did more mischief in the mode of teaching, than in the matter

taught ; since of six marks, one only concerns doctrine, all the rest the

manner of the teacher." (p. 170.) Nay, all six concern doctrine as

much as one. The truth is, they have nothing to do either with doc-

trine or manner.
" From St. Paul's words, ' Be instant in season, out of season,' he

infers more than they will bear ; and misapplies them into the bargain."

(p. 171.) When and where? I do not remember applying them at all.

" When seasonable times are appointed for holy offices, to fly to

unseasonable is factious." (p. 172.) But it is not clear, that five in the

morning, and seven in the evening, (our usual times,) are unseasonable.

2. We come now directly to the second article, " ' The wisdom from
above is peaceable.' But the propagation of Methodism has occasioned
many and great violations of peace. In order to know where the blame
hereof lies, let us inquire the temper which ' makes for peace.' For we
may be assured the fault lies not there, where such a temper is found."

(p. 173.) Thus far we are quite agreed. " Now, the temper which
makes for peace is prudence." This is one of the tempers which make
for peace ; others are kindness, meekness, patience. " This our Ivord

recommended by his own example." (pp. 174-177.) " But this Mr. W.
calls, 'the mystery of iniquity, and the offspring of hell.' " (p. 178.)

No, not this ; not the prudence which our Lord recommends. I call

that so, and that only, which the world, the men who know not God,
style Christian prudence. By this 1 mean subtlety, craft, dissimulation;

study to please man rather than God ; the art of trimming between God
and the world, of serving God and mammon. Will any serious man
defend this? And this only do I condemn.

But you " say, ' Good sort of men,' ns tliey are called, are ' the bane

of all religion.' " (pp. 179, 180.) And I think so. By this "good sort

of men," I mean, persons who have a liking to, but no sense of, religion;

no real fear or love of God ; no truly Christian tempers. " These steal
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away the little zeal he has, that is, persuade him to be peaceable."

No; persuade mo to be like themselves,—without love cither to God
or man.

" Again, speaking of one, he says, ' Indulging himself in harmless
company,' " (vulgarly so called,) " he first made shipwreck of his zeal,

then of his faith. In this I think he is right. The zeal and faith of a
fanatic are such exact tallies, that neither can exist alone. They came
into the world together, to disturb society and dishonour religion."

By zeal, I mean the flame of love, or fervent love to God and man

;

by faith, the substance or confidence of things hoped for, the evidence
of things not seen. Is this the zeal and foith of a fanatic 1 Then St.

Paul was the greatest fanatic on earth. Did these come into the world

to " disturb society and dishonour religion?"

" On the whole, we find Mr, W., by his own confession, entirely des-

titute of prudence. Therefore it must be ascribed to the want of this,

if his preaching be attended with tumult and disorder." (p. 181.) By
his own confession ? Surely no. This I confess, and this only : what is

falsely called prudence, I abhor ; but true prudence I love and admire.

However, " You set at nought the discipline of the Church, by invad-

ing the province of the parochial minister:" (p. 182:) nay, if ever I

preach at all, it must be in the province of some parochial minister.

"By assembling in undue places, and at unfit times." I know of no
times unfit for those who assemble. And I believe Hannam Mount and
Rose Green were the most proper places under heaven for preaching to

the colliers in Kingswood. " By scurrilous invectives against the gov-

ernors and pastors of the National Church." This is an entire mistake.

I dare not make any " scurrilous invectives" against any man. " Inso-

lencies of this nature provoke warm men to tumult." But these inso-

lencies do not exist. So that whatever tumult either warm or cool men
raise, I am not chargeable therewith.

" To know the true character of Methodism." The present point is,

to know the true character of John Wesley. Now, in order to know
this, we need not inquire what others were before he was born. All

therefore that follows, of old Precisians, Puritans, and Independents,

may stand just as it is. (pp. 184-186.)

But " Mr. W. w-anted to be persecuted." (p. 187.) As this is aver-

red over and over, I will explain myself upon it, once for all. I never

desired, or wanted to be persecuted.

Lives there who loves his pain ?

I love and desire to " live peaceably with all men." " But persecu-

tion would not come at his call." However, it came uncalled ; and,

more than once or twice, it was not " mock persecution." It was not

only the huzzas of the mob ; showers of stones are something more
than huzzas. And whosoever saw the mob either at Walsal or Cork,

(to instance in no more,) saw that they were not " in jest," but in great

earnest, eagerly athirst, not for sport, (as you suppose,) but for blood.

But though I do not desire persecution, I expect it, I must if I

beUeve St, Paul : " All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer

persecution;" 2 Tim. iii, 12; either sooner or later, more or less,

according to the wise providence of God. But I believe, " all these

things work together for good to them that love God." And from a
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conviction of this, they may even rejoice when they are " persecuted for

righteousness' sake."

Yet, as I seldom " complain of ill treatment," so I am never " dissa-

tisfied with good." (p. 188.) But I often wonder at it: and I once
expressed my wonder nearly in the words of the old Athenian : " What
have we done, that the Avorld should be so civil to us 1"

You conclude the head : "As he who persecutes is but the tool of

him that invites persecution," (I know not who does,) " the crime finally

comes home to him who set the rioter at work." (p. 191.) And is this

all the proof that I am not peaceable 1 Then let all men judge if the

charge is made good.

3. " The next mark of the celestial wisdom is, it is ' gentle, and easy

to be entreated ;' compliant and even obsequious to all men." And
how does it appear that I am wanting in this ? Why, he is " a severe

condemner of his fellow citizens, and a severe exactor of conformity to

his own observances." Now, the proof: (1.) " He tells us this in the

very appellation he assumes." (p. 192.) Nay, I never assumed it at

all. (2.) But " you say, ' Useless conversation is an abomination to the

Lord.' And what is this, but to withstand St. Paul to the face?" Why,
did St. Paul join in, or condemn, useless conversation? I rather think

he reproves it. He condemns as cfwxpog Xoyog, " putrid, stinking con-

versation," all that is not good, all that is not *' to the use of edifying,"

and meet to "minister grace to the hearers," Eph. iv, 29. (3.) Mr.
Wesley " resolved never to laugh, nor to speak a tittle of wordly things ;"

(p. 193 ;)
—" though others may, nay, must." Pray add that, with the

reason of my so resolving, namely, that I expected to die in a few days.

If I expected it now, probably, I should resume the resolution. But,

be it as it may, this proves nothing against my being both gentle, and
easy to be entreated. (4.) " He says, Mr. G was a clumsy, over-

grown, hardfaced man." (p. 194.) So he was. And this was the best

of him. I spare him much in saying no more. But he is gone ; let his

ashes rest. (5.) " I heard a most miserable sermon, full of dull, sense-

less, improbable lies." It was so, from the beginning to the end. I

have seldom heard the like. (6.) "'The persecution at St. Ives'

"

(which ended before I came ; what I saw I do not term persecution)
" ' was owing to the indefatigable labours of Mr. H. and Mr. S., gentle-

men worthy to be had in everlasting remembrance.' Here he tells us,

it is his purpose to gibbet up the names of his two great persecutors to

everiasting infamy." (p. 195.) These gentlemen had occasioned seve-

ral innocent people to be turned out of their livelihood ; and others to be
outraged in the most shocking manner, and beat only not to death. My
purpose is, by settnig down their names, to make others afraid so to

offend. Yet I say still, God forbid that I should rail, either at a Turk,
infidel, or heretic. But I will bring to light the actions of such Chris-

tians, to be a warning to others. And all this I judge to be perfectly

consistent with "the spirit of meekness." (p. 196.)

4. " The Fourth mark is, ' full of mercy and good fruits.' Let us inquire

into the ' mercy and good fruits' of Mr. W." (p. 198.)

(1.) And First: "He has no mercy on his opposers. They pass

with him under no other title, than that of the devil's servants, and the

devil's children." (/6.) This is far from true. Many have opposed
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and do oppose me still, whom I believe to be children and servants of
God. " We have seen him dispatchinc; the princ^ipal of these children

of the devil, without mercy, to their father." (p. 199.) No, not one.

This has been affirmed over and over, but never proved yet. I flin"

about no exterminating judgments of God ; I call down no fire from
heaven. " But it would be for the credit of these new saints, to distin-

guish between rage and zeal." That is easily done. Rage is furious

fire from hell ; zeal is loving fire from heaven. (2.) " If what has been
said above does not suffice, turn again to Mr. W.'s Journals :

' Mr. S.,

while he was speaking to the society against my brother and me, was
struck raving mad.'" (p. 200.) lie was so, before a hundred wit-

nesses ; though I was the last to believe it. " But, it seems, God is at

length entreated for him, and has restored him to a sound mind." And
is my relating this fact an instance of " dooming men to perdition?"

(3.) " John llaydon cried aloud, ' Let the world see the just judgment
of God.' " (p. 201.) He did. But let John Haydon look to that. It

was he said so, not I. (4.) "I was informed of an awful providence.

A poor wretch, who was here the last week, cursing and blaspheming, and
labouring with all his might to hinder the word of God, had afterward

boasted, he would come again on Sunday, and no man should stop his

mouth then. But on Friday God laid his hand upon him, and on Sun-

day he was buried." (p. 202.) And was not this an awful providence?

But yet I do not doom even him to perdition. (5.) " I saw a poor man,
once joined with us, who wanted nothing in this world. A day or two
before, he hanged himself, but was cut down before he was dead. He
has been crying out ever since, God had left him, because he had left

the children of God." This was his assertion, not mine. I neither

affirm nor deny it. (6.) The true account of Lucy Godshall is this :

" I buried the body of Lucy Godshall. After pressing toward the mark
for more than two years, since she had known the pardoning love of

God, she was for some time weary and faint in her mind, till I put her

out of the bands. God blessed this greatly to her soul, so that, in a

short time, she was admitted again. Soon after, being at home, she

felt the love of God in an unusual manner poured into her heart. She
fell down upon her knees, and delivered up her soul and body into the

hands of God. In the instant, the use of all her limbs was taken away,

and she was in a burning fever. For three days, she mightily praised

God, and rejoiced in him all the day long. She then cried out, ' Now
Satan hath desired to have me, that he may sift me as wheat.' Imme-
diately darkness and heaviness fell upon her, which continued till

Saturday, the 4th instant. On Sunday the light shone again upon her

heart. About ten in the evening, one said to her, ' Jesus is ready to

receive your soul.' She said, ' Amen ! Amen !' closed her eyes, and

died." (Vol. iii, p. 289.) Is this brought as a proof of my inexorable-

ness, or of my dooming men to perdition?

(7.) " I found Nicholas Palmer in great weakness of body, and heavi-

ness of spirit. We wrestled with God in his behalf; and our labour was
not in vain. His soul was comforted ; and a few hours after he quietly

fell asleep." A strange proof this likewise, either of inexorableness, or

of " dooming men to perdition !" Therefore this charge too stands

totally unsupported. Here is no proof of my unmercifulness yet.
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" Good fruits come next to be considered, which Mr. Wesley's idea

of true religion does not promise. He saith," (I will repeat the words

a little at large, that their true sense may more clearly appear,) " ' In

explaining those words, The kingdom of God, or true religion, is not

meats and drinks, I was led to show, that religion does not properly

consist in harmlessness, using the means of grace, and doing good, that

is, helping our neighbours, chiefly by giving alms ; but that a man might

both be harmless, use the means ofgrace, and do much good, and yet have

no true religion at all.' "
(
Tract, p. 203.) He may so. Yet whoever has

true rehgion, must be " zealous of good works." And zeal for all good
works, is, according to my idea, an essential ingredient of true religion.

" Spiritual cures are all the good fruits he pretends to." (pp. 204, 205.)

Not quite all, says William Kirkman, with some others. " A few of his

spiritual cures we will set in a fair light :
' The first time I preached at

Swalwell,' " (chiefly to colliers, and workers in the iron work,) " ' none
seemed to be convinced, only stunned.' " I mean, amazed at what they

heard, though they were the first principles of religion. " But he brings

them to their senses with a vengeance." No, not them. These were
different persons. Are they lumped together, in order to set things in a

fair light ? The whole paragraph runs thus : " I carefully examined those

who had lately cried out in the congregation. Some of these, I found,

could give no account at all, how or wherefore they had done so ; only

that of a sudden they dropped down, they knew not how ; and what they

afterward said or did they knew not. Others could just remember, they

were in fear, but could not tell what they were in fear of. Several said

they were afraid of the devil ; and this was all they knew. But a few

gave a more intelligible account of the piercing sense they then had of

their sins, both inward and outward, which were set in array against

them round about; of the dread they were in of the wrath of God, and

the punishment they had deserved, into which they seemed to be just

faUing, without any way to escape. One of them told me, ' I was as if I

Avas just falling down from the highest place I had ever seen. I thought

the devil was pushing me off*, and that God had forsaken me.' Another
said, ' I felt the very fire of hell already kindled in my breast; and all my
body was in as much pain, as if I had been in a burning fiery furnace.'

What wisdom is this which rebuketh these, that they should hold their

peace 1 Nay, let such a one cry after Jesus of Nazareth, till he saith,

' Thy faith hath made tliee whole.' " (Journal, vol. iii, p. 276.)

Now follow the proofs of my driving men mad : (1.) " Another of Dr.

Monro's patients came to ask my advice. I found no reason to believe she

had been any otherwise mad, than every one is that is deeply convinced

of sin." {Trad, p. 208.) Let this prove all that it can prove. (2.) " A
middle-aged woman was really distracted." Yes, before I ever saw her,

or she me. (3.) " I could not but be under some concern with regard

to one or two persons, who were tormented in an unaccountable manner,

and seemed to be indeed lunatic, as well as sore vexed." True ; for a

time. But the deliverance of one of them is related in the very next

paragraph, (i.) " Two or three are gone quite distracted ; that is, they

mourn and refuse to be comforted till they have redemption." (p. 209.)

(5.) "I desired one to visit Mrs. G. in Bedlam, put in by her husband as

a mad woman." But she never was mad in any degree, as he himself
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afterward acknowledged. (6.) " One was so deeply convinced of her
ungodliness, that she cried out day and night, ' Lord, save, or I perish !'

All the neighbours agreed she was stark mad." But I did not make her
so. For this was before she ever saw my face. Now let every one
judge, whether here is yet a single proof that I drive men mad.

" The time when (his spiritual madness was at its height, he calls a
glorious time." (p. 210.) I call that a glorious time when many noto-
rious sinners are converted to God

;
(whether with any outward symp-

toms or none, for those are no way essential ;) and when many are ui

the triumph of faith, greatly rejoicing in God their Saviour.

" But though Mr. Wesley docs so well in turning fools into madmen, yet
his craftmastor is certainly one Mr. Wheatley, of whom he gives this extra-

ordinary account :"
(p. 211.)

" A poor woman (on Wednesday, September 17, 1740) said, it was
four years (namely, in Sept. 1736, above a year before I left Georgia)
since her son, by hearing a sermon of Mr. Wheatley's, fell into great

uneasiness. She thought he was ill and would have sent for a physician.

But he said, ' No, no ; send for Mr. Wheatley.' He was sent for, and
came ; and after asking a few questions, told her, ' The boy is mad.
Get a coach, and carry him to Dr. Monro. Use my name. 1 have sent

several such to him.' Who this Mr. Wheatley is, I know not." He was
lecturer at Spitalfields church. The event was, after the apothecary had
half murdered him, he was discharged, and the lad soon recovered his

strength. His senses he never had lost. The supposing this, was a
blunder from the beginning.

" These are the exploits which Mr. Wesley calls blessings from God."
(p. 212.) Certainly I do, both repentance and faith. "And which there-

fore we may call the good fruits of his ministry." May God increase

them a hundred fold !
" What the Apostle calls ' good fruits,' namely,

doing much good, Mr. Wesley tells us belongs not to true religion." I

never told any man so yet. I tell all men just the contrary.

I may then safely leave all mankind to judge, whether a single article

of the charge against me has yet been made good. So much for the

first charge, that I am a madman. Now for the second, that I am a knave.

5. The proof is short :
" Every enthusiast is a knave ; but he is an

enthusiast ; therefore he is a knave." I deny both the first and second

proposition. Nay, the first is proved thus : " Enthusiasm must always

be accompanied with craft and knavery." (p. 213.) It is often so, but

not always ; for there may be honest enthusiasts. Therefore the whole

account of that odd combination which follows is ingenious, but proves

nothing, (pp. 214-218.)
Yet I must touch upon one or two parts of it. " An enthusiast thinks

he is dispensed with in breaking, nay, that he is authorized to break, the

common laws of morality." Does every enthusiast ? Then I am none;

for I never thought any such thing. I believe no man living is authorized

to break, or dispensed with in breaking, any law of morality. I know,
whoever (habitually) breaks one of the least of these, "shall be called

least in the kingdom of heaven."
" Can any but an enthusiast believe, that he may use guile to promote

the glory of God?" Yes, ten thousand that are no enthusiasts firmly

believe this. How few do we find that do not believe it ! that do not
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plead for officious lies! How few will subscribe to St. Augustine's

declaration, (to which 1 assent with my whole heart,) " I would not tell

a wilful lie, to save the souls of the whole world !"

But to return: "'The wisdom from above is without partiality and
without hypocrisy.' Partiality consists in dispensing an unequal measure
in our transactions with others ; hypocrisy, in attempting to cover that

unequal measure by prevarication and false pretences."

The former of these definitions is not clear ; the latter, neither clear

nor adequate to the defined.

But let this pass. My partiality is now the point. What are the

proofs of it? (1.) "His followers are always the children of God, his

opposers the children of the devil." (p. 220.) Neither so, nor so. I

never affirmed either one or the other universally. That some of the

former are children of God, and some of the latter children of the devil,

I believe. But what will this prove ?

" His followers are directed by inward feelings, the impulses of an
inflamed fancy ;" (no more than they are directed by the Alcoran;) " his

opposers, by the Scripture." What, while they are cursing, swearing,

blaspheming ; beating and maiming men that have done them no wrong;
and treating women in a manner too shocking to be repeated? (2.) The
ne.xt proof is very extraordinary. My words are, " I was with two per-

sons, who, I doubt, are properly enthusiasts : for, first, they think to

attain the end without the means, which is enthusiasm properly so called.

Again, they think themselves inspired of God, and are not. But false

imaginary inspiration is enthusiasm. That theirs is only imaginary
inspiration appears hence,—it contradicts the law and the testimony."

(p. 22L)
Now, by what art of man can this be made a proof of my partiality ?

Why, thus ; " These ai"e wise words. But what do they amount to ?

Only to this ; that these two persons would not take out their patents of

inspiration from his office." But what proof is there of this round asser-

tion 1 Truly, none at all.

Full as extraordinary is the third proof of my partiality. " Miss
Gr told Mrs. Sp , Mr. Wesley was a Papist. Upon this Miss
Gr is anathematized. And we are told that, in consequence, she
had lately been raving mad, and, as such, was tied down in her bed.

Yet all these circumstances of madness have befallen his favourite saints,

whom he has vindicated from the opprobrium." (p. 222.)

The passage in my Journal stands thus :
" Mrs. Spa— told me, two

or three nights since, ' Miss Gr— met me, and said, / assure you, Mr.
Wesley is a Papist.^ Perhaps I need observe no more upon this, than

that Miss Gr— had lately been raving mad, in consequence of a fever;

(not of an anathema, which never had any being;) that, as such, she

was tied down in hor bed ; and as soon as slie was sutlered to go abroad,

went to Mr. Whitefield, to inquire of him whether she was not a Papist.

But he quickly perceived she was only a lunatic ; the nature ot" her

disorder soon betraying itself" Certainly then my allowing her to be

mad is no proof of my partiality. I will allow every one to be so who
is attended with " all these circmnstances of madness."

(4.) " He pronounces sentence of enthusiasm upon another, and tells

us wherefore, witliout any disguise : 'Here I took leave of a poor, mad.
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original enthusiast, who had been scattering lies in every quarter.' "

It was the famous John Adams, since confined at Box, whose capital

lie, the source ofthe rest, was that he was a prophet, greater than Moses,
or any of the Apostles. And is the pronouncing him a madman a proof
of my partiality?

(5.) "I had much conversation with Mr. Simpson, an original enthu-

siast. I desired him in the evening to give an exhortation. He did so,

and spoke many good things, in a manner peculiar to himself;"—without

order or connection, head or tail ; and in a language very near as mys-
tical as that of Jacob Tichmen. " When he had done, I summed up
what he had said, methodizing and explaining it. Oh what pity it is,

this ^e!l-meaning man should ever speak without an interpreter !"

(p. 223.)

Let this passage likewise stand as it is, and who can guess how it is

to prove my partiality 1 But by a sleight-of-hand the thing is done.
" How differently does Mr. Wesley treat these two enthusiasts ! The
first is accused of spreading lies of his master." (No, he never was
any disciple of mine.) "On which Mr. W^. took his leave of him ;—

a

gentle expression, to signify the thrusting him out, head and shoulders,

from the society of saints." It signifies neither more nor less than that

I went out of the room and left him. "The other's enthusiasm is made
to consist only in want of method." No. His enthusiasm did not con-

sist in this. It was the cause of it. But he was quite another man
than John Adams ; and, I believe, a right honest man.

(6.) " I was both surprised and grieved at a genuine instance ofenthusiasm.
I. B., who had received a sense of the love of God a few days before, came
riding through the town, hallooing, and shouting, and driving all the people
before him, telling them God had told him he shoidd be a king, and should
tread all his enemies under his feet. I sent him home immediately to his

work ; and advised him to cry day and night to God that he might be lowly

in heart, lest Satan should again ' get an advantage over liim.'
"

What this proves, or is intended to prove, I cannot tell. Certainly,

neither this, nor any of the preceding passages, prove the point now in

question,—my partiality. So this likewise is wholly unproved still.

" We shall end, where every fanatic leader ends, with his hypocrisy."

(p. 227.) Five arguments are brought in proof of this. I shall take

them in their order. (1.) "After having heaped up miracles one upon an-

other, he sneaks away under the protection of a puny wonder: 'About

five I began near the Keelman's Hospital, many thousands standing

round. The wind was high just before, but scarce a breath was felt all

the time we assembled before God. I praise God for this also. Is it

enthusiasm to see God in every benefit we receive V It is not ; the en-

thusiasm consists in believing those benefits to be conferred through a

change in the established course of nature. But here he insinuates,

thathe meant no more by his miracles, than the seeingGod in every benefit

we receive." (pp. 228, 229.) That sudden and total ceasing of the wind

I impute to the particular providence of God. This I mean by seeingGod
therein. But this I knew many would count enthusiasm. In guarding

against it, I had an eye to that single incident, and no other. Nor did I

insinuate any thing more than I expressed in as plain a manner as I could.

A little digression follows : "A friend of his advises, not to establish
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the power ofworking miracles, as the great criterion of a divine mission;

seeing the agreement of doctrines with Scripture, is the only infallible

rule." (p. 230.) "But Christ himself estabhshes the power of working

miracles, as the great criterion of a divine mission," (p. 231.) True, of

a mission to be the Saviour of the world ; to put a period to the Jewish,

and introduce the Christian dispensation. And whoever pretends to

such a mission will stand in need of such credentials.

(2.) "He shifts and doubles no less" (neither less nor more) "as to

the ecstasies of his saints. Sometimes they are of God, sometimes of

the devil ; but he is constant in this,—that natural causes have no hand
in them." This is not true : in what are here termed ecstasies, strong

joy or grief, attended with various bodily symptoms, I have openly

affirmed, again and again, that natural causes have a part : nor did I

ever shift or double on tlie head. I have steadily and uniformly main-

tained, that, if the mind be affected to such a degree, the body must be
affected by the laws of the vital union. The mind I believe was, in

many of those cases, affected by the Spirit ofGod, in others by the devil,

and in some by both ; and, in consequence of this, the body was affected

also. (3.) "Mr. W. says, 'I fear we have grieved the Spirit of the

jealous God by questioning his work, and by blaspheming it, by imputing

it to nature, or even to the devil.' " (pp. 232, 233.) True ; by imputing

the conviction and conversion of sinners, which is the work of God
alone, (because of these unusual circumstances attending it,) either to

nature or to the devil. This is flat and plain. No prevarication yet.

Let us attend to the next proof of it :
" Innumerable cautions were given

me, not to regard visions or dreams, or to fancy people had remission

of sins because of their cries, or tears, or outward professions. The
sum of my answer was. You deny that God does now work these effects

;

at least, that he works them in this manner. I affirm both. I have

seen very many persons changed in a moment from a spirit of fear, hor-

ror, despair, to a spirit of love, joy, peace. What I have to say touching

visions and dreams is this : I know several persons in whom this great

change was wrought in a dream, or during a strong representation to

the eye of their mind of Christ, either on the cross, or in glory. This
is the fact ; let any judge of it as they please. And that such a change
was then wrought, appears (not from their shedding tears only, or fall-

ing into fits, or crying out; these are not the fruits, as you seem to sup-

pose, whereby I judge, but) from the whole tenor of their life ; till then

many ways wicked, from that time holy, and just, and good." "Nay, he is

so convinced of its being the work of Ciod, that the horrid blasphemies

which ensued, he ascribes to the abundance ofjoy which God had given

to a poor mad woman." (j). 234.) Do I ascribe those blasphemies to

her joy in God 1 No ; but to her pride. My words are, "I met with one,

who, having been lifted up with the abundance of joy which God had
given her, had fallen into such blasj)hcmics and vain imaginations as are

not common to men. In the afternoon I found another instance, nearly,

I fear, of the same kind ; one who set her private revelations, so called,

on the self-same foot with the written word." (p. 235.)

But how is this to prove prevarication 1 " Why, on a sudden, he

directly revokes all he had advanced. He says, ' I told them they were

not to judge of the spirit whereby any one spoke, either by appearances,
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or by common report, or by their own inward feelings ; no, nci by any
dreams, visions, or revelations, supposed to be made to the soul, any
more than by their tears, or any involuntary efTects wrought upon their

bodies. I warned them, that all these things were in themselves of a

doubtful, disputable nature : they might be from God, or they might
not ; and were therefore not simply to be relied on, any more than

simply to be condemned ; but to be tried by a farther rule, to be brought

to the only certain test, the law and the testimony.' Now, is not this a

formal recantation of what he had said just above?" (p. 235.) Nothing
less, as I will show in two minutes, to e\ery calm, impartial man. What
I say now, I have said any time this thirty years ; I have never varied

therefrom for an hour : " Every thing disputable is to be brought to the

only certain test, ' the law and the testimony.' " " But did not you talk

just now of visions and dreams?" Yes; but not as of a test of any

thing ; only as a channel through which God is sometimes pleased to

convey " love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, fidelity,

meekness, temperance," the indisputable fruit of his Spirit: and these,

we may observe, wherever they exist, must be inwardly felt. Now,
where is the prevarication, where the formal recantation? They are

vanished into air.

But here is more proof: " At length he gives up all these divine

agitations to the devil :
' I inquired,' says he, ' into the case of those

who had lately cried out aloud during the preaching. I found this had

come upon every one of them in a moment, without any previous notice.

In that moment they dropped down, lost all their strength, and were

seized with violent pain. Some said they felt as if a sword were running

through them ; others, as if their whole body was tearing in pieces.

These symptoms I can no more impute to any natural cause, than to

the Spirit of God. I make no doubt but it was Satan tearing them as

they were coming to Christ." (p. 236.)
" Now, these were the very symptoms which he had before ascribed

to the Spirit of God." (p. 237.) Never in my life. Indeed some of

them I never met with before. Those outward symptoms which I had

met with before, bodily agitations in particular, I did not ascribe to the

Spirit of God, but to the natural union of the soul and body. And those

symptoms which I now ascribe to the devil, I never ascribed to any

other cause. The second proof of my prevarication or hypocrisy is

therefore just as conclusive as the first.

3. Now for the Third: "Mr. W. before spoke contemptuously of

orthodoxy, to take in the sectaries. But when he would take off church-

men, then orthodoxy is the uniun necessarium.'' [One essential.] Did I

ever say so ? No more than, in the other extreme, speak contemptu-

ously of it. "Yes, you say, 'I described the plain, old religion of the

Church of England, which is now almost every where spoken against

under the new name of Methodism.'" Very well ; and what shadow
of prevarication is here ? May I not still declare the plain, old religion

of the Church of England, and yet very consistently aver, that right

opinion is a very slender part of it ?

4. The next passage, I am sorry to say, is neither related with

seriousness nor truth: "We have seen him inviting persecution."

Never ; though I " rejoiced," in the instance alleged, at having an op-
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portunity of calling a multitude of the most abandoned sinners to re-

pentance.

What is peculiarly unfair, is, the lame, false account is palmed upon
nie, by " So he himself tells the story." I must therefore tell the story

once more, in as few words as 1 can :

—

" Sunday, August 7, 1737. 1 repelled Mrs. W. from the communion,
Tuesday, 9. I was required by Mr. Bailiff Parker to appear at the next
court. .Thursday, 11. Mr. Causton, her uncle, said to me, ' Give your
reasons for repelling lier before tlie whole congregation.' I answered :

' Sir,

if you insist upon it, I will.' But I heard no more of it. Afterward he
said, (but not to me,) ' Mr. W. had repelled Sophy out of revenge, because
lie had made proposals of marriage to her, which slie rejected.' Tuesday, 16.

Mrs. W. made affidavit of it. Thursday, September 1. A grand jury, pre-

pared by Mr. Causton, found, that ' John Wesley had broken the laws ofthe
realm, by speaking and writing to Mrs. W. against her husband's consent,

and by repelling her from the communion.'
" P>iday, 2, was the third court-day at which I appeared, since my being

required so to do by Mr. Parker. I moved for an immediate hearing, but

was put off till the ne.xt court-day. On the next court-day I appeared again,

as also at the two courts following ; but could not be heard. Thursday,
November 3, 1 appeared in court again ; and yet again on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 22, on wliich day Mr. C. desired to speak with me, and read me an
affidavit, in which it was affirmed, that I ' abused Mr. C. in his own house,

calling him liar, villain, and so on.' It was likewise repeated, that I had
been reprimanded at the last court, by Mr. C. as an enemy to, and hinderer

of, the public peace.
" My friends agreed with me, that the time we looked for was now come.

And the next morning, calling on Mr. C. I told him, I designed to set out

for England immediately.
" Friday, December 2. I proposed to set out for Carolina about noon.

But about ten, the magistrates sent for me, and told me, I must not go out

of the province ; for I had not answered the allegations laid against me.
I replied, ' I have appeared at six or seven courts, in order to answer them.
But I was not suffered so to do.' After a few more words, I said, ' You use

me very ill. And so you do the trustees. You know your business, and I

know mine.'
" In the afternoon, they published an order, forbidding any to assist me

in going out of the province. But I knew I had no more business there.

So as soon as evening pnayer was over, the tide then serving, I took boat

at the Bluff, for Carolina."

This is the plain account of the matter. I need only add a remark

or two on the pleasantry of my censurer. " He had recourse, as usual,

to his revelations. ' I consulted my friends, whether God did not call

me to England.'" (p. 242.) Not by revelations ; these were out of (he

question ; but by clear, strong reasons. " The magistrate soon quick-

ened his |)acc, by declaring him an enemy to the pubhc peace." No

;

that senseless assertion of Mr. C. made me go neither sooner nor later.

" The reader has seen him long languish for persecution." What,
before November, 1737? 1 never languished for it, either before or

since. But 1 submit to what pleases God. " To hide liis poltroonery

in a bravado, he gave public notice of his apostolical intention." (p. 243.)

Kind and civil ! I may be excused from taking notice of what follows.

It is equally serious and genteel.

" Had his longings for persecution been without hypocrisy." The
same mistake throughout. 1 never longed or professed to long for it
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at all. But if I had professed it ever since I returned from Georgia,

what was done before I returned could not prove that profession to be

hypocrisy. So all this ribaldry serves no end ; only to throw much
dirt, if haply some may stick.

Meantime, how many untruths are here in one page J (1.) "He
made the path doubly perplexed for his followers. (2.) He left them

to answer for his crimes. (3.) He longed for persecution. (4.) He
went as far as Georgia for it. (5.) The truth of his mission was ques-

tioned by the magistrate, and (6.) decried by the people, (7.) for his

false morals. (8.) The Gospel was wounded through the sides of its

pretended missionary. (9.) The first Christian preachers offered up

themselves." So did I. " Instead of this, our i)altry mimic." (p. 244.)

Bona verba! [Gently !] Surely a writer should reverence himself, how
much soever he despises his opponent. So, upon the whole, this proof

of my hypocrisy is as lame as the three former.

5. "We have seen above, how he sets all prudence at defiance."

None but false prudence. " But he uses a diflerent language when his

rivals are to be restrained." No ; always the same, both with regard to

false prudence and true.

" But take the affair from the beginning. He began to suspect rivals

in the year thirty-nine ; for he says, ' Remembering how many that camo

after me were preferred before me.' " The very next words show in

what sense. They " had attamed unto the law of righteousness ;" I

had not. But what has this to do with rivals ?

However, go on : "At this time, December 8, 1739, his opening the

Bible afforded him but small relief He sunk so far in his despondency,

as to doubt if God would not lay him aside, and send other labourers

into his harvest." But this was another time. It was June 22 ; and

the occasion of the doubt is expressly mentioned :
" I preached, but had

no life or spirit in me, and was much in doubt," on that account. Not
on account of Mr. Wliitefield. He did not " now begin to set up for

himself" We were in full union ; nor was there the least shadow of

rivalry or contention between us. I still sincerely " praise God for his

wisdom in giving different talents to different preachers ;" (p. 250 ;) and

particularly for his giving Mr. Whitefield the talents which I have not.

6. What farther proof of hypocrisy 1 Why, " he had given innumer-

able flirts ofcontempt in his Journals against human learning." (pp. 252,

253. ) Where ? I do not know. Let the passages be cited ; else, let

me speak for it ever so much, it will prove nothing. " At last he was

forced to have recourse to what he had so much scorned, I mean, pru-

dence." (p. 255.) All a mistake. 1 hope never to have recourse to

false prudence ; and true prudence I never scorned.
" He might have met Mr. Whitefield half way ; but be was too for-

midable a rival. With a less formidable one he pursues this way. ' I

laboured,' says he, 'to convince Mr. Gr— ,' " (my assistant, not

rival,) "
' that he had not done well, in confuting, as he termed it, the

sermon I preached the Sunday before. I asked, Will you meet me half

way V " (The words following put my meaning beyond all dispute :)

" ' I will never publicly preach against you. Will not you against me V
Here we see a fair invitation for Mr. Gr— to play the hypocrite with him."

(76. ) Not in the least. Each might simply deliver his own sentiments
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without preaching against the other. " We conclude that Mr. Wesley,
amidst his warmest exclamations against all prudence, had still a suc-

cedaneum, which indeed he calls prudence ; but its true name is craft."

(p. 257.)

Craft is an essential part of worldly prudence. This I detest and
abhor. And let him prove it upon me that can. But it must be by
better arguments than the foregoing. Truly Christian prudence, such as
was recommended by our Lord, and practised by him and his Apostles, I

reverence, and desire to learn, being convinced of its abundant usefulness.
I luiow nothing material in the argument which I have left untouched.

And I must now refer it to all the world, whether, for all that has been
brought to the contrary, I may not still have a measure of the " wisdom
from above, which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be
intreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without
hypocrisy."

I have spoke abundantly more concerning myself than I intended or
expected. Yet I must beg leave to add a few words more. How far

I am from being an enemy to prudence, I hope appears already. It

remains to inquire, whether I am an enemy to reason or natural religion.
" As to the first, he frankly tells us, the father of lies was the father

of reasonings also. For he says, ' I observed more and more the ad-
vantage Satan had gained over us. Many were thrown into idle reason-
ings.' " (p. 289.) Yes, and they were hurt thereby. But reason is

good, though idle reasonings are evil. Nor does it follow that I am an
enemy to the one because I condemn the other.

" However, you are an enemy to natural religion. For yon say, ' A
Frenchman gave us a full account of the Chicasaws. They do nothing
but eat, and drink, and smoke, from morning till night, and almost from
night till morning. For they rise at any hour of the night when they

awake, and, after eating and di-inking as much as they can, go to sleep

again. Hence we could not but remark what is the religion of nature,

properly so called, or that religion which flows from natural reason, un-
assisted by revelation.' " (p. 290.) I believe this dispute may be cut
short by only defining the term. What does your lordship mean by
natural religion? a system of principles ? But I mean by it, in this

place, mail's natural manners. These certainly " flow from their natural

passions and appetites," with that degree of reason which they have.

And this, in other instances, is not contemptible ; though it is not suffi-

cient to teach them true religion.

H. I proceed to consider, in the Second place, what is advanced
concerning the operations of the Holy Spirit.

" Our blessed Redeemer promised to send among his followers the Holy
Ghost, called ' the Spirit of Truth' and ' the Comforter,' which should co-
operate with man, in establishing his tVith, and in j)erfccting his obedience

;

or, in other words, Khould sanctify Jiiin 1o redemjjtion." (p. 2.)

Accordingly, " the sanctification and redemption of the world, man cannot
frustrate nor render ineffectual. For it is not in his power to make tiiat to

be undone, which is once done and perfected." (p. 337.)

I do not comprehend. Is all the world sanctified ? Is not lo be
sanctified the same as to be made holij ? Is all the world holy ? And
can no man liuslrate his own £;ancti(icatiun?
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" The Holy Ghost establishes our faith, and peifectg our obedience,

by enlightening the understanding and rectifying the will." (p. 3.)

" In the former respect, 1. He gave the gift of tongues at the day of

Pentecost.
" Indeed, enthusiasts, in their ecstasies, have talked very fluently in

languages they had a very imperfect knowledge of in their sober inter-

vals." I can no more believe this on the credit of Lord Shaftesbury

and a Popish exorcist, than I can believe the tale of a hundred people

talking without tongues, on the credit of Dr. Middleton.
" The other gifts of the Spirit St. Paul reckons up thus :

' To one is

given the word of wisdom ; to another the word of knowledge ; to ano-

ther the gifts of healing ; to another working of miracles ; to another

prophecy ; to another the discerning of spirits.' " (p. 23.) But why are

the other three left out ?—Faith, divers kinds of tongues, and the inter-

pretation of tongues.

I believe the " word of wisdom" means, light to explain the manifold

wisdom of God in the grand scheme of Gospel salvation ; the " word of

knowledge," a power of explaining the Old Testament types and pro-

phecies. " Faith" may mean an extraordinary trust in God, under the

most difficult and dangerous circumstances ; " the gifts of healing," a

miraculous power of curing diseases ; " the discerning of spirits," a

supernatural discernment, whether meti were upright or not ; whether

they were qualified for offices in the Church ; and whether they who
professed to speak by inspiration, really did so or not.

But " the richest of the fruits of the Spirit is the inspiration of Scrip-

ture." (p. 30.) Herein the promise, that " the Comforter" should
" abide with us for ever," is eminently fulfilled. For though his ordi-

nary influence occasionally assists the faithful of all ages, yet his constant

abode and supreme illumination is in the Scriptures of the New Testa-

ment. I mean, he is there only as the Illuminator of the understanding."

(p. 39.)

But does this agree with the following words ?—" Nature is not able

to keep a mean : but grace is able ; for ' the Spirit helpeth our infiiTni-

ties.' We must apply to the Guide of truth, to prevent our being ' carried

about with divers and strange doctrines.' " (p. 340.) Is he not, then,

every where, to illuminate the understanding, as well as to rectify the

will ? And, indeed, do we not need the one as continually as the other ?

" But how did he inspire the Scripture ? He so directed the writers,

that no considerable error should fall from them." (p. 45.) Nay, will

not the allowing there is any error in Scripture, shake the authority of

the whole?
Again : What is the difference between the immediate and the virtual

influence of the Holy Spirit? I know, Milton speaks of " virtual or

immediate touch." But most incline to think, virtual touch is no touch

at all.

" Were the style of the New Testament utterly rude and barbarous, and
abounding with every fault that can possibly deform a language ; this is so
far from proving such language not divinely inspired, that it is one certain
mark of this original." (p. 55.)

A vehement paradox this ! But it is not proved yet, and probably
never will.

Vol. V. 30
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" The labours of those who have attempted to defend the purity of Scrip-

ture Greek have been very idly employed." (p. 66.)

Others think they have been very wisely employed, and that they

have abundantly proved their point.

Having now "considered the operations of the Holy Spirit as the Guide
of truth, who clears and enlightens the understanding, I proceed to consider
him as the Comforter, who purifies and supports the will." (p. 89.)

" Sacred antiquity is full in its accounts of the sudden and entire change
made by the Holy Spirit in the dispositions and manners of those whom it

had enlightened ; instantaneously effacing their evil habits, and familiarizing

them to the performance of every good action." (p. 90.)
" No natural cause could effect this. Neither fanaticism nor supersti-

tion, nor both of them, will account for so sudden and lasting a conversion."

{Ibid.)
" Superstition never effects any considerable change in the manners. Its

utmost force is just enough to make us e.xact in the ceremonious offices of
religion, or to cause some acts of penitence, as death approaches." (p. 91.)

" Fanaticism, indeed, acts with greater violence, and by influencing the

will, frequently forces the manners from their bent, and sometimes effaces

the strongest impressions of custom and nature. But this fervour, though
violent, is rarely lasting ; never so long as to establish the new system into

a habit. So that when its rage subsides, as it very soon does, (but where
it drives into downright madness,) the bias on the will keeps abating, till all

the former habitudes recover their relaxed tone." (p. 92.)

Never were reflections more just than these. And whoever applies

them to the matters of fact, which daily occur all over England, and
particularly in London, will easily discern, that the changes now wrought
cannot be accounted for by natural causes : not by superstition ; for the

manners are changed ; the whole life and conversation : not by fanati-

cism ; for these changes are so lasting, " as to establish the new system

into a habit :" not by mere reason ; for they are sudden ; therefore they

can only be wrought by the Holy Spirit.

As to Savanarola's being a fanatic, or assuming the person of a pro-

phet, I cannot take a Popish historian's word. And what a man says on
the rack proves nothing ; no more than his dying silent. Probably this

might arise from shame, and consciousness of having accused himself

falsely under the torture.

" But how does the Spirit, as Comforter, abide with us for ever 1 He
abides with the Church for ever, as well personally in his office of Com-
forter, as virtually in his office of Enlightener." (p. 96.)

Does he not then abide with the Church personally in both these

respects ? What is meant by abiding virlually ? And what is the differ-

ence between abiding virlualhj, and abiding personally ?

" The question will be, Does he still exercise his office in the same ex-

traordinary manner as in the Apostles' daysV (p. 97.)

I know none that affirms it. "St. Paul has determined this question.

' Charity,' says he, ' never faileth : but whether there be prophecies, they

shall fail ; whether there be tongues, they shall cease ; whether there bo
knowledge, it shall vanish away,' 1 Cor. xiii, 8, &c."

" The common opinion is, tliat this respects another life, as he enforces

his argument by this observation :
' Now we see through a glass darkly ; but

then face to face : now we know in part ; but then shall we know, even as

also we arc known.' " (p. 99.)
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" But the Apostle means, charity is to accompany the Church in all ita

stages ; whereas prophecy and all the rest are only bestowed during its infant

state, to support it against the delusions and powers of darkness." (p. 100.)

" The Corinthians abounded in these gifts, but were wanting in

charity. And tliis the Apostle here exposes, by proving charity to be

superior to them all, both in its qualities and duration. The three first

verses declare that the other gifts are useless without charity. The next

four specify the qualities of charity ; the remaining six declare its con-

tinuance :
' Charity never laileth : but whether tliere be prophecies, they

shall fail ; whether there be tongues they shall cease ; whether there be

knowledge it shall vanish a^^^ly.' In the next verse he gives the reason:

' For we know in part, and we prophesy in part ; but when that which

is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away :' that

is, when that Christian life, the lines of which are marked out by the

Gospel, shall arrive to its full vigour and maturity, then the temporary

aids, given to subdue prej)idice, and to support the weak, shall, like

scaffolding, be removed. In other words, when that Christian life,

wherein the Apostles and first Christians were but infants, shall arrive

to its full vigour and maturity in their successors, then miracles shall

cease." (p. 102.) But I fear that time is not yet come. I doubt, none

that are now alive enjoy more of the vigour and maturity of the Christian

life than the very first Christians did.

" To show that the loss of these will not be regretted when the Church
has advanced from a state of infancy to manhood," (alas the day! Were
the Apostles but infants to us ?) " he illustrates the case by an elegant simi-

litude :
' When I was a child, I spake as a child ;—but when I became a

man, I put away childish things.' His next remark, concerning the defects

of human knowledge, is only an occasional answer to an objection. And
the last verse shows that the superior duration of charity refers to the present

life only :
' Now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three : but the greatest

of these is charity.' That is, you may perhaps object, Faith and hope will

likewise remain in the Church, when prophecy, tongues, and knowledge are

ceased : they will so ; but still charity is the greatest, because of its excel-

lent qualities." (p. 107.)

T7ie last verse shoivs ! Is not this begging the question ? How forced

is all this ! The plain natural meaning of the passage is, love (the abso-

lute necessity and the nature of which is shown in the foregoing verses)

has another commendation,—it " never faileth ;" it accompanies and
adorns us to eternity. " But whether they be prophecies, they shall

fail," when all things are fulfilled, and God is all in all : "Whether there

be tongues, they shall cease." One language shall prevail among all

the inhabitants of heaven, while the low, imperfect languages of earth

are forgotten. The " knowledge," likewise, we now so eagerly pursue,

shall then " vanish away." As star-light is lost in that of the mid-day

sun, so our present knowledge in the light of eternity. " For we know
in part, and we prophesy in part." We have here but short, narrow,

imperfect conceptions, even of the things round about us, and much
more of the deep things of God. And even the prophecies which men
deliver from God are far from taking in the whole of future events.

" But when that which is perfect is come," at death, and in the last day,

" that which is in part shall be done awav." Both that low, imperfect,

glimmering light, which is all the knowledge we can now attain to ; and
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these slow and unsatisfactory methods of attaining, as well as of impart-

ing it to others. " When I was a child, I talked as a child, I understood

as a child, I reasoned as a child." As if he had said, In our present state

we are mere infants, compared to what we shall be hereafter. " But when I

became a man, I put away childish things ;" and a proportionable change
shall we all find, when we launch into eternity. Now we see even the

things which surround us by means of a glass or mirror, in a dim, faint,

obscure manner, so that every thing is a kind of riddle to us ; but then

we shall see, not a faint reflection, but the objects themselves, face to

face, directly and distinctly. " Now I know but in part." Even when
God reveals things to me, great part of them is still kept under the veil.

" But then shall I know even as I also am known ;" in a clear, full,

comprehensive manner, in some measure like God, who penetrates the

centre of every object, and sees, at one glance, through my soul and all

things. " And now," during the present life, •' abide these three, faith,

hope, love ; but the greatest of these," in its duration, as well as the

excellence of its nature, "is love." Faith, hope, love, are the sum of

perfection on earth : love alone is the sum of perfection in heaven.
" It appears, then, that the miraculous powers of the Church were to

cease upon its perfect estabhshment." (p. 107.) Nothing like it appears

from this Scripture. But supposing it did, is Christianity perfectly

established yet? even nominal Christianity] Mr. Brerewood took large

pains to be fully informed ; and, according to his account, five parts in

six of the known world are Mohammedans or Pagans to this day. If so,

Christianity is yet far from being perfectly established, either in Europe,
Asia, Africa, or America.

" Having now established the fact," (wonderfully established!) "we
may inquire into the fitness of it. There were two causes of the extra-

ordinary operations of the Holy Spirit,—one to manifest his mission,

(and this was done once for all,) the other to comfort and instruct the

Church." (p. 110.)
" At his first descent on the Apostles, he found their minds rude and

uninformed, strangers to all heavenly knowledge, and utterly averse to

the Gospel. He illuminated their minds with all necessary truth. For
a rule of faith not being yet composed," (No ! Had they not " the Law
and the Prophets?") " some extraordinary infusion of his virtue was still

necessary. But when this rule was perfected, part of this office was
transferred upon the sacred canon ; and his enlightening grace was not

to be expected in such abundant measure, as to make the recipients

infallible guides." (p. 112.)

Certainly it was not. If this is all that is intended, no one will

gainsay.

" Yet modern fanatics pretend to as high a degree of divine commu-
nications, as if no such rule were in being;" (I do not;) "or, at least,

as if that rule needed the farther assistance of the Holy Spirit to explain

his own meaning." This is quite another thing. I do firmly believe,

(and what serious man does not?) omnis scriptura legi debet eo Spirilu

quo scripla est: "We need the same Spirit to understand the Scripture,

which enabled the holy men of old to write it."

" Again, the whole strength of human prejudices was then set in

opposition to the Gospel, to overcome the obstinacy and violence of
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which, nothing less than the power of the Holy One was sufficient. At
present, whatever prejudices may remain, it draws the other way."

(p. 113.) What, toward holiness? toward temperance and chastity?

toward justice, mercy, and truth ? Quite the reverse. And to overcome
the obstinacy and violence of the heart prejudices which still lie against

these, the power of the Holy One is as necessary now, as ever it was
from the beginning of the world.

" A farther reason for the ceasing of miracles is, the peace and
security of the Church. The profession of the Christian faith is now
attended with ease and honour." The profession, true ; but not the

thing itself, as " all that will live godly in Christ Jesus" experience.
" But if miracles are not ceased, why do you not prove your mission

therebyV As your lordship has frequently spoke to this effect, I will

now give a clear answer. And I purposely do it in the same words
which I published many years since :

—

" 1. I have in some measure explained myself on the head of miracles, in

the Third Part of the ' Farther Appeal.' But since you repeat the demand,
(though without taking any notice of the arguments there advanced,) I will

endeavour once more to give you a distinct, fidl, and determinate answer.
And, First, I acknowledge that I have seen with my eyes, and heard with my
ears, several things, which to the best of my judgment, cannot be accounted
for by the ordinary course of natural causes, and which, I therefore believe,

ought to be ' ascribed to the extraordinary interposition of God.' If any man
choose to style these miracles, I reclaim not. I have diligently inquired into

the facts. I have weighed the preceding and following circumstances. I

have strove to account for them in a natural way ; but could not, without
doing violence to my reason. Not to go far back, I am clearly persuaded
that the sudden deliverance of John Haydon was one instance of this kind

;

and my own recovery, on May the 10th, another. I cannot account for either

of these in a natural way. Therefore I believe they were both supernatural.
" I must, Secondly, observe, that the truth of these facts is supported by

the same kind of proof as that of all other facts is wont to be, namely, the

testimony of competent witnesses ; and that the testimony here is in as high
a degree as any reasonable man can desire. Those witnesses were many in

number : they could not be deceived themselves ; for the facts in question

they saw with their own eyes, and heard with their own ears. Nor is it

credible, that so many of them would combine together with a view of deceiv-
ing others ; the greater part being men who feared God, as appeared by the

general tenor of their lives. Thus, in the case of John Haydon : this thing

was not contrived and executed in a corner, and in the presence of his own
family only, or three or four persons prepared for the purpose. No ; it was
in an open street in the city of Bristol, at one or two in the afternoon ; and,

the doors being open from the beginning, not only many of the neighbours
from every side, but several others, (indeed, whosoever desired it,) went in,

till the house could contain no more. Nor yet does the account of my own
illness and recovery depend, as you suppose, on my bare word. There were
many witnesses both of my disorder on Fi-iday and Saturday, and my lying

down most part of Sunday
;

(a thing they were well satisfied could not be
the effect of a slight indisposition ;) and all wlio saw me that evening, plainly

discerned (what I could not wholly conceal) that I was in pain ; about two
hundred of whom were present when I was seized with the cough, which
cut me short, so that I could speak no more ; till I cried aloud, ' Lord,
increase my faith ! Lord, confirm the word of thy grace !' The same per-

sons saw and heard, that at the instant I changed my posture, and broke out
into thanksgiving ; that quickly after, I stood upright, (which I could not
before,) and showed no sign either of sickness or pain.
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" Yet I must desire you well to observe, Thirdly, that my will, or choice,

or desire, had no place either in this, or any case of this kind, that has ever
fallen under my notice. Five. minutes before I had no thought of this. I

expected nothing less. I was willing to wait for a gradual recovery, in the

ordinary use of outward means. I did not look for any other cure, till the

moment before I found it. And it is my belief, that the case was always the

same with regard to the most real and undoubted miracles. I believe God
never interposed his miraculous power, but according to his own sovereign
will ; not according to the will of man ; neither of him by whom he wrought,
nor of any other man whatsoever. The wisdom as well as the power are

his ; nor can I find tliat ever, from the beginning of the world, lie lodged this

power in any mere man, to be used whenever that man saw good. Suppose,
therefore, there was a man now upon eartli, who did work real and undoubted
miracles, I would ask. By whose power doth he work these, and at whose
pleasure? his own, orGod'.«.' Not his own, but God's. But if so, then your
demand is made, not on man, but on God. I cannot say it is modest, thus

to challenge God ; or well suiting the relation of a creature to his Creator.
" 2. However, I cannot but think there have been already so many inter-

positions of Divine power, as will shortly leave you without excuse, if you
either deny or despise them. We desire no favour, but the justice that

diligent inquiry may be made concerning them. We are ready to name the

persons on whom the power was shown which belongeth to none but God

;

(not one or two, or ten or twelve only ;) to point out their places of abode

;

.and we engage they shall answer every pertinent question fairly and directly

;

and, if required, shaJl give all their answers upon oath, before any who are

empowered to receive them. It is our particular request, that the circum-
stances which went before, which accompanied, and which followed afler,

the facts under consideration, may be throughly examined, and punctually

noted down. Let but this be done, (and is it not highly needful it should !

at least by those who would form an exact judgment,) and we have no fear

that any reasonable man should scruple to say, ' This hath God wrought.'
" As there have been already so many instances of this kind, far beyond

what we dared to ask or think, I cannot take upon me to say, whether or no
it will please God to add to their number. I have not herein ' known the

mind of the Lord,' neither am I ' his counsellor.' He may, or he may not;

I cannot affirm or deny. I have no light, and I have no desire either way.
' It is the Lord, let him do what seemeth him good.' I desire only to be as

clay in his hand.
"3. But what, if there were now to be wTought ever so many ' real and

undoubted miracles? (I suppose you mean, by undoubted, such as, being
sufficiently attested, ought not to be doubted of.) ' Why, this,' you say,
' would put the controversy on a short foot, and be an effectual proof of the

truth of your pretences.' By no means. As common as this assertion is,

there is none upon earth more false. Suppose a teacher was now, on this

very day, to work real and undoubted miracles ; this would extremely little

shorten the controversy between him and the greatest part of his opposers :

for all this would not force them to believe ; but many would still stand just

where they did before ; seeing men may harden their hearts against miracles,

as well as against arguments.
" So men have done from the beginning of the world, even against such

signal, glorious miracles, against such interpositions of tlie power of God, as

may not be again till the consummation of all tilings. Permit me to remind
you only of a few instances, and 1o observe, that the argument holds a forti-

ori ; [the stronger ;] for who will ever be empowered of God again to work
such miracles as these were ? Did Pharaoh look on all that Moses and Aaron
wrought, as an effectual proof of the truth of their pretences? even when the
' Lord made the sea to be dry land, and the waters were divided ; when the

children of Israel went into the midst of the sea, and the waters wore a waJl

on the right and on the left?' Exod. xiv, 21, 22. Nay,
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.' ' The wounded dragon raged in vain
;

And, fierce the utmost plagues to brave,

Madly he dared the parting main,
And sunk beneath the o'erwhelmhig wave.

Was all this an effectual proof of the truth of their pretences, to the Israel-

ites themselves 1 It was not ; they were still ' disobedient at the sea, even
at the Red Sea.' Was the giving them day by day bread from heaven, an
effectual proof to those ' two hundred and fitly of the princes of the assem-
bly, famous in the congregation, men of renown, who said, with Dathan and
Abiram, Wilt thou put out the eyes of these men ! we will not come up ;'

Numb, xvi, 14 ; nay, ' when the ground clave asunder that was under them,
and the earth opened Iter mouth and swallowed them up V verse 532. Neither
was this an effectual proof to those who saw it with their eyes, and heard
the cries of those who went down into the pit ; but, the very next day, they
' murmured against Moses and against Aaron, saying. Ye have killed the

people of tiie Lord !' verse 41. Was not the case generally the same with

regard to the Prophets that followed ? several of whom ' stopped the mouths
of lions, quenched the violence of fire,' and did many other mighty works

;

yet their own people received tliem not
;
yet ' they were stoned, they were

sawn asunder, they were slain with the sword, they were destitute, afflicted,

tormented !'—utterly contrary to the commonly received supposition, ' that

the working real undoubted miracles, must bring all controversy to an end,

and convince every gainsayer.'
" Let us come nearer yet. How stood the case between our Lord himself

and his opposers ? Did he not work real and undoubted miracles 1 And
what was the effect ? Still, ' when he came to his own, his own received

him not.' Still ' he was despised and rejected of men.' Still it was a challenge

not to be answered, ' Have any of the rulers or of the Pharisees believed on
him V After this, how can you imagine, that whoever works miracles must
convince all men of the truth of his pretences ]

" I would just remind you of only one instance more :
' There sat a certain

man at Lystra, impotent in his feet, being a cripple from his mother's womb,
who had never walked. The same heard Paul speak ; who steadfastly be-

holding him, and perceiving he had faith to be healed, said with a loud voice,

Stand upright on thy feet. And he leaped and walked.' Here was so undoubt-

ed a miracle, that the people ' lifted up their voices, saying. The gods are

come down in the likeness of men.' But how long were even these convinced

of the truth of his pretences ! Only till ' there came thither certain Jews
from Antioch and Iconium;' and then they ' stoned him' (as they supposed)

'to death!' Acts xiv, 7, &c. So certain it is, that no miracles whatever,

that were ever yet wrought in the world, were effectual to prove the most
glaring truth to those wlio hardened their hearts against it.

"4. And it will equally hold in every age and nation. ' If they hear not

Moses and the Prophets, neither will they be' convinced of what they desire

not to believe, ' though one rose from the dead.' Without a miracle, with-

out one rising from the dead, cav n? -JcXiy to QcXrjjia. awov ttouv, ' if any man
be willing to do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God :'

but if he is not ' willing to do his will,' he will never want an excuse, a

plausible reason, for rejecting it
;
yea, though ever so many miracles were

wrought to confirm it. For, let ever so much light come into the world, it

will have no effect (such is the wise and just will of God) on those who ' love

darkness rather than light.' It will not convince those who do not simply

desire to do ' the will of their Father which is in heaven ;' those ' who mind
earthly things,' who, if they do not continue in any gi-oss outward sin, yet

love pleasure and ease, yet seek profit or power, preferment or reputation.

Nothing will ever be an effectual proof to these of the holy and acceptable will

of God, unless first their proud hearts be humbled, their stubborn wills bowed
down, and their desires brought, at least in some degree, into obedience to

the law of Christ.
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" Hence, although it should please God to work anew all the wonders that

ever were wrought on earth, still these men, however wise and prudent they
may be in things relating to the present world, would fight against God and
all his messengers, and that in spite of these miracles. Meanwhile, God
will reveal his truth unto babes, unto those who are meek and lowly, whose
desires are in heaven, who want to ' know nothing save Jesus Christ, and him
crucified.' These need no outward miracles to show them his will ; they
have a plaui rule,—the written word : and ' the anointing which they have re-

ceived ofHim abideth in them, and teacheth them of all things,' 1 John ii, 27.
Through this they are enabled to bring all doctrines ' to the law and the
testimony :' and whatsoever is agreeable to this they receive, without wait-
ing to see it attested by miracles : as, on the other hand, whatsoever is con-
trary to this they reject ; nor can any miracles move them to receive it.

" 5. Yet I do not know that God hath any where precluded himself from
thus exerting his sovereign power, from working miracles in any kind or

degree, in any age, to the end of the world. I do not recollect any scrip-

ture wherein we are taught that miracles were to be confined within the
limits either of the apostolic or the Cyprianic age ; or of any period of time,
longer or shorter, even till the restitution of all things. I have not observed,
either in the Old Testament or the New, any intimation at all of this kind.

St. Paul indeed says once, concerning two of the miraculous gifts of the
Spirit, (so 1 think that text is usually understood,) ' Whether there be pro-

phecies, they shall tail ; whether there be tongues, they shall cease.' But
he does not say, either that these or any other miracles shall cease till faitli

and hope shall cease also ; till tliey .'imll all be swallowed up in the vision

of God, and love be all in all.

" I presume you will allow tliere is one kind of miracles (loosely speaking)
which are not ceased ; namely, repara tpcvSm, ' lying wonders,' diabolical

miracles, wrought by the power of the evil spirits. Nor can you easily con-
ceive that these will cease, as long as the father of lies is the prince of this

world. And why should you think that the God of truth is less active than
liim, or that he will not have his miracles also ! only not as man wills, neither

when he wills ; but according to his own excellent wisdom and goodness.
" 6. But even if it were supposed that God docs now work beyond the

operation of merely natural causes, yet what impression would this make
upon you, in the disposition of mind you are now in 1 Suppose the trial was
repeated, and made again to-morrow. One informs you the next day,
• While a clergyman was preaching yesterday, where I was, a man came
who had been long ill of an incurable distemper. Prayer was made for him ;

and he was restored to perfect health.'

" Suppose now that this was a real fact, perhaps you would scarce have
patience to hear the account of it ; but would cut it short in the midst, with
' Do you tell this as something supernatural 1 Then miracles are not ceased.'

But if you should venture to ask, ' Where was this ; and who was the person
who prayed 1' and it was answered, ' At the Foundery, near Moorfields ; the

person who prayed was Mr. Wesley ;' what a damp comes at once ! What
a weight falls on your mind at the first setting out ! It is well if you have
any heart or desire to move one step farther ; or if you should, what a
strong additional propensity do you now feel to deny the fact ! And is there

not a ready excuse for so doing .' ' O ! they who tell the story are his own
people ; most of whom, we may be sure, will say any thing for him, and the

rest will believe any thing.' But if you at length allowed the fact, might you
not find means to account for it by natural causes 1 ' Great crowds, violent

heats, with obstructions and irregularities of the blood and spirits,' will do
wonders. If you could not but allow it was more tlian natural, might not
some plausible reason be found for ranking it among the lying wonders, for

ascribing it to the devil rather than God ! And if, after all, you was con-
vinced it was the finger of God, must you not still bring every doctrine

advanced ' to the law and the testimony,' the only sure and infallible test of
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all ? What then is the use ofthis continual demand, ' Show us a sign, and we
will believe !' What will you believe .' I hope no more than is written in the

book of God : and thus far you might venture to believe, even without a
miracle.

" 7. Let us consider this point a little farther : what is it you would have
us prove by miracles .' the doctrines we preach 1 We prove these by Scrip-

ture and reason ; and, if need' be, by antiquity. What else is it then we are

to prove by miracles .' At length we have a distinct reply : ' Wise and sober
men will not otherwise be convinced, (that is, unless you prove it by mira-
cles,) that God is, by tlie means of such teachers and such doctrines, work-
ing a great and extraordinary work in the earth.'

" So then the detennmate point which you, in their name, call upon us
to prove by miracles, is this,—that God is, by these teachers, working a
great and extraordinary work in the earth.

" What 1 mean by a great and extraordinary work, is, the bringing n.ul-

titudes of gross, notorious sinners, in a short space, to the fear, and love,

and service of God, to an entire change of heart and life.

" Now, then, let us take a nearer view of the proposition, and see which
part of it we are to prove by miracles :

" Is it, (1.) That A. B. was for many years without God in the world, a
common swearer, a drunkard, or a Sabbath breaker?

" Or, (2.) That ho is not so now?
" Or, (3.) That he continued so till he heard this man preach, and from

that time was another man ?

" Not so. The proper way to prove these facts is, by the testimony of
competent witnesses. And these witnesses are ready, whenever required,

to give full evidence of them.
*' Or, would you have us prove by miracles,
" (4.) That this was not done by our own power or holiness? that God

only is able to raise the dead, to quicken those who are dead in trespasses

and sins ?

" Surely no. Whosoever believes the Scriptures will want no new proof
of this.

" Where then is the wisdom of those men who demand miracles in proof
of such a proposition ? One branch of which, ' that such sinners are reformed
by means of these teachers,' being a plain fact, can only be proved by testi-

mony, as all other facts are ; and the other, ' that this is a work of God, and
a great and more than ordinary work,' needs no proof, as carrying its own
evidence to every thinking man.

" 8. To sum up this : no truly wise or sober man can possibly desire or

expect miracles to prove, either, (1.) That these doctrines are true;—this

must be decided by Scripture and reason : or, (2.) That these facts are true
;—this can only be proved by testimony : or, (3.) That to change sinners

from darkness to light, is the work of God alone ; only using what instru-

ments he pleases ;—this is glaringly self evident : or, (4.) That such a change
wrought in so many notorious sinners, within so short a time, is a great and
extraordinary work of God. What then is it remains to be proved by mira-

cles ? Perhaps you will say, it is this :
' That God has called, or sent, you

to do this.' Nay, this is implied in the Third of the foregoing propositions.

IfGod has actually used us therein, if his work hath in fact prospered in our
hands, then he hath called or sent us to do this. I entreat reasonable men
to weigh this thoroughly, whether the fact does not plainly prove the call

;

whether He who thus enables us to save souls alive, does not commission
us so to do ; whether by giving us the power to pluck these brands out

of the burning. He does not authorize us to exert it. O that it were possi-

ble for you to consider calmly, whether the success of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ, even as it is preached by us, the least of his servants, be not itself a

miracle, never to be forgotten ! one which cannot be denied, as being visi-

ble at this day, not in one, but a hundred places ; one which cannot be
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accounted for by the ordinary course of any natural causes whatsoever ; one
which cannot be ascribed, with any colour of reason, to diabolical agency

;

and, lastly, one which will bear the infallible test,—the trial of the written

word." (Second Letter to Dr. Chiirch, vol. v, pp. 324-330.)
"But 'why do you talk of the success of the Gospel in England, which

was a Christian country before you was bornl' Was it indeed .' Is it so at

this day ! I would explain myself a little on this head also.

"And, (1.) None can deny that the people of England, in general, are

called Christians. They are called so, a few only excepted, by others, as

well as by themselves. But I presume no man wiU say, the name makes the

thing ; that men are Christians, barely because they are called so. It must
be allowed, (2.) That the people of England, generally speaking, have been
christened or baptized : but neither can we infer, ' These were once bap-
tized ; therefore, they are Christians now.' It is allowed, (3.) That many
of those who were once baptized, and are called Christians to this day, hear
the word of God, attend public prayers, and partake of the Lord's Supper.
But neither does this prove that they are Christians. For, notwithstanding
this, some of them live in open sin ; and others (though not conscious to

themselves of hypocrisy, yet) are utter strangers to the religion of the heart

;

are full of pride, vanity, covetousness, ambition ; of hatred, anger, malice,

or envy ; and, consequently, are no more spiritual Christians than the open
drunkard or common swearer.

" Now, these being removed, where are the Christians from whom we
may properly term England a Christian country ? the men who have ' the

mind which was in Christ,' and who ' walk as he also walked V whose inmost
soul is renewed after the image of God ; and who are outwardly holy, as He
who hath called them is holy '! There are doubtless a few such to be found.

To deny this would be ' want of candour.' But how few ! How thinly scat-

tered up and down ! And as for a Christian visible Church, or a body of
Christians visibly united together, where is this to be seen 1

Ye different sects, who all declare,

Lo ! here is Christ, or, Christ is there
;

Your stronger proofs divinely give,

And show me where the Christians live !

" And what use is it of, what good end does it serve, to term England a
Christian country ? Although, it is true, most of the natives are called Chris-
tians, have been baptized, frequent the ordinances ; and although here and
there a real Christian is to be found, ' as a light shining in a dark place ;'

does it do any honour to our great Master, among those who are not called

by his name 1 Does it recommend Christianity to the Jews, the Mohammed-
ans, or the avowed Heathens ! Surely no one can conceive it does. It only
makes Christianity stink in their nostrils. Does it answer any good end,
with regard to those who are called by this worthy name ! I fenr not; but
rather, an exceeding bad one. For does it not keep multitudes easy in their

Heathen practice ! Does it not make, or keep, still greater numbers satisfied

with their Heathen tempers 1 Does it not directly tend to make both the one
and the other imagine, that they are what indeed they are not ; that they
are Christians, while they are utterly without Christ, and without God in the

world? To close this point: if men are not Christians till they are renewed
after the image of Christ, and if the people of England, in general, are not
thus renewed, why do we term tliem so ! ' Tlie God of this world hath' long
* blinded their hearts.' Let us do notliing to increase their blindness ; but

rather to recover them from tiiat strong delusion, tiiat they may no longer
believe a lie.

" Let us labour to convince all mankind, that to be a real Christian is, to

love the Lord our God with all our heart, and to serve him with all our
strength ; If) love our neighbour as ourselves, and tlicrefore to do unto every
man as we would he should do unto us." (Second Letter to Dr. Church,
vol. v, pp. 332-^333.)
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To change one of these Heathens into a real Christian, and to con-

tinue him such, all the ordinary operations of the Holy Spirit are abso-

lutely necessary.
" But what are they?" I sum them up (as I did in the " Farther

Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion") in the words of as learned and
orthodox a divine as ever England bred :

—

" Sanctification being opposed to our corruption, and answering fully to
the latitude thereof, whatsoever lioJiness and perfection is wanting in our
nature must bo supplied by the Spirit of God. Wherefore, we being by
nature totally void of all saving truth, and under an impossibility of knowing
the will of Goil ; this ' Spirit searohetli all things, yea, even the deep things

of God,' and revealeth them unto the sons of men ; so that thereby the dark-

ness of their understanding is expelled, and they are enlightened with the
knowledge of God. The same Spirit which revealeth the object of faith,

generally, to the universal Church, doth also illuminate the understanding
of such as believe ; that they may receive the truth. For faith is the gift of
God, not only in the object, but also in the act. And this gift is a gift of
the Holy Ghost working within us. And as the increase of perfection, so the
original of faith, is from the Spirit of God, by an internal illumination of
the soul.

" The second part of the office of the Holy Ghost is the renewing of man
in all the parts and faculties of his soul. For our natural corruption consist-

ing in an aversation ofour wills and a depravation ofour affections, an inclina-

tion of them to the will of God is wrought within us by the Spirit of God.
" The third part of his office is to lead, direct, and govern us in our actions

and conversations. ' If we live in the Spirit,' quickened by his renovation,

we must also ' walk in the Spirit,' following his direction, led by his manu-
duction. We are also animated and acted by the Spirit of God, who giveth
' both to will and to do.'

" And ' as many as are thus led by the Spirit of God, are the sons of God,'
Rom. viii, 14. Moreover, that this direction may prove more effectual, we
are guided in our prayers by the same Spirit, according to the promise, ' I

will pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
the Spirit of grace and supplication,' Zech. xii, 10. Whereas then, 'this

is the confidence we have in Him, that, if we ask any thing according to his

will, he heareth us ;' and whereas, ' we know not what we should pray for

as we ought, the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groaning that

cannot be uttered,' Rom. viii, 26, 27. ' And He that searcheth the heart

knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because he maketh intercession for

the saints according to the v/ill of God.' From which intercession, (made for

all true Christians,) he hath the name of the Paraclete given him by Christ

;

who said, ' I will pray the Father, and He will give you another Paraclete,'

John xiv, 16, 26. For, ' if any man sin, we have a Paraclete with the Father,

Jesus Christ the righteous,' saith St. John. ' Who maketh intercession for

lis,' saith St. Paul, Rom. viii, 34. And we have ' another Paraclete,' saith

our Saviour, John xiv, 16 ; Rom. viii, 27, ' which also maketh intercession

for us,' saith St. Paul. A Paraclete then, in the notion of the Scriptures, is

an Intercessor.

"It is also the office of the Holy Ghost to assure us of the adoption of

sons, to create in us a sense of the paternal love of God toward us, to give

us an earnest of our everlasting inheritance. ' The love of God is shed

abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us. For as

many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God. And
because we are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts,

crying, Abba, Father. For we have not received the spirit of bondage again

to fear, but we have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba,

Father ; the Spirit itself bearing witness with our spirit, that we are the
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children of God.' As, therefore, we are born again by the Spirit, and receive
from him our regeneration, so we are also by the same Spirit assured of our
adoption. Because, being ' sons, we are also heirs, lieirs ofGod, and joint heirs
with Christ,' by the same Spirit we have the pledge, or rather the earnest, of
our inheritance. ' For he which establisheth us in Christ, and hath anointed
us, is God ; who hath also sealed us, and hath given us the earnest of his
Spirit in our hearts ; so that we are sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise,
which is the earnest of our inheritance.' The Spirit of God, as given to us
in this life, is to be looked upon as an earnest, being part of that reward
which is promised, and, upon performance of the covenant which God hath
made with us, certainly to be received."

It now rests with your lordship to take your choice, either to con-
demn or to acquit both ; either your lordship must condemn Bishop Pear-
son for an enthusiast, or you must acquit me : for I have his express
authority on my side, concerning every text which I affirm to belong to

all Christians.

But I have greater authority than his, and such as I reverence only

less than the oracles of God ; I mean that of our own Church. I shall

close this head by setting down what occurs in her authentic records,

concerning either our receiving the Holy Ghost, or his ordinary opera-

tions in all true Christians.

In her daily service she teacheth us all to " beseech God to grant us

his Holy Spirit, that those things may please him which we do at this

present, and that the rest of our life may be pure and holy;" to pray for

our sovereign lord the king, that God would " replenish him with the

grace of his Holy Spirit ;" for all the royal family, that " they may be
endued with his Holy Spirit, and enriched with his heavenly grace ;" for

all the clergy and people, that he would " send down upon them the

healthful Spirit of his grace ;" for the catholic church, that " it may be
guided and governed by his good Spirit ;" and for all therein, who, at

any time, make their common supplications unto him, that " the fellow-

ship" or communication " of the Holy Ghost may be with them all

evermore."

Her Collects are full of petitions to the same effect :
" Grant that we

may daily be renewed by thy Holy Spirit." {Collectfor Christmas Day.)
" Grant that in all our sufferings here, for the testimony of thy truth, we
may by faith behold the glory that shall be revealed, and, being filled

with the Holy Ghost, may love and bless our persecutors." {St. Stephen^

s

Day.) " Send thy Holy Ghost, and pour into our hearts that most
excellent gift of chaiity." {Quinqnagesima Sunday.) " Lord, from
whom all good things do come, grant to us thy humble seiTants, that by
thy holy inspiration wc may think those things that are good, and by thy

merciful guidance may perform the same." {Fifth Sunday after Easter.)
" We beseech thee, leave us not comfortless, but send to us the Holy
Ghost to comfort us." (Sunday after Ascension Day.) " Grant us by
the same Spirit to have a right judgment in all things, and evermore to

rejoice in his holy comfort." {IVhitsunday.) "Grant us, Lord, we
beseech thee, the Spirit to think and do always such things as be right-

ful." {JYinth Sunday after Trinity.) "O God, forasmuch as without

thee we are not able to please thee, inercifuUy grant that thy Holy Spirit

may in all things direct and rule our hearts." {JYineteenth Su7iday after

Trinity.) " Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of thy
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Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love thee, and worthily magnify thy

holy name." {Communion Office.)

" Give thy Holy Spirit to this infant, (or this person,) that he may be born
Eigain. Give thy Holy Spirit to these persons," (N. B. already baptized,)
" that they may continue thy servants."

" Almighty God, who hast vouchsafed to regenerate these persons by water
and the Holy Ghost, strengthen them with the Holy Ghost the Comforter,
and daily increase in them the manifold gifts of thy grace." (Office of Con-
firmation.)

From these passages, it may sufficiently appear for what purposes
every Christian, according to the doctrine of the Church of England,
does now receive the Holy Ghost. But this will be still more clear

from those that follow; wherein we may likewise observe a plain rational

sense of God's "reveahug" himself to us, of the "inspiration" of the

Holy Ghost, and of a believer's "feeling" in himself the "mighty
working" of the Spirit of Christ.

" God gave them of old, grace to be his children, as he doth us now. But
now by the coming of our Saviour Christ, we have received more abundantly
the Spirit of God in our hearts." {Homily on Faith, part ii.)

" He died to destroy the rule of the devil in us, and he rose again to send
down his Holy Spirit to rule in our hearts." {Homily on the Resurrection.)

" We have the Holy Spirit in our hearts, as a seal and pledge of our ever-
lasting inheritance." (lb.)

" The Holy Ghost sat upon each of them, like as it had been cloven

tongues of fire, to teach that it is he that giveth eloquence and utterance

in preaching the Gospel, which engendereth a burning zeal toward God's
word, and giveth all men a tongue, yea, a fiery tongue." (N. B.—What-
ever occurs, in any of the Journals, of God's " giving me uttercmce," or
" enabling me to speak with power," cannot therefore be quoted as

enthusiasm, without wounding the Church through my side.) "So that

if any man be a dumb Christian, not professing his faith openly, he
giveth men occasion to doubt lest he have not the grace of the Holy
Ghost within him." {Homily on JVIiitsunday, part i.)

" It is the office of the Holy Ghost to sanctify ; which the more it is hid

from our understanding," (that is, the particular manner of his working,)
" the more it ought to move all men to wonder at the secret and mighty
workings of God's Holy Spirit, which is within us. For it is the Holy
Ghost that dot.h quicken the miuds of men, stimng up godly motions in their

hearts. Neither does he think it sufficient inwardly to work the new birth

of men, unless he does also dwell and abide in them. ' Know ye not,' saith

St. Paul, ' that ye are the temples ofGod, and that liis Spirit dweUeth in you ?

Know ye not that your bodies are the temples of the Holy Ghost, which is

within you V Again he saitli, ' Ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit.' For
why ? ' The Spirit of God dwelleth in you.' To this agreeth St. John :

' The
anointing which ye have received ' (he meaneth the Holy Ghost) ' abideth

in you,' 1 John ii, 27. And St. Peter saith the same : ' Tiie Spirit of glory

and of God resteth upon you.' O what comfort is this to the heart of a true

Christian, to think that the Holy Ghost dwelleth in him !
' If God be with

us,' as the Apostle saith, ' who can be against us V He giveth patience and
joyfulness of heart in temptation and affliction, and is therefore worthily
called ' the Comforter :' John xiv, 16. He doth instruct the hearts of the

simple in the knowledge of God and his word ; therefore he is justlv termed,
' the Spirit of Truth,' John xvi, 13. And (N. B.) where the Holy Ghost
doth mstruct and teach, there is no delay at all in learning." (lb.)
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From this passage, I learn, (1.) That every true Christian now " re-

ceives the Holy Ghost," as the Paraclete or Comforter promised by our

Lord : John xiv, 16. (2.) That every Christian receives him, as " the

Spirit of Truth," (promised John xvi, 13,) to " teach him all things."

And, (3.) That the anointing, mentioned in the First Epistle of St. John,
" abides in every Christian."

"In reading of God's word, he profiteth most who is most inspired with

the Holy Ghost." {Homily on reading the Scripture, part i.)

" Human and worldly reason is not needful to the understanding the

Scripture ; but the ' revelation of the Holy Ghost,' who inspireth the true

meaning unto them who, with humility and diligence, search for it." {lb.

part ii.)

" Make him know and feci, that tJicre is no other name given inider heaven
unto men whereby we can be saved."

" If we feel our conscience at peace with God, through remission of our

sins, all is of God." {Homily on Rogation Week, part iii.)

" If you feel such a faith in you, rejoice in it, and let it be daily increasing

by well working." {Homily on Faith, part iii.)

*' The faithful may feel wrought, tranquillity of conscience, the increase

of faith and hope, with many other gTaces of God." {Homily on the Sacra-
ment, part i.)

" Godly men feel inwardly God's Holy Spirit inflaming their hearts with
love." {Homily on certain places of Scripture, part i.)

" God give us grace to know these things, and feel them in our hearts !

This knowledge and feeling is not of ourselves. Lot us therefore meekly call

upon the bountiful Spirit, the Holy Ghost, to inspire us with his presence,
that we may be able to hear the goodness of God to our salvation. For
without his lively inspiration we cannot so much as speak the name of the

Mediator :
' No man can say, Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost.'

Much less should we be able to believe and know these great mysteries that

be opened to us by Christ. ' But we have received,' saith St. Paul, ' not the

spirit of the world, but the Spirit which is of God ;' for this purpose, ' that

we may know the things which are freely given to us of God.' In the power
of the Holy Ghost resteth all abdity to know God, and to please him. It is

he that purifieth the mind by his secret working. He enlighteneth the heart

to conceive worthy thoughts of Almighty God. He sitteth on the tongue of
- man, to stir him to speak his honour. lie only ministereth spiritual strength

to the powers of the soul and body. And if we have any gift whereby we
may profit our neighbour, all is wrought by this one and self-same Spirit."

{Homily for Rogation Week, part iii.)

Every proposition which I have any where advanced concerning those

operations of the Holy Ghost, which I believe are common to all Chris-

tians in all ages, is here clearly maintained by our own Church.

Being fidly convinced of this, I could not well understand, for many
years, how it was, that on the mentioning any of these great truths, even
among men of education, the cry immediately rose, " An enthusiast, an

enthusiast !" But I now plainly perceive, this is only an old fallacy in a

new shape. To object enthusiasm to any person or doctrine, is but a

decent method of begging the question. It generally spares the objector

the trouble of reasoning, and is a shorter and easier way of carrying his

cause.

For instance: I assert, that "till a man ' receives the Holy Ghost,'

he is without God in the world ; thtit he cannot know the things of God,
unless God reveal (hem unto him by his Spirit ; no, nor have even one

holy or heavoidy temper, without (he inspiration of the Holy One."
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Now, should one who is conscious to himself that he has experienced

none of these things, attempt to confute these propositions either from
Scripture or antiquity, it might prove a difficult task. What then shall

he do ? Why, cry out, " Enthusiasm ! Fanaticism !" and the work is

done.
" But is it not mere enthusiasm or fanaticism to talk of the new birth?"

So one might imagine, from the nianncr in which your lordship talks of
it : " The Spirit did not stop till it had manifested itself in the last effort

of its power,—the new birth. The new birth began in storms and
tempests, in cries and ecstasies, in tunudts and confusions. Persons
who had no sense of religion, that is, no ecstatic feelings, or pains of

the new birth. What can be the issue of the new birth, attended with

those infernal throes? ^V'hy would he elicit sense from these Gentiles,

when they were finally to be deprived of it in ecstasies and new births?

All these circumstances Mr. W. has declared to be constant symptoms
of the new birth." (pp. 123, 126, 180, 170, 225, 222.)

So the new birth is, throughout the whole tract, the standing topic of
ridicule.

" No, not the new birth itself, but your enthusiastic, ridiculous account

of it." What is then my account of the new birth ?
" I gave it some

years ago in these words :

—

" It is that great change which God works in the soul when he brings it

into life ; when he raises it from the death of sin to the life of righteousness.
It is the change wrought in tlie whole soul by the almighty Spirit of God,
when it is ' created anew in Christ Jesus,' when it is ' renewed after the

image of God in righteousness and true holiness ;' when the love of the world
is changed into the love of God, pride into humility, passion into meekness,
hatred, env)', malice, into a sincere, tender, disinterested love to all man-
kind. In a word, it is that change whereby the ' earthly, sensual, devilish'

mind is turned into ' the mind which was in Christ Jesus.' " (Vol. i, p. 403.)

This is my account of the new birth. What is there ridiculous or

enthusiastic in it ?

"But what do you mean by those tempests, and cries, and pains, and
infernal throes attending the new birth?" I will tell you as plainly as I

can, in the very same words I used to Dr. Church, after premising, that

some experience much, some very little, of these pains and throes :

—

"
' When men feel in themselves the heavy burden of sin, see damnation

to be the reward of it, behold with the eye of their mind the horror of hell,

they tremble, they quake, and are inwardly touched with sorrowfulness of
heart, and cannot but accuse themselves, and open their grief unto Almighty
God, and call unto him for mercy. This being done seriously, their mind is

so occupied, partly with sorrow and heaviness, partly with an earnest desire
to be delivered from this danger of hell and danniation, that all desire of
meat and drink is laid apart, and loathing of worldly things and pleasures
comes in place, so that nothing then liketh them more than to weep, to
lament, to mourn, and both with words and behaviour of body, to show
themselves weary of life.'

" Now, permit me to ask. What, if, before you had observed that these
were the very words ofyour own Church, one of your acquaintance or parish-
ioners had come and told you that, ever since he heard a sermon at the
Foundery, he saw damnation before him, and belield with the eye of his
mind the hoiTor of hell! What, if he had trembled and quaked, and been
so taken up, partly with sorrow and heaviness, partly with an earnest desire
to be delivered from the danger of hell and damnation, as to weep, to lament^
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to mourn, and botli with words and behaviour to show himself weary of life 1

Would you have scrupled to say, ' Here is another deplorable instance of

the Methodists driving men to distraction V " (^Second Letter to Dr. Church,
vol. V, p. 333.)

I have now finished, as my time permits, what I had to say, either

concerning myself, or on the operations of the Holy Spirit. In doing

this, I have used great plainness of speech, and yet, 1 hope, without

rudeness. If any thing of that kind has slipped from me, I am ready

to retract it. I desire, on the one hand, to " accept no man's person ;"

and yet, on the other, to give " honour to whom honour is due."

Ifyour lordship should think it worth your while to spend any more
words upon me, may 1 presume to request one thing of your lordship,

—

to be more serious ? It cannot injure your lordship's character or your

cause. Truth is great, and will prevail.

Wishing your lordship all temporal and spiritual blessings,

I am, my lord, your lordship's dutiful son and servant,

November 26, 1762. John Wesley.

A SHORT

ADDRESS TO THE INHABITANTS OF IRELAND.
OCCASIONED BY SOME LATE OCCURRENCES.

1. There has lately appeared (as you cannot be ignorant) a set of

men preaching up and down in several parts of this kingdom, who for

ten or twelve years have been known in England by the title ofMethod-
ists. The vulgar in Ireland term them Swaddlers ;—a name first given

them in Dublin from one of them preaching on those words : " Ye shall

find the young child wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger."
2. E.xtrcmely various have been the reports concerning them. Some

persons have spoken favourably : but the generality of men treat them
in a difterent manner,—with utter contempt, if not detestation ; and
relate abundance of things in order to prove that they are not fit to live

upon the earth.

3. A question, then, which you may naturally ask, is this : "In what
manner ought a man of religion, a man of reason, a lover of mankind,
and a lover of his country, to act on this occasion ?"

4. Before we can properly answer this, it should be inquired, concern-

ing the persons in question, what they are ; what they teach ; and uhat

are the effects which are generally observed to attend their teaching.

5. It should fust be incpiired, what they are. And in order to a

speedy determination of this, wc may set asi<lo whatever will admit of

any dispute, as, whether they arc good men or bad, rich or poor, fools,

madmen, and enthusiasts, or sober, rational men. Now, waiving all

this, one point is indisputable: It is allowed on all hands, they are men
who spend all their time and strength in teaching those doctrines, the

nature and consequences whereof arc described in the following pages.

6. The doctrines they constantiv ttiacli are these : Thut religion does

not consist in negatives only,—in not taking the name of (Jod in vain,

in not robbing or murdering our neighbour, in bare abstaining from evil
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of any or every kind ; but is a real, positive thing : That it does not

consist in externals only,—in attending the church and sacrament,

(although all these things they approve and recommend,) in using all

the means of grace, or in works of charity, (commonly so called,) super-

added to works of piety ; but that it is, properly and strictly, a principle

within, seated in the inmost soul, and thence manifesting itself by these

outward fruits, on all suitable occasions.

7. They insist, that nothing deserves the name of religion, but a
virtuous heart, producing a virtuous life : a complication of justice,

mercy, and truth, of every right and amiable temper, beaming forth

from the deepest recesses of the mind, in a series of wise and generous
actions.

Compositum ju.ijfasque animo, sanctosque recessus

Mentis, el incoclum generoso pectus honeslo.

[" A mind,
Which civil and religious duties bind

;

A guileless heart, which no dark secrets knows,
But with the generous love of virtue glows."

—

Drummond's Persius.)

8. These ai'C their constant doctrines. It is true, they occasionally

touch on abundance of other things. Thus they frequently maintain,

that there is an inseparable connection between virtue and happiness
;

that none but a virtuous (or, as they usually express it, a religious) man
can be happy ; and that every man is happy in the same proportion as

he is truly religious ; seeing a contented mind, (according to them,) a

cheerful, thankful, joyous acquiescence in every disposal of that Sove-
reign Wisdom who governs both heaven and earth, if it be not an essen-

tial branch of religion, is, at least, a necessary consequence of it. On
all proper occasions they strongly recommend, on the one hand, the

most intense love of our country ; on the other, the firmest loyalty

to our prince, abstracted from all views of private irrterest. They like-

wise take every opportunity of enforcing the absolute necessity of sobri-

ety and temperance ; of unwearied industry in the works of our calling;

of moral honesty in all its branches ; and, particularly, in the discharge

of all relative duties, without which, they say, religion is vain. But all

these they recommend on that one single ground,—the love of God and
of all mankind ; declaring them to be of no avail, if they do not spri.ng

from this love, as well as terminate and centre therein.

9. Whoever is at the pains of hearing these preachers, or of reading

what they have wrote, with any degree of attention and impartiality,

must perceive that these are their doctrines. And it is equally easy to

discern what the effects of their preaching have been. These doctrines

they spread wherever they come. They convince many in every place,

that religion does not consist (as they imagined once) either in nega-

tives or externals, in barely doing no harm or even doing good ; but in

the tempers of the heart, in right disposhions of mind toward God and

man, producing all right words and actions.

10. And these dispositions of mind are, more or less, the continual

consequence of their preaching : (that is, if we may know the tree by

its fruit, which is doubtless the most rational way ofjudging:) the lives

of many who constantly attend it show, that God has wrought a real

Vol. V. 31
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change in their heart ; and that the grand principle of love to God and

man already begins to take root therein.

11. Hence those who were before of quite the opposite temper, are

now generous, disinterested lovers of their country ; and faithful, loyal

subjects to their prince, his sacred majesty King George : they are

now sober and temperate in all things, and punctually honest in all their

dealings : they are strict in every relative duty, and laborious and dili-

gent in their callings, notwithstanding the continual discouragement they

receive from many who still cry out, " Ye are idle, ye are idle ; therefore

ye say. Let us go and serve the Lord." They are content in every

state, whether of plenty or want, and thankful to God and man. These
are plain, glaring, undeniable facts, whereof, if any magistrate will be at

the trouble to take them, numerous aflidavits may be made, in Dublin,

Cork, Limerick, and many other places.

But if these things are so, it is easy to conceive in what manner every

man of religion, every man of reason, every lover of mankind, every

lover of his country, ought to act on this occasion.

12. For, First, ought not every man of religion, with all the earnest-

ness of his soul, to praise God, who, after so long a night of ignorance

and error had overspread our country, has poured light on so many of

those that sat in darkness and the shadow of death i has shown such

numbers even of the lowest and most brutish of men, v/herein true reli-

gion lies ; has taught them both to lay the right foundation, and to build

the whole fabric thereon ; has convinced them, " Other foundation can

no man lay than that which is laid, even Jesus Christ ;" and, " The end
of the commandment is love," of the whole commandment or law of

Christ ; love, the life, the soul, the spirit of religion, the river that makes
glad the city of God, the living water continually springing up into

everlasting life ?

13. Admit that they do not exactly judge right as to some of the

appendages of religion ; that you have a clearer and juster conception

than they of several things pertaining to the beauty of holiness
; yet

ought you not to bless God for giving these outcasts of men to see at

least the essence of it? nay, to be living witnesses of the substance of

religion, though they may still mistake as to some of the circumstances

of it.

14. Ought not every man of reason (whejther he assents, or no, to that

system of opinions commonly called Christianity) sincerely and heartily

to rejoice in the advancement of solid, rational virtue ? in the propaga-

tion, not of this or that set of opinions, but of genuine pure morality ?

of disinterested benevolence, of tender affections, to the whole of human
race ? Ought you not to be glad, that there are any instruments found,

till others appear who are more equal to the task, whose one employ-
ment it is (from whatever motive) to diffuse generous honesty through-

out the land (

15. Allow that, in doing this, they have some particularities of opinion,

(for humamun est crrarc el nescire,) [to err aiul be ignorant is the lot of

humanity,] or some little, odd customs, which you do not conceive to

be grounded upon strict reason, yet so long as neither those customs
nor those opinions prevent the advancement of that great end, ought you
not, as a reasonable man, to rejoice in the increase of solid virtue ?
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especially when you consider, that they do not impose their own opinionH

on other men ; that (whatever they are) they think and let think, and
condemn no man barely for his opinion ; neither blame you for not

regarding those little prudential rules which many observe by their own
full and free consent.

16. Ought not every lover of mankind to have something more than

a common regard for those who both labour and suffer reproach, in order

to promote that love in every place ; and to remove every method of

speaking or acting, every temper, contrary to love ? Ought not you
who are truly moral men, (a lovely and venerable character,) to have
some value for those who spend and are spent to advance genuine

morality ? who spare no pains, if by any means they may induce any of

their countrymen, in any part of the nation, to practise justice, mercy,

and truth, in all their intercourse with each other? to behave in every

circumstance and relation according to those eternal rules, invariably

observing the royal law, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself;'*

and, " Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even so do
unto them."

17. If you are a lover of mankind, must you not sympathize with

those who suffer evil in various kinds, for this very thing, because they

do good to mankind, looking for no reward on this side heaven ? As to

the idle tale of thoir laying up treasures on earth, it neither agrees with

fact nor reason. JVot with fact ; for it is notorious, that those who
before piqued themselves on owing no man any thing, are noAv indebted

in larger sums, than, humanly speaking, they can ever pay. JYot tvith

reason ; for if riches had been their aim, they would have sought out

the rich, not the poor ; not the tinners in Cornwall, the colliers ofKings-

wood, the keelmen in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. At the same time, they

showed they were not afraid or ashamed to appear before the greatest

or wisest of men : witness their appearing in the most pubUc manner,

both at D-ablin, Bristol, Oxford, and London.

18. Ought not every lover of his country, not only not to oppose, but

to assist with all the power and interest he has, those who continually,

and not without success, recommend the love of our country, and, what
is so closely connected therewith, duty and loyalty to the best of princes ?

Ought you not to forward, so far as ever your influence will go, sobriety

and temperance among your countrymen ? What can be more for tlie

interest of this poor nation, and for the good of all, whether richer poor?

You do well to promote that excellent design of spreading the linen

manufacture among us. None can doubt but tliis is admirably well

calculated for the good of the whole kingdom : but are not temperance

and honesty still more conducive to the good of this and of every king-

dom 1 Nay, and how directly conducive are these virtues to that very

end,—the flourishing of our manufactures !

19. And what can conduce more to the general good of all the in-

habitants of this land, than industry joined to content? to peace with

God, peace with yourselves, peace with one another? how needful

is this, above all lands ! P' or, what a stranger has it been in our coasts !

Ye men of Ireland, help! Come all, as one man, all men of religion

and reason, all lovers of God and of mankind, all lovers ofyour country.

O sulTcr not yourselves to be thus grossh abused, thus miserably ini-
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posed upon, any longer ! Open your eyes ; look around and judge for

yourselves ; see plain and undeniable facts ; be convinced by the force

of truth and love, that the work is indeed of God. Rejoice in the good
of your country, in peace and good will continually advanced among
men. Beware you do not oppose, or speak or think evil of, what God
hath done in the earth. Rather, each in the station wherein he is placed,

join hearts and hands in the work, till holiness and happiness cover our
land as the waters cover the sea. John Wesley.
Dublin, July 6, 1749.

A LETTER

TO THE REVEREND MR. FLEURY.

I labour for peace : But wlien I speak thereof, they make themselves ready for battle.

Psalm cxx, 7.

Reverend Sir,— 1. In June, 1769, I spent two or three days at

Waterford. As soon as my back was turned, you valiantly attacked

me, I suppose both morning and afternoon. Hearing, when I was there,

two or three weeks ago, that you designed me the same favour, I waited

upon you at the cathedral, on Sunday, April 28. You was as good as

your word : you drew the sword, and, in effect threw away the scabbard.

You made a furious attack on a large body of people, of whom you
knew just nothing. Bhnd and bold, you laid about you without fear or

wit, without any regard either to truth, justice, or mercy. And thus you
entertained, both morning and evening, a large congregation, who came
to hear " the words of eternal life."

2. Not having leisure myself, I desired Mr. Bourke to wait upon you
the next morning. He proposed our writing to each other. You said,

" No ; if any thing can be said against my sermons, I expect it shall be
printed : let it be done in a public, not a private way." I did not desire

this ; I had much rather it had been done privately. But since you will

have it so, I submit.

3. Your text was, " I know this, that after my departure shall grievous

wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock. Also of your own
selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples

after them," Acts xx, 29, 30. Having shown that St! Paul foresaw

these false teachers, you undertake to show, (1.) The mischiefs which

they occasioned. (2.) The character of them, and how nearly this con-

cerns a set of men called Methodists. {First Sermon, pp. 1-4.)

4. Against these false teachers, you observe, St. Paul warned the

Corinthians, Galatians, Colossians, and Hebrews, (pp. 5-8.) Very
true ; but what is this to the point ? O, much more than some are aware

of. The insinuation was, all along, just as if you had said, " 1 beseech

you, my dear hearers, mark the titles ho gives to these grievous wolves,

false apostles, deceitful workers, and apply them to the Methodist

teachers. There I give them a deadly thru.st."

5. " These are well styled by Christ, ' ravening wolves ;' by St. Paul,
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• ^ievong wolves,' from the mischiefs they do, rending the church of Christ,

and perverting tlie true sense of the Gospel, for their own private ends.

They ever did, and to this day do, pretend to extraordinary inspiration." (p. 8.)

Round assertions ! Let us consider them one by one : (1.) " These
are styled by Christ, ' raveninj^ wolves ;' by St. Paul, 'grievous wolves.' "

True ; but how does it appear that these names are applicable to the

Methodists 1 ^Vhy, they " rend the Church of Christ." What is the

Church of Christ 1 According to our Article, a Church is, " a company
of faithful people," of true believers, who have " the mind that was in

Christ," and " walk as Christ walked." Who then are the Church of

Christ in Waterford? Point them out, sir, if you know them; and then

be pleased to show how the Methodists rend this Church of Christ.

You may as justly say they rend the walls or the steeple of the cathedral

church. " However, they pervert the true sense of the Gospel, for their

own private ends." Wherein do they pervert the true sense of the

Gospel ? I have published Notes both on the Gospels and the other

Scriptures. But wherein do those Notes pervert the sense 1 None has

yet attempted to show. But for what private ends should I pervert it 1

for ease or honour 1 Then I should be sadly disappointed. Or for

money? This is the silliest tale of all. You may easily know, if you
are willing to know it, that I did not leave Waterford, without being

some pounds lighter than I was when I came thither.

6. " But they pretend to extraordinary inspiration." They do not:

they expressly disclaim it. I have declared a hundred times, I suppose

ten times in print, that I pretend to no other inspiration than that which
is common to all real Christians, without which no one can be a Chris-

tian at all. " They denounce hell and damnation to all that reject their

pretences." (p. 9.) This is another charge ; but it is as groundless as

the former ; it is without all shadow of truth. You may as well say.

The Methodists denounce hell and damnation to all that reject Mo-
hammedanism. As groundless, as senselessly, shamelessly false, is

the assertion following : " To reject their ecstasies and fanatic pretences

to revelation is cried up as a crime of the blackest die." It cannot be,

that we should count it a crime to reject what we do not pretend to at

all. But I pretend to no ecstasies of any kincl, nor to any other kind of

revelation than you yourself, yea, and every Christian enjoys, unless he

is " without God in the world."

7. " These grievous wolves pretended to greater mortification and self-

denial than the Apostles themselves." (p. 11.) This discovery is spick

and span new : I never heard of it before. But pray, sir, where did you
find it ? I think, not in the canonical Scriptures. I doubt you had it

from some apocryphal writer. " Thus also do the modern false teachers."

I know not any that do. Indeed I have read of some such among the

Mohammedan dervises, and among the Indian Brahmins. But I doubt
whether any of these outlandish creatures have been yet imported into

Great Britain or Ireland.

8. " They pretend to know the mind of Christ better than his Apostles."

(p. 12.) Certainly the Methodists do not : this is another sad mistake,

not to say slander. " However, better than their successors do." That
is another question. If you rank yourself among their successors, as

undoubtedly you do, I will not deny that some of these poor, despised
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people, though not acting in a pubhc character, do know the mind of

Christ, that is, the meaning of the Scripture, better than you do yet.

But, perhaps, when ten years more are gone over your head, you may
know it as well as they.

9. You conclude this sermon, " Let us not be led away by those who
represent the comfortable religion of Christ, as a path covered over with

thorns." (p. 14.) This cap does not fit me. I appeal to all that have

heard me at Waterford or elsewhere, whether I represent religion as an
uncomfortable thing. No, sir ; both in preaching and writing I repre-

sent it as far more comfortable than you do, or are able to do. " But
you represent us as lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God." If

any do this, I doubt they touch a sore spot ; I am afraid the shoe pinches.
*' They affirm pleasure in general to be unlawful, grounding it on, 'They
that are in the flesh cannot please God.' " (p. 15.) Wrong, top and
bottom. Did we hold the conclusion, we should never infer it from
such premises. But we do not hold it : we no more affirm pleasure in

general to be unlawful, than eating and drinking. This is another inven-

tion of your own brain, which never entered into our thoughts. It is

really curious when you add, " This is bringing men ' after the principles

of the world, and not after Christ.' " What, the affirming that pleasure

is unlawful 1 Is this " after the principles of the world ?" Was ever text

so unhappily applied ?

10. So much for your first sermon ; wherein, though you do not

seem to want good will, yet you are marvellously barren of invention
;

having only retailed two or three old, threadbare objections, which have

been answered twenty times over. You begin the second, *' I shall now
consider some of their many absurd doctrines : the first of which is,

•the pretending to be divinely inspired.' " {Second Sermon, p. 1.) An
odd doctrine enough. "And called in an extraordinary manner to preach

the word of God." (pp. 2-4.)

This is all harping upon the same string, the grand objection of lay-

preachers. We have it again and again, ten, twenty times over. I shall

answer it once for all. Not by any thing new,—that is utterly needless
;

but barely by repeating the answer which convinced a serious clergy-

man many years ago :

—

" TuLLAMORE, May 4, 1743.

" Reverend Sir,—I have at present neither leisure nor inclination to

enter into a formal controversy ; but you will give me leave just to offer a

few loose hints relating to the subject of our last night's conversation :

—

" 1. Seeing life and health are things of so great importance, it is without
question, highly expedient that physicians should have all possible advan-
tages of learning and education.

" 2. That trial should be made of them by competent judges, before they
practise publicly.

" 3. That, after such trial, they be authorized to practise by those who
are empowered to convey that authority.

*' 4. And that, while they arc preserving the lives of others, they should
have what is sufficient to sustain their own.

" 5. But supposing a gentleman bred at the university in Dublin, with all

the advantages of education, after he has undergone all the usual trials, and
then been regularly authorized to practise :

" 6. Suppose, I say, this physician settles at for some years, and yet

makes no cures at all ; but, after trying hie skill on five hundred persons,
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cannot sliow that he has healed one ; many of his patients dying under his
hands, and the rest remaining just as they were before he came :

" 7. Will you condemn a man who, having some little skill in physic, and
a tender compassion for those who are sick or dying all around him, cures
many of those, without fee or reward, whom the doctor could not cure ]

" 8. At least, did not, (which is the same thing as to the case in hand,)
were it only for this reason,—because he did not go to them, and they would
not come to him ]

" 9. Will you condemn him because he has not learning, or has not had
a university education ]

" What then ! He cures those whom the man of learning and education
cannot cure.

" 10. Will you object, that he is no physician, nor has any authority to

practise .'

" I cannot come into your opinion. I think Medicus est qui medetur

;

* he is a physician who heals ;' and that every man has authority to save the
life of a dying man.

" But if you only mean, he has no authority to take fees, I contend not

:

for he takes none at all.

" 11. Nay, and I am afraid it will hold, on the other hand, Medicus non
est qui non medetur ; I am afraid, if we use propriety of speech, ' he is no
physician who works no cure.'

" 12. ' O, but he has taken his degree of Doctor of Physic, and therefore
has authority.'

" Authority to do what? ' Why, to heal all the sick that will employ him.'

But (to waive the case of those who will not employ him ; and would you
have even their lives thrown away ]) he does not heal those that do employ
him. He that was sick before, is sick still ; or else he is gone hence, and
is no more seen.

" Therefore his authority is not worth a rush ; for it serves not the end
for which it was given.

" 13. And surely he has not authority to kill them, by hindering another
from saving their lives !

" 14. If he either attempts or desires to hinder him, if he condemns or

dislikes him for it, it is plain to all thinking men, he regards his own fees

more than the lives of his patients.

" II. Now, to apply. 1. Seeing life everlasting, and holiness or health

of soul, are things of so great importance, it is highly expedient that minis-

ters, being physicians of the soul, should have all advantage of education

and learning.
" 2. That full trial should be made of them in all respects, and that by

the most competent judges, before they enter on the public e.xercise of their

office, the saving souls from death

:

" 3. That, after such trial, they he authorized to exercise that office by
those who are empowered to convey that authority. (I believe bishops are

empowered to do this, and have been so from the apostolic age.)
" 4. And that those whose souls they save ought, meantime, to provide

them what is needful for the body.
" 5. But suppose a gentleman bred at the university of Dublin, with all

the advantages of education, after he has undergone the usual trials, and
been regularly authorized to save souls from death

:

" 6. Suppose, I say, this minister settles at for some years, and yet

saves no souls at all ; saves no sinners from their sins ; but after he has

preached all this time to five or six hundred persons, cannot shov/ that he

has converted one from the error of his ways ; many of his parishioners

dying as they lived, and the rest remainLug just as they were before he came

:

" 7. WUl you condemn a man who, having compassion on dying souls,

and some knowledge of the Gospel of Christ, without any temporal reward,

saves manv from their sins whom the minister could not save

!
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" 8. At least, did not ; nor ever was likely to do it ; for he did not go to
them, and they would not come to him.

" 9. Will you condemn such a preacher, because he has not learning, or
has not had a university education .'

" What then ! He saves those sinners from their sins whom the man of
learning and education cannot save.

" A peasant being brought before the College of Physicians at Paris, a
learned doctor accosted him, ' What, friend, do you pretend to prescribe to
people that have agues ? Dost thou know what an ague is V

" He replied, ' Yes, sir. An ague is, what I can cure and you cannot.'
" 10. Will you object, ' But he is no minister, nor has any authority to

save souls V
" I must beg leave to dissent from you in this. I think he is a true evan-

gelical minister, AiaKovoi, servant of Christ and his Church, who nTa> liaxovei,

' so ministers' as to save souls from death, to reclaim sinners from their sins
;

and that every Christian, if he is able to do it, has authority to save a dying
soul.

" But if you only mean, he has no authority to take tithes, I grant it. He
takes none. As he has freely received, so he freely gives.

" 11. But to carry the matter a little farther, I am afraid it will hold, on
the other hand, with regard to the soul as well as tlie body, Medicus non
est qui no7i medetur. [He who cures none is no physician.] I am afraid
reasonable men will be inclined to think, ' he that saves no souls is no minis-
ter of Christ.'

" 12. ' O but he is ordained, and therefore has authority.'
" Authority to do what ? ' To save all the souls that will put themselves

under his care.' True; but (to waive the case of them that will not; and
would you desire that even those should perish 1) he does not, in fact, save
them that are under his care : therefore, what end does his authority serve '!

He that was a drunkard, is a drunkard still. The same is true of the Sab-
bath breaker, the thief, the common swearer. This is the best of the case

;

for many have died in their iniquity, and their blood will God require at the
watchman's hand.

" 13. For surely he has no authority to murder souls ; either by his neglect,
by his smooth, if not false, doctrine, or by hindering another from plucking
them out of the fire and bringing them to life everlasting.

" 14. If he either attempts or desires to hinder him, if he condemns or is

displeased with him for it, how great reason is there to fear, that he regards
his own profit more than the salvation of souls !"

11. " But why do you not prove your mission by miracles ?" Thi.s

likewise you repeat over and over. But I have not leisure to answer
the same stale objection a hundred times. I therefore give this also the

same answer which I gave many years ago :

—

12. " What is it you would have us prove by miracles ] that the doctrines
we preach are true ! This is not the way to prove that : we prove the doc-
trines we preach by Scripture and reason. Is it, (I.) That A. B. was for

many years without God in the world, a common swearer, a Sabbath breaker,
a drunkard 1 Or, (2.) That he is not so now ? Or, (.S.) That he continued so
till he heard us jireach, and from that time was another man ! Not so ; the
proper way to prove these facts, is by the testimony of competent witnesses.
And these witnesses are ready, whenever required, to give full evidence of
them. Or would you have it proved by miracles, (4.) That this was not
done by our own power or holiness '.' that God only is able to raise the dead,
those who are dead in trespasses and sins 1 Nay, ' if you hear not Mose.s

and the prophets,' and the Apostles, on this head, neither will you believe
• thou"-h one rose from the dead.' It is therefore utterly unreasonable and
abfiurd. to require or expect the proof of miracles, in questions of such a kind
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as are always decided by proofs of quite anotlier nature." {Farther Appeal
to Men of Reason and Religion, vol. v, p. 165.)

If you will take the trouble of reading that little tract, you will find

more upon the same head.

13. If you say, " But those who lay claim to extraordinary inspiration

and revelation ought to prove that claim by miracles," we allow it : but

this is not our case. We lay claim to no such thing. The Apostles did

lay claim to extraordinary inspiration, and accordingly proved their claim

by miracles. And their blessed Master claimed to be Lord of all, the

eternal Son of God. Well therefore might he be expected to " do the

works which no other man did ;" especially as he came to put an end

to that dispensation which all men knew to be of God. See then how
idly and impertinently you require the Methodists to work miracles
" because Christ and his Apostles did !"

14. You proceed :
" They pretend to be as free from sin as Jesus

Christ." (p. 6.) You bring three proofs of this : (1.) "Mr. Wesley, in

his answer to a divine of our Church, says, ' Jesus Christ stands as our

regeneration, to help us to the same holy undefiled nature which he him-

self had. And if this very life and identical nature is not propagated

and derived on us, he is not our Saviour.' " (p. 7.) When I heard you
read these words, I listened and studied, and could not imagine where
you got them. I knew they were not mine : I use no such queer lan-

guage ; but did not then recollect, that they are Mr. Law's words, in

his answer to Dr. Trapp, an extract from which I have published. But
be they whose they will, they by no means imply that we are to be " as

righteous as Christ was," but that we are to be (which St. Peter likewise

affirms) " partakers of the divine nature." (2.) " A preacher of yours

declared he was as free from sin as Christ ever was." I did not hear

him declare it : pray, did you ? If not, how do you know he declared it

at all 1 Nay, but " another declared he believed it was impossible for

one whom he named to sin, for the Spirit of God dwelt in him bodily."

(p. 8.) Pray, sir, did you hear this yourself? Else the testimony is

nothing worth. Hearsay evidence will not be admitted by any court in

the kingdom.

What you say of that good man Mr. Whitefield, now with God, I

leave with Mr. H 's remark :
" I admire your prudence, though not

your generosity ; for it is much safer to cudgel a dead man than a

living one."

15. You next descant upon " the disorders which the spirit of enthusi-

asm created in the last age." Very likely it might ; but, blessed be God,
that is nothing at all to us. For he hath given us, not the spirit of en-

thusiasm, but of love and of a sound mind. In the following page you
quaintly compare your hearers to sheep, and yourself and friends to the

dogs in the fable ; and seem much afraid, lest the silly sheep should be
"persuaded to give you up to these ravening wolves." Nay, should

you not rather be ranked with the sheep than the dogs ? For your teeth

are not so sharp as razors.

16. " Another fundamental error of the Methodists is, the asserting that

laymen may preach
;
yea, the most ignorant and illiterate of them, provided

they have the inward call of the Spirit." (p. 11.)

The former part of this objection we had before. The latter is a total
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mistake. They do not allow the " most ignorant" men to preach, what-
ever " inward call" they pretend to. Among them none are allowed to

be stated preachers, but such as, (1.) Are truly alive to God; such as
experience the " laith that worketh by love ;" such as love God and all

mankind. (2.) Such as have a competent knowledge of the word of
God, and of the work of God in the souls of men. (3.) Such as have
given proof that they are called of God, by converting sinners from the

error of their ways. And to show whether they have these qualifications

or no, they are a year, sometimes more, upon trial. Now, I pray, what
is the common examination, either for deacon's or priest's orders, to

this?

17. "But no ambassador can act without a commission from his

king : consequently, no preacher without a commission from God."
(p. 11.) This is a tender point ; but you constrain me to speak. I ask
then. Is he commissioned from God to preach the Gospel, who docs
not know the Gospel? who knows little more of the Bible than of the

Koran ? I fear not. But if so, what are many of our brethren ? Sent
of man, but not of God !

" However, these laymen are not sent of God to preach ; for does
not St. Paul say, ' No man taketh this honour to himself, but he that is

called of God, as was Aaron V " (p. 13.) Another text most unhappily

applied ; for Aaron did not preach at all. But if these men are not sent

of God, how comes God to confirm their word, by convincing and con-

verting sinners? He confirms the word of his messenger, but of none
else. Therefore, if God owns their word, it is plain that God has sent

them.
" But the earth opened and swallowed up those intruders into the

priestly ofiice, Korah, Dathan, and Abiram." (p. 14.) Such an intruder

are you, if you convert no sinners to God. Take heed lest a deeper

pit swallow you up

!

18. " But the Church of Rome has sent out preachers among us,

such as Thomas Heath, a Jesuit ; and Faithful Commin, a Dominican
friar." (pp. 16, 17.) And what do you infer from hence? that my
brother, who was thought a student of Christ Church in Oxford, was
really a Jesuit? and that while I passed for a fellow of Lincoln College,

I was in fact a Dominican friar ? Even to hint at such absurdities as

these is an insult on common sense.

19. We have now done with the argumentative part of your sermons,

and come to the exhortation :
"

' Mark them that cause divisions and

offences among you; for they serve not the Lord, but their own belhes,' "

(p. 18.) Who "serve their own bellies?" the Methodists, or ?

Alas, how terribly might this be retorted! "'And by fair speeches

deceive the hearts of the simple.' " Deceive them into what? into the

knowledge and love of God ! the loving their neighbour as themselves !

the walking in justice, mercy, and truth ! the doing to all as they would

be done to ! Felices errore suo ! [Happy in their deception !] Would
to God all the people of Waterford, rich and poor, yea, all the men,
women and children in the three kingdoms, may be thus deceived !

20. " Do not credit those who tell you that we must judge of our

regeneration by sensible impulses, impressions, ardours, and ecstasies."

(p. 19.) Who tells them so? Not I: not Mr. Bourke : not any in
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connection with nie. Sir, you yourself either do or ought to know the

contrary. Whether therefore these are, or are not, " signs of the Spirit,"

(p. 20,) see you to it ; it is nothing to me ; any more than whether the

Spirit does or does not " show itself in groanings and sighings, in fits

and starts." I never affirmed it did : and when you represent me as so

doing, you are a sinner against God, and me, and your own soul.

21. Ifyou should see good to write any thing more about the Method-
ists, I beg you would first learn who and what they are. Be so kind as

at least to read over my "Journals," and the " Appeals to Men of Rea-
son and Religion." Then you will no longer " run" thus " uncertainly,"

or " fight as one that beateth the air," But I would rather hope you will

not fight at all. For, whom would you fight with 1 If you will fight, it

must be with your friends ; for such we really are. We wish all the

same happiness to you which we wish to our own souls. We desire no
worse for you, than that you may " present" yourself" a living sacrifice,

holy, acceptable to God ;" that you may watch over the souls committed
to your charge, as he " that must give account ;" and that, in the end,

you may receive " the crown which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will

give to all that love his appearing !" So prays. Reverend Sir,

Your affectionate brother,

John Wesley.
Mav 18 1771.



THE

DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN,
ACCORDING TO

SCRIPTURE, REASON, AND EXPERIENCE.

PREFACE.

1. A FEW years ago, a friend put into my hands Dr. Taylor's " Doctrine
of Original Sin," which I read carefully over and partly transcribed, and have
many times since diligently considered. The author is doubtless a person
of sense, nay, of unusually strong imderstanding, joined with no small live-

liness of imagination, and a good degree of various learning. He has like-

wise an admirable command of temper, so that he almost every where speaks
as one in good humour. Add to this, that he has a smooth and pleasing,
yet a manly and nervous, style. And all these talents he exerts to the
uttermost, on a favourite subject in the Treatise before us ; which he has
had leisure for many years to revise, file, correct, and strengthen against all

objections.

2. So finished a piece surely deserves the consideration of all those mas-
ters of reason which the age has produced. And I have long hoped that

some of those would attempt to show how far the doctrine there laid down
is true ; and what weight there is in the arguments which are produced in

confirmation of it. I know not how to believe that all the clergy in England
are of the same opinion with this author. And certainly there are some
whom all his skill in Greek, and even in Hebrew, does not make afraid. I

should rejoice had any of these undertaken the task, who are, in many res-

pects, better qualified for it
;
particularly in this, that they have time upon their

hands ; they have full leisure for such an employment. But since none else

will,* I cannot but speak, though lying under many peculiar disadvantages.

I dare not be silent any longer : necessity is laid upon me to provide those
who desire to know the truth with some antidote against that deadly poison
which has been diffusing itself for several years through our nation, our
Church, and even our imiversities. Nay, one (I hope, only one) father of
the Church has declared that he knows no book more proper than this to

settle the principles of a young clergyman. Is it not time, then, for "the
very stones to cry out?"

3. For this is not a point of small importance ; a question that may safely

he determined either way. On the contrary, it may be doubted whether the

scheme before us be not far more dangerous than open Deism itself. It does

not shock us like bare-faced infidelity : we feel no pain, and suspect no evil,

while it steals like " water into our bowels," like " oil into our bones." One
who would be upon his guard in reading the Works of Dr. Middleton, or

Lord Bolingbroke, is quite open and unguarded in reading the smooth, decent
writings of Dr. Taylor ; one wlio does not oppose, (far be it from him !) but

only explain, the Scripture, who does not raise any difficulties or objections

against the Christian Revelation, but only removes those with which it had
been unhappily encumbered for so many centuries !

4. I said, than open Deism : for I cannot look on this scheme as any
other than old Deism in a new dress ; seeing it saps the very foundation of

all revealed religion, whether Jewish or Christian. " Indeed, my L—," said

an eminent man to a person of quality, " I cannot see that we have much

* Since the writing of this, I have seen several Tracts, which I shall have occasion

to take notice of hereafter. There are Hkewisc many excellent remarks on this sub-

ject ill Mr. Hervey's Dialogues.
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need of Jesus Christ." And who might not say upon this supposition, " I

cannot see that we have much need of Christianity ?" Nay, not any at all

;

for " they that are whole have no need of a physician ;" and the Christian

Revelation speaks of nothing else but the great " Physician" of our souls
;

nor can Christian philosophy, whatever be ihought of the Pagan, be more
properly defined than in Plato's word: it ie Scpaircia \pvxvs, "the only true

method of healing a distempered soul." But what need of this, if we are in

perfect health ! If we are not diseased, we do not want a cure. If we are
not sick, why should we seek for a medicine to heal our sickness ? What
room is there to talk of our being renewed in " knowledge" or " holiness,

after the image wlierein we were created," ifwe never have lost that image f

if we are as knowing and holy now, nay, far more so, than Adam was imme-
diately atler his creation ? If, therefore, we take away this foundation, that

man is by nature foolish and sinful, " fallen short of the glorious image of
God," the Christian system falls at once ; nor will it deserve so honourable

an appellation, as that of a " cunningly devised fable."

5. In considering this confutation of the Christian system, I am under
some difficulty from Dr. Taylor's manner of writing. It is his custom to

say the same thing (sometimes in different, sometimes in nearly the same
words) si.x or eight, perhaps twelve or fifteen times, in different parts of his

book. Now, I have accustomed myself, fur many years, to say one and the

same thing once only. However, to comply with his manner as far as pos-

sible, I shall add, at proper intervals, extracts from others, expressing nearly

the same sentiments which I have before expressed in my own words.

6. I am sensible, in speaking on so tender a point as this must needs be,

to those who believe the Christian system, there is danger of a warmth
which does no honour to our cause, nor is it at all countenanced by the

Revelation which we defend. I desire neither to show nor to feel this, but

to " speak the truth in love," (the only warmth which the Gospel allows,)

and to write with calmness, though not indifference. There is likewise a
danger of despising our opponents, and of speaking with an air of contempt
or disdain. I would gladly keep clear of this also ; well knowing that a
diffidence of ourselves is far from implying a diffidence of our cause : I dis-

trust myself, not my argument. Oh that the God of the Christians may be

with me ! that his Spirit may give me understanding, and enable me to

think and "speak as the oracles of God," without going from them to the

right hand or to the left

!

Lewisha.m, November 30, 1756.

THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN.

PART I.

THE PAST AND PRESENT STATE OF MANKIND.

Before we attempt to account for any fact, we should be well assured

of the fact itself. First, therefore, let us inquire what is the real state

of mankind ; and, in the second place, endeavour to account for it.

I. First, I say, let us inquire, What is the real state, with regard to

knowledge and virtue, wherein mankind have been from the earliest

times? And what state are they in at this day?

I. 1. What is the state, (to begin with the former branch of the in-

quiry,) with regard to knowledge and virtue, wherein, according to the

most authentic accounts, mankind have been from the earliest times?

We have no authentic account of the state of mankind in the times ante-

cedent to the deluge, but in the writings of Moses. What then, accord-
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ing to these, was the slate of mankind in those times ? Moses gives us
an exact and full account : God then " saw that the wickedness of man
was great, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was
only evil continually," Gen. vi, 5, 12, 13. And this was not the case
of only part of mankind ; but " all flesh had corrupted his way upon the

earth :" and accordingly God said, " The end of all flesh is come, for

the earth is filled with violence through them." Only Noah was " right-

eous before God," Gen. vii, 1. Therefore only he and his household
were spared, when God " brought the flood upon the world of the un-
godly," and destroyed them all from the face of the earth.

" Let us examine the mo$t distinguishing features in this draught. Not
barely the works of their hands, or the words of their tongue, but 'every
imagination of the thoughts of their hearts was evil.' The contagion haS
spread itself through the inner man ; had tainted the seat of their principles,

and the source of their actions. But was there not some mixture of good 1

No ; they were only evil : not so much as a little leaven of piety, unless in

one single family. But were tbere no lucid intervals ; no happy moments
wherein virtue gained the ascendancy 1 None ; every imagination, every
thought was only evil continually." (Mr. Hervey's Theron and Aspasio :

Dial. 11.)

2. Such was the state of mankind for at least sixteen hundred years.

Men were corrupting themselves and each other, and proceeding from
one degree of wickedness to another, till they were all (save eight per-

sons) ripe for destruction. So deplorable was the state of the moreil

world, while the natural was in its highest perfection. And yet it is

highly probable, that the inhabitants of the earth were then abundantly

more numerous than ever they have been since, considering the length

of their lives, falling little short of a thousand years, and the strength

and vigour of their bodies, which we may easily gather from the time

they were to continue ; to say nothing of the fertility of the earth, proba-

bly far greater than it is at present. Consequently, it was then capable

of sustaining such a number of inhabitants as could not now subsist on

the produce of it.

3. Let us next take a view of the "families of the sons of Noah,"
the inhabitants of the earth after the flood. The first remarkable inci-

dent we read concerning them is, that while " they were all of one lan-

guage, they said one to another, Let us build a city and a tower, whose
top may reach unto heaven, lest we be scattered abroad upon the faco

of the earth." It is not easy to determine what were the peculiar aggra-

vations which attended this attempt. But it is certain, there was daring

wickedness therein, which brought upon them the very thing they fear-

ed ; for " the Lord," by " confounding their language," (not their reli-

gious worship : can we suppose God would conlound this 1) " scattered

them abroad upon the face of all the earth," Gen. xi, 4, 9. Now,
whatever particulars in this account n)ay be variously int(!rprrted, thus

much is clear and undeniable,—that all these, tliat is, all the inhabitants

of the earth, had again " corrupted their way ;" tlie universal wickedness

being legible in the universal punishment.

4. We have no account of their reforming tht^ir ways, of any universal

or general repent ance, before God separated Abraham to himself, to be

the father of his chosen people. Gen. xii, 1, 2. Nor is there any

reason to believe, that the rest of miuiliind were improved either in wis-
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dom or virtue, when " Lot and Abraham separated themselves, and Lot
pitched his tent toward Sodom," Gen. xiii, 11, 12. Of those among
whom he dwelt it is particularly remarked, " The men of Sodom" (and

of all " the cities of the plain") " were wicked and sinners before tho

Lord exceedingly;" Gen. xiii, 13; so that not even "ten righteous

persons" could be found among them : the consequence of which was,

that " the Lord rained upon them brimstone and fire from the Lord out

of heaven, " Gen. xix, 24.

5. We have no ground to suppose that the other inhabitants of the

earth (Abraham, with his family and descendants, excepted) had either

the knowledge or the fear of God, from that time till Jacob " went into

Egypt." This was then, as well as for several ages after, the great seat

of learning ; insomuch that " the wisdom of the Egyptians" was cele-

brated even to a proverb. And indeed for this end, as well as " to save

much people alive," Gen. 1, 20, did " God send Joseph into Egypt,"

even " to inform their princes after his will, and to teach their senators

wisdom." And yet not long after his death, as their king " knew not

Joseph," so his people knew not God. Yea, they set him at defiance :

they and their king provoked him more and more, and " hardened their

hearts" against him ; even after they had " seen his wonders in Egypt,"

after they had groaned under his repeated vengeance. They still added

sin to sin, till they constrained the Lord to destroy them with an utter

destruction ; till the divided " waters returned, and covered the chariots

and horsemen, and all the host of Pharaoh."

6. Nor were the other nations who then inhabited the earth, any better

than the Egyptians ; the true knowledge and spiritual worship of God
being confined to the descendants of Abi-aham. " He had not dealt so

v.'ith other nations, neither had the Heathens knowledge of his laws,"

Psalm cxlvii, 20. And in what state were the Israelites themselves?

How did they worship the God of their fathers 1 Why, even these were
" a stubborn and rebellious generation, a generation that set not their

heart aright. They kept not the covenant of God, and refused to walk
in his law. They provoked him at the sea, even at the Red Sea ;"

Psalm Ixxviii, 8, 10 ; cvi, 7; Exod. xiv, 11, 12 ; the very place where
he had so signally delivered them. " They made a calf in Horeb, and
worshipped the molten image," Psalm cvi, 19, where they had heard the

Lord, but a little befor*^, saying, out of the midst of the fire, " Thou
shalt not make unto thyself any graven image ; thou shalt not bow down
to them, nor worship them." And how amazing was their behaviour

during those whole forty years that they sojourned in the wilderness

!

even while he " led them in the day-time with a cloud, and all the night

with a light of fire !" Psalm Ixxviii, 14. Such were the knowledge and
virtue of God's peculiar people, (certainly the most knowing and virtuous

nation which was then to be found upon the face of the earth,) till God
brought them into the land of Canaan ;—considerably more than two
thousand years trom the creation of the world.

None, I presume, will say there was any other nation at that time

more knowing and more virtuous than the Israelites. None can say

this while he professes to believe, according to the Scriptural account,

that Israel was then under a theocracy, under the immediate government
cf God ; that he conversed with their suborduiate governor " face to
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face, as a man talketh with his friend ;" and that God was daily, through

him, conveying such instructions to them as they were capable of

receiving.

7. Shall we turn our eyes for a moment from the Scriptural to the

profane account of mankind in the earliest ages 1 ^Vhat was the gene-

ral sentiment of the most polite and knowing nation, the Romans, when
their learning was in its utmost perfection ? Let one, who certainly

was no bigot or enthusiast, speak for the rest. And he speaks home to

the point :

—

Jfam fait ante Helenam cunnus telemma belii

Causa ; sed ignotis perierunt morlibus omnes
Quos vcnerem incertam rapientes more ferarum,
Viribus editior cccdebal, ul in grege taunts.

" Full many a war has been for women waged
Ere half the world in Helen's cause engaged

;

Bui, unrecorded in historic verse,

Obscurely died those savage ravishers,

Who like bioite beasts the female bore away,
Till some superior brute re-seized the prey :

As a wild bull, his rival bull o'erthrown,

Claims the whole subject herd, and reigns alone."

I doubt he who gives this, not as his peculiar opinion, but as what was
then a generally received notion, would scarce have allowed even so

much as Juvenal,

—

Ptulicitiam Saturno rege mwalam
In teiris

"Chastity did once, I grant, remain
On earth, and flourish'd in old Saturn's reign :"

Unless one should suppose the reign of Saturn to have expired when
Adam was driven out of Paradise.

I cannot forbear adding another picture of the ancient dignity ofhuman
nature, drawn by the same masterly hand. Before men dwelt in cities,

he says, this

Turpe pecus, glandem atque cubilia propter,

Unguibus et pugnis, dein fastibns, atque itapono
Pugnabant nrmis, qua, post fabricaverat usus.

"The human lierd, unbroken and untaught,
For acorns first, and grassy couches fought

;

With fists, and then with clubs maintain'd the fray,

Till, urged by hate, they found a quicker way.
And forged pernicious arms, and learn'd the art to slay."

What a difference is there between this and the gay, florid accounts

which many moderns give of their own species

!

8. But to return to more authentic accounts : At the time when God
brought the Israelites into Canaan, in what state were the rest of man-
kind ? Doubtless in nearly the same with the Canaanites, with the

Amorites, Hittites, Porizzitos, and the rest of the seven nations. But
the wickedness of these, we know, was full ; they were corrupt in the

highest degree. All manner of vice, all ungodliness and imrighteous-

ness, reigned among them without control ; and therefore the wise and
just Governor of the world gave them up to a swift and total destruction.

9. Of Israel, indeed, we read, that they "served the Lord all the days

of Joshua, and all the days of the Elders that over-lived Joshua," Josh,

xxiv, 31. And yet even at that time they did not serve him alone ; they
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were not free from gross idolatry ; otherwise, there had been no need
of his giving them that exhortation a Uttle before his death :

" Now,
therefore, put away the strange gods which are among you," the gods
which your fathers served on the other side of the river Jordan, verse 23.

What gods these were, we learn by the words of Amos, cited by St.

Stephen :
" O ye house of Israel, have ye offered sacrifices to me by

the space of forty years ? Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch,
and the star of your god Remphan, figures which ye made to worship

them," Acts vii, 42, 43.

10. The sacred history of what occurred within a short space af\er

the death of Joshua, for some hundred years, even until the time that

Samuel judged Israel, gives us a large account of their astonishing

wickedness during almost that whole period. It is true, just " when God
smote them, then they sought him ; they returned, and inquired after

God." Yet " their heart was not right with him, neither were they

steadfast in his covenant," Psalm Ixxviii, 34, 37. And we find little

alteration among them for the better in the succeeding ages ; insomuch
that, in the reign of Ahab, about nine hundred years before Christ, there

were only " seven thousand left in Israel who had not bowed the knee
to Baal," 1 Kings xix, 18. What manner of men they were for the

next three hundred years, we may learn from the books of the Kings,

and from the Prophets ; whence it fully appears that, except a few short

intervals, they were given up to all manner of abominations ; by reason

of which the name of the Most High was the more abundantly blas-

phemed among the Heathens. And this continued, until their open
rebellion against God brought upon the whole nation of the Jews (a

hundred and thirty-four years after the captivity of the ten tribes, and
about six hundred before Christ) those terrible and long-deserved

calamities which made them a spectacle to all that were round about

them. The writings of Ezekiel, Daniel, and Jeremiah, leave us no
room to think that they were reformed by those calamities. Nor was
there any lasting reformation in the time of Ezra, or of Nehemiah and
Malachi ; but they were still, as their forefathers had been, " a faithless

and stubborn generation." Such were they likewise, as we may gather

from the books of Maccabees and Josephus, to the very time when
Christ came into the world.

11. Our blessed Lord has given us a large description of those who
were then the most eminent for religion : " Ye devour," says he,

" widows' houses, and for a pretence make long prayers. Ye make"
your proselytes "twofold more the children of hell than yourselves. Ye
neglect the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith.

Ye make clean the outside of the cup, hut within are full of extortion

and excess. Ye are Uke whited sepulchres, outwardly beautiful, but

within full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness. Ye serpents,

ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell
!"

Matt, xxiii, 14, &c. And to these very men, after they had murdered
the Just One, his faithful follower declared, " Ye stiff-necked, and un-

circumcised in hear* and ears, ye do always resist the Holy Ghost ; as

your fathers did, so do ye," Acts vii, 51. And so they continued to do,

until the wrath of God did indeed " come upon them to the uttermost;"

until eleven hundred thousand of them were destroyed, Ihcir city and
Vol. V. 32 •
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temple levelled with the dust, and above ninety thousand sold for slaves

and scattered into all lands,

12. Such in all generations were the lineal children of Abraham, who
had so unspeakable advantages over the rest of mankind; " to whom per-

tained the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants, and the giving of

the law, and the service of God, and the promises :" among whom,
therefore, we may reasonably expect to find the greatest eminence of
knowledge and virtue. If these then were so stupidly, brutishly igno-

rant, so desperately wicked, what can we expect from the Heathen
world, from them who had not the knowledge either of his law or pro-

mises 1 Certainly we cannot expect to find more goodness among
them. But let us make a fair and impartial inquiry ; and that not among
wild and barbarous nations, but the most civilized and refined. What
then were the ancient Romans ? the people whose virtue is so highly

extolled, and so warmly commended to our imitation? We have their

character given by one who cannot deceive or be deceived,—the unerr-

ing Spirit of God. And what account does he give of these best of men,
these heroes of antiquity? " When they knew God," says he, at least

as to his eternity and power, (both implied in that appellation, which

occurs more than once in their own poet, Pater omnipolens, " Almighty

Father,") " they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful," Rom.
i, 21, &c. So far from it, that one of their oracles of wisdom (though

once he stumbled on that great truth, JYenio unquam vir magnus sine

ajfiatu diinno fuit,—" There never was any great man without the

afllatus or inspiration of God ;" yet, almost in the same breath) docs not

scruple to ask, Quls pro virtute aut sapientid gratias diis dedit unquam?
" Who ever thanked God for virtue or wisdom ?" No, why should he ?

since these are " his own acquisition, the pure result of his own indus-

try." Accordingly, another virtuous Roman has left it on record, as an

unquestioned maxim,

—

Hcec sails est orare Jovem, quce ilonat et mifert :

Del vitam, (let opes ; aqtiuin mi animum ipse parabo.

" Enough for common benefits to pray,

Which Jove can either give or take away :

Long hfe or wealth his bounty may bestow

;

Wisdom and virtue to myself I owe."

So " vain" were they become " in their imaginations !" So were tlieir

" foolish hearts darkened !" Rom. i, 21, &c.

13. But this was only the first step : they did not stop here. " Pro-

fessing themselves wise," they yet sunk into such gross, astonishing

folly, as to "change the glory of the incorruptible God" (whom they

might have known, even from their own writers, to be

Vastam

Mens agitans molem, et magna se corpora miscens,—
" The all-informing soul

Tliat fills the mighty mass, and moves tlic whole,")

" into an image made like to corruptible man ;
yea, to birds, to beasts, to

creeping things !" What wonder was it then, ihat, after they had thus

" changed his glory into an im.ige, God gave tliem up to uncleanness,

through the lusts of their own hearts, to dishonour their own bodies

between themselves ?" How justly, when they had " changed the truth

of God into a lie, and worshipped and served the creature rather than
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the Creator," did he " for this cause," punishing sin by sin, *' give them
up unto vile affections ! For even the women did change the natural

use into that which is against nature." Yea, the modest, honourable

Roman matrons (so little were they ashamed !) wore their priapi

[emblems of the god of obscenity] oj)enly on their breasts. " And like-

wise the men burned in their lust one toward another, men with men
working that which is unseeiidy." AVhat an amazing testimony of this

is left us on record, even by the most modest of all the Roman poets!

Formosum pastor Corydon nrdehat ^'llexim !

How does this pattern of Heathen chastity avow, without either fear or

shame, as if it were an innocent, at least, if not laudable, passion, their

" burning in lust one toward another !" And did men of the finest taste

in the nation censure the song, or the subject of it I We read nothing

of this ; on the contrary, the universal honour and esteem paid to the

writer, and that by persons of the highest rank, plainly shows that the

case of Corydon, as it was not uncommon in any part of the Roman
dominions, so it was not conceived to be any blemish, either to him or

his master, but an innocent infirmity.

Meantime, how delicate an idea of love had this favourite of Rome
and of the Muses ! Hear him explaining himself a httle more fully on
this tender point :

—

Eheu ! quain pingid niacer est mihi taunis in agi-o !

Idem amor exilium est pccori, pecorisque magisl^v.

Idem amor ! The same love in the bull and in the man ! What ele-

gance of sentiment ! Is it possible any thhig can exceed this ] One
would imagine nothing could, had not the same chaste poet furnished U3

with yet another scene, more abundantly shocking than this :

—

Paslphaen nivei solatia- amore juvcnci

!

" He comforts Pasiphae with the love of her milk white bu-ll !" jyUiil

supra! [The cai>sheaf !} The condoling a woman on her unsuccessful

amour with a bull, shows a brutality which nothing can exceed ! How
justly then does the Apostle add, as " they did not like," or desire, " to

retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to an undiscerning

mind, to do those things which are not convenient!" In consequence
of this, they were " filled with all unrighteousness," vice of every kind,

and in every degree ;—in particular " with fornication," (taking the word
in its largest sense, as including every sin of the kind,) " with wiclved-

ness, covetousness, maliciousness, with envy, murder, debate, deceit,

malignity ;"—being " haters of God," the true God, the God of Israel,

to whom they allowed no place among all their herd of deities ;

—

" despiteful, proud, boasters/' in as eminent a degree as ever was any
nation under heaven ;

—" inventors of evil things," in great abundance,
of mille nocendi artes, [a thousand destructive arts,] both in peace and
war ;
—" disobedient to parents,"—although duty to t!>ese is supposed

to be inscribed on the hearts of the most barbarous nations ;
—" covenant

breakers,"—even of those of the most solemn kind, those wherein the

public faith was engaged by their supreme magistrate ; which, notwith-

standing, they made no manner of scruple of breaking, whenever they saw
good; only colouring over their i>erfidiousness, by giving those magistrates

into their hands with whom the "covenant" was made. And what was this

to the purpose? Is the king of France, or the republic ofHolland, at liberty
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to violate their most solemn treaties at pleasure, provided they give up
to the king of England, the ambassador, or general, by whom that treaty

was made ? What would all Europe have said of the late Czar, if,

instead of punctually performing the engagements made with the Porte

when in his distress, he had only given up the persons by whom he trans-

acted, and immediately broke through them all ? There is therefore no
room to say,

JVfoi/o Punica scripta mpersint,

J^on minus infamis forte Latina fides.

" Perhaps, if the Carthaginian writings were extant, Roman faith would
be as infamous as Punic." We need them not. In vain have they

destroyed the Carthaginian writings ; for their own sufficiently testify of

them ; and fully prove that in perfidy the natives of Carthage could not

exceed the senate and people of Rome.
14. They were as a nation aiopyoi, void of natural affection, even to

their own bowels. Witness the universal custom which obtained for

several ages in Rome, and all its dependencies, (as it had done before

through all the cities of Greece,) when in their highest repute for wisdom
and virtue, of exposing their own new-born children, more or fewer of

them, as every man pleased, when he had as many as he thought good
to keep ; throwing them out to perish by cold and hunger, unless some
more merciful wild beast shortened their pain, and provided them a

sepulchre. Nor do I remember a single Greek, or Roman, of all those

that occasionally mention it, ever complaining of this diabolical custom,

or fixing the least touch of blame upon it. Even the tender mother in

Terence, who had some compassion for her helpless infant, does not

dare to acknowledge it to her husband, without that remarkable preface,

Ut miser^ siiperstitiosoe sumus omnes ; "As we women are all miserably

superstitious."

15. I would desire those gentlemen who are so very severe upon the

Israelites for killing the children of the Canaanites, at their entrance into

the land of Canaan, to spend a few thoughts on this. Not to insist, that

the Creator is the absolute Lord and Proprietor of the lives of all his

creatures ; that, as such, he may at any time, without the least injustice,

take away the life which he has given ; that he may do this in whatso-

ever manner, and by whatever instruments, he pleases ; and consequently

may infiict death on any creature by whom he pleases, without any blame
either to him or them ;—not to insist, I say, on this, or many other things

which might be ofiered, let us at present fix on this single consideration

:

The Israelites destroyed the children for some weeks or months ; the

Greeks and Romans for above a thousand years. The one put them
out of their pain at once, doubtless by the shortest and easiest way; the

others were not so compassionate as to cut their throats, but left them
to pine away by a lingering death. Above all, the Hebrews destroyed

only the children of their enemies ; the Romans destroyed their own.

O fair pattern indeed ! Where shall we find a parallel to this virtue ? I

read of a modern, who took up a child, that i\A\ from its mother's womb,
and threw it back into the flames. (Pure, genuine human nature!) And
reason good,—for it was the child of a heretic. But what evil, ye worthies

of ancient Rome;, did ye find in your own children? I must still say, thisi

is without a parallel even in the Papal liistory.
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16. They were implacable, unmerciful. Witness (one or two instances

ot'ten thousand) poor grey-headed Hannibal, (whom, very probably, had
we any other accounts of him than those which were given by his bitterest

enemies, we should have reverenced as one of the most amiable of men,
as well as the most valiant of all the ancient Heathens,) hunted from
nation to nation, and never quitted, till he fell by his own hand. Witness
the famous suffrage, DtUiida est Carthago ;

" Let Carthage be destroy-

ed." Why? It was imperii a^mula ; "the rival of the Roman glory."

These were open, undeniable evidences of the public, national placability

and mercy of the Romans. Need instances of a more private nature

be added 1 Behold, then, one for all, in that glory of Rome, that prodigy

of virtue, the great, the celebrated Cato. Cato the Elder, when any of

his domestics had worn themselves out in his service, and grew decrepit

with age, constantly turned them out to starve ; and was much applauded

for his frugality in so doing. But what mercy was this 1 Just such as

that which dwelt in Cato of Utica, who repaid the tenderness of his

servant endeavouring to save his life, to prevent his tearing open his

wound, by striking him on the face with such violence as to till his mouth
with blood. These are thy gods, O Deism ! These the patterns so

zealously recommended to our imitation !

17. And what was the real character of that hero, whom Cato himself

so admired ? whose cause he espoused with such eagerness, with such
unwearied diligence? of Pompey the Great? Surely never did any man
purchase that title at so cheap a rate ! What made him great ? The
villany of Perpenna, and the treachery of Pharnaces. Had not the one
murdered his friend, the other rebelled against his father, where had

been Pompey's greatness ? So this stalking horse of a party procured

his reputation in the commonwealth. And when it was procured, how
did he use it ? Let his own poet Lucan speak :

—

J^ec quenquam jam ferre potest Ccesarre priorem,

Pompeiusve parem.

" Nor Cffisar could to a superior look

;

Nor patriot Pompey could aa equal brook."

He would bear no equal ! And this a senator of Rome ! Nay, the grand

patron of the republic ! But what a republican himself, when this princi-

ple was the spring of all his designs and actions ! Indeed, a less amiable

character it is not easy to find among all the great men of antiquity
;

ambitious, vain, haughty, surly, and overbearing, beyond the common
rate of men. And what virtue had he to balance these faults ? I can
scarce find one, even in Lucan's account : It does not appear that in

the latter part of his lite he had even military virtues. What proof did he

give of personal courage, in all his war with Cffisar? what instances of

eminent conduct I None at all, if we may credit his friend Cicero

;

who complains heavily to Atticus, that he acted like a madman, and
would ruin the cause he had undertaken to defend.

1 8. Let none therefore look for placability or inercy in Pompey. But
was there any unmercifulness in Cajsar?

"Who than Julius hopes to rise

More brave, more generous, or more wise?"

Of his courage and sense there can be no doubt. And much may be

said, with regard to his contest with Pompey, even for the justice of his
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cause ; for with him he certainly fought for hfe rather than glory ; of
which he had the strongest conviction (though he was ashamed to own
it) when he passed the Rubicon. Nor can it be doubted but he was
often merciful. It is no proof to the contrary that he rode up and
down his ranks, during the battle of Pharsalia, and cried to those who
were engaged with the pretty gentlemen of Pompey's army, JVfiles,

faciem feri, "Soldiers, strike at the face;" for this greatly shortened the

dispute with those who were more afraid of losing their beauty than
their lives, and so prevented the effusion of nmch blood. But I cannot
get over (to say nothing of die myriads of common Gauls whom he
destroyed) a short sentence in his own Commentaries : Vercingetorix

per tormenta necahis. [Vercingetorix tortured to death.] Who was this

Vercingetorix? As brave a man, and (considering his years) as great a
General, as even Caesar. What was his crime ? The love of his parents,

wife, children, country ; and sacrificing all things in defence of them.

And how did CfBsar treat him on this account? "He tortured him to

death." O Roman mercy! Did not Brutus and Cassius avenge Ver-
cingetorix rather than Pompey? How well was Rome represented in

the prophetical virion by that beast, "dreadful and terrible," which had
"great iron teeth, and devoured, and brake in pieces, and stamped under

his feet," all other kingdoms !

II. 1. Such is the state, with regard to knowledge and virtue, wherein,

according to the most authentic accounts, mankind was from the earliest

times, for above four thousand years. Such nearly did it continue,

during the decline, and since the destruction, of the Roman empire.

But we will waive all that is past, if it only appears that mankind is vir-

tuous and wise at this day. This, then, is the point we are at present

to consider: are men in general now wise and virtuous ?

Our ingenious countryman, Mr. Brerewood, after his most careful

and laborious inquiries, computes, that, supposing that part of the earth

which we know to be inhabited were divided into thirty equal parts,

nineteen of these are Heathen still ; and of the remaining eleven, six

are Mohammedan, and only five Christian. Let us take as fair and

impartial a survey as we can, of the Heathens first, and then of the Mo-
hammedans and Christians.

2. And, First, of the Heathens. What manner of men are these, as

to virtue and knowledge, at this day ? Many of late, who still bear the

Christian name, have entertained very honovuable thoughts of the old

Heathens. They cannot believe them to have been so stupid and sense-

less as they have been represented to be
;

particularly with regard to

idolatry, in worshipping birds, beasts, and creeping things ; much less

can they credit the stories told of many nations, the Egyptians in par-

ticular.

Who arc said to

Have set the leek they after prayed to.

But if they do not consider who they are that transmit to us these ac-

counts, nauKsly, both those writers who, they profess to believe, spake
" as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," and those whom perhaps they

value more, the most credible of their contemporary Heathens ; if, I say,

they forget this, do they not consider the present state of the Heathen

world ? Now, allowing the bulk of the ancient Heathens (which itself
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is not easily proved) to have had as imuh understanding as the modern,
we have no pretence to suppose they had more. ^Vhat therefore they
were, we may safely gather from wliat they are; we may judge of the

past by the present. Would we know, then, (to begin with a part of
the world known to very early antiquity,) what manner of men the Hea-
thens in Africa were two or three thousand years ago ] Inquire what
they are now, who are genuine Pagans still, not tainted either with Mo-
hammedanism or Christianity. They are to be found in abundance,
either in Negroland, or round the Cape of Good Hope. Now, what
measure of knowledge have the natives of these countries ? I do not
say in metaphysics, mathematics, or astronomy. Of these it is plain

they know just as much as their four footed brethren ; the lion and
the man are equally accomplished with regard to this knowledge. I

will not ask what they know of the nature of government, of the re-

spective rights of kings and various orders of subjects: in this regard,

a herd of men are manifestly inferior to a herd of elephants. But let us
view them with respect to common life. What do they know of the

things they continually stand in need of? How do they build habitations

for themselves and their families ; how select and prepare their food

;

clothe and adorn their persons ? As to their habitations, it is certain, I

will not say, our horses, (particularly those belonging to the nobility and
gentry,) but an English peasant's dogs, nay, his very swine, are more
commodiously lodged ; and as to their food, apparel, and ornaments,
tJiey are just suitable to their edifices :

Your nicer Hottentots think meet
With guts and tripe to deck their feet.

With downcast eyes on Totta's legs,

The love-sick youth most humbly begs,
» She would not fi-oni liis sight remove

At once his breakfast and his love.

Such is the knowledge oT these accomplished animals, in things which
cannot but daily employ their thoughts ; and wherein, consequently,

they cannot avoid exerting, to the uttermost, both their natural and
acquired understanding.

And what are their present attainments in virtue ? Are they not, one

and all, " without God in the world ?" having either no knowledge of

him at all ; no conception of any thing he has to do with them, or they

with him ; or such conceptions as are far worse than none, as make
him such a one as themselves. And what are their social virtues?

What are their dispositions and behaviour between man and man ? Are
they eminent for justice, for mercy, or truth ? As to mercy, they know
not what it means, being continually cutting each other's throats, from

generation to generation, and selling for slaves as many of those who
fall into their hands, as on that consideration only they do not murder.

Justice they have none ; no courts ofjustice at all ; no public method
of redressing wrong ; but every man does what is right in his own eyes,

"

till a stronger than he beats out his brains for so doing. And they have

just as much regard to truth ; cozening, cheating, and oven'eaching

every man that believes a word they say. Such are the moral, such

the intellectual perfections, according to the latest and most accurate

accounts, of the present Heathens, who are diffused in great numbers
over a fourth part of the known world !
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3. It is true, that in the new world, in America, they seem to breathe
a purer air, and to be in general men of a stronger understanding, and
a less savage temper. Among these, then, we may surely find higher
degrees of knowledge as well as virtue. But in order to form a just

conception of them, we must not take our account from their enemies
;

from any that would justify themselves by blackening those whom they
seek to destroy. No ; but let us inquire of more impartial judges,
concerning those whom they have personally known, the Indians bor-

dering upon our own settlements, from New-England down to Georgia.
We cannot learn that there is any great difference, in point of know-

ledge, between any of these, from east to west, or from north to south.

They are all equally unacquainted with European learning, being total

strangers to every branch of literature, having not the least conception

of any part of philosophy, speculative or practical. Neither have they

(whatever accounts some have given) any such thing as a regular civil

government among them. They have no laws of any kind, unless a

few temporary rules made in and for the time of war. They are like-

wise utter strangers to the arts of peace, having scarce any such thing

as an artificer in a nation. They know nothing of building ; having
only poor, miserable, ill-contrived huts, far inferior to many English
dog kennels. Their clothing, till of late, was only skins of beasts, com-
monly of deer, hanging down before and behind them. Now, among
those who have commerce with our nation, it is frequently a blanket

wrapped about them. Their food is equally delicate,—pounded Indian
corn, sometimes mixed with water, and so eaten at once ; sometimes
kneaded into cakes, meal and bran together, and half baked upon the

coals. Fish or flesh, dried in the sun, is frequently added to this ; and
now and then a piece of tough, fresh-killed deer.

Such is the knowledge of the Americans, whether in things of an
abstruser nature, or in the aflairs of common life. And this, so far as

we can learn, is the condition of all, without any considerable differ-

ence. But, in point of religion, there is a very material difference

between the northern and the southern Indians : those in the north are

idolaters of the lowest kind. If they do not worship the devil, appearing

in person, (which many firmly believe they do, many think incredible,)

certainly they worship the most vile and contemptible idols. It were
more excusable if they only " turned the glory of the incorruptible God
into the image of corruptible man ;" yea, or " of birds, or four-footed

beasts, or reptiles," or any creature which God has made. But their

idols are more horrid and deformed than any thing in the visible cre-

ation ; and their whole worship is at once the highest affiont to the

Divine, and disgrace to the human, nature.

On the contrary, the Indians of our southern provinces do not appear

to have any worship at all. By the most diligent inquiry from those

who had spent many years among them, I could never learn that any of

the Indian nations who border on Georgia and Carolina have any public

worship of any kind, nor any private ; for they have no idea of prayer.

It is not without much difficulty that one can make any of them under-

stand what is meant by prayer ; and when they do, they cannot be made
to apprehend that God will answer or even hear it. They say, " He
that sittPth in heaven is too high ; he is too far off" to hear us." In con-
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sequence of which they leave him to himself, and manage their affairs

without him. Only the Chicasaws, of all the Indian nations, are an
exception to this.

I believe it will be found, on the strictest inquiry, that the whole body
of southern Indians, as they have no letters and no laws, so, properly

speaking, have no religion at all ; so that every one does what he sees

good ; and if it appears wrong to his neighbour, he usually comes upon
him unawares, and shoots or scalps him alive. They are likewise

all (I could never find any exception) gluttons, drunkards, thieves, dis-

semblers, liars. They are implacable ; never forgiving an injury or

affront, or being satisfied with less than blood. They are unmerciful

;

killing all whom they take prisoners in war, with the most exquisite tor-

tures. They are murderers of fathers, murderers of mothers, murderers

of their own children ; it being a common thing for a son to shoot his

father or mother because they are old and past labour ; and for a woman
either to procure abortion, or to throw her child into the next river, because

she will go to the war with her husband. Indeed, husbands, properly

speaking, they have none ; for any man leaves his wife, so called, at

pleasure ; who frequently, in return, cuts the throats of all the children

she has had by him.

The Chicasaws alone seem to have some notion of an intercourse

between man and a superior Being. They speak much of their beloved

ones ; with whom they say they converse both day and night. But their

beloved ones teach them to eat and drink from morning to night, and,

in a manner, from night to morning ; for they rise at any hour of the

night when they wake, and eat and drink as much as they can, and sleep

again. Their beloved ones likewise expressly command them to tor-

ture and burn all their prisoners. Their manner of doing it is this : they

hold lighted canes to their arms and legs, and several parts of their body,

for some time, and then for a while take them away. They also stick

burning pieces ofwood in their flesh ; in which condition they keep them
from morning to evening. Such are at present the knowledge and vir-

tue of the native Heathens, over another fourth of the known world.

4. In Asia, however, we are informed that the case is widely differ-

ent. For although the Heathens bordering on Europe, the thousands

and myriads of Tartars, have not much to boast either as to knowledge
or virtue ; and although the numerous little nations under the Mogul,

who retain their original Heathenism, are nearly on a level with them,

as are the inhabitants of the many large and populous islands in the east-

ern seas
;
yet we hear high encomiums of the Chinese, who are as

numerous as all these together ; some late travellers assuring us, that

China alone has fifty-eight million of inhabitants. Now, these have

been described as men of the deepest penetration, the highest learning,

and the strictest integrity ; and such doubtless they are, at least with

regard to their understanding, if we will believe their own proverb :

" The Chinese have two eyes, the Europeans one, and other men none
at all."

And one circumstance, it must be owned, is much in their favour,

—they Uve some thousand miles off; so that if it were affirmed, that

every Chinese had literally three eyes, it would be difficult for us to

disprove it. Nevertheless, there is room to doubt even of their un-
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derstanding ; nay, one of the arguments often brought to prove the
greatness, to me clearly demonstrates the littleness, of it ; namely, the
thirty thousand letters of their alphabet. To keep an alphabet of thirty

hundred letters could never be reconciled to common sense ; since
every alphabet ought to be as short, simple, and easy as possible. No
more can we reconcile to any degree ofcommon sense, their crippling all

the women in the empire, by a silly, senseless affectation of squeezing
their feet till they bear no proportion to their bodies ; so that the feet of
a woman at thirty must still be as small as they would be naturally when
four years old. But in order to see the true measure of their under-
standing in the clearest light, let us look, not at women, or the vulgar,

but at the nobility, the wisest, the politest part of the nation. Look at

the mandarins, the glory of the empire, and see any, every one of them
at his meals, not deigning to use his own hands, but having his meat put
into his mouth by two servants, planted for that purpose, one on his
right hand, the other on his left ! O the deep understanding of the noble
lubber that sits in the midst, and

Hiat, ceu pullus hinindinis !

" Gapes, as the young swallow, for his food."

Surely an English ploughman, or a Dutch sailor, would have too much
sense to endure it. If you say, " Nay, the mandarin would not endure
it, but that it is a custom ,•" I answer. Undoubtedly it is; but how came
it to be a custom 1 Such a custom could not have begun, much less

have become general, but through a general and marvellous want of
common sense.

What their learning is now, I know not ; but notwithstanding their

boast of its antiquity, it was certainly very low and contemptible in the

last century, when they were so astonished at the skill of the French
Jesuits, and honoured them as almost more than human, for calculating

eclipses ! And whatever progress they may have made since, in the

knowledge of astronomy, and other curious, rather than useful, sciences,

it is certain they are still utterly ignorant of what it most of all concerns
them to know : they know not God, any more than the Hottentots ; they
are all idolaters to a man ; and so tenacious are they of their national

idolatry, that even those whom the French missionaries called converts,

yet continued one and all to worship Confucius and the souls of their

ancestors. It is true, that when this was strongly represented at Rome
by an honest Dominican who came from thence, a bull was issued out

and sent over into China, forbidding them to do it any longer. But the

good fathers kept it privately among themselves, saying, the Chinese
were not able to bear it.

Such is their religion with respect to God. But are they not eminent
for all social virtues, all that have place between man and man ? Yes,
according to the accounts which some have given. According to these,

they are the glory of mankind, and may be a pattern to all Europe. But
liave not we some reason to doubt if these accounts are true ? Are pride

and laziness good ingredients of social virtue ? And can all Europe equal

either the laziness or pride of the Chinese nobility and gentry, who are

too stately or too indolent even to put the meat into their own mouths 1

Yet they are not too proud or too indolent to oppress, to rob, to defraud,

all that tall info their hands. How ffagrant instances of this may any
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one find even in ihc account of Tiord Anson's voyage ! exactly ao-ree-

ing with the accounts given by all our countrymen who have traded in

any part of China ; as well as with the observation made by a late writer

in his " Geographical Grammar :" " Trade and commerce, or rather,

cheating and overreaching, is the natural bent and genius of the Chi-
nese. Gain is their god ; they prefer this to every thing besides. A
stranger is in great danger of being cheated, if he trusts to his own
judgment ; and if he employs a Chinese broker, it is well if he docs not
join with the merchant to cheat the stranger.

" Their laws oblige them to certain rules of civility in their words and
actions ; and they are naturally a fawning, cringing generation ; but the

greatest hypocrites on the face of the earth."

5. Such is the boasted virtue of those who are, beyond all degrees of
comparison, the best and wisest of all the Heathens in Asia. And how
little preferable to them are those in Europe 1 rather how many degrees
beneath them ! Vast numbers of these are within the borders of Mus-
covy ; but how amazingly ignorant ! How totally void both of civil and
sacred wisdom ! How shockingly savage, both in their tempers and
manners ! Their idolatry is of the basest and vilest kind. They not only

worship the work of their own hands, but idols of the most horrid and
detestable forms that men or devils could devise. Equally savage, (or

more so, if more can be,) as is well known, are the natives of Lapland:
and, indeed, of all the countries which have been discovered to the north

of Muscovy or Sweden. In truth, the bulk of these nations seem to be
considerably more barbarous, not only than the men near the Cape of

Good Hope, but than many tribes in the brute creation.

Thus have we seen what is the present state of the Heathens in every

part of the known world ; and these still make up, according to the pre-

ceding calculation, very near two thirds of mankind. Let us now calmly

and impai-tially consider what manner of men the Mohammedans in

general are.

6. An ingenious writer, who, a few years ago, published a pompous
translation of the Koran, takes great pains to give us a very favourable

opinion both of Mohammed and his followers ; but he cannot wash the

Ethiop white. After all, men who have but a moderate share of reason

cannot but observe in his Koran, even as polished by Mr. Sale, the most
gross and impious absurdities. To cite particulars is not now my busi-

ness : it may suffice to observe, in general, that human understanding

must be debased, to an inconceivable degree, in those who can swallow

such absurdities as divinely revealed. And yet we know the Moham-
medans not only condemn all who cannot swallow them to everlasting

fire,—not only appropriate to themselves the title of Musselmen, or True
Believers,—but even anathematize, with the utmost bitterness, and
adjudge to eternal destruction, all their brethren of the sect of Hali, all

who contend for a figurative interpretation of them.

That these men, then, have no knowledge or love of God is undenia-

bly manifest, not only from their gross horrible notions of him, but from
their not loving their brethren. But they have not always so weighty a

cause to hate and murder one another as diflference of opinion. Moham-
medans will butcher each other by thousands, without so plausible a plea

as this. Why is it that such numbers ofTurks and Persians have stabbed
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one another in cool blood ? Truly, because they differ in the manner of
dressing their head. The Ottoman vehemently maintains, (for he has
unquestionable tradition on his side,) that a Musselman should wear a
round turban ; whereas the Persian insists upon his liberty of conscience,

and will wear it picked before. So, for this wonderful reason, when a
more plausible one is wanting, they beat out each other's brains from
generation to generation

!

It is not therefore strange that, ever since the religion of Mohammed
appeared in the world, the espousers of it, particularly those under the

Turkish emperor, have been as wolves and tigers to all other nations,

rending and tearing all that fell into their merciless paws, and grinding

them with their iron teeth ; that numberless cities are razed from the

foundation, and only their name remaining ; that many countries, which
were once as the garden of God, are now a desolate wilderness ; and
that so many once numerous and powerful nations are vanished away
from the earth ! Such was, and is at this day, the rage, the fury, the

revenge, of these destroyers of human kind.

7. Proceed we now to the Christian world. But we must not judge
ofChristians in general from those who are scattered through the Turkish
dominions, the Armenian, Georgian, Mengrelian Christians ; nor indeed

from any others of the Greek communion. The gross, barbarous igno-

rance, the deep, stupid superstition, the blind and bitter zeal, and the

endless thirst after vain jangling and strife of words, which have reigned

for many ages in the Greek Church, and well nigh banished true religion

from among them, make these scarce worthy of the Christian name, and
lay an insuperable stumbling block before the Mohammedans.

8. Perhaps those of the Romish communion may say, " What wonder
that this is the case with heretics 1 with those who have erred from the

Catholic faith, nay, and left the pale of the Church 1" But what is the

case with them who have not left that Church, and who retain the Roman
faith still ? yea, with the most zealous of all its patrons, the inhabitants

of Italy, of Spain, and Portugal ? Wherein do they excel the Greek
Church, except in Italianism, received by tradition from their Heathen
fathers, and diffused through every city and village ? They may, indeed,

praise chastity, and rail at women as loudly as their forefather, Juvenal

;

but what is the moral of all this 1—
^onne putas melius, quod tecum pusio dormit ?

This, it must be acknowledged, is the glory of the Romish Church.

Herein it does excel the Greek.

They excel it, likewise, in Deism. Perhaps thcjrc is no country in the

Avorld, at least in that part of it which bears the Christian name, wherein

so large a proportion of the men of education are absolute Deists, if not

Atheists, as Italy. And from hence the plague has spread far and wide
;

through France in particular. So that, did not temporal motives restrain,

no small part of the French nobility and gentry would pay no more regard

to the Christian Revelation, than do the mandarins in China.

They excel still more in murder, both private and pulilic. Instances

of the former abound all over Italy, Spain, and Portugal ; and the fre-

quency of shedding blood has taken away all that horror which otherwise

might attend it. Take one instance of a thousand : An English gentle-

man was, sonje years ago, at an ent(!rtainment in Brescia, when one
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who was near him whispered a few words in his ear, which he did not
well understand. lie asked his host, " What did that gentleman mean
by these words ?" and was answered, " That he \vill murder you : and
an Italian is never worse than his word in this. You have no way but
to be beforehand with him." This he rejected with abhorrence. But
his host, it seems, being not of so tender a conscience, sent a stranger

to him in the morning, who said, " Sir, look out of your window ;—

I

have done his business. There he lies. You will please to give me my
pay." He pulled out a handful of money, in great disorder, and cried,

" There, take what you will." The other replied, " Sir, I am a man of
honour ; I take only my pay ;" took a small piece of silver, and retired.

This was a man of honour among the Christians of the Romish
Church ! And many such are to be found all over Italy, whose trade it

is to cut throats ; to stab for hire, in cool blood. They have men of
conscience too. Such were two of the Catholic soldiers, under the famous
duke of Alva, who broke into the house of a poor countryman in Flan-
ders, butchered him and his wife, with five or six children ; and after

they had finished their work, sat down to enjoy the fruit of their labour.

But in the midst of their meal conscience awaked. One of them started

up in great emotion, and cried out, " O Lord ! what have I done ? As
I hope for salvation, I have eaten flesh in Lent !"

The same sort of conscience undoubtedly it was, which constrained

the late Most Christian King, in defiance of the most solemn treaties,

yea, of all ties, divine and human, most graciously to murder so many
thousands of his quiet unresisting subjects ; to order his dragoons,

wherever they found the Protestants worshipping God, to fall in upon
them, sword in hand, without any regard to sex or age. It was con-

science, no question, which induced so many of the dukes of Savoy,

notwithstanding the public faith engaged over and over, to shed the blood

of their loyal subjects, the Vaudois, like water, to ravage their fields, and
destroy their cities. What but conscience could move the good Catholics

of a neighbouring kingdom, in the last century, to murder (according to

their own account) two hundred and fillteen thousand Protestants in six

months ? A costly sacrifice this ! W^hat is a hecatomb, a hundred oxen,

to two hundred thousand men 1 And yet what is even this to the whole
number of victims who have been offered up in Europe since the begin-

ning of the Reformation; partly by war, partly by the Inquisition, and a

thousand other methods ofRomish cruelty"? No less, within forty years, if

the computation ofan eminent writer be just, than five-and-forty millions !

Such is the conscience, such the religion, of Romish Christians ! Of
their Inquisition (the House of Mercy, as it is most unfortunately called)

I should give some account, but that it has been largely described by
others. Yet it may not be improper to give a specimen of that mercy
which they show to those under their care. At the Act of Faith, so

called, which was celebrated some years ago, when Dr. Geddes was in

Portugal, a prisoner, who had been confined nine years, was brought out

to execution. Looking up, and seeing, what he had not seen for so

long a time, the sun in the midst of heaven, he cried out, " How can
any one, who sees that glorious creature, worship any but the God that

made it?" The father who attended immediately ordered a gag to be
nin through his lip, that he might speak no more.
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See the Christians, who have received all the advantages of education,

all the helps of ancient and modern leaniing ! " Nay, but we have still

greater helps than them. We are reformed from the errors of Popery
;

we protest against all those novel corruptions, with which the Church of
Rome has polluted ancient Christianity. The enormities, therefore, of
Popish countries are not to l)e charged upon us : we arc Protestants,

and have nothing to do with the vices and villanies of Romish nations."

9. Have we not ? Are Protestant nations nothing concerned in those
melancholy reflections of Mr. Cowley ?—" If twenty thousand naked
Americans were not able to resist the assaults of but twenty well armed
Spaniards, how is it possible for one honest man to defend himself against

twenty thousand knaves, who are all furnished cap-a-pie with the defen-

sive arms of worldly prudence, and the offensive too of craft and malice?

He will find no less odds than this against him, if he have much to do
in human affairs. Do you wonder, then, that a virtuous man should
love to be alone ? It is hard for him to be otherwise. He is so when
he is among ten thousand. Nor is it so uncomfortable to be alone,

without any other creature, as it is to be alone in the midst of wild beasts.

Man is to man all kinds of beasts, a fawning dog, a roaring lion, a thiev-

ing ibx, a robbing wolf, a dissembling crocodile, a treacherous decoy,
and a rapacious vulture. The civilest, methinks, of all nations, are

those whom we account the most barbarous. There is some modera-
tion and good nature in the Toupinambaltions, who eat no men but their

enemies ; while we, learned and polite and Christian Europeans, like so
many pikes and sharks, prey upon every thing that we can swallow."

Are Protestant nations nothing concerned in that humorous, but

terrible picture, drawn by a late eminent hand ?—" He was perfectly

astonished (and who would not, if it were the first time he had heard it?)

at the historical account I gave hhn of our affairs durhig the last century;

protesting it was only a heap of conspiracies, rebellions, murders, mas-
sacres ; the very worst effects that avarice, faction, hypocrisy, perfi-

diousness, cruelty, rage, madness, hatred, envy, lust, mahce, and ambi-
tion, could produce. Even in times of peace, how many innocent and
excellent persons have been condemned to death or banishment, by
great ministers practising upon the corruption ofjudges, and the malice

of factions ! How many villains have been exalted to the highest places

of trust, power, dignity, and profit! By what methods have great num-
bers, in all coutitries, procured titles of honour and vast estates ! Per-

jury, oppression, subornation, fraud, panderism, were some of the most
excusable ; for many owed their greatness to sodomy or incest ; others,

to the prostituting of their own wives or daughters; others, to the be-

traying of their country, or their prince ; more, to the perverting of

justi<'e to destroy the innocent." Well might that keen author add, "If

a creature [)retending to reason can be guilty' of such enormities, certainly

the corruption of that faculty is far worse than brutality itself."

Now, are Popish nations only concerned in this ? Are the Pro-

testants quite clear? Is there no such thing among them (to take one

instance only) as " perverting of justice," even in public courts of

judicature? Can it not be said in any Proti'staiit country, " There is a

society of men among us, bred up from their youth in the art of proving,

according as they are paid, by words nmltiplicd for the purpose, that
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white is black, and black is white? For cxam[)l(^ : If my neighbour has
a mind to my cow, he hires a lawyer to prove that he ought to have my
cow from me, I must hire another to delend my right, it being against

all rules of law that a man should speak for himself. In pleading, they

do not dwell on the merits of the cause, but upon circumstances foreign

thereto. For instance : They do not take the shortest method to know
what title my adversary has to my cow ; but whether the cow be red or

black, her horns long or short ; whether the field she grazes in be round
or square, and the like. After which, they adjourn the cause from time
to time ; and in ten or twenty years' time they come to an issue. This
society, likewise, has a peculiar cant and jargon of their own, in which
all their laws are written. And these they take special care to multiply;

whereby they have so confounded truth and falsehood, right and wrong,

that it will take twelve years to decide, whether the field, left me by my
ancestors for six generations, belong to me or to one three hundred
miles ofT."

Is it in Popish countries only that it can be said, " It does not appear
that any one perfection is required toward the procurement of any one
station among you ; much less, that men are ennobled on account of

their virtue; that priests are advanced for their piety or learning, judges
for their integrity, senators for the love of their country, or counsellors

for their wisdom ?"

10. But there is a still greater and more undeniable proof that the

very foundations of all things, civil and religious, are utterly out ofcourse

in the Christian as well as the Heathen world. There is a still more
horrid reproach to the Christian name, yea, to the name of man, to all

reason and humanity. There is war in the world! war between men!
war between Christians ! I mean, between those that bear the name of
Christ, and profess to " walk as he also walked." Now, who can
reconcile war, I will not say to religion, but to any degree of reason or

common sense ?

But is there not a cause 1 O yes : " The causes of war," as the same
WTiter observes, "are innumerable. Some of the chief are these: The
ambition of princes ; or the corruption of their ministers : difference of

opinion ; as, whether flesh be bread, or bread be flesh ; whether the

juice of the grape be blood or wine ; what is the best colour for a coat,

whether black, white, or grey ; and whether it should be long or short,

whether narrow or wide. Nor are there any wars so furious as those

occasioned by such difference of opinions.

" Sometimes two princes make war to decide wliich of them shall dispos-

sess a third of his dominions. Sometimes a war is commenced, because
another prince is too strong ; sometimes, because he is too weak. Some-
times our neighbours want the things wliicli we have, or have the things

which we want : so both figlit, until they take ours, or we take theirs. It is

a reason for invading a country, if the people have been wasted by famine,
destroyed by pestilence, or embroiled by faction ; or to attack our nearest

ally, if part of his land would make our dominions more round and compact.
" Another cause ofmaking war is this : A crew are driven by a storm they

know not wliere ; at length they make the land, and go ashore ; they are

entertained with kindness. They give the country a new name ; set up a
stone or rotten plank for a memorial; rnurder a dozen of the natives, and
bring away a couple by force. Here connnenccs a new right of dominion

:
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ships are sent, and the natives driven out or destroyed. And this is done
to civilize and convert a barbarous and idolatrous people."

But, whatever be the cause, let us calmly and impartially consider

the thing itself. Here are forty thousand men gathered together on this

plain. What are they going to do 1 See, there are thirty or forty

thousand more at a little distance. And these are going to shoot them
through the head or body, to stab them, or split their skulls, and send
most of their souls into everlasting fire, as fast as possibly they can.

Why so 1 What harm have they done to them ? O, none at all ! They
do not so much as know them. But a man, who is king of France, has
a quarrel with another man, who is king of England. So these French-
men are to kill as many of these Englishmen as they can, to prove the

king of France is in the right. Now, what an argument is this ! What
a method of proof! What an amazing way of deciding controversies !

What must mankind be, before such a thing as war could ever be known
or thought of upon earth] How shocking, how inconceivable a want
must there have been of common understanding, as well as common
humanity, before any two governors, or any two nations in the universe,

could once think of such a method of decision! If, then, all nations.

Pagan, Mohammedan, and Christian, do, in fact, make this their last

resort, what farther proof do we need of the utter degeneracy of all

nations from the plainest principles of reason and virtue? of the absolute

want, both of common sense and common humanity, which runs through
the whole race of mankind 1

In how just and strong a light is this placed by the writer cited be-

fore !
—" I gave him a description of cannons, muskets, pistols, swords,

bayonets ; of sieges, attacks, mines, countermines, bombardments ; of
engagements by sea and land ; ships sunk with a thousand men, twenty

thousand killed on each side, dying groans, limbs flying in the air; smoke,
noise, trampling to doath under horses' feet, flight, pursuit, victory; fields

strowed with carcasses, left for food to dogs and beasts of prey ; and,

farther, of plundering, stripping, ravishing, burning, and destroying. I

assured him, I had seen a hundred enemies blown up at once in a siege,

and as many in a ship, and beheld the dead bodies drop down in pieces

from the clouds, to the great diversion of the spectators."

Is it not astonishing, beyond all expression, that this is the naked
truth? that, within a short term of years, this has been the real case in

almost every part of even the Christian world ? And meanwhile we
gravely talk of the " dignity of our nature" in its present state ! This is

really surprising, and might easily drive even a well-tempered man to

say, " One might bear with men, if they would be content with those

vices and follies to which nature has entitled them. I am not provoked

at the sight of a pickpocket, a gamester, a politician, a suborner, a traitor,

or the like. This is all according to the natural course of things. But
when I behold a lump of deformity and diseases, both in body and mind,

smitten with pride, it breaks all the measures of my patience ; neither

shall I ever be able to comprehend how such an animal and such a vice

can tally together."

And surely all our declamations on the strength of human reason, and

the eminence of our virtues, are no more than the cant and jargon of

pride and ignorance, so long as there is such a thing as war in the world.
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Men in general can never be allowed to be reasonable creatures, till

they know not war any more. So long as this monster stalks uncon-

trolled, where is reason, virtue, humanity] They are utterly excluded
;

they have no place ; they are a name, aud nothing more. If even a

Hoathen were to give an account of an age wherein reason and virtue

reigned, he would allow no war to have place therein. So Ovid of the

golden age :

—

JVondum jiracipites cingebanl ojtpida foss(c

;

.ATon galea, nmi cnsis erat. Sine militis usu

Mollia .lecuroe peragebant olia genles.

" Steep ditches did not then tlie town surround.

Nor glittering helm, nor slaughtering sword was found

;

Nor anns had they to wield, nor wars to wage,
But peace and safety crown'd the blissful age."

11. How far is the world at present from this state ! Yet, when we
speak of the folly and wickedness of mankind, may we not except our

own country. Great Britain and Ireland ? In these we have such advan-

tages for improvement, both in knowledge and virtue, as scarce any
other nation enjoys. We are under an excellent constitution, which
secures both our religious and civil liberty. We have religion taught in

its primitive purity, its genuine, native simplicity. And how it prospers

among us, we may know with great ease and certainty ; for we depend
not on hearsay, on the report ofothers, or on subtle and uncertain reason-

ings ; but may see every thing with our own eyes, and hear it with our

own ears. Well, than, to make all the allowance possible, we will sup-

pose mankind in general to be on a level, with regaid to knowledge
and virtue, even with the inhabitants of our fortunate islands ; and take

our measure of them from the present undeniable state of our own
countrymen.

In order to take a thorough sui-vey of these, let us begin with the

lowest, and proceed upward. The bulk of the natives of Ireland are to

be found in or near their little cabins throughout the kingdom, most of

which are their own workmanship, consisting of four earthen walls,

covered with straw, or sods, with one opening in the side wall, which
serves at once for door, window, and chimney. Here, in one room, are

the cow and pig, the woman with her children, and the master of the

family. Now, what knowledge have these rational animals ? They know
to plant and boil their potatoes, to milk their cow, and to put their clothes

on and off, if they have any besides a blanket ; but other knowledge they

have none, unless in religion. And how much do they know of this 1 A
little more than the Hottentots, and not much. They know the names of

God, and Christ, and the Virgin JMary. They know a little of St. Patrick,

the pope, and the priest ; how to tell their beads, to say Ave J\Taria [Hail
Mary] and Pater jYoster ; [Our Father ;] to do what penance they are

bid, to hear mass, confess, and pay so much for the pardon of their sins.

But as to the nature of religion, the hfe of God in the soul, they know
no more (I will not say, than the priest, but) than the beasts of the field.

And how very little above these are the numerous inhabitants of the

northern parts of Scotland, or of the islands which lie either on the west
or the north side of that kingdom ! What knowledge have these, and
what relision ? Their rehgion usuallv lies in a single i)oint, in implicitly

Vol.. V. ba
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believing the head of their clan, and implicitly doing what he bids.*
Meantime they are, one and all, as ignorant of rational, Scriptural reli-

gion, as of algebra ; and altogether as far from the practice as from the
theory of it.

" But it is not so in England : the very lowest of the people are here
better instructed." I should be right glad to find it so ; but I doubt a
fair trial will show the contrary. I am afraid we may still say of thou-
sands, myriads of peasants, men, women, and children, throughout our
nation,

—

" Wild as the untaught Indian's brood,
The Christian savages remain

;

Strangers, yea, enemies to God,
They make thee spill tliy blood in vain."

The generality of English peasants are not only grossly, stupidly, I had
almost said, brutishly ignorant as to all the arts of this life, but eminently
so with regard to religion and the life to come. Ask a countryman,
What is faith? What is repentance? What is holiness ? What is true

religion ? and he is no more able to give you an intelligible answer, than
if you were to ask him about the north-east passage. Is there, then,

any possibility that they should practise what they know nothing of? If

religion is not even in their heads, can it be in their hearts or lives ? It

cannot. Nor is there the least savour thereof, either in their tempers
or conversation. Neither in the one nor the other, do they rise one jot

above the pitch of a Turk or a Heathen.
Perhaps it will be said, " Whatever the clowns in the midland coun-

ties are, the people near the sea coasts are more civihzed." Yes
; great

numbers of them are, in and near all our ports ; many thousands there

are civilized by smuggling. The numbers concerned herein, upon all

our coasts, are far greater than can be imagined. But what reason, and
what religion, have these that trample on all laws, divine and human, by
a course of thieving, or receiving stolen goods, of plundering their king
and country ? I say king and country ; seeing, whatever is taken from
the king, is in effect taken from the country, who are obliged to make
up all deficiencies in the royal revenue. These are, therefore, general

robbers. They rob you and me, and every one of their countrymen

;

seeing, had the king bis due customs, a great part of our taxes might be
spared. A smuggler, then, (and in proportion, every seller or buyer of
vmcustomed goods,) is a thief of the first order, a highwayman or pick-

pocket of the worst sort. I^et not any of those prate about reason or

religion. It is an amazing instance of human folly, that every govern-

ment in Europe does not drive these vermin away into lands not inhabited.

We are all indebted to those detachments of the army which have
cleared some of our coasts of these public; nuisances ; and indeed many
of that body have, in several respects, deserved well of their country.

Yet, can we say of the soldiery in general, that they arc men of reason

and religion? I fear not. Are not the bulk of them void of almost all

knowledge, divine and human ? And is their virtue more eminent than

their knowledge? But I spare them. May God be merciful to them !

May he be glorified by their reformation, rather than their destruction !

Is there any more knowledge or virtue in that vast body of men, (some

* By u late act ufpailiamciit, there is a liu]ij)y alteration made in this jjarlicular.
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hundred thousands,) the Enghsh sailors? Surely no. It is not without

cause that a ship has been called, " a floating hell." What pyower, what
form, of religion is to be found in nine out often, shall 1 say, or ninety-

nine out of a hundred, either of our nierehantnien or nicn-of-war? What
do the men in them think or know about religion ? What do they prac-

tise ? either sailors or marines ? I doubt whether any Heathen sailoi^s,

in any country or age, (ireek, Roman, or Barbarian, ever came up to

ours, for profound ignorance, and barefaced, shameless shocking impiety.

Add to these, out of our renowned metropolis, the whole brood of porters,

draymen, carmen, hackney-coachmen, and I am sorry to say, noblemen
and gentlemen's footmen, (together making up some thousands,) and
you will have such a collection of knowing and pious Christians as all

Europe cannot exceed

!

" But all men are not like these." No ; it is pity they should. And
yet how little better are the retailers of brandy or gin, the inhabitants of
blind alehouses, the oyster women, fish wives, and other good creatures

about Billingsgate, and the various clans of pedlars and hawkers that

patrol through the streets, or ply in Rag-fair, and other places of public

resort ? These, likewise, amount to several thousands, even within the

Bills of Mortality. And what knowledge have they ? W^hat religion are

(hey of? W^hat morality do they practise?
" But these have had no advantage of education, many ofthem scarce

being able to write or read." Proceed we, then, to those who have had
these advantages, the officers of the excise and customs. Are these,

in general^ men of reason, who think with clearness and coimection, and
speak pertinently on a given subject? Are they men of religion ; sober,

temperate, fearing God and working righteousness ; having a conscience

void of otfence toward God and toward man ? How many do you find

of this kind among them? men that fear an oath ; that fear perjury more
than death ; that would die rather than neglect any part of that duty

which they have sworn to perform ; that would sooner be torn in pieces,

than suffer any man, under any pretence, to defraud his majesty of his

just right? How many of them will not be deterred from doing their

duty either by fear or favour, regard no threatenings in the execution of

their office, and accept no bribes, called presents ? These only are

wise and honest men. Set down all the rest as having neither relijjiort

nor sound reason.

" But surely tradesmen have." Some of them have both ; and in an
eminent degree. Some of our traders are an honour to the nation.

But are the bulk of them so? Are a vast majority of our tradesmen,

whether in town or coimtry, I will not say religious, but honest men ?

Who shall judge whether they arc or no? Perhaps you think St. Paul
is too strict. Let us appeal then to Cicero, an honest Heathen. Now,
when he is laying down rules of honesty lietween man and man, he
proposes two cases :

—

1. Antisthenes brings a ship-load of corn to Rhodes, at a time of

great scarcity. The Rhodians flock about him to buy. He knows
that five other ships laden with corn will be there to-morrow. Ought
he to tell the Rhodians this, before he sells his own com ? " Undoubt-
edly he ought," says the Heathen ; " otherwise, he makes a gain of

th^ir ignorance, and so is no better than a thief or a robber."
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2. A Roman nobleman comes to a gentleman to buy his house, who
tells him, " There is another going to be built near it, which will darken

the windows," and, on that account, makes a deduction in the price.

Some years after, the gentleman buys it of him again. Afterward he
sues the nobleman for selling it without telling him first that houses
were built near, which darkened the windows. The nobleman pleads,
" I thought he knew it." The judge asks, " Did you tell him or not?'

and, on his owning he did not, determines, " This is contrary to the law,

7ie quid dolo malo fiat. Let nothing be done fraudulently," and sentences

him immediately to pay back part of the price.

Now, how many of our tradesmen come up to the Heathen standard

of honesty ? Who is clear of dolus mains, [fraud,] such fraud as the

Roman judge would immediately have condemned? Which of our

countrymen would not have sold his corn, or other wares, at the highest

price he could ? Who would have sunk his own market, by telling his

customers there would be plenty the next day ? Perhaps scarce one in

twenty. That one the Heathen would have allowed to be an honest

man ; and every one of the rest, according to his sentence, is " no better

than a thief or a robber."

I must acknowledge, I once believed the body of English merchants

to be men of the strictest honesty and honour. But I have lately had
more experience. Whoever wrongs the widow and fatherless, knows
not what honour or honesty means. And how very few are there that

will scruple this ? I could relate many flagrant instances.

But let one sufBce : a merchant dies in the full course of a very ex-

tensive business. Another agrees with his widow, that provided she

will recommend him to her late husband's conespondents, he will allow

her yearly such a proportion of the profits of the trade. She does so ;

and articles are drawn, which she lodges with an eminent man. This
eminent man positively refuses to give them back to her ; but gives

them to the other merchant, and so leaves her entirely at his mercy.

The consequence is, the other says, there is no profit at all ; so he does
not give her a groat. Now, where is the honesty or honour, either of

him who made the agreement, or him who gave back the articles to him ?

That there is honour, nay, and honesty, to be found in another body
of men, among the gentlemen of the law, I firmly believe, whether

attorneys, solicitors, or counsellors. But are they not thinly spread ?

Do the generality of attorneys and solicitors in chancery love their

neighbour as themselves, and do to others what (if the circumstances

were changed) they would have others do to them? Do the generality

of counsellors walk by this rule, and by the rules of justice, mercy, and
truth ? Do they use their utmost endeavours, do they take all the care

which the nature of the thing will allow, to be assured that a cause is

just and good before they undertake to defend it? Do they never

knowingly defend a bad cause, and so make themselves accomplices in

wrong and oppression? Do they never deliver the poor into the hand
of his oppressor, and see that such as arc in necessity have not right 1

Are they not often the means ofwithholding bread from the himgry, and
raiment from the naked, even when it is their own, when they have a

clear right thereto, by the law both of God and man ? Is not this effectu-

ally done in many cases by protracting the suit from year to year? I
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have known a friendly bill preferred in chancery by the consent of all

parties ; the manager assuring them, a decree would be procured in two

or three months. But although several years are now elapsed, they can

see no land yet ; nor do I know that we are a jot nearer the conclusion

than we were the first day. Now, where is the honesty of this 1 Is it

not picking of pockets, and no better? A lawyer who does not finish

his client's suit as soon as it can be done, I cannot allow to have more
honesty (though he has more prudence) than if he robbed him on the

highway.
" But whether lawyers are or no, sure the nobility and gentry are all

men of reason and religion." If you think they are all men of religion,

you think very dilTercntly from your Master, who made no exception of

time or nation when he uttered that weighty sentence, " How difficultly

shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom of heaven !" And
when some who seem to have been of your judgment were greatly

astonished at his saying, instead of retracting or softening, he adds,
" Verily I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye

of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."
You think differently from St. Paul, who declares, in those remarkable

words, verified in all ages, " Not many rich men, not many noble are

called," and obey the heavenly calling. So many snares surround them,

that it is the greatest of all miracles, if any of them have any religion at

all. And if you think they are all men of sound reason, you do not

judge by fact and experience. Much money does not imply much sense;

neither does a good estate infer a good understanding. As a gay coat

may cover a bad heart, so a fair peruke may adorn a weak head. Nay,
a critical judge of human nature avers, that this is generally the case.

He lays it down as a rule,

Sensiis communis in iUd

Forluna varus.

"Common sense is rarely found in men of fortune." "A rich man,"

says he, " has liberty to be a fool. His fortune will bear him out."

Stultitiam patiuntur- opes : but, Tibi parimla res est : " You have little

money, and therefore should have common sense."

I would not willingly say any thing concerning those whom the provi-

dence of God has allotted for guides to others. There are many thou-

sands of these in the estabHshed Church ; many among Dissenters of all

denominations. We may add, some thousand of Romish priests, scat-

tered through England, and swarming in Ireland. Of these, therefore,

I would only ask, " Are they all moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon
them that office and ministry ?" If not, they do not " enter by the door

into the sheep fold ;" they are not sent of God. Is their " eye single ?"

Is it their sole intention, in all their ministrations, to glorify God, and to

save souls? Otherwise, " the light which is in them is darkness." And
if it be, " how great is that darkness !" Is their " heart right with

God?" Are their " afTections set on things above, not on things of the

earth ?" Else, how will they themselves go one step in the way wherein

they are to guide others? Once more : "Are they holy in all manner
of conversation, «s He who hath called them is holy ?" If not, with

what face can they say to the flock, " Be ye followers of me, as I am of

Christ?"
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12. We have now taken a cursory view of the present state of man-
kind in all parts of the habitable world, and seen, in a general way, what
is their real condition, both with regard to knowledge and virtue. But
because this is not so pleasing a picture as human pride is accustomed
to draw ; and because those who are prepossessed with hirdi notions of
their own beauty, will not easily believe that it is taken from the life ; I

shall endeavour to place it in another view, that it may be certainly

known whether it resembles the original. 1 shall desire every one who
is willing to know mankind, to begin his inquiry at home. First, let

him survey himself; and then go on, step by step, among his neighbours.

I ask, then. First, Are you throughly pleased with yourself? Say you,

Who is not ? Nay, I say. Who is 1 Do you observe nothing in yourself

which you dislike, which you cannot cordially approve of] Do you
never think too well of yourself? think yourself wiser, better, and
stronger than you appear to be upon the proof? Is not this pride ? And
do you approve of pride? Was you never angry without a cause, or

farther than that cause required ? Are you not apt to be so ? Do you
approve of this ? Do not you frequently resolve against it, and do not

you break those resolutions again and again? Can you help breaking

them? If so, why do you not? Are not you prone to "unreasonable

desires," either of pleasure, praise, or money ? Do not you catch your-

self desiring things not worth a desire, and other things more than

they deserve ? Are all your desires proportioned to the real, intrinsic

value of things ? Do not you know and feel the contrary ? Are not you
continually liable to " foolish and hurtful desires ?" And do not you fre-

quently relapse into them, knowing them to be such ; knowing that they

have before " pierced you through with many sorrows ?" Have you not

often resolved against these desires, and as often broke your resolu-

tions? Can you help breaking them? Do so ; help it, if you can ; and

if not, own your helplessness.

Are you throughly pleased with your own life ? JYihilne vides quod
nolis? " Do you observe nothing there which you dislike?" I presume
you are not too severe a judge here ; nevertheless, I ask. Are you quite

satisfied, from day to day, with all you say or do ? Do you say nothing

which you afterward wish you had not said ? do nothing which you wish

you had not done ? Do you never speak any thing contrary to truth or

love ? Is that right ? Let your own conscience determine. Do you
never do any thing contrary to justice or mercy? Is that well done?
You know it is not. Why, then, do you not amend ? JMoves, sed nil

promoves. You resolve, and resolve, and do just as you did before.

Your uiife, however, is wiser and better than you. Nay, perhaps you
do not think so. Possibly you said once,

—

" Thou hast no faults, or I no faults can spy

;

Thou art all beauty, or all blindness I."

But you do not say so now : she is not without faults ; and you can see

them plain enough. You see more iaults than you desire, both in her

temper and behaviour : and yet you cannot mend them ; and she either

cannot or will not. And she says the very same of you. Do your

parents or her's live with you ? And do not they, too, exercise your

patience ? Is there nothing in their temper or behaviour that gives you

pain? nothing which you wish to have altered? Are you a parent your-
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self? Parents in general are not apt to think too meanly of their own
dear offspring. And, probably, at some times you admire yours more
than enough

;
you think there are none such. But do you think so upon

cool reflection ? Is the behaviour of all your children, of most, of any of

them, just such as you would desire, toward yourself, toward each

other, and toward all men? Are their tempers just such as you would

Avish ; loving, modest, mild, and teachable ? Do you observe no self

will, no passion, no stubbornness, no ill nature or surliness among them ?

Did you not observe more or less of these in every one of them, before

they were two years old 1 And have not those seeds ever since grown
up with them, till they have brought forth a plentiful harvest ?

Your servants, or apprentices, are probably older than your children.

And are they wiser and better ? Of all those who have succeeded each

other for twenty years, how many were good servants ? How many of

them did their work " unto the Lord, not as pleasing man, but God 1"

How many did the same work, and in as exact a manner, behind your

back as before your face 1 They that did not were knaves ; they had no
religion ; they had no morality. Which of them studied your interest in

all things, just as if it had been his own? I am afraid, as long as you
have lived in the world you have seen k\v of these black swans yet.

Have you had better success with the journeymen and labourers whom
you occasionally employ? Will they do the same work if you are at a

distance, which they do while you are standing by ? Can you depend

upon their using you, as they would you should use them 1 And will

they do this, not so much for gain as for conscience' sake 1 Can you
trust them as to the price of their labour 1 Will they never charge more
than it is fairly worth? If you have found a set of such workmen, pray do

not conceal so valuable a treasure ; but immediately advertise the men,
and their places of abode, for the common benefit of your countrymen.

Happy you who have such as these about your house ! And are your

neighbours as honest and loving as they ? They who live either in the

same, or in the next house ; do these love you as themselves ? and do to

you, in every point, as they would have you do to them ? Are they guilty

of no untrue or unkind sayings, no unfriendly actions toward you ? And
are they, (as far as you see or know,) in all other respects, reasonable

and religious men? How many of your neighbours answer this charac-

ter? Would it require a large house to contain them ?

But you have intercourse, not with the next neighbours only, but with

several tradesmen. And all very honest ; are they not ? You may easily

make a trial. Send a child, or a countryman to one of their shops. If

the shopkeeper is an honest man, he will take no advantage of the buy-

er's ignorance. If he does, ho is no honester than a thief. And how
many tradesmen do you know who would scruple it ?

Go a little farther. Send to the market for what you want. " What
is the lowest price of this?" " Five shillings, sir," " Can you take no

less ?" " No, upon my word. It is worth it, every penny." An hour

after he sells it for a shilling less. And it is really worth no more. Yet
is not this the course (a few persons excepted) in every market through-

out the kingdom ? Is it not generally, though not always, " Cheat that

cheat can : sell as dear as you can, and buy as cheap ?" And what are

they who steer by this rule better than a company of JVewgate birds ?
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Shake theia all together ; for there is not a grain ot" honesty among
them.

But are not your own tenants, at least, or your landlord, honest men?
You are persuaded they are. Very good ; remember, then, an honest
man's word is as good as his bond. You are preparing a receipt, or

writing, for a sum of money, which you are going to pay or lend to this

honest man. Writing ! what need of that 1 You do not fear he should
die soon. You did not once think of it. But you do not care to trust

him without it ; that is, you are not sure but he is a mere knave. What,
your landlord, who is a justice of peace ; it may be, a judge ; nay, a mem-
ber of parliament

;
possibly a peer of the realm ! And cannot you trust

this honourable, if not right honourable, man, without a paltry receipt ? I

do not ask whether he is a whoremonger, an adulterer, a blasphemer, a

proud, a passionate, a revengeful man ; this, it may be, his nearest

friends will allow ; but do you suspect his honesty too?

13. Such is the state of the Protestant Christians in England. Such
their virtue, from the least to the greatest ; if you take an impartial sur-

vey of your parents, children, servants, labourers, neighbours ; of trades-
men, gentry, nobility. What then can we expect from Papists ? what
from Jews, Mohammedans, Heathens ?

And it may be remarked, that this is the plain, glaring, apparent con-

dition of human kind. It strikes the eye of the most careless, inaccu-

rate observer, who does not trouble himself with any more than their

outside. Now, it is certain, the generality of men do not wear their

worst side outward. Rather, they study to appear better than they are,

and to conceal what they can of their faults. What a figure, then, would
they make, were we able to touch them with Ithuriel's spear ! What a

prospect would there be, could we anticipate the transactions of the

great day ! could we " bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and
iTiake manifest the thoughts and intents of the heart 1"

This is the plain, naked fact, without any extenuation on the one
hand, or exaggeration on the other. The present state of the moral
world is as conspicuous as that of the natural. Ovid said no more con-

cerning both, near two thousand years since, than is evidently true at

this day. Of the natural world he says, (whether this took place at the

fall of man, or about the time of the deluge,)

Jupiter antiqui contraxit tempora veris,

Perque hyemes, cestusque, et inoequales aulumnos,

Et breve ver, spatiis exegit qualuor annum.

" Tlic God of nature, and her sovereign King,
Shorten'd the primitive perennial spring

:

The spring gave place, no sooner come than past,

To summer's heat, aud winter's chilling blast,

And nutumn sick, irregular, and uneven :

While the sad year, through diftcrent seasons driven,

Obey'd the stern decree of angry Heaven."

And a man may as modestly deny, that spring and summer, autumn
and winter, succeed each other, as deny one article of the ensuing

account of the moral world :

—

hriipit Dc»i(E pejoris in (tvwn

Omne nefas : Fugere pudor, verumque, fidesque ;

In quorum subiere locu7n, fraudesqnt, dolique,

InsidicBque, et vis, et amor sceleratua habendi.
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" A flood of general wickedness broke in

At once, and made the iron a»e begin

:

Virtue and truth forsook the faithless race,

And fraud and wrong succeeded in their place.

Deceit and violence, the dire thirst of gold,

Lust to possess, and rage to have and hold."

What country is there now upon earth, in Europe, Asia, Africa, or

America, be the inhabitants Pagans, Turks, or Christians, concerning

which we may not say ?

—

Vivitur ex rapto : J^on lionpes ab huspite tutus

:

Films ante diem patrios inquirit in annos

;

Vicla jacet pietas ; el Virgo ccede madentes

Ultima aelesluin terras ^Istraa reliquit.

"They live by rapine. The unwary guest

Is poison'd at the inhospitable feast.

The son, impatient for his father's death.

Numbers his years, and longs to stop his breath:

Exiinguish'd all regard for God and man

;

And Justice, Itist of the celestial train,

Spurns the earth drench'd in blood, and flies to heaven again."

14. Universal misery is at once a consequence and a proof of this

universal corruption. Men are unhappy, (how very few are the excep-

tions !) because they are unholy. Culpam fcuna premit comes : " Pain
accompanies and follows sin." Why is the earth so full of compHcated
distress 1 Because it is full of complicated wickedness. Why are not

you happy] Other circumstances may concur, but the main reason is,

because you are not holy. It is impossible, in the nature of things, that

wickedness can consist with happiness. A Roman Heathen tells the

English Heathens, JVeino malus felix : " No vicious man is happy."

And if you are not guilty of any gross outward vice, yet you have vicious

tempers ; and as long as these have power in your heart, true peace has

no place. You are proud ;
you think too highly of yourself. You are

passionate ; often angry without reason. You are self willed
; you would

have your own will, your own way, in every thing ; that is, plainly, you
would rule over God and man

;
you would be the governor of the world.

You are daily liable to unreasonable desires : some things you desire

that are noway desirable ; others which ought to be avoided, yea, abhor-

red, at least as they are now circumstanced. And can a proud or a
passionate man be happy ! O no ! experience shows it is impossible.

Can a man be happy who is full of selfwill .' Not unless he can dethrone

the Most High. Can a man of unreasonable desires be happy 1 Nay,
they " pierce" him " through with many sorrows."

1 have not touched upon envy, malice, revenge, covetousness, and
other gross vices. Concerning these it is universally agreed, by all

thinking men, Christian or Heathen, that a man can no more be happy
while they lodge in his bosom, than if a vulture was gnawing his liver.

It is supposed, indeed, that a very small part of mankind, only the vilest

of men, are liable to these. I know not that ; but certainly this is not

the case witli regard to pride, anger, self-will, foolish desires. Those
who are not accounted bad men are by no means free from these. And
this alone (were they liable to no other pain) would prevent the gene-

rality of men, rich and poor, learned and unlearned, from ever knowing
what happiness means.
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15. You think, however, you could bear yourself pretty well ; but you
have such a husband or wife, such parents and children, as are intolera-

ble ! One has such a tongue, the other so perverse a temper I The
language of these, the carriage of those, is so provoking ; otherwise you
should be happy enough. True ; if both you and they were wise and
virtuous. Meanwhile, neither the vices of your family, nor your own,
will suffer you to rest.

Look out of your own doors :
" Is thei"e any evil in the city, and" sin

" hath not done it?" Is there any misfortune or misery to be named,
whereof it is not either the direct or remote occasion? Why is it that

the friend or relation for whom you are so tenderly concerned is involved

in so many troubles ? Have not you done your part toward making them
happy ? Yes, but they will not do their own : one has no management,
no frugality, or no industry ; another is too fond of pleasure. If he is

not what is called scandalously vicious, he loves wine, women, or gaming.

And to what docs all this amount ? He might be happy ; but sin will not

suffer it.

Perhaps you will say, " Nay, he is not in fault ; he is both frugal and
diligent ; but he has fallen into the hands of those who have imposed
upon his good nature." Very well ; but still sin is the cause of his

misfortunes ; only it is another's, not his own.

If you inquire into the troubles under which your neighbour, your
acquaintance, or one you casually talk with, labours, still you will find

the far greater part of them arise from some fault, either of the sufferer

or of others ; so that still sin is at the root of trouble, and it is unholiness

which causes unhappiness.

And this holds as well with regard to families, as with regard to indi-

viduals. Many families are miserable through want. They have not the

conveniences, if the necessaries of life. Why have they not ? Because
they will not work : were they diligent, they would want nothing. Or,

if not idle, they are wasteful ; they squander away, in a short time, what
might have served for many years. Others, indeed, are diligent and
frugal too ; but a treacherous friend, or a malicious enemy, has ruined

them ; or they groan under the hand of the oppressor ; or the extortioner

has entered into their labours. You see, then, in all these cases, want
(though in various ways) is the efl'ect of sin. But is there no rich man
near? none that could relieve these innocent sufferers, without impairing

his own fortune ? Yes; but he thinks of nothing less. They may rot

and perish for him. See, more sin is implied in their suffering.

But is not the family of that rich man himself happy ? No ; far from

it
;
perhaps farther than his poor neighbours. For they are not content;

their " eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor" their " ear with hearing."

Endeavouring to fill their souls with the pleasures of sense and imagina-

tion, they are only pouring water into a sieve. Is not this the case with

the wealthiest families you know ? But it is not the whole case with

some of them. There is a debauched, a jealous, or an ill-natured, hus-

band ; a gaming, passionate, or imperious wife ; an vmdutiful son ; or an
imprudent daughter,—who banishes happiness from the house. And
what is all this but sin in various shapes; with its sure attendant, misery?

In a town, a corporation, a city, a kingdom, is it not the same thing

still ? From whence comes that complication of all the miseries incident
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to human nature,—war ? Is it not from the tempers " which war in the

soul?" When nation rises up against nation, and kingdom against king-

dom, does it not necessarily imply pride, ambition, coveting what is

another's ; or envy, or malice, or revenge, on one side, if not on both?
Still, then, sin is the baleful source of affliction ; and, consequently, the

flood of miseries which covers the face of the earth,—which overwhelms
not only single persons, but whole families, towns, cities, kingdoms,—is

a demonstrative proof of the overflowing of ungodliness in every nation

under heaven.

PART II.

THE SCRIPTURAL METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR THIS DEFENDED.

I. 1. The fact then being undeniable, I would ask, How is it to be
accounted for? Will you resolve it into the prevalence of custom, and
say, " Men are guided more by example than reason ?" It is true : they

run after one another, like a flock of sheep, (as Seneca remarked long

ago,) JS^on qua eundum est, sed qua itur : " Not where they ought to go,

but where others go." But I gain no ground by this ; I am equally at

a loss to account for this custom. How is it (seeing men are reasona-

ble creatures, and nothing is so agreeable to reason as virtue) that the

custom of all ages and nations is not on the side of virtue rather than

vice ? If you say, " This is owing to bad education, which propagates

ill customs;" I own, education has an amazing force, far beyond what is

commonly imagined. I own, too, that as bad education is found among
Christians as ever obtained among the Heathens. But I am no nearer

still ; I am not advanced a hair's breadth toward the conclusion. For
how am I to account for the almost universal prevalence of this bad

education ? I want to know when this prevailed first ; and how it came
to prevail. How came wise and good men (for such they must have

been before bad education commenced) not to train up their children in

wisdom and goodness ; in the way wherein they had been brought up

themselves ? They had then no ill precedent before them : how came
they to make such a precedent ? And how came all the wisdom of after

ages never to correct that precedent? You must suppose it to have been

of ancient date. Profane history gives us a large account of universal

wickedness, that is, universal bad education, for above two thousand

years last past. Sacred history adds the account of above two thousand

more : in the very beginning of which (more than four thousand years

ago) " all flesh had corrupted their ways before the Lord !" or, to speak

agreeably to this hypothesis, were very corruptly educated. Now, how
is this to be accounted for, that, in so long a tract of time, no one nation

under the sun has been able, by wholesome laws, or by any other method,

to remove this grievous evil ; so that, their children being well educated,

the scale might at length turn on the side of reason and virtue?

These are questions which I conceive wiW not easily be answered

to the satisfaction of any impartial inquirer. But, to bring the matter to

a short issue : the first parents who educated their children in vice and

folly, either were wise and virtuous themselves, or were not. If they
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were not, their vice did not proceed from education ; so the supposition
falls to the ground : wickedness was antecedent to bad education. If
they were wise and virtuous, it cannot be supposed but they would teach
their children to tread in the same steps. In no wise, therefore, can we
account for the present state of mankind from example or education.

2. Let us then have recourse to the oracles of God. How do they
teach us to account for this fact,—that " all flesh corrupted their way
before God," even in the antediluvian world ; that mankind was httle,

if at all, less corrupt, from the flood to the giving of the law by Moses
;

that from that time till Christ came, even God's chosen people were a
" faithless and stubborn generation," little better, though certainly not
worse, than the Heathens who knew not God ; that when Christ came,
both " Jews and Gentiles" were " all under sin ; all the world was guilty

before God ;" that, even after the Gospel had been preached in all

nations, still the wise and virtuous were a " little flock ;" bearing so
small a proportion to the bulk of mankind, that it might yet be said,
" The whole \vorld heth in wickedness ;" that, from that time, " the
mystery of iniquity" wrought even in the Church, till the Christians
were little better than the Heathens ; and, lastly, that at this day " the

whole world," whether Pagan, Mohammedan, or nominally Christian,

(little, indeed, is the flock which is to be excepted,) again " lieth in

wickedness ;" doth not " know the only true God ;" doth not love, doth
not worship him as God ; hath not " the mind which was in Christ,"

neither " walketh as he walked ;" doth not practise justice, mercy, and
truth, nor do to others as they would others should do to them ;—how,
I say, do the oracles of God teach us to account for this plain fact?

3. They teach us, that " in Adam all die ;" 1 Cor. xv, 22, compared
with Genesis ii, and iii ; that " by" the first " man came" both natural

and spiritual " death ;" that " by" this " one man sin entered into the

world, and death" in consequence of sin ; and that from him " death
passed upon all men, in that all have sinned," Rom. v, 12.

But you aver, that " no evil but temporal death came upon men in

consequence of Adam's sin."* And this you endeavour to prove by
considering the chief scriptiucs which are supposed to relate thereto.

The first you mention is Genesis ii, 17: "But of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it ; for in the day that

thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."

On this you observe :
" Death was to be the consequence of his dis-

obedience. And the death here threatened can be opposed only to that

life God gave Adam when he created him." (p. 7.) True ; but how
are you assured that God, when he created him, did not give him spi-

ritual as well as animal life 1 Now, sj)iritual death is opposed to spiritual

life. And this is more than the death of the body.
" But this is pure conjecture, without a solid foundation ; for no other

life is spoken of before." Yes, there is ;
" the image of God" is spoken

of before. This is not, therefore, ))ure conjecture ; but is grounded
upon a solid foundation, u|)on the plain word of God.

Allowing ihen that " Adam could understand it of no other life than

* Dr. Taylor's " Doctrine of Original Sin," Part i, to whom I address myself in

what follows. Wnat is quoted from him, generully in his own words, is inclosed in

commas.
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that which he had newly received ;" yet would he naturally understand

it of the life of God in his soul, as well as of the life of his body.
" In this light, therefore, the sense of the threatening will stand thus :

' Thou shalt surely die ;' as if he had said, I have ' formed thee of the

dust of the ground, and breathed into thy nostrils the breath of lives ;' "

(Third Ed. p. 8 ;) both of animal life, and of spiritual life ; and in both

respects thou " art become a living soul." " But if thou eatest of the

forbidden tree, thou shalt cease to be a living soul. For I will take from
thee" the lives T have given, and thou shalt die spiritually, temporally,

eternally.

But " here is not one word relating to Adam's posterity. Though it

be true, if he had died immediately upon his transgression, all his pos-

terity must have been extinct with him." It is true
;
yet " not one

word" of it is expressed. Therefore, other consequences of his sin may
be equally implied, though they are no more expressed than this.

4. The second scripture vou cite is Gen. iii, from verse 7 to 24. (pp.

9, 10.)

On this you observe : here " we have some consequences of our first

parents' sin before God judged them ; some appointed by his judicial

sentence ; and some which happened after that sentence was pro-

nounced." (p. 11.)

" Immediately upon their transgression, they were seized with shame
and fear. Guilt will always be attended with shame. And a state of

guilt is often in Scripture expressed by being naked. Moses ' saw that

the people were naked ; for Aaron had made them naked to their shame
among their enemies,' Exod. xxxii, 25." Certainly, naked does not

mean guilty here ; but either stripped of their ornaments, (xxiii, 5, 6,) or

of their swords, or their upper garment. " Thy nakedness shall be
uncovered; yea, thy shame shall be seen," Isaiah xlvii, 3. (p. 12.)

Here also nakedness does not mean guilt ; but is to be taken literally,

as manifestly appears from the words immediately preceding :
" Make

bare the leg, uncover the thigh, pass over the rivers," verse 2. And,
" blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his garments, lest he walk

naked, and they see his shame," Rev. xvi, 15. The plain meaning is,

lest he lose the graces he has received, and so be ashamed before men
and angels.

" Their fear is described :
' Adam and his wife hid themselves from the

presence of the Lord God among the trees of the garden,' Gen. iii, 8. They
had no such fear while they were innocent ; but now they were afraid to

stand before their Judge." (p. VS.)

This is all you can discern in the Mosaic account, as the consequence
of our first parents' sin. before God judged them. Mr. Hervey discerns

something more. I make no apology for transcribing some of his words :

" Adam violated the precept, and, as the nervous original expresses it,

' died the death.' He before possessed a life incomparably more excellent

than that whicli the beasts enjoy. He possessed a divine life, consisting,

according to the Apostle, ' in knowledge, in righteousness, and true holi-

ness.' This, which was the distingiiishing glory of his nature, in the day
that he ate the forbidden fruit was extinct.

" His imderstanding, originally enhghtened with wisdom, was clouded
with ignorance. His heart, once warmed with heavenly love, became alien-

ated from God his mahcr. His passions and appetites, rational and regular
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before, shook off the government of order and reason. In a word, the whole
moral frame was unhinged, disjointed, broken.

" The ignorance of fallen Adarn was palpable. Witness that absurd
attempt to hide himself from the eye of Omniscience among the trees of the

garden. His aversion to the all gracious God was equally plain ; otherwise,

he would never have fled from his Maker, but rather have hastened on the
wings of desire, into the place of the Divine manifestation.

" A strange variety of disorderly jjassions were evidently predominant in

his breast. Pride ; for he refuses to acknowledge his guilt, though he can-
not but own the fact. Ingratitude ; for he obliquely upbraids the Creator
with his gift, as though it had been a snare rather than a blessing : ' The
woman thou gavest me.' The female criminal acts the same unhumbled
part. She neither takes shame to herself, nor gives glory to God, nor puts

up a single petition for pardon.
" As all these disasters ensued upon the breach of the commandment, they

furnish us with the best key to open the meaning of the penalty annexed.
They prove beyond any argument, that spiritual death and all its consequences
were comprised in the extent of the threatening." (Theron and Aspasio,
Dial. 11.)

5. However, " no other could in justice be punishable for that trans-

gression, which was their own act and deed only." (p. 13.) If no other

was justly punishable, then no other was punished for that transgres-

sion. But all were punished for that transgression, namely, with death.

Therefore, all men were justly punishable for it.

By punishment I mean suffering consequent upon sin, or pain inflicted

because of sin preceding. Now, it is plain, all mankind suffer death

;

and that this suffering is consequent upon Adam's sin. Yea, and that

this pain is inflicted on all men because of his sin. When, there-

fore, you say, " Death does descend to us in consequence of his

transgression," {Doctrine of Original Sin, p. 20,) you allow the point

we contend for ; and are very welcome to add, " Yet it is not a punish-

ment for his sin." You allow the thing. Call it by what name you please.

But "punishment always connotes guilt." (p. 21.) It always con-

notes sin and suflering ; and here are both. Adam sinned ; his posterity

suffer; and that, in consequence of his sin.

But " sufferings are benefits to us." Doubtless ; but this does not

hinder their being punishments. The pain 1 suffer as a punishment for

my own sins may be a benefit to me, but it is a punishment nevertheless.

But " as they two only were guilty of the first sin, so no other but

they two only could be conscious of it as their sin." (p. 14.) No other

could be conscious of it as their sin, in the same sense as Adam and

Eve were ; and yet others may " charge it upon themselves" in a difter-

eut sense, so as to judge themselves "children ofwrath" on that account.

To sum up this point in Dr. Jennings's words : " If there be any thing in

this argument, that Adam's posterity could not bo justly pimishable for his

transgression, because it was his personal act and not theirs, it must prove

univcrs;il]y, that it is unjust to punish the posterity of any man for his per-

^:onal mines. And yet most certain it is, that God has in other cases

actually punislicd mcirs sItis on their posterity. Thus the posterity of

Canaan, the son of Ham, is punislicd witli slavery for his sin : Gen. ix, 25,

27. Noah pronounced the curse under a divine alllatus, and God confirmed

it by his providence. So we do in fact suffer for Adam's sin, and that too

by the sentence inflicted on our first parents. We sufl^er death in conse-

quence of their transgression. Therefore we are, in some sense, guilty of
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their sin. I would ask, What is guilt, but an obligation to suffer punish-

ment for sin ? Now since we suffer the same penal evil which God threat-

ened to, and inflicted on, Adam for his sin ; and since it is allowed, we suffer

this for Adam's sin, and that by the sentence of God, appointing all men to

die, because Adam sinned ; is not the consequence evident ] Therefore we
are all some way guilty of Adam's sin." (JeiDiimrs^s Vindicution.)

6. " The consequences appointed by the judicial sentence of God are

found in that pronounced on the serpent, or the woman, or the man." (p. 15.)
" The serpent is cursed. Gen. iii, 14, 1.5. And those words in the fifteenth

verse :
' I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy

seed and her seed : he' (so the Hebrew) ' shall bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel,' imply, that God would appoint his only-begotten Son
to maintain a kingdom in the world opposite to the kingdom of Hatan, till

he should be born of a woman, and by his doctrine, example, obedience, and
death, give the last stroke, by way of moral means, to tlie power and works
of the devil." (p. 16.)

I do not understand that expression, " By way of moral means."
What I understand from the whole tenor of Scripture is, that the eternal,

almighty Son of God, " who is over all, God blessed for ever," having

reconciled us to God by his blood, creates us anew by his Spirit, and
reigns till he hath destroyed all the works of the devil.

" Sentence is passed upon the woman, (ver.sc 16,) that she should

bring forth children with more pain and hazard than otherwise she would
have done." (p. 17.) How ? With " more pain and hazard" than other-

wise she would have done ! Would she otherwise have had any pain at

all? or have brought forth children with any hazard? Hazard of what?
Certainly, not of death. I cannot comprehend tliis.

" Lastly, the sentence upon the man (verses 17-19) first affects the earth,

and then denounces death upon himself.
" Afler sentence pronounced, God, having clothed Adam and Eve, drove

them out of Paradise." (p. 18.)

Here, "observe (1.) A curse is pronounced on the serpent and on
the ground ; but no curse upon the woman and the man." (p. 19.) But
a curse fell upon them in that very moment wherein they transgressed

the law of God. For, " cursed is every one that continueth not in all

things which are" contained " in the law to do them." Vainly, there-

fore, do you subjoin, " Though they are subjected to sorrow, labour, and
death, these are not inflicted under the notion of a curse." Surely they

are ; as the several branches of that curse which he had already incurred;

and which had already not only " darkened and weakened his rational

powers," but disordered his whole soul.

" Observe, (2.) Here is not one word of any other death, but the dis-

solution of the body." Nor was it needful. He felt in himself that

spiritual death, Avhich is the prelude of death everlasting. " But the

words, ' Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return,' restrain this

death to this dissolution alone." (p. 20.) "This dissolution alone" is

expressed in those words. But how does it appear that nothing more is

implied / The direct contrary appears from your own assertions ; for if

these words refer clearly to those, " And the Lord God formed man out

of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of
lives ;" and if " the judicial act of condemnation clearly implieth the

depriving him of that life which God then breathed into him ;" it unde-
niably follows, that this judicial act implieth a deprivation of spiritual life
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as well as temporal ; seeing God breathed into him both one and the

other, in order to his becoming " a living soul."

It remains, that the death expressed in the original threatening, and
implied in the sentence pronounced upon man, includes all evils which
could befall his soul and body ; death temporal, spiritual, and eternal.

7. You next cite 1 Cor. xv, 21, 22 : " Since by man came death, by
man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die,

even so in Christ shall all be made alive." (p. 22.)

On this you observe, (1.) " The Apostle is in this chapter proving and
explaining the resurrection. It is this fact or event, and no other, which
he here affirms and demonstrates." (p. 23.)

If you mean, " The resurrection of the body to that life which it en-
joyed in this world is the only thing which the Apostle speaks of in this

chapter," your assertion is palpably false ; for he speaks therein of "that
glorious life" both of soul and body, which is not, cannot be, enjoyed in

this world.

You observe, (2.) " It is undeniable, that all mankind 'die in Adam ;'

all are mortal, in consequence of his sin." (p. 24.) (3.) " It is equally

clear, that ' by Christ came the resurrection of the dead :' ' That, in

Christ,' all who die in Adam, that is, all mankind, ' are made alive.' " It

is neither clear nor true, that St. Paul affirms this, in either of the texts

before us : for in this whole chapter he speaks only of the resurrection

of the just, of" them that are Christ's." (verse 23.) So that from hence
it cannot be inferred at all, that all mankind will be " made alive." Ad-
mitting then, " that 'the resurrection ofthe dead,' and being 'made alive,'

are expressions of the same signification ;" this proves nothing ; since

the Apostle affirms neither one nor the other, of any but of those " who
are fallen asleep in Christ." (verse 18.) It is of these only that he here

asserts, their death came by the first, their resurrection by the second,

Adam ; or, that in Adam they all died ; in Christ, they all are made
alive. Whatever life they all lost by means of Adam, they all recover
by means of Christ.

" From this place \vc cannot conchule that any death came upon man-
kind in conscqnoiice of Adam's sin, beside that death from which mankind
(jliall be dehvered at the resurrection." (p. 25.)

Nay, from this place we cannot conclude, that mankind in general
shall be delivered from any death at all ; seeing it does not relate to

mankind in general, but wholly and solely to " thein that are Christ's."

But from this place we may firndy conclude that more ihan the mere
death of the body came even upon these by man, by Adam's sin ; seeing

tlie resmrection which comes to them by man, by Christ, is far more than
the mere removal of that death: therefore their dying in Adam implies far

more than the Iiare loss of the bodily lifi; we now enjov; seeing their "be-
ing made alive in" Christ implies far more than a bare recovery of that life.

Yet it is true, that whatever death came on them by one man, came
upon all mankind ; and that in the same sense wherein they " died in

Adam," all mankind died likewise. And that all mankind are not "made
alive in" Christ, as they are, is not God's fault, but their own.

I know not therefore what you mean by saying, that after Dr. Jen-
nings has proved this whole chapter, and consequently the two verses in

question, to relate wholly and solely to the resurrection of the just, " he
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leaves yon in full possession of your argument." Surely if he proves

this, he wrests your whole argument out of your hands. He leaves you

not one shred of it.

8. '* We come now," you say, " to the most difficult scripture which
epeaks of tliis point :

—

" • As by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin ;' even *so

death pas.scd upon all men, for that all have siimed.
" ' For until the law sin was in the world ; but sin is not imputed when

there is no law.
" ' Nevertheless death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them that

had not sinned after the similitude ofAdam's transgression, who is the figure

of him that was to come.
" ' But not as the offence, so also is the free gifl. For if through the

offence of one many be dead, much more the grace of God, and the gift by

grace, which is by one man, .Tesus Christ, hath abounded unto many.
"

' And not as it was by one that sinned so is the gift ; for the judgment
was by one' offence ' to condemnation, but the free gift is of many offences

unto justification.
"

' For if by one man's offence death reigned by one ; much more they who
receive the abundance of grace, and of the gift of righteousness, shall reign

in life by one, Jesus Christ.
" ' Therefore as by tlie offence of one judgment came upon all men to con-

demnation ; even so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon all

men imto justification of life.

"
' For as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so by the

obedience of on^ shall many be made righteous,' Romans v, 12-19." (p. 26.)

On this you observe: (1.) That this passage "speaks of temporal

death, and no other." (p. 28.) That it speaks of temporal death is

allowed ; but not that it speaks ofno other. How prove you this] Why
thus : " He evidently speaks of that death which ' entered into the world'

by Adam's sin ; that death which is common to all mankind ; which

'passed upon all men ;' that death which 'reigned from Adam to Moses;'

that whereby the ' many,' that is, all mankind, ' are dead.' " He does

so ; but how does it appear that the death which "entered into the world

by" Adam's sin ; which is common to all mankind ; which " passed

upon all men ;" which " reigned from Adam to Moses ;" and whereby

the many, that is, all mankind, are dead ; how, I say, does it appear,

from any or all of these expressions, that this is temporal death only?

Just here lies the fallacy :
" No man," say you, " can deny that the

Apostle is here speaking of that death." True ; but when you infer,

" Therefore he speaks of that only," we deny the consequence.

9. You affirm : (2.) " By judgment to condemnation, (verses 16, IS,)

he means the being adjudged to the forementioned death ; for the ' con-

demnation' inflicted by the 'judgment' of God (verse 16) is the same
thing with 'being dead,' verse 15." (p. 27.) Perhaps so; but that this

is merely the death of the body still remains to be proved ; as, on the

other hand, that " the gift, or free gift," opposed thereto, is merely

deliverance from that death.

You add : " In all the Scriptures there is recorded but one 'judgment

to condemnation ;' one sentence, One judicial act ofcondemnation, Avhich

' came upon all men.' " (p. 2S^4 Nay, in this sense of the word, there

is not one ; not one formsil sentence, which was explicitly and judicially

pronounced upon " all mankind." That which you cite, (Gen. iii, 17,

Vol. V. 34
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19,) was not; neither does all that sentence, in fact, " come upon all

men." " Unto dust shalt thou return," does come upon all ; but that

other part does not,—" In sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy

life." This was formally pronounced, and actually fullilled upon Adam;
but it is not fulfilled upon all his posterity.

10. You affirm : (3.) " These words in the 19th verse, ' As by one

man's disobedience many were made sinners,' mean the same as those

in the 18th,—' As by the offence of one judgment came upon all men to

condemnation.' "
(p. 30.) Not exactly the same. The being "made sin-

ners" is different from the being judged, condemned, or punished as such.

You subjoin : " But these words, 'By the offence of one judgment came
upon all men to condemnation' answer in sense to those, (verse 17,) 'By

one man's offence death reigned by one.' " (lb.) Neither is this exactly

true. "Condemnation" came first; and in consequence of this "death

reigned." Y'ou add : " And by ' death' most certainly is intended no

other than temporal death." Most certainly this cannot be proved.

Therefore it does not follow, " that these words, ' By one man's dis-

obedience many were made sinners,' mean no more than, 'By one man's

disobedience' mankind were made subject to temporal death." "Re-
view," you say, " this reasoning, and see if you can find any flaw in it."

There are several ; but the grand flaw lies in the very first link of the

chain. Yoii have not yet proved that " death throughout this passage

means only the death of the body."

This flaw is not amended by your observing that St. Paul was a Jew,

and wrote to Jews as well as Gentiles ; that he often uses Hebrew
idioms ; and that " the Hebrew word which signifies to be a sinner, in

Hiphil signifies to condemn, or make (that is, declare) a man a sinner

by a judicial sentence ;" that you can, by the help of your Concordance
" produce fifteen Hebrew texts, in which the word is so taken :" (pp. 31,

32 :) for if it would follow from hence, that, " By the offence of one,

judgment came upon all men to condemnation," is just equivalent with,

" By one man's disobedience many were made sinners ;" still this does

not prove that the death in question is no other than temporal death.

But indeed it does not follow, that two expressions are just equivalent,

because one Hebrew word may contain them both; nor can it,. there-

fore, be inferred from hence, that, " Many were made sinners," is just

equivalent with, " Judgment came upon all men to condemnation."

Rather, the former expression answers to " All have sinned ;" the latter,

to, " Death passed upon all men." Sin is the cause of their condemn-
ation, and not the same thing with it.

You go on :
" Besides all this, it is here expressly affirmed, that the

many are ' made sinners' by the disobedience of another man." (p. 33.)

It is expressly affirmed ; and by an inspir(!d A[)()stle ; therefore I firmly

believe it. " But they can be made .sinners by the disobedience of ano-

ther in no other sense than as they are suflerers." (p. 34.) How is this

proved ? We grant the Hebrew words for sin and iniquity are often

used to signify sufiering. But this does not prove that the phrase, " Were
made sinners," signifies only, they were made sutierers.

" So ' Christ was made sin lor us.' " (p. 35.) No ; not so ; but as

lie was " made an ofiering for sin." " He suffered on account of the

sins of men, and so he ' was made sin.' " Yes, " a sin-ofiering." But
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it is never said, he was made a sinner ; therefore the expressions are

not parallel. But he need not have been made sin at all, if we had not

been made sinners by Adam. "And men suffer on account of Adam's
sin, and so they are made sinners." Are they made sinners so only ?

That remains to be proved.
" It seems then contirmed, l)eyond all doubt, that ' by one man's dis-

obedience many were made sinners,' meaneth only. By Adam's sin, the

many, that is, all mankind, ' were made subject to death.' " He that

will believe it (taking death in the common sense) may ; but you have
not contirmed it by one sound argument.

11. You atHrm, (4.) "The Apostle draws a comparison between
Adam and Christ ; between what Adam did, with the consequences of

it, and what Christ did, with the consequences of that. And this com-
parison is the main thing he has in view." (p. 36.)

This is true. " The comparison begins at the twelfth verse : 'Where-
fore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin,'—there

he stops awhile, and brings an argument to prove, that death came on
mankind through Adam's trangression." (pp. 37, 38.) He does so;
but not before he had finished his sentence, which literally runs thus :

" As by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin, even so

death passed upon all men, in that all had sinned." The comparison,

therefore, between Adam and Christ begins not at the twelfth but the

fourteenth verse. Of this you seem sensible yourself, when you say,

" Adam is the ' pattern of Him that was to come.' Here a new thought

starts into the Apostle's mind." (p. 39.) For it was not a new thought

starting into his mind here, if it was the same which he began to express

at the twelfth verse.

You proceed : " The extent of the free gift in Christ answers to the

extent of the consequences of Adam's sin ; nay, abounds far beyond
them. This he incidentally handles, verses 15-17, and then resumes
his main design, verses 18, 19, half of which he had executed in the

twelfth verse." Not one jot of it. That verse is a complete sentence, not

half of one only. And the particle therefore, prefixed to the eighteenth

verse, shows, that the discourse goes straight forward ; and that this, as

well as the nineteenth verse, is closely connected w'ith the seventeenth.

Allowing, then, that " the Apostle draws a comparison between the
' disobedience' of Adam, by which all men are 'brought under condemn-
ation,' and the ' obedience of Christ,' by which all men are, in some
sense, 'justified unto life ;' " (p. 40 ;) still it does not appear either that

this condemnation means no more than the death of the body, or that

this justification means no more than the resurrection of the body.

12. You affirm, (5.) "The whole of the Apostle's argument stands

upon these two principles, that, by the ' ofllnce of one,' death passed

upon all men ; and, by the ' obedience of one,' all are justified."

This is allowed. But I cannot allow your interpretation of " Sin is

not imputed, w^here there is no law ;" or, as you would oddly, and con
trary to all precedent, translate it, " where law is not in being." " The
sins of mankind," say you, "were not imputed, were not taxed with the

forfeiture of life, because the law which subjects the transgressor to

death was not then in being; for it was abrogated upon Adam's trans-

gression, and was not again in force till revived by Moses." (p. 41.)
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On this I would ask, (1.) "Where is it written, that " the law which sub-

jected the transgressor to death was abrogated by Adam's transgression]"

I want a clear text for this. (2.) Suppose it was, how does it appear

that it was not again in force till revived by Moses? (3.) Did not that

law, " Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed,"

" subject the transgressor to death?" And was it " not in force" after

Adam's transgression, and before Moses? (4.) What do you mean by
that ambiguous expression, "Were not taxed with the forfeiture of life?"

Your argument requires that it should mean, " Were not punished or

punishable with death." But is this true? Were not the sins of the

men of Sodom, and, indeed, the whole antediluvian world, punished with

death during that period ? (5.) Was not every wilful, impenitent trans-

gressor, during this whole time, subject to death everlasting ?

Neither can I allow that unnatural interpretation of, " Them who had

not sinned after the similitude of Adam's transgression ;" " Had not sin-

ned against law, making death the penalty of their sin, as Adam did."

(p. 42.) Do not the words obviously mean, " Had not sinned by any

actual sin, as Adam did?"

Nay, " the Sodomites and antediluvians are no objection to this."

That is strange indeed ? But how so ? " Because extraordinary inter-

positions come under no rule, but the will of God." What is that to the

purpose ? Their sins were actually punished with death, " during that

space, wherein," you say, " mankind were not subject to death for their

transgression." They icere subject to death for their transgressions, as

God demonstrated by those extraordinary interpositions.

You add, " That law, ' Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed,' makes death the penalty of murder." (p. 43.) It does
;

and thereby overthrows your whole assertion. " No; for, (1.) It was
not enacted till the year of the world 1657." W^ell, and if it had been

enacted only the year before Moses was born, it would still have destroy-

ed your argument. But, (2.) " It is given as a rule for magistrates in

executing justice, and not as a declaration of the penalty of sin to be

inflicted by God himself" What then? What does it matter, whether

the penalty annexed by God were inflicted by God or man ? However,
I suppose this punishment on the antediluvians, and on Sodom and
Gomorrah, was " inflicted by God himself." But, (3.) "• None of these

were made mortal by those sins." Certainly, infallibly true ! And yet

the case of any of these abundantly proves, that the law was in force

from Adam to Moses, even according to your own definition of it : "A
rule of duty, with the penalty of death annexed, as due to the transgressor

from God."
13. You affirm, (6.) " The consequences of Adam's sin answer those

of Christ's obedience ; but not exactly : ' Not as the offience, so is the

free gift. For if through the offence of one many be dead, much more
the grace' (or favour) ' of God, and the gift' (the benefits that are) ' by
grace, which is by one man Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto many.'
(Verse 15.) That is, he hath in ('hrist bestowed benefits upon mankind,
far exceeding the consequences of Adam's sin ; in erecting a new dis-

pensation, furnished with a glorious fund of light and truth, means and
motives." (pp. 43, 44.) This is true ; but how small a part of the truth]

What a poor, low account of the Christian dispensation

!
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You go on :
" ' Not as it was by one that sinned, so is the gift : for

the judgment was by one ofience to condemnation ; but the free gift is

of many offences unto justilication ;' (ver. 16 ;) that is, the grace of God
in Christ discharges mankind from the consequences of Adam's one
offence." Does it entirely discharge them from these consequences ?

from sorrow, and labour, and death, which you affirmed a while ago to

be the only consequences of it that affect his posterity? It " also sets

them quite to rights with God, both as to a conformity to the law, and
eternal life."

Is not this allowing too much 1 Is it well consistent with what you
said before? " In the 19th verse, the Apostle concludes the whole
argument :

' As by one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so

by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous.' " (p. 29, et seq.)

" Were made sinners," you aver means only, " were made mortal." If
so, the counterpart, "made righteous," can only mean, " made immortal."
And that you thought so then, appears from your citing as a parallel

text, " In Christ shall all be made alive ;" which you had before asserted

to mean only, " shall be raised from the dead."

14. " Hence it followeth. First, That the abounding of God's grace,

and the blessing by that grace, doth not respect the consequences of
Adam's sin, hath no reference to his transgression, but to the grace of
God, and the obedience of Christ." (p. 45.) "The abounding of God's
grace," you inform us, " has reference to the grace of God." Most
sure: but this does not prove that it has no reference to the consequences
of Adam's sin. Ifwe gain more blessing by Christ than we lost by Adam,
it is doubtless abounding grace. But still it has a reference to Adam's
transgression, and the consequences of it. It is over these that it abounds

;

therefore it has a manifest respect to them.
" It followeth. Secondly, that in the 18th and 19th verses the Apostle

considers the effects of Christ's obedience only so far as they answer to,

and reverse the consequences of, Adam's disobedience ; the additional

benefits flowing therefrom having been mentioned apart in the 15th, 16th,

and 17th verses." (p. 46.) In those verses the Apostle does undoubt-
edly show how the blessing by Christ abounded over the curse by Adam.
But what then? How does this prove that the 18th and 19th verses do
not respect all the benefits mentioned before ? Without question they

do : they are a general conclusion, not from one, but all the preceding

verses.

" Again observe, that the 'justification to life' is such ajustification

as comes upon all men." (p. 47.) It may in some sense ; but does it

in fact? According to your sense of it, it comes upon none. For if it

means, " the discharging men from the consequences of Adam's sin

;

and if the only consequences of that sin are sorrow, labour, and death;"

it is manifest, no man upon earth is justified to this day.

But you go on : " As justification to life comes upon all men." No;
not in the proper Scripture sense of justification. That term is never

once in the Bible used for the resurrection, no more than for heaven
or hell.

It may be proper here, once for all, to observe, that what St. Paul says

of abounding grace is simply this: (1.) The condemnation came by
" one offence" only; the acquittal is from " many offences." (2.) They
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who receive this shall enjoy a far higher blessing hy Christ than they

lost by Adam. In both tiiese respects, the consequences of Christ's

death abound over tlie consequences of Adam's sin. And this whole
blessing by Christ is termed, in the 18th verse, "justification;" in the

19th, ' being made righteous."

" Farther, the phrase, ' being made righteous,' as well as ' being made
sinners,' is a Hebrew way of speaking." (p. 49.) I do not allow that.

Both the phrases, xaSisaddm ^ixaiot, or a(ji,apTwXoi, are pure and good
Greek. That, therefore, there is any Hebraism at all in these expres-

sions, cannot be admitted without proof. If, then, the same Hebrew
word does signify to" make righteous," and to " acquit in judgment," it

does not follow that the Greek word here translated, " made righteous,"

means only " being acquitted." You yourself say the contrary. You but

now defined this very gift, " the benefits that are by grace ;" (p. 44 ;)

and, in explaining those very words, " The free gift is of many offences

unto justification," affirmed, That is, " the grace of God in Christ not

only discharges mankind from the conse(|uences of Adam's sin, but also

sets them quite to rights with God, l)oth as to a conformity to the law,

and as to eternal life." And is this no more than " acquitting them in

judgment," " or reversing the sentence of condemnation .'"

Through this whole passage, it may be observed tiiat " the gift," " the

free gift," " the gift by grace," mean one and the same thing, even the

whole benefit given by the abounding grace of God, through the obedi-

ence of Christ ; abounding both with regard to the fountain itself, and
the streams : abundant grace producing abundant blessings.

If, then, these verses are "evidently parallel to those 1 Cor. xv, 21
22," it follows even hence, that " dying," and " being made alive," in

the latter passage, do not refer to the body only; but that "dying"
implies all the evils, temporal and spiritual, which are derived from

Adam's sin ; and " being made alive," all the blessings which are

derived from Christ, in fime and in eternity.

Whereas, therefore, you add, " It is now evident, surely beyond all

doubt," (strong expressions!) "that the consequences of Adam's sin

here spoken of are no other than the ' death' which comes upon all men :"

(p. 50 :) I must beg leave to reply. It is not evidcjit at all ; nay, it is

tolerably evident, on the contrary, thai this "death" implies all manner
of evils, to which either the body or soul is liable.

15. You next reconsid<*r the 12th verse, which yon understand thus :

" Death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned," namely, in

Adam. "
' All have sinned ;' that is, are subjected to death through

that one offence of his." (p. 51.)

You said before, "
' Death passed upon all men,' means, all were by

a judicial sentence made stibject to death." And here you say, " ' All

have sinned,' means, all have been subjected to death." So the Apostle
asserts, " All were subjected to death, because all were subjected to

death!" Not so; sin is one thing, death another; and the former is

here assigned as the cause of the latter.

Although the criticism on £(p' w (p. 52) is liable to much exception,

yet I leave that and the Hebrew citations as they stand; because,

though they may cause many readers to admire your learning, yet they

are not to the point.
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" Seeing then the phrase, ' AH are made sinners,' hath been demon-
strated to signify, all are subjected to death by a judicial sentence ; and
seeing the Apostle's whole argument turns on this point, that all men die

through the one offence of Adam ; who can doubt but, ' all have sinned,'

means the same with ' all are made sinners?' " (pp. 53, 54.) I do not

doubt it ; but I still deny that either phrase means no more than, " All

are in a state of suffering."

16. In order fully to clear this important text, I shall here subjoin some
of Dr. Jennings's remarks :

" The Apostle having treated in the preceding
chapter of tlie cause and manner of a sinner's justification before God,
namely, througli tlie merits of Christ, and by faitli in liis blood, and having
spoken of the fruits of justification in the former part of this chapter, he
proceeds, in the verses before us, to illustrate our salvation by Christ, by
comparing it with our ruin by Adam. He compares Adam with Christ, and
shows how what we lost by the one is restored by the other with abundant
advantage. He makes Adam to be a figure or type of Christ ; considering
them both as public persons, representing, the one, all his natural descend-
ants ; the otlier, all his spiritual seed ; the one, Adam, all mankind, who are
* all guilty before God ;' the other, Christ, all those ' who obtain the right-

eousness of God, which is by faith to all them that believe.'

" Concerning the consequences of Adam's sin upon his posterity, we have
here the following particulars :

—

" (1.) That by one man sin entered into the world ; that the whole world is

some way concerned in Adam's sin. And this indeed is evident, because,

—

" (2.) Death, which is ' the wages of sin,' and the very punishment threat-

ened to Adam's first transgression, ' entered by sin, and passed upon all men,'
is actually inflicted on all mankind. Upon which it is asserted in the next
words,

—

" (3.) That all have sinned :
' Even so death passed upon all men, for that

all have sinned.' All men then are deemed sinners in the eye of God, on
account of that one sin, of which alone the Apostle is here speaking. And,

—

" (4.) Not only after, but before, and ' until the law,' given by Moses,
' sin was in the world ;' and men were deemed sinners, and accordingly

punished with death, through many generations. Now, ' sin is not imputed
where there is no law ; nevertheless, death reigned from Adam to Moses ;'

plainly showing, that all mankind, during that whole period, had sinned in

Adam, and so died in virtue of the death threatened to' him ; and death

could not then be inflicted on mankind for any actual sin, because it was
inflicted on so many infants, who had neither eaten of the forbidden fruit,

nor committed any actual sin whatever, and therefore had not sinned in

any sense, ' afler the similitude of Adam's transgression.' Therefore,

—

" (5.) It was ' through the offence of one that many are dead.' (Verse 15.)
• By one offence death reigned by one.' (Verse 17.) And seeing the sin of
Adam is thus punished in all men, it follows,

—

" (6.) That they were all involved in that sentence of condemnation which
God passed upon him. ' The judgment was by one to condemnation.'

(Verse 16.) ' By one offence judgment came upon all men to condemna-
tion.' (Verse 18.) And, since it is so plain that all men are actually pun-
ished for Adam's sin, it must needs follow,

—

" (7.) That they ' all sinned in Adam. By one man's disobedience many
were made sinners.' They were so constituted sinners by Adam's sinning^

as to become liable to the punishment threatened to his transgression.
" Between Adam and Christ, the type and the antitype, St. Paul draws

the parallel in the following particulars :

—

" (1.) Both have done something by which many others are affected, who
either lose or gain by what they did : ' Through the ofl^ence of one many are

dead ; by one, the gift of grace hath abounded to many.' (Verse 15.)
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" (2.) That wliich tlie first Adam did, by which many, that is, all men
receive hurt, was sin, offence, and disobedience : they all suffer by one that

sinned. (Verse 16.) ' By tlie offence of one, by one man's disobedience.'

(Verses 18, 19.) Tliat which the second Adam did, by which many, that

is, all who believe, receive benefit, is righteousness and obedience : ' By the

righteousness 6f one, by the obedience of one.' (Verses 18, 19.)
" (3.) The detriment which all men receive through Adam is, that they

' are made sinners ;' that 'judgment is come upon them to condemnation ;'

in consequence of which, deatli, the wages of sin, is inflicted on every one
of them. The benefit which all believers receive through Christ is grace,

or the favour of God, justification, righteousness or sanctification, and eter-

nal life :
' The grace of God, and the gift by grace, hath, by one man, Jesus

Christ, aboimded to many. By the righteousness of one, the free gift came
upon all men' who receive it ' to justification of life. By the obedience of
one, many are made righteous.' (Verses 15, 18, 19.)

" Thus the Apostle shows the parity between the effects of Adam's sin,

and of Christ's righteousness. Only in two instances he shows that the

effect of the latter vastly exceeds the effect of the former:

—

" (1.) It removes many sins, besides that one sin ofAdam, whicli so affected

all his posterity :
' If through one offence many be dead, much more the

grace of God by Jesus Christ hath abounded to many. The judgment was
by one to condemnation ; but the free gift is of many offences unto justifica-

tion.' (Verses 15, 16.)
" (2.) Christ raises believers to a far happier state than that which Adam

enjoyed in paradise : ' Much more they who receive abundance of grace, and
of the gift of righteousness, shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ.' (ver. 17.)"

{Jennings^s Vindication.)

17. Your paraphrase on the text, {Taylor^s Doctrine, <^c, pp. 55—64,)

being only a repetition of what you had said over and over before, does

not require any separate consideration. Only I must observe a few

mistakes which have not occurred before: (1.) " The resuirection is

the first and fundamental step in the Gospel salvation." (p. 64.) No

;

" He shall save his people from their sins ;" this is the fir.st and funda-

mental step. (2.) You have very grievously mistaken the meaning of

four texts in John vi :
" This is the Father's will, that, of all which he

hath given me, I should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at the

last day." (Verse .39.) " This is the will of Him that sent me, that every

one that seeth the Son, and believeth on him, should have everlasting

life : and I will raise him up at the last day." (Verse 40.) " No man
can come to me except the Father draw him : and 1 will raise him up

at the last day." (Verse 44.) " Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood hath eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day." (ver. 54.)

Now, you cite all these texts as relating to the general resurrection,

whereas not one of them relates to it at all. They are all promises

made to true believers only ; and relate wholly and solely to the resur-

rection of the just.

18. It remains then, all that has been advanced to the contrary not-

withstanding, that the only true and rational way of accounting for the

general wickedness of mankind, in all ages and nations, is pointed out

in those words : in Adam all die. In and through their first parent, all

his posterity died in a spiritual sense ; and they remain wholly " dead in

trespasses and sins," till the second Adam makes them alive. By this

" one man sin entered into the world, and passed upon all men :" and
through the infection which they derive from him, all men arc and ever
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were, by nature, entirely " alienated from the life of God ; without hope,

without God in the world."

(1.) Your Appendix to the first part of your book is wholly employed
in answering two questions :

" One is, How is it consistent with justice,

that all men should die by the disobedience of one man ? The other.

How shall we account for all men's rising again, by the obedience of
another man, Jesus Christ?" (p. 65.)

You may determine the former questioa as you please, since it does
not touch the main pf)int in debate. I shall therefore take no farther

pains about it, than to make a short extract of what Dr. Jennings speaks
on the head :

—

"(2.) As to the first question, Dr. Taylor gets rid of all difficulty that

may arise from the consideration of God's justice, by ascribing it wholly to

his goodness, that ' death passed upon all men.' ' Death,' he tells us, 'is

upon the whole a benefit.' It is certain that believers in Christ receive

benefit by it. But this gentleman will have death to be an ' original benefit,

and that to all mankind ; merely intended to increase the vanity of all

earthly things, and to abate their force to delude us.' He aflerward dis-

plays the benefit of shortening human life to its present standard : ' That
death being nearer to our view, might be a powerful motive to regard less

the things of a transitory world.' But does the ' nearer view of death,' in

fact, produce this effect? Does not the common observation of all ages
prove the contrary ? Has not covetousness been the peculiar vice of old

age ? As death is nearer to the view, we plainly see that men have more
and more regard for the things of a transitory world. We are sure, there-

fore, that death is no such benefit to the generality of men. On the con-
trary, it is the king of terrors to them, the burden of their lives, and bane of
their pleasures. To talk, therefore, of death's being a benefit, an original

benefit, and that to all mankind, is to talk against the common sense and
experience of the whole world.

" It is strange, death should be originally given by God as a benefit to

man, and that the shortening of man's life afterward should be designed as

a farther benefit ; and yet that God should so oflen promise his peculiar

people long life as the reward of obedience, and threaten them with death
as a punishment of disobedience !

" ' But the Scripture,' he says, ' affirms that sufferings are the chastise-

ments of our heavenly Father, and death in particular.' But does not every
chastisement suppose a fatilt ? Must he not be a cruel father who will chasten
his children for no fault at all 1 If then God does but chasten us for Adam's
sin, the fault of it must some way lie upon us ; else we suppose God's deal-

ings with his ciiildren to be unreasonable and unrighteous." ( Vindication,

p. 3f), &c.)

(3.) I would only add two or three obvious questions : (i.) Did God
propose death as a benefit in the original-threatening'? (ii.) Did he

represent it as a benefit in the sentence pronounced on Adam :
" Dust

thou art, and unto dust thou shalt return ?" (iii.) Do the inspired writers

speak of God's " bringing a flood on the world of the ungodly, as a

benefit, or a punishment?" (iv.) Do they mention the destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah as designed for a benefit to them? (v.) Is it by
way of benefit that God declares, " The soul that sinneth it shall die ?"

Certainly this point is not defensible. Death is properly not a benefit,

but a punishment.

(4.) The other question is, " How shall we account for all men's

rising again, by the obedience of another man, Jesus Christ?" (Taj/-

lor^s Doctrine, t^c, p. 70.)
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" To set tliis in a clear light, I ask another question : what was it that

gave the glorious Personage, emblemized by ' the Lamb,' (Rev. v, 1, &-c,)

his superior worthiness, his prevailing interest in God, beyond all others in

heaven and earth 1 It was his being slain ; that is, his obedience to God,
and good will to men : it was his consummate virtue. ' Thou art worthy :'

—

Why ? Because thou hast exhibited to God such an instance of virtue, obe-
dience, and goodness. Thou hast sacrificed thy life in the cause of truth,

and 'hast redeemed us' by that act of the highest obedience." (pp. 71, 72.)

With what extreme warin'ess is this whole paragraph worded ! You
do not care to say directly, " Jesus Christ is either a little God, or he is

no God at all." So you say it indirectly, in a heap of smooth, laboured,

decent circumlocutions. Yet permit me to ask, Was " that act of obe-

dience, the original and sole ground" of his prevailing interest in God,
and of his worthiness, not only "to open the book," but "to receive"

from all the armies of heaven " the power, and the riches, and the wis-

dom, and the strength, and the honour, and the glory, and the blessing 1"

Rev. V, 12. And is this act the original and the sole ground, why " all

men" must "honourhim even as they honour the Father?" Yea, and
why " every creature which is in the heaven, and on the earth, and under
the earth, and on the sea, and all that are in them, say, To him that

sitteth upon the throne and to the Lamb, is the blessing, and the honour,

and the glory, and the power, for ever and ever?" verse 13.

"To Him that sitteth on the throne and to the Lamb :"—does that

mean, to the great God and the little God 1 If so, when all " creatures

in heaven and earth," all throughout the universe, thus " honour him
even as they honour the Father," are they not doing him too much
honour 1 " My glory," saith the Lord, " I will not give to another."

How comes it then to be given to the Lamb ?

(5.) You proceed: "The worthiness of Christ is his consummate
virtue, obedience to God, and benevolence to his creatures." Is this

the only ground of his worthiness to be " honoured even as the Father ?"

Is it on this ground alone, that " all the angels of God" are to " worship

him?" Or rather, because "in the beginning," from everlastings he
" was with God, and was God ?"

" Virtue is the only price which purchaseth every thing with God. True
virtue, or the right exercise of reason, is true worth, and the only valuable

consideration which prevails with God." (p. 73.)

Do you then conceive this to be the exact meaning of St. Paul, when
he says, " Ye are bought with a price ?" and that where he speaks of
" the Church of God which he hath purchased with his own blood," he

means with his own virtue? Agreeable to which, " Thou hast redeemed
VIS by thy blood," must mean, by the ri<!;ht exercise of thy reason ?

Well, then, might Father Socinus say, Tola redempfionis nostrce per
Chrishiin metaphora : " The whole metaphor of our redemption by
Christ." For on this scheme there is nothing real in it.

" It was not the mere natural power or strength of the I^amb, but his

most excellent character."—Sir, do "you honourtheSon,evenas youhon-
our the Father?" If you did, could you possibly talk ofhim in this strain?

However, all this does not aiTect the question; but it still remains an
unshaken truth, that all men's dying in Adam is the grand cause why
" the whole world lieth in wickedness."

Newington, January 18, 1757.
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1. In your Second Part you profess to " examine the principal passa-

ges of Scripture, whicli divines have applied in support of the doctrine

of original sin ;
particularly those cited by the Assembly of Divines in

their Larger Catechism." (pp. 87, 88.) To this I never subscribed;

but I think it is in the main a very excellent composition, which I shall

therefore cheerfully endeavour to defend, so far as I conceive it is

grounded on clear Scripture.

But I would first observe in general, with Dr. Jennings, that there

are two kinds of texts in the ensuing collection : some that directly

prove, others that properly illustrate, the doctrine of original sin. And
there are so many in which it is either directly spoken of, or evidently

implied, that the author might well have spared his observation, "The
Scripture speaks very sparingly of the consequences ofAdam's sin upon
us, because as these are freely reversed to mankind by Christ, we are

not so much concerned to know them." (p. 50.) The fact here affirmed

is equally true with the reason assigned for it.

2. The first proposition in the Catechism, which relates to original

sin, is this :

—

" The covenant being made with Adam as a public person, not for himself
only, but for his posterity, all mankind descending from him by ordinary

generation, sinned with him, and fell with him, in that first transgression.

" ' God hath made of one blood all nations of men,' Acts xvii, 26."

(pp. 91, 92.)— I believe Dr. Jennings's remark here will suffice :

—

" This is quoted to prove that all mankind descend from Adam. But
Dr. Taylor adds, ' That is, hath made all the nations of the world of

one species, endowed with the same faculties.'" {Jennings^s Vindica-

tion, p. 49, &c.) And so they might have been, if all men had been
created singly and separately, just as Adam was ; but they could not

then, with any propriety of language, have been said to be of one blood.

This Scripture, therefore, is very pertinently quoted to prove what it is

brought for. That ' Adam was a public person, including all his pos-

terity, and, consequently, that all mankind, descending from him by
ordinary generation, sinned in him, and fell with him in his first trans-

gression,' the Assembly have proved very methodically and substan-

tially : First, from Gen. ii, 16, 17, where death is threatened to Adam
in case of his sinning; then from Romans v, 12-20, and 1 Cor. xv,

21, 22, where we are expressly told that " all men die in Adam ;" and

that, "by his offence, judgment is come upon all men to condemnation."

Proposition. "All mankind sinned in him, and fell with him in that

first transgression." Which they prove by Gen. ii, 16, 17, compared
with Romans v, 12-20.

On this you remark, "The threatening, 'Thou shalt surely die,' is

addressed to Adam personally; and therefore nothing can be concluded

thence, with regard to Adam's posterity." (pp. 93, 94.) Is this conse-

quence good 1 Was not the sentence also grounded on this threaten-

ing, " Unto dust thou shalt return," personally directed to him ? And
is this nothing to his posterity] Nay, does it not from this very con-

sideration appear, that all his posterity were concerned in that threaten-

ing, because they are all partakers of the death which was so threatened

to Adam ?

"But we cannot gather from Romans v, or 1 Cor. xv, ' that all man-
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kind sinned in Adam,' if we understand sinned as distinguished fr^m
suffering." It has been largely proved that we can ; and that sinning

must necessarily be understood there, as distinguished from suffering.

" But the Apostle says, ' The offence of one' brought death into the

world ; whereas, had all mankind sinned in Adam when he sinned, then

that offence would not have been ' the offence of one,' but of milhons."

(p. 95.) It might be, in one sense, the offence of millions, and in an-
other, " the offence of one."

" It is true, Adam's posterity so fell with him in that first transgres-

sion, that if the threatening had been immediately executed, he would
have had no posterity at all." The threatening '. What was the threat-

ening to them 1 Did not you assure us, in the very last page, " The
threatening is addressed to Adam. personally; and therefore nothing can
be concluded from thence with regard to his posterity?"

And here you say, Their very " existence did certainly fall under the

threatening of the law, and into the hands of the Judge, to be disposed

of as he should think fit." ^5 he should think Jit. Then he might,

without any injustice, have deprived them of all blessings ; of being

itself, the only possible ground of all ! And this, for the sin of another.

You close the article thus: " We cannot from those passages conclude,

that mankind, by Adam's offence, incurred any evil but temporal death."

Just the contrary has been shown at large.

3. Their Second proposition is, " The fall brought mankind into a

state of sin and misery." (p. 96.)

To prove this, they cite Romans v, 12 ; a proof which all the art ot

man cannot evade ; and Romans iii, 23, " All have sinned, and come
short of the glory of God." " But this," you say, " means only, Jews
as well as Gentiles, men of all nations, have sinned." (p. 97.) Nay, it

is most certain, as Dr. Jennings observes, that he " means all men of all

nations ; or he means nothing to the purpose of his conclusion and his

inferences, verses 19-22. The Apostle concludes from the view he
had given before of the universal corruption of mankind, that ' every

mouth must be stopped, and all the world become guilty before God,'

verse 19. From whence he draws two inferences : (1.) ' Therefore by
the works of the law there shall no flesh be justified.' (2.) The only

way of justification for all sinners is, ' by faith in Jesus Christ.' For
there is no difference, as to the way of justification; ' for all have sinned,

and come short of the glory of God.' And, therefore, whoever they are

whom Dr. Taylor excludes from this ' all,' (' all have sinned,') he must
likewise exclude from having any need of justification by Christ." {Jen-

nings\<i Vindication^ p. 50, &c.)

Be this as it may, it is certain, (1.) That mankind are now in a state

of sin and suffering. (2.) That they have been so in all ages, nearly

from the time that Adam fell. Now, if this fall did not bring them into

that state, I would be glad to know what did.

4. Their Third i)ro|)osition is, " Sin is any want of conformity to, or

transgression of, the law of God, given as a rule to the reasonable crea-

ture." " This," you say, " has no immediate relation to our present

design." {Taylor\s Doctrine, &c, p. 98.) But it had to theirs; which

was to illustrate the preceding assertion: " That the fall of Adam brought

mankind into a state of sin," in both these senses of the word.
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5. Their Fourth proposition is, " The sinfuhiess of that state into

which man fell consists in the guilt of Adam's first sin ; the want of that

righteousness wherein he was created; and the corruption of his nature,

whereby he is utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to all that

is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to evil, and that continually

;

which is commonly called original sin, and from which do proceed all

actual transgressions.

On the tirst article of this you say, " Adam's first sin was attended

with consequences which affect all his posterity. But we could not, on
account of his sin, become obnoxious to punishment." (p. 99.) By
pU7iishment I mean evil, suffered on account of sin. And are we not

obnoxious to any evil on account of Adam's sin 1

To prove the rest of the proposition, they cite first, Rom. iii, 10-20.

On which you remark, " The Apostle is here speaking of Jews and
Gentiles, not in a personal, but in a national, capacity. ' The mouth,'

says he, of all sorts of people is ' stopped,' and both Jews and Gentiles

are brought in guilty ; for I have proved that there are transgressors

among the Jews, as well as among the Gentiles." (p. 102.) Not at all.

If he proved no more than this, not one person would " become guilty

before God." Not one " mouth" ofJew or Gentile would " be stopped,"

by showing, " there were Jewish as well as Heathen transgressors."

I proceed to your observations :

—

(1.) "In this whole section there is not one word of Adam." There is

enough in the next chapter but one. The Apostle first describes the effect,

and afterward points out tlie cause.

(2.) " He is here speaking, not of all men, but ofthe Jews ; 'of those alone
who were ' under the law,' verse 19, and proving from their own writings

that there wore great corruptions among them as well as other people."

(p. 103.)

He is speaking ofthem chiefly ; but not of them only, as appears from
the ninth verse :

" We have before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that

they are all under sin : as it is written. There is none righteous," (neither

among the Jews nor Gentiles,) " no, not one." Does this respect them
in their national only, not personal, capacity ? Does it prove no more
than, that there were great corruptions among the Jews, as well as other

people?

,>(.3.) " The section consists of several quotations out of the Old Testa-

/•'nient; but, (i.) None of them, taken separately, speaks of any depravity

of nature ; but of habits of wickedness, which men had themselves con-

tracted." (p. 103.) They do speak of habits which men had contracted

themselves; but do they speak of these only? The way to know this

is, not to " take them separately ;" not to consider the precise meaning,
wherein they were occasionally spoken by David, Solomon, or Isaiah

;

but to take them conjointly, as they are here put together by the Holy
Ghost, to form the character of all mankind.
On one of them, " separately taken," you say, " How could God look

down from heaven, to see if there were any that did seek God, if he
knew all mankind were naturally disabled from seeking him ?" Why
not, if, whatever they were by nature, the grace of God was more or less

given to all ? Though they were wholly inclined to all evil by nature,

yet by grace they might recover all goodness.
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You aflirin, (ii.) " In none of these places does God speak strictly of

every individual Jew under David or Solomon. Very many were bad;

but some were good." (p. 104.) They were; though by grace, not

nature. But among all those of whom God speaks by St. Paul, " there"

was "none" good or " righteous, no, not one;" every individual, whe-
ther Jew or Heathen, was guilty before God.
"I conclude, therefore, (i.) That none of those texts refer to any

corruption common to all mankind." (p. 106.) Perhaps they do not, as

spoken by David ; but they do us spoken by St. Paul. " I conclude,

(ii.) Such a general corruption as admits of no exception was not

necessary to the Apostle's argument." (p. 107.) Absolutely necessary;

had it not inchuled every individual person, no person's " mouth" would

have been " stopped."

These texts, therefore, do " directly atid certainly prove" that^ at the

time when the Apostle wrote, every individual Jew and Gentile (except-

ing only those who were " saved by grace") " were all under sin;" "that

there was none" of them " righteous, no, not one ; none that understood

or that sought after" God. This was the fact : and who can find out a

more rational way of accounting for this universal wickedness, than by a

universal corruption of our nature, derived from our first parent ?

6. The next proof is, Eph. ii, 1-3 :
" And you hath he quickened,

who were dead in trespasses and sins ; wherein, in time past, ye walked
according to the course of this world, according to the prince of the

power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedi-

ence ; among whom, also, we all had our conversation in times past, in

the desires of oiu- flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind

;

and were by nature the children of wrath, even as others." (p. 108.)

(1.) " Nothing is here intimated of any ill effects of Adam's sin upon
us." No ! Not if we arc " children of wrath by nature ?"

(2.) " The Ephesians were Gentiles converted to the faith." Yea,

and Jews also. In this very passage the Apostle speaks of both ; first,

the Gentile, then the Jewish, converts.

(3.) " In these verses he is describing their wretched state, while they

were in Gentile darkness,"—andwhile they were in Jewish darkness
;

the Jews having been just as wicked before their conversion as the

Heathens. Both the one and the other had " walked," till then, " in

the vanity of their mind ; having their understanding darkened," being

eciually " dead in trespasses and sins," eciually " alienated from the life

of God, through the blindness of their heart :"—a very lively description,

not so much of a wicked life, as of an evil nature.

(4.) "When he saith, they were 'dead in trespasses and sins,' he

speaks of their personal iniquities." (p. 109.) True, both of heart and

life. I must make some variation in the rest of your i)araphrase.

" Wherein," saith he, " in times past, ye," Heathens particularly,

" walked ;" inwardly and outwardly, " according to the prince of the

power of the air, the s|)irit that now" (still) " worketh in the children

of disobedience ; among whom we Jews also had our conversation ;"

being as " dead in trespasses and sins" as you.
" Therefore, (5.) When he adds, ' And were by nature the children

of wrath, even as others,' he cannot mean, they were liable to wrath, by

that nature whicii they brought into the world." (p. 110.) Why not?
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This does not follow from any thing you have said yet. Let u^ see how
you prove it now :

" This nature is now no other than God's own work.
The nature of every man comes out of the hands of God." The same
may be said of those who arc still " dead in trespasses and sins." Their
original nature came from God, and was no other than God's own work;
yet the present corruption of their nature came not from God, and is not

his work. " Consequently, the nature of every person, when brought
into being, is just what God sees fit it should be." This is true of the

original nature of mankind, when it was first " brought into being ;" but

it is not true of our present corrupt nature. This is not " what God
sees fit it should be." " It is his power alone that forms it." Yes, that

forms us men ; but not thafforms us sinful men. " To say, The nature

he gives is the object of his wrath, is little less than blasphemy." As
he gave it, it is not the object of his wrath ; but it is, as it is defiled with

sin. " Far was it from the Apostle to depreciate our nature." True,
our original nature ; but never did man more deeply depreciate our pre-

sent corrupt nature. " His intent is to show the Ephesians they were
children of wrath, through the sins in which they walked." Yea, and
through " the desires of the flesh and the mind," mentioned immediately

before ;
" through the vanity of their mind ;" through " the blindness of

their hearts, past feeling, alienated from the life of God." Is he "not
here speaking of their nature, but of the vicious course of life they had
led ?" (p. 111.) " He well understood the worth of the human nature ;"

—he did, both in its original and in its present state ;"—" and elsewhere

shows it was endowed, even in the Heathens, with light and power suf-

ficient to know God, and obey his will." In what Heathens, in E'urope,

Asia, Africa, or America, is nature now endowed with this light and
power ? I have never found it in any Heathen yet ; and I have con-

versed with many, of various nations. On the contrary, 1 have found

one and all deeply ignorant of the very end of their existence. All of

them have confirmed what a Heathen JSIeeko (or Chief) told me many
years ago :

" He that sitteth in heaven knoweth why he made man; but

we know nothing."
" But St. Paul says, ' When the Gentiles, which have not the law, do

by nature the things contained in the law, they are a law to themselves.'

This supposes, they might have done them ' by nature,' or their natural

powers." But how docs it appear, that, " by nature," here means. By
their mere " natural powers ?" It is certain they had not the written law;

but had they no supernatural assistance ? Is it not one God " who works
in" )J3 and in them, " both to will and to do 1" They who, by this help,

do tlie things contained in the law, we grant, " are not the objects of

God's wrath."
" Again : He affirms, the Gentiles had light sufficient to have seen

God's eternal power and Godhead :" Rom. i, 19-21. They had ; but

how does it appear that this was the merely natural light of their own
unassisted reason? If they had assistance from God, and did not use it,

they were equally without excuse. " Nay, if their nature was corrupt,

and therefore they did not glorify God, they had a fair excuse." (p. 112.)

True, if God had not off'^rad them grace to balance the corruption of

nature : but if he did, they are still without excuse ; because they might

have conquered that corruption, and would not. Therefore we are not
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obliged to seek any other sense of the phrase, " By nature," than, " By
the nature we bring into the world."

However, you think you have found another : " By nature, may signify

really and truly. Thus St. Paul calls Timothy, yvrjtfiov Ttxvov, ' his own
genuine son in the faith ;' not to signify he was the child of the Apostle,

but that he was a real imitator of his faith. In like manner he calls the

Ephesians, (purfsi rexva, ' genuine children of wrath ;' not to signify they

were related to wrath by their natural birth, but by their sin and disobe-

dience." (p. 113.)

This is simply begging the question, without so much as a shadow
of proof ; for the Greek word in one text is not the same, nor any way
related to that in the other. Nor is there the least resemblance between

the Apostle's calling Timothy his "own son in the faith," and his affirm-

ing that even those who are now " saved by grace," were " by nature

children of wrath."

To add, therefore, " Not as they came under condemnation by the

offence of Adam," is only begging the question once more; though, it

is true, they had afterward inflamed their account by " their own tres-

passes and sins."

You conclude : '"By nature,' therefore, may be a metaphorical ex-

pression, and consequently is not intended" (may be in the premiss, is

not in the conclusion ! A way of arguing you frequently use) " to signify

nature in the proper sense of the word ; but to mean, they were really

and truly children of wrath." (p. 114.) But where is the proof ? Till

this is produced, I must still believe, with the Christian Church in all

ages, that all men are " children of wrath by nature," in the plain, proper

sense of the word.

7. The next proof is Rom. v, 6 : " While we were yet without

strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly." You answer,

(1.) "The Apostle is here speaking, not of mankind in general, but of

the Gentiles only ; as appears by the whole thread of his discourse, from

the beginning of the Episde," (p. 115.) From the beginning of the

Epistle to the 6th verse of the 5th chapter is the Apostle speaking of

lli(! Gentiles only? Otherwise it cannot appear, "by the whole thread

of his discourse from the beginning of the Epistle." " But it appears

especially from chap, iii, 9 : ' What then ? Are we,' Jews, ' better than

they,' Gentiles?" (p. 116, &c.) Nay, from that very verse he speaks

chiefly of the Jews. And you yourself a few pages ago, roundly affirmed

tlint " he there spoke of the Jews only."

And will you affirm tliat, in the 4th chapter likewise, " he is speaking

of the Gentiles only ?" Is it not manifest, that he does not speak of

them at all in a considerable part of that chapter ? How then does it

appear, by " the whole thread of his discourse from the beginning of the

Epistle, that he; is here speaking, not of mankind in general, but of the

Gentiles only?"

However, you boldly go on : " Having established the point, that the

Gentiles have as good a title to (Jod's favour as the Jews." ([). 116.)

How? Is this the only, or the chief point, which St. Paul esta])lishes in

the 4th chapter ? Is not his main point tliroughout that chapter to prove,

that both Jews and (i entiles were "justified by faith?" or, is he "speak-

ing this, not of mankind in general, but of the Gentiles only?" " He
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proceeds : chap, v, 1 :
' Therefore, being justified by faith, we,' Gen-

tites, ' have peace with God.' " In the same manner you thrust in the

word Gentiles into each of the following verses. Had then the Gentiles

only " peace with God ?" You might ^^lth more colour have inserted

Jews in every verse ; for of them chiefiy the Apostle had been speaking.

To say that " he principally speaks of and to the Gentiles, to the end
of the 6th chapter," (p. 117,) is another assertion which cannot be
proved. It is therefore by no means true, that " he is in this verse

speaking of the Gentiles, in contradistinction to the Jews."
You affirm, (2.) " By the same argument, he here considers the Gen-

tiles only in a body, as distinguished from the body of the Jews ; for so

he does all along in the four first chapters." No, not in one of them.

If he had, the " mouth" of no one individual person had been "stopped."

On the contrary, he speaks both here, and all along, of every individual,

that every one might believe in Him " who died for" every one of " the

ungodly."

You affirm, (3.) " In this verse he describes the condition of the con-

verted Gentiles when in their Heathen state, in which they were ' without

strength,' unable to recover themselves ; they were 'ungodly,' yea, ' sin-

ners,' and ' enemies to God.' " (p. 118.) And were not the unconverted

Jews also " sinners," and " enemies to God, ungodly," and " without

strength" to recover themselves ? These four characters, therefore, are

no proof at all, "that the Gentiles only are here spoken of."

" Their sin, and enmity, and ungodliness, consisted in their wicked
works." Primarily, in their wicked tempers. But how came all men,
Jews and Gentiles, to have those wicked tempers, and to walk in those

wicked works 1 How came they all, till converted, to be " dead in sin,"

and " without strength" to recover from it, unless " in Adam all died,"

in a deeper sense than you are willing to allow ?

You sum up your argument thus: "The Apostle is not speaking here

of all mankind's being corrupted in Adam, but of the Gentdes being

corrupted by the idolatry and wickedness into which they had plunged

themselves, and out of which they were unable to recover themselves^

without the extraordinary interposal of divine grace." (p. 120.)

If this was the case with the Heathens only, then the Jews were not
" without strength," but Avere able to recover themselves from their

wickedness, without any such interposal ! But with regard to ther

Heathens, I ask, (1.) Was this the state of all the Heathen nations, or

of some only ? (2.) If of some only, which were they that were not cor-

rupted ? (3.) If it was the state of all Heathen nations, how came if to

be so? How was it that there was not one uncorrupted nation on earth?

(4.) How could any Heathen nation be in this state; "without strength;

unable to recover themselves" from sin, without the extraordinary inter-

posal of the divine grace? since you are clear in this, "that all the

Gentiles are endowed with light and power sullicient to know God, and
perform obedience to his will, by their natural powers of reason and
understanding." (p. 111.) If you say, " They were once endmved with

these powers, but now they had cast them away ;" I am not satisfied

still. What, did all nations cast away their natural powers of reason and
understanding 1 Surely not. But if not, how came they all to plunge

themselves uito this dreadful corruption ?

Vol. V. 35
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8. Another proof is, " The carnal mind is enmity against God ; for

it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be. So then
they that arc in the flesh cannot please God," Rom. viii, 7, 8.

On this you observe, (1.) "Here is not one word of Adam, or any
consequence of his sin upon us."

The whole passage speaks of that corruption of our nature, which is

the consequence of Adam's sin.

The plain and obvious sense of it is this :
" What the law could not

do, in that it was weak through the flesh," (too weak to contend with
our corrupt nature,) God hath done :

" Sending his own Son," he hath
" condemned" that " sin" which was " in our flesh ;" verse 3 ; hath
given sentence that it should be destroyed :

" That the righteousness of
the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after

the Spirit ;" verse 4 ; who are guided in all our thoughts, words, and
actions, not by corrupt nature, but by the Spirit of God. " They that

are after the flesh"—who are still guided by corrupt nature—" mind the

things of the flesh ;" have their thoughts and affections fixed on such
things as gratify corrupt nature ;

" but they that are after the Spirit"

—

who are under his guidance—" mind the things of the Spirit ;" verse 5 ;

think of, relish, love the things which the Spirit hath revealed ; which
he moves us to, and promises to give us. " For to be carnally minded"
—to mind the things of the flesh, of our corrupt nature—" is death;'*

the sure mark of spiritual death, and the way to death everlasting : "but
to be spiritually minded"—to mind the things of the Spirit—"is life;"

verse 6 ; the sure mark of spiritual life, and the way to life everlasting ;

and attended with the "peace" of God, and peace imth God, which
otherwise can have no place. " Because the carnal mind"—the mind,

taste, inclination, the whole bias of our evil nature—" is enmity against

God ; for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be ;"

verse 7 ; being as opposite thereto as hell to heaven. " So then they

that are in the flesh"—still unrenewed by the Spirit, still following the

bent of corrupt nature—"cannot please God," verse 8. Every man
may see now whether this passage docs not strongly illustrate the de-

pravity of our nature.

9. The last proof of this part of the proposition is : " G od saw that

the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination

of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually," Gen. vi, 5. And
below : " The earth was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled

with violence," verse 11. (p. 122.)
" Mankind," you say, " was universally debauched into lust and

sensuality, rapine and violence." And how came this universal wick-

edness, if all mankind were quite upright by nature ? You answer,

"They had corrupted themselves: so the text, (verse 12,) 'AH flesh

had corrupted his way upon the earth.' " This expression does not

necessarily imply any more than that all flesh, all men, were corrupted.

But taking it literally, I ask. How came all flesh to corrupt themselves?

O, " by Seth's posterity intermarrying with the Cainites." But how
came ail the Cainites to corrupt themselves ; and all the Scthitcs to fol-

low, not reform, them ? Jf the balance was even, if nature; leaned neither

way, there ought to have been as many good as bad still ; and the Scth-

itcs ought to have reformed as many of the children of Cain, as the
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Cainitcs corrupted of the children of Seth. How cjime it, then, that

" only Noah was a just man ?" And does one good man, amidst a

world of the ungodly, prove that the " nature of mankind in general is

not corrupted ;" or, rather, strongly prove that it is I It docs not prove

that Noah himself was not naturally inclined to evil; but it does, that

the M'orld was.

"But if the corruption of nature was the reason why the old world
was destroyed, it is a reason for the destruction of the world at any
time." (p. 123.) This alone was never supposed to be the reason; but

their actual wickedness added thereto.

You add: "It may be urged, that God said, 'I will not again curse

the ground for man's sake ; for the imagination of man's lieart is evil

from his youth,' Gen. viii, 21. IJut the Hebrew particle •'2 sometimes
signifies alllioH<rh.^' That does not prove that it signilies so here. But
what, if it does I What, if the text be rendered, Tluni»li "the imagina-

tion of man's heart is evil from his youtli ?" Even thus rendered, it

implies as strongly as it did before, that " man's heart" is naturally

inclined to evil.

The Hebrew word, translated youth, (p. 124,) is always applied to

childhood or tender uo-e
; (Isaiah vii, 16 ;) "yyi signifies a liiHe child:

and none of the texts you have cited prove the contrary. Ileman, the

author of the eighty-eighth Psahii, was doubtless " afflicted from his

youth," or childhood. The Babylonians (mentioned Isaiah xlvii, 12)
may well be supposed to have been trained up in the way of their fathers,

from their earliest childhoixl : and the plain meaning of Jeremiah, (iii,

24, 25,) "Shame hath devoured the labour of our fathers from our

youth : we lie down in our shame ; for we have sinned against the

Ijord our God, we and our fathers I'rom our youth," is,—Ever since we
began to think or act, we have gone astray tVom God.

10. The preceding texts were brought to prove (and they do abun-
dantly prove it) that our nature is deeply corrupted, inclined to evil, and
disinclined to all that is spiritually good ; so that, without supernatural

grace, we can neither will nor do what is pleasing to God. And this

easily acctamts for the wickedness and misery of mankind in tdl ages
and nations ; wliereby experience and reason do so strongly confirm

this Scriptural doctrine of original sin.

Yei it will not "follow, that men are no moral agents." (p. 125.)

If you ask, " Why, how are they caj>able of performing duly ?" I

answer. By grace ; though not by nature. And a measure of this is

given to all men.
Nor does it follow, " that we can by no means help or hinder lluit sin

which is natural to us." Yes, we can. Anger, for instance, is natural

to me
;
yea, irregular, unreasonable anger. I am naturally inclined to

this, as I experience every day. Yet I can help it, by the grace of God;
and do so, as long as I watch and pray.

Dr. Jennings answers this assertion more at large: "'If sin be natural,

then it is necessary.' If by sin is meant the corrupt bias of our wills, that

indeed is natural to us, as our nature is corrupted by the fall ; but not as it

came originally out ofthe hand of God. Therefore it is improperly compared
to the appetites of hunger and thirst, which might be in our original nature.

Now, this bias of the will is certainly evil and sinful, and hafeful to God;
whether we have contracted it ourselves, or whether we derive it from Adam,
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makes no difference. A proud or passionate temper is evil, whether a man
has contracted it himself, or derived it from his parents. Therefore the

inference, 'If natural and' (in some sense) 'necessary, then no sin,' does

by no means hold.

" But if by sin be meant sinful actions, to which this corrupt bias of the

will inclines us ; it remains to be proved, that a corrupt bias of the will makes
the actions necessary, and, consequently, not sinful. And, indeed, if a cor-

rupt bias makes sin to be necessary, and, consequently, to be no sin, then
the more any man is inclined to sin, the less sin he can commit ; and as that

corrupt bias grows stronger, his actual sinning becomes more necessary

:

and so the man, instead of growing more wicked, grows more innocent."

{Jennings^s Vindication, p. 08, &c.)

11. That this doctrine has been long " held in the Church of Rome,"
{Taylor''s Doctrine, &c, p. 126,) is true. But so it has in the Greek
Church also ; and, so far as we can learn, in every Church under heaven;

at least from the time that God spake by Moses.
From this infection of our nature (call it original sin, or what you

please) spring many, if not all, actual sins. And this St. James (i, 14)

plainly intimates, even according to your paraphrase on his words

:

" ' Every man is tempted,' is overcome by temptation, 'when he is drawn
away by "his own lust,'—his own irregular desire ; where the Apostle

charges the wickedness of men on its proper cause,—their 'own lust.'"

Very true. And irregular desire is (not so much a fruit as a) part of

original sin. For to say, " Eve had irregular desires before she sin-

ned," (p. 127,) is a contradiction ; since all irregular desire is sin.

12. Another proof that actual sins spring from original is, "Out of

the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts,

false witness, blasphemies," Matt, xv, 19.

" But what has this text to do with Adam's sin ?" It has much to do
with the point it is brought to prove ; namely, that actual sin proceeds

from original ; evil works, from an evil heart. Do not, therefore, tri-

umph over these venerable men, (as you have done again and again,)

because a text cited in proof of one clause of a proposition does not prove

the whole.

But "neither of those texts proves that all our wickedness proceeds
from our being corrupted by Adam's sin." (p. 128.) But they both
prove what they were brought to prove,—that all outward wickedness
proceeds from inward wickedness. Those pious men, therefore, did

not mix " the forgery of their own imagination with the truth of God."
But " if all actual transgressions proceed from Adam's sin, then he is

the only guilty person that ever lived. For if his sin is the cause of all

ours, he alone is chargeable with them."

True ; if all our transgressions so [)rocced from his sin, that we can-

not possibly avoid them. But this is not the case ; by the grace of

God we may cast away all our transgressions : therefore, if we do not,

they are chargeable on ourselves. V\'e mmf live ; but we will die.

Well, but " on these principles all actual sins proceed from Adam's
sin ; cither by necessary consequence, or through our own choice ; or

partly by one, and partly by the other." (p. 129.) Yes
;
partly by one,

and partly by the other. We are inclined to evil antecedently to our

own choice. By grace we may ronipior this inclination ; or we may
choose to follow it, and so commit actual sin.
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13. Their Fifth proposition is, " Original sin is conveyed from our

first parents to their posterity by natural generation, so as all that pro-

ceed from them in that way are conceived and born in sin." (p. 130.)

In proof of this they urge : " Behold, T was shapen in inicpiity ; and in

sin did my mother conceive me, Psalm li, 5." (p. 131.)

On this you observe : " The word which we translate ' shapen,' sig-

nifies to bring forlli, or bear. So here it means, 'Behold, I was brought

forth, or born, in iniquity.' "

Suppose it does, (which is not plain ; for you cannot infer from its

meaning so sometimes, that it means so here,) what have you gained 1

If David was born in iniquity, it is little different from being " shapen"
therein.

That the Hebrew word does not always mean " to be born," but

rather to be " shapen, formed, or made," evidently appears from Psalm
xc, 2 ; where it is applied to the formation of the earth : and in this

very text, the Seventy render it by S'TrXatf^rj,—a word of the very same
import. It is therefore here very properly rendered " shapen :" nor can
it be more exactly translated.

But " the word 'jnnn"' properly signifies, warmed me." You should

say, literally signifies. But it signifies conceived me, nevertheless.

And so it is taken, Gen. xxx, 38, 39, 41, &c; xxxi, 10. "Nay, it

signifies there the act of copidation. So several translators render it."

(pp. 132, 133.) And several render it otherwise: so this does not

determine the point either way.

It must therefore be determined by the sense. Now, for what end
did Jacob put the " pilled rods before the cattle ?" That the lambs
might be marked as the rods were. And when is it that females of any
kind mark their young 1 Not in that act ; but some time after, when
the foetus is either forming or actually formed. Throw a plum or a

pear at a woman before conception, and it will not mark the fcetus

at all ; but it will if thrown while she is conceiving, or after she has

conceived ; as we see in a thousand instances. This observation

justifies our translators in rendering the word by conceiving in all those

places.

And indeed you own, " David could not apply that word to his mother,

in the sense wherein you would apply it to the cattle." You therefore

affirm, " It means here, to nurse." (p. 134.) You may as well say it

means to roast. You have as much authority from the Bible for one
interpretation as for the other. Produce, if you can, one single text, in

which DtT' signifies to nurse, or any thing like it.

You stride on: (1.) "The verse means, 'In sin did my mother
nurse me :' (2.) That is, ' I am a sinner from the womb :' (3.) That
is, ' I am a great sinner :' (4.) That is, ' I have contracted strong

habits of sin.'

"

By this art you make the most expressive texts mean just any thing

or nothing.

" So Psalm Iviii, 3 : ' The wicked are estranged from the womb

;

they go astray as soon as they are born, telling lies.' That is, ' My
unjust persecutors in Saul's court, are exceedingly wicked.' " If this

was all David meant, what need of nr, " are alienated 1" and that fi-om

the " bowels" of their mother ? Nay, but he means as he speaks. They
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" are alienatfd from the life of God," from the time of their coming into

the world. From the time of their birth, they " knew not the way of

truth;" neither can, unless they are "born of God."
You cite as a parallel text, "

' Thou wast called a transgressor from

the womb ;' that is, set to iniquity by prevailing habits and customs."

Nay, the plain meaning is, The Israehtes in general had never kept

God's law since they came into the world.

Perhaps the phrase, " I'rom the womb," is once used figuratively,

namely, Job xxxi, 18. But it is manifest, that it is to be literally taken,

Isaiah xlix, 1 : " The Lord hath called me from the womb ; from the

bowels of my mother hath he made mention of my name." For,

(1.) This whole passage relates to Christ; these expressions in parti-

cular. (2.) This was literally fultilled, when the angel was sent while

he was yet in the womb, to order that his " name " should be " called

Jesus." This is not therefore barely " a hyperbolical form of aggravat-

ing sin ;" but a humble confession of a deep and weighty truth, whereof

we cannot be too sensible.

" But you have no manner of ground to conclude, that it relates to Adam's
sin." (p. im.)

Whether it relates to Adam's personal sin or no, it relates to a corrupt

nature. This is the present question ; and your pulling in Adam's sin

only tends to puzzle the reader.

But how do you prove (since you will drag this in) that it does not

Relate to Adam's sin ?

Thus : " (1.) In the whole Psalm there is not one word about Adam, or

the effects of his ein upon us."

Here, as usual, you blend the two questions together ; the ready way
to confound an imwary reader. But first, to the first :

" In the whole

Psalm there is not one word about Adam ; therefore it relateth not to

him." Just as well you may argue, " In the whole Psalm there is not

one word about Uriah ; therefore it relateth not to him." The second

assertion, " There is not one word of the effects of his sin," is a fair

begging the question.

" (2.) The Psalmist is here charging himself with his own sin." He
is ; and tracing it up to the fountain.

" (3.) But according to our version, he docs not charge himself with his

sin, but some other person. He throws the whole load of his sin from olf

himself, on (iod who shaped him, and his mother who conceived him."

What you say might have had weight, if he had ollored this in excuse

of his sin, or even in extenuation of it. But does he do this ? Does he,

in fact, " throw the whole blame, or any part of it, from off himself?"

Just the reverse. He acknowhidges and bewails his own total iniquity;

not to excuse but to abase himself the more before God, for his inward

as well as outward wickedness.

And yet lu; might, in perfect consistency with this, when God had

caused " the bones which had been broken to rejoice," cry out, " I will

praise thee, O God ; for I am lijarfully and wonderfully made ;" yea,

and repeat all that follows in the same l*salm ; which proves so much,

and no more, that every foutus in the womb is formed by the power and
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wisdom of God. Yet docs it not follow, that the sin transmitted from
the parent " must be attributed to God." (p. 137.)

" But how could he with pleasure reflect upon his formation, or

praise God for it?" As I can at this day; thoufih I know I was
" conceived in sin, and shapen in iniquity." But " where sin abounds,
grace does much more abound," I lose less by Adam than I gain by
Christ.

This also perfectly consists with the following verse : " Behold thou
desirest truth," or. It is thy will that we should have truth, "in the inward
parts ;" (p. 138 ;) thou art willing to remove all that " iniquity" wherein
" I was shapen ;" to " give me a clean heart, and renew a right spirit

within me ;" and in the hidden part thou hast made me to know wisdom;
thou hast " shown me what was good." So that I am every way with-

out excuse ; I knew thy will, and did it not.

" But if, after all, you will adhere to the literal sense of this text, why
do you not adhere to the literal sense of that text :

' This is my body,'

and believe transubstantiatiori ?" {lb.) For those very reasons you
suggest: (1.) Because it is grossly absurd, to suppose that Christ

speaks of what he then held in his hands, as his real natural body. But
it is no way absurd, to suppose the Psalmist was " conceived in sin."

(2.) The sense of "This is my body," may be clearly explained by
other Scriptiu'es, where the like forms of speech are used ; but there

are no other Scriptures where the like forms with this of David are used
in any other sense. (3.) Transubstantiation is attended with conse-

quences hurtful to piety ; but the doctrine of original sin, and faith

grounded thereon, is the only foundation of true piety.

14. The next proof is, "Who can bring a clean thing out of an
unclean 1 Not one," Job xiv, 4.

On this you observe :
" Job is here speaking of the weakness of our

nature ; not with regard to sin, but to the shortness and afflictions of

life." (p. 139.) Certainly, with regard both to the one and the other.

For though, in the first and second verses, he mentions the shortness

and troubles of life, yet even these are mentioned with a manifest regard

to sin. This appears from the very next verse : (p. 140 :) " And dost

thou open thy eyes upon such a one ;" to punish one already so

wretched 1 " And bringest me into judgment with thee ;" by chastising

me still more 1 It then immediately follows, " Who can bring a clean

thing out of an unclean I Not one." It does therefore by no means
appear, that " Job is here speaking only with regard to the shortness

and troubles of life."

Part of the following verses too run thus :
" Now thou numberest my

steps : dost thou not watch over my sin 1 My transgression is sealed up

in a bag, and thou sewest up mine iniquity." (Verses 16, 17.) Let any
one judge then, whether Job in this chapter does not speak of" the sin-

fulness, as well as the mortality, of human nature."

Not that he " urges his natural pravity as a reason why he should

not be 'brought into judgment ;' " (p. 141 ;) no more than David urges

his being " shapen in wickedness," as an excuse for that wickedness.

Rather, Job (as well as David) humbly acknowledges his total sinful-

ness ; confessing that he deserved the judgment, which yet he prays

God not to inflict.
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15. Another proof is, " What is man that ho should he clean'? and he
that IS born of a woman, that he should be righteous ?" Job xv, 14.

On this you observe : " ' Born of a woman,' signifies no more than

a man." Often it does not; but here it is emphatical. " The phrase

indeed includes t'railty and imperfection." (p. 142.) How can that be?
Was Adam made frail and imj)erfect ? And have you forgot that every

man is now born in as good a state as Adam was made at first? " But
it is not to be understood as the reason why man is unclean and imright-

eous." From the placing" of the words, one would really judge it was
;

and how do you prove it is not? Why, "Job and his friends use this

manner of speech in other places of this book :
' Shall mortal man be

more just than God? Shall a man be more pure than his Maker?'
iv, 17." Nay, this is not the manner of speech which is in question

;

so you are here quite wide of the mark. " However that is, How can

man be justified with God? or how can he be clean that is born of a

woman ?' xxv, 4,"

And does not this point at original sin? You say. No: for "if Job
and his friends had known th;it the reason of our uncleanness and im-

perfection was our receiving a corrupted nature from Adam, they ought

to have given this reason of it." And do they not in the very words

before us ? You say, " No ; they turn our thoughts to a quite diflTerent

reason ; namely, the uncleanness of the best of creatures in his sight."

This is not a difterent reason, but falls in with the other ; and the natu-

ral meaning of these texts is, " How can he be clean that is born of a

woman;" and so conceived and born in sin? "Behold, even to the

moon, and it shineth not," compared with God ; " yea, the stars are not

pure in his sight !" How " much less man that is a worm !" xxv, 6. In

how much higher and stricter sense is man impvu-e, that carries about

with him his mortality, the testimony of that unclean nature which he

Jjrought with him into the world ?

" ' Shall mortal man be more just than God? Shall a man be more
pure than his Maker?' Job iv, 17, &c." (p. 143.) Shall man dare to

aiTaign the justice of God ; to say God punishes him more than he
deserves? " Behold, he puts no trust in his servants ; and his angels he
charged with folly." Many of these left their first estates; even their

wisdom was not to be depended on :
" How much less in them that

dwell in houses of clay;" whose bodies, liable to pain, sickness, d«!ath,

are standing monuments of the folly and wickedness which arc deep

rooted in their souls !

" What is man, that he should ho clean ; and ho which is born of a

woman, that he should hv. righteous ? Jlehold, h(; ])Utteth no trust in his

holy ones;" yea, the heavens "are not ])ur(^ in his sighl." His holy

angels have? fallen, and the highest cr(Mtures are not [)ure in comparison

ofhinj. "How nuich more abominable and fillhv," in the strictest

sense, " is man ;" every man born into the world :
" Who drinketh

iniquity like water;" Job xv, 16, &c ; ini(|uity of every kind ; so rea-

dily, so naturally, as being so throughly agreeable to the " desires of"

bis " flesh and of" his " mind 1"

You conclude the head thus :
" Man, in his present weak and fleshly

state, cannot be clean before God." ('ertainly as clean as the moon
and stars at least ; if he be as he was first created. He was " made
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but a little lower than the angels ;" consequently, he was then far higher

and more pure than these, or the sun itself, or any other part of the

material creation. You go on : " Why cannot a man he clean before

God? because he is conceived and born in sin.' No such tiling. But
because, if the purest creatures are not pure in comparison of God,
much less a being subject to so many infirmities as a mortal man."

Infirmities! What then, do innocent infirmities make a man unclean

before God 1 Do labour, pain, bodily weakness, or mortality, make us
" filthy and abominable (" Surely not. Neither could they make a

man pure from sin, less pure than the moon and stars. Nor can we
conceive Adam, as he came out of the hands of God, to have been, in

any sense, less clean than these. All these texts, therefore, must refer

to that sinful impurity which every man brings into the world.

You add : " Which is a demonstration to me that Job and his friends

were wholly strangers to this doctrine." A demonstration of a peculiar

kind ! I think neither mathematical nor logical.

16. The last proof is, " ' That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and
that which is bom of the Spirit is spirit,' John iii, 6." (p. 144.)

" Here, by ' flesh,' Dr. Taylor imderstands nothing else but the mere
parts and powers of a man ; and by ' being born of the flesh,' the being

*born of a woman,' with the constitution and natural powers of a man."
{Jenninpcs's Vindicalion, p. 78, &c.) Now, let us suppose that human
nature is not at all corrupted ; and let us try what sense we can make
of other scriptures where the word flesh is used in opposition to Spirit,

as it is here :
" There is no condemnation to them who walk not after

the flesh, but after the Spirit," Rom. viii, 1 ; that is, not after the pure,

uncorrupted constitution and powers of man. Again : " They that are

in the flesh cannot please God ;" verse 8 ; that is, they that have the

parts and powers of a man. Again :
" If ye live after the flesh, ye shall

die ;" that is, if ye live suitably to the constitution and powers of your

nature. Once more : how shall we understand, " The flesh lusteth

against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh," Gal. v, 17 ; if flesh

means nothing but the pure and uncornipted powers of human nature ?

" But this text (John iii, 3) is," according to Dr. Taylor, " so far from

implying any corruption of our nature, that, ' on the contrary, it supposes

we have a nature susceptible of the best habits, and capable of being

born of the Spirit.'" (p. 145.) And who ever denied it? Who ever

supposed that such a corruption of nature, as for the present disables us

for spiritual good, renders us incapable of being "born of the Spirit?"

" But if natural generation is the mean of conveying a sinful nature

from our first parents to their posterity, then must itself be a sinful and
unlawful thing." I deny the consequence. You may transmit to your
children a nature tainted with sin, and yet commit no sin in so doing.

" Again : We produce one another only as the oak produces the

acorn. The proper production of a child is from God. But if God pro-

duces a foetus which has sinful dispositions, he produces those disposi-

tions." (p. 146.) Your argument proves too much. It would prove

God to be the author of all actual as well as original sin. For " it is the

power of God, under certain laws and established rules," which produces

not only the foetus, but all the motion in the universe. It is liis power
which so violently expands the air, on the discharge of a pistol or can-
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non. It is the same which produces muscular motion, and the circula-

tion of all the juices in man. But does he therefore produce adultery

or murder ? Is he the cause of those sinful motions 1 He is the cause of
the motion

;
(as he is of the foetus ;) of the sin, he is not. Do not say,

" This is too line a distinction." Fine as it is, you must necessarily

allow it : otherwise, you make God the direct author of all the sin under
heaven. To apply this more directly to the point : God does produce
the foetus of man, as he does of trees ; empowering the one and the other

to propagate each after its kind ; and a sinful man propagates, after his

kind, another sinful man. Yet God produces, in the sense above men-
tioned, the man, but not the sin.

17. Their Sixth Proposition is, " The fall brought upon mankind the

loss of communion with God, his displeasure and curse ; Gen. iii, 8,

10, 24 ; so as ' we are by nature children of wrath,' Eph. ii, 2, 3, bond
slaves to Satan, and justly liable to all punishments, 2 Tim. ii, 26, in

this world, and that which is to come. Gen. ii, 17 ; Rom. vi, 23."

In proof of the first clause of this proposition, they cite Gen. iii, 8,

10, 24. On this you observe :
" Adam and Eve by their sin did forfeit

communion with God. But God did not take the forfeiture." (p. 147.)

Surely he did, when " they were afraid, and hid themselves from his

presence." " But afterward they had frequent communion with him."

This does not prove they did not lose it before.

" But their posterity did not. Abel had communion with him, and so had
the patriarchs and prophets ; and so have we at this day. So that, as we
could not justly have lost this communion by Adam's sin, it is true, in fact,

that we have not lost it : we still have ' fellowship with the Father and the
Son.'" (p. 148.) ..-^.^.

Could we not justly, by Adam's sin, have lost our very existence?

And if we had not existed, could we have had communion with God ?

" But we have not lost it, in fact. We still have ' fellowship with the.

Father and with the Son.'" Who have? all men born into the world?
all Jews, and Turks, and Heathens 1 Have all that are called Chris-

tians ? Have the generality of Protestants " fellowship with the Father
and with the Son ?" What fellowship ] Just as much as light has with
darkness ; as much as Christ has with Belial. The bulk of mankind,
Christians as well as Heathens, Protestants as well as Papists, are at

this day, and have been ever since they were born, " without God,"

—

A6soi, Jltlieists, " in the world."

We need not therefore say, " Their fellowship with God is owing to

his mercy, through a Redeemer." They have none at all: no fellow-

ship with "the only true God, and" with "Jesus Christ whom he hath'

sent." Indeed they have no great need of Jesus Christ, according to

your account; seeing, "all that God's grace docth for us in Christ, to

repair what we lost in Adam, is, raising us up at the last day !" You
add, "And therefore communion with God is either the same grace
which was vouchsafed to Adam, continued to us;" (to every man born
into the world, as naturally as seeing or hearing!) "or, if there be any
thing extraordinary in it," (which you judge can hardly be allowed!)

"it belongs to the redundancy of grace, which has no relation to any
thing we lost by Adam." (p. 149.) That that whole passage has rela-

tion to what we lost in Adam, has been shown already. But what con-
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ception you have of communion with God is easily seen by this wonder-
ful account of it.

" However, this text gives no intimation that Adam's posterity lost

communion with God for his sin." It shows tiiat Adam did so; and all

his posterity has done the same. Whence is this, unless from his sin ?

"So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the garden of
Eden, cherubims, and a flaminfj sword wliicii turned every way, to keep the
way of the tree of life," Cen. iii, 24.

Although (rod is equally present in every place, yet this was a clear

token that man had not now that near conununion with him which he
had enjoyed befort; his sin.

18. Proposition. "The fall brought upon mankind God's displeasure

and curse, so as we are 'by nature the children of wrath.'

" The text on which this is grounded, Ej)h. ii, 2, 3, we have consider-

ed before." (p. 150.) And those considerations have been answered
at large.

You add :
" How mankind could be justly brought under God's dis-

pleasure for Adam's sin, we cannot luulerstand : on the contrary, we do
understand, it is unjust. And, therefore, unless our understanding or

perception of truth be f;dse, it must be unjust. But understanding must
be the same in all beings, as far as they do luiderstand. Thert^fore,

if we understand that it is unjust, God understands it to be so too."

(p.151.)

Plausible enough. But let us take the argument in pieces : " How
mankind could be justly brought under God's displeasure for Adam's
sin, we cannot understand." I allow it. I cannot understand, that is,

clearly or fully comprehend, the deep of the divine judgment therein
;

no more than I can, how " the whole" brute " creation," through his

sin, should have been " made subject to vanity," and should " groan

together," in weakness, in various pain, in death, " until this day."
" On the contrary, we do understand, it is unjust." I do not understand

it is. It is quite beyond my understanding. It is a depth which I can-

not fathom. " Therefore, unless our understanding or perception of

truth be false, it must be unjust." Here lies the deceit. You shift the

terms, and place as equivalent those which are not equivalent. Our
perception of truth cannot be false ; oin* understanding or apprehension

of things may. " But understanding must be the same in all beings."

Yes, in the former sense of the word, but not the latter. " Therefore,

if we understand (apprehend) it is unjust, God understands it so too."

Nay, verily : " As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are his

thoughts higher than our thoughts."
" What a God must he be, who can curse his innocent creatures be-

fore they have a being ! Is this thy God, Oh Christian ?" Bold enough !

So Lord B ,
" Is Moses's God your God ?" He is mine, although

he said, " Cursed be Canaan," including his posterity before they had a

being ; and although he now permits millions to come into a world

which every wherii bears the marks of his displeasure. And he permits

human souls to exist in bodies which are (how we know not, but the

fact we know) " conceived and bom in sin ;" by reason whereof, all men
coming into the world are " children of wrath." But he has provided

a Saviour for them all ; and this fully acquits both his justice and mercy.
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19. " So as we are by nature bond slaves to Satan : ' And that they may
recover themselves out of the snare of the devil, who are taken captive at
his wiU,' 2 Tim.ii, 26." (p. 152.)

But you say, " The Apostle speaks this of the unconverted Gentiles,

who were slaves to Satan, not through Adam, but through their own
fault." Both one and the other. But how does it appear, that he
speaks this of the Gentiles only 1

Without offering at any proof of this, you go on : " The clause,
• Taken captive by him,' is spoken, not of the devil, but of ' the servant

of the' Lord ; for thus the place should be rendered : ' That they may
awake out of the snare of the devil, being revived by him ;' that is, the

sei-vant of the Lord, to his, that is, God's will." (p. 153.)

Well, the proof. " The word ^uypsu signifies, to revive ; and so here,

to restore men to life and salvation." As a proof of this sense of the

word, you cite Luke v, 10. But this rather proves the contrary; for

there it has nothing to do with reviving. We read, in the verse before,

of the " tishes which they had taken;" alluding to which, Jesus " said

unto Simon, From henceforth thou shalt catch men ;" take them cap-

tive in the Gospel net. Although, therefore, it were allowed, (which
cannot be done,) that his related, not to the word immediately preceding,

but to another which stands three verses off, yet even this would avail

nothing ; since the sense which you impose upon ^wypsw is what it will

by no means bear.

You say, indeed, " It always means, to tahc alive, or save alivey

(p. 154.) It does mean, to take alive. But you bring not one authority

to prove that it ever means, to save alive. It therefore " suits the devil

and his snare" admirably well ; for he does not take therein those who
are free among the dead ; but those who are alive in a natural, though
dead in a spiritual, sense.

" But, however this be, they were not led captive through Adam's
sin, but their own wickedness." (p. 155.) They were " bond slaves to

Satan," (which was the point to be proved,) through Adam's sin, and
their own wickedness.

" Yea, but what an inconsistency must that be in the divine dispensa-

tions and in the Scriptures, if it can be made appear from them, that

God hath, for no fault of ours, but only for Adam's one sin, put us all

into the hands of the devil ; when he hath been, in all ages, jjroviding

means to preserve or rescue mankind from him 1" (p. 156.) What can
be made appear from the Scriptiucs is this : that from " Adam sin passed

upon all men ;" that hereby all men, being by nature " dead in sin,"

cannot of themselves resist the devil ; and that, consequently, all who
will not accept of help from God are "taken captive by Satan at his

will." And there is no inconsistency between this and any of the divine

dispensations.

Proposition. " And justly liable to all punishments in this world, and
that which is to come."

That all men are liable to these for Adam's sin alone, I do not assert

;

but they are so, for their own outward and inward sins, which, through

their own fault, spring from the infection of their nature. And this, I

think, may fairly be inferred from llom. vi, 23 : " The wages of sin in
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death ;" (pp. 157, 158 ;) its due reward ; death, temporal, spiritual, and
eternal. God grant we may never feel it so !

20. You conclude this Part :
" I cannot see that we have advanced one

step farther than where we were at tlio conclusion of the First Part : namely,
That the consequences of Adam's first sin upon us are labour, sorrow, and
mortality, and no other." (p. 162.)

The contrary to this having been so largely proved, instead of re-

peating those proofs over again, I shall close this Part with that beauti-

ful description of the present state of man, which Mr. Hervey gives us

from Mr. Howe's " Living Temple." " Only," says he, " let me hint,

that it considers the human soul as originally a habitation of God through
the Spu-it :"—

" Tliat he liath withdrawn liimself, and left this his temple desolate, we
have many sad and plain proofs before us. Tlie stately ruins are visible to

every eye, and bear in their front (yet extant) this doleful inscription :
' Here

God once dwelt.' Enough appears of tlie admirable structure of the soul of
man to show the divine presence did sometime reside in it ; more than
enough of vicious deformity to proclaim, He is now retired and gone. The
lamps are extinct ; the altar overturned ; the light and love are now vanish-

ed, which did the one shine with so heavenly brightness, the other burn with
Bo pious fervour. The golden candlestick is displaced, to make room for

the throne of tlie prince of darkness. The sacred incense, which sent up its

rich perfumes, is exchanged for a poisonous hellish vapour. The comely
order of this house is all turned into confusion ; the beauties of holiness into

noisome impurities; the house of prayer into a den of thieves: thieves of
the worst kind ; for every lust is a thief, and every theft is sacrilege. The
noble powers which were designed and dedicated to divine contemplation,

and delight in God, are alienated to the service ofthe most despicable idols,

and employed in the vilest embraces : to behold and admire lying vanities
;

to indulge and cherish lust and wickedness.
'* There is not now a system, an entire table, of coherent tniths to be

found, or a frame of holiness; but some shivered parcels. And if any with
great toil and labour apply themselves to draw out here one piece, and there

another, and set them together ; they serve rather to show, how exquisite

the divine workmanship was in the original composition, than to the excel-

lent purposes for which the whole was at first designed. Some pieces agree,

and own one another ; but how soon are our inquiries nonplussed and super-

seded ! How many attempts have been made, since that fearful fall and ruin

of this fabric, to compose again the truths of so many several kinds into their

distinct orders, and make up frames of science or useful knowledge ! And
after so many ages, nothing is finished in any kind. Sometimes truths are

misplaced ; and what belongs to one kind is'transferred to another, where it

will not fitly match ; sometimes falsehood inserted, which shatters or dis-

turbs the whole frame. And what with much fruitless pains is done by one
hand, is dashed in pieces by another ; and it is the work of a following age,

to sweep away the fine-spun cobwebs of a former. And those truths which
are of greatest use, though not most out of sight, are least regarded ; their

tendency and design are overlooked, or they are so loosened and torn off,

that they cannot be wrought in, so as to take hold of -the soul, but hover as
faint, ineffectual notions that signify nothing.

" Its very fundamental powers are shaken and disjointed, and their order
toward one another confounded and broken ; so that what is judged consi-

derable, is not considered ; what is recommended as lovely and eligible, is

not loved and cliosen. Yea, ' the truth which is after godliness' is not so

much disbelieved, as hated, or ' held in unrighteousness ;' and shines with
too feeble a light in that malignant darkness which ' comprehends it not.'
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You come, amidst all this contusion, into the ruined palace of some great

prince, in which you sec, here the fragments of a noble pillar, there the

shattered pieces ofsome curious imagery, and all lying neglected and useless,

amonof heaps of dirt. He that invites you to take a view of the soul of man
gives you but such another prospect, and doth but say to you, ' Behold the

desolation !' All things rude and waste. So that, should there be any pre-

tence to the Divine presence, it might be said, ' If God be here, why is it

thus V The faded glory, the darkness, the disorder, the impurity, the decayed
state in all respects of this temple, too plainly show, ' the Great Inhabitant

is gone !'
"

Newington, Jan. 21.

In your Third Part yoii propose, First, to answer some objections

and queries ; and then to consider the connection of the doctrine of

original sin with other parts of religion.

" Objection 1. Are we not in worse moral circimistances than Adam was
before he fell I 1 answer :

—

" (1.) If by moral circumstances you mean, the state of religion and virtue^

it is certain the greatest part of mankind ever were and still are very cor-

rupt. But this is not the fault of their nature, but occasioned by the abuse

of it, in prostituting reason to appetite, whereby, in process of lime, they

have sunk themselves into the most lamentable degrees of ignorance, super-

stition, idolatry, injustice, debauchery." (p. 168.)

But how came this ? How came all nations thus to " abuse their

nature," thus to " prostitute reason to appetite V How came they all to

sink into this " lamentable ignorance, superstition, idolatry, injustice,

debauchery?" How came it, that half of them, at least, if their nature

was uncorrupt, did not use it well 1 submit appetite to reason, and rise

while the other sunk 1 " Process of time" does not help us out at all

;

for if it made the one half of mankind more and more vicious, it ought,

by the same degrees, to have made the other half more and more virtu-

ous. If men were no moie inclined to one side than the other, this

must absolutely have been the event. Tmn and wind as you please,

you will never be able to get over this. You will never account for this

fact, that the bulk of mankind have, in all ages, " prostituted their reason

to appetite," even till they sunk into " lamentable ignorance, superstition,

idolatry, injustice, and debauchery," but by allowing their very nature

to be in fault, to be more inclined to vice than virtue.

" But if we have all a corrupt nature, which as we cannot, so God
will not, wholly remove in this life, then why do we try to reform the

world?" Why'.' Because, whether the corrupt nature be wholly removed
or no, men may be so far reformed as to " cease from evil," to be
" renewed in the spirit of their mind, and by patient continuance in well-

doing," to "seek", and find, "glory, and honour, and inuuortality."

" I answer: (2.) If by moral circumstances you mean, |)rovision and

means for spiritual iru[)rovemcnt, those given us through Clnist are far

greater than Adam had before he sinned." (p. 169.) To those who
believe in Christ they are. But above four-fifths of the world are Mo-
hammedans or Pagans still. And have these (iimnensely the greater

part of mankind, to say nothing of Popish nations) greater i)rovision and

means for s|)iritual improvement than Adam before he siimed ?

" But if, (3.) t)y moral circuinstanccs you mean moral" (rather natu-

ral) " abilities, or jnental ]»owcrs ;" (a consideration quite foreign to the
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question;) "I answer, The Scriptures no where compare our faculties

with Adam's. Nor know I how we can judge, but by comparinjr the

actions of Adam in innocence with what men have performed since."

(p. 170.)

Yes, we can judge thus : There could be no delect in Adam's under-

standing, when he came first out of the hands of his Creator ; but there

are essential defects in mine and yours, and every man's whom we
know. Our apprehension is indistinct, our judgment false ur reason-

ing wrong in a thousand instances. So it always was ; anil ^o it is still,

after all the care we can possibly take : therefore, " our faculties are not

as sound and fit for right action as Adam's were before he sinned."

" But any man of common understanding might have dressed and

kept the garden as well as he." I can neither affirm nor deny this ; for

we know not how he dressed and kei)t it.

" Nor doth it appear, that in giving names to all the creatures, he showed
any extraordinary penetration into their natures ; for that the names he
gave truly expressed the several qualities of them is a mere fiction, without

anv foundation in Scripture history, or the names of animals in the original

Hebrew." (p. 171.)

This is really strange ! that any man of learning should be so hardy

as to affirm this, after the numberless instances which have been pro-

duced of Hebrew names expressing the most essential property of each

animal.

And is this supposition likewise " without any foundation in Scripture

history?" What is that? "And the Lord God brought every beast of the

field, and every fowl of the air, unto Adam, to see what he would call

them ;" to make proof of his understanding. " And whatsoever Adam
called eveiy living creature, that was the name thereof," Gen. ii, 19.

Now, whether those names were Hebrew or no, (which you affect to

doubt,) can it be supposed that God. would have permitted them to

stand, if they had not suited the nature of each creature 1 It is bold

therefore to affirm, that " many of his posterity could have given names
to them as well as he ; and that therefore this is not a proof that he had
any capacity superior to us." (p. 172.)

You proceed :
" Surely his eating the forbidden fruit is no evidence

of superior abilities." (p. 173.) And it is no evidence of the contrary
;

*' seeing," as you yourself observe, " what his special temptation was,

we do not know." Therefore, neither do we know whether any of his

posterity could have overcome it ; much less, that " many of his pos-

terity have overcome temptations more violent than his." All this is

talking in the dark, " not knowing what we say, neither whereof we
affirm."

" And now let any man see whether there be any ground in revelation for

exalting Adam's nature as divines have done, who have affirmed tliat all his

faculties were eminently perfect, and entirely set to the love and obedience
of his Creator." (p. 17.5.) " And yet these same suppose him to have been
guilty of the vilest act that ever was committed." (p. 176.)

They suppose Adam to have been created holy and wise, like his

Creator ; and yet capable of falling from it. They suppose farther, that

tlirough temptations, of which we cannot possibly judge, he did fall from
lliat state ; and tliut hereby ho brought pain, labour, and sorrow on
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himself and all his posterity ; together with death, not only temporal, but

spiritual, and (without the grace of God) eternal. And it must be con-

fessed, that not only a few divines, but the whole body of Christians in

all ages, did suppose this, till after seventeen hundred years a sweet-

tongued orator arose, not only more enlightened than silly Adam, but

than any of his wise posterity, and declared that the whole supposition

was folly, nonsense, inconsistency and blasphemy !

" Objection 2. But do not the Scriptures say, Adam was created after

God's own image f And do his posterity bear that image now ?

" The Scriptures do say, ' God created man in his own image,' Gen.
i, 27. But whatever that phrase means here, it doubtless means the

same in Gen. ix, 6 :
' Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed : for in the image of God made he man.' " (p. 177.)

Certainly it has the same meaning in both places ; for the latter plainly

refers to the former. And thus much we may fairly infer from hence,

that " the image of God," wherein " man was" at first " created,"

whereinsoever it consisted, was not utterly effaced in the time of Noah.
Yea, so much of it will always remain in all men, as will justify the

punishing murderers with death. But we can in nowise infer from

hence, that that entire image of God, in which Adam was at first

created, now remains in all his posterity.

The words of Genesis v, 3, rendered literally, are, " He begat in his

likeness, according to his image." " Adam," says Mr. Hervey, " was
created ' in the image of God.' After his fall, the sacred historian varies

his style, and, with a remarkable peculiarity, as well as propriety, says,

'Adam begat a son in his own likeness;'—so it must be translated,

according to all the rules of grammar, Adam being the nearest antece-

dent. That every reader may advert to this melancholy but important

truth, it is enforced by a very emphatical repetition : ' After his own
image,' as contradistinguished from that ' image of God,' mentioned in

the preceding verse; which expressions are evidently intended to denote

the difference between the state in which Adam was created and Seth

begotten."
" The two followiiig texts are brought by the Assembly, to show what the

image of (>od was in which Adam was made:
"

' And have put on the new man, which is renewed in knowledge, after

the image of Him that created him,' Col. iii, 10.
"' Put on the new man, which after the image of God is created in right-

eousness and true holiness,' Eph. iv, 24. (p. 178.)
" I answer, Tlieso texts are parallel. ' The old man, means a wicked life

;

' the now man,' a good life ; to which they were formed and * created' by the

Gospel dispensation. And this ' new man,' this new life, is, ' afler the image,'

that is, agreeable to the nature, ' of God.' " (p. 179.)

As you advance no proof of this perfectly new interpretation, I leave

it to shii't for itself.

To disj)rove the common interpretation, you add, " Adam could not

be originally created in righteousness and true holiness ; becau.se habits

of holiness cannot be created without our knowledge, concurrence, or

consent, j^'or holiness in its nature implies the choice and consent of a

moral agent, without which it cannot be holiness." (p. 180.)

What is holiness J Is it not essentially love? the love of God, and of

all mankind ( luve iiroducing "bowels of mercies, huuibleiiess of mind,
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meekness, gentleness, long sufTcriiig?" And cannot (Jod shed abroad
this love in any soul without his concurrence, antecedent to his knowledge
or consent? And supposing this to be done, will love change its nature?
Will it be no longer holiness ? This argument can never be sustained,
unless you would play upon the word liabits. Love is holiness wherever
it exists. And God could create either men or angels, endued from the
very first moment of their existence with whatsoever degree of love he
pleased.

You " think, on the contrary, it is demonstration that wc cannot be
righteous or holy, we cannot observe what is right, without our own free

and explicit choice.'' I su|)pose you mean, practise what is right. ]Jut

a man may be righteous before he does what is right ; holy in heart before

he is holy in life. The confounding these two, all along, seems to be
the ground of your strange imagination, that Adam " must choose to be
righteous, must exercise thought and reflection, before he could be
righteous." Why so ? " Because righteousness is the right use and
application of our powers." Here is your capital mistake. No, it is

not ; it is the right state of our powers. It is the right disposition of our
soul, the right temper of our mind. Take this with you, and you will

no more dream that " God could not create man in righteousness and
true holiness ;" or that "to talk of wanting that righteousness in which
Adam was created, is to talk of nothing we want." (p. 181.)

On Rom. ii, 14, you observe :
" This text clearly proves that natural

reason and understanding is a rule of action to all mankind, and that all

men ought to follow it. This, therefore, overthrows the whole doctrine

of original sin." (p. 183.)

How do you prove the consequence ? May not men have some reason
left, which in some measure discerns good from evil, and yet be deeply

fallen, even as to their understanding as v/ell as their will and affections?

On Eccles. vii, 29, " God hath made man upright ; but they have
found out many inventions," you say,

—

" 'Man' here means all mankind; 'upright,' endued with powers to

know and perform their duty." (pp. 184, 185.) You offer no proof for

either of these assertions ; and without it I cannot receive them.

Again :
" ' They,' " you say, " means mankind in general." I rather

believe it means our first parents, who are by Moses likewise compre-
hended under the common name of man, or rather, CDlX " Adam." So
Gen. V, 2 : " God called their name Adam in the day when they were
created." And in the day that they fell, whoever reads Genesis iii, will

see, " they found out," not one, but " many inventions." This text,

therefore, in its obvious meaning, teaches both the original uprightness

and subsequent fall of man.
From all these texts it manifestly appears, (1.) That man was created

in the image of God. (2.) That this image consisted, not only in his

rational and immortal nature, and his dominion over the creatures, but

also in knowledge, actual knowledge, both of God and of his works ; in

the right state of his intellectual powers, and in love, which is true

holiness.

" Objection .3. But do we not derive from Adam a moral taint and infec-

tion, whereby we have a natural propensity to sin 1

" I answer : We have many natural appetites and passions which, if

YoL. V. 36
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they grow irregular, become sinful. But this does not amount to a

natural propensity to sin." (p. 186.) But is not pride sin? Is not

idolatry sin? And is it not idolatry, to "love the creature more than the

Creator?" Is not revenge sin? Is it not sin to " look upon a woman,"

so as " to lust after her?" And have not all men a natural propensity

to these things? They have all, then, a natural propensity to sin.

Nevertheless, this propensity is not necessary, if by necessary you mean

irresistible. We can resist and conquer it too, by the grace which is

ever at hand.

This propensity to pride, to revenge, to idolatry, (call it taint or any

thing,) cannot be pleasing to God, who yet in fact does permit that it

should descend from Adam to his latest posterity. And " we can neither

help nor hinder" its descending to us. Indeed we can heap up plausible

arguments to prove the impossibility of it : but I feel it and the argument

drops. Bring ever so many proofs that there can be no such thing as

motion : I move, and they vanish away.
" But nature cannot be morally corrupted, but by the choice of a

moral agent." (p. 187.) You may play upon words as long as you

please ; but still I hold this fast : I (and you too, whether you will own
it or no) am inclined, and was ever since I can remember, antecedently

to any choice of my own, to pride, revenge, idolatry. If you will not

call these moral corruptions, call them just what you will ; but the fact

I am as well assured of, as that I have any memory or understanding.

" But some have attempted to explain this intricate affair." (p. 188.)

I do not commend their wisdom. I do not attempt to explain even how
I, at this moment, stretch out my hand, or move my finger.

One more of your assertions I must not pass over :
" It is absurd to

say, infection is derived from Adam, independent of the will of God

;

and to say, it is by his will, is to make him the author of the pollution."

(p. 189.)

We answer : It is not derived from Adam, independent of the will

of God ; that is, his permissive will. But our allowing this, does not

make him the author of the pollution.

" Objection 4. But do not the vices of parents often infect their childrenV
(pp. 190, 191.)

I think we cannot deny it.

" Objection 5. How can we account for children's beginning so soon to

sin, but by supposing they have a natural propensity to it ?"

" I answer: Who can tell how soon they begin?" (p. 192.) Then
they begin, when they first show wrong tempers ; such as plain, unde-

niable frowardness, revenge, self will, which is as soon as they have any

exercise of reason. So that the use of reason, and the abuse, generally

commence and grow up together. As soon as their faculties appear at

all, they <ippcar to be disordered ; the wrong state of their powers being

easily inferred from their continual wrong application of them.
" But if parents were wise and virtuous themselves, and then endea-

voured to bring up their children virtuously, there Avould be less wick-

edness in the world." There would : but this does not reach the point

;

nor, that " undisciplined children contract bad habits." I have known
wise and virtuous parents who did earnestly labour to bring up their
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children virtuously, there would be less wickedness in the world."
There would : but this does not reach the point ; nor, that " undisci-

plined children contract bad habits." I have known wise and virtuous

parents who did earnestly labour to bring up their children virtuously
;

and disciplined them with all possible care, from the very iirst dawn
of reason ; yet these very children showed bad tem|)ers before it was
possible they should " contract bad habits." They daily evidenced
the wrong state of all their faculties, both of their understanding, will,

and affections
;
just contrary both to the examples and instructions of

all that were round about them. Here, then, these wrong tempers
were not owing to " the fault of careless or ungodly parents ;" nor
could be rationally accounted for, but by supposing those children to

have a natural propensity to evil.

It is indeed a general nile, " Train up a child in the way he should

go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it :" Prov. xxii, 6 : and
there is much truth in that observation, " Foolishness is bound in the

heart of a child ; but the rod of correction shall drive it far from him :"

(Verse 15:) that is, prudent correction is the most probable means
which you can use to remove that foolishness. Yet this no way con-

tradicts, what is matter of daily experience, that we have a natural pro-

pensity to evil. Nay, the latter of these texts strongly confirms it ; for

if there be no such propensity, how comes " foolishness" (that is, wick-

edness, in the language of Solomon) to be " bound in the heart of a
child ?" of every child, of children in general, as the phrase manifestly

imports? It is not from education here : it is supposed to be antecedent

to education, whether good or bad. " 0, foolishness means only strong

appetite." (p. 193.) Yes, strong appetite to evil; otherwise it would
not call for " the rod of correction," or need to be " driven far from him."

" Objection 6. Might not Adam's posterity be said to sin in him, as Levi
is said to ' pay tithes in Abraham V Heb. vii, 9."

If the querist means, not to prove a doctrine already proved, but only

to illustrate one expression by another, your answer, that " it is a bold

figure," (p. 195,) does not at all affect him. It is so ; but still it may
be pertinently cited to illustrate a similar expression.

" Objection 7. ' But there is a law in our members which wars against

the law of our minds, and brings us into captivity to the law of sin and
death,' Rom. vii, 23. And does not this prove, that we come into the world
with sinful propensities ]" (p. 199.)

You answer, (1.) " If we come into the world with them, they are na-

tural ; but if natural, necessary ; and if necessary, then no sin." (p. 200.)

If the consequence were good, with regard to what is so natural and
necessary as to be irresistible, yet certainly it is not good with regard to

those propensities which we may both resist and conquer.

You answer, (2.) " The Apostle does not in this chapter speak of any
man as he comes into the world, but as he is afterward depraved and
corrupted by his own wicked choice."

Where is the proof? How does it appear that he does not speak of

men corrupted both by choice and by nature ?

You answer, (3.) " He does not speak of himself, or any regenerate

man, but of a Jew under the power of sin." {lb.) Nay, your argument
proves, he does not speak ofany Jew; for in order to prove, " the Apostle
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does not speak of himself," you say, " The persons of whom he speaks

were, ' before the commandment came,' that is, before they came under

the law, 'once without the law.' But the Apostle never was ' without the

law.' " No, nor any Jew. " For he was born and continued ' under

the law' till he was a Christian." So did all the Jews as well as he,

—

" and therefore it cannot be true, that he," or any Jew whatever, " was
' without the law' before he came under it." So you have clearly

proved, that the Apostle does not in this passage speak of any Jew at all.

But why do you think he does speak of Jews I nay, of them only ?

It " appears," you say, " from verse 1, ' I speak to them that know the

law.' For the Gentiles never were ' under the law.' " Yes, they were :

all the Gentiles who were " convinced of sin" were " under the law" in

the sense here spoken of, under the condemning power of the law

" written in their hearts ;" for transgressing which they were under the

wrath of God. And this whole chapter, from verses 7 to 24, describes

the state of all those, Jews or Gentiles, who saw and felt the wicked-

ness both of their hearts and lives, and groaned to be delivered from it.

Many passages in your paraphrase on the former part of this chapter

are liable to much exception ; but as they do not immediately touch the

point in question, I pass on to the latter part :

—

"Verse 14: I am 'carnal, sold under sin.' He means a willing

slavery." (p. 216.) Quite the contrary ; as appears from the very next

words :
" For that which I do, I allow not : for what I woidd, I do not

;

but what I hate, that I do." " What I hate ;" not barely, " what my
reason disapproves ;" but what I really detest and abhor, yet cannot help.

" Verse 17 :
' Now, then, it is no more I that do it, but sin that dwell-

eth in me.' It is my sinful propensities, my indulged appetites and

passions." (p. 217.) True ; but those propensities were antecedent to

that ind\dgence.
" But the Apostle cannot mean, that there is something in man Avhich

makes him sin whether he will or no ; for then it would not be sin at all."

Experience explains his meaning. I have felt in me, a thousand times,

something which made me transgress God's law, whether I would or

no. Yet I dare not say, that " transgression of the law" was " no sin

at all."

Verse 18 : "For I know that in me, that is, in my flesh," (not my
" fleshly appetites" only, but my whole nature while unrenewed,)
" dwclleth no good thing. For to will" indeed " is present with me ;"

not barely " that natural faculty, the will," but an actual will to do good
;

as evidently appears from the following words :
" But how to perform

that which is good 1 find not :" I have the desire, but not the power.

Verse 19 : " For the good that I woidd,"—that I desire and choose,
—" I do not ; but the evil which I would not,"—which I hate,—" that

I do."

Verse 20 : " Now if I do that I would not, it is no more I, but sin

that dwelleth in me ;" but " the prevalency of sensual affections,"

(p. 218,) yea, sinful tempers of every kind, " settled and ruling in my
heart," both by nature and habit.

Verse 21 : "I find then that when I would do good," when I choose

and earnestly desire it, I cannot ; " evil is present with me ;" as it were,

gets in between.
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" Verso 22 : ' For I (lcli<iht in the law of God, after the inward man :"

my mind, my conscience a|)j)roves it.

" Verse 23 :
' But I see another hiw in my members, whicli warreth

against the law in my mind :' another princij)le of action, which lights

against my reason and conscience, ' and bringeth me into captivity to

the law of sin which is in my members :' which captivates and enslaves

me to the principle of wickedness." (p. 219.) (Strange language for

you to use !) " Seated in the lusts of the flesh :" seated indeed in all

my tempers, passions, and appetites, which are the several members of
" the old man."

" ' wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the body of

this death V (Verse 24.) He is under the power of such passions as his

own reason disapproves, but is too weak to conquer; and, N. B., being

a Jew, he stands condemned to eternal death by the law. How shall

such a wretched Jew be delivered from sinful lusts, and the curse of the

law?" Did, then, none i)ut a Jew ever cry out, under the biu'den of sin,

" Wretched man that I am ?" Are none but Jews " under the power of

such passions as their own reason disapproves, but is too weak to con-

quer?" And does the law of God condemn to eternal death no sinners

beside Jews? Do not Christians also (in the wide sense of the word)

groan to be delivered " from the body of this death ?" With what truth,

with what sense, can you restrain this passage to a Jew any more than

to a Turk ?

1 cannot but observe, upon the whole, the question is. Does not Rom.
vii, 23, show that we come into the world with sinful propensities ?

(This is all that is pertinent in the objection awkwardly proposed, page

199.) But instead of keeping to this, you spend above twenty pages

in proving that tins chapter does not describe a regenerate person ! It

may, or it may not ; but this does not touch the question : do not men
come into the world with sinful propensities ?

We have, undoubtedly, an additional proof that they do, in the words
of Jeremiah :

" ' The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked; who can know it?' xvii, 9." (p. 224.) On this you descant:

(one instance of a thousand ofyour artful manner of declaiming, in order

to forestal the reader's judgment, and " deceive the hearts of the sim-

ple :") " Christians, too generally neglecting the study of the Scripture,

content themselves with a few scraps, which, though wrong understood,

they make the test of truth, in contradiction to the whole tenor of Reve-
lation. Thus this text has been misapplied to prove that every man's

heart is so desperately wicked, that no man can know how wicked his

heart is." O what zndavoXoym, " persuasiveness of speech !" After

reading this, I was much inclined to believe, without going a step farther,

that this text had been " generally misunderstood." I thought, Proba-

bly it has been misapplied, and does not assert that every man's " heart

is desperately wicked." But no sooner did I read over the very verses

you cite, than the clear light appeared again. "
' Cursed be the man

that trusteth in man, and whose heart departeth from the Lord,' verse 5."

(p. 225.) That man, w'hom we are not to trust in, means man in gen-

eral, cannot be denied. After repeating tlie intermediate verses, you

yoiuself add, " He subjoins a reason, which demonstrates the error of

trusting in man :
' The heart is deceitful above all things, and despe-
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lately wicked ;
who can know it?' (Verse 9.) This text, therefore, does

not mean. Who can know his own heart, but anotlier's?" Whether it

means one or both, it positively asserts, that " the heart" of man, of men
in genera], of every man, is " desperately wicked." Therefore, as to

the main point contained therein, " Christians do not understand it

wrong ;" (p. 224 ;) neither misapply it at all.

When I say, " I feel I have a ' wicked heart,' " (another thing which
you do not understand,) " I mean this : I feel much pride remaining in

my heart, much self-will, much unbelief." (p. 225.) Now, I really

believe pride, and selt-will, and unbelief to be essentially wicked tempers.

Therefore, in whatever heart they remain, (and they remain in yours as

well as mine,) that is a " wicked heart."

After a long pause, you return to the seventh of the Romans, and
affirm : " We cannot, from any thing in that chapter, infer, that we came
into the world with sinful dispositions derived from Adam ; for the

Apostle says nothing about Adam." (p. 229.) He had said enough in

the fifth chapter of the cause : here he only describes the eftbct ; the

state of those who are now " brought to the birth ;" but " there is not"

yet " strength to bring forth."

"Nor can we infer irom hence, that any man sins through a principle

which it was never in his power to command ; for then it would be no
sin." Upon this I would only ask. Are you assured that no man trans-

gresses God's law (whether you will call it sin or not) through a prin-

ciple which it was never in his power to command ; at least, not for any
time together? Every passionate man can confute you in this. He
has sad experience of the contrary.

To those objections which you have, in some sort, answered, you
subjoin the following questions :

—
" 1. Is not tlie doctrine of original sin necessary to account for the being

of so much wickedness in the world?"

You answer, " Adam's nature, it is allowed, was not sinful ; and yet

he sinned. Therefore this doctrine is no more necessary to account for

the wickedness of the world than to account for Adam's sin." (p. 231.)

Yes, it is. J can account for one man's sinning, or a hundred, or even

half mankind, su})pose they were evenly poised between vice and virtue,

from their own choice, which might turn one way or the other : but I

cannot possibly, on this supposition, account for the general wickedness

of mankind in all ages and nations.

Again : " If men were never drawn into sin any other way than as Adam
was, namely, by temptations offered from without, there might be something in

this answer ; but tliere are numberless instances of men sinning, though no
temptation is offered from without. It is necessary, therefore, some other

account should be given of their sinning, than of Adam's. And how to

account for the universal spread of sin over the whole world without one
exception, if there were no corruption in their common head, would be an
insurmountable difficidty." {Jennings's Vindication, p. 110.)

"2. How, then, are we born into tlie world .'"

You answer, "As void of actual knowledge as the brutes?" {Taylor's
Doctrine, cj-c, p. 232.)

And can you really imagine that text, " Vain man would be wise,"

(evidently spoken of man in general,) " though a man be born like a
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wild ass's colt," Job xi, 12, implies no more than, "Men are horn void

of actual knowledge?" Do we need inspiration to make this discovery,

that a new-born child has no actual knowledge 1 Is man compared to

a " wild ass," of all animals the most stupid, to teach us no more than
this? yea, "a wild ass's colt?" Does not this intimate any thing of
untractableness, suUenness, stubbornness, perverseness? " How keenly
is the comparison pointed ! Like the ' ass ;' an animal stupid even to

a proverb : like the ' ass's colt ;' which must be still more egregiously

stupid than its dam : like the 'wild ass's colt ;' which is not only block-

ish, but stubborn and refractory ; neither has valuable (jualities by nature,

nor will easily receive them by discipline. The image in the original is

yet more strongly touched. The particle 'like' is not in the Hebrew,
' Born a wild ass's colt ;' or, as we should say in English, a mere ' wild

ass's colt.' " {Theron and Jlspasio, Dial. 13.)

Yes, " we are born with many sensual aj)petites and passions ; but

every one of these are in themselves good." I grant all the appetites

and passions originally implanted in our nature were good in themselves

:

but are all that now exist in us good ? " If not, they become evil only

by excess or abuse." First, this may be doubted. I do not know that

love of praise, of power, o( money, become evil only by abuse. I am
afraid these and other passions, which we have had from our infancy,

are evil " in themselves." But be that as it may, in how few^ do we find

even the more innocent passions and appetites clear of excess or abuse!
" But all that is wrong in them is from habit." This cannot be allowed

as universally true. The little children of wise and pious parents have
not yet contracted ill habits

;
yet before they can go alone, they show

such passions as are palpably excessive, if not evil in themselves.

But whatever they are in themselves, here is the " grand difficulty, of

which you give us no manner of solution : Whence comes it to pass,

that those appetites and passions which, no doubt, were at first kindly

implanted in our nature by a holy God are now become so excessive

or irregular, that no one man, from the beginning of the world, has so

resisted them as to keep himself pure and innocent?"
" But without these appetites and passions, our nature would be

defective, sluggish, or unarmed. Nor is there any one of them which
we can at present spare." We could very well spare the excess and
irregularity of them all ; and, possibly, some of the passions themselves,

as love of praise, and love of revenge : the love of God would more
than supply the place of both. Neither does it suffer us to be sluggish

or inactive ; nor does calm Christian fortitude leave us unarmed against

any danger which can occur. " But our reason would have nothing to

struggle with." (p. 233.) O yes ; not only all our reason, but all the

grace we have received, has enough to struggle with, even when we do

not " wrestle with flesh and blood." We are still abundantly " exer-

cised " by " principalities, and powers, and spiritual wickedness in high

places."
" On the other hand, we are born with rational powers which grow

gradually capable of the most useful knowledge. And we under the

Gospel have clear ideas of the divine perfections ; we see our duty, and

the most cogent reasons to perform it." This sounds well. But will

knowledge balance passion ? Or are rational powers a counterpoise to
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sensual appetites ? Will clear ideas deliver men I'rom lust or vanity ?

or seeino; the duty to love our enemies, enable us to practise it ? What
are cogent reasons opposed to covetousness or ambition l A thread of

tow that has touched the lire. " But the Spirit of God is promised for

our assistance." Nay, but what need of him, upon your scheme? Man
is sutficient for himself. " He that glorieth," on this hypothesis, must
" glory " in himself, not " in the Lord."

3. " How far is our present state the same with that of Adam in

Paradise .'"

I suppose " our mental capacities are the same as Adam's ; only tliat

some are above, some below, liis standard. Probably there are many in the

world much below Adam in rational endowments : but possibly the force

and acutcness of understanding was much greater in our Sir Isaac Newton
than in Adam." (p. 235.)

I do not apprehend this requires any answer. He that can believe it,

let him beheve it.

" We are next to inquire upon what true grounds those parts of religion

stand, which the Schoolmen have founded upon the doctrine of original sin,

particularly the two grand articles o? Redemptiun and Regeneration."

In what century did the Schoolmen write? how long before St. Augus-
tine,—to go no higher ? A sad specimen this of " the honesty and
impartiality with which you deliver your sentiments !"

I. REDEMPTION.
' Our fall, corruption, and apostasy in Adam, has been made the reason

why the Son of God came into the world, and ' gave himself a ransom'
for us."

And undoubtedly it is the reason. Accordingly, the very first promise

of the Redeemer was given presently after the iall ; and given with a

manifest reference to those evils which came on all men through Adam's
transgression. Nor does it appear from any scripture, that he would
have come into the world at all, had not " all men died in Adam."

You yourself allow, "the Apostle affirms, (Rom. v, 18, 19,) that by 'the
righteousness and obedience of Christ,' all men are delivered from the con-
demnation and sentence they came under through Adam's disobedience

;

and that thus far the redemption by Christ stands in connection with Adam's
transgression." (p. 238.)

" But the redemption by Christ extends far beyond the consequences
of Adam's transgression." It docs. Men receive far greater blessings

by ('hrist, than those; they lost by Adam. But this does not prove, that

our fall in Adam is not the ground of our redemj)tion by Christ.

Let us once more consider the text itself: " But not as the offence,

so is the free gift. For if through the oftence of one many be dead,
much more the grace of God, and the gift by grace," (the blessing

which flows from the mere mercy of God,) " which is by one man,
Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto many," Rom. v, 15. " For not as
it was by one that sinned, so is the gift ; for the judgment was by one
oficnce to condemnation ; but the free gilt is of many oflbnces unto
justification," verse IG. In this re.spect. First, the free gift by Christ
" hath abounded much more" than the loss by Adam. And in this,

Secondly, "If by one man's offence, </e«//(" spiritual and temporal, lead
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iiig to death otcrnal, " reigned by one" over liis wliole posterity; "much
more they who receive the abimdance of grace and of the gift of right-

eousness," the free gift of justification and sanctification, " shall ret»« in

life" everlasting, " l)y one, Jesus Christ," verse 17. Let any one who
calmly and impartially reads this passage, judge if this be not the plain,

natural meaning of it.

But let us now observe your comment upon it :
" Here the Apostle

asserts a grace of God, which already ' hath abounded,' beyond the

effects of Adam's sin upon us." (p. 239.) It has, upon them that are

justified and sanctified ; but not upon all mankind. "And which has
respect, not to his 'one offence,' "—(not to that only,)—"but also to

the ' many ofl'ences' which men have personally committed : not to the
' dpAillV which ' reigned' by him." Yes, verily ; but over and above the

removal of this, it hath also respect " to the ' /i/e' in which ' they who
receive' the ' abounding grace' shall ' reign' with him for ever."

Thus far you have proved just nothing. But you go on :
" The death

consequent on Adam's sin is reversed by the redemption in Christ. But
this is not the whole end of it by far. The grand reason and end of

redemption is, ' the grace of God, and the gift by grace.' " (p. 239.)

Infallibly it is ; but this is not a different thing, but precisely the same
with the " free gift." Consequently, your whole structure raised on the

supposition of that difference is a mere castle in the air. But if " the

gift by grace," and " the free gift," are the very same thing, and if " the

gift by grace" is " the grand reason and end of redemption," then our

fall in Adam, to which you allow " the free gift" directly refers, is " the

reason of Christ's coming into the world."
" But the Scriptures of the New Testament (excepting Rom. v,

12-19, and 1 Cor. xv, 21, 22) always assign the actual wickedness of

mankind as the reason of Christ's coming into the world." (p. 240.)

They generally do assign this,—their outward and inward wickedness.

But this does not exclude the wickedness of their nature, springing from

their fall in Adam. Rather this, which is expressed in those two places

at least, is presupposed in all places
;

particularly in the beginning of

the Epistle to the Romans, where he describes the enormous wicked-

ness both of the Jews and Gentiles. It is true, " he begins his discourse

with an account of the actual transgressions of the idolatrous Gentiles."

(p. 166, &c.) Afterward, (chap, iii,) he treats of the depravity and cor-

ruption of all mankind ; and then proceeds (chap, v) to show, that we
are all " made sinners by Adam," and that " by his offence judgment is

come upon all men to condemnation." The Apostle's method is clear

and natural. He begins with that which is most obvious, even actual

sin ; and then proceeds to speak of original sin, as the joint cause of the

necessity of redemption lor all men. But which way can we infer, that

because he begins with the mention of actual sins, in order to demon-
strate the necessity of redemption, therefore he excludes original out of

the account? Neither can we infer, that because "it is not expressly

mentioned in other texts, therefore it is not implied." (p. 241.)

" ' But the Redeemer himself saith not one word of redeeming us from
the corruption of nature derived from Adam. And seeing he spake exactly

according to the commission which the Father gave him, we may safely con-

clude, it was no part of his commission to preacli the doctrine of original
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sin.' (p. 242.) Just as safely may we conclude, that it was no part of his
commission to teach and make known to men the ' many things' which he
' had to say to' his Apostles before his death, which they ' could not' then
' bear ;' John xvi, 12 : but which, according to his promise, he afterward
taught them by his Spirit, and by them to the world. It makes no difference
as to the ground of our faith, whether a doctrine was delivered by Christ
himself, or by his Apostles ; and whether it be written in any of the four Gos-
pels, or of the divine Epistles. There is only this difference : The Epistles
were wrote after the resurrection and ascension of Christ ; therefore, after
the full commencement of the Gospel dispensation ; whereas the discourses
of Christ recorded in the Gospels were delivered before the Gospel dispen-
sation was properly begun ; therefore we are to look for the peculiar doc-
trines of Christ rather in the Epistles than in the Gospels. However, Christ
did speak of this, and referred to it more than once, during his personal
ministry, particularly in his discourse with Nicodemus, and Matt, xxiii.

But it is not surprising that he did not speak so largely of redeeming us
from sin, original or actual, by the price of his blood, before that price was
actually paid, as the Apostles did afterward. He considered the littleness

oftheir knowledge, with the violence of their prejudices ; therefore we have
no cause to be surprised that no more is said on this head in those discourses
which Christ delivered before his death. But to us he has told it plainly,

and we do find the doctrines of original sin, and redemption from it by Jesus
Christ, distinguished emphatically in almost every page of the inspired
Epistles." (Je7inings^s Vindication, p. 116, &c.)

To sum up this : 1. Christ speaks very sparingly of many things,

whereof his Apostles have spoken largely. 2. Yet he does speak of

the corruption of our nature, (which St. Paul expressly tells us is de-

rived from Adam,) particularly in the 23d of St. Matthew, and the .3d

of St. John. 3. Wherever he speaks of" saving that which was lost,"

he in effect speaks of this ; especially Matt, xviii, 11, where he men-
tions " little children" as lost ; which could not be by actual sin. 4.

There was the less need of our Lord's speaking much on this head,

because it was so fully declared in the Old Testament, and was not

questioned by any of those false teachers against whom he was chiefly

concerned to warn his disciples.

You add :
" It has been delivered as a fundamental truth, that no man

will come to Christ, the Second Adam, who is not first throughly con-

vinced of the several things he lost in the first Adam." (Taylor''s Doc-
trine, &c, p. 243.) This is a fundamental truth ; none will come to

Christ as a Redeemer, until he is throughly convinced he wants a Re-
deemer. No man will ever come to him as a Saviour, till he knows
and feels himself a lost sinner. None will come to the " Physician"

but " they that are sick," and are throughly sensible of it ; that are

deeply convinced of their sinful tempers, as well as sinful words and

actions. And these tempers they well know, were antecedent to their

choice, and came into the world with them. So far " every man who
comes to Christ is first convinced of the several things he lost by Adam ;"

though he may not clearly know the source of that corruption which he
sees and feels in his own heart and life. " But why does our Lord
never mention Adam, or the corruption of our nature through him ?"

He does mention this corruj)tion, and he presupposes it in all his public

discourses. He does not mention it largely and explicitly, for the rea-

sons above recited. " But the Apostles are wholly silent on this head,

in their sermons recorded ia the Acts, and in their Epistles too." (pp. 243,
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244.) Are they wholly silent in their Epistles ? This is a violent mistake.

And as to their sermons, it may be observed, 1. That we have not one

whole sermon of any one Apostle recorded in the Acts ; nor, it may be,

the twentieth part of one. 2. That it was not needful for them to prove

what none of their hearers denied : no, not even the Heathens ; even

these allowed the corruption of human nature. Even these received it

as an undeniable fact,

Vitiis nemo sine nascilur

:

"No man is born without vices."

These acknowledged, (as Seneca expresses,) Omnia in omnibus vitia

sunt : " All vices are in all men." These saw there were hardly any

good men to be found upon the face of the earth ; and openly testified it.

Rari quippe boni ; numero vLc mnt lotidem quot

Thebarum porta, vel divitis ostia J^ili :

" The good lie scatter'd in this barren soil,

Few as the gates of Thebes, or mouths of Nile."

They had also among them some faint account of the cause of that

overflowing corruption. So Horace, immediately after he had asserted

the fact,

—

Jludax omnia perpeti

Gens humana I'uil per vetilum nefas,—
" Lawless and unrestrain'd, the human race

Rushes through all the paths of darmg wickedness,"

—

glances at the cause of it, in their fabulous manner :

—

Jiudax Japeti genus
Ignemfraude mala getitibus intulit

;

Post ignem cctherea dome
Subductum, macies, et nova febrium

Terns incubuit cohors :

Semotique prius tarda necessitas

Lethi corripuit gi-adum.

" Prometheus first provok'd the heavenly Sire,

Purloining Jupiter's authentic fire:

Evil, from hence derived, and brooding pain,

And strange disease, with all the ghastly train,

Pour'd in upon the wretched sons of men :

While hasty Fate quicken'd the lingering pace
Of distant death, unveil'd the monster's face,

And gave into his hands our whole devoted race."

I observe, 3. It was neither needful nor proper for an Apostle, in his

first sermon to a congregation wholly unawakened, to descant upon
original sin. No man of common sense would do it now. Were I to

preach to a certain congregation at Norwich, I should not say one word
of Adam, but endeavour to show them that their lives, and therefore

their hearts, were corrupt and abominable before God.
You conclude this head : " Guilt imputed is imaginary guilt, and so

no object of redemption." I dare not say so as to my own particular. I

pray God, of his tender mercy, to free me from this and all other guilt,

" through the redemption which is in Jesus Christ !"

II. REGENERATION.
" Why must we be ' born again?'" (p. 245.) You subjoin the com-

mon, but, as you suppose, absurd, answer : " Because we are ' bom in

sin ;' nature is averse to all good, and inclined to all evil : therefore we
must be born again, before we can please God."
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In order to confute this, you assert, " Then it cannot be our duty to

be born again ; nor, consequently, our fauU if we are not ; because it is

not in our power." It is, by grace ; though not by nature : by this we
may all be born again. Therefore it is our duty ; and il" we fall short

herein, it is our own fault.

" But being born again docs really signify, the gaining those habits

of virtue which make us children of God." (p. 246.) Then St. Paul
ought to h'we said, not, " Ye are all the children of God by faith in

Christ Jesus ;" but, " Ye are all the children of God" by gaining habits

of virtue

!

Nay, but, according to the whole tenor of Scripture, the being born
again does really signify the being inwardly changed by the almighty

operation of the Spirit of God ; changed from sin to holiness ; renewed
in the image of Him that created us. And why must we be so changed ?

Because " without holiness no man shall see the Lord ;" and because,

without this change, all our endeavours after holiness are ineffectual.

God hath indeed " endowed us with understanding, and given us abun-

dant means :" but our understanding is as insufiicient for that end, as

are the outward means, if not attended with inward power.

You proceed to explain yourself at large: "Christ informs us, that

' except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God ;'

"

(p. 246 ;)
" and thereby teaches us,

—

" 1. That God hath erected a kingdom, united in and under him, for his

glory, and men's mutual happiness." (p. 247.)
" 2. He will finally admit none into it who are not disposed to relish and

promote the happiness of it." (p. 247.)

(Both these propositions I willingly allow.)

" 3. All wickedness is quite contrary to the nature and end of this

kingdom ; therefore no wicked men can be fit members of it, unless

there be a full persuasion, that reverence, love, and obedience are due
to God :" (I add, and unless it be actually paid him ; otherwise that

persuasion but increases our condemnation :) " Unless his favour is

preferred before all other enjoyments whatsoever ; unless there be a

delight in the worship of God, and in converse with him ; unless every

appetite be brought into subjection to reason ;" (add, and reason to the

word of God ;)
" how can any man be fit to dwell with God, or to do

him service in his kingdom ?" (p. 248.)
" 4. It is one thing to be born into God's creation, another to be born

into his peculiar kingdom. In order to an admittance into his peculiar

kingdom, it is not enough for an intelligent being to exist." (pp. 250,

251.) I do not know that. Perhaps it is not possible for God to create

an intelligent being, without creating it duly subject to himself, that is,

a subject of his peculiar kingdom. It is highly probable, the holy angels

were subjects of his peculiar kingdom from the first moment of their

existence. Therefore, the following peremptory assertion, and all of

the like kind, are wholly groundless :
" It is absolutely necessary, before

any creature can be a subject of this, that it learn to employ and exer-

cise its powers suitably to the nature of them." It is not necessary at

all. In this s(!nse, surely God "may do what he will with his own."
He may bestow his own blessings as he pleases. " Is thine eye evil,

because he is jjood ?"
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The premises then being gone, what becomes of the concUision : " So-

that the being ' born' into God's pecuhar kingdom depends upon a right

use and application of our bfe and being, and is the privilege only of
those wise men whose s[)irits attain to a habit of true holiness?"

This stands without any proof at all. At best, therefore, it is ex-

tremely doubtful. But it must appear extremely absurd to those who
believe, God can create spirits both wise and holy ; that he can stamp
any creature with what measure of holiness he sees good, at the first

moment of its existence.

The occasion of your running into this absurdity seems to be, that

you stumbled at the very threshold. In the text under consideration,

our Lord mentions two things,—the '• new birth," and the " kingdom of
God." These two your imagination blended into one ; in consequence
of which you run on with " born into his kingdom," (a phrase never

used by our Lord, nor any of his Apostles,) and a heap of other crude

expressions of the same kind, all betraying that confusedness of thought

which alone could prevent your usual clearness of language.

Just in the same manner you go on : " Our first parents in Paradise

were to form their minds to an habitual subjection to the law of God,
without which they could not be received into his spiritual kingdom."

(pp. 252, 253.) This runs upon the same mistaken supposition, that

(rod could not create them holy. Certainly he could and did ; and from
the very moment that they were created, their minds were in subjection

to the law of God, and they were members of his spiritual kingdom.

"But if Adam was originally perfect in holiness," (say, perfectly

holy, made in the moral image of God,) " what occasion was there for

any farther trial ?" That there might be room for farther holiness and
happiness. Entire holiness does not exclude growth ; nor d'd the right

state of all his faculties entitle him to that full reward which would have
followed the right use of them.

" Upon the whole, regeneration, or gaining habits of hoUness, takes

in no part of the doctrine of original sin." (p. 254.) But regeneration

is not " gaining habits of holiness ;" it is quite a different thing. It is

not a natural, but a supernatural, change ; and is just as different from
the gradual " gaining habits," as a child's being born into the world is

from his growing up into a man. The new birth is not, as you suppose,

the progress, or the whole, of sanctiffcation, but the beginning of it ; as

the natural birth is not the whole of life, but only the entrance upon it.

He that " is born of a woman," then begins to live a natural life; he that

is " born of God," then begins to live a spiritual. And if every man
" born of a woman" had spiritual life already, he would not need to be
» born of God."

" However, I allow the Spirit of God assists our endeavours ; but

this does not suppose any natural pravity of our minds." (p. 255.) Does
not his " quickening," then, suppose we were dead ; his " opening our

eyes" suppose we were blind ; and his " creating us anew" imply some-
thing more than the assisting our endeavours ? How very slender a part

in sanctification will you allow to the Spirit of God ! You seem very

fearful of doing him too much honour, of taking from man the glory due
to his name

!

Accordingly, you say, " His aids arc so far from supposuig the pre-
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vious inaptitude of our minds" (to the being born again,) " that our

previous desire of the Spirit's assistance is the condition of our receiv-

ing it." But who gave us that desire 1 Is it not God " that worketh in

us to will," to desire, as well as " to dol" His grace does accompany
and follow our desires : but does it not also prevent, go before, them?
After this we may ask and seek farther assistance; and, if we do, not

otherwise, it is given.

I cannot but add a few words from Dr. Jennings : " Dr. Taylor believes,
* the influence of the Spirit of God, to assist our sincere endeavours, is

spoken of in the Gospel, but never as supposing any natural pravity of our
minds.' But certain it is, that Christ opposeth our being 'born of the
Spirit,' to our being ' born of the flesh :' * That which is born of the flesh is

flesh ; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit,' John iii, 6. There-
fore, the influence of the Spirit in regeneration supposeth something that,

we are ' born' with ; which makes such an influence necessary to our being
' born again.' And if this be not some natural pravity, let our author tell

us what it is. It is plain it is not any ill habit afterward acquired ; for it is

something that we are born with. And if to be ' born of the flesh,' means
only ' to have the parts and powers of a man ;' and if these parts and powers
are all ' pure and uncorrupted,' we have no need of any such influence of
the Spirit to be superadded to our natural powers. Without this, our own
sincere endeavours will suffice for attaining all habits of virtue." (Jen-
nings^s Vindication, p. 125.)

I proceed to your conclusion :
" Is it not highly injurious to the God

of our nature, whose hands have formed and fashioned us, to believe

our nature is originally corrupted ?" {Taylor^s Doctrine, &c, p. 256.)

It is ; but the charge falls not on us, but you. We do not believe "our
nature is originally corrupted." It is you who believe this ; who beheve
our nature to be in the same state, moral and intellectual, as it originally

was ! Highly injurious indeed is this supposition to the God of our

nature. Did he originally give us such a nature as this ? so like that

of a wild ass's colt ; so stupid, so stubborn, so intractable ; so prone to

evil, averse to good ? Did his hands form and fashion us thus 1 no wiser

or better than men at present are 1 If I believed this,—that men were
originally what they are now,—if you could once convince me of this, I

could not go so far as to be a Deist ; I must either be a Manichee or an
Atheist. I must ehher believe there was an evil God, or that there was
no God at all.

" But to disparage our nature is to disparage the work and gifts of

God." (p. 257.) True; but to describe the corruption of our nature as

it is, is not disparaging the work of God. For that corruption is not his

work. On the other hand, to say it is ; to say God created us as corrupt

as we are now, with as weak an understanding and as perverse a will

;

this is disparaging the work of God, and God himself, to some purpose!
" But doth not this doctrine teach you to transfer your wickedness

and sin to a wrong catise 1 Whereas you ought to blame yourself alone,

you lay the whole blame upon Adam." (p. 258.) I do not: I know
God is willing to save me from all sin, both original and actual. There-

lore, if I am not saved, I must lay the whole blame upon myself.

" But what good end does this doctrine promote?" The doctrine,

that we are by nature " dead in sin," and therefore " children of wrath,"

promotes repentance, a true knowledge of ourselves ; and thereby leads

to faith in Christ, to a true knowledge of Chri-^t crucified. And faith
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workcth love ; and, by love, all holiness both of heart and life. Con-
sequently, this doctrine promotes (nay, and is absolutely, indispensably

necessary to promote) the whole of that religion which the Son of God
lived and died to establish.

" We are told, indeed, that it promotes humility; but neither our Lord
nor his Apostles, when inculcating humility, say a word about natural

corruption." Supposing (not granting) that they did not, yet it cannot
be, in the very nature ofthe thing, that any whose nature is corr\ipt should
be humble, should know himself, without knowing that corruption.

" But what can be more destructive to virtue, than to represent sin as
altogether unavoidable?" (p. 259.) This does not follow from the

doctrine. Corrupt as we are, through Almighty grace we may avoid

all sin.

But it is destructive of virtue. For " if we believe we are by nature

worse than the brutes, what wonder if we act worse than brutes ?" Yea,
if we are so, what wonder if we act so ? And this it is absolutely certain

men do, whether they believe one way or the other ; for they who do
not believe this, live no better than those that do. Therefore, if "the
generality of Christians have been the most wicked, lewd, bloody, and
treacherous of all mankind," it is not owing to this belief. But, in truth,

they have not been so ; neither are they at this day. The generality of
Christians, so called, are perhaps but little better, yet surely they are no
worse, either in tempers or actions, than the rest of mankind. The
generality ofJews, yea, of Turks and Pagans, are full as " lewd, bloody,

and treacherous" as they.

You go on: "It is surprising that Christians" (you mean those of
them who believe original sin) " have lost even a sense ofthe beneficence

of God, in giving them a rational natu^-e." (p. 260.) Nay, surely Chris-

tians have lost that rational nature itself, or they retain it to very little

purpose, if " the generality of them are the most wicked, lewd, bloody,

and treacherous of all mankind !" They ought " to be humbled" for

yielding to those evil propensities, which, through the grace of God,
they may conquer. And they who do conquer, ought to be continually

" thanking God" for this and all his benefits.

With great decency you proceed :
" Who can believe that to be a

revelation from God, which teacheth so absurd a doctrine ? I make no
doubt, this, with other like principles, have filled our land with infidels."

However, the gentlemen who disclaim these absurd principles, of origi-

nal sin, redemption, and regeneration, may very easily convert those

infidels ; since there is scarce any room for contention left between them.
" Is not this doctrine hurtful to the power of godliness, as it diverts

men from the heavenly and substantial truths of religion?" (p. 261.)

Just the reverse. There is no possibility of the power of godliness with-

out it. The power of godliness consists in the love of God and man
;

this is heavenly and substantial religion. But no man can possibly " love

his neighbour as himself," till he loves God ; and no man can possibly

love God, till he truly believes in Christ ; and no man truly believes in

Christ, till he is deeply convinced of his own sinfulness, guiltiness, and
helplessness. But this no man ever was, neither can be, who does not

know he has a corrupt nature.

This doctrine, therefore, is the " most proper" of all others " to be
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instilled into a child :" that is by nature a " child of wrath," under the

guilt and under the power of sin ; that it can be saved from wrath only

by the merits, and sufferings, and love of th»'. Son of God ; that it can
be delivered from the power of sin only by the inspiration of his Holy
Spirit ; but that by his grace it may be renewed in the image of God,
perfected in love, and made meet for glory.

But " must it not lessen the due love of parents to children, to believe

they are the vilest creatures in the world V (pp. 262, 263.) Far from
it; if they know how God loves both them and theirs, vile and sinful as

they are. And it is a certain fact, that no parents love their children

more tenderly, than those who firmly believe this doctrine ; and that

none are more careful to " bring them up in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord."

But " how can young people ' remember' their ' Creator' without

horror, if he has given them life under such deplorable circumstances?"
They can remember him with pleasure, with earnest thankfulness, when
they reflect " out of" what a " pit" he hath " brought them up ;" and
that if " sin abounded," both by nature and habit, " grace" did " much
more abound."

You conclude :
" Why should we subject our consciences to tales and

fables, invented by priests and monks?" (p. 264.) This fable, as you
term it, of original sin, could not be invented by Romish priests or

monks, because it is by many ages older than either; yea, than Chris-

tianity itself.

I have now weighed, as my leisure would permit, all the arguments
advanced in your Three Parts. And this I have done with continual

prayer, that I might know " the truth as it is in Jesus." But still I see

no ground to alter my sentiments, touching the general corruption of

human nature. Nor can I find any better or any other way of account-

ing for that general wickedness which has prevailed in all nations, and
through all ages, nearly from the beginning of the world to this day.
Lewisham, Januixry 23, 1757.

PART III.

AN ANSWER TO DR. TAYLOR's SUPPLEMENT.

You sujoin to your book a very large Supplement, in answer to Dr.

Jennings and Dr. Watts. All that they have advanced, I am not engaged

to defend; but such parts only as affect the merits of the cause.

You divide this j)art of your work into eight sections. The first treats

OF IMPUTED GUILT.

And here you roundly affirm, " No action is said in Scripture to be

imputed to any person for righteousness or condemnation, but the proper

act and deed of that person." {Supplement, p. 7.)

Were, then, the iniquities and sins which were put upon the scape-

goat, his own " proper act and deed?" You answer, "Here was no
imputation of sin to the goat. It was oidy a figurative way ol' signifying

the removal of guilt from the penitent Israelites, by the goat's going into

the wilderness." But how could it be a ligure of any such thing, if no

guilt was imputed to him ?
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"Aaron us coinnianded to put the iniquities of larael upon tlie scape-goat;

(Lev. .xvi, 21 ;) and this goat is said to bear the iniquities of the people.

(Verse 22.) This was plainly an imputation. Yet it could not possibly be
an imputation of any thing doiie by tlie animal itself. The effects also which
took place upon the execution of the ordinance indicate a translation of
guilt ; for the congregation was cleansed, but the goat was polluted : the

congregation so cleansed, that their iniquities were borne away, and to be
found no more ; the goat so polluted, that it communicated defilement to the
person who conducted it into a land not inhabited." {Theron and Aspasio.)

In truth, the .scupe-goat was a figure of Him " on whom the Lord
laid the iniquities of us all," Isaiah liii, 6. " He bore our ini(}uity,"

verse 11. "He bare the sin of many," verse 12. The Prophet uses

three diflerent words in tlie original ; oi" which the first does properly

signify the meeting together ; the last, the lifting up a weight or burden.

This burden it was which made him " sweat as it were great drops of

blood falling to the ground." •' But iaiquitij and sin sometimes signify

sufferings.'" {Supplement, pp. 8,9.) Yes, suffering for sin ; the effect

being put for the cause. Accordingly, what we mean by, " Our sins

' were imputed to him,' is, He was punished for them :
' He was wounded

for our transgressions ; he was bruised for our iniquities.' He, ' who
knew no sin,' but what was thus imputed, ' was made sin,' a sin-ofTering,

' for us.' " " It pleased the Lord" (your own words) " to bruise him,

in order to the expiation of our sins." (pp. 10, 11.)

" But with regard to parents and their posterity, God assures us.

children ' shall not die for the iniquity of their fathers.' " No, not

eternally. I believe none ever did, or ever will, die eternally, merely
for the sin of our first father.

" But the Scripture never speaks of imputing any sin to any person,

but what is the act of that person." (pp. 13, 14.) It was but now you
yourself observed, that, by, " Our sins were imputed to Christ," we mean,
" He suffered for them." Our sins, then, were imputed to Christ ; and
yet these sins were not the act of the person that suffered. He did not

commit the sin which was thus imputed to him.

But " no just constitution can punish the innocent." (p. 18.) This
is undoubtedly true ; therefore God does not look upon infants as

innocent, but as involved in the guilt of Adam's sin; otlierwise death,

the punishment denounced against that sin, could not be inflicted upon
Ihern.

" It is allowed, the posterity of Ham and Geliazi, and tlie children of

Dathanand Abiram, suffered for the sins of their parents." It is enough.
You need allow no more. All the world will see, if they suffered for

them, then they were punished for them. Yet we do not " confound
punishment with suffering, as if to suffer, and to be punished were the

same thing." Punishment is not barely suffering, but suffering for sin

:

to suffer, and to be punished, are not the same thing ; hut to sufier for

sin, and to be pimished, are precisely the same.
If, therefore, the children of Dathan and Abiram suffered for the sins

of their parents, which no man can deny, then they were punished for

them. Consequently, it is not true that, '' in the instances alleged, the

parents only were punished by the sufferings of the children." (pp. 17,

18.) If the children sufiered for those sins, then th^y were punished

for them. Indeed, sometimes the parents too were punished, by the

Vol. V. 37
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sufferings of their children ; which is all that your heap of quotations

proves ; and sometimes they were not. But, however this were, if the

children suftered for their sins, they were punished for them.
It is not therefore " evident, that, in all these cases, children are con-

sidered, not as criminals involved in guilt, but as the enjoyments of their

parents, who alone are punished by their sufferings." (p. 18.) On the

contrary, it is very evident that the children of Canaan were punished
for the sin of Ham ; and that the children of Dathan and Abiram were
punished with death, as " involved in the guilt of their parents."

" On the other hand, the virtues of an ancestor may convey great

advantages to his posterity. 15 ut no man's posterity can be rewarded
for their ancestor's virtue." (p. 21.) The point here in dispute between
Dr. Watts and you is, whether the thing, concerning which you are

agreed, should be expressed by one term or another. You both agree,

(and no man in his senses can deny,) that, in all ages, God has, on
account of pious ancestors, given many blessings to their offspring.

But he thinks these blessings should be termed rewards
; (and so do all

the world;) you say they should not. The fact is plain either May:
God does continually, and did in all ages, give numberless blessings to

the children, on account of the piety of their fathers ; and, it is certain,

blessings given on account of virtue have been hitherto termed rewards,

both by God and man.
You conclude this section :

" Thus, it appears, the distinction between
personal sin and imputed guilt is without any ground in Scripture."

(p. 22.) Just the contrary appears, namely, that guilt was imputed to

the scap,e-goat, to the children of wicked parents, and to our blessed

Lord himself, without any personal sin. The distinction, therefore, is

sound and Scriptural.

SECTION II.

OF THE NATURE ANU DESIGN OF OUR AFFLICTIONS AND MORTALITY.

That God designs to bring good out of these is certain. But does
this prove, they have not the nature of punishments? Did Adam him-
self suffer any alHiction, any toil or pain? Doubtless he did, long before

he returned to dust. And can we doubt but he received spiritual good
iVom that pain? Yet it was a punishment still ; as really such, as if it

had consigned him over to everlasting punishment. This argument,

therefore, is of no weight :
" God draws good out of punishments

;

therefore they are no punishments at all." However, then, the suffer-

ings wherein Adam's sin has involved his own posterity may " try and
purify us, in order to future and everlasting happiness," (p. 23,) this

circumstance does not alter their nature ; they are punishments still.

Let "afllictions, calamities, and death itself, be means of improving

in virtue," (p. 24,) of healing or preventing sin, this is no manner of

proof that they are not punishments. Was not God able to heal or pre-

vent sin, without either pain or death ? Could not the Almighty have
done this as easily, as speedily, and as effectually, without these, as with

them? Why, then, did he not? Why did Adam's sin bring these on
his whole posterity ? Why should one man suffer for another man's
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fault? ICyou say, "• I'o cure his own ;" I usk, 1. Wliat necessity was
there of any suffering at all for this 1 If God intended only to cure his

sin, he could have done that without any suffering. 1 ask, 2. Why do
infants suffer? What sin have they to l)e cured thereby? If you say,
" ft is to heal the sin of tlieir parents, who sympathize and suffer with

them ;" in a thousand instances this has no place ; the parents are not
the better, nor any way likely to be th(3 better, for all the sufferings of

tlieir children. Their sufferings, therefore, yea, and those of all man-
kind, which arc entaih^d upon them by the sin of Adam, arc not the

result of mere mercy, but of justice also. In other words, they have in

them the nature of punishments, even on us and on our children. There-
fore, children themselves are not innocent before God. They suffer

;

therefore, they deserve to suffer.

And here another question arises, AVhat benefit accrues to the bruti;

creation from the sufferings wherein their whole race is involved through
the sin of the first man? The fact cannot be denied; daily experience
attests what we read in the oracles of God, that " the whole creation

groaneth together, and travaileth in pain to this day ;" a considerable

part of it groans to God, under the wantonness or cruelty of man. Their
sufferings are caused, or at least greatly increased, by our luxury or

inhumanity ; nay, and by our diversions ! We draw entertainment from
(he pain, the d(^ath, of other creatures ;—not to mention several entire

species, which at present have such natural qualities, that we are obliged

to inflict pain, nay, perhaps d(!ath, upon them, purely in our own defence.

And even those species which are out of (he reach of men, aie not out

of the reach of suffering. " The lions do lack and sufl'er hunger,"
though they are, as it were, sovereigns of the plain. Do they not

acknowledge this when, " roaring for their prey," they " seek their meat
from God?" And what shall we say of their helpless prey? Is not

their lot more miserable still ? Now, what benefits, I say, have these

from their sulTerings ? Are they also " trieil and purified thereby ?" Do
sufferings " correct their inordinate passions, and dispose their minds to

sober reflections ?" Do they " give them opportunity of exercising

kindness and compassion in relieving each other's distresses ?" That
1 know not ; but I know by this and a thousand proofs, that when man,
the lord of the visible creation, rebelled against God, every part of the

creation began to suffer on account of his sin. And to suffering on
account of sin, I can give no properer name than that of punishment.

" It was to reclaim offenders that an extraordinary power was exer-

cised, either immediately by our Lord himself, or by his Apostles, of
inflicting bodily distempers, and, in some cases, death itself." (p. 25.)

I do not remember any more than one single case, wherein one of the

Apostles " inflicted death." I remember no instance recorded in Scrip-

ture, of their "inflicting bodily distempers ;" (the blindness inflicted on
Elymas cannot be so termed, without great impropriety ;) and certain I

am, that our Lord himself inflicted neither one nor the other.

The citations in the next page prove no more than that we may reap

benefit from the punishments of othersf. (p. 26.) But though either we
or they reap benefit from them, yet they are punishments still.

" We do not here consider death and suffering as they stand in the

threatening of the law." (p. 27.) You are sensible, if we did, all man-
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kind must acknowledge them to be punishments. And this is the very

light wherein we do and must consider them in the present question. We
consider death and suflering as they stand in that threatening, " Thou
shalt surely die." That this was denounced to all mankind, we know,
because it is executed on all. Therefore, considering suffering and
death as so threatened and executed, we cannot deny that they are pun-
ishments,—punishments not on Adam only, but on all that in fact do
either die or suffer.

To sum up this point : Although the wisdom and mercy of God do
" bring good out of evil ;" although God designs to extract blessings

from punishments, and does it in numberless instances
; yet this does

not alter the nature of things, but punishments are punishments still :

still this name properly belongs to all sufferings which are inflicted on
account of sin ; and, consequently, it is an evident truth, that the whole
animate creation is punished for Adam's sin.

SECTION III.

THE ARGUMENT TAKEN FROM THE CALAMITIES AND SINFULNESS Oy
MANKIND CONSIDERED.

" The subject of our present inquiry is threefold : 1. Whether mankind be
under God's displeasure, antecedently to their actual sins. 2. Whether our
nature be corrupt from the beginning of life. And, 3. Whether these pro-

positions can be proved from the calamities and sinfulness of mankind."

(pp. 30, 31.)

Whether they can or no, they have been fully proved from Scripture.

liCt us now inquire if they may not be proved from the state of the world.

But you think Dr. W^atts " has here laid too great stress on supposi-

tion and imagination." In proof of which you cite from him the following

words :
" Can we suppose that the blessed God would place his inno-

cent creatures in such a dangerous habitation 1 Can we suppose, that,

among the roots, and the herbs, and the trees, which are good for food,

the great God would have suffered deadly poison to spring up here and
there 1 Would there have been any such creatures in our world as bears

and tigers 1 Can we ever imagine the great and good God would have
appointed men to be propagated in such a way as would necessarily

give such exquisite pain and anguish to the mothers that produce them,
if they had been all accounted in his eyes a race of holy and sinless

beings?" (p. 31.)

I answer. It is not true, " that too great stress," or any stress at all,

is " here laid on mere supposition and imagination." Your catching at

those two words, suppose and imagine, will by no means prove it ; for the

meaning of them is plain. " Can we suppose the blessed God would do
this ?" is manifestly the same with, " How can we reconcile it with his

essential attributes V In like manner, " Can we ever imagine .?" is

plainly equivalent with, " Can we possibly conceive ?" So that the occa-
sional use of these words does not infer his laying any stress on suppo-
sition and imagination. When, theretbrc, you add, " Our suppositions

and imaginatione are not a just standard by which to measure the Divine
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dispensations," (p. 32,) what you say is absolutely true, but absolutely

foreign to the point.

Some of the questions which you yourself ask, to expose his, it is not

so easy to answer :
" Would innocent creatures have been thrust into the

world in so contemptible circumstances, and have been doomed to grow
up so slowly to maturity and the use of reason ? Would they, when
grown up, have been constrained to spend so much time in low and ser-

vile labour ? Would millions have been obliged to spend all their days,
from early morn until evening, in hewing stone, sawing wood, heaving,

-ubbing, or beating the limb of an oak, or a bar of iron?" (p. 33.) I

really think they would not. I believe all this toil, as well as the pain

and anguish of women in child birth, is an evidence of the fall of man,
of the sin of our first parents, and part of the punishment denounced and
executed, first on them, and then on all their posterity.

You add : " He doth not consider this world as a state of trial, but as

if it ought to have been a seat of happiness." (pp. 34, 35.) There is

no contrariety between these : it might be a state of trial and of happi-

ness too. And such it certainly was to Adam in paradise ; whether he
was holy or no, he was undoubtedly happy. A state of trial, therefore,

does not necessarily imply any kind or degree of natural evil ; and,

accordingly, the Creator himself assures us, there was none originally

in his creation. For so I read at the conclusion of it :
" And God saw

every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good," Gen. i, 31.
" But natural evil may be mixed with a state of trial ; consequently

this world could not be built for a seat of happiness." Admirable draw-
ing of consequences ! It may be ; therefore, it could not be otherwise.

WHiatever may be, God himself here tells us what was. And from his

own declaration, it is infallibly certain, there was no natural evil in the

world, until it entered as the punishment of sin.

" Neither doth he take a future state into his representation." (p. 36.)

No, nor is there any need he should, when he is representing the pre-

sent state of the world as a punishment of Adam's sin. " Nor doth he
take into his argument the goodness of God." (p. 37.) Not into this

argument ; that is of after consideration. So the texts you have heaped
together on this head also are very good ; but what do they prove 1

" He supposes our sufferings to be mere punishments." I suppose
they are punishments mixed with mercy. But still they are punish-

ments ; they are evils inflicted on account of sin.

" We find, in fact, that the best of men may be made very unhappy,

by calamities and oppressions." (p. 39.) It cannot be. The best of

men cannot be made unhappy by any calamities or oppressions whatso-

ever ; for they " have learned in every" possible " state, therewith to be

content." In spite of all calamities, they " rejoice evermore, and in

every thing give thanks."
" From punishments inflicted on particular persons, he infers that all

men are under the wrath of God. But to infer the state of the whole
from the case of some is not a fair way of arguing." (p. 40.) No. The
punishments inflicted on particular persons prove nothing, but with

regard to those on whom they are inflicted. If, therefore, some men only

suffer and die, this proves nothing with regard to the rest. But if the

whole of mankind suffer and die, then the conclusion reaches all men.
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" He is not quite jnst, in pronouncing the picsriif form of the earth

' irregular, abrupt, and horrid ;' and asking, ' Doth it not ])ear strongly

on our sight, the ideas of ruin and confusion, in vast broken mountains,

dreadful clilfs, and precipices, immense extents of waste and barren

ground r If this be the case, how can 'the invisible things of God' be
' clearly seen from' such a ruined ' creation ?' " (p. 41.) Perfectly well.

" His eternal power and Godliead," the existence of a powerful and
eternal Being, may still be inferred from these his works, grand and
magnificent, though in ruin, (/onsequejitly, these leave ihe; Atheist

without excuse. And whatever objections he might form (as Lucretius

actually docs) from these palpable blemishes and irregularities of the

terraqueous globe, the Scriptural account of natural, flowing fiom moral,

evil, will easily and |)erfect!y solve them ; all which is well consistent

with the words of the Psalmist :
" O Lord, how manifold are thy works!

In wisdom hast thou made? them ;lll ; the earth is full of thy riches !"

(p. 42.) So undoubtedly it is, though it bears so visible signs of ruin

and devastation.

" We have no authority from Scripture to say, that the earth, in its

present constitution, is at all dilferent from what it was at its first crea-

tion." Certainly we have, if the Scripture affunis that God " said,"

after Adam sinned, " Cursed is the ground for thy sake ; thorns and
thistles shall it bring forth to thee ;" and, that " the earth was of old,

standing out of the water, and in the water," till God destroyed it for the

sin of its inhabitants.

You go on : "I cannot agree, ' that disease, anguish, and death have
entered into the bowels and veins of multitudes, l)y an innocent and fatal

mistake of pernicious plants and fruits for proper food.'" (p. 43.) Why
not? Doubtless, multitudes also have perished hereby, if we take in the

account of all ages and nations; multitudes, also, have been the living

prey of bears and tigers, wolves and lions ; and multitufles have had
their flesh and bones crushed and churned between the jaws of panthers

and leopards, sharks and crocodiles. And woidd these things have conu^

upon maidcind, were it not on account of Adam's sin?

Yet you think, we have " now a more extensive dominion over all

creatures, than Adam had even in his innocence, because we havt; the

liberty of eating them, which Adam never had." (p. 44.) This will not

prove the point. That I have; liberty to eat a lamb, does not prove that

I have dominion over a lion. Certainly J have not dominion over any
creature which 1 can neither govern nor n-sist

;
yea, and if the dread of

me is on every beast and iowl, this does not prove that I have any
dominion over them. I know, on the contrary, that not only a tiger or

a bear, but even a dove, will not stoop 1o my (lominion.

" However, we have no authority to s;iy, man himself was cursed,

though the ground was." (p|). 45, 46.) Yes, we have,—the authority

of God himself: " Cursed is ev(>ry nian that cnntinueth not in all things"

which God hath command(>(l. The moment, tluM-efore, that he sinned,

Adam, fell \mder this curse. And whether the toil and death to which
he and his posterity were sentenced, fuid tlu^ pain of child biith, be termed
curses or no, sure it is, they are punishments, and heavy ones too; though
mercy is often mixed with judgment, (pp. 47-50.)
The main argument follows, taken from the state of mankind in
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general, with regard to religion. But you say, " It is impossible we
should make a just estimate of the wickedness of mankind." (p. 51.)
Yes, an exactly just estimate of the precise degree of wickedness in the

whole world ; but it is very possible, nay, very easy, to make an estiniate

in the gross, with such a degree of justness as suffices for the present
question.

Indeed you "think we carry our censures of the Heathens too far."

I dare not carry them so far as to say, no Heathen shall be saved. But
this I say; I never knew a Heathen yet (and I have personally known
many out of various nations) who was not a slave to some gross vice or
other. Bad, therefore, as nominal Christians arc, I cannot yet place

them on a level with the Heathens ; not even with the mild, courteous,

conversable Heathens who border on (Georgia and Carolina. Much
less would I say, " Possibly the Heathens may be less vicious than the

Christian world in general." If I believed this, I should bid adieu to

Christianity, and commence Heathen without delay.

" But if we allow mankind to be ever so wicked, suppose tliere is not one
upon earth who is truly righteous, it will not follow tlmt men are naturally

corrupt; for a sinful action does not infer a sinful nature. If it does, then
Adam brouglit a sinful nature with him into the world. But if we cannot
infer from Adam's sin, that his nature was originally corrupt, neither can
we infer from the wickedness of all mankind, be it ever so great, that they
have a sinful nature." (pp. 52, 53.)

The consequence is not good :
" If one man's committing a sin does

not prove that he was naturally inclined to evil, then the wickedness of

all mankind for six thousand years will not prove that they are naturally

inclined to evil." For we may easily account for one man's committing
sin, though he was not naturally inclined to evil ; but not so easily, for " all

flesh corrupting themselves," for the wickedness of all mankind in all

ages. It is not possible rationally to account for this, for the general

wickedness of mankind ; for such a majority of men, through all gene-

rations, being so corrupt ; but on the supposition of their having a corrupt

nature. Sin in one or a few cases, does not prove a sinful nature ; but

sin overspreading the earth, does. Nor is your argument drawn from
the sin of the angels, (pp. 54, 55,) of any more force than that drawn
from the sin of Adam, unless you can prove that as great a majority of
angels as of men have rebelled against their Creator.

" Again : If our first parents felt fear and shame, and yet their nature

was not originally corrupt, then it will not follow that ours is so, not-

withstanding our uneasy and unruly passions." Empty sound ! Had
any one said to Adam " Your nature was originally corrupt, for you feel

uneasy and unruly passions ;" would he not readily have answered, " But
these began at such an hour ; till then my nalinc was without either pain

or corruption." Apply this to any child of Adam ; and if he can answer
in like manner, " Till such an hour no imeasy or unruly passion had any
place in my breast ;" we will then grant, these passions no more prove

a corrupt nature in the sons than in their first father. But no man can
answer thus. You, and I, and every man, must acknowledge, that uneasy
and unruly passions are coeval with our understanding and memory at

least, if not with our very being.

" Again : Adam by his sin brought sufferings on himself and his
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posterity. Yet it docs not follow, thut his nature was corrupt. There-
fore, though others by their sins bring yufierings on themselves and their

posterity, it will not follow that their nature is corrupt, or under the dis-

pleasure of God." Two very different things are here blended together.

The corruption of their nature is one thing, the displeasure of God an-

other. None affirms that those sufferings which men by their sins bring

on themselves or posterity prove that their nature is corrupt. But do
not the various sufferings of all mankind prove that they are under the

displeasure of God? It is certain no suffering came upon Adam till he

was under the displeasure of God.

Again :
" If our first parents, by their sin, brought suffering both on

themselves and others, and yet their nature was not originally corrupt,

nor under the displeasure of God, it clearly follows that the nature of

those who suffer purely in consequence of their sin is not originally

corrupt, nor are they under God's displeasure." This argument is bad
every way. For, 1. At the time when Adam brought the sentence of

suffering both on himself and others, his nature was corrupt, and he was
under the actual displeasure of God. But, 2. Suppose it were otherwise,

all you could possibly infer, with regard to his posterity, is, that their

suffering does not prove their corruption, or their being under the dis-

pleasure of God. How could you think their suffering would prove them
not corrupt, not under God's displeasure 1 Therefore, neither this nor the

preceding argument (seeing both are utterly inconclusive) " take off any

thing that Dr. Watts has said," touching the present state of the world,

as a proof of God's displeasure, and the natural corruption of man. 80
far, therefore, is " his argument from the sinfulness and misery of man-
kind from being altogether insufficient in every part," that it is strong

and conclusive, any thing you have advanced to the contrary notwith-

standing.

You add :
" Suffering may happen where there is no sin ; as in the

case of brutes and infants; or where there is the most perfect innocence;

as in the case of our blessed Lord." Absolutely true ; that is, where

there is no personal sin, but only sin imputed. There was no personal

sin in our blessed Lord ; there can be none either in brutes or infants.

He suffered, therefore, for the sins of others, which wore thus imputed

to him ; as is the sin of Adam to infants, who suffer death through him;

and, in some sense, to the whole creation ; which was " made subject to

vanity, not willingly," but on account of his transgression. But where

there is no sin, either personal or imputed, there can bo no suffering.

" I may add, from the present state of things, a directly opposite

argument may be taken : froo) the enjoyments and comforts, the good

things and blessings, which abound in the world, 1 might ask. Are these

creatures, so well provided for, under God's displeasure? Are they not

the care of his goodness? Does he not love them, and delight to do

them good?" (pp. 58-6 L) I answer, God does still give us many
good things, many enjoyments, comforts, and blessings. But all these

are given through " the Seed of the woman ;" they arc all the purchase

of his blood. Through him we are still the care of the Divine goodness,

and God does delight to do us good : but this does not at all prove, either

that we have not a sinful nature, or that we are not, while sinful, under

bis displeasure.
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SECTION IV.

SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE DOCTRINE OP ORIGINAL SIN.

" Bv this doctrine some have been led to maintain, 1. That men have

not a sufficient power to perform their duty. But if so, it ceases to be
their duty." (pp. 63-69.) I maintain, that men have not this power by
nature : but they have or may have it by grace ; therefore it does not

cease to be their duty. And if they perform it not, they are without

excuse.
" Hence some maintain, 2. That we have no reason to thank our

Creator for our being." (pp. 70-73.) He that will maintain it, may.
But it does by no means follow from this doctrine ; since, whatever we
are by nature, we may by grace be children of Godj and heirs of the

kingdom of heaven.
" But unthankfulness is a natural consequence of this doctrine, which

greatly diminishes, if not totally excludes, the goodness and mercy of
God." (p. 74.) St. Paul thought otherwise. He imagined the total

ungodliness and impotence of our nature to be the very thing which most
of all illustrated the goodness and mercy of God :

" For a good man,"
says he, " peradventure one would even dare to die. But God com-
mendeth," unipeakably, inconceivably, beyond all human precedent,
" his love to uH ; in that while we were yet without strength, Christ died

for the ungodly." Here is the ground, the real and the only ground,

for true Christian thankfulness : " Christ died for the ungodly that were
without strength ;" such as is every man by nature. And till a man
has been deeply sensible of it, he can never truly thank God for his

redemption ; nor, consequently, for his creation ; which is, in the event,

a blessing to those only who are " created anew in Christ Jesus."
" Hence, 3. Some have poured great contempt upon human nature :

whereas God himself does not despise mankind, but thinks them worthy

of his highest regards." (p. 7.5.) To describe human nature as deeply

fallen, as far removed both from virtue and wisdom, does not argue that

we despise it. We know by Scripture, as well as by sad experience,

that men are now unspeakably foolish and wicked. And such the Son
of God knew them to be, when he laid down his life for them. But this

did not hinder him from loving them, no more than it does any of the

children of God.
You next consider what Dr. Watts observes with regard to infants.

" Mankind," says he, " in its younger years, before it is capable of
proper moral action, discovers the principles of iniquity and the seeds
of sin. What young ferments of spite and envy, what native malice and
rage, are found in the little hearts of infants, and sufficiently discovered

by their little hands and eyes, and their wrathful countenances, even
before they can speak !" You answer, " Our Lord gave us different

ideas of them, when he taught his Apostles to become ' as httle chil-

dren.' " (pp. 77-82.) Not at all. They may be imitable in some
respects, and yet have all the tempers above described. And it is cer-

tain they have ; as any impartial observer will be convinced by his own
eyes. Nor is this any way contradicted by St. Paul's words : " In
wickedness," xaxict, " be ye children," 1 Cor. xiv, 20,—untaught, unex-
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perienced ; or by those of David, " My soul is even as a weaned child,"

Psahii c.xxxi, 2.

" But we discover in them also the noble principles of reason and
understanding, with several tempers which are capable of improvement,
whereby they may be trained up in a good way ; and numbers in all

ages of the world liavc risen to very considerable degrees of excellence."
All this is true ; but it is not at all inconsistent with the account of them
given above ; by which it clearly appears, that they are strongly inclined

to evil, long before any ill habits can be contracted.

SECTION V.

A GENERAL ARGUMENT TAKEN FROM WHAT GOD HAS DECLARED CONCERNING
MANKIND AT THE RESTORATION OF THE WORLD AFTER THE DELUGE.

" There arc three passages from which divines infer the excellency

of Adam's state and nature above ours: 1. 'And God blessed them,

and said unto them. Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,'

Gen. i, 28." (p. 84.) With this I have nothing to do; for I infer

nothing from it, with regard to the present question. " 2. ' Have do-

minion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over

every hving thing that moveth upon the earth.' 3. ' God created man
in his own image ; in the image of God created he him,' verse 27. From
these three particulars they deduce the superiority of Adam's nature

above ours. But the very same marks of excellency are more expressly

l)ronounced by God upon the human nature, when the race of mankind
was to be propagated anew from Noah and his sons." (p. 85.)

1. " And God blessed Noah and his sons," Gen. ix, 1. With regard

to this whole passage, I must observe, that God did not pronounce any
blessing at all, either on him or them, till Noah had " built an altar unto

the Lord, and" had " ofiered burnt-offerings on the altar." Then it was
that "the Lord smelled a sweet savour;" accepted the sacrifice which
implied faith in the promised Seed ; and for His sake restored, in some
measure the blessing which he had given to Adam at his creation ; "and
said, Be fruitful, and multiply, and re|)lenish the earth."—On this, I

need only observe, had Adam stood, or had not his fall allected his

posterity, there would have been no need of this ; for they would have
" multii)lied and replenished the earth," in virtue of the original blessing.

3. Verse 2. " The fear of you, and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast of the earth, and upon <;very fowl of the air, and uj>on all

that movelh upon the earth ; into your hands they are delivered : every

moving thing that liveth shall hv. meat for you ; even as the green

herb have I given you all things." On this likewise 1 woidd obs('rve,

Wliat nccul was there of any such ))ow(!r over the creatures to be given

to man, if he luul not forfeited his former power? Had man remained

subject to Gf)d, the creatures would have remained subject to him, by

virtue of God's original constitution. And why was it, but because

man had lost this power, that God hv.yv. in some degree restores it?

But hence you " infer that all that power is restored, yea, more than

all ; that we have a more extensive dominion granted to us over the

brutal world than was originally given to Adam." (p. 86.) It lia.s been
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commonly thought, that Adiiiu liad tuH dominion over the creatures, sub-

ject to him by a kind of" instinct ; whereas we have only so far power
over them, that by hd)our and vifiilariee we may use or subdue them.

But how do you prove that we have a fuller dominion than he had ? IJy

those words: "The fear and the dread of you shall be upon all: into

your hands they are delivered ; even as the green herl) have I gi\ en you
all things." Nay, " the fear and the dread of you shall be upon them,"
does not imply any dominion at all. A wolf may fear me, who yet does
not obey me. 1 dread a viper ; but I do not obey it. And those words,
" Into your hands they are delivered," are plainly equivalent with, " I

have given you all things, even as the green herb ;" namely, " for food;"

you may feed on any of them. So tar therefore is the text from ex-

pressly pronouncing " a more extensive dominion given to Noah over

the brutal world than was originally given to Adam," that it does not

express any proper dominion at all.

3. Verse 6. " VV^hoso sheddeth men's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed. For in the image of God made he man ;" namely, at the

creation. And some remains of the natural image of God, as we are

spiritual and immortal beings, are even now to be found in every man,
sufficient to justify the putting a murderer to death. St. James alludes to

the same scripture, when he says, " Therewith bless we God, and curse

men, who were made" (tsj ysyovorag, not are made) " after the simili-

tude of God," iii, 9. But what does all this prove 1 that the being
" created in the image of God," " is more expressly pronounced upon
Noah and his sons, than it was originally on Adam .'" I think no man
of sense will say this in cool blood.

Of " the three particulars," then, which you brought to prove the

superiority of Noah over Adam in innocence, the First proves no more
than that God gave to both the blessing of fruitfulness ; the Second, far

from proving that Noah had a more extensive dominion over the brute

creation than Adam, hardly proves that he had any dominion over them
at all ; and the Third ])roves only this,—that the image of God, wherein

man was made at first, is not totally lost now.

Yet you say, " These three particulars contain all the privileges con-

ferred on Adam at first. And every one of these is expressly repeated,

and more emphatically and extensively pronounced upon man, after the

judgment passed on Adam had come upon his posterity." (p. 87.) Ex-
pressly, more emphalically, more, extensively ! Where? I am sure not

in fhe Bible.

flowfivcr. you pompously add, {siciif inns est mos,) [as your custom
is,] " This is to me a clear and undoubted demonstration,

—

" 1. That ' the judgment which came upon all men to condemnation,'

did noAvays alter the primary relation in which God stood to man, and

man to God." Certainly it was altered thus far, God was a condemner,

and man was condemned. And though " God is still the God and Fa-

ther of mankind," yet it camiot be said that he is so to imregenerate

men,—'men who are as yet " dead in sin, and children of wrath,"—" as

much," or in the same sense, " as he was to Adam in innocence."

Adam then was surely " the son of God" as no other man is, till " born

of the Spirit." The power to become the sons of God is now given to

none till they " believe on his name."
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" 2. That the love, regards, and providence of God toward mankind in

general are still the very same as to man at his first formation." (p. 88.)

His providence is still over all his works : but he cannot regard or

delight in sinful man, in the very same manner wherein he delighted in

him when innocent.

" 3. That our nature, as derived from Noah, has just the same en-
dowments, natural and moral, with which Adam was created." This
does not follow from any thing that has yet been said. If it stands of
itself, it may.

" 4. That whatever came upon us from ' the judgment to condemna-
tion,' came no farther than was consistent with that blessing, pronounced
upon Noah as well as Adam, 'Be fruitful and multiply.'" This is

undoubtedly true ; otherwise, the human species could not have been
continued. "So that ' the condemnation which came upon all men,'
cannot infer the ' wrath' of God upon mankind ;" (it may, notwithstand-
ing that they " increase and multiply;" it must, if they arc " by nature
children of wrath;") "but only as subjecting us to such evils as were
perfectly consistent with his blessing, declared to Adam as soon as he
came out of his Maker's hands;" (p. 89;) (namely, with the blessing,

"Increase and multiply;") "and, consequently, to such evils as God
might justly have subjected mankind to, before Adam sinned." Whether
God could justly have done this, or not, what a consequence is this!

—

" If God gave that blessing, ' Increase and multiply,' to men in general,

as well as he did to Adam, then men in general are not ' children of
wrath' now, any more than Adam was at his creation !"

" 5. It is no less evident, that when St. Paul says, ' By the disobe-

dience of one many,' or all, ' were made sinners,' he cannot mean they
' were made sinners' in any sense inconsistent with the blessing pro-

nounced on man in innocence." True ; not in any sense inconsistent

with that blessing, " Increase and multiply." But this blessing is no
way inconsistent with their being " by nature children of wrath."

" From all which I conclude, that our state with regard to the bless-

ing of God, and the dignity and faculties of our nature, unless debased
by our own sins, is not inferior to that in which Adam was created."

(pp. 90-93.) Be this so or not, it cannot be concluded from any thing

that has gone before. But we may still believe, that men in general

are "fallen short of the glory of God;" are deprived of that glorious

image of God wherein man was originally created.

SECTION VI.

THE NOTION OF ADAM's BEING A FEDERAI, HEAD OR KEPKESENTATIVR OF
MANKIND CONSIDERED, (p. 94.)

My reason for believing he was so, in some sense, is this : Christ

was the representative of mankind, when God "laid on liim the iniqui-

ties of us all, and he was woimdcd for our transgressions." But Adam
was a type or figure of Christ ; therefore, he was also, in some sense,

our representative ; in consequence of which, " all died" in him, as " in

Christ all shall be made alive."

But as neither representative, nor federal head, are Scripture words,
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It is not worth while to contend for them. The thnig I mean is this :

The state of all mankind did so far depend on Adam, that, by his fall,

they all fell into sorrow, and pain, and death, spiritual and temporal.

And all this is no ways inconsistent with either the justice or goodness
of God, provided all may recover through the second Adam, whatever
they lost through the first ; nay, and recover it with unspeakable gain

;

since every additional temptation they feel, by that corruption of their

nature which is antecedent to their choice, will, if conquered by grace,

be a means of adding to that " exceeding and eternal weight of glory."

This single consideration totally removes all reflections on the divine

justice or mercy, in making the state of all mankind so dependent on
the behaviour of their common parent ; for not one child of man finally

loses thereby, unless by his own choice ; and every one who " receives

the grace of God in Christ," will be an unspeakable gainer. Who then

has any reason to complain, even of having a nature inclined to evil?

seeing the more opportunities he has of fighting, the more of conquer-
ing ; and seeing, the greater is the difficulty of obtaining the victory, the

brighter is the crown of glory.

But if Adam and Christ did not stand or fall, obey and suffer, for

mankind, how can the death of others be the consequence of Adam's
offence; the life of others, the consequence of Christ's obedience?

How could all men be, in any sense, constituted sinners by the one, or

constituted righteous by the other?

To explain this a little farther in Mr. Hervey's words :
" ^y federal head,

or representative, I mean, what the Apostle teaches, when he calls Christ,
' the Second Man,' and ' tlie last Adam,' 1 Cor. xv, 47. The last ! How ?

Not in a numerical sense ; not in order of time : but in this respect,—that,

as Adam was a public person, and acted in the stead of all mankind, so Christ,

likewise, was a public person, and acted in behalf of all his people ; that as

Adam was the first general representative of mankind, Christ was the second
and the last ; (there never was, and never will be, any other ;) that what
they severally did in this capacity, was not intended to terminate in them-
selves, but to affect as many as tliey severally represented.

" This does not rest on a single text, but is establislted again and again
in the same chapter. The divinely wise Apostle, foreseeing the prejudices

which men would entertain against this doctrine, as lying quite out of the

road of reason's researches, has inculcated and reinculcated this moment-
ous point : Through the offence of one, many are dead ;—the judgment
was by one to condemnation ;—by one man's offence death reigned by one ;—^by the offence of one, judgment came upon all men to condemnation ;'

and that there may remain no possibility of mistaking his meaning, or

ebiding his argument, he adds, ' By one man's disobedience many were made
sinners.' All these expressions demonstrate, that Adam (as well as Christ)

was a representative of all mankind ; and that what he did in this capacity

did not tenninate in himself, but affected all whom he represented."

After vehemently caviUing at the terms, you yourself allow the thing.

You say, " If what was lost by ' the disobedience of one' person might

afterward be recovered by ' the obedience' of another, then matters

would have stood upon an equal footing.'' (p. 113.) And this is, indeed,

the truth. For " all that was lost to us by Adam's ' disobedience' is

fully recovered by Christ's ' obedience ;' however wc denominate the

relation in which the one and the other stands to us."

Inthis we agree ; but not in what follows : " By lau\ in the fifth of
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the Romans, as in several other places, the Apostle does not mean,
barely a rule ot'duty ; but such a rule, with the penalty of death threaten-

ed to every transgression of it. Such was the law given by Moses ;"

that is, " a rule, to every transgression of which the penalty of death was
threatened." (pp. 114, 115.) ]Sot so; there were a thousand trans-

gressions of it, to which death was not threatened. Observe : Ky deoth,

we now mean temporal deulh, according to the whole tenor of your
argument. " But is it not said, ' Cursed is every one that continueth

not in all things written in the law to do them V " It is. But whatever
this curse implied, it did not imply temporal death. For a man might

neglect to do many " things written in the law ," and yet not be punishable

with death.

Neither can 1 agree with )our interi)retation of Rom. vii, 9 : " ' I was
alive without the law once ;' namely, before the giving of the law at

Mount Sinai. The Jew was then alive; that is, because he was not

then imdcr the law, he was not slain by his sin. Mis sin was not so

imputed to him as to subject him to death. ' But when the command-
ment came,' with the penalty of death annexed, ' sin revived,'—acquired

lull life and vigour,"—(How so? One would have expected just the

contrary !) " ' and I died ;' that is, was a dead man in law, upon the first

transgression I committed." (p. 116.) Beside many other objections

to this strange interpretation, an obvious one is this : it supposes every

transgression punishable with death. But this is a palpable mistake :

therefore, all that is built on this foundation falls to the ground at once.

Upon the whole : wliatever objections may lie against Dr. Watts's

method of explaining it, it appears, lioin clear Scripture, and from your

own w ords, that Adam was the re|)iesentative of mankind.

SECTION VII.

OF THE FORMATION OF OUR NATURE IN THE WOMB. (p. 129.)

Be FORK I say any thing on this head, I must premise, that there are

a thousand circumstances relating to i(, concerning which I can Ibrm no
conr,e{)tion at all, but am utterly in the dark. 1 know not how my body
was fashioned there ; or when or how my soul was imited to it : and it

is far easier, in speaking on so absfruse a subjecl, to pull down, than to

build up. I can easily object to any hypothesis which is advanced;
but I cannot easily defend any.

And il'you ask me, how, in what determinate manner, sin is propagat-

ed ; how it is transmitted from father to son : I answer plainly, I cannot
tell ; no more than I can tell h')w man is pro[>agated, how a body is

Irnnsniitted from father to son. I know both the one and the other fart

;

but 1 can acco\mt for neither.

Thus much, however, is plain : That " (jfod is the maker of every
man who comes into the world." (p. 138.) For it is (Jod alone
who gives man power to propagate his species. Or rather, it is God
himself who does the work by man as an instrument ; man (as you
observed before) having no other part in producing man, than the oak
has in producing an acorn. God is really the i>ro(hic(M' of every man,
every animal, every vegetable in the world ; as he is the true primnm
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mobile, [first mover,] the spring of all motion throuffhout tho universe.

So far we agree. But when you subsume, " If it is the power of God
whereby a sinful species is propagated, whereby a sinful father begets a
.sinful son, then (rod is the iuUhor of sin ; that sinfulness is chargeable
upon him." Here we divide ; I cannot allow the consequence, because
the same argument would make (iod chargeable with all the sinful

actions of men. For it is the power of God wheri'by the murderer
lifts up his arm, whereby the adidterer perpetrates his wickedness ; full

as much as it is his power whereby an acorn produces an oak, or a father

a son. l$ut does it toUow, that God is chargeable with the sin? You
know it does not follow. The |)owcr of God, vulgarly termed nature,

acts from age to age, under its fixed rules. Yet He who this moment
supplies the power l)y which a sinful action is conmiitt(;d is not charge-

able with the sinfulness of that action. In like manner, it is the power
of God which, from age to age, continues the human species

;
yet He

who this moment sup|)lies the power whereby a sinful nature is propaga-

ted (according to the fixed rules established in the lower world) is not

chargeable with the sinfulness of that nature. This distinction you
must allow, as was observed before, or charge God with all the sin

committed under heaven. And this general answer may suffice any
sincere and modest inquirer, without entangling himself in those minute
particulars which are bevond the reach of human understanding.

" But does not God create the nature of every man that comes into

the world ?" He does not, in the proper sense of the word create.

The Scripture plainly affirms the contrary :
" On the seventh day he

rested from all his wcjrk which God created and made," Gen. ii, 2, 3.

" The works" which God created " were finished from the foundation of

the world." And as soon as they were finished, " God ceased from his

work," Heb. iv, 3, 10 ; namely, from his w'ork of creating. He there-

fore now (not creates, but) produces the body of every man, in the

same maimer as he produces the oak ; only by supplying the power
whereby one creature begets another, according to what we term the

laws of nature. In a higher sense he is the Creator of all souls. But
how or when he does or did create them, I cannot tell. Neither can I

give any account how or when he unites them to the body. Likewise,

how we are conceived in sin, I know not ; but I know that we are so

conceived. God hath said it; and I know he will be "justified in his

saying, and clear when he is judged."

It is certain that God is the Maker of every man. But it is neither

certain nor true, that he " makes every man in the womb, both soul

and body, as immediately as he made Adam;" and that, therefore, "every

Mian comes out of the hands ofGod as properly as Adam did." (p. 140.)

To interpret any scriptures as affirming this is to make them flatly con-

tradict other scriptures. God made Adam by immediate creation : he

does not so make every man, or any man beside him. Adam came
directly out of the hands of God, without the intervention of any crea-

ture. Does every man thus come out of the hands of God ? Do no

creatures now intervene ?

" But if God produces the nature of every man in the womb, he must

produce it with all the qualities which !>elong to that nature, as it is then

and so produced." So, if (iod produces the atition of every man in the
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world, he must produce it with all the qualities which belong to that

action, as it is then and so produced. " For it is impossible God should

produce our nature, and not produce the qualities it has when produced."

For it is impossible God should produce an action, and yet not produce

the qualities it has when produced. " No substance can be made without

some qualities. And it must necessarily, as soon as it is made, have
those quahties v/hich the Maker gives it, and no other." No action can he
produced without some qualities. And it must necessarily, as soon as it

is produced, have those qualities which the producer gives it, and no other.

You see what this ara;ument would prove, it" it proved any thing at all.

We will trace it a little farther: " If God produces the nature of every

man in the womb, with all its qualities, then, whatever those qualities

are, they are the will and the work of God." So, if God produces the

action of every man in the world, with all its qualities, then, whatever

those qualities are, they are the will and the work of God. Surely, no.

God does (in the sense above explained) produce the action which is

sinful ; and yet (whether I can account for it or no) the sinfulness of it

is not his will or work. He does also produce the nature which is sin-

ful ;
(he supplies the power by which it is produced ;) and yet (whether

I can account for this or no) the sinfulness of it is not his will or work.
I am as sure of this, as I am that there is a God ; and yet, impenetrable

darkness rests on the subject. Yet I am conscious my understanding

can no more fathom this deep, than reconcile man's free will with ti)e

foreknowledge of God.
"Consequently, those qualities cannot be sinful." This consequence

cannot hold in one case, unless it holds in both ; but, if it does, there

can be no sin in the universe.

However, you go on : " It is highly dishonourable to God, to suppose

he is displeased at us for what he himself has infused into our nature."

(p. 142.) It is not allowed that he has *' infused sin into our nature ;"

no more than that he infuses sin into our actions ; though it is his power
which ])roduces both our actions and nature.

I am aware of the distinction, that man's free will is concerned in the

one case, but not the other ; and that on this account God cannot be
charged with the sinfulness of human actions : Init this does by no
means remove the difficulty. For, 1. Does not God know what the

murderer or adulterer is about to do ? what use he will make of that

power to act, which he cannot have but from God ? 2. Does he not at

tile instant supply him with that power whereby the sinful action is done i

God, therefore, produces the action which is sinful. It is his work, and
his will, (for he works nothing but Avhat he wills,) and yet the sinfulness

of the action is neither his work nor will.

" But can those passions or propensities be sinful, which are neither

caused nor consented to by mc ?" I answ-er. Spite, envy, and those

other passions and tempers which are manifestly discernible even in little

children, are certainly not virtuous, not morally good, whether you term
them sinful or not ; and it is as certain, these exist before they are con-

sented to, much less caused by, those that feel them. " But sin, if it is un-

avoidable, is no sin." (p. 143.) Whether you term it sin or not, it is con-

trary to tlie nature of God, and a transgression ofhis holy and good law.

" But a natural moral evil is a contradiction ; for if it be natural, it
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cannot be moral." That temper.s contrary to the nature and the law of
God are natural, is a point of daily experience ; but if you do not choose
to call these morally evil, call thoni what you please. All I aver is,

that such tempers do exist in us antecedent to our choice.

" But if the actual sins of num proceed from a corrupt nature, they

arc unavoidable, and consequently no sins at all." (p. 144.) Actual
sins may proceed from a corrupt nature, and yet not be unavoidable ; but

if actions contrary to the nature of God were unavoidable, it would not

follow that they were innocent.

To the question, " How comes it to pass, that our passions and appe-

tites are now so irregular and strong, that not one person has resisted

them so as to keep himself pure and innocent ?" you answer by another

question, " How came Adam not to keep himself pure and innocent V
(p. 145.) There is no parity between the one case and the other. 1

can account for any one man's committing sin, supposing him to be
naturally upright, as easily as for Adam's corntnitting it. Any one
person, as well as Adam, though naturally inclined to neither, might
choose either good or evil ; and, on this supposition, he would be as

likely to choose one as the other. But the case is extremely different,

if you place Adam on one side, and all mankind on the other. It is

true, " the nature of sin is not altered by its being general." But the

case is very widely altered. On this or that man it may " come, just as

it came upon Adam, by his own choice and compliance with temptation."

But how comes it, that all men under the sun shovdd choose evil rather

than good l How came all the children of Adam, from the beginning of

the world till now, to comply with temptation ? How is it, that, in all

ages, the scale has turned the wrong way, with regard to every man
born into the world ? Can you see no ditficulty in this ? And can you
find any way to solve that ditficulty, but to say with the Psalmist, We
were " shapen in iniquity, and in sin did our mothers conceive" us 1

SECTION viir.

OF ORIGINAL RIGHTEOUSNESS.

" Original rig-hteousness is said to be, ' that moral rectitude in which
Adam was created. His reason was clear ; and sense, appetite, and passion,

were subject to it. His judgment was uncorrupted, and liis will had a con-
stant propensity to holiness. Ho had a supreme love to his Creator, a fear

of offending him, and a readiness to do his will.' When Adam sinned, he
lost this moral rectitude, this image of God in which he was created ; in con-
fjcquence of which all his posterity come into the world destitute of that

image." (pp. 147-149.)

In order to remove this mistake, you reconsider some of the texts on
which it is grounded : "Lie not one to another, seeing ye have put off

the old man with his deeds ; and have put on the new man, which is

renewed in knov/ledge, after the image of him that created him," Col.

iii, 9, 10. " That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old

man, which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts ; and he renewed
in the spirit of your mind ; and put on the new man, which after God is

created in righteousness and true holiness," Ephesians iv, 22—24.

On this, you affirm ;
" ' The old' and ' new man,' here, do not signify

Vol.. Y. 38
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a course of life ; but the ' old man' signifies the Heathen, the ' new man,'
the Christian, profession." (pp. 150, 151.)

This you prove, 1. From Eph. ii, 15 : " Christ abolished the enmity,

to make" (or create) " in himself of twain one new man." Does this

only mean one new profession? It evidently means one Church, both
of Jews and Gentiles.

You prove it, 2. From Col. iii, 8-12 ; where -'the Apostle tells the

Colossian Christians, that 'now' they were obliged to 'put off anger,'

and ' to put on bowels of mercies ;' to admit the Christian spirit into their

hearts, and to practise Christian duties ; for this reason, because they
' had put off the old man,' and ' had put on the new.' This shows 'the

new man' was something they might have ' put on,' and yet be defective

in personal, internal holiness." True ; defective so far, as still to want
more ; more " bowels of mercies, meekness, long-suffering." But this

does not show that the " new man " does not mean the principle both of

internal and external holiness. The consciousness of having received

this is a strong motive both to depart from evil, and to labour after a

continual increase of every holy and heavenly temper ; therefore, here

likewise, " the putting off the old and the putting on the new man" does

not mean an outward profession, but a real, inward change ; a renewal

of soul "in righteousness and true holiness."

You prove it, 3. From Eph. iv, 22, 24 :
" Here," you say, " he con-

siders ' the putting off the old' and ' putting on the new man' as a

duty, Tliey had done it by profession, and therefore were obliged to

do it effectually." They had done it effectually. So the whole tenor

of the Apostle's words implies : " Ye have not so learned Christ ; if so

be," rather, seeing that, " ye have been taught by him ;—that ye put off

the old man ;—and be renewed in the spirit of your mind ;—and that ye

put on the new rnan, which after God is created in righteousness and
true holiness," Eph. iv, 20-24. The Apostle here manifestly speaks,

not of a lesson they had not learned, but of one which God had taught

them already; and thence exhorts them to walk worthy of the blessing

they had received, to be " holy in all manner of conversation."

Jiut, 4. "
' The putting on the new man' is one thing, and ' the creat-

ing hhn' is another. He must first be created, and then put on." (p. 152.)

No ; he is created and put on at the same time ; the former word more
directly referring to God, who creates, the latter to man, who is created.

" Dut God," you say, "'created the new man,' when he erected the

Gospel dispensation, as appears froni Ej)!). ii, 15, 19-22." I answer:

(1.) If those latter verses are explanatory of that expression, "one new
rnan," in the 15th, then it does not uiean one outward profession, but

the one Church of living believers in Christ. (2.) The expression in

the 1 5th verse is not the same w ith that we are now considering. Nei-

ther is the meaning of that and this expression the same :
" One new

man means one Church, and nothing else;" " the new man" means quite

another thing,—the work of God in every individual believer.

You say, 5. " ' The old man and the new,' and the ' new man's being

renewed and created,' and the ' renewing ' of the Ephesians, all refer,

not to any corruption of nature, but to their late wicked life." (p. 153.)

What? Does their being "renewed in the spirit of their mind" refer

only to their wicked life? If you had not affirmed this, I should really
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wonder at your affirming quickly after, " In all other places of Scripture,

except 2 Cor. iv, 16, ' renewing' relates only to a vicious course of life;"

(p. 154 ;) seeing you innncdiately confute yourself by both the following

citations :
—" Be not conformed to this world, but Ix; ye translbrrned by

the renewal ofyour mind," Horn, xii, 2 : Unless the mind be only another

expression for "a vicious course of life." " We ourselves also were

sometimes foolish, disobedient, deceived, serving divers lusts and plea-

sures ; living in malice and envy, hateful, and hating one another,"

Titus iii, 3-5. Do these words imply nothing but "• a vicious course of

lifeT' no inward corruption at all? "' But after that the loving kind-

ness and love of God our Saviour toward man appeared,—Fie saved us

by the renewing of the Holy Ghost.'" From what? from a vicious

course of life only I Nay, but from " foolishness" of heart also ; from

error, from malice, hatred, envy, evil desire ; all which are inward cor-

ruptions.

You add :
" From all this we may gather, that ' God's creating a new

man after his own image in righteousness and true holiness,' means his

erecting the Christian Church with a view to promote righteousness and
holiness among men. For 'we are God's workmanship, created in

Christ Jesus unto good vv<nks.' " (p. 155.) Surely you do not cite

this verse also to prove, that the " renewing of our mind" implies no
inward change ! It must be sometlnng more than an outward profes-

sion, or the reforming a vicious course of life, by reason of which we
are said to be " God's workmanship, created anew in Christ Jesus."

These texts, therefore, do manilestly reier to personal, internal holi-

ness ; and clearly prove, that this is the chief part of that " image of
God" in which man was originally created.

The other text which you re-consider, is Eccles. vii, 29 :
" God hatli

made man upright ; but they have sought out many inventions." (pp. 156
—160.) But this, you say, does not mean, that God made man right-

eous ; but that he made him right, as having those powers, means, and
encouragements, by a due use of which he may become righteous. In

order to prove that this is the true meaning of the words, you affirm,

1. " That man here is not to be understood of Adam, but of all man-
kind." This cannot be granted without full proof. You allirm, 2. " This
appears from the latter part of the sentence : ' Tlieij sought out many
inventions.'" Adam and Eve did so, in and after their fall. This,

therefore, proves nothing. You alfirm, 3. " The word jashnr" (which

we translate vpright) " does not always imply uprightness or righteous-

ness." But this is its proper meaning, as will appear to any who
seriously considers the following texts: 1. "When thou shalt do that

which is right hi the sight of the Lord," Deut. xii, 25. It is taken in

the very same sense, verse 28 ; xiii, 18, and xxi, 9. In all these texts,

it undeniably implies uiGraUy good, or righleous. 2. "A God of truth

and without ini«piity
; just and right is he," Deut. xxxii, 4. " (iood

and upright is the Lord," Psalm xxv, 8. 3. " The word of the Lord
is right," Psalm xxxiii, 4. " The ways of the Lord are right," Hosea
xiv, 9. 4. "Be glad and rejoice, ye righteous," Psalm xxxii, 11.

"Rejoice in the Lord, O ye righteous," Psalm xxxiii, 1. In the very

same sense it occurs in numberless places. As the word is therefore

properly applied to God himself, to hi.s worti, his providences, and his
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people, (in all which cases it must necessarily mean righteous,) we can-

not lightly depart from this its proper signification.

But you think there is a necessity of departing from it here ; because
" to say, God created Adam righteous, is to affirm a contradiction, or

what is inconsistent with the very nature of righteousness. For a right-

eousness wrought in him without his knowledge or consent, would have
been no righteousness at all." (p. 161.) You may call it by any name
you like better. But we nuist use the old name still ; as being persuaded
that the love of God, governing the senses, appetites, and passions,

however or whenever it is wrought in the soul, is true, essential right-

eousness.

Nay, " righteousness is right action." Indeed it is not. Here (as

we said before) is your fundamental mistake. It is aright state of mind,
which differs from right action, as the cause does from the effect.

Righteousness is, properly and directly, a right temper or disposition of

mind, or a complex of all right tempers.

For want of observing this you say, " Adam could not act before he
was created. Therefore he must exist, and use his intellectual powers,
before he could be righteous." " But, according to this reasoning," as

Dr. Jennings observes, " Christ could not be righteous at his birth."

You answer, " He existed before he was made flesh." I reply. He did,

—as God. But the man Christ Jesus did not. Neither, therefore,

did he use his intellectual powers. According to your reasoning, then,

the man Christ Jesus could not be righteous at his birth.

The Doctor adds :
" Nay, according to this reasoning, God could not

be righteous from eternity; because he must exist before he was right-

eous." (Jennings^s Vindication.) You answer :
" My reasoning would

hold even with respect to God, were it true that he ever did begin to

exist. But neither the existence nor the holiness of God was prior to

each other." {Taylor^s Supplement, p. 162.) Nay, but if his existence

was not prior to his holiness, if he did not exist before he was holy,

your assertion, that every being must exist before it is righteous, is

not true.

Besides, (to pursue your reason a little farther,) if" God did always
exist," yet unless you can prove that he always acted, it will not clear

your argument. For let him exist millions of ages, he could not be
righteous (according to your maxim) before he acted right.

One word more on this article : You say, " My reasoning would hold

good, even with respect to (iod, were it true that he ever did begin to

exist." Then I ask concerning the Son of God, Did he ever begin to

exist ? If he did not, he is the one, ct<;rnal God
;

(for there cannot be

two eternals ;) if he did, and your reasoning hold good, when he began
to exist he was not righteous.

" But St. John saith, ' He that doeth righteousness is righteous.' "

Yes, it appears he is, by his doing or practising " righteousness." " But
where doth the Scripture speak one word of a righteousness infused into

us?" Where it speaks of" the love of God" (the essence of righteous-

ness) " shed al)road in our hearts."

And cannot God, by his almiglity power, infuse any good tempers

into us? You answer, " No ;—no being whatever can do for us that

which cannot be at all if it be not our own choice, and the ctlcct of our
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own iiifJustiy and exercise. But all good tempers arc the effect of our
own industry and exercise ; otherwise they cannot he at all."

Nay, then, it is certain they cannot be at all. For neither lowliness,

meekness, long suffering, nor any other good temper, can ever be the
effect of my own industry and exercise. But I verily believe they may
be the effect of God's Spirit, working in ine whatsoever pleascth him.
See Isaiah xxvi, 12.

You add :
" The thing cannot exist, unless we choose ; because our

choosing to do what is right, is the very thing which is to exist." No
;

the thing which is to exist is, a right state of mind. And it is certain,

God can give this to any creature, at the very first moment of its exist-

ence. Nay, it may be questioned, whether God can create an intelligent

being in any other state.

" But a habit is gained by repeated acts. Therefore, habits of right-

eousness could not be created in man." Mere playing upon words !

He could be, he was, created full of love. Now, whether you call this

a habit or no, it is the sum of all righteousness.
" But this love is either under the government of my will, or it is not."

It is. The love of God which x\dam enjoyed was under the government
of his will. " But if so, it could be righteous only so far as appUed to

right action in heart and life." (pp. 164, 165.) Stop here. The love

of God is righteousness, the moment it exists in any soul ; and it must
exist before it can be applied to action. Accordingly, it was righteous-

ness in Adam the moment he was created. And yet he had a power
either to follow the dictates of that love, (in which case his righteousness

would have endured for ever,) or to act contrary thereto ; but love was
righteousness still, though it was not irresistible.

" I might adfl, Adam's inclination to sin (for he could not sin without a
sinful inclination) must be so strong as to overcome his (supposed) inbred
propensity to holiness ; and so malignant, as to expel that principle at once,
and totally. Consequently, the supposed original righteousness was con-
sistent with a sinful propensity, vastly stronger and more malignant than
ever was or can be in any of his posterity ; who cannot sin against such
resistance, or with such dreadful consequences. Thus, original righteousness
in Adam proves far worse tiian original sin in his posterity." (p. 166.)

I have set down your argument at large, that it may appear in its full

strength. Now, let us view it more closely :
" Adam coidd not sin

without a sinful inclination." The sentence is ambiguous. Either it

may mean, " Adam could not choose ill, without some sinful temper

preceding ;" and in this sense it is false ; or, " He could not commit
outward sin, without first inclining, that is, choosing so to do." 2. " This
his sinful inclination (or temper) was so strong as to overcome his

inbred propensity to hohness." It was not any sinful inclination (in this

sense) which overcame his propensity to holiness ; but strong temptation

from without : how strong we know not, and the circumstances of it we
know not. 3. " This his sinftd inclination was so malignant, as to expel

that principle at once, and totally." Not by any sinful inchnation, but

by yielding to temptation, he did lose the love and image of God. But
that this was totally and at once, we have no authority to aflirm.

4. " Consequently, original righteousness in Adam was consistent with

a sinful propensity, vastly stronger, and more malignant, than ever was
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or can be in any of his posterity." It was consistent with no sinful

propensity at all, but barely with a power of yielding to temptation. It

declined in the same proportion, and by the same degrees, as he did

actually yield to this. And when he had yielded entirely and eaten the

fruit, original righteousness was no more. Therefore, the Fifth propo-

sition, " Thus original righteousness proves to be far worse than original

sin," is flourish. What a figure does this fair argument make, now it is

turned inside out

!

From all this it may appear, that the doctrine of original righteousness

(as well as that of original sin) hath a firm foundation in Scripture, as

well as in the attributes of a wise, holy, and gracious God.

As you do not offer any new argument in your conclusion, I need not

spend any time upon it.

You subjoin Remarks on Dr. Watts's Additions to his book. Some
of these deserve a serious consideration :

—

1. Either the new-created man loved God supremely, or not. If he did

not, he was not innocent ; since the very law and light of nature require

such a love to God. If he did, he stood disposed for every act of obedience.

And this is true holiness of heart.

You answer, (in many words,) " The new-created man did not love

God supremely. For, before he could love God, the powers of his mind
must have been quite finished, and actually exercised." (p. 186.) And,
doubtless, the very moment he was created, they were quite finished,

and actually exercised too. For man was not gradually formed by God,
as a statue is by a human artificer ; but " He spake the word, and they

were made ; he commanded, and they were created." And as light and

heat were not subsequent to the creation of the sun, but began to exist

with it, so that the moment/ it existed it shone ; so spiritual light and

heat, knowledge and love, were not subsequent to the creation of man,

but they began to exist together with h'un. The moment he existed, he

knew and loved.

2. If the new-made creatiu-e liad not a propensity to love and obey God,
but was in a state of mere indifTcrenre to good or evil, then his being put

into such a union with llesh and blood, among a thousand temptations, would
have been an overbalance on the side of vice. But our reason can never

suppose, that God, the wise, just, and good, would liave ])laced a new-made
creature in such a situation.

This argument cannot be answered, unless it can be showed, either,

(1.) That in such a situation, there would not have been an overbalance

on the side of vice ; or, (2.) That to place a new-made creature in a

situation where there was such an overbalance, was consistent with the

wisdom, justice, and goodness of God.

But, instead of showing, or even attempting to show, this, you feebly

say, " I do not think the reason of man by any means sufficient to direct

God, in what state to make moral agents." (O that you had always

thought so! How much vain, yea, mischievous, reasoning had then

been spared!) "But, however Adam's propensities and temptations

were balanced, he had freedom to choose evil as well as good." (pp. 187,

188.) He had. But this is no answer to the argument, which, like the

foiTner, remains in its full force. How coidd a wise, just, and good God
place his creature in such a state as that the scale of evil should pre-
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ponderate ? Although it l)e allowed, he is, in a measure, free still ; the

other scale does not " fly up, and kick the beam."

3. Notwithstanding' all tiie cavils which have been raised, yet if those two
texts (Eph. iv, 24 ; Col. iii, 10) are considered together, their obvious mean-
ing will strike an honest and unbiassed reader, the new man, or the principle

of true religion in the heart, is created by God after his moral image, in that
righteousness and true holiness wherein man was at first created.

You answer, " I have endeavoured to prove the contrary; and he does
not oflier to point out any one mistake in my interpretations." (p. 189.)
I have pointed out more than one.

4. If these are the qualifications with which such a new-made creature
shoidd be endued ; and these the circimistancos, wherein, from the wisdom,
justice, and goodness of God, we should expect him to be situated ; then, by
a careful survey of what man is now, compared with what he should be, we
may easily determine, whether man is at present such a creature as the
great and blessed God made him at first.

You answer, in abundance of words, the sum of which is this : "Our
circumstances are, on the whole, far better than Adam's were ; for he
was under that severe law, ' Transgress and die.' "

(p. 190.) He was
so ; but this does not prove the point still ; balancing this single disad-

vantage (if such it was ; for even that may be disputed) with the nume-
rous advantages he was possessed of, with the holiness and happiness
which he enjoyed, and might have enjoyed for ever, it does by no means
appear that the present circumstances of mankind in general are better

than Adam's were.

5. God did not give Noah dominion over the brute creatures in so ample
a manner as he did to Adam. Pear indeed fell on the bnites ; but this does
not sufficiently preserve man from thoir outrage. In the innocent state, no
man would have been poisoned or torn by serpents or Ijpns as now.

You answer: "The second grant runs,—'The fear of you and the

dread of you shall be upon every beast of the field, and upon every fowl

of the air, and upon all that moves on the earth, and upon all the fishes

of the sea : into your hands they are delivered. Every moving thing that

liveth shall be meat for you : even as the green herb I have given you all

things.' Now, this grant is more extensive than the first." (p. 191.) It

is, as to food; but not as to dominion. The liberty of eating an animal

does not necessarily imply any dominion over it at all. "But the ' fear'

and ' dread ' of every beast are the efiects of dominion in man, and the

subjection in brutes." Nay, neither docsfear necessarily imply dominion.

I may fear what has not dominion over me, and what I am not subject

to. And those animals may fear me, over which, nevertheless, I have not

dominion, neither are they subject to me. I fear every viper, yea, every

poisonous spider ; and they fear me : yet neither has dominion over the

other. Fear, therefore, and dread may be in a high degree ; and yet no
dominion at all. But they are " ' all delivered into our hands.' " Yes

;

" for meat ;" as the very next words explain that expression. Whatever
therefore it may " import in other Scriptures," the meaning of it here is

plain and certain.

6. Would God have exposed the pure and innocent works of his hands to

such unavoidable perils and miseries as arise from bears, tigers, serpents,,

precipices, volcanoes, &c ?
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You answer :
" He did expose innocent Adam to a peril and misery

greater than all these put together, even to a tempting devil." (pp. 191,

192.) I reply, (1.) This did not imply any unavoidable misery at all.

(2.) It implied no more peril than God saw was needful, as a test of his

obedience. Therefore this is no parallel case : so this argument also

stands unanswered.

7. It has been said, indeed, " IfAdam foil into sin though ho was innocent,
then among a million of creatures every one might sin, though lie was as
innocent as Adam." (pp. 194, 19-5.) I answer, There is a possibility of the
event ; but the improbability of it is as a million to one. I prove it thus : If a
million of creatures were made in an equal probability to stand or fall ; and
if all the numbers, from one to one million inclusively, were set in a rank,
it is plainly a million to one, that just any single proposed number of this

multitude should fall. Now, the total sum is one of these numbers, that is,

the last of them. Consequently, it is a million to one against the supposi-
tion, that the whole number of men should fall. And this argument will

grow still ten thousand times stronger, if we suppose ten thousand millions

to have lived since the creation.

Your argument stood thus : "If we cannot infer from Adam's trans-

gression, that his nature was originally conaipt, neither can we infer from
the transgressions of all mankind, that their nature is originally corrupt."

It is answered, IfamiUiou of creatures were made in an equal proba-
bility to stand orfall, it is a million to one they shovld not all fall. You
reply, "This is no answer to my argument." (p. 196.) Surely it is;

and a direct answer. That one man sinned, does not prove he had a

corrupt nature. Why? Because (supposing him free to choose good
or evil) it was as probable he should sin, as not, there being no odds on
one side or the other ; but that all men should sin, does prove they have
a corrupt nature ; because it is not as probable, that all men should sin,

as that one man should ; the odds against it being as a million, or rather

ten thousand millions, to one. Either, therefore, we must allow that

mankind are more inclined to evil than to good, or we miist maintain a

supposition so highly improbable as comes very near a flat impossibility.

And thus much you yourself cannot but allow: " The reasoning may
hold good, where all circmnstanccs agree to make the probability equal

with regard to every individual in this supposed million." And how can
the probability be other than equal, if every individual be as wise and as

good as Adam ? " But be it equal or no," you say, " the case is not to

be estimated by the laws of equal probability, but of infection. For
when sin is once entered into a body of men, it goes on, not according

to the laws of chance," (is this precisely the same with equal proba-

bility?) " but the laws, as I may say, of infection." But how came sin

to enter into a body of men? That is the very q\iestion. Supposing,

first, a body of sinners, sin "may assume the nature of a contagion."

But the difficulty lies against supposing any body of sinners at all. You
say, indeed, "One sinner produces another, as the serpent drew in Eve :

the first sin and sinner being like a 'little leaven which leavens the whole
lump.' " All this I can understand, supposing our nature is inclined to

evil. But if not, why does not one good man produce another, as

naturally as one sinner produces another? And why does not right-

eousness spread as fast and as wide among mankind as wickedness?
Why does not this " leaven, leaven the whole lump," as frequently, as
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readily, and as throughly, as the other? These laws of infection, so called,

will therefore stand you in no stead. For, to bring the matter still more
to a point, suppose Adam and Eve newly infected by sin ; they had then

none to infect, having no child. Afterward they repented, and found

mercy. Then Cain was born. Now, surely neither Adam nor Eve
would infect him, having suffered so severely for their own sin ; which,

therefore, they must needs guard him against ! How, then, came he to

be a sinner? " O, by his own choice; as Seth was righteous." Well;

afterward, both wicked Cain and good Seth begat sons and daughters.

Now, was it not just as probable, one should infect his children with

goodness, as the other with wickedness ? How came, then, Cain to

transmit vice, ^iny more than Seth to transmit virtue ? If you say, "Seth

did transmit virtue ; his posterity was virtuous until they mixed with the

vicious offspring of Cain," I answer, (1.) How does that appear? How
do you prove that all the posterity of Seth were virtuous? But, (2.) If

they were, why did not this mixture amend the vicious rather than cor-

rupt the virtuous ? If our nature is equally inclined to virtue and vice,

vice is no more contagious than virtue. How, then, came it totally to

prevail over virtue, so that " all flesh had corrupted themselves before

the Lord ?" Contagion and infection are nothing to the purpose ; see-

ing they might propagate good as well as evil.

Let us go one step farther : Eight persons only were saved from the

general deluge. We have reason to believe that four, at least, of these

were persons truly virtuous.

How then came vice to have a majority again among the new inha-

bitants of the earth? Had the nature of man been inclined to neither,

virtue must certainly have had as many votaries as vice. Nay, suppose

man a reasonable creature, and supposing virtue to be agreeable to the

highest reason, according to all the rules of probability, the majority of

mankind must in every age have been on the side of virtue.

I 8. Some have reckoned up a large catalogue of the instances of divine

goodness, and would make this as evident a proof that mankind stands in

the favour of God, as all the other instances are of a universal degeneracy
of man, and the anger of God against them. But it is easy to reply, The
goodness of God may incline him to bestow a thousand bounties upon cri-

minals ; but his justice and goodness will not suffer liim to inflict misery in

such a universal manner, where there has been no sin to deserve it either

in parents or children.

You answer : " There is more than enough sin among mankind, to

deserve all the sufferings God inflicts upon them. And the Scriptures

represent those sufferings as disciplinary, for correction and reforma-

tion." What, all the sufferings of all mankind? This can in no wise

be allowed. Where do the Scriptures say, that all sufferings, those of

infants in particular, are purely disciplinary, and intended only "for cor-

rection and reformation ?" Neither can this be reconciled to matter of

tact. How did the sufferings of Grecian or Roman infants tend to their

correction and reformation? Neither do they tend to the correction or

reformation of their parents, or of any other persons under heaven. And
even as to adults : If universal suffering is a proof of universal sin, and

universal sin could not take place unless men were naturally prone to

evil, then the present sufferings of mankind are a clear and strong evi-

dence that their nature is prone to evil.
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9. Notwitlistanding all God's provision for the good of man, still the
Scripture represents men while they are in their fallen state, as destitute of
God's favour, and without hope.

You answer :
" How can men be destitute of God's favour, when he

has vouchsafed them a Redeemer'?" (p. 207.) By destitute of God's
favour, we mean, children of wrath, objects of God's displeasure ; and,

because they were so, the Redeemer was given, to reconcile them to

God by his own blood ; but, notwithstanding this, while we and they

were in our fallen state, we were all objects of God's displeasure.
" But how can they be without hope, when he ' hath given them the

hope of eternal life V " All men wlio are not born again, born of God,
are without hope at this day. God, indeed, " hath given," but they

have not accepted, " the hope of eternal life." Hence the bulk of man-
kind are still as void of this hope, as are the beasts that perish. And so

(the Scripture declares) are all men by nature, whatever difference grace

may make. " By nature" all are " children of wrath, without hope,

without God in the world."

10. Doth that man write the sincere sense of his own mind and con-
science, who charges the expression, " Adam was on trial for us all," with
this inference, " That we are none of us in a state of trial now, but Adam
alone was upon trial for us all ?" We have owned and granted, that men
are now in a state of trial ; but this is upon the foot of a new covenant.

You answer, " What can be more evident, than that, according to this

scheme, Adam alone was to be upon trial for us all, and that none of
Adam's posterity are upon personal trial?" (p. 209.) Do you not see

the ambiguity in the word alo7ie ? Or do you see and dissemble it ?

Dr. Watts supposes, that Adam alone, that is, this single person, was on
trial for all men. Does it follow from hence, that Adam alone, that is,

no other person, was ever in a state of trial 1 Again : if no person but

Adam was iipon trial ibr all men, will it follow, " No person but Adam
was upon trial at all ?" It is really hard to think, that you here " speak
the sincere sense of your own mind and conscience."

You go on : " He supposes all mankind are still under the original

covenant with Adam, according to which he alone was upon trial for us
all, and none of his posterity are upon personal trial." He does not

suppose any man to be sounder that covenant, as to supersede his being
upon personal trial. Yourself add :

" 1 knew he owned we are upon
personal trial, and that all mankind are now under the covenant of grace

;

but how can either of these consist with the scheme ?" Both of them
consist with it perfectly well. (1.) Adam alone, or single, was, in

some sense, on trial for all mankind, accordinii to the tenor of the old

covenant, " Do this and live." (2.) Adam fell, and hereby the sen-

tence of death came on him and all his posterity. (Jl.) The new
covenant was given, whereby all mankind were |)ut into a slate of per-

sonal trial
; yet, still, (4.) Death, the |)enalty of the old covenant, came

(mon; or less) on all mankind. Now, all this is well consistent with

itself, as well as with the tenor of Scripture.

11. Mankind is represented as one collective body in several verses of the
.'jth chapter to the Romans.

Vou answer: " St. Paul always distinguishes between Adam, and all men,
his posterity, and does not consider Adam with all men, as one creature."

(p. 211.)
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\\ hat then 1 This does not prove that he does not represent mankind

(Adam's posterity) as one collective body.

12. All that is contained in the blessing given to Noah is consistent with

the curse which came on all men by the firsi sin. But that curse is not

consistent with the original blessing which was given to Adam.

You answer : " The blcssin^ given to Noah was the very same which

was given to Adam." (p. 212.) This is palpably false. The blessing

•which was given to Adam included, (1.) Freedom from pain and death.

(2.) Dominion over the whole brute creation. But that given to Noah
did not include either. Yet you afhrm, " It is renewed to Noah, without

any maimer of alteration, after pain and death were introduced into the

Avorld !" And do pain and death then make no manner of alteration ?

13. The dominion over the brutes given to Adam was not given to Noah.

You answer : " Our killing and feeding upon them is the highest

instance of dominion over them." (p. 213.) It is no instance of it at

all. I may shoot a bear, and then eat him
;
yet I have no dominion,

unless it be over his carcass.

PART IV.

EXTRACTS FROM DR. WATTS AND MR. HEBDEN.

I HAVE now considered what is material in your "Doctrine of Original

Sin," with the " Supplement, and Reply to Dr. VV'atts." And this I

purposely did, before I read the Doctor's book. But how was I sur-

prised on reading it, to observe the manner, wherein you have treated it,

of which I could not be a judge before ! The frame which he liad so

beautifully and strongly connected, you have disjointed and broken in

pieces, and given us nothing but mangled fragments of it, from which it

is impossible to form any judgment of the whole. In order, therefore,

to do justice to that great and good man, as well as to his argument, I

subjoin an extract of so much of that work as directly affects the main
question.

I the rather subjoin this, and the following extracts, for these two
reasons: 1. Because wliat has gone before, being purely argumentative,

is dry, and less profitable to the generality of readers : 2. Because they

contain one uniform, connected scheme of the great doctrine which I

have been hitherto defending; and which, after the objections have been
removed out of the way, may be more clearly understood and firmly

embraced.

INTRODUCTION.

" Man is a creature made up of an animal body and a rational mind, so
united as to act in a mutual correspondence, according to certain laws ap-
pointed by his Creator. Now, suppose the blessed God, who is perfect in

wisdom and power, in justice and goodness, were to form such a new creature,

with what qualifications may we conceive such a creature would be endowed,
by a Being of such goodness, justice, and wisdom?" (Ruin and Recovery of
Mankind, p. 1.)

" 1. We cannot but conceive, he must have a perfection of natural powers,
both of body and spirit, as, united together, suited to his present circum-
stances." (p. 2.)
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" Not that we need conceive, man would be made so perfect a being as God
could make liim : for the wisdom of God plainly designed to display itself in

the difterent ranks and orders of iiis creation. Nor is it reasonable to sup-

pose, man would be made at first with such sublime perfections, as he himself

mi<;ht afterward arrive at, by a wise improvement of hi? powers. But still

the creature which was designed to bear the nearest likeness of his Maker
in tills lower world must have powers perfectly sufficient for his present well-

being, and acting in that station wherein God had placed him. All his senses

must be clear and strong, iiis limbs vigorous and active, his body healthy in

all the inward and outward parts of it, and every natural power in its proper

order." (p. 3.) " For God would surely form such a creature in a state of

perfect ease, without any original malady ofnature, to give him pain or sorrow.

Nor could there be any tendency in his body to pain or disease while he

remained witliout sin." (p. 4.)
" And as the powers of liis body must be thus perfect, so the faculties of

his soul must have their perfection too.

" His understanding must have that knowledge both of God and his crea-

tures, which was needful for his happiness. Not that he was formed with

all knowledge in arts and sciences, but with such as was requisite to his peace

and welfare. His reason must be clear, his judgment uncorrupted, and his

conscience upright and sensible.

" This leads me to speak of his moral perfection. A rational creature thus

made must not only be innocent, as a tree, but must be formed holy. His
will must have an inward bias to virtue ; he must have an inclination to please

that God who made him, a supreme love to his Creator, a zeal to serve him,

and a tender fear of offending him." (p. 5.)
" For either the new-created man loved God supremely, or not ; if lie did

not, he was not innocent, since the law of nature requires a supreme love to

God ; if he did, he stood ready for every act of obedience : and this is true

holiness of heart. And, indeed, without this, how could a God of holiness

love the work of his own hands ?

" There must be also in this creature a regular subjection of the inferior

powers to the superior. Sense, and appetite, and passion, must be subject to

reason. The mind must have a power to govern these lower faculties, that

he might not offend against tlie law of his creation.
" He must also have his heart inlaid with love to the creatures, especially

those of his own species, if ho should be placed among them ; and with a
principle of honesty and truth in dealing with them ; and if many of these

creatures were made at once, there would be no pride, malice, or envy, no
falsehood, no brawls or contentions among them, but all harmony and
love." (p. 6.)

" This universal righteousness, which is the moral image of God, is far

the noblest part of that image in which Moses represents man to have been
originally created. Tlie same writer assures us, that when God surveyed all

his works, hn pronounced tliem ' very good !' agreeably to what Solomon
assures us, that God ' made man upright.' "

(p. 7.)
" It is true, tlie natural image of God in which man was created, consist-

ed in iiis siiiritual, intelligent, and immortal nature ; and his political image,

(if I may so speak,) in iiis being lord of tliis lower creation. But the chief,

the moral, part of his image, we learn from St. Paul, to have been the recti-

tude of man's nature; who, in his Fipistle to the Ephesians, (iv, 24,) says,

that the image of God in which man is to be renewed, and, consequently, in

which lie was made, consists ' in righteousness and true holiness.'
" 2. From the justice and goodness of God we may infer, that though man

was made free, witii a power to choose either evil or good, that he might be

put into a stale of ])robatioii, yet he had a full suthciency of power to preserve

himself in lf)ve and obedience to his Oeator, and to guard himself against

every temptation." (p. H.)

"3. It IS Jiighly probable from the goodness of God, that such a creature
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would be made immortal : it is true, the great God, as sovereign Lord of his

creatures, might take away all tiiat lie had given ; but it is hard to suppose,
that he ever would have destroyed an intelligent creature who had continued
to serve and please him." (p. 9.)

" It is also probable that ho was endued with power to arrive at higher
degrees of excellency and happiness than those in which lie was formed at
first ; and hereby lie was greatly encouraged, both to watch against every
sin, and to use all zeal and diligence in improving the powers he had received.

"4. We may add, that the habitation in which a (Jod of infinite goodness
would place such an innocent and holy creature, would be furnished with all

the necessaries and conveniences of life, and prej)ared for his delight as well
as safety. And so Moses tells us, that th«! first created pair were placed in

Eden, a garden of pleasure, and were made lords of all therein, of all the
creatures, animal and vegetable, that were round about them." (p. 10.)

" Neither can we conceive that any thing destructive or hurtful could be
found in this delightful habitation, but what man would have sufiicient notice
of, with sufficient power to oppose or avoid it.

"5. And if this creature had power to propagate its kind, the child must
be innocent and holy, and equally capable of persevering in virtue and hap-
piness." (p. 11.)

•'Now, if we may judge from the wisdom, justice, and goodness of God,
that these are the qualifications with which such a new-made creature woidd
be endued, these the circumstances in which he would be situated ; then,

by a careful survey of what mankind is now, we may easily judge whether
man is now such a creature as the great and blessed God made him at first.

And this is the subject of the ensuing inquiry."

QITESTION I.

" /,s ?/m?i, in his present circumstances, such a creature as he came out

of the hands of God, his Creator ?

" We may derive a full answer to this inquiry from the following consi-

derations." (p. 12.)

"1. This earth, which was designed for the habitation of man, carries

evident tokens of ruin and desolation, and does not seem to be ordained, in

its present form and circumstances, for the habitation of innocent beings
;

but is apparently fit for the dwelling place of creatures who are degenerate,

and fallen from God.
" It is granted that the beauty and order of this lower world, even in its

jiresent constitution, and the wonderful texture, composition, and harmony
of the several parts of it, both in air, earth, and sea, do still illustriously

display the power, wisdom, and goodness of their Creator. Yet it must be

confessed also, that there are glaring proofs of the terrors of his justice, and
the execution of his vengeance." (p. 13.)

" Is not the present shape of our earth, in its divisions of seas and shores,

rude and irregular, abrupt and horrid ! Survey a map of the world, and say,

does the form of it strike our eyes with any natural beauty and harmony '.'

Rather, does it not strongly bear on our sight the ideas of ruin and confu-

sion 1 Travel over the countries of this globe, or visit several parts of this

island,—what various appearances of a ruined world ! What vast, broken
mountains hang over the heads of travellers ! What stupendous cliffs and
promontories rise,—high and hideous to behold ! What dreadful precipices,

—which make us giddy to look down, and are ready to betray us into de-

struction ! What immense extents are there in many countries of waste and
barren ground ! What vast and almost impassable deserts ! What broad
and faithless morasses, which are made at once both deaths and graves to

iniwary travellers ! What huge ruinous caverns, deep and wide, big enough
to bury whole cities !" (p. 14.)

" What resistless deluges ofwater, in a season of great rains, come rolling

down the hills, bear all things before them, and spread spacious desolation I
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What roaring and tremendous waterfalls in several parts of the globe

!

What burning mountains, in whose caverns are lakes of liquid fire ready
to burst upon the lower lands ! or they are a mere shell of earth, covering
prodigious cavities of sniolce, and furnaces of flame ; and seem to wait a
Divine command, to break inward, and bury towns and provinces in fiery

ruin." (p. 15.)
" What active treasures 'of wind are pent up in the bowels of the earth,

ready to break out into wide and surprising mischief! What huge torrents

of water rush and roar through the hollows of the globe we tread ! What
dreadful sounds and threatening appearances from the reign of meteors in

the air ! What clouds charged with flame, ready to burst on the earth, and
discompose and terrify all nature !

" When I survey such scenes as these, I cannot but say within myself,
' Surely this earth, in these rude and broken appearances, this unsettled and
dangerous state, was designed as a dwelling for some unhappy inhabitants,

who did or would transgress the laws of their Maker, and merit desolation

from his hand. And he hath here stored up his magazines of divine artillery

against the day of punishment.' " (p. 16.)
" How often liave the terrible occurrences of nature in the air, earth, and

sea, and the calamitous incidents in several countries, given a strong con-
firmation of this sentiment

!

" What destructive storms have we and our fathers seen even in this

temperate island of Great Britain ! What floods of water and violent ex-

plosions of fire do we read of in the histories oftiie world ! What shocking
convulsions of the globe, stretching far and wide under the aflrighted na-

tions ! What huge disruptions of the caverns of the earth, with tremendous
bellowings, which have filled its inhabitants with terror and astonishment,

and made wide devastations ! Would a good and gracious Being have
originally so formed the inanimate parts of this lower world, as to produce
such deadly concussions therein, and such desolating appearances, had he
not designed it for the habitation of such creatures as he foresaw would
deserve tliesc strokes of his indignation !" (p. 17.)

" And thus both Moses and St. Peter suj)pose (jod to liave laid up stores

of ruin and destruction within the bowels of the earth, that he might break
open his dreadful treasures of flood and fire at projier seasons, to drown and
to burn the world, together witli tlie sinful inhabitants thereof." (pp. 18, 19.)

" Now, the great God, who appointed such prodigious quantities both of
water and fire to be reserved in the bowels of the eartii, and among the

clouds of heaven, for such a foreseen day of general destruction, did also

doubtless |)repare the materials of all the lesser storms and hurricanes,

parth<iuakes and floods, and convulsions of nature ; and treasured up for

these purposes his magazines of wind, and flood, and fire, in tjie earth. And
is this a habitation prepared for tlie residence of pure and holy beings 1 Is

this sucli a peaceful place as a kind Creator would have formed for innocent
creatures ! It is absurd to imagine this of a (Jod so wise, so righteous, and
so merciful !" (p. 20.)

"2. TiCt us take a survey of tlie vegc'tal)les which grow out of the earth,

with the i)rute animals which are found on the suri'ice of it; and we shall

find more reasons to conclude thiit man, tlie chief inhabitant, is not such as

he came first out of his Maker's hand.
" It must be granted here again, that the wisdom and goodness of the

Creator are amazingly displayed in the animal and the vegetable world, be-

yond the utmost reach of our thoughts or praises. But still we may have
leave to inquire, whether, if man had continued innocent, among the nume-
rous herbs and flowers fitted for his support and delight, any plants or fruits

of a malignant, mortal naUire would have grown out of the earth, without
some plain mark or caution set upon lliem." (p. 21.)

" Can we suppo.iie that among the root;;, herbi:, and treeu, good for food,

tlie great God would have sufl'crud mitjchicf, malady, and deadly poison, ti>
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spring up here and there, without any sufficient distuiction, that man might
know how to avoid them ? This is the case in our present world ; disease,

anguish, and death, have entered into the bowels and veins of multitudes by
an innocent and fatal mistake of these pernicious things for proper food.

" There was indeed 'the tree of knowledge' in Paradise; but man was
expressly cautioned against it. And certainly had he contiiuied holy, no
poisonous plant would have been suffered to grow on the earth, without either

some natural mark set upon it, or some divine cavition to avoid it !" (p. 22.)
" Proceed to the animal world : There are many creatures, indeed, which

serve the use or pleasure of mail. But are there not many other sort: which
he is neither able to govern nor to resist ; and by which all his race are
exposed, whenever they meet them, to wounds, and anguish, and death."
(p.'Si.)

»' If man had not sinned, would there have been in the world any such
creatures as bears and tigers, wolves and lions, animated with such fierce-

ness and rage, and armed with such destructive teeth and talons ? Would
the innocent children of men have ever been formed to be the living prey of
these devourers ? Were the life and limbs of holy creatures made to become
heaps of agonizing carnage ? Or would their rtesh and bones have been
given up to be crushed and churned between the jaws of panthers and leo-

pards, sharks and crocodiles ! Let brutes be content to prey on their

fellow brutes, but let man be their lord and ruler.

" If man were not fallen, would there have been so many tribes of the
serpeut kind, armed with deadly venom ? Would such subtle and active

mischiefs have been made and sent to dwell in a world of innocents ? And
would the race of all these murderers and destructive animals have been
propagated for six thousand years, in any province of God's dominion, had
not its rational inhabitants been in rebellion against God !" (p. 24.)

" What are the innnense flights of locusts which darken the sky, and lay

the fields desolate ? What are tlie armies of hornets or musquitoes that

frequently make a pleasant land almost intolerable ! If they are found in the

heats of Afric, and of the East and West Indies, one would think they should
not infest the Polar regions, if the Creator had not designed them for [a,

scourge to the nations on all sides of the globe.
" What are the innumerable host of caterpillars, but so many messengers

of the anger of God against a sinful race ] And since we can neither resist

nor subdue them, we may certainly infer, that we are not now such favourites

of Heaven as God at first made us." (p. 2.5.)

" The troublesome and pernicious tribes of animals, both of large and
smaller size, which are fellow commoners with us on this great globe, to-

gether with our impotence to prevent or escape their mischiefs, is a sufficient

proof that we are not in the full favour and love of the God that made us
;

and that he has quartered his armies, his legions, among us, as princes do
in a rebellious province.

" It is true, all these are trials for man during his state of probation. But
a state of probation for innocent man would not have included death ; much
less a violent and bloody, or a lingering and painful death." (p. 26.) " Ac-
cordingly, our return to dust is mentioned by Moses as a curse of God for

the sin of man. And when once life is forfeited by all mankind, then a
painful death may properly become a part of the farther trial of such crea-

tures as are to rise again ; and any pious sufferers may be rewarded by a
happy resurrection. But a painful death could never be made a part of the

trial of innocent creatures, who had never forfeited life, nor were ever legally

subjected to death." (p. 27.)
" Upon the whole, therefore, such noxious and destructive plants and

animals could not be made to vex and disturb, to poison and destroy, a race
of iiuiocent intellectual beings.

" 3. The manner of our entrance into life is another proof of universal

sin." (p. 29.) " Would the great and good God have appointed intellectual
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animals, had tliey been sinless, to be propagated m such a way as should

necessarily give such exquisite pain and anguish to the mothers who bring

them forth? And if the contagion had not been universal, why should such

acute pangs attend almost every female parent? Are ncjt the multiplied

sorrows with which the daughters of Eve bring forth, an evident token that

they are not in their original state of favour with that God who created them,

and pronounced a blessing upon them in their propagation?*
" Moses informs us, that God blessed the first ])air, and bid them, 'be

fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it :' and soon after

tells lis that these ' multiplied sorrows' in cliild-birth are a curse from .an

offended God. Surely the curse is not as old as the blessing ; but sin and
sorrow came in together, and spread a wide curse over the birth of man,
which before stood only under a divine benediction. Not that the blessing

is now quite taken away, though the pains of child-bearing are added to it

:

And daily experience proves, this curse is not taken away by the blessing

repeated to Noah." (p. 29.)
" 4. Let us consider, in the next place, how the generality of mankind are

preserved in life. Some few have their food without care or toil : But
the millions of human creatures, in all the nations of the earth, arc con-

.strained to support a wretched life by hard labour. What dreadful risks of

life or limbs do multitudes run, to purchase their necessary food ! Wliat
waste of the hours of sweet repose, what long and slavish and painful toils

by day, do multitudes sustain, in order to procure their daily nourishment .'

It is ' by the sweat of their brows' they obtain ' their bread :' It is by a con-

tinual exhausting their spirits, that many of them are forced to relieve their

own hunger, and to feed their helpless offspring." (p. 30.)
" If we survey the lower ranks of mankind even in England, in a land of

freedom and plenty, a climate temperate and fertile, which abounds with corn

and fruits, and rich variety of food
;
yet what a hard shift do ten thonsand

families make to support life ! Their whole time is devoured by bodily

labour, and their souls almost eaten up with gnawing cares, to anwcr that

question. What shall I cat, and what sliall I drink ? even in the poorest and
coarsest manner ? But ifwe send our thoughts to the sultry regions of Afric,

the frost and snows of Norway, the rocks and deserts of Lapland and norf li-

ern Tartary,—what a frightful thing is human life ! How is the rational

nature lost in slavery, and brutality, and incessant toils, and hardships !

They are treated like brutes by their lords, and they live like dogs and asses,

among labours and wants, hunger and weariness, blows and burdens without

end. Did (iod appoint tliis for innocents?" (p. 'SI.)

" Is the niomeiitary pkiasure of eating and drinking a recompense for

incessant labour? Does it bear any proportion to the length of toil, pain,

and hazard wherewith the provisions of life are procured? INIoscs thought
not. When he speaks of man's 'eating bread in the sweat of his brow,' he
acknowledges this to be another of the curses of God for the sin of man."
(p. ;«.)

" It is strange that any man should say, ' In this sentence of God, no curse

is pronounced upon either Adam's body, sold, or posterity ; that the sorrow
of child-bearing is not inflicted as a curse ; that the labours of life were
increased, but not as a curse ; that death was not a curse.' T would fain

ask. What i.s a ciu'se, if some natural evil pronounced and executed upon a
person, or thing, ho not so, especially wluui it is pronounced on account of

sin, and by (Jod himself, as supreme (Jovernor and .ludge ? And even the

curse on the ground falls properly on the person who tills it.

" It is granted, God can turn curses into blessings. Yet these evils were

* "The author lias been censured here for not dropping; a tear over the fair sex,

under their sorrows and acute pains. Bui lie imagines he has been droppiiipj tears in

every paf^e, and thai over every part of niiuikind." Undoubtedly he has ; und if so,

how unjust, how cruel, is thai censure

!
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originally pronounced and inflicted as a curse or punishment of sin ; as it is

written, ' Cursed is every one who continueth not in all things.' And that

death was designed as a curse on man for sin is evident ; for Christ ' suffer-

ed' that ' curse for us.'

" 5. Consider the character of mankind in general, with regard to religion

and virtue, and it will be hard to believe they bear the image of their common
Father in knowledge and holiness. Some, I grant, are renewed in his image

;

but the bulk of the world are of another stamp, and sufficiently show, there is

some fatal contagion spread through this province of God's dominion. So St.

.Tohn tells us, that, except the few who are 'born of God, the whole world
lieth in wickedness.' "

(p. 33.)
" And can we think of that gross and stupid ignorance of God, which reigns

through vast tracts of Asia, Africa, and America, and the thick darkness
which buries all the Heathen countries, and reduces them almost to brutes

;

can we think of the abominable idolatries, the lewd and cruel rites of worship,
which have been spread through whole nations ; the impious and ridiculous

superstitions which are now practised among the greatest part of the world
;

and yet believe the blessed God would put such wretched, polluted workman-
ship out of his pure hands !" (p. 34.)

" Can we survey the desperate impiety and profaneness, the swearing,
and cursing, and wild blasphemy, that is practised, day and night, among
vast multitudes of those who profess to know the true God ; can we behold
that almost universal neglect of God, of his fear, his worship, and the obe-

dience due to him, which is found even among them who are called Chris-

tians ; and yet imagine, that these bear that image of God in which they
were created ?

" Nor have men forgot God only, but they seem also to hav*; abandoned
their duties to their fellow creatures also. Hence the perpetual practices

of fraud and villany in the commerce of mankind, the innumerable instances
of oppression and cruelty which run through the world ; the pride and
violence of the great ; the wrath, ambition, and tyranny of princes, and the
endless iniquities and mischiefs that arise from malice, envy, and revenge,
in lower people. If we add to these the impure scenes of lust and intem-
perance, which defy the day and pollute the darkness ; with the monstrous
barbarities which are continually committed by the Heathen savages in Africa
and America, (some of whom kill and roast their fellow creatures, and eat

up men as they eat bread,) and by the Christian savages in the inquisition

established in Asia, as well as in many parts of Europe ; can we still imagine
that mankind abide in that state, wherein they came from the hands of their

Maker?" (p. 3.5.)

" That far the greatest number of men are evil, was the known sentiment
of the wiser Heathens." (p. 37.) " They saw and bewailed the undeniable
fact, though they knew not how to account for it. Oi nXaovEj Ka>:oi, ' Most
men are wicked,' was a common observation among them. Even the poets
could not but see this obvious truth. So Virgil brings in Anchises, telling

his son, ' Few are happy in the other world :'

—

Pauci lata arva toiemus.

And in this life, Horace remarks of men in general,

—

Jfitimur in vetitum semper, cupimusque ncgata.

' We are always desiring and pursuing forbidden things.' Nay, he says,

—

Vitiis nemo sine nascitia:

' No man is born without vices ;' and gives this character of young men m
general,

—

Cercus in vitium ftecti, monitoribus asper.

Seneca says just the same,

—

Pf.jora JHvenes facile pranepta audiimt.

Vol. V. '39
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' Young men readily hearken to evil counsels : they are soft as wax to be
moulded into vice, but rough and rugged to their best monitors.' " (p. 38.)

" Juvenal abounds with the same account of human nature :

—

Q,u<E tarn festa dies, ut cesset proderefureml
Ad mores natura recurrit

Damnutos, fixa el mutari nescia.

(luisnam hominuin est, quern tu contentum videris laio

Flagilio 1

Dociles imitandis

Turpibus el pravis oinnes siimus.*

" 6. And not only they of riper age, but even those of tender years, dis-

cover the principles of iniquity and seeds of sin. What young ferments of
spite and envy, what native wratli and rage, are found in the little hearts of
infants, and sufficiently discovered by their hands, and eyes, and countenan-

ces, before they can speak, or know good from evil ! What additional crimes

of lying and deceit, obstinacy and perverseness proceed to blemish their

younger years !" (pp. 39, 41.)
" How little knowledge or thought of God, their Creator and Governor, is

found in children when they can distinguish good and evil !" (p. 42.) " What
an utter disregard of Him that made them, and of the duties they owe to

him ! And when they begin to act according to their chddish age, how little

sense have they of what is morally right and good I How do evil passions

or irregular appetites continually prevail in them ! Even from their first

capacity of acting as moral creatures, how are they led away to practise

falsehood and injury to their play fellows, perhaps with cruelty or revenge !

How often are they engaged in bold disobedience to their parents or teach-

ers ! And whence does this arise ? What is the root, that brings forth

such early bitter fruit?" (p. 43.)
" It cannot be imputed to custom, education, or example ; for many of

these things appear in children before they can take any notice of ill ex-

amples, or are capable of imitating them. And even where there are only

good examples about them, and where the best and earliest instructions are

given them, and inculcated with the utmost care, yet their hearts run astray

from God. The far greatest part of them visibly follow the corrupt influ-

ences of sense, appetite, passion, and manifest very early the evil principles

of stubbornness, pride, and disobedience." (p. 44.)
" To give a still fuller confirmation of this truth, that mankind have a

corrupt nature in them, let it be observed, that where persons have not only

had all possible helps of education from their parents, but have themselves
taken a religious turn betimes, what perpetual hindorance do they find within
themselves !" (p. 45.) " What inward oppositions work in their heart, and,
perhaps, interrupt their holy course of life! What vanity of mind, what
irregtdar appetites, what forgetfulness of God, what evil thoughts and ten-

dencies of heart rise up in contradiction to their best purposes ! Insomuch,
that ' there is not a just man upon earth, who,' through his whole life, ' doeth
good and sinncth not.' " (p. 46.)

"To sum up the three last considerations: if the bulk of mankind are

grossly sinful, and if every individual, witliout exception, is actually a sinner

against tlie law of his Creator ; if sinful propensities appear even in our
most tender years, and every child becomes an actual sinner almost as soon
as it becomes a moral agent ; then we have just reason to conclude, that there

is some original taint spread through the wliolc race of men from their birth.

" 7. It has been said, indeed, that ' if t lie tirst man fell into sin, though he
was innocent and perfect, then among a inillion of men, every one might sin,

though he was as innocent and perfect as Adam.' "
(p. 47.)

[What day is so sacred as not to disclose sonic ihief ?

Nature, fixed and incapable ofchanjic, recurs to condeinard liaijits. Wlioiii have
you ever seen content to stop at a sinjile crime?

In imitating what is ljas>e and wicked wc are all apt schukus.J
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" I answer, There is a bare possibility of the event; but the improbability

of it is in the proportion of a million to one.
" And I prove it thus : If a million of creatures were made in an equal

probability to stand or tall ; and if all the numbers, from one to one million

inclusively, were set in a rank, it is a million to one that just any single pro-
posed number of all these should fall by sin. Now, the total sum is one of
these numbers, that is, the last of them ; consequently, it is a million to one
against the supposition that the whole number of men should fall.

" And yet farther, if they were all made (as the goodness of (iod seems to

require) in a greater prohability of standing than falling, then it is abundantly
more than a million to one, that all should sin without exception. And the
argument grows still ten thousand times stronger, if we suppose ten thousand
millions to have lived since the creation." (p. 48.)

" 8. That man is a fallen creature, appears farther from hence : no man is

able by his present natural powers to perform that law of his Creator which
is still written upon his heart." (p. 49.)

" Does not this law require us to love God with all our heart, to do to

others as we would they should do to us, and to govern our senses, appetites,

and passions by the rules of reason ] Does it not require that these things,

whether they regard God, ourselves, or others, should be done perfectly, with-
out defect ! Doth it not demand, that we should fear, honour, and trust the
great God, and obey all his will in a perfect manner ] Doth it not prescribe

constant justice, tnith, and goodness, toward our neighbour, without one
covetous wish, one act of the will, or tongue, or hand, contrary to truth or

love ? Does it not demand that every sense, appetite, and passion, should be
perfectly subject to reason .' Now, is there a man on earth, who can say, ' I

am able by my natural powers to do this V " (p. 50.)
" Even the outward temptations to which man is exposed, are evidently too

strong to be effectually and constantly resisted by his now enfeebled reason
and conscience ; while at the same time, his will, his appetites, and passions,

have a powerful propensity to comply with them." (p. 51.)
" Now, would a just, a wise, and a merciful God have formed intellectual

creatures in such a wretched state, with powers and capacities so much below
their duties, that they break his law daily and continually, and are not able to

help it ?" (p. 52.)
" Should it be said, * God cannot require more than we are able to perform :'

you have an answer in your own bosom ; for you know and feel God does
require this, even by the law he has written in your heart

;
yet you feel you

are not able to perform it, untie or cut the knot how you may.
" Shoidd it be said again, ' God pities and pardons feeble creatures :' I

answer. (1.) According to the covenant of grace, he does, but not according
to the law of creation. But, (2.) Did God make some of his noblest creatures

so feeble m their original state, as continually to ofl'end, and want pardon 1

Did he give them such a law as should never, never be fulfilled by any one of
them ! Would a God, who adjusts the proportions of all things with the ex-

actest wisdom, give a law to his creatures so disproportionate to their original

powers, that, even in the state of their creation, they are under a necessity of
breaking it, and stand in need of daily forgiveness 1 Does not this single

consideration prove, that man is now a degenerate being, and not such as he
was at first created, by the wise, the righteous, the merciful God !" (p. 54.)

" If you, who are most unwilling to acknowledge the fall of man, would but

look into yourself daily, and observe all the sinful and irregular turns of your
own heart ; how propense you are to folly, in greater or less instances ; hov/

soon appetite and passion oppose reason and conscience ; how frequently you
fall short of the demand of the perfect law of God ; how thoughtless and for-

getful you are of your Creator ; how cold and languishing your affection to

Him ; how little delight you have in virtue, or m communion with God ;

could you think you are such an innocent and holy creature as God at first

created you 7 and that you have been such even from your childhood ! Surely
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a more accurate observation of your own heart must convince you, that you
yourself are degenerated from the first rectitude of your nature." (p. 55.)

" 9. Another proof of the degeneracy of mankind is this : they are evidently
under the displeasure of God, which could not be in their primeval state. As
we have taken a short view of the sins of men, let us also briefly survey the
miseries of mankind, and see how these consist with their being in the favour
of God." (p. 56.)

" Tliink on the thousands of rational creatures descending hourly to the
grave : a few, by some sudden stroke ; but far the greater part by painful and
slow approaches. The grave ! A dark and shameful prison ! which would
never have been made for creatures persisting in innocence, and abiding in the
favour of Him that gave them life and being. Death is the wages of sin ; and
from this punishment of sin, none of mankind can claim a discharge.

" Had they stood, can we think any of them would have died ; much less

every one ofthem 1 And, especially, that half the human race should have been
doomed to die before seven years old 1 before they reach the tenth part of the
present age of man, or have done any thing in life worth living for]" (p. 57.)

" But let us proceed to other miseries that attend us, and hasten us down
to the grave :

—

" Think next ofthe multitudes that are racked day and night by the gout and
stone, the colic and rheumatism, and all manner ofacute and painful diseases

;

and then say, Would a merciful God have contrived these torments for sinless

creatures ? Think of the dismal scenes of war and bloodshed that have by
times overspread all nations '? Cast your thought on a field of battle, where
thousands of men are destroyed like brute beasts, and perish by sharp and
bloody strokes, or by the fatal engines of death. See thousands more lie on
the cold ground, with their flesh and limbs battered and torn, wounded and
panting in extreme anguish, till the nuirmuring soul takes its flight. Are these
the signals of their Maker's love, and of his image in which they were
created !" (p. 58.)

" Think of the numbers that are swallowed up in the mighty waters, by the
rage of stormy winds and seas ; review the multitudes which have been swept
away by the pestilence, or consumed by the tedious agonies of famine. Would
famine and pestilence, with all the train of lingering horrors which attend
them, have ever been made for innocent creatures, to have swept away whole
nations of them, of every age and sex, men, women, and children, without
distinction V (p. 59.)

" Think yet again what numbers of men have been crushed into miseries
and death, and buried by earthquakes ; or have had their bones broken, their

limbs disjointed, and their flesh painfully battered by the fall of houses
;
per-

haps buried alive in the ruins of entire towns or villages, while their neigh-
bours have been drowned in multitudes by the dismal eruptions of water, or
destroyed by deluges ofliquid fire bursting out of the earth : would a God of
goodness and justice have treated innocent creatures in this manner ?" (p. 60.)

" Carry your thouglits to the countries of those savages, where thousands
of their conquered enemies, or prisoners of war, are offered in sacrifice to

their idols, or tortured and roasted to death by slow fires ! Add tliis to all the

former miseries, and then let calm reflection say, whether this world does
not look like a province half forsaken of its gracious Governor.

" Some, perhaps, will say. It is but a small part ofmankind who are involved

in these dreadfiil calamities ; and they may sufl'er peculiar afflictions for their

own personal iniquities." (p. 61.)
" 1 answer : Take a just survey of those who have suffered thus, and there

is not the least reason to think they were sinners above others. Do not these
calamities spread through whole countries, and involve the best and the worst
of men together .' Whole nations suffer by them at once. And, indeed, such
is the corruption of human nature, that wherever they come they find none
innocent. And it is the general situation of mankind, under the just displea-

sure of God, which exposes theui to such destruction.
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" But to proceed : Think of" the innumerable common misfortunes that

attend human life. What multitudes perish by these in one week ! And
how much larger a number do these accidents injure, and fill their lives with

pain, though they are not brotiglit immediately to the gi-ave ! Think of the

mischiefs which one part of mankind, in every place, are continually contriv-

ing or practising against the other. Take a view of these extensive and
reigning evils, and then say, wiiethor this world be not a part of the creation

of God, which bears plain marks of its Oetitor's displeasure." (p. 62.)
" Much is added to the heap of human miseries by the sorrows that arise

from the daily loss of our dearest comforts. What groans and wailings of

the living surround the pillows of dying friends or relations ! What symp-
toms of piercing distress attend the remains when they are conveyed to the

grave ! By such losses, the comforts of future life lose their relish, and the

sorrows are doubly embittered." (p. 63.)
" In the civilized parts of the world, there is scarce one person sick or in

pain, miserable or dying, but several others sustain a considerable share of

misery, by the strong ties of nature or friendship. This diffuses a personal

calamity through whole families. This multiplies human miseries into a new
and endless number. Add to this, not only the unkindness or falsehood of

those from whom we expected the tenderest affection, but the anguish which
springs from all our own uneasy and unruly passions. Bring in here all the

wrath and resentment in the hearts of men; all the envy and malice that

burn within ; all the imaginary fears, and the real terrors, of future distress

coming upon us ; all the rage and despair of lost blessings that were once
within our hopes, and all the ferments of animal nature, which torment the

spirit all day, and forbid our nightly repose. Would mankind be in such a

condition as this, if they were still in the favour of their Maker !" (p. 64.)
*'

' Yes ; men may make miseries for themselves, and be punished by them.

But compare the sorrows which any man necessarily suffers, with the com-
forts he enjoys, and the one will balance the other. Or if his sorrows out-

weigh his comforts, this may be necessary in a state of trial ; and God will

reward the overbalance of sufferings hereafter.'

" I answer : There is no reason to think the far greater part of mankind
will have any reward hereafter ; and if not, how shall we account for this

overbalance of sufferings with regard to them .' Therefore, we cannot rea-

sonably impute their superior sorrows merely to their being in a state of

probation ; but rather to the displeasure of the righteous Creator and Gov-
ernor of the world." (pp. 65, 66.)

" 10. To make this still clearer : not only those who are grown up in the

practice of iniquity, who may be punished by their own sins, but all man-
kind, in their very infancy, bear the tokens of God's displeasure.

" Before children are capable of committing sin, they are subject to a

thousand miseries. What anguish and pain are they frequently exposed to,

even as they are coming into the world, and as socn as they are entered into

it ! What agonies await their birtji ! What numerous and acute maladies

are ready to attack them ! What gripes, what convulsions, what inward
torments, which bring some of them down to death within a few hours or

days after they have begun to live ! And if they survive a few months, what
torture do they find in breeding thoir teeth, and other maladies of infancy,

which can be told only by shrieks and tears, and that for whole days and
nights together ! What additional pains do they often sustain by the negli-

gence of their mothers, or cruelty of their nurses! whereby many of them
are brought down to the grave, either on a sudden, or by slow and painful

degrees." (p. 67.)
" And what shall we say of whole nations in elder times, and some even at

this day, who, when they cannot, or will not, maintain them, expose their

children in the woods to be torn and devoured by the next wild beast that

passes by ] Add to this the common calamities in which infants are involved

by fire, earthquake, pestilence. And there are a thousand other accidents
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whicli attend them, whereby their members, their natural powers, receive

dismal injuries ; so that, perhaps, thoy drag on life with blindness, deafness,

lameness, or distortion of body or limbs. Sometimes they languish on to

manhood, or even old age, under sore calamities, wliich began almost as soon

as their being, and which are only ended by death." (p. 68.)
" Now as these sufferings cannot be sent upon them to correct their per-

gonal sins, so neither are they sent as a trial of their virtue ; for they have no
knowledge of good or evil. Yet we see multitudes of these little, miserable

beings. And are these treated as innocent creatures ; or rather, as under

some general curse, involved in some general punishment ?" (p. 69.)
" ' But may not these sufferings of children be for the punishment of the

sins of their parents?'
" Not with any justice or equity, unless the sins of the parents are imputed

to their children. Besides, many of the parents of these suffering children

are dead or absent, so as never to know it. And how in these cases can it be

a ptmishment for their parents' .sin, any otlier\vise than as it is a general pun-

ishment fur the sin of their first parent ?' (p. 71.)
" ' But God recompenses them for these sufferings hereafter.' Where does

the Scripture affirm this 1 Besides, many of them grow up to manhood. And
if they prove wicked, and are sent to hell at last, what recompense have they

for their infant sufferings .' Or will you say, God punished them before they

had sinned, because he knew beforehand they would sin ? Yet farther : What
wise or good design can this their punishment answer, when no creature

can know what they are punislied for, if it be not for that which affects all

mankind 1

" ' But how are such miseries reigning among his creatures consistent with

the goodness of God ?' Perfectly well, if we consider mankind as a sinful,

degenerate part of God's creation. Jt is most abundant goodness that they

have any comforts left, and that their miseries are not doubled. Now, the

inspired writers do consider mankind as fallen from God ; and so his good-
ness is evident in a thousand instances ; though it must be confessed there are

also a thousand instances of his just hatred of sin, and his righteous punish-

ments among all nations." (p. 7S.)

"11. If we put together all these scenes of vice and misery, it is evident

that creatures lying in such deplorable circumstances are not such as they came
out of the hands of their Creator, who is wise, holy, and good. His wisdom,
which is all harmony and order, would not suffer him to frame a whole race

of beings, under such wild and inimrnerable disorders, moral as well as natural

;

his holiness wovdd not permit him to create beings with innate principles of
iniquity ; nor his goodness to produce a whole order of creatures in such cir-

cumstances of pain, torment, and death." (p. 74.)
" Could the holy and blessed God originally design and frame a whole world

of intelligent creatures in such circumstances, that every one of thom, coming
into being, according to the laws of nature, in a long succession of ages, in

different climates, of different constitutions and tempers, and in ten thousand
different stations and conditions of life ; that every one of them should break
the laws of reason, and more or less defile themselves with sin ? that every
one should offend his Maker! every one become guilty in his siglit '.' every
one expose himself to God's displeasure, to pain, and misery, and mortality,

without one single exception! If men were such creatures as God at first

made them, would not one man among so many millions have made a right

use of his reason and conscience, and so have avoided sin and death ! Would
this have been the universal consequent oftheir original constitution, as framed
by the hand of a wise, holy, merciful (Jod ! What can be more absurd to

imagine than this '. Surely God made man upright and happy ; nor could all

these mischiefs have come directly from our Creator's liaud." (pp. 75, 76.)
" Is it objected, that ' still the greater part of men have more moral good

than evil in them, and have more pleasure* than pain ; and therefore, on the

whole, mankind is not sinful and miserable ; and that even the best human
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constitutions lay some innocent persons under unavoidable hardships!' I

answer, (1.) In order to pronounce a man miserable, lie must have more pain
than pleasure ; but in order to pronounce a man a sinner, there is no need
that his moral evil should exceed his good. If a man had a hundred virtues,

one vice would make him a criminal in the sight of God ; one transgression
of the law of his Creator would lay him under his just displeasure. He that
keeps the whole law, except in one point, alFronts that, authority which requires

all obedience. All men, therefore, are under this ct)ndeiiuiatiau ; they are
sinners, every one of them." (p. 77.)

" As to misery, Jet it be supposed, ((hough by no means granted,) that there
are many whose pleasures exceed tiieir uneasiness

;
yet it is certain there are

more whose pains and imeasiness tar exceed tiieir pleasures ; and it is hard
to conceive how this should be, if all men were innocent and happy by
nature." (p. 78.)

" I answer, (2.) Men are not able to frame such constitutions in every case,

as shall secure happiness to all the innocent. Their narrow views of things
do not enable them to provide against all future inconveniences. But it is

not thus with the Creator and Governor of all things. He views at once all

possibles and all futures. Therefore, he is well able to guard against any
inconvenience that might befall innocent beings.

"I answer, (3.) Though the bulk of mankind were happy in the present
constitution of things, this gives no manner of satisfaction to any one indi-

vidual who is unhappy without any demerit : The advantage of the majority is

no reat-on at all wliy any one innocent should suffer. If any one, therefore,

man or child, and much more, if numbers of them, have more pain than plea-

sure, they must be involved in some guilt, which may give just occasion to

their misery." (p. 79.)
" 12. To enforce this, after the survey of these pains and sorrows, let us

consider what are the pleasui-es of the bulk of mankind. Cast a glance at the
sports of children, from five to fifteen years of age. What toys and fooleries

are these ! Would a race of wise and holy beings waste so many years of
early life in such wTetched trifles ? And as for our manly years, what are
the greatest part of the delights of men, but silly and irrational, if not grossly

sinful ! What are the pleasures even of the rich and great, to relieve them
under the common sorrows of life .' If th^y be not lu.xury and intemperance,
are they not furniture and equipage, finery of dress and gay appearances ?

to shine in silks of various dye, and blaze in the splendour of gold and jewels 1

Now, would wise and holy creatures have made this the matter of their joy
and pleasure :

' My coat is gayer than yours, and I have more glittering things

about me than you have V " (pp. 80, 81.)
" Others call for cards, or dice, to divert their trouble, and pass away their

time. How inexpressibly trifling are these sports, if mere diversion be sought
therein! But if the design be gain, how is the game mingled with uneasy
fears, with the working of various passions, which, in case of disappointment
and loss, often break out into wrath and fury !

" Again : What multitudes drench themselves in gross sensualities as their

chief delight ' They make a god of their belly, till they overload nature, and
make haste to disease and death. They drown their cares and their senses
together ; or they bury them in sensual impurities." (p. 82.)

" Others release themselves ti"om the troubles of life, by gadding abroad,

and mixing with impertinent company. Some delight in wanton jests, in

foolish merriment, in mean and trifling conversation ; a little above the chat-

tering of monkeys in a wood, or the chirping of crickets upon a hearth.

Nay, perhaps it is their diversion to rail at their neighbours, to murder the

reputation of the absent. This is their mirth and recreation ; these their

reliefs against the conunon miseries of human life !" (p. 83.)
" But would a race of innocent beings fly to such mean and foolish, or

criminal, refuges trom pain as these ? Would they pursue such vaua or vile

delights ] Would they become rivals to the beasts of the field, or sport
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themselves, as devils do, in accusing their fellow creatures'? Surely, if we
survey the very pleasures, as well as the sorrows, of the bulk of mankind, we
may learn from thence, that we are by no means such creatures as we were
orig-inally created.

" 13. I need add but one more proof of the general ruin of human nature.

We are all posting to the grave. Every one of us are succeeding our neigh-

bours, into some unknown, invisible world. And we all profess to believe

this. Yet how exceeding few are solicitous about this great and awful futu-

rity ! Though we are exposed to so many sins and miseries in this life, and
are hastening visibly and hourly to the end of it, yet liow few are there that

make any careful preparation for a better state than this ! What multitudes

are daily running down into darkness, speeding to an endless duration in an
unknown country, without any earnest inquiries about their manner of exist-

ence there ! They walk over the busy stage of life, they toil and labour, or

play and trifle awhile here, and then plunge into a strange unseen world,

where they will meet with a just and holy God, whose wisdom will assign

them a place and portion suited to their own character. Now, were men
indeed wise and holy, could they remain so ignorant and thoughtless of that

state into which they are all hastening ? Or could a gracious God create a
race of beings in such a stupid insensibility of their eternal interests, so un-

suited to tlie felicities nf an immortal spirit, and so negligent of all prepara-

tions for them ?" (pp. 84, 85.)
" Upon this whole survey, reason must join in this mournful confession,

—

that there must be some spreading poison which has tainted our nature, made
us so sinful and miserahle, so thoughtless of the future, and unprepared for

it. There must have been some general revolt of mankind from their Crea-
tor, whereby they have ruined their innocence and peace, and provoked the

anger of their Maker; whereby they become exposed to such wretched cir-

cumstances, even in their infancy and childhood, as well as when they grow
to years of ripe understanding." (p. 86.)

"And, methinks, when I take a just survey of this world, with all the

inhabitants of it, I can look upon it no otherwise than as a grand and magni-
ficent structure in ruins, wherein lie millions of rebels against their Creator,

under condemnation to misery and death ; who are at the same time sick of
a mortal distemper, and disordered in their minds even to distraction. Hence
proceed those numberless follies and vices which are practised here, and the

righteous anger of an offended God visible in ten thousand instances. Yet
are there proclamations of d< vine grace, health, and life, sounding among
them ; though very few take any notice thereof. Only here and there one
attends to the call, and complies with the proposals of peace. His sins are

pardoned and healed. And tliough his body goes down to the dust for a

season, his soul is happy with God ; while the bulk of those criminals, despis-

ing all the offers of mercy, perish in their own wilful madness." (pp. 89, 90.)
" What is the chief temptation that leads some men to deny so glaring a

truth ] Is it that they cannot give a satisfactory account of some of the

difficulties that attend it ] Nay, many even of the Heathen philosophers

believed it, from their own experience, and their daily survey of mankind
;

though they were utterly at a loss how to account for it. And what, if we
could not assign a sufficient and satisfactory reason for it, or show how this

spreading degeneracy began, or how it came to take place so universally 1

What, if we were stiU at a loss to explain how all this guilt and misery came
upon us,—must we therefore deny the things which we see, and hear, and
feel, daily!" (p. 91.)

" Can we account for all the secret things in the creation of God ! And
must we deny whatever we cannot account for? Does any man refuse to

believe that the intinite variety of plants and flowers, in all their beauteous
colours and forms, grow out of the same earth, because he does not know all

the springe of their vegetation ? Do men doubt of a loadstone's drawing iron

to itself, because thoy cannot find out the way of its operation ? Are we not
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sure that food nourishes our bodies, and medicines relieve our pains ? Yet
we know not all the ferments and motions of those atoms by which we are
relieved and nourished. Why then should we deny that degeneracy of our
nature which admits of so full and various proof, though we are not able to

account for every circumstance relatmg to it, or to solve every difficulty that
may attend it !" (p. 92.)

m CSTION II.

" How came vice and misery to overspread mankind in all nations, and
in all ages ?

" Heathen philosojjhers could never answer this ; but Christians may from
the oracles of (jod." (p. 94.)

" These inform us, that the first man was a ' common head and represent-
ative of all mankind ;' and that he, by sinning against his Maker, lost his

own holiness and happiness, and e.xposed himself and his posterity (whom
he naturally produced, and whom he legally represented) to the displeasure of
his Maker, and so spread sin and misery through his whole offspring, (p. 102.)

" So St. Paul :
' As by one man sin entered into the world, and death by

sin ; even so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned,' Rom. v, 12.

All are esteemed in some sort guilty before God, though they ' did not sin

after the similitude of Adam's transgression.' They did not commit actual
personal sin against a known law, as Adam did." (p. 104.)

*' This may more fully appear from the following particulars :

—

"1. It is i)lainly taught us in Scripture, that God at first created one man
and woman, called Adam and Eve ; and from them is derived the whole race
of mankind. God ' hath made of one blood,' as the Apostle observes, 'all

nations of men, to dwell on all the face of the earth.' " (p. 159.)
" 2. God created man at first in a holy and happy state,—in his own like-

ness, and in his favour. ' And God said, Let us make man in our own image,
after our own likeness,' Gen. i, 26. And that none of the brute creation

might molest him, but all of them be for his service, he said, ' Let them have
dominion over the fish, and the fowl, and the cattle.' ' So God created man
in his own image.' And what this image consisted in, beside his spiritual

and immortal nature, and his dominion over other creatures, we are told by
St. Paul, where he speaks of ' the new man, which,' says he, ' after God,'
that is, after the likeness of God, ' is created in righteousness and true holi-

ness,' Eph. iv, 24. So Solomon assures us, God ' made man upright.' ^And
Moses says, when God had finished all his creation, ' God saw every thing

that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.' It was all according to

his idea and his will, and wellpleasing in his sight. Man, the last of his

creatures, as well as all the rest, ' was very good ;' was holy and happy."

(pp. 160, 161.)
" 3. God originally appointed that Adam, when innocent,' should produce

an offspring in his own holy image ; and, on the other hand, that if he sinned,

he should propagate his kind in his own sinful image. The former is allowed.

The latter may be gathered from Gen. v, 1-3, 5 :
' In the day that God

created man, in the likeness of God made he him :—and Adam lived a

Imndred and thirty years' after his loss of the image of God, ' and begat a
son in his own likeness, after his image ;' that is, his own sinful and mortal
image.

" It is not to be supposed, that Moses, in this brief history of the first

generations of men, should so particularly repeat 'the image and likeness

of God in which Adam was created, unless he had designed to set the com-
parison in a fair light, between Adam's begetting a son in his own sinful
and mortal image, whereas he himself was created in God's holy and im-

mortal image. ^' (p. 162.)
" 4. God was pleased to put the man whom he had made upon a trial of

his obedience for a season. He placed him in a garden of Eden, (or plea-

sure,) and gave him a free use of all the creatures ; only forbidding him to

eat of the fruit of one tree,— ' the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.'
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' For 111 the day,' eaitl he, ' tliat thou eatest of it, tliou shalt surely die.' In
which threatening were doubtless included all evils,—death spiritual, tem-
poral, and eternal." (p. 16.3.)

" 5. As Adam was under a law whose sanction threatened death upon
disobedience, so doubtless God favoured him with a covenant of life, and a
^promise of life and immortality upon his obedience." (p. 1(54.)

" 6. Adam broke the law of liis Maker, lost his imago and his favour,

forfeited the hope of immortality, and exposed himself to the wrath of God,
and all the punishment whicli he had threatened ; in consequence of which
he was now painfully afraid of Him in wliom he before delighted, and fool-

ishly endeavoured to ' liide himself from the presence of the Lord.'" (p. 168.)
" 7. Adam, after his sin, propagated liis kind according to the law of

nature ;—not in tiie moral image or likeness of God ; not ' in righteousness

and true holiness ;' but in his own sinful likeness ; with irregular passions,

corrupt appetites and inclinations. To this degeneracy Job manifestly refers

in those expressions :
' What is man that he should be clean, or the son of

man that he should be righteous ? Who can bring a clean thing out of an
unclean ? Not one.' And David says the same thing :

' Behold, I was
shapen in iniquity ; and in sin did my mother conceive me.' " (pp. 170, 171.)

" This is not a hyperbolical aggravation of David's early sins, and pro-

pensity to evil from his childhood. But the text is strong and plain in assert-

ing sin some way to belong to his very conception, and to be conveyed from
his natural parents ; which is a different idea from his actual sins, or pro-

pensity to sin in his infancy. It shows the cause both of this propensity,

and of his actual sins, which operated before he was born. So that if origi-

nal pravity be not so conveyed and derived as is here asserted, the words
are not an exaggeration of what is, but a downright fiction of what is not.

" 8. As Adam produced his offspring, like himself, destitute of the image of
God, so he ])roduced them destitute of the favour of God, under the same
condemnation with himself. So Job : ' Man that is born of a woman is of few
days, and full of trouble ;' xiv, 1 ; tliat is, liis short life, and his troubles, pro-

ceed from his very birth ; his propagation from sinful and mortal parents :

Otherwise, God would not have appointed his noblest creature in this world
to have been ' born to trouble:' Yet this is the case ;

' man is born to trouble

as the sparks (ly upward ;' Job v, 7 ; naturally ; for it is owing to his birth

and his natural derivation from a sinful stock. We are a miserable race,

springing from a corrupted and dying root, prone to sin, and liable to sorrows
and sufferings." (pp. 174, 175.)

"In proof of this sentence of condemnation and death coming upon all

mankind for the sin of Adam, we need only read from the twelfth verse of
the fifth cliapter of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans ; on which 1 observe,"

(p. 176,)-
" 1. Here Adam and Clu'ist are set up as distinct heads or representatives

of their several families. Adam was the head of all mankind, who became
sinful and mortal through his sin ;—Christ was the head of all believers, who
obtain pardon aud life tlirough his righloousuess. To prove this headship of
Adam, the Apostle says, ' Until the law,' (that is, from the creation till the

law of Moses,) ' sin was in the world ; but sin is not imputed where there is

no law ;' that is, where there is no law or constitution of duty or penalty at

all. Yet saith he, ' Deatli reigned from Adam to Moses :' Yet sin was im-
puted and punished by death, even upon all mankind, bolii small and great,

before the law given by Moses. The inference is, therefore, there was some
law or constitution during all the time from Adam to Moses, in virtue of which
sin was imputed to mankind, and death accordingly executed upon them.
Now, what law or constitution could tliis be, beside that which said to Adam,
as a representative of his whole posterity, ' Jn the day thou siunest thou shalt

die?'," (pp. 177, 178.)
" 2. The Apostle carries his argument yet farther : ' Sin was imputed, and

death reigned,' or was executed ' even upon those who had not sinned after
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the similitude of Adam's transgression ;' who had not broken an express com-
mand, as Adam had done. This manifestly refers to infants ;—death reigned
oyer them ; death was executed upon them. And this must bo by some con-
stitution which, in some sense, imputed sin to them who had not committed
actual sin : For without such a constitution, sin would never have been
imputed, nor death executed on children.

" Yet, y. Death did not come upon them as a mere natural effect of their
father Adam's sin and death, but as a proper and legal i)unishment of sin

;

for it is said, his sin brought ' condemnation' upon all men. (Verso 18.) Now,
this is a legal term, and shows that death is not only a natural but a penal
evil, and comes upon infants as guilty and condemned ;—not for their own
actual sins, for they had none ; but for the sin of Adam, their legal head, their
appointed representative." (p. 179.)

" In the eighteenth verse the expression is very strong :
' By the offence

of one, judgment came upon all men to condemnation.' All the children of
Adam, young and old, are condemned for his one offence. But farther :

—

" 4. In the original it is not, ' By the offence of one ;' but, ' By one offence.'
By the single offence of Adam, when he stood as the head of all his offspring,

and brought sin and death upon them by his disobedience ; as in the follow-
ing verse :

' By one man's disobedience many were made,' or constituted,
' smners ;' that is, became liable to guilt and death. And so, in the sixteenth
verse, one single offence is represented as condemning through Adam, and
stands in opposition to the ' many offences' which arc pardoned through Christ.

" 5. There is a yet farther proof in this chapter, that Adam conveyed sin and
death to his posterity, not merely as a natural parent, but as a common head
and representative of all his offspring. As Adam and Christ are here said to

be the two springs of sin and righteousness, of deatli and life to mankind, so
the one is represented as a 'type' and 'figure' of the other. In this very
respect Adam was a ' figure or type of Christ.' (Verse 14.) And for this

very reason Christ is called ' the second Man, the last Adam.' (1 Cor. xv,

47-45.) As one was the spring of life, so the other was the spring of death,

to all his seed or offspring." (p. 181.)
" Now, Christ is a spring of life, not only as he conveys sanctification or

holiness to his seed, but as he procures for them justification and eternal life

by his personal obedience. And so Adam is a spring of death, not only as

he conveys an unholy nature to his seed, to all men, but as he brings con-
demnation to eternal death upon them, by his personal disobedience. And
this is the chief thing which the Apostle seems to have in his eye, throughout
the latter part of tliis chapter ; the conveyance of condemnation and death to

the seed of Adam, of justification and eternal life to the seed of Christ, by
the means of what their respective heads or representatives had done.

" But some object: 'All the blessings which God gave at first to Adam
consisted in these three particulars : (1.) The blessing of propagation : (2.)

Dominion over the brutes : (3.) The image of God. But all these three are

more expressly and emphatically pronounced to Noah and his sons, than to

Adam in Paradise.' " (p. 183.)
" I answer. If we review the history and context, we shall find, the bless-

ing of Adam, and that of Noah, very widely differ from each other, in all the

three particulars mentioned." (p. 186.)
" 1. The blessing of Adam relating to propagation was without those multi-

plied pains and sorrows which, afler the first sin, fell upon women in bearing

children. It was also a blessing of sustentation or nourishm.ent, v.'ithout hard

toil and the sweat of his brow. It was a blessing without a curse on the

ground, to lessen or destroy the fruitfulness thereof. It was a blessing with-

out death, without returning to dust ; whereas the blessing of Noah did not

exclude death, no. nor the pains of child-birth, nor the earning our bread by

the sweat of our brow.
" 2. To Adam was given ' dominion over the brutes.' To Noah it was only

said, ' The fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast.' But
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notwithstanding this fear and dread, yet they frequently sting men to death,

or bite and tear them in pieces. Whereas no such calamity could ever have
befallen innocent Adam, or his innocent offspring." (p. 187.)

" The 'image of God,' in which Adam was created, consisted eminently in

righteousness and true holiness. But that part of the ' image of God' which
remained after the fall, and remains in all men to this day, ;is the natural

image of God, namely, the spiritual nature and immortality of the soul ; not
excluding the political image of God, or a degree of dominion over the crea-

tures still remaining. But the moral image of God is lost and defaced, or

else it could not be said to be ' renewed.' It is then evident, that the bless-

ing given to Adam in innocency, and that given to Noah after the flood, differ

so widely, that the latter was consistent with the condemnation or curse for

sin, and the former was not. Consequently, mankind does not now stand in

the same favour of God, as Adam did while he was innocent." (pp. 188, 189.)
" Thus it appears that the Holy Scriptures, both in the Old and New Tes-

taments, give us a plain and full account of the conveyance of sin, misery,

and death, from the first man to all his offspring."

THE FIRST ESSAY.

DO THE PRESENT MISERIE.S OF MAN ALONE PROVE HIS APOSTASY FROM 000?

SECTION I.

A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE FOLLIES AND MISERIES OF MANKIND.

" Upon a just view of human nature, from its entrance into life, till it

retires behind the curtain of death, one would be ready to say concerning

man, ' Is this the creature that is so superior to the rest of the inhabitants

of the globe, as to require the peculiar care of the Ci-eator in forming him ?

Does he deserve such an illustrious description, as even the Heathen poet

has given us of him V
SanctiiLs kis animal, menlisque capacius altce

Deerat adhuc, et qitod dominari in caelera posset.

^atus hmno est ; sive hunc divino semine cretum

Ilie opifex rerum mundi ineliwis oingo

Finxit in effigiem moderantum cunda deorum.

Pronaque cum spectent animalia catera terram ;

Os homini sublime dedit ; calumque tueri

Jussit, et eredos ad sidera tollere vidtus.

'A creaUire of a more exalted kind
Was wanting yet ; and then was man design'd :

Conscious of thought, of more capacious breast,

For empire form'd, and fit to rule the rest.

Whether with particles of lieavenly fire

The God of nature did his soul inspire.

And, moulding up a mass in shape Uke ours,

Form'd a bright image of the' all-ruling powers.

And while the mute creation downward bend
Their sight, and to their earthly mother tend,

Man looks aloft, and witli erected eyes
Beholds liis own hereditiiry skies.'

•' Now, if man was formed in the image of God, certainly he was a holy

and a happy being. But what is there like holiness or happiness now found,

running through this rank of creatures 1 Are there any of the brutal kind

that do not more regularly answer the design of their creation ? Are there

any brutes that we ever find acting so nmch below their original character,

on the land, in the water, or the air, as mankind does all over the earth?

Or are there any tribes among them, through which pain, vexation, and
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misery are so plentifully distributed as they are among the children of men %**

(pp.359, 360, 361.)
" Were this globe of earth to be surveyed from one end to the other by

some spirit of a superior order, it would be found such a theatre of folly and
madness, such a maze of mingled vice and misery, as would move the com-
passion of his refined nature to a painful degree, were it not tempered by a
clear sight of that wise and just Providence which strongly and sweetly
works in the midst of all ; and will, in the end, bring good out of all evil,

and justify the ways of God with man." (p. 362.)

SECTION II.

A PARTICULAR VIEW OF THE MISERIES OF MAN.

" But, to waive for the present the sins and follies of mankind, may we
not infer from his miseries alone, that we are degenerate beings, bearing
the most evident marks of the displeasure of our Maker .'" (p. 363.)

" View the histories of mankind ; and what is almost all history but a
description of the wretchedness of men, under the miscliiefs they bring upon
themselves, and the judgments of the great God ] The scenes of happiness

and peace are very thin set among all the nations ; and they are rather a
transient glimpse, here and there, than any thing solid and durable. But if

we look over the universe, what public desolations by plague and famine,

by storms and earthquakes, by wars and pestilence ! What secret mischiefs

reign among men, wliich pierce and torture the soul ! What smarting
wounds and bruises, what pains and diseases, attack and torment the animal
frfune ]" (p. 364.)

" Where is the family of seven or eight persons wherein there is not one
or more afflicted with some troublesome malady, or tiresome inconvenience I

These indeed are often concealed by the persons who suffer them, and by
the families where they dwell. But were they all brought together, what
hospitals or infirmaries would be able to contain them ]" (p. 365.)

" What toils and hardships, what inward anxieties and sorrows, disap-

pointments and calamities, are diffused through every age and country ! Do
not the rich feel them as well as the poor ? Are they not all teazed Vvith

their own appetites, which are never satisfied? And their impetuous pas-

sions give them no rest. What keen anguish of mind arises from pride,

and envy, and resentment ! What tortures does ambition, or disappointed

love, or wild jealousy, infuse into their bosoms ! Meanwhile the poor, to-

gether with inward vexations and corroding maladies of tlie mind, sustain

likewise endless drudgeries in procuring their necessary subsistence. And
how many of them cannot, after all, procure even food to eat and raiment to

put on !" (p. 366.)
" Survey man through every stage. See, first, what a figure lie makes,

at his entrance into life !
' This animal,' says Pliny, ' who is to govern the

rest of the creatures, how he lies bound hand and foot, all in tears, and
begins his life in misery and punisliment !' If we trace the education of the
human race, from the cradle to mature age, esjiecially among the poor, who
are the bulk of all nations, the wretchedness of mankind will farther appear.

How are they every where dragged up in their tender age, through a train of
nonsense, madness, and miseries ! What millions of uneasy sensations do
they endure in infancy and childhood, by reason of those pressing necessi-

ties, which, for some years, they can tell only in cries and groans, and which
their parents are either so poor they cannot relieve, or so savttge or brutish

that they will not ! How wretchedly are these young generations hurried

on through the folly and weakness of childhood, till new calamities arise

from their own ungoverned appetites and impetuous passions ! As youth
advances, the ferments of the blood rise higher, and the appetites and pas-

sions grow much stronger, and give more abundant vexation to the race of
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mankind than they do to any of the brutal creation And whereas the alJ-

wise God, for kind reasons, has limited the gratification of these appetites

by rules of virtue; perhaps those very rules, through the corruption of our

nature, irritate mankind to greater excesses." (pp. 363, 369.)
" Woidd the affairs of human life, in infancy, childhood, and youth, have

ever been in such a sore and painful situation, if man had been such a being
as God at first made him, and had contimied in the favour of his Maker ?

Could Divine wisdom and goodness admit of tliese scenes, were there not

a degeneracy through the whole race, which, by tke just permission of God,
exerts itself some way or otlier in every stage of life?"' (p. 370.)

" Follow mankind to the age of public appearance upon the stage of the

world, and what shall wc find there, but infinite cares, labours, and toil,

attended with fond hopes almost always frustrated with endless crosses and
disappointments, through ten thousand accidents that are every moment
flying across this mortal stage 1 As for the poor, how does the sultry toil

exhaust their lives in summer, and what starving wretchedness do tliey feel

in winter ! How is a miserable life sustained among all the pains and
fatigues of nature, with the oppression, cruelty, and scorn of the rich '."

(p. 371.)
" Let us follow on the tract to the close of life. What a scene is pre-

sented us in old age ! How innumerable and how inexpressible are the

disasters and sorrows, the pains and aches, the groans and wretchedness,
that meet man on the borders of the grave, before they plunge him into it

!

*' And, indeed, is there any person on earth, high or low, without such
distresses and difficulties, such crossing accidents and perplexing cares,

such painful infirmities in some or other part of life, as must pronounce
mankind, upon the whole, a miserable being? Whatever scenes of happi-

ness seem to attend him, in any shining hour, a dark cloud soon casts a
gloom over them, and the pleasing vision vanishes as a dream.

*' And what are the boasted pleasures which some have supposed to balance

the sorrows of life 1 Are not most of them owing, in a good degree, to some
previous uneasiness ? It is the pain of hunger which makes food so relish-

ing; the pain of weariness that renders sleep so refreshing. And as for the

blessings of love and friendship, among neighbours and kindred, do they not

often produce as much vexation as satisfaction ; not, indeed, of themselves,

but by reason of tlie endless humours and follies, errors and passions, of

mankind." (p. 373.)
" Again : do not the very pleasures of tlie body prove the ruin often thou-

sand souls ] They may be used with innocence and wisdom ; but the unruly

appetites and passions of men continually turn into a curse what God origi-

nally designed for a blessing." (p. 374.)

"Think again how short and transient are the pleasures of life in com-
parison of the pains of it ! How vanishing the sweetest sensations of delight !

But, in many persons and families, how many are tiie days, the months, the

years, of fatigue, or pain, or bitter sorrow! What pleasure of the animal
frame is either as lasting, or as intense, as the pain of the gout or stone !

How small is the proportion of sensible pleasure to that of pain, or trouble,

or uneasiness ! And how far is it overbalanced by tiie maladies or miseries,

the fears or sorrows, of the greatest part of mankind !

" As for intellectual pleasures, how few are there in llie world who have
any capacity for them ! and among those iew, how many differences and
contentions ! How many crossing objections, bewildered inquiries, and
unhappy mistakes, are mingled with the enjoymeut ! so tliat ' He who in-

creaseth knowledge iucreaseth sorrow,' saith tlie wisest of men ; and upon
the wiiole comjmtation, he writes on this al.so, ' Vaniiy and vexation of spirit.*

"To talk, then, of real happiness to be enjoyed in this life, (abstracted

from the foretaste of another,) is coritrary to all the common sense and
experience of every thinking man. Without this ' taste of the powers of

the world to come,' I know not wluit wise man would willuigly come into
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these scenes of mortality, or go through them witli any patience." (pp.376,
377.)
" What, to be trained up from mfancy under so many unavoidable tollies,

prejudices, and wretched delusions, through tlie power of" flesh and sense !

to be sunk into such gross ignorance both of our souls, our better selves,

and of the glorious Being that made us ! to lie under such heavy shades of
darkness, such a world of mistakes and errors, as are mingled with our little

faint glimpses, and low notices of God our Creator! What, to bo so far

distant from God, and to endure such a long estrangement from the wisest
and best of Beings, in this foolish and fleshly state, with so few and slender
communications with or from him !

" What, to feel so many powerful and disquieting appetites, so many rest-

less and unruly passions, whicli want the perpetual guard of a jealous eye,

and a strong restraint over them ; otherwise they will be ever breaking out

into some new mischief!
" What, to be ever surrounded with such delights of sense as are constant

temptations to folly and sin ! to have scarce any joys, but what we are liable

to pay dear for, by an excessive or irregular indulgence ! Can this be a de-

sirable state, for any wise being, who knows what ha])piness is, to be united

to such a disorderly machine of flesh and blood with all its uneasy and
unruly ferments ]" (p. 878.)

" Add to this another train of inbred miseries which attend this animal
frame. What wise spirit would willingly put on such flesh and blood as

ours, with all the springs of sickness and pain, anguish and disease, in if?

What, to be liable to the racking disquietudes of gout and stone, and a thou-

sand other distempers ! to have nature worn out by slow and long aches and
infirmities, and lie lingering many years on the borders of death, before we
can find a grave !

" Solomon seems to bo much of this mind, when, after a survey of the

whole scheme of human life, in its variety of scenes, (without the views of
hereafter,) he declares, 'I praised the dead who were already dea,d, more tlian

the living who are yet alive,' Eccles. iv, 2. And, indeed, it appears that

the miseries of life are so numerous as to overbalance all its real comforts,

and sufficiently to show, that mankind now lie under evident marks of their

Maker's displeasure, as being degenerated from that state of innocence
wherein they were at first created." (pp. 380, 381.)

SECTION HI.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

" But it is objected, ' If human life in general is miserable, how is it that

all men are so unwilling to die V
" I answer, 1. Because they fear to meet with more misery in another life

than they feel in this. So our poet,

—

* The weariest and most loathed worldly life

'I'hat pain, at;;e, penury, and imprisonment
Can lay on nature, 'tis a paradise
To what we fear of death.'

" And, in another place :

—

'If by the sleep of death we could but end
The heart-ache and the tliousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to, 'twere a consiimmation
Devoutly to be wish'd. O wlio would hear
The oppressor's wrongs, the proud man's contumely,
The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes.

With all the long calamities of life
;

When he himself might his qidetus make
With a bare bodkin ! Wiio would bear such burdens,
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And groan and sweat under a weary life,

But that the di-ead of something after deatli—

•

That undiscover'd country, from whose bourne
No traveller returns—puzzles the will,

And makes us rather bear those ills we have,
Than fly to others which are all unknown.'

" If, you say, ' But the Heathens knew nothing of a future life ; and yet
they too, in all their generations, have been unwilling to die ; nor would they
put an end to their own life, were it never so miserable ;' I answer, Most of
the ancient, as well as the modern. Heathens, had some notions of an after

state, and some fears of punishment in another life for sins committed in

this. And in the politer nations, they generally supposed self-murderers in

particidar would be punished after death." (pp. 384, 385.)

Proxima deinde tenenl mccsti loca, qui sibi lethum
Insontes pcperere mnnu, lucemque perosi

Projecere aiiiinas. Q,uam vellcnt (tlliere in alto

J*func et pauperiem et duros perferre labores !

Fata obstant : Duraque palus innabilis unda
Alligat, et novies Styx interfusa coercd.

' The next in place and punishment are they
Who prodigally throw their lives away.
Fools, who, repining at their wretched state,

And loathing anxious life, have hurried on their fate.

With late repentance now they would retrieve

The bodies they forsook, and wish to live :

All pain and poverty desire to bear.

To view the light of heaven, and breathe the vital air.

But fate forbids ; the Stygian floods oppose,
And with nine circling streams the captive souls inclose.'

" I answer, 2. Suppose this love of life and aversion to death are found
even where there is no regard to a future state, this will not prove that man-
kind is liappy ; but only that the God of nature hath wrought this principle

into the souls of all men, in order to preserve the work of his own hands

:

So that reluctance against dying is owing to the natural principle of self-

preservation, witlioLit any formed and sedate judgment, whetlier it is best to

continue in this life or no, or whether life has more happiness or misery."

(p. 386.)
" It may be objected, Secondly, ' If brutes suffer nearly the same miseries

with mankind, and yet have not sinned, how can these miseries prove that

man is an apostate being!'" (p. 389.)
" 7. I answer: It is by reason of man's apostasy that even brute animals

suffer. ' The wliole creation groaneth together' on his account, ' and travail-

eth together in pain to this day.' For tlie brute ' creation was made subject

to vanity,' to abuse, pain, corruption, death, ' not willingly,' not by any act

of its own, ' but by reason of him that subjected it ;' of God, who, in conse-

quence of Adam's sin, whom he had appointed lord of the whole lower world,

for his sake pronounced this curse, not only on the ground, but on all which
was before under his dominion.

"The misery, therefore, of the brute creation is so far from being an ob-

jection to the apostasy of man, that it is a visible standing demonslration
thereof: H' beasts suffer, then man is fallen." (p. 389.)

SECTION IV.

THE APOSTASY OF MAN PROVKD RY SSCRIPTl'RF, AND REASON.

" But wliether or no the miseries of mankind alone will prove their apoa-

tasy from God, it is certain these, together with the sins of men, are an
abundant proof that we are fallen creatures. And this I shall now endeavoui
to Rhow, both from the express teotimony of Scripture, from the necessity of

renewing grace, and from a turvey of tjic Heathen vvorld." (pp. 409, 410.)
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" First. Tlie Scripture testilios that a universal degeneracy and corrup-

tion is come upon all the sons and daughters of Adam. ' Kvery imagination
of the thoughts of the heart of man is only evil continually;' (ien. vi, 5

;

yea, 'evil from his youth,' Gen. viii, 21. 'The Lord looked down from
heaven upon the childnm of men, to sec if there were any that did under-

stand and seek God. TJicy are gone out of the way ; there is none that

doetli good, no, not one,' Psalm .\iv, 2, 'i. ' Ther(> is not a just man upon
earth, who doeth good, and sinueth not,' Eccles. vii, 20. ' All we like sheep
have gone astray, we have turned every one to his own way ;' Isaiah liii, (5

;

different wanderings, but all wanderers. ' There is none righteous, no, not
one ; there is none tliat doeth good, no, not one. Every mouth is stopped,

and all the world become guilty before God. All are fallen short of the glory

of God, because all have sinned,' Romans iii, 10, 12, 19, 23. ' If one died

for all, then were all dead ;' 2 Cor. v, 14 ; that is, spiritually dead ; 'dead in

trespasses and sins.'

" Now, can we suppose that all God's creatures would universally break
his law, run into sin and death, defile and destroy themselves, and that with-
out any one exception, if it had not arisen from some root of bitterness, some
original iniquity, which was diffused through them all, from their very entrance
into the world .' It is utterly incredible, that every single person, among the
millions of mankind, should be born pure and innocent, and yet should all,

by free and voluntary choice, every one for himself, for near six thousand
years together, rebel against Him that made them, if there were not some
original contagion spread through them all at their entrance into life.

" Secondly. The same thing appears from the Scriptural doctrine of our
recovery by divine grace. Let us consider in what manner the Scripture
represents that great change which must be wrought in our souls, in order to

our obtaining the favour and image of God, and future happiness. ' Except
a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,' John iii, 3, 6, 8.

In other scriptures it is represented, that they ' must be born of the Spirit
;'

they must be 'born of God ;' they must be 'created anew in Chist Jesus unto
good works ;' Eph. ii, 10 ; they must ' bo quickened,' or raised again, from
their ' death in trespasses and sins ;' Eph. ii, 5 ; they must ' be renewed in

their spirit,' or ' created afler the image of God in righteousness and true
holiness ;' they must 'be reconciled to God by Jesus Christ ;' they must be
' washed from their sins in his blood.' ' Since all have sinned and come
short of the glory of God,' therefore, if ever they are saved, they must be
'justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus.'

Now, can any one suppose God to have made so many millions of creatures,

as have come into the world from Adam till now, which have all entered the
world, innocent and holy, and yet not one of them should retain his image
in holiness, or be fit for his favour, without being born again, created anew,
raised from the dead, redeemed, not with corruptible things, but with the
blood of his own Son ? Do not all these representations prove that every
man is born with some original contagion, and under some criminal imputa-
tion in the sight of God .' Else would not one among all these millions be
fit to be made a partaker of his favour, without such amazing purifications as
require the blood of the Son of God, and the almighty operation of his Spirit

!

Do not all these things show that mankind in their present generations are
not such creatures as God at first made them ?" (pp. 413, 414.)

" The same great truth we may learn, Thirdly, from even a slight survey
of the Heathen nations. A tew days ago I was viewing, in the map of the
world, the vast Asiatic empires of Tartary and China, and a great part of
the kingdom of the Mogul, with the mtdtitude of islands in the East Indies.

I went on to survey all the southern part of Afric, with the savage nations
of America. I observed the thousands, or rather millions, who dwell on this

globe, and walk, and trifle, and live and die there, under the heaviest cloud
of ignorance and darkness, not knowing God, nor the way to his favour;
who are drenched in gross impieties and superstitions, who are continually
Vol. V. 40
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guilty of national immoralities, and practise idolatry, malice, and lewdness,
fraud and falsehood, with scarce any regret or restraint." (p. 415.)

" Then, sighing within myself, I said, It is not many years since these
were all infants ; and they were brought up by parents who knew not God,
nor the path that leads to life and happiness. Are not these unhappy children
born under difficulties almost unsurmountable ? Are tliey not laid under
almost an impossibility of breaking their way of themselves, through so much
thick darkness, to the knowledge, the fear, and love ofHim that made them 1

Dreadful truth indeed ! Yet, so far as I can see, certain and incontestable.

Such, I fear, is the case of those of the human race who cover at present
the far greatest part of the globe." (p. 416.)

" Then I ran back in my thoughts four or five thousand years, and said
within myself. What multitudes, in every age of the world, have been born
in these deplorable circumstances ! They are inured from tlieir birth to bar-

barous customs and impious practices ; they have an image of the life of
brutes and devils wrought in them by their early education ; they have had
the seeds of wretched wickedness sown, planted, and cultivated in them, by
the savage instructions of those that went before tliem ; and their own imi-
tation of such horrible examples has confirmed the mischief, long before they
knew or heard of the true God, if they have heard ofHim to this day. Scarce
any of them have admitted one thoughtful inquiry, whether they follow the
rules of reason, or whether they are in the way of happiness and peace, any
more than their parents before them. As they are born in this gross dark-
ness, so they grow up in the vile idolatries, and all the shameful abomina-
tions, of their country; and go on to death in the same course. Nor have
they light enough, either from without or within, to make them ask seriously,
' Is there not a lie in my right hand ? Am I not in the way of destruction !'

"

(p. 417.)
" St. Peter says indeed, that ' in every nation he that feareth God and

worketh righteousness is accepted of Jiim ;' but if there were very few
(among the Jews) who feared God, very few in those learned nations of the
Gentiles ; how much fewer, may we suppose, are in those barbarous coun-
tries, which have no knowledge either divine or human !" (p. 419.)

" But would tliis have been the case of those unhappy nations, both of
the parents and their children, in a hundred long successions, had they been
such a race of creatures as they came out of the hand of the Creator ! If
those children had been guiltless in the eye of God, could this have been
their portion 1 In short, can we suppose the wise, and righteous, and mer-
ciful God would have established and continued such a constitution for that
propagation of mankind which should naturally place so many millions of
them so early in such dismal circumstances if there had not been some
dreadful and universal degeneracy spread over them and their fathers, by
some original crime, which met and seized them at the very entrance into

life]" (p. 420.)

THE SECOND ESSAY.
A PLAIN EXPLICATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF IMPUTED SIN AND IMPUTED

RIGHTEOUSNESS.
'* This doctrine has been attended with many noisy controversies in the

Christian world. Let us try whether it may not be set in so fair and easy
a light as to reconcile the sentiments of the contending parties." (p. 427.)

" When a man has broken the law of his country, and is punished for so
doing, it is plain that sin is imputed to him ; his wickedness is upon him

;

he bears his iniquity ; that is, he is reputed, or ac(Hnmted guilty ; he is con-
demned and dealt with as an offender." (p. 428.)

•'On the other liand, if an innocent man, who is falsely accused, is ac-
quitted by the court, sin is not imputed to liim, but righteousness is imputed
lo him ; or, to use anotlier phrase, his ' riglitoousncss is upon him.'
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" Or if a reward be given a man for any righteous action, this righteous
act is imputed to him.

"Farther: If a man has committed a crime, but the prince pardons him,
then he is justified from it; and his fault is not imputed to him." (p. 429.)

" But if a man having committed treason, his estate is taken from him
and his children, then tiiey ' bear tjie iniquity of their father,' and his sin is

imputed to them also.

" If a man lose liis life and estate for murder, and his children thereby
become vagabonds, then the blood of the person murdered is said to be upon
the murderer, and upon his children also. So the Jews :

' His blood be on
us and on our children ;' let us and our children be punished for it

!

" Or if a criminal had incurred the penalty of imprisonment, and the state

were to permit a friend of his to become his surety, and to be confined in

his room, then his crime is said to be imputed to his surety, or to be laid

upon him ; he bears the iniquity of his friend, by suffering for him. Mean-
time the crime for which the surety now suffers, is not imputed to the real

oflfender." (p. 430.)
" And should we suppose the prince to permit this surely to exert himself

in some eminent service, to which a reward is promised ; and all this in order
to entitle the criminal to the promised reward : then this eminent service

may be said to be imputed to the criminal, that is, he is rewarded on the
account of it. So in this case, both wha,t his friend has done and suffered

is imputed to him.
" If a man do some eminent service to his prince, and he with his posterity

are dignified on account of it ; then the service performed by the father is

said to be imputed to the children also." (p. 431.)
" Now', if, among the histories of nations, we find any thing of this kind,

do we not easily understand what the writers say ! Why then do we judge
these phrases, when they are found in the inspired writers, to be so hard to

be understood ?

" But it may be asked, ' How can the acts of the parent's treason be im-
puted to his little child, since those acts were quite out of the reach of an
infant, nor was it possible for him to commit them V
"Or, ' How can the eminent service performed by a father be imputed to

his child, who is but an infant V
" I answer : 1. Those acts of treason, or acts of service, are, by a com-

mon figure, said to be imputed to the children, when they suffer or enjoy the
consequences of their father's treason or eminent service ; though the par-

ticular actions of treason or service could not be practised by the children.

This would easily be understood, should it occur in a human history : and
why not, when it occurs in the sacred writings .'

" I answer : 2. Sin is taken either for an act of disobedience to a law, or
for the legal result of such an act ; that is, the guilt, or liableness to punish-
ment. Now, when we say, The sin of a traitor is imputed to his children,

we do not mean, that the act of the father is charged upon the child ; but

that the guilt, or liableness to punishment, is so transferred to him, that he
suffers banishment or poverty on account of it.'' (pp. 432, 433, 434.)

" In like manner, righteousness is either particular acts of obedience to

a law, or the legal result of those actions ; that is, a right to the reward
annexed to them.

" And so when we say, The righteousness of him tliat has performed some
eminent act of obedience is imputed to his cliildren, we do not mean, that the

particular act of the father is charged on the child, as if he had done it ; but

that the right to reward, which is the result of that act, is transferred to his

children.
" Now, if we would but thus e.xplain every text of Scripture wherein either

imputed sin, or imputed righteousness, is mentioned, (whether in express

words, or in the plain meaning of them,) we should find them all easy and
intelligible." (p. 435.)
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" Thus we may easily understand how the obedience of Christ is imputed

to all his seed ; and how the disobedience of Adam is imputed to all his

children." (p. 436.)
" To confirm this, I would add these three remarks :

—

" 1. There are several histories in Scripture, where expressions of the

same import occur.
" So Gen. xxii, 16: ' Thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemies, be-

cause thou hast obeyed my voice.' Here Abraham's obedience, that is, the

result of it, is im])uted to his posterity.

" So Num. XXV, 13 :
' God gave to Phinehas and his seed after him the

covenant of an everlasting priesthood, because he was zealous for his God,'

and slew the criminals in Israel. This was so imputed to his children, that

they also received the reward of it." (p. 437.)
"" Thus the sin of Achan was so imputed to his children, that they were all

stoned on account of it : Joshua vii, 24. In like manner, the covetousness of

Gehazi was imputed to his posterity, (2 Kings v, 27,) when God by his pro-

phet pronounced that the leprosy should cleave unto him and to his seed for

ever." (p. 438.)
* 2. The Scriptures, both of the Old and New Testament, use the words

sin and hiiquity, (both in Hebrew and Greek,) to signify, not only the crimi-

nal actions themselves, but also the result and consequences of those actions
;

that is, the guilt or liableness to punishment ; and sometimes the punishment
itself, whether it fall upon the original criminal, or upon others on his

account." (p. 439.)
" In the same manner, the Scriptures use the word righteousness, not only

for acts of obedience, but also the result of them ; that is justification, or

right to a reward. A moderate study of some of those texts wliere these

words are used may convince us of this.

" So .Tob xxxiii, 26 :
' God will render to a man his righteousness ;' that is,

the reward of it. ' Sow to yourselves in righteousness, till the Lord come
and rain righteousness upon you :' Hosea x, 12 : That is, till he pour down
the rewards, or fruits, of it upon you.

" I might add here, that, in several places of St. Paul's Epistles, right-

eousness mevLUS justification, in the passive sense of the word." (p. 440.)
" So Rom. X, 4 :

' Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to every
one that believeth ;' that is, in order to the justification of believers. ' With
the heart man believeth unto righteousness ;' (verse 10 ;) that is, so as to

obtain justification.

" ' If righteousness,' that is, justification, ' come by the law, then Christ is

dead in vain,' Gal. ii, 21. This particularly holds where the word yoyil^ojiai^

or impute, is joined with righteousness. As Rom. iv, 3 : Abraham • believed

God, and it was imputed to him for righteousness.' ' His faith is counted to

him for righteousness,' Rom. iv, 5. It is not uvn or vm^, for or instead of
righteou.sness ; but "s luKuwawnv, ' in order to justification,' or acceptance
with God.

" And in other places of Scripture, a work, whether good or evil, is put for

the reward of it : ' The work of a man will he render unto him ;' Job xxxiv,

11 ; that is, the recompense of it. So St. Paul desires Philemon to impute
any wrong he had received from Onesimus to himself; that is, not the evil

action, but the dainage he had sustained.
" Indeed, when sin or righteousness are said to be imputed to any man,

on account of what himself hath done, the words usually denote both the good
or evil actions themselves, and the legal result of them. But when the sin

or righteousness of one person is said to be imputed to another, then, gene-
rally, those words mean only the result thereof; that is, a liableness to pun-
ishment on tlie one hand, and to reward on tlie other.

" But let us say what we will to confine the sense of the imputntion of sin

and righteousness to the legal result,—tbe reward or pimishment of good or

evil actions ; let us ever so explicitly deny the imjnitation of the actions
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themselves to others ; still Dr. Taylor will level almost all his arguments
against the imputation of the actions themselves, and then triumph in having
demolished what we never built, and refuting what we never asserted."

(p. 444.)
" 3. The Scripture does not, that I remember, any where say, in express

words, that the sin of Adam is imputed to his cliildren ; or, that the sins of
believers are imputed to Christ ; or, tliat tiie righteousness of Christ is

imputed to believers : But the true meaning of all the.se expressions is suffi-

ciently found in several places of Scripture." (p. 440.)
" Yet since these express words and phrases, of the imputation of Adam's

sin to us, of our sins to Christ, and of Christ's righteousness to us, are not
plainly written in Scripture, we should not impose it on every Christian, to

use these very expressions. Let every one take his liberty, either of confin-

ing himself to strictly Scriptural language, or of manifesting his sense of
these plain Scriptural doctrines, in words and phrases of his own." (p. 447.)

" But if the words were expressly written in the Bible, they could not rea-

sonably be interpreted in any other sense, than this which 1 have explained
by so many examples, both in Scripture, history, and in common life.

" I would only add. If it were allowed, that tlie very act of Adam's diso-

bedience was imputed to all his posterity ; that all the same sinful actions
which men have committed were imputed to Christ, and the very actions
which Christ did upon earth were imputed to believers ; what greater pun-
ishments would the posterity of Adam suSer, or what greater blessings could
believers enjoy, beyond what Scripture has assigned, either to mankind, as
the result of the sin of Adam ; or to Christ, as the result of the sins of
men ; or to believers, as the result of tlie righteousness of Christ V

PART V.

THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN.

I BELIEVE every impartial reader is now able to judge, whether Dr. Tay-
lor has solidly answered Dr. Watts or no. But there is another not incon-
siderable writer whom I cannot find he has answered at all, though he has
published four several tracts professedly against Dr. Taylor ; of which he
could not be ignorant, because they are mentioned in " The Ruin and Re-
covery of Human Nature ;"—I mean the Rev. Mr. Samuel Hebden, Minister
at Wrentham, in Suffolk. I think it therefore highly expedient, to subjoin a
short abstract of these also; the rather, because the tracts themselves are
very scarce, having been for some time out of print.

Lo, this only have I found, that God made man upright ; but they have sought out
many inventions, Eccles. vii, 29.

" In the preceding verse Solomon had declared, how few wise and good
persons he had found in the whole course of his life ; but lest any should
blame the providence of God for this, he here observes, that these were not
what God made man at first ; and that their being what they were not was
the effect of a WTetched apostasy from God. The original words stand thus :

Only see thou, I have found." (p. 3.)
" Only : This word sets a mark on what it is prefixed to, as a truth of

great certainty and importance. See, observe, thou. He invites every iiearer

and reader, in particular, to consider what he was about to offer. I have
found: I have discovered this certain truth, and assert it on the fullest

evidence, ' that God made man upright ; but they have sought out many
inventions.'" (p. 4.)

" The Hebrew word ib''' which we render upright, is properly opposed to
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crooked, irregular, perverse. It is applied to things, to signify their being

straight, or agreeable to rule ; but it is likewise applied both to God and
man, with the words and works of both. As applied to God, the ways of

God, the word of God, it is joined with good ; Psalm xxv, 8 ; with righteous;

Psalm cxix, 137 ; with true and good ; Neh. ix, 13 ; where mention is made
of ' right judgments, true laws, good statutes.' The uprightness with which
God is said to minister judgment to the people, answers to righteousness :

In a word,—God's uprightness is the moral rectitude of his nature, infinitely

wise, good, just, and perfect. The ujjrightness of man, is his conformity,

of heart and life, to the rule he is under; which is the law or will of God.
Accordingly we read of uprightness of heart; Psalm xxxvi, 10; Job x.xxiii,

3 ; and uprightness of way, or conversation ; Psalm xxxvii, 14 ; and often

elsewhere. ' The upright man,' throughout the Scripture, is a truly good
man ; a man of integrity, a holy person. In Job i, 1, 8, ii, 3, upright is the

Game witli perfect, (as in Psalm xxxvii, 37, and many other places,) and is

explained by, one ' who feareth God and escheweth evil.' In Job viii, 6, it

is joined and is the same with pure. In the same sense it is taken, (to

mention but a few out of many texts which might be produced,) Prov. x, 29 :

' The way of the Lord is strengtli to the upright ; but destruction shall be to

the workers of iniquity.' 'The integrity of the upright shall guide them;
but the perverseness of transgressors shall destroy them.' (xi, 3.) ' The
righteousness of the upright shall deliver them; but transgressors shall be
taken in their own naughtiness.' (Verse 6.) ' By the blessing of the upright

the city is exalted.' (Verse 11.) ' The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomi-
nation to the I<ord ; but the prayer of the upright is his delight.' (xv, 8.) * A
wicked man hardeneth his face ; but as for the upright, he directeth his way.'
(xxi, 29.) From all these texts it manifestly appears, that uprightness, as

applied to man, is tlie very same with righteousness, holiness, or integrity of
henrt and conversation." (pp. 5, 6.)

" When, therefore, Solomon says, God * made man upright,' the plain,

undeniable meaning is, God at first formed man righteous or holy ; although
' they have sought out many inventions.' They,—this refers to Adam, whicii

is both a singular and a plural noun : they, our first parents, and with them
their posterity, have sought out many inventions ;' many contrivances, to

offend God, and injure themselves. These ' many inventions' are opposed
to the uprightness, the simplicity of heart and integrity, with which our first

parents, and mankind in them, were originally made by God." (p. 7.)
" The doctrine of the text then is, that God, at his creation, * made man

upright,' or righteous ; not only rational, and a free agent, but holy : there-

fore, to maintain, that ' man neither was, nor could be, formed holy, because
none can be holy, but in consequence of liis own choice and endeavour,' is

bold indeed ! To prove the contrary, and justify Solomon's assertion, I offer

a few plain arguments." (p. 8.)
" 1. Moses, in his account of the creation, writes, ' And God said. Let us

malce man in our own image.' Now, that righteousness or holiness is the

principal part of this image of God, appears from Eph. iv, 22, 24, and Col.

iii, 9, 10. On which passages I observe, (1.) By 'the old man' is not meant
a heathenish life, or an ungodly conversation ; but a corrupt nature. For
the Apostle elsewhere speaks of our ' old man,' as ' crucified with Christ

;'

and here distinguishes from it tiicir ' former conversation,' or sinful actions,

which he calls ' the deeds of the old man.' (2.) By ' the new man' is meant,
not a new course of life

;
(as the Socinians interpret it;) but a principle of

grace, called by St. PeLer, 'The hidden man of the heart,' and a 'divine
nature.' (3.) 'To put off the old man' (the same as to 'crucify the flesh')

is, to subdue and morlify our corrupt nature ; to ' put on the new man' is,

to stir up and cultivate that gracious principle, that new nature. ' This,'

saith the Apostlo, ' is creattul after God, in righteousness and true holiness.*

It is created : which cannot properly be said of a new course of life ; but

may of a ' new nature.' It is ' created after God ;' or, ' in his image and
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likeness,' mentioned by Moses. But what is it to be ' created after God,'
or ' in his imaore ?' It is to be ' created in rigliteousuess and true lioliness ;'

termed ' iinowlcdge,' the practical knowledge of God : Col. iii, 10. But if
* to be created after God,' or ' in his image and likeness,' is *to be created
in righteousness and true holiness,' and if that principle of righteousness
and holiness by which we are ' created unto good works,' is a ' new man,' a
' divino nature ;' it is easy to infer, that man was at first created ' righteous'

or ' holy.' " (pp. 9, 10.)
" 2. All things, as at first made by God, ' were very good.' Nor indeed

could he make them otherwise. Now, a rational being is not good, unless
liis rational powers are all devoted to God. The goodness of man, as a
rational being, must lie in a devotedness and consecration to God. Conse-
quently, man was at first thus devoted to God : otherwise he was not good.
But this devotedness to the love and service of God is true righteousness or

holiness. This righteousness then, this goodness, or uprightness, this regular

and due state or disposition of the human mind, was at first natural to man.
It was wrought into his nature, and concreated with his rational powers.
A rational creature, as such, is capable of knowing, loving, serving, living

in communion with, the Most Holy One. Adam at first either did or did

not use this capacity ; either he knew and loved God, or he did not. If he
did not, he was not ' very good,' no, nor good at all : if he did, he was up-
right, righteous, holy." (p. 12.)

" 3. When God vested man with dominion over the other creatures, how
was he qualified for exercising that dominion, unless he had in himself a
principle of love and obedience to the Supreme Governor ? Did not God
form the creatures obedient to man, to confirm man in his loving obedience
to God? Or did he create them with a disposition to depend on and obey
man as their lord, and not create man with a disposition to obey and live

dependent on the Lord of all? But this disposition is uprightness. There-
fore God * made man upright.' " (p. 13.)

"4. Either man was created with principles of love and obedience, or he
was created an enemy to God. One of these must be : for as all the duty
required of man, as a rational being, is summarily comprised in love, a su-

preme love to God, and a subordinate love to others, for his sake ; so there

can be no medium between a rational creature's loving God, and not loving,

which is a degree of ' enmity' to him. Either, O man, thou lovest God, or

thou dost not : if thou dost, thou art holy or righteous ; if thou dost not, thou
art indisposed to serve him in such a manner, and with such a frame of spirit,

as he requires. Then thou art an enemy to God, a rebel against his authority.

But God could not create man in such a state, in a state of enmity against

himself It follows, that man was created a lover of God, that is, righteous

and holy." (p. 14.)
" In a word : can you prove, either that man was not ' created after God,'

or that this does not mean, being ' created in righteousness and true holi-

ness V Was not man, as all creatures, good in his kind ? And is a rational

creature good, unless all its powers are devoted to God 1 Was not man duly

qualified at first to exercise dominion over the other creatures ? And could

he be so qualified without a principle of love and obedience to their common
Lord ] Lastly : can any man prove, either that man could be innocent if he
did not love the Lord his God with all his heart ; or that such a love to God
is not ' righteousness and true holiness ?' " (p. 15.)

" From the doctrine of man's original righteousness we may easily con-

clude that of. original sin. For this reason it is, that some so earnestly

protest against original righteousness, because they dread looking on them-
selves as ' by nature' fallen creatures, and ' children of wrath.' If man
was not holy at first, he couM not fall from a state of holiness ; and, conse-

quently, the first transgression exposed him and his posterity to nothing but

temporal death. But, on the other hand, if ' man was made upright, it follows,

(1.) That man, when he fell, lost his original righteousness, and therewith
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his title to God's favour, and to communion with (rod. (2.) That he thereby
incurred not only temporal but spiritual death. He became dead in sin and
a child of wrath. And, (3.) That all his posterity are born with such a nature,

not as man had at Hrst, but as he contracted by his fall." (pp. 20, 21.)

And the Lord God commanded the man, saying-, Of every tree of ilie garden thou
mayest freely c;it: hut of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, tliou shall not

eat of it: fur in the day that tliou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die. Gen.
ii, 16, 17.

" God forbade man to eat of this tree, in token of his sovereign authority,

and for the exercise of man's love, and the trial of his obed'ience. The
words added, ' In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die,' or

literally, ' In dying tliou shalt die,' mean, not only, ' Thou shalt certainly die,'

but, ' Thou shalt suffer every kind of death :' thy soul as well as thy body shall

die. And, indeed, if God made man upright or holy ; if man at first enjoyed

the life of God, including holiness joined with blessedness ; and if the misera-

ble state of the soul (as well as the dissolution of the body) is in the Scrip-

ture termed ' death ;' it plainly follows, that the original threatening includes

nothing less than a loss of man's original uprightness, of his title to God's
favour, and a happy life of communion with God." (pp.26, 27.)

" The words mean, farther, ' Thou shalt instantly die ;' as soon as ever

thou eatest. And so he did. For in that instant his original righteousness,

title to God's favour, and communion with God being lost, he was spiritually

dead, ' dead in sin ;' his soul was dead to God, and his body liable to death,

temporal and eternal." (pp. 28, 29.)
" And as there is a threatening of death expressed in these words, so a

promise of life is implied. The threatening death only in case of disobe-

dience, implied, that otherwise he should not die. And even since the fall,

the law of God promises life to obedience, as well as threatens death to

disobedience ; since the tenor of it is, ' Do this and live : if thou wilt enter

into life, keep the commandments.' " (p. 30.)
" Now, a law given by God with a promise of life and a threatening of

death, consented to by man, is evidently a covenant. For what is a cove-

nant, but a mutual agreement of two or more parties on certain terms ? Now,
in this sense God covenanted with man, and man covenanted with God.
God gave a law, promising life in case of obedience, threatening death in

case of disobedience. And man accepted of the terms. Here, therefore,

was a real covenant." (p. 31.)
" But, to guard this against objections, I add :

—

" 1. We do not affirm, that God visibly appeared, and formally treated

vi'ith Adam, as one man with another. Without so formal a procedure, God
could, and doubtless did, signify to hun, on what terms he was to expect life

or death." (p. 32.)

"2. We do not assert, that God promised to translate him to heaven;
but, without question, he made Adam sensible, that if he continued obedient

he should continue happy, whether in paradise or some other region.
" 3. If one greatly superior will freely condescend to treat with an inferior,

this does not disannul the mutual agreement, or hinder its having the nature
of a covenant. So God entered into a proper covenant with Abraham of old,

and with his people in the Gospel. And if so, much more might he do so

with man, when perfectly upright toward Gud." (p. 33.)
" And this covenant was made with Adam, not only for himself, but like-

wise for all his posterity. This appears,

—

" 1. From the tenor of the original threatening, compared with the present

etate of mankind. For it is evident, that every one of his posterity is born
liable to death ; that the death, to which all are liable, was not threatened

but m case of man's smning ; that man was not liable to death till he sinned.
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and his being so was the result of the threatening ; and that the Scripture
constantly points at sin ns the sole cause of death, and of all suffering. But
if alt mankind are born liable to that which wrs originally threatened only
to sin, then all mankind are accounted sinners, cand as such are concerned in

the original threatening, and consequently in the original promise." (p. 34.)
"2. From 1 Cor. xv, XJ'J :

' In Adam all die.' Here the Apostle speaks,
not of both our parents, but of Adam singly, (as also Rom. v,) to denote our
peculiar rrlatiou to him. The ' all' mentioned, are all his natural descend-
ants, who ' all die in' or through him ; that is, are liable to death on account
of their relation to him. And it is not only a bodily death that is here spoken
of; for it stands opposed, not to a bare revival of tiie body, but to a happy
and glorious resurrection, such as 'they that are Christ's' will partake of at

his second coming. For of this resurrection, not that of the ungodly, the
Apostle is speaking throughout this chapter. But they could not ' die in

Adam,' if they did not in some sense sin in him, and fall with him; if the
covenant had not been made with him, not for himself only, but for all his

posterity." (pp. 3"), 3(1)
"3. From verses 45 and 47 of the same chapter. The ' first man, Adam,'

and ' the second Man, the last Adam,' are here opposed. Now, why is Christ,

notwithstanding the millions of men intervening between Adam and him, and
following after his birth, called ' the second Man,' and ' the last Adam V We
have an answer, Rom. v, 12, 14, &o, where Adam is said to be 'a figure of
Christ ;' and the resemblance between them is shown to lie in this,—that as
' sin' and ' death' descend from one, so ' righteousness' and ' life' from the
other. Consequently, what Christ is with regard to all his spiritual seed,
that Adam is with regard to all his natural descendants ; namely, a public

person, a federal head, a legal representative : one with whom the covenant
was made, not only for himself, but also for his whole posterity."

Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom
of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesli ; and that which is born of the
Spirit is spirit, John iii, 5, 6.

" In this text we have,

—

" 1. The new birth described ;

•' II. The necessity of it insisted on ;

" III. The original corruption of every child of Adam observed, as that
from which the necessity of such a change arises.

" I. The new birth is here described. Whatever this implies, the Spirit

of God is the sole author of it. He does not help a man to regenerate him-
self, but takes the work into his own hands. A child of God, as such, is

not born of blood ;' does not become so by descent from pious parents. He
is not 'born of the will of the flesh;' is not renewed by the power of his
own carnal will ; ' nor of man,' of any man whatsoever, ' but of God,' by the
sole power of his Spirit.

" In regeneration, the Holy Spirit mortifies ' the old man,' corrupt nature,
and breathes a principle of life into the soul ; a principle of faith, of sincere
love, and willing obedience to God. He who was ' dead in sin,' is now
'dead to sin,' and 'alive to God through Jesus Christ.' God has 'created
in him a clean heart, and renewed a right Spirit within him.' He has ' created'
him ' unto good works,' and ' written' his ' law in his heart.' But if the
Spirit of God is the sole agent in the work of regeneration ; if the soul of
man has no active interest or concern in his ' being born again ;' if man
was created holy, and regeneration reinstamps that holy image of God on
the soul ; if ' the nev/ man is created after God in righteousness and true
holiness ;' if the corruption of nature (termed ' the old man' or ' flesh') is

not contracted by imitation or custom, but is an inbred hereditary distemper,
coeval with our natui-e ; if all truly good works are the fruits of a good heart.
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a good principle wrought in the soul ; it plainly follows, that the faith, hope,

love, fear, which distinguish the children of God from others, are not of the

nature of acquired, but of infused, habits or principles. To say then, • that

all holiness must be the effect of a man's own choice and endeavour, and
that, by a right use of his natural powers, every man may and must attain a
habit of holiness,' tiiai, is, ' be born again,' hovv ever pleassing it may be to

human vanity, is contrary to the whole tenor of Scripture.
" And all the scriptural expressions on this head are grounded on the real

nature of things. ' Sin ' is of the nature of ' filth' and ' corruption.' It

pollutes tlie whole man, and renders him as an ' unclean thing' in the sight

of God. When, therefore, the Spirit of God removes this, he is said to
* create a clean heart,' to ' purify the lieart,' to ' sprinkle clean water upon'

us, to wash us ' from' our ' filthiness.' And this cleansing efficacy is in the

text expressed by being ' born of water and of the Spirit.'

" When, therefore, our Lord speaks of being ' born of the Spirit,' his

plain meaning is. There is a spiritual cleansing you must partake of, men-
tioned in those promises ; ' I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall

be clean ; from all your filthiness and from all your idols will I cleanse you,

A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within you.

And I will take away the stony heart, and I will give you a heart of flesh.'

These promises give us a plain description of the Spirit's regenerating work ;

without experiencing which, our state is miserable now, and will be much
more so hereafter.

" n. For this spiritual renovation of the soul is indispensably necessary.

Without it none can ' enter the kingdom of heaven,' either the kingdom of

grace or of glory.
" 1. ' Except a man be born of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the king-

dom of grace ; he cannot be a loyal subject of Jesus Christ. By nature we
are subjects of Satan; and such we must remain, unless renewing grace
* translate us into the kingdom of God's dear Son.'

" 2. Consequently, ' except we are born again, we cannot enter into the

kingdom' of glory. Indeed, supposing he could be admitted there, what
could an unregenerate sinner do in heaven 1 He could not possibly have
any relish either for the business, the company, or the enjoyments of that

world.
" III. Our Lord, having asserted the absolute necessity of the new birth,

to show the ground of this necessity, adds, ' That which is born of the flesh

is flesh ; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.' Here observe,

—

"1. Our Lord opposes 'flesh' and ' spirit' to each other; which opposi-

tion we often meet with. Whatever, therefore, is meant by these two, they
denote things opposite.

" 2. He speaks here of two several births, which are distinctly mentioned.
" 3. The former of these two is spoken of as that which renders the other

so necessary. Because ' that which is born of the flesh is flesh;' therefore
' we must be born of the Spirit :' therefore this great change must be wrought
in us, or we cannot 'enter into the kingdom of God.'

"4. If the latter of these is made necessary by tlie former, then to be
' born flesh' is to be born corrupt and sinful. And, indeed, the word ' flesh'

is very frequently taken for the corrupt principle in man. It is always so

taken when it stands opposed to ' the Spirit,' or to that inwrought principle

of obedience, which itself also (taking the name of its Author) is sometimes
termed ' Spirit.'

" Now, in llie text, whatever or whoever is born of a man, since the fall,

is denominated ' flesii.' And that * flesh' is here put, not for sinless frailty,

but sinful currujjtion, we learn from its being opposed to the ' Spirit.' Christ

was born frail, as well as we, and in this scn.so was 'flesh;' yet, being
without sin, he had no need to be 'born of the Spirit.' This is not made
necessary by any sinless infirmities, but by a sinful nature only. This alone

is opposite to ' the Spirit ;' thus, therefore, we must understand it here.
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" But Dr. Taylor says, ' To be born of tlie flesli is only to be naturally born
of a woman.' I answer, Is not ' flesh' opposed to ' Spirit' in this verse ? Is
it not the Spirit of God, which is spoken of in the latter clause, together with
the principle of grace, which is in every regenerate person? And is any
thing beside sinful corruption opposite to tlie Spirit of God ! No, certainly !

But if so, and if wherever ' flesh' is opposed to 'the Spirit,' it implies sinful

corruption, then it is evident, to b(> ' born of the flesh' is to be the sinful ofl!*-

epring of sinful parents, so as to have need of the renewing influences of the
Iloly Spirit, on that account, oven from our birth.

" If to ' walk after the flesh,' as opposed to ' walking after the Spirit,' is

to follow our sinful inclinations ; if to ' be in the flesh,' opposed to ' being in

the Spirit,' is to be in a state of sin; if 'the flesh' and 'the Spirit' are two
contrary principles, which counteract each other ; Gal. v, 16, 17 ; if ' the

works of the flesh, and the lusts of the flesh,' are opposed to ' the Spirit' and
'the fruit of the Spirit;' then, 'to be born of the flesh' must signify more
than barely to be born of a woman. Had Adam transmitted a pure nature to

liis descendants, still each of them would have been born of a woman ; but
they would have had no necessity of being ' born of the Spirit,' or renewed
by the Holy Ghost.

" But what is that corruption of nature which the Scripture terms ^esA ?

There are two branches of it : 1. A want of original righteousness: 2. A
natural propensity to sin.

" 1. A want of original righteousness. God created man righteous ; holi-

ness was connatural to liis soul ; a principle of love and obedience to God.
But when he sinned he lost this principle. And every man is now born totally

void, both of the knowledge and love of God.
" 2. A natural propensity to sin is in every man. And this is inseparable

from the other. If man is born and grows up without the knowledge or love

of God, he is born and grows up prepense to sin ; which includes two things,

—An aversion to what is good, and an inclination to what is evil.

" We are naturally averse to what is good. ' The carnal mind is enmity
against God.' Nature does not, will not, cannot, submit to his holy, just,

and good law. Therefore, ' they that are in the flesh cannot please God.'
Being averse to the will, law, and ways of God, they are utterly indisposed

for such an obedience as the relation between God and man indispensably

requires.
" And as we are all naturally averse to what is good, so we are naturally

inclined to what is evil. Even young children of themselves run into evil

;

but are with difficulty brought to practise what is good. No sooner do they

discover reason, than they discover evil, unreasonable dispositions. And
these discovering themselves in every one, even from his early ch'ldhood,

manifestly prove the inbred and universal corruption of human nature.

" But why is this corruption termed _/?esA ? Not because it is confined to

the body. It is the corruption of our whole nature, and is therefore termed
' the old man.' Not because it consists merely in a repugnance of the sensual

appetites to reason. This is but one branch of that corruption ; the whole of
it is far more extensive. Not because it is primarily seated in the body ; it

is primarily seated in the soul. If ' sin reigns in our mortal bodies,' it is

because the sinful soul uses the bodily members as ' instruments of unright-

eousness.'
*" Nay, all which those words. That which is born of the flesh is flesh,

mean, is this : All men being descended of frail and mortal parents are, like

them, frail and mortal. In consequence of Adam's sin, all his descendants

die.'

" I answer, 1. Though this be true, it is not the whole truth. Nor is it

the proper truth of the text, which speaks of our being ' born of the flesh,' as

the reason why we must be ' born of the Spirit.'

" 2. It is not consistent with the moral perfections of God for sinless crea-

tures to be born ' mortal.' Death, in every sense of the word, is the proper
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wages of sin.' ' Sin' lias the same causal influence on death, as the obedi-

ence of Christ lias on eternal life.

" 3. We were not only born ' mortal,' but children of wrath ;' we who are

now regenerate, as well as others.

"4. The Scripture ascribes both our 'mortality' and 'corruption' to our
relation to Adam. ' In him all die ;' ' through the offence of one, many,' all

mankind, 'are dead,' liable to death. Again :
' By the disobedience of one,'

the same, ' many are constituted sinners.' Therefore, when our Lord says,

'That which is born of the flesh is flesh,' he means not only that we and
our parents are ' mortal,' but that all mankind derive spiritual as well as

temporal death from their first father."

THE SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE

OF

IMPUTED SIN AND RIGHTEOUSNESS.

" 1. Sin is ' a transgression of the law ;' of that law of God to which a
rational creature is subject. ' Righteousness' is a fulfilment of, or conformity

to, that law. Tliis is tlie proper Scriptural sense of the words. But as sin

involves the creature in guilt, that is, a liableness to punishment, the same
words are often used to denote either sin itself, or guilt and punishment.

On the other hand, righteousness denotes, not only a fulfilling of the law,

but also a freedom from guilt and punislmient
;
yea, and sometimes all the

rewards of righteousness." (pp. 1, 2.)
" Accordingly, to impute sin, is either to impute sin itself, or guilt on the

account of it. To impute sin itself to a person, is to account him a trans-

gressor of the law, to pronounce him such, or to treat him as a transgressor.

To impute guilt to a person, is to account him obnoxious to a threatened

punishment, to pronounce him so, or to inflict that punishment. So, to im-

pute righteousness, properly so called, is to account him a fulfiller of the law,

to pronounce him so to be, and to treat him as righteous. And to impute
righteousness, as opposed to guilt, is to account, to pronounce, and to treat

him as guiltless.

" Thus much is agreed. But the point in question is, ' Does God impute
no sin or righteousness but what is personal V Dr. Taylor positively asserts,

he does not. I undertake to prove that he does ; that he imputes Adam's
first sin to all mankind, and our sins to Christ." (p. 5.)

" 1. God imputes Adam's first sin to all mankind. I do not mean that

the actual commission of it was imputed to any beside himself; (it was im-

possible it shoidd ;) nor is the guilt of it imputed to any of his descendants,

in the full latitude of it, or in regard to its attendant circimistances. It

constitutes none ofthem equally guilty with him. Yet both that sin itself, and a
degree of guilt on account of it, are imputed to all his posterity ; the sin itself

is imputed to them, as included in their head. And on this account they are

reputed guilty, are 'children of wrath,' liable to the threatened jmnishment.
And this cannot be denied, supposing, (1.) Man's original righteousness :

(2.)Adam's being the federal head of all mankind." (p. 6.)
" (1.) Man's original righteousness has been largely proved. Let me add

only an argument ad liominem. [On the opponent's own principle.] Sup-
posing (not granting) that the Son of God is no more than the first of crea-

tures, either he was originally righteous, or lie was not. If he was not, then
time was when he was not 'the Holy One of God ;' and possibly he never
might have been tmch, no, nor righteous at all ; but instead of that, as

ungodly, guilty, and wretched, as the devil himself is. For the best creature

is (Dr. Taylor grants) alterable for the worst ; and the best, when corrupted,

becomes the worst. Again : If the Son of God was a mere creature, and as
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Kuch made vvitliout rigliteousness, (uliicli every creature must be, according
t(» Dr. Taylor,) tlicn lie was not, could not be, at first as righteous, as like

God, as the lioly angels are now, yea, or as any holy man on earth is. But
if these suppositions are shockingly absurd ; ifthe Son of fJod could not have
become as bad as the devil ; if he never was unrighteous ; if he was not
originally less holy than angels and men are now ; then the assertion, ' that

righteousness must he the ell'uct of a creature's antecedent choice and endea-
vour,' falls to the ground." (pp. 7, 9, 10.)

" But the Ilebrow word jdsher. Dr. Taylor says, ' does not generally sig-

nify a moral character.' This is one of the mnnerous critical mistakes in

this gentleman's books. Of the more than one hundred and fifty texts in

which jasher, or the substantive josher, occurs, there are very few which
do not confirm our interpretation of Ecclesiastes vii, 29. ' But jasher is

applied to various things not capable of moral action.' It is ; and what then I

Many of these applications are neither for us nor against us. Some make
strongly tor us ; as when it is applied to the words or ways of God and man.
But the question now is, what it signifies when applied to God or to moral
agents, and that by way of opposition to a vicious character and conduct.
Is it not, in the text before us, applied to man as a moral agent, and by way
of opposition to a corrupt character and conduct.' No man can deny it.

Either, therefore, prove, that jasher, when opposed as here, to a corrupt
conduct and character, does not signify righteous, or acknowledge the truth,

that God ' created man upright,' or righteous." (p. 11.)
" To evade the argument from Ephesians iv, 24, Dr. Taylor first says,

' The old man means a heathenish life ;' and then says, ' The old and new
man do not signify a course of life.' What then do they signify '.' Why,
' The old man,^ says he, ' relates to the Gentile state ; and the new man is

either the Christian state, or the Christian Church, body, society.' But for

;ill this, he says again, a page or two after, ' The old and new man, and the

new man''s being renewed, and the renewing ofthe Ephesians, do all manifestly

refer to their Gentile state and wicked course of life, from which they were
lately converted.'

" When, then, the Apostle says, ' Our old man is crucified with' Christ,

(Romans vi, 6,) is it the Gentile state or course of life which was so cruci-

fied ? No ; but the corrupt nature, 'the body of sin,' as it is termed in the
same verse. And ' to put ofl'the old man,' is, (according to St. Paul,) ' to

crucify' tiiis ' with its affections and desires.' On the other hand, to ' put on
the new man,' is to cultivate tlie divine principle which is formed in the soul

of every behever by the Spirit of Christ. It is this of which it is said, (i.) It

is created ; and in regard to it we are said to be ' created unto good works.'

(ii.) It is renewed ; for it is indeed no other than original righteousness

restored, (iii.) It is after God, after his image and likeness, now stamped
afresh on the soul, (iv.) It consists in righteousness and holiness, or that

knowledge which comprehends both." (pp. 13, 14.)
" Again : To that argument, ' Either man at first loved God, or he was an

enemy to God,' Dr. Taylor gives only this slight, superficial answer :
' Man

could not love God before he knew him ;' without vouchsafing the least notice

of the arguments which prove, that man was not created without the know-
ledge of God. Let him attend to those proofs, and either honestly yield to

their force, or, if he is able, fairly confute them.
" The doctrine of original sin presupposes,

—

"(2.) Adam's being the federal head of all mankind. Several proofs of
this having been given already, I need not produce more imtil those are

answered.
"2. God imputes our sins, or the guilt of them, to Christ. He consented

to he responsible for them, to suffer the punishment due for them. This suf-

ficiently appears from Isa. liii, which contains a summary of the Scripture

doctrine upon this head. ' He hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows.'

The word nasa {borne) signifies, (1.) To take up somewhat, as on one's
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shoulders : (2.) To bear or carry something weighty, as a porter does a
burden : (3.) To take away : and in aD these senses it is here appUed to the

Son of God. He carried, as a strong man does a heavy burden, (the clear,

indisputable sense of the other word, sabal,) our sorrows ; the sufferings of

various kinds which were due to our sins. 'He was wounded for our trans-

gressions, and bruised for our iniquities.' Wounds and bruises are put for

the whole of his sutferings ; as his death and blood frequently are. He was
wounded and bruised, not for sins of his own ; not merely to show God's
liatred of sin ; not chiefly to give us a pattern of patience ; but for our sins,

as the proper, impulsive cause. Our sins were the procuring cause of all

his sufferings. His sufferings were the penal effects of our sins. ' The
chastisement of our peace,' the punishment necessary to procure it, ' was*
laid ' on him,' freely submitting thereto :

' and by his stripes' (a part of his

sufferings again put for the whole) ' we are healed ;' pardon, sanctification,

and final salvation, are all purchased and bestowed upon us. Every chas-

tisement is for some fault. That laid on Christ was not for his own, but

ours ; and was needful to reconcile an offended Lawgiver, and offending

guilty creatures to each other. So ' the Lord laid on him the iniquity of us
all ;' that is, the punishment due to our iniquity." (pp. 16-20.)

" It is true, as Dr. Taylor says, ' sin and iniquity often signify affliction or

suffering.' But why ? Because it is usual for a cause to give denomination

to its effect. And so the consequences of sin are called by the same name.
But fhis rather hurts Dr. Taylor's cause than helps it. For sufferings could

with no propriety be called sin, if they were not the proper effects of it.

Man, in innocence, was liable to no suffering or sorrow ; he was indeed tried,

but not by suffering. All sorrow was introduced by sin ; and if man is 'born

to trouble,' it is because he is born * in sin.' God indeed does afflict his

children for their good ; and turns even death into a blessing. Yet as it is

the effect of sin, so is it in itself an enemy to all mankind ; nor would any
man have been either tried or corrected by affliction, had it not been for sin."

(pp. 21, 22.)
" The Lord's laying on Christ 'the iniquity of us all,' was eminently typi-

fied by the high priest putting all the iniquities of Israel on the scape-goat,

who then carried them away. ' But the goat,' says Dr. Taylor, ' was to

suffer nothing.' This is a gross mistake. It was a ' sin-offering,' (verse 5,)

and, as such, was to ' bear upon him all the iniquities' of the people into the
wilderness ; and there (as the Jewish Doctors unanimously hold) to suffer a
violent death by way of punishment, instead of the people, for their sins ' put
upon him.' Yet Dr. Taylor says, 'Here was no imputation of sin.' No I

What is the difference between imputing sins, and putting them upon him \

This is just of a piece with, ' A sin-offering that suffered nothing ;' a creature
• turned loose into a land the properest for its subsistence,' while bearing

upon him all the iniquities of God's people !" (pp. 23-25.)
" Thus ' Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse

for us.' Dr. Taylor, when he wrote his late books, was not apprized of the

usual Scripture meaning of this awful word, curse. It is often put to signify

the legal punishment of sin. What the law of God threatens against trans-

gressors, or the threatening itself, is frequently called by this name. What
signifies then his trifling observation, 'that God inflicted no curse on our first

parents !' Gen. iii, 16-18 ; that is, he did not say, in so many words, ' Cursed
art thou, () man,' or, ' O woman.' But God's cursing the ground for man's
sake, was really a curse pronounced against him ; and what tlie Lord said to

the woman was really a curse, a penalty legally inflicted on her. For God
is then said to curse, when he either threatens to punish, or actually punishes,

his creatures for sin. See Deut. xxvii, 15, &c ; .x.wiii, 16, &c ; Jer. xvii, 5;
Zech. v, 3." (pp. 39, 40.)

" To conclude : Either we must allow the imputcition of Adam's sin, what-
ever difficulties attend it, or renounce justification by Christ, and salvation

through tlie merit ofhis blood. Accordingly, the Sociniane do this. Whether
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Dr. Taylor does, let every thinking man judge, after having weighed what he
writes, particularly at pages 72, 73, of his ' Scripture Doctrine.' ' The
worthiness of Christ is iiis consumrriatc virtue. It is virtue that carrieth
every cause in heaven. Virtue is the only price which purcha.seth every
thing with God. True virtue, or the right exercise of reason, is true worth,
and the only valuahle consideration, the only power which prevails with God.'
These passages are indeed connected with others, which carry with them a
show of ascribing honour to Christ and grace. But the fallacy lies open to
every carefid, intelligent, unprejudiced reader. He ascribes to Christ a sin-
gular worthiness ; but it is nothing more than a superior degree of the same
kind of worthiness which belongs to every virtuous man. He talks of Christ's
consummate virtue, or his obedience to God, and good will to man. And to
this virtue of his, as imitated by us, he would teach us to ascribe our accept-
ance with God ; which is indeed to ascribe it to ourselves, or to our own
virtue ; to works of righteousness done by us, in direct opposition to the
whole tenor of the Gospel. To what dangerous lengths are men carried by
an ignorance of God, as infinitely holy and just ; by a fond conceit of their

own abilities, and a resolved opposition to the doctrine of original sin !

Rather than allow this, they renounce Christ as the meritorious procurer of
salvation for sinners. They may seem, indeed, to acknowledge him as such,
and talk of ' eternal life as given by God through his Son.' But all this is

mere show, and can only impose on the ignorant and unwary. They dare
not profess, in plain terms, that Christ has merited salvation lor any ; neither
can they consistently allow this, while they deny original sin." (pp. 80, 81.)

" Jiet not any, then, who regard their everlasting interests, entertain or
even tamper with doctrines which, how plausibly soever recommended, are
contraiy to many express texts, nay, to the whole tenor of Scripture, and
which cannot be embraced without renouncing an hmnble dependence on
Christ, and I'ejecting tlie Gospel method of salvation." (p. 82.)

" God grant every reader of this plain treatise may not only be convinced
of the truth and importance of the Scripture doctrines maintained therein,

but invincibly confirmed in his attachments to them, by an experimental
knowledge of their happy influence on faith, holiness, and comfort ! Then
shall we gladly say. We, who are made sinners by the disobedience of Adam,
are made righteous by the obedience of Christ. His righteousness entitles

us to a far better inheritance than that we lost in Adam. In consequence of
being justified through him, we shall ' reign in life' with him. Unto whom,
with God the Father, and the sanctifying, comforting Spirit, be ascribed all

praise for ever I" (p. 83.)

PART VI.

THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN EXPLAINED AND VINDICATED.

"The phrase, original sin, so far as we can discover, was first used in the
fourth centurj'. The first who used it was either St. Chrysostom, or Hilary,

some of wnose words are these :
' The Psalmist says, Behold, I was con-

ceived in iniquities, and in sins did my mother conceive me. He acknow-
ledges that he was bom under original sin and the law of sin.' Soon after

Hilary's time, St. Augustine, and other Christian writers, brought it into

common uf^e." (pp. 2, 3.)
" The Scriptural doctrine of original sin may be comprised in the following

propositions :

—

" I. Man was originally made righteous or holy.
" II. That original righteousness was lost by the first, sin.

" III. Thereby man incurred death of every kind ; for,

—

" IV. Adam's first sin was the sin of a public person, one whom God had
appointed to represent all Jiis descendants.
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" V. Hence all these are from tlieir birth ' children of wrath,' void of all

righteousness, and prepense to sin of all sorts.

" I add, VI. This is not only a truth agreeable to Scripture and reason, but
a truth of the utmost importance, and one to wliich the Churches of Christ,

from the beginning, iiave borne a clear testimony." (p. 8.)
" I. Man was originally made righteous or holy ; formed with such a prin-

ciple of love and obedience to his Maker as disjiosed and enabled him to per-

form the whole of his duty with ease and pleasure. This has been proved
already ; and this wholly overturns Dr. Taylor's fundamental aphorism,
' Whatever is natural is necessary, and what is necessary is not sinful.' For
if man was originally righteous or holy, we may argue thus : It was at first

natural to man to love and obey his Maker
;
yet it was not necessary ; neither

as necessary is opposed to voluntary or free ;
(for he both loved and obeyed

freely and willingly ;) nor, as necessary means unavoidable
;

(this is manifest
by the event ;) no, nor as necessary is opposed to rcwardable ; for had he
continued to love and obey, he would have been rewarded with everlasting

happiness. Therefore that assertion, ' Whatever is natural is necessary,' ie

palpably, glaringly false ; consequently, what is natural, as well as what is

acquired, may be good or evil, rewardable or punishable." (p. 10.)
" II. Man's original righteousness was lost by the first sin. Though he

was made righteous he was not made immutable. He was free to stand or

fall. And he soon fell, and lost at once both the favour and image of God.
This fully appears, 1. From the account which Moses gives of our first

parents, where we read, (1.) ' The eyes of them both were opened, and they
knew that they were naked ;' Gen. iii ; that is, they were conscious of guilt,

and touched with a pungent sense of their folly and wickedness. They began
to find their nakedness irksome to them, and to reflect on it with sinful emo-
tions of soul. (2.) Immediately they were indisposed for communion with
God, and struck with such a dread of him as could not consist with true love.

(Verse 8.) (3.) When questioned by God, how do they prevaricate, instead

of confessing their sin, and humbly imploring forgiveness ! which proves, not
only their having sinned, but their being as yet wholly impenitent. (4.) The
judgment passed upon them was a proof of their being guilty in the sight of
God. Thus was man's original righteousness lost ; thus did he fall both from
the favour and image of God." (pp. 14, 15.)

" This appears, 2. From the guilt which inseparably attends every trans-

gression of the divine law. I say, every transgression ; because every
sin virtually contains all sin ; for, ' whosoever kcepeth the whole law and
otfendeth in one point, ho is guilty of all.' Every suigle oflTence is a vir-

tual breach of all the commands of God. There is in every particular sin,

the principle of all sin; namely, the contempt of that sovereign authority

which is equally stamped upon every command. When, therefore, our first

parents ate the forbidden fruit, they not only violated a particular precept,

but the entire law of God. They could not sin in one instance, without

virtually transgressing the whole law of their creation ; which being once
done, their title to God's favour and their original righteousness were both

lost." (p. 16.)
" This appears, 3. From the comprehensive nature and aggravating cir-

cimistances of the first transgression. For it implied, (1.) Unbelief: Man
did not dare to break the divine command tiil he was brought to question the

truth of the divine threatening. (2.) Irreverence of God : Reverence is a
mi.xture of love and fear; and had they continued in their first love and filial

fear, they could not have broken through the sole command of (iod. (3.)

Ingratitude : For what a return did they liereby make to their Creator for all

his benefits ! (4.) IVide and ambition ; affecting to bo ' as gods, knowing
good and evil.' (5.) Sensuality : The woman looked ii|)on the fruit with an
irregular appetite. Here the conilict between reason aiul sense began. To
talk of such a conflict in irian before he fell is to represent him as in a degree

sinful and guilty even while iauoccnt. For coiillict implies opposition; and
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an opposition of appetite to reason is nothing else than a repugnance to the

law of God. But of this our first parents were no way guilty, till their inno-

cence was impaired ; till they were led by the temptation of the devil to

desire the forbidden fruit. (6.) Robbery : For the fruit was none of theirs.

They had no manner of right to it. Therefore their taking it wus a flat rob-

bery of God; which cannot be less criminal tlian robbing our fellow creatures.

So comprehensive was the nature, so aggravated tlie circumstances, of man's
first transgression." (pp. 17, 18.)

" III. Hereby he incurred death of every kind ; not only temporal, but also

spiritual and eternal. By losing his original righteousness, he became not
only mortal as to his body, but al'^o spiritually dead, dead to God, dead in sin;

void of that principle wiiicti St. Paul terms, 'the life of-God,' Eph. iv, 18;
St. John, ' eternal life abiding in us,' 1 .John iii, 15. A creature formed with
a capacity of knowing, loving, and serving God, must be either ' dead in sin,'

or 'alive to God.' Adam, in his primitive state, was 'alive to God;' but
after he had sinned, dead in sin, as well as dead in law." (p. 20.)

" But Dr. Taylor is sure, only temporal death was to be the consequence
of his disobedience. ' For death is the loss of life, and must be understood
according to the nature of the life to which it is opposed.' Most true ; and
the life to which it is here opposed, the life Adam enjoyed, till lost by sin,

was not only bodily life, but that principle of holiness which the Scripture
terms, ' the life of God.' It was also a title to eternal life. All this, there-

fore, he lost by sin. And that justly ; for ' death is the' due ' wages of sin ;'

death, both temporal, spiritual, and eternal." (p. 21.)
" IV. Adam's first sin was the sin of a public person,—one whom God had

appointed to represent all his descendants.
" This also has been proved. In one sense, indeed, Adam's sin was not

ours. It was not our personal fault, our actual transgression. But in another
sense it was ours ; it was the sin of our common representative : And, as
8uch, St. Paul shows it is imputed to us and all his descendants. Hence,

—

" V. All these are from their birth ' children of wrath ;' void of all right.

eousness, and prepense to sin of all sorts.

" In order to clear and confirm this proposition, I intend,

"1. To consider a text which proves original sin in the full extent of it.

" 2. To explain some otlier texts, which relate either to the guilt or the
corruption we derive from our first parents.

" 3. To add some arguments which Dr. Taylor has taken no notice of, or
touched but very slightly.

" 4. To answer objections.
*' And, 1. To consider that text, ' And were oy nature children of wrath,

even as others,' Eph. ii, 3. In the beginning of the chapter, St. Paul puts
the Ephesians in mind of what God had done for them. This led him to

observe what they had been before their conversion to God : They had been
' dead in trespasses and sins ;' but were now ' quickened,' made alive to God.
They had ' walked according to the prince of tlie power of the air, the spirit

that worketh with energy in the children of disobedience.' ' Among such,'

saith the Apostle, ' we all had our conversation in times past ;' the whole
time before our conversion ;

' fufilling the desires of the flesh and of the
mind ; and were by nature children of wrath, even as others.' On this I

observe,

—

"(1.) The persons spoken of are both the believing Ephesians and the
Apostle himself. For he says not, ' Ye were,' speaking in the second per-

son, as he had done, verses 1, 2 ; but, ' We were,'—plainly with a design the
more expressly to include himself. Indeed, had he still spoken in the second
person, yet what is here affirmed would have been true ofhim as well as them.
But for "the sake of more explicitly including himself, he chose to say, ' We
were ;'—you, Ephesians, who were descended of Heathen parents, and /, who
was born in the visible Church.

" (2.) The ' wrath' here t;poken o<", means either God's displea-urc at

Vol V .. 41
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sinners, or the punishment wliich he threatens and inflicts for sin." (pp.
25-28.)

" (3.) ' Children of wrath,' is a Hebraism, and denotes persons worthy
of, or liable to, wrath. And this implies tlie being sinners ; seeing sin only
exposes us to God's displeasure and the dreadful effects of it.

" (4.) This charge the Apostle fixes on himself and them, as they had
been before their conversion. He does not say, We are, but ' we werCf
children of wrath.' " (p. 29.)

" (5.) He speaks of himself and the converted Ephesians as having been
so equally with others. There is an emphasis on the words, ' even as others ;'

even as the stubborn Jews and idolatrous Heathens ; even as all who are
still ' strangi^rs and enemies' to Christ. These are still ' children of wrath :'

But whatever difference there is between us and them, we were once what
they are now.

" (6.) He expressly says, ' We were children of wrath even as others, by
nature,' or from our birth. He does not say. We became so by education,

or by imitation, or by custom in sinning ; but, to show us when it is that we
commence sinners, by what means we become ' children of wrath,' whence it

is that we are so prone to evil from our infancy, and to imitate bad rather

than good examples, he says, ' We were children of wrath by nature :' we were
born fallen creatures ; we came into the world sinners, and, as such, liable to

wrath, in consequence of the fall of our first father.

" But it is affirmed, (i.) That ' by nature means, by habit or custom.' I

answer. Though tlie term, nature, with some qualifying expression annexed,
is sometimes taken for inveterate custom, yet it is never so taken when put
singly, without any sucli qualifying expression. When, therefore, the Apostle
says absolutely, ' We were children of wrath by nature,' tliis, according to the

constant sense of the words, must mean. We were so from our birth." (p. 31.)
" It is affirmed, (ii.) Tliat, because the original words stand thus, rcKia (pvau

opyii, children by nature of wrath ; therefore, children by nature means only

truly and really children of wrath.' I answer. The consequence is good for

nothing : For let the words stand as they will, it is evident that tckvu <pv<Tci are,

children by birth ; or, such as are born so, in distinction from tliose who
become such afterward.

" It is affirmed, (iii.) 'That :i>iiaa, by nature, signifies no more than truly or

really.^ I answer, First, It is not allowed, that any good Greek writers ever
use the word in this sense. Secondly, Whatever others do, the writers of
the New Testament always use it in another sense. So Galatians ii, 15

:

' We who are Jews by nature,' (pvaa luiiaiot ; that is. We who are born Jews,
in contradistinction to proselytes. ' Ye did service to them which by nature
are no gods,' Gal. iv, 8 ; /j>) ij'vati sai &toii, persons or things which are partak-

ers of no divine nature. ' The Gentiles do by nature the things contained
in the law,' Rom. ii, 14 ; that is hy their own natural powers, without a writ-

ten law. Neither here, nor any where else, does the word <pvaci signify no
more than really cr truly." (p. 32.)

" It remains, then, that the word which we render by nature does really

so signify.

" And yet it is allowed, we are not so guilty by nature, as a course of actual

sin aflerward makes us. But we are, antecedent to that course, ' cluldren of
wrath ;' liable to some degree of wrath and punishment. Here, then, from a
])Iain text, taken in its obvious sense, we have a clear evidence both of what
divines term, original sin imputed, and of original sin inherent. The former
is the sin of Adam, so far reckoned ours as to constitute us in some degree
guilty ; the latter, a want of original righteousness, and a corruption of
jiature ; whence it is, tliat from our infancy we are averse to what is good,
and propense to what is evil." (p. 33.)

" I am, 2. To explain some other texts which relate either to the guilt or

the corru[)tion which we derive from our first parents.
" Genesis v, 3 : Here the image of Adam, in which he begat a son after
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his fall, stands opposed to the image ot'Gud, in whicli man was at first creat-

ed. Moses had said, ' In the day that God created man, in the liiccncss of
God made he him.' (V'erse 1.) In this, speaicing of Adam as he was after

the fal], he does not say, He hcgat a son in the hkeness of God ; bnt, He
' begat a son in his own likeness, after his image.' Now, this mnst refer to

Adam, cither as a man, or as a good man, or as a mortal, sinful man. But
it couki not refer to him merely as a man. The inspired writer could not
design to inform us that Adam begat a man, not a lion, or a hurse. It could

not well refer to him as a good man ; for it is not said, Adam begat a son,

who at length became pious like himself; but, He ' begat a son in his own
likeness.' It ret'ers to him, therefore, as a mortal, sinful man

; giving us to

know, that the mortality and corruption contracted by the fall descended from
Adam to his son : Adam, a sinner, begat a sinner like himself. And if Seth
was thus a sinner by nature, so is every other descendant of Adam." (pp.
af), 36.)

" Dr. Taylor takes no notice of the antithesis between ' the likeness of
God,' (vei'se 1,) and ' the likeness of Adam,' (verse 3 :) On the other hand,

he speaks of these two as one ; as if Seth had been ' burn' in the very same
image of God wherein Adam was 'made.' But this cannot be admitted;
because Adam had now lost his original righteousness. It must therefore be

'the likeness' of fallen, corrupted Adam which is here intended.
"

' And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and
that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually,'

Gen. vi, 5. Here Moses, having observed, as the cause of the flood, that
' God saw that the wickedness of man was great,' to account for this general

wickedness, adds, ' Every imag'ination of the thoughts of his heart was evil;'

yea, was ' only evil,' and that ' continually.' The heart of ni.an rs here put

for his soul. This God had formed with a marvellous thinking power. But
so is his soul debased, that ' every imagination,' figment, formation, ' of the

thoughts,' of it, 'is evil,' only evil, 'continually' evil. Whatever it forms
within itself, as a thinking power, is an evil formation. This Moses spoke
of the antediluvians ; but we cannot confine it to them. If all their actual

wickedness sprung from the evil formations of their corrupt heart ; and if

consequently they were sinners from the birth, so are all others hkewise."

(p. 37.)
"

' I will not ag-ain curse the ground any more for man's sake ; for the

imagination of man's heart is evil from his youth ; neither will I again smite

any more every living thing,' Gen. viii, 21. I will not be provoked to this

by the wickedness of mankind ; for they are inclined to sin from their child-

hood. Was I, therefore, to do this as often as they deserve, I must be
continually destroying the earth. The word ix"'

—

imaginatioii—(as was
observed before) includes the thoughts, attections, inclinations, with ever/'

thing which the soul, as a thinking being, forges and frames within itself.

And the word we render youth, includes childhood and infancy, the earliest

age of man ; the whole time from his birth, or (as others affirm) from his

formation in the womb.
" Indeed Dr. Taylor would translate the text, ' Although the imagination

of man's heart should be evil from his youth.' But, (1.) Though the particle

'3 sometimes signifies although; yet for is its common meaning. And we
are not to recede from the usual signification of a word without any neces-

sity. (2.) If we read although, it will not at all invalidate our proof. For
still the plain meaning of the words would be, ' I will not send another

general flood, although every figment or formation of the heart of every man
18 evil from his earliest infancy.'" (p. 39.)

"'Although aflliction cometh not forth of the dust; yet man is born to

trouble, as the sparks fly upward,' Job v, 6, 7. The word which is here

rendered aflliction, sometimes signifies 'iniquity.' For what reason, but to

show that these two. 'sin' and ' atfliction,' are inseparable ? Sin is the cause

of affliction; and aflliction, of whatever kind, is the genuine effect of sin.
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Indeed it is incompatible with the justice and mercy of God to appoint afflic-

tions of any kind for the innocent. If Christ suffered, it was because the

sins of others were imputed to him. If, then, every one of the posterity of

Adam ' is born to trouble,' it must be, because he is born a sinner : For man
was not orig-inally made to suffer. Nor while he preserved his innocence
was he liable to suffering of any kind. Are the angels, or any pure, sinless

creatures, liable to any sorrow or affliction ? Surely no. But every child

of Adam is. And it is in consequence of his sin, that the present life of man
is short and afflictive ; of which the very Heathens were deeply sensible.

They also saw, that ' great travail is created for every man, and a heavy
yoke is upon the sons of Adam, from the day that they go out of their

mother's womb, till the day that they return to the mother of all things.'"

(p. 40.)
"

' Vain man would be wise, though man be born like a wild ass's colt,'

Job xi, r2 ; in the original, ' though man be born' (will be born in every age)
• the colt of a wild ass.' Dr. Taylor owns, ' We are born quite ignorant.'

But this is far from reaching the plain import of the text, in which man, as

born into the world, is compared to an animal most remarkably stupid and

intractable. And such all the sons of Adam naturally are, particularly with

regard to the things of God ; from their infancy slow to learn what is good,

though impetuously prepense to learn and practise what is evil." (pp. 43, 44.)
" Job xiv, 4, and xv, 14. I join these, because the latter confirms the

former. ' Who can bring a clean thing,' or person, 'out of an unclean'!

Not one.' This is express. Job had been reflecting on the sorrowful, un-

certain, imperfect, state of all Adam's children in the present world, (xiv,

l~3.) Then he carries his thoughts to the spring of such a state, the original

corruption of man. » Who,' what creature, can make an innocent, righteous

person proceed from a parent defiled by sin 1 ' Not one.' Through the

whole Scripture we may observe, ' sin' is described as ' uncleanness,' and a

sinner as an unclean thing. On the contrary, holiness is expressed by
' cleanness' of heart and hands ; and the righteous man is described as clean.

Agreeably to which, the text asserts the natural impossibility of any man's

being born clean, guiltless, and sinless, because he proceeds from them who
are unclean, guilty, and defiled with sin.

" The Septuagint translate the text, ' Who shall be clean from filth'? Not
one ; even though his life on earth be a single day.' And this rendering,

though not according to the Hebrew, is followed by all the fathers ; and

shows what was the general belief of the Jews before Christ came into the

world."
" ' But since the heavens a.nd stars are represented as not clean, compared

to God, may not man also be here termed unclean, only as compared with

him ]' I answer, (1.) The heavens are manifestly compared w'ith God ; but

man is not in either of these texts. He is here described, not as he is in

comparison of God, but as he is absolutely in himself. (2.) When * the

heavens' and ' man' are mentioned in the same text, and man is set forth as

* unclean,' his * uncleanness' is expressed by his being ' unrighteous ;' and

that always means guilty or sinful. Nor, indeed is the innocent frailty of

mankind ever in Scripture termed ' uncleanness.' " (pp. 45, 46.)
" ' Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my mother conceive

me,' Psalm li, 5. Tlie Psalmist here confesses, bewails, and condemns Jiim-

self, for his natural corruption, as that which principally gave birth to tiie

horrid sins with which he had been overtaken. ' Behold !' He prefixes this

to render his confession the more remarkable, and to show the importance of

the truth here declared : * I was shapen ;' this passive verb denotes somewhat
in which neither David nor his parents had any active concern :

' In' or with
' iniquity, and in' or with ' sin did my mother conceive me.' Tlie word which
we render ' conceive,' signifies properly, to warm, or to cherish by lonrmth.

It does not, therefore, so directly refer to the act of conceiving as to the

cherishing wliat is cnnreivcd till the time of its birth. But either way the
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proof is equally strong for the corruption of mankind from their first exist-

ence." (pp. 47, 48.)
" ' The wicked arc estranged from the womb : they go astray as soon as

they are born, speaking lies. They are estranged from the womb,' Psalm
Iviii, y, 4 ; strangers and averse to true, practical religion, from the birth.
* They go astray as soon as they are born, speaking iie.s.' Not that they
actually apeak lies as soon as they are born ; but they naturally incline that
way, and discover that inclination as early as i.s possible." (pp. 51, 52.)

" * Foolishness is bouud in the heart of a child ; but the rod of correction
shall drive it far from him,' Prov. x.vii, 15. ' Tiie rod and reproof give wis-
dojn : but a child left to himself bringeth his mother to shame,' xxix, 15.

These passages put together are a plain testimony of the inbred corruption
of young children. ' Foolishness,' in the former, is not barely ' appetite, or

a want of the knowledge attainable by instruction.' Neither of these deserve
that sharp correction. But it is an indisposedness to what is good, and a
strong j)ropensity to evil. This ' foolishness is bound in the lieart of a
child ;' it is rooted in his inmost nature. It is, as it were, ' fastened to him
by strong cords ;' so the original word signifies. From this corruption of
heart in every child it is, that the ' rod of correction' is necessary to give
him • wisdom :' hence it is, that ' a child left to himself,' without correction,
' brings his mother to shame.' If a child were born equally inclined to virtue

and vice, why should the wise man speak of foolishness, or wickedness, as

fastened so closely to his heart ? And why should * the rod and reproof be
so necessary for him ? These texts, therefore, are another clear proof of the
corruption of human nature.

"'Those things which proceed out of the mouth, come from the heart,

and they defile the man. For from within, out of the heart, proceed evil

thoughts, adulteries, murders :—All these things come from within, and
defile the man,' Matt, xv, 18, 19 ; Mark vii, 20-23. Our Lord here teaches,

that all evil thoughts, words, and actions, of every kind, flow out of the heart,

the soul of man, as being now averse to all good, and inclined to all evil."

(pp. 55, 56.)
" Rom. V, 12-19. Let the reader please to read the whole passage very

carefully. The Apostle here discourses of Adam and Christ as two repre-

sentatives or public persons, comparing the ' sin' of the one, with the ' right-

eousness' of the other." (p. 66.)
" On this I observe, (1.) The ' one man,' spoken of throughout, is Adam,

tlie common head of mankind : and to him (not to the devil or Eve) the

Apostle ascribes the introduction of ' sin' and ' death.' The devil was the

first sinner, and Eve, seduced by him, sinned before her husband. Yet the

Apostle saith, ' By one man sin entered into the world ; through the offence

of one many are dead ; the judgment was by one to condemnation ; death
reigned by one. By the offence of one, judgment came upon all men; by
one man's disobedience many were made sinners.' Now, why should the

Apostle lay all this on Adam, whose sin was posterior both to the devil's and
Eve's, if Adam was not appointed by God the federal head of mankind ! In

regard to which the Apostle points at him singly, as the type or ' figure of
Him that was to come.' According to Dr. Taylor's doctrine, he should

rather have said, ' By the devil sin entered into the world ;' or, ' Through
the disobedience of Eve many were made sinners.' But, instead of this he
fixes on our first father alone, as bringing sin and death on all his posterity."

(p. 67.)
" (2.) ' The sin, transgression, offence, disobedience,' here spoken of, was

Adam's eating the forbidden fruit. It is remarkable, that as the Apostle

throughout his discourse arraigns one man only, so he ascribes all the mis-

cliief done to one single offence of that one man. And as he then stood in

that special relation of federal as well as natural head to his descendants, so

upon his committing that one sin, this special relation ceased.
•"

(3.) The ' all,' (verses 12, 18,) and the ' many,' (verses 15, 19,) are aU
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the natural descendants of Adam; equivalent with 'the world,' (verse 12,)
which means the inhabitants of it." (p. G9.)

" (4.) The effects of Adani'.s sin on his descendants, tjie Apostle reduces
to two heads, sin and death. ' By one man sin entered into the world, and
death by sin ; and so deatii passed on all men, for tJiat all have sinned.' ' Sin'

sometimes means ' punishment ;' but not here :
' sin' and ' death' are liere

plainly distinguished. The conmion translation is therefore right, and gives
us the true meaning of the words. ' Death passed upon all men, for that all

have sinned ;' namely, in or with their first father. And this agrees with the
context; the purport of which is, that all have sinned, and are therefore

liable to the deatli originally threatened ; which is evident from this : That
' until the law sin was in the world ;'—in the ages thnt preceded the law of
Moses, all men were sinners in the sight of God :

' But sin is not imputed
where there is no law ;'—none can be sinners in the sight of God if they are

not transgressors ofsome law, for the transgressing of which they are reputed
guilty : ' Nevertheless death reigned' all the time ' from Adam to Moses'
over all mankind. Now, if none is liable to death, but for sin ; if 'sin is not
imputed where there is no law ;' and if, notwithstanding this, all mankind in

all ages have died ; infants themselves, who cannot actually sin, not excepted

;

it is undeniable, that guilt is imputed to all for the sin of Adam. Why else

are they liable t» that which is inflicted on none but for sin 1

" This is the purport of the Apostle's arguing, (verses 12-14,) which
having led him to mention Adam as a figure of Christ, he then draws a
parallel between them. The substance of it is this : As through the ' offence

of Adam many are dead,' as 'by the disobedience of him many are made
Binners ;' so through the righteousness or ' obedience of Christ many are made
righteous.' But how are many dead, or made sinners, through the dis-

obedience of Adam? His first sin so far affects all his descendants as to

constitute them guilty, or liable to all that death which was contained in the

original threatenmg." (p. 72.)

"But Dr. Taylor avers, ' To be made sinners, means only to be subjected

to temporal death.'

"I answer, (1.) Whatever it means, the disobedience of Adam had a

proper, causal intiuence upon it; just as the obedience of Christ has upon
our bemg made I'ighteous.

" (2.) What 'to be made sinners' means, must be learned from the opposite

to it, in the latter part of the verse. Now, allowing the Apostle to be his

own interpreter, ' being made righteous' is the same with 'justification,' verse

16. Of this he had treated largely before. And through the whole of his

discourse, ' to be justified' is to be acquitted from guilt, and ' accepted of
God' as righteous. Consequently, ' to be made sinners' is to be ' condemned
of God,' or to be ' children of wrath,' and that on account of Adam's sin."

(p. 73.)
" ' By man came death : m Adam all die,' 1 Cor. xv, 21, 22. Let the

reader please to bear in mind the whole of the two verses and the context.

By 'man,' in the twenty-first verse, is meant Adam. The 'all' spoken of
are all his natural descendants. These ' all die ;' that is, as his descendants,

are liable to death, yea, to death everlasting. That tliis is the meaning ap-

pears hence : that the ' being made alive,' to which this dying stands opposed,
IS not a mere recovery of life, but a blessed resurrection to a glorious im-
mortality. Hence I observe, (1.) Man was originally immortal as well as

righteous. In his primitive state he was not liable to death. (2.) Death is

constantly ascribed to sin, as the sole and proper cause of it. As it was
threatened only for sin, so the sentence was not pronounced till after man
had sinned. (3.) All men are mortal from their i>irth. As soon as they
begin to live they are liable to death, the punishment denounced against sin,

and sin only. (4.) This is the genuine effect of the first sin of our first father.

The Apostle does not attribute it to the devil ; neither does he say, ' In

Adam and Eve all die.' But here also he mentions Adam suigly. Him he
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speaks of as ' a figure of Christ,' verses -15, 47, 48. And liore, as the sole

author of death to all his natural descendants. ' In Adam,' or on account

of his fall, ' air of mankind, in every age, 'die;' consequently, in him all

sinned. With him all fell in his first transgression. That they arc all born

liable to the legal punishiiiont of sin proves Jiim the federal as well as natural

head of mankind ; whose sin is so far imputed to all men, that they are born
' children of wrath,' and liable to death." (pp. 74-77.)

" Thus have I considered a large number of texts, which testify of original

sin, imputed and inherent. Some are more express than others, of which
kind are Job xiv, 4; Psalm li, 5; Iviii, 3; Rom. v, 12, &c ; 1 Cor. xv, 22;
Eph. ii, 3. That in Ephesians presents us with a direct proof of the entire

doctrine. Those in Romans and Corinthians relate directly to original sin

imputed, and are but consequential proofs of original corruption. The rest

refer particularly to this, and are but consequential proofs of original sin

imputed.

"And as this doctrine stands impregnable on the basis of Scripture, so it

is perfectly agreeable to sound reason ; as may appear from a few plain

arguments which confirm this Scripture doctrine." (p. 79.)
" (1.) If the first man was by God's appointment, as has been shown, the

federal head of all his descendants, it follows, that when Adam sinned and
fell, they all sinned in him, and fell with him. And if they did, they must
come into the world both guilty and unclean.

*'
' But we had no hand in Adam's sin, and therefore cannot be guilty on

account of it.'

" This, ' We had no hand in it,' is ambiguous. It means either, ' We did

not actually join therein,' which no one denies, or, ' We were wholly un-

concerned in it ;' the contrary to which has been fully proved.
" (2.) Since Adam's posterity are born liable to death, which is the due

' wages of sin,' it follows, that they are born sinners. No art can set aside

the consequence.

"(3.) Either Christ is the Saviour of infants, or he is not; if he is not,

how is he ' the Saviour of all men V But, if he is, then infants are sinners
;

for he suifered death for sinners only. He ' came to seek and save' only
' that which was lost ;' to * save his people from their sins.' It follows, that

infants are sinners ; that they are lost, and, without Christ, are undone for

ever.
" (4.) The consequences of the contrary opinion are shockingly absurd :

—

" (i.) If original sin is not, either death is not 'the wages of sin,' or there

is punishment without guilt ; God punishes innocent, guiltless creatures. To
suppose which is to impute iniquity to the Most Holy." (p. 84.)

" (ii.) If we are not sinners by nature, there are sinful actions without a
principle, fruit growing without a root. ' No ; men contract sinful habits by
degrees, and then commence sinners.' But whence is it that they contract

those habits so easily and speedily 1 Whence is it, that, as soon as ever we
discover reason, we discover sinful dispositions ? The early discoveries of

reason prove a principle of reason planted in our nature. In like manner
the early discoveries of sinful dispositions prove those dispositions planted

therein." (p. 85.)
" (iii.) If we were not ruined by the first Adam, neither are we recovered

by the second. If the sin of Adam was not imputed to us, neither is the

righteousness of Christ.
" (iv.) If we do not derive a corrupt nature from Adam, wc do not derive

a new nature from Christ.
" (v.) A denial of original sin not only renders baptism needless with

regard to infants, but represents a great part of mankind as having no need
of Christ, or the grace of the new covenant. I now speak of infants in

particular, who, if not ' guilty before God,' no more need the merits and
grace of the Second Adam than the brutes themselves.

"Lastly. A denial of original sin contradicts the main design of the Gob-
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pel, which 10 to humble vain man, and to ascribe to God's free grace, not

man's free will, the whole of his salvation. Nor, indeed, can we let thi.^

doctrine go without giving up, at the same time, the greatest part, if not all,

of the essential articles of the Christian faith. If we give up this, we cannot
defend either justification by the merits of Christ, or the renewal of our

natures by his Spirit. Dr. Taylor's book is not, therefore, subversive of a

particular branch, but of the whole scheme, of Christianity.
" VI. The doctrine, therefore, of original sin is not only a truth agreeable

to Scripture and reason, but a truth of the utmost importance. And it is a
truth to which the Churches of Christ, from the beginning, have borne a clear

testimony.

"Few truths, if any, are more necessary to be known, believed, and
throughly considered. For if we are not acquainted with this, we do not

know ourselves ; and if we do not know ourselves, we cannot rightly know
Christ and the grace of God. And on this knowledge of Christ and the

grace of God depends the whole of our salvation. St. Augustine, therefore,

well remarks, * Christianity lies properly in the knowledge of what concerns
Adam and Christ.' For, certainly, if we do not know Christ, we know
nothing to any purpose ; and we cannot know Christ, without some know-
ledge of what relates to Adam, who was ' the figure of Him that was to come.'

" ' But if this doctrine is so important, why is so little said of it in Scrip-

ture, and in the writings of the ancients?'
" This is a grand mistake. We totally deny that the Scripture says little

of it. Dr. Taylor, indeed, affirms, ' There are but five passages of Scripture

that plainly relate to the effects of Adam's fall.' Not so; many scriptures,

as has been shown, plainly and directly teach us this doctrine ; and many
others deliver that from which it may be rationally and easily deduced. In-

deed, the whole doctrine of salvation by Christ, and divine grace, implies
this ; and each of its main branches—justification and regeneration—directly

leads to it. So does the doctrine of man's original righteousness, than which
nothing is more clearly revealed." (p. 88.)

" And if the writers before St. Augustine say little concerning it, is not
the reason plain ? The occasions of their writing did not lead them to en-
large on what none had ever opposed or denied. For none had ever opposed
or denied this doctrine. ' Who,' says Vincentius Lirinensis, ' before Ce-
lestius, denied all mankind to be involved in the guilt of Adam's transgres-
sion 1

' Yet they are not silent concerning it. Justin Martyr speaks of ' man-
kind as fallen under death and the deceit of the serpent ;' of ' all Adam's
descendants, as condemned for his sin ; and all that are Christ's, as justified

by him.' (Dial, with Trypho.) In Irenseus there are numerous, strong,
express testimonies, both to original righteousness and original sin in the
fuU extent :

' V/hat we lost in Adam, that is, a being after the image and
likeness of God, this we recover by Christ.' (irerKBus, 1. 3, c. 20.) Again :

' They who receive the ingrafted word return to the ancient nature of man,
that by which he was made after the image and likeness of God.' {Ibid. 1. 5,
c. 10.) He likewise speaks of our ' sinning in Adam :' 'In the first Adam,'
says he, 'we offended God ; in the second Adam, we are reconciled :' and
frequently of ' man's losing the image of God by the fall, and recovering it

by Christ.' TertuUian says, ' Man was in the beginning deceived, and, there-
fore, condemned to death ; upon which his whole race became infected and
partaker of his condemnation.' {De Testimonin Animcc.) Cyprian is express
in his epistle to P'idus. Origen says, ' The curse of Adam is common to
aU.' Again: ' Man, by sinning, lost the image and likeness of God.' And
again : ' No one is clean from the filth of sin, even though he is not above
a day old.' "

(p. 93.)
"' The whole of me,' says Nazianzen, ' has need of being saved, since tho

whole of me fell, and was condemned for tho disobedience of my first father.'

Many more are the testimonies of Athananius, Basil, Hilary ; all prior to

St. Augustine. And how generally since St. Augustine this important truth
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has been assorted is well known. Plain it is, tJicrofore, that the Churches
of Christ, from the beginning, have borne clear testimony to it.

" To conclude, 1. This is a Scriptural doctrine : Many plain texts directly

teach it.

" 2. It is a rational doctrine, thrnughlv consi.stent with the dictates of
sound reason ; and this, notwithstanding there may be some circumstances
relating thereto which human rea.son cannot fitthom." (p. 91.)

" 3. It is a practical doctrine. It has tho closest connection with the life,

power, and practice of religion. It leads man to the foundation of all Chris-
tian practice, the knowledge ofhmiself; and hereby, to the knowledge of
God, and the knowledge of Christ crucified. It prepares him for, and con-
firms him in, just conceptions of the dependv?nce of his salvation, on the
merits of Christ for justification, and the power of his Spirit for inward and
outward holiness. It humbles the natural pride of man ; it excludes self-

applause and boasting ; and points out the true and only way whereby we
may fulfil all righteousness.

" 4. It is an experimental doctrine. The sincere Christian, day by day,

carries the proof of it in his own bosom ; experiencing that in himself, which
is abundantly sufficient to convince him, that ' in him,' by nature, ' dwelleth
no good thing ; but that it is God alone who worketh in him both to will and
to do of his good pleasure.'

"

Lewisham, March 23, 1757.

I HAVE now gone through, as my leisure would permit, this whole

complicated question ; and I have spoken on each branch of it with

plainness and openness, according to the best light I have at present.

I have only a few words more to add, and that with the same openness

and simplicity.

What I have often acknowledged, I now repeat. Were it not on a

point of so deep importance, I would no more enter the lists with Dr.

Taylor, than I would lift my hand against a giant. I acknowledge your
abilities of every kind

; your natural and acquired endowments
; your

strong understanding
;
your lively and fruitful imagination

;
your plain

and easy, yet nervous, style. I make no doubt of your having studied

the original Scriptures for many years. And I believe you have moral

endowments which are infinitely more valuable and more amiabb than

all these. For (if I am not greatly deceived) you bear " good will to

all men." And may not I add, you fear God ?

O what might not you do with these abilities ! What would be too

great ibr you to attempt and effect ! Of what service might you be, not

only to your own countrymen, but to all that bear the Christian name !

How might you advance the cause of true, primitive, Scriptural Chris-

tianity ; of solid, rational virtue ; of the deep, holy, happy, spiritual re-

ligion, which is brought to light by the Gospel ! How capable are you
of recommending, not barely morality, (the duty of man to man,) but

piety, the duty of man to God, even the " worshipping him in spirit and

in truth !" How well qualified are you to explain, enforce, defend, even

"the deep things of God;" the nature of the kingdom of God "within

us ;" yea, the interiora regni Dei ! [Inner things of the kingdom of

God!] (I speak on supposition of your having the "unction of the

Holy One," added to your other qualifications.) And are you, whom
God has so highly favoured, among those who serve the opposite cause?

If one might transfer the words of a man to Him, might not one con-

ceive Him to say, Kai tfj £i sxjivioy ; xai tfu, tsxvov
; [Art thou also one

of them? even thou, son'?] Are you disserving the cause of inward
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religion, labouring to dostioy the inward kingdom of God, sapping the
foundation of all true, spiritual worsliip, advancing morality on the ruins

of piety ? Are you among those who are overthrowing the very founda-
tions of primitive. Scriptural Christianity? which certainly can have no
ground to stand upon, if the scheme lately advanced be true. What
room is there for it, till men repent 1 know themselves 1 Without this

can they know or love God '? O why should you block up the way to

repentance, and consequently, to the whole religion of the heart 1 " Le-
a man be a fool," says the Apostle, " that he may be wise." But you
tell him, he is wise already ; that every man is by nature as wise as
Adam was in paradise. He gladly drinks in the soothing sound, and
sleeps on and takes his rest. We beseech those who are mad after

earthly things, to take knowledge of the dreadful state they are in ; to

return to their Father, and beg of him " the spirit of love and of a sound
mind." You tell them they are of a " sound mind" already. They
believe, and turn to their husks again. Jesus comes to " seek and save
that which is lost." You tell the men of form, (though as dead to God
as a stone,) that they are not lost ; that (inasmuch as they are free from
gross sins) they are in a good way, and will undoubtedly be saved. So
they live and die, without the knowledge, love, or image of God ; and
die eternally

!

" They will be saved." But are they saved already ? We know all

real Christians are. If they are, if these are possessed of the present
salvation which the Scripture speaks of, what is that salvation 1 How
poor, dry, dull, shallow, superficial a thing! Wherein does it excel

what the wiser Heathens taught, nay, and perhaps experienced? What
poor pitiable creatures are those Christians, so called, who have ad-
vanced no higher than this ! You see enough of these on every side

;

perhaps even in your own congregation. What knowledge have they

of the things of God ? what love to God or to Christ? what heavenly
mindedness ? how much of " the mind which was in Christ Jesus ?"

How little have they profited by all your instructions ! How few are

wiser and better than when you knew them first ! O take knowledge
of the reason why they are not ! That doctrine will not " make them
wise unto salvation." All it can possibly do, is to shake off the leaves.

It does not afli'ect the branchc^s of sin. Unholy tempers are just as they
were. Much less docs it strike at the root : Pride, self-will, unbelief,

heart-idolatry, remain undisturbed and unsuspected.

I am grieved lor the people who arc thus seeking death in the error

of their life. I am grieved i'or you, who surely desirt; to teach them the

way of God in truth. O Sir, think it possible, that you may have been
mistaken ! that you may have leaned too far, to what you thought the

better extreme ! Be persuaded once more to review your whole cause,

and that from the very foundation. And in doing so, you will not dis-

dain to desire more than natural light. O that " the Father of glory

may give unto you the Spirit of wisdom and revelation !" May He
" enlighten the eyes of your understanding, that you may know what is

the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inherit-

ance in the saints !"

Lewisham, Marcli 24, 1757.
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PART VII.

THE DOCTRINE OF ORIfilNAL SIN.

Because of the unspeakable importance ot" throughly understanrhng

this great foundation of all revealed religion, I subjoin one more extract,

(tVom Mr. Boston's " Fourfold State of Man,") relating both to the

original and the present state of man :

—

" God ' made man upright.' By man wo are to understand our first

parents, the arciietypal ])air, the root of mankind. Tins man was made right,

(agreeable to the nature of God, whose work is perfect,) without any imper-

fection, corruption, or principle of corruption, in his body or soid. He was
made upright ; that is, straight with the will and law of God, without any
irregularity in his soul. God made him thus ; he did not first make him,

and then make him righteous : But in the very making of him he made him
righteous ; righteousness was concreated with him. With the same breath

that God breathed into him a living soul, he breathed into him a righteous

soul.

" This righteousness was the conformity of all the faculties and powers of

his soul to the moral law ; wliich implied three things :

—

" First. His understanding was a lamp of light. He was made after God's

image, and consequently could not want knowledge, which is a part thereof.

And a perfect knowledge of the law was necessary to fit him for universal

obedience, seeing no obedience can be according to the law, mdess it pro-

ceed from a sense of the command of God requiring it. It is true, Adam had

not the law writ on tables of stone ; but it was written upon his mind. God
impressed it upon his soul, and made him a law to himself, as the remains

of it even among the Heathens testify. And seeing man was made to be the

mouth of the creation, to glorify God in his works, we have ground to believe,

he had an exquisite knowledge of the works of God. We have a proof of

this in his giving names to the beasts of the field, and the fowls of the air,

and these such as express their nature :
' Whatsoever Adam called every

living thing, that was the name thereof.' And the dominion which God gave

him over the creatures, soberly to use them according to his will, (stdl in

subordination to the will of God,) implies a knowledge of their natures.

"Secondly. His will lay straight with the will of God. There was no

corruption in his will, no bent or inclination to evil ; for that is sin properly

so called ; and, therefore, inconsistent with that uprightness with which it

is expressly said he was endued at his creation. The wOl of man was then

naturally inclined to God and goodness, though mutably. It was disposed

by its original make to follow the Creator's will, as the shadow does the

body. It was not left in an equal balance to good and evil ; for then he had

not been upright, or conform to the law ; which no more can allow the

creature not to be inclined to God as his end, than it can allow man to be a

god to himself.
" Thirdly. His affections were regular, pure, and holy. All his passions,

yea, all his sensitive motions and inclinations, were subordinate to his reason

and will, which lay straight with the will of God. They were all, therefore,

pure from all defilement, free from all disorder or distemper ; because in all

their motions they were duly subjected to his clear reason and his holy will.

He had also an executive power, answerable to his will ; a power to do the

good which he knew should be done, and which he inclined to do ; even to

fulfil the whole law of God. If it had not been so, God would not have

required perfect obedience of him. For to say that 'the Lord gathereth

where he hath not strewed,' is but the blasphemy of a slothful servant.

" From what has been said it may be gathered, that man's original right-

eousness was universal, and natural, yet mutable.
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"1. It was universal, both with respect to the subject of it, the whole man

;

and the object of it, the whole law : it was diffused through the whole man

;

it was a blessed leaven that leavened tlie whole lump. Man was then holy
in soul, body, and spirit : while the soul remained untainted, the members of
the body were consecrated vessels and instruments of rigiiteousness. A
combat "between reason and appetite, nay, the least inclination to sin, was
utterly inconsistent with this uprightness in wliich man was created ; and
has been invented to veil the corruption of man's nature, and to obscure the
grace of God in Christ Jesus. And as this righteousness spread through the
whole man, so it respected the whole law. There was nothing in the law
but what was agreeable to his reason and will. His soul was shapen out in

length and breadth, to the commandment, though exceeding broad ; so that
his original righteousness was not only perfect in parts, but in degrees.

" 2. As it was universal, so it was natural to him. He was created with it.

And it was necessary to the perfection of man, as he came out of the hand
of God ; necessary to constitute him in a state of integrity. Yet,

—

" 3. It was mutable : it was a righteousness which might be lost, as appears
from the sad event. His will was not indifferent to good and evil : God set
it toward good only, yet did not so fix it, that it could not alter ; it was
movable to evil, but by man himself only.

" Thus was man made originally righteous, being ' created in God's own
image,' (Gen. i, 27,) which consists in ' knowledge, righteousness, and holi-

ness,' Col. iii, 10 ; Eph. iv, 24. All that God made ' was very good,' accord-
ing to their several natures: Gen. i, 31. And so man was morally good,
being ' made after the image' of Him who is ' good and upright,' Psa. xxv,8.
Without this he could not have answered the end of his creation, which
was to know, love, and serve his God. Nay, he could not be created other-

wise ; for he must either have been conform to the law in his powers,
principles, and inclinations, or not. If he was, he was righteous : if not, he
was a sinner ; which is absurd and horrible to imagine.

" And as man was holy, so he was happy. He was full of peace as well
as of love. And he was the favourite of Heaven. He bore the image of
God, who cannot but love his own image. WhOe he was alone in the world
he was not alone ; for he had free, fuU ' communion with God.' As yet
there was nothing to turn away the face of God from the work of his own
hands ; seeing sin had not as yet entered, which alone could make the
breach.

"He was also lord of the world, universal emperor of the whole earth.

His Creator gave him * dominion over the fish of the sea, the fowl of the air,

and every thing that moveth on the earth.' He was God's deputy-governor
in the lower world ; and this his dominion was an image of God's sovereignty.

Thus was man ' crowned with glory and honour,' having ' all things put under
his feet.'

" Again : As he had perfect tranquillity in his own breast, so he had a

perfect calm without. His heart had nothing to reproach him with ; and,

without, there was nothing to annoy him. Their beautiful bodies were not
capable of injuries from the air. They were liable to no diseases or pains

;

and though they were not to live idle, yet toil, weariness, and sweat of the

brows, were not known in this state.
*' Lastly. He was immortal. He would never have died if he had not

sinned. Death was threatened only in case of sin. The perfect constitu-

tion of his body, which came out of God's hand, was ' very good ;' and the

righteousness of his soul removed all inward causes of death. And God's
special care of his innocent creature secured iiim against outward violence.

Such were the holiness and the happiness of man in his original state.
'* But there is now a sad alteration in our nature. It is now entirely cor-

rupted. Where at first there was nothing evil, there is now nothing good

;

I shall,

" Firet, prove this.
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" Secondly, represent this corruption in its several parts.

" Thirdly, nhow how man's nature conies to be thus corrupted.
" First. I shaU prove that man's nature is corrupted, both by God's word,

and by men's e.xperionce and observation.
" 1. For proof from God's word, let us consider,
" (1.) How it takes particular notice of fallen Adam's communicating hia

image to his posterity. ' Adam begat a son in his own likeness, after his

image,' Gen. v, 3. Compare this with verse 1 :
' In the day that God created

man, in the image of God made he him.' Behold here, how the 'image'
after which man was ' made,' and the 'image' <ifter which he is begotten, are
opposed. Man was ' made' in the likeness of God ; a holy and righteous

God ' made' a holy and righteous creature : but fallen Adam ' begat' a son,

not in the likeness of God, but in his ' own likeness ;' corrupt, sinful Adam
begat a corrupt, sinful son. For as the image of God included ' righteous-

ness' and * immortality,' so this image of fallen Adam included ' corruption'

and ' death.' Moses, giving us in this chapter the first bill of mortality that

ever was in the world, ushers it in with this observation,—that dying Adam
begat mortals. Having sinned, he became ' mortal,' according to the threat-

ening. And so he ' begat a son in his own likeness,' sinfid, and therefore

mortal ; and so 'sin and death passed on all.'

" Let us consider, (2.) That text, ' Who can bring a clean thing out of an
unclean ? Not one,' Job xiv, 4. Our first parents were unclean ; how then
can we be clean .' How could our immediate parents be clean ! Or how
shall our children be so ? The uncleanness here mentioned is a sinful un-
cleanness ; for it is such as makes man's days ' full of trouble.' And it is

natural, being derived from unclean parents. ' How can he be clean that is

born of a woman !' God can ' bring a clean thing out of an unclean ;' and did

so in the case of the man Christ ; but no other can. Every person then that

is born according to the course of nature is born unclean ; if the root be cor-

rupt, so are the branches. Neither is the matter mended, though the parents
be holy. For they are such by 'grace,' not by 'nature:' and they beget
their children as men, not as holy men ; wherefore, as the circumcised parent
begets an uncircumciscd child, so the holiest parents beget unholy children,

and cannot communicate their grace to them as they do their nature.
" (3.) Hear our Lord's determination of the point :

' That which is born
of the flesh is flesh,' John iii, 6. Behold the corruption of all mankind ; all

are ' flesh.' It does not mean, all are frail
;
(though that is a sad truth too

;

yea, and our natural frailty is an evidence of our natural corruption ;) but,

all are ' corrupt' and ' sinful,' and that naturally. Hence our Lord argues,
that because they are ' flesh,' therefore they ' must be born again,' or they
' cannot enter into the kingdom of God.' (Verses 3, 5.) And as the corrup.

tion of our nature evidences the absolute necessity of regeneration, so the
necessity of regeneration proves the corruption of our nature. For why
should a man neod a second birth, if his nature were not ruined in the first

birth J Even infants must be born again ; for this rule admits of no excep-
tion ; and therefore they were circumcised under the Old Testament, as
having 'the body of the sins of the flesh,' (which is conveyed to them by
natural generation,) the whole old man, ' to put ofl^,' Col ii, IL And now, by
the appointment of Christ, they are to be baptized ; which shows tliey are
unclean, and that there is no salvation for them, but 'by the washing of re-

generation, and renewing of the Holy Ghost.
" (4.) ' We are by nature children of wrath.' We are worthy of, and

liable to, the v/rath of God ; and that ' by nature ;' and therefore, doubtless,

we are by nature sinful creatures. We are condemned before we have done
good or evil ; under the curse ere we know what it is. But ' will a lion

roar in the forest while he hath no prey ?' Will a holy and just God roar
in his wrath against man, if he be not, by liis sin, made a prey for wrath ?

No, he will not, he cannot. We conclude, then, that, according to the word
of God, man's nature is a corrujit nature.
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" 2. If we consult experience, and observe the case of the world, in the
tilings that arc obvious to any person, we shall, by its fruits, easily discover
the root of bitterness. I shall instance but in a few :

—

"(1.) Who sees not a Hood of miseries overflowing- the world ? Every
one, at home and abroad, in city and country, in palaces and cottages, is

groaning under some unpleasing circumstance or other. Some are oppress-
ed with poverty or want ; some chastened with pain or sickness ; some are
lamenting their losses ; none is without a cross of one sort or another. No
man's condition is so soft but there is some thorn of uneasiness in it. And
at length death, ' the wages of sin,' comes, and sweeps all away. Now,
what but sin has oiieued tlie sluice.' There is not a complaint or sigh lieard

in the world, or a tear that falls from our eye, but it is an evidence, that

man is fallen as a star from heaven. For (iod ' dislributeth sorrows in his

anger,' Job xxi, 17. Tliis is a plain proof of the corruption of nature
;

forasmuch as those that have not actually sinned have their share of these
sorrows

;
yea, and draw their iirst breath weeping. There are also graves

of the smallest as well as the largest size ; and there are never wanting
some in the world, who, like Rachel, are ' weeping for their children, because
they are not.'

" (2.) How early does this corruption of nature appear ! It is soon dis-

cerned which way the bias of the heart lies. Do not the children of fallen

Adam, before they can go alone, follow their father's footsteps .' What pride,

ambition, curiosity, vanity, wilfulness, and averseness to good, appear in

them ! And when they creep out of infancy, there is a necessity of using
' the rod of correction, to drive away the foolishness that is bound in their

heart.'

" (3.) Take a view of the outbreakings of sin in the world. ' The wicked-
ness of man is yet great in the earth.' Behold the bitter fruits of corrupt
nature !

' By swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing
adultery, they break out,' (like the breaking forth of waters,) ' and blood
toucheth blood.' The world is tilled with all manner of filthiness, wicked-
ness, and impiety. And whence is this deluge of sin on the earth, but from
the breaking up of the fountains of the great deep, ' the heart of man,' out
of which ' proceed adulteries, fornications, murders, thefts, covetousnesa,
wickedness.' Ye may, it may be, thank God, that ye are not in these
respects ' like other men :' and you have reason ; for the corruption of na-
ture is the very same in you as in them.

" (4.) Cast your eye upon those terrible convulsions the v/orld is thrown
into by the wickedness of men. Ijions prey not on lions, nor wolves on
wolves ; but men bite and devour one another. Upon how slight occasions
will men sheathe their swords in one another's bowels ! Since Cain shed
Abel's blood, the world has been turned into a slaughter house. And the
chase has been continued, ever since Nimrod began his hunting ; as on the
earth, so in the seas, the greater still devouring the lesser. Now, when we
see the world in such a ferment, every one stabbing another with words or

swords, these violent heats among the sons of Adam speak the whole body
to be distempered ;

' the whole head to bo sick, and the whole heart faint.'

" (5.) Consider tlie necessity of human laws, fenced with terrors and
severities. Man was made for society ; and God himself said, when he
created him, it was not good for him to be alone. Vet the case is such now,
that, in society, he must be hedged in witli thorns. And that from hence wo
may the better discern the corruption of mun's nalure, consider, (i.) Every
man naturally loves to be at full liberty himself; and, were he to follow hia

inclination, would vote himself out of the reach of all laws, divine and hu-
man : yet, (ii.) no man would willingly adventure to live in a lawless society

;

and, therefore, even pirates and robbers have laws among themselves. Thus
men show they are conscious of the corruption of nature, not daring to trust

one another but upon security, (iii.) How dangerous soever it is to break
tlirongh the iicdge, yet many will do it daily. They will not only sucrifice
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their conscience and credit, but, for the [)Iea.sure of a lew moments, lay them-
selves open to a violent death, by the laws of the land wherein they live,

(iv.) Laws are often made to yield to man's hists. Sometimes whole societies
break olf the fetters, and tlie voice of laws cannot bo heard for the noise of
arms : and seldom there is a time, wherein there are not some persons so
great and daring, that the laws dare not look them in the fa(;e. (v.) Observe
even the Israelites, separated to God from all tiie nations of the earth; yet
what horrible confusions were among- them, when ' there was no king in
Israel !' How hard was it to reform them, when they had the best of magis-
trates! And how quickly did they turn aside again, when they had wicked
rulers ! It seems, one grand design of that sacred history was, to discover
the corruption of man's nature, (vi.) Consider the remains of natural cor-
ruption, even in them that believe. Though grace has entered, corruption is

not e.vpelled ; they lind it with them at all times, and in all places. If a man
have an ill neighbour, he may remove ; but should he go into a wilderness,
or pitch Ids tent on a remote rock in the sea, there it will be with him. I

need not stand to prove so clear a point : but consider these few things on
this head : 1st. If it be thus in the green tree, how must it be in the dry?
Does so much of the old remain even in those who have received a new
nature ? How great, then, must that corruption be in those, wliere it is

unmixed with renewing grace ! 2d. Though natural corruption is iio burden
to a natural man, is he therefore free from it? No, no. Only he is dead,
and feels not the sinking weight. Many a groan is heard from a sick bed,
but never one from a grave. 3d. The good man resists the old nature ; he
strives to starve it ;

yet it remains. How must it spread, then, and strengthen
itself in the soul, where it is not starved, but fed, as in unbelievers ! If the
garden of the diligent lind him fidl work, in cutting oft' and rooting up, surely
that of the sluggard must needs be ' all grown over with thorns.'

" I shall add but one observation more, that in every man naturally the
image of fallen Adam appears : to evince which, I appeal to the consciences
of all, in the following particulars :

—

" (1.) If God by his holy law or wise providence put a restraint upon us,

to keep us back from any thing, does not that restraint whet the edge of our
natural inclinations, and make us so much the keener in our desires? The
very Heathens were convinced, that there is this spirit of contradiction in

us, though they knew not the spring of it. How often do men give them-
selves a loose in those things, wherein if God had left them at liberty, they
would have bound up themselves ! And is not this a repeating of our father's

folly, that men will rather climb for forbidden fruit, than gather what Provi-

dence offers to them, when they have God's express allowance for it?

" (2.) Is it not natural to us, to care for the body, at the expense of the

soul ? This was one ingredient in the sin of our first parents. Gen. iii, 6.

O how happy might we be, if we were but at half the pains about our souls,

which we bestow upon our bodies ! if that question, ' ^Vhat must I do to be

saved !' did but run near so often through our minds, as those, ' What shall

we eat? What shall we drink? Wherewithal shall we be clothed V
" (3.) Is not every one by nature discontent with his present lot, or with

some one thing or other in it ? Some one tiling is always missing ; so that

man is a creature given to change. If any doubt of this, let them look over

all their enjoyments, and, after a review of them, listen to their own hearts,

and they will hear a secret murmuring for want of something. Since the

hearts of our first parents wandered from God, their posterity have a natural

disease, which Solomon calls, ' The wandering of desire ;' literally, ' The
walking of the soul,' Eccles. vi, 9. This is a sort of diabolical trance,

wherein tho soul traverseth the world, feeds itself with a thousand airy

nothings, snatcheth at this and the other imagined excellency
;
goes here

and there and everywhere, except where it should ^o. And the soul is never

cured of this disease till it takes up its rest in God through Christ.

" (4.) Do not Adam's children naturally follow his footsteps, in ' hiding'
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themselves 'from the presence of the Lord]' Gen. iii, 8. We are just as

bhnd in this matter as he was, who thought to ' liide liimself from the presence

of the Lord among the trees of the jrarden.' We promise ourselves more
eecurity in a secret sin tliaii in one that is openly committed. ' The adul-

terer saith, No eye sliall see me.' And men will freely do that in secret,

which they woidd be ashamed to do in the presence of a child : as if dark-

ness could hide from an all-seeing God. Arc we not naturally careless of
' communion with God !' nay, and averse to it .' Never was there any com-
munion between God and Adaufs children, where God himself had not

the first word. If ho would let them alone, they would never inquire after

him.
" (5.) How loath are men to ' confess sin,' to take guilt and shame to

themselves ! And was it not thus in the case before us ! Adam confesses

his nakedness, (which indeed he could not deny,) but not one word does he
say about his sin. It is as natural for us to hide sin as to commit it. Many
instances of tliis we see daily ; but how many will there be in that day when
God ' will judge the secrets of men V Many a foul mouth will then be seen,

which is now ' wiped, and saith, I have done no wickedness.'
" Lastly. Is it not natm-al for us to extenuate our sin, and transfer the

guilt to others ? As Adam laid the blame of his sin on the woman : And did

not the woman lay the blame on the serpent ? Adam's children need not be
taught this ; for before they can well speak, if they cannot deny, they lisp

cut something to lessen their faidt, and lay the blame upon another. Nay,
.so natural is this to men, that, in the greatest of sins, they wiU charge the fault

on God himself; blaspheming his providence under the name of ill luck, or

misfortune, and so laying the blame of their sin at Heaven's door. Thus
does ' the foolishness of man pervert his ways ;' and his heart fretteth against

the Lord. Let us then call Adam, Father: Let us not deny the relation,

seeing we bear his image.
" I proceed to inquire into the corruption of nature in the several parts of

it. But who can take the exact dimensions of it, in its breadth, length,

height, and depth ? ' The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked : Who can know it V However, we may quickly perceive so much
of it as may show the absolute necessity of regeneration. Man, in his n&-

tural state, is altogether corrupt, through all the faculties of his soul : Cor-
rupt in his understandhig, his will, his aftections, his conscience, and his

memory.
" 1. The understanding is despoiled of its primitive glory, and covered

over with confusion. We are fallen into the hands of our grand adversary,

and are deprived of our two eyes. ' There is none that understandeth ;' the

very mind and conscience of the natural man are defiled or spoiled. But to

point out this corruption of the understanding more particulai-ly, let the fol-

lowing things be considered :

—

" First. There is a natural weakness in the minds of men, with respect to

spiritual things. How hard is it to teach them the common principles of
religion ; to make truths so plain, that tliey may understand them ! Try tjic

same persons in other thhigs, speak of the things of this world, and they will

understand quickly ; but it is hard to make them know how their souls may
be snved, or how their hearts may find rest in Christ. Consider even those

who have many advantages above the common run ofmankind : Yet how small

is their knowledge of divine things ! What confusion still remains in their

minds ! How often are they mired and ' speak as a child,' even in the mat-
ter of |)ractical truths ! It is a pitiable weakness, that we cannot perceive
the things which God has revealed. And it must needs be a sinful weakness,
since the law of God requires us to know and believe them.

** Secondly. Man's understanding is naturally overwhelmed with gross
' darkness' in spiritual things. Man, at the instigation of the devil, attempt-
ing to break out a new light in his mind, instead of that, broke up the doors
of the bottomless pit, by the smoke whereof he was covered with darknci-e.
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When God at first made man, his mind was a lamp of light ; but sin has
now turned it into darkness. .Sin has closed the window ot'the soul. It is

the land of darkness and the shadow of death, where ' the liirht is as dark-
ness.' Tiie ' prince of darkness' reigns tiicrcin, and nothinor hut the ' works
of darkness' are framed there. That you may be the more fully convinced
of this, take the following evidences of it :

—

" 1. The darkness that was upon the face of ' tlie world' before, and at
the time that Christ came. When Adam by his sin had lost his light, it

pleased God to reveal to him the way of salvation. Gen. iii, 15. This was
handed down by holy men before the Hood

; yet the natural ilarkness of the
mind of man so prevailed, as to carry off all sense of true religion from the
old world, except what remained in Noah's family. After the Hood, as men
increased, their natural darkness of mind prevailed ngain, and the lio-ht de-
cayed, till it died out among the generality of mankind, and was preserved
only among the posterity of Shem. And even with them it was near settino-,

when God called Abraham 'from serving other gods,' Joshua .xxiv, 1-5. God
gave him a more full revelation, which he communicated to his family: Gen.
-xviii, 19. Yet the natural darkness wore it out at length, save that it was
preserved among the posterity of Jacob. In Egypt, that darkness so pre-
vailed over them also, that a new revelation was necessary. And many a
dark cloud got above that, durhig the time from Moses to Clirist. When
Christ came, nothing was to be seen in the Gentile world but ' darkness and
cruel habitations.' They were drowned in superstition and idolatry ; and
whatever wisdom was among their philosophers, ' the world by that wisdom
knew not God,' but became more and more vain in their imaginations. Nor
were the Jews much wiser : Except a tew, gross darkness covered them also.

Their traditions were multiplied ; but the knowledge of those things wherein
the life of religion lies was lost. They gloried in outward ordinances, but
knew nothing of ' worshipping God in Spirit and in trutli.'

" Now, what but the natural darkness of men's minds could still thus wear
out the light of e.xtemal revelation 1 Men did not forget the way of pre-

serving their lives ; but how quickly did they forget the way of saving their

souls ! So that it was necessary for God himself to reveal it again and'

again. Yea, and a mere external revelation did not suffice to remove this

darkness ; no, not when it was by Christ in person ; there needed also the

Holy Ghost sent down from heaven. Such is the natural darkness of our
minds, that it only yields to the blood and Spirit of Christ.

" 2. Every natural man's heart, how refined soever he appear, is full of
darkness, disorder, and confusion. The unrenewed part of mankind are
rambling through the world, like so many blind men, who will neither take
a guide, nor can guide themselves, and therefore fall over this and the other

precipice into destruction. Some are running after their covetousness, some
sticking in the mire of sensuality, others dashing on the rock of pride ; every
one stumbling on one stone of stmnbling or other, as their unmortified pas-

sions drive them. And while some are lying along in the way, others are

coming up and falling headlong over them. Errors swarm in the world ; all

the imregenerate are utterly mistaken in the point of true happiness. All

desire to be happy ; but, touching the way to happine&s, there ure almost as
many opinions as there are men. They are like the blind Sodomites about
Lot's house ; all seeking to ' find the door,' but in vain. Look into thine

own heart, (if thou art not born again,) and thou wilt see all turned upside
down ; heaven lying under, and earth at top ; look into thy life, and see how
thou art playing the madman, eagerly flying after that which is not, and
slighting that which is, and will be for ever. Thus is man's imderstanding
naturally overwhelmed with gross ' darkness' in spiritual things.

"Thirdly. There is in the mind of man a natural bias to evil: Let us

reflect a little, and we shall find incontestible evidence of it.

" 1. Men's minds have a natural dexterity to do mischief; none are so

simple as to want skill for this. None needs to be taught it ; but as weeds.
Vol. V 42
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without being sown, grow up of their own accord, so does tliis ' earthly,

sensual, devilish wisdom' naturally grow up in us.

" 2. We naturally form gross conceptions of spiritual things, as if the soul

were quite immersed in flesh and blood. Let men but look into themselves,

and they will find this bias in their minds ; whereof the idolatry which still

prevails so far and wide is an incontestible evidence ; for it plainly shows men
would have a visible deity ; therefore they change the 'glory of the incor-

ruptible God into an image.' Indeed the reformation of these nations has

banished gross idolatry out of our churches : But heart-reformation alone can

banish mental idolatry, subtle and refined image-worship, out of our minds.
" 3. How difficult is it to detam the carnal mind before the Lord ! to fix

it in the meditation of spiritual things ! When God is speaking to man by
his word, or they are speaking to him in prayer, the body remains before God,
but the world steals away the heart. Though the eyes be closed, the man
sees a thousand vanities, and the mind roves hither and thither ; and many
times the man scarce comes to himself, till he is ' gone from the presence of
the Lord.' The worldly man's mind does not wander when he is contriving

business, casting up his accounts, or telling his money. If he answers you
not at first, he tells you he did not hear you, he was busy, his mind was fixed.

But the carnal mind employed about spiritual things is out of its element,
and therefore cannot fix.

"4. Consider how the carnal ' imagination' supplies the want of real ob-

jects to the corrupt heart. The unclean person is filled with specidative

impurities, 'having eyes fuU of adultery.' The covetous man fills his heart

with the world, if he cannot get his hands full of it. The malicious person
acts his revenge in his own breast ; the envious, within his own narrow
soul, sees his neighbour laid low enough ; and so every lust is fed by the
imagination. These things may suffice to convince us of the natural bias of
the mind to evil.

" Fourthly. There is in the carnal mind an opposition to spiritual truths,

and an aversion to the receiving them. God has revealed to sinners the way
of salvation ; he has given his word. But do natural men believe if? Indeed
they do not. They believe not the promises of the word ; for they who
receive them are thereby made 'partakers of the divine nature.' They be-
lieve not the threatenings of the word ; otherwise they could not live as they
do. I doubt not but most, if not all, of you, who are in a state of nature,
will here plead. Not Guilty. But the very difficulty you find in assenting to

this truth, proves the unbelief with which I charge you. Has it not pro-
ceeded so far with some, that it has steeled their foreheads openly to reject

all revealed religion'! And though ye set not your mouths as they do against
the heavens, yet the same bitter root of unbelief is in you, and reigns and
will reign in you, till overcoming grace captivate your minds to the belief of
the truth. To convince you of this,

—

"Consider, 1. How have you learned those truths which you think you
believe ] Is it not merely by the benefit of your education, and of external
revelation? You are strangers to the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bear-
ing witness with tlie word in your hearts ; and therefore ye are still un-
believers. ' It is v/ritten in the prophets, And they shall bo all taught of God.
Every one therefore that hfith heard and learned of the Father,' saith our
Lord, ' cometh unto me.' But ye have not come to Christ ; therefore ye
have not been » taught of God.' Ye have not been so taught, and therefore
ye have not come

; ye believe not.

"Consider, 2. The utter inconsistency of most men's lives with the prin-
ciples which tliey profess. Tliey proft!;;s to believe the Scripture ; but how
little are they concerned about what is revealed therein ! How unconcerned
are ye even about that weighty point, whctlier yc be born again, or not!
Many live as they were born, and are like to die as they live, aiid yet live m
peace. Do such believe the sinfulness of a natural state .' Do they believe
they are ' children of wTath !' Do they believe There is no salvation without
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regeneration ? and no regeneration, but what makes man ' a new creature V
O no ! If ye did, ye could not live in your sins, live out of Christ, and yet
hope for nicrcy.

"Fifthly. Man is naturally high-minded. Lowliness is not a flower which
grows in the field of nature. It is natural to man to think hi^jhly of himself
and what is his own. ' Vain man would be wise ;' so he accounts himself,
and so he would be accounted by others. His way is right, because it is

' his own ;' ' for every way of a man is right in his own eyes.' He is ' alive
without the law ;' and therefore his hope is strong, and his confidence firm.

It is another tower of Babel ; the word batters it, yet it stands. One while
breaches are made in it, but they are quickly repaired. At another time, it

is all made to shake ; but it is still kept up ; till God's Spirit raise a heart-
quake within the man, which tumbles it down, and leaves not one stone upon
another.

" Thus much of the corruption of the understanding. Call the understand-
ing, 'Ichahod; for the glory is departed from it.' Consider this, ye that
are yet in the state of nature, and groan ye out your case before the Lord,
that the Sun of Righteousness may arise upon you, before ye be shut up in

everlasting darkness. What a\ails your worldly wisdom ? Wliat do all

your attainments in religion avail, while your understanding lies wrapped up
in darkness and confusion, utterly void of the Yiphi of life?

" 2. Nor is the will less coirupted than the understanding. It was at first

faithful, and ruled with God ; but now it is turned traitor against God, and
rules with and for the devil. To open this plag'ue of the heart, let the
following things be considered :—

•

" First. There is in the unrenewed will an utter inability for what is truly

good in the sight of God. Indeed a natural man has a power to choose and
do what is materially good ; but though he can will what is good and right,

he can do nothing aright and well. ' Without me,' that is, separate from
me, ' ye can do nothing ;' nothing truly and spiritually good. To evidence
this, consider,

—

" (1.) How often do men see tlie good they should choose, and the evil

they should refuse ; and yet their hearts have no more power to comply with
their light, than if they were arrested by some invisible hand ! Their con-
sciences tell them the right way

;
yet cannot their will be brought up to it-

Else, how is it, that the clear arguments on the side of virtue do not bring
men over to that side "? Although heaven and hell were but a may be, evert

this would determine the will to holiness, could it be determined Ijy reason.
Yet so far is it from this, that men ' knowing the judgment of God, that they
who do such things are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have
pleasure in them that do them.'

" (2.) Let those who have been truly convinced of the spirituality of the
law, speak, and tell if they then found themselves able to incline their hearts
toward it. Nay, the more that light shone into their souls, did Ihey not find

their hearts more and more unable to comply with it I Yea, then; are some
who are yet in the devil's camp that can tell from their own experience,
light let into the mind cannot give life to the will, or enable it to comply
therewith.

'• Secondly. There is in the unrenewed will an averseness to good. Sin is

the natural man's element ; and he is as loath to part with it, as the fishes

are to come out of the water. He is sick ; but utterly averse to the remedy:
he loves his disease, so that he loathes the Physician. He is a captive, a
prisoner, and a slave ; but he loves his conqueror, gaoler, and master : he is

fond of his fetters, prison, and drudgery, and ha,s no liking to his liberty.

For evidence of this averseness to good in the will of man,

—

" Consider, 1. The untowardness of children. How averse are they to.

restraint I Are they not ' as bullocks unaccustomed to the yoke V Yea, it

is far easier to tame young bullocks to the yoke, than to brmg voung chil-

dren under discipline. Every man may see in this, as in a glass, that man
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is naturally wild and wilful ; that, according to Zophar's observation, he
' is born a wild ass's colt.' What can be said more ? He is like a ' colt,'

the colt of an ' ass,' the colt of a ' wild ass ; a wild ass used to the wilder-

ness, that snufFeth up the wind at her pleasure ; in her occasion who can
turn her away V

" 2. What pain and difficulty do men find in bringing their hearts to reli-

gious duties ! And what a task is it to the natural man to abide at them !

to leave the world but a little, and converse with God ! When they are

engaged in worldly business or company, time seems to fly, and is gone
before they are aware. But how heavily does it drive, while a prayer, a

sermon, or a Sabbath lasts ! With many the Lord's day is the longest day
in the week ; and therefore they must sleep longer that morning, and go
sooner to bed that night, than ordinarily they do, that the day may be of a

tolerable length. And still their hearts say, ' When will the Sabbath be gone V
" o. Consider how the will of the natural man ' rebels against the light.'

Sometimes he is not able to keep it out ; but he ' loves darkness rather than
light.' The outer door of the understanding is broken open, but the inner

door of the will remains shut. Corruption and conscience then encounter
;

till conscience is forced to give back ; convictions are murdered, and truth

is made and 'held' prisoner ' in unrighteousness.'
" 4. When the Spirit of the Lord is working a deeper work, yet what

' resistance' does the soul make ! When he comes, he finds the ' strong

man keeping the house,' while the soul is fast asleep in the devil's arms, till

the Lord awakens in the sinner, opens his eyes, and strikes him with terror,

while the clouds are black above his head, and the sword of vengeance is

held to his breast. But what pains is he at to put a fair face on a black

heart ! to shake off his fears, or make head against them ! Carnal reason
suggests. If it be ill with him, it will be ill with many. When he is beat

from this, and sees no advantage in going to hell with company, he resolves

to leave his sins ; but cannot think of breaking off" so soon ; there is time

enough, and he will do it afterward. When at length he is constrained to

part with some sins, others are kept as right hands or right eyes. Nay,
when he is so pressed, that he must needs say before the Lord, he is willing

to part with all his idols, yet hew long will his heart give the lie to his

tongue, and prevent the execution of it

!

" Thirdly. There is in the will of man a natural proneness to evil. Men
are naturally ' bent to backsliding from God ;' they hang (as the word is)

toward backsliding. Leave the imrenewed will to itself, it will choose sin

and reject holiness ; and that as certainly as water poured on the side of a

hill will run downward and not upward.
" L Is not the way of evil the first way wherein the children of men gol

Do not their inclinations plainly appear on the wrong side, while they have
not cunning to hide them ? As soon as it appears we are reasonable crea-

tures, it appears we are sinful creatures. ' Foolishness is boiuid in the

heart of a child, till the rod of correction drives it from him.' It is bound
in the heart, woven into our very nature ; nor will the knots loose ; they

must be broke asunder by strokes. Words will not do ; the rod must be

taken to drive it away. Not that the rod of itself will do this ; the sad ex-

perience ofmany parents testifies the contrary. And Solomon himself tells

you, ' Though thou shouldest bray a ibol in a mortar, yet will not his foolish-

ness depart from him.' But the rod is an ordinance of Crod, appointed for

that end ; which, like the word, is made efl"ectual, by the Spirit's accompany-
ing his own ordinance.

" 2. How easily men are led into sin ! persuaded to evil, though not to

good. Tliose whom the word cannot draw to holiness, Satan leads to wick-

edness at his pleasure. To learn doing ill is always easy to the unrenewed
man ; but to learn to do good is as diflicult as for ' the Ethiopian to change
his skin.' Were the will evenly poised between good and evil, one might

be embraced with as mucli ease ay the other. But experience testifies it io
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not; yea, the experience of all ages. How often did the Israelites forsake
the Almighty God, and dote upon the idols of the nations ! But did ever one
of those nations forsake their idols, and grow fond of the God of Israel 1 No,
no. Though man is naturally given to change, it is but from evil to evil

;

not from evil to good. Surely then the will of man stands not in equal
balance, but has a cast on the wrong side.

" 3. Consider how men go on still in the way of sin, till they meet with a
stop from another hand than their own. ' 1 hid nie, and he went on frowardly
in the way of his own heart.' If God withdraws his restraining iiand, man
is in no doubt which way to choose ; for the way of sin is ' the way of his
heart ;' his heart naturally lies that way. As long as God sufleretli them,
all nations ' walk in tlieir own way.' The natural man is so fixed in evil,

that there needs no more to show he is off of God's way, than to say, He is

upon ' his own.'
" Fourthly. There is a natural contrariety, a direct opposition, in the will

of man to God himself. ' The carnal mind is enmity against God ; it is not
subject to the law of God, neither can be.'

" I have a charge against every unregenerate man and woman, to be prov-
ed by the testimony of Scripture, and their own conscience ; namely, that,

whether they have the form of religion or no, they are heart-enemies to God

;

to the Son of God, to the Spirit of God, and to the law of God. Hear this,

all ye careless soids, that live at ease in your natural state !

" 1. Ye are ' enemies to God in your mind.' Ye are not as yet reconciled
to him. The natural enmity is not slain, though perhaps it lies hid, and ye
do not perceive it. Ever}' natural man is an enemy to God, as he is revealed
in his word,—.to an infinitely holy, just, powerful, and true Being. In effect,

men are naturally ' haters of God ;' and if they could, they would certainly

make him another than what he is.

"To convince you of this, let me propose a few queries: (1.) How are
your hearts affected to the infinite holiness of God ? if ye are not ' partakers
of liis holiness,' ye cannot be reconciled to it. The Heathens, finding they
were not like God in holiness, made their gods like themselves in filthiness

;

and thereby discovered what sort of a god the natural man would have. God
is holy. Can an unholy creature love his unspotted holiness ? Nay, it is

' the righteous' only that can ' give thanks at the remembrance of his holi-

ness.' God is light : can creatures of darkness, and that walk in darkness,

rejoice therein ? Nay, 'every one that doeth evil hateth the light.' For
what communion hath light with darkness 1 (2.) How are your hearts affect-

ed to the justice of God] There is not a man who is wedded to his sins,

but would be content with the blood of his body to blot that letter out of the

name of God. Can the malefactor love his condemning judge ; or an unjusti-

fied sinner a just God ? No, he cannot. And hence, since men cannot get
the doctrine of his justice blotted out of the Bible, yet it is such an eye-sore

to them, that they strive to blot it out of their minds ; they ruin themselves

by presuming on his mercy, ' saying in their heart. The Lord will not do
good, neither will he do evil.' (3.) How are ye affected to the omniscience

and omnipresence of Godf Men naturally would rather have a blind idol,

than an all-seeing God ; and therefore do what they can, as Adam did, to

' hide themselves from the presence of the Lord.' They no more love an
omnipresent God, than the thief loves to have the judge witness to his evil

deeds. (4.) How are ye affected to the truth of God? How many hope that

God will not be true to his word ! There are thousands that hear the Gospel,

and hope to be saved, who never experienced the new birth, nor do at all

concern themselves in that question,—whether they are born again or not.

Our Lord's words are plain and peremptory :
' Except a man be born again,

he cannot see the kingdom of God.' What, then, are such hopes, but real

hopes that God will recall his word, and that Christ will prove a false Prophet ?

(5.) How are they affected to the power of God ] None but new creatures

can love him for it. Every natural man would contribute to the building
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another tower of Babel, to hem it in. On these grounds I declare every

unrenewed man ' an enemy to God.'
" 2. Ye are enemies to the Son of God : that enmity to Christ is in your

hearts, which would have made you join the ' husbandmen who killed the

heir and cast him out of the vineyard.' 'Am I a dog,' ye will say, ' to have

so treated my dear Saviour?' So said Hazael, in another case. Yet how
did he act ? Many call him dear, to whom their sins are ten times dearer

than their Saviour. He is no otherwise dear to them, than as they abuse

his death, for the peaceable enjoyment of their sins ; that they may live as

they list in this world, and, when they die, be kept out of hell. To convince

you of this, I will lay before you the enmity of your hearts against Clirist in

all his offices :

—

" (1.) Every unregenerate man is an enemy to Christ in his prophetic

office. For evidence of this, consider,

—

"(i.) The entertainment he meets with, when he comes to teach souls

' inwardly' by his ' Spirit.' Men do what they can to stop their ears, that

they may not hear his voice. They 'always resist the Holy Ghost;' they
' desire not the knowledge of his ways.' The old calumny is thrown upon

him again : ' He is mad ; wliy hear ye him V ' The spirit of bondage' is

accounted by many mere distraction and melancholy : men thus blaspheming

God's work, because thay themselves are beside themselves, and cannot

judge of those matters.
" (ii.) Consider the entertaiimient he meets with, wlien he comes to teach

men outwardly by his word.
" 1st. His written word, the Bible, is slighted. Many lay by their Bibles

with their Sunday clothes. Alas ! the dust about your Bibles is a witness

of the enmity of your hearts against Christ as a Prophet. And of those who
read them oftener, how few are there that read them as the word of the

Lord to their souls in particular, so as to keep up communion with God
therein ! Hence they are strangers to the solid comfort of the Scriptures

;

and if at any time they are dejected, it is something else, and not the word
of God, wliich revives their drooping spirits.

" 2d. Christ's word preached is despised. Men can, without remorse,

make to themselves one silent Sabbath after another. And, alas ! when they
' tread his courts,' how little reverence and awe of God appears on their

spirits ! Many stand like brazen walls before the word, on whom it makes
no breach at all. Nay, not a few are growing worse and worse, notwith-

standing ' precept upon precept.' What tears of blood are sufficient to lament
this ! Remember, we are but the ' voice of one crying.' The Speaker is in

heaven : yet ye refuse Him that speaketh, and prefer the prince of darkness
before tlie Prince of Peace. A dismal darkness overspread the world by
Adam's fall, more terrible than if the sun and moon had been extinguished.

And it must have covered us elernallly, had not ' the grace of God appeared'
to dispel it. But we fly from it, and, like the wild beasts, lay ourselves down
in our dens. Such is the enmity of the hearts of men against Christ in his

prophetic office.

" (2.) The natural man is an enemy to Christ in his priestly office. He
is appointed of the Father ' a Priest for ever,' that, by liis sacrifice and inter-

cession alone, sinners may have access to, and peace with, God. But ' Christ
crucified' is ever a stumbling block and foolishness to the unregenerate part
of mankind.

" None of Adam's children naturally incline to receive the blessing in

borrowed robes, but would always climb up to heaven on a thread spun out of
their own bowels. They look on God as a great Master, and themselves as
his servants, that nnist work and win heaven as their wages. Hence, when
conscience awakes, they think that, to be saved, they must answer the de-
mands of the law ; serve God as well as tiiey can, and pray for mercy wherein
they come short. And thus many come to duties, that never come out of
them to Christ.
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" Indeed, the natural man, going to God in duties, will continually bo
found, either to go without a Mediator, or with more mediators than one.
Nature is blind, and therefore venturous ; it puts men on going immediately
to God without Christ. Converse with many hearers of tiie Gospel on their
hopes of salvation, and the name of Christ will scarce be heard from their

mouth. Ask them, how they think to find the pardon of sin. They say,
they look for mercy, because God is a mennful God ; and this is all they have
to trust in. Others look for mercy for Clirist's sake. But how do they know
Christ will take tlicir plea in hand ! Why, tliey pray, mourn, confess, and
have great desires. So they have something of their own to recommend
them to him. They were never made ' poor in spirit,' and brought empty-
handed to God, to lay the stress of all on his atoning blood.

" (8.) The natural man is an enemy to (Christ in his kingly office.
'* How unwilling are natural men to submit to the laws and discipline of

his kingdom ! However they may be brought to some outward submission
to the King of saints, yet sin always retains its throne in their hearts, and
they are ' serving divers lusts and pleasures.' None but those in whom
Christ is formed do really put the crown on his head. None but these receive
the kingdom of Christ within them, and let him set up and put down in their

souls as he will. As for others, any lord shall sooner have the rule over
them than the Lord of glory. They kindly entertain his enemies, and will

never absolutely resign themselves to his government. Thus you see the
natural man is an enemy to Jesus Christ in all his offices.

"3. Ye are enemies to the Spirit of God : He is the Spirit of holiness.

The natural man is unholy, and loves to be so ; and therefore ' resists the
Holy Ghost.' The work of the Spirit is to ' convince the world of sin, right-

eousness, and judgment.' But O, how do men strive to ward off these con-
victions, as they would a blow that threatened their life ! If the Spirit dart

them in, so that they cannot avoid them, does not the heart say, ' Hast thou
found me, O mine enemy V And indeed they treat him as an enemy, doing
their utmost to stifle their convictions, and to murder these harbingers that

come to prepare the way of the Lord into the soul. Some fill their hand.s

with business, to put convictions out of their head, as Cain, who fell to build-

ing a city. Some put them off with fair promises, as Felix did ; some sport

or sleep them away. And how can it be otherwise 1 For it is the work of
the Holy Spirit to subdue lusts, and burn up corruption. How then can he
whose lusts are dear as his life fail of being an enemy to Him !

" Lastly. Ye are enemies to the law of God. Though the natural man
' desires to be under the law,' as a covenant of works ;

yet as it is a rule of

life, he * is not subject to it, neither indeed can be.' For, (1.) Every natural

man is wedded to some sin, which he cannot part with. And as he cannot

bring up his inclinations to the law, he would fain bring down the law to hia

inclinations. And this is a plain standing evidence of the enmity of his heart

against it. (2.) The law, set home on the awakened conscience in its

spirituality, irritates corruption. It is as oil to the fire, which instead of

(juenching, makes it flame the more. ' When the commandment comes, sin

revives.' What reason can be assigned for this, but the natural enmity of

the heart against the holy law 1 We conclude then, that the unregcnerate

are heart-enemies to God, his Son, his Spirit, and his law ; that there is a

natural contrariety, opposition, and enmity in the will of man, to God him-

eelf and his holy will.

"Fifthly. The unrenewed will is wholly perverse, in reference to the end
of man. Man is a merely dependent being ; having no existence or goodness

originally from himself; but all he has is from God, as the first cause and
spring of all perfection, natural and moral. Dependence is woven into his

very nature ; so that, should God witlidraw from him, he would sink into

nothing. Since then whatever man is, he is of Him, surely whatever he is,

he should be to Him ; as the waters which came out of the sea return thither

again. And thus man was created looking directly to God, as his last end
;
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bat falling- into sin, he fell off from God, and turned into himself. Now this

infers a total apostasy and universal corruption in man ; for where the last

end is changed, there can be no real goodness. And this is the case of all

men in tlieir natural state : They seek not God, but themselves. Hence
though many fair shreds of morality are among them, yet 'there is none that

doeth good, no, not one.' For though some of them ' run well,' they are

still off tlie way ; they never aim at the right mark. Whithersoever they

move, they cannot move beyond the circle of self. They seek themselves,

tiiey act for themselves ; their natural, civil, and religious actions, from
whatever spring they come, do all run into, and meet in, this dead sea.

" Most men are so far from making God their end in their natural and
civil actions, that he is not in all their thoughts. They eat and drink for no
higher end, than their own pleasure or necessity. Nor do the drops of

sweetness God has put into the creatures raise their souls toward that ocean

of delights that are in the Creator. And what are the natural man's civil

actions, such as buying, selling, working, but fruit to himself? Yea, self is

the highest end of unrcgenerate men, even in their religious actions. They
perform duties for a name ; for some worldly interest ; or, at best, in order

to escape from hell. They seek not God at all, but for their own interest

:

So that God is only the means, and self their end.
" Thus have I given a rude draught of man's will in his natural state, drawn

from Scripture and our own experience. Now, since all must be wrong
where the understanding and will are so corrupt, I shall briefly despatch what
remains.

" 3. The affections are corrupted ; wholly disordered and distempered.

They are like an unruly horse, that either will not receive, or violently runs

away with the rider. Man's heart is naturally a mother of abominations :

' For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries,

fornications, murders, thefts, covetousness.' The natural man's affections

are wholly misplaced ; he is a spiritual monster. His heart is, where his

feet should be, fixed on earth : His heels are lifted up against heaven, which
his heart should bo set on : His face is toward hell, his back toward heaven.

He loves what he should hate, and hates what he should love
;
joys in what

he ought to mourn for, and mourns for what he should rejoice in
;
glories in

his shame, and is ashamed of his glory ; abhors what he should desire, and
desires what he should abhor. If his affections are set on lawful objects,

they are eitlier excessive or defective. These objects have either too little

of them, or too much. But spiritual things have always too little.

" Here is 'a threefold cord' against heaven, not easily broken,—a blind

mind, a perverse will, disordered affections. The mind, swelled v\'ith pride,

says. The man should not stoop ; the will, opposite to the will of God, says.

He will not ; and the corrupt affections, rising against the Lord, in defence
of the cornipt will, say. He shall not. And thus we stand out against God,
till we are created anew by Christ Jesus.

"4. The conscience is corrupt and defiled. It cannot do its work, but

according to the light it hath to work by. Wherefore, seeing ' the natural

man discerneth not spiritual things,' his conscience is quite useless in that

point. It may indeed check far grosser sins ; but spiritual sins it discerns

not. Thus it will fly in the face of many for drunkenness ; who yet have a

profound peace thougji they live in unbelief, and are utter strangers to spirit-

ual worship and 'tlie life of faith.' And tlie light of his conscience being faint

and languishing, even in the things which it does reach, its incitements to

duty, and struggles against sin, are very remiss and easily got over. But
there is also a false light in the dark mind, which often ' calls evil good, and
good evil.' And such a conscience is like a blind and furious horse, which
violently runs down all that comes in his way. Indeed, whenever conscience
is awakened by the spirit of conviction, it will rage and roar, and put the

whole man in a consternation. It makes the stiff iieart to tremble, and the

knees to bow ; sets the eyes a weeping, tlie tongue a confessing. But still
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it is an evil conscience, which naturally leads only to despair ; and will do
it effectually, unless either sin prevails over it to lull it asleep, as in the case
of Felix, or the blood of Christ prevail over it, sprinkling and ' purging it

from dead works.'
" Thus is man by nature wholly corrupted. But whence came this total

corruption of our nature .' That man's nature was corrujit, tlie very Hea-
thens perceived ; but liow ' sin entered' they could not tell. But the Scrip-
ture is very plain in the point :

' By one man sin entered into the world.'
' By one man's disobedience many' (all) 'were made sinners.' Adam's sin
corrupted man's nature, and leavened the whole lump of mankind. We
putrefied in Adam as our root. The root was poisoned, and so the branches
were envenomed. The vine turned ' the vine of Sodom,' and so the grapes
became ' grapes ofgall.' Adam, by his sin, became not only guilty, but corrupt

;

and so transmits guilt and corruption to his posterity. By his sin he strip-

ped himself of his original righteousness and corrupted himself. We were
in him representatively, as our moral head ; we were in him seminally, as
our natural head. Hence we foil in him

; (as Levi ' paid tithes' when ' in

the loins of Abraham ;') ' by his disobedience' we ' were made sinners ;' his

first sin is imputed to us. And we arc left without that original righteous-

ness which being given to him as a common person, he cast off. And this

is necessarily followed, in him and us, by the corruption of our whole nature
;

righteousness and corruption being two contraries, one of which must always
be in man. And Adam, our common father, being corrupt, so are we ; for
' who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean V

" It remains only to apply this doctrine. And First, for information : Is

man's nature wholly corrupted ? Then, 1. No wonder the grave opens its

devouring mouth for us as soon as the womb has cast us forth. P'or we are

all, in a spiritual sense, dead-born ; yea, and ' filthy,' Psalm xiv, 8, noisome,
rank, and stinking, as a corrupt thing ; so the word imports. Let us not
complain of the miseries we are exposed to at our entrance, or during our
continuance, in the world. Here is the venom that has poisoned all the

springs of eartUy enjoyments. It is the conniption of human nature, which
brings forth all the miseries of life.

"2. Behold here, as in a glass, the spring of all the wickedness, profane-

ness, and formality in the world. Every thing acts agreeable to its own
nature ; and so corrupt man acts corruptly. You need not wonder at the

sinfulness of your own heart and life, nor at the sinfulness and perverseness
of others. If a man be crooked, he cannot but halt ; and if the clock be set

wrong, how can it point the hour right

!

" 3. See here why sin is so pleasant, and religion such a burden, to men :

Sin is natural ; holiness not so. Oxen cannot feed in the sea, nor fishes in

the fniitful field. A swine brought into a palace would prefer the mire.

And corrupt nature tends ever to impurity.
" 4. Learn from hence the nature and necessity of regeneration. (1.) The

nature : It is not a partial, but a total change. Thy whole nature is cor-

rupted ; therefore, the whole must bo renewed. 'All things' nmst ' become
new.' If a man who had received many wounds were cured of all but one,

he might still bleed to death. It is not a change made by human industry,

but by the almighty Spirit of God. A man must be ' born of the Spix-it.' Our
nature is corrupt, and none but the God of nature can change it. Man may
pin a new life to an old heart, but he can never change the hcMt. (2.) The
necessity : It is absolutely necessary in order to salvation. ^^I^xcept a man
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.' No-^ncIean thing can «

enter ' the new Jerusalem :' But thou art by nature wholfy unclean. Deceive
not thyself: No mercy of God, no blood of Christ, will bring an unregene-
rate sinner to heaven. For God will never open a fountain of^ mercy to wash
away his own holiness and truth ; nor did Christ shed his precious blood to

blot out the truths of God. Heaven ! What would you do there, who are

not born again ' A holy Head, and corrupt members ! A Head full of
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treasures of grace, members filled with treasures of wickedness ! Ye are no
ways adapted to the society above, more than beasts to converse with men.
Could the unrenewed man go to heaven, he would go to it no otherwise than
now he comes to the duties of holiness, that is, leaving his heart behind him.

" We may apply this doctrine. Secondly, for lamentation. Well may we
lament thy case, O natural man ; for it is the saddest case one can be in out
of hell. It is time to lament for thee ; for thou art dead already, dead while
thou livest. Thou earnest about a dead soul in a living body ; and because
thou art dead, canst not lament thy own case. Thou ' hast no good in thee;'
thy sold is a mass of darkness, rebellion, and vileness, before God. Thou
' canst do no good ;' thou canst do nothing but sin. For thou art ' the
servant of sin,' and, therefore, free from righteousness; thou dost not, canst
not, meddle with it. Thou art ' under tlie dominion of sin ;' a dominion
where righteousness can have no place. Thou art a child and a servant of
the devil as long as tliou art in a state of nature. But, to prevent any mis-
take, consider that Satan hath two kinds of servants. There are some em-
ployed, as it were, in coarser work. These bear the devil's mark in their

foreheads ; having no form of godliness ; not so much as performing the
external duties of religion ; but living apparently as sons of earth, only
minding earthly things. Whereas, others are employed in more refined

work, who carry his mark in their right hand, which they can and do hide,

by a form of religion, from the view of the world. These sacrifice to the
corrupt mind, as tlie other to the flesh. Pride, unbelief, self-pleasing, and
the like spiritual sins, prey on their corrupted, wholly corrupted souls. Both
are servants of the same house, equally void of righteousness.

" Indeed, how is it possible thou shouldest be able to do any thing good,
whose nature is wholly corrupt ? ' Can an evil tree bring forth good fruit ]

Do men gather grapes of thorns V If then thy nature be totally evil, all thou
doest is certainly so too.

" Hear, O sinner, what is thy case ! Innumerable sins compass thee about

;

floods of impurities overwhelm thee. Sins of all sorts roll up and down in

the dead sea of thy soul ; where no good can breathe, because of the corrup-
tion there. Thy lips are unclean ; the opening of thy mouth is as the open-
ing of a grave, full of stench and rottenness. Thy natural actions are sin ; for
' when ye did eat, and when ye did drink, did not ye eat for yourselves and
drink for yourselves V Zech. vii, 6. Thy civil actions are sin :

' The plough-
ing of the wicked is sin,' Prov. xxi, 4. Thy religious actions are sin : ' The
sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to the Lord.' The thoughts and
imaginations of thy heart are ' only evil continually.' A deed may be soon
done, a word soon spoken, a thought pass ; but each of these io an item in

thy accounts. O sad reckoning ! As many thoughts, words, actions, so

many sins ; and the longer thou livest, thy accounts swell the iriorc. Should
a tear be dropped for every sin, tliine eyes must be ' fountains of tears.' For
nothing but sin comes from thee ; thy heart frames nothing but evil imagina-

tions ; there is nothing in thy life, but what is framed by thy heart; therefore,

there is nothing in thy heart or life but evil.

" And all thy religion, if thou hast any, is lost labour if thou art not

born again : Truly then thy duties arc sins. Would not the best wine be

loathsome in a foul vessel ^ So is the religion of an unregenerate man.
Thy duties cannot make tliy corrupt soul holy ; but thy corrupt heart makes
them unclean. Tliou wast wont to divide tiiy works into two sorts ; to count
some ;^ood o,nd some evil. But thou niust count again, and put all under one
head ; for God writes on them all, ' Only evil.'

" And tlnvi canst not help thyself. What canst thou do to take away thy

sin, who art wholly corrujjt .' Will nuul and filtli wash our filthiness? And
wilt thou |)urgo out sin by sinning'.' .lob took a potslun'd to scrape himself,

because his luuidis were us liill of boils as his ixxly. 'J'his is the case of thy

corrupt soul, so long as thou art in a state of nature. Tliou art poor indeed,

extremely ' miserable and poor;' thou hast no shelter but a refuge of lies
;
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no garment for tliy soul, but 'filthy rags ;' nothing to nourish it, but husks
that annot satisfy. More than that, thou liast got sucli a bruise in the loins

of Adam, that thou art 'without strength,' unable to do anything. Nay,
more than all this, tliou canst not so much as seek aright, but liesl helpless,

as an infant e.vposed in tlie open field.

" () that ye would believe this sad truth ! How little is it believed in the
world ! Few are concerned to have their evil lives reformed ; but fewer far,

to have their evil n;iture changed. Most men know not what they are ; as
the eye, which, seeing many things, never sees itself. But until ye know
every one ' the plague of his own heart,' there is no hope of your recovorj'.

Why will ye not believe the plain testimony of Scripture ! Alas ! that is

the natuvo of your disease. ' Thou knowest not that thou art wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.' Lord, open their eyes, before
they lift theui up in hell, and see what they will not see now !

" Meantime, let us have a special eye upon the corruption and sin of our
nature. What avails it to take notice of other sins, while fliis mother sin is

unnoticed ? This is a weighty point ; in speaking to wliich, I shall,

—

" 1. Point at some evidences of men's overlooking the sin of their nature.
As (1.) Men's being so confident of tiiemselves, as if they were in no danger
of gross sins. Many would take heinously such a caution as Christ gave his

Apostles : ' Take heed of surfeiting and drunkenness.' They would be ready
to cry out, ' Am I a dog?' It would raise the pride of their heart, not their

fear and trembling. And all this is a proof that they know not the corrup-
tion of their own nature. (2.) Untenderness toward them tliat faL. Many,
in this ca.se cast ofl'all bowels of compassion ; a plain proof that they do not
know, or ' consider themselves, lest they also be tempted.' Grace, indeed,

does make men zealous against sin, in others, as well as in themselves. But
eyes turned inward to the corruption of nature, clothe them with pity and
compassion, and fill them with thankfulness, that they were not the persons
left to be such spectacles of human frailty. (3.) Men's venturing so boldly

on temptation, in confidence of their coming off fairly.. Were they sensible

of the corruption of their nature, they would beware of entering on the devil's

ground ; as one girt about with bags of gunpowder would be loath to walk
where sparks of fire were flying.

"2. I shall mention a few things in which ye should have a special eye to

the sin of your nature. (1.) In your application to Christ. When you are

with the Physician, O forget not this disease ! They never yet knew their

errand to Christ, who went not to Hiin for the sin of their nature ; for his

blood to take away the guilt and his Spirit to break the power of it. Though
ye should lay before him a catalogue of sins, which might reach from earth

to heaven, yet if you omit this, you have forgot the best part of the errand a

poor sinner has to the Physician of souls. (2.) Have a special eye to it in

your repentance. If you wmold repent indeed, let the streams lead you up to

the fountain, and mourn over your corrupt nature, as the cause of all sin, in

heart, word, and work. ' Against thee, thee only have I sinned, and done
this evil in thy sight. Behold 1 was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did mv
mother conceive me.' (3.) Have a special eye to it in your mortification.
' Crucify the flesh with its affections and desires.' It is the root of bitterness

which must be struck at, else we labour in vain. In vain do vve go about to

purge the streams, if we are at no pains about the muddy fountain. (4.) Ye
are to eye this in yom* daily walk. He that would walk uprightly, must
have one eye upward to Jesus Christ, another inward to the corruption of
his own nature.

"3. I shall offer some reasons, why we should especially observe the sin

of our nature. (1.) Because, of all sins, it is the most extensive and diffu-

sive. It goes through the whole man, and spoils all. Other sins mar par-

ticular parts of the image of God ; but this defaces the whole. It is the

poison of the old serpent cast into the fountain, and so infects every action,

every breathing of the soul.
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" (2.) It is the cause of all particular sins, both in our hearts and lives.

• Out of the heart of man proceed evil thoughts, adulteries,' and all other
abominations. It is the bitter fountain ; and particular lusts are but rivulets

running- from it, which bring forth into the life a part only, not the whole, of
what is vvitliin.

" (3.) It is virtually all sins ; for it is the seed of all, whicli want but the
occasion to set up their heads. Hence it is called, ' a body of death,' as

con.sisting of the several members which constitute that * body of sins,' (Col.

ii, 11,) whose life lies in spiritual death. It is the cursed ground, fit to bring
forth all manner of noxious weeds. Never did every sin appear in the con-
versation of the vilest wretch that ever lived. But look into thy nature, and
thou mayest see all and every sin in the root thereof. There is a fulness of

aU unrighteousness there ;—Atheism, idolatry, adultery, murder. Perhaps
none of these appear to thee in thy heart ; but there is more in that un-
fathomable depth of wickedness than thou knowest.

" (4.) The sin of our nature is of all sins the most fixed and abiding.
Sinful actions ai'e transient, though the guilt and stain of them may re-

main. But the corruption of nature passes not away. It remains in its

full power, by night and by day, at all times, till nature is changed by con-
verting grace.

" You may observe three things in the corrupt heart : (i.) There is the
corrupt nature, the evil bent of the heart, whereby men are unapt for all

good, and fitted for all evil, (ii.) There are particular lusts or dispositions

of that corrupt nature, such as pride, passion, covetousness. (iii.) There is

one of these stronger than all the rest,—' the sin which doth so easily beset
us.' So that the river divides into many streams, whereof one is greater
than the rest. The corruption of nature is the river-head, which has many
particular lusts wherein it runs ; but it mainly disburdens itself into that

which we call the predominant sin. But as in some rivers the main stream
runs not always in the same channel, so the besetting sin may change ; as

lust in youtli may be succeeded by covetousness in old age. Now, what
does it avail, to reform in other things, while the reigning sin retains its full

power "? What, if a particular sin be gone 1 If the sin of our nature keep the

throne, it will set up another in its stead ;—as when a water-course is stopped
in one place, it will break forth in another. Thus some cast off their prodi-

gality ; but covetousness comes in itt^ stead. Some quit their profaneness
;

but the same stx-cam runs in liie other channel of self-rigliteousness.
" Tliat you may have a full view of the sin of your nature, I would recom-

mend to you three things :—1. Study to know the spirituality and the extent

of the law of God ; for that is the glass wherein you may see yourselves.

2. Observe your hearts at all times ; but especially under temptation. Tempt-
ation is a fire tliat brings up the scum of the unregenerate heart. 3. Go to

God through Jesus Clirist, for illumination by his Spirit. Say unto him,
' What I know not, teach thou me !' and be willing to take in light from the

word. It is by the word the Spirit teacheth ; but unless he teach, all other

teaching is to little purpose. You will never see yourself aright, till he light

his candle in your breast. Neitlicr the fidness and glory of Christ, nor the

corruption and vileness of our nature, ever were, or can be, rightly learned,

but wiiere the Spirit of Christ is the teacher.
" To conclude : I^et tlie consideration of what has been said commend

Christ to you all. Ye that are brought out of your natural state, be humble

;

still coining to Christ, still cleaving to him, for the purging out what remains
of your iip^tiiral corruption. Ye that are yet in your natural state, what will

yc do 1 Ye must die
;
ye must stand at the judgment scat of God. Will you

lie down, and sleep another niglit at case in this case ! See ye do it not.

Before anotiicr day you may bo set before his dreadful tribunal, in the grave-
clothes of your corrupt state, and your vile souls cast into the pit of destruc-

tion, to be for ever buried out of (jod's siglit : for I testify unto you, there is

Qo peace with God, no jiardon, no heaven for you in this state. There is
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but a step betwixt you and eternal destruction from the presence of the Lord,
If the brittle thread of life, which may be broke with a touch in a moment,
or ever you are aware, be broke while you arc in this state, you are ruined
for ever and without remedy. But come ye speedily to Jesus (Ihrist. He
hath cleansed as vile souls as yours. ' Confess your sins ;' and he will both
' forgive your sms, and cleanse you from all uurightcousness.' "

Bristol, August 17, 1757.

A LETTER
TO

THE REVEREND JOHN TAYLOR, D. D.

Hartlepool, July 3, 1759.

Reverend Sir,—I esteem you, as a person of uncommon .sense and
learning ; but your doctrine I cannot esteem : and, some time since, I

believed it to be my duty to speak my sentiments at large concerning

your doctrine of Original Sin, When Mr. Newton mentioned this, and
asked whether you designed to answer, you said you thought not ; for

it would only be a personal controversy between John Wesley and John
Taylor,—How gladly, if I durst, would I accept of this discharge ! But,

certainly, it is a controversy of the highest importance ; nay, of all

those things that concern our eternal peace. It is Christianity, or

Heathenism. For, take away the Scriptural doctrine of redemption,

justification, and the new birth, the beginning of sanctification; or, which

amounts to the same, explain them as you do,—and in what is Chris-

tianity better than Heathenism? Wherein (save in rectifying some
of our notions) has the religion of St. Paul any preeminence over that of

Socrates or Epictetus ? The point is, therefore, Are those things that

have been believed for so many ages, throughout the Christian world,

real, solid truths, or monkish dreams and vain imaginations ?

Either you or I mistake the whole of Christianity, from the beginning

to the end ! Either my scheme or yours is as contrary to the Scriptural,

as the Koran is. Is it mine or yours 1 Yours has gone through all

England, and made numerous converts. I attack it from end to end :

let all England judge whether it can be defended or not.

Earnestly praying that God may give you and me a right understand-

u)g in all ihings,

I am, Reverend Sir, your servant for Christ's sake,

John Wesley.

AN EXTRACT
OF

A LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. LAW.
OCCASIONED BV SOME OF HIS LATE WRITINGS.

Reverend Sir,—In matters of religion I regard no writings but the

inspired. Tauler, Behmen, and a whole army of Mystic authors, are

with me nothing to St. Paul. In every point I appeal " to the law and
the testimony," and value no authority but this.
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At a time when 1 was in great danger of not valuing this authority

enough, you made that important observation : " I see where your mis-

take lies. You would have a philosophical religion ; but there can be

no such thing. Religion is the most plain, simple thing in the world.

It is only, 'We love him, because he first loved us.' So far as you add

philosophy to religion, just so far you spoil it." This remark I have

never forgotten since ; and I trust in God J never shall.

But have not you 1 Permit me, sir, to speak plainly. Have you

ever thought of it since 1 Is there a writer in England who so continu-

ally blends philosophy with religion? even in tracts on " The Spirit of

Prayer," and " The Spirit of Love," wherein, from the titles of them,

one would expect to find no more of philosophy than in the Epistles of

St. John. Concerning which, give me leave to observe in general,

1. That the whole of it is utterly superfluous : a man may be full both

of prayer and love, and not know a word of this hypothesis. 2. The
whole of this hypothesis is unproved ; it is all precarious, all uncertain.

3. The whole hypothesis has a dangerous tendency. It naturally

leads men ofl' from plain, practical religion, and fills them with the

" knowledge" that " pufTeth np," instead of the " love" that " edifieth."

And, 4. It is often flatly contrary to Scripture, to reason, and to itself.

But over and above this superfluous, uncertain, dangerous, irrational,

and unscriptural philosophy, have not you lately grieved many who are

not strangers to the spirit of prayer or love, by advancing tenets in reli-

gion, some of which they think are imsupported by Scripture, some even
repugnant to \t1 Allow me, sir, first to touch upon your philosophy,

and then to speak freely concerning these.

I. As to your philosophy, the main of your theory respects, 1. Things
antecedent to the creation: 2. The creation itself: 3. Adam in para-

dise : 4. The fall of man.
I do not undertake formally to refute what you have asserted on any

of these heads. I dare not ; I cannot answer eitlier to God or man
such an employment of my time. I shall only give a sketch of this

strange system, and ask a few obvious questions.

And 1. Of things antecedent to the creation.
'^ " All that can be conceived is God, or nature, or creature." (Mr. Law's
words are enclosed all along in commas.) (i^ipirit of Prayer, part ii, p. 33.)

Is nature created, or not created 1 It must be one or the other ; for

there is no medium. If not created, is it not God ? If created, is it not

a creature ? How then can there be three, God, nature, and creature
;

since nature must coincide either with God or creature 1

" Nature is in itself a hungry, wrathful fire of life." (p. 34.)
" Nature is and can be only a desire. Desire is the very being of nature."

(Spirit of Love, part i, p. 20.)
" Nature is only a desire, because it is for the sake of something else.

Nature is only a torment ; because it cannot help itself to that which it

wants." (p. .34.)

"Nature is the outward manifestation of the invisible glories of God."
(Part li, p. 62.)

Is not the first of these definitions contradictory to all that precede?
If desire is the very being of nature ; if it is a torment, a hungry

wrathful fire ; how is it " the outward manifestation of the invisible

glories of God?"
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" Nature as vveL as God is antecedent to all creatures." (p. 59.)
" There is an eternal nature, as univerrfal and as unlimited as God." (p. 64.)

Is then nature God I Or are there two eternal, univensal, infinite

beings ?

" Nothing- is botbrc eternal nature but God." (Ih.)

" JVotliiiig but .'" Is any thing before that which is eternal ? But
how is this giand account of nature consistent with what you say else-

where ?

" Nature, and darkness, and self, arc but three different expressions for

one and the same thing." (p. 181.)
" Nature ha^ all evil and no evil in it." (p. 192.) Yea,
" Nature, self, or darluiess, has not only no evil in it, but is the only ground

of all good." {lb.)

O rare darkness ! ,

" Nature has seven chief properties, and can have neither more nor
less, because it is a birth from the Deity in nature." Is nature a birth

from the Deity in nature ? Is this sense? If it be, what kind of j)roof

is it I Is it not i<^notum per aque io;notum? [What is unknown by what
is equally unknown?] " For God is tri-une, and nature is tri-unc."

"JVaiwre is tri-une!^' Is not this flat begging the question? "And
hence arise properties, three and three." Nay, why not nine and nine?
" And that which brings these three and three into union is another pro-

perty." {Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 64.) Why so ? Why may it not be
two, or five, or nine ? Is it not rather the will and power of God ?

" The three first properties of nature are the Avholc essence of that

desire which is, and is called, nature." (p. 69.) How ? Are the pro-

perties of a thing the same as the essence of it ? What confusion is

this ! But if they were, can a part of its properties be the whole essence
of it?

" The three first properties of nature are attraction, resistance, and
whirling. In these three properties of the desire, you see the reason of

the three great laws of matter and motion, and need not be told that Sir

Isaac ploughed with Jacob Behmen's heifer." (p. 37.) Just as much
as Milton ploughed with Francis Quarles's heifer.

How does it appear, that these are any of the properties of nature,

if you mean by nature any thing distinct from matter? And how are

they the properties of desire ? What a jumbling of dissonant notions

is here

!

" The fourth property" (you afllrm, not prove) " is called fire

:

The fifth, the form of light and love." What do you mean by the form
of love ? Are light and love one and the same thing ? " The sixth,

sound or understanding." Are then sound and understanding the same
thing? "The seventh, a life of triumphing joy." (p. 58.) Is then a
life of triumphing joy, "that which brings the three and three properties

into union ?" If so, how can it be " the result of that union ?" Do these

things hang together?

To conclude this head: You say, "Attraction is an incessant working
of three contrary properties, drawing, resisting, and whirling." (p. 200.)

That is, in plain terms, (a discovery worthy of Jacob Behmen, and yet

not borrowed by Sir Isaac,) " Drawing is incessant drawing, resistance,

and whirling."
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2. Of the creation :

—

You put these words, with many more equally important, into the

mouth of God himself!

" Angels first inhabited the region which is now taken up by the sun and
the planets that move round him. It was then all a glassy sea, in which per-

petual scenes of liglit and glory wen; ever rising and changing in obedience to

their call. Hence they fyncied they had infinite power, and resolved to abjure

all submission to God. In that moment they were whirled down into their

own dark, tiery, working powers. And in that moment the glassy sea, by the

wrathful workings of tliese spirits, was broke in pieces, and became a chaos
of fire and wrath, thickness and darkness." {Spirit of Prayer, part i, p.

14, &c.)

I would inquire upon this,

(1.) Is it well for a man to take, such liberty with the most high God?
(2.) Is not this being immeasurabiy "wise above that which is writ-

ten ?" vviser than all the Prophets and all the Apostles put together 1

(3.) How can any thing of this be proved?—Why thus: '"Darkness
was upon the face of the deep.' What can this mean, but that the fall

of angels brought desolation into the very place of this world?" (Part ii,

p. 49.) Wliat a proof!

Secondly. "The Scripture shows, that the Spirit of God entering into

this darkness," that is, into the very place where Satan reigned before,

" brought forth a new world." (p. 50.)

Where does it show, that this darkness was the place where Satan

reigned ? I cannot find it in my Bible.

Thirdly. " How could the devil be called the prince of this world, if it was
not once his own kingdom ]" (lb.)

May he not be so called, because he iioio reigns therein? Is he not

now " the ruler of the darkness," or wickedness, " of this world ?"

Fourthly. " Had it not been their own kingdom, the devils could have no
power here. This may pass for a demonstration, that this is the very place

in which the angels fell." (p. 51.)

I doubt it will not pass. Cannot God permit Satan to exert his power
wherever it plcaseth him ?

Hitherto then we have not a grain of sound proof. Yet you pronounce
with all percmptoriness,

" The grounds of true religion cannot be truly known but by going so far

back as this fall of angels." (pp. 97, 38.)

Canuol ! Positively cunnut ! How few men in England, in Europe,

can or do go back so far ! And arc there iu)ne but these, no not one,

who knows the grounds of true religion ?

" It was their revolt which brought wrath and fire and thickness and dark-

ness into nature." {lb.)

If it was sin that brought fire into the world, (which is hard to prove,)

did it bring darkness, and thicknes.s too ? But if it did, what harm is there

in either? Is not thickness as good in its place as thinness? And as

to darkness, you say yourself, " It has not only no evil in it, but is the

only ground of all possible good."

Touching creation in general you aver,

—

" A creation out of nothing is no better sense than a creation into nothing."

(p. 90.)
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" A creation inlo nothing^^ is a contradiction in terms. Can you say

a creation out of nothing is so? It is indeed tautology; since the

single term creation is equivalent with production out of nothing.

" That all things were created out of nothing has not the least tittle of
Scripture to support it." (p. 55.)

Is it not supported (as all the Christian Church has tliought hitherto)

by the very first verse of Genesis ?

" Nay, it is a fiction big with the grossest absurdities. It is full of horrid

consequences. It separates every thing from God. It leaves no relation

between God and the creature. For" (mark the proof!) " if it is created out

of nothing, it cannot have something of God in it." (p. 58.)

The consequence is not clear. Till this is made good, can any of

those propositions be allowed ?

" Nature is the first birth of God." Did God create it or not? If

not, how came it out of him ? If he did, did he create it out of some-
thing, or nothing ?

" St. Paul says, All things arc of, or out of, God." And what does

this prove, but that God is the cause of all things 1

" The materiality of the angelic kingdom was spiritual." {Spirit of
Prayer, part ii, p. 27.) What is spiritual materiality? Is it not much
the same with immaterial materiality ?

" This spiritual materiality brought forth the heavenly flesh and blood

of angels." (lb. p. 57.) That angels have bodies, you affirm elsewhere.

But are you sure they have flesh and blood? Are not the angels spirits?

And surely a spirit hath not flesh and blood.

" The whole glassy sea was a mirror of beauteous forms, colours, and
sounds, perpetually springing up, having also fruits and vegetables, but not
gross, as the fruits of the world. This was continually bringing forth new
figures of life ; not animals, but ideal forms of the endless divisibility of life."

(Part i, pp. 18, 19.)

This likewise is put into the mouth of God. But is nonsense from

the Most High?
What less is " a mirror of beauteous sounds ?" And what are

" figures of life ?" Are they alive or dead, or between both, as a man
may be between sleeping and waking ? What are " ideal forms of the

endless divisibility of life ?" Are they the same Avith those forms of

stones, one of which Maraton took up (while he was seeking Yaratilda)

to throw at the form of a Hon? (See the Spectator.)

" The glassy sea being become thick and dark, the spirit converted its fire

and wrath into sun and stars, its dross and darkness into earth, its mobility

into air, its moisture into water." (Part ii, p. 29.)

Was wrath converted into sun or stars, or a little of it bestowed on
both? How was darkness turned hito earth, or mobility into air? Has
not fire more mobility than this ? Did there need omnipotence, to con-

vert fire into fire, into the sun, or moisture into water ?

'1 Darkness was absolutely unknown to the angels till they fell.

Hence it appears, that darkness is the ground of the materiality of na-

ture." (p. 33.) Appears—to whom? Nothing appears to me, but the

proving ignotum per ignotius, [what is unknown by what is more un-

known.]
" All life is a desire." {Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 198.) " Every dc-

VoL. V. 43
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sire, as such, is and must be made up of contrariety. God's bringing a

sensible creature into existence is the bringing the power of desire into

a creaturely state." (lb.) Does not all this require a little more proof,

and not a little illustration ?

" Hard and soft, thick and thin, could have no existence, till nature

lost its first purity. And this is the one true origin of all the materiality

of this world. Else, nothing thick or hard could ever have been."

(Part i, p. 21.) Does not this call for much proof? since most people

believe God created matter, merely because so it seemed good in his

sight.

But you add a kind of proof. " How comes a flint to be so hard and
dark 1 It is because the meekness and fluidity of the light, air, and

water are not in it." (lb.) The meekness of light, and air, and toater !

What is that? Is air or water capable of virtue?

" The first property of nature is a constraining, attracting, and coagu-

lating power." (p. 24.) I wait the proof of this.

" God brought gross matter out of the sinful properties of nature, that

thereby the fallen angels might lose all their power over them." (p. 27.)

And have they lost all power over them 1 Is Satan no longer prince of

the power of the air?

" As all matter is owing to the first property of nature, which is an

astringing, compressing desire." (p. 28.) Stop here, sir. I totally

deny, that any unintelligent being is capable of any desire at all. And
yet this gross, capital mistake, runs through your whole theory.

" The fourth property is fire." (p. 49.) Where is the proof? "Which
changes the properties of nature into a heavenly state." (p. 48.) Proof

again ? " The conjunction of God and nature brings forth fire." This

needs the most proof of all.

"Every right kindled fire must give forth light." Why? "Because
the eternal fire is the effect of supernatural light." Nay, then light

should rather give forth fire.

"The fire of the soul and that of the body has but one nature." (p. 62.)

Can either Behmen or Spinosa prove this I

3. Of Adam in paradise.

" Paradise is a heavenly birth of life." {Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. 6.)

How does this definition explain the thing defined ?

" Adam had at first both a heavenly and an earthly body. Into the

latter was the spirit of this world breathed ; and in this spirit and body
did the heavenly spirit and body of Adam dwell." (p. 7.) So he had
originally two bodies and two souls I This will need abundance of

proof. " The spirit and body ol" this world was the medium through

which he was to have commerce with this world." The proof? " But
it was no more alive in him, than Satan and the serpent were alive in

him at his first creation. Good and evil were then only in his outward
body and in the outward world." What ! was there evil in the world,

and even in Adam, together with Satan and the serpent, at his first

creation ? " But they were kept unactive by the power of the heavenly

man within him." Did this case cover the earthly man, or the earthly

case the heavenly ?

But " he had power to choose, whether he would use his outward

body only as a means of opening the outward world to him ;" (so it was
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not quite unactivc neither ;)
" or of opening the bestial hfe in himself.

Till this was opened in him, nothing in this outward world, no more than

his own outward body," (so now it is unactive again,) "could act upon him,

make any impressions upon him, or raise any sensations in him; neither

had he any feehng of good or evil from it." (p. 9.) AH this being en-

tirely new, we must beg clear and full proof of it.

" God said to man at his creation, Rule thou over this imperfect,

perishing world, without partaking of its impure nature." (p. 21.) Was
not the world then at iirst perfect in its kind 1 Was it impure then ? Or
would it have perished if man had not sinned ? And are we sure that

God spake thus ?

" The end God proposed in the creation was the restoring all things

to their glorious state." (Spirit of Pray ey, part ii, p. 61.) " /ra the

creation!" Was not this rather the end which he proposed in the

redemption ?

" Adam was created to keep what is called the curse, covered and
overcome by Paradise. And as Paradise concealed and overcame all

the evil in the elements, so Adam's heavenly man concealed from him
all the evil of the earthly nature that was under it." (p. 62.) Can we
believe that there was any evil in man from the creation, if we believe

the Bible ?

" Our own good spirit is the very Spirit of God ; and yet not God,
but the Spirit of God kindled into a creaturely form." Is there any
meaning in these words ? And how are they consistent with those that

follow 1 " This spirit is so related to God, as my breath is to the air."

(p. 195.) Nay, if so, your spirit is God. For your breath is air.

" That Adam had at first the nature of an angel, is plain from hence,

that he was both male and female in one person. Now, this (the being

both male and female) is the very perfection of the angelic nature." (p. 65.)

Naturalists say that snails have this perfection. But who can prove

that angels have 1

You attempt to prove it thus :
"

' In the resurrection they neither

marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels.' Here we are

told, (1.) That the being male and female in one person is the very

nature of angels. (2.) That man shall be so too at the resurrection:

therefore he was so at first." (p. 66.)

Indeed, we are not told here, that angels are hermaphrodites. No,
nor any thing hke it. The whole passage is :

" They who are accounted

worthy to obtain that World, and the resurrection from the dead, neither

marry, nor are given in marriage ; neither can they die any more ; for

they are equal unto the angels," Luke xx, 35, 36 ; namely, (hot in

being male and female, but)" in this, that they " cannot die any more."

This is the indisputable meaning of the words. So this whole proof

vanishes into air.

You have one more thought, full as new as this :
" All earthly beasts

are but creaturely eruptions of the disorder that is broken out from the

fallen spiritual world. So earthly serpents arc but transitory out-births

of covetousness, envy, pride, and wrath." (Spii-it of Love, part ii,

p. 207.)

How shall we reconcile this with the Mosaic account? " And God
•said, Let the earth bring forth cattle, and creeping thing, and beast.
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And God made the beast of the earth ; and God saw that it was good,"

Gen. i, 24, 25. Does any thing here intimate that beasts or serpents

hterally crept out of the womb of sin? And what have serpents, in

particular, to do with covetousness, or, indeed, with envy, unless in

poetic fables 1

4. Of the fall of man.
" Adam had lost much of his perfection before Eve was taken out of

him. ' It is not good,' said God, ' that man should be alone.' This

shows that Adam had now made that not to be good, which God saw to

be good when he created him." {Spirit of Prayer, p. 74.) Nay, does

it show either more or less than this, that it was not conducive to the

wise ends God had in view, for man to remain single 1

" God then divided the human nature into a male and female creature:

otherwise man would have brought forth his own likeness out of him-

self, in the same manner as he had a birth from God. But Adam let

in an adulterous love of the world : by this his virginity was lost, and he

had no longer a power of bringing forth a birth from himself" (p. 75.)

We have no shadow of proof for all this.

" This state of inability is called his falling into a deep sleep." (p. 76.)

How does this agree with, " The Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall

upon Adam"?" Gen. ii, 21.

" God took his Eve out of him, as a lesser evil, to avoid a greater. For

it was a less folly to love the female part of lumseJf, than to love things lower

than himself." (p. 77.)

Who can extract this out ofthe words of Moses "? Who can reconcile

it with the words of our Lord ? " He who made them at the beginning"

(not a word of any previous fall) " made them male and female, and

said, For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and cleave

unto his wife," Matt, xix, 4, 5. Is here any intimation, that for a man
to love his wife is only less folly than to love the world 1 "A man ought

so to love his wife, even as Christ the Church." Is there any folly in

the love of Christ to the Church ?

" Marriage came in by Adam's falling from his first perfection."

(p. 88.) Doos this account do honour to that institution, any more than

that memorable saying of an eminent Mystic, "Marriage is but licensed

whoredom ?"

" Had Adam stood, no Eve would have been taken out of him. But

from Eve God raised that angelic man, whom Adam should have brought

forth without Eve, who is called the Second Adam, as being both male

and female." (p. 79.) Many things here want proof How does it

appear, (L) That Eve would not have been, had Adam stood ? (2.) That

had he stood, he would have brought forth the Second Adam without

Eve? (3.) That Christ was both male and female ? and, (4.) That he

was on this account called the Second Adam ?

" The Second Adam is now to do that which the first should have

done." (p. 84.) Is he to do no more than that? no more than a mere
creature should have done ? Then v hat need is there of his being any

more than a creature? What need of his being God?

" Our having from him a new heavenly flesh and blood, raised in us by his

spiritual jinwer, is the strongest proof that we should have been born of Adam
by the same spiritual power." (p. 85.)
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Had Adam then tlie very same spiritual power which Christ had ?

And would he, if he had stood, have transmitted to us the very same
benefit? Surely none that believes the Christian Revelation will aver
tliis in cool blood !

" From Adam's dosire turned toward tlie world, tiic earth gol a power of
giving forth an evil tree. It was ids will which opened a passaco for the evil
hid in the earth," (1 know not how it came there before Adam fell,) " to
bring forth a tree in its own hkeness. No sooner was it brought forth, tlian
God assured him that death was hid in it : a plain proof tiiat tins tree was
not from God, but from a power in the earth, wliicli could not show itself,

till Adam desired to taste something which was not paradisiacal." (p. 96.)

This is the marvellous in the highest degree, and affords many ques-
tions not very easy to be answered. But, waiving all these, can any
thing be more flatly contradictory to the Mosaic account 1 We read
there, " The Lord God formed man. And the Lord planted a garden.
And out of the ground made the Lord God every tree to grow that is

pleasant to the sight and good for food ; the tree of life also, and the

tree of knowledge of good and evil," Gen. ii, 7-9. Is it not here plainly

taught that this tree was from God? that, not the desire of Adam, but

the Lord God, made this tree to grow, as well as the tree of life? And
when was it that God gave him that solemn warning, " In the day that

thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die?" verse 17. Not as soon as
that tree was brought forth ; but when Adam was put into the garden.

" At first, all the natural properties of man's creaturely life were hid

in God, just as the natural qualities of darkness are hid till glorified by
the light." {S^)iril of Love, part ii, p. 181.) Nay, were they not suffi-

ciently hid by the heavenly man ? Need they be hid over and over ?

" But when man fell, all these properties broke forth, just as the dark-

ness, when it has lost the light, must show forth its own coldness, horror,

and other uncomfortable qualities." Exemplum placet! [A pretty

illustration!] But, are either coldness or horror natural qualities of

darkness? If so, they must be inseparable from it. But who will

affirm this ?

" Darkness, though contrary to light, is yet absolutely necessaiy to it.

Without this, no manifestation or visibility of light could possibly be."

This is absolutely new and surprising. But how is it to be proved?

Thus : " God dweileth in the light which no man can approach.

Therefore, light cannot be manifested to man but by darkness." (p. 189.)

Ah, poor consequence! Would not the same text just as well prove

transubstantiation ?

" Light and darkness do every thing, whether good or evil, that is done in

man. Light is all power, light is all things and nothing." (lb.)

I cannot conceive what ideas you affix to the terms light and dark-

7iess. But I forget. You except against ideas. Can you teach us to

think without them ?

Once more : You say, " Darkness is a positive thing, and has a

strength and substantiality in it." (p. 182.) I have scarce met with a

greater friend to darkness, except " the illuminated Jacob Behmen."
But, sir, have you not done him an irreparable injury ? I do not

mean by misrepresenting his sentiments
;
(though some of his profound

admirers are positive that you misunderstand and murder him through-
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out ;) but by dragging him out of his awful obscurity ; by pouring Hght

upon his venerable darkness. Men may admire the deepness of the

well, and the excellence of the water it contains : but if some officious

person puts a light into it, it will appear to be both very shallow and

very dirty.

I could not have borne to spend so many words on so egregious

trifles, but that they are mischievous trifles :

—

IIcE mtg(Z seria ducent

In mala,

[These trifles will lead to serious mischief.]

This is dreadfully apparent in your own case, (I woidd not speak, but

that I dare not refrain,) whom, notwithstanding your uncommon abilities,

they have led astray in things of the greatest importance. Bad philo-

sophy has, by insensible degrees, paved the way for bad divinity : in

consequence of this miserable hypothesis, you advance many things in

religion also, some of which are unsupported by Scripture, some even

repugnant to it.

II. Some of these I shall now mention with the utmost plainness, as

knowing for whom, and before whom, I speak.

And, 1. You deny the omnipotence of God.

You say : " As no seeing eye could be created unless there was,

antecedent to it, a natural visibility of things," (Why not 1 Why might

not visible things be created at the same instant with it?) "so no creature

could come into any natural life, unless such a state of nature was ante-

cedent to it." (p. 60.) "All that God does is, and must be, done in

and by the powers of nature." (p. 135.) What then did it avail that, as

you elsewhere say, God was before nature? He not only could not

then do all things, but he could do nothing till nature existed. But if

so, how came nature itself, this second eternal, to exist at all ?

" There cannot possibly be any other difference between created be-

ings, than arises from that out of which they were created." (p. 60.)

Why not 1 Who will stay the hand of the Almighty, or say unto him,

What doest thou 1

" No fruits or vegetables could have sprung up in the divided elements>

but because they are parts of that glassy sea, where angelical fruits grew
before." (Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. 19.)

But how came those fruits to grow before ? How came they to grow

in the glassy sea? Were they not produced out of nothing at first? If

not, God Avas not before nature. If they were, cannot he still produce

out of nothing whatsoever pleaseth him?

"All outward nature being fallen from heaven," (that we deny,)

"must, as well as it can, do and work as it did in heaven." (p. 20.) "-Ss

ivell as it can!'''' Wliat can it do without God, who upholdeth all things

by the word of his power? And what can it not do, if he pleaseth? Or,

rather, what cannot he do, with or without it ?

" Matter could not possibly bo, but from sin." (Spirit of Love, part i,

p. 23.) That is, in very plain terms, God could not have created matter

if Satan had not sinned !

" God could not create man with a soul and a body, unless there was such

a thing as nature antecedent to the creation of rnan." (p. 30.)

Why could not God do this? Because " body and spirit are not two
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separate things, but are only the inward and outward condition of one
and the same being. Every creature must have its own body, and can-

not be without it. For its body is that" (who would have thought it !)

" which makes it manifest to itself. It cannot know either that it is, or

what it is, but by its own body !" (p. 32.)
^Vhat a hoap of bold assertions is here to curb omnipotence ! And

not one of them has a tittle of proof, unless one can prove the other

!

But we have more still :
" The body of any creature has nothing of

its own, but is solely the outward manifestation of that which is inwardly
in the soul. Every animal has nothing in its outward form or shape
but that wliich is the form and growth of its spirit. As no number can
be any thing else but that Avhich the units contained in it make it to be,

so no body can be any thing else but the coagulation or sum total of

those properties of nature that are coagulated in it." (p. 33.)

Astonishing ! ^Vhat a discovery is this, that a body is only a curdled

spirit ! that our bodies are only the sum total of our spiritual properties !

and that the form of every man's body is only the form of his spirit made
visible !

" Every spirit manifests its own nature by that body wliich proceeds from
it as its own birth." (Part ii, p. 17.)

Does the body then grow out of the spirit, as the hair and nails grow
out of the body; and this in consequence of the "powers of nature,"

distinct from the power and will of God ?

To abridge God of his power, after creation, as well as before it, you
affirm, farther,

—

" This is an axiom that cannot be sliakcn, Nothing can rise higher than
its tirst created nature ; and therefore an angel at last must have been an
angel at first. Do you think it possible for an ox to be changed into a
rational philosopher ? Yet this is as possible as for one who has only by
creation the life of this world to be changed into an angel of heaven. The
life of this world can reach no farther than this world ; no omnipotence of
God can carry it farther : therefore, if man is to be an angel at last, he must
have been created an angel ; because no creature can possibly have any
other life, or higher degree of life, than that which his creation brought forth

in him." (Spirit of Prayer, partii, p. 81.)

I have quoted this passage at some length, that the sense of it may
appear beyond dispute. But what divinity ! and what reasoning to sup-

port it ! Can God raise nothing higher than its first created state ? Is it

not possible for him to change an ox or a stone into a rational philoso-

pher, or a child of Abraham ? to change a man or a worm into an angel

of heaven ? Poor omnipotence which cannot do this ! Whether he

will or no, is another question. But if he cannot do it, how can he be

said to do " whatsoever pleaseth him in heaven, and in earth, and in the

sea, and in all deep places ?"

Thus does your attachment to a miserable philosophy, lead you to

deny the almighty power of God.
2. It leads you, in the Second place, to deny his justice ; to abridge

this no less than his power.

This I may be permitted to consider more at large ; because, though

it was allowed by all the wiser Heathens of past ages, yet it is now one

main hinge on which the controversy between Chi-istianity and Deism
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turns. To convert a thousand Deists, therefore, by giving up tliis point,

with the doctrine of justification which is buih upon it, is little more than
it would be to convert as many Jews by allowing the Messiah is not yet
come. It is converting them by allowing all they contend for ; by
granting them the main point in question. Consequently, it is no other

than establishing Deism, while it pretends to overturn it.

1 would greatly wish, in weighing what you have advanced on this

head, to forget who speaks, and simply consider what is spoken. The
person I greatly reverence and love : the doctrine I utterly abhor ; as I

apprehend it to be totally subversive of the very essence of Christianity.

God himself hath declared, that, in consequence of his justice, he will,

in the great day of general retribution, " render to every man according
to his works, whether they be good or evil."

But man says, No :
" There is no righteous wrath or vindictive

justice in God." {Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 108.) If so, ye may go
on, ye children of the devil, in doing the works of your father. It is

written indeed, " The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all

ungodliness and unrighteousness :" but this is not literally to be taken

;

for, properly speaking, there is no such thing as the wrath of God

!

Fear not the bugbear of everlasting burnings. There is not only no
everlasting punishment, but no punishment at all ; no such thing in the

universe. It is a mere vulgar error

!

I should be extremely glad to prophesy these smooth things too, did

not a difficulty lie in the way. As nothing is more frequently or more
expressly declared in Scripture, than God's anger at sin, and his punish-
ing it both temporally and eternally, every assertion of this kind strikes

directly at the credit of the whole revelation. For if there be one false-

hood in the Bible, there may be a thousand ; neither can it proceed from
the God of truth. However, I \\\\\ weigh all your assertions. And may
the God of truth shine on both our hearts

!

I must premise, that I have no objection to the using the words wrath
(or anger) and justice as nearly synonymous ; seeing anger stands in

the same relation to justice, as love does to mercy; love and anger
being the passions (speaking after the manner of men) which correspond
with the dispositions of mercy and justice. Whoever therefore denies
God to be capable of wrath or anger, acts consistently in denying his

justice also.

You begin :
" (1.) No wrath (anger, vindictive justice) ever was or

ever will be in God. If a wrath of God were any where, it must be
every where." (Spirit of Prmjer, part i, p. 27.) So it is, as sure as

the just God is every where.
" (2.) Wrath and pain dwell only in the creatures." (p. 28.) Pain is

only in creatures. Of wrath, we arc to inquire farther.

" (3.) To say, God ever punished any creature out of wrath, is as
absurd as to say, He began the creation out of wralh." I conceive not.

It is not as absurd to say, " God is angry at the guilty," as to say, " God
is angry at the innocent." Now, it is certain, when God began the

creation of man, no guilty men were in being.
" (4.) He must always will that to his <reatures, which lie willed at

the creation of them." True ; and he willed, at the very creation of

men, " to reward every one as his work should be."
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" (5.) God is incapable of willing pain to any creature, because he is

nothing but goodness." (p. 29.) You mean, because iiis goodness
excludes justice. Nay, that is the very question.

" (6.) God can give nothing but happiness from himself because he
hath nothing else in himself." {Spirit of Love, part i, p. 3.) As if you
had said, " God can give nothing but inlinity from himself, because he
has nothing else in himself" It is certain he has not. lie is all infinity.

Yet that argument will not hold.

" (7.) God can no more begin to have any wrath after the creature is

fallen, than he could be infinite wrath and rage from all eternity." (Part

ii, p. 4.) No changing the terms. We have nothing to do with rage.

This properly means excessive anger. Setting this aside, I answer to

the argument, God was infinitely just from all eternity : in consequence
of which, his anger then began to show itself, when man had sinned.

" (8.) No wrath can be in God, urdess God was, trom all eternity, an
infinity of wrath." (p. 6.) That is, infinitely just. So he was and will

be to all eternity.

" (9.) There must either be no possibility of wrath, or no possibihty

of its having any bounds." (p. 7.) The divine justice cannot possibly

have any bounds. It is as unlimited as his power.

"(10.) Two things show the nature of wrath,—-a tempest and a raging

sore. The former is wrath in the elements ; the latter is wrath in the body.

Now, both these are a disorder ; but there is no disorder in God : therefore

there is no wrath in God." (p. 13.)

" A tempest is wrath in the elements ; a raging sore is wrath in the

body." It is not. Neither the body, the elements, nor any thing inani-

mate is capable of wrath. And when we say, " The sore looks angry,"

does any one dream this is to be taken literally? The pillars of the

argument, therefore, are rotten. Consequently, the superstructure falls

to the ground.

In vain would you prop it up by saying, " Wrath can have no other

nature in body than it has in spirit, because it can have no existence in

body, but what it has from spirit." (p. 15.) Nay, it can have no exist-

ence in body at all, as yourself affirm presently after. Yet you strangely

go on :
" There is but one wrath in all outward things, animate or

inanimate." Most true ; for all wrath is in animals ; things inanimate

are utterly incapable of it.

" There can be but one kind of wrath, because notliing can be wrathful

but spirit." (p. 18.)

Never then let us talk of wrathful elements, of wrathful tempests or

sores, again.

" (11.) Wrath and evil are but two words for the same thing." (/6.)

This is home ; but it cannot be granted without proof.

•''
(12.) God is as incapable of wrath, as of thickness, hardness, and dark-

ness ; because wratli can exist no where else but in tliickness, hardness, and
darkness." (p. 71.)

So far froni it, that wrath cannot exist in thickness or hardness at all.

For these are qualities of bodies; and "nothing can be wrathful but

spirit."

" (13.) Wrath cannot be in any creature, till it has lost its first per«

fection." (p. 72.) That remains to be proved.
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Thus far you have advanced arguments for your doctrine. You next

attempt to answer objections :

—

And to the objection, that Scripture speaks so frequently of the wrath

of God, you answer,

—

" (1.) All the wrath and vengeance that ever was in any creature, is to be
called and looked on as the wrath and vengeance of God."

I totally deny that proposition, and call for the proof of it.

" (2.) God works every thing in nature. Therefore all death, or rage, or

curse, wherever it is, must be said, in the language of Scripture, to be the

wrath or vengeance of God." (p. 55.)

I deny the consequence. The latter proposition does not follow from

the former. And indeed it is not true. All death, and rage, and curse,

is not in the language of Scripture termed the wrath and vengeance

of God.

" (3.) Because the devils have their life from God ; therefore, their cursed,

miserable, wrathful life is said to be the curse, and misery, and wrath of God
upon them." (p. 53.)

Neither can this be proved, that the devils having their life from God,
is the reason why they are said to be under his wrath. Nor does the

Scripture ever term their wrathful, miserable life, the wrath or misery

of God.

" (4.) Devils are his, as well as holy angels. Therefore all tlie wrath and
rage of the one must be as truly his wrath and rage burning iu them, as the

joy of the others is his joy." (p. 54.)

So it seems, the wrath of God in Scripture means no more or less

than the wrath of the devil ! However, this argument will not prove it.

The joy of saints (not of angels that I remember) is styled the joy of

their Lord, because he prepared it for them, and bestows it on them.
Does he prepare and bestow the rage of devUs upon them 1

" (5.) His wrath and his vengeance are no more in God, than what the
Psalmist calls his ice and his frost." (p. 74.)

There is nothing parallel in the case. We cannot take the latter

expression literally, without glaring absurdity; the former we may.
' " (6.) ' The earth trembled because he was wroth.' No wrath here but in

the elements."

Nay, if so, here was no wrath at all. For we are agreed, " Only
spirits can be wrathful."

(7.) One more text, usually cited against your opinion, you improve
into an argument for it :

"
' Avenge not yourselves, for vengeance is

mine.' This is a full proof that vengeance is not in God. If it was,
then it woidd belong to every child of God, or he could not ' be perfect

as his Father is perfect.' " (p. 76.)

Yes, he could in all his imitable perfections. But God has peculiarly

forbidden our imitating him in this. Vengeance, says he, is mine,

incoiinnunicably mine ; unless so far as he delegates it to those who
are in authority. This therefore clearly shows, that God executes
vengeance; though justice, not vengeance, is properly in Him.

Having now proved (as you suppose) that God has neither anger nor
justice, it remains only to show (which indeed follows by easy and
natural consequence) that he never did nor can punish.
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" To say, Adam's miserable state was a punislnnent inflicted upon liim by
God is an utter absurdity." (Spirit of Praijer, part i, p. 24.) " His sin had
not the least punishment of any kind inllicted upon it by God." (p. 26.)

This is flat and plain. But let us see how far this account agrees
with that which God himself hath given :

—

" Of the tree of knowledge of good and evil thou shalt not eat : in the day
thou eatest tlicreof thou shalt surely die," Gen. ii, 17. " And tlie serpent said
unto the woman. Ye shall not die," iii, 4. " And the woman being deceived,"
did eat; 1 Tim. ii, 14; " and gave unto her husband, and he did eat," Gen.
iii, 6. " And the Lord God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done
this, thou art cursed. Dust tliou shalt eat all the days of thy lite ;" verse 14

;

" and I will put enmity between thee and the woman," verse 15. " Unto
the woman he said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and" (that is, in)

"thy conception," verse 16. "And unto Adam he said. Because thou hast
eaten of the tree, cursed is the ground for thy sake : in sorrow slialt thou
eat of it all the days of thy life," verse 17. " Dust thou art, and unto dust
thou shalt return," verse 19.

Can any man read this and affirm, " God did not inflict the least

punishment, of any kind, either on Eve, or Adam, or the serpent 1"

With what eyes or understanding then must he read

!

But you say, " All that came on Adam was implied in what he chose
to himself." (p. 25.) It was. lie chose it to himself in the same sense
that he who robs chooses to be hanged. But this docs not at all prove,

that the death which one or the other suffers is no punishment.

You go on : " Fire and brimstone, or manna, rained on the earth, are only
one and the same love. It was the same love that preserved Noah, burned
up Sodom, and overwhelmed Pharaoh in the Red Sea." (Spirit of Love,
part ii, pp. 72, 78.)

Surely nothing can equal this, unless you add, (which indeed you
must do, to be consistent with yourself,) " It is one and the same love

which will say, ' Come, ye blessed,' and ' Depart, ye cursed, into ever-

lasting fire.'
"

You add :
" ' Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.' Here you have

God's own word for it, nothing but love chasteneth." (p. 81.) We
know his love chasteneth his children. Of these only God is speaking

here, as appears from the latter clause of the sentence. And yet we
cannot say even as to them, " It is nothing but his love." It is mercy
mixed with justice.

You cite one text more : " I have smitten you : yet have ye not

returned to me ;" Amos iv, 9 ; and say, " Now, how is it possible for

words to give stronger proof?" {lb.) Proof of what? Not that God
did not punish them ; but that " in the midst of wrath he remembered
mercy."
To these texts of Scripture (wide enough of the point) you subjoin:

" The doctrine of atonement made by Christ is the strongest demon-
stration, that the wrath to be atoned cannot be in God." (p. 85.) Who
talks o^ wralh to he atoned? "The wrath to be atoned" is neither

sense nor English, though it is a solecism you perpetually run into : (I

hope, not on purpose to puzzle the cause :) that the sin to be atoned

cannot be in God, we all allow ; but it does not affect the question.

Once more, to silence all contradiction at once, to stop the mouths of

all gainsayers, you say, " This (that there is no anger, no vindictive
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justice in God, no punishment at all inflicted by him) is openly asserted,

constantly affirmed and repeated, in the plainest letter of Scripture."

Whether this, or the very reverse is true, will appear from a few out of
numberless texts, which [ shall barely set down, without any comment,
and leave to your cool consideration.

You say, (1.) There is no vindictive, avenging, or punitive justice in

God. (2.) There is no wrath or anger in God. (3.) God inflicts no
punishment on any creature, neither in this world, nor that to come.
God says,

—

(1.) " The just Lord is in the midst of you," Zeph. iii, 5. " Justice and
judgment are the habitation of thy throne," Psalm Lxxxix, 14. " Wilt thou
condemn him that is most just?" Job xxxiv, 17. " He is excellent in power,
and in plenty of justice," xxxvii, 23. " Just and true are thy ways, O King
of saints," Rev. xv, 3. " Thou art just in all that is brought upon us," Neh.
ix, 33. " There is no God beside me, a just God and a Saviour," Isa. xlv, 21.
" Whom God hatli set forth, that lie might be just, and the justifier of him
that believeth in Jesus," Rom. iii, 25, 26.

(2.) " The Lord heard their words, and was wroth," Deut. i, 34. " Tiie

Lord was wroth with me for your sakes," iii, 26. " I was wrotli with my
people," Isa. xlvii, 6. " For liis covetousness I was wroth," Ivii, 17. " And
the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel," Numbers xxv, 3. " His
wrath is against them that forsake him," Ezra viii, 22. " Thou art very
wroth with us," Lam. v, 22. " Thou art wroth, for we have sinned," Isaiah

Ixiv, 5. " Who may stand in thy sight when thou art angry 1" Psa. Ixxvi, 7.
" I have mingled my drink with weeping, because of thine indignation and
thy wrath," cii, 9, 10. " In my wratli I smote thee," Isaiah Ix, 10. " He
hath visited in his anger," Job xxxv, 15. " God distributeth sorrows in his

anger," xxi, 17. " 1 have seen affliction by the rod of his wrath," Lam. iii, 1.

" I sware in my wrath, they shall not enter into my rest," Psalm xcv, 11.
" He casteth upon them the fierceness of his anger, wrath, and indignation.

He made a way to his anger ; he spared not their soul from death," Ixxviii,

49, .^0. " At his wrath the earth shall tremble," Jer. x, 10. " The land is

desolate because of his anger," xxv, 38. " By his anger they are consumed,"
Job iv, 9. " Tlie Lord shall swallow them up in his wrath, and the fire shall

devour them," Psalm xxi, 9. " The Lord turned not from his wrath,"
2 Kings xxiii, 26. " For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand
is stretched out still," Isaiah v, 25. " The Lord is slow to anger, and of
great kindness ; he will not always chide, neither keepeth he his anger for

ever," Psa. ciii, 8, 9. " The Lord turned from the fierceness of his anger,"
Joshua vii, 26. " In wrath remember mercy," Ilab. iii, 2. " Though thou
wast angry, thine anger is turned away," Isa. xii, 1. " Many a time turned
he his anger away," Psa. Ixxviii, 38.

(3.) " I will punish tlie world for their evil, and the wicked for their ini-

quity," Isa. xiii, 11. " Behold, the Lord cometh to punish the inhabitants

of the earth for their iniquity," xxvi, 21. " Is not destruction to the wicked,
and a strange punishment to the workers of iniquity ?" Job xxxi, 3. " I will

punish you according to the fruit of your doings," Jer. xxi, 14. " I will

punish you for all your iniquities," Amos iii, 2. " If ye will not hearken
unto me, then I will punish you seven times more for your sins," Lev. xxvi, 18.
" I will punish all that oppress them," Jer. .\xx, 20.

Now, which am I to believe 1 God or man ?

Your miserable philosophy leads you, in the Third place, totally to

deny the Scripture doctrine of justitication. Indeed, you do not appear
to have the least conception of the matter ; no, not even to know what
the term justification means. Accordingly, you aflirm,

—

" Salvation, which all divines agree includes both justification and sancti.
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fication, is nothing else but to be made like Christ." (Spirit of Prayer,
part i, p. 53.)

" Rcnreneration is the whole of man's salvation." (Part ii, p. 37.)
" Redemption is notliing else but tlie life of God in the soul." (Part i, p. 79.)
" The one only work of Christ as your Redeemer is to raise into life the

Bmothered spark of heaven in you." (Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 4o.)
" He is our atonement and reconciliation with God, because by him we

are set again in our first state of holiness." (Part i, p. 10.)

" The atonement of the divine Avrath or justice," (a mere solecism,

on which your whole reasoning for several pages is built,) " and the

extinguishing of sin in the creature, are only different expressions of the

same tiling." (Part ii, p. 86.) Nay, the former is an expression of

nothing : it is flat nonsense.

" All that Christ does as an atonement, has no other operation but that of

renewing the fallen nature of man." (p. 106.)

Here are seven peremptory assertions. But till they are fully proved

I cannot give up my Bible.

But you grow bolder and bolder, and say, " The satisfaction of Christ

is represented in all our systems of divinity, as a satisfaction made to

God ; and the suflerings and death of Christ, as that which could only

avail with God to have mercy on man. Nay, what is still worse, if

possible, the groimd, and nature, and effi^'acy of this great transaction

between God and man is often explained by debtor and creditor ; man
as having contracted a debt with God, which he could not pay, and God
as having a right to insist upon the payment of it." (p. 91.)

" There is no \vrath in God, no fictitious atonement, no folly of debtor and
creditor." (p. 131.)

" fVhat is still icorse, if possible ! Folly of debtor and creditor!"

Surely I would not have spoken thus, unless I had been above the Son
of God.

" After this manner pray j^e, Forgive us our debts as we forgive our

debtors," Matt, vi, 0, 12. " And Jesus said. There was a certain creditor

which had two debtors," Luke vii, 41. " The kingdom of heaven is likened

to a king who would take account of his servants. And one was brought unto

him who owed him ten thousand talents. But forasmuch as he had not to

pay, his lord commanded him to be sold, and all that he had. The servant

fell down, saying. Lord, have patience with me. And his lord was moved
with compassion, and forgave him the debt." Yet, afterward, on his unmer-

cifulness to his fellow servant, he retracted that forgiveness ; " and delivered

him to the tormentors, till he should pay all that was due unto him. So like-

wise shall my heavenly Father do unto you also, if ye from your heart forgive

not every one his brother their trespasses," Matt, xviii, 23, &c.

Is not man here represented as having contracted a debt with God
which he cannot pay ? and God as having, nevertheless, a right to insist

upon the payment of it 1 and a right, if he hath not to pay, of delivering

him to the tormentors ? And is it not expressly asserted that God will,

in some cases, claim this right, and use it to the uttermost? Upon
whom, then, lights this imputation of folly, and of" what is still worse?"
" Lord, lay not this sin to their charge ! Forgive them, for they know
not what they do."

But if the Son of God did not die to atone for our sins, what did he

die for ?
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You answer :
" He died,

" (1.) To extinguish our own hell within us." (Spirit of Prayer, part

ii, p. 159.)

Nay, the Scripture represents this, not as the first, but the second,

end of his death.

" (2.) To show that he was above the world, death, hell, and Satan."

(pp. 130, 131.)

Where is it written that he died for this end 1 Could he not have done

this without dying at all ?

" (3.) His death was the only possible way of overcoming all the evil that

was in fallen man." (p. 129.)

This is true, supposing he atoned for our sins. But if this supposi-

tion be not made, his death was not the only possible way whereby the

Almighty coidd have overcome all things.

" (4.) Through this he got power to give the same victory to all his bre-

thren of the human race." (p. 132.)

Had he not this power before 1 Otherwise, how was he O wv. He that

is ; " God over all, blessed for ever ?"

If Christ died for no other ends than these, what need was there of

his being more than a creature 1

As you seem never to have employed your thoughts on justification

or redemption, in the Scripture sense, I beg leave to subjoin a plain ac-

count thereof, wrote by a woman of the last century :—(Annae Marise a

Schurman EuxXvjpia, pars ii, p. 118, &c.)

" (1.) Christ hath acquired for us a right to eternal life by his satisfaction

and merits alone. Neither our repentance nor amendment can be any satis-

faction for sin. It is only ' through his blood that we have redemption,'

Ephesians i, 7. This alone ' cleanseth us from all sin,' 1 John i, 7. And
herein ' was the love of God manifested toward us, that he sent his Son to

be the propitiation for our sins,' 1 John iv, 9, 10. So was the Lord ' our

righteousness,' Jer. xxiii, 6 : without which we could not have been justified.

As man owed his Creator the perfect obedience ofhis whole life, or a punish-

ment proportioned to his transgression, it was impossible he could satisfy

him by a partial and imperfect obedience. Neither could he merit any thing

from Him to whom he owed all things. There was need therefore of a

Mediator who could repair the innnense wrong he had done to the Divine

Majesty, satisfy the Supreme Judge, who had pronounced the sentence of

death against the transgressors of his law, suffer in the place of his people,

and merit for tliem pardon, holiness, and glory. Accordingly, ho ' gave him-

self a ransom for all,' 1 Tim. ii, 0; ;iiid 'by himself purged our sins,' Heb.

i, 3. ' He loved us, and gave himself for us, an offering and a sacrifice to

God,' Eph. V, 2. So we read, God ' raised him from the dead ; who was
delivered for our offences, and raised again for our justification :' because our

Surety's being discharged by the will and act of the Judge himself, is a full

proof that he has paid our whole debt.

"(2.) Nor is there anymore sure way to the imitation of Christ, than

faith in Christ crucified, in Him ' wlio sutlbred for us, leaving us an example,'

that wo might tread in his steps ; who ' died for us, while we were yet ene-

mies,* that we might be 'justified by his blood,' Rom. v, 9. Yet it is true,

this doctrine finds no place in those who are proud of heart, who love their

own reasonings, and have no taste for ' tlie sincere milk of the word.' But

it is precious to them who feel the weight of their sins, who know they ' are

by nature children of wrath,' and, at the same time, utterly incapable either of
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paying the debt, of rising from the death of sin, of conquering themselves,

the world, and the devil, or of meriting eternal life.

*' (3.) The origin and cause of our redemption is, the ineffable love of God
the Father, who willed to redeem us by the blood of iiis own Hon ;—the grace

of the Son, who freely took our curse upon him, and imparts his blessing and
merits to us ;—and the Holy Spirit, who connnunicates the love of the Father

and the grace of the Son to our hearts.

" When we speak of this, and of the satisfaction of Christ, we speak of

the inmost mystery of the Christian faith. Therefore all the inventions of

men ought now to be kept at the utmost distance ; nor can any thing certain

be established, without the express authority of Scripture. And herein is

offered first to our consideration, the only-begotten Son of God, as the Head
of the redeemed, the righteous Servant of (xod, who by the knowledge of him-

self ' shall justify manyl' Isaiah liii, 11. Him God hath constituted the ' surety

of that better covenant,' Heb. vii, 22,—the covenant of grace. And how
clearly is his execution of this office described in the fifty-third chapter of

Isaiah ! where the prophet describes him as ' bearing our griefs,' or sins, ' and

carrying our sorrows.' (Verse 4.) ' All we,' says he, ' like sheep, have gone
astray ; we have turned every one to his own way ; and the Lord hatli laid

on him the iniquity of us all.' (Verse 6.) All mankind have forsaken God, and
placed their own will upon his throne, and so were liable to the highest

punishment, when the Mediator voluntarily interposed himself between them
and the just Judge. And the incomprehensible love of God, that he might
spare them, ' spared not his own Son.' This is shown in those words : 'The
Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.' It was on this account that

' He was oppressed and afflicted, and brought as a lamb to the slaughter,'

(verse 7 ;) while God ' made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin, tliat we
might be made the righteousness of God in him,' 2 Cor. v, 21. This is ex-

pressed in the ninth and tenth verses :
' He had done no violence, nor was

any deceit in his mouth. Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him,' when he
' made his soul an offering for sin.' How exactly do his own words agree

with these :
' I am the good Shepherd, and I lay down my life for the sheep !'

John X, 14, 15. For them ' was he taken from prison and from judgment,

and cut off out of the land of the living,' Isa. liii, 8. How doth God herein
* commend his love toward' us, in ' delivering up his own Son to die for us !'

Yea, God ' was pleased with bruising him,' when, clothed with our flesh, and
bearing our sins, he manifested to angels and men his infinite love of divine

justice, till, being * made obedient imto death, even the death ofthe cross,' he

satisfied its utmost demand.
" It was then God ' was pleased to bruise him,' when ' he made his soul

an offering for sin.' He then appeared before the Judge of all, under ' the

likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin,' as the Apostle speaks. And therefore

God was pleased ' to condemn sin in the flesh,' Rom. viii, 3, 4 ; to ' bruise

him' who sustained the person of sinners. But this was only the prelude of

a glorious victory. Therefore, the prophet adds :
' He shall see his seed, he

shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in his hand,'

Isa. liii, 10. After repeating (verse 11) the sum of all, ' He shall bear their

iniquities,' he subjoins the cause of his reward :
' Because he poured out his

soul unto death, and was numbered with the transgressors ; for he bore the

sin of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.' (Verse 12.)
" The fifth verse, of which I have not yet spoken, renders this great truth

still more evident :
' He was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised

for our iniquities : the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and by his

stripes we are healed.' He loved his own body less than his mystical body,

the Church, and therefore gave the former for the latter, ' to redeem and
purchase it with his own blood,' by paying himself as a ransom for it. Here-
by ' nailing the handwriting which was against us to his cross, he took it out

of the way,' and so became ' our peace.'
" (4.) From all which it appears, that Christ was not only a pattern, but,
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lirst and principally, the surety of the new covenant, yea, a sacrifice and a

victim for the sins of his people ;
« whom God hath set forth to be a propitia-

tion through faith in his blood,' Rom. iii, 25. And that precious sacrifice

offered on the cross is the veiy centre and marrow of the Gospel. To that

one offering whereby our great High Priest • hath perfected for ever them
that are sanctified,' Heb. x, 14, all the ancient sacrifices referred, as well as
niiinberless other types and figures. ' All these,' says the Apostle, were
shadows of things to come ; but the body is Christ,' Col. ii, 17. Ho it was,
who, ' not by the blood of bulls and goats, but by his own blood, entered into

the holiest, having obtained eternal redemption for us,' Heb. ix, 12. In con-
sequence of this we are accepted, ' through the offering of the body of Christ
once for all,' x, 10. In all the ancient types and figures, 'without shedding
of blood there was no remission ;' which was intended to show, there never
could be any without the blood of the great Antitype ; without that grand
propitiatory sacrifice, which (like the figure of it) was to be offered ' without
the gate.'

"Indeed, the whole worship of the Old Testament teaches nothing else

but the satisfaction made by the blood of Christ, and our reconciliation with
God thereby : hence he is styled, ' The Lamb of God that taketh away the
sin of the world ;' with a view to the paschal lamb, and the other lambs that

were offered in sacrifice : on which account the inhabitants of heaven like-

wise ' give glory, and sing a new song, because he hath redeemed' them
' unto God by his blood, out of every tribe, and tongue, and people, and
nation,' Rev. v, 9.

" (5.) To this might be added the nimierous figures that occur in the lives

of the old patriarchs, prophets, and kings. But it may suffice to add to the

preceding only two testimonies more of the manner of our redemption by a
proper sacrifice ; the one that of St. Paul,—' Christ hath delivered us from
the curse of the law, being made a curse for us ; as it is written, Cursed
is every one that hangeth on a tree," Gal. iii, 13 ; the other of St. Peter,

—

' Who himself bore our sins in his own body on the tree,' 1 Peter ii, 24.

From all this abundantly appears the substitution of the Messiah in the place

of his people, thereby atoning for their sins, and restoring them to the favour

of God.
*' These are the points which are so vehemently opposed by Socinus and

his followers, who rob Christ of the principal part of his priestly office, and
leave him only that of interceding for us by prayer ; as if any intercession

were worthy of Christ, which had not his full satisfaction and propitiatory

sacrifice for its foundation. Indeed these cannot be put asunder, as suffi-

ciently appears from the words cited before,— ' He bore the sin of many,
and made intercession for the transgressors ;' where the Holy Ghost closely

joins his intercession with his satisfaction made by sacrifice. These and a
thousand other solid arguments that might be advanced in proof of this fimda-

mental doctrine, overturn all the cavils that flow from corrupt reason, which
indeed are weak and thin as a spider's web."

I have dwelt the longer on this head, because of its inexpressible

moment. For whether or no the doctrine of justification by faith be,

as all Protestants thought at the time of the reformation, artictilus

staniis vel cadenlis Ecclesicc, " a doctrine without which there can be no
Christian Church ;" most certainly there can be none where the whole
notion of justification is ridiculed and exploded, unless it be such a
Church as includes, according to your account, every child of man, of
which, consequently, Turks, Deists, and Pagans are as real members
as the most ])ious Christian under the sun. 1 cannot but observe, that

this is the very essence of Deism ; no serious Infidel need contend for

more. I woidd Ihcreforc no more set one of this opinion to convert

Deists, than I would set a Turk to convert Mohammedans.
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4. As every one that is justified is born of God, I am naturally led to

consider, in the next place, (so far as it is dehvered in the tracts now
before us,) your doctrine of the new birth.

" In the day that Adam ate of the tree, he died ; that is, his heavenly
spirit, with its heavenly body, were extinguished. To make that heaven-
ly spirit and body to be alive again in man, this is regeneration." {Spirit

vf Praijer, part i, p. 9.) O no ; this is not ; nor any thing like it. This
is the unscriptural dream of Behmen's heated imagination.

" See the true reason why only the Son of God could be our Redeemer.
It is because he alone could be able to bring to life again that celestial spirit

and body which had died in Adam." (Ih.)

Not so ; but he alone could be our Redeemer, because he alone

"by that one oblation of himself once offered," could make "a sufficient

sacrifice and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world."
" See also why a man must ' be born again of water and of the Spirit.'

He must be born again of the Spirit, because Adam's heavenly spirit

was lost." {lb.) Nay, but because Adam had lost the inward image
of God, wherein he was created. And no less than the Almighty Spirit

of God could renew that image in his soul.

" He must be born of water, because that heavenly body which Adam lost

was formed out ofthe heavenly materiality, which is called water." (lb.)

Vain philosophy ! The plain meaning of the expression, " Except a
man be born of water," is neither more nor less than this, " Except he
be baptized." And the plain reason why he ought to be thus born of

water is, because God hath appointed it. He hath appointed it as an
outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace, which grace

is, " a death unto sin, and a new birth unto righteousness."
" The necessity of our regaining our first heavenly body is the neces-

sity" (I presume yon mean, the ground of the necessity) "of our eating

the body and blood of Christ." (p. 10.)

Neither can I believe this, till I find it in the Bible. I am there

taught to believe, that our " spiritually receiving the body and blood of

Christ," which is most eminently done in the Lord's Supper, is neces-

sary to " strengthen and refresh our souls, as our bodies are by the

bread and wine."

" The necessity of havmg again our first heavenly spirit is shown by the

necessity of our being baptized with the Holy Ghost !" (lb.)

No. That we " must be baptized with the Holy Ghost," implies this

and no more, that we cannot be " renewed in righteousness and true

holiness" any otherwise than by being overshadowed, quickened, and
animated by that blessed Spirit.

" Our fall is nothing else but the falling of our soul from its heavenly body
and spirit, into a bestial body and spirit. Our redemption" (you mean, our
new birth) " is nothing else but the regaining our first angelic spirit and
body." (lb.)

What an account is here of the Christian redemption ! How would
Dr. Tindal have smiled at this ! Where you say, " Redemption is

nothing else but the life of God in the soul," you allow an essential part

of it. But here you allow it to be nothing else but that which is no part

of it at all ; nothing else but a whim, a madman's dream, a chimera, a

mere non entity I

Vol. V. 44 >
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" This," (angelic spirit and body,) " in Scripture, is called our ' new' or

' inward man.' " (lb.)

The " inward man" in Scripture means one thing, the " new man"
another. The former means, the mind, opposed to the body: "Though
our outward man," our body, " perish, yet the inward man," the mind or

soul, "is renewed day by day," 2 Cor. iv, 16. The latter means, uni-

versal holiness: " Put off the old man, which is corrupt ; and put on the

new man, which, after God, is created in righteousness and true holi-

ness," Eph. iv, 22, 24. But neither does the one nor the other ever

mean " this angelic spirit and body."

You yourself know better what the new birth is. You describe

it better, though still with amazing queerness of language, where you

say,

—

"Man hath the light and water of an outward nature to quench the wrath
of his own life, and the light and meekness of Christ, as a seed born in hnn,

to bring forth anew the image of God."

But it is not strange, that you speak so confusedly and darkly, as you
generally do, of the new birth, seeing you seem to have no conception

of that faith whereby we are born again.

This abundantly appears from your frank declaration, "We are neither

saved by faith nor by works." {Spirit of Prayer, part ii, p. 36.) Flatly

contrary to the declaration of St. Paul, "By grace we are saved through

faith."

To put the matter out of dispute, you declare that you mean by faith,

" a desire to be one with Christ." (Part i, p. 50.)

Again: "The desire of turning to God is the coming of Christ into the

soul. This faith will save thee." (p. 76.)

So, in your judgment, saving faith is, " a desire of coming to God, or

of being one with Christ." I know the contrary from experience. I

had this desire many years before I even knew what saving faith was.

Faith is so far from being only this desire, that it is no desire at all.

It differs from all desire toto genere, [wholly,] although doubtless all

good desires accompany it. It is, according to St. Paul, an s'ksP)(^ag, an
" evidence" or " conviction" (which is totally different from a desire)

" of things not seen," a supernatural, a divine evidence and conviction

of the things which God hath revealed in his word ; of this in particular,

that the Son of God hath loved me and given himself for me. Whoso-
ever hath this faith is born of God. Whosoever thus believeth is saved;

and if he endure therein to the end, shall be saved everlastingly.

The process of this work in the soul, of the present salvation which
is through faith, you likewise describe confusedly and obscurely. The
sum of what you say is this :

—

" The painful sense of what you are, kindled into a working state of sen-
sibility by the light of God, is the light and fire from whence the spirit of
prayer proceeds. In its lirst kindling, nothing is found but pain, wrath, and
darkness : And therefore its first prayer is all humility." (Part ii, p. 172.)

Would it not be more intelligible if one had said, " The convincing

Spirit of God gives you to sec and feel that you are a poor undone,
guilty, helpless sinner : at the same time, he incites you to cry for help

to Him who is 'mighty to save.'" This is true. But it is not true, that,
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in the first kindling of this fire, in plain terms, during the first convic-

tions, " nothing is found but pain, wrath, and darkness." Very often

there are found, even in the first conviction, sweet gleams of light,

touches of joy, of hope, and of love, mixed with sorrow and fear. Much
less is it true, that the first prayer of an awakening sinner is all humility.

(76.) On the contrary, a sinner newly awakened has always more or

less confidence in himself, in what he is, or has, or does, and will do

;

which is not humility, but downright pride. And this mingles itself with

all his prayer, till the day-star is just rising in his heart.

You add :
" This prayer is met by the divine love, and changed into

hymns, and songs, and thanksgivings." {lb.) It is so, when, "being

justified by faith, we have peace with God through our I^ord Jesus

Christ." " This state of fervour melts away all earthly passions and
affections, and leaves no inclination in the soul, but to delight in God
alone." {lb.) It is certain, this is the genuine effect of " the love of

God shed abroad in the heart ;" which expression of St. Paul, I suppose,

means the same with "this state of fervour." " Then its prayer changes

again, and continually stands in fulness of faith, in purity of love, in

absolute resignation to do and be what and how his Beloved pleaseth.

This is the last state of the spirit of prayer, and is our highest union

with God in this life." (p. 173.)

Assuredly it is : fulness of faith, beholding, with open face, the glory

of the Lord ;
purity of love, free from all mixture of its contrary, yield-

ing the whole heart to God ; absolute resignation, excluding every

degree of self will, sacrificing every thought, word, and work to God.

But do we change directly, from our first love, into the highest union

with God ? Surely not. There is an intermediate state between that of
" babes in Christ," and that of fathers. You yourself are very sensible

there is, although you here speak as if there were not.

You go on : " People who have long dwelt in this fervour are frighted

when coldness seizes upon them ;" (p. 174 ;) that is, when they lose it,

when their love grows cold. And certainly, well they may, if this fer-

vour was to bring them to "fulness of faith, purity of love, and absolute

resignation." Well they may be affrighted, if that fervour be lost before

" it has done its work."

Indeed, they might be affrighted when it is not lost, if that Avhich fol-

lows be true : " Fervour is good, and ought to be loved ; but distress

and coldness are better. It brings the soul nearer to God than the

fervour did." (pp. 175, 176.)

The fervour, you said, brought the soul to " its highest union with

God in this life." Can coldness do more ? Can it bring us to a union

higher than the highest ?

To explain this, you say, " The fervour made the soul delight in God.

But it was too much an own delight. It was a fancied self holiness,

and occasioned rest and satisfaction in itself, in a spiritual self." (p. 175.)

Either fervour does bring us to purity of love, and absolute resignation,

or not. To say. It does not, contradicts what you said before : to say

it does, contradicts what you say now. For if it does, we cannot say,

" Coldness does the work which fervour did in a higher degree."

I should not insist so long on these glaring inconsistencies, were not

the doctrine you are here labouring to support absolutely inconsistent
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with that of St. Paul, and naturally productive of the most fatal conse-

quences. St. Paul asserts, the present kingdom of God in the soul is

" righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost." He continu-

ally teaches, that these, which God hath joined, man ought not to put

asunder; that peace and joy should never be separated from righteous-

ness, being the divine means both of preserving and increasing it ; and
that we may, yea, ought, to rejoice evermore, till the God of peace
sanctities us wholly. But if these things are so, then " distress and
coldness are" not " better" than fervent love, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

Again : the doctrine, that it is better and more profitable for the soul

to lose its sense of the love of God than to keep it, is not only unscrip-

tural, but naturally attended with the most fatal consequences. It

directly tends to obstruct, if not destroy, the work of God in the heart,

by causing men to bless themselves in those ways which damp the

fervour of their affections ; and to imagine they are considerably ad-

vanced in grace, when they have grieved, yea, quenched, the Spirit.

Nay, but let all who now feel the love of God in their hearts, and " walk
in the light as he is in the light," labour, by every possible means, to

" keep themselves in the love of God." Let them be ever " fervent in

spirit ;" let them " rejoice evermore," and stir up the gift of God which
is in them. And if, at any time, " coldness seizes upon them," let them
be assured, they have grieved the Spirit of God. Let them be affrighted;

let them fear lest they sink lower and lower
;
yea, into total deadness

and hardness of heart. At the peril of their souls, let them not rest in

darkness, but examine themselves, search out their spirits, cry vehe-

mently to God, and not cease till he restores the light of his counte-

nance.

5. If this doctrine of the profitableness of coldness above fervour

directly tends to make believers easy, while they are sliding back into

unbelief, you have another which tends as directly to make them easy

who never believed at all, I mean, that of Christ in every man. What
you advance on this head, I desire ne.\t to consider, as the importance

of it requires.

"The birth of Christ is already begun in every one. Jesus is already v/ith-

in thee, (whoever thou art,) living, stirring, calling, knocking at the door of
thy heart." (Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. .55.)

" Every man has Christ in his spirit, lying there as in a slate of insensi-

bility and death." (Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 34.)

But he is living, for all that. And though " in a state of insensibili-

ty," he is " stirring, culling, knocking at the door of the heart !"

" Something of heaven" (you use this phrase as equivalent with Christ)
" lies, in every soul, in a state of inactivity and death." (p. 35.)

" All the holy nature, tempers, ajid Spirit of Christ lie hid as a seed in

thy soul." (Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. 68.)

But arc they active or inactive? living and stirring, or in a state of

insensibihty and death ?

" Thou art poor, and blind, and naked, and miserable, while all the peace
and joy of God are within thee." (p. 74.)

This is most wonderful of all ! Are these within him who is " dead in

sin," who is a " stranger to all that is holy and heavenly ?" If they are,

how can he be miserable, who has " all the peace and joy of God within
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him?" Will you say, "Thev are in liini, but he does not feel them?"

Nay, then, they are not in him. 1 ha\e j)eaeo in me no longer than I

feel peaee ; I feel joy, or 1 have it not.

" See here the extent of tlic Catholic Church of Clirist ! It takes in all

the world." (p. 56.)

So Jews, Mohammedans, Deists, Heathens, are all members of the

Church of Christ ! Should we not add devils too, seeing these also

are to dwell with us in heaven ?

" Poor sinner, Christ dwelleth in the centre, the fund or bottom, of tliy

soul." (p. 59.)

What is this ? What is either the centre, the top, or bottom of a spirit?

" When Adam fell, thi.s centre of his soul became a prisoner in an earthly

animal. But from the moment God spoke Clirist into Adam, all the trea-

sures of the divine nature, the light and Spirit of God, came again into man,
into the centre of his soul." (p. 60.)

I cannot find in the Bible when that was, when " God spoke Christ

into Adam."
We come now to the proofs of these strong assertions :—

r

And, (1.) " No faith could ever begin, unless every man had Christ in

hina." (Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 34.)

This proposition needs just as much proof itself, as that which it is

brought to prove. •

(2.) " Unless the remains of the perfect love of God were in every man,
it would be impossible he should ever love God at all." (p. 38.)

Why so? Cannot God give his love this moment to one who never
loved him before ?

(3.) " Unless Christ was hidden in the soul, there could not be the least

beginning of man's salvation. For what could begin to desire heaven, unless
something of heaven was hid in the soul !" (p. 35.)

What could ? Why, any soul which had nothing but hell in it before,

tlie moment grace was infused from above.

(4.) "The Ten Commandments lay hid in men's souls," (how?) "till

called into sensibility by writing them on stone. Just so Christ lies in the
soul, till awakened by the mediatorial office of the holy Jesus." (p. 37.)

This is only assertion still, not proof. But what do you mean by the

mediatorial office of Christ? And how is Christ "awakened by the

mediatorial office of the holy Jesus ?"

(5.) " The sea cannot be moved by any other wind than that which had
its birth from the sea itself." (p. 40.)

I think it can. I have seen it " moved by a wind which had its birth

from the" land.

(6.) " The musician cannot make his instrument give any other melody
than that which lies hid in it, as its own inward state." (p. 42.)

Did the tune, then, lie hid in the trumpet, before the trumpeter blew ?

And was this tune, or another, or all that ever were and will be played
on it, the inward state of the trumpet ?

" No more can the mind have any grief or joy but that which is from
itself." (p. 43.)

An unhappy comparison ! For the instrument can have no melody
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ov sound at all from itself; and most unhappily applied to the operations

of God upon the souls of men. For has (rod no more j)o\ver over my
soul, than I have over a musical instrument ?

These are your arguments to prove that Christ is in eveiy man : a
blessing which St. Paul thought was peculiar to believers. He said,

" Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates," unbelievers. You say,

,

Christ is in you, whether ye be reprobates or no. " If any man hath not

the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his," saith the Apostle. Yea, but
" every man," saith Mr. Law, " hath the Spirit of God. The Spirit of

Christ is in every soul." {Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. 63.) " He that

hath not the Son of God halh not life," saith St. John. But Mr. Law
saith, " Every man hath the Son of God." Sleep on, then, ye sons of

Belial, and take your rest
;
ye are all safe ; for " he that hath the Son,

hath life."

There can hardly be any doctrine under heaven more agreeable to

flesh and blood ; nor any which more directly tends to prevent the very

dawn of conviction, or, at least, to hinder its deepening in the soul, and
coming to a sound issue. None more naturally tends to keep men
asleep in sin, and to lull asleep those who begin to be awakened. Only
persuade one of this, " Christ is already in thy heart ; thou hast now the

inspiration of his Spirit ; all the peace and joy of God are within thee,

yea, all the holy nature, tempers, and Spirit of Christ ;" and you need
do no more ; the syren song quiets all his sorrow and fear. As soon
as you have sewed this pillow to his soul, he sinks back into the sleep

of death.

6. But you have made an ample amends for this, by providing so

short and easy a way to heaven ; not a long, narrow, troublesome,

round-about path, like that described in the Bible ; but one that will as

compendiously save the soul, as Dr. Ward's " pill and drop" heal the

body : a way so plain, that they who follow it need no Bible, no human
teaching, no outward means whatever ; being every one able to stand

alone, every one sufficient for himself!

" The first step is, to turn wholly from yourself, and to give up yourself

wholly unto God." (Part ii, p. 22.)

If it be, no flesh living shall be saved. How grievously do we
stumble at the threshold ! Do you seriously call thi.s the first step,-—
to turn wholly from myselt', and give up myself wholly unto God? Am
1 then to step first on the highest round of the ladder ? Not unless you
turn it upside down. The way to heaven would be short indeed, if the

first and the last step were all one ; if we were to step as far the mo-
ment we set out, as we can do till we enter into glory.

But what do you mean by giving up myself to God ? You answer :

" Every sincere wish and desire after Christian virtues, is giving up
yourself to him, and the very perfection of faith." {Spirit of Love, part

ii, p. 217.)

Far, very far from it : I know from the e.xperience of a thousand per-

sons, as well as from Scriptme, and the very reason of the thing, that a

man may have sincere desires after all these, long before he attains

them. He may sincerely wish to give himself up to God, long before

he is able so to do. He may desire this, not only before he has the

perfection, but before he has any degree, of .saving faith.
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More marvellous still is that which follows :
" You may easily and

immediately, by the mere turniug of your mind, have all these virtues,

—

patience, meekness, humility, and resignation to God." (p. 212.)

Who may ? Not I ; not you ; not any that is born of a woman ; as

is proved by the daily experience of all that know what jiatience, meek-
ness, or resignation means.

But how shall I know whether I have faith or not ? " I will give you
an infallible touchstone. Retire from all conversation only for a month.

Neither write, nor read, nor debate any thing with yourself. Stop all

the former workings of your heart and mind, and stand all this month in

prayer to God. If your heart cannot give itself up in this manner to

prayer, be fully assured you are an infidel." {Spirit of Prcnjer, part ii,

p. 163.)

If this be so, the infidels are a goodly company! if every man be of

that number who cannot " stop all the former workings of his heart and
mind, and stand thus in [)rayer to God for a month together."

But I would gladly know by what authority you give i:s this touch-

stone ; and how you prove it to be infallible. I read nothing like it in

the oracles of God. I cannot find one word there of " refraining from

all conversation, from writing, and reading for a month." (I fear you
make no exception in favour of public worship or reading the word of

God.) Where does the Bible speak of this ? of stopping for a month,

or a day, all the former workings of my heart and mind ? of refraining

from all converse with the children of God, and from reading his word "?

It would be no wonder, should any man make this unscriptural (if not

anti-scriptural) experiment, if Satan were permitted to work in him " a

strong delusion," so that he should " believe a lie."

Nearly related to this touchstone is the direction which you give else-

where : " Stop all sell-activity ; be retired, silent, passive, and humbly
attentive to the inward light." (Part i, pp. 77, S2.)

But beware " the light which is in thee be not darkness ;" as it surely

is, if it agree not with " the law and the testimony." " Open thy heart

to all its impressions," if they agree with that truly infallible touchstone.

Otherwise regard no impression of any kind, at the peril of thy soul,

—

" wholly stopping the workings of thy own reason and judgment." I

find no such advice in the word of God. And I fear they who stop the

workings of their reason, lie the more open to the v/orkings of their

imagination.

There is abundantly greater danger of this when we fancy we have

no longer need to " be taught of man." To this your late writings

directly lead. One who admires them will be very apt to cry out, " I

have found all that I need know of God, of Christ, of myself, of heaven,

of hell, of sin, of grace, and of salvation." (Part ii, p. 4.) And the

rather, because you yourself afiirm roundly, " When once we apprehend

the all of God, and our own nothingness," (which a man may persuade

himself he does, in less than four-and-twenty hours,) "it brings a kind

of infallibility into the soul in which it dwells ; all that is vain, and false,

and deceitful, is forced to vanish and fly before it." (Part i, p. 95.)

Agreeably to which, you tell your convert, " You have no questions to

ask of any body." (Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 218.) And if, notwith-

standing this, he will ask, " But how am 1 to keep up the flame of
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lovel" you answer, "I wonder you should want to know this. Does
a bhnd, or sick, or lame man want to know how he should desire sight,

health, or limbs?" (Spirit of Praijo; part ii, p. 165.) IVo ; but he
Avants to know how he should attain, and how he should keep, them.

And he who has attained the love of God, may still want to know how
he shall keep it. And he may still inquire, " May I not take my own
passions, or the suggestions of evil spirits, for the workings of the Spirit

of God?" (p. 198.) To this you answer, " Every man knows when he
is governed by the spirit of wrath, envy, or covetousness, as easily and
as certainly as he knows when he is hungry." (Ih.) Indeed he does
not ; neither as easily nor as certainly. Without great care, he may take

wrath to be pious zeal, envy to be virtuous emulation, and covetousness

to be Christian prudence or laudable frugality. " Now the knowledge
of the Spirit of God in yourself is as perceptible as covetousness."

Perhaps so ; for this is as difficultly perceptible as any temper of the

human soul. " And liable to no more delusion." Indeed it need not

;

for this is liable to ten thousand delusions.

You add : " His Spirit is more distinguishable from all other spirits,

than any of your natural afiections are from one another." (p. 199.)

Suppose joy and grief: Is it more distinguishable from all other spirits,

than these are from one another ? Did any man ever mistake grief for

joy ? No, not from the beginning of the world. But did none ever

mistake nature for grace ? Who will be so hardy as to affirm this 1

But you set your pupil as much above the being taught by books,

as being taught by men. " Seek," say you, " for help no other way,
neither from men, nor books ; but wholly leave yourself to God." {Spi^

rit of Love, part ii, p. 225.)

But how can a man " leave himself wholly to God," in the total ne-

glect of his ordinances ? The old Bible way is, to " leave ourselves

wholly to God," in the constant use of all the means he hath ordained.

And I cannot yet think the new is better, though you are fully persuad-

ed it is. " There are two ways," you say, " of attaining goodness and
virtue ; the one by books or the ministry of men, the other bj^ an inward

birth. The former is only in order to the latter." This is most true,

that all the externals of religion are in order to the renewal of our soul

in righteousness and true holiness. But it is not true, that the external

way is one, and the internal way another. There is but one Scriptural

way, wherein we receive inward grace, through the outward means
which God hath appointed.

Some might think that when you advised, " not to seek help from
books," you did not include the Bible. But you clear up this, where
you answer the objection, of your not esteeming the Bible enough. You
say, " How could you more magnify John the Baptist, than by going

from his teaching, to be taught by that Christ to whom he directed you?
Now, the Bible can have no other office or power, than to direct you to

Christ. How then can you more magnify the Bible than by going from
its teaching, to be taught by Christ ?" So you set Christ and the Bible in

flat opposition to each other ! And is this the way we are to learn of

him? Nay, but we are taught of him, not by going from the Bible, but

by keeping close to it. Both by the Bible and by experience we know,
that his word and his Spirit art in connection with eacli other. And thus
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it is, that by Christ continually teaching and strengthening him througii

the Scripture, " the man of God is made perfect, and throughly fur-

nished for every good word and work."

According to your veneration for the Bible, is your regard for public

worship and for the Lord's Supper. " Christ," you say, " is the church
or temple of God within thee. There the supper of the Lamb is kept.

When thou art well grounded in this inward worship, thou wilt have
learned to live unto God above time and place. For every day will be
Sunday to thee ; and wherever thou goest, thou wilt have a priest, a
church, and an altar along with thee." {Spirit of Prayer, part i, p. 73.)
The plain inference is, Thou wilt not need to make any difference

between Sunday and other days. Thou wilt need no other church than
that which thou hast always along with thee ; no other supper, worship,
priest, or altar. Be well grounded in this inward worship, and it super-

sedes all the rest.

This is right pleasing to fle=h and blood ; and I could most easily

believe it, if 1 did not believe the Bible. But that teaches me inwardly
to worship God, as at all times and in all places, so particularly on his

^wn day, in the congregation of his people, at his altar, and by the

ministry of those his servants whom he hath given for this very thing,
' for the perfecting of the saints," and with whom he will be to the end
>f the world.

Extremely dangerous therefore is this other Gospel, which leads quite

.vide of the Gospel of Christ. And what must the consequence be, if

.ve thus " break," yea, "and teach men so," not "one" only, neither
' the least" of" his commandments ?" Even that we " shall be called

he least in the kingdom of heaven." God grant this may not fall on
i^ou or me !

7. However, whether we have a place in heaven or not, you are very
iure we shall have none in hell. For there is no hell in rerum naturd,
' no such place in the universe." You declare this over and over again,

n great variety of expressions. It may suffice to mention two or three

:

' Hell is no penalty prepared or inflicted by God." {Spirit of Prayer,
)art ii, p. 33.) " Damnation is only that which springs up within you."
Spirit of Love, part ii, p. 47.) " Hell and damnation are nothing but

he various operations of self." {Spi^'it of Prayer, part i, p. 79.)

I rather incline to the account published a few years ago, by a wise
tnd pious man, (the late bishop of Cork,) where he is speaking of the

mprovement of human knowledge by revelation. Some of his words
ire :

" Concerning future punishments, we learn from revelation only,

1.) That they are both for soul and body, which are distinguished in

scripture by ' the worm that dieth not,' and ' the fire which never shall

)e quenched :' and accordingly we are bid to ' fear him who is able to

lestroy both body and soul in hell.' Upon which I shall only remark,
hat whereas we fmd by experience, the body and soul in this life aro

lot capable of suffering the extremity of pain and anguish at the same
ime, insomuch, that the greatest anguish of mind is lost and diverted by
Lcute and pungent pain of body; yet we learn from Scripture, that in

lell the wicked will be subject to extreme torments of both together."

Procedure, (^^c, of Human Understaruling, p. 350.)

" (2.) That the chief cause of their eternal misery will be an eternal
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exclusion from the beatific vision ofGod. This exclusion seems to be the only

punishment to which we can now conceive a pure spirit liable. And accord-

ing as all intelligent beings are at a less or greater distance from this fount-

ain of all happiness, so they are necessarily more or less miserable or happy.
" (3.) That one part of those punishments will be by fire, than which we

have not any revelation more express and positive. And as it i4 an instance

of great goodness in God, that the joys of heaven are represented to us under

the figurative images of light and glory and a kingdom, and that the substance

shall exceed the utmost of our conception ; so it is an argument of his strict

justice, that future punishments are more literally threatened and foretold.

" (4.) The eternity of these punishments is revealed as plainly as words
can express it. And the difficulty of that question, » What proportion endless

torments can bear to momentary sins,' is quite removed by considering, that

the punishments denounced are not sanctions entirely arbitrary, but are withal

so many previous warnings or declarations of the natural tendency of sin

itself So that an unrepenting sinner must be miserable in another life by a
necessity of nature. Therefore he is not capable of mercy ; since there never

can be an alteration of his condition, without such a change of the whole
man as would put the natural and settled order of the creatiooi out of course."

(p. 351.)

Doubtless this eminent man (whose books on the Human Under-

standing, and on Divine Analogy, I would earnestly recommend to all

w^ho either in whole or in part deny the Christian Revelation) grounded

his judgment both of the nature and duration of future punishments on

these and the like passages of Scripture :

—

" If we sin wilfully after we have received the knowledge of the truth,

there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins ; but a certain fearful looking for

ofjudgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversaries. He
that despised Moses' law died without mercy : of how much sorer punishment
shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son of God !

For we know him that hath said. Vengeance belongeth unto me, I will

recompense. It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God,"
Heb. x, 26-31.

And let not any who live and die in their sins, vainly hope to escape

his vengeance. " For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast

them down to hell, and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be

reserved unto judgment ; the Lord knoweth how to reserve the unjust

unto the day ofjudgment to be punished," 2 Pet. ii, 4-9. In that day,

peculiarly styled, " the day of the Lord," they " that sleep in the dust of

the earth shall awake ; some to everlasting life, and some to everlasting

shame and contempt," Dan. xii, 2. Among the latter will all those be

found, who are now, by their obstinate impenitence, " treasuring up to

themselves wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of the right-

eous judgment of God; who will" then render " indignation and wrath,

tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil," Rom.
ii, 5-9. He hath declared the very sentence which he will then pro-

nounce on all the workers of iniquity: "Depart, ye cursed, into ever-

lasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels," Matt, xxv, 41. And
in that hour it will be executed ; being " cast into outer darkness, where

is wailing and gnashing of teeth," verse 30 ; they " will be punished

with everlasting destruction, from the presence of the Lord, and from

the glory of his power," 2 Thess. i, 9. A punishment not only without

end, but likewise without intermission. For when once " they are cast

into that furnace of fire," that " lake of fire burning with brimstone, the
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worm," gnawing their soul, " dicth not, and the fire," tormenting their

body, *' is not quenched." So that " they have no rest day or night

;

but the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever."

Now, thus much cannot be denied, that these texts speak as if there

were really such a place as hell, as if there were a real fire there, and as

if it would remain for ever. I w^ould then ask but one plain question:

If the case is not so, why did God speak as if it was ? Say you, " To
affright men from sin?" What, by guile, by dissimulation, by hanging

out false colours? Can you possibly ascribe this to the God of truth?

Can you believe it of him ? Can you conceive the Most High dressing

up a scarecrow, as we do to fright children ? Far be it from him ! If

there be then any such fraud in the Bible, the Bible is not of God. And
indeed this must be the result of all : if there be " no unquenchable

fire, no everlasting burnings," there is no dependence on those writings

wherein they are so expressly asserted, nor of the eternity of heaven,

any more than of hell. So that if we give up the one, we must give up
the other. No hell, no heaven, no revelation !

In vain you strive to supply tlio place of this, by putting purgatory in

its room ; by saying, " These virtues must have their perfect work in

you, if not before, yet certainly after, death. Every thing else must be

taken from you by fire, either here or hereafter." {Spirit of Love, part ii,

p. 232.) Poor, broken reed ! Nothing will " be taken from you," by
that fire which is " prepared for the devil and his angels," but all rest, all

joy, all comfort, all hope. For " the worm dieth not, and the fire is not

quenched."

I have now, sir, delivered my own soul. And I have used great

plainness of speech ; such as I could not have prevailed on myself to

use to one whom I so much respect, on any other occasion.

O that your latter Works may be more and greater than your first

!

Surely they would, if you could ever be persuaded to study, instead of

the writings of Tauler and Behmen, those of St. Paul, James, Peter,

and John ; to spew out of your mouth and out of your heart that vain

philosophy, and speak neither higher nor lower things, neither more nor

less, than the oracles of God ; to renounce, despise, abhor all the high-

flown bombast, all the unintelligible jargon of the Mystics, and come
back to the plain religion of the Bible, " We love him, because he first

loved us."
London, January 6, 1756.

THOUGHTS UPON JACOB BEHMEN.

I HAVE considered the Memoirs of Jacob Behmen, of which I will

speak very freely.

I believe he was a good man. But I see nothing extraordinary either

in his life or in his death. I have known many, both men and women,
who were far more exemplary in their lives, and far more honoured of

God in their death.

I allow he wrote many truths ; but none that would have appeared at

all extraordinary, had he thrown aside his hard wprds, and used plain

and common language.
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What some seem most to admire in his writings, is what I most
object to ; I mean his philosophy and his phraseology. These are really

his own ; and these are quite new ; therefore, they are quite wrong.

I totally object to his blending religion with philosophy ; and as vain

a philosophy as ever existed : crude, indigested ; supported neither by
Scripture nor reason, nor any thing but his own ipse dixit : [mere
assertion.]

I grant, Mr. Law, by taking immense pains, has licked it into some
shape. And he has made it hang tolerably together. But still it admits

of no manner of proof.

And all he writes concerning religion is what very many have said

before him, and in a far better manner.
To his whole scheme I object,

1 . The whole foundation of it is wrong ; the very attempt to explain

religion, which is the most simple thing in the world, by an abstruse,

complicated, philosophical theory, is the most absurd thing that can be

conceived.

I pray, consider but one argument against it. Either St. Paul and

St. John knew this theory, or they did not. Mr. Law supposes, they

did not know it; but that Jacob knew more than them both. I verily

think this needs no confutation. Let him believe it that can. But if

they did know it, how did they dare to conceal any part of the counsel

of God ?

Upon the theory itself I shall only repeat a very little of what I observed

in my printed " Letter to Mr. Law :"

—

" All that can be conceived," says Mr. Law, quoting from Jacob, "is

God, or nature, or creature."

Ls nature created or not created ? It must be one or the other ; for

there is no medium. If not created, it is God. If created, is it not a

creature? How then can these be three,—God, nature, and creature;

since nature must coincide either with God or creature 1

" Nature is in itself a hungry, wrathful fire of life. Nature is and can be
only a desire. Desire is the very being of nature." " Nature is only a
desire, because it is for the sake of something else ! Nature is only a tor-

ment, because it cannot help itself to what it wants."

Shame to human understanding, that any man should fall in love with

such stark, staring nonsense as this !

" Nature, as well as God, is antecedent to all creatures. There is

an eternal nature, as universal and as imlimited as God." Is then nature

God "? Or, are there two eternal, universal, infinite beings?
" Nothing is before eternal nature, but God." JVofhing but! Is any

thing before that which is eternal ?

" Nature, and darkness, and self, are but three different expressions for

one and the same thing." " Nature has all evil and no evil in it."

" Nature has seven chief properties, and can have neither more nor
less, because it is a birth from the Deity in nature." (Is nature a birth

from the Deity in nature ? Is not this a flat contradiction ?) " For God
is tri-tme, and nature is tri-une." (.Va/wj-c tri-une ! Prove it who can.)
»' And hence arise properties, three and three." (Why not four and
four?) "And that which brings these three and three into union is

another properly." Sublime jargon !
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" The three first properties of nature are the whole essence of that

desire which is, and is called, nature." A part of its properties are the

whole essence of it ! Flat contradiction again !

" The three first properties of nature are, attraction, resistance, and whirl-
ing. In these three properties of the desire, you see the reason of the three
great laws of matter and motion."

How does it appear that these arc any of the properties of nature, if

you mean by nature any thing distinct from matter 1 And how are they
properties of desire ?

" The fourth property is fire ; the fifth, the form of light and love ;"

(what is the form of love? and are light and love the same thing?) "the
sixth, sound or understanding;" (the same thing doubtless!) "the seventh,

a life of triumphing joy." Is then " a life of triinnphing joy," " that

which brings the three and three properties into union ?" If so, how is

it " the result of that union ?"

Once more: "Attraction is an incessant working of three contrary

properties,—drawing, resisting, and whirling." That is, in plain terms,

drawing is incessant drawing, resistance, and whirling.

Such is the philosophy which Jacol) received by immediate inspira-

tion
;

(to mention only the first principles of it;) and by which he is to

explain all religion, and the whole rovelation of God !

1. As to his divinity, I object. First, to the very design of explaining

religion by any philosophy whatever. The Scriptiue gives us no direc-

tion, no, nor any permission, so to do. I object, much more, to the

execution of his design ; the attempting to explain it by that base, un-

meaning, self-contradictory jargon, which is as far remote from all true,

genuine philosophy, as it is from the Scripture itself.

2. But be the foundation as it may, he builds no superstructure upon
it, but what we knew before, either with regard to internal or external

holiness. We knew before, " Neither circumcision availeth any thing,

nor uncircumcision, but faith that worketh by love." And what does

he teach us by all his hard, uncouth Avords, more than this plain truth?

We knew before that we " must be bom again ;" inwardly changed
from all evil tempers to all good ; " from an earthly, sensual, devilish

mind, to the mind that was in Christ Jesus." And what more does he

teach us on this head, by all his vain, precarious, mystical philosophy ?

We knew before that " the loving God with all our heart, and the

loving our neighbour as ourselves, is the fulfiUing of the law, the end of

the commandment," the sum of all religion. And what has he told us

more than this, in all his nineteen volumes ?

We knew before that the whole of religion is, a heart and life totally

devoted to God. Has he told us, or can he tell us, any thing more 1

No, nor all the angels in heaven.

We knew before that the foundation and the superstructure of religion

are comprised in those words, " We love him because he first loved us."

Does he teach us any thing higher or deeper? In a word, does he teach

any single point, either of inward or outward holiness, which we did not

know before ? If he does, what is it ? I cannot find out one in all his

writings.

3. But if his matter is not new, if this is nothing uncommon, his

manner of speaking is new indeed ! His language is utterly new ; it
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was never used since the world began. And this is the very reason for

which he is so admired,—because he speaks (which cannot be denied)

as never man spake. Indeed, I hardly know for which he is most
admired,—the novelty, or the obscurity, of his language.

But I cannot admire it at all; because it is quite unscriptural. There
is no trace of it to be found in any part either of the Old or New Testa-

ment. Therefore, I cannot reconcile it to that express command, " If

any man speak, let him speak as the oracles of God."
I cannot admire it, because, Secondly, it is barbarous in the highest

degree : whatever is peculiar in his phraseology, is not authorized by
any good writer whatever. It is queerness itself. It is mere dog Latin.

It is an insult upon the ear and the understanding of all mankind.

One allows, " None can understand it without much pains
; perhaps

not withttut reading him thrice over." I would not lead him thrice over

on any consideration. (1.) Because it would be enough to crack any
man's brain to brood so long over such unintelligible nonsense ; and,

(2.) Because such a waste of time might provoke God to give me up to

a strong delusion, to believe a lie.

But I doubt whether any man understands it at all : For it is so dark

and indeterminate, thot I have not found any two persons in England
who understand it alike. I thought, if any man living understood Beh-
men, Mr. Law did. " No," says one who has been studying him these

forty years, " Mr. Law never understood a page of him."

4. The whole of Behmenism, including both phrase and sense, is

useless. It stuns and astonishes its admirers. It fills their heads, but

it does not change their hearts. It makes no eminent Christians. For
many years I have diligently inquired concerning the grand patrons of it.

And I have found none of them who were burning and shining lights

;

none who adorned the doctrine of God our Saviour.

5. But it is not barely useless ; it is mischievous, and that in a high

degree. For it strikes at the root of both internal and external religion,

(suppose Mr. Law understood it,) by sapping the foundation of justifi-

cation by faith. For Jacob affirms, "God was never angry at sinners."

But, if so, he was never reconciled to them. His wrath was never

turned away, if it never existed. And, admitting this, there is no place

for justification ; nor, consequently, for faith in a pardoning God, which
is the root of both inward and outward holiness.

More particularly, it strikes at the root of humility, tending to make
men admire themselves, and despise others. Never was a more melan-

choly proof of this than Mr. Law, who seriously believed himself the

most knowing man in the kingdom, and despised all that contradicted

him, even in the tendercst manner, as the mire in the streets. It strikes

at the root of charity, inspiring into its strictest votaries deep censorious-

ness toward the world in general, and an inexpressible bitterness toward

all who do not receive their new Apostle. This may be observed in all

the authors of the memoirs, though, in other res[)ccts, good men ; and
in all I have conversed with in my life who were thorough Bchmenists.

Above all, it strikes at the root of external religion, by destroying zeal

for good works; by laying little stress on either works of piety or mercy,
and still less upon Christian society ; it particularly tends to make all

men of sense and learning bury their talent in the earth, the natural
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effect of continually declaiming, in a loose and indiscriminate manner,
against reason and learning.

It strikes at the root of all revealed religion, by making men think

meanly of the Bible ; a natural effect of thinking Behmen more highly

illuminated than any or all of the Apostles. So Mr. S. frankly acknow-
ledged, " While I admired him, I thought St. Paul and St. John very

mean writers."

Indeed it quite spoils the taste for plain, simple religion, such as that

of the Bible is ; and gives a false taste, which can relish nothing so well,

as high, obscure, unintelligible jargon.
December 22, 1780.

A SPECIMEN
OF

THE DIVINITY AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE HIGHLY-ILLUMINATED

JACOB BEHMEN.

In the late edition of his Works, before the second volume, we have

the following advertisement :

—

"As he and Mr. Law were raised up by God, and highly qualified as in-

structers of mankind in divine wisdom, so all who are followers of Christ in

simplicity of heart, and seek only the salvation of their souls, will find in

their writings every thing relating to their essential happiness. And all the

efforts of human wisdom to depreciate them, can be but like sounding brass,

or a tinkling cymbal."

Mr. Law's writings are entirely out of the present question : We are

only concerned with those of Jacob Behmen ; a specimen of which I

beg to lay before those who really seek the salvation of their souls :

—

" AN EXPLANATION OF THE LORD's PRAYER.

" Unser vater im himmel

:

" Our Father in heaven :

"41. Un is God's eternal will to nature ; ser comprehends in it the four

forms of nature.
" 42. Va is the matrix upon the cross ; ter is Mercury in the centre of na-

ture. And they are the two mothers in the eternal will. The one severs

itself into fire, the other into the light of meekness and into water. For va
is the mother of the light which affords substantiality, and ter is the mother
of the fire's tincture.

" 43. Im is the heart : For the syllable im goes forth from the heart, and
soundeth through the lips.

"44. Him means the creation of the soul ; viel is the angelical soul itself:

Which the heart on the cross in the centre between the two mothers has
comprehended, and with the word him framed it to a creature, viz. into met:
For him is the habitation of mel.

" Dein nahme werde geheiliget

:

" Thy name be hallowed

:

" 45. When we say dein, we understand how the poor soul swims in tho

water of this world.
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v'' 46. In tlie syllable nah it inclines inward ; and in the syllable me it com-
prehends the heavenly substantiality.

" 47. When we say wer, the whole creature goes along in the will : For
wer has the whole centre ; and with the syllable de, it lays itself down in
obedience to the meekness, and will not kindle the wer in the fire.

" 48. And when we say ge, the soul goes into the heavenly substantiality

;

and then hei is the powerful entering upon the cross into the number three.
With the syllable li the soul's will has comprehended the Holy Ghost. Get:
There the soul will go forth with the Holy Ghost.

" Dein reich komme :

" Thy kingdom come

:

" 49. Deiii : Then the soul gives itself into the will of God.
" 50. Reich : Here it gives itself into the virtue of the angelical world.
" 51. In the syllable koin, it goes into the virtue ; and, with the syllable

me, it goes into the kingdom as a sprout : For the me makes the lips be open.

" Dein willc geschehe, wie im himmel

:

" Thy will be done, as in heaven :

" Also audi auff erden :

"So also upon earth:

" 52. Dein. : Here the will casts itself into God's will.

" 53. Wil is its desire to will the same with the Holy Ghost. Le : With
this syllable it takes in the will with the spirit into the centre.

"54. Ge : With this syllable it goes into the will. Soke: With this syl-

lable it worketh the work of God. He : In this syllable it bows itself as a
child.

" 55. Wie : There it goes again into the voice of God ; im is the heart of
God. Him is again the creating of the creatures ; mel is the soul willing the
will of God.

" 56. Al : There it drives on that will, with the syllable so, out of its centre
into the outward principle. Auch : There it affords all it has in itself out
into the outward.

"57. Auff: With this syllable it apprehends the same again, and desires

its substance should not be dissipated.
" 58. Er : With this syllable it brings its substance into the spirit of this

world, and there the will shall work wonders. Den: With this syllable it

shows that it must not be done in the fire of the anger : For this syllable does
not break up the centre. They should be done in meek love, and yet taken
out of the er.

" Gieb uns tinner taglich hrodt heute

:

" Give us our daily bread to-day :

" 60. Gieh: There the will sticketh in the heart, and presses outward, and
the mouth catches it.

" 61. Uns : With this syllable the soul desires food for aU its fellow mem-
bers.

" 62. Vn : With this syllable the soul goes into the internal wisdom,
wherein, before the creation in the seed, it was discerned in the eternal will.

Ser : With this syllable it takes the original of nature in the will, where one
form in the original penetrates, fills, and preserves the other. And that is

the bond of the soul, whereby it eternally subsists. And that the will of the
soul dosircs ; else it would be dissolved.

" 6;3. This is the true ' doctorship of the Holy Ghost.' The outward is

but foppory.
" 64. Tag : With this syllable the heavenly number is understood, as

wherein the Spirit on the cross in the holy matrix comprehends the genitive
in the multiplication. J/ich : In this syllable the soul quickens and strength-
ens itself with the heavenly number, which springs up out of the Divine
Majesty infinitely ; and herein the soul is acknowledged for an angel."
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Whoever desires it, may read the rest of this explanation at lus leisure.

I will only add the conclusion of it :

—

" Amen:
" 95. A is the lirst letter, and presses forth out of tlic heart, and has no

nature ; but we clearly understand heroin, the seeking, longing, or attracting

of the eternal will, without nature, wherein nature is generated, which has
been from eternity.

" 96. Now, as the A is generated out of the heart, that i.s, out of the eternal

will, so out ofA afterward comes th(! whole alphabet with four-and-twenty
numbers ; for the A begins to number, and comprises the whole number in

the syllable men.'' (Behmen's Works, vol. ii, p. 165, &c.)

Now, here 1 fix my foot. Upon this grouud I join issue with every

admirer of Jabob Bohmen in England.

I appeal to every candid man, every man of piety and common sense,

whether this explanation deserves those violent encomiums contained

in the advertisement.

I ask any person of understanding, First, whether any man in his

senses, from the beginning of the world, ever thought of explaining any

treatise, divine or human, syllable by syllable. Did a more absurd

imagination ever enter into a madman's brain? Is it possible by this

means to make sense of any text from Genesis to the Revelation'?

Must there not be a very high degree of lunacy before any such design

could be formed ? I ask, Secondly, If any scripture could be thus ex-

plained, if any meaning could be extracted from the several syllables,

must it not be from the syllables of the original, not of a translation,

whether German or English? I ask. Thirdly, whether this explanation

be any explanation at all; whether it gives the meaning of any one

petition ; nay, whether it does not reduce the divine prayer, all the parts

of which are accurately connected together, into an unconnected, inco-

herent jumble of no one can tell what! I ask, Fourthly, whether we
may not pronounce, with the utmost certainty, of one who thus distorts,

mangles, and murders the word of God, that the light which is in him is

darkness ; that he is illuminated from beneath, rather than from above ;

and that he ought to be styled a demonosophcr, rather than a theosopher!

John Wesley.

A LETTER
TO

THE REV. DR. CONYERS MIDDLETON.
occasio.ned by his late "free inauiht."

January 4, 1748-9.

Reverend Sik,—1. In your late " Inquiry," you endeavour to prove.

First, that there were no miracles wrought in the primitive Church :

Secondly, that all the primitive Fathers were fools or knaves, and most

of them both one and the other. And it is easy to observe, the whole

tenor of your argument tends to prove. Thirdly, that no miracles were

wrought by Christ or his Apostles ; and. Fourthly, that these too were

fools or knaves, or both.

2. I am not agreed with you on any of these heads. My reasons I

Vol. V. 45
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shall lay before you, in as free a manner, though not in so smooth or

laboured language, as you have laid yours before the world.

3. But I have neither inclination nor leisure to follow you, step by
step, through three hundred and seventy-three quarto pages. I shall

therefore set aside all I find in your work which does not touch the

merits of the cause ; and likewise contract the question itself to the

three first centuries. For I have no more to do with the writers or

miracles of the fourth, than with those of the fourteenth, century.

4. You will naturally ask, " Why do you stop there l What reason

can you give for this ? If you allow miracles before the empire became
Christian, why not afterward too ?" I answer, Because, " after the

empire became Christian," (they are your own words,) " a general cor-

ruption both of faith and morals infected the Christian Church ; which,

by that revolution, as St. Jerome says, ' lost as much of her virtue, as it

had gained of wealth and power.' " (p. 123.) And this very reason St.

Chrysostom himself gave in the words you have afterward cited :

" There are some who ask, Why are not miracles performed still 1 Why
are there no persons who raise the dead and cure diseases?" To which

he replies, that it was owing to the want of faith, and virtue, and piety in

those times.

1. You begin your preface by observing, that the "Inquiry" was
intended to have been published some time ago ; but, upon reflection,

you resolved to " give out, first, some sketch of what you was pro-

jecting ;" (p. 1 ;) and accordingly "published the 'Introductory Dis-

course,' " by itself, though " foreseeing it would encounter all the op-

position that prejudice, bigotry, and superstition are ever prepared to

give to all inquiries" of this nature, (p. 2.) But it was your " comfort,

that this would excite candid inquirers to weigh the merit and conse-

quences of it." (p. 3.)

2. The consequences of it are tolerably plain, even to free the good
people of England from all that prejudice, bigotry, and superstition,

vulgarly called Christianity. But it is not so plain, that " this is the sole

expedient which can secure the Protestant religion against the efTbrts of

Rome." (Ih.) It may be doubted, whether Deism is the sole expe-

dient to secure us against Popery. For some are of opinion, there are

persons in the world who are neither Deists nor Papists.

3. You open the cause artfully enough, by a quotation from Mr.
Locke, (p.. 4.) But we are agreed to build our faith on no man's
authority.' His reasons will be considered in their place.

" Those who have written against his and your opinion," you say,

" have shown great eagerness, but little knowledge of the question :

urged by the hf)pes of honours, and prepared to fight for every establish-

ment that offers such pay to its defenders." (p. 5.) I have not read

one of these
; yet I would fain believe, that neither the hope of honour,

nor the desire of pay, was the sole, or indeed the main, motive that

urged either them or you to engage in writing.

But I grant they are overseen, if they argue against you by citing

"the testimonies of the ancient Fathers;" (p. 6;) seeing they might
easily perceive you pay no more regard to these than to the Evangelists

or Apostles. Neither do I commend them if they " insinuate jealousies

of consequences dangerous to Christianity." (/6.) Why they should
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insinuate these, I cannot conceive : I need not insinuate that the sun
shines at noon-day. You have " opened too great a glare to the public,"

(p. 7,) to leave them any room for such insinuation. Though, to save

appearances, you gravely declare still, "Were my argument allowed to

be true, the credit of the Gospel miracles could not, in any degree, be
shaken by it." (p. 6.)

4. So tar is flourish. Now we come to the point :
" The present

question," you say, "depends on the joint credibility of the facts, and of
the witnesses who attest them, especially" on the former. For, " if the

facts be incredible, no testimony can alter the nature of things." (p. 9.)

All this is most true. You go on : " The credibility of facts lies open
to the trial of our reason and senses. But the credibility of witnesses

depends on a variety of principles wholly concealed from us. And
though in many cases it may reasonably be presumed, yet in none can
it be certainly known." (p. 10.) Sir, will you retract this, or defend it?

Ifyou defend, and can prove, as well as assert it, then farewell the credit

of all history, not only sacred but profane. If " the crcdi!)ility of Avit-

nesses," of all witnesses, (for you make no distinction,) depends, as you
peremptorily afiirm, " on a variety of principles wholly concealed from

us ;" and, consequently, " though it may be presumed in many cases,

yet can be certainly known in none ;" then it is plain, all the history of

the Bible is utterly precarious and uncertain ; then I may indeed pre-

sume, but cannot certainly know, that Jesus of Nazareth ever was born;

much less that he healed the sick, and raised either Lazarus or himself

from the dead. Now, sir, go and declare again how careful you are for

" the credit of the Gospel miracles !"

5. But for fear any (considering how " frank and open" your nature

is, and how "warmly disposed to speak what you take to be true")

(p. 7.) should fancy you meant what you said in this declaration, you

take care to inform them soon after :
" The whole which the wit of man

can possibly discover, either of the ways or w ill of the Creator, must

be acquired by attending seriously" (to what? to the Jewish or Chris-

tian Revelation ? No ; but) " to that revelation which he made of

himself from the beginning, in the beautiful fabric of this visible

world." (p. 22.)

6. I believe your opponents will not hereafter urge you, either with

that passage from St. IVlark, or any other from Scripture. At least, I

will not, unless I forget myself; as I observe you have done just now.

For you said but now, " Before we proceed to examine testimonies for

the decision of this dispute, our first care should be, to inform ourselves

of the nature of those miraculous powers which are the subject of it, as

they are repi^bsented to us in the history of the Gospel." (p. 10.) Very

true ;
" this should be our first care." I v/as therefore all attention to

hear your account of " the nature of those powers, as they are repre-

sented to us in the Gospel." But alas ! you say not a word more about

it ; but slip away to those " zealous champions who have attempted"

(bold men as they are) "to refute the 'Introductory Discourse.'" (p. 11-)

Perhaps you will say, " Yes, I repeat that text from St. Mark." You
do ; yet not describing the nature of those powers ; but only to open

the way to " one of your antagonists ;" (p. 12 ;) of whom you yourself

affirm, that " not one of them seems to have spent a thought in con-
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sidering those powers as they are set forth in the New Testament,"

(p. 11.) Consequently, the bare repeating that text does not prove you
(any more than them) to have " spent one thought upon tlie subject."

7. From this antagonist you ramble away to another ; after a long

citation from whom you subjoin :
" It being agreed then, that, in the

original promise, there is no intimation of any particular period, to which
their continuance was limited." (pp. 13, 14.) Sir, you have lost your
way. We have as yet nothing to do with their continuance. " For till

we have learned from those sacred records" (I use your own words)
" what they were, and in what manner exerted by the Apostles, we can-

not i'orm a proper judgment of those evidences which are brought either

to confirm or confute their continuance in the Church ; and must conse-

quently dispute at random, as chance or prejudice may prompt us, about

things unknown to us." (p. 11.)

Now, sir, if this be true, (as without doubt it is,) then it necessarily

follows, that, seeing, from the beginning of your book to the end, you
spend not one page to inform either yourself or your readers concerning

the nature of these miraculous powers, " as they are represented to us in

the history of the Gospel;" you dispute throughout the whole "at random,
as chance or prejudice prompts you, about things unknown to you."

8. Your reply to " the adversaries of your scheme," (pp. 15-27,) 1

may let alone ior the present ; and the rather, because the arguments
used therein will occur again and again. Only I would here take notice

of one assertion, " that the miraculous powers conferred on the Apostles

themselves were imparted just at the moment of their exertion, and with-

drawn again as soon as those particular occasions were served." (p. 23.)
You should not have asserted this, be it true or false, without some
stronger proof. "This, I say, is evident," (lb.) is not a sufficient proof;

nor, " A treatise is prepared on that subject." (p. 24.) Neither is it

proved by that comment of Grofius on our Lord's promise,* which,
literally translated, nms thus :

" To every believer there was then given

some wonderful power, which was to exert itself, not indeed always, but

when there was occasion."

9. But waiving this, I grant " the single point in dispute is, whether
the testimony of the Fathers be a sufTicient ground to believe, that mira-

culous gifts subsisted at all after the days of the Apostles." (p. 27.)
But with this you interweave another question, Avhether the Fathers
were not all fools or knaves. In treating of which, you strongly inti-

mate,—First, that such gifts did never subsist ; and. Secondly, that the

Apostles were equally wise and good with the " wonder-workers" (your

favourite term) (hat followed them.

When therefore you add, " My opinion is (his, that, after our Lord's
as(;ension, the extraordinary gifts he had promised were poured out on
the Apostles, and the other primary instruments of planting the Gospel,
in order to enable them to overrule the inveterate prejudices both of the

Jews and (j entiles, and to bear up against the discouraging shocks of
popular rage and persecution ;" (p. 28 ;) I look upon all this to be mere
grimace. You believe not one word of what you say. You cannot

* Jfon otnnihus omnia—ila lainen atUibet credenti tunc data sit admirabUis facullas,

t]um .vc, ?(o)i .semper quidem, scd data occa^iione explicaret.—GnoTiU3 in JMarcum [on
Mark] xvi, 17.
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possibly, if^Ttu bolievc what you said before. For wlio can believe both
the sides of a contradiction?

10. However, I will suppose you do believe it, and will argue with
you from your own words. But first let us have a few more of them :

" In process of time, as miraculous powers began to be less and less

wanted, so they began gradually to decline, till they were finally with-

dra\vn." (p. 29.) " And this may probably be thought to have happened
while some of the Apostles were still living."

These were given, you say, to the first planters of the Gospel, " in

order to enable them to overrule the inveterate prejudices both of Jews
and Gentiles, and to bear up against the shocks of persecution." Thus
far we are agreed. They were given for these ends. But if you allow

this, you cannot suppose, consistently with yourself', that they were with-

drawn till these ends were fully answered. So long, therefore, as those

prejudices subsisted, and Christians were exposed to the shocks of per-

secution, you cannot deny but there was the same occasion for those
powers to be continued, as there was for their being given at first. And
this, you say, is " a postulatum which all people will grant, that they con-
tinued as long as they were necessary to the Church." (p. 11.)

11. Now, did those prejudices cease, or was persecution at an end,

while some of the Apostles were still living? You have yourself abun-
dantly shown they did not. You know there was as sharp persecution

in the third century, as there was in the first, while all the Apostles were
living. And with regard to prejudices, you have industriously remarked,
that " the principal writers ofRome, who make any mention of the Chris-

tians, about the time of Trajan, speak of them as a set of despicable,

stubborn, and even wicked enthusiasts ;" (p. 193;) that "Suetonius calls

them 'a race of men of a new and mischievous superstition ;' " (p. 194;)
and that " Tacitus, describing the horrible tortures which they suffered

under Nero, says, ' They were detested for their flagitious practices
;

possessed with an abominable superstition ; and condemned, not so

much for their supposed crime of firing the city, as from the hatred of

all mankind.' " (lb.)

And " their condition," say you, " continued much the same, till they

were established by the civil power ; during all which time they were
constantly insulted and calumniated by their Heathen adversaries, as a

stupid, credulous, impious sect, the very scum of mankind." (p. 195.)

In a word, both with regard to prejudice and persecution, I read in your

following page

:

" The Heathen magistrates would not give themselves the trouble to make
the least inquiry into their manners or doctrines ; but condemned them for

the mere name, without examination or trial ; treating a Christian of course

as guilty of every crime, as an enemy of the gods, emperors, laws, and of

nature itself." (p. 196.)

12. If then the end of those miraculous powers was, " to overcome
inveterate prejudices, and to enable the Christians to bear up against

the shocks of persecution," how can you possibly conceive that those

powers should cease while some of the Apostles were living ? With

what colour can you assert, that they were less wanted for these ends,

in the second and third, than in the Apostolic, age ? With what shadow

of reason can you maintain, that (if they ever subsisted at all) they were
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finally withdrawn beforo Christianity was established by the civil power?

Then indeed these end.s did manifestly cease
;
persecution was at an

end ; and the inveterate prejudices which had so long obtained were

in great measure rooted up ; ariother plain reason why the powers

which were to balance these should remain in the Church so long, and

no longer.

13. You go on to acquaint us with the excellences of your perform-

ance. " The reader," you say, " will find in these sheets none of those

arts which are commonly employed by disputants to perplex a good

cause, or to palliate a bad one ; no subtile refinements, forced construc-

tions, or evasive distinctions ; but plain reasoning, grounded on plain

facts, and pubhshed with an honest and disinterested view to free the

minds of men from an inveterate imposture. I have shown that the

ancient Fathers, by whom that delusion was imposed, were extremely

credulous and superstitious
;

possessed with strong prejudices, and

scrupling no art or means by which they might propagate the same."

(p. 31.) Surely, sir, you add the latter part of this paragraph, on pur-

pose to confute the former ; for just here you use one of the unfairest

arts which the most dishonest disputant can employ, in endeavouring to

forestall the judgment of the reader, and to prejudice him against those

men on whom he ought not to pass any sentence before he has heard

the evidence.

1. In the beginning of your "Introductory Discourse," you declare

the reasons which moved you to publish it. One of these, you say, was
the late increase of Popery in this kingdom; (p. 41 ;) chiefly occasioned,

as you suppose, by the confident assertions of the Romish emissaries,

that there has been a succession of miracles in their Church from the

Apostolic to the present age. To obviate this plea, you would " settle

some rule of discerning the true from the false ; so as to give a reason

for admitting the miracles of one age, and rejecting those of another."

(p. 44.)

2. This has a pleasing sound, and is extremely well imagined to

prejudice a Protestant reader in your favour. You then slide with great

art into your subject :
" This claim of a miraculous power, now peculiar

to the Church of Rome, was asserted in all Christian countries till the

Reformation." (76.) But then " the cheat was detected :" (p. 45 :) nay

and men began to " suspect that the Church had long been governed by

the same arts." " For, it was easy to trace them up to the primitive

Church, though not to fix the time when the cheat began ; to show how
long after the days of the Apostles the miraculous gifts continued in the

Church." (p. 46.) However, it is commonly believed, that they con-

tinued till Christianity was the established religion. Some indeed extend

them to the fourth and fifth centuries
; (p. 50 ;) but these, you say, betray

the Protestant cause, (p. 51.) " For in the third, fourth, and fifth, the

chief corruptions of Popery were introduced, or at least the seeds of

them sown. By these I mean, monkery; the worship of rehcs; invo-

cation of saints; prayers for the dead; the superstitious use of images, of

the sacraments, ofthe sign of the cross,and ofthe consecrated oil." (p. 52.)

3. I have nothing to do with the fourth or fifth century. But to what

you allege in support of this charge, to far as it rrlates to the third cen-

tury, I have a few tilings to rtpl).
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And, First, yon quote not one line from any Falhor in the third cen-
tury, in favour of monkery, th»! worship of relics, the invocation of saints,

or the superstitious use either of images or consecrated oil. How is this,

sir? You brought eight accusations at once against the Fathers of the

third, as Avell as the following centuries : and as to five of the eight,

when we call for the proof, you have not one word to say ! As to the
sixth, you- say, " In the sacrament of the Eucharist, several abuses were
introduced." (p. 57.) You instance, first, in mi.xing the wine with water.

But how does it appear that this was any abuse at all ? or, that " Irenseiis

declared it to have been taught as well as practised by our Sa\'iour?"

{lb.) The words you quote to prove tlvis, do not prove it afcall ; they
simply relate a matter of fact :

" Taking the bread, he confessed it to

be his body ; and the mixed cup, he affirmed it was his bloo'^'.'^* You
carmot be ignorant of this fact, that the cup used after the pa.4c!h^l supbf^
was always mixed with water. But " Cyprian declared this iViixture to

have been enjoined to himself by a divine revelation." (p. 58.) If he
did, that will not prove it to be an abuse : so that you are wide of the

point still. You instance next in their sending the bread to the :i*it^k
;

which (as well as the mixture) is mentioned l)y Justin Martyr. This
fact, likewise we allow ; but you have not proved it to be an abuse. I

grant, that, near a hundred years at'ter, some began to have a supersti-

tious regard for this bread. But that in " Tertullian's days it was car-

ried home and locked up as a divine treasure," I call upon you to prove;

as also that infant communion was an abuse ; or the styling it " the

sacrifice of the body of Chri.st." (p. 59.) I believe the ofTering it up for

the martyrs was an abuse ; and that this, with the superstitious use of

the sign of the cross, were, if not the earliest of all, yet as early as any
which crept into the Christian Church.

4. It is certain, " praying for the dead was common in the second
century." (p. 60.) You might have said, " And in the first also;" seeing

that petition, " Thy kingdom come," manifestly concerns the saints in

paradise, as well as those upon earth. But it is far from certciin, that.

" the purpose of this was to procure reliefand refreshment to the departed

souls in some intermediate state of expiatory pains ;" or that " this was
the general opinion of those times."

5. As to the " consecrated oil," (p. 63,) you seem entirely to forget

that it was neither St. Jerome, nor St. Chrysostom, but St. James, who
said, " Is any sick among you ? Let him send for the elders of the

church ; and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil, in the name
of the Lord : and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord
shall raise him up." (Verses 14, 15.)

The sum is : You have charged the Fathers of the third century with

eight of the chief corruptions of Popeiy: (1.) Monkery; (2.) The wor-

.ship of relics
; (3.) Invocation of saints

; (4.) The superstitious use of

images; (5.) Of the consecrated oil ; (6.) Of the sacraments; (7.) Of
the sign of the cross

; (8.) Praying for the dead.

And what is all this heavy charge come to at last ? Why, just thus

much : Some of them, in the beginning of the third century, did super-

stitiously use the sign of the cross ; and others, in the middle of that

* viccipiens panem, suum corpus esse conjitebalur ; el tempcramentwn calicis, siuan

sanguinem confirmavil.
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century, ofToifd up Ihe Eucharist for the martyrs on their annual festi-

vals ; though how you malte this " the superstitious use of the sacra-

ments," I know not, or how these come to be the " chief corruptions of

Popery."
Praying thus far for the dead, " that God would shortly accomplish

the number of his elect and hasten his kingdom," and anointing the sick

with oil, you will not easily prove to be any corruptions at all.

As to monkery, the worship of relics, invocation of saints, and the

superstitious use of images, you have not even attempted to prove that

these Fathers were guilty : so that, for aught appears, you might as well

have charged them on the Apostles. " Yet it is no more," you solemnly

assure uh, ", than what fact and truth oblige you to say !" (p. 65.) When
I ineet m1}l* any of these assurances for the time to come, I shall remem-

^v, tvf sta^jl upon my guard.

) 6,, In thcjollowing pages you are arguing against the miracles of the

fourth a,nd fifth century. After which you add : " But if these must be

rejected, where then are we to stop I And to what period must we
confine ourselves ? This, indeed, is the grand difficulty, and what has

puzzled all the other Doctors who have considered the same question

before me." (p. 71.) Sir, your memory is short. In this very discourse

you yourself said just the contrary. You told us awhile ago, that, not

only Dr. Marshall, Dr. Dodwell, and Archbishop Tillotson, but the

generality of the Protestant Doctors, were agreed to what period they

should confine themselves ; believing that miracles subsisted through

the three first centuries, and ceased in the beginning of the fourth,

(p. 46, et seq.)

7. However, that none of them may ever be puzzled any more, you
will " lay down some general principles, which may lead us to a more
rational solution of the matter than any that has hitherto been offered."

(lb.) Here again I was all attention. And what did the mountain bring

fbrth 1 What are these general principles, preceded by so solemn a

declaration, and laid down for thirteen pages together? (pp. 71--84.)

Why, they are dwindled down into one, " that the forged miracles of the

fourth ceulury taint the credit of all the later miracles !" I should desire

you to prove, that the miracles of the fourth century were all forged, but

that it is not material to our question.

8. But you endeavour to show it is: " For that surprising confidence,"

you say, " with which the Fathers of the fourth age have affirmed as true

what they themselves had forged, or, at least, knew to be forged," (a

little more proof of that,) " makes us suspect, that so bold a defiance of

truth could not become general at once, but must have been carried

gradually to that height by custom and the example of former times."

(p. 84.) It does not appear that it did become general till long after

the fourth century. And as this supposition is not sufficiently proved,

the inference from it is nothing worth.

9. You say, Secondly, " This age, in which Christianity was estab-

lished, had no occasion for any miracles. They would not, therefore,

begin to forge miracles at a time when there was no particular tempta-

tion to it." (Ih.) Yes, the greatest temptation in the world, if they
were such men as you suppose. If they were men that would scruple

no art or means to enlarge their own credit and iinthorityi they would
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naturally " begin to forge miracles" at that time when real miracles

were no more.

10. You say, Thirdly, " The later Fathers had equal piety with the

earlier, but more learning and less credulity. Il' these, then, be found
either to have forged miracles themselves, or propagated what they

knew to be forged, or to have been deluded by the forgeries of others,

it must excite the same suspicion of their predecessors." (p. 85.) I

answer (1.) It is not plain that the later Fathers had equal piety with

the earlier : Nor, (2.) That they had less credulity. It seems, some
of them had much more : Witness Hilarion's camel, and smeUing a

devil or a sinner ; though even he was not so quick-scented as St.

Pachomius, who (as many believe to this day) could " smell a heretic

at a mile's distance." {Free Inquirij, pp. 89, 90.) But if, (3.) The
earher Fathers were holier than the later, they were not only less likely

to delude others, but (even on Plato's supposition) to be deluded them-
selves : For they would have more assistance from God.

11. But you say. Fourthly, " The earlier ages of the Church were
not purer than the later. Nay, in some respects they were worse. For
there never was any age in which so many rank heresies were profess-

ed, or so many spurious books forged and published, under the names
of Christ and his Apostles ; several of which are cited by the most emi-
nent Fathers of those ages, as of equal authority with the Scriptures.

And none can doubt but those who would forge, or make use of forged

books, would make use of forged miracles." {Introd. Disc. pp. 86, 87.)

I answer, (1.) It is allowed, that before the end of the third century

the Church was greatly degenerated from its first purity. Yet I doubt
not, (2.) But abundantly more rank heresies have been publicly pro-

fessed in many later ages ; but they were not publicly protested against,

and therefore historians did not record them. (3.) You cannot but

know it has always been the judgment of learned men, (which you are

at liberty to refute if you are able,) that the far greater part of those

spurious books have been forged by heretics ; and that many more were
compiled by weak, well-meaning men, from what had been orally deliv-

ered down from the Apostles. But, (4.) There have been in the Church
from the beginning men who had only the name of Christians. And these

doubtless were capable of pious frauds, so called. But this ought not

to be charged upon the whole body. Add to this, (5.) What is observ-

ed by Mr. Daille : " 1 impute a great part of this mischief to those men
who, before the invention of printing, were the transcribers and copiers

out of manuscripts. We may well presume that these men took the-

same liberty in forging as St. Jerome complains they did in corrupting

books ; especially since this course was beneficial to them, which the

other was not." Much more to the same effect we have in his treatise

" Of the Right Use of the Fathers," part i, chapter iii. N. B. These
transcribers were not all Christians; no, not in name; perhaps few, if any
of them, in the first century. (6.) By wliat evidences do you prove, that

these spurious books " are frequently cited by the most eminent Fathers,

as not only genuine, but of equal authority with the Scriptures them-

selves?" or, Lastly, that they either forged these books themselves, or

made use of what they knew to be forged? These things also you are not

to take for granted, but to prove, before your argument can be of force.
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12. We are come at last to your general conclusion : " There is no
sufficient reason to believe, that any miraculous powers subsisted in any
age of the Church after the times of the Apostles." (p. 91.)

But pretended miracles, you say, arose thus : " As the high authority

of the Apostolic writings excited some of the most learned Christians"

(prove that !) "to forge books under their names ; so the great fame of
the Apostolic miracles would naturally excite some of the most crafty,

when the Apostles where dead, to attempt some juggling tricks in imi-

tation of them. And when these artful pretenders had maintained their

ground through the first three centuries, the leading clergy of the fourth

understood their interest too well to part with the old plea of miraculous

gifts." (p. 92.)

Round assertions indeed ! But surely, sir, you do not think that

reasonable men will take these for proofs ! You are here advancing a
charge of the blackest nature. But where are your vouchers? Where
are the witnesses to support it 1 Hitherto you have not been able to

produce one, through a course of three hundred years ; unless you bring

in those Heathen, of whose senseless, shameless prejudices you have
yourself given so clear an account.

But you designed to produce your witnesses in the " Free Inquiry,"

a year or two after the " Introductory Discourse" was published. So
you condemn them first, and try them afterward : You will pass sentence
now, and hear the evidence by and by ! A genuine specimen of that

" impartial regard to truth," which you profess upon all occasions.

13. Another instance of this is in your marginal note :
" The primi-

tive Christians were perpetually reproached for their gross credulity."

They were ; but by whom 1 Why by Jews and Heathens. Accord-
ingly, the two witnesses you produce here are Celsus the Jew, and Julian

the Apostate. But lest this should not suffice, you make them confess

the charge :
" The Fathers," your words are, " defend themselves by

saying, that they did no more than the philosophers had always done :

That Pythagoras's precepts were inculcated with an ipse dixit,* and
they found the same method useful with the vulgar." (p. 93.) And is

this their whole defence 1 Do the very men to whom you refer, Origen
and Arnobius, in the very tracts to which you refer, give no other an-

swer than this argument ad homincm ?'\ Stand this as another genuine
proof of Dr. Middleton's candour and impartiality !

14. A farther proof of your " franii and open nature," and of your
" contenting yourself with the discharge of your own conscience, by a
free declaration of your real sentiments," (p. 40,) I find in the very next

page. Here you solemnly declare : " Christianity is confirmed by the

evidence of such miracles as, of all others on record, are the least liable

to exception, and carry the clearest marks of their sincerity ; being
wrought by Christ and his Apostles for an end so great, so important,

as to be highly worthy the interposition of the Deity ; wrought by
mean and simple men, and delivered by eye-witnesses, whose characters

exclude the suspicion of fraud." (p. 94.) Sir, do you believe one word
of what you so solemnly declare? You have yourself declared the con-

f+ The disciiiles of Pythagoras silenced all doubts, and refuted all objections, by
appealing; to his authority. Auro; tfa, ipse dixit—he said so,—decided every dispute.]

(t An argument from the professed principles of an opponent.]
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trary. But if you do not, where shall we have you? Or how can we
believe you another time ? How shall we know, I will not say, when
you speak truth, but when you would have us think you do ? By
what criterion shall we distinguish between what is spoken in your real,

and what in your personated, character ? how discern when you speak
.IS Dr. Middleton, and when as the public librarian I

15. You go on: "By granting the Romanists but a single ace of
miracles after the Apostles, we shall bo entangled in difRcultics, whence
we can never extricate ourselves till we allow the same powers to the

present age." (p. 96.) I will allow them, however, three ages of mira-

cles, and let them make what advantage of it they can.

You proceed: " If the Scriptures are a complete rule," (I reject the

word sufficieni, because it is ambiguous,) " we do not want the Fathers
as guides, or, if clear, as interpreters. An esteem for them has carried

many into dangerous errors ; the neglect of them can have no ill con-

sequences." (p. 97.) I answer, (1.) The Scriptures are a complete rule

of faith and practice ; and they are clear in all necessary points. And
yet their clearness does not prove, that they need not be explained ; nor

their completeness, that they need not be enforced. (2.) The esteem-

ing the writings of the first three centuries, not equally with, but next to,

the Scriptures, never carried any man yet into dangerous errors, nor

probably ever will. But it has brought inany out of dangerous errors,

and particularly out of the errors of Popery. (3.) The neglect, in your
sense, of the primitive Fathers, that is, the thinking they were all fools

and knaves, has this natural consequence, (which I grant is no ill one,

according to your principles,) to make all who are not real Christians

thmk Jesus of Nazareth and his Apostles just as honest and wise as

them.

16. You afterward endeavour to show how the Church of England
carne to have such an esteem for the ancient Fathers. There are seve-

ral particulars in this account which are liable to exception. But I let

them pass, as they have little connection with the point in question.

17. You conclude your "Introductory Discourse" thus : "The de-

sign of the present treatise is to fix the religion of the Protestants on

its proper basis, that is, on the sacred Scriptures." (p. 111.) Here
again you speak in your personated character; as also when you "freely

own the primitive writers to be of use in attesting and transmitting to us

the genuine books of the Holy Scriptures !" (p. 112.) Books, for the

full attestation as well as safe transmission whereof, you have doubtless

the deepest concern !

18. I cannot dismiss this discourse without observing, that the un-

common artfulness and disingenuity Avhich glare through the whole,

must needs give disgust to every honest and upright heart ; nor is it

any credit at all to the cause you have espoused. Nay, I am persuaded

, there are many in these kingdoms, who, though they think as you do

concerning the Christian system, yet could not endure the thought of

writing against it in the manner that you have done ; of combating fraud

(if it were so) with fraud, and practising the very thing which they pro-

fessed to expose and abhor.

In your " Free Inquiry" itself, you propose,

—

" I. To draw out in order all the principal testimonies which relate to
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miraculous gifts, as they are found in tlie writings of tlie Fathers, from the

earliest ages after the Apostles ; whence we shall see> at one view, the

whole evidence by which they have hitherto been supported.
" II. To tlirow together all which those Fathers have delivered, concern-

ing the persons said to have been endued with those gifts." (p. 1.)

"III. To illustrate the particular characters and opinions of the Fathers
who attest those miracles.

" IV. To review all the several kinds of miracles which are pretended to

have been wrought, and to observe from the nature of each how far they may
reasonably be suspected.

" V. To refute some of the most plausible objections which have been
hitherto made." (p. 2.)

I was in hopes you would have given, at least in entering upon your

main work, what you promised so long ago, an account of " the proper

nature and condition of those miraculous powers which are the subject

of the whole dispute, as they are represented to us in the history of

the Gospel." {Pre/, p. 10.) But as you do not appear to have any

thought of doing it at all, you will give me leave at length to do it for you.

The original promise of these runs thus : " These signs shall follow

them that believe : in my name shall they cast out devils ; they shall

speak with new tongues ; they shall take up serpents ; and if they drink

any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the

sick, and they shall recover," Mark xvi, 17, 18.

A farther account is given of them by St. Peter, on the very day

whereon that promise was fulfilled :
" This is that which was spoken of

by the Prophet Joel, And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith

God, your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men
shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams," Acts ii, 16, 17.

The account given by St. Paul is a little fuller than this :
" There

are diversities of gil^ts," (p^apirffAaTijv, the usual scriptural term for the

miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost,) " but the same Spirit : for to one
is given the word of wisdom ; to another the gifts of healing ; to another

the working of" other " miracles ; to another prophecy ; to another

discernment of spirits ; to another divers kinds of tongues ; to another

the interpretation of tongues. All these worketh that one and the same
Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will," 1 Cor. xii, 4-11.

Hence we may observe, that the chief pfapirffjuaTa, spiritnal gifts, con-

ferred on the Apostolic Church, were, 1. Casting out devils : 2. Speaking

with new tongues : 3. Escaping danger.s, in which otherwise they must
have perished : 4. Healing the sick : 5. Prophecy, foretelling things to

come : 6. Visions : 7. Divine dreams : and, 8. Discerning of .spirits.

Some of these appear to have been chiefly designed for the convic-

tion of Jews and Heathens,—as the casting out devils and speaking with

new tongues ; some, chiefly for the benefit of their fellow Christians,

—

as healing the sick, foretelling things to come, and the discernment of

spirits ; and all, in order to enable those who either wrought or saw
them, to " run with patience the race set before them," through all the

storms of persecution which the most inveterate prejudice, rage, and
malice could raise against them.

I. 1. You are. First, " to draw out in order all the principal testim«v

nies wiiich relate to miraculous gifts, as they are found in the writings

of the Fathers from the earliest ages after the Apostles."
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You begin with the Apostolic Fathers ; that is, those who hved and
conversed with the Apostles. " There are several," you say, •' of this

character, whose writings still remain to us: St. Barnabas, St. Clemens,
St. Ignatius, St. Polycarp, St. Hennas. Now, if those gifts had sub-
sisted after the days of the Apostles, these must have possessed a la ge
share of them. But if any of them had, he would have mentioned it in

his writings, which not one of them has done." (p. 3.)

The argument, fully proposed, runs thus:

—

If any such gifts had subsisted in thorn, or in their days, they must
have mentioned them in their circular epistles to the Churches

; (tor so
their predecessors, the Apostles, did;) but they did not mention any
such gifts therein.

Sir, your consequence is not of any force ; as will easily appear by a
parallel argument :

—

If such gifts had subsisted in St. Peter, or in his days, he must have
mentioned them in his circular epistles to the Churches. But he does
not mention any such gifts therein. Therefore, they did not subsist in

him, or in his days.

Your argument therefore proves too much : nor can it conclude against

an Apostolic Father, without concluding against the Apostle too.

If therefore the Apostolic Fathers had not mentioned any miraculous

gifts in their circular epistles to the Churches, you could not have in-

ferred that they possessed none ; since neither does he mention them
in his circular epistles, whom you allow to have possessed them.

Of all the Apostles, you can produce but one, St. Paul, who makes
mention of these gifts : and that not in his circular e})istles to the Church-
es ; for I know not that he wrote any such.

2. All this time I have been arguing on your own suppositions, that

these five Apostolic Fathers all wrote circular epistles to the Churches,

and yet never mentioned these gifts therein. But neither of these sup-

positions is true. For, (1.) Hernias wrote no epistle at all. (2.) Although

the rest wrote epistles to particular Churches, (Clemens to the Corinth-

ians, Ignatius to the Romans, &c,) yet not one of them wrote any

circular epistle to the Churches, like those of St. James and St. Peter

;

unless we allow that to be a genuine epistle, which bears the name of

St. Barnabas. (3.) You own, they all " speak of spiritual gifts, as

abounding among the Christians of that age ;" but assert, " These can-

not mean any thing more than faith, hope, and charity.'" {lb.) You
assert: But the proof, sir! I want the proof. Though I am but one of

the vulgar, yet I am not half so credulous as you apprehend the first

Christians to have been. Ipse dixit will not satisfy me ; I want plain,

clear, logical proof; especially when I consider how much you build

upon this ; that it is the main foundation whereon your hyp'othesis stands.

You yourself must allow, that in the epistles of St. Paul, zivsuixarixa.

j^aptCjaaTa, spiritual gifts., does always mean more than faith, hope, and

charity ; that it constantly means miraculous gifts. How then do you
prove, that, in the epistles of St. Ignatius, it means quite another thing ?

not miraculous gifts, but only the ordinary gifts and graces of the Gos-
pel ? I thought " the reader" was to " find no evasive distinctions in the

following sheets." (Pref, p. 31.) Prove then that this distinction is

not evasive ; that the same words mean absolutely different things.
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Till this is clearly and solidly done, reasonable men must believe that

this and the like expressions mean the same thing in the writings of the

Apostolical Fathers as they do in the writings of the Apostles ; namely,

not the ordinary graces of the Gospel, but the extraordinary gifts of the

Holy Ghost.

3. You aim indeed at a proof, which would be home to the point, if

you were but able to make it out. " These Fathers themselves seem to

disclaim all gifts of a more extraordinary kind. Thus Polycarp, in his

epistle to the Fhilippians, says, ' jVeither I, nor any other such as I am,
can come up to the Vrisdom of the blessed Paul.' And in the same
epistle he declares, ' It was not granted to him to practise that. Be ye

ano-ry, and sin not.'' St. Ignatius also, in his epistle to the Ephesians,

says, ' These things I prescribe to you, not as if I were somebody ex-

traordinary. For though I am bound for his name, I am not yet perfect

in Christ Jesus.'" (pp. 7, 8.) I think verily, these extraordinary proofs

may stand without any reply.

4. Yet you courteously add : "If from the passages referred to above,

or any other, it should appear probable to any, that they were favoured

on some occasions with some extraordinary illuminations, visions, or

divine impressions, I shall not dispute that point ; but remind them only,

that these gifts were granted for their particular comfort ; and do not

therefore, in any manner, affect or relate to the question now before

us." (p. 10.)

I ask pardon, sir. These do so deeply affect, so nearly relate to, the

question now before us, even as stated by yourself, {Pref. p. 28,) that, in

allowing these you give up the substance of the question. You yourself

have declared that one great end of the extraordinary gifts conferred on
the Apostles was, " to enable them to bear up against the shocks of

popular rage and persecution." Now, were not " extraordinary illumi-

nations, visions, and impressions," if given at all, given for this very

end ;
" for their particular comfort," as you now word it ? Therefore,

hi allo\^'ing these to the Apostolic Fathers, you allow extraordinary gifts,

Avhich had been fomicrly granted to the Apostles, to have subsisted in

the Church after the days of the Apostles, and for the same end as they

did before.

5. Therefore the Apostolic writers have not left us in the dark, with

regard to our present argument ; and consequently your triumph comes
too soon :

" Here then we have an interval of half a century, in which
we have the strongest reason to presume that the extraordinary gifts of

the Apostolic age were withdrawn." (p. 9.) No ; not if all the Apostolic

Fathers speak of spiritual gifts as abounding among the Christians of

tliat age ; not if " extraordinary illuminations, visions, and divine im-

pressions still subsisted among them." For, as to your now putting in,

" as exerted openly in the Church for the conviction of unbelievers," I

must desire you to put it out again ; it comes a great deal too late. The
question between you and me was stated without it, above a hundred

pages back. Although, if it be admitted, it will do you no service;

seeing your proposition is overthrown, if there were " miraculous gifts

after the days of the Apostles," whether they were " openly exerted for

the conviction of unbelievers" or not.

6. I was a little surprised that you should take your leave of the
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Apostolic Fathers so soon. But, upon looking forward, my surprise
was at an end : I found you was not guilty of any design to spare them

;

but only delayed your remarks till the reader should be prepared for

what might have shocked him, had it stood in its proper place.

I do not find, indeed, that you make any objection to any part of the
Epistles of Ignatius ; no, nor of the Catholic Epistle, as it is called,

which is inscribed with the name of IJarnabas. This clearly convinces
me, you have not read it ; 1 am apt to think, not one page of it ; seeing,
if you had, you would never have let slip such an opportunity of expos-
ing one that was called an Apostolic Father.

7. But it would have been strange, if you had not somewhere brought
m the famous phoenix of Clemens Romanus. And yet you are very

mercitui upon that head, barely remarking concerning it, that "he alleged

the ridiculous story of the phoenix, as a type and proof of the resurrec-

tion. Whether all the Heathen writers treat it as nothing else but a mere
fable, I know not." (p. 55.) But that it is so, is certain; and conse-
quently the argument drawn from it is weak and inconclusive. Yet it

will not hence follow, either that Clemens was a wicked man, or that

he had none of the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit.

8. There is no real blemish to be found in the whole character of St.

Polycarp. But there is one circumstance left upon record concerning

him which has the appearance of weakness. And with this you do not

fail to acquaint your reader at a convenient season ; namely, " that in

the most ancient dispute concerning the time of holding Easter, St. Poly-

carp and Anicetus severally alleged Apostolic tradition for their different

practice." (p. 60.) And it is not improbable, that both alleged what was
true ; that in a point of so little importance the Apostles varied them-
selves ; some of them observing it on the fourteenth day of the moon,
and others not. But, be this as it may, it can be no proof, either that

Polycarp was not a holy man, or that he was not favoured with the ex-

traordinary, as well as ordinary, gifts of the Spirit.

9. With regard to the narrative of his martyrdom, you affirm, " It is

one of the most authentic pieces in all primitive antiquity." (p. 124.) I

will not vouch for its authenticity ; nor therefore for the story of the

dove, the flame forming an arch, the fragrant smell, or the revelation to

Pionius. But your attempt to account for these things is truly curious.

You say, " An arch of flame round his body is an appearance which

might easily happen, from the common effects of wind. And the dove
said to fly out of him, might be conveyed into the wood which was pre-

pared to consume him." (p. 229.) How much more naturally may we
account for both, by supposing the whole to be a modern fiction, wrote

on occasion of that account mentioned by Eusebius, but lost many ages

ago! But whatever maybe thought of this account of his death, neither

does this affect the question, whether during his life he was endued with

the miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost.

1 0. There is one of those whom you style Apostolic Fathers yet

behind, of whom you talk full as familiarly as of the rest : I mean,

Hermas : "To whom," you say, " some impute the fraud of forging the

Sibylline books." (p. 37.) It would not have been amiss, if you had

told us, which of the ancients, whether Christian, Jew, or Heathen,

ever accused him of this. If none ever did, some will be apt to
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think it is giving a person but hard measure, to bring an accusation

against him which never was heard of till sixteen hundred years after

his death.

But I can the more easily excuse you, because he is a person whom
you are wholly unacquainted with ; though it is much, curiosity did not

lead you, when you had Archbishop Wake's translation in your hand,

to read over if it were but half a dozen pages of his famous " Shepherd."

But charity obliges me to believe you never did. Otherwise, I cannot

conceive you would so peremptorily affirm, of him and the rest toge-

ther, " There is not the least claim or pretension, in all their several

pieces, to any of those extraordinary gifts which are the subject of this

inquiry." (p. 3.) I am amazed ! Sir, have you never a friend in the

world I If you was yourself ignorant of the whole afiair, would no one

inform you, that all the three books of Hermas, from the first page to

the last, are nothing else than a recital of his extraordinary gifts, his

visions, prophecies, and revelations 1

Can you expect after this, that any man in his senses should take

your word for any thing under heaven ? that any one should credit any

thing which you affirm? or believe you any farther than he can see you?

Jesus, whom you persecute, can forgive you this ; but how can you for-

give yourself? One would think you should be crying out day and night,

" The Shepherd of Hermas will not let me sleep !"

11. You proceed to the testimony of Justin Martyr, who wrote about

fifty years after the Apostles : he says, (I translate his words literally,)

" There are prophetic gifts among us even until now. You may see

with us both women and men having gifts from the Spirit of God." He
particularly insists on that of " casting out devils, as what every one

might see with his own eyes." (p. 10.)

Irenaeus, who wrote somewhat later, affirms, " that all who were truly

disciples of Jesus wrought miracles in his name : some cast out devils;

others had visions, or the knowledge of future events ; others healed the

sick." And as to raising the dead, he declares it to have been frequently

performed on necessary occasions, by great fasting, and the joint sup-

plication of the Church. "And we hear many," says he, " speaking with

all kinds of tongues, and expoimding the mysteries of God." (pp. 11,12.)

" Tlieophilus, bisliop of Antioch, who lived in the same age, speaks of

casting out devils as then common in the Church." (lb.)

12. " Tertullian, who flourished toward the end of the second century,

challenges the Heathen magistrates, to ' call before tlieir tribunals any per-

son possessed with a devil. And if the evil spirit, when commanded by any
Christian, did not confess himself to be a devil, who elsewhere called hun-

self a god, they should take the bfe of that Christian.' " (lb.)

" Minutius Felix, supposed to have wrote in the beginning of the third

century, addressing himself to his Heathen friend, says, ' The greatest part

of you know what confessions the demons make concerning themselves, when
we expel them out of the bodies of men.' " (p. 13.)

13. " Origcn, something younger than Minutius, declares, that there re-

mained still the manifest indications of tlie Holy Spirit. ' For the Chris-

tians,' says he, ' cast out devils, perform many cures, fortel things to come.
And many have been converted to Christianity by visions. I have seen many
examples of this sort.' " (p. 14.)

In another place he says, " Signs of the Holy Ghost were shown at the

beginning of the teaching of Jesus ;" (not, as you translate it, "Miracles
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began with tlift preaching of Jesus ;" that is quite a different thing;) " more
were shown after his ascension, but afterward fewer. However, even now
there are still some remains of them with a few, whose soids are cleansed
by the word, and a life conformable to it." (p. 15.) Again :

" Some," says
he, "heal the sick. I myself have seen many so healed, of loss of senses,
madness, and innumerable other evils which neither men nor devils can
cure." {Ih.) " And this is done, not by magical arts, but by prayer, and cer-
tain plain adjurations, such as any common Christian may use ; for generally
common men do things of this kind." (p. 16.)

14. " Cyprian, who wrote about the middle of the third century, says,
• Beside the visions of tlie night, even in the day-time, innocent children
among us are filled with the Holy Spirit ; and in ecstasies see, and hear,
and speak those things by which God is pleased to admonish and instruct
us.'" {lb.) Elsewhere he particularly mentions the casting out of devils:
" WJiich," says he, " either depart immediately, or by degrees, according to
the faith of the patient, or the grace of him that works the cure." (p. 17.)

" Arnobius, who is supposed to have wrote in the year of Christ yU3, tells

us, ' Christ appears even now to men un])olluted, and eminently holy, who
love him ;—whose very name puts evil spirits to flight, strikes their prophets
dumb, deprives the soothsayers of the power of answering, and frustrates the
acts of arrogant magicians.' "

(p. 18.)
" Lactantius, who wrote about the same time, speaking of evil spirits, says,

'Being adjured by Christians, they retire out of the bodies of men, confess
themselves to be demons, and tell their names, even t.he same which are
adored in the temples.' " {lb.)

15. "These," you say, "are the principal testimonies which assert mi-

raculous gifts through the three first ccntui-ies; which might be supported

by many more of the same kind, from the same as well as different

writers. But none will scruple to risk the fate of the cause upon these."

(p. 19.) Thus far I do not scruple it. I do not doubt but the testi-

monies of these nine witnesses, added to the evidence of the ApostoUc
Fathers, will satisfy every impartial man with regard to the point in

question. Yet I see no cause, if there are nine witnesses more, to give

up their evidence ; seeing you may possibly raise objections against

these which the others are unconcerned in.

If then you should invalidate what I have to reply in behalf of the

witnesses now produced, you will have done but halfyour work. I shall

afterward require a fair hearing for the others also.

16. You close this head with remarking, (1.) "That the silence of

all the Apostolic writers on the subject of these gifts, must dispose us to

conclude they were then withdrawn." {lb.) sir, mention this no

more. I intreat you, never name their silence again. They speak loud

enough to shame you as long as you live. You cannot therefore talk

with any grace of " the pretended revival of them, after a cessation of

forty or fifty years ;" or draw conclusions from that which never was.

Your second remark is perfectly new: I dare say, none ever observed

before yourself, that this particular circumstance of the primitive Chris-

tians "carried with it an air of imposture," namely, their "challenging

all the Avorld to come and see the miracles which they wrought !" (p. 21.)

To complete the argument, you should have added. And their staking

their lives upon the performance of them.

17. I doubt you have not gone one step forward yet. You have

mdeed advanced many bold assertions ; but you have not fairly proved

one single conclusion with regard to the point in hand.

Vol. V. 46
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But a natural effect of your lively imagination is, that from this time

you argue more and more weakly ; inasmuch as, the farther you go,

the more things you imagine (and only imagine) yourself to have pro-

ved. Consequently, as you gather up more mistakes every step you
take, every page is more precarious than the former.

II. 1. The Second thing you proposed was, "to throw together all

which those Fathers have delivered concerning the persons said to have
been endued with the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit." (lb.)

" Now, whenever we think or speak with reverence," say you, " of

those primitive limes, it is always with regard to these very Fathers,

whose testimonies I have been collecting. And they were indeed the

chief persons and champions of the Christian cause, the pastors, bish-

ops, and martyrs of the primitive Church ; namely, Justin Martyr,

Irenteus, Theophilus, TertuUian, Minutius Felix, Origen, Cyprian, Ar-

nobius, Lactantius." Sir, you stumble at the threshold. A common
dictionary may inform you that these were not all either pastors, bish-

ops, or martyrs.

2. You go on as you set out :
" Yet none of these have any where

affirmed, that they themselves were endued with any power of working

miracles." (p. 22.) You should say. With any of those extraordinary

gifts promised by our Lord, and conferred on his Apostles.

No ! Have "none of these any where affirmed, that they themselves

were endued" with any extraordinary gifts 1 What think you of the

very first of them, Justin Martyr 1 Either you are quite mistaken in

the account you give of him eslscwhcre, (pp. 27, 30,) or he affirmed

this of himself over and over. And as to Cyprian, you will by and by
spend several pages together, (pp. 101, &c,) on the extraordinary gifts

he affirmed himself to be endued Avith.

But suppose they had not any where affirmed this of themselves, what
would you infer therefrom 1 that they were not endtied with any extra-

ordinary gifts ? Then, by the very same method of arguing, you might

prove that neither St. Peter, nor James, nor John, were endued with

any such. For neither do they any where affirm this of themselves in

any of the writings which they have left behind them.

3. Your argument concerning the Apostolic Fathers is just as con-

clusive as this. For if you say, " The writers following the Apostolic

Fathers do not affirm them to have had any miraculous gifts; therefore

they had none ;" by a parity of reason you must say, " The writers

following the Apostles do not affirm them to have had any miraculous

gifts ; therefore the Apostles had none."

4. Your next argument against the existence of those gifts is, " that

the Fathers do not tell us the names of them which had them." This
is not altogether true. The names of Justin Martyr and Cyprian are

pretty well known ; as is, among the learned, that of Dionysius, Bishop
of Alexandria, (pp. 106, 212.) But what, if they did not? Supposing

miraculous powers were openly exerted in the Church, and that not only

they themselves, but every one else, might see this whenever they

pleased ; if any Heathen might come and see whenever he pleased,

what could a reasonable man desire more ? What did it signify to him
to know the names of those whom he heard prophesying, or saw working

miracles ? Though, without doubt, whoever saw the miracles wrought,
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might easily learn the names of those that wrought them ; which, never-
theless, the Christians had no need to publish abroad, to expose them
so much the more to the rage and malice of their persecutors.

6. Your third argument is, " The Christian workers of miracles worn
always charged with imposture by their adversaries. I.ucian tells us,
' Whenever any crafty juggler went to the Christians, he grew rich imme-
diately.' And Celsus represents the Christian wonder-workers as mere
vagabonds and common cheats, who rambled about to fairs and mar-
kets." (p. 23.)

And is it any wonder, that either a Jew or a Heathen should represent
them thus ? Sir, I do not blame you for not believing the ('hristian

system, but for betraying so gross a partiality ; for gleaning up every
scrap of Heathen scandal, and palming it upon us as unquestionable

evidence ; and for not translating even these miserable fragments with

any accuracy or faithfulness. Instead of giving us the text, bad as it

is, you commonly substitute a paraphrase yet worse. And this the un-
learned reader naturally supposes to be a faithful translation. It is no
credit to your cause, if it needs such supports. And this is no credit to

you, if it does not.

To that of Lucian and Celsus, you add the evidence of Caecilius too,

who calls, say you, these workers of miracles, " a lurking nation, shunning
the light." Then they were strangely altered all on a sudden ; for you
told us that, just before, they were proving themselves cheats by a widely
different method,—by "calling out both upon magistrates and people, and
challenging all the world to come and see what they did !" (p. 20.)

I was not aware that you had begun " to throw together all which the

Fathers have delivered, concerning the persons said to have been endued
\vith those extraordinary gifts." And it seems you have made an end
of it ! And accordingly you proceed to sum up the evidence ; to " ob-

serve, upon the whole, from these characters of the piimitive wonder-
workers, as given both by friends and enemies, we may fairly conclude

that the gifts of those ages were generally engrossed by private Chris-

tians, who travelled about from city to city to assist the ordinary preach-

ers, in the conversion of Pagans, by the extraordinaiy miracles they

pretended to perform." (p. 24.)

Characters given both by friends and enemies ! Pray, sir, what

friends have you cited for this character? or what enemies, except only

Celsus the Jew? (And you are a miserable interpreter for him.) So,

from the single testimony of such a witness, you lay it down as an

oracular truth, that all the miracle-workers of the three first ages were
" mere vagabonds and common cheats," rambling about from city to

city, to assist in converting Heathens, by tricks and imposture ! And
this you ingeniously call, " throwing together all which the Fathers have

delivered concerning them !"

9. But, to complete all, " Here again," you say, " we see a dispensa-

tion of things ascribed to God, quite diflerent from that Avhich we meet

with in the New Testament." (p. 24.) We see a dispensation ! Where?

Not in the primitive Church; not in the writings of one single Christian;

not of one Heathen ; and only of one Jew ; for poor Celsus had not a

second ; though he multiplies, under your forming hand, into a cloud of

witnesses. He alone ascribes this to the ancient Christians, which you
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in their name ascribe to God. With the same regard to truth you go
on : " In those days the power of working miracles" (you should say,

the extraordinary gifts) " was committed to none but those who presided

in the Church of Christ." Ipse dixit [mere say so] tor that. But I

cannot take your word ; especially when the Apostles and Evangelists

say otherwise. " But, upon the pretended revival of those powers,"

—

Sir, we do not pretend tlie revival of them ; seeing we shall believe they

never were intermitted, till you can prove the contrary,—" we find the

administration of them committed, not to those v.'ho had the government
of the Church, not to the bishops, the martyrs, or the principal cham-
pions of the Christian cause, but to boys, to women, and, above all, to

private and obscure laymen ; not only of an inferior, but sometimes also

of a bad, character."

Surely, sir, you talk in your sleep : you could never talk thus, if you
had your eyes open, and your understanding about you. " We find the

administration of them committed, not to those who had the government
of the church." No ! 1 thought Cyprian had had the government of the

church at Carthage, and Dionysius at Alexandria! " Not to the bishops."

Who were these then that were mentioned last ? Bishops, or no bishops?
" Not to the martyrs." Well, if Cyprian was neither bishop nor martyr,

I hope you will allow Justin's claim. " Not to the principal champions
of the Christian cause." And yet you told us, not three pages since,

that " these very Fathers were the chief champions of the Christian cause
in those days !"—" But to boys, and to women." I answer : " This is

that which was spoken of by the Prophet Joel, It shall come to pass,

that I will pour out my Spirit, saith the Lord, and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy !"—a circumstance which turns this argument
full against you, till you openly avow you do not believe those prophecies.
" And, above all, to private and obscure laymen, not only of an inferior,

but sometimes of a bad, character." I answer, (1.) You cite only one
Ante-Nicene writer, to prove them conunitted to " private and obscure

laymen." And he says this and no more : " Generally private men do
tilings of this kind."* By what rule of grammar you construe iSiurai,

private and obscure laijmen, I know hot. (2.) To prove these were
sometimes men of a bad character, you quote also but one Ante-Nicene
Father ; (for I p-csume you will not assert the genuineness of the, so

called, " Apostolical Constitutions ;") and that one is, in eflect, none at

all : it is Tertullian, who, in his " Prescription against Heretics," says,
" They will add many things of the authority" (or power) " of every

heretical teacher ; that they raised the dead, healed the sick, foretold

things to come."! They will add! But did Tertulhan believe them?
There is no shadow of reason to think he did. And if not, what is all

this to the purpose ? No more than the tales of later ages which you
add, concerning the miracles wrought l)y bones and relics.

10. " These things," you add, " are so strange, as to give just reason

to suspect that there was some original fraud in the case, and that those

strolling wonder-workers, by a dexterity of juggling, imposed upon the

pious Fathers, whose strong prejudices, and ardent zeal for the interest

* flf t-nnrav liiuirai to roinrov apiiTTvai.—Orignil. Coilt. Cels. I. vii.

t Mjicient nntltn dc nutoritate ctij'tsque ductoris li(trctici, iUos moituos suscitassey

dehiles riformasie, ^-c.
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of Christianity, would dispose them to embrace, without examination,

whatever seemed to promote so p;ood a cause." (p. 25.) You now
speak tolerably plain, and would be much disappointed if those who
have no "strong prejudices for Christianity" did not apply what you
say of these "strolling wonder-workers' to the Apostles, as well as

their successors.

1 1. A very short answer will sulBce: " These things are so strange."

They are more strange than true. Vou have not proved one jot or tittle

of them yet. Therefore, the consequences you draw must fall to the

ground till you find them some better support.

12. Nay, but " it is certain and notorious," you say, "that this was
really the case in some instances ;" that is, that " strolling, juggling

wonder-workers imposed upon the pious Fathers." (p. 26.) Sir, I nmst
come in again with my cuckoo's note,—The proof! Where is the proof?

Till this is produced 1 cannot allow that " this is certain and notorious,"

even in one individual instance.

13. Let us now stand still, and observe what it is you have made out,

under this Second head. What you proposed was, " to throw together

all which the primitive Fathers had delivered concerning the persons

said to be then endued with the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit." And
how have you executed what you proposed? You have thrown together

a quotation from a Jew, two from Heathens, three quarters of a hne
from Origen, and three lines from Tertullian ! Nothing at all, it is true,

to the point in question. But that you could not help.

14. And this, it seems, is " all you have been able to draw from any
of the primitive writers, concerning the persons who were endued with

the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost!" (p. 21.)

Permit me, sir, to apply to you what was spoken on another occasion

:

" Sir, the well is deep, and thou hast nothing to draw with ;" neither

sufficient skill, nor industry and application. Besides, you are resolved

to draw out of the well what was never in it, and must, of course, lose

all your labour.

HI. 1. You are, " Thirdly, to show the particular characters and
opinions of those Fathers who attest these gifts."

Sutler me to remind you that yon mentioned nine of these, Justin,

Irenseus, Theophilus, Tert\illian, Minutius FeHx, Origen, Cyprian,

Arnobius, and Lactanlius. You are therefore now to show what were
" the particular characters and opinions of these Fathers."

Indeed, I should think their opinions had small relation to the question.

But, since you think otherwise, I am prepared to hear you.

You premise, " that an unexceptionable witness must have" (p. 26)

both judgment and honesty; and then, passing over the Apostolic Fathers,

as supposing them on your side, endeavour to show that these other

Fathers had neither.

2. You begin with Justin Martvr, who, you say, " frequently affirms,

that the miraculous gift of expounding the Holy Scriptures, or the myste-

ries of God, was granted to himself, by the special grace of God." (p. 27.)

Upon which I observe, (1.) It has not yet been agreed among learned

men, that declaring "the mysteries of God" is the same thing with

" expounding the Holy Scriptures." (2.) It is not clear that Justin does

affirm his being endued either with one or the other ; at least, not from
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the passages which you cito. The first, hterally translated, runs thus:

" He hath revealed to us whatsoever things we have understood by his

grace from the Scriptures also."* The other : "I have not any such

power ; but God has given me the grace to understand his Scriptures."!

Now, sir, by which of these does it appear that Justin affirms he had the

miraculous gill of expounding the Scriptures 1

3. However, you will affirm it, were it only to have the pleasure of

confuting it. In ordfM- to which, you recite three passages from his

writings, wherein he interprets Scripture weakly enough ; and then add,

after a strained compliment to Dr. Grabe, and a mangled translation of

one of his remarks :
" His works are but little else than a wretched

collection of interpretations of the same kind. Yet this pious Father

insists that they were all suggested to him from heaven." (p. 30.) No;
neither the one nor the other. Neither do interpretations of Scripture

(good or bad) make the tenth part of his writings ; nor does he insist

that all those which are found therein were suggested to him from heaven.

This does not follow from any passage you have cited yet ; nor from his

saying, in a particular case, " Do you think 1 could have understood

these things in the Scriptures, if I had not, by the will of God, received

the grace to understand them ]"

4. However, now you clap your wings. " What credit," say you,
" can be due to this Father, in the report of other people's gifts, who
was so grossly deceived, or willing, at least, to deceive others, in this

confident attestation of his own?" [lb.) The answer is plain and obvious.

It is not clear that he attests his own at all. Consequently, as yet his

credit is unblemished.
" But he did not understand Hebrew, and gave a wrong derivation of

the Hebrew word, Satan." Allowing this, that he was no good etymo-

logist, his credit as a witness may be as good as ever.

5. But, to blast his credit for ever, you will now reckon up all the

heresies which he held. And, First: " He believed the doctrine of the

Millennium ; or, ' that all the saints should be raised in the flesh, and
reign with Christ, in the enjoyment of all sensual pleasures, for a thousand

yearsAefore the general resurrection.' " (p. 31.) These you mark as

though they were Justin's words. I take knowledge you hold no faith

is to be kept with heretics ; and that all means are fair which conduce
to so good an end as driving the Christian heresy out of the world.

It is by this principle only that I can account for your adding : "Which
doctrine" (that of their enjoying all sensual pleasures) " he deduces from
the testimony of the Prophets, and of St. John the Apostle ; and was
followed in it by the Fathers of the second and third centuries."

The doctrine (as you very well know) which Justin deduced from the

Prophets and the Apostles, and in which he was undoubtedly followed

by the Fathers of the second and third centuries, is this :

—

The souls of them who have been martyred for the witness of Jesus,
and for the word of God, and who have not worshipped the beast, neither

received his mark, shall live and reign with Christ a thousand years.

* KncKuXv-pcv yv rifxiv cjavra oaa kj( oito tiov ypuij/^of 6ia rtji ^u()ito5 avTa vnoTiKofitv.—
Dial. par. 2.

t Ovoc yap Svvajjii c^ot TOiivrij nj tr'"! «X'^a X''P"> ^"p^ ©£!' cSoBtj uoi cti to avvitvat rai

Ypnfai uvTd.—Dial. ]);ir. "2.
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But the rest of the dead shull not hve again, until the thou.^and years
are finished.

Now, to say they believe this, is neither more nor less than to say,

they believe the Bible.

6. The second heresy you charge him with is the believing, " that

those ' sons of God' mentioned Gen. vi, 4, of whom it is there said,

' They came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to

them,' were evil angels." (p. 32.) And I allow, he too lightly received

this on the testimony of tlic Jewish commentators. But this only proves

that he was a fallible man ; not that he was a knave, or that he had not

eyes and ears.

7. You charge him, Thirdly, " with treating the spurious books,

published under the names of the Sibyl and Hystaspes, with the same
reverence as the prophetic Scriptures." (p. 33.) His words are: "By
the power of evil spirits, it was made death to read the books of Ilystas-

pes, or of the Sibyl, or of the Prophets." Well ; how does this prove

that he treated those books with the same reverence as the prophetic

Scriptures ?

" But it is certain," you say, " that, from tliis example and authority of
Justin, they were held in the higliest veneration by the Fathers and Rulers
of the Church, through all succeeding ages." (lb.)

I do not conceive it is certain. I wait your proof, first, of the fact

;

next, of the reason you assign for it. The fiict itself, that " these books
were held in the highest veneration by the Fathers and Rulers through
all succeeding ages," is in nowise proved by that single quotation from
Clemens Alexandrinus, wherein he urges the Heathens with the testi-

monies of their own authors, of the Sibyl, and of Hystaspes. (p. 34.)

We cannot infer from hence, that he himself held them " in the highest

veneration;" much less, that all the Fathers did. And as to the reason

you assign for that veneration,—the example and authority of Justin,

—

you cite no writer of any kind, good or bad. So he that will believe it,

may.
But some, you tell us, " impute the forging these books to Justin."

Be pleased to tell us, likewise, who those are ; and what grounds they

allege for that imputation. Till then, it can be of no signification.

8. You charge him. Fourthly, " with believing that silly story con-

cnernlng the Septuagint version of the Old Testament; with saying, that

he himself, when at Alexandria, saw the remains of the cells in which

the translators were shut up ; and with making a considerable mistake

in the chronology relating thereto." (p. 37.) And, if all this be allowed,

and, over and above, that he "frequently cites apocryphal books, and

cites the Scriptures by memory ;" what have you gained toward the

proof of your grand conclusion, that " he was either too great a fool, or

too great a knave, to be believed touching a plain matter of fact ?"

9. You seem sensible of this, and therefore add. Fifthly : " It will be

said, perhaps, that these instances show a weakness of judgment, but

do not touch the credit of Justin as a witness of fact." (p. 29.) But

can you scrape up nothing from all the dunghills of antiquity that does 1

I dare say, you will do your utmost. And, first, you reply, " The want

of judgment alone may, in some cases, disqualify a man from being a

good witness. Thus, Justin himself was imposed upon by those of
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Alexandiiii, \\lio showed him some old ruins under the name of cells.

And so he was hy those who told him, there was a statue at Rome,
inscribed, Simoni Deo Sancfo ; [to the holy God Simon;] whereas it

was really inscribed, Semoni Sanco Deo
; [to the minor god Sancus ;]

to an old deity of the Sabines. Now," say you, " if he was deceived

in such obvious facts, how much more easily would he be deceived by

subtle and cratty impostors!" (pp. 40, 41.) Fur less easily. A rnan

of good judgment may be deceived in the inscriptions of statues, and

points of ancient history. But, if he has only eyes and ears, and a

small degree of common sense, he cannot be deceived in facts where

he is both an eye and ear witness.

10. For a parting blow, you endeavour to prove, Sixthly, that Justin

was a knave, as well as a fool. To this end you remark, that " he

charges the Jews with erasing three passages out of the Greek Bible
;

one whereof stands there still, and the other two were not expunged by

some Jew, but added by some Christian. Nay, that able critic and

divine, John Croius," (you know when to bestow honourable appella-

tions,) " says, Justin forged and published this passage for the confirma-

tion of the Christian doctrine, as well as the greatest part of the Sibylline

oracles, and the sentences of Mercurius." (p. 42.)

With fur greater probability than John Croius asserts that Justin

forged these passages, a man of candour would hope that he read them

in his copy (though incorrect) of the Greek Bible. And till you dis-

prove this, or prove the assertion of Croius, you are got not a jot farther

still. But, notwithstanding you have taken true pains to blacken him,

both with regard to his morals and understanding, he may still be an

honest man, and an unexceptionable witness, as to plain facts done

before his face.

11. You fall upon Irenseus next, and carefully enumerate all the

mistakes in his writings. As, First, that he held the doctrine of the

millennium, and related a weak fancy of Papias concerning it. Secondly

:

That he believed our Saviour to have lived fifty years. Thirdly: That
he believed Enoch and Elias were translated, and St. Paul caught up to

that very paradise from which Adam v/as expelled. (So he might, and

all the later Fatliers with him, withoiit being cither the better or the

worse.) Fourthly : That he believed the story concerning the Sep-

tuagint Version ; nay, and that the Scri])tures were destroyed in the

Babylonish captivity, but restored again after seventy years by Esdras,

inspired for that purpose. " In this also" (you say, but do not prove)

"he was followed by all the principnl Fathers that succeeded him;
although there is no better foundation for it, than that fabulous relation

in the second book of Esdras." You add, Fifthly, that "he believed

the sons of God who camo in to the daughters of men were evil angels."

And all the early Fathers, you mv. very ready to believe, " were drawn
into the same error, by the authority of the aj)ocryphal book of Enoch,
cited by St. Jude." (p. 44.)

12. It is not only out oi"your good will to St. Jude, or Irentuus, you
gather up these fragments of error, that nothing be lost, but also to the

whole body of the ancient Christians. For " all those absurdities," you
say, " were taught by the Fathers of those ages," (naturally implying,

by all the Fathers,) " as doctrines of the universal Church, derived ini-
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mediately from the Apostles ; and thought so necessary, that those who
held the contrary were hardly considered as real Christians." Here
I must beg you to prove as well as assert, (1.) That all these absurdi-

ties of the millennium in the grossest sense of it, of the age of Christ, of
paradise, of the destruction ot'the Scriptures, of the Septuagint Version,

and of evil angels mixing with women, were taught by all the Fathers
of those ages : (2.) That all those Fathers taught these as doctrines of
the universal Church, derived immediately from the Apostles : and,

(3.) That they all denied those to be real Christians who h(;ldthe contrary.

13. You next cite two far-fetched interpretations of Scripture, and a
weak saying out of the writings of Irena^us. But all three prove no
more, than that in these instances he did not speak with strictness of
judgment ; not, that he was incapable of knowing what he saw with his

own eyes, or of truly relating it to others.

Before we proceed to what with etpial good humour and impartialityyou
remark concerning the rest of these Fathers, it will be proper to consider
what more is interspersed concerning these in the sequel of this argument.

14. And, First, you say, " Justin used an inconclusive argument for

the existence of the souls of men after death." (p. 67.) It is possible

he might ; but whether it was conclusive or no, this does not afl'ect his

moral character.

You say, Secondly, " It was the common opinion of all the Fathers,

taken from the authority of Justin Martyr, that the demons wanted the

fumes of the sacrifices to strengthen them for the enjoyment of their

lustful pleasures." (p. 69.)

Sir, no man of reason will believe this, concerning one of the Fathers,

upon your bare assertion. I must therefore desire you to prove by more
than a scrap of a sentence, (1.) That Justin himself held this opinion :

(2.) That he invented it: (3.) That it was the common opinion of all

the Fathers : and, (4.) That they all took it on his authority.

15. You affirm, Thirdly :
" He says, that all devils yield and submit

to the name of Jesus ; as also to the name of the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob." (p. 85.) Very likely he may.

Lastly. You cite a passage from him, concerning the Spirit of God
influencing the minds of holy men. But neither does this in any mea-
sure aflect his credit as a witness of fact. Consequently, after all that

you have been able to draw, either from himself, or any of the primitive

writers, here is one witness of unquestionable credit, touching the mira-

cles wrought in the primitive Church, touching the subsistence of the

extraordinary gifts after the days of the Apostles.

16. But let us come once more to Irena^us ; for you have not done
with him yet :

" Forgery," you say, " has been actually charged upon
Justin," (by John Croius and Dr. Middleton,) " and may with equal

reason be charged on Irenaeus. For what other account can be given

of his frequent appeals to Apostolical tradition, for the support of so

many incredible doctrines?' (p. 111.) ^V by, this very natural one, that

in non-essential points he too easily followed the authority of Papias, a
weak man, who on slight grounds believed many trifling things to have

been said or done by the Apostles. And allowing all this, yet it does

not give us so " lamentable an idea of those primitive ages and primitive

champions of the Christian cause." (p. 59.)
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The same account may be given of his mistake concerning the age

of our Lord. {lb.) There is, therefore, as yet, neither reason nor any
plausible pretence for laying forgery to his charge. And consequently,

thus far his credit as a witness stands clear and unimpeached.

But you say. Secondly, " He was a zealous asserter of tradition."

(p. 61.) He might be so, and yet be an honest man ; and that, whether

he was mistaken or no, in supposing Papias to have been a disciple of

John the Apostle, (p. 64.)

17. You say, Thirdly, He supposed " that the disciples of Simon Ma-
gus, as well as Carpocrates, used magical arts ;" (p. 68 ;) that "the dead

were frequently raised in his time ;" (p. 72 ;) that " the Jews by the

name of God cast out devils ;" (p. 85 ;) and that " many had even then

the gift of tongues, although he had it not himself." This is the whole
of your charge against St. Irena;us, when summed up and laid together.

And now, let any reasonable person judge, whether all this gives us the

least cause to question, either his having sense enough to discern a plain

matter of fact, or honesty enough to relate it. Here then is one more
credible witness of miraculous gifts after the days of the Apostles.

18. What you advance concerning the history of tradition, I am
neither concerned to defend nor to confute. Only I must observe, you
forget yourself again, where you say, " The fable of the millennium, of

the old age of Christ, with many more, were all embraced by the earliest

Fathers." (p. 64.) For modesty's sake, sir, think a little before you
speak ; and remember you yourself inform us, that one of these was
never embraced at all, but by one single Father only,

19. "I cannot," you say, "dismiss this article, without taking notice,

that witchcraft was universally believed through all ages of the primitive

Church." (p. 66.) This you show by citations from several of the

Fathers ; who likewise believed, as you inform us, that " evil spirits

had power frequently to afflict either the bodies or minds of men ;" that

they " acted the parts of the Heathen gods, and assumed the forms of

those who were called from the dead. Now, this opinion," say you, "is

not only a proof of the grossest credulity, but of that species of it which,

of all others, lays a man most open to imposture." (p. 70.)

And yet this opinion, as you know full well, has its foundation, not

only in the histories of all ages, and all nations throughout the habitable

world, even where Christianity never obtained ; but particularly in Scrip-

ture ; in abundance of passages both of the Old and New Testament;
as where the Israelites were expressly commanded not to " suffer a witch

to live;" (ib.) where St. Paul numbers "witchcraft" with "the works
of the flesh," Gal. v, 19, 20; and ranks it with adultery and idolatry;

and where St. John declares, " Without are sorcerers, and whore-

mongers, and murderers," Rev. xxii, 15.

That the gods of the Heathens are devils, (1 Cor. x, 20,) is declared

in terms, by one of those who are styled inspired writers. And many
conceive, that another of them gives us a plain instance of their " assum-

ing the form ofthose who were called from the dead," 1 Sam.xxviii, 13, 14.

Of the power of evil spirits to afflict the minds of men, none can doubt,

who believe there are ajiy such beings. And of their power to afflict the

body, we have abundant proof, both in the history of Job, and that of the

Gospel demoniacs.
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I do not mean, sir, to accuse yon of believing these things : you have

shown that you arc guiltless in this matter ; and that you pay no more

regard to that antiquated book, the Bible, than you do to the Second

Book of Esdras. But, alas ! the Fathers were not so far enlightened.

And because they were bigoted to that old book, they of consequence

held for truth what, you assure us, was mere delusion and imposture.

20. Now to apply :
" A mind," you say, " so totally possessed by

superstitious fancies, could not even suspect the pretensions of those

vagrant jugglers, who in those primitive ages were so numerous, and

so industriously employed in deluding their fellow creatures. Both

Heathens, Jews, and Christians are all allowed to have had such impos-

tors among them." (p. 71.) By whom, sir, is this allowed of the Chris-

tians ? By whom, but Celsus, was it affirmed of them ] Who informed

you of their growing so numerous, and using such industry in their em-
ployment? To speak the plain truth, your mind appears " to be so totally

possessed by" these " vagrant jugglers," that you cannot say one word

about the primitive Church, but they immediately start up before you
;

though there is no more proof of their ever existing, than of a witch's

sailing in an egg shell.

21. You conclude this head :
" When pious Christians are arrived to

this pitch of credulity, as to believe that evil spirits or evil men can work
miracles, in opposition to the Gospel ; their very piety will oblige them
to admit as miraculous whatever is pretended to be wrought in defence

of it." (76.) Once more you have spoken out
;
you have shown, \\ith-

out disguise, what you think of St. Paul, and the " lying miracles,"

(2 Thess. ii, 9,) which he (poor man!) beheved evil spirits or evil men
could work in opposition to the Gospel ; and of St. John, talking so

idly of him who " doeth great wonders, and deceiveth them that dwell

on the earth" (even though they were not Christians) " by means of those

miracles which he hath power to do," Rev. xiii, 13, 14.

22. You have now finished the third thing you proposed ; which was,

" to show the particular characters of the several Fathers, who attest"

that they were eye and ear witnesses of the extraordinary gifts in the

primitive Church.

You named nine of these : Justin Martyr, Ireneeus, Theophilus,

Tertullian, Minutius Felix, Origen, Cyprian, Arnobius, and Lactan-

tius ; at the same time observing, that many other writers attest the

same thing.

But let the others stand by. Are these good men and true? That is

the present question.

You say, " No ;" and, to prove that these nine are knaves, bring

several charges against two of them.

These have been answered at large : some of them proved to be false,

some, though true, yet not invahdating their evidence.

But supposing we waive the evidence of these two, here are seven

more still to come.

O, but you say, " If there were twice seven, they only repeat the

words which these have taught them."

You say ; but how often must you be reminded that saying and prov-

ing are two things 1 I grant, in three or four opinions, some (though not

all) of these were mistaken, as well as those two. But this by no means
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proves that they were all knaves together; or that if Justin Martyr or

Irenaeus speaks wrong, I am therefore to give no credit to the evidence

of Theophilus or Minutius Felix.

23. You have therefore made a more lame piece of work on this head,

if possible, than on the preceding. You have promised great things,

and performed just nothing. You have left above three parts in four of

your work entirely untouched ; as these two are not a fourth part even

of the writers you have named, as attesting the continuance of the " ex-

traordinary gifts" after the age of the Apostles.

But you have taught that trick at least to your " vagrant jugglers," to

supply the defect of all other arguments. At every dead lift you are

sure to play upon us these dear creatures of your own imagination.

They are the very strength of your battle, your tenth legion. Yet if a

man impertinently calls for proof of their existence, if he comes close

and engages them hand to hand, they immediately vanish away.

IV. You are, in the Fourth place, to " review all the several kinds of

miraculous gifts which are pretended to have been given ; and to ob-

serve, from the nature of each, how far they may reasonably be sus-

pected." (p. 72.)

" These," you say, " are, 1. The power of raising the dead. 2. Of healing^

the sick. 3. Of casting out devils. 4. Of prophesying. .5. Of seeing visions.

6. Of discovering tlie secrets of men. 7. Of expounding the Scriptures.

8. Of speaking with tongues."

I had rather have had an account of the miraculous powers as they

arc represented to us in the histoiy of the Gospel. But that account

you are not inclined to give. So we will make the best of what we have.

Section I. 1. And, First, as to " raising the dead." Irenaeus affirms:

" This was frequently performed on necessaiy occasions ; when, by

great fastings, and the joint supplication of the Church, the spirit of the

dead person returned into him, and the man was given back to the

prayers of the saints." {lb.)

2. But you object : " There is not an instance of this to be found in

the three first centuries." {lb.) I presume you mean, no Heathen his-

torian has mentioned it ; for Christian historians were not. I answer,

(1.) It is not probable a Heathen historian would have related such a

fact, had he known it. (2.) It is equally improbable, he should know
it ; seeing the Christians knew with whom they had to do ; and that,

had such an instance been made public, they would not long have en-

joyed him who had been given back to their prayers. They could not

but remember what had been before, when the Jews sought Lazarus

also to kill him ; a very obvious reason why a miracle of this particular

kind ought not to have been published abroad ; especially considering.

Thirdly, that it was not designed for the conversion of the Heathens
;

but " on occasions necessary" for the good of the Church, of the Chris-

tian community. Lastly : It was a miracle proper, above all others, to

support and confirm the Christians, who were daily tortured and slain,

but sustained by the hope of obtaining a better resurrection.

3. Yon ol)ject. Secondly :
" The Heathens constantly affirmed the

thing itself to be impossible." (p. 73.) They did so. But is it "a thing

incredible with you, that God should raise the dead?"

4. You object Thirdly, that when " Autolycus, an eminent Heathen
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scarce forty years after this, said to Theophiliis, Bishop of Antioch,
' Show me but one raised from the dead, that I may see and beheve ;'

{ib.) Theophilus could not." Supposing he could not, I do not see that

this contradicts the testimony of Irenauis; for he does not aflirm, (though
you say he does,) that this was " performed, as it were, in every parish,

or place where there was a Christian Church." (p. 72.) }Io does not
affirm, that it was performed at Antioch ; p.obably, not in any Church,
unless where a concurrence of ini|)ortant circumstances required if.

Much less does he affirm, that the persons raised in France would be
ahve forty years after. Therefore, although it be granted, (1.) That
the historians of that age are silent; (2.) That the Jleathens said the

thing was impossible; and (3.) That Theophilus did not answer the

challenge of the Heathen, Autolycus ;—all this will not invalidate, in

any degree, the express testimony of Irenaius, or prove that none have
been raised from the dead since the days of the Apostles.

Section II. 1. " The next gift is, that of healing the sick ; often per-

formed by anointing them with oil ; in favour of which," as you observe,

"the ancient testimonies are more full and express." (p. 75.) But
" this," you say, " might be accounted for without a miracle, by the

natural efficacy of the oil itself." (p. 76.) I doubt not. Be pleased to

try how many you can cure thus, that are blind, deaf, dumb, or paralytic;

and experience, if not philosophy, will teach you, that oil has no such
natural efficacy as this.

2. Of this you seem not insensible already, and therefore fly away to

your favourite supposition, that " they were not cured at all ; tluit the

whole matter was a cheat from the beginning to the end." But by what
arguments do you evince this? The Ihst is, "The Heathens pretended

to do the same." Nay, and " managed the imposture with so much
art, that the Christians could neither deny nor detect it ; but insisted

always that it was performed by demons, or evil spirits." {Ih.) But
still the Heathens maintained, " the cures were wrought by their gods,

by jEsculapius in particular." And where is the difference? seeing as

was observed before, " the gods of the Heathens were but devils."

3. But you say, " Although public monuments were erected in proof

and memory of these cures, at the time when they were performed, yet

it is certain all those Heathen miracles were pure forgeries." (p. 79.)

How is it certain? If you can swallow this without good |)roof, you are

far more credulous than I. I cannot believe that the whole body of the

Heathens, for so many generations, were utterly destitute of common
sense, any more than of common honesty. Why should you fix such a

charge on whole cities and countries ? You could have done no more,

if they had been Christians !

4. But " diseases, though fatal and desperate, are oft surprisingly

healed of themselves." And therefore " we cannot pay any great regard

to such stories, unless we knew more precisely in this case the real

bounds between nature and miracle." {Ib.) Sir, I understand you well.

The drift of the argument is easily seen. It points at the Master, as

well as his servants ; and tends to prove that, after all this talk about

miraculous cures, we are not sure there were ever any in the world.

But it will do no harm. For, although we grant, (1.) That some re-

cover, even in seemingly desperate cases ; and, (2.) That we do not
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know, in'any case, the precise bounds between nature and miracle
; yet

it does not follow. Therefore I cannot be assured there ever was a

miracle of healing in the world. To explain this by instance : I do not

precisely know how far nature may go in healing, that is, restoring sight

to, the blind
; yet this I assuredly know, that if a man born blind is re-

stored to sight by a word, this is not nature, but miracle. And to such
a story, well attested, all reasonable men will pay the highest regard.

5. The sum of what you have advanced on this head, is, (1.) That
the Heathens themselves had miraculous cures among them. (2.) That
oil may cure some diseases by its natural efficacy. And (3.) That we
do not know the precise bounds of nature. All this I allow. But all

this will not prove that no miraculous cures were performed, either by
our Lord, and his Apostles, or by those who lived in the three succeed-

ing centuries.

Section III. 1. The Third of the miraculous powers said to have
been in the primitive Church, is that of casting out devils. The testi-

monies concerning this are out of number, and as plain as words can
make them. To show, therefore, that all these signify nothing, and that

there were never any devils cast out at all, neither by the Apostles, nor

since the Apostles, (for the argument proves both or neither,) is a task

worthy of you. And, to give you your just praise, you have here put

forth all your strength.

2. And yet I cannot but apprehend, there was a much shorter way.

Would it not have been readier to overthow all those testimonies at a

stroke, by proving there never was any devil in the world 1 Then the

whole affair of casting him out had been at an end.

But it is in condescension to the weakness and prejudices of man-
kind that you go less out of the common road, and only observe, " that

those who were said to be possessed of the devil, may have been ill of

the falling sickness." And their symptoms, you say, " seem to be no-

thing else but the ordinary symptoms of an epilepsy." (p. 81.)

If it be asked. But were " the speeches and confessions of the devils,

and their answering to all questions, nothing but the ordinary symptoms
of an epilepsy?" you take in a second hypothesis, and account for these

" by the arts of imposture, and contrivance between the persons con-

cerned in the act." (p. 82.)

But is not this something extraordinary, that men in epileptic fits

should be capable of so much art and contrivance ? To get over this

difficulty, we are apt to suppose that art and contrivance were the main

ingredients ; so that we are to add only quantum stifficit [a sufficient

quantity] of the epilepsy, and sometimes to leave it out of the composi-

tion.

But the proof, sir? where is the proof? I want a little of that too.

Instead of this, we have only another supposition: "That all the Fathers

were either induced by their prejudices to give too hasty credit to these

pretended possessions, or carried away l)y their zeal to support a delu-

sion which was useful to the Christian cause." (//'.)

I grant they were prejudiced in favour of the Bible ; but yet we can-

not fairly conclude from hence, either that they were one and all con-

tinually deceived by merely pretended possessions ; or that they would

all lie for God,—a thing absolutely forbidden in that book.
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3. But "leaders of sects," you say, " whatever principles they pretend

to, have seldom scrupled to use a commodious lie." (p. 83.) I ob-

serve you are quite impartial here. You make no exception of age or

nation. It is all one to you whether your reader applies this to the sou
of Abdallah, or the Son of Mary. And yet, sir, I cannot i)ut think there

was a difference. I fancy the Jew was an honester man than the Ara-
bian ; and though Mohammed used many a commodious lie, yet Jesus
of Nazareth did not.

4. However, " Not one of these Fathers made any scruple of using
the hyperbolical style," (that is, in plain English, of lying,) "as an emi-
nent writer of ecclesiastical history declares." (lb.) You should have
said, an impartial writer. For who would scruple that character to Mr.
Le Clerc ] And yet I cannot take either his or your bare word I'or this.

Be pleased to produce a little proof Hitherto you have proved abso-
lutely nothing on the head; but, as your manner is, taken all for granted.

5. You next relate that famous story from Tcrtullian :
" A woman

went to the theatre, and returned possessed with a devil. When the un-

clean spirit was asked how he dared to assault a Christian, he answered,
'I found her on my own ground.' " {fb.) After relating another, which
you endeavour to account for naturally, you intimate that this was a
mere lie of Tertullian's. But how is that proved? Why, " Tcrtullian

was an utter enemy to plays and public shows in the theatre." He was
so : But can we infer from thence that he was an utter enemy to com-
mon honesty ?

6. You add :
" The Fathers themselves own that even the Jews, yea, and

the Heathens, cast out devils. Now, it will be granted, that these Jewish
and Heathen exorcists were mere cheats and impostors. But the Fathers
believed they really cast them out. Now, if they could take their tricks for

the effects of a supernatural power, well might they be deceived by their

own impostors. Or they might think it convenient to oppose one cheat to

another." (pp. 84, 87, 88.)

Deceived, say you, by their oion impostors ? Why, I thought they

were the very men who set them to work ! who opposed one cheat to

another ! Apt scholars, who acted their part so well, as even to deceive

their masters ! But, whatever the Heathen were, we cannot grant that

all the " Jewish exorcists were impostors." Whether the Heathens
cast out devils or not, it is sure the sons of the Jews cast them out. I

mean, upon supposition, that Jesus of Nazareth cast them out ; which
is a point not here to be disputed.

7. But "it is very hard to believe what Origen declares, that the devils

used to possess and destroy cattle." You might have said, what Mat-
thew and Mark declare concerning the herd of swine ; and yet we shall

find you, by and by, believing far harder things than this.

Before you subjoined the silly story of Hilarion and his camel, you
should, in candour, have informed your reader, that it is disputed,

whether the life of Hilarion was wrote by St. Jerome or no. But, be it

as it may, I have no concern for either : For they did not live within the

three first ages.

8. I know not what you have proved hitherto, though you have affirm-

ed many things, and intimated more. But now we come to the strength

of the cause, contained in your five observations.
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You observe, First, " that all the primitive accounts of casting out

devils, though given by different Fathers, and in different ages, yet

exactly agree with regard to all the main circumstances." (p. 91.) And
this you apprehend to be a mark of imposture. " It looks," you say,

"as if they copied from each other!" Now, a vulgar reader would have
imagined that any single account of this kind must be rendered much
more (not less) credible, by parallel accounts of what many had severally

seen, at different times, and in different places.

9. You observe, Secondly, " that the persons thus possessed were called,

erya^-piiJivOoi, ' ventriloquists ;' " (some ofthem were ;)
" because they were gene-

rally believed to speak out of the belly. Now, there are, at this day," you
say, " those who, by art and practice, can speak in the same manner. If we
suppose, then, that there were artists of this kind among the ancient Chris-

tians, how easily, by a correspondence between tlie ventriloquist and the

exorcist, might they delude the most sensible of their audience !" (p. 92.)

But what did the ventriloquist do with his epilepsy in the mean time?

You must not let it go, because many of the circumstances wherein all

these accounts agree cannot be tolerably accounted for w ithout it. And
yet, how will you make these two agree? It is a point worthy your

serious consideration.

But cheats, doubtless, they were, account for it who can. Yet it is

strange none of the Heathens should find them out; that the imposture

should remain quite undiscovered till fourteen hundred years after the

HTipostors were dead! He must have a very large faith who can believe

this ; who can suppose that not one of all those impostors should, either

through inadvertence, or in the midst of tortures and death, have once

intimated any such thing.

10. You observe. Thirdly, " that many demoniacs could not be cured by
all the power of the exorcists ; and that the cures which were pretended to

be wrought on any, were but temporary, were but the cessation of a particular

fit or access of the distemper. This," you say, "is evident from the testi-

mony of antiquity itself, and may be clearly collected from the method of
treating them in the ancient Church." (Ih.)

Sir, you are the most obliging disputant in the world : For you con-

tinually answer your own arguments. Your last observation confuted

all that you had advanced before. And now you are so Idnd as to con-

fute that. For if, after all, these demoniacs were real epileptics, and
that in so high a degree as to be wholly incurable, what becomes of their

art and practice, and of the very good correspondence between the ven-

triloquist and the exorcist 1

Having allowed you your supposition just so long as may suffice to

confute yourself, I must now ol)serve, it is not true. For all that is

evident from the testimony of antiquity, is this : That although many
demoniacs were wholly delivered, yet some were not, even in the third

century ; but continued months or years, with oidy intervals of case,

before they were entirely set at liberty.

11. You observe, Fourtldy, " that great numbers of demoniacs subsisted

m those early ages, wliose chief liabitatiou was in a part of the church, where,
as in a kind of hospital, they were under llic care of the exorcists; which
will account for the confidence of those cliallenges made to the Heatliens by
the Ciiristians, to come and see how they could drive the devils out of them,
while they kept such numbers of tbem in constant pay ; always ready for the

/
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show , tried and disciplined by your exorcists to groan and howl, and give
proper answers to all questions." (pp. 94, 95.)

So now the correspondence between the ventriloquist and the exorcist
is grown more close than ever! But the misfortune is, this observation,
likewise wholly overthrows that which went before it. For if all the
groaning and howling, and otlier symptoms, were no more than what
they " were disciplined to by their exorcists ;"

(p. 95 ;) then it cannot
be, that " many of them could not possibly be cured by all the power of
those exorcists !" (p. 92.) What ! could they not possibly be taught to
know their masters ; and when to end, as well as to begin, the show?
One would think that the cures wrought upon these might have been
more than temporary. Nay, it is surprising, that, while they had such
numbers of them, they should ever sufler the same person to show
twice.

12. You observe, Fifthly, <' that, whereas this power of casting out devils
had hitherto been in the hands only of the meaner part of the laity;" (that
wants proof;) " it was, about the year 367, put under tlie direction of the
Clergy ; it being then decreed by the Council of Loodicea, that none should
be exorcists but those appointed (or ordained) by the Bishop. But no sooner
was this done, even by those who favoured and desired to support it, than
the gift itself gradually decreased and expired." (p. 95.)

You here overthrow, not only your immediately preceding observa-

tion, (as usual,) but likewise what you have observed elsewhere,—that

the exorcists began to be ordained " about the middle of the third cen-
tury."' (p. 86.) If so, what need of decreeing it now, above a hundred
years after ? Again : If the exorcists were ordained a hundred years
before this Council sat, what change was made by the decree of the

Council ? Or how came the power of casting out devils to cease upon
it? You say. The Bishops still favoured and desired to support it.

Why, then, did they not support it ? It must have been they (not the

poor exorcists, who were but a degree above sextons) who had hitherto

kept such numbers of them in pay. What was become of them now?
W^ere all the groaners and howlers dead, and no more to be procured for

money ? Or rather, did not the Bishops, think you, groAV covetous as

they grew rich, and so kept fewer and fewer of them in pay, till at length

the whole business dropped ?

13. These are your laboured objections against the great promise of

our Lord, " In my name shall they cast out devils ;" whereby (to make
sure work) you strike at him and his Apostles, just as much as at the

primitive Fathers. But, by a strange jumble of ideas in your head, you
would prove so much, that you prove nothing. By attempting to show
all who claimed this power to be at once both fools and knaves, you

have spoiled your whole cause, and, in the event, neither shown them to

be one nor the other ; as the one half of }our argument all along just

serves to overthrow the other. So that, after all, the ancient testimo-

nies, touching this gift, remain firm and unshaken.

Section IV. 1. You told us above, that the fourth miraculous gift

was that of prophesying ; the fifth, of seeing visions ; the sixth, of dis-

covering the secrets of men." (p. 72.) But here you jumble them all

together, telling us, "The next miraculous gift is that of prophetic

visions, and ecstatic trances," {ecstatic ecstasies, you might have said,)

Vol. V. 47
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"and the discovery of men's hearts." (p. 96.) But why do you thrust

all three into one ? Because, you say, " these seem to be the fruit of

one spirit." Most certainly they are, whether it was the Spirit of Truth,

or (as you suppose) the spirit of delusion.

2. However, it is the second of these on which you chiefly dwell

(the filth of those you before enumerated,) taking but little notice of the

fourth, " foretelhng things to come," and none at all of the sixth, "dis-

covering the secrets of men." The testimonies, therefore, for these

remain in full force, as you do not even attempt to invalidate them.

With regard to visions or ecstasies, you observe, First, that Tertullian

calls ecstasy " a temporary loss of senses." (p. 97.) It was so, of the

outward senses, which were then locked up. You observe, Secondly,

that " Suidas" (a very primitive writer, who lived between eight and
nine hundred years after Tertullian) " says, that of all the kinds of mad-
ness, that of the Poets and Prophets was alone to be wished for." I

am at a loss to know what this is brought to prove. The question is,

Were there visions in the primitive Church 1 You observe. Thirdly,

that Philo the Jew says, (I literally translate his words, which you do
not ; for it would not answer your purpose,) " When the divine light

shines, the human sets ; but when that sets, this rises. This uses to

befall the Prophets." (p. 98.) Well, sir, and what is this to the ques-

tion ? Why, " from these testimonies," you say, " we may collect, that

the vision or ecstasy of the primitive Church was of the same kind with

those of the Delphic Pythia, or the Cumsean Sibyl."

Well collected indeed ! But I desire a little better testimony than

either that of Philo the Jew, or Suidas, a lexicographer of the eleventh

century, before I believe this. How little Tertullian is to be regarded

on this head you yourself show in the very next page.

3. You say. Fourthly, " Montanus and his associates were the authors

of these trances. They first raised this spirit of enthusiasm in the

Church, and acquired great credit by their visions and ecstasies." Sir,

you forget ; they did not " raise this spirit," but rather Joel and St.

Peter ; according to whose words, the " young men saw visions," before

Montanus was born.

4. You observe, Fifthly, how Tertullian was " imposed upon by the

craft of ecstatic visionaries," (p. 99,) and then fall upon Cyprian with

all your might : your objections to whom we shall now consider :

—

And, First, you lay it down as a postulatum, that he was " fond of
power and episcopal authority." (p. 101.) I cannot grant this, sir: I

must have some proof; else this, and all you infer from it, will go for

nothing.

You say, Secondly, " In all questionable points of doctrine or discipline,

which he had a mind to introduce into the Christian worship, we find him
constantly appealing to the testimony of visions and divine revelations. Thus
he says to Ccecilius, that he was divinely admonished to mix water with wine
in the sacrament, in order to render it effectual."

You set out unhappily enough. For this can never be a proof of
Cyprian'.s appealing to visions and revelations in order to introduce

questionable points of doctrine or discipline into the Christian worship
;

because this point was unquestionable, and could not then be " intro-

duced into the Christian worship," having had a constant place therein,
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as you yourself have showed, {Introduclory Discourse^ p. 57,) at least

from the time of Justin Martyr.

Indeed, neither Justin nor Cyprian use those words, " In order to

render it effectual." They are an ingenious and honest addition of your
own, in order to make something out of nothing.

5. I observe you take much the same liberty in your next quotation

from Cyprian. " He threatens," you say, " to execute what he was
ordered to do 'against them in a vision.'" (p. 102.) Here also the last

words, " in a vision," are an improvement upon the text. Cyprian's
words are, " I will use that admonition which the Lord commands mo
to use."* But neither was this in order to introduce any questionable

point, either of doctrine or discipline ; no more than his using the same
threat to Pupianus, who had spoken ill of him and left his communion.

6. iou go on: " He says likewise, he was admonished of God to

ordain one Numidicus, a confessor, who had been left for dead, half

burnt and buried in stones." (pp. 103, 104.) True, but what " ques-
tionable point of doctrine" or discipline did he introduce hereby? or by
ordaining Celerinus; " who was overruled and compelled by a divine

vision to accept that office ?" So you affirm Cyprian says. But
Cyprian says it not ; at least, not in those words which you cite in

the margin ; which, literally translated, run thus : " I recommend to

you Celerinus, joined to our clergy, not by human suffrage, but by the

divine favour."t
" In another letter, speaking of Aurelius, whom he had ordained a

reader, he says to his clergy and people, ' In ordaining clergy, my
dearest brethren, I use to consult you first ; but there is no need to

wait for human testimonies, when the divine suffrage has been already

signified.'

"

An impartial man would wonder what you could infer from these five

passages put together. Why, by the help of a short postulatum, " He
was fond of power," (you have as much ground to say, " He was fond

of bloodshed,") you will make it plain, " this was all a trick to enlarge

his episcopal authority." But as that postulatum is not allowed, you
have all your work to begin again.

Hitherto then the character of Cyprian is unhurt ; but now you are

resolved to blow it up at once. So you proceed: " The most memorable
effect of any of his visions was his flight from his church in the time of

persecution. He affirms, that he was commanded to retire by a special

revelation from heaven. Yet this plea was a mere fiction, contrived to

quiet the scandal which was raised by his flight ; and is confuted by

himself, where he declares, it was the advice of Tertullus which prevail-

ed with him to withdraw." (pp. 104, 105.)

You here charge Cyprian with confuting himself, in saying, he " with-

drew by the advice of Tertullus ;" whereas he had " before affirmed,

that he was commanded to retire by a special revelation from heaven."

Indeed he had not ; there is no necessity at all for putting this construc-

tion upon those words, " The Lord who commanded me to retire ;"

which may without any force be understood of the written command;
" When they persecute you in this city flee ye into another," Matt x, 2^.

* Ular ea admonitione, qua me Dmninus utijubet. Epis. 9.

t .Yon hiuiiana suffragalione, sed divina dignatione, conjundum. Epis. 34.
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It is not therefore clear, that this plea of a special revelation was ever

advanced. And if it was advanced, it still remains to be proved, that

"
it was nothing else but a mere fiction."

8. Your citing his editor here, obliges me to add a remark, for which

you give continual occasion : If either Rigalt, Mr. Dodwell, Dr. Grabe,

Mr. Thirlby, or any editor of the Fathers, ever drops an expression to

the disadvantage of the author whom he publishes or illustrates, this you
account so much treasure, and will surely find a time to expose it to

public view. And all these passages you recite as demonstration.

These are doubtless mere oracles ; although when the same person

speaks in favour of the Father, his authority is not worth a straw. But
you have " none of those arts which are commonly employed by dis-

putants to palliate a bad cause !" (Pref. p. 31.)

9. What you relate of Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, you have not

from himself, but only from one who lived near a hundred years after

Dionysius was dead. Therefore he is not at all accountable for it ; as

neither am I for any vision of St. Jerome. But I am concerned in the

consequence you draw from it: " If this was a fiction, so were Cyprian's

too." That will not follow. Many objections may he against the one,

which have no place with regard to the other.

10. You now bring forth your grand discovery, that " all the visions

of those days were contrived, or authorized at least, by the leading men
of the Church. For they were all applied, either, (1.) To excuse the

conduct of particular persons, in some instances of it liable to censure
;

or, (2.) To enforce some doctrine or discipline pressed by some, but

not relished by others; or, (3.) To confirm things not only frivolous,

but sometimes even superstitious and hurtful." (p. 109.)

Well, sir, here is the proposition. But where is the proof? I hope

we shall have it in your next " Free Inquiry ;" and that you will then

give us a few instances of such applications, from the writers of the three

first centuries.

11. Being not disposed to do this at present, you fall again upon the

poor " heretic Montanus ; who first gave a vogue" (as you phrase it)

" to visions and ecstasies in the Christian Church." (p. 110.) So you
told us before. But we cannot believe it yet ; because Peter and Paul

tell us the contrary.

Indeed, you do not now mention Montanus because it is any thing to

the question, but only to make way for observing, that those who wrote

against him " employed such arguments againsf ais prophecy as shake

the credit of all prophecy. For Epiphanius makes this the very criterion

between a true and a false prophet, ' that the true had no ecstasies, con-

stantly retained his senses, and with firmness of mind apprehended and

uttered the divine oracles.' " Sir, have you not mistook ? Have you
not transcribed one sentence in the margin, and translated another!

That sentence which stands in your margin is this :
" When there was

need, the saints of God among the Prophets prophesied all things with

the true Spirit, and with a sound understanding and reasonable mind."

Now, it is difiicult to find out how this comes to " shake the credit of all

prophecy."

12. Why thus :
" Before the Montanists had brought those ecstasies

into disgrace, the prophecy of the orthodox too was exerted in ecstasy.
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And so were the prophecies of the Old Testament, according to the

current opinion of those earlier days." (p. 111.)

That this was then " the current opinion," you bring three citations

to prove. But if you could cite three Fathers more during the three

first centuries, expressly aflirming that the Prophets were all out of their

senses, I would not take their word. For though I take most of the

Fathers to have been wise and good men, yet I know none of them were
infallible. But do even these three expressly affirm it? No, not one of
them ; at least in the words you have cited. From Athenagoras you
cite only part of a sentence, which, translated as literally as it will well

bear, runs thus : "Who in an ecstasy of their own thoughts, being moved
by the Divine Si)irit, spoke the things with which they were inspired,

even as a piper breathes into a pipe." Does Athenagoras expressly

affirm in these words, that the prophets were " transported out of their

senses?" I hope, sir, you do not understand Greek. If so, you show
here only a little harmless ignorance.

13. From Justin Martyr also you cite but part of a sentence. He
speaks, very nearly, thus :

—

" That the Spirit of God descending from heaven, and using righteous

men as the quill strikes the harp or lyre, may reveal unto us the know-
ledge of divine and heavenly things." And does Justin expressly affirm

in these words, that all the prophets were " transported out of their

senses ?"

Tertullian's words are : " A man being in the Spirit, especially when
he beholds the glory of God, must needs lose sense." (JVecesse est,

excidat sensu.) Now, as it is not plain that he means hereby, lose his

understanding, (it being at least equally probable, that he intends no
more than, losing for the time the use of his outwai-d senses,) neither

can it be said that Tertullian expressly affirms, " The Prophets were all

out of their senses." Therefore you have not so much as one Father

to vouch for what you say was " the current opinion in those days."

14. I doubt not but all men of learning will observe a circumstance

which holds throughout all your quotations. The strength ofyour argu-

ment constantly lies in a loose and paraphrastical manner of translating.

The strength of mine lies in translating all in the most close and literal

manner ; so that closeness of translation strengthens mine, in the same
proportion as it weakens your arguments ; a plain proof of what you
elsewhere observe, that you use " no subtle refinements or forced con-

structions." {Pref. p. 31.)

15. But to return to Cyprian : " I cannot forbear," you say, " relat-

ing two or three more of his wonderful stories. The first is, A man
who had denied Christ was presently struck dumb : the second, A wo-
man who had done so was seized by an unclean spirit, and soon after

died in great anguish : the third, of which he says he was an eye wit-

ness, is this,—The Heathen magistrates gave to a Christian infant part

of what had been offered to an idol. When the deacon forced the con-

secrated wine on this child, it was immediately seized with convulsions

and vomiting ; as was a woman who had apostatized, upon taking the

consecrated elements." (pp. 112, 113.) The other two relations Cyprian
does not affirm of his own personal knowledge.

" Now, what can we think," say you, " of these strange stories, but that
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they were partly forged, partly dressftd up in this tragical form, to support

the discipline of the Church in these times of danger and trial?" (p. 115.)

Why, many will think that some of them are true, even in the man-
ner they are related ; and that if any of them are not, Cyprian thought

they were, and related them in the sincerity of his heart. Nay, per-

liaps some will think that the wisdom of God might, " in those times of

danger and trial," work things of this kind, for that very end, " to sup-

port the discipline of the Church." And till you show the falsehood, or

at least the improbability, of this, Cyprian's character stands untainted
;

not only as a man of sense, (which you yourself allow,) but likewise of

eminent integrity ; and consequently it is beyond dispute, that visions,

the fifth miraculous gift, remained in the Church after the days of the

Apostles.

Section V. 1. The sixth ofthe miraculous gifts which you enumerated

above, namely, " the discernment of spirits," you just name, and then

entirely pass over. The seventh is, that of "expounding the Scriptures."

(p. 116.) You tack to it, " or the mysteries of God." But, inasmuch

as it is not yet agreed (as was intimated above) whether this be the same
gift, it may just as well be left out.

2. Now, as to this, you say, *' There is no trace of it to be found since

the days of the Apostles. For even in the second and third centuries, a most
senseless and extravagant method of expounding them prevailed. For which
when we censure any particular Father, his apologists with one voice allege,

' This is to be charged to the age wherein he lived, which could not relish

or endure any better.'
"

- >..,

I doubt much, whether you can produce one single apologist for any
*' ridiculous comment on sacred writ," who any where " alleges, that

the second or third century could not relish or endure any better." But

if they were all to say this with one voice, yet no reasonable man could

believe them. For it is notoriously contrary to matter of fact. It may
be allowed, that some of these Fathers, being afraid of too literal a way
of expounding the Scriptures, leaned sometimes to the other extreme.

Yet nothing can be more unjust than to infer from hence, " that the age

in which they lived could not relish or endure any but senseless, extra-*

vagant, enthusiastic, ridiculous comments on sacred writ."

Will you say, that all the comments on Scripture, still to be found in

the writings of Ignatius, Polycarp, Athenagoras, or even of Origen and

Clemens Alexandrinus, are senseless and extravagant? If not, this

charge must fall to the ground ; it being manifest, that even " the age

in which they lived" could both " endure and relish" sound, sensible,

rational (and yet spiritual) comments on holy writ.

Yet this extravagant charge you have repeated over and over in vari-

ous parts of your work ; thrusting it upon your reader in season and out

of season : how fairly, let all candid men judge.

3. Touching the miraculous gift of ex[)ounding Scripture, you say,

" Justin Martyr affirms, it was conferred on hiin by the special grace of

God." (p. 117.) I cannot find where he affirms this. Not in the words
you cite, which, literally translated, (as was observed before,) run thus :

" He hath revealed to us whatsoever things we have understood by his

grace from the Scriptures also." You s(;em conscious, these words do
not prove the point, and therefore eke them out with those of Monsieur
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Tillemont. But his own words, and no other, will satisfy me. I can-

not believe it, unless from his own mouth.

4. Meantime, I cannot but observe an odd circumstance,—that you are

here, in the abundance of your strength, confuting a proposition which,

(whether it be true or false,) not one of your antagonists affirms. You
are labouring to prove, " there was not in the primitive Church any such
miraculous gift as that of expounding the Scriptures." Pray, sir, who
says there was 1 Not Justin Martyr ; not one among all those Fathers
whom you have quoted as witnesses of the miraculous gifts, from the

tenth to the eighteenth page ofyour " Inquiry." Ifyou think they do, I am
ready to follow you, step by step, through every quotation you have made.

5. No, nor is this mentioned in any enumeration of the miraculous

gifts which I can find in the Holy Scriptures. Prophecy indeed is

mentioned more than once, by the Apostles, as well as the Fathers.

But the context shows, where it is promised as a miraculous gift, it

means the foretelling things to come. All therefore which you say on
this head is a mere ignoratio elenchi, " a mistake of the question to

be proved."

Section YI. 1. The Eighth and last of the miraculous gifts you
enumerated, was, the gift of tongues. And this, it is sure, was claimed
by the primitive Christians; for Irenaeus says expressly, "'We hear

many in the Church speaking with all kinds of tongues.' And yet,"

you say, " tliis was granted only on certain special occasions, and then

withdrawn again from the Apostles themselves : so that, in the ordinary

course of their ministry, they were generally destitute of it. This," you
say, " I have shown elsewhere." (p. 119.) I presume, in some treatise

which I have not seen.

2. But Irenaeus, who declares that " many had this gift in his days,

yet owns he had it not himself." This is only a proof that the case was
then the same as when St. Paul observed, long before, " Are all workers

of miracles ? Have nil the gifts of heahng 1 Do all speak with tongues V
1 Cor. xii, 29, 30. No, not even when those gifts were shed abroad in

the most abundant manner.

3. " But no other Father has made the least claim to it." (p. 120.)

Perhaps none of those whose writings are now extant ; at least, not in

those writings which are extant. But what are these in comparison of

those which are lost ? And how many were burning and shining lights

within three hundred years after Christ, who wrote no account of them-

selves at all ; at least none which has come to our hands ? But who are

they that " speak of it as a gift peculiar to the times of the Apostles ?"

You say, " There is not a single Father who ventures to speak of it in

any other manner." {lb.) Well, bring but sLx Ante-Nicene Fathers,

who speak of it in this manner, and I will give up the whole point.

4. But you say, "After the Apostolic times, there is not, in all history,

one instance, even so much as mentioned, of any particular person who
ever exercised this git\." (lb.) You must mean either that the Hea-
thens have mentioned no instance of this kind, (which is not at all sur-

prising,) or that Irenseus does not mention the names of those many
persons who in his time exercised this gift. And this also may be

allowed without affecting in anywise the credibility of his testimony conr

ceming them.
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5. I must take notice here of another of your postulatums, which leads

you into many mistakes. With regard to past ages, you continually

take this for granted : " What is not re(;orded was not done." But this

is by no means a self-evident axiom : Nay, possibly it is not true. For
there may be many reasons in the depth of the wisdom of God, for his

doing many things at various times and places, either by his natural or

supernatural power, which were never recorded at all. And abun-

dantly more were recorded once, and that with the fullest evidence,

whereof, nevertheless, we find no certain evidence now, at the distance

of fourteen hundred years.

6. Perhaps this may obtain in the very case before us. Many may
have spoken with new tongues, of whom this is not recorded ; at least,

the records are lost in a course of so many years : Nay, it is not only

possible that it may be so, but it is absolutely certain that it is so ; and

you yourself must acknowledge it ; for you acknowledge that the Apos-

tles, when in strange countries, spoke with strange tongues ; that St.

John, for instance, when in Asia Minor, St. Peter, when in Italy, (if he

was really there,) and the other Apostles, when in other countries, in

Parthia, Media, Phrygia, Pamphylia, spoke each to the natives of each,

in their own tongues, the wonderful works of God. And yet there is

no authentic record of this: There is not, in all history, one well-attest-

ed instance of any particular Apostle's exercising this gift in any country

whatsoever. Now, sir, if your axiom were allowed, what would be the

consequence? Even that the Apostles themselves no more spoke with

tongues than any of their successors.

7. I need, therefore, take no trouble about your subsequent reason-

mgs, seeing they are built on such a foundation. Only I must observe

an historical niistake which occurs toward the bottom of your next page.

Since the reibrmation, you say, " This gift has never once been heard

of, or pretended to, by the Romanists themselves." (p. 122.) But has

it been pretended to (whether justly or not) by no others, though not by

the Romanists 1 Has it " never once been heard of" since that time ?

Sir, your memory fails you again : It has undoubtedly been pretended to,

and that at no great distance either from our time or countiy. It has

been heard of more than once, no farther off than the valleys of Dau-
phiny. Nor is it yet fifty years ago since the Protestant inhabitants of

those valleys so loudly pretended to this and other miraculous powers,

as to give much disturbance to Paris itself. And how did the king of

France confute that pretence, and prevent its being heard any more ?

Not by the pen of his scholars, but by (a truly Heathen way) the swords
and bayonets of his dragoons.

8. You close this head with a very extraordinary thought :
'^ The gift

of tongues may," you say, ' be considered as a proper test or criterion

for determining the miraculous pretensions of all churches. If among
their extraordinary gifts they cannot show us this, they have none to

show which are genuine." {lb.)

Now, I really thought it had been otherwise. I thought it had been
an adjudged rule in the case, " All these worketh one and the self-same

Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will ;" and as to every man,
so to every Church, every collective body of men. But if this be so,

then yours is no proper test for determining the pretensions of all
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Churches ; seeing He who worketh as he will, may, with your good
leave, give the gift of tongues, where he gives no other ; and may see

abundant reasons so to do, whether you and I see them or not. For
perhaps we have not alwiiys known the mind of tb.o Lord ; not being of

the number of his counsellors. On the other hand, he may see good to

give many other gifts, where it is not his will to bestow this. Particu-

larly where it would be of no use ; as in a Church where all are of

one mind, and all speak the same language.

9. You have now finished, after a fashion, what you proposed to do
in the Fourth place, which was, " to review all the several kinds of

miraculous gifts which are pretended to have been in the primitive

Church." Indeed, you have dropped one or two of them by the way :

Against the rest you have brought forth your strong reasons. Those
reasons have been coolly examined. And now let every impartial man,
every person of true and unbiassed reason, calmly consider and judge,

whether you have made out one point of all that you took in hand ; and
whether some miracles of each kind may not have been wrought in the

ancient Church, for any thing you have advanced to the contrary.

10. From page 127 to page 158, you relate miracles said to be
wrought in the fourth century. I have no concern with these ; but I

must weigh an argument which you intermix therewith again and again.

It is in substance this :
" If we cannot believe the miracles attested by

the later Fathers, then we ought not to believe those which are attested

by the earliest writers of the Church." I answer. The consequence is not

good ; because the case is not the same with the one and with the other.

Several objections, wliich do not hold with regard to the earlier, may lie

against the later, miracles ; drawn either from the improbability of the

facts themselves, such as we have no precedent of in holy writ ; from
the incompetency of the instruments said to perform them, such as

bones, relics, or departed saints ; or from the gross " credulity of a
prejudiced, or the dishonesty of an interested, relater." (p. 145.)

11. One or other of these objections holds against most of the later,

though not the earlier, miracles. And if only one holds, it is enough
;

it is ground sufficient for making the difference. If, therefore, it was
true that there was not a single Father of the fourth age, who was not

equally pious with the best of the more ancient, still we might consist-

ently reject most of the miracles of the fourth, while we allowed those

of the preceding ages ; both because of the far greater improbability of

the facts themselves, and because of the incompetency of the instru-

ments, (p. 159.)

But it is not true, that " the Fathers of the fourth age," whom you
mention, were equally pious with the best of the preceding ages. Nay,
according to your account, (which I shall not now contest,) they were
not pious at all. For you say, " They were wilful, habitual liars." And,
if so, they had not a grain of piety. Now, that the earlier Fathers were
not such has been shown at large ; though, indeed, you complimented
them with the same character. Consequently, whether these later

Fathers are to be believed or no, we may safely believe the former

;

who dared not to do evil that good might come, or to lie either for God
or man.

12. I had not intended to say any thing more concerning any of the
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miracles of the later ages ; but your way of accounting for one, said to

have been wrought in the fifth, is so extremely curious that I cannot pass

it by.

The story, it seems, is this :
" Hunneric, an Arian prince, in his persecu-

tion of the orthodox in Afric, ordered the tongues of a certain society of
them to be cut out by the roots. But, by a surprising instance of God's good
providence, they were enabled to ^peak articulately and distinctly without
their tongues. And so continuing to make open profession of the same doc-
trine, they became not only preachers, but living witnesses of its truth."

(p. 182.)

Do not mistake me, sir : I have no design at all to vouch for the

truth of this miracle. I leave it just as I find it. But what I am con-

cerned with is, your manner of accounting for it.

13. And, First, you say, " It may not improbably be supposed, that though
their tongues were ordered to be cut to the roots, yet the sentence mi^t
not be so strictly executed as not to leave in some of them such a share of
that organ as was sufficient, in a tolerable degree, for the use of speech."

(p. 183.)

So you think, sir, if only an inch of a man's tongue were to be neatly

taken ofi", he would be able to talk tolerably well, as soon as the opera-

tion was over.

But the most marvellous part is still behind. For you add, " To come
more close to the point : If we should allow that the tongues of these con-

fessors were cut away to the very roots, what will the learned Doctor say,

if this boasted miracle should be found at last to be no miracle at all V
(p. 184.)

" Say ?" Why, that you have more skill than all the " strolling won-
der-workers" of the three first centuries put together.

But to the point : Let us see how you will set about it. Why, thus :

" The tongue" (as you justly, though keenly, observe) " has generally

been considered as absolutely necessary to the use of speech ; so that

to hear men talk without it, might easily pass for a miracle in that cre-

dulous age. Yet there was always room to doubt, whether there was
any thing miraculous in it or not. But we have an instance in the

present century, which clears up all our doubts, and entirely decides the

question : I mean, the case of a girl born without a tongue, who talked

as easily and distinctly as if she had had one ; an account of which is

given in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences at Paris." (Ih.)

14. And can you really believe this, that a girl " spoke distinctly and

easily" without any tongue at all ? And, after avowing this belief, do

you gravely talk of other men's credulity? I wonder that such a volun-

teer in faith should stagger at any thing. Doubtless, were it related as

natural only, not miraculous, you could believe that a man might see

without eyes.

Surely there is something very pcctdiar in this ; something extraordi-

nary, though not miraculous ; that a man who is too wise to believe the

Bible, should believe every thing but the Bible ! should swallow any

tale, so God be out of the question, though ever so improbable, ever so

impossible

!

15. " I have now," you say, " thrown together all which I had collected

for the support of my argument ;" (p. 187 ;) after a lame recapitulation of

which you add with an air of triumph and satisfaction : " I wish the Fathers
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the ablest advocates which Popery itself can afford ; for Protestantism, I am
sure, can supply none whom they woiild clioose to retain in their cause

;

Done wlio can defend them without contradicting their own profession and
disgracing their own character ; or produce any thing, but what deserves to

be laughed at, rather than answered." (pp. 18y, 189.)

Might it not be well, sir, not to be quite so sure yet? You may not

always have the laugh on your side. You are not yet infallibly assured,

but that even Protestantism may produce something worth an answer.

There may be some Protestants, for aught you know, who have a few
grains of common sense left, and may find a way to defend, at least the

Ante-Nicene Fathers, without " disgracing their own character." Even
such a one as I have faintly attempted this, although I neither have,

nor expect to have, any preferment, not even to be a Lambeth chaplain
;

which if Dr. Middleton is not, it is not his own fault.

V. 1. The Ki;t thing you proposed was, " to refute some of the most
plausible objections which have been hitherto made." To what you
have offered on this head, I must likewise attempt a short reply.

You say, " It is objected, First, that by the character I have given of the

Fathers, the authority of the books of the New Testament, which were
transmitted to us through their hands, will be rendered precarious and un-
certain." yp. 190.)

After a feint of confuting it, you frankly acknowledge the whole of

this objection. " I may venture," you say, " to declare, that if this ob-

jection be true, it cannot hurt my argument. For if it be natural and
necessary, that the craft and credulity of witnesses should always detract

from the credit of their testimony, then who can help it 1 And if thi.s

charge be proved on the Fathers, it must be admitted, how far soever

the consequences may reach." (p. 192.)
" If it be proved !" Very true. If that charge against the Fathers

were really and substantially proved, the authority of the New Testa-

ment would be at an end, so far as it depends on one kind of evidence.

But that charge is not proved. Therefore even the traditional authority

of the New Testament is as firm as ever.

2. " It is objected," you say, " Secondly, that all suspicion of fraud in the
case of the primitive miracles is excluded by that public appeal and challenge
which the Cliristian apologists make to their enemies the Heathens, to come
and see with their own eyes the reality of the facts which they attest."

(p. 193.)

You answer : " This objection has no real weight wlih any who are

acquainted with the condition of the Christians in those days." You
then enlarge (as it seems, with a peculiar pleasure) on the general con-

tempt and odium they lay under, from the first appearance of Christiani-

ty in the world, till it was estabhshed by ihe civil power, (pp. 194-196.)
" In these circumstances, it cannot be imagined," you say, " that men

of figure and fortune would pay any attention to the apologies or wiit-

ings of a sect so utterly despised." (p. 197.) But, sir, they were hated,

as well as despised ; and that by the great vulgar, as well as the small.

And this very hatred would naturally prompt them to examine the ground
of the challenges daily repeated by them they hated ; were it only, that,

by discovering the fraud, (which they wanted neither opportunity nor

skil! to do, had there been any,) they might have had a better pretence
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for thro\\ ing tlie Christians to the lions, than because the Nile did not,

or the Tiber did, overflow,

3. You add :
" Much less can we believe that the emperor or senate of

Rome should take any notice of those apologies, or even know indeed that

any such were addressed to them." {ib.)

Why, sir, by your account, you would make us believe, that all the

emperors and senate together were as " senseless, stupid a race of

blockheads and brutes," as even the Christians themselves.

But hold. You are going to prove it too :
" For," say you, " should

the like case happen now, that any Methodist, Moravian, or French
prophet," (right skilfully put together,) " should publish an apology for

his brethren, addressed to the king and parliament; is it not wholly

improbable, that the government would pay any regard to it?" You
should add, (to make the parallel complete,) " or know that any such

was addressed to them."

No : I conceive the improbability supposed lies wholly on the other

side. Whatever the government of heathen Rome was, (which I pre-

sume you will not depreciate,) the government of England is remarka-

ble for tenderness to the very meanest subject. It is therefore not

improbable in the least, that an address from some thousands of those

subjects, how contemptible soever they were generally esteemed, would

not be totally disregarded by such a government. But that they should
*' not know that any such had been addressed to them," is not only

improbable, but morally impossible.

If therefore it were possible for the Heathens to " have a worse
opinion of the ancient Christians than we," you say, " have of our mo-
dern fanatics," still it is utterly incredible that the Roman government
should, not only " take no notice of their apologies," but " not even

know that any such were addressed to them."

4. " But the publishing books was more expensive then than it is now
;

and therefore we cannot think the Christians of those days were able to

provide such a number of them as was sufficient for the information of the

public." (pp. 198, 199.)

Nay, if they were not able to provide themselves food and raiment,

they would be sure to provide a sufficient number of these ; sufficient,

at least, for the information of the emperor and senate, to whom those

apologies were addressed. And how great a number, do you suppose,

might suffice for them ? How many hundred or thousand copies 1 I

apprehend the emperor would be content with one ; and one more would

be needful for the senate. Now, I really believe the Christians of those

days were able to provide both these copies ; nay, and even two more ;

if it should have fallen out, that two or three emperors were on the

throne ; even though we should suppose fhat in Tertullian's time there

were but forty thousand of them in all Rome.
6. However, you plunge on :

" Since, then, the Christians were not

able to bear the expense of copying fhein," (whether the Heathens were
di-sposed to buy them or no, is at present out of the question,) "there is

great reason to believe, that their apologies, how gravely soever ad-

dressed to emperors and senates, lay unknown for many years." {Ib.)

There is no great reason to believe it from any thing you have advanc-
ed yet. You add : " Especially when the publishing of them was not
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only expensive, but so criminal also, as to expose them often to danger,

end even to capital punishment."

In very deed, sir, I am sometimes inclined to suspect that you are

yourself related to certain ancient Fathers, (notwithstanding the learned

quotations which adorn your margin,) who used to say, " Graicum est

:

J^ojt potest legi." [It is Greek : it cannot be read.] You lay me under

an almost invincible temptation to think so upon this very occasion.

For what could induce you, if you knew what he said, to place at the

bottom of this very page a passage from one of those apologists, Justin

Martyr, which so clearly confutes your own argument ? The words are :

" Although death be determined against those who teach, or even con-

fess, the name of Christ, we both embrace and teach it every where.

And if you also receive these words as enemies, you can do no more
than kill us."* Could danger then, or the fear of "capital punishment,"

restrain those Christians from presenting these apologies? No; capital

punishment was no terror to them, who daily offered themselves to the

flames, till the very Heathen butchers themselves were tired with slaugh-

tering them.

There can therefore no shadow of doubt rejiiain, with any cool and
impartial man, but that these apologies were presented to the most
eminent Heathens, to the magistrates, the senate, the emperors. Nor,
consequently, is there the least room to doubt of the truth of the facts

therein asserted ; seeing the apologists constantly desired their enemies
" to come and see them with their own eyes ;"—a hazard which those
" crafty men" would never have run, had not the facts themselves been
infallibly certain. This objection then stands against you in full force.

For such a public appeal to their bitterest enemies must exclude all

reasonable suspicion of fraud, in the case of the primitive miracles.

6. You tell us, it is objected, Thirdly, "that no suspicion of fraud can
reasonably be entertained against those who exposed themselves, even to

martyrdom, in confirmation of the truth of what they taught." (lb.)

In order to invalidate this objection, you assert, that some of the

primitive Christians might expose themselves to martyrdom, out of mere
obstinacy; others, from a desire of glory ; others, from a fear of reproach;

but the most of all, from the hope of a higher reward in heaven ; espe-

cially, as they believed the end of the world was near, and that the

martyrs felt no pain in death. " All which topics," you say, " when
displayed with art, were sufficient to inflame the multitude to embrace
any martyrdom." (pp. 200-204, 208.)

This appears very plausible in speculation. But fact and experience

will not ciuswer. You are an eloquent man, and are able to display any
topic you please with art enough. Yet if you was to try, with all that art

and eloquence, to persuade by all these topics, not a whole multitude,

but one simple, credulous ploughman, to go and be shot through the

head ; I am afraid, you would scarce prevail with him, after all, to

embrace even that easy martyrdom. And it might be more difficult still

to find a man who, either out of obstinacy, fear of shame, or desire of

* KaiTTCp ^avarv opicdevTo; Kara ru>v SiSaoKovTuv, r] oXo){ OjioXoyuvTOiv to ovofta Tu ZptsV,
n/i"? r3avTa-)(v Kai aaTratriiitQa Kai iiiaOKOficv. Ei Sc xai vftcii My tX^P'"- iVTev^caOi toktSe TOtf

Xoyoif, g oXsov rt ivvaadc rv (povevciv.—Just. Marl, Apol. 1, p. 69.
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glory, would calmly and deliberately offer himself to be roasted alive in

Smithfield.

7. Have you considered, sir, how the case stood in our own country,

scarce two hundred years ago 1 Not a multitude indeed, and yet not a
few, of our own countrymen then expired in the flames. And it was
not a general persuasion among them, that martyrs feel no pain in death.

That these have feeling, as well as other men, plainly appeared, in the

case of Bishop Ridley, crying out, " I cannot burn, I cannot burn !"

when his lower parts were consumed. Do you think the fear of shame,
or the desire of praise, was the motive on which these acted ] Or have
you reason to believe it was mere obstinacy that hindered them from
accepting deliverance ? Sir, since " human nature has always been
the same, so that our experience of what now passes in our own soul

will be the best comment on what is delivered to us concerning others,"

let me entreat you to make the case your own. You must not say, " I

am not one of the ignorant vulgar : I am a man of sense and learning."

So were many of them ; not inferior even to you, either in natural or

acquired endowments. I ask, then, Would any of these motives suffice

to induce you to burn at a stake ? I beseech you, lay your hand on your
heart, and answer between God and your own soul, what motive could

incite you to walk into a fire, but a hope full of immortality. When you
mention this motive, you speak to the point. And yet even with regard

to this, both you and I should find, did it come to a trial, that the hope
of a fool, or the hope of a hypocrite, would stand us in no stead. Wc
should find, nothing else would sustain us in that hour, but a well-

grounded confidence of a better resurrection ; nothing less than the
•' steadfastly looking up to heaven, and beholding the glory which shall

be revealed."

8. "But heretics," you say, "have been martyrs." I will answer
more particularly, when you specify who and when. Tt may suffice to

say now, whosoever he be, that rather than he will oflend God, calmly
and deliberately chooses to suffer death, I cannot lightly speak evil ofhim.

But Cyprian sa}3, " Some who had suffered tortures for Christ, yet

afterward fell into gross, open sin." It may be so ; but it is nothing to

the question. It does not prove, in the least, what you brought it to

prove ; namely, " that bad men have endured martyrdom." Do not
evade, sir, and say, "Yes, torments are a kind of martyrdom." True;
but not the martyrdom of which we speak.

9. You salve all at last, by declaring gravely, " It is not my design to

detract in any manner from the just praise of those primitive martyrs

who sustained the cause of Christ at the expense of their lives." (p. 1 12.)

No. Who could ever suppose it was 1 Who could imagine it was your
design to detract from the just praise of Justin, Irenffius, or Cyprian?
You only designed to show what their just praise was ; namely, the praise

of pickpockets, of common cheats and impostors. We understand your
meaning, therefore, when you add, " It is reasonable to believe, that they

were the best sort of Christians, and the chief ornaments of the chvu'ch,

in their several ages." (p. 213.)

10. You conclude :
" My view is to show that their martydom does

not add any weight to their testimony." Whether it does or no, " it gives

the strongest proof" (as you yourself affirm) "of the sincerity of their
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faith ;" and consequently proves that " no suspicion of fraud can reason-

ably be entertained against them," {Ih.) But this (which you seem to

have quite forgot) was the whole of the objection ; and, consequently,

this as well as both the former objections remain in their full force.

11. " It has been objected," Fourtlily, you say, tliat you " destroy the faith

and credit of all history." (p. 114.) But this objection, you affirm, "when
seriously considered, wdl appear to have no sense at all in it." (p. 215.)

That we will try. And one passage, home to the point, is as good as

a thousand. Now, sir, be pleased to look back. In your preface, page 9,

I read these words : " The credibility of facts lies open to the trial of

our reason and senses. But the credibility of witnesses depends on a

variety of principles wholly concealed from us. And though, in many
cases, it may reasonably be presumed, yet in none can it certainly be

known."
If this be as you assert, (I repeat it again,) then farewell the credit of

all history. Sir, this is not the cant of zealots : you must not escape so :

it is plain, sober reason. If the credibility of witnesses, of all witnesses,

(for you make no distinction,) depends, as you peremptorily affirm, on a

variety of principles wholly concealed from us, and, consequently, though

it may be presumed in many cases, yet can be certainly known in none;
then it is plain, all history, sacred or profane, is utterly precarious and
uncertain. Then I may indeed presume, but I cannot certainly know,
that Julius Csesar was killed in the senate house ; then I cannot certainly

know that there was an emperor in Germany, called Charles the Fifth;

that Leo the Tenth ever sat in the see of Rome, or Lewis the Fourteenth

on the throne of France. No\> , let any man ofcommon understanding

judge, whether this objection has any sense in it, or no.

12. Under this same head, you fall again upon the case of witchcraft,

and say, " There is not in all history any one miraculous fact so authen-

tically attested as the existence of witches. All Christian" (yea, and all

Heathen) " nations whatsoever have consented in the belief of them.

Now, to deny the reality of facts so solemnly attested, and so universally

believed, seems to give the lie to the sense and experience of all Chris-

tendom; to the wisest and best of every nation, and to public monuments
subsisting to our own times." (p. 221.)

What obliges you, then, to deny it? You answer: " The incredibility

of the thing." (p. 223.) sir, never strain at the incredibility of this,

after you have swallo .ved a hundred people talking without tongues

!

13. What you aim at in this also is plain, as well as in your account
of the Abbe de Paris. The point of your argument is, " If you cannot
believe these, then you ought not to believe the Bible : the incredibility

of the things related ought to overrule all testimony whatsoever."
Your argument, at length, would run thus :

—

" If things be incredible in themselves, then this incredibility ought to over-
rule all testimony concerning them.

" But the Gospel miracles are incredible in themselves." Sir, that

proposition I deny. You have not proved it yet. You have only now
and then, as it were by the by, made any attempt to prove it. And till

this is done, you have done nothing, with all the pother that you have
made.
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14. You reserve the home stroke for the last :
" There is hardly a miracle

said to be wrought in the primitive times, but what is said to be performed in

our days. But all these modern pretensions we ascribe to their true cause,
—the craft of a few, playing upon the credulity of the many, for private in-
terest. When, therefore, we read of the same things done by the ancients,

and for the same ends, of acquiring wealth, credit, or power ; how can we
possibly hesitate to impute them to the same cause of fraud and imposture ]"

(p. 230.)

The reason of our hesitation is this : They did not answer the same
ends. The modern clergy of Rome do acquire credit and wealth by
their pretended miracles. But the ancient clergy acquired nothing by
their miracles, but to be " afflicted, destitute, tormented." The one
gain all things thereby ; the others lost all things. And this, we think,

makes some difference. " Even unto this present hour," says one of
them, (writing to those who could easily confute him, if he spoke not
the truth,) " we both hunger and thirst, and are naked, and are buffeted,

and have no certain dwelling place. Being reviled, we bless ; being
persecuted, we .suffer it ; being defamed, we entreat. We are become
as the filth of the world, as the offscouring of all things unto this day,"

1 Cor. iv, 13. Now, sir, whatever be thought of the others, we appre-
hend such clergy as these, labouring thus, unto the death, for such credit

and wealth, are not chargeable with fraud and imposture.

VI. I have now finished what I had to say with regard to your book.
Yet I think humanity requires me to add a few words concerning some
points frequently touched upon therein, which perhaps you do not so
clearly understand.

We have been long disputing about Christians, about Christianity,

and the evidence whereby it is supported. But what do these terms
mean 1 Who is a Christian indeed t What is real, genuine Chris-

tianity ? And what is the surest and most accessible evidence (if I

may so speak) whereby I may know that it is of God? May the God of
the Christians enable me to speak on these heads, in a manner suitable

to the importance of them !

Section I. 1. I would consider. First, Who is a Christian indeed?
What does that term properly imply ? It has been so long abused, I

fear, not only to mean nothing at all, but, what was far worse than

nothing, to be a cloak for the vilest hypocrisy, for the grossest abomina-
tions and immoralities of every kind, that it is high time to rescue it out

of the hands of wretches that are a reproach to human nature ; to show
determinately what manner of man he is, to whom this name of right

belongs.

2. A Christian cannot think of the Author of his being without abas-

ing himself before Him ; without a deep sense of the distance between
a worm of earth, and Him that sitteth on the circle of the heavens. In
His presence he sinks into the dust, knowing himself to be les^ than
nothing in His eye ; and being conscious, in a manner words cannot
express, of his own littleness, ignorance, foolishness. So that he can
only cry out, from the fulness of his heart, " God ! what is man 1

what am I ?"

3. He has a continual sense of lu's dependence on the Parent of good
for his being, and all the blessings that attend it. To Him he refers

every natural and every moral endowment ; with all that is commonly
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ascribed either to fortune, or to the wisdom, courage, or merit of the

possessor. And hence he acquiesces in whatsoever appears to be His
will, not only with patience, but with thankfulness. He willingly resigns

all he is, all he has, to His wise and gracious disposal. The ruling

temper of his heart is the most absolute submission, and the tenderest

gratitude, to his sovereign Benefactor. And this grateful love creates

filial fear ; an awful reverence toward Him, and an earnest care not to

give place to any disposition, not to admit an action, word, or thought,

which might in any degree displease that indulgent Power to whom he
owes his life, breath, and all things.

4. And as he has the strongest alFection for the Fountain of all good,

so he has the firmest confidence in Him ; a confidence which neither

pleasure nor pain, neither life nor death, can shake. But yet this, far

from creating sloth or indolence, pushes hini on to the most vigorous

industry. It causes him to put forth all his strength, in obeying Him in

whom he confides. So that he is never faint in his mind, never weary
of doing whatever he believes to be His will. And as he knows the

most acceptable worship of God is to imitate Him he worships, so he is

continually labouring to transcribe into himself all His iniitable perfec-

tions ; in particular. His justice, mercy, and truth, so eminently dis-

played in all His creatures.

5. Above all, remembering that God is love, he is conformed to the

same likeness. He is full of love to his neighbour ; of universal love
;

not confined to one sect or jiarty ; not restrained to those who agree

with him in opinions, or in outward modes of worship ; or to those who
are allied to him by blood, or recommended by nearness of place.

Neither does he love those only that love him, or that are endeared to

him by intimacy of acquaintance. But his love resembles that of Him
whose mercy is over all His works. It soars above all these scanty

bounds, embracing neighbours and strangers, friends and enemies
; yea,

not only the good and gentle, but also the froward, the evil and unthank-

ful. For he loves every soul that God has made ; every child of man,
of whatever place or nation. And yet this universal benevolence does
in no wise interfere with a peculiar regard for his relations, friends, and
benefactors ; a fervent love for his country ; and the most endeared
affection to all men of integrity, of clear and generous virtue.

6. His love, as to these, so to all mankind, is in itself generous and
disinterested ; springing from no view of advantage to himself, from no
regard to profit or praise ; no, nor even the pleasure of loving. This
is the daughter, not the parent, of his affection. By experience he knows
that social love, if it mean the love of our neighbour, is absolutely dif-

ferent from self-love, even of the most allowable kind ; just as different

as the objects at which they point. And yet it is sure, that, if they are

under due regulations, each will give additional force to the other, till

they mix together never to be divided.

7. And this universal, disinterested love is productive of all right

affections. It is fruitful of gentleness, tenderness, sweetness ; of hu-

manity, courtesy, and affability. It makes a Christian rejoice in the

virtues of all, and bear a part in their happiness ; at the same time that

he sympathizes with their pains, and compassionates their infirmities.

It creates modesty, condesceri'sion, prudence, together with calmness
Vol. V. 48
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and evenness of temper. It is the parent of generosity, openness, and
frankness, void of jealousy and suspicion. It begets candour, and will-

ingness to believe and hope whatever is kind and friendly of every man;
and invincible patience, never overcome of evil, but overcoming evil with

good.

8. The same love constrains him to converse, not only with a strict

regard to truth, but with artless sincerity and genuine simplicity, as

one in whom there is no guile. And, not content with abstaining from
all such expressions as are contrary to justice or truth, he endeavours to

refrain from every unloving word, either to a present or of an absent

person ; in all his conversation aiming at this, either to improve himself

in knowledge or virtue, or to make those with whom he converses some
way wiser, or better, or happier than they were before.

9. The same love is productive of all right actions. It leads him
into an earnest and steady discharge of all social offices, of whatever is

due to relations of every kind ; to his friends, to his country, and to any
particular community whereof he is a member. It prevents his willingly

hurting or grieving any man. It guides him into a uniform practice of

justice and mercy, equally extensive with the principle whence it flows.

It constrains him to do all possible good, of every possible kind, to all

men ; and makes him invariably resolved, in every circumstance of life,

to do that, and that only, to others, which, supposing he were himself in

the same situation, he would desire they should do to him.

10. And as he is easy to others, so he is easy in himself. He is free

from the painful swellings of pride, from the flames of anger, from the

impetuous gusts of irregular self-will. He is no longer tortured with

envy or malice, or with unreasonable and hurtful desire. He is no more
enslaved to the pleasures of sense, but has the full power both over his

mind and body, in a continued cheerful course of sobriety, of temperance
and chastity. He knows how to use all things in their place, and yet is

superior to them all. He stands above those low pleasures of imagina-

tion which captivate vulgar minds, whether arising from what mortals

term greatness, or from novelty, or beauty. All these too he can taste,

and still look upward ; still aspire to nobler enjoyments. Neither is he
a slave to fame

; popular breath affects not him ; he stands steady and
collected in himself.

11. And he who seeks no praise, cannot fear dispraise. Censure gives

him no uneasiness, being conscious to himself that he would not willingly

offend, and that he has the approbation of the Lord of all. He cannot
fear want, knowing in whose hand is the earth and the fulness thereof,

and that it is impossible for him to Avithhold from one that fear'? him
any manner of thing that is good. He cannot fear pain, knowing it will

never be sent, unless it be for his real advantage ; and that then his

strength will be ])roportioned to it, as it has always been in times past.

He cannot fear death; being able to trust Him he loves with his soul

as well as his body
;
yea, glad to leave the corruptible body in the dust,

till it is raised incorruptible and immortal. So that, in honour or shame,
in abundance or want, in ease or pain, in life or in death, always, and in

all things, he has learned to be content, to be easy, thankful, happy.
12. He is happy in knowing there is a God, an intelligent Cause and

Lord of all, and that he is not the produce either of blind chance or
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inexorable necessity. He is happy in the full assurance he has that this

Creator and End of all things is a Being of boundless wisdom, of infi-

nite power to execute all the designs of his wisdom, and of no less

infinite goodness to direct all his power to the advantage of all his

creatures. Nay, even the consideration of his immutable justiccy ren-

dering to all their due, of his unspotted holiness, of his all-sufficiency in

himself, and of that immense ocean of all perfections which centre in

God from eternity to eternity, is a continual addition to the happiness of

a Christian.

13. A farther addition is made thereto, while, in contemplating even

the things that surround him, that thought strikes warmly upon his

heart,

—

These are thy glorious works, Parent of Good f

while he takes knowledge of the invisible things of God, even his eternal

power and wisdom in the things that are seen, the heavens, the earth,

the fowls of the air, the lilies of the field. How much more, while,

rejoicing in the constant care which he still takes of the work of his

own hand, he breaks out, in a transport of love and praise, " O Lord our

Governor, how excellent are thy ways in all the earth ! Thou that hast

set thy glory above the heavens !" While he, as it were, sees the Lord
sitting upon his throne, and ruling all things well ; while he observes

the general providence of God, coextended with his whole creation,

and surveys all the effects of it in the heavens and earth, as a well-

pleased spectator ; while he sees the wisdom and goodness of his

general government descending to every particular, so presiding over

the whole universe as over a single person, so watching over every

single person as if he were the whole universe ; how does he exult when
he reviews the various traces of the Almighty goodness, in what has

befallen himself in the several circumstances and changes of his own
life ! all which he now sees have been allotted to him, and dealt out in

number, weight, and measure. With what triumph of soul, in survey-

ing either the general or particular providence of God, does he ob-

serve every line pointing out a hereafter, every scene opening into

eternity

!

14. He is peculiarly and inexpressibly happy, in the clearest and
fullest conviction, " This all powerful, all wise, all gracious Being, this

Governor of all loves me. This Lover of my soul is always with me,
is never absent, no, not for a moment. And I love him : there is none

in heaven but thee, none on earth that I desire beside thee ! And he has

given me to resemble himself; he has stamped his image on my
heart. And I live unto him ; I do only his will ; I glorify him with

my body and my spirit. And it will not be long before I shall die unta

him; I shall die into the arms of God. And then farewell sin and

pain ; then it only remains that I should live with him for ever."

15. This is the plain, naked portraiture of a Christian. But be not

prejudiced against him for his name. Forgive his particularities of

opinion, and (what you think) superstitious modes of worship. These

are circumstances but of small concern, and do not enter into the essence

of his character. Cover them with a veil of love, and look at the sub-

stance,—his tempers, his holiness, his happiness.
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Can calm reason conceive either a more amiable or a more desirable

character ?

Is it your own ? Away with names ! Away with opinions ! I care not

what you are called. I ask not (it does not deserve a thought) what
opinion you are of, so you are conscious to yourself, that you are the

man whom I have been (however faintly) describing.

Do not you know, you ought to be such ? Is the Governor of the

world well pleased that you are not ?

Do you (at least) desire it? I would to God that desire may penetrate

your inmost soul ; and that you may have no rest in your spirit till you
are, not only almost, but altogether, a Christian !

Section 11. 1. The Second point to be considered is. What is real,

genuine Christianity 1 whether we speak of it as a principle in the soul,

or as a scheme or system of doctrine.

Christianity, taken in the latter sense, is that system of doctrine

which describes the character above recited, which promises, it shall be
mine, (provided I will not rest till I attain,) and which tells me how I

may attain it.

2. First. It describes this character in all its parts, and that in the

most lively and affecting manner. The main lines of this picture are

beautifully drawn in many passages of the Old Testament. These are

filled up in the New, retouched and finished with all the art of God.
The same we have in miniature more than once ; particularly in the

thirteenth chapter of the former Epistle to the Corinthians, and in that

discourse which St. Matthew records as delivered by our Lord at his

entrance upon his public ministry.

3. Secondly. Christianity promises this character shall be mine, if I

will not rest till I attain it. This is promised both in the Old Testa-
ment and the New. Indeed the New is, in effect, all a promise ; see-

ing every description of the servants of God mentioned therein has the

nature of a command ; in consequence of those general injunctions :

" Be ye followers of me, as I am of Christ," 1 Cor. xi, 1 : "Be ye
followers of them who through faith and patience inherit the promises,"
Heb. vi, 12. And every command has the force of a promise, in virtue

of those general promises : " A new heart will I give you, and I will

put my Spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes, and ye
shall keep my judgments and do them," Ezek. xxxvi, 26, 27. " This
is the covenant that I will make after those days, saith the Lord ; I will

put my laws into their minds, and write them in their hearts," Heb. viii,

10. Accordingly, when it is said, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy sou], and with all thy mind," Matt.
xxii, 37 ; it is not only a direction what I shall do, but a promise of what
God will do in me ; exactly equivalent with what is written elsewhere :

" The Lord thy God will circumcise thy heart and the heart of thy seed,"

(alluding to the custom then in use,) " to love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul," Deut. xxx, 6.

4. This being observed, it will readily appear to every serious person,

who reads the New Testament with that care which the importance of

the subject demands, that every particular branch of the preceding cha-

racter is manifestly promised therein ; either explicitly, under the very

form of a promise, or virtually, under that of description or comm6Uid.
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5. Christianity tells me, in the Third place, how 1 may attain the

promise ; namely, by faith.

But what is faith ? Not an opinion, no more than it is a tbrm of words;

not any number of opinions put together, be they ever so true. A string

of opinions is no more Christian faith, than a string of beads is Christian

holiness.

It is not an assent to any opinion, or any number of opinions. A man
may assent to three, or three-and-twenty creeds : he may assent to all

the Old and New Testanicnt, (at least, as for as he understands them,)

and yet have no Christian faith at all.

6. The faith by which the promise is attained is represented by Chris-

tianity, as a power wrought by the Almighty in an immortal spirit, inhabit-

ing a house of clay, to see through that veil into the world of spirits, into

things invisible and eternal ; a power to discern those things which with

eyes of flesh and blood no man hath seen or can see, either by reason

of their nature, which (though they surround us on every side) is not

perceivable by these gross senses ; or by reason of their distance, as

being yet afar olf in the bosom of eternity.

7. This is Christian faith in the general notion of it. In its more
particular notion, it is a divine evidence or conviction wrought in the

heart, that God is reconciled to me through his Son ; inseparably joined

with a confidence in him, as a gracious reconciled Father, as for all

things, so especially for all those good things which are invisible and
eternal.

To believe (in the Christian sense) is, then, to walk in the light of

eternity ; and to have a clear sight of, and confidence in, the Most
High, reconciled to me through the Son of his love.

8. Now, how highly desirable is such a faith, were it only on its own
account ! For how little does the wisest of men know of any thing more
than he can see with his eyes ! What clouds and darkness cover the

whole scene of things invisible and eternal ! What does he know even
of himself as to his invisible part ? what of his future manner of exist->

ence ? How melancholy an account does the prying, learned philosopher,

(perhaps the wisest and best of all Heathens,) the great, the venerable

Marcus Antoninus, give of these things ! What was the result of all his

serious researches, of his high and deep contemplations ? " Either

dissipation, (of the soul as well as the body, into the common, unthink-

ing mass,) or reabsorption into the universal fire, the unintelligent

source of all things ; or some unknown manner of conscious existence,

after the body sinks to rise no more." One of these three he supposed

must succeed death ; but which, he had no light to determine. Poor
Antoninus ! with all his wealth, his honour, his power ! with all his wis-

dom and philosophy.

What points of knowledge did he gain ?

That life is sacred all,—and vain !

Sacred, how high, and vain, how low,

He could not tell ; but died to know.

9. " He died to know !" and so must you, unless you are now a par-»

taker of Christian faith. O consider this ! Nay, and consider, not only

how little you know of the immensity of the things that are beyond sense

and time, but how uncertainly do you know even that little ! How faintly
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glimmering a light is that you have ! Can you properly be said to know

any of these things ? Is that knowledge any more than bare conjecture'?

And the reason is plain. You have no senses suitable to invisible or

eternal objects. What desiderata then, especially to the rational, the

reflecting, part of mankind are these 1 A more extensive knowledge of

things invisible and eternal ; a greater certainty in whatever knowledge

of them we have ; and, in order to both, faculties capable of discerning

things invisible.

10. Is it not sol Let impartial reason speak. Does not every think-

ing man want a window, not so much in his neighbour's, as in his own,

breast 1 He wants an opening there, of whatever kind, that might let in

light from eternity. He is pained to be thus feeling after God so darkly,

so uncertainly ; to know so little of God, and indeed so little of any be-

side material objects. He is concerned that he must see even that

little, not directly, but in the dim, sullied glass of sense ; and conse-

quently so imperfectly and obscurely, that it is all a mere enigma still.

11. Now, these very desiderata faith supplies. It gives a more ex-

tensive knowledge of things invisible, showing what eye had not seen,

nor ear heard, neither could it before enter into our heart to conceive.

And all these it shows in the clearest light, with the fullest certainty and

evidence. For it does not leave us to receive our notices of them by

mere reflection from the dull glass of sense ; but resolves a thousand

enigmas of the highest concern by giving faculties suited to things invi-

sible. O who would not wish for such a faith, were it only on these

accounts ! How much more, if by this I may receive the promise, I

may attain all that holiness and happiness

!

12. So Christianity tells me ; and so I find it, may every real Chris-

tian say. I now am assured that these things are so : I experience

them in my own breast. What Christianity (considered as a doctrine)

promised, is accomplished in my soul. And Christianity, considered

as an inward principle, is the completion of all those promises. It is

holiness and happiness, the image of God impressed on a created spirit;

a fountain of peace and love springing up into everlasting life.

Section HI. 1. And this I conceive to be the strongest evidence of

the truth of Christianity. I do not undervalue traditional evidence.

Let it have its place and its due honour. It is highly serviceable in its

kind, and in its degree. And yet I cannot set it on a level with this.

It is generally supposed, that traditional evidence is weakened by
length of time ; as it must necessarily pass through so many hands, in

a continued succession of ages. But no length of time can possibly

afl'ect the strength of this internal evidence. It is equally strong, equally

new, through the course of seventeen hundred years. It passes now,
even as it has done from the beginning, directly from God into the

believing soul. Do you suppose time will ever dry up this stream? O
no ! It shall never be cut ofl^

:

Lubihir el labetur in omne volubilii (tvum.

(It flows on, and will for ever flow.)

2. Traditional evidence is of an extremely complicated nature, neces-

sarily including so many and so various considerations, that only men
of a .strong and clear luider.'^tanding can bo sensible of its full force. On
the contrary, how plain and simple is this ; and how level to the lowest
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capacity ! Is not this the sum : " One thing I know ; I was bhnd, but

now I see ?" An argument so plain, that a peasant, a woman, a child,

may feel all its force.

3. The traditional evidence of Christianity stands, as it were, a great

way off; and therefore, although it speaks loud and clear, yet makes a
less lively impression. It gives us an account of what was transacted

long ago, in far distant times as well as places. Whereas the inward

evidence is intimately present to all persons, at all times, and in all

places. It is nigh thee, in thy mouth and in thy heart, if thou believest

in the Lord Jesus Christ. " This," then, " is the record," this is the

evidence, emphatically so called, " that God hath given unto us eternal

life; and this life is in his Son."

4. If, then, it were possible (which I conceive it is not) to shake the

traditional evidence of Christianity, still he that has the internal evidence

(and every true believer hath the witness or evidence in himself) would
stand firm and unshaken. Still he could say to those who were striking

at the external evidence, " Beat on the sack of Anaxagoras." But you
can no more hurt my evidence of Christianity, than the tyrant could hurt

the spirit of that wise man.
5. I have sometimes been almost inclined to believe, that the wisdom

of God has, in most later ages, permitted the external evidence of Chris-

tianity to be more or less clogged and incumbered for this very end, that

men (of reflection especially) might not altogether rest there, but be
constrained to look into themselves also, and attend to the light shining

in their hearts.

Nay, it seems (if it may be allowed for us to pry so far into the reasons

of the divine dispensations) that, particularly in this age, God suffers all

kind of objections to be raised against the traditional evidence of Chris-

tianity, that men of understanding, though unwilling to give it up, yet,

at the same time they defend this evidence, may not rest the whole

strength of their cause thereon, but seek a deeper and firmer support

for it.

6. Without this I cannot but doubt, whether they can long maintain

their cause ; whether, if they do not obey the loud call of God, and lay

far more stress than they have hitherto done on this internal evidence of

Christianity, they will not, one after another, give up the external, and

(in heart at least) go over to those whom they are now contending with;

so that in a century or two the people of England will be fairly divided

into real Deists and real Christians.

And I apprehend this would be no loss at all, but rather an advantage

to the Christian cause ; nay, perhaps it would be the speediest, yea, the

only effectual, way of bringing all reasonable Deists to be Christians.

7. May I be permitted to speak freely 1 May I, without offence, ask

of you that are called Christians, what real loss would you sustain in

giving up your present opinion, that the Christian system is of God 1

Though you bear the name, you are not Christians : you have neither

Christian faith nor love. You have no divine evidence of things unseen

;

you have not entered into the holiest by the blood of Jesus. You do

not love God with all your heart ; neither do you love your neighbour

as yourself. You are neither happy nor holy. You have not learned

in every state therewith to be content; to rejoice evermore, even in
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want, pain, death ; and in every thing to give thanks. You are not holy

in heart ; superior to pride, to anger, to foohsh desires. Neither are

you holy in life
; you do not walk as Christ also walked. Does not

the main of your Christianity lie in your opinion, decked with a few out-

ward observances ? For as to morality, even honest. Heathen morality,

(O let me utter a melancholy truth !) many of those whom you style

Deists, there is reason to fear, have fur more of it than you.

8. Go on, gentlemen, and prosper. Shame these nominal Chris-

tians out of that poor superstition which they call Christianity. Reason,
rally, laugh them out of their dead, empty forms, void of spirit, of faith,

of love. Convince them, that such mean pageantry (for such it mani-
festly is, if there is nothing in the heart correspondent with the outward
show) is absolutely unworthy, you need not say ofGod, but even ofany
man that is endued with common understanding. Show them, that

while they are endeavouring to please God thus, they are only beating

the air. Know your time
;
press on

;
push your victories, till you have

conquered all that know not God. And then He, whom neither they

nor you know now, shall rise and gird himself with strength, and go
forth in his almighty love, and sweetly conquer you all together.

9. O that the time were come ! How do I long for you to be par-

takers of the exceeding great and precious promise ! How am I pained

when I hear any of you using those silly terms, which the men of form
have taught you, calling the mention of the only thing you want, ca7it

!

the deepest wisdom, the highest happiness, enthusiasm ! What igno-

rance is this ! How extremely despicable would it make you in the

eyes of any but a Christian ! But he cannot despise you, who loves
you as his own soul, who is ready to lay down his life for your sake.

10. Perhaps you will say, " But this internal evidence of Christianity

affects only those in whom the promise is fulfdled. It is no evidence to

me." There is truth in this objection. It does affect them chiefly, but
it does not affect them only. It cannot, in the nature of things, be so
strong an evidence to others as it is to them. And yet it may bring a
degree of evidence, it may reflect some light on you also.

For, First, you see the beauty and loveliness of Christianity, when it

is rightly understood ; and you are sure there is nothing to be desired
in comparison of it.

Secondly. You know the Scripture promises this, and says, it is at-

tained by faith, and by no other way.
Thirdly. You see clearly how desirable Christian faith is, even on

account of its own intrinsic value.

Fourthly. You are a witness, that the holiness and happiness above
described can bo attained no other way. The more you have laboured
after virtue and happiness, the more convinced you are of this. Thus
far then you need not lean upon other men ; thus far you have personal
experience.

Fifthly. What reasonable assurance can you have of things whereof
you have not personal experience? Suppose the question were. Can
the blind be restored to sight ? This you have not yourself experienced.
How then will you know that such a thing ever was? Can there be an
easier or surer way than to talk with one or some number of men who
were blind, but are now restored to sight ? They cannot be deceived as
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to the fact in question ; the nature of the thing leaves no room for this.

And if they are honest men, (which you may learn from other circum-

stances,) they will not deceive you.

Now, transfer this to the case before us : And those who were blind,

but now see,—those who were sick many years, but now are healed,

—

those who were miserable, but now are happy,—will afford you also a very

strong evidence of the truth of Christianity ; as strong as can be in the

nature of things, till you experience it in your own soul : and this, though

it be allowed they are but plain men, and, in general, of weak under-

standing ; nay, though some of them should be mistaken in other points,

and hold opinions which cannot be defended.

11. All this may be allowed concerning the primitive Fathers; I

mean particularly Clemens Romanus, Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin Martyr,

Irenaeus, Origen, Clemens Alexandrinus, Cyprian ; to whom I would add

Macarius .ind Ephraim Syrus.

I allow that some of these had not strong natural sense, that few of

them had much learning, and none the assistances which our age enjoys

in some respects above all that went before.

Hence I doubt not but whoever will be at the pains of reading over

their writings for that poor end, will find many mistakes, many weak
suppositions, and many ill drawn conclusions.

12. And yet I exceedingly reverence them, as well as their writings,

and esteem them very highly in love. I reverence them, because they

were Christians, such Christians as are above described. And I reve-

rence their writings, because they describe true, genuine Christianity, and
direct us to the strongest evidence of the Christian doctrine.

Indeed, in addressing the Heathens of those times, they inteiTnix other

arguments
; particularly, that drawn from the numerous miracles which

were then performed in the church ; which they needed only to open
their eyes and see daily wrought in the face of the sun.

But still they never relinquish this : "What the Scripture promises, I

enjoy. Come and see what Christianity has done here ; and acknow-
ledge it is of God."

I reverence these ancient Christians (with all their failings) the more,

because I see so few Christians now ; because I read so little in the

writings of later times, and hear so little, of genuine Christianity; and
because most of the modern Christians, (so called,) not content with

being wholly ignorant of it, are deeply prejudiced against it, calling it

enthusiasm, and I know not what.

That the God of power and love may make both them, and you, and
me, such Christians as those Fathers were, is the earnest prayer of,

Reverend Sir, your real friend and servant.

Javuart 24, 1748-9.

A LETTER TO A ROMAN CATHOLIC.

1. You have heard ten thousand stories of us who are commonly
called Protestants, of which, if you believe only one in a thousand, you
must think very hardly of us. But this is quite contrary to our Lord's

rule, "Judge not, that ye be not judged;" and has many ill con-
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sequences ;
particularly this,—it inclines us to think as hardly of you.

Hence we are on both sides less willing to help one another, and more
ready to hurt each other. Hence brotherly love is utterly destroyed

;

and each side looking on the other as monsters, gives way to anger,

hatred, malice, to every unkind affection ; which have frequently broke
out in such inhuman barbarities as are scarce named among the

Heathens.

2. Now, can nothing be done, even allowing us on both sides to

retain our own opinions, for the softening our hearts toward each other

the giving a check to this flood of unkindness, and restoring at least

some small degree of love among our neighbours and countrymen? Do
not you wish for this 1 Are you not fully convinced, that malice, hatred,

revenge, bitterness, whether in us or in you, in our hearts or yours,

are an abomination to the Lord ? Be our opinions right, or be they
wrong, these tempers are undeniably wrong. They are the broad road
that leads to destruction, to the nethermost hell.

3. I do not suppose all the bitterness is on your side. I know there

is too much on our side also ; so much, that I fear many Protestants (so

called) will be angry at me too, for writing to you in this manner ; and
will say, " It is showing you too much favour

;
you deserve no such

treatment at our hands."

4. But I think you do. I think you deserve the tenderest regard I

can show, were it only because the same God hath raised you and me
from the dust of the earth, and has made us both capable of loving and
enjoying him to eternity; were it only because the Son of God has
bought you and me with his own blood. How much more, if you are

a person fearing God, (as without question many of you are,) and study-

ing to have a conscience void of offence toward God and toward man ]

5. I shall therefore endeavour, as mildly and inoffensively as I can,

to remove in some measure the ground of your unkindness, by plainly

declaring what our belief and what our practice is ; that you may see,

we are not altogether such monsters as perhaps you imagined us to be.

A true Protestant may express his belief in these or the like words :

—

6. As I am assured that there is an infinite and independent Being,
and that it is impossible there should be more than one ; so I beUeve,
that this One God is the Father of all things, especially of angels and
men ; that he is in a peculiar manner the Father of those whom he
regenerates by his Spirit, whom he adopts in his Son, as co-heirs with

him, and crowns with an eternal inheritance ; but in a still higher sense,

the Father of his only Son, whom he hath begotten from eternity.

1 believe this Father of all, not only to be able to do whatsoever
pleaseth him, but also to have an eternal right of making what and when
and how he pleaseth, and of possessing and disposing of all that he has
made ; and that he of his own goodness created heaven and earth, and
all that is therein.

7. I believe that Jesus of Nazareth was the Saviour of the world, the

Messiah so long foretold; that, being anointed with the Holy Ghost, he
was a Prophet, revealing to us the whole will of God ; that he was ;i

Priest, who gave himself a sacrifice for sin, and still makes intercession

for transgressors , that he is a King, who has all power in heaven and
in earth, and will reign till he has subdued all things to himself.
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1 believe he is the proper, natural Son of God, God of God, very God
of very God ; and that he is the liord of ail, having absolute, supreme,

universal dominion over all things ; but more peculiarly our Lord, who
believe in him, both by conquest, purchase, and voluntary obligation.

I believe that he was made man, joining the human nature with the

divine in one person ; being conceived by the singular operation of the

Holy Ghost, and born of the blessed Virgin Mary, who, asjvell after as

before she brought him forth, continued a pure and unspotted virgin. '*

I believe he sufl'cred inexpressible pains both of body and soul, and

at last, death, even the death of the cross, at the time that Pontius Pilate

governed Judea, under the Roman emperor ; that his body was then

laid in the grave, and his soul went to the place of separate spirits ; that

the third day he rose again from the dead ; that he ascended into heaven

;

where he remains in the midst of the throne of God, in the highest power
and glory, as Mediator till the end of the world, as God to all eternity;

that, in the end, he will cbme down from heaven, to judge every man
according to his works; both those who shall be then alive, and all who
have died before that day.

8. I believe the infinite and eternal Spirit of God, equal with the

Father and the Son, to be not only perfectly holy in himself, but the

immediate cause of all hoHness in us ; enlightening our understandings,

rectifying our wills and affections, renewing our natures, uniting our

persons to Christ, assuring us of the adoption of sons, leading us in our

actions
;
purifying and sanctifying our souls and bodies, to a full and

eternal enjoyment of God.

9. I believe that Christ by his Apostles gathered unto himself a

church, to which he has continually added such as shall be saved ; that

this catholic, that is, universal, church, extending to all nations and all

ages, is holy in all its members, who have fellowship with God the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ; that they have fellowship with the holy

angels, who constantly minister to these heirs of salvation ; and with all

the living members of Christ on earth, as well as all who are departed

in his faith and fear.

10. I believe God forgives all the sins of them that truly repent and
unfeignedly believe his holy Gospel ; and that, at the last day, all men
shall rise again, every one with his own body.

I believe, that as the unjust shall, after their resurrection, be tormented

in hell for ever, so the just shall enjoy inconceivable happiness in the

presence of God to all eternity.

11. Now, is there any thing wrong in this 1 Is there any one point

which you do not believe as well as we 1

But you think we ought to believe more. "VVe will not now enter into

the dispute. Only let me ask. If a man sincerely believes thus much,
and practises accordingly, can any one possibly persuade you to think

that such a man shall perish everlastingly 1

12. " But does he practise accordingly?" If he does not, we grant

all his faith will not save him. And this leads me to show you, in few
and plain words, what the practice of a true Protestant is.

I say, a true Protestant ; for I disclaim all common swearers. Sab-
bath breakers, drunkards; all whoremongers, liars, cheats, extortioners

;

in a word, all that live in open sin. These are no Protestants ; they are
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no Christians at all. Give them their own name ; they are open Hea-
thens. They are the curse of the nation, the bane of society, the shame
of mankind, the scum of the earth.

13. A true Protestant believes in God, has a full confidence in his

mercy, fears him with a filial fear, and loves him with all his soul. He
worships God in spirit and in truth, in every thing gives him thanks

;

calls upon him with his heart as well as his lips, at all times and in all

' places ; honours his holy name and his word, and serves him truly all

the days of his life.

Now, do not you yourself approve of this? Is there any one point

you can condemn? Do not you practise as well as approve of it? Can
you ever be happy if you do not ? Can you ever expect true peace in

this, or glory in the world to come, if you do not believe in God through
Christ? if you do not thus fear and love God ? My dear friend, con-
sider, I am not persuading you to leave or change your religion, but to

follow after that fear and love of God without which all religion is vain.

I say not a word to you about your opinions or outward manner of
worship. But I say, all worship is an abomination to the Lord, unless

you worship him in spirit and in truth ; with your heart, as well as your
lips ; with your spirit, and with your understanding also. Be your form
of worship what it will, but in every thing give him thanks ; else it is all

but lost labour. Use whatever outward observances you please, but

put your whole trust in him ; but honour his holy name and his word,
and serve him truly all the days of your life.

14. Again : A true Protestant loves his neighbour, that is, every man,
friend or enemy, good or bad, as himself, as he loves his own soul, as

Christ loved us. And as Christ laid down his life for us, so is he ready
to lay down his life for his brethren. He shows this love, by doing to

all men, in all points, as he would they should do unto him. He loves,

honours, and obeys his father and mother, and helps them to the utter-

most of his power. He honours and obeys the king, and all that are

put in authority under him. He cheerfully submits to all his governors,

teachers, spiritual pastors, and masters. He behaves lowly and reve-

rently to all his betters. He hurts nobody, by word or deed. He is

true and just in all his dealings. He bears no malice or hatred in his

heart. He abstains from all evil speaking, lying, and slandering

;

neither, is guile found in his mouth. Knowing his body to be the temple
of the Holy Ghost, he keeps it in sobriety, temperance, and chastity.

He does not desire other men's goods; but is content with that he hath
;

labours to get his own living, and to do the whole will of God in that

state of life unto which it has pleased God to call him.

15. Have you any thing to reprove in this ? Are you not herein even
as he ? If not, (tell the truth,) are you not condemned both by God
and your own conscience ? Can you fall short of any one point hereof

without falling short of being a Christian?

Come, my brother, and let us reason together. Are you right if you
only love your friend and hate your enemy ? Do not even the Hea-
thens and pul)licans so ? You are called to love your enemies ; to bless

them that curse you, and to pray for them that despitefuUy use you and
persecute you. But are you not disobedient to the heavenly calling ?

Does your tender love to all men, not only the good, but also the evil
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and unthankful, approve you the child of your Father which is in

heaven ? Otherwise, whatever you believe and whatever you practise,

you are of your father the devil. Are you ready to lay down your life

for your brethren 1 And do you do unto all as you would they should

do unto you 1 If not, do not deceive your own soul : You are but a
Heathen still. Do you love, honour, and obey your father and mother,

and help them to the utmost of your power? Do you honour and obey
all in authority ? all your governors, spiritual pastors, and masters ? Do
you behave lowly and reverently to all your betters 1 Do you hurt

nobody, by word or deed 1 Are you true and just in all your dealings ?
*

Do you take care to pay whatever you owe ? Do you feel no malice,

or envy, or revenge, no hatred or bitterness to any man? If you do, it

is plain you are not of God : For all these are the tempers of the devil.

Do you speak the truth from your heart to all men, and that in tender-

ness and love ? Are you " an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile ?"

Do you keep your body in sobriety, temperance, and chastity, as knowing
it is the temple of the Holy Ghost, and that, if any man defile the temple

of God, him will God destroy? Have you learned, in every state wherein

you are, therewith to be content ? Do you labour to get your own living,

abhorring idleness as you abhor hell-fire ? The devil tempts other men
;

but an idle man tempts the devil. An idle man's brain is the devil's

shop, where he is continually working mischief. Are you not slothful

in business ? Whatever your hand finds to do, do you do it with your
might? And do you do all as unto the Lord, as a sacrifice unto God,
acceptable in Christ Jesus ?

This, and this alone, is the old religion. This is true, primitive Chris-

tianity. O when shall it spread over all the earth ! When shall it be
found both in us and you ? Without waiting for others, let each of us,

by the grace of God, amend one.

16. Are we not thus far agreed? Let us thank God for this, and
receive it as a fresh token of his love. But if God still loveth us, we
ought also to love one another. We ought, without this endless jang-

ling about opinions, to provoke one another to love and to good works.

Let the points wherein we differ stand aside ; here are enough wherein

we agree, enough to be the ground of every Christian temper, and of

every Christian action.

O brethren, let us not still fall out by the way ! I hope to see you in

heaven. And if I practise the religion above described, you dare not

say I shall go to hell. You cannot think so. None can persuade you
to it. Your own conscience tells you the contrary. Then if we can-

not as yet think alike in all things, at least we may love alike. Herein
we cannot possibly do amiss. For one point none can doubt a moment,—" God is love ; and he that dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and
God in him."

17. In the name, then, and in the strength, of God, let us resolve.

First, not to hurt one another ; to do nothing unkind or unfriendly to

each other, nothing which we would not have done to ourselves. Rather

let us endeavour after every instance of a kind, friendly, and Christian

behaviour toward each other.

Let us resolve, Secondly, God being our helper, to speak nothing

harsh or unkind of each other. The sure way to avoid this, is to say
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all the good we can, both of and to one another : In all our conversa-
tion, either with or concerning each other, to use only the language of
love ; to speak with all softness and tenderness; with the most endearing
expression, which is consistent with truth and sincerity.

Let us. Thirdly, resolve to harbour no unkind thought, no unfriendly

temper, toward each other. Let us lay the axe to the root of the tree ;

let us examine all that rises in our heart, and suffer no disposition there
which is contrary to tender affection. Then shall we easily refrain from
unkind actions and words, when the very root of bitterness is cut up.

Let us. Fourthly, endeavour to help each other on in whatever we are
agreed leads to the kingdom. So far as we can, let us always rejoice

to strengthen each other's hands in God. Above all, let us each take
heed to himself, (since each must give an account of himself to God,)
that he fall not short of the religion of love ; that he be not condemned
in that he himself approveth. let you and I (whatever others do) press
on to the prize of our high calling ! that, being justified by faith, we may
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ ; that we may rejoice

in God through Jesus Christ, by whom we have received the atonement

;

that the love of God may be shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost
which is given unto us. Let us count all things but loss for the excel-

lency of the knowledge of Jesus Christ our Lord ; being ready for him
to sutler the loss of all things, and counting them but dung, that we
may win Christ.

I am your affectionate servant, for Christ's sake.

Dublin, July IS, 1749.

A ROMAN CATECHLSM.

FAITHFULLY DRAWN OUT OF THE ALLOWED WRITINGS OF THE
CHURCH OF ROME.

WITH A REPLY THERETO.

PREFACE.

It has been a frequent complaint among some of the Romish Church, that

the Protestants have misrepresented the doctrine of their Church : On the
other side, the Protestants accuse the writers in that Church, of concealing,
disguising, and palliating their doctrines. The latter justify their charge by
producing such authors as have in several ages not only tauj^ht that doctrine,

but taught it PS the doctrine of their Churcli ; the former deny the charge,
by appealing from particular autliors to a liigher authority, to councils and
public acts and decrees, to missals, breviaries and catechisms. Now, though
those Prolcstants are not to be blamed, when tliC authors tliey quote have
been first licensed and approved in that Church, and were never afterward
condemned by it

;
yet in composing this catechism, to avoid contention as

much as I can, I have generally observed tlieir directions, and have seldom
made use of particular authors, but when it is for the explication of a
doctrine tliat is not sufficiently explained, or for confirmation of a doctrine

generally received. I am very c nfident that the quotations throutjhout are
tnie, having again and again exanuned tiiem ; and T have been as careful as

I coidd not to mistake the sense of them; tliat I miglit rightly understand
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and truly represent the doctrine which I profess to censure ; for without a
faithful and impartial examination of an error, there can be no solid confuta-

tion of it.

SECTION I.

OF THE CHURCH, AND RULE OF FAITH.

QuES. 1. What is the Church of Rome?
Ans. The Church of Rome is that society of Christians which pro-

fesses it necessary to salvation to be subject to the Pope of Rome,* as

the alone visible head of the C'hurch.t

Reply. Christ is the Head, from whom the whole body is fitly joined

together. And the holding to that Head (Col. ii, 19) is the one great

note of the Church, given by St. Austin. {De Unit. Eccles. c. 3, 4.)

But there is neither in Scripture nor antiquity any evidence for a
visible head, and much less for the visible head, the Pope; and, least

of all, that it is necessary to salvation to be subject to him.

If it is necessary to salvation to be subject to him, it is necessary to

know who is the Pope ; but that the world hath often been divided about,

when there were sometimes three, and for about forty years together

two. Popes.—Vide Tlieod. JViem. de Schism. Univers.

Q. 2. How comes subjection to the Pope to be necessary to salva-

tion, and an essential note of the Church?
A. Because the Pope is Christ's vicar, St. Peter's successor, {Concil,

Trid. Sess. 6 ; Decret. de Reform. 1 ; Bulla Pii IV, sup. Form. Juram.)
and hath the supreme power on earth over the whole Church. [Con.

Trid. Sess. 14, c. 7.) " The Church is called one, as it has one invisi-

ble Head,—Christ; and one visible, who doth possess the chair at

Rome, as the lawful successor of St. Peter, prince of the Apostles."

{^Catech. Rom. par. 1, c. 10, n. 11.)

Rep. If Christ gave no such power to St. Peter, or the Pope be not

St. Peter's successor, then the Pope has no pretence to this power.

Now, we read that " Christ gave some Apostles, and some Prophets,

for the work of the ministry and the edifying the body," Eph. iv, 11,

12. But that he gave one Apostle preeminence above the rest, much
less absolute power over them, we read not. This power they were
forbidden to attempt or desire ;

(Matt, xx, 26 ;) and St. Paul was so far

from acknowledging it, that he challenged an equality with the rest of
the Apostles, (Gal. i, 15, 17,) and, upon occasion, withstood St. Peter.

(Gal. ii, 11.)

To this we may add the judgment of St. Cyprian : " The other Apos-
tles are the same as St. Peter was, endowed with an equal fellowship

of honour and power." [Epist. de Unit. Eccles.)

Q. 3. What authority doth the Church ofRome challenge?

A. She declares that she is the mother and mistress of all Churches
;

* Dicimus, definimics, pronimciamus absolute 7iecessarium ad salutem, omni humanm
crealurat, subesse Romano Pmitifici. Extravag. c. Unam sanctani de Majoritate et

Obedientia.

"We say, define, and pronounce, that it is absolutely necessary to salvation, for

every man to be subject to the Pope of Rome."
t Bellarm. De Eccles. milit. 1. 3, c. 2, sec. J^ostra autem sententia; et cap. 5, sec,

Respondeo neminem.
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{Concil. Later. 4, can. 2 ; Concil. Trid. Sess. 7 ; De Bapt. can. 3, &c ;)

and that to believe her so to be is necessary to salvation. [Bulla Pii IV,
super Form. Jur.) Pope Innocent III thus decreed: "As God is

called universal Lord, because all things are under his dominion ; so the

Church of Rome is called Catholic, or universal, because all Churches
are subject unto her." (Jipud Boron. Aiinal. 1199.)

Rep. As it was foretold, so it was fulfilled : " Out of Zion shall go
forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem," Isaiah ii, 3.

There the Church began ; and therefore, in the Synodical Epistle of the
Second General Council of Constantinople, Jerusalem is called " the

mother of all Churches." {Baron. A. D. 382, p. 461.)

If she is the mistress because she is the mother, (as Pope Innocent I.

would have it, Epist. 1, Concil. tom. 4, p. 5,) then Jerusalem was the

mistress. If the mistress because she was once the imperial city, then
Constantinople was so likewise ; and accordingly it was decreed in the

Fourth General Council, that of Chalcedon, can. 28, " That the Church
of Constantinople should have equal privileges with that of Rome, be-
cause she is the imperial seat."

And if she claims this sovereign authority upon any other reason, she
never had, nor can ever prove, a right to it.

This is confirmed by Pope Pius II, (when a cardinal,) who saith, that

" before the time of the Nicene Council, little regard was had to the

Church of Rome." {Epist. 288, p. 602.)

Q. 4. What use doth she make of this authority ?

A. She requires all persons, upon her sole authority, to receive and
believe the doctrines she proposes to be received and believed,* and
without the belief of which she declares there is no salvation.f

Rep. " The Gospel which was preached of me, is not after man ; for I

neither received it of man, neither was I taught it, but by the revelation ofJesus
Christ," Gal. i, 11, 12.

" Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other Gospel unto you,
than that which we have preached, let him be accursed." (Verses 8, 9.)

The Church of Rome cannot avoid St. Paul's anathema, when she

requires to bow down before an image, which the Scripture forbids ; and
forbids to read the Scripture, which it requires.

And without doubt the text of the Apostle holds as much against any
other, as against himself or an angel from heaven.

Q. 5. Doth not the Church of Rome acknowledge the Holy Scrip-

ture to be a sufficient rule for faith and manners ?

A. No : for there are some doctrines proposed by that Church as

matters of faith, and some things required as necessary duty, which are

by many learned men among themselves confessed not to be contained

in Scripture.

Rep. We read in Scripture of "the faith once delivered to the saints ;"

* Sacrosancla synodus omnibus Christi fidelibus interdicit, ne poslhac de sanctissima

Eucharistid aliter credere, docere ant prceJicare audeant, quam ut est hoc prasenti decreto

explicatum, ntnue dcfinitxmi.— Concil. Trid. Scss. 13, Decret. de Euchar. So again,

Sess. 25, Dtcnl. de Fur<j;atorio. And tlierc are above a hundred auatliemas in that

Council in point, of doctrine against such as do not so behevc.

t Hanc veratn catholicamjidem, extra quam nemo salims esse potest : That is, "This
is the true Catholic faith, without \which no man can be saved."

—

Bulla Pii IV, super

Form. Jurain.
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Jude 3; and "all" or the whole "Scripture is profitable for doctrine

for reproof, for correction, f(;r instruction in righteousness ; that the man
of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works," 2 Tim.
iii, 16, 17/

The Scripture, therefore, is a rule sufllcient in itself, and was by men
divinely inspired at once delivered to the world ; and so neither needs,
nor is capable of, any farther addition.

So Tertullian: "Let Kerniogenes show that this thing is written.

If it be not written, let him fear the wo pronounced against them that

add to, or take from, Seripture." (Contra Jlernwg. c. 22.)

Q. 6. What doctrines of faith and matters of practice are thus acknow-
ledged not to be in Scripture ?

A. The doctrines of transubstantiation, (Scoliis in 4 Sent. Dist. II,

q. 3, et Yriharn in Scot.) of the seven sacraments, {Bellarm. 1. 2, de

Effectu Sacram. c. 25, sec. Sectmda probalio,) of purgatory, {Rolfeus.
contra Luther, art. 18,) and the practice of half comnumion, (Concil.

Constan. Sess. 13, Cassandcr,^xi. 22,) worshipping of saints and imao-es,

(Bellarm. de Cult. Sand. 1. 3, c. 9, sec. Praiterea. Cassand. Consult.

art. 21, sec. 4,) indulgences, (Polyd. Virg. de Invent. 1. 8, c. 1,) and
service in an unknown tongue. (Bellarm. de Verb. Dei, \. 2, c. 26.)

Rep. On the contrary, St. Augustine writes, " If any one concern-

ing Christ and his Church, or concerning any other things which belong

to faith or life, I will not say if loc, but (which St. Paul hath added) li" an
angel from heaven, preach unto you besides Avhat ye have received in

the Law and Evangelical Writings, let him be accursed." (Contr. Petil.

I. 3, c. 6.) For as all faith is founded upon Divine authority, so there

is now no Divine authority but the Scriptures ; and, therefore, no one
can make that to be of Divine authority which is not contained in them.

And if transubstantiation and purgatory, &c, are not delivered in Scrip-

ture, they cannot be doctrines of faith.

Q. 7. What doth the Church of Rome propound to herself as an
entire rule of faith 1

A. Scripture with tradition ; and she requires that the traditions be

received and reverenced with the like pious regard and veneration as the

Scriptures ; and whosoever knowingly contemns them, is declared by

her to be accursed. [Concil. Trid. Sess. 4 ; Der.ret. de Can. Script.)

Rep. " In vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the com-
mandments of men," Matt, xv, 9 ; forbidding that as unlawful which

God hath not forbidden, and requiring that as necessary duty which God
hath not required.

So St. Plierom : "The sword of God," his word, "doth smite those

other things, which they iind and hold of their own accord, as by Apos-
tolical tradition, without the authority and testimony of Scripture." (In

Cap. 1, Jiggoii.)

Q. 8. What do they understand by traditions ?

A. Such things belonging to faith and manners as were dictated by

Christ, or the Holy Ghost in the Apostles, and have been preserved by

a continual succession in the Catholic Church, from hand to hand,

without writing. (Concil. Trid. ib.)

Rep. But St. Cyril affirms, "It behooveth us not to deliver, no, not

so much as the least thing of the holy mysteries of faith, without the

Vol. V. 49
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Holy Scripture. That is the security of our faith, not which is from ovir

own inventions, 'out from the demonstration of the Holy Scriptures."

[Catechis. 5.)

Q. 9. What are those traditions which they profess to have received

from Christ and his Apostles?

A. The offering the sacrifice of the mass for the souls in purgatory,

[Cone. Trid. Scss. 22, c. 2,) the mystical benedictions, incensings,

garments, and many other things of the like kind, (c. 5,) salt, spittle,

exorcisms, and wax candles used in baptism, &c, {Catcch. Rom. par. 2,

c. 2, n. 59, 65, &c,) the priests shaving the head after the manner of a

crown. {lb. c. 7, n. 14.)

Rep. *' Laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of

men," Mark vii, 8.

" It is necessary even for novices to learn the Scriptures, that the mind
may be well confirmed in piety, and that they may not be accustomed to hu-

man traditions." St. Basil in Reg. Brev. Reg. 95.

The Church of Rome hath no more to show for their holy water, and
incensings, and salt, and spittle, &c, than the Pharisees for their tradi-

tions ; and since they no less impose them as divine than the other, they

are alike guilty with them.

Q. 10. Doth the Church of Rome agree with other Churches in the

number of canonical books of Scripture 1

A. No : For she hath added to the canonical books of the Old Tes-
tament, Esdras, Tobit, Judith, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, the

two Books of Maccabees,* and a new part of Esther and Daniel; which

whole Books, with all their parts,"]" whosoever rejects as not canonical,

is accursed. {Concil. Trident. Sess. 4, Decret. de Scriptur.)

Rep. These apocryphal books were wrote after prophecy and Divine

inspiration ceased, and so were not received by the Jewish Church, (to

whom " were committed the oracles of God," Rom. iii, 2,) nor by the

Christian Church, as the Sixtieth Canon of the Council of Laodicea

shows, where there is a catalogue of the canonical Books, without any

mention of these.

" As therefore the Church doth read Tobias, Judith, and the books of the

Maccabees, but doth not receive them into the canonical Scriptures ; so it

doth read the two volumes of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus for the edification

ofthe people, not to establish the authority of ecclesiastical principles." St.

Jerome. (In Prologo Proverb.)—See Bellarm. de Verbo, 1. 1, c. 10, init.

Q. 11. Are the people of the Church of Rome permitted to read the

Scripture in a tongue vulgarly known ?

A. No ; they were for a time permitted to read it, under the caution

of a license, where it could be obtained; {Reg. Lid. Libr. Prohib. Reg.

4 ;) but since they are forbid it, or to have so much as any summary or

historical compendium of it in their own tongue. (Index Libr. Proliib.

Auctor. Sixti V. et Clem. VHI, Observat. circa 4 Rcgulam.)

Rep. Under the Law, the people had the Scriptures in a tongue vul-

* These books are so sacred, as that they are of infallible truth.

—

Bellarm. De
Vtrhn, 1. 1, c. 10. sec. Ecclesia vero.

f Wherefore doth the Council add, " ivith all their parts ;" unless that all should

uniici'stand those parts also, about which there was some time a dispute, to belong to

the sacred canon of the Bible ?

—

lb. c. 7, sec. Denique.
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garly known ; and they were required to read the law, and to be conver-

sant in it :
" These words, whicli I coniniand thee this day, shall be in

thine heart, &c," Deut. vi, 6 ; and accordingly our Saviour sends them
thither :

" Search the Scriptures," John v, 39. So St. Paul requires

that his " Epistle be read to all the brethren," 1 Thess. v, 27 ; and
if so, it was wrote in a language they understood. And so it was in the

primitive Church ; therefore St. Chrysostom exhorts his hearers, though

secular men, to provide themselves Bibles, the medicines of their souls,

to be their perpetual instructers. (Comment, in Coloss. iii, 16.)

Q. 12. For what reason is the Scripture thus prohibited among them?

A. " Because," say they, " if it be permitted to be read every whore,
without difference, there would more prejudice than profit proceed from it."

{Reg. Ind. Libr. Prohib. Reg.)

Rep. In the Apostles' times there were some that "wrested the Scrip-

tures to their own destruction ;" and yet the Apostle thought of no other

expedient than to give the Christians a caution, that they were "not also

led away with the error of the wicked," 2 Pet. iii, 16, 17. The way to

prevent this, therefore, is, not to keep the Scriptures from the people,

which " were written for our learning," Rom. xv, 4, but to exhort them
to a diligent perusal of them : " Ye err, not knowing the Scriptures,"

Matt, xxii, 29.

" The sheep should not cast away their skin, because wolves sometimes
hide themselves under it." (St. Austin de Serm. Dom. in Monte.)

Q. 13. Since the Scripture may be misunderstood, have they no judge
to determine the sense of it ?

A. They say, " It belongs to the Churcli" (of Rome) " to judge of the
sense of Scripture, and no one may presume to interpret the Scripture con-
trary to the sense wliich Mother Church hath held and doth hold." (Concil.
Trid. Sess. 4, Decret. de Edit, et Usu Script.)

It cannot be called the Church of God where the legitimate successor

of St. Peter in the Roman Chair, and the undoubted vicar of Christ, doth

not preside : WTiat the Church doth teach is the express word of God

;

and what is taught against the sense and consent of the Church, is the

express word of the devil. (Cardinal Hosius de exprcsso Dei verbo,

pp. 642, 643.)

Rep. While the Apostles were alive, the Churches of Christ, in

matters of dispute, applied themselves to them, as in the point of circum-

cision ; Acts XV, 2 ; but since they of the Church of Rome can never

prove the like infallibility in their Church, nor direct us where it is, we
think ourselves as well in our Church as they can be in theirs ; and that

as long as we have the Scripture, the Church is to be referred to the

Scripture, and not the Scripture to the Church ; and that, as the Scrip-

ture is the best expounder of itself, so the best way to know whether any
thing be of Divine authority, is to apply ourselves to the Scripture.

" If I would have the Church demonstrated, it is not by human teachings,

but by the Divine oracles." (St. Aug. de Unit. Eccles. cap. 3.)
" The way for understanding the Scriptures, is to demonstrate out of them-

selves concerning themselves." (Clem. Alex. Strom. 1. 7, p. 757.)
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SECTION 11.

OF REPENTANCE AND OBEDIENCE.

QuES. 14. What doth the Church of Rome teach concerning re-

pentance 1

Ans. (1.) It teacheth that contrition, which is a soitow for sin past,

and a purpose of not committing it for the future, though perfected with

charity, is not sufficient to reconcile a person to God without penance,

or confession to a priest either in act or desire. {Concil. Trid. Sess.

14, c. 4. Catech. Rnm. Pars. 2, de Sacrament. Pcenit. n. 38.)

A. (2.) She teacheth that attrition, or imperfect contrition, proceeding

merely from the fear of hell, is equivalent to contrition, by virtue of con-

fession ; and that attrition doth dispose to receive the grace of the sacra-

ment of penance, and leads to justification. [Sess. 14, c. 4. Bellarm.

de Pcenit. 1. 2, c. 18 sec. Sed sciendum est.)—See Question 77.

Reply. Contrition is but another word for repentance ; and repent-

ance is a qualification for pardon and reconciliation : "A broken and a

contrite heart, God, thou wilt not despise," Psalm li, 17. "Repent,
and be converted, that your sins may be Hotted out," Acts iii, 19. The
same texts which make contrition sufficient, without confession to the

priest, make attrition insufficient without there be contrition. And as

the former doctrine of the insufficiency of contrition without confession,

makes that necessary which God hath not made necessary ; so this latter

of the sufficiency of attrition upon confession to the priest without con-

trition, makes that unnecessary which God hath made necessary.

Q. 15. What is the judgment ofthe Church of Rome as to good works?
A. The Church of Rome doth affirm that the good works of justified

persons do truly deserve eternal life; [Concil. Trid. Sess. 0, c. 16;)
and if any one say that such works do not truly deserve an increase of

grace here, and eternal life hereafter, let him be accursed. {lb. Can. 32.)
" Our good works do merit eternal life, not only by virtue of God's

covenant and acceptation, but also by reason of the work itself." {Bel-

larm. de Justif. 1. 5, c. 17.)

Rep. Truly to deserve is to make God our debtor : " To him that

worketh" (that is, that meriteth) " is the reward not reckoned of grace,

but of debt," Rom. iv, 4. " 15ut can a man be profitable to God?"
Job xxii, 2. Our Saviour teaches us otherwise : " When ye shall have
done all those things which are commanded you, say. We are unprofit-

able servants ; we have done that which was our duty to do," Luke
xvii, 10.

A command to do it, and grace to obey that command, and a " far

more exceeding and eternal weight of glory," as a reward, (2 Cor. iv,

17,) will shame the pretence of real merit, and turn the anathema upon
themselves. And they may as soon reconcile light and darkness, as

the grace of God and merit of Christ to this doctrine.

Q. 16. But is there no allowance for such as have not good works
of their own sulllcient to merit for themselves ?

A. Yes ; there are indulgences to be obtained, by which persons may
be discharged from the punishment of sin here and in purgatory ; and if

any affirm these indulgences to be useless, or that the Church hath no
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power to grant them, he is accursed. {Concil. Trid. Sess. 25, Decrel.

de Indulg.)

The Popes and Prelates of the Church are judges appointed by God
to remit fauUs and punishments in his name by an indulgence, if so be
justice be satisfied through the application of the satisfaction of Christ

and his saints. {Bellarm. de Indulo;. 1. 1, c. 5, sec. Jam vero.)

Rep. What God binds, no person can untie ; and what he unties,

no man can bind. But this course of indulgence, still upheld in the

Church of Rome, doth untie what God doth bind ; it makes sin easy

and cheap, and prostitutes the strict rules of Christianity to the basest

purposes. For when a person can have a plenary indulgence for so

trivial a satisfaction as the standing before the doors of St. Peter's

Church at Rome, when the Pope blesses the people at Easter, it makes
sin as easy to be committed as pardoned.

Q. 17. How far do those indulgences extend?

A. Sometimes to days, sometimes to years, nay, some of them were
plenary indulgences ;* some were for a discharge from punishments

here, others from the pains of purgatory,! and some granted an eternal

reward.

Q. 18. Upon what terms were those indulgences to be obtained?

A. By money,J pilgrimages,
||

assisting the Pope,§ reciting certain

prayers. ir

Rep. The scandal given by them was so notorious, that order

was given by the Council of Trent for reforming the abuses of them
;

but when the Fathers thought fit not to discover those abuses, and only

forbad wicked gain, (Sess. 25, Decret. de Indidg.) they left a large

scope for making a gain of them. And two of the Popes under whom
that Council sat, viz. Paul III, and Julius III, {A Bidl of Indidgence to

the Fraternity of the Altar, Paris, 1550, v. B. Taylor'^s Defence, Part

II, 1. 2, p. 8,) proceeded in the same course as their predecessors, if they

did not exceed them ; for by their Bulls, there is granted to all such of

the Fraternity of the Holy Altar, as visit the church of St. Hilaiy of

Chartres, during the six weeks of Lent, 775,700 years ofpardon, besides

fourteen or fifteen plenary indulgences. And since that, Urban VIII,

(Bullar. to 3, p. 74,) and Clement X, (A. D. 1671. Bull xipon tlie

Canonization offive Saints,) have granted by their indulgence a plenary

remission of sins.

Q. 19. Upon what pretence or reason is the doctrine and practice of

indulgences founded 1

* Bellarm. de Indidgenf. 1. 1, c. 9, init. "Plenary indulgence doth take away all

the punishment due to sin." Ibid. sec. Indulgentid Q,uadragen.

t Ibid. c. 7, sec. Et quidem.

I This is implied Concil. Trid. Sess. 21, c. 9, tJiough it is called by the soft name
of alms.

II
So many are granted to particular churches in Rome, for the benefit of pilgrims.

§ So those that upon his motion took up arms against the Albigenses, had by an
influlgence the promise of an eternal reward. Baron, ad A. D. 1179, n. 7.

tr So Pope Alexander VI gi-anted to those that recited this prayer tcuthe blessed

Virgin, and St. Ann her mother, 30,000 years' indulgence.—"Hail Mary ! full ofgrace

!

The Lord be with thee, thy grace with me ! Blessed be thou among women ; and
blessed be St. Ann thy mother, from whom, O Virgin Mary, thou hast proceeded
without sm and spot ; but of thee hath Jesus Christ been born, the Son of the living

God. Amen." Thesaur. Var. Exercit. in Grat. Sodal. B. V. M. Bruxel. Edit. 2 An.
1658, p. 287.
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A. Upon works of supererogation,* that is, the overplus of the satis-

factions of Cluist and the saints, which is a treasury, {Concil. Trid. Sess.

21, c. 9,) committed to the Church's custody,! and to be disposed of as

she sees meet. {Bellarm. lb. c. 3.)

Rep. " The sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be

compared with the glory that shall be revealed in us;" Rom. viii, 18 :

so 2 Cor. iv, 17. " Every one of us shall give an account of himself

to God," Rom. xiv, 12. If there be no comparison betwixt the reward

and our sufferings for it, then no one has merit to transfer to another

;

and if every man must give an account of himself, then no man can be

saved by the merits of another. But suppose there is a superabundance

of satisfactions in the saints
;
yet what need is there of them, when there

is such an infinite value in the sufferings of Christ, who " by one offering

hath for ever perfected them that arc sanctified ;" Heb. x, 14 : or who
gave the Church the power so to apply them ?

Q. 20. Whither do the souls of those go that die in a state of grace,

but are not sufficiently purged from their sins, or have not had a plenary

indulgence for the remission of them 1

A. Such go to purgatory, a place of torment in the other world, near

to hell, {Bellarm. de Piirg. 1. 2, c. 6, sec. Quinta est,) where they are

to continue till they have made full satisfaction for their sins, and are

throughly purged and prepared for heaven, whereinto no unclean thing

can enter. (Catecli. Rom. par. 1, c. 6, n. 3.)

Q. 21. How come those persons to be punished in the other world,

who depart in a state of grace out of this ?

A. Because they have not here fulfilled the penance imposed upon
them, or due from them to God. {Bellarm. de Indulg. 1. 1, c. 6, 7.)

See Quest. 91.

Rep. That those that die in a state of grace are yet in a state of

torment, and are to be purged in the other world, is contrary to Scrip-

ture and antiquity. " There is no condemnation to them which are in

Christ Jesus," Rom. viii, 1. " Whom he justified, them he also glori-

fied." (Verse 30.) "Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God's elect?

It is God that justifieth : who is he that condemneth ?" (Verses 33, 34.)
As justification and condemnation are here opposed by the Apostle,

so are condemnation and glorification ; and he that is justified upon the

same reason that he cannot be condemned, shall be glorified. Now, the

elect are justified before they go out of this world : and consequently
shall have nothmg laid to their charge in the next.

" The servants of God then have peace, then enjoy quiet rest and security

,

when, being drawn from these storms of the world, we arrive at the liaven

of our everlasting habitation and security ; when, this death being ended, we
enter into immortality." {St. Cypr. de Mortal, sec. 2.)

" To-day shalt thou be with mo in paradise," Luke xxiii, 43. Para-
dise is acknowledged to be the seat of the blessed. {Bellarm. de Sand.
Beat. 1. 1, c. 3. Testim. 4.) Now, if there was a purgation necessary
for sinners, he that believed and repented not till the last moment of his

* " That supererogation is necessary to indulgence, no one can deny," saith Bel-
larm. de Imhdg. 1. 1, r. 2, init.

t So Pope Clem. VI, Conslit. Extrav. in Bellarm. ibid. sec. ult.
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life, might be well supposed to need it ; and should have been sent rather

to purgatory than paradise.

After the night of this life there is no purgation ; and " it is better to

be corrected and purged now, than to be sent to the torment there, where
the time of punishing is and not of purging." {Greg. J\'uziauz. Oral. 15,

ill Flag. Grand.)

Q. 22. Of what continuance is the punishment of that state?

A. It is but for an appointed time ; and the person is to continue in

it till he is purged from his sin, and has sufi'ered the punishment due to it.

{Catech. lb.; Bellurm. De Purg. 1. 2, c. 8, sec. Quantum ad pnmum.)
Rep. The state that believers immediately enter upon after death,

is said to be " life" for the comfort, and " everlasting" for the continu-

ance, of it.

" He that believeth on Him that sent me hatli everlasting life, and shall

not come into condemnation ; but is passed from death unto life," John v, 24.

So St. Cyprian: "The end of this life being completed, we are divided

into the habitations of everlasting, eitlier death or immortality." (AdDemetr.
sec. 16.)

Q. 23. Is there no way by which the souls of those that are in pur-

gatory may be delivered uut of that prison, and their time of torment

shortened ?

A. They may be helped and delivered by the suffrages of the faithful

that are alive ; that is, by prayers, alms, and masses ; and other works
of piety, such as indulgences. {ConciL Trid. Sess. 25, Deer, de Purgat.;

Sess. 22, can. 3. Bellarm. de Purgat. 1. 2, c. 16, sec. Ad lioec.)

Rep. " Betwixt us and you there is a great gulf fixed, so that they which
would pass from hence to you" (to relieve you) " cannot," Luke xvi, 26.

As the state in which Abraham and Lazarus were, needed no relief;

so that in which the rich man was, could not obtain it. " After death is

no help to be gotten by godliness or repentance. Lazarus doth not

there go to the rich man, nor the rich man unto Lazarus. For the

garners are sealed up, and the time is fulfilled." {Epiphanius contr.

Cathar. Haer. 59.)

And if a man's own repentance cannot help him, much less can an-

other's good works profit him.

So St. Jerome :
" While we are in this world, we may be able to help

one another, either by our prayers, or by our counsels : but when we
shall come before the judgment seat of Christ, neither Job, nor Daniel,

nor Noah, can intreat for any one ; but every one must bear his own
burden." (Lib. 3, Com. in Galat. c. 6.) And he elsewhere saith :

"What shall be to all in the day of judgment, this is accomphshed to

every one at the day of death." (In Joel, c. 2.)

Q. 24. Is the doctrine of purgatory a matter of faith, and necessary

to be believed 't

A. Yes : for whosoever shall say that there is no debt of temporal

punishment to be paid, either in this world or in purgatory, before there

can be an admission into heaven, is accursed. {ConciL Trid. Sss. 6,

can. 30, & Sess. 25, Decret. de Purg.) And whosoever shall say,

The sacrifice of the mass is not to be used for the dead, is accursed.

(lb. Sess. 22, can. 3.) This is one of the principles, without the belief

of which there is no salvation. (Bulla Pii Quarti.)
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Rep. Bishop Fishor sailh, that there is none or very Httle mention

of purgatory among the ancients. {RoJJ'ens. Luiheri Coiifui. art. 18; &
Pohfd. Virs;. dc Invent. \. 8, c. 1.) It is then no Httle encroachment

on the Christian world, to make it now a doctrine oftaith, and to require

it, upon pain of damnation, to be believed.

Q. 25. In what place were the souls of the Patriarchs, and other

good men, before the coming of Christ ?

A. Before the death and resurrection, {Catech. Rom. par. 1, c. 6,

n. 3, 6,) or ascension of Christ, {BeUarin. de Christ. 1. 4, c. 11,) the

gates of heaven were open to none ; and the souls of good men departed

were detained in a certain place called, Limhus Patnim, [Limbo of the

Fathers,] whicli is the uppermost part of hell ; the lowermost being the

place of the damned ; next above that, purgatory ; next to that, limhus

infantum; [limbo of infants;] above that, limhus patrum. {Bellarm. de

Purs;. 1. 2, c. 6, sec. Quod nutem.)

Rep. We read that Elijah was taken up into heaven, 2 Kings ii, 11,

and he and Moses appeared in glory, Luke ix, 30 ; Matt, xvii, 2. And
Abraham is represented as in paradise, the blessed abode of good men
in the other world, Luke xvi, 23.

So St. Austin expounds it :
" Tlie bosoin of Abraham is the rest of the

blessed poor, whose is the kingdom of heaven, into which, after this life, they

are received." (QutBst Evangel. 1. 2, c. 38.)

Q. 26. In what condition were they while thus detained in limbo ?

A. They are not agreed in the nature and condition of the place : for

the Catechism saith, " They were sustained by hope, and were without

any sense of grief." (N. 3.) And presently, that, "although they were
without other sense of grief, yet, being kept in suspense, they were tor-

mented with the hope of that blessed glory which they did expect." (N. 4.)

Rep. But the Scripture tells us, that the state where Abraham was,

was not only a state of rest, but also of comfort, Luke xvi, 25.

Q. 27. How and when were they delivered thence?

A. They were delivered by Christ at his descent into hell
;

{Catech.

Rom. ib. n. 5, 6 ;) so that ever since that place remains empty. {Bellarm.

de Pnrg. 1. 2, c. 6, sec. Octava est.)

Rep. The Scripture says not one word of this.

Q. 28. What use do they make of this doctrine ?

A. Hereby they give a reason why there is neither precept nor exam-
ple in the Old Testament for the invocation of saints departed, {Bellarm.

de Sand. Beat. 1. 1, c. 19, sec. Item E.rod.) because they were, for

their punishment, enclosed in this place, and were there held bound by
the devils, till delivered by Christ. {Catech. Rom. ib. n. 5.) And so
the people of those times only prayed to (rod ; and did not use to say,
" Holy Abraham, pray for me." {Bellarm. ib.)

Rep. There is neither precept nor example for the invocation of

saints in the New Testament ; and if that be a reason for a limb^(s before

Christ, it may be a reason for a limhus still ; and they may as well exclude
the saints fiom heaven now as then, if there be no more for their invoca-

tion in the New Testament than was in the Old. Thus Salmero, a
learned disputant in the Council of Trent: "Invocations of saints have
no express ground in all the Scriptures." {.M 1 Tim. 2, Disp. 7, sec.

Sed cum autem et nee obstal.)
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SECTION III.

OF DIVINE WORSHIP.

QuEs. 29. Of what doth the service in the Roman Church consist?

Ans. It consists of prayers and hymns oflered to God, anfjels, and
saints ; of lessons taken out of the Scriptures, and legends ; and of pro-

fession of faith in the creeds.

Replv. Cardinal Quignonius, at the instance of Pope Paul the Third,

reformed the Breviary; and instead of legends, set Scriptures for the

lessons. But Pope Pius Quintus, who afterward undertook to reform

it also, prohibited that of Quignonius, {Bulla Prejixa Breviar. Rom.
Jussii Pii V. Edit.) and instead of the Scriptures, placed legends again

;

and so it continues.

Q. 30. In what language is their service performed ? I

A. It is performed in all places among them in the Latin tongue,

wliich is in no place vulgarly understood.

Q. 31. Is the having the service in an unknown tongue enjoined in

the Church of Rome ?

A. Yes : it is required that it should be celebrated in the Latin
tongue ; and whosoever shall say thiit it ought only to be administered

iti the vulgar tongue, is accursed. {Concil. Trid. Sess. 23, c. 8, & can. 9.)

Hence, when of late years the Missal, or Massbook, was translated into

P^-ench, it was declared, by Pope Alexander the Seventh, to be a " seed
plot of disobedience, rashness, and schism;" and he calls them that did

it, " sons of perdition ;" and doth " condemn, reprobate, and forbid" that

Missal.

Rep. In divine worship, (as in all other actions,) the first thing to

be considered is the end, and the next tiling is the means conducing to

that end. The end is the honour of God, and the edification of the

Church ; and then God is honoured, when the Church is edified. The
means conducing to that end, are to have the service so administered as

may inform the mind, engage the affections, and increase devotion : but

that cannot be done, where the tongue it is celebrated in is not understood.

Thus we are taught by the Apostle: " He that speaketh in an unknown
tongue, speaketh not unto men," 1 Cor. xiv, 2. " If I know not the

meaning of the voice, he that speaketh shall be a Barbarian unto me,"
ver. 11. " If thou shalt bless with the Spirit," (by the gift of an unknown
tongue,) " how shall he that occupieth the room of the unlearned say

Amen at thy giving of thanks'?" ver. 16. How can the people be atten-

tive to the lessons, answer at the responses, be devout in the prayers,

profess their faith in the creeds, when they do not understand Avhat is

read, prayed, or professed 1 Thus St. Ambrose, on 1 Cor. xiv : " It is

evident that the mind is ignorant where the tongue is not understood.

The unskilful person, hearing what he doth not understand, knows not

the conclusion of the prayer, and doth not answer, Amen."
Q. 32. What are the objects of worship in the Church of Rome?
A. Besides the blessed Trinity, angels, the Virgin Mary, and saints.

Rep. Our Saviour says, "Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,
and him only shalt thou serve," Matt, iv, 10. As divine worship is due
to God, so it is not lawful to give it to any other.
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The Church of Rome doth acknowledge this, but says the worship

they give to saints and angels is not of that kind. {Catech. Rom. par. 3

c. 2, n. 8 ;
par. 4, c. 6, n. 3.)

But what worship is peculiar to God if prayer is not 1 So thought

St. Ambrose :
" Thou only art to be invocated." (Z)e Obihi Theodos.)

For God alone can receive our prayer, or can give what we pray for,

or be the object of our faith and trust.

Q. 33. What honour do they give to the angels?

A. (1.) The Church of Rome teaches that angels are to be worship-

ped, (Catech. Rom. par. 3, c. 2, n. 8, 9, venerari, adorare, cohre.,)

invoked, and prayed to. {lb. n. 10.) And they have litanies and pray-

ers composed for this purpose. {LifanicE, sec. Jlngelorum, vid. Horolo-

giitm TMtelaris Angeli a Drerelio. p. 84, Duac. 1623.)

A. (2.) They teach, that as every particular person hath a guardian

angel from his birth, (Catech. Rom. par. 4, cap. 9, sec. 1, n. 4, 6,) so

it is fit to commit themselves more particularly to him, (Horolog. Drex.

p. 108,) after this manner: "Blessed angel! to whose care our loving

Creator hath committed me, defend me this day, I beseech you, from all

dangers, and direct me in the way I ought to walk." (The ChiWs Ca-

techism, 1678.)

Rep. We honour the holy angels, as they are God's ministers, and

are " sent forth to minister unto them t-hat shall be heirs of salvation,"

Heb. i, 14. But, to worship or pray to them, we dare not, as it is what

they themselves refuse and abhor, (Rev. xix, 10,) and the Scripture doth

condemn as " a sign of a fleshly mind, vainly intruding into those things

which we have not seen," Col. ii, 18. Theodoret, upon this text, saith,

that the practice of worshipping angels continued a long time in Phrygia

and Pisidia ; wherefore the Synod of Laodicea doth forbid praying to

angels :
" For Christians ought not to forsake the Church of God, and

depart aside and invocate angels, which are things forbidden." (Cone.

Laod. Can. 35.)

Q. 34. What religious honour do they give to the saints ?

A. They pray to them as their intercessors, make confessions to

them, ofier incense, and make vows to them, venerate their images and

relics.

Q. 35. For what reason do they pray to saints ?

A. That by their help they may obtain benefits from God, (ConciL

Trid. Sess. 25, de Invocat.) who doth confer many favours upon man-
kind, by their merit, and grace, and intercession. (Catech. Rom. par. 3,

c. 2, sec. 12.

—

Missal. Rom. 'proprium Missarum de Sanctis.)

Q. 36. After what manner do they pray to saints ?

A. They pray to them as favourites with God, that they would take

them into their protection, and would obtain those things of God for

them which they want. Therefore, they plead that they have two dif-

ferent forms of prayer ; for to God they properly say, " Have mercy

upon us, hear us :" to a saint, " Pray for us." (Catech. Rom. par. 4.

c. 6, n. 3.)

Q. 37. But have they not those forms in their Missals, Breviaries,

and common books of devotion, which arc particularly and immediately

applied to the saints for obtaining what they want ?

A. Yes ; it is too manifest to be denied; and though they have been
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more sparing of late years, yet nothing formerly more frequent. As, for

instance : In a Missal printed at Paris, an. 1520, fol. 51, there is this

prayer to St. Agnes :

—

" O Agnes, woman of the Lamb, do thovi enlighten us within ! Destroy
tlie roots of sin, O excellent Lady. After the grievances of the world, do
thou translate us to the company of the blessed!"

Rep. " There is one God, and one Mediator between God and men,
the Man Christ Jesus ; who gave himself a ransom for all," 1 Tim. ii, 5, 6.

" Who is he that condomneth ? It is Christ that died, yea, rather, that is

risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh inter-
cession for us," Rom. viii, 34.

As there is but one God to us, though " there are gods many, and
lords many," 1 Cor. viii, 5 ; so to us there is but " one Mediator," or
Intercessor, though we should grant there are many intercessors and
mediators. For though the angels and saints may intercede for us in

heaven, that no more makes them such intercessors as we may pray to,

than because there are gods many, we may pray to them as we do to

the true God.
The Scripture knows no difference between a Mediator of interces-

sion and redemption : he alone makes intercession for us that died and
rose, and is at the right hand of God. And he alone has a right to our
j)rayers, and to him alone may we address them.

So Origen : " All prayers, and supplications, and thanksgivings, are to be
sent up to God the Lord of all, by that High Priest who is above all angels,
being the living Word of God." (L. 5. Cont. Cels. pp. 233, 239.)
So again :

" We ought to pray only to the God over all, and his only Son,
the first-born of every creature, who, as our High Priest, offers his prayers
to his God, and our God." (Lib. 8, pp. 395, 402.)

To have other mediotors and intercessors, is "not to hold the Head,"
(Coloss. ii, 19,) in the judgment of the Apostle, and the Council of
Laodicea, where it is said, " Christians ought not to forsake the Church
and invocate angels. If any man, therefore, be found to give himself

to this privy idolatry, let him be anathema ; because he hath forsaken

our Lord Jesus, the Son of God, and betaken himself to idolatry."

Q. 38. What is the worship they give to the Virgin Mary ?

A. They fly unto her as the advocatrLx of the faithful, the mother of

God ; that by prayer to her they may obtain help through her most ex-

cellent merits with God. {Catech. Rom. par. 4, cap. 5, n. 8.)

Rep. We honour this blessed Virgin as the mother of the holy

Jesus, and as she was a person of eminent piety ; but we do not think

it lawful to give that honour to her which belongs not to a creature, and

doth equal her with her Redeemer.

Q. 39. Have they not some singular forms of devotion to her ?

A. Yes ; for, apprehending her to be in glory superior to all created

beings, they offer a service to her, beyond what they give either to an-

gels or saints.

Q. 40. After what manner do they apply themselves to her ?

A. According to some Missals, they ask her to command her Son,

by the right and authority of a mother; {J\Tissal. Paris. Anno 1520,

folio 65 ;) or, as it is in the Breviaries used at this day, " Show thyself

a mother." {Brev. Rom. Fest. Assump.) They pray to her, that she

would loose the bands of the guilty, bring light to the blind, would
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make them mild and chaste, and cause their hearts to burn in love to

Christ. {Officium B. M. in the hymn called Planctus B. J\I. Antwerp,

1641.)

In a book printed lately in London, the author saith, that "whatever
gifts are bestowed upon us by Jesus, we receive them by the mediation

of Mary ; no one being gracious to Jesus that is not devoted to Mary

;

that the power of Mary in the kingdom of Jesus is suitable to her ma-
ternity ; and though the condition of some great sinners may be so de-

plorable, that the limited excellency and merits cannot effectually bend
the mercies of Jesus to relieve them ; yet such is the acceptableness

of the mother of Jesus to Jesus, that whosoever is under the verge

of her protection, may confide in her intercession to Jesus ;" that the

person devoted to her, is to beg of her to accompany him as his "sacred

guide, advocate, and champion, against the assaults of sin and sensual-

ity." {Coniemplalions ofthe Life and Glory ofHoly Mary, ^-c, pp. 7-9,

14. Printed anno 1685.)

Much after the fore-cited manner did the Council ofConstance invoke
the blessed Virgin, as other Councils used to do the Holy Ghost, calling

her the " mother of grace, the fountain of mercy ;" and they call on her

for " light from heaven."

Rep. We cannot but wonder at the applications made to the bless-

ed Virgin in the Church of Home, whose acts on earth, and whose
power in heaven, the Scripture doth very sparingly relate, or is altogether

silent in. We read nothing there of her bodily assumption into heaven,

nor of her exaltation to a throne above angels and archangels. {Brev.

Rom. .Mstiv. Fest. Assump.) We read notliing there of her being the

mother of grace and mercy, {Officium parvum B. JM. adMatutin. Ca-
tech. par. 4, c. 6, n. 8,) the queen and gate of heaven, the advocatrix of

sinners ;
[Completor. Catech. par. 4, c. 5, n. 8;) and of her power in

destroying all heresies in the world, {Fest. Jlssump.) and being all things

to all. {JVlissale Paris, ib. <Sf Le Psaullier de Jesus. Paris, 1620, p. 126.)

When we read so much of the blessed Virgin in books of this kind,

and so little of her in the divine writings, we cannot but reflect upon
what is said by Epiphanius, of a certain sect of women that in his time

offered cakes to the Virgin Mary, which he calls an " impious thing,"

and altogether " contrary to the doctrine of the Holy Ghost." {Hceres.

78, p. 1054. Par. 1622.) And he further adds, " This the Holy Ghost

doth warn us of, in that Christ saith, ' Woman, what have I to do with

thee V where he calls her woman, and as it where prophesying, to refute

those schisms and heresies which he knew would arise in the world
;

and that no one being moved by a certain admiration of the blessed

Virgin, might turn himself to those dotages of heresies." And he adds,

" Let the Virgin Mary be honoured, but the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost be adored." {Hares. 79, n. 4, 7, &c.) Much more hath that

Father there to this purpose.

But what would this Father have said, if, instead of a chair adorned

and set forth in honour of the Virgin Mary, (as those women did,) he

had found her advanced to a throne of a mediatrix in heaven '? What,

if instead of cakes, there had been litanies and prayers offered to her,

and that in more abundance than to Christ himself? What if he had

found them i)raying, " holy mother, succour the miserable, help the
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weak, comfort those that mourn?" {Breviar. Rom. JEsIuk Snfj'raf^ia.)

I doubt not but he would have said of this, what he doth of the other,

that they " would obtrude her upon us for God ;" and have called it

" heresy and idolatry."

Q. 41. What external representations or memorials have they in the

Church of Rome, Avhich they give veneration and worshij) to?

A. They have the relics and images of the Virgin Mary and saints.

{Concil. Trid. Sess. 25, de Invoc.)

Q. 42. What do they mean by relics?

A. The bodies or remainders of them, or particular things belonging

or relating to them when alive, na an arm, or thigh, bones, or ashes

;

{Ex Decrct. Regist. Prinjix. Brev. Rom. ;) and the part in which they

suffered; {Catecli. Rom. pai*. 3, c. 2, n. 15 ;) or the things by which
they suffered ; as the chains with wliich St. Peter was bound. {Brev.

Rom. Par. ^sliv. Aug. Fest. Petri ad Vine.)

Rep. " He" (God by Michael) " buried Moses; but no man knoweth
of his sepulchre unto this day," Deut. xxxiv, 6. S. Barradas the Jesuit,

upon the place, saith, " It is the common opinion of Lyra, Abulensis,

Cajetan, and others, that the sepulchre was hid, lest the Israelites, who
were inclined to the worship of idols, should worship Moses as God.
For they say. that when the devil would for that reason have showed
the grave and the body of Moses to the Israelites, St. Michael hindered

;

and this was the contention spoken of Jude 9." {Seb. Barrad. Itinerar.

Fil. Israel.)

They could give no greater honour to the body of Moses, than is

given to relics in the Church of Rome ; and if that was idolatry, and

Moses's body was concealed to prevent it, then there is as much reason

to think it unlawful now in this case, as it was then in that.

Q. 43. For what cause do they show this regard to relics ?

A. By the veneration of them they obtain the help of the saints

{Concil. Trid. Sess. 25, de Invocat.) whom the relics relate to; and

many benefits are thereby conferred by God upon manlfind ; for by

these the dead have been raised, the infirm cured, and devils cast out.

{Catech. Rom. ih. Breviar. Rom. ib.)

Rep. We read of Hezekiah, (2 Kings xviii, 4,) that he " brake in

pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made :" And the reason was,

because the children of Israel did burn incense to it. The brazen ser-

pent was of God's own institution, (Num. xxi, 8;) by looking up to

which the people were formerly cured. And though it was preserved as a

memorial of that Divine operation : yet, when abused to idolatiy, he cut

it in pieces. And were these truly relics of saints, and did work those

miracles they pretend, it would be no reason for that reverence and wor-

ship they give to them ; but the reverence and worship given to them
should, according to good king Hezekiah's practice, be a reason to give

them a decent interment.

Q. 44. What kind of reverence or worship is required to be given to

images and pictures in the Church of Rome ?

A. They kiss them, uncover the head, and fall down before them
;

offer incense, and pray to them, and use all such postures of worship as

they would do to the person or persons thereby represented, (whether

Christ, the Virgin Mary or other saints,) if they weie present : And
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whosoever doth think otherwise, is accursed. {Concil. Trid. Sess, 25,

de Invocat. Catech. Rom. par. 4, c. 6, n. 4.) And accordingly, the

priest is to direct the people to them, that they may be worshipped.
(
Ut

Colantur, Calech. Rom. par. 3, c. 2, n. 24.)

Rep. On the contrary, the Second Commandment teaches us, "Thou
shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing

that is in heaven above," &c. " Thou shalt not bow down thyself to

them nor serve them." In which there are two words to be consider-

ed : The one pcsel, which we rightly translate graven image ; for it pro-

perly signifies any thing carved and cut out of wood or stone ; and so it

is about forty times rendered in the (Jreek translation, yXvidov, "a graven

thing." So that an idol and an image are there forbidden. The next

word is Ihemunah, which doth properly signify a simililude or likeness,

(as is confessed,) and is always so translated. And thus it was under-

stood by the Fathers. So Justin Martyr, when he recites this law, saith,

" God forbad every image and similitude,''^ sixova xai ojaoiwjxa. And
therefore Cassander grants that the ancient Christians " abhorred all

veneration of images." {Constdt. art. 21, de Imagin.) Indeed, the

conunand is so express against this practice, that there has been a kind

of self-condemnation in the Church of Rome ; whilst they commonly
either altogether leave out this commandment,

(
The Child's Catechism,

printed 1678,) or render it imperfectly and by halves : "Thou shaJt not

make to thee an idol."

Q. 45. What do they profess is their intention in the reverence they

give to images and pictures ?

A. They declare that the honour given to images and pictures is

referred^to the prototypes, (Concil. Trid. ib.) or the persons represent-

ed by them, whether God the Father, Christ, angels, or saints ; and
when they fall down before the image or picture, they worship God, or

Christ, the angel, or saint.

Rep. If an image be a representation of a divine person, and worship

be due to the image for the sake of the person represented in it ; then,

such as the person is, such must the worship be that is due to his image;

and what is due to the person, if present, is due to the image in his ab-

sence. For to give one honour to the person, and another to the image

;

a superior to the person, and an inferior to the image ; is to terminate

the worship in the image, and not pass it from thence to the person, as

Gretser, the Jesuit, argues : (De Cruce, 1. 1, c. 49, sec. Secundo itaque:)

But if it be to pass from the image unto the person, then we know what

they do when they kiss, and uncover their heads, and bow down to, and

worship an image; and have reason to remember the Apostle's advice:

" Keep yourselves from idols," 1 John v, 21.

Q. 46. What regard have they to the material cross or crucifix ?

A. (1.) They ascribe peculiar virtue to it, and pray that God would

make the wood ofthe cross to "be the stability of laith, an increase ofgood
works, the redemption of souls." {Ponliftcale in Bened. JVov(e Cruris.)

(2.) They use all expressions of outward adoration, by kissings and

prostrations, &c. {JWissale Fer. 6, Ifi Parasc.)

(3.) They pray directly to it, to " increase grace in the godly, and

blot out the sins of the guilty." {lb. Sub Jlntc Domin. Pass, et Fest.

Invent. Crucis.)
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(4.) They give lalrta to it, which is the sovereign worship that is

pecuUar to God. {Pont
if.

Rom. Ordo ad Recep. Imper. Ruhr. 1, et

Gretser de Cruce, 1. 1, c. 49.)

Rep. The Church of Rome, though without any authority from Scrip-

ture, (which uses the words promiscuously,)* makes a distinction be-

tween latvia and donlia : The former is the worship they give to God ;

the latter the worship they give to saints. Now, they grant, that to give

latina, or sovereign worship, to any besides God, is idolatry ; and that,

were not the host the very body and blood of Christ, it would be no less

than idolatry to give that honour to the host, which they give to Christ

:

We understand, then, how to call that worship they give to the cross :

They themselves call it latria ; so we may, by their leave, call it idola-

try. For whatever the host is, the cross is but a representation, and

not the person worshipped.

Q. 47. Do they think it lawful to represent God and the blessed

Trinity by pictures and images, and to worship them ?

A. Such pictures are not only almost every where received in the

Church of Rome, but universally tolerated
;
{Bellarm. de Imag. 1. 2,

c. 8, sec. VUimo probatur ;) and are both recommended as expedient

for the people, {Concil. Trid. Sess. 25, de Sacr. Imag. Caleck. Rom.
par. 3, c. 2, n. 20,) and proposed to them to be worshipped. {Cajetan.

in Aquin. q. 25, art. 3.)

Rep. There is nothing more expressly forbidden in Scripture, than

the making any image or representation of God :
" Take ye good heed

unto yourselves, (for ye saw no manner of similitude,) lest ye corrupt

yourselves ; and make you a graven image, the similitude of any figure,"

Deut. iv, 15, 16. If it had been acceptable to God, he would have

chosen a similitude to appear in ; but seeing he did not, they were not

to presume to make one for him. This is to " change his glory,"

Rom. i, 21, &c. And "to place such an image in a Christian temple

is abominable," saith St. Austin. {De Fide et Sijmb. c. 7.) And " thus

to describe the Trinity, is a deformation of it," saith Cassander. (Art. 21,

sec. de Imag.)

Q. 48. Upon what pretence do they make such representations of

God?
A. They say, they thereby represent not God, but some of his pro-

perties and actions, after the manner they are described in Scripture

;

as when " the Ancient of days" is said to " sit on a throne, having the

books opened before him," Dan. vii, 9, 10 ; thereby signifying his eter-

nity and infinite wisdom. {Catech. Rom. ibid.)

Rep. But what is this to those images and pictures used by them

which have no resemblance in Scripture ; such are their descriptions of

the Trinity in Unity, as of God the Father like an old man, having the

Son lying in his bosom, and the Holy Ghost over his head like a dove ?

(2.) God himself never appeared in any form; and so the resem-

blance in Daniel was only a prophetical scheme, and did no more belong

to God than the eyes and ears that are ascribed to him in Scripture.

(3.) God cannot be represented at all, but by such properties and

effects : but if an image of God be forbidden to be worshipped, then

* E^sXtuorart, "Ye did service to them that were no gods," Gal. iv, 8. E,\arpuaai>,

* 'f'hey served tlie creature," Rom. i, 25.
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the image, even by such properties jind effects, is forbidden to be wor-

shipped.

Q. 49. But are not such descriptions of God, the way to represent

him, as if he was like unto one of us ?

A. Such pictures are not without danger to be exposed to such as

cannot read the Scriptures, if they are not taught that they are to be

taken metaphorically. {Bellarm. dc Imag. 1. 2, c. 8, sec. Resjwndent.)

Rep. Cassander saith, " I wish those from whom this information is

to be received, were not the authors ofthese superstitions ;" and he adds,
" That the teaching is not enough, without the occasions be removed."

(Art. 21, de Imag.) This he saith of all images, but more especially

of such as are made to represent God,

SECTION IV.

OF THE SACRAMENTS.

QuES. 50. What is a sacrament?

Ans. a sacrament is a sensible thing which by the institution of

God hath a power, as well of causing, as of signifying, holiness and
righteousness. {Catech. Rom. par. 2, cap. 1, n. 11.)

Q. 51. How many sacraments are there in the Church of Rome 1

A. There are seven; namely, baptism, confirmation, eucharist, pe-

nance, extreme unction, orders, and matrimony. {Concil. Trid. Sess. 7,

can. 1.)

Q. 52. Is this number determined to be a matter of faith?

A. Whosoever saith, that there are more or fewer than seven instituted

by Christ, or that any of the seven are not truly and properly sacra-

ments, is accursed. {lb.)

Reply. Cassander saith, that we shall not easily find any before Peter

Lombard, who lived about 1139, that did define the number of the

sacraments. (Art. 13, sec. De JYum. Sacram.) And St. Austin is very

positive that there are but two of Divine institution.* ' Now, that there

should be sacraments of Divine institution, that are neither instituted in

the Gospel, nor known to be so till 1100 years after our Saviour, nor

be made a matter of faith till 1500, may be a doctrine received in the

Church of Rome, but will not easily be believed by any out of it.

Q. 53. What are the parts of a sacrament?

A. The parts of a sacrament are the matter or element, and the form
of words of consecration : so the matter in baptism is water; the form
is, "I baptize thee," &c.

Rep. That a sacrament should consist of matter and form, and yet

either have no form, as confirmation and extreme unction ; or have
neither matter nor form, of divine institution, as penance and matrimony,

is to make them sacraments, and to be none. Our Church rightly

affirms of the additional sacraments. They have not any visible sign

ordained of God. (Art. 25.)

Q. 54. Of what virtue are the sacraments?

* " Our Lord Jesus Christ;" saith he, " halh knit Christians toj^ether, with sacra-

ments most few in number, most easy to be kept, most excellent in signification ; as

are baptism and the Lord's supper."—Epist. ad Januar. 113.
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A. The sacraments contain the grace which they signify, and confer

grace e.r opere operator " by the work itself," upon such as do not put an
obstruction. (Coiicil, Trid. ih. can. 6, 8.) For these sensible and
natural things work by the almighty power of God in the sacraments,

what they could not do by their own power. (Calech. Rom. ib. n. 27.)
Rep. It is not sufficient that adult persons have no indisposition to

receive the grace of the sacraments ; for there is also required a mind
well instructed, a sound belief, and a heart well inclined for that purpose.

(2.) The virtue in the sacraments doth not proceed from the mere ele-

ments and words, but from the blessing of God in consequence of hia

promise to such only as rightly partake of them, and are qualified for it.

Q. 55. What is necessary to a sacrament on the part of those that

ufliciutc ?

A. It is absolutely necessary, that those that make and consecrate

the sacraments have an intention of doing at least what the Church
doeth, and doth intend to do. (Concil. Trid. ih. can. 11.)

Rep. From hence it follows, that if there be no intention, the sacra-

ments are none. And so there is no certainty whether the priest be a
priest, or whether in the eucharist the elements continue not elements
after consecration, and what is taken for the host be no other than bread.

For without the intention, neither is the priest ordained, nor are the

elements consecrated.

OF BAPTIS3I.

Q. 56. Who may administer the sacrament of baptism?
A. It chiefly belongs to bishops, priests, and deacons ; but, in case'

of necessity, men or women, Jews, infidels, or heretics may do it, if

they intend to do what the Church doeth. {Concil. Trid. Scss. 7, De
Bapt. can. 4 ; Catech. Rom. pars 2, c. 2, n. 24.)

Rep. Our Saviour gave commission to the Apostles and tlieir suc-

cessors, in the office of the ministry, to " teach all nations, baptizing

thern," Matt, xxviii, 19, 20. So that women, Jews, and infidels, have
no more a power to administer baptism, than they have to teach, or to

be priests.

Q. 57. What ceremonies are used in the administration of baptism in

the Church of Rome?
A. Before baptism, there is, (1.) chrism, or oil mixed with water, in

the consecration of it. [Catech. ib. n. 11, 60.)

(2.) Exorcism, composed of certain words, prayers, and actions, for

driving away the devil out of the child, and the salt, &c. (Catech. ib.

n. 65.) And the priest is to blow in the face of the child, after the form
of a cross, saying, *' Go out of him, Satan," &c. {Pastorale. Anttverp,

1625.)

(3.) The forehead, eyes, breast, &c, are to be crossed, to show that

by the mystery of baptism, the senses are opened to receive God, and
to understand his commands. (Catech. n. 67; Pastor, ib.)

(4.) Then some exorcised salt is to be put into the mouth, to signify

a deliverance from the putrefaction of sin, and the savour of good works.

{Catech. ib. n. 66.) And the priest in putting it into the mouth, saith,

"N, take the salt of wisdom, and let it be a propitiation for thee to eter-

nal life. Amen." (Pastor, ib.)

(5.) Then the nose and ears are to be anointed with spittle, and then

Vol. V. 50
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the child is to be brought to the water, as the bUnd man to Siloam, to

signify it brings Ught to the mind. {Catech. ibid. n. 60.)

After baptism, (1.) The priest anoints the top of the head with chrism;

{Catech. ibid. n. 72 ;) and he adds, " Let him anoint thee with the

chrism of salvation." {Pastor, ib.)

(2.) He puts a white garment on the baptized, saying, " Take this

white garment, which thou mayest bring before the judgment-seat of

Christ, that thou mayest have life eternal." {Catech. ib. n. 73.)

(3.) A lighted candle is put into the hand, to show a faith inflamed

with charity and nourished whh good works. {Ib. n. 74.)

Rep. It is pleaded for these ceremonies, that they are appointed for the

majesty of Divine worship ; and that the benelits contained in the sacra-

ments maybe better imprinted on the mind. {Catech. par. 2, c. 2, n. 59.)

But can we think it for the majesty of baptism to have it dressed up

like a form of conjuration, that the child must be supposed to be pos-

sessed with the devil, and the priest must blow in his face three times,

with, " Get thee out, Satan," before he can say, " Peace be with thee ;"

and that he must cross him half a score times, or more, from part to

part, in preparation to baptism 1

Can we think it for the majesty of it, to have salt exorcised in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ; and to be put into the mouth

of the child, for a propitiation unto eternal life? Can we think it for the

majesty of this ordinance, that the priest should put some of his own
spittle in his left hand, and then taking it thence with the thumb and

fore finger of his right hand, touch both ears of the infant, and say,

" Ephphatha, be thou opened !" and then his nostrils, and say, " For

the odour of sweetness ; but thou, O devil, fly ;" and then on his right

hand, after the manner of a cross, saying, " N, I deliver unto thee the

mark of our Lord Jesus Christ, (t) (N. B. Where this mark (f) stands,

the sign of the cross is made,) that thou mayest drive the adversary

from thee on every side, and have life eternal 1"

And what arc the benefits imprinted on the mind by these fantastical

ceremonies? Or when is it such benefits are promised as these are said

to signify ? Is it not rather a debasing of it, to have such rites and prayers

introduced into it, as signify that which baptism was never appointed for 1

To give an instance in the salt used in it :

—

THE EXORCISM OF THE SALT.

" I exorcise thee, O creature of salt, in tlie name of the Father (f) Omni-
potent, and in the love of our (f) Lord Jesus Christ, and in the vii-tue of the

Holy (f) Spirit. I exorcise thee by tho living (f) God, by the true (f) God,
by the holy (f ) God, who hath created thee for the safeguard of mankind,

and hath commanded it to be consecrated by his servants for the people that

come to believe, that in the name of the holy Trinity thou beest made a
wholesome sacrament to put the enemy to flight. Therefore we pray thee,

O our fiOrd God, that in sanctifying (f) thovi dost sanctify this creature of

salt, and in blessing (f) thou dost bless it, that it may be a perfect medicine
to all that take it."

OF CONFIRMATION.

Q. 58. Is confirmation a sacrament ?

A. It is, pro))erly and truly ; and whosoever holds otherwise is ac-

cursed. {Concil. Trid. ISess. 7, De Confirm, can. 1,)
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Rep. The Roman Catechism s;iith, that sacraments cannot be insti-

tuted by any but God. {Catcch. ih. n. 6.) And yet the great School-

man, Alex. Ales, saith, " Christ did not institute nor declare confirmation

to be a sacrament." (Pars 4, q. 4, m. 1.) So by their own confession

it is none.

Q. 59. What is the matter of the sacrament of confirmation?

A. The matter is chrism, \\ hich is an ointment compounded of oil-

olive and balsam, and consecrated by the bishop (Catc. Rom. par. 2,

c. 3, n. 2, 7, 27) upon Maundy-Thursday. {Sum of Chfistian Doctrine,

London, 1686.)

Rep. That chrism is either of divine institution, or the matter of a

sacrament, may be said, but cannot be proved.

Q. 60, What is the torm of consecration ?

A. The form is the words used by the bishop, when he crosses the

forehead with the chrism, viz. " I sign th<;c with the sign of the cross,

and 1 confirm (hee with the chrism of salvation, in the name of the Fa-
ther, Son, and Holy Ghost." (Cafecli. n. 2, 11.)

Ke(). It is said that Christ instituted the matter and form of confirma-

tion from the authority of Popo Fa'oian ; (pars 4, q. 3, m. 2, n. 3, & q.

9, m. 1 ;) but Alexander Ales saith, it was ordained by the Meldensian

Council. {Calech. Rom. ih. n. 6, 12, el Bellunninus dc Confirm, c. 2.)

And indeed the Roman Catechism, after some pretence to divine insti-

tution, thinks it safest to resolve it into the authority of the Church.

Q. 61. What ceremonies are used in confirmation ?

A. (1.) In the anointing, the bishop dips the tip of his finger in the

chrism, and making a cross, saith, " I sign thee," &c. {Poniific. de

Confirm.)

(2.) After confirmation, he strikes the person slightly on the cheek,

that he may remember he is to suffer all injuries for the name of Christ,

with patience and courage. {Calech. n. 25.)

(3.) Then the ])erson to be confirmed, setting his foot upon the right

foot of t'lU godfather, {Pontific. ib.) is to have his head bound with a

clean head-band for some days more or less, with reverence to the holy

chrism ; which done, the band is to be preserved in the sacrarium, or

other clean place, till the following Ash-Wednesday, to be burnt to holy

ashes. {Paslorale.)

Rep. Whether we consider the far-fetched significations of these

ceremonies or the virtue put in them, the abuse is intolerable ; as, for

instance, that in consecration of the chrism, the bishop blows upon it,

to signify the descent of the Holy Ghost tor the sanctification of it,

{Bellarm. de Confirm. 1. 2, c. 13, sec. Terlio habet,) and that it hath

a power of sanctification as the instrument of God. {Ib. sec. Quarta
cceremonia.) So the bishop prays in the consecration of it, that God "in

bestowing spiritual grace upon this ointment, would pour out the ful-

ness of sanctification, and that it may be to all that are to be anointed

with it, for the adoption of sons by the Holy Spirit." {Pontif. Rom.)
Amen.

OF THE EUCHARIST.

Q. 62. What is the eucharist ]

A. It is a sacrament wherein is truly, really, and substantially con-
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tained whole Christ God-Man, body and blood, bones and nerves,

{Catech. Rom. par. 2, c. 4, n. 33,) soul and divinity, under the species

or appearance of bread and wine.
(
Concil. Trid. Sess. 13, de Real. Pras,

c. 1. Jl Sum of Chrisiiun Doctrine, printed 1686.)

Q. How do they attempt to prove this ?

A. From the words of our Saviour,—" This is my body ;" which,

say they, clearly demonstrate that the same body which was born of the

Virgin, and is now in heaven, is in the sacrament. {Catech. par. 2,

c. 4, n. 26.)

Q. 63. What becomes of the bread and wine after consecration?

A. Upon consecration there is a conversion of the whole substance

of the bread into the substance of Christ's body ; and of the whole sub-

stance of the wine into the substance of Christ's blood ; which conver-

sion is usually called transubstantiation. {Concil. Trid. ib. c. 4. Concil.

Lata'. 4, can. 1.)

Rep. (1.) No such change of the substance of (he bread into the

substance of Christ's body, can be inferred from our Saviour's words,

" This is my body," Matt, xxvi, 26 ; for it is not said, " This is turned

into my l)ody," but " This is my body ;" which if it be taken literally,

would rather prove the substance of the bread to be his body. There-

fore Cardinal Cajetan acknowledges, it is nowhere said in the Gospel

that the bread is changed into the body of Christ ; but they have it from

the authority of the Church. {Cajet. in Aquin. par. 3, q. 75, art. 1.)

(2.) It is farther evident that the words are not to be taken in their

proper sense ; for it is called bread as w ell after consecration as before

it. (1 Cor. X, 17; xi, 26-28.) So that what was called his body was

also bread at the same time.

(3.) The mystical relation which the bread by consecration has to

Christ's body is sufficient to give it the name of his body. For it is the

usual way of Scripture, to call things of a sacramental nature, by the

names of those things they are the figure of. {Aug. Epist. 23.) So,

circumcision is called the covenant. (Gen. xvii, 13.) And the kilhng,

dressing, and eating the lamb, is called the passover. (Exodus xii, 11.)

And after the same manner is the bread in the sacrament Christ's body;

that is, as circumcision was the covenant, and the lamb the passover, by

signification and representation, by tyi)e and figure. And so the ele-

ments are called by the Fathers, " the images," {Orig. Dial. 3, Contr.

Marcion,) "the symbols," {FaiscI. Dem. Evang. 1. 1, c. 1, et idt.,)

" the figure," {Aug. contr. Adimani. c. 12,) of Christ's body and blood.

Q. 64. What is then that which is seen and tasted in the eucharistl

A. The things seen and tasted are the accidents only of bread and

wine ; there is the savour, colour, and quantity of bread and wine, with-

out any of their substance ; but under those accidents there is only the

body and blood of Christ. {Catech. Rom. n. 37, 44.)

Rep. Our Saviour appealed to the senses of his disciples : " Handle

me, and see ; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have,"

Luke xxiv, 39. Take away the certainty of sense, and there is no dis-

cerning a body from a spirit ; and grant transubstantiation, and we take

away the certainty of sense.

Q. 65. Is the body and blood of Christ broken when the host is

broken and divided?
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A. No, because Christ is impassible
;
{^ibridgment of Chrisl. Doc-

trine, c. 11, sec. Euchar. ;) and, besides, there is whole and entire

Christ under either species or element, under the species of bread, and
under every particle of it ; under the species of wine, and under every

drop of it. {Cone. Trid. ih. c. ?>.)

Rep. If every particle of the host is as nmch the whole body of Christ,

as the whole host is before it bo divided, then a whole may be divided

into wholes ; for, divide it and subdivide it, it is still whole. Whole it is

before the division, whole it is in the division, and whole it is after it.

Thus unreasonable, as well as false, is the doctrine of transubstantiation.

Q. 66. Do they administer the sacrament in both kinds of bread and
wine ?

A. Xo ; the people are permitted to receive it only in one kind, and
are denied the cup. [Trid. Sess. 21, c. 1.)

Rep. It is acknowledged that our Saviour instituted and delivered the

sacrament in both kinds; [Conci. Constant. Sess. 13.

—

Trid. Sess. 21,

c. 1, 2 ;) and that it so continued even in the Church of Rome for above
one thousand years after. {Consult. Cnssandri. art. 22.) And yet with

a non-ohstanle [notwithstanding] to both, they forbid the people to drink

of it ; and declare, whoever thinks it necessary to receive in both kinds,

is accursed. [Concil. Trid. ih. can. 1.)

Q. 67, For what reason doth the Church of Rome deprive the people

of what our Lord is granted to have instituted ?

A. For just and weighty causes, [Con. Trid. ih. c. 2,) such as these:

(1.) Lest the blood of Christ should be spilt upon the ground. (2.) Lest

the wine, by being kept for the sick, should grow eager. (3.) Because
many cannot bear the taste or smell of wine. (4.) Because in many
countries there is such a scarcity of wine, as it is not to be had without

great charge and tedious journeys. (5.) To disprove those that deny
whole Christ to be contained under each species. [Catech. Rom. ih.

n. 66.)

Rep. These are the "just and weighty causes" for their overruling

the plain precept of our Saviour :
" Drink ye all of this," Matt, xxvi, 27.

And yet whosoever shall say they are not just and sufficient reasons, is

accursed. {Concil. Trid. ih. can. 2.) As if it was sufficient to forbid

wine in the sacrament to all, because some few cannot bear the taste or

smell of it ; and it was a just cause to deprive all countries of it because

some have not wine, or cannot obtain it w ithout difficulty

!

Q. 68. What is the mass ]

A. In the sacrifice of the mass, the same Christ is contained, and

unbloodily offered, who bloodily offered himself upon the altar of the

cross. [Cone. Trid. Sess. 22, cap. 1.)

Q. 69. Of what virtue is the sacrifice in the mass?
A. It is truly a propitiatory sacrifice, and is available, not only for the

sins, punishments, and satisfactions of the living, but also for those of

the souls in purgatory. (Ih.)

Q. 70. Is this necessary to be believed ?

A. Yes ; and whosoever denies any of this, is accursed, [Cone. Trid.

Sess. 22, can. 1,) and incapable of salvation. {Bulla Pii IV.)

Rep. The Scripture when it extols the perfection and infinite value

of Christ's sacrifice, doth infer from it, that there needed not therefore
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any repetition of it :
" He needeth not daily, as tiiose high priests, to

offer up sacrifice, &c ; for this he did once, when he offered up himself,"

Heb. vii, 27. But if the same Christ is offered in the mass as was on

the cross, and that unbloody sacrifice is ahke propitiatory as the bloody,

there is then a repetition of the same sacrifice, and he is daily offered.

And what is it to say, the one was bloody and the other is unbloody,

when the unbloody is of the same virtue, and is applied to the same end,

as the bloody t So that, as if Christ had again been bloodily offered up,

there had been a repetition of that sacrifice ; so there is a repetition of it

when he is otiered up unbloodily. To have then a perfect sacrifice daily

repeated, and a sacrifice without suffering, and a propitiation and remis-

sion without blood, are alike irreconcilable to the Apostle, Hebrews ix,

22, 25, &c.

Q. 71. May the priest communicate alone, though there be none

besides to communicate ]

A. Yes ; the Church of Rome doth approve and commend solitary

masses, and accounts them a communion ; partly because the people

do spiritually communicate in it, and partly because it is celebrated by a

public minister, not only for himself, but also for the people. {Cone.

Tnd. ib. cap. 6.)

Rep. The Apostle calls the Lord's Supper a communion, and saith,

•' All are partakers of that one bread," 1 Cor. x, 16, 17. And Cassander

saith, " It cannot properly be a communion unless many partake of it
;"

and adds tVom the Council of Nants, that " it is absurd to say, Lift up

your hearts, when there is none communicates with the priest." {Con-

sult, art. 24, Oe Solit. JVIiss.) And yet the Council of Trent declares,

whosoever shall say such masses are unlawful, and to be abrogated, is

accursed. {Seas. 22, can. 8.)

Q, 72. What honour is to be given to the consecrated host?

A. Lalria, or the same sovereign worship which is due only to God

;

{Concil. Trill. Sess. 13, cap. 5 ;) adore it
;
{Alissale Rom. Con. JVLissoc;)

pray to it. {Brev. Rom. Hym. in F. Corp. Ch.) And whosoever holds

it unlawful or idolatrous so to do, is accursed. {Concil. Trid. ih. can. 6.)

Rep. We freely own that Christ is to be adored in the Lord's Supper
;

but that the elements are to be adored, we deny. If Christ is not cor-

porally present in the host, they grant their adoration to be idolatry.

{Coster. Enchir. c. 8, n. 10.) And that he is not corporally present

any where but in heaven, we are taught. Acts i, 11, iii, 21, whither he

went, and where he is to continue till his second coming to judgment.

Q. 73. What are the ceremonies used in the mass 1

A. The ceremonies in the mass respect either things, actions, or

words. Among the things, arc garments, places, time, vessels, cloths,

incense, lights, &c. {Bellarmln. Doctr. Trid. de Sacr. JV/m.)

Q. 74. What are the garments used by the priest in the mass, and
what is their signification ?

A. (1.) The amice, or white veil, wliicli lie puts over his head, signifies

mystically, either the divinity of Christ covered under his humanity, or

the crown of thorns ; and morally, contemplation, or hope. In putting

it on, he saith, " Put on, O Lord, the helmet of salvation upon my head,

that I may overcome all diabolical temptations."

(2.) The alb, or long white garment, signifies mystically, the white
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robe put on our Saviour; and morally, faith and innoccncy. In putting

it on, he saith, " Make me white, O Lord, and cleanse my heart, that,

being whitened in the blood of the Lamb, I may enjoy everlasting

gladness."

(3.) The girdle sigiiirtcs mystically, the cords wherewith our Saviour
was bound ; and morally, (being turned up on both sides,) the two means
to preserve chastity, namely, fasting and prayer. When he puts it about
him, he prays, " Gird me, (> Lord, with the girdle of purity, and quench
in my loins the humour of lust, that there may remain in me the virtue

of continency and chastity." The like account is given of the maniple,
vestment, and stole, and of the divers colours of the furniture used in the

several seasons, in the " Manual of the Poor Man's Devotion," chap.

Of the Ornaments of the JVlass.

Rep. The Council of Trent saith, that the ceremoni(\s of the mass,
such as mystical benedictions, lights, incensings, Garments, &c, are

from Apostolical tradition
; {Sess. 22, c. 5,) or, as others, were instituted

by the Holy Ghost
; (

Belldrminm, cap. cle Sacr. Mis. ;) and that they
serve for the majesty of that sacrifice, and to raise the mind to the con-
templation of the divine things concealed in it ; so none of them are

superfluous and vain. [Calech. par. 2, c. 4, n. 81.)

But how shall we reconcile this to the numerous crossings and sprink-

lings, used in the celebration of the mass 1 For example : When the

priest is clothed with the garments rehearsed before, he comes to the

altar ; and, standing on the lowest step, just against the middle of it, he
makes a profound reverence to the altar and crucifix. Then he ascends,

and having placed the books, &c, in order, he descends to the lowest

step, and, turning himself to it, with his hands joined before his breast,

and making a reverence to the altar or crucifix, he begins the mass,

standing upright, and drawing with his right hand (his left hand laid on
his breast) the sign of the cross from his forehead to his breast. Then
he joins his hands before his breast ; the minister standing on his left

hand behind him, bowing, saith, Ad Dcnm, &c. Then the priest, with

the minister, say the psalm, Judica me, with Gloria Patri, at which he
is to bow his head to the cross. Then he repeats the Introibo, making
with his right hand the sign of the cross from the forehead to the breast.

Then he bows his head and body to the altar, and there he stands bow-

ing till the minister saith, J\Iisereatur. When he saith, JWea culpa, he

smites thrice upon his breast with the right hand ; and thus the Missal

proceeds in its ceremonies in all the remaining parts of the service.

OF PENANCE.

Q. 75. What is the matter and form of the sacrament of penance ?

A. The matter is contrition, confession, and satisfaction. The form

is, "I absolve." (Catech. Rom. par. 2, c. 5, n. 14, 15.)

Rep. We are told that the matter of a sacrament is somewhat sensi-

ble; {Catech. Rom. par. 2, c. 1, n. 11 ;) then how is penance a sacra-

ment, which has no such matter? For where is the matter that is

sensible in contrition 1 The Council, to avoid this, call it, Quasi materia,
—"A matter after a sort." {Concil. Trid. Sess. 14, cap. 3.)

Q. 76. What is confession?

A. Confession is a particular discovery of all mortal sins to the priest,
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with all their circumstances that increase or diminifsh the sin, as far as

can be called to mind; {Concil. Trid. Sess. 14, c. 5, & Catech. ih.

n. 48;) without which neither forgiveness nor salvation is to be obtained.

{Trid. ih. can. 6, 7. Cntech. n. 44.)

Rep. We grant confession to men to be in many cases of use
;
public,

in case of public scandal
;

private, to a spiritual guide for disburdening

of the conscience, and as a help to repentance. But to make auricular

confession, or particular confession to a priest, necessary to forgive-

ness and salvation, when God has not so made it, is apparently to teach

for doctrine the commandment of men ; and to make it necessary in all

cases, is to make, of what may be a useful mc^ans, a dangerous snare,

both to the confessor, and those that confess.

Q. 77. Of what kind is the absolution which the priest grants upon

confession ?

A. The absolution is not only declarative, but judicial ; and the sen-

tence pronounced by the priest is as if pronounced by the Judge himself;

{Conc.il. Trid. ih. c. 6, & can. 9:) he perfecting what God causes.

(Catech. par. 2, 5, n. 17.)

Rep. To pardon sin, and absolve the sinner judicially, so as the con-

science may rest firmly upon it, is a power reserved by God to himself".

So : " If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our

sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness," 1 John i, 9. And
therefore the authority of the priest is only ministerial, declarative, and

conditional. " Men show a ministry in the forgiveness of sins, but do

not exercise a right of power. They pray, but it is God forgives," saith

St. Ambrose. {De Spir. 1. 3, c. 19.)

Q. 78. What is the benefit of absolution ?

A. Although a sinner is not so affected with such grief for his sin, as

may be sufficient to obtain pardon ; yet, when he has rightly confessed

to a priest, all his sins are pardoned, and an entrance is opened into

heaven. {Catech. ih. n. 38.)

Rep. The grief which is sufficient to obtain pardon, is contrition ; and

so the grief which is not sufficient to obtain pardon, must be attrition

;

and the meaning then is, that attrition, with absolution, is as effectual as

contrition.

Q. 79. What is satisfaction ?

A. It is a compensation made to God, by prayer, fasting, alms, &c,
{Catech. ih. n. 75,) for all sins committed against him

;
{Bellarminvs de

Salisfact. Bellarm. de Indulg. 1. 1, c. 7, sec. Quarta propositio ;) so

that the offender is thereupon purged from the defilement of sin, and
discharged from all temporal punishments due to him, either here or in

purgatory. {Catech. Rom. ih. n. 65, 66.)

Q. 80. How do these works become thus satisfactory ?

A. They are meritorious and satisfactory, {Catech. ih. n. 72, 73,) as

they are united to the satisfaction of Christ. {Bellarm. de Forma Satis-

fact. Bellarm. de Indulg. 1. 1, c. 4, sec. Respons, non est qttidem.)

Rep. The giving satisfaction to the Church in case of scandal, and

the imposing penances upon notorious offenders, is a useful part of ec-

clesiastical discipline. But to make that a satisfaction to God which is

given to the Church ; and to make our works to satisfy, though but as

an appendant to the satisfaction of Christ, wo can by no means allow.
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Not the former, because it is derogatory to the justice of God ; not the

latter, because it is derogatory to the merits of our Saviour. For what
can make a satisfaction to God, but the obedience and suffering of his

Son? Or what need is there of another satisfaction after that of our
Saviour? "By one offering he hath perfected for ever them that are

sanctified," Heb. x, 14.

THE SACRAMENT OF EXTREME UNCTION.

Q. 81. What is the matter of the sacrament of extreme unction?

A. Oil of olive-berries, {Calech. Rom. par. 2, c. 6, n. 5,) consecrated

by a bishop ; which aptly signifies the grace of the Spirit with whith
the soul of the sick is invisibly anointed. [Concil. Trid. Sess. 14, de

Extr. Unct. c. 1.)

Q. 82. What is the form of it?

A. The form is, " By this holy anointing, (lod pardon thee, by whatever
thou hast offended by the fault of the eyes, nose, or touch." {Calech. ib. n. 6.)

Q. 83. What are the parts anointed ?

A. The eyes, because of seeing; the ears, because of hearing ; the

mouth, because of tasting, or speech ; the hands, because of touching

;

the feet, because ofmotion ; the reins, because the seat of lust. {Calech.

ih. n. 10.)

Q. 84. When is this anointing administered ?

A. It is to be administered only when persons are supposed to be
near the point of death; {Concil. Trid. ib. c. 3; Bellarm. Extr. Unct.

i. 1, c. 2, sec. Jiccedit;) whence it is called extreme unction. {Catech.

ih. n. 2, 14.)

Rep. We read, when the twelve Apostles were sent forth, they
" anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed them," Mark vi, 13;

making use of that anointing, not as a natural means, but as a mystical

sign of the miraculous cure to be wrought by the power of Christ. And
as long as this power continued in the Church, so long there was a
reason for continuing this rite. Accordingly, the Apostle directs, " Is

any sick ? Let him call for the Elders of the Church ; and let them pray

over him, anointing him Avith oil in the name of the Lord : and the prayer

of faith shall save the sick," James v, 14, 15. But when the power
ceased, there was no reason for the continuance of this sign. And yet

this ceremony of anointmg is not only continued in the Church ofRome
without any pretence to the power, but the nature and the use of it is

wholly perverted from what it was in Apostolical times. For, (1.) This
rite was then used in curing the sick, but was not necessary to it ; for

we find them also cured by imposition of hands, (Mark xvi, 18 ; Acts ix,

17,) or by a word. (Acts ix, 34.) But in the Church of Rome it is

made absolutely necessary. (2.) In Apostolical times it was a mere
rite ; but in the Church ofRome it is made a sacrament, and whosoever
saith it is a mere rite is accursed. {Concil. Trid. Sess. 14, can. 1.)

(3.) It was used in Apostolical times properly for corporal maladies; but

in the Church of Rome properly for the soul, and but accidentally for

the body. {Bellann. de Extr. Unct. 1. 1, c. 2, sec. Probo igitur.)

(4.) It was used then for the recovery of the sick ; but here it is to be

applied only to those that are judged to be past it.
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OF THE SACRAMENT OF ORDERS.

Q. 85. Is orilination a sacrament ?

A. It is truly and properly a sacrament, and doth confer grace ; and

whoso denies this, is accursed. {Concil. Trid. Sess. 7, can. 1, 23,

cap. 3, can. 3.)

Rep. We account ordination to be of divine institution, and that by it

a ministerial commission is*conveyed; but how necessary soever this

office is to the Church, and grace for the exercise of it, yet as that

grace is not promised to it, wc cannot admit it to be properly and truly

a sacrament.

Q. 86. What are the several orders instituted for the service of the

Church?
A. The orders always received by the Catholic Church are seven,

—

the greater and less : the greater are the Priest, Deacon, and Sub-

Deacon : the less are the Acolythus, who is to carry the candle and

assist the Sub-Deacon ; the Exorcist, who is to attend and pray over

them that are possessed with the devil ; the Reader, and the Ostiarius,

or door keeper. {Catech. par. 2, c. 7, n. 12, 15, &c.)

Rep. We know of no authority there is for any order under a deacon,

so as to anathematize them that do not receive them. {Concil. Trid. ib.

can. 2.) We know of no authority for the forms used in the ordination

of those lower orders ; as, when the bishop admits any to that of exor-

cists, he reaches to them a book in which the exorcisms are contained,

and saith, " Receive, and commit to memory, and take the power of

laying on of hands upon the possessed, or baptized, or catechumens."

{Catech. ib. n. 17.)

We know of no authority for this kind of procedure, for those forms

of conjuration contained in those books, or for the use of those rites

therein prescribed, for exorcising persons, houses, cattle, milk, butter,

fruits, &c, infested with the devil. (See the Pastorale Mechlin, and

the Manual of Exorcisms, Jlnlwerp, 1626.)

OF THE SACRAMENT OF MARRIAGE.

Q. 87. Is marriage truly and properly a sacrament?

A. Yes; and whosoever denies it so to be, is accursed. {Concil. Trid.

Sess. 24, can. 1.)

Rep. St. Austin saith, that signs, when applied to religious things,

are called sacraments. {Epist. 5.) And in this large sense he calls the

sign of the cross a sacrament
;

{in Psalm, cxli ;) and others give the

same name to washing the feet, {Cypr. de Lotione Pedum,) and many
other mysteries. But then matrimony doth no more confer grace, than

washing the feet, or using the sign of the cross ; Avhich Bcllarmine, after

all the virtue he ascribes to it, will not allow to be properly and truly a

.sacrament. {De Lnag. 1. 2, c. 30, sec. Dices Ergo.)

Q. 83. May those that are in holy orders marry, or those that are

married be received into orders in ihe Chiu'ch of Rome?
A. No ; these that are married may not be admitted

;
{Concil. Later.

1, can. 21, et Later. 2, can. 6 ;) those that arc admitted may not marry;

and tho.se that, being admitted, do marry, arc to be separated.

Q. 89. If marriage is a sacrament, and so confers grace, how comes
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it to be denied to those that are in holy orders? {Catetli. Rom. par. 2.

c. 8, n. 17.)

A. Those in holy orders are the temple of God, and it is a shameful
thing that they should serve uncleanness. {Later. Concil. 2, can. 6.)

Rep. The Apostle, on the contrary, saith, " Marriage is honourable
in all," Heb. xiii, 4 ; and gives a hard character ol" that doctrine which
forbids it, 1 Tim. iv, 1-3. And how lawful it was, th(! direction of the

Apostle about it (1 Tim. iii, 2,) doth show. And how convenient it is, is

manifest from the mischiefs attending the prohibition of it in the Romish
Church, which wise men among themselves have lamented. {Pohjd.

rirgil. de Invent. 1. 3, c. 4, el Cassander Consult, art. 23.)

THE CONCLUSION.

I MIGHT have added the Fifth Section about the jurisdiction which
the Church of Rome challenges over Princes, and about their canoniza-

tion of saints, their consecration of Jlgnns Deis and beads, &;c, and the

use these and the like are applied to. I might have farther considered

their notes of a Church, and showed how many of them are not true, or,

however, do not belong to the Church of Rome ; but that would be too

large a subject to enter upon: and what has been said will be sufficient

to show how far that Church hath erred from truth and reason. For if

we set their Councils, Missals, Breviaries, Rituals, and Catechisms on
one side, and Scripture and antiquity on the other, we shall find their

doctrines and practices as well opposite to those as they are opposite to

ours; and may be assured that persons may sooner lose their eyes, than

find there such a primacy of St. Peter as they contend for, or their vi-

carship of the Pope, the invocation of saints, the worship of images,

sei-vice in an unknown tongue, transubstantiation, purgatory, and the

rest that we contend against. Scripture and indubitable antiquity are

the authority we appeal to ; thither we refer our cause ; and can heartily

conclude with that of Vincentius Lyrin, " That is to be held, which hath

been believed everywhere, always, and by all." {Contr. Hcer. c. 3.)

A SHORT METHOD
OF

CONVERTING ALL THE ROMAN CATHOLICS IN THE KINGDOM OF
IRELAND.

HUMBLY PROPOSED TO THE BISHOPS AND CLERGY OF THAT KINGDOM.

1. It is a melancholy consideration to those who love the Protestant

interest, that so small a part of this nation is yet reformed from Popery.

They cannot observe without a very sensible concern, that, in many
parts of the kingdom, there are still ten, nay, fifteen, perhaps upward of

twenty, Papists to one Protestant. Nor can they see any prospect of

its being otherwise ; few Papists being brought over to our Church, not-

withstanding all the methods which have been used, while many Pro-

testants are seduced from it.

2. Yet they cannot but earnestly desire, that all the Papists were

convinced of their errors. How much would this redound to the glory
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of God, who willoth all to come to the knowledge of his truth ! How
greatly would it advantage their own souls both in this world and in the

world to come ! What an advantage would it be to the kingdom in gene-

ra!, to be no longer divided against itself, to have that grand cause of con-

tention removed, and all its inhabitants of one heart and one mind! And
how highly would it advance both the honour and interest of our gracious

Sovereign, to have all his subjects cordially united together, thinking and

speaking the same thing !

3. Why then is not this desirable end pursued with a vigour propor-

tionable to its importance? Is it because we despair of any success,—be-

cause we think it impossible to be attained? But why should we imagine

it to be impossible ? A common and plausible answer is, Because the

Papists are so bigoted to their clergy ; believing all that they affirm,

however contrary both to Scripture and reason, and doing all that they

direct, whom they generally believe to be the holiest and wisest of men.

4. Undoubtedly this is a considerable difficulty in the way : And yet

I cannot think it is unsurmountable. Still I conceive it is possible to

convince all the Papists, provided there are proper instruments for the

work. And what instruments are so proper as the clergy ? not only as

thev are in every place, distributed through the whole nation, and always

ready on the spot for the work ; but likewise as it more immediately

belongs to them ; as it is no inconsiderable branch of their business

who are peculiarly set apart to " watch over the souls of men as they

that must give account."

5. But what way can the clergy take, with any probability of success?

There is one way, and one only ; one that will (not probably, but)

infallibly succeed. If this way is taken, I am wdling to stake my life

upon the success of it. And it is a plain, simple, way, such as may be

taken by any man, though but of a small capacity. For it requires no

peculiar depth of understanding, no extraordinary height of learning
;

but only a share of common sense, and an honest, upright heart.

6. It was observed that the grand difficulty of the work lies, in the

strong attachment of the Papists to their clergy. Here therefore we
are to begin ; we are to strike at the root ; and if this bigotry be but

removed, whate\er error or superstition is built upon it will of course

fall to the ground.

Now, this may be effectually done thus : The Papists themselves allow

that one set of clergy were hoher and wiser even than their own, name-

ly, the Apostles ; they allow these both to have lived and preached bet-

ter than the present clergy even of the Roman Church.

Here, therefore, is the short and sure method. Let all the clergy of

the Church of Ireland only live like the Apostles, and pi-each like the

Apostles, and the thing is done.

The Romans, on the same ground that they prefer the Aposdes before

their own clergy, will then prefer ours before them ; and when they

once do this, when we have carried this point, when their attachment to

our clergy is stronger than that to their own, they will be convinced by

hundreds, till then; is not a Roman left in the kingdom of Ireland.

7. If it i)e asked. But how did the Apostles live and preach ? I an-

swer, (not to descend to particulars,) as to their inward life, if I may so

speak, they " lived the life which is hid with Christ in God."
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" They were crucified with Christ. Nevertheless they hved
; yet not

they, but Christ hved in thein." So that each of them could say, '*Thc
life which I now live in the flesh," even in this mortal body, " I live by
faith in the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me."
And this faith continually wrouiiht by love, that " love of God" which

was "shed abroad in their hearts," and was a perennial " foiuitain of
water, springing up into everlasting life."

By this loving faith their hearts were purified from anger, from pride,

from all vile affections, from the love ot" money, of power, of pleasure,

of ease, from the desire of the flesh, the desire of the eye, and the pride

of life ; all their " affections being set on things above, not on things of

the earth." In a word, that " mind" was, " in them which was in Christ

Jesus,"

Let but this mind be in every clergyman of our Church, and Popery
will vanish out of the kingdom.

8. As to the outward life of the Apostles, it was, in the general, holy

and unblamable in all things. Herein did they exercise themselves day
and night, with regard to every word and action, " to have a conscience

void of offence, toward God and man." And their continual ground of

"rejoicing, was this, the testimony of their conscience, that in simplicity

and godly sincerity they had had their conversation in the world."

They were temperate in all things. They denied themselves, and
took up their cross daily. They " kept under their bodies, and brought

them into subjection," even in the midst of distresses and persecutions,
" lest by any means, after they had preached to others, they themselves

should have become castaways."

They were, in every respect, burning and shining lights ; they went
about doing good as they had opportunity, doing good of every kind,

and in every possible degree, to all men. They abstained from all

appearance of evil ; they overcame evil with good. If their enemy
hungered, they fed him ; if he thirsted, they gave him drink ; and, by
patiently continuing so to do, "heaped coals of fire upon his head," and
melted his hardness into love.

In fine, it was their meat and drink to do the will of their Father which
was in heaven. And hence whatsoever they did, whether in word or

deed, they did all to the glory of God.
Let every clergyman of our Church live thus, and in a short time there

will not be a Papist in the nation.

9. As to the preaching of the Apostles, with regard to the matter of

it, they preached Jesus, " the Author and Finisher of our faith," having
" determined not to know any thing, save Jesus Christ and him cruci-

fied." They preached Jesus Christ as " of God made unto us wisdom,
and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption." They declared,
" Other tbundation" of morality, religion, holiness, happiness, " can no
man lay." All they spoke, either in public or private, centred in this

one point, "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and to-day, and for

ever."

More particularly, they preached that " a man is justified by faith,

without the works of the law;" that " to him that worketh not, but be-

lieveth on Him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted to him
for righteousness."
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10. They preached farther, that "except a man be born again, he

cannot see the kingdom of God ;" except he be " born from above,"

born not only of water, but " of the Holy Ghost ;" and that " the" pre-

sent " kingdom of God is not meats and drinks," hes not in externals of

any kind, " but righteousness," the image of God on the heart, " peace,"

even a peace that pnsseth all understanding, " and joy in the Holy
Ghost," whereby they rejoiced with "joy unspeakable and full of glory."

They declared " that he that is" thus " born of God doth not commit
sin ;" that " he that is begotten of God, keepeth himself, and the wicked

one toucheth him not ;" but that as Christ who hath called him is holy,

so is he holy in all manner of conversation.

11. As to the manner of their preaching, they spoke with authority,

as speaking not their own word, but the word of him that sent them, and
" by manifestation of the truth, connnending themselves to every man's

conscience in the sight of God." They were " not as many that cau-

ponize the word of God," debase and adulterate it with foreign mixtures,

" but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God, spake they in

Christ." They approved themselves the ministers of God, " in much
patience, in labours, in watchings, in fastings ; by pureness, by know-

ledge," knowing all their flock by name, all their circumstances, all their

wants ;
" by long-suflbring, never ^\•eary of well-doing, by kindness, by

love unfeigned ; by the word of truth, by the power of God" attending

it, " by the armour of righteousness on the right hand, and on the left."

Hence they were " instant in season, out of season," being never afraid

of the faces of men, never ashamed of Christ or of his words, even before

an adulterous and sinful generation. They went on unmoved through
" honour and dishonour," through " evil report and good report." They
regarded not father or mother, or wife or children, or houses or lands,

or ease or pleasure ; but, having this single end in view, to save their

own souls, and those that heard them, they "counted not their lives dear

unto themselves, so that they might" make full proof of their ministry, so

they might " finish their course with joy, and testify the Gospel of the

grace of God."
Let all the Right Reverend the Bishops, and the Reverend the Cler-

gy, only walk by this rule,—let them thus live, and thus testify, with one

heart and one voice, the Gospel of the grace of God, and every Papist

within these four seas will soon acknowledge the truth as it is in Jesus.

THE ADVANTAGE
OF THE

MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND OVER THOSE OF

THE CHURCH OF ROME.

I LAY this down as an undoubted truth :—The more the doctrine of

any Ch\irch agrees with the Scripture, the more readily ought it to be

received. And, on the other hand, the more the doctrine of any Church

differs from the Scripture, the greater cause we have to doubt of it.
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2. Now, it is a known principle of the Church of Enghuid, that

nothing is to be received as an article of faith, which is not read in the

Holy Scripture, or to be inferred theretVoni by just and plain conse-

quence. Hence it follows, that every Christian has a right to know and
read the Scripture, that he may be sure what he hears from his teachers

agrees with the revealed word of God.
3. On the contrary, at the very beginning of the Reformation, the

Church of Rome began to oppose this principle, that all articles of

faith must be provable from Scripture, (till then received thruucr'^out

the whole Christian world,) and to add, if not prefer, to Holy Scripture,

tradition, or the doctrine of Fathers and Councils, with the decrees of
Popes. And soon after she determined in the Council of Trent, " that

the Old and New Testament, and the traditions of the Church, ought
to be received pari pietatis ajf'ectu ac reverentia, ' with equal piety and
reverence ;' " and that " it suffices for laymen if they believe and prac-

tise what the Church believes and requires, whether they understand

the ground of that doctrine and practice or not." {Sess. 4.)

4. How plain is it that this remedy was found out because they

themselves observed that many doctrines, practices, and ceremonies of

their Church, not only could not be proved by Scripture, but were flatly

contradictory thereto 1

As to the Fathers and Councils, we cannot but observe, that in a
hundred instances they contradict one another : consequently, they cam
no more be a rule of faith to us, than the Papal decrees, which are not

grounded on Scripture.

5. But the Church of Rome does not stop here. She not only makes
tradition of equal authority with the Scripture, but also takes away the

Scripture from the people, and denies them the use of it.

For, soon after, her writers began to teach, yea, and assert in entire

volumes, " that the Scripture is obscure, and hard to be understood

;

that it gives a handle to error and heresies ; that it is not a perfect or

sufficient rule of life ; that it ought to be understood no otherwise than

the Church, that is, the Pope, explains it ; that, consequently, the read-

ing the Scripture is ofmore hurt than use to the generality of Christians."

And, in fact, they not only publicly spoke against the reading the Holy
Scriptures, but in most countries absolutely forbad the laity to read

tiiem, yea, and the clergy too, till they were ordered to preach.

And if any did read it without a particular license, they condemned
and punished it as a great crime.

6. Thus the case stands to this day
;
yea, the late controversies in

France make it undeniably plain, that the Church of Rome does now
labour, more earnestly than ever, to take away the use of the Scriptures,

even from those who have hitherto enjoyed them.

Seeing, therefore, the Church of England contends for the word of

God, and the Church of Rome against it, it is easy to discern on which
side the advantage lies, with regard to the grand principle of Christianity.

7. But that it may more clearly appear how widely the Church of

Rome differs from the Holy Scriptures, we have set down a few instances

wherein they flatly contradict the written word of God.
Thus the Church of Rome, after acknowledging that the Apostle

terms concupiscence sin, yet scruples not to add immediately, " The
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Catholic Church never understood that this is truly and properly sin ; and
if any think the contrary, let him be accursed." {Cone. Trid. Scss. 5.)

Thus, although Christ himself says to all his disciples, " Without me
ye can do nothing," yet the Church of Rome condemns this very pro-

position as false and heretical :—" The grace of Jesus Christ, the

efiectual principle of all good, is necessary to every good work. Not
only nothing good is done without it, but nothing can be done." {In the

Bull Unigeiiilus.)

8. In like manner, the Church of Rome does not scruple to impose
upon the consciences of men, in the doctrine of the mass, various tradi-

tions, that have no authority from holy writ ; and also takes away the

cup in the Lord's Supper from the laity, contrary to the plain institution

of Christ, as well as to the acknowledged custom ofthe primitive Church.
Whence it manifestly appears, that it is not the design of the Roman
Church to conform itself to the rule of the written word.

9. Agahi : The Church of Rome pronounces all those accursed who
say, " that baptism, confirmation, the Lord's Supper, penance, extreme
unction, orders, and matrimony, are not sacraments instituted by Christ

himself; or, that there are more or fewer sacraments than seven; or,

that any of these is not truly and properly a sacrament ; or, that they do
not confer grace barely by the work done." {Cone. Trid. Sess. 7.)

Now, whereas these positions cannot be proved by Scripture, and yet

are enjoined to be believed under pain of an anathema, it is hence also

plain, that the Church of Rome does purposely teach, and also maintain

by open ibrce, things which partly are not founded on holy writ, partly

are contrary thereto.

10. As to their sacraments in particular, it is easy to show that they

require in each of them such doctrines and customs to be received, as

are wholly unsupported by, if not also contrary to, the word of God.
For example : They teach that in baptism "the right intention of the

minister is so indispensably necessary, that if it be wanting the baptized

receives no benefit ; that confirmation was a true and proper sacrament

from the beginning
;

{ib.;) that in the Lord's Supper the bread and wine
are converted into the natural body and blood of Christ ; that every

particle of what is consecrated is no longer bread, but the entire body of

Christ ; that it ought to be worshipped and adored ; and that the laity

ought not to receive the cup." {Sess. 1.3, 22.)

in penance :
" That a full confession of all our sins to the priest is

absolutely necessary, or they cannot be pardoned ; that the penances

imposed, (such as pilgrimages, whij)ping themselves, and the like,) do

meritoriously cooperate toward the forgiveness of sins; that this forgive-

ness is obtained, not through the merits of Christ alone, but also through

the merits and intercession of the Virgin Mary and other saints ; that

extreme unction is a true and proper sacrament instituted by Christ

;

that the oil blessed by the bishop eases the soul of the sick, and preserves

him from the temptations of the devil ;" {Sess. 14 ;)
" that ordination is

a true and proper sacrament, instituted by Christ ; that an indelible cha-

racter is given thereby ; that there were from the beginning those seven

orders in the Church,—Priest, Deacon, Sub-deacon, Acolythe, Exorcist,

Reader, and Door Keeper ; that the proper business of a Priest is, to

consecrate and ofier the body and blood of Christ, and to remit or retairv
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Sins in the chair of confession ; thiit marriage is a tnie and proper sacra-
ment, instituted by Christ ; that, nevertheless, marriage may be dissolved
by either party's entering into a convent, even against the consent of the
other ; that it is unlawful for any of the clergy to marry." {Sess. 23.)

11. Now, seeing all these doctrines arc unsupported by, if not also
contrary to, the word of God, which yet the Church of Rome requires to
be received as true, and pronounces all accursed who do not receive
them, we cannot but conclude that the Church of England enjoys an
unspeakable advantage over the Church of Rome, with respect to her
doctrines, which are wholly agreeable to, and founded on, the written

word of God.
12. The advantage of the Church of England over the Church of

Rome is equally great with regarti to public worship.

For it is manifest that the public worship of the Roman Church is

wholly degenerated from the nature of Christ's kingdom and the simpli-

city of the first Christians : that at present it consists in magnificent
buildings, altars, images, ornaments, and habits; in splendid ceremonies;
in processions and pilgrimages, and prayers in an unknown tongue ; and
in reciting the Creed, the Tiord's Prayer, and the Ave Maria, over and
over, according to the number of their beads : that they are not instructed

to " worship God in spirit and in truth," as their loving and most beloved
Father; and to praise him, and comfort one another, with psalms, and
hymns, and spiritual songs : that their souls are not edified by sermons
and catechising out of the word of God, the Scriptures being cited very

sparingly in their sermons, and generally in a strained and allegorical

sense: that they are not permitted to search the Scriptures at home, and
seek food for their souls therein : that the common people are by this

means purposely kept in the grossest ignorance and superstition.

13. It is manifest also that they are held in doubt as to the salvation

both of the living and the dead, by the doctrine of purgatory ; that hereby

the minds of those who want to be assured of the state of their souls, are

disquieted anrf disturbed ; that pardon of sins, release from punishment

due thereto, and redemption from purgatory by masses and indulgences,

either for the living or dead, are daily sold for money.
14. It is no less manifest that their trust in Christ alone, the one

Mediator between God and man, is hindered so much the more, the

more the people are referred to the merits and intercession of the bless-

ed Virgin, and other saints ; the more they are taught to adore their

images and relics ; to make vows to them, and to implore their help in

any trouble
;
yea, and to place therein a very considerable part of their

worship and devotion ; as well as in a bare outward observance of saints'

days, and other festivals of the Church, and in the abstaining from some
particular kinds of meat on what they call fast days.

15. All these practices, wholly unsupported by Scripture, the Church

of Rome retains to this day ; at the same time that she rejects and pro-

nounces accursed all (whether practices or doctrines) that make against

her, be they ever so plainly contained in, and grounded on, the word

of God.
Our reformers seeing this^ judged it needful to inquire whether it could

be proved by holy writ that the bishop of Rome is the successor of St.

Peter ; that he is Christ's vicar upon earth, and the visible head of the

Vol. V. 51
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Church ; that he has a right of interpreting the word of God according

to his own pleasure ; to introduce and prohibit doctrines, besides and

against the written word ; to Hcense things which the Scripture forbids

;

to exercise a spiritual, and in many cases a secular, power over all

Christians,—kings and emperors not excepted ; to anathematize all that

oppose his will, depose princes, and absolve subjects from their alle-

giance ; to pronounce heretics, to curse, kill, torture, and burn alive, all

who do not submit to him in every point.

16. Some of the reasons they had to doubt of these things were those

which follow :

—

That neither St. Peter, nor any of the ancient bishops, had the same

doctrine or manner of governing the Church which the bishop of Rome
now has, as is clear both from the Epistles of St. Peter, from the Acts

of the Apostles, and the ancient ecclesiastical history ; that Christ alone

" is made of God head over all things to the Church," Eph. i, 21 ; iv, 15;

Col. i, 18 ; who is " with them always, even to the end of the world ;"

that the kingdom of Christ, being not of this world, bears no resemblance

to the hierarchy nnd monarchy of the Papal kingdom ; that the possess-

ing the see of Rome no more proves the Pope to be the successor of St.

Peter, than the possessing the city of Constantinople proves the Great

Turk to be the successor of Constantine the Great; that if the Pope
were the vicar of Christ, (which is not yet proved,) still he would have

no authority to change or abrogate the laws of his Lord and King ; much
less to make laws just contrary to them, or to exempt any from obeying

the laws of Christ ; that attempts of this kind denote an adversary, rather

than a faithful and upright vicar of Christ.

17. They doubt ofthese things the more, because the primitive Church
knew of no such thing as a universal head ; because no bishop was
acknowledged as such at the time of the Council of Nice ; because

Gregory the Great declared, he should account any man to be antichrist

who called himself by such a title ; because it is apparent, that Boniface

III, the next Pope but one to him, about the year 606, wq.s the first to

whom the title of universal bishop was given, as a reward for his absolv-

ing the tyrant Phocas, after he had murdered his master, the Emperor
Mauritius, with his empress, and eight children ; because the succeeding

Popes acquired one part of their power after another, by various methods,

either of fraud or force ; because many of them have been notoriously

wicked men, and encouragers of all manner of wickedness ; notwith-

standing all which, men are required to believe that they are all enlight-

ened by the Holy Ghost, in so extraordinary a manner as to be rendered

infallible ; although one Pope is continually contradicting another, and
reversing the decrees which his predecessors had most solemnly esta-

blished.

18. When the Romanists are desired to prove by Scripture, that the

Pope is the head of the Church, they urge, that Christ said to St
Peter, (1.) "I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaver*."

(2.) " Feed my lambs ; feed my sheep." Therefore we answer, These
texts by no means j)rove that Christ made St. Peter himself his vicar

;

much less that he gave that dominion to the Pope, which he now usurps
over the consciences of men. And hence we are the more clearly con-
vinced, that the Papal power is not of divine original ; and that we have
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great cause to bless God, whom the Pope lias excluded from his com-
munion, and thereby restored to that unshaken liberty of conscience
wherein, by the grace of God, we shall always stand.

19. In this liberty every member ofo\n- Church, if he gives himself
up to the guidance of God's Holy Spirit, may learn the foundation of his

faith from the written word of God ; may read and meditate therehi day
and night ; may devoutly pray in the Spirit of adoption, like the holy
men of ancient times ; may comfort and quicken himself and others,

with psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs ; may enjoy all the ordi-

nances of Christ, according to his own institution ; may be assured of
the remission of his sins, and of his justitication through faith in Christy

the Spirit of God witnessing with his spirit that he is a child of God;
may study to have a conscience void of offence, both toward God and
toward man : He may freely enjoy every blessing which God hath be-
stowed upon our own Church ; and may make advantage of whatever
good the providence of God has still preserved in the Church of Rome :

He may checrt"ully look ibr a happy death, and a blessed eternity ; and
at length, by resting on Christ alone, and patiently partaking of his

sufferings, he may, with certain hope of a resurrection to eternal life,

without any fear either of purgatory or hell, resign his spirit into the

hand of God, and so be ever with the Lord.

POPERY CALMLY CONSIDERED.

TO THE READER.
In the Ibllowuig Tract, I propose, First, to lay down and examine the chief' doctrines

of the Church of Rome: Secondly, to show the natural tendency of a few of those

doctrines; and that with all the plainness and all the calnmess I can.

SECTION I.

OF THE CHURCHf AND THE RULE OF FAITH.

1. The Papists judge it necessary to salvation, to be subject to the

Pope, as the one visible head of the Church.

But we read in Scripture, that Christ is the Head of the Church,

"from whom the whole body is fitly joined together," Col. ii, 19. The
Scripture does not mention any visible head of the Cbiu'ch ; much less

does it mention the Pope as such ; and least of all does it say, that it is

necessary to salvation to be subject to him.

2. The Papists say, The Pope is Christ's Vicar, St. Peter's succes-

sor, and has the supreme power on earth over the whole Church.

We answer, Christ gave no such power to St. Peter himself. He
gave no Apostle preeminence over ihe rest. Yea, St. Paul was so far

from acknowledging St. Peter's supremacy, that he withstood him to

the face, Gal. ii, 11, and asserted himself "not to be belrind the chief

of the Apostles."

Neither is it certain, that St. Peter was Bishop of Rome ; no, nor

that he ever was there.

But they say, " Is not Rome the mother, and therefore >he mistress,

of all Churches?" ^ei,
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We answer, No. " The word of the Lord went forth from Jerusa-

lem." There the Church began. She, therefore, not the Church of

Rome, is the mother of all Churches.

The Church of Rome, therefore, has no right to require any person

to believe what she teaches on her sole authority.

3. St. Paul says, " All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous-

ness, that the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good

works."

The Scripture, therefore, being delivered by men divinely inspired,

is a rule sufficient of itself: So it neither needs, nor is capable of, any

farther addition.

Yet the Papists add tradition to Scripture, and require it to be receiv-

ed with equal veneration. By traditions, they mean, " such points of

faith and practice as have been delivered down in the Church from hand

to hand without writing." And for many of these, they have no more

Scripture to show, than the Pharisees had for their traditions.

4. The Church of Rome not only adds tradition to Scripture, but

several entire books ; namely, Tobit and Judith, the Book of Wisdom»

Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, the two books of Maccabees, and a new part of

Esther and of Daniel; "which whole books," says the Church of Rome,
" whoever rejects, let him be accursed."

We answer, We cannot but reject them. We dare not receive them

as part of the Holy Scriptures. For none of these books were received

as such by the Jewish Church, " to whom were committed the oracles

of God," Rom. iii, 2 : neither by the ancient Christian Church, as ap-

pears from the 60th Canon of the Council of Laodicea ; wherein is a

catalogue of the books of Scriptures, without any mention of these.

5. As the Church of Rome, on the one hand, adds to the Scripture,

so, on the other hand, she forbids the people to read them. Yea, they

are forbid to read so much as a summary or historical compendium of

them in their own tongue.

Nothing can be more inexcusable than this. Even under the law,

the people had the Scriptures in a tongue vulgarly known ; and they

were not only permitted, but required, to read them
;
yea, to be con-

stantly conversant therein, Deut. vi, 6, &c. Agreeable to this, our Lord
commands to search the Scriptures; and St. Paul directs, that his Epis-

tle be read in all the Churches, 1 Thess. v, 27. Certainly this Epistle

was wrote in a tongue which all of them understood.

But they say, " If people in general were to read the Bible, it

would do them more harm than good." Is it any honour to the Bible

to speak thus ? But supposing some did abuse it, is this any sufficient

reason for forbidding others to use it? Surely no. Even in the days

of the Apostles, there were some " unstable and ignorant men," who
wrested both St. Paul's Epistles, and the other Scriptures, " to their

own destruction." But did any of the Apostles, on this account, forbid

other Christians to read them 1 You know they did not : They only

cautioned them not to be " led away by the error of the wicked." And
certainly the way to prevent this is, not to keep the Scriptures from them;
(for "they wr^re written for our learning;") but to exhort all to the dili-

gent perusp ^')f them, lest they .should "err, not knowing the Scriptures."
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6. " But seeing the Scripture may bo iDisunderstood, how are we to judge
of the sense of it? How can we know tJie sense of any scripture, but from
the ser^e of the Church ?"

We answer, (1.) The Church of Rome is no more the Church in
general, than the Church of England is. It is only one particular
branch of the Catholic or universal Church of Christ, which is the whole
body of believers in Christ, scattered over the whole earth. (2.) We
therefore see no reason to refer any matter in dispute to the Church of
Rome, more than any other Church; especially as wc know, neither the
Bishop nor the Church of Rome is any more infallible than ourselves.

(3.) In all cases, the Church is to be judged by the Scripture, not the
Scripture by the Church. And Scripture is the best expounder of Scrip-
ture. The best way, therefore, to understand it, is carefuly to compare
Scripture with Scripture, and thereby learn the true meaning of it.

SECTION II.

OF REPENTANCE AND OBEDIENCE.

1. The Church of Rome teaches, that " the deepest repentance or
contrition avails nothing without confession to a priest ; but that, with
this, attrition, or the fear of hell, is sufficient to reconcile us to God."

This is very dangerously wrong and flatly contrary to Scripture ; for

the Scripture says, " A broken and contrite heart, thou, God, wilt

not despise," Psalm li, 17. And the same texts which make contrition

sufficient without confession, show that attrition even w-ith it is insuffi-

cient. Now, as the former doctrine, of the insufficiency of contrition

without confession, makes that necessary which God has not made ne-
cessary ; so the latter, of the sufficiency of attrition with confession,

makes that unnecessary which God has made necessary.

2. The Church of Rome teaches, that " good works truly merit eter-

nal life."

This is flatly contrary to what our Saviour teaches :
" When ye have

done all those things that are commanded you, say, We are unprofita-

ble servants : we have done that which was our duty to do," Luke xvii,

10. A command to do it, grace to obey that command, " and a far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory," must for ever cut oflfall pretence

of merit from all human obedience.

3. That a man may truly and properly merit hell, we grant; although

he never can merit heaven. But if he does merit hell, yet, according to

the doctiine of the Church of Rome, he need never go there. For "the

Church has power to grant him an indulgence, which remits both the

fault and the punishment."

Some of these indulgences extend only to so many days ; some to so

many weeks ; but others extend to a man's whole life ; and this is called

a plenary indulgence.

These indulgences are to be obtained by going pilgrimages, by recit-

ing certain prayers, or (which is abinidantly the most common way) by

paying the stated price of it.

Now, can any thing under heaven bo imagined more horrid, more
execrable than this? Is not this a manifest prostitution of religion to the
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basest purposes ? Can any possible method be contrived, to make sin

more cheap and easy 1 Even the Popish Council of Trent acknowledged

this abuse, and condemned it in strong terms ; but they did not in any

degree remove the abuse which they acknowledged. Nay, two of the

Popes under whom the Council sat, Pope Paul III, and Julius III, pro-

ceeded in the same covuse with their predecessors, or rather exceeded

them ; for they granted to such of the Fraternity of the Holy Altar as

visited the church of St. Hilary of Chartres, during the six weeks of

Lent, seven hundred and seventy-five thousand seven hundred years of

pardon.

4. This miserable doctrine of indulgences is founded upon another

bad doctrine, that of works of supererogation ; for the Church of Rome
teaches, that there is " an overplus of merit in the saints ; and that this

is a treasure committed to the Church's custody, to be disposed as she

sees meet."

But this doctrine is utterly irreconcilable with the following scrip-

tures :
—" The sufferings of the present time are not worthy to be com-

pared with the glory that shall be revealed in us," Rom. viii, 18 ; and
" Every one of us shall give an account of himself to God," 2 Cor. iv,

17. For if there be no comparison betwixt the reward and the suffer-

ings, then no one has merit to transfer to another ; and if every one must
give an account of himself to God, then no one can be saved by the

merit of another. But suppose there were a superabundance of merits

in the saints, yet we have no need of them, seeing there is such an in-

finite value in what Christ hath done and suffered for us ; seeing he
alone hath " by one offering perfected for ever them that are sanctified,"

Heb. X, 14.

6. But where do the souls of those go after death, who die in a

Mate of grace, but yet are not sufficiently purged from sin to enter into

heaven 1

The Church of Rome says, " They go to purgatory, a purging tire near
hell, where thuy continue till they are purged from all their sins, and so made
meet for heaven."

Nay, that those who die in a state of grace, go into a place of torment,
in order to be purged in the other world, is utterly contrary to Scripture.

Our Lord said to the penitent thief upon the cross, " To-day shalt thou
be with me in paradise." Now, if a purgation in another world were
necessary for any, he that did not repent and believe till the last hour of
his life might well be supposed to need it ; and consequently ought to

have been sent to purgatory, not to paradise.

6. Very near akin to that of purgatory, is the doctrine of Limbv.<:

Pabvim. [Limbo of the Fathers.] For the Church of Rome teaches,

that " before tliC death and resurrection ol" Christ, the souls of good men
departed were detained in a certain place, called Limbiis Patriim, which
is the uppermost part of hell. " The lowermost," they say, " is the

place of the damned ; next above this is purgatory ; next to that, Lim-
bus Infantum, or the place were the souls of infants are."

It might sufiice to say, there is not one word of all this in Scripture.

But there is much against it. We read that Elijah was taken up into

heaven; (2 Kings ii, 11;) and he and Moses "appeared in glory,"
Luke ix, 31. And Abraham is represented as in paradise, (Luke xvi,
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22,) the blessed abode of good meii in the other world. Therefore, none
of these were in the Linibus Patrum. Consequently, if the Bible is

true, there is no such place.

SECTION III.

OK DIVINE WORSHIP.

1. The service of the Roman Church consists of Prayeiis to God,
angels, and saints ; of Lessons, and of Confessions of Faith.

All their service is every where performed in the Latin tongue, which
is nowhere vulgarly understood. Yea, it is required ; and a curse is

denounced against all those who say it ought to be performed in the
vulgar tongue.

This irrational and unscriptural practice destroys the great end of
public worship. The end of this is, the honour of God in the edifica-

tion of the Church. The means to this end is, to have the service so
performed as may inform the mind and increase devotion. But this

cannot be done by that service which is performed in an unknown
tongue.

What St. Paul judged of this is clear from his own words : "If I know
not the meaning of the voice," (of him that speaks in a public assembly,)

"he that speaketh shall be a Barbarian to me," 1 Cor. xiv, 11. Again:
" If thou shalt bless by the Spirit," (by the gift of an unknown tongue,)
" how shall the unlearned say Amen ?" (Verse 16.) How can the people

be profited by the Lessons, answer at the Responses, be devout in their

Prayers, confess their faith in the Creeds, when they do not understand

what is read, prayed, and confessed ? It is manifest, then, that the having
any part of divine worship in an unknown tongue, is as flatly contrary to

the word of God as it is to reason.

2. From the manner of worship in the Church of Rome, proceed we
to the objects of it. Now, the Romanists worship, besides angels, the

Virgin Mary and other saints. They teach that angels, in particular, are

to be " worshipped, invoked, and prayed to." And they have Litanies

and other prayers composed for that pui-pose.

In flat opposition to all this, the words of our Saviour are, " Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve." To
evade this, they say, " The worship we give to angels is not the same
kind with that which we give to God. Vain words ! What kind of wor-

ship is peculiar to God, if prayer is not ? Surely God alone can receive

all our prayers, and give what we pray for. We honour the angels, as

they are God's ministers ; but we dare not worship or pray to them ; it

is what they themselves refuse and abhor. So, when St. John " fell

down at the feet of the angel to worship him, he said. See thou do it

not : I am thy fellow servant : worship God," Rev. xix, 10.

3. The Romanists also worship saints. They pray to them as their

intercessors ; they confess their sins to them ; they offer incense and

make vows to them. Yea, they venerate their very images and relics.

Now, all this is directly contrary to Scripture. And, First, the wor-

shipping them as intercessors. For, as " there is but one God to us,

though there are gods many, and lords many ;" so, according to Scrip-

ture, there is but one Intercessor or Mediator to us. (1 Cor. viii, 5, 6.)
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And suppose the angels or saints intercede for us in heaven
;
yet may

we no more worship them, than, because " there are gods many on

earth," we may worship them as we do the true God.

The Romanists allow, " There is only one Mediator of redemption;"

but say, " There are many mediators of intercession." We answer,

The Scripture knows no difference between a mediator of intercession

and of redemption. He alone " who died and rose again" for us, makes
intercession for us at the right hand of God. And he alone has a right

to our prayers ; nor dare we address them to any other.

4. The worship which the Romanists give to the Virgin Mary, is

beyond what they give either to angels or other saints. In one of their

public offices they say, " Command thy Son by the right of a mother."

They pray to her, to " loose the bands of the guilty, to bring light to the

blind, to make them mild and chaste, and to cause their hearts to burn

in love to Christ."

Such worship as this cannot be given to any creature, without gross,

palpable idolatry. We honour the blessed Virgin as the mother of the

Holy Jesus, and as a person of eminent piety : but we dare not give

worship to her ; for it belongs to God alone.

Meantime, we cannot but wonder at the application which the Church
of Rome continually makes to her, of whose acts on earth the Scripture

so sparingly speaks. And it says nothing of what they so pompously
celebrate, her assumption into heaven, or of her exaltation to a throne

above angels or archangels. It says nothing of her being " the mother

of grace and mercy, the queen of the gate of heaven," or of her "power
to destroy all heresies," and bring " all things to all."

5. The Romanists pay a regard to the relics of the saints also; which

is a kind of worship. By reUcs, they mean the bodies of the saints, or

any remains of them, or particular things belonging or relating to them
when they were alive ; as an arm or thigh, bones or ashes ; or the place

where, or the things by which, they suffered. They venerate these, in

order to obtain the help of the saints. And they believe, " by these

many benefits are conferred on mankind ; that by these relics of the

saints, the sick have been cured, the dead raised, and devils cast out."

We read of good King Hezekiah, that " he brake in pieces the brazen

serpent which Moses had made," 2 Kings xviii, 4, And the reason

was, because the children of Israel burnt incense to it. By looking up
to this, the people bitten by the fiery serpents had been healed. And
it was preserved from generation to generation, as a memorial of that

divine operation. Yet, when it was abused to idolatry, he ordered it to be

broke in pieces. And were these true relics of the saints, and did they

truly work these miracles, yet that would be no sufficient cause for the

worship that is given them. Rather, this worship would be a good
reason, according to Hczekiah's practice, for giving them a decent
interment.

6. Let us next consider what reverence the Church of Rome requires

to be given to images and pictures. She requires " to kiss them, to

uncover the head, to fall down before them, and use all such postures

of worship as they would do to the persons represented, if present."

And, accordingly, " the priest is to direct the people to them, that they

may be worshipped." They say, indeed, that, in falling down before
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the image, they " worship the saint or aiigel whom it represents." Wo
answer, (1.) We are absolutely ibrhiddt'U in S(;ripture to worship saints

or angels themselves. (2.) We are expressly lorhidden "to fall down
and worship any image or likeness of any thing in heaven or earth,"

whomsoever it may represent. This, therefore, is flat idolatry, directly

contrary to the commandment of God.
7. Such, likewise, without all possibility of evasion, is the worship

they pay to the cross. They pray that God may make the wood of the

cross to " be the stability of faith, an increase of good works, the redemp-

tion of souls." They use all expressions of outward adoration, as kiss-

ing, and failing down before it. They pray directly to it, to " increase

grace in the ungodly, and blot out the sins of the guilty." Yea, they

give latria to it. And this, they themselves say, " is the sovereign wor-

ship that is due only to God."
But indeed they have no authority of Scripture for their distinction

between latria and dulia ; the former of which they say is due to God
alone, the latter that which is due to saints. But here they have for-

gotten their own distinction. For although they own latria is due only

to God, yet they do in fact give it to the cross. This then, by their own
account, is flat idolatry.

8. And so it is to represent the blessed Trinity by pictures and

images, and to worship them. Yet these are made in every Romish
country, and recommended to the people to be worshipped ; although

there is nothing more expressly forbidden i.i Scripture, than to make
any image or representation of God. God himself never appeared in

any bodily shape. The representation of " the Ancient of days,"

mentioned in Daniel, was a mere prophetical figure ; and did no more
hterally belong to God, than the eyes or ears that are ascribed to him in

Scripture.

SECTION IV.

OF THE SACRAMENTS.

1. The Church of Rome says, "A sacrament is a sensible thing,

instituted by God himself, as a sign and a means of grace.

" The sacraments are seven : Baptism, confirmation, the Lord's Supper,

penance, extreme unction, orders, and marriage.
" The parts of a sacrament are, the matter, and the form, or words of

consecration. So in baptism, the matter is water ; the form, ' I baptize

thee,' " &.C.

On this we remark, Peter Lombard lived about one thousand one

hundred and forty years after Christ. And he was the first that ever

determined the sacraments to be seven. St. Austin (a greater than he)

positively affirms, " that there are but two of divine institution."

Again : To say that a sacrament consists of matter and form, and

yet either has no form, as confirmation and extreme unction, (neither of

which is ever pretended to have any form of words, instituted by God
himself,) or has neither matter nor form, as penance or marriage, is to

make them sacraments and no sacraments. For they do not answer

that definition of a sacrament which themselves have given.
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2. However, they teach that " all these seven confer grace ex opere

operalo, by the work itself, on all such as do not put an obstruction."

Nay, it is not enough that we do not put an obstruction. In order to

our receiving grace, there is also required previous instruction, true

repentance, and a degree of faith ; and even then the grace does not

spring merely ex opere operatn : it docs not proceed from the mere ele-

ments, or the words spoken ; but from the blessing of God, in conse-

quence of his promise to such as are qualified for it.

Equally erroneous is that doctrine of the Church of Rome, that, "in
order to the validity of any sacrament, it is absolutely necessary the

person who administers it should do it with a holy intention." For
it follows, that, wherever there is not this intention, the sacrament is null

and void. And so there is no certainty whether the priest, so called,

be a real priest ; for who knows the intention of him that ordained him?

And if he be not, all his ministrations are of course null and void. But

if he be, can I be sure that his intention was holy, in administering the

baptism or the I^ord's Supper? And if it was not, they are no sacra-

ments at all, and all our attendance on them is lost labour.

3. So much for the sacraments in general : let us now proceed to

particulars :

—

"Baptism," say the Romanists, "may, in case of necessity, be ad-

uiinistered by women, yea, by Jews, infidels, or heretics." No ; our

TiOrd gave this commission only to the Apostles, and their successors

in the ministry.

The ceremonies which the Romanists use in baptism are these :

—

Before baptism, (1.) Chrism ; that is, oil mixed with water is to be

consecrated. (2.) Exorcism ; that is, the priest is to blow in the face

of the child, saying, "Go out of him, Satan!" (3.) He crosses the

forehead, eyes, breast, and several other parts of the body. (4.) He
puts exorcised salt into his mouth, saying, " Take the salt of wisdom."

(5.) He puts spittle in the palm of his left hand, puts the fore-finger of

his right hand into it, and anoints the child's nose and ears therewith,

who is then brought to the water.

After baptism, First, he anoints the top ofthe child's head with chrism,

as a token of salvation : Secondly, he puts on him a white garment, in

token of his innocence: And, Thirdly, he puts a lighted candle into his

hand, in token of the light of faith.

Now, what can any man of understanding say in defence of these idle

ceremonies, utterly unknown in the primitive Church, as well as unsup-

ported by Scripture? Do they add dignity to the ordinance of God?
Do they not rather make it contemptible ?

4. The matter of confirmation is the chrism ; which is an ointment

consecrated by the bishop. The form is the words he iises in crossing

the forehead with the chrism ; namely, " I sign thee with the sign of

the cross, and confirm thee with the chrism of salvation, in the name of

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."

Then the person confirmed, setting his right foot on the right foot of

his godfather, is to have his head bound with a clean headband ; which,

after some days, is to be taken off*, and reserved till the next Ash-Wed-
nesday, to be then burnt to holy ashes.

The Roman (.'atechism says, " Sacraments cannot be instituted by
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any beside God." But it must be allowed, Christ did not institute

contirmation ; therefore it is no sacrament at <ill.

5. We come now to one of the grand doctrines of the Ch\uch of

Rome,—that which regards the Lord's Supper. This, therefore, wo
would wish to consider with the deepest attention. They say, " In the

Lord's Supper whole Christ is really, truly, and substantially conttjined ;

God-Man, body and blood, bones and nerves, under the appearance of

bread and wine."

They attempt to prove it thus :
" Our Lord himself says, ' This is my body.

Therefore, upon consecration there is a conversion of the whole substance

of the bread into the whole substance of Christ's body, and of the wliol<*

substance of the wine into the substance of his blood ; and this we term

transubstantiation

.

" Yet we must not suppose that Christ is broken, when the host, or con-

secrated bread, is broken ; because there is v/hole and entire Christ, under the

species ofeveiy particle of bread, and under the species ofevery drop of wine."

We answer : no such change of the bread into the body of Christ can

be inferred from his words, " This is my body." For it is not said,

"This is changed into my body," but, "This is my body ;" which, if it

were to betaken literally, would rather prove the substance of the bread

to be his body. But that they are not to be taken literally is manifest

from the words of St. Paul, who calls it bread, not only before, but like-

wise after, the consecration, 1 Cor. x, 17; .\i, 26-28. Here we see,

that what was called his body, was bread at the same time. And ac-

cordingly these elements are called by the Fathers, " the images, the

symbols, the figure, of Christ's body and blood."

Scripture and antiquity, then, are flatly against transubstantiation.

And so are our very senses. Now, our Lord himself appealed to the

senses of his disciples :
" Handle me and see ; for a spirit hath not

flesh and bones, as ye see me have," Luke xxiv, 39. Take away the

testimony of our senses, and there is no discerning a body from a spirit.

But if we believe transubstantiation, we take away the testimony of all

our senses.

And we give up our reason too : for if every particle of the host is as

much the whole body of Christ as the whole host is before it is divided,

then a whole may be divided, not into parts, but into wholes. For divide

and subdivide it over and over, and it is whole still ! It is whole before

the division, whole in the division, whole after the division ! Such non-

sense, absurdity, and self-contradiction all over is the doctrine of tran-

substantiation !

6. An evil practice attending this evil doctrine is, the depriving the

laity of the cup in the Lord's Supper. It is acknowledged by all, that

our Lord instituted and delivered this sacrament in both kinds ;
giving

the wine as well as the bread to all that partook of it ; and that it con-

tinued to be so delivered in the Church of Rome for above a thousand

years. And yet, notwithstanding this, the Church of Rome now forbids

the people to drink of the cup ! A more insolent and barefaced corrup-

tion cannot easily be conceived !

Another evil practice in the Church of Rome, utterly unheard of in

the ancient Church, is, that when there is none to receive the Lord's

Supper, the priest communicates alone. (Indeed it is not properly to
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communicate, when one only receives it.) This likewise is an absolute

innovation in the Church of God.

But the greatest abuse of all in the Lord's Supper, is, the worshipping

the consecrated bread. And this the Church of Rome not only prac-

tises, but positively enjoins. These are her words : " The same sove-

reiga worship which is due to God, is due to the host. Adore it
;
pray

to it. And whosoever holds it unlawful so to do, let him be accursed."

The Romanists themselves grant, that if Christ is not corporally

present in the Lord's Supper, this is idolatry. And that he is not cor-

porally present any where but in heaven, we learn from Acts i, 11
;

iii, 21. Thither he went, and there he will continue, "till the time of

the restitution of all things."

7. Consider we now what the Romanists hold, concerning the sacra-

ment of penance.
" The matter of the sacrament of penance is, contrition, confession, and

satisfaction ; the form, ' I absolve thee.'
"

We object to this : you say, " The matter of a sacrament is some-
thing sensible," perceivable by our senses. But if so, penance is not a

sacrament. For surely contrition is not something perceivable by the

outward senses

!

Again : they say, " Confession is a particular discovery of all mortal sins

to a priest, witli all their circumstances, as far as they can be called to mind
;

without vvliich there can be no forgiveness or salvation."

We answer: Although it is often of use to confess our sins to a spiritual

guide, yet to make confessing to a priest necessary to forgiveness and
salvation, is " teaching for doctrines the commandment of men." And
to make it necessary in all cases is to lay a dangerous snare both for the

confessor and the confessed.

They go on :
" The sentence pronounced by the priest in absolution, is

pronounced by the Judge himself. All the sins of the sinner are thereby
pardoned, and an entrance opened into heaven."

We cannot allow it. We believe the absolution pronounced by the

priest is only declarative and conditional. For judicially to pardon sin

and absolve the sinner, is a power God has reserved to himself.

Once more : you say, " Satisfaction is a compensation made to God by
alms, &c, for all offences committed against him."

We answer, (1.) It cannot be that we should satisfy God, by any of

our works. For, (2.) Nothing can make satisfaction to him, but the

obedience and death of his Son.

8. We proceed to what they call, " the sacrament of extreme unction."

" The matter," they say, " of extreme unction is, oil consecrated by the

bishop, and applied to the eyes, cars, mouth, hands, feet, and reins of a

person supposed to be near death." The form is :
" By this holy anoint-

ing, God pardon thee for whatever thou hast ofiended by the eyes, cars,

mouth, or touch."

We reply : W hen the Apostles were sent forth, " they anointed with

oil many that were sick, and healed them," Mark vi, 13 ; using this as

a sign of the miraculous cures to be wrought. And St. James accord-

ingly directs :
" Is any sick among you? Jjct him call for the elders of

the Church ; let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name
of the Lord. And the prayer of faith shall save the sick," v, 14, 15.
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But what has this to do with the extreme unction of the Church of

Rome? In the first Church, this anointing was a mere rite: in the

Church of Rome, it is made a sacrament ! It was used in the first Church

for the body; it is used in the Church of Rome for the soul:, it was
used then for the recovery of the sick ; now, for those only that are

thought past recovery. It is easy, therefore, to see, that the Romish
extreme unction has no foundation in Scripture.

9. We are now to consider what the Church of Rome delivers con-

cerning ordination. " This," says she, "is properly a sacrament. He
that denies it, let him be accursed."

" The orders received in the Church of Rome are seven : the Priest, the

Deacon, the Subdeacon, the Acolytiius, to carry the candle ; the Exorcist,

to cast out devils ; the Reader, and Door Keeper."

On this, we observe, It is not worth disputing, whether ordination

should be called a sacrament or not. Let the word then pass : but we
object to the thing ; there is no divine authority for any order under a

deacon. Much less is there any Scriptural authority tor the forms of

conjuration prescribed to the exorcists ; or for the rites prescribed in

exorcising not only men, women, and children, but likewise houses,

cattle, milk, butter, or fruits, said to be infested with the devil.

10. The next of their sacraments, so called, is marriage ; concerning

which they pronounce, " Marriage is truly and properly a sacrament.

He that denies it so to be, let him be accursed."

We answer. In one sense it may be so. For St. Austin says, "Signs,

when applied to religious things, are called Sacraments." In this large

sense, he calls t'ie sign of the cross a sacrament ; and others give this

name to washing the feet. But it is not a sacrament according to the

Romish definition of the word ; for it no more " confers grace," than

washing the feet or signing with the cross.

A more dangerous error in the Church of Rome is, the forbidding

the clergy to marry. " Those that are married may not be admitted

into orders : those that are admitted may not marry : and those that,

being admitted, do marry, are to be separated."

The Apostl J, on the contrary, says, " Marriage is honourable in all,"

Heb. xiii, 4 ; and accuses those who " forbid to marry," of teaching
" doctrines of devils." How lawful it was for the clergy to marry, his

directions concerning it show, 1 Tim. iv, 1, 3. And how convenient,

yea, necessary, in many cases it is, clearly appears from the innumera-

ble mischiefs which have in all ages followed the prohibition of it in the

Church of Rome ; which so many wise and good men, even of her own
communion, have lamented.

I have now fairly stated, and calmly considered, most of the particu-

lar doctrines of the Church of Rome. Permit me to add a few consider-

ations of a more general nature.

That many members of that Church have been holy men, and that

many are so now, I firmly believe. But I do not know, if any of them
that are dead were more holy than many Protestants who are now with

God
;
yea, than some of our own country, who were very lately remov-

ed to Abraham's bosom. To instance only in one : (whom I mention

the rather, because an account of his life is extant:) I do not believe

that many of them, of the same age, were more holy than Thomas Walsh.
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And I doubt if any among them, living now, are more holy than several

Protestants now alive.

But be this as it may : However, by the tender mercies of God, many
members of the Church of Rome have been, and are now, holy men,

notwithstanding their principles
;

yet I fear many of their principles

have a natural tendency to undermine holiness
;

greatly to hinder, if

not utterly to destroy, the essential branches of it,—to destroy the love

of God, and the love of our neighbour, with all justice, and mercy, and

truth.

I wish it were possible to lay all prejudice aside, and to consider this

calmly and impartially. I begin with the love of God, the fountain of

all that holiness without which we cannot see the Lord. And what is

it that has a more natural tendency to destroy this than idolatry? Con-

sequently, every doctrine which leads to idolatry, naturally tends to de-

stroy it. But so does a very considerable part of the avowed doctrine

of the Church of Rome. Her doctrine touching the worship of angels,

of saints, the Virgin Mary in particular,—touching the worship of images,

of relics, of the cross, and, above all, of the host, or consecrated wafer,

—lead all who receive them to practise idolatry, flat, palpable idolatry

;

the paying that worship to the creature which is due to God alone.

Therefore they have a natural tendency to hinder, if not utterly destroy,

the love of God.
Secondly. The doctrine of the Church of Rome has a natural tend-

ency to hinder, if not destroy, the love of our neighbour. By the love

of our neighbour, 1 mean universal benevolence ; tender good-will to

all men. For in this respect every child of man, every son of Adam, is

our neighbour ; as we may easily learn from our Lord's history of the

good Samaritan. Now, the Church of Rome, by asserting that all who
are not of her own Church, that is, the bulk of mankind, are in a state

of utter rejection from God, despised and hated by him that made them;

and by her bitter (I might say, accursed) anathemas, devoting to abso-

lute, everlasting destruction, all who willingly or unwillingly differ from

her in any jot or tittle ; teaches all her members to look upon them with

the same eyes that she supposes God to do ; to regard them as mere

fire-brands of hell, " vessels of wrath, fitted for destruction." And
what love can you entertain for such ? No other than you can beheve

God to have for them. Therefore, every anathema denounced by the

Church of Rome against all who difier from her, has a natural tendency,

not only to hinder, but utterly destroy, the love of our neighbour.

Thirdly. The same doctrine which devotes to utter destruction so

vast a majority of mankind, must greatly indispose us for showing them

the justice which is due to all men. For how hard is it to be just to

them we hate? to render them their due, either in thought, word, or

action? Indeed, we violate justice by this very thing, by not loving

them as ourselves. For we do not render unto all their due ; seeing

love is due to all mankind. If we "owe no man any thing" beside, do

we not owe this, " to love one another ?" And where love is totally

wanting, what other justice can be ex[)ected ? Will not a whole train of

injurious tempers and passions, of wrong words and actions, naturally

follow ? So plain, so undeniably plain it is, that this doctrine of the

Church of Rome, (to instance at present in no more,) that " all but
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those of their own Church ;ue accursed," has a natural tendency to

hinder, yea, utterly to destroy, justice.

Fourthly. Its natural tendency to destroy mercy is eciually glaring and
undeniable. We need not use any reasoning to prove tiiis : Only
cast your eyes upon matter of fact ! What terrible proofs of it do wc
see in the execrable crusades against the Albigcnses ! in those horrible

wars in the Holy Irand, where so many rivers of blood were poured out! in

the many millions that have been butchered in Europe, since the begin-

ning of the Reformation; not only in the o|)en Held, but in prisons, on
the scaffold, on the gibbet, at the stake ! For how many thousand lives,

barbarously taken away, has Philip the Second to give uu account to God!
For how many thousand, that infamous, perfidious butcher, Charles the

Ninth of France! to say nothing (jf our own bloody Queen Mary, not

much inferior to them ! See, in Europe, in America, in the uttermost

parts of Asia, the dungeons, the racks, the various tortures of the In-

quisition, so imhappily styled, the House ofJMercij! Yea, such mercy
as is in the fiends in hell ! such mercy as the natives of Ireland, in the

last century, showed to myriads of their Protestant countrymen ! Such
is the mercy which the doctrine of the Church of Rome very naturally

inspires

!

Lastly. The doctrine of the Church of Rome has a natural tendency

to destroy truth from otT the earth. What can more directly tend to

this, what can more incite her own members to all manner of lying and
falsehood, than that precious doctrine of the Church of Rome, that no
faith is to be kept with heretics ? Can I believe one word that a man
says, who espouses this principle ? I know it has been frequently affirm-

ed, that the Church of Rome has renounced this doctrine. But I ask,

When or where ? By what public and authentic act, notified to all the

world ? This principle has been publicly and openly avowed by a whole

Council, the ever renowned Council of Constance : an assembly never

to be paralleled, either among Turks or Pagans, for regard to justice,

mercy, and truth! But when and where was it as publicly disavowed 1

Till this is done in the face of the sun, this doctrine must stand before

all mankind as an avowed principle of the Church of Rome.
And will this operate only toward heretics 1 toward the supposed

enemies of the Church ] Nay, where men have once learned not to

keep faith with heretics^ they will not long keep it toward Catholics.

When they have once overleaped the bounds of truth, and habituated

themselves to lying and dissimulation, toward one kind of men, will they

not easily learn to behave in the same manner toward all men ? So
that, instead of " putting away all lying," they will put away all truth

;

and instead of having " no guile found in their mouth," there will be

found nothing else therein !

Thus naturally do the principles of the Romanists tend to banish truth

from among themselves. And have they not an equal tendency to cause

lying and dissimulation among those that are not of their communion,
by that Romish principle, that force is to be used in matters of religion 1

that if men are not of our sentiments, of our Church, we should thus

"compel them to come in ?" Must not this, in the veiy nature of things,

induce all those over whom they have any power, to dissemble if not

deny those opinions, who vary ever so little from what that Church has
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determined ? And if a habit of lying and dissimulation is once formed,

it will not confine itself to matters of religion. It will assuredly spread
into common life, and tincture the whole conversation.

Again : Some of the most eminent Roman casuists (whose books are

duly licensed by the heads of the Church) lay it down as an undoubted
maxim, that, although malicious lies are sins, yet " officious lies, that is,

lies told in order to do good, are not only innocent, but meritorious."

Now, what a flood-gate does this open for falsehood of every kind '.

Therefore this doctrine, likewise, has a natural tendency to banish truth

from the earth.

One doctrine more of the Romish Church must not here be passed

over ; I mean that of absolution by a priest ; as it has a clear, direct

tendency to destroy both justice, mercy, and truth
; yea, to drive all

virtue out of the world. For if a man (and not always a very good
man) has power to forgive sins ; if he can at pleasure forgive any vio-

lation, either of truth, or mercy, or justice ; what an irresistible tempta-

tion must this be to men of weak or corrupt minds ! Will they be
scrupulous with regard to any pleasing sin, when they can be absolved

upon easy terms? And if after this any scruple remain, is not a remedy
for it provided? Are there not Papal indulgences to be had

;
yea, plenary

indulgences ? I have seen one of these which was purchased at Rome
not many years ago. This single doctrine of Papal indulgences strikes

at the root of all religion. Arid were the Church of Rome ever so

faultless in all other respects, yet till this power of forgiving sins,

whether by priestly absolution or Papal indulgences, is openly and ab-

solutely disclaimed, and till these practices are totally abolished, there

can be no security in that Church for any morality, any religion, any

justice, or mercy, or truth.

A LETTER

TO THE PRINTER OF THE " PUBLIC ADVERTISER,

OCCASIONED

BY THE LATE ACT PASSED IN FAVOUR OF POPERY.

TO WHICH IS ADDED,

A DEFENCE OF IT,

IN TWO LETTERS TO THE EDITORS OF " THE FREEMAN's JOURNAL," DUBLIN-

Sir,—Some time ago a pamphlet was sent me, entitled, " An Appeal

from the Protestant Association, to the People of Great Britain." A
day or two since, a kind of answer to this was put into my hand, which

pronounces its style contemptible, its reasoning futile, and its object

malicious. On the contrary, I think the style of it is clear, easy, and

natural; the reasoning, in general, strong and conchjsivo ; the object or

design, kind and benevolent. And in pursuance of the same kind and

benevolent design, namely, to preserve our happy constitution, I shall

endeavour to confirm the substance of that tract, by a few plain arguments.
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With persecution I have nothing to do. I persecute no mun for his

rehgious principles. Let there he as "boundless a freedom in religion"

as any man can conceive. But this does not touch the point : I will set

religion, true or false, utterly out of the question. Suppose the Bible, if

you please, to be a fable, and th<! Koran to be the word of God. I con-

sider not, whether the Romish religion be true or false ; I build nothing

on one or the other s\ipposition. Therefore, away with all your common-
place declamation about intolerance and persecution for religion ! Sup-
pose every word of Pope Pius's creed to be true ; suppose the Council of

Trent to have been ini'allible
; yet, I insist upon it, that no govenmient

not Roman Catholic ought to tolerate men of the Roman Catholic per-

suasion.*

I prove this by a plain argument: (let him answer it that can :)

—

That no Roman Catholic does, or can, give secm-ity for his allegiance

or peaceable behaviour, I prove thus : It is a Roman Catholic maxim,
established, not by private men, but by a public council, that " no faith

is to be kept with heretics." This has been openly avowed by the

Council of Constance; but it never was openly disclaimed. Whether
private persons avow or disavow it, it is a fixed maxim ot the Church of

Rome. But as long as it is so, nothing can be more plain, than that the

members of that Church can give no reasonable security to any govern-

ment of their allegiance or peaceable behaviour. Therefore they ought

not to be tolerated by any government, Protestant, Mohammedan, or

Pagan.
You may say, " Nay, but they will take an oath of allegiance." True,

five hundred oaths ; but the maxim, " No faith is to be kept with

heretics," sweeps them all away as a spider's web. So that still

no governors that are not Roman Catholics can have any security of

their allegiance.

Again : Those who acknowledge the spiritual power of the Pope can
give no security of their allegiance to any government; but all Roman
Catholics acknowledge this : therefore they can give no security for

their allegiance.

The power ofgranting pardons for all sins, past, present, and to come,
is, and has been for many centuries, one branch of his spiritual power.

But those who acknowledge him to have this spiritual power can give

no security for their allegiance ; since they believe the Pope can pardon
rebellions, high treason, and all other sins whatsoever.

The power of dispensing with any promise, oath, or vow, is another

branch of the spiritual power of the Pope. And all who acknowledge
his spiritual power must acknowledge this. But whoever acknowledges
the dispensing power of the Pope can give no security for his allegiance

to any government.

Oaths and promises are none ; they are light as air ; a dispensation

makes them all null and void.

Nay, not only the Pope, but even a priest, has power to pardon sins !

This is an essential doctrine of the Church of Rome. But they that

acknowledge this cannot possibly give any security for their allegiance

* For an explanation of tliis passage, see Mr. "Wesley's Second Letter to the Edit-

ors of the Freeman's Journal, p. 822 ; and his " Disavowal of Persecuting Papists,"

p. 827.

Vol. V. 52
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to any f^overnment. Oaths are no security at all ; for the priest can
pardon both perjury and high treason.

Setting then rehgion aside, it is plain, that upon principles of reason,

no government ought to tolerate men who cannot give any security to

that government for their allegiance and peaceable behaviour. But this

no Romanist can do, not only while he holds that " no faith is to be kept

with heretics ;" but so long as he acknowledges either priestly absolution,

or the spiritual power of the pope.
" But the late act," you say, " does not either tolerate or encourage

Roman Catholics." I appeal to matter of fact. Do not the Romanists
themselves understand it as a toleration? You know they do. And does

it not already (let alone what it may do by and by) encourage them to

preach openly, to build chapels, (at Bath and elsewhere,) to raise semi-

naries, and to make numerous converts day by day to their intolerant,

persecuting principles'? I can point out, if need be, several of the per-

sons. And they are increasing daily.

But " nothing dangerous to English liberty is to be apprehended from

them." I am not certain of that. Some time since, a Romish priest

came to one I knew, and, after talking with her largely, broke out, " You
are no heretic

;
you have the experience of a real Christian !" " And

would you," she asked, "burn me alive?" lie said, "God forbid!

—

unless it were for the good of the Church !"

Now, what security could she have had for her life, if it had depended

on that man? The s;ood of the Church would have burst all the lies of

truth, justice, and mercy; especially when seconded by the absolution of

a priest, or (if need were) a Papal pardon.

If any one please to answer this, and to set his name, I shall probably

reply.—But the productions of anonymous writers, I do not promise to

take any notice of.

I am, sir, your humble servant, John Wesley.
City Road, January 21, 1780.

TWO LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS OP THE FREEMAN'S JOURNAL, DUBLIN.

TO THE READER.
Several months since, Father O'Leary, a Capnchin friai- in Dublin, published Re-
marks upon this Letter in the Freeman's Journal. As soon as these were sent to

me, I published a Reply in the same paper. When I read more of his Remarks,
printed in five succeeding Jourmils, I wrote a second Repl)'; but did not tliiiJt it

worth while to ibllow, step by step, so v/ild, rambling a writer.

Mr. O'Leary has now put his six letters into one, which arc reprinted in London,
with this title, " Mr. O'Leary's Remarks on the Rev. Mr. W.'s Letters in Defence

of the Protestant Associations in England; to which are prefixed Mr. Wesley's
Letters."

Is it by negligence or by design, that there are so many mistakes even in a title page ?

1. To which are prefixed Mr. W.'s Letters." No: the second of those letters is not

mine. I never saw it before.

2. But where are the two letters published in the Freeman's Journal ? Why is a
spurious letter palmed upon us, and the genuine ones suppressed?

3. " Letters in Defence of the Protestant Association in England." Hold ! In my
first Letter I hav(^ only three lines in defence of a Tract published in London. But
1 have not one line "in Defence of the Associations," cither in London or elsewhere.
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If Mr. O'Leary will seriously imswer the two following lelters, he may pxpect a
serious reply. But if he has only drolleiy ami low wit to oppose to argiuiiciU, I

shall concern myself no farther about him.

Lo.NDON, Dec. 29, 1780.

LETTER I.

Gentlemen,—1. Mr. O'Leary does well to entitle his Paper " Re-
marks," as that word may mean any thing or nothing ; but it is no more
an answer to my Letter, than to the Bull Unigenitus. He likewise does
wisely in prefacing his "Remarks" with so handsome a compliment:
this may natinally incline you to think well of his judgment, which is no
small point gained.

2. His manner of writing is easy and pleasant; but might it not as

well be more serious? The subject we are treating of is not a light one:

it moves me to tears rather than to laughter. I plead for the safety of

my country
; yea, for the children that are yet unborn. " But cannot

your coimtry be safe unless the Roman Catholics are persecuted for

their religion ?" Hold ! Religion is out of the question : but I would
not have them persecuted at all ; I would only have them hindered from
doing hurt. I would not put it in their power (and I do not wish that

others should) to cut the tliroats of their quiet neighbours. " But they

will give security for their peaceable behaviour." They cannot while

they continue Roman Catholics ; they cannot while tliey are members
of that Church which receives the decrees of the Council of Constance,

which maintains the spiritual power of the Bishop of Rome, or the doc-

trine of priestly absolution.

3. This I observed in my late Letter. Whoever, therefore, would
remark upon it to any purpose, must prove these three things : (1.) That
the decree of the Council of Constance, publicly made, has been pub-
licly disclaimed. (2.) That the Pope has not power to pardon sins, or

to dispense with oaths, vows, and promises. And, (3.) That no priest

has power to pardon sins. But has Mr. O'Leary proved these three

points 1 Has he proved any one of them 1 He has, indeed, said some-
thing upon the first : he denies such a decree was ever made.

4. I am persuaded Mr. O'Leary is the first man that ever made the

important discovery. But, before he is quite sure, let him look again

into Father L'Abbe's " Concilia Maxima," printed at Paris in the year

1672. The last volume contains a particular account of the CouncU of

Constance ; one of whose decrees (p. 169) is, " That heretics ought to

be put to death, non obslanlibus salvis conductibus Iinperaloris, Res^um,

&c, notwithstanding the pul)lic faith engaged to them in the most solemn
mamier." Who then can affirm that no such doctrine or violation of

faith with heretics is authorized by this Council? Without putting on
spectacles, which, blessed be God, I do not wear, I can read a little

Latin still. And, while I can, I must fix this horrid doctrine on the

Council of Constance.

5. But, supposing the Council of Constance had never advanced this

doctrine, or the Church of Rome had publicly disclaimed it, my conclu-

sion stands good till it is proved, (1.) That no priest has a power of

pardoning sins ; and, (2.) That the Pope has neither a power of pardon-

ing sins, nor of dispensing with oaths, vows, promises, &c.
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Mr. O'Leary has proved neither of these : and what has he proved ?

It is hard to say. But if lie proves nothing, he either directly or indi-

rectly asserts many things. In particular, he asserts, (1.) "Mr. Wesley

has arraigned in the jargon of the Schools." Heigh-day ! What has

this to do here? There is no more of the jargon of the Schools in my
Letter, than there is of Arabic. " The Catholics all over the world are

liars, perjurers," &c. Nay, I have not arraigned one of them. This

is a capital mistake. I arraign the doctrines, not the men. Either de-

fend them, or renounce them.
" I do renounce them," says Mr. O'Leary. Perhaps you do. But

the Church of Rome has never renounced them. " He asperses our

communion in a cruel manner." I do not asperse it at all in saying,

these are the doctrines of the Church of Rome. Who can prove the

contrary ?

(2.) " Mr. O'Leary did not even attempt to seduce the English

soldiery." I believe it ; but does this prove any of these three points?

" But Queen Elizabeth and King James roasted heretics in Smithfield !'*

In what year ? 1 doubt the fact.

(3.) " Mr. Wesley is become an apologist of those who burned the

chapel in Edinburgh." Is not this said purely ad movendam invidiam ?

" to inflame the minds of the people ?" For it has no shadow of truth.

I never yet wrote nor spoke one word in their defence. " He urged

the rabble to light that fire." No more than he urged them to detlirone

the king.

(4.) " Does Mr. Wesley intend to sound Alecto's horn, or the war-

shell of the Mexicans." All this is cruel aspersion indeed ; designed

merely to inflame ! What I intend is neither more nor less than this,

—

to contribute my mite to preserve our constitution both in Church and

State.

(5.) " They were the Scotch and English regicides who gave rise to

the Irish massacre." The Irish inassacre ! Was there ever any such

thing ? Was not the whole account a mere Protestant lie ? no ! it was

a melancholy truth, wrote in the blood of many thousands. But the

regicides no more gave rise to that massacre than the Hottentots. The
whole matter was planned several years, and executed before the king's

death was thought of. " But Mr. Wesley is sowing the seeds of another

massacre !" Such another as the massacre of Paris ?

6. " Was he the trumpeter of persecution when he was persecuted

himself?" Just as much as now. Cruel aspersions still ! designed and

calculated only to inflame. " Did he then abet persecution on the score

of conscience ?" No, nor now. Conscience is out of the question. "His

Letter contains all the horrors invented by blind misguided zeal, set

forth in the most bitter language." Is this gentleman in his senses ? I

hope not. Else I know not what excuse to make lor him. Not one

bitter word is in my Letter. I have learned to put away " all bitterness,

with all malice." But still this is wide ol" the mark ; which of those three

points does it prove ?

7. " In his Second Letter, he promises to put out the fire which he

has already kindled in England." Second Letter! What is that? I

know nothing of it. The fire which he has kindled in England.

When? Where? I have kindled no fire in England, any more than in
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Jamaica. I have clone, and will do, all that is in my power to put out

that which others have kindled.

8. " He strikes out a creed of his own for Roman Catholics. This
fictitious creed he forces upon them." My words are these : " Suppose
every word of Pope Pius's Creed to be true." I say not a word more
of the matter. Now, I appeal to every reasonable man, Is this striking

out a creed of my own for Roman Catholics? Is this forcing a fictitious

creed on them, " like the Frenchman and the blunderer in the comedy?"
What have I to do with one or the other ? Is not this dull jest quite out

of season? And is the creed, composed by tlie Council of Trent, and
the Bull of Pope Pius IV, a fictitious one? Before Mr. O'Leary asserts

this again, let him look into the Concilia JMaxima once more, and read

there, Bulla Pii Quarli superfurma Juramenti professionis Jidei. [The
Bull of Pius IV, concerning the form of the oath of the creed.] This

forma professionis Jidei, I called Pope Pius's Creed. If his "stomach
revolts from it," w ho can help it ?

9. Whether the account given by Philip Melancthon of the words
spoken (not in Hebrew but in Latin) be true or false, it does not at all

afiect the account of Miss Duchesne, which I gave in her own words.

And I cannot but observe, that, after all the witticisms which he has
bestowed upon it, Mr. O'Leary does not deny that the priest might have
burnt her, " had it been for the good of the Church."

10. " Remark a Blissionary inflaming the rabble, and propagating

black slander." Remark a San Benito Cap, painted with devils ; but

let him put it on, whom it fits. It does not fit me : I inflame no rabble

:

I propagate no slander at all. But Mr. O'Leary does. He propagates

a heap of slander in these his Remarks. I say too, " Let the appeal be

made to the public and their impartial reason." I have nothing to do
with the "jargon or rubbish of the schools," lugged in hke "the jargon

of the schools" before. But I would be glad if Mr. O'Leary would
tell us what these two pretty phrases mean.
The whole matter is this. I have, without the least bitterness, ad-

vanced three reasons why I conceive it is not safe to tolerate the Roman
Catholics. But still, I would not have them persecuted : I wish them
to enjoy the same liberty, civil and religious, which they enjoyed in

England before the late act was repealed. Meantime, I would not have
a sword put into their hands ; I would not give them liberty to hurt

others. Mr. O'Leary, with much archness and pleasantry, has nibbled

at one of these three reasons, leaving the other two untouched. If he
chooses to attack them in his next, I will endeavour to give him a calm
and serious answer.

I am. Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

John Wesley.
Manchester, March 23, 1780.

LETTER II.

Gentlemen,—Some time ago, in a Letter published at London, I

observed, " Roman Catholics cannot give those whom they account

heretics any sufficient security for their peaceable behaviour."

1. Because it has been publicly avowed in one of their General

Councils, and never publicly disclaimed, that faith is not to be kept with
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heretics ; 2. Because they hold the doctrine of priestly absolution ; and,
3. The doctrine of Papal pardons and dispensations.

Mr. O'Leary has published " Remarks" on this letter ; nine parts in

ten of which are quite wide of the mark. Not that they are wide of his

mark, which is to introduce a plausible panegyric upon the Roman
Catholics, mixed with keen invectives against the Protestants, whether
true or false it matters not. All this is admirably well calculated to

inspire the reader with aversion to these heretics, and to bring them
back to the holy, harmless, much-injured Church of Rome. And I

should not wonder, if these six papers should make six thousand con-
verts to her.

Close arguing he does not attempt ; but he vapours, and skips to and
fro, and rambles to all points of the compass, in a very lively and enter-

taining manner.

Whatever has the face of an argument in his first letter I answered
before. Those of the 14th, 16th, 18th, and 21st instant, I pass over at

present : I have now only to do with what he advances in your Journal
of March 12.

Here I read : "For Mr. Wesley's second letter, see the last page."
I have seen it ; but I can find no more of the second letter in the last

page, than in the first. It would be strange if I did ; for that second
letter was never heard of, but in Mr. O'L.'s " Remarks." " But why
then does he mention it over and over?" TiTily, I cannot tell.

He begins :
" Fanaticism"—Hold ! There is no fanaticism in my

letter, but plain, sober reason. I " now expect" (they are his own
words) " a serious answer to a serious charge."

My argument was : the Council of Constance has openly avowed
violation of faith with heretics : but it has never been openly disclaimed.

Therefore, those who receive this Council cannot be trusted by those

whom they account heretics. This is my immediate conclusion. And
if the premises be admitted, it will infallibly follow.

On this Mr. O'L. says, " A Council so often quoted challenges pecu-

liar attention. We shall examine it with all possible precision and

impartiality. At a time when the broachers of a new doctrine" (as new
as the Bible) " were kindling the fire of sedition, and shaking the founda-

tions of thrones and kingdoms,"—big words, but entirely void of truth !—" was held the Council of Constance. To this was cited John
JIuss, famous for propagating errors, tending to—wrest the sceptre

from the hands of kings."—Equally true !
" He was obnoxious to

Church and State." To the Church of Rome ; not to tlie State iu

any degree.
" Protestant and Catholic legislators enacted laws for burning here-

tics." How wisely are these jumbled together; and the Protestants

placed first! But pray, what Protestant legislator made such laws,

either bcfoie or after the Catholic ones? I know, one man, Servetus,

was burned at Geneva ; but I know not that there was any law for it.

And I know, one woman, Joan Bocher, was burned in Smithfield, much
against the mind of King Edward. But what is this to the numbers

who were inhumanly butchered by Queen Mary ; to say nothing of her

savage husband ? " But the same laws were executed by Queen Eliza-

beth and King James." How? Did either of these burn heretics?
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Queen Elizabeth put two Anabaptists to death ; Init what was this to the

achievements of her sister ?

He adds a well-devised apolojry for the Romish persecutions of the

Protestants as necessarily resulting from the nature of things, and not

from any wrong principles. And this he illustrates by the treatment

formerly given to the Methodists, " whose love-feasts and wat(;h-nights

roused the vigilance of the magistrate, and iuHucnccd the rage of the

rabble." Indeed, they did not Not only no magistrate ever objected

either to one or the other, but no mob, even in the most turbulent times,

ever interrupted them.

But to the Council :
" Hues strikes at the root of all temporal power and

civil authority. He boldly asserts, that all princes, magistrates, &c, in the

slate of mortal sin, are deprived, ipso facto, [by tlie fact itself,] of jiil power
and jurisdiction. And by broaching these doctrines, he makes Bohemia a

tlieatrc of intestine war. See the Acts of the CouncU of Constance in L'Abbe's

Collection of Councils."

I have seen them, and I can find nothing of all this therein. But
more of this by and by.

" He gave notice that he would stand his trial ; but he attempted to

escape." No, never; this is pure invention. " He is arrested at Constance,"

—whence he never attempted to escape,—" and confined. His friends plead

his safe conduct. The Coimcil then declared, ' No safe conduct granted by
the emperor, or any other princes, to heretics, ought to hinder tlicm from

being punished as justice shall require. And the person who has promised

them security shall not be obliged to keep his promise, by whatever tie he

may be engaged.' "

And did the Council of Constance declare this? "Yes;" says Mr.
O'Lcary. I desire no more. But, before I argue upon the point, per-

mit me to give a little fuller account of the whole affair :

—

The Council of Constance was called by the Emperor Sigismund and

Pope John XXIII, in the year 1414. Before it began, the emperor

sent some Bohemian gentlemen to conduct John Huss to Constance,

solemnly promising that he should " come and return freely, without

fraud or interruption."

But before he left Prague, he waited on the Bishop of Nazareth, Pa-

pal Inquisitor for that city and diocess, who, in the presence of many
witnesses, gave him the following testimonial :

—

" We, Nicholas, do by these presents make known to all men, that we
have often talked with that honourable man. Master John Huss, and in all

his sayings, doings, and behaviour,,have proved him to be a faithful man
;

finding no manner of evil, sinister, or erroneous doings in hun, unto this

present. Prague, August 30, 1414."

This was attested by the hand and seal of the public notary, named
Michael Pruthatictz.

After this, Conrade, Archbishop of Prague, declared before all the

barons of Bohemia, that " he knew not that John Huss was culpable or

faulty in any crime or offence whatever."

So neither the Inquisitor nor the Archbishop knew any thing of " his

making Bohemia a theatre of intestine war !"

In October he began his journey, accompanied by two noblemen,

Wencelat de Duba, and John dc Clum. On November 3d, he came
to Constance, and was treated with great respect. But not long after,
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he was suddenly arrested and cast into a noisome prison- Here he
quickly fell sick. During his sickness, his accusers exhibited twelve

articles against him. But none of them charge him with sedition. They
relate purely to the Church.

May 14, 1415. The nobles of Bohemia complained to the Council,
*' When Master John Huss came to the Council, under the Emperor's
safe conduct, he was, in violation of the public faith, imprisoned before

he was heard." They add :
" And he is now grievously tormented,

both with fetters, and with hunger and thirst."

June 8. His accusers brought thirty-nine articles more, and after-

ward twenty-six others. But both the former and the latter relate

wholly to the Church.

Seven more were brought next. The first of these is, " If the Pope,
Bishop, or Prelate, be in deadly sin, he is then no Pope, Bishop, or Pre-

late." But this he himself explains in the same tract whence it is taken.
" Such, as touching their deserts, are not worthily Popes or Pastors

before God
;

yet, as touching their office, are Popes and Pastors."

After these, six more articles were exhibited ; but all relate to the

Church, as do nineteen more that followed them. In fine, nineteen

others were preferred by the chancellor and university of Paris. One
of these was, " No man being in deadly sin is a true Pope, Prelate, or

Lord." This seems lo be the same with the preceding charge ; only

they have mended it by adding the word Lord. Another was, " Sub-
jects ought publicly to reprove the vices of their rulers." It does not

appear that ever he held this.

In the seventeenth session, the sentence and condemnation of John
Huss was read and published. The Emperor then commanded the

Duke of Bavaria to deliver him to the executioners ; for which glorious

exploit he was thus addressed by the Bishop of Landy, in the name of

the Council : " This most holy and goodly labour was reserved only for

thee, most noble prince ! Upon thee only doth it lie, to whom the

whole rule and ministration of justice is given. Wherefore thou hast

established thy praise and renown ; even by the mouths of babes and

sucklings thy praise shall be celebrated for evermore."
From tliis whole transaction we m.vy observe, 1. That John Huss

was guihy of no crime, cither in word or action ; even his enemies, the

Archbishop of Prague, and the Papal Inquisitor, being judges.

2. That he never preached or wrote any thing tending to sedition

;

neither was there in fact any sedition, much less intestine war, in Bohe-
mia, while he ministered there.

3. That his real fault, and his only one, was, opposing the Papal

usurpations.

4. That this " most noble prince" was a bigoted, cruel^ perfidious

murderer; and that the Fathers of the Council deserve the same praise,

seeing they urged him to cmbrue his hands in innocent blood, in viola-

tion of the public fliith, and extolled him to the skies for so doing ; and

seeing they have laid it down as a maxim, that the most solemn promise

made to a heretic may be broken.

But says Mr. O'Leary, " This regards the peculiar case of safe-con-

ducts granted by princes to heretics." If you mean, they took occasion

from a particular case to establish a general rule, this is true ; but what
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then ? If the public faith with heretics may be violated in one instance*

it imv be in a thousimd.- " But can the rule be extended farther?" It

may ; it must ; we cannot tell where to stop. Away then with your
witticisms on so awful a subject! What! do you sport with human
blood ? I take burning men alive to be a very serious thing. I pray

spare your jests on the occasion.

But you have another plea : "Sigismund only promised to guard him
from any violence in going to the Council." Why, this was just nothing.

What man in his wits would have moved a stop upon such a promise as

this? " But this was all it was in his power to do." Jt was not. It

was in his power to have told the Council, "My own honour, and yours,

and that of the empire are at stake. I will not upon any account suffer

the public faith to be violated: I will not make myself infamous to all

generations. Aly name shall not stink to all future ages. I will rather

part with my empire, with my life." He could have taken John Huss
out of their hands, and have sent him safe to his own country. He
would have done it, had he been an honest man ; had he had either

honour or conscience. I ask Mr. O'Leary, Would not you have done
it, had you been in Sigismund's place ? If you say, " No," a Pro-

testant ought not to trust you, any more than he would trust a wild bull.

I am afraid this is the case, for you strangely add : " It was nugatory

in Sigismund to grant him a safe-conduct ; for neither king nor emperor
could de{)rive the bishops of their right ofjudging" (add, and of murder-

ing) " heretics." It is plain, Sigismund thought he could, that he could

screen Huss from all dangers ; else he had been both a fool and a knave

to promise it ; especially by a public instrument, which pledged his own
honour, and that of the >vhole empire, for his safety.

Now for flourish :
" Thus the superannuated charge of violation of

faith with heretics"—no more superannuated now, than it was while

John Huss was in the flames—" vanishes away." No, nor ever will.

It still stares us in the face ; and will do so, till another General Council

publicly and explicitly repeals that infamous determination ofthe Council

of Constance, and declares the burning of John Huss to have been an

open violation of all justice, mercy, and truth. But flourish on : "The
foundation then of Mr. Wesley's aerial fabric being sapped,"—not at

all,
—" the superstructure falls of course, and his long train of false and

unchristian assertions." What can this mean ? I know of no " long

train of assertions," whether true or false. I use three arguments, and

no more, in proof of one conclusion.

" What more absurd, than to insist on a General Council's disclaim-

ino- a doctrine which they never taught !" They did teach it ; and that

not by the by, not incidentally ; but they laid it down as a stated rule of

action, dictated by the Holy Ghost. I quote chapter and verse : I say

too, " See ' L' Abbe's Councils,' printed at Paris, in 1672." Yea, and

they were not ashamed to publish this determination to all the Christian

world ! and to demonstrate their sincerity therein, by burning a man
alive. And this Mr. O'Leary humorously compares to the roasting a

piece of beef! With equal tenderness I suppose he would compare the

" making the beards of heretics," (that is, thrusting a burning furze-bush

in their face,) to the singeing a fowl before it was roasted.

" It is sufficient to disclaim it, when it is fixed upon us." Then dis-

VoL. V. 53
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claim it without delay ; for it is fixed upon you, to all intents anA pur-

poses. Nay, and you fix it upon yourselves, in every new ed> ion of

the Councils ; in all of which, this Council stands in (ziernam ret memo-

riam, [for a perpetual monument ofthe fact,] and this very determination,

without the least touch of blame ! It must therefore stand as an avowed
doctrine of the Church of Rome, that " heretics ought to be condemned
and executed, notwithstanding the most solemn assurances to the con-

trary :" in other words, that " the public faith, even that of kings and

emperors, ought not to be kept with heretics."

What security then for my life can any man give me, till he utterly

renounces the Council of Constance 1 What security can any Romanist

give a Protestant, till this doctrine is publicly abjured 1 If Mr. O'Leary

has any thing more to plead for this Council, I shall follow him step by

step. But let him keep his word, and " give a serious answer to a

serious charge." Drollery may come in when we are talking of roast-

ing fowls ; but not when we are talking of roasting men.

Would I then wish the Roman Catholics to be persecuted 1 I never

said or hinted any such thing. I abhor the thought : it is foreign to all

I have preached and wrote for these fifty years. But I would wish the

Romanists in England (I had no others in view) to be treated still with

the same lenity that they have been these sixty years ; to be allowed

both civil and religious liberty, but not permitted to undermine ours. I

wish them to stand just as they did before the late act was passed ; not

to be persecuted or hurt themselves ; but gently restrained from hurting

their neighbours. I am, Gentlemen, your obedient sei-vant,

Chester, March 31, 1780. JoHN Weslev.

A DISAVOWAL OF PERSECUTING PAPISTS.

I have read a Tract lately sent me, and will now give my free thoughts

upon the subject.

I set out early in life with an utter abhorrence of persecution in every

form, and a full conviction that every man has a right to worship God
according to his own conscience. Accordingly, more than fifty years

ago, I preached on those words, " Ye know not what manner of spirit

ye are of: for the Son of man is not come to destroy men's lives, but

to save them." And I preached on the same text, in London, the 5th

of last November. And this I extend to members of the Church of

Rome, as well as to all other men.

I agree not only that many of these in former ages were good men,

(as Thomas a Kempis, Francis Sales, and the Marquis de Renty,) but

that many ofthem are so at this day. I behcvc I know some Roman Cat

tholics who sincerely love both God and their neighbour, and who steadily

endeavour to do unto every one as they wish him to do unto them.

But I cannot say this is a general case ; nay, 1 am fully convinced

it is not. The generality of Roman Catholics, wherever 1 have been,

are of the sam«! principles, and the same spirit, with their forefathers.

And, indeed, if they had the same principles, it could not be doubted

but they would be of the same practice too, if opportunity should serve.

These principles openly avowed by their forefathers of priestly abso-
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lution, Papal indulgences, and no fnith to be kept with heretics, have

never been openly and authoritatively disavowed even unto this day.

And until they are, a Roman Catholic, consistent with his principles,

cannot be trusted by a Protestant.

For the same principles naturally tend to produce the same spirit and
the same practice. Very lately, a person seeing many flocking to a
place, which she did not know was a Romish chapel, innocently said,

" What do all these people want ?" and was answered by one of them,

with great vehemence, " We want your blood. And we will have it soon."

On Friday last, I dined with a gentlewoman, whose father, living in

Dublin, was very intimate with a Roman Catholic gentleman. Having
invited him to dinner one day, in the course of conversation, Mrs. Grat-

tan asked him, " Sir, would you really cut my husband's throat, if your

priest comnianded you?" He answered honestly, " Madam, Mr. Grattan

is my friend; and I love him well; but I must obey the Church." "Sir,"

said she, " I beg I may never more see you within my doors."

But still, be their principles what they will, I would not persecute

them. So persecution is utterly out of the question. I know no one

that pleads for it. Therefore the writing or talking against it is time

lost ; it is proving what no one denies.

And the Romanists never have been persecuted in England since I

remember. They have enjoyed a full toleration. I wish them to enjoy

the same toleration still ; neither more nor less.

I would not hurt a hair of their head. Meantime, I would not put it

into their power to hurt me, or any other persons whom they believe to

be heretics. I steer the middle way. I would neither kill nor be killed. I

would not use the sword against them, nor put it into their hands, lest they

should use it against me ; I wish them well, but I dare not trust them. I

But still I say, persecution is out of the question. And I look on all

vague declamations upon it, which have been lately poured out, as

either more flourishes of persons who think they talk prettily, or artful

endeavours to puzzle the cause, and to throw dust into the eyes of honest

Englishmen. John Wesley.
Bristol, March 18, 1782.

THE ORIGIN
OF IMAGE-WORSHIP AMONG CHRISTIANS.

When Christianity was first preached in the world, it was supported

by such miraculous assistance of the Divine Power, that there was need

of little or no human aid to the propagation of it. Not only the Apos-
tles, who first preached it, but even the lay-believers were sufficiently

instructed in all the articles of faith, and were inspired with the power
of working miracles, and the gift of speaking in languages unknown to

them before.

But when the Gospel was spread, and had taken root through the

world ; when kings and princes became Christians, and when temples

were built and magnificently adorned for Christian worship ; then the

zeal of some well-disposed Christians brought pictures into the Church-

es, not only as ornaments, but as instructers of the ignorant ; and from
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thence they were called libri laicoruiv,—"the books oCthe people."

Thus the walls of the Churches were be^et with pictiues, reprcst-nling

all the particular transactions mentioned. And they who did n(jt luider-

stand a letter of a book knew how to give a veiy good "account of the

Gospel, being taught to understand the particular passages of it in the

pictures of the Church. Thus, as hieroglyphics were the first means of

propagating knowledge, before writing by letters and words was invent-

ed ; so the more ignorant people were taught compendiously by pictures,

what, by the scarcity of teachers, they had not an opportunity of being

otherwise fully instructed in.

But these things, which were at first intended for good, became, by
the devil's subtlety, a snare for the souls of Christians. For when
Christian princes, and the rich and great, vied with one another, who
should embellish the temples with greatest magnificence, the pictures

upon the walls were turned into gaudy images upon the altars ; and the

people being deceived by the outward appearance of the priests' bowing
and kneeling, (before those images,) as the different parts of their devo-

tion led them, they imagined that those gestures were designed to do
honour to the images, before which they were performed

;
(which they

certainly were not ;) and so, from admiring, the people came to adore

tliem. Thus, what were at first designed as monuments of edification,

became the instruments of superstition. This being a fatal oversight in

the clergy, at first neglected, or winked at, by degrees (as » all errors

have crept into the Church) gathered strength ; so that, from being in

the beginning the dotage of the ignorant vulgar, the poison infected

those of better rank, and, by their influence and countenance, brought

some of the priests over to their opinion, or rather those priests were the

occasion of deceiving the rich and powerful, especially the female sex,

for ends not very reputable or agreeable to the integrity of their profes-

sion. But so it was, that what the priests at first winked at, they after-

ward gave countenance to ; and what they on»e countenanced, they

thought themselves obliged in honour to defend; till, at last, superstition

came to be preached from the pulpits, and gross idolatry obtruded upon
the people for true devotion.

It is true, there were many of the sacred order, whose sound hearts

and clear heads were very averse to this innovation; who both preached

and wrote against the worship of images, showing both the wickedness
and folly of it. But the disease was so far spread, and the poison had
taken such root, that the consequence of opposition was the dividing the

Church into parties, and schisms, and at last proceeded to blood and
slaughter.

N. B. Is it not marvellous that what was so simple in the beginning,

should degenerate into such idolatry as is scarce to be found in the

heathen world ! While this, and several other errors, equally contrary

to Scripture and reason, are found in the Church, together with the

abominable lives of multitudes who call themselves Christians, the very

name of Christianity must stink in the nostrils of the Mohammedans,
Jews, and Infidels. /j,/.
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